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July 25, 1SS4. KNOWLEDGE

INDEX TO VOLUME Y.

GENERAI,.

Address to readers, 102

Adelaide Evenin<j Journal, the, and Mr. Prot-tor on

the flight of a projectile, 293

Ady, John Emest : the International Health Exhi-
'
bition (introductory) , 397, 415, ^i\

Afar, moved from: the emotions, 518; the will, 305

;

the sensations, 138 ; the intellect, 456

Allen, Grant : niijjratious of birda, 1 ; the evolution of

llowers (illustrated), the starting point, 61; first

steps, 114; integration begins, 137 ; side branches,

175; true lilies, 220; tulip and fritillary, 290;

\ lilies and rushes, 'i%^; the common newt, 321;
the extinction of species, 427

Almanack lessons, 2ti6

Almanack lessons (illustrated), 23
Amateur electrician, the (batteries), 4, 353, 411

Ambulance corps, surtjical tearhin^ of, 189

American Encyclopipdia, ihe (review), 84
Amon;; the Indians of Guiana (review), 45, 139

Animals, variation in, 54
Astronomical collisions, 2
Atmosphere of the suu, 213

Bi-LLor, William Hosea : the Gulf Stream, 392
Bank-holidavs, remarks on, 419
Barnard, President, F.A.P., LL.D. : the metric

system, 457
Bath waters, ancient reference to, 117

Bees, wild (illustrated), 52, 99, 124
Beetles, rove- (illustrated), 26
Birds, miG^ations of, 1, 41

Birley, Dr., reference to ("Parallax"), 313
Books, notes on, 59
Borrowed articles as original, 313
Bottom, sent to the, 3lf, 363. 3S9, 411
Boy-bandits, remarks on, 397
Srowning, John: how to choose a tricycle, 22, 54;

trying tricycles (illustrated), 73; tricy^-les in 1S81,

97, 142; Tricycle Exhibition in the Agricultural
Hall, 1S5; tte trial of the Sterling, 225; trying
the Tandem, 283

Biirgin dynamo-electric machine, the, 42
Burnham". 8. W. : double stars (illustrated), 4^3
Sutler, E. A., B.A.: Rove-beetles (illustrated), 26;

wild bees, (illustrated), 52, 99, 124; weevils
(illustrated), 160, 205; ichneumon flies (illus-

trated); 241, 287; wire-worms and skipjacks
(illustrated), 327; entomology of a pond (illus-

trated) , 372, 414, 474
Butler, Mr., selections from (reyiew), 246

CiSTBErDGB, college eight-oared races at, 207
Canadian porcupine, the (illustrated), 55
Caiion district, the Grand (illustrated), 458
Cantilever bridge over Niagara (illustrated), a, 227
Causes of the glacial period, 3S, 108
Cat, j)ermanen-;e of domestic instinct in the, 243
Centrifugal force (review), 12
Cham)>ers, Mr. liVilliam, and the management of his

journal, 463
Cheltenhum Examiner, the, and Mr. Proctor, 355
Chemistrv of cookery, the, 18, 49, 81, 123, 156, 196,

238, 301, 342, 406, 4t7
Chess column, remarks on arrangement of, 209
•Chess column: book, 15 ; observations, 32; gambits

of the king, 43 ; an unsound but amusing game,
154; abit of Morphy, 174; blind-fold chess on the
Stock Exchange, 194; a singular ending, 315;
Scotch gambit attack, 215; easy notes on the
openings, 254, 2!i9, 339; home chess play, 331;
John Ruskin on chess, 446 ; observations on chess-
players, 467 ; see also 62, 73, 92, 106, 120, 134, 235,
273, 319, 361, 404, 426

Christmas car[r]ol[l] on the endowment of research,
a, 23

Christmas happiness, 10
Clevenger, Dr., theory of, as to man's erect position.

313
Clodd, Edward : among the Indians of Guiana (review)

,

45, 139 ; dreams, their place in the growth of
primitive belief (introductory), 384, 429, 469

Coincidences and superstitions, 195, 237, 230, 326, 367
College eight -oared races at (Cambridge, 207
Collisions, astronomical, 2
Collisions of ocean steamers, and how to avert them.

354
'

Common newt, the, 321
Constellations, map of (illustrated), 347
Cookery, the chemistry of, 18, 49, 81, 123, 156, 196, 338,

3tH. 342, 416, «7
Cook, Robert B. : causes of the glacial period, 38, 108,

193. 258
Copyright in lectures, 305
Corona of the sun, the latest scientific discoyeries

concerning the, 257
Corpulence, the tUirst-cure for, 386
Creation, vestiges of (review), 329
Cremation Bill and Colonel King-HanuoD, 332; see

also 346
Cricket, observations on, 397
Cricket, the uncertainty of, 374
Cycling and cycles, 266

Dancixg to death, 21
Day-sign for February, the (illustrated) , 87: for March

(illustrated), 207
Deaf-mutism and a belief in a Supreme Being, 332
Death, dancing to, 21
Dickens, story of, left half-told ("Edwin Drood"),478
Discovery of prehistoric remains in Lincolnshire, the,

333
Divided skirt, the. 428
Domestic instinct in the cat, permanence of the, 243
Double personality, 5
Double stars (illustrated), -108

Drawbaugh, Daniel, reference to, as an alleged inventor
of the telephone, 128

Drawing the planets (illustrated), 85
Dreams, their place in the {;^owth of primitiye beliefs

(introductory), 334, 429, 469
Dress reform (ladies'), 419
Drink, how we (illustrated), 223
Dust envelope of the earth, SO
Dynamite outrages, the, 413

Eabth, path of, round the sun (illostrated), 41
Earthquake, the, 301
Easter, observations on, 273
Edinburgh fft>pi>icand the Speneerian philosophy, the,

63, 33; Mr, Spencer's first principles, 147
Education electrical, 437
Edwards, Amelia B.: the migrations of birds, 41
Effect of marriage on life, 17, 33
Effects of the glacial period, inorganic effects, 193

;

organic period, 258
Electrical education, 4.37

Electrician, the amateur (batteries), 4, 353, 411
Electric projectors on board yachts, 473
Electro-plating, 161, 201, 243," 307, 365, 459
Emotions, in infants, the, 67
Encyclopsedia, the American (review), 84
Endowment of research, a Christmas Car^rloiril on

the, 23 - J
-

->

Entomology of a pond, the (illustrated), 373, 414, 449,

Evidences of the glacial period, 6
Evolution, 260
Evolution of flowers, the (illustrated) : the starting

point, 64 ; first steps, 114; integration begins,
137 ; side branches, 175 ; true lilies, 220 ; tulip and
fritillary, 290 ; lilies and rushes, 386

Extinction of species, the, 427
Extraordinary sunsets, the, 155, 177

Face of the sky: January 4 to January 18, 13;
January 18 to February 1, 46 ; February 1 to
February 15, 75 ; February 15 to February 29 103
February 29 to March 14,"131; March 14 to March
33, 167 : March 28 to April 11, 210; April 11 to
April 25, 243 ; April 25 to May 9, 294 ; Mav 9 to
May 23, 333 ; May 23 to June 6, 370 ; June 6 to
June 20, 421 ; June 30 to July 4, 462

February, the ni^ht-sign for (illustrated), 70; the
day-signs for (illustraTfd), 87

Few Saturnal observations, a (illustrated), 185, 202
Flat earth and her moulder, the, 213
Flies, ichneumon (illustrated), 344, 237
Flowers, the evolution of (illustrated) : the starting

point. 64; first steps, 114 ; integration begins, 137;
side branches, 175 ; true lilies, 220 ; tulip and
fritillary, 296 ; lilies and rushes, 336

Flying-mjtchines, notes on, 221, 470
Foster, Thomas : Christmas happiness, 10 ; the morality

of happiness—self r. others, 47, 69 ; care for self as

a duty, 95, 122,163,204; care for others as a duty,
240, 233, 34.3, 391, 452

Foster, Thomas : Dickens's story left half-told, 478
Foucault, pendulum experiments of (illustrated), 413

Gamblixg superstitions, 11, 19, 50, 79, 107, 136
Ghosts and goblins, 65, 94, 131, 178, 217
G;ant sun, the movement? of a, 405
Glacial period, evidences of the, 6; causes of, 39,108;

effects of, 193; organic effects, 3>3
Goblins and ghosts. 65, 94, 121, 173, 217
Goethe ; hymn on the universe, 267
Grand Canon district, the (illustrated) , 458
Gratacap, L. P. : the omithorhynchus (illustrated).

Gravity, the mystery of, 176
Great £astem, the, and her destiny, 166
Great novelists, remarks on, 272
Greek fire, 35
Greenwood, H., M.A. : copyright in lectures, 305
Guiana, among the Indians of (review), 45, 139
Gulf Stream, the, 393

Happctess, Christmas, 10
Happiness, the morality of: self r. others, 37, 69;

care for self as a duty, 95, 122, 163, 20*; care of
others as a duty, 24<J, 333, 345, 391, 453

Health Exhibition,the Intemational(introductory),387,
415, 4:i4, 4>1, 476

Hints on rowing, 219
How to choose a tricycle, 22, 54
How to get strong, 135 ; the muscles of the waist, 158

;

to strengthen the muscles of the luius, 200,243;
the muscles of the legs, 379; the muscles of the
upper thigh, 323 ; from knee to toes, 366

How to make useful star-maps (illustrated), 5, 36,
110, 146

How to select a life assurance office, 265, 303
How we drink (illustrated), 223
Hydrophobia, cure for, by M. Pasteur, 374
Hymn on the xmiverse, 267

ICHiTEriiox-FLrES (illustrated), 244, 237
India as a source of food-supply, 453
Indianapolis, danger of Mr. Proctor when lecturing

at, through defective lime-light arrangements, 203
Indians of Guiana, among the, 139
Infants, the emotions in, 67
Intelligence in a pointer, 183
International Health Exhibition, the (introductory),

337, 415, 434, 454, 476
Irving, Mr. Henry, in America, 190
Irving, Mr., on actors, 355

Jeffebibs, Richard : sea-clouds, 475
" Jerry Mander," meaning of a, 117
Joule, the scientific papers of Dr. (review), 245
Jupiter in a three-inch telescope (illustrated), 101,

126

KiKG, Helen Atixilium : Let knowledge grow from
more to more (poetry), 138

KxowLBDGB, proposal for enlargement of, 102
Krakatoa dust-cloud, spread of the, 261

Lanb, river action on, 270
Langley, Prof. S. P. : our earth's dust envelope, 80
Lectures, copyright in, 305
Lessons, almanack (illustrated), 23
Let knowledge grow from more to more (poetry), 188
Life assurance office, how to select a, 365, 308
Life in Mars, 303, 343
Life, the effect of marriage on, 17, 33
Lime-light apparatus, explosion of, 308

Mapping, notes on, 133
Marmoset, a tame, 443
Marriage, the effect of, on life, 17, 33 ; marriage and

madness, 137
^lars in a three-inch telescope (illustrated) , 140
Mars, the planet (illustrated), 8, 3S1 ; Mars in oppo-

sition, 70 ; calculation of the rotation period of,

208, 369 ; life in, 303, 343 ; the satellites of, 335
Marsk, Professor: evolution, 260
Mathematical column : hints on the solution

geometrical problems, 31 ; Achilles and the
tortoise, 60; easy riders on Euclid's first bool^
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172, 19J, 'iM, 25-1, 276 318. 30O, A^l, -125. 48S

;

easy lessons in co-ordinat'* gcoroetry (illastrated),

172, V13. 253. 2i)-i, 339, 379, 435; easy less-^n* on
Kuclid'a ttrst book, Zl4, 425; notes on Euclid's
firtt l.nuk (illustrated), 153, 192, 234, 370, 31a,

359. 403. 441., 4S8
Mesnierin infl^ieiiees, demonstration of cause of, 1S9
Metric system, the, '157

Microscope, pleasant hours with the fillu«»trated),

20, 61, 82, 109, 141, 182, 2-40, 282, 330,371,430,
472

Migrations of birds, 1, 41 _

Misreprpseu'ationa concerning Mr. Richard A.
Prnctor, 439

Morality of hiippiness, the: self v. others, 37, 69;

oare for self as a dutv, 95, 122, 103. 204; care of

others as a duty. 2W, 283, 315, 391, 452

Moved from afar : the emotions. 3i8, the will, 395

;

the seDfations, 4'^8
; the intellect, 4:i6

Movemenrs of a tjiant sun, the, 4^)5

Muscle-reading and thought-reading, 3S3
Mystery of gravity, the, 176

Xatubai, phenomena and "signs" in olden times, 356
Nature, the unity of (review), 163
Xewspuper-i anJ the boat-race, 273
Kew btorm-cluud, Mr. Ruskin on a, 81
!Newt, the common, 331
New year, the, 10
Xiagdra, a cantilever bridge over (illustrate!), 227
!Night-sit:n for February, the (illustrated), 70, 331

>oah, the rainbow o'', -i-W)

Noble, William: the recent extraordinary sunrises

and sunsets, 418
Notes on books, 59
Notes on living-machines, 221, 470
Notes on mapping, lai

OcciTLTATioxs in a three-inch telescope (illnstrated),

267
Opposition. Mars in (illustrated), 70
Optk-al recreations (illustrated), 3i5, 351, 399, 433,

480
Optics without mathematics (review) (illustrated), 74
Ornithorhvnchus, the (illustrated), 269
Our earth^s dust envelope, 30

Oiygen and hydrogen as explosive gases, 208
Oxyhydrogen lamp, ordinary form of an, 208

Paradox column, our: lightning, 118; the flat earth
and her moulder, 213, 233 ; reference to pro-

ceedings against Mr. H. Ossipotf Wolfson, 253

;

the flat earth and its flattener, 275
*' Parallax." references to character of, 313
Paateur, M., and hydrophobia, 374
Patent Act <>f iS83, the. 324. 36*^, -109

Patience and courage for the truth, 93
Payn, Air., literary reminiscenees of, 313
Payne, Professor : the satellites of Mars, 3S5

Pendulum experiments, Foueault's (illustrated). 413
Permanence of domestic instinct in the cat, 2-13

Personality, dnuble. 5

Pigeons, tumbler, 55
Planet Mars, the (illustrated), 8. 281
Planetarv movements (illustrated), 310
Planets, drawing the (illustrated), 85
Pleasant hours uith the microscope (illustrated), 20,

51, 83, 109, 141, 182, 240, 232, 330, 371, 430, 472
*' Polyglot *': the Patent Act of 1883, 324. 3(», 109

Pond", the entomology of a (illustrated), 372, 414, 419,
. 474
Pointer, intelligence in a, 183
Porcupine, the Canadian (illustrated), 55
Prehistoric remains, discovery of, in Lincolnshire,

333
Problematic satellite of Venus, 452
Proctor, Richard A. ; how to make useful star-maps

(illu&tratedj, 5, 36, 110, 110; the universe of suns
(illustratcdj, 9, 25, 34, 56, 68, 96, 113, 1S6, 234,
281, 323,431; gambling superstitions, 11,19,50,
79, 107, 136; centrifugal force (review), 13;
almanack lessons (illustrated), 23, 2u6 ; hints on
the solution of geometrical problems, 31 ; zodiacal
star-map for January, 40, 2^7. 395, -180 ; Achilles
and the t rtoise, fiO; the Edinburgh Jtevietc and
the Spencerianphilosophv, 83; ghosts and goblins,
65,91'. 121, 17S, 217; Mars in opposition (illus-

trated), 70; notes on Euclid's first book (illus-

trated). 152, 192, 234. 276, 318, 359, 402, 411, 483

;

easy rulers on Euclid's first book, 173, 193, 214,
264", 276. 313, 360, 402, 425, 493 : easy lessons in
co-ordinate geometry (illustrated, 172, 213, 253,
298, 333, 379, 425, 466: notes on mapping, 183;
coincidences and superstitions, 195, 237, 280, 336,
367; the poetry of science, 209; map of con-
stellations (illustrated), 317 ; easy notes on chess
op^nini.'^, 254, 299, 339; s tlar surroundings, 257;
the thirst-cure for corpulence, 236; the earthquake,
301 : life in M^rs, 303, 313 ; vestiges of creation
(review). 329; odd coincidences, 332; sent to the
bottom. 311, 363, 389, 411 ; cremation, 346; home
chess plav. 331 ; thought-reading and muscle-
reading, 383 ; the movements of a giant sun, 4<15

;

Foucault's pendulum experiments, 413; the
dyoamite outrages, 418; pyramid prophecies,
450: notes on flymg and ilying-machines, 470

Projectile, Mr. Proctor on the flight of a, and the
Adelaide Evenbtg Journal, 293

Pyramid prophecies. 450

Rastaed. A. Cowper: (he extraordinary sunsets, 155,

177 ; the spread of the Krakatoa dunt-cIoud, 261
Reade, Charles, remarks on the late, 273
Rebuking an iiudience, 116

Recent extraordinary sunrises and simaets, the, 418
Recent lava flow on the Uinkaret, 458
Recreation in skill, 7
Recreations, optical (illustrated), 305, 351,339, 436, 480
Red after-ulow, the, 166

Red deer (review), 58
Rees, J. K. A. M. : standard time, 319
River action on land, 270
Rotation period of Mars, the, 208, 369
Kove-beellea (illuptratcd), 26
Rowing, hints on, 219
liuskin, Mr., on a new storm-cloud, 81 ; alleged inacu-

racies of. 1 16

Bussell, Percy : India as a source of food-supply, 453

Sagacity and morality of plants, the (review) , 482
Sala, Mr., and his critic-*, 166; references to, 189
Satellites of Mar*, the, 335
Saturnine observations, a few (illustrated), 185, 202
Sciutilhition (illustrated), 180
Sea-clouds, 475
Sent to the bottom, 3J1, 363, 389, 411
Skill, recreaHon in, 7
Skipjacks nnd wire-worms (illustrated), 327
Sky, the face of the, from Jan. 4 to Jan. )8. 13; Jan.

' 18 to Feb. 1. 16: Fob. 1 to Feb. 15, 75; Feb. 15
to Feb. 39 103; Feb. 29 to March 14. 131 ; March
14 to March 28, 167; March 2H to April 11, 210;
Apriin to April35,2l8; April 25 to Mar 9, 291;
Mav 9 to May 33, 333; May 23 to June 6, 370;
June 6 to June XO, 421 ; June 20 to July 4, -103

Slack, Henry J., F.G.S. : pleasant hour* with the mi-
croscope (illustrated), 20, 51, 82, 109, 141, 182,

210, 282,33), :;71, 13 '. 172
Blingo. "W. : who invented the telephone? (illustrated)

128; electroplating, 161, 201, 243, 307, 365. 459;
the telegraph in a gale, 263 ; electrical education,
437

Solar surroundings, 257
Song and spc-ch (review) 85
Sp»-cies, the extinction of, 427
Speech ami song (review) 85
Spencer, Mr., and the Kdinburqh TieTiev, 83, 147

;

Salience and courage of, for the truth, 93; Mr.
[erbert Spencer, 332

Spenceiian philosophy and the Edinburvh Seview, the,
63

Spider-life wonders, 418
Spread of the Krakatoa dust-cload, 261
St. George's chess club, Mr. Richard A. Proctor and

the, "116

Stainforth, John W. : a year's weather forecasts (the
wiud). 112, 159

Standard time, 319
Star-maps, how to make them (illastrated), 5, 36, 110,

146
Stafe of Florida and the Pouema, the collision between

the, 351
Strong, how to get, 135 ; the muscles of the waist, 15^

;

to strengthen the muscles of the loins, 20^, 242;
the muscles of the legs, 279; the muscles of the
upper thigh, 322; from knee to toes, 366

Sun, path of the earth round the (illustrated), 41
Sun, the atmosphere of the, 313
Suns, the universe of (illustrated), 9, 25, 34 56, 68, 96,

113, 186. '^2.1, 284, 323, 431
Sunrises and sunsets, the recent extraordinary, 418
Sunsets, the extraordinary, 155, 177
Superstitions and coincidences, 195. 237, 280, 326, 367
Superstitions, gambling, 11, 19, 50, 79, 107, 136

Tame marmoset, a, 419
Telegraph in a gale, the, 263
Telephone, who invented the (illustrated), 123
Tight -lacing, obser^'ations on, 293
Theory of visions, a, 43
Thirst cure for corpulence, the, 286
Thought-reading and muscle-reading, 333, 463
Three-inch telescope, Jupiter in a (illustrated), 101,

126; Mars in a, IW; occultations in a, 267;
Uranus and Neptune in a, 199

Tricycle, how to choose a, 22, 54
Tricycles in 1881, 97, 142; the Tricycle Exhibition in

the Agricultural Hall, 183; thetrialof the Stirling,
225 ; trying the Tandem, 238

Tricycles, trying them (illustrated), 72
Truth, patience and courage for the, 93
Tumbler pigeons, 55
Tyndall, Professor, and the Spectator^ 166

UsiTT of nature, the (review), 162
Universe, hymn on the, 267
Universe of suns (illustrated), 9,25, 34, 56, 68. 96,143

186. 224, 3^, 333, 431
Uranus and Neptune in a three-inch telescope (illus-

trated), 199
Useful star-maps and how to make (illustrated), 5

Tahiatto?.' in animal?, .54

Venus, the problematic satellite of, 452
Testiges of creation (renew), 339; and Mr. Robert

Chambers, 313
Visions, a theory of, 43

Weatheb forecasts for a year (the wind), 112 ; the
weather, 159

Weevils (illustrated). 160, 205
Weston, allusion to the walk of, 189

Whist column : a game from »he Westminster papers,

16 ; late signals, 61 ; whist endings, 91 ; notes and'

inferences, 91, 119, 193; a whiet gem, 153; skill

at whist, 173; illustrative game by Mr. Lewji,

216 ; a whist-plaver's wail, 236, 255, 277 ; an illuB-

trative game, 34(5; anamu^iing hand, 320 ; synopsia

of the leads in plain Kuit:i, :i62 ; average players,

392 ; whist torture, 403; wonderful luck at whist,

445 ; home whist, 467 ; see also 32, 46, 77, 105,.

3J0, 489
White, C.A. : the permanence of the domestic instinct

in the cat, 243
Who invented the telephone? (illustrated), 128

Woofson, H. Ossipotf : the flat earth and her moulder^

213, 233 ; and the zetetic astronomy, 355
World-life (review),.53

Wild bees (illustrated), 52, 99, 134
WiUiams, W. Mattieu : the chemistry of cookery, 18,

49, 81, 123, 156. 196, 23s, 301, 312, 406, 447; the-

sun's atmosphere, 218
Wilson, Dr. Andrew, reference to lectures of, 189

Wire-worms and skipjacks (illustrated), 337

Yachting and coaching as pleasures, 332

Yachts, electric projectors on board, 473

Y:ite:^, Mr., and Mr. Wilson, 374

Year, the new. 10; the wind, 112 ; forecasts for a year
(the weather), 139

Young, Prof. C. A. : astronomical collisions, 2

Zodiacal map for January (iUustrated), 40;^ zodiacal

sign for February, with the path of Uranus for

1831 (illustrated),' 165 ; see also 287, 3if4, 395

COEEESPONDENCE.

APTKa-GLOW, the, 14: eiamination of, 29 ; in Cheshire-,

47; seeaNoeO, 90, 117

America, red skies in, 15 ; the afler-glow in, 90

American bacon, 275
Animal, alleged attempt of, at suicide, 465

Apparitions. 249, 295. 331
Australia, strange sunsets in, 47

xaminatioD <S
Bach incident and Mr. Owen, the, 291

Barometer curves and a epectroscopic en
sunrises and sunsets (illustratea), 169

Bicycles in winter, 30
Birils, the misration of, 47, 91

Blue moon, a. 77
Blue sun, a, 232, 250
Botany, works on, 159, 400
Brain," duality of the, 42i
Brain of man, the, 413

Brain weights, 486

ClGB-KBSTS, 47
Can the severed head think? 357
Cantilever bridges, 376
Cape, rod sunsets at the, 231
Cats and dogs, 357
'* Caucus," the origin of the word, 423
Caverns in the earth and the moon, 151

Caws, coincidence with, 423
Cheese, 375
Chess, value of the pieces at, 232
Coaches, 400
Coincidence, strange, 30; eee also 212, 295, 315, 33l>

356, 376, 4')l, 423, 443, 4S5
Colour of the sun, 29
Collection of dust from snow, the, 15
Coloured hyacinth, the effect produced by growing

one in cUrkness, 311

Comet, the (illustrated), 60
Conser\ation of energy and the planetary motions, 233

(booking cheese, 3 '5

Corn-crake, the, 400
Cribbage problem, 60, 104, 378
Cube, perspective of a, 400
Curious stones found in Switzerland, on, 170
Cycling, 30
Cyclists and foot passengers, 336
CygQUB, variable and red stars in, 14

Dabs appearance of Jupiter's satellite IV., 233-

Day-glow around the sun, 210
Day, the science of the, 29
Deluge year, log of the, 461
Diascope, the, 359 ; the teaching of the, 463
Divided skirt, the. 486
Division by seven. 399
Dogs and cats, 357
Double stars in Tauros and Orion (illastrated), 14
Dream, a strange, 170; remarkable fulfilment of a,

250
Dust, 358
Dust envelope of the earth, the, 190
Dust from snow, the collection of, 15

Duality of the brain, 422

Eablt emotions, 118
Earthj dust envelope of the, 190
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Earthquake, the, 3U
liarthqvmkfs from thedisturbance of the subterranean

water distribution, 357
Earth, the rotundity of the, 336
Earth-tremors, 335
Edinhurtih lievietc, the, and Sir, Spencer, 167
Eflfett produced by urowiog a coloured hyacinth in

darkaesi), the, 211

Examination of the after-glow, the, 29
Extraordinarily low barometer, the, 90

False alarm, a, 331
False perspettive, 357
False suns (illustrated), 133, 170
Falsifving history, 375
Fear of the unfarailiur, 117

Fellowship of learned so< ioties, the, 89, 168
Figure conjuring, 3'.t0

First iuventtir of the telephone, the, 153, 170, 191

Flesh and vegetttble food. 33G
Flight ofa missile, the, 1!U
Flint-folk'3 flood, the, 4S3
Fretful pjrcuj iue, the, 210
Front-steerini,' tricycle, 464
Fruit-trees in Ireland, 251, 273

Ghostly garments, 212
Ghostly visitants, 151. 212
Ghosts and goblins, 33i
Glacial period, man in the. 251, 306
Glow, spectrum of the, 335
Goodwin Sands, the. and Tenterden steeple, 296, 378
Grace, soectrosoope bv, 117
Grand Caiion, the, 376
Gravity, the mystery of. 357, 423
Green sun, the, 29j in Hankow, 191

Hatlstoxes, organisms in (illustrated), 423
Hankow, the green sun in. 191
Happiness, the morality of, 211
Heights above ami the depths below, the, 90
Herschel, Sir J., and the comet of 1862, 314

IsiAGnTAKT false perspective (illustrated), -123

Impression of tricycle tvres. 296
Infants, the senses in, 77. 211
Infinitr, 211, 274 ; transformation of an old poem on,

335
Insects, the preservation of, 422
Invention of the telephone, the, 170, IRl
Ireland, the real enemies of, 132 ; fruit-trees in, 251,

273 ; see also 399

Japaxbsb carving, specimen of, 353
Japanese figures, 358
Japanese superstitions, 400

KiST>LT thought, a, 191

Krakatoa and the coffee-plant, 210

Lat>t-bikds. 77
Large meteor, the, 30
Large scale, perpetual motion on the, 47
Learned societies, the, fellowships of, 89, 168
Light, the polarisation of, 77
Lightning, s-ilent, 47
Log of the Deluge year, 46t

Mas. brain of, 413, 4(i3

Man in the glacial period, 251, 316
Meal-worms. 275
Meteor, the large, 33 (illustrated), 151
Meteoric dust. 190
Migration, 151

Migration of birds, the, 47, 91
Missile, flight of a, 191
Mock moons and mock suns, 171
Moon, a page from the past history of the, 250
Morality of happiness, the. 211
Morality, scientific, 251, 3lti, 353
Mystery of gravity, the, 357, 423

Xatioxal tricycles, the, 296
Xests in cages, 47
New Prineipia, the, 132, 150. 163
Noah, the rainbow of, 410. 434, 485
Notes on spectroscopic observations of comet Pons,

296
Numbers, property of, 424

OccuLTATiox of Veuus. the, 314
Odd coineidenc?. an. 334
Odds, question in, 30
On curious stones found in Switzerland, 170
Optical illusion, a singular (illustrated), 170, 191
Optical phenomenon, 251
Organisms in hailstones (illustrated), 423
Orthopic (true-visionl, 295
Otto tricycle, the. 487
Owen, Mr., and the Bach incident, 294

Pagk from the past historv of the moon, a, 250
Parks, tricvclists and the/232
Patent Act', the. 423, 164
Pease-pudding. 488
Perpetual motion on the large scale, 29, 47

Perspective ot a cube, 400 ; see also 469
Phenomenal voice, a, 359, 377
Phenomenon, strange, 30, 60, 170, 171, 232
Planetary curiosity, a, 77
Planetiirv motions and the coDservation of enei^, 232
Polarisation of light, the, 77
Pons, eomet of, 76, 335
Ponsbrook, the comet of, 14
Porcupine, the fretful, 210
Potato in Ireland, the, 315 ; and fruit-trees in, 335
Presentiments and strange dreams, 219
Preserving inserts, 122
Prineipia, the New, 132. 150, 163
Properlv of numbers, 42J
*' Puir"*Dogirie, 376, 40

J

Pyramid, the Great, 169

QcBSTioN in odds, 30

Rainbow of Noah, the, 410, 431, 485
Ked glare, 104, lol
Rel skies in America, 15
Red skv-glow, the, 76
Red sunsets at the Cape. 231
Recalled impressions. 39S
Recent earthquake, the, 4-13

Remarkable fulfilment of a dream, 350
Remarkable sunsets, the. li
Rotundity of the earth, the, 336
Ruskin, Mr., on modern storm-clouds, 104

Saturn, 14
Savage chromatics, 487
Schmidt, lunar map by, 357
Science of the dav, the, 29
Scientific morality. 251. 31B. 358
Senses in infants, the. 77, 211
Sent to the lx)ttom, 463
Severed head, ihe, can it think ? 357 ; see also 496
Silent li,'^htning. 47
Singular and sad coincidence. 37"
Singular optical illusion, a (illustrated), 170
Skv-glow, the. 47, 117
Solar spots, 274
Solution of cribba^e problems, the, 91
Sound, the transmission of, 4'TO

Sparkbrook, National, the. 191
Spectroscope by Grace, 117
Spectroscopic observations of comet Pons, notes on.

296
Spectrum of the glow, 335
Spencer, Mr., and the Edinburgh Beviev^ 167
Sporting problem, a, 359
Squinting. 424
Strange coincidence, a. 30 ; s<*e also 212, 293, 315, S34,

356, 376, 401, 422, 44.'?, 485
Strange dream, a, 170; abstract of, 170: see also 232,

249, 393
Strange fish. 211
Strange incident, a, 336
Strange phenomenon, 30. 60. 170, 171, 232
Strange re>uscitation, 118. 231
Strange sunsets in Australia. 47
Sun, day-glow around the, 210
Sun, the colour of the, 29
Sun, the green, 29
Sunset-glow. 29. 335
Sun-spot (illustrated), 421
Sunsets, extraordinary, the, 14
Supematuralism. 249
Super-position, 399
Switzerland, on curious stones found in, 170

Tamf, unconfined robins, 101
Taurus and Orion, double stars in (illustrated), 14
Telephone, the first inventor of the, 152. 170. 191
Tenterden steeple and Goodwin Sands, 296, 378
Thumb weakness, 353
Tricycle, catching a ball, a, 378
Tricvcle problem, an unsolved, 252, 357 : see also 290

336
Tricycles, two-track machines, 393
Tricycle wheels. 60
Tricycling uphill, 113
Tricyclists and the parks. 232
Transmission of sound, the, 400
"Twinkle, twinkle, littl.* star" (authorship of the

lines commencing), 296; see also 335, 373, 421
Tyres, impression of tricycle, 296

rsTAiriLiAR, fear of the, 117
Unsolved tricycle problem, an, 252

VALrE of the pieces at chess, 232
Variable and red stars in Cvgnus, 14
Vegetable and flesh food, 336
Vegetable diet, 211
Venns, the occultation of, 314
Vision, 232, 295, 357

Wild fuchsia. 191
Winter, bicvcles in. 30
Wolfson r. Birley, 317
Works on botany, 150, 400
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Abtssinxa, travelling in, 375
Accident from electric lighting, 300
Accidents on the railways of the United Kingdom, 331
Air, velocity of sound in, 490
Alpha Draconis, statement referring to the, 130
Alphabet, remarks on a proposed reform of, by Mr.

Pitman, 297
Amateur photography, 440
America, the telepnone in, 462
Anatomy and physiology, lectures on, by Dr. Andrew

Wilson, lt>

Ancient map-makers, 131
Anglesey, methods of spelling, 130
Arizona, lopper from, 30
Art, the duty on works of, 24«S
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Atmosphere of the sun, 160
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Automatic lighting of beacons, 460
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Bethnal Green Free Museum, patents department of,
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Britain, the future of, 4*)

British Association, the, 166
British Museum, the, 163
Brazil, telephone wires in, 460
Broken elass, cement for repairing, 28
Brush Electric Company, a compliment to the, 13

Canada, telegraph offices in, 199
Canadian telegraphs, 193
Car-wheels in the United States, 388
Cement for repairing glass, receipt for a, 28
Cheyne, Mr. Watson, demonstration of pathogenic

micro-organisms by, 252
China, the telegraph in, 2-4S

Coal-mines, number in operation io England andWales
in 1883, 320

Coal, output of, in the United Kingdom, 148
Coal, the production of, 33S
Cold, rippara'us for the continuous production of, 228
Colliers. stutiHtic.<( of, in the United Kingdom, 330
Combining colours, 487
Congre-4^ on electrical units, decision of the, regarding

length of a column of mer'uri-, 415
Condu't of lil<?niry work, remniks on, 133
Conduit water, earliest instance of use of, by a

Londoner, 210
Conversion of light into electricity, 103
Copper from Arizona, 39
Copper-mines of Lake Superior, 199
Crosland, Mr. Newton, and the Newtoman astronomy,

130 ; see also 148
Curious phenomenon, a, 53

Da>'Gbr of overhead wires, the, 13
Destruction of telegraph ^rire, 40^
Diamond, the matrix of the, 222
Distilled water : where to procure it, 31
Divers, the telephone for, 265
Duty on works of art, the, 243

Eabth : ia it advancing nearer the snn? 297
Eastward Ho: reference to the new magazine of that

name, 273
Edison light on the Continent, the, 89
Electrical congre-is, the, 312
Electric lighting at lIuU, 4-15, 462 ; accident from, 300
Electric tramway incident, an, 309
Elephantiasis and electricity, 165
Elephant that reads, an, 226
England and Scotland, telegraphic communication

between, 209
Expensive railway, an, H

Floods in the Ohio, 460
Florida, a projected canal across, 59
Foreign trade of India in ls82-3, the, 8
Foster, Mr. Thomas, and correspondents on the

morality of happiness, 149
France, underground mres in, 73
French railways, the telephone on, 5
French subterranean telegraphy, 421
Future of Britain, the, 4U

Gas in Paris, 367
Gases, the liquefaction of, 312
Geological society, the, 477
Geneva, the Rhone at. 462
German steam navigation, 410
Gilchrist penny science lectures, the, 235
Globe lightning, 479
Glow, the morning, 89
Great Eastem, proposal to make a floating hotel of the,

103, 169
Gulchen Electric Light Company, installation of the,

Gutia-percha, reference to, 133

Herschbl. Col., reference to, 348
Highways in England, average expenditure on, 132
Horse, sagacitv of the, 246
Hull, electric fighting at. 4*5
Human body, electrical resistance of the, 294

iLLrMiXATrr, a new, 222
Importance of trifles in science, the, 44
India, the foreign trade of. in 1S82-3, 8
Indian population of the Cnited States, the, 131
Industnal use for electricity, an, 354
Injustice as immorality, 379
Instinct, 23
Interesting discovery, an. 314
International Health Exhibition, the, 411
Iron and steel, the world's production of, 75

JoHX Bull's neighbour in her true light, 119
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Kettle, tht> explosiuii of an open, iift

Knowledge, references to ulteratioua Id, 129, 130

Lake Superior, copper-mines of, lilft

Langenboe Church untl the recent earthquake, 3iO
Lost railway oars, 'i'6'i

Lead, production of, in Spain, 320
Lighthouse, a line example of a, :JH9

Lighting of railway carnages, the, 190
Lightning-rod, the. Mil

Liquid tire-proof eyanito, the, 354
Liquefaction of gaaes, the, 312
Loieette, Professor, system of memory-teachiag by, 59
Long-distance telephony, 119

Lucifer match manufactory in Sweden, a, 28
Lunacy Law Reform Association, report of the, 479
Luiotype, the, "ti

Macqcabie light (Port .Tiiclcson, Australia), 30'J

Man, sense of direction in, 22
Manganese, black oxide of, in Jamaica, 21-1

Marine losses of the world during 1883, 228
Matrix of the diamond, the, 222
Metropolitan Railway, issue of tickets by the, 391
Mineral statistics ot"the United Kingdom, the, 273
Moisture on glass, 297
Montigny, M. Ch., spectrometer of, 4S9
Morality of happiness, the : care for self aa a duty, 20^1

Morning-glow, tne, 39

National Health Society, the, 173
Negative thermometer, a, 131
New illuminant, a, '2.21

Norfolk, the Duke of, and the Sheffield Technical
School. 4G'i

Northern Pacific Railway, opening of, amusing allusion
to, 76

North Pole, the secret of the, 103

Ocean" Collieries, electric light inatallatlon at the, 135
Ohio, floods in the, 460
Ohio railways, statistics of the, 309
Opinions, remarks on, 130
Ordnance Depattment, the, and Lieut.-ColonelHope,

454
Our portrait, 42
Overhead wires, the danger of, 13 j see also 393

Panama Canal, the, 372
Paper-making statistics, 419
Paris, gas in, 367
Pathogenic micro-organisms, demonstration of, by Mr.

"Watson Cheyne, 252
Phenomenon, a curious, 58
Photographic Society of London, the, 374
Physical pain alle\n:ited by mathematical studies, 133
Pintsch gas apparatus, the. 3S2
Pintsch, Mr. Julius, the death of. 103
Platinum wire of extreme thinness, 463
Poetry of science, 209
Portrush electric tramway, singular accident on the,

228
Primitive man, lectures on, 36
Production of coal, the, 33S
Punch, a criticism of, 149

Rails, production of, 190
Reading elephant, a, 220
Refraction of waves, the, 396
Rhone at Geneva, the, 462
Siachuelo (ironclad built for the Brazilian Govern-

ment), account of the, 300
Rogers, J. B., Electric Light and Power Companv.

354
Rotating the plane of polarisation of light, 396
Rowing in the university boats, newspaper criticisms

of. 229
Royal Victoria Coffee-hall, the, 233, 291, 454
Rusldn, Professor, remarks on, 337

Safety lamps, 60
Sagacity of the horse, 246
Science, the importance of trifles in, 44
Science, the poetry of, 209
Scientitic societies and elections thereto, 229
Secret of the North Pole, the, 103
Sense of direction in man, L'2

Shaw, Captain, on the liquid fire-proof eyanite, 354
Shooting stars, 102
Skertchley, Sydney J. B., F.G.S., lectures on primi-

tive man by, 36
Sleeping accommodation on the Great Southern and

"Western Railway Company, Ireland, 456
Solid carbonic acid, 312
Sound, velocity of, in air, 490
Sparkbrook National tricycle, the, and Mr, Richard A.

Proctor, 293
Speed of waves in water, 202
Steam, use of, to extinguish fire, 248
Storms and telegraphic conmiunication, 190
Subterranean fish, 373
Successful advertising, 214
Suicide, a singular, 312
Sun, the atmosphere of the, 166
Swedenborg Society, meeting of the, 477

Technical education, 440
Telegraphic communication between England and

Scotland, 2U9
Telegraphic wires in New York, 375
Telegraph, ludicrous explanation of the working of the,

in China, 248
Telegraph messages, number of, in England during

1883, 304
Telegraph offices in Canada, 199
Telegraph wire, destruction of, 408
Telephone on French railways, the, 5; for divers, 265;
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THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY.
By W. Mattieu Williams.

XXXYII.—COUXT RUMFOED AND THE BAVARIAN
BEGGAKS.

I
MUST not leave the subject of vegetable cookery
without describing Count Eumford's achievements in

feeding the paupers, rogues, and vagabonds of Munich.
An account of tliis is the more desirable from the fact that

the " soup " which formed the basis of his dietary is still

misunderstood in this country, for reasons that I shall

presently state.

After reorganising the Bavarian army, not only as

regards military discipline, but in the feeding, clothing,

education, and useful employment of the men, in order to

make them good citizens as well as good soldiers, he
attacked a still more difficult problem—that of removing
from Bavaria the scandal and burden of the hordes of

beggars and thieves which had become intolerable. He
tells us that " the number of itinerant beggars of both
sexes, and all ages, as well foreigners as natives, who
strolled about the country in all directions, levying con-

tributions from the industrious inhabitants, stealing and
robbing, and leading a life of indolence and most
shameless debauchery, was quite incredible," and,
further, that " these detestable vermin swarmed every-
where, and not only their impudence and clamorous
importunity were without any bounds, but they had
recourse to the most diabolical acts, and most horrid
crimes, in the jjrosecution of their infamous trade. Young
children were stolen from their parents by these
wretches, and their eyes put out, or their tender limbs
broken and distorted, in order, by exposing them thus
maimed, to excite the pity and commiseration of tlie

public." He gives further particulars of their trading
upon the misery of their own children, and their organisa-
tion to obtain alms by systematic intimidation. Previous
attempts to cure the evil had failed, and the public had
lost all faith in further projects, and therefore no support
was to be expected for Eumford's scheme. " Aware of
this," he says, " I took my measures accordingly. To con-

vince the public that the scheme was feasible, I determined

first, by a great exertion, to carry it into complete execu-

tion, and then to ask them to support it."

He describes the military organisation by which he dis-

tributed the army throughout the country districts to

capture all the strolling provincial beggars, and how, on
Jan. 1, 1790, he bagged all the beggars of Munich in less

than an hour by means of a well-organised civil and mili-

tary battue, the New Year's Day being the great festival

when all the beggars went abroad to enforce their customary

black-mail upon the industrious section of the population.

Though very interesting, I must not enter upon these de-

tails, but cannot help stepping a little aside from my
proper subject to quote his weighty words on the ethical

principles upon which he proceeded. He says that " with

persons of this description, it is easy to be conceived that

precepts, admonitions, and punishments would be of little

avail. But where precepts fail, habits maj' sometimes be

successful. To make vicious and abandoned people happy,

it has generally been supposed necessary, Jirst, to make
them virtuous. But why not reverse this order ? Why
not make them first happy and then virtuous 1 If happi-

ness and \artue be inseparable, the end will as certainly be

attained by one method as by the other ; and it is most
undoubtedly much easier to contribute to the happiness

and comfort of persons in a state of poverty and misery

than, by admonitions and punishments, to improve their

morals."

He applied these principles to his miserable material

with complete success, and referring to the result exclaims,
" Would to God that my success might encourage others to

follow my example !
" Further examination of his pro-

ceedings shows that in order to follow such example, a

knowledge of first principles and a determination to carry

them out in bold defiance of vulgar ignorance, general

prejudice, and polite sneering, is necessary.

Having captured the beggars thus cleverly, he proceeded

to carry out the above stated principle, by taking them to

a large building already prepared, and where "everything

was done that could be devised to make them really com-

fortable.^' The first condition of such comfort, he maintains,

is cleanliness, and his dissertation on this, though written

so long ago, might be inscribed in letters of gold over the

portals of our Health Exhibition of to-day.

Describing how he carried out his principles, he says of

the prisoners thus captured :
—" Most of them had been

used to living in the most miserable hovels, in the midst of

vermin and every kind of filthiness, or to sleep in the

streets, and under the hedges, half naked and exposed to

all the inclemencies of the seasons. A large and commo-
dious building, fitted up in the neatest and most comfort-

able manner, was now pro^^ded for their reception. In

this agreeable retreat they found spacious and elegant

apartments, kept with the most scrupulous neatness ; well

warmed in winter, and well lighted ; a good, warm dinner

every day, gratis, cooked and served up with all possible

attention to order and cleanliness ; materials and utensils

for those that were able to work ; masters gratis for those

who required instruction ; the most generous pay, in

money, for all the labour performed ; and the kindest usage

from every person, from the highest to the lowest, belonging

to the establishment. Here in this asylum for the indigent

and unfortunate no ill-usage, no harsh language is per-

mitted. During five years that the establishment has

existed, not a blow has been given to any one, not even to

a child by his instructor."

This appears like the very expensive scheme of a bene-

volent Utopian ; but, to set my readers at rest on this

point, I will anticipate a little by stating that, although at
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first some expense was incurred, all this was finally repaid,

and, at the end of six years, there remained a nett profit

of 100,000 florins " after expenses of every kind, salaries,

wages, repairs, ic, had been deducted."

I must not dwell upon his devices for gradually in-

veigling the lazy creatures into habits of industry, for he

understood human nature too well to adopt the gaoler's

theory, which assumes that every able-bodied man can do

a day's work daily, in spite of previous habits. Rumford's

patients became industrious ultimately, but were not made

so at once.

This development of industry was one of the elements of

financial and moral success, and the next in importance

was the economy of the commissariat, which depended on

Rumford's skilful cookery of the cheapest viands, rendering

them digestible, nutritious, and palatable. Had he adopted

the dietary of an English workhouse or an English prison,

his financial success would have been impossible, and his

patients would have been no better fed, nor better able to

work.

The staple food was what he calls a " soup," but I find,

on following out his instructions for making it, that I

obtain a porridge rather than a soup. He made many
experiments, and says :

" I constantly found that the rich-

ness or quality of a soup depended more upon a proper

choice of the ingredients, and a proper management of the

fire in the combination of these ingredients, than upon the

quantity of solid nutritious matter employed ;—much more

upon the art and .skill of the cook than upon the sum laid

out in the market."

Our vegetarian friends will be interested in learning

that at first he used meat in the soup provided for the

beggars, but gradually omitted it, and the change was un-

noticed by those who ate, and no difierence was observable

as regards its nutritive value.

In 1790 little, or rather nothing, was known of the che-

mistry of food. Oxygen had been discovered only sixteen

years before, and chemical analysis, as now understood, was

an unknown art. In spite of this, Rumford selected as the

basis of his soup just that proximate element which we
now know to contain, bulk for bulk, more nutritive matter

than any other that exists either in the animal or vege-

table kingdom, viz., casein. He not only selected this,

but he combined it with those other constituents of food

which our highest refinements of modern practical, che-

mistry, and physiology have proved to be exactly what are

reqxiired to supplement the casein and constitute a com-

plete dietary. By selecting the cheapest form of casein

and the cheapest sources of the other constituents, he

succeeded in supplying the beggars with good hot dinners

daily at the cost of one halfpenny each. The cost of the

mess for the Bavarian soldiers under his command was rather

jnore, viz., twopence daily, three farthings of this being

devoted to pure luxuries, such as beer, ic. The details of

the means by which he achieved these notable results will

be stated in my next.

Apropos of the great enthusiasm at present existing on the sub-

ject of photography, and the number of distinguished amateurs
who practise the art, it may interest our readers to know that

among them may be included H.E.H. Due de Chartres, who has
just favoured Messrs. Watson & Sons, of 313, High Holborn, with
an order for complete outfits to take pictures up to 18 by 16 inches.

The members of the Harleian Society have received during the

week the " Visitation of London, 1633-4," Vol. II., edited by Dr.

J. J. Howard. The " Registers of St. Antholin, Budge Row." had
previously been issued to subscribers by Messrs. Mitchell & Hughes.
The " Visitation of Gloucestershire in 1623," edited by Sir John
Maclean and W. C. Heane, Esq., will also be ready for members
this year; likewise Vol. I. of the " Registers of St. James, Clerken-
well," edited by Robert Hoveuden, Esq.

XOTES ON FLYING AND FLYING-
MACHINES.

By RicH.iRD A. Proctor.

(Continued from page 472.)

TT/^E come next to a much more important point, namely,

V\ extent of supporting surface. We are to consider

the air now, not with regard to its density, the quality

which enables a balloon, filled with rarer gas, to float in

air, but with reference to its power of resisting downward
motion through it; that is, of resisting the effects of

gravity. We have to inquire what extent of surface, spread

either in the form of wings or as in parachutes, -n-ill sufiice

to support a man or a flying-machine. It is here that the

researches recently made seem to bear most significantly

upon the question of the possibility of flight.

The history of the parachute afibrds some insight into

the supporting power of the air—some, but not much.
The parachute has been commonly [suffered to fall from
beneath the car of a balloon. .Suspended thus, in the lee,

so to speak, of the balloon's mass, and with its supporting

surface unexpanded, the parachute descends under highly

unfavourable conditions. A great velocity of descent is

acquired before the parachute is fully expanded, and thus

the parachute has to resist a greater down-drawing force

than would be the case if the machine were open, and
surrounded on all sides by free air, at starting. The conse-

quence is a great and sudden strain upon all parts of the

parachute, as well as a degree of oscillation which seriously

risks its structure, besides impairing its supporting power

—

since this power would obviously act most effectively if the

span of the parachute remained horizontal throughout the

descent. The following account of Garnerin's descent, in

1797, illustrates the foregoing remarks :
—" In 1797," says

Mr. Manley Hopkins, "Garnerin constructed a parachute,

by which he descended from a balloon, at an elevation of

2,000 feet. The descent was perilous, for the parachute

failed, for a time, to expand ; and after it had opened, and
the immediate fears of the immense concourse which had
assembled in Paris to witness the attempt had been removed,

the oscillations of the car, in which Garnerin was seated,

were so violent as to threaten either to throw him out, or,

on arriving at the gi-ound, to dash him out with violence. He
escaped, however !

" We notice the same circumstances

in the narrative of poor Cocking's disastrous attempt in

1837. "When the cords which sustained the parachute

were cut, it descended with dangerous rapidity, oscillating

fearfully, and at last the car broke away from the parachute,

and Mr. Cocking was precipitated to the ground, from a

height of about one hundred feet"

But apart from these considerations, the parachute affords

no evidence whatever of the increased sustaining power of

the air on bodies which traverse it rapidly in a more or

less horizontal directioo. The parachute descends, and

descends quickly': we have to inquire whether the air may
not resist descent so strongly that with comparatively

small eftbrt a horizontal or even ascending motion may be

effected.

A familiar illustration of this supporting power of the

atmosphere is given in the flight of an oyster-shell or piece

of thin slate, deftly thrown from a schoolboy's practised

hand. Such a missile, instead of following the parabolic

path traversed by an ordinary projectile, is seen to skim

along almost like a bird on resting piuions. It will some-

times even ascend (after the projectile force has ceased to

act in raising it), as though in utter disobedience to the

laws of gravitation.
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The fact appears to be that wlien a horizontal plane

traverses the air in a horizontal direction, the supporting

power of the air is increased in proportion as the plane

moves more quickly, or in proportion to the actual quan-

tity of air it glides over, so to speak. Indeed, we have

clear evidence to this effect in the beliaviour of the

comniou toy-kite, the supporting power of which is in-

creased in proportion to the force of the wind. For a kite

held by a string in a strong horizontal current of air, cor-

responds exactly to an inclined plane surface drawn swiftly

in a horizontal direction during a calm. The same sup-

porting power which results from the rapid passage of the

air under the kite will be obtained during the rapid passage

of the kite over still air.

When we study the flight of birds we are confirmed in

the opinion that velocity of horizontal motion is a point of

extreme importance as respects the power of flying. For
though there are some birds which seem to rise almost

straight from the ground, yet nearly all, and especially the

larger and heavier birds, have to acquire a considerable

horizontal velocity before they can take long flights.

Even many of those birds which seem, when taking flight,

to trust rather to the upward and downward motion of

their wings than to swift horizontal motion, will be found,

when carefully observed, to move their wings up and
down in such sort as to secure a rapid forward motion.

I have been much struck by the singularly rapid for-

ward motion which pigeons acquire by what appears like

a simple beating of their wings. A pigeon which is about

to fly from level ground may be seen to beat its wings

quickly and with great power ; and yet instead of rising

with each downward stroke, the bird is seen to move quite

horizontally,—as though the wings acted like screw-

propellers. I believe, in fact, that the wings during this

action do really act, both in the upward and downward
motion, in a manner resembling either screw-propulsion or

the action by which seamen urge a boat forward by means
of a single oar over the stern.* The action of a fish's tail

is not dissimilar ; and as the fish, by what seems like a

simple beating of its tail from side to side, is able to dart

swiftly forwards, so the bird, by what seems like a beating

of its wings up and down, is able—when occasion requires

—to acquire a swift forward motion. At the same time it

must be understood that I am not questioning the un-

doubted fact that the downward beat of a bird's wing
is also capable of giving an upward motion to the bird's

body. The point to be specially noticed is that when a

bird is taking flight from level ground, the wings are so

used that the downward stroke gives no perceptible up-

ward motion.

But since a horizontal velocity is thus effective, we
might be led to infer that the larger flying creatures,

which, co'teris paribus, travel more swiftly through the

air than the smaller, would require a smaller relative

extent of supporting surface. We are thus led to the

consideration of that point which has always been regarded
as the great, or rather the insuperable difiiculty, in the

way of man's attempts at flight,—his capacity or incapacity

to carry the requisite extent of supporting surface. We
are led to inquire whether a smaller extent of supporting
surface than has hitherto been deemed necessary may not
suffice in the case of a man, and a fortiori in the case of a
large and powerful flying-machine.

The inference to which we have thus been led, is found
to accord perfectly with the observations which have been

* Sailors call this sculling, a term more commonly applied to

the propulsion of a boat by a single oarsman using a pair of oars,

or sculls.

made upon flying creatures of different dimensions. It

has been found that the supporting surface of these crea-

tures,—whether insects, birds, or bats,—by no means
varies in proportion to their weight. This is one of the

most important results to which the recent inquiries into

the problem of flight have led ; and I believe that my
readers cannot fail to be interested by an account of the

relations which have been observed to hold between the

weight and the supporting surface of different winged
creatures.

We owe to M. de Lucy, of Paris, the results of the

first actual experiments carried out in this direction.

The following account of his observations (made in the

years 18G8, 18G9) is taken from a paper by Mr. Brearey,

the Honorary Secretary to the Aeronautical Society.
" M. de Lucy asserts," says Mr. Brearey, " that there is

an unchangeable law, to which he has never found any
exception, amougst the considerable number of birds and
insects whose weights and measurements he has taken,

viz., that the smaller and lighter the winged animal is, the

greater is the conijiarative extent of supporting surface.

Thus in comparing insects with one another—the gnat,

which weighs 460 times less than the stag-beetle, has four-

teen times greater relative surface. The ladybird, which
weighs 150 times less than the stag-beetle, possesses five

times more relative surface, &c. It is the same with birds.

The sparrow, which weighs about ten times less than the

pigeon, has twice as much relative surface. The pigeon,

which weighs about eight times less than the stork, has
twice as much relative surface. The sparrow, which weighs
.339 times less than the Australian crane, possesses seven

times more relative surface, &c. If we now compare the

insects and the birds, the gradation will become even more
striking. The gnat, for exam])Ie, which weighs 97,000
times less than the pigeon, has forty times more relative

surface ; it weighs .3,000,000 times less than the crane

of Australia, and possesses relatively 140 times more sur-

face than this latter, which is the heaviest bird M. de Lucy
had weighed, and was that also which had the smallest

amount of surface, the weight being nearly 21 lb. ; and
the supporting surface 139 inches per kilogramme

(2 lb. 3J oz ). Yet of all travelling birds the Australian

cranes undertake the longest and most remote journeys,

and, with the exception of the eagles, elevate themselves

the highest, and maintain flight the longest."

M. de Lucy does not seem to have noticed the law to

which these numbers point. It is exceedingly simple, and
amounts in fact merely to this, that instead of the wing-

surface of a flying creature being proportioned to the weight,

it should be proportioned to the surface of the body (or

technically, that instead of being proportioned to the cube,

it should be proportioned to the square of the linear dimen-

sions). Thus, suppose that of two flying creatures one is 7

times as tall as the other, the proportions of their bodies

being similar, then the body surface of the larger will be 49

times (or 7 times 7) that of the other, and the weight 343
times (or 7 times 7 times 7) that of the other. But instead

of the extent of wing-surface being 343 times as great, it is

but 49 times as great. In other words, relatively to its

weight the smaller will have a wing-surface 7 times greater

than that of the larger. How closely this agrees with what
is observed in nature, will be seen, by the case of the

sparrow as compared with the Australian crane; for M. de

Lucy's experiments show that the sparrow weighs 339 times

less than the Australian crane, but has a relative wing-

surface 7 times greater.

It follows, in fact, from M. de Lucy's experiments, that,

as we see in nature, birds of similar shape should have wings

,
similarly jiroportioned, and not wings corresponding to the
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relative weight of the birds. The same remark applies to

insects ; and we see, in fact, that the bee, the bluebottle,

and the common fly—insects not unlike in their proportions

—have wings proportioned to their surface dimensions ;

the same holding amongst long-bodied insects, like the

gnat and the dragon-fly, and the same also among the

different orders of flying beetles.

So that, setting apart difl'erences of muscular capacity

and adaptation, a man, in order to fly, would need wings
bearing the same proportions to his body as we observe in

the wings of the sparrow or the pigeon. In fact, the wings
commonly assigned to angels by sculptors and painters

would not be so disproportioned to the requirements of

flight as has been commonly supposed, if only the muscular
power of the human frame were well adapted to act upon
wings so placed and shaped, and there were no actual infe-

riority in the power of human muscles (cross-section for

cross-section) as compared with those of birds.

So far as the practicability of actual flight on man's
part is concerned, these two points are, indeed, among the

most important we have to consider. It was to Borelli's

remarks on these points, in his famous treatise, De motu
Animaiium, that the opinion so long entertained respecting

the impracticability of flight must be referred. He com-
pared the relative dimensions of the breast muscles of

birds with those of the corresponding muscles in man, and
thence argued that man's frame is altogether unadapted to

the use of wings. He compared also the relative muscular
energy of birds and men, that is, the power of muscles of

equal size in the bird and the man ; and yet was further

confirmed in the opinion that man can never be a flying

animal.

{To ie continued.)

ELECTRO-PLATING.
vir.

By W. Slingo.

THE copy, on being released from the mould, is gene-
rally mDre or less brittle. It is, therefore, made

red-hot in a clear fire or by means of a blow-pipe.
When cool it is placed in a weak sulphuric acid solution to
remove any scale or superficial impurities which may be
present. After a few minutes' exposure it is removed into
a vessel containing clean water, and subsequently taken out
and dried. Any superfluous metal that still remains is

now chipped off and the copy cut to form. The sur-
face next requires polishing, which is accomplished
with rotten -stone and oil, applied with a stiff

brush. The particles of metal, &c., adhering to the
copy are washed off with soap and boiling water, and
the surface again polished, using this time moistened
rouge and a soft brush. The finger, at this stage, becomes
a very useful tool for brightening the smoother portions of
the surface. When the copy is required to possess con-
siderable substance, that is to say, when it is to be able to
withstand rough or hard usage, as in the case of electro-
types of wood engravings, &c., a backing of foreign and
more easily fusible metal is and must be provided. It
would be false economy, and, indeed, almost a practical
impossibility, to take copies sufficiently stout to answer
such purposes as above indicated. The process of " back-
ing " should present no serious difliculties to the amateur.
The copy should be laid face downwards and the back or
inner surface moistened with killed spirits of salts, that is to
say, hydrochloric acid which has been neutralised or killed

by dropping in it small pieces of zinc. A small piece
of pewter solder is then placed on the back of the copy and
made to cover that surface. This is easily accomplished
with a soldering iron or (holding the copy in the jaws of a
pair of pliers, so as to be able to move it about) a V)lowpipe
flame.* For want of better means, a good flame may be
obtained fiom a gas-jet, and sometimes from a spirit-lamp,

with the aid of a piece of non-combustible tubing, such as
the stem of a clay tobacco-pipe. Care must be taken that

the surface of the copper is fairly coated with solder. This
is ensured by an eflScient application of the chloride of zinc

solution. The coating of solder being obtained, lead is

next poured in tDl the required thickness is obtained.

The lead combines or adheres to the solder readily, but
would not so adhere to the bare copper, hence the necessity

for using the solder. Apart from the scientific or experi-

mental interest pertaining to the various operations de-

scribed, there are a vast number of practical applications

fraught with the greatest importance. Not the least of
these is the adaptation of the electrotyping process to

printing on a large scale. Where a large number of im-
pressions are required, more particularly of diagrams, pic-

torial illustrations, newspaper headings, ic, the process is

almost invariably resorted to. The Illustrated London
News and such-like papers not only treat their illustrations

in this way, but apply the process to their type as well
The process is a simple one. A ball of gutta-percha is

place on the centre of the type and worked outwards gra-

dually so as to exclude every possible particle of air, and
obtain a perfect negative copy of the type. A weight is

placed on the percha, and left there until the latter has
cooled down, When cool, the percha is well coated with
plumbago, and immersed in the electrolytic bath for a
few hours, when, a sufliciently thick deposit having been
obtained, it is taken from the bath, the percha se-

parated from the copper, and a substantial backing
supplied. The backing being made level, it is screwed
on to a wooden block, of a thickness suflicient to
raise the electrotype to the same level or thickness as

ordinary lead type. The advantage of such a process is

evident. More especially is this so in the case of an en-

graving, which would manifestly suffer very considerably
were it used extensively. The durability of a wood en-

gi'aving is not extraordinarily great, and once damaged the
cost of replacing it is almost, if not quite, as great as the
original cost ; whereas, by the adoption of the electro-

typing process, additional equally good copies may be pro-

cured at onlj-^ a trifling expense. The advantages offered

by the process for the preservation of valuable and artistic

engravings are too apparent to be further discussed. Some
papers, it may be furthermore remarked, are very hard and
unyielding, and in consequence they considerably injure

the type or block, speedily rendering the impressions
blurred and more or less trying to decipher. It is recorded
that as many as 20,000,000 impressions have been taken
from a single mould. Some typers use plaster of Paris
instead of gutta-percha ; but although it is cheaper and
sets more rapidly, it does not yield so perfect a copy, there

being a want of clearness. There is, however, one great
drawback to the adoption of the electrotyping process for

books, viz., that in second or subsequent editions, errors,

small, it may be, in the amount of type involved, but great

in importance, cannot be rectified without sacrificing a
page or so of the electrotype. On the other hand, there is

* A soldering-iron in the bands of the amateur is often a
dangerous weapon. He is apt to use it too heavily, and there ia a
possibility of his pushing it through the electrotype. A spirit

flame is, therefore, safer and equally effectual.
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to be coQsidered the fact that were it not for the compara-

tively small expense involved in taking and 'warehousing

electrotypes, many valuable but little saleable works could

not bear the cost of a second edition.

The amateur who aspires to produce good work even-

tually is advised to be particular in every detail, and not

to rest satisfied until every mould immersed in the bath is

efficiently copied. In experimenting in electro metallurgy

there is nothing to be apprehended of an unduly difficult or

impracticable nature. Cleanliness is essential. Having
satisfied himself with his proficiency in copying coins and
such-like simple surfaces, the experimentalist may next

proceed to more elaborate and more intricate work. To
obtain a silvered or gilded copy of the skeleton of a leaf

should not be too great a task for him ultimately, and
what kind of work is there that is prettier or more
interesting ?

Supposing that, with the aid of the elastic mould, copies

have been obtained of medals, >tc., more or less undercut,

let us next direct our attention to plaster casts and other

similar works of art. Small and simple busts, etc., should

be attempted first. An interesting experiment is to coat a

small bust with copper. This is easily effected by first

saturating the plaster with bee's-wax or linseed oil—the

former by preference—and then applying a good coat-

ing of plumbago. Some unimportant portion of the bust

has then attached to it the wire connected with the zinc

pole of the battery. It is not difficult to imagine that any
mould which is in deep relief, or considerably undercut,

will, under ordinary circumstances, receive a very uneven
deposit, that portion which lies in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the connecting wire receiving the lion's share. To
ob^date this, a few short pieces of fine wire are firmly

attached to the wire from the zinc pole of the battery, and
their free ends placed in the hollow and more remote parts

of the mould. By this means a more eqxiable deposit is

ensured. In the present experiment of copper-plating a

bust, only a very thin deposit may be permitted, otherwise

there will be a considerable want of definition, the finer

lines, which are essential to the character of any work of

art, being lost. I have had comjiaratively thick deposits

in which the design is somewhat faithfully depicted on both
sides of the copy, but such a result can only be looked for

after considerable practice. As a rule, the thinner the
film, the truer will be the design.

COMET FAMILIES OF THE GIANT
PLANETS.

By Richard A. Proctor,

THERE is a f\imily of comets every member of which
travels iu an orbit passing near the orbit of Jupiter

;

another family every member of which can be similarly

associated with Saturn ; others depending in the same way
on Uranus ; others on K'eptune : and in fact, so fully has
this sort of relation been recognised, that the idea has even
been thrown out that a planet travelling outside the orbit

of Neptune but as yet unknown might be detected by the

movements of a comet intersecting the great plane of plane-

tary movement far beyond Neptune's orbit. It may be

mentioned, indeed, in passing, that the comet of 1862,

which has been associated with the meteors of Aug. 10 and

11, intersects the plane of planetary movements at a place

about as far beyond the orbit of Neptune as that orbit is

beyond that of Uranus, and that it has been held probable

that at that distance an as yet undiscovered giant planet

mav travel.

This remarkable relation among the orbits of the comets

which travel periodically around the sun has been inter-

preted by supposing that all such comets were drawn in

from outer space by the sun's attraction, and prevented

from returning to outer space by the disturbing influence

of one or other of the giant planets. If we suppose a

comet, drawn sunwards past the orbit of Jupiter, to be so

perturbed by the action of that planet as to lose a consider-

able portion of its velocity, then that comet would travel

thereafter on an orbit passing close to the point on

Jupiter's orbit where it had been thus perturbed in such

sort as to become an attendant on the sun. But in the

first place the explanation requires that the original orbit

of the comet should have passed near to the orbit of

Jupiter, and a little consideration will show that there

should be millions of comets for each thus travelling,—

a

numerical relation not found to exist among the cometic

systems. And secondly, while the explanation would be

valid enough were a comet a solid globe or very small, it

fails utterly when we recognise that a comet is a flight of

bodies occupying a very large extent of space. It can lie

shown that supposing a comet's head to be but 10,000 miles

in diameter, and formed of discrete meteoric masses, then if

the comet came near enough to Jupiter for its centre to be

disturbed in the way the theory requires, those meteoric

masses nearest to Jupiter would be so much more disturbed

as to be sent on very different orbits, while the new orbits

of those masses farthest from Jupiter would be so much
less disturbed that their orbits would also be entirely diffe-

rent. The theory that such comets have been introduced

from without fails utterly in the presence of observed facts,

and would never indeed have obtained acceptance for an

instant but for the carelessness with which such theories

are too often dealt with, being presented as abstract ideas

instead of being tested in measure and quantity.

The existence of the comet families of the giant planets

can scarcely be explained without assuming, what we have

already in another way been led to recognise,—the ejection

from the giant planets of masses of matter in eruptions

akin to those which take place in the sun. Whether such

eruptions take place now in the giant planets or not would

be difficult to prove, for although we have evidence of

tremendous disturbances, we have nothing to show con-

clusively that these would suffice to eject matter for ever

from within these planets' globes. Whether a careful study

of the region outside the discs of Jupiter and Saturn would

reveal aught throwing light on this matter, I am not prepared

to say ; but I am certain the edges of the discs of the giant

planets are worth much more careful study than they have

yet received. Undoubtedly many of the comets of Jupiter's

family must have been added to the solar cometic system

hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of years ago. But

quite possibly both Jupiter and Saturn still eject matter

from time to time with such velocities from their interior

that it passes away never to return to them. In this as in

many other features Jupiter and Saturn resemble the sun.

They may be regarded as telling us in some degree what

was the past of our own earth, when she was full of the

fiery vigour of planetary youth. But they tell us more

clearly what will be the future of our sun when the glowing

vapor.iising masses now surrounding him have lost their

intense lustre, and ceasing to possess his present life-giving

qualities he is approaching the condition of dark suns

which exist already in immense numbers within our stellar

system.

Erkatum.—In the third line from the bottom of the paragraph

on Liniacy Law Reform, on p. 470 of Vol. Y., "inanre" should be

"imi:iu;e."
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PHOTOGRAPHING A FLASH OF
LIGHTNING.

THE accompanying engraving was made directly from

a iihotoLjraph sent to us by Mr. W. C. Gurley, of

Marietta Observatory, who writes as follows :

—

" The reproduction of a flash of lightning by photography

would, a few years since, have been deemed quite an impos-

sibility, but the introduction of the rapid bromo-gelatine

process has rendered it not only possible but comparatively

easy of accomplishment.
" The accompanying photograph is from a negative taken

by myself during a thunderstorm which passed several

miles south of the observatory on the evening of May 4.

" Wheatstone has demonstrated by direct experiment that

the duration of a single flash of lightning cannot possibly

exceed a millionth of a second. That a photograph showing
the detail of the one mentioned could be taken in this in-

appreciably short time seems quite wonderful, not to say
incredible. The plate employed was one of Cramer's extra
rapid, and developed with strong pyrogallic developer.

" It will be observed that the flash is not of the usually

depicted zigzag form, and that it seems to be alteroately

contracted and expanded in its passage through the
atmosphere.

" Taking the interval between the flash and the report, I

estimated its distance from the camera to have been about
five miles."

—

Scientific American.

The report ou the composition and quality of daily samples of
the water supplied to London, for the month ending May 31st,
1884, by William Crookes, F.K.S., William Odling, II.B,, F.R.S.,
F.R.C.P., and C. Meymott Tidy, M.B., F.C.S., says:—"Of these
189 samples of water, the whole were, without exception, clear,
bright, and well filtered. The quality of the water supplied to the
metropolis during the past month, as indicated by its state of
aeration, and high degree of freedom from colour and excess of
organic matter, was excellent. Its perfect filtration was shown by
the absence of even a trace of suspended matter in any one of the
numerous samples submitted to examination."

THE ANTARCTIC REGIONS.
Br RicHAKD A. Proctor.

THERE are parts of our earth of which we know less

than of the moon, or even of some of the planets.

The eyes of the astronomer have looked upon the unattain-

able .summits of the lunar mountain.^ : he has studied the

arid wastes which lie within the lunar craters ; he has
mfasured the light which these regions reflect—nay, even
to the degree to which they are warmed under the blazing

sun of the long lunar day. Passing beyond the moon, the
astronomer has studied the lands and seas of a world
which has justly been termed a miniature of our earth : he
has watched the clouds which form over the continents and
oceans of the planet Mars, and are dissipated even like our
own by the solar rays ; he has determined the very con-

stituents of that planet's atmosphere. But more than this,

the astronomer has actually studied the condition of parts

of Mars, where (if analogy can be trusted) the very inha-

bitants of that world are unable to penetrate. The ruddy
orl) which during the spring months was now conspicuous

in our skies presents to the astronomer its Arctic and
Antarctic wastes. He is able to watch the gradual increase

of either region as winter prevails alternately over the

northern and southern hemisphere of Mars ; he can measure
their gradual reduction with the progress of the Martial

summer ; aud he can infer from their aspect that even

in the height of summer there still remain ice-covered

regions so wide in their range as doubtless to defy the

eflbrts of the Martialists to penetrate to the poles of the

globe ou which they li\e. So that where most probaljly no
living creature on Mars has ever penetrated, the astronomer

can direct his survey ; and questions which no Maitial

geographer can pretend to answer the terre-strial astronomer

can discuss with a considerable degree of confidence. It is

the same even with the more distant planets Jupiter and
Saturn. Despite the vast spaces which separate us from

these orbs, we yet know much respecting their physical

habitvides ; and whereas our knowledge of our own earth

is limited by certain barriers as yet unpassed, and probably

impassable, there is no pait of the surface of either of the

giant planets which has not come under the astronomer's

scrutiny.

These considerations suggest in turn the strange

thought that possibly the unattained places of our

earth have been viewed by beings which are not of this

world. I say possibly, but I might almost say j^'^^'-

hahhj. It seems in no degree unreasonable to sup-

pose not merely that the earth's sister-planet Venus is

inhabited, but that some creatures on Venus possess

the reasoning powers and the insight into the secrets of

Nature which have enabled the inhabitants of Earth

to study the orbs which circle like herself around the

sun. If this be the case—if there are telescopists in

Venus as skilful as those inhabiting our earth — they

are able to answer questions which hitherto have baffled

our geographers. They may not, indeed, have the

means of ascertaining details respecting the structure

of our continents and oceans. They cannot know,
for instance, whether the region to which Livingstone

has penetrated is, as he supposes, the head of the

river we terrestrials call the Nile, or, as others suppose, is

in reality the head of the Congo. For certainly no tele-

scopic powers possessed by our astronomers could give us

information on such points, if our position were inter-

changed with that of the inhabitants of Venus. But
astronomers in Venus can, without excessive telescopic

power, inform themselves whether our polar regions are
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like the corresponding regions in Mars—or whether, as

many geographers suppose, the Arctic regions are occupied

in summer by an open ocean, while in the Antarctic regions

there is a large continent.

A new interest was given to inquiries respecting the

condition of Arctic and Antarctic regions by the circum-

stance that the expedition of the Challenger is expected

to bring us information respecting the latter regions, while

application has been made for Government assistance to-

waids an Arctic expedition. I propose to consider, now,
some of the questions which are connected with Antarctic

research, and in particular to discuss the probability of the

existence of great continental lands within the Antarctic

circle.

Before proceeding to consider these points, however, I
have a few remarks to make on the question of Govern-
ment aid to this branch of geographical research.

It should be remembered by those who discuss this sub-

ject that the first exploration of the polar regions of our
earth had a commercial origin. It was supposed that by
finding a passage round the northern shores of the

American continent communication with China and the

£ast Indies would be facilitated. A way had been found
round Cape Horn, but the way was long, and the storms
which rage in Antarctic seas rendered the route uninviting

to the contemporaries of Magellan. The natural supposi-

tion in those days was, that voyagers from the great

-maritime northern countries—from England, from Spain
and Portugal, or from the Netherlands—would find their

advantage in sailing northwards rather than southwards.
Hence the long and persistent efforts made to discover a
north-western passage. Nor were the more directly Arctic
voyages of Hudson and Richardson conducted with any
other primary purpose. It is indeed manifest, as any one
will perceive on examining a terrestrial globe, that a north-

-eastem course would avail nearly as well as a north-

western for reaching eastern countries from Europe, and
that a directly polar course would be better than either, if

only (as Hudson hoped) a safe passage might be found
through the Arctic seas.

Gradually, as the hope of finding a north-western
passage available for commerce died out, other circum-
stances encouraged persistence in the etibrts which had
been made to penetrate the regions lying to the north of

the American continent. There was much, indeed, in the
desire to accomplish what had foiled so many ; and it may
be questioned whether this desire had not a good deal to

do with the appeals which were made for Government
assistance, as also with the ready response of Government
to those appeals. Nevertheless, a real scientific interest

had become associated with the search after a north-west
passage. The magnetic pole of the earth was known to

lie somewhere amid the dreary archipelago, with its ice-

bound inlets and glacier-laden shores, through which our
Arctic seamen had so long attempted to penetrate. There,
also, lies one of the northern poles of cold ; while the con-

figuration of the isothermal lines (or lines of equal tem-
perature) in the neighbourhood, shows how some influence
is at work carrying relative warmth from the Atlantic
towards the North Pole, and leaving the regions on the
west of that course exposed to a degree of cold greatly
more intense. To these considerations others connected
with the whaling trade were added, though I am not pre-

pared to say that (so far as the question of Government
assistance was concerned) these considerations had very
great weight.

It cannot be denied, however, that at a certain stage in
the history of Arctic voyaging, the mere barren ambition
to attain or approach the North Pole of the eaith, was set

in advance of more practical considerations. We find, for
instance, that in the case of Parry's " boat and sledge "

expedition from Spitzbergen polewards, certain sums of
money were set as a reward for reaching such and such
northern latitudes, the sum of ten thousand pounds being
the prize for attaining the North Pole itself.

It would not be easy, perhaps, to assign any sufficient

reason for the renewal, by a scientific expedition, of those
arduous explorations in which Wilkes, d'XJrville, and (espe-

cially) the younger Ross, discovered all that is known
about the Antarctic ice-barrier. There was much, indeed,
in the results obtained by Ross to invite curiosity on the
one hand, and on the other to show that the Antarctic
regions can be penetrated successfully in certain directions.

It seems far from unlikely that other openings exist by
which the southern pole may be approached, than that great
bay, girt round by steep and lofty rocks, where Ross made
his nearest approach to the southern magnetic pole. I
shall presently indicate reasons for believing that the
Antarctic as well as the Arctic regions are occupied by an
archipelago — ice-bound, indeed, during the greater part
of the year—but nevertheless not altogether impenetrable
during the Antarctic summer. Yet there is little to
encourage any attempts to explore this region otherwise
than in ships specially constructed to encounter its dangers.

THE

(To he continued.)

INTERXATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

HEALTH

TI.—WATER AXD WATEE SUPPLIES.

4 PRELIMINARY inquiry into the nature of water
i\ would more become a treatise on chemistry than the
present pages

;
yet, nevertheless, some definition must be

given of this all-important matter to enable our readers to
understand exactly what we have to deal with, and how
intimately the subject is interwoven with all that concerns
our healthy being.

Pure water, as such, does not come within the scope of
our ordinary life ; it only occupies a legitimate place in the
laboratory of the experimental chemist, who defines it to be
a combination of the elements hydrogen and oxvgen in the
proportions of two volumes of the former to one of the latter,

or graphically, H —O— H. For further information on the
physical properties of pure water, and of its elemental com-
ponents, we must refer the reader to the numerous text-

books on chemistry now in circulation. A popular lucid

account of the subject may be derived from a perusal of the
excellent little handbook entitled " Water and Water
Supplies," by Professor Attfield, and published under the
direction of the Executive Council by Messrs. Clowes ife

Sons, in the Exhibition buildings. Chemically, pure
water, then, does not come within the field of our obser-

vations as inquirers into the usefulness of that medium.
What, then, have we to deal with 1

The water with which we are familiar may be defined as

a compound of very variable character. Each sample
would have to be analysed before we could pronounce with
decision its distinctive attribute. In general, however, the

term pure water may be taken to signify water which con-

tains in solution and admixture various solids and gases,

which, for domestic purposes, are not only harmless, but
useful It thus resolves itself into a question of relative

utility ; we say relative, because we speak of ourselves as

human beings. Certain waters which are eminently suited

to the propagation and nutrition of other living thinors,
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•would be absolutely poisonous to Homo sapiens ; indeed,

such deleterious waters are often so constantly associated

with certain forms of life, both animal and vegetaVjle, that

their presence is always sufficient to determine the character

of the liquid as unsuitable to man. The question may here

be raised that it is the ingestion of the living things

•which produces the evil effects, and that is very true to a

large extent; but besides the growth and multiplication

within our bodies of disease-producing germs, the waters

which they inhabit are chemically contaminated ; the fer-

mentative action which they set up therein results in the

elimination of non-living substances, which, apart from the

oi'ganisms themselves, are highly poisonous. And we
would here suggest that the first rapid, and in some cases

almost instantaneous, phase in zymotic diseases may not be

so much due to the growth and development of the germs

themselves, as to the poisonous ferments which they create,

and which are imbibed along with them.

As instances of what we would here imply, we may
point to the fermentative action of the yeast-plant (Sac-

cJiaromyces cerevisi(e)*, which produces alcohol, and which,

even after death through the administration of ether,t gives

rise to a non-living soluble ferment, which transforms cane

into grape-sugar. The alcohol and the glucogenic ferment

retain their properties after the yeast-plant itself has ceased

to exist. The butyric acid remains as butyric acid after

the bacterium [Bacillum sublilc) has passed away. Foul

gases and putrefactive fluids remain after the death of

Bacterium termo ; and may we not with reason expect to

find that the greater part of the mischief which ends in

splenic disease, pulmonary tubercles, and leprous deforma-

tions, is the immediate cause of the ferments produced by

their respective bacteria {Bacillum anthracis, B. tuher-

culosus, and B. leprcr) ; and that our physicians in their

setiological studies might direct some of their ex]ieriments

towards finding antidotes for these poisons ? Cannot a

specific be found to neutralise the ferment of B. ttcher-

culosits, and be applied so as to result in the reduction of

tubercle in this way 1 We trust that the time has arrived

when experimental inquiry shall partially turn from the

inoculation of guinea-pigs and the preparation of micro-

scopical slides from the tissues of the poor innocent victims,

to the chemical side of the question, where the disease

germs only shall be sacrificed at the altar of ^sculapius.l

We are not digressing ; we are only trying to show by
living examples how very much this aspect of the water

question has been neglected. Pages of matter have been
devoted by various authors to the consideration of the

purifying processes of Nature, such as the open flows of

water in rivers, aqueducts, down cataracts, and gullies, and
its percolation through the soil, subsoil, and rock to wells

of great depth, all the arguments for which are based upon
the theory that, through oxidation of organic remains, the

harmful azotised and carbonaceous matters are converted

into useful nitrates and carbon dioxide, and the water thus

fitted for domestic purposes. Now, all this is very true

about dead forms of life, but what about the living 1 And,

* In reply to an inquiry as to the average size of the yeast cell,

we may state that our own measurements were taken from the
larger variety of the plant known as " German," " dry," or
" baker's " yeast, viz., 12 micromillimfetres, or about 1-2000 inch.

Ordinary brewer's " barm," however, usually furnishes cells which
measure only 8fi, or 1-3200 inch approximately.

t Hoppe-Seyler, in " Watts' Dictionary of Chemistry," second
Supplemeut, London, 1875, p. 522.

t The prevention of zymotic diseases by a prior removal of the

germs from food substances does not so much concern our medical
brethren, as our purely chemical confreres, naturalists, and practical

workers. We may leave the ^l^sclepiadm to cope mth Archseus and
his emissaries after the mischief has been done.

still more, what about the nascent living or germ ccmdi-

tionl

All Bacteria, but more particularly the forms termed
Bacilli, are excessively minute bodies, chiefly of rod-like*

shapes in their adult condition ; they are assigned to the
group of ScMzomycetes amongst the lower Fungi, Micro-
coccus is a rounded form, and averages about

^ ,^ ;, „ „ in. in

diameter, or only 1 /i.t Bacterium termo, the active agent
in putrefaction, is about 1 ^ in breadth by \-i> fx in length.

The majority of Bacilli are infinitesimal in size ; in fact,

in a specimen of the Bacillum of Oriental leprosy which
recently came under our notice, it was difiicult to detect any
signs of the germs with a magnifying power of even .500 dia-

meters ; but with 1,000 diameters we were able to distinguish

certain nests (stained methyl violet), in the substance of

the fine connective tissue of the papill;e of the skin, which
latter was tinged with Bismarck brown. On careful ex-

amination, these nests were seen to be composed of copgeries

of little rods, or Bacilli. So much, then, in proof of the

minuteness of these disease-germs. The presence of oxygen
and carbon dioxide given to the water can scarcely be held

as destructive to such forms of life ; they would rather

tend to an opposite result. However that may be, bacteria

are most tenacious of their existence ; otherwise, how
could they have survived the ill-treatment received at the

hand of Dr. Bastian and other observers ? According to

Eidami they are killed by a fourteen hours' exposure to

a temperature of 40° C, or a three hours' exposure to

4.5° C. Their yrms when drt/ can resist 110" C, but suc-

cumb when 120° C. is reached§. Tyndall|| also has shown
that infusions with bacteria are not sterilised unless they

are subjected to prolonged -boiling—about four hours.

When moist, however, they are more easily destroyed ; and
here is the bearing of the germ question upon the water
supply :

—

The activity of the germs seems to be manifested only

in the presence of moisture. Recent researches, especially

those communicated to the Parisian Academy of Sciences,

have shown that the air teems with these primitive forms
;

they have been actually strained therefrom, and an ap-

proximate estimation of their numbers in a given volume

of the atmosphere at different seasons, places, and under

specified conditions has been formulated. It has been

shown that after a shower of rain the air is considerably

purified of these organisms ; they are caiTied down by the

water into the soil, and there they increase and multiply

under favourable conditions to vitiate the air once more
with their countless descendants.

Their methods of reproduction have been ascertained

through microscopical investigation ; and, so far as we are

aware, they are propagated (a) by fission, or division of an

adult into two individuals by constriction, and subsequent

separation of the parts ; (/5) by a process closely allied to

fission, called the zooglaa stage, in which division seems to

be carried on in a passive state, embedded in a jelly-like

surrounding ; and (y), as first shown by Koch,ir and

verified by Ewart,** through elongation of the rods into

filaments, the internal portion of which becomes subdivided

into small, highly refractive particles or germs, which are

liberated through the bursting of the parent envelope.

* Bacterium, from the Gr. [iaxTpov, a rod or staff. BacHlum,
dim. of Lat. haenlum, a little rod.

+ Here, as elsewhere, we shall denote the micTomilHmifre by
the Greek letter /i. 1 /j =00000397 inch.

X " Beitrage zur Biologie der Pflanzen," by Cohn, Vol. I., p. 223.

§ Sanderson and Ewart iu " Proc. Koy. Soc.," Vol. 28, p. -177.

il

" Trans. Roy. Soc," Vol. clxvii., pp. 140 et 177.

^ " Beitr. zur Biol. d. Pflanzen," by Cohn, Vol. ii., p. 3.

** " Proc. Roy. Soc," Vol. xxvii., p. 474.
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This last process has been termed multiplication by en-

dogonidia ; and we cannot but fancy that it is to its potent

agency that we are indebted for the myriads of germ
forms which pollute the atmosphere. The inhalation of

these germs, however, does not seem to be all-powerful in

the spread of infections, as they are to a large measure in-

tercepted by the natural filter, commonly known as the

nostrils, and are further checked in their growth by the

unfavourable secretions and gases given off by the glandu-

lar organs of our bodies ; so that in the struggle for ex-

istence they are compelled to succumb, and their harmful

action is thus arrested, or reduced to a minimum. The
"nervous" or other pathological condition of the individual,

of course, opens the gates even to these dry germs ; but it is

averred that persons in a normal state of health are able,

at most times, to withstand their ravages.

When, however, they gain access to their hotbed of

water, their activity is so stimulated that the poor unfor-

tunate who gives them a reception must inevitably become
a prey to these poisonous parasites. It thus becomes in-

cumbent on all those to whom the welfare of their fellow-

beings is entrusted, to the heads of families, as much as to

water-supply companies, to learn something about these

matters, and to seek for remedies, such as may lie in their

power, which shall effectually prevent the spread of disease

and the increase of mortality.

In this paper it has been our endeavour to show how
seemingly insignificant yet subtle an influence,—an in-

fluence which can baffle the chemical or even the practised

microscopical detective,—is at work undermining the con-

stitutions of thousands of healthy lives. We shall in

continuation of this subject show how those evils might be
remedied, and what has already been done by practical

workers in this field of inquiry. Our next communication
will deal with the phy.siographical aspect of the water-

supply question, suitably illustrated.

ON PECULIARITIES OF SIGHT, AND
OPTICAL ILLUSIONS.*

By Natii. E Greek.

A MOST interesting and instructive paper might be
written on the subject of optical illusions in connec-

tion with astronomical observation. How many minute
companions to stars, how many extra satellites of planets,

how many strange appearances, have been seen by certain

observers, and by them only. Yet those observers believed

in their own sight, and were fully convinced of the
actuality of the appearances reported. May not an ex-

planation be found in the eccentricities of optics or in

personalities of vision 1

The object of this paper is to draw attention to the
subject, and by a few confessions to induce others to take
it up, being assured that, although the individual may feel

depressed, the great cause of truth will be advanced by the
discussion.

And first, with regard to minute points of light. The
writer has experienced a difliculty when searching for faint

somites, or the inner satellites of Saturn, in decermining
which are real and which spurious points. The eye having
a tendency to produce these where they do not exist, aud
the real things being only seen by glimpses, it requires great
patience, and frequent repetition of a point in the same
position to be assured of its existence. A friend once re-

* From the Astronomical Register.

marked when searching for the satellites of Saturn, " How-
many do you want me to see, for I can see as many as you
like." Surely this optical illusion will account for the ap-

pearance of many minute object?, that others have been
unable to confirm. Another illusion is the persistence of
an object on the retina after the eye has been withdrawn
from the telescope. This has occurred after long observa-

tion of Jupiter with an 18-in. reflector. On removing the
eye from the instrument, to make a drawing of what has
been observed, a clear, bright disc has so interfered between
the eye and the pencil-point, that an effort was required to
remove the illusion before the drawing could be made. May
not this retention of an object on which the eye has long
been fixed account for the appearance of a satellite through
the limb of Jupiter, the image of the satellite being con-
tinued on the retina after it had passed behind the
planet ?

*

But what shall we say of the reported visibility of the
unillumined portion of Venus % This phenomenon has been
reported so frequently that it seems like heresy to doubt
the fact. We are not referring to the fine ring of light
that surrounds the disc just before immersion at a transit,

or when Venus is very near the sun at inferior conjunction,
but to those reported appearances, in full daylight, when
the planet is at greatest elongation. The writer had a
friend who could always see the dark side, even in the
finder ; he has shown Venus to another unaccustomed to
astronomical observation, when the planet was on the
meridian and about half full. " How is it," said he, " that
I see the whole of the round ? " And very recently, when
friends were in the observatory, and viewing Venus, on
putting the question, " Can you see the unillumined por-
tion ?" the answer has been, " Now you mention it, I think
I can." In all these cases, and many others, the writer has
been unable to perceive that which others have seen.

One more illusion, and we have done. When observing
the ring of Saturn, and especially the outer ring, for evi-

dences of division, a very distinct shadow of Saturn has
appeared on the following portion of the sky—this is, of

course, a simple optical defect, arising possibly from the
same cause as the dark forms that are seen after looking
at the sun. It is just possible that a similar effect follows

Venus, and to some eyes appears like the dark portion of

the planet against the sky. f

There is a fine opportunity before us of testing some of

these appearances, and the readers of this journal may be
induced to record their experiences.

DrRiXG the year 1883, Professor Simon Xewcomb, U.S.X.,
visited Europe, by order of the United States Government, for the
purpose of collecting information respecting the most recent im-
provements in astronomical instruments. His report to the Secre-

tary of the Xavy contains a good deal of valuable information for

the practical astronomer. He speaks highly of the definition of

the enormous refractor at Vienna. He also commends the method
of supporting mirrors devised by the Mil. Henry of Paris, adding,

however, that it has, so far, not been employed with reflectors ex-

ceeding 12 in. in aperture. He by no means speaks with unmixed
admiration of the much beptiffed "Equatorial circle"; while he
has little but praise for the Strasburg circle under construction by
the Messrs. Eepaold. One of the most interesting things described

by Professor Newcomb is the extremely shallow form of mer-
cury basin employed for reflection - observations at Strasbnrg,

Leyden, <&c.

* This is, however, inconsistent with the accounts given by Mr.
Todd, of Adelaide, and his assistants.—B. P.

t This seems to me just impossible. The dark shade seen in this

way is of the same shape as the luminous object, and similarly

situated : the *' terminator " of Venus is not of the same shape as
the outline of the unillumined part of the disc.—B. P.
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THE EVOLUTION OF FLOWERS.
By Grant Allen.

some higher lilies.

ALL the true lilies with which we have dealt so far

have had bulbs to grow from, and have been, on the

whole, very succulent and herbaceous in character. They

have also persisted in the primitive lily habit of producing

dry capsules, each of the three cells in which contained

numerous seeds.

There are, however, some higher types of lily, not very

largely represented in our British flora, which differ con-

siderably from the tulip, the frilillary, and the tiger-lilies

in one or other of these central characteristics. I propose

briefly glancing at two of these to-day, the common aspara-

gus {Aspararjus officiimUn)a.odthe butcher's broom (Emeus

aculeatus). They are our two English representatives of

the sub-order of Liliacere known as Asparageie.

Dismiss from your mind entirely the ordinary garden

Fig. 1.—Asparagus Officinalis.

notion of asparagus, as a thick, stumpy, succulent shoot,

and try to realise the life of the wild plant itself as it

grows by the sandy, tideless levels of the Mediterranean,

or far more sparingly on a few isolated rocky headlands of

our own Cornish or Irish coast Essentially a maritime

weed, the wild asparagus has, instead of a bulb, a deep

creeping root-stock, buried far out of harm's reach in the

sand or the crannies ; and from this stock it sends up every

spring a few soft, scaly, annual shoots, thin and wiry, which

branch out afterwards into tufted feathery heads of minute

foliage. In our gardens, we trench and manure the selected

and cultivated variety, so that each year the annual stems

grow very large, high, and bushy, and collect abundant

material for the next spring's growth, which they conceal

during the winter in the buried root-stock. Hence the

young shoots in the garJen kind have become unnaturally

large, thick, and luscious. But in the wild state, asparagus

seldom attains more than one quarter the height of the Ijig,

luxuriant, cultivated variety, and its spring shoots are far

thinner, stringier, and more woody in texture.

On the edible young stems of the garden asparagus,

everybody must have noticed a few short, stumpy scales,

generally of a faint mauve colour ; and these are almost

the only true leaves the plant ever produces. When it

grows older, the place of foliage is fulfilled by the fine

clustered hair-like green points, which are, ia fact, very

small branches, or, if you like to be extremely scientific,

abortive pedicels (that is to say, flower-stalks whose buds

and blossoms have never developed). Look very closely

at the base of each such cluster—the full-grown garden

asparagus will do quite as well for this purpose as its wild

ancestor—and you will see that it is enclosed by very tiny

dry scales, each of which is really a bract or leaf, s-imilar ta

those on the spring shoots. From the axils or angles made
by these bracts with the stem, the cluster of abortive

pedicels springs, just as each separate blossom in a wild

hyacinth or a common spotted orchis, springs from a small

bract of a far more conspicuous character. One may say,

in fact, that each cluster of so-called leaves in the asparagus

answers to a whole head of flowers in the bluebell or orchis,

only that the actual blossoms themselves are in this case

never developed.

Why the asparagus has thus taken to producing these

innumerable pedicels instead of true leaves would be a long,

and diflicult question to answer fully. It must suffice here

to say briefly that in many plants of dry places (for example,

in the stonecro])s) the stem and branches as well as the

leaves are filled with chlorophyll, and help to perform the

foliar functions. In others (for example, in the cactuses)

the true leaves have dwindled away absolutely to nothing^

because the succulent stem performs their functions better

under its own peculiar circumstances. In asparagus, the

true leaves remain only as protective scales, but the work

of foliage has been taken on by the stem and pedicels,

simi)ly because they could do the work more conveniently.

The flowers of the asparagus are small and greenish, and

at first sight very inconspicuous. On looking closer, how-

ever, you will see that they are perfect little lilies, each with

six distinct perianth-pieces—that is to say, three sepals and

three petals, the distinction being here well marked—and

the usual six stamens and three-celled ovary. INIany of

the flowers, however, have stamens only : others have pistils

with abortive stamens : the plant is just beginnini; to

separate the sexes in distinct blossoms. But the separation

has not yet gone far ; none of the female flowers have as

yet quite lost their stamens, though they are reduced to

useless filaments bearing abortive anthers. Indeed, a few

blossoms on each plant usually still retain both stamens

and pistil. Unattractive as they are in colour, the aspa-

ragus flowers have a delicate perfume, and secrete abundant

honey ; hence they are visited and fertilised by hive bees-

and a few other insects.

But tlie most marked peculiarity about the asparagus, as

distinguished from the other lilies we have hitherto ex-

amined, is certainly the fact that it produces red berries,

instead of dry green or brown capsules. This berry has,

of course, been produced, like all others, by the interven-

tion of birds, which thus distribute the seeds in the best

possible situations. Accordingly, the plant is able to lessen

the number of seeds in each cell to one only. To be sure,

the flower has two ovules or young seeds in each cell of the

ovary ; but as the fruit ripens, one of these usually becomes

abortive. This is just the exact reversal of what we saw

happen in an earlier stage of evolution ; and yet it is only
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a further step in the same dii-ection, under a sliglit dis-

guise. We noticed that the earliest monocotyledons, such

as the alismas, had many carpels in every flower, each con-

taining one seed. In the simpler lilies, such as the tulip

and fiitillary, the number of carpels was reduced to three

(united in a single capsule), while, by way of compensation,

the seeds in each cell were increased to several. But in the

asparagus, the improved mode of dispersion by the aid of

birds enables the plant still further to simplify its plan by

reducing the number of seeds in each cell to one. It thus

effects the greatest possible saving both in fertilisation and

in dispersion of seeds.

The butcher's broom is a still more singular modification

of the lily type, in which the foliar functions are performed

by flattened, leaf-like branches, exactly simulating true

leaves. It stands alone among Britisli monocotyledons in

attaining a shrubby, woody, tree-like habit. The branches

are so extremely like leaves in outward appearance that

their true nature can only be discovered by reasoning and

analogy. Most of them bear on their under surface (or

rather on the upper side, which is so twisted as to turn

Fig. 2.—Ruscus Acnleatus.

downward) a single small, whitish lily flower, having six

distinct perianth pieces, and either three stamens or a three-

celled ovary, for the division of the sexes is here almost
complete, though a few hermaphrodite blossoms occasionally

occur. If you look very closely, however, you will see that

each flower is borne on a small pedicel, united along
its whole length with the leaf-like branch (well shown
at b in the accompanying woodcut), and that a very
tiny scale or bract lies under every blossom. Similar
very small scales, the last relics of the true leaves, now
abortive, are found beneath the leaf-like branches. The
flowers and fruit seem accordingly to grow out of the middle
of a leaf, a peculiarity which gives butcher's broom a very
strange and uncanny appearance. In the immature ovary

there are two ovules in each cell, but, as the fruit ripens,

one in each cell always becomes abortive, so that at most
there are but three seeds in the berry. More often, how-
ever, only two perfect seeds are developed, and it is not
uncommon to find berries with only one ; so that butcher's
broom, in fact, carries all the tendencies of the asparagus
just one stage further. The berries are bright red, and very
attractive to birds, but the seeds are excessively hard and
indigestible. Butcher's broom is a glossy evergreen, and
the leaf-like branches are stirt' and prickly, effectually de-
terring cattle from browzing oft' its tempting foliage.

CONCEIT (FOR SELF AND FAMILY).
By Eich.\rd a. Proctor.

MY friend Mr. Foster has touched on the thought—

a

sound and suggestive one— that what is called
patriotism is often only a wider development of selfishness.

The least cultured among men are personally selfish, family-

selfishness is less contemptible but yet contemptible enough,
and the selfishness of so-called patriotism is by comparison,
but by comparison only, almost respectable. (I say so-called

patriotism, for real patriotism is as distinct from the quality
in question as just self-regard is from pure selfishness.)

But may we not in like manner recognise in false pa-
triotism somethiog akin rather to self-conceit, and conceit
of family, than to selfishness of the personal or of the-

family kind 1 And may we not also distinguish between
self-conceit and self-knowledge, precisely as we distinguish
between selfishness and due self-regard t

Self-conceit is so obviously a fault of the uncultured and
ill-developed mind that it is hardly necessary to dwell on
the evidence of inferiority which it attbrds. This is-

curiously shown by the way in which this quality is

manifested in children. Almost all children are more or
less conceited,—generally more,—and grow out of their con-
ceit (if it is in them to develope higher things) as they get
older, just as they grow out of the monkeyhood of earlj-

infaucy (often a very pretty monkeyhood) and the savagery
of later childhood. Of course, many remain self-conceited
to youth and manhood, or through life. Our less-developed
classes are as inherently self-conceited through life as al)

or nearly all men are in early childhood. That supreme
self-conceit presented in Tennyson's fine picture of the-

Northern Farmer, will be found, by any one who takes the
trouble to search for it, in ninety-nine out of a hundred of'

our peasantry and men of purely agricultural life, even
when the age supposed to be full of wisdom and experience
has been reached. It seems incredible, but talk to men of
the class to which Tennyson's " Northern Farmer " be-
longed and you will find many who doubt (at the bottom of
their minds) whether Godamoighty quite knows their iuU
value in the world. " Does Godamoighty knaw what a's^

doing a taakin o' me ? " asks the old pagan, and we smile at
his amazing self-conceit

;
yet it is common enough, and even

outside those classes whose pursuits involve little calculated
to raise the mind's level or to widen the ideas.

Family conceit is less obviously a sign of incomplete
development

;
yet there can be little mistake about its real

meaning when we rightly apprehend its nature. The child
shows family conceit a little later than self-conceit, but the
quality it, essentially one belonging to childhood either of
the individual or of the race. The Northern Farmer^
though he had not passed much beyond the stage of self-

conceit (" See bow quolity smoiles when they sees me a
passin' by "), had some family conceit too, if we fully
understand his reference to "Jones, as never mended a
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fence," and " Robinson, as arn't a haporth o' sense." Doubt-
less the Joneses and the Robinsons seemed to him to belong

to an inferior race, besides being individually and personally

contemptible. But family conceit is more widely spread

(as well as a wider form of conceit) than conceit of self.

We find it in races a grade higher than those which supply

the chief developments of personal conceit. It yields more
slowly before culture and knowledge. We see it in families

which have every means of recognising the inherent

absurdity of the feeling, who have before them as clearly

the evidence of the insignificance of particular families

as they have before them the evidence of the personal

insignificance of the individual man. It ia indeed true

that, among the worst developed races, family conceit

is more prevalent than in races which have had
better advantages. The Flanagans and Dohertys are

naturally full of pride of family, and prepared by
breaking heads after due coat-tail-treading to show the
superiority of the race which may be has not produced in

all time a single person above or even quite up to the
average ; and in like manner in our own country we find a
steady though dull form of family pride in the Noakeses
and Styleses of remote and undeveloped country districts.

But the failing is found outside such races as these. It
can not only be recognised in families called noble and
royal (it comes out amusingly for instance, so far as I can
judge from extracts, in some royal books which have
recently been published in this country) but it can be
recognised also in those whose opportunities of culture and
study should have taught them better. Nay, sometimes
even that special study of biological laws wliich should
show that each individual represents scores of families and
has qualities which can no more be assigned to one family
than the qualities of a river can be assigned to one out of
its hundred sources, fails to correct this foolish feeling,

which like others of our lower qualities is innate and
scarce to be corrected by culture, reasoning, or acquired
knowledge.

What however can be much more absurd in reality than
to find a family claiming for its members—or quietly
assuming without claiming openly—superior qualities 1

We know that the very existence of family conceit is a
mark of want of sense, a sign of inferior culture. But
apart from this we know that every person born into the
world shares multitudinous faculties and qualities inherited
from hundreds, thousands, nay tens and hundreds of
thousands of foregoers. When a man boasts " I am a
Snillum or a Snobbig" he can really only mean that a
thousandth part of his blood comes from some remote
Snobbig or a Snillum, of presumably better qualities than
they recognise in themselves—so that their family history
has—by their own account—been one of descent. It is

sad for them, but they ought to know best. Still the idea
of a family strain is absurd on the face of it, and family
conceit is only less contemptible than personal vanity.

In a description of the mowing and reaping machine works of
Mr. W. A. Wood the following occurs :

—" Statement of materials
we consumed in the manufactm-e of 45,0.32 machines, our produc-
tion in 18S3. We give only the principal materials naed. Pig-iron,
10,500 tons; steel, 1,000 tons; wrought and cold rolled iron, 4,500
tons ; malleable iron, l,G0O tons ; coal, 7,000 tons ; coke, 1,000 tons

;

moulding sand, 4,000 tons; grinding stones, 225 tons; painting
material, 400,0001b.; spring wire, 00,000 lb. ; tacks and rivets,

120,0001b.; brass and composition, 120,0001b.; screws, 10,000
gross ; lubricating oils, 10,000 gallons ; lumber, 10,000,000 ft.

;

cotton duck, 90,000 yards ; carriage and plough bolts, 3,000,000. As
evidence of the magnitude that the use of self-binding machinery
in harvesting grain has attained, we will state that we foi-nished
our customers in 1883, 2,500 tons of twine."

3^ebittD2f*

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

What is Art? By James Stanley Little. (London:
W. Swan, Sonnenschein <k Co. 18Si.)—If we may judge
from internal evidence, Mr. Little is an artist who, like the
unfortunate Haydon, believes that Society is wilfully blind

to his genius ; and in whose mind the rejection of his

works by the Royal Academicians has induced a feeling

the reverse of friendly towards that body. We may be
mistaken, and Mr. Little may be speaking in parables ; but
we can put no other interpretation upon certain passages

in his book. Be his object, however, what it may, he sets

down many things (in somewhat too inflated language)
which may well be laid to heart by all who are concerned
for Art progress in England. His claim for the pre-

eminent dignity of Landscape Art is not, in the present

condition of popular taste, likely to be conceded ; albeit the

study of his utterances on this point might not be without
profit to the devotees of the empty-perambulator and
kitten-playing-with-string school of painting. His protest

against shoddy is none too vigorous.

A Short Text-Book of Inori/anic Chemistry. By Dr.
Hermann Kolbe. Translated and Edited by T. S. Hum-
PiDGE, Ph.D. (London: Longmans, Green i Co. 1884.)—" This short te.xt-book," says its author in his preface,

"has been written to recall to the memory of students who
have attended a course of lectures on Experimental Chemis-
try what they have seen and heard, and to clear up any
])oiuta which may not have been properly understood."

Assuredly both Dr. Kolbe and his translator may be con-

gratulated on the success with which they have fulfilled

their self-imposed task ; for in the 600 closely-printed

pages before us will be found the means of obtaining the

most thorough grounding in Inorganic Chemistry. Dr.

Humpidge has added to his lucid translation short accounts

of Gay Lussac's law, the law of Avogadro, and the manu-
factui-e of coal-gas ; and has further supplemented the

descriptions of vai'ious elements and compounds in the

text. He has also contributed an appendix containing an
account of the methods used for determining atomic and
molecular weights, of Prout's law and of the Periodic law,

as well as a series of useful tables. A beautifully litho-

graphed table of spectra forms the frontispiece : numerous
woodcuts are inserted in the text, and there is a good and
exhaustive index to the whole book. It forms no un-

worthy addition to the Messrs. Longmans' admirable series

of Text-books of Science.

Rock History; a Note-hook of Geology. By C. L. Barnes,
M.A. (London: Edward Stanford. 1884.) It is long

since we have come across an introductory work on geology

at once so practical and attractive as this of Mr. Barnes.

While admitting his obligation to Lyell's " Student's

Elements of Geology," our author must be credited with
having employed his materials in about as convenient and
instructive a form for the student as he could well have
adopted. He commences with an enunciation of the

general principles of geology, and then proceeds to treat

of the physical structure, composition, stratification, and
ages of the various rocks. Ha\'ing thus familiarised the

beginner with the structure of the earth's crust as a whole,

Mr. Barnes goes on to apply and illustrate the knowledge
thus acquired in a way which has much, beyond its novelty,

to recommend it. He deals with the various formations

seriatim, commencing with a succinct account of eacL
This is followed by a table giving in the first column
the divisions of the formation described ; in the second
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column, the places of its occurrence in England and
Wales ; in the third the localities of its occurrence abroad

;

in the fourth its lithological or petrological character ; in

the fifth the climate prevailing when it was deposited ; in

the sixth the leading fossils which characterise it ; in the

seventh its thickness in the British Isles ; while the eighth

is occupied with general elucidative remarks. Finally

comes a map of England and Wales, in which the forma-

tion treated of only is coloured (this strikes us as an excel-

lent idea) ; while opposite each map is a well-executed

chart containing drawings of the fossils most characteristic

of the rocks described. Then follows a chapter on the

igneous rocks, a table of the classification of the animal

kingdom—together with the more important fossil ex-

amples of each division ; while the work concludes with a

glossary of the geological and pala;ontological terms em-
ployed in the body of it. No one about to make a tour in

his own country this summer should omit Mr. Barnes's

capital little book from his outfit.

Handbooks : International Health Exhibition (London :

William Clowes i Son. 1884).—This eminently practical

series of handbooks is worthy of the large circulation which
it will undoubtedly command. In it Mr. Paget deals with

"Healthy Schools;" Mr. Acland, C.B., E.R.S., with

"Health in the Village;" Dr. Attfiekl, F.R.S., with "Water,
Water Supplies, and Unfermented Beverages ;

" IMr. Berd-

more on " The Principles of Cooking ; " Miss C. T. Wood
on " Food and Cookery for Infants and Invalids " (with an
introduction by Dr. Cheadle) ; Surgeon-Major Evatt on
" Ambulance Organisation, Equipment, and Transport ;

"

and Capt. Shaw, C.B., on " Fires and Fire Brigades." Of
these capital little volumes, the second, fifth, and sixth are

illustrated, Mr. Acland's and Dr. Evatt's profusely, while

Capt. Shaw gives a series of engravings depicting the

appliances for extinguishing fire in 1667, 1707, and 1884.

The reader interested in either of the subjects discussed in

this series may select his volume by its title, with the

certainty that he will find the matter treated of at once
pleasantly, intelligently, and (for practical purposes)

exhaustively.

A Practical Iniroductioji to Medi.cal Electricity. By
A. DE Wattetille, M.A., M.D., B.Sc, &c. Second
Edition. (London : H. K. Lewis. 1884.)—Dr. de Watte-
ville's book furnishes a species of Thesavirus for the medical

electrician, so thoroughly is every branch of its subject

treated on. There is, unhappily, so much advertising

quackery in connection with medical—or pseudo-medical

—

electricity nowadays, that a real and appreciable service is

rendered to therapeutics by a physician of our author's

professional standing offering such an exj osition as that

whose title heads this notice, based upon purely scientific

principles. In it he discusses the leading theorems of

electro-physics, describes in detail the various forms of

apparatus employed, and treats in succeeding chapters

of electro-physiology, electro-diagnosis, and electro-thera-

peutics. His volume should be on the shelves of ths

consulting-room of every one whose name appears in the
Medical Register.

Treatise on Consumption : A Work for the Million. By
William Dale, M.D. (London : Francis Hodgson.
1884.)—In a country in which the fell disease Phthisis

annually claims so many victims as it does in our own. Dr.
Dale's pamphlet must possess a painful interest. In it,

after an introductory chapter, he successively deals with
the causes of consumption, infection and phthisis, and lastly

of its treatment. His style is readable and agreeable, and
his book may be studied, not without profit, by all who have
or imagine they have what is popularly known as "a
delicate chest."

Health Assurance. By Wm. Flemikg Phillips.
(London : Wyman & Sons. 1884.)—This little pamphlet
developes an idea which strikes us as being an eminently
common-sense and feasible one. Put as shortly as possible,

it is that the well-to-do classes should pay a certain sum
per head, ill or well, annually to their medical attendants,
much as is already done in medical clubs by those in a lower
rank of life. For the details of Dr. Phillips's scheme we
must refer the reader to his pamphlet itself. It only costs

sixpence, and will repay perusal.

The Laundrij Guide, by W. J. Menzies, contains useful
recipes for softening water, making laundry soap, ifec.

We have also before us Naturen, published in Christiania;

The Bulletin de I'Agence Gina-ale de I'Electricite, Paris; The
Eailtvay Review, Chicago ; Bradstreets, New York ; The
Dyer, Calico-Printer, and Colour Trades Revieu; London

;

The Tricyclist, London; Ciel el Terre, Brussels; and
Society, each addressing its own extensive and influential

section of the public.

The Practical Telegraphist. By W. Lynd, A.S.T.E.
(London : Wyman it Sons, 1884.)—This is a work which
will doubtless prove useful to those interested in telegraphy.

In the main it is a miscellaneous compilation from several

reliable authorities. Details are given of the system o£

working and of the principles and construction of several

instruments adopted in the Postal Telegraph Service. The
volume concludes with interesting, and, we may say, valuable

statistics, pourtraying the marvellous development of tele-

graphy at home and abroad. The work is got up in a style

highly creditable to the publishers.

Telegraphy. By W. H. Preece, F.R.S., M.I.C.E., and
J. Sivewright, M.A., C.M.G. Third Edition. (London:
Longmans, Green, &, Co., 1884.)—This work, which is

responsible for a very large proportion of the volume pre-

viously noticed, occupies the position of being without a
rival in its particular sphere. It is, for its size, very com-
prehensive, while the language is simple and clear. These
reasons, combined with a moderate price, have so far

secured for it immunity from competition. The new
edition embraces chapters on the telephone, fast repeaters,

and quadruplex telegraphy, additions of great value. Not-
withstanding one or two little slips, the book is to be
highly commended, and will take a lot of beating.

editorial 6o£{Sip.

I REGRET to say that Mr. Thomas Foster has been
recommended by his medical advisers a transatlantic

journey. The promised concluding paper of his series

cannot appear this week ; but as he has somewhat wilfully

determined to continue his literary work during the

journey, it may be expected to appear very shortly, as it

will probably be posted for England immediately on his

arrival in New York.

M-«T correspondents ask me if any photographic portrait

of my editorial countenance is extant. Messrs. Elliott &
Fry have recently requested me to sit for some new photo-

graphs. The pictures, which I regard as very satisfactory,

are, I believe, now ready for issue.

One of the letters last week unfortunately escaped cor-

rection, and the result is that some rather remarkable new
Greek words appear.
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"A LADY " has received^ many letters relating to the

rational dress ia that form wliioh cannot be distinguisl\ed

from ordinary dress, but is as light, or almost as light, as

the more obtrusive divided skirt. We believe that pat-

terns will before long be provided for those who care to

obtain them ; wheu ready they will be advertised in these

columns.

THE FACE OF THE SKY.

FnoM JuLV 4 TO July 18.

By F.R.A.S.

THE sun continues to provide daily work for the observer, and
should be examined with the telescope whenever the sky is

clear. The aspect of the night sky will be found delineated in

TUap YII. of " The Stars in their Seasons," twilight, however,
still persisting all night long. Mercury is a morning star to-day,

but comes into superior conjunction with the sun at 5 a.m. on the

13th, upon which, of course, he becomes au evening star. Venus
will be in inferior conjunction with the sun at 2 a.m. on the 12th.

Every effort should be made by the student to obsen-e her in the

telescope at and about this time, as she presents one of the most
exquisite and all-repaying spectacles that it is possible to conceive,

shining as a hair-like semi-circular thread of silver in the glare of

sunlight. Moreover, under really favourable atmospheric circum-
stances, and a sutEciently-constricted telescopic field, the observer
may hope to see the dark body of the jilanet embraced by this

wonderful silver hair of light, like " the old moon in the new moon's
arms." At noon on July 11th Venus will bo approximately -t" 51',

or about 10 diameters of the sun, south or below his centre. This
juay help the beginner to fish her up with a telescope not mounted
equatorially. Xo other planets are visible at present. Three occul-

tations of stars by the moon occur during the fourteen days
covered by these notes. The first happens on the night of
the 11th, and is one of the fourth mag. star 9 Aquarii, which
will disappear at the moon's bright limb at llh. 18m., at an angle
of 07° from her vertex. It will re-api>ear at her dark limb at

12h. 29m. p.m. at a vertical angle of 271'°. On July 15, the fourth
mag. star o Piscium will disappear at the bright limb of the
moon at 12h. 53m. p.m., at an angle from the vertex of 60°. It

will re-appear at 51m. after 1 the next morning, at an angle of 264'

from her vertex. Lastly, on the IGth, rather more than half-an-

hour before the moon rises, she will have occulted 31 Arietis, a star

of the sixth magnitude. Later, at llh. 55m. p.m., this star will re-

appear at the moon's dark limb at a vertical angle of 246'. When
our notes begin, the moon is in Libra ; but at two o'clock this after-

noon she leaves it for the narrow northern strip of Scorpio. She
takes until one o'clock to-morrow morning to cross this, and then
enters Ophiuchus. This she quits at 10 p.m., on the 6th, for Sagit-

tarius. Her passage through Sagittarius occupies until 11 a.m. on
the 9th, at which hour she passes into Capricornus, the boundary
between which and Aquarius she crosses at 5 a.m. on the 10th.

About 3 a.m. on the 13th, she leaves Aquarius for Pisces, and
continues to travel through that large and straggling constellation
until she enters Aries, at 5 a.m., on the 16th. At 8 p.m., on the
17th, she moves into Taurus, which she is still traversing when
tiese notes terminate.

The "Researches on Astronomical Spectrum Photography" of

the late lamented Professor Henry Draper have just been repub-
lished, with au introduction and description of the apparatus by
Professor C. A. Young, and measurements and description of the
plates by Professor E. C. Pickering, together with reprints of Dr.

Draper's various papers on the subject. Apart from its enduring
importance as a record of a mass of valuable physical facts, and as
containing a history of the infancy and youth of Stellar spectral

research, this posthumous volume of the great American physicist

possesses a high degree of interest, as showing what an enormous
amount of scientific work of the highest value could be performed
by an absolutely unsubsidised obser\-er. Professor Draper would
have felt that he was inflicting as much degradation on science as
he would have brought upon himself personally had he gone whining
to Congress for " endowment." Like our own Faraday, though, he
"had no time to get rich;" and his name will assuredly live in

honour when those of the men whose idea of science is narrowed
to that of their own pecuniary advancement will have long sunk
into oblivion.

' Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfred Tekxtsor.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possibly be in-

serted. Correspondents must not le offended, therefore, shouid their

letters not appear.

All Editorial communications should le addressed to the Editor of
Knowledge ; all Business communications to the Publishers, at the

Office, 74, Qreat Queen-street, TT.C. If this is not attended to
DELAYS ARISE FOR WHICH THE EDITOR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should be made
payable to Messrs. Wtuan & Sons.

The Editor is not respomille for the opinions of corresponden'.s.

No COMMUNICATIONS ABE ANSWERED BY POST, EVEN THOUGH 8TAHPBD
AND DIRECTED ENVELOPE BE E^'CLOS£D,

LARGE CELLS FOR ELECTRO DEPOSITION.

[1322]—Mr. Slingo's last paper on "Electro-plating," in which
he refers to the expense of rectangular baths made of pottery, re-

minds me of my own experience in the early days of electrotyping
(about 1845-6). I made two large tanks for depositing copper 4ft.

long, 2 1 ft. wide, and 2 J ft. deep. They were of common deal, put
together in the usual way, by dove-tailing; but were double.
The outer tank was about 1 in. thick ; the inner tank was made of
1 in. wood, with outside dimensions i in. less all round than the
inside dimensions of the outer trough. On the bottom of the out-
side tank were a few small blocks about 1 in. square and i in. thick.

Thus, when the inner or lining tank was put in its place, resting on
these blocks there was a space on all sides and the bottom of J in.

thickness between the inner and outer tank. To keep the lining

accurately in the middle, I put temporary strips i in. thick down
each side.

This being arranged, I poured melted pitch into the i-inch space,
only in sufficient quantity, at nrst, to flow over the bottom and rise

a few inches above the sides, as I anticipated a floating up of the
whole of the inner case if all the liquid were added at once. On
the following day, after this first pouring had cooled and solidified,

I poured more, suSicient to fill the ^-inch space completely, and
then left the whole to solidify. Then followed a curious illustra-

tion of the viscosity of the apparently solid pitch. The inner case
gradually rose day by day, threatening to wreck the whole arrange-
ment. I filled it "with water, and it gradually sunk until it rested
on the cheek blocks, where it remained when subsequently filled

with the copper solution.

The second compound trough was similarly treated, and both were
used by myself for two years without leakage, and long afterwards
by my successor. The copper solution soaks through the porous
wood of the inner lining, but is effectually resisted by the sur-

rounding wall of pitch. I do not recommend this for silver solu-

tions ; the cyanides are alkaline, and will act upon the pitch, and
thus, in course of time, the solution will become polluted by a solu-

tion of the pitch. This does not happen to the acid copper solution.

Now that paraffin wax is obtainable for 6d. per pound, I recommend
it as a substitute for the pitch, and have no doubt that cells thus
constructed will be found available for all kinds of solutions that
are used cold. W. Mattiec Williams.

COLOUK-LANGCAGE.

[1323]—The construction which Mr. Titchener (question 1320)
puts on my sentence is justified by the wording, but so general a

statement must be interpreted by the spirit and context, rather than
solely by the letter.

For it is not pretended that uncivilised folk can so discriminate

between the subtle gradations of colour as to have words for every
shade, but it is none the less certain that where terms are invented

for colours, the concrete precedes the abstract.

Mr. Titchener's question gives me the desired occasion to call

attention to my friend Mr. Grant Allen's delightful book on the

"Colour Sense" (Triibner & Co.), and especially to the last

chapter " On the Growth of the Colour-Vocabulary," from which
the following is quoted :

—

" The earliest names must be names of things, or of visible and
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auJiblc actions. . . When we wish to express a hitherto unnamed
colour, the simplest way of dointj it is to taue an object which
possesses that colour and apply its title as an adjective to the

thing which we wish to describe. A particular shade of very light

yellow has no distinctive name, but we must call it something for

some special purpose, and so we thiuk of its nearest common
representative, a primrose. Thenceforward the new name becomes
an adjective, and we ask naturally for a yard of primrose ribbon.

Now, what we see civilised men doing to-day under our own eyes,

primitive men did centuries ago, when they framed the earliest

colour names. It would seem at present as though the various

terms for colours might be divided into two classes—the truly

abstract, such as blue, green, yellow, and the concrete used abstractly,

such as lilac, orange, pinlc. The former class a]>pears to have no
other meaning than that of pure colour; while the latter class are

clearly derived from the names of concrete objects. But in reality

the difference between them is merely one of time. Abstract
colour-terms are the names of concretes, whose original significa-

tion has been forgotten" (pp. 252, 253). Edward Clodd.

DIVISIBILITY BY SEVEN.

8
931

P24

026
oys

518 I

423
-123

[1324]—Mr. Askew, in 1274, May 30, asks for a proof of a
method for ascertaining the divisibility of a numbei" by 7, which he
states to have been discovered by Mr. Rickard, of Birmingham.
Probably many have discovered it : my father did. for one, and
taught it to me some thirty years ago. The test -number is equally
xiseful for 7, 11, and 13. The method, as worked liy my father,

gives, in the case of a number divisible by all three factors, the

other factor as well, without further labour: and in this respect it

has an advantage over that of Mr. Bickard.
If a number, X, be marked off from the right-hand end in periods

of three digits ; and if a, b, c, &c., be the periods ; and if M be the

difference between the sums of the alternate periods; we have,
writing r for 1000,

Ts=a + br + cr' + dr^ + &c.

M = a— i)-^c — d + &c.

.•.N-M= b {r + l)+c(r'-l) t- <£()» -i- 1) -H &c.
and is divisible by (r-fl)j hence, if M be divisible by (r-H) or
anv factor of it, so also is N. And in this case r + 1 = 1001= 7 x 11
xi3.
My father's rule was to set the right-hand period under the next,

and subtract, setting the remainder under
the next, and so on. In the last period, the
subtraction is doicnwards if the lower number
be the larger. In this instance, since we
have 1 to carry into the last period, the 931
must be read as 932. The ultimate remainder,

024, is the test-nnmber ; and, since this is divisible by 7 and 11, so
also is the whole number.

If the test-number chanced to be zero, the second line would be
the cpiotient produced by dividing the given number by 1001 ; i.e., it

is the factor remaining after dividing out 7, 11, and 13. For let us
call the second line " V; " writing three ciphers at the end, we get
lOOOV ; and we know that, if this be deducted from the upper line,

the remainder = V. Hence N = lOOlV = 7 x 11 x 13 x V. In
the above example, if the left-hand period were 932 instead of 8,
the test-number would be zero.

If the periods be single digits, i.e., if 7-= 10, we get a test for

divisibility by 11, and at the same time the

G4372583 quotient after dividing out 11. The rule is to

05852053 set the last digit under the next, and subtract,
setting the remainder under the next, and so on.

In this instance the test-number =0; hence the given number
= 11x5852053.
With periods of two digits, we get a test for divisibility by 101

;

and so for four or more digits. C. L. Dodgsox.
Ch. Ch., Oxford.

P.S.—The sum of all the periods gives us, for periods of 1, 2, 3,

&c., digits, a test for divisibility by 9, 99, 999 ( = 27 x 37), &c., or

for any factors of these numbers. This method may also be
worked by a rule analogous to that given above ; e.;;., to test for

999, mark off in periods of three, write 000 over the right-hand
period, and subtract, writing the remainder over the next, and so

on. Hence, also, if the test-number chanced to be zero, the upper
line (omitting the 000) would be the quotient produced by dividing
the given number by 999.

Probably similar rules may be made for most primes. I have
myself made fairly simple rules for 17 and for 19; but such pro-

cesses are rather ctirions than useful.

[1325]—Mr. Askew's rule is applicable not only, as he says, to
the division 7 and 13, but also to 91. The reason is that both

(1000 -t-l) and (1000--1) happen to be exactly multiples of these

three numbers.
Any number of over six figures may be expressed in the form

a -I- lOOOt. -f lOOOV -H lOOO^a -f [A]
where the letters a, b, &c., stand for the numbers expressed by the

successive triplets of figures, beginning at the right hand.

Now the quantitv
(10UO-fl)!--t-(IO0O'-l)c-h(1000=-i-l)d-(- [B]

must be a multiple of 7, 13, and 91. If therefore the quantity [A]

be divisible by one of these numbers, so also will the difference

between [A] and [B]—viz, a — b + c-d+
Henry Bradley.

[A number which is divisible by two prime numbers must neces-

sarily be divisible by their product.—K.P.j.

(Answer to Letter 1274, page 399.)

[1326]—" Point off the given number into periods of three

figures. Add separately alternate periods, and find the difference

of the sums thus obtained. If this difference is divisible by seven,

the original number is so, and if not, not."

The reason is as follows :—Adding the figures alternately, and

taking the difference, gives the criterion of divisibility by eleven,

since the successive powers of ten (1, 10, 100, 1,000, &c.) divided

by eleven give remainders 1, 10, 1, 10, &c. ; similarly, adding them
alternatelv in sets of two gives the criterion of divisibility by 101,

since 1, I'OO, 10,000, 1,000,000, &c., divided by 101, give as re-

mainders 1, 100, 1, 100, &c., and adding alternately in sets of three

gives the criterion of divisibility by 1001, since 1, Iff", lO", 10', ic,
give the remainders 1, 10', 1, 10', &c., when divided by 1001, and

since 1001 is divisible by 7 and 13, the same method gives a

criterion of divisibility for each of those numbers.

This is only a special case of the law of divisibility in any scale

of notation— viz., that adding the figures gives the criterion of

divisibility by one les.-i than the radix of the scale, adding them
alternately and finding the difference gives the criterion for one

more than the radix. The radix in this case is 1,000. The number
taken by Mr. Askew is 220,97-1,901.

220,000,000 = a multiple of 1,001 + 220

974,000 = „ ,, - 974

901 = „ „ + 901

.•. 220,974,901 = „ ,, + 147

and since 1,001 is divisible by 7 and 147 is divisible by 7, a multiple

of 1,001 -rl47 is divible by 7. Also since 1,001 is divisible by 13

and 147 divided by 13 leaves remainder 4, a multiple of 1,001 + 147

must leave remainder 4. H. A. Nesbitt.

PKOPEP>TY OF NUMBERS.

[1327]—The problem proposed in article No. 1295 of your

issue ©f 6th inst. presents no great difiiculty. The actual working-

out, which is rather lengthy, I forward separately.

The result may be given as follows :
—

Let a, b, c, and d be the remainders when a number N is

divided by 3, 5, 7, and 11 respectively.

Then N = lloSr -h 3S5a -H 231t) -f 330"c - 210d.

The value of r must be taken to suit the conditions of the pro-

blem, viz., N is to be a number of three digits.

If this problem is to be given as a mode of figure-conjuring, the

conjurer will find the figures involved rather long for mental calcu-

lation. It would be better in that case to limit the problem thus :—

-

Tell a person to take any number not exceeding 100 (to say 105

might give a clue to the puzzle), to mentally divide the number by

3, bv 5, and by 7, and to announce the remainders. The would-be

conjurer should then be able to announce the number thought of in

a few seconds.

The kev to the conjuring is as follows

—

S = i05r + 70a + 2lb-rloc
r being taken as zero or a negative quantity to suit conditions of

problem. A- H- B. E.

P.S.—If another divisor, 13, be introduced and e be the remainder,

then it can similarly be found that

N = 15015)- f 5005a -i- 0006b + 10725c + \3God + -6930?.

PROBLEM IX XDMBERS.

[1328]—The following problem was given by a Moor at Gibraltar

to a friend of mine ;

—

Divide any number by 3, 5, and 7 ; the remainders are a, b, and c,

and the number of 100 "is d. With these data what is the number ?
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Ansioer.—70n +211 -4- 15c±7t x 105, n being each a nnmber as -will

bring the result into the given number of 100.

E.g. 421.

Eemainders.
3)421

140 + 1x70= 70

5)421

84 + 1x21= 21

7)421

60 + 1x15= 15

106

+ 105x3= 315

421
It may interest your readers to discover the rule and prove it.

How the Moor discovered it may be an interesting snbjeot to specu-
late on. G. H. BoLLANn.

A SHEETED GHOST.

[1329]—I once saw a ghost—that is to say, as much of a ghost
as I believe anyone ever saw (notwithstanding all one may read and
hear) excepting, of course, nervous illusions. About the "year 1861,
when I was eighteen, and serving my articles, I was in bed with
the window-blind up, and the moon shining into the room and on to
my bed. I half awoke and, to my surprise, saw standing on me
and reaching beyond the ceiling, a tall figure, like that of a man or
woman draped in white. I continued to look at the figure, and
then not feeling comfortable, resolved to ascertain what it all
meant. At this time I was still only half awake, as only a few
seconds had elapsed.

I raised myself, and lo ! my ghost vanished. But not quite ; for
in a moment the optical illusion was apparent to me.

Just in front of and close to my eyes had been a pointed fold of
the upper sheet of the bedclothes, and upon this the moon shone. In
my half-awake condition the effect was perfect, and apparently the
figure stood there in all its height ; but when I moved I became
more awake, and saw the ghost disappear into the pointed fold of
the sheet. j. b. Williams.

TRUE AND FALSE PERSPECTIVE.
[1330]—Neither " Ros. Vansittart " [1276] nor " An Old

Draughtsman " [1288] appears to me to have touched the diffi-
culty felt by " R. Jones " [1244], which is one that I (as a teacher
of drawing) have found very puzzling to learners, especially to
those who Hke to know exactly the "why and wherefore" of the
rules they are taught. The fact is that the usual method, illustrated
''7.".''^° *-"'' ^''^""•itsman," is a compromise between the impos-
sibility of drawing a picture with a movable centre of vision and
impractibility of drawing one on the inner surface of a sphere.
The point of view for each picture must be rigidly fixed, and this
necessitates the limiting of the field of view to a circle forming the
base of a cone^ whose sides meet at the eye at an angle of not more
than about 45° (some artists say not more than 30°). As soon as
the eye is dii-ected towards any other point than the centre of the
base of this cone, the point to which it is directed becomes at once
the centre of the base of a new cone, and a new picture must be drawn
upon that point as centre. This is the difficulty experienced by
' R. Jones," and over which so many students stumble. As long
as the face of a cube is square to the direction of the observer's
eye, it must be drawn square, although it may be on one side of
the line of direction, for, as soon as he looks directly at it, he changes
the position of the centre of vision, which then falls upon the cube
itself, and the line of direction is no longer square to the same face
of the cube.

The only exact way of representing objects as they actually
appear to the eye is by drawing them on the inner surface of a
hollow sphere to be viewed with the eye at the centre. This, of
course, is impracticable, and indeed is unnecessary, as the same
effect is got in the usual way if the visual angle is not made too
large. Each picture may be then considered as a circular segment
of a sphere of which the line of direction is a radius, and if the
seguieut be taken small enough it will be so nearly a plane as to be
represented on a flat surface without undue distortion, and when
viewed at the centre will give the exact effect of the real object.

Wm. Field.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
John A. R. Newlands. Tou will find a sliort review of yonr

book on page 370 of our fifth volume.—H. A. Nesbitt. Letters by
the Rev. C. L. Dodgson and another correspondent were marked
for insertion a fortnight ago.

—

Ignoeaxt. Your question is more
diflicult to answer than it looks. I know of good books whence
you may learn the various wild flowers, and cheap books having
the same end ; but none rigidly answering both descriptions.
" Familiar Wild Flowers," published by Cassell & Co., and Ann
Pratt's " Wild Flowers," published by the Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge come under the former category. Of the
lower-priced works Bettany's " First Lessons in Practical Botany,"
published by MacMillan for a shilling, is as good as any.

—

Geoege
Hill wants to know how many feet of air can be compressed into
an iron vessel one foot square ? Obviously this must depend npon the
strength of the vessel ; 250 ft. it it is strong enough. Perhaps some
aeronautical reader will answer your question. How long it takes to
fill an ordinary balloon.

—

Feedekick Elgak. My personal experience
with reference te strawberries differs widely from yonrs. I have
eaten unnumbered gallons of there without developing either
rheumatism or gout; albeit both my father and grandfather
suffered from the last-named complaint. Should this meet the
eye of Mr. Mattieu Williams he may, perhaps, give yon the benefit
of his opinion.—JoHx Cha.nxon. While persistently declining to
advertise trade articles in the Health Exhibition now open at South
Kensington, I willingly call attention to your exhibit of a Brick
Finial in Class 50, representative as it is of the style and quality of
instruction imparted at the Technical College, Finsbury, where all

the real work of the City and Guilds of London Institute will be
done in the future, as it has been in the past.

—

The Yxiscedwyx
Company send me a pamphlet to prove that London might be
rendered practically smokeless by the use of anthracite, as is the
case in New York.

—

John E. Svms defends the usual method of
drawing a cube against "R. Jones " and " C. E. Bell " (letters 1,244
and 1,307). Perhaps I may suggest that each of the disputants
should place a cube behind, and with one face parallel to, a

sheet of plate-glass, and, keeping the eye rigidly fixed (say by
applying it to a pin-hole in a fixed card) trace the outline he sees
accurately on the glass, and communicate the result in as short a
form as possible. It will be time enough to theorise when we are
agreed as to our facts.—A. L. M. sends an account of an odd co-

incidence. He is resident in the house of an old gentleman who is

a keen flower-gardener. On the 19th nit., my correspondent was
watching his landlord smarten up his beds, and after a little

badinage, threatened to get up in the night and ride a donkey over
them ! As a matter of fact, a donkej- did wander from its house
that very night, get into the garden, and make an utter wreck of

it ; and on seeing its hoof-marks the next morning, the unfortunate

proprietor of the ruined flowers could at first scarcely be convinced

that his lodger had not carried his curiously improbable jocular

threat into execution. "Now," says my correspondent, "I ask,

suppose that I had threatened to kill him instead, and he had been
found dead in the morning, could I have escaped hanging?"

—

A. P. SiN.VETT. Premising that reviews in this journal are not

written by its editor unless specially signed by him, but are penned
by contributors supposed to possess special knowledge of the

subjects of the books to which they relate, I regret that the writer

of the notice to which you take exception should have employed
a phrase in the slightest degree calculated to hurt yonr feelings ;

but having myself read your book when it first appeared, I can

only conceive that he said—with perhaps rather needless brusqne-

ness—what every impartial reader of it m.ust have thought. Yonr
cutting from Lijht is not worth the paper it is printed on, inas-

much as the citation of many of the names it contains as those of

Spiritu.alists is dislione-'t. Thackeray, for example, repudiated,

both editorially and in his private capacity, the slightest belief in

the cock-and-bull stories told by Robert Bell in Vol. II. of the

Cornhill Magazine (vide Vol. VII. of that magazine, p. 706). Lord
Brougham, again, publicly denied any belief in Spiritualism, and
so on. Professor Hare was insane, and died, I believe, in an
asylum. Nay, will you write to the very first man whose name
heads your list, the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, asking him
whether he does or does not believe that so-called " Spiritual

"

phenomena are supernatural — and publish his reply ? Mr.

Crookes's "Phenomena of t^piritualisra " lies on the table before

me as 1 write. Finding, as I do, in it its author's testimony

to the probity and the reality of the phenomena exhibited

by Miss Florrie Cook (whom he took such elaborate pains

not to find out), and knowing how this same Miss Cook's

imposture was at once detected on Jan. 9, 1880, by Sir

George Sitwell and Herr von Buch, what possible value

can 1 attach to anything that Jlr. Crookes may testify or say

on the subject of spiritualism? It is idle to t!k!k of "the frauds
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sometimes perpetrated " by media. Can you give the name of one
single ivell-known medium who has not been ultimately detected ?

I refuse to suffer the precious space in these columns to bo wasted
in connection with an imposture which can only be legitimately

met by proceeding against media under 5th Geo. IV., c. 83, s. 4,

and b}- placing their dupes in safe confinement.—Miss F. H. Wood.
I have received your historical chart, and your description of your
new adjustable geometrical ruler with which it was executed. The
latter seems an ingenious instrument, but as I have not the smallest
idea when I shall bo in town, I regret my inability to make an
appointment to inspect it.—iliss Maegaret B. Aldeb opines that
if " the abysmal depths of the oceans were laid bare .... the
red clay, mth its incipient zeolites, feldspars, and iron oxides, and
superfluous silica, would harden into basalt, granite, whinstone,
trachyte, and other rocks said to be produced by former volcanic
action"—in which I regret to differ from her.

—

Cbas. I know
nothing about the books read for the London degree. The Hamil-
touian system of interlinear translation will enable you to construe,
but you will infallibly be tripped np in your examination
if you do not study the grammatical structure of the sentences
as well. — Geokge Chapman. Out satisfaction is mutual.

—

A. N. Professor Hughes was the real inventor of the
microphone. I cannot spare the column which a descrip-
tion of its construction would occupy. So far as I know it

has not been used by any maker of car trumpets.—J. JIckrat.
Send your communication to some other journal, with the offer of a
handsome reward to any one who can make head or tail of it,—W.
CosMox. Tour " puzzle " is as old as the hills. Everything depends
upon the direction in whicli you sail round the world. A ship going
from west to east gains a day, on going from east to west loses one,
so that if they started simultaneously on their respective voyages,
and met again at their conclusion, it might be Tuesday on board
of one ship and Thursday on the other. The difficulty is insuper-
able. There is no such a thing as a hora mundi.—C. E. Mabeiott
sends a letter to the Editor (for Mr. Pillinger) stating that he
encloses fifteen stamps—which he does not—for a timepiece ! My
dear young friend, you must find out where Mr. P. lives, and write
straight to him yourself. I am not his agent, and don't keep his
timepieces here.

—

The Xatioxal He.\lth Society sends me an
excellent little tract on vaccination, which can hardly be too widely
circtdated.

—

Sir Daniel Coopee and E. Howell. Thanks for cards of
invitations, which overwhelming pre-occupation only has prevented
me from accepting.—X. Hopken, Ax Old Dracghtsmax, Rosalie
Vaxsittart, and Ajithue A. West. See reply to " John E. Syms,"
above.—W. W. S. It is utterly beyond the province of Knowledge to

recommend individual tradesmen, but of the names yon give the third
is undoubtedly that of the most scientific artist.—A Scbsceibeb
asks for the composition of some transparent medium for the crysto-

lenm process, which will not spot. Can any of our photographic
readers oblige him ?—R. RrssELL. Neither the names nor addresses
of correspondents can be given without their special permission.

—

Gaxga Ram. Tour pamphlet, when received, will be read by an
expert in the matter to which it relates.

—

Erxest (sic) Enquikee.
As your facts are wrong, and your conclusions from them erroneous,
I feel that I shall best comply with your request to " deal gently
with " you by simply acknowledging the receipt of your letter.

—

W. Cave TH0^us. Tour original letter was already in type when
the one you wished to be substituted for it arrived.—M. E. SlMp-
sox. Tour communication shall be forwarded to the proper quarter.
—J. The subject is being treated of from a scientific point of
view, and from that alone ; but science is dumb in the presence of
such considerations as those which you advance.—T. Commox. It

seems probable, as you say, that Mr. A. McD. has misunderstood
the passage you quote. I entirely agree with you that " Mr.
Garbetc would probably get as much information with regsird to
the flood from the ' Homo diluvii testis ' among the Salamanders
in the British Museum as from Mount Ararat and Xoah's rainbow."—Watsox & Soxs. Received.

The eighteen principal English railways have earned almost
exactly a million a week for the twenty-fonr weeks of the present
year.

A Ship Struck by Lightxixg.—A despatch from Derry, dated
22nd ult., says:—"Captain M'Cann, master of the Derry barque
Village Bell, arrived in port this evening from Baltimore. He
reports having eight sailors on board belonging to the Spanish ship
Angeleta, from New Orleans to Barcelona, which was struck by
lightning and set on fire." The message states that the whole of
the crew were rescued, and makes no mention of any casualty
amongst them. The ship appears to have been burnt to the water's
edge.

0m- ^3cira330)r Column.

THE foolish fellow who mischievously threatened a universal
storm some time since, publishes the following curious illustra-

tion of paradoxical absurdity. We give it, heading and all, as it

appeared in the Kew York Tribune

:

—
WIGGINS'S DARK MOON.

IS THE EARTH ACCOMPANIED BT TWO SATELLITES ?

THE CAXADIAX WEATHEE-SEEE SAYS IT I.S AXD TELLS THE
REASON' WHY.

To the Editor of the Tribune.

SiE,—For many years it has been my belief that our planet is

accompanied by two satellites, a visible and a dark one, the dis-

tance of the latter from the earth being probably double that of
the former. The librations of the moon, the irregularity of her
motions in her orbit, and the fact that her perigee seldom takes
place immediately on the orbit of our earth in advance of the
earth's course, are strong evidence of the disturbing influence of a
sister satellite. The variation in the time and height of the tides,

occasional tides of excessive height without apparent cause, and
the frequent occm-rence of double tides, cannot be explained
on the hypothesis that the earth is attended by only one
secondary. Earthquakes which are cansed by unusual plane-
tary attraction frequently occur when it would appear that the
force which produced them had not yet reached its climax, and
could not till after the moon's conjunction with the sun. The
recent earthquake in England occurred two days before the moon
was in conjunction with the solar orb, and before she was in
perigee, showing that her attractive power must have joined with
anotlier and very nearly equal force before she reached the line of
her solar conjunction. This earthquake I predicted would return
with increased violence on May 20. It did so, causing the destruc-
tion of many villages and the death of hundreds of people. On
the same day occurred the disastrous cyclone in British Burmah.
The earthquake, however, did not appear in England, and I am
convinced it was moved eastward by the infiuence of this dark
planet. The recent cold wave which passed over America must
have been due to this source, and as nearly the same conditions
will exist on the 26th and 27th of the present month, the same
cold wave would appear were it not for the changed position of
this dark horse of the heavens.

All great storms should occur after certain planetary conjunc-
tions, whereas they frequently precede them, and it is for this

reason that many meteorologists—among them Sir William Thomp-
son (sic)—have denied that the moon has any influence whatever
in producing storms on the surface of our globe. Tears before I

published predictions I found that some of my storms would be
delayed for several days, others would appear ahead of time, and
frequently the heaviest would be annihilated altogether. There
were no known planets which could possibly produce this effect,

and I was at length forced to the conclusion, as I have said, that
otir earth is accompanied by a dark satellite. It would further
appear that the " dark days " of which frequent mention is made
in history—so called because they could not be traced to an ordi-

nary solar eclipse—were of such a character as to justify the belief

that they were caused by an opaque body intervening between our
globe and the sun, for the suddenness and brevity of the darkness
could not be interpreted as due to smoke or vapour in the earth's

atmosphere.
I am confident that the moon and this dark satellite were in con-

junction with the sun, or nearly so on March 9, 1883, which pro-

duced the eruption of the great Java volcano, and caused the storm
which I predicted would be—and the London Times says it was the
greatest storm of the present century. On March 26, 1884, this

planet was somewhere in the neighbourhood of her inferior or

superior conjunction, and heightened the storm of the 28th of that

month. Strange to add, I have jnst received letters from Michigan
saying that a solar eclipse was visible in that State on May 16,

1884, at 7 o'clock in the evening, when fnUy one-third of the solar

disc was in darkness. As the moon at that moment was twelve
degrees south of the celestial equator, and the sun was as many
degrees north of it, this phenomenon cotild not have been cansed
by our visible satellite. Doubtless it was the passing of this dark
planet across the sun's disc.

I have little sympathy with Professor Proctor and others, who,
with the prejudice of the old schoolmen, persist in declaring that
our moon is a dead planet, and is not possessed of an atmosphere.
Any one who wUl take the trouble to look when she is in quadra-
ture, will see with the naked eye on a clear night the whole luminous
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annnlus or ring of light that surrounds her orb, which is proof
positive and complete that she is enveloped in an atmosphere
similar to our own. The same arguments were used long ago by
Dr. Dick and others to prove that Jupiter and other primaries are

destitute of an atmosphere, while the very fact that they are

visible, is evidence that they are endowed with atmospheres like

that of our own globe, for surely no one is now antiquated enough
to believe that light exists throughout space but only in the atmo-
sphere of the planets. The non-existence of a second satellite to

the earth is therefore not proved by reason of its invisibility. Its

position can only be ascertained by noticing the sudden quenching
of stars, and I trust that astronomers both in America and Europe
will aid in obtaining the magnitude and motions of this lonely

wanderer in the sideral heavens. E. Stone Wiggins.
Ottawa, June 3, 18S4.

To all which nonsense the Neiv Tori Tribune is at the pains

somewhat gravely to reply. The closing words of the leader de-

voted to this precious rubbish are neat however :
— " Unfortu-

nately," says the Tribune, "there is one view of Mr. Wiggins's

discovery which he lias failed to take, to wit, the view that it may
not be at all necessary. For between accepting a dark moon (save

as an exercise of pure faith) and believing that the meteorological

theories of Mr. Wiggins are nonsensical, the great majority of man-
kind will, we fear, be very apt to find the second conclnsion the

easier and simpler of the two."

There is a series of illustrated notes on the Pons-Brooks Comet
of 1883, by H. C. Wilson, in the Sidereal ilefseitrfer for June, which
students of cometary physics will read with interest.

Manganese in Animals and Plants.—Becent researches by M.
Maumene have, says Engineering, shown that the metal manganese
exists in wheat, rice, and a great variety of vegetables. Wheat
contains from .jjj'^^ to tsj^^jj of its weight of the metal, which
exists chiefly as a salt of an organic acid. It is also found in

potatoes, beetroot, carrots, beans, peas, asparagus, apples, grapes,

and so on. The leaves of the young vine are very rich in it ; so

are the stones of apricots. The proportion in cacao is very great,

as it is in coffee, tobacco, and especially in tea. In the 50
grammes of ashes left bj' a kilogramme of tea, there was found
5 grammes of metallic manganese. There are vegetables, how-
ever, in which no manganese can be found, as, for example,
oranges, lemons, onions, tfcc. Many medicinal plants contain it, as
for example, cinchona, white mustard, and the lichen (Roccella

tinctoria). Animal blood does not always contain it, but it is

found in milk, bones, and even hair. M. Maumene regards its

presence in the human body as an accident, and not of vital im-
portance. He also suggests that doctors should cease to employ
manganese as a succedaneum with iron, for while the latter is

useful to the blood, the former is an intruder which is only tolerated

in small traces, and rejected in larger quantities. Tea, coffee, and
other vegetables require abundance of manganese in the soil for

their proper cultivation, and the absence of it may account for the
failure of many plantations.

In connection with the series of lectures now and for some time
past in course of delivery by some of our best-known scientific men,
at the Royal Victoria Coffee Hall, a lecture was given on Tuesday
week by Mr. Arthur Nicols, F.G.S., F.R.G.S., on " The Dog as the
Friend of Man," illustrated by numerous large coloured pictures
of the heads of the principal breeds, prepared specially from draw-
ings by distinguished artists. The lecturer treated his subject from
the point of view of the lover of dogs, rather than of the dog-
fancier. He first gave a sketch of the origin of domestic dogs,

which all competent naturalists are now agreed in considering as
having been derived from some three or four wild species ; and pro-
ceeded to consider in detail the senses—sight, hearing, and smell

—

by instances mainly derived from his own experiences at home and
abroad, giving many illustrative examples and anecdotes of the
utility of dogs. In more than one instance the lecturer showed how
his life had been saved by the viligance of these faithful animals.
He next described the characteristics of the principal breeds, com-
mented on dog-shows, canine madness, &c., and gave instances in

evidence of the intellect and moral character of dogs, concluding
with remarks on the influence which association with the dog has
exerted on man himself. The lecture was listened to throughout
with great attention by a very considerable proportion of the
audience, the conduct of the occupants of the gallery, however,
leaving much to be desired. A hand-bill was previously distributed
in the hall of notes, drawn up by Mr. Nicols, on " Mad Dogs : How
to Know Them, and What to Do," with the object of diffusing
useful information on this important subject.

0av iHatl)tmattraI Column.

EAST LESSONS IN CO-ORDINATE GEOMETRY.

By Richard A. Peoctoe.

(Continued from p. 467.)

PoLAB Co-OEDINATES.

45. Pbof.—To find the polar equation to a straight line in terms

of the angle at tchich it is inclined to the initial line, and the intercept

on the initial line.

Let A B be a line meeting
the initial line OX in A.

LetOA = a, and /BAX = a.

Take P any point on A B, and
let the co-ordinates of P be r,

9. Join P, then
sin OAP

P = OA
sin OP A

,, . . sin a
that IS r= a ^

sin (a-e)
the required equation, which
may be written in the form
r sin (9— a) -l-a sin a = (1.)

We might have obtained (1)
from the equation to A B in

rectangtilar co-ordinates (O X
the axis of X). For draw O K

perpendicular to X to meet A B in K, then O K= a tan a. Thus
the equation to B K is

— —r^- =1
a a tan a

that is, since x = r cos 6, and y = r sin

T cos r sin cos a

r sin (9-

-1 =
a am a

-a) + a sin a = (1)

the

or

as before.

We can obtain the polar equation iu a more convenient form by
determining the line in a different manner.

47. Pbop.—To find the polar equation to a line in terms of theper-

pend icular on the line, and the an/jle at which this perpendicular is

inclined to the initial line.

Let A B be a straight

line. Draw Q perpendi-
cular to A P, and suppose
OQ=p and ZQ0A = a;
let r. 9 be the co-ordinates

of any point P in A B ;

then
0PcosP0Q =OQ

that is

r cos (9 — a) =p
the required equation.

47. If in (1) a = 0,

equation becomes
rsin (0-a)=O

ie., sin (6— a) =

Hence S = a or else 9 — a = Tr; that is 9= a or a + jr; and it is

obvious that either form expresses the same line. Hence the
equation to a line through the pole inclined at an angle a to the
initial line is

= a.

4S. And, vice i-ersS, an equation of the form 6=a constant, repre-
sents a straight line through the pole ; for it is clear that such a
line is the only curve for every point of which 9 is constant.

49. The polar equation of the straight line is of the form
Ar cos0 + Br sin0-i-C=O (1)

and we might easily prove, conversely, by an independent process

that an equation of this form always represents a straight line.

This is not necessary, however, since transforming to rectangular

co-ordinates making the pole the origin and the initial line the axis-

of X, (1) becomes
AI-^Bl.;-^C=0

an equation which, as we have already seen, represents a straight

line whose intercept on the axis of ^r (that is, on the initial line of

C
our polar equation) is — 5, and which is inclined to the same axis or

B
initial line at an angle whose tangent is — t-
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50. Tho following examples illustrate the method of drawing the

lines represented by given polar equations.

^

Take first the equation
2rcos e + 3r sin 0-6 =

Put 6 = 0, giving 2r- 6 =
That is r = 3

(i)

Again put 9=^,giving3r-G =

That is r=2
Thus the given equation represents the line AB in the figure, in

which O A = 3, and B = 2, B being drawn at right angles to the

initial line X.
51. The following method is often more conveniently applicable.

In (i) put as before 6 = 0, giving r= 3; that is, determining tho

point A in which the given line cuts the initial line. Xow since

-G
r =

2 cos y + 3 sin 6

it is clear that if such a value be given to 6 that

2 cose + 3 sin 6=0.
In other words, if we take

2
tan 6= —5

r becomes infinitely great. Hence if O C be drawn from inclined

2
to X at an angle whose trigonometrical tangent =_-, then

O C must be parallel to the line represented by (i). Thus we
must take A = 3 and then draw through A the line DAB parallel

to OC.
Take as another illustration the equation

5r cos 9— 2r siu 6-10 =
Here 6 = gives r = 2, and to

make r infinite we must take
5 cos 6-2 sin =

„ 5
that is, tan 6 = ^

Thus if we take 0A = 2 and
draw A B inclined to O X at

an angle B A X whose tangent

,8

is-, AB
2

/
/is the line repre-

.sented by the given equation.

(To be continued.)

EASY KIDEES ON EUCLID'S FIRST BOOK.
With Suggestions.

Pkop. 33.

142. Two straight Hues A B and A C are drawn from a point A ;

and two other straight lines D E and D F from a point D. A B is

equal and parallel to DE, and AC is equal and parallel to D F.
Show that B E is equal and parallel to C F.

143. If a quadrilateral have two of its sides parallel, and the
other two equal but not parallel, any two of its opposite angles are
equal to two right angles.

144. Two equal but not parallel lines make equal angles on the
same side of a thii-d line which joins their extremities. Show that
the straight line which joins their other extremities shall make
equal angles with the two first lines and be parallel to the third.

145. In the figure to Euc. I. 5, G L drawn perpendicular as to
B C produced, is produced to M so that L JI is equal to L G. Show
that B L is equal and parallel to F C.

Prop. 34.

14G. The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other.
147. If two straight lines bisect each other, the straight lines

joining their extremities form a parallelogram.
148. No two straight lines dravm from the extremity of the base

of a triangle to the opposite sides can possibly bisect each other.

(To ie continued.)

4Buv mxin^t Column.

By Five of Clubs.

The Hands.

, f H. K, 7.

iC. A, 7.

• H. Kn, 10, 0, G.

P. A. Q
|i, K, :i.

4, 3, 2.
\

.> C. K.

1 D. A, Q,
(.S. 8, 7, C

Kn, 9, .

J.-B.'<
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d^ur COrsis! Column.

Br Mephisto.

THE following remarkable position oocnrred in the game between
Messrs. Hirscli and Blaekburn, the latter player yielding

Pawn and more to his opponent, in the Handicap Tournament now
in progress at the Divan.

Mr. Blackburn.

Black.

Wi-f&mw^ r#^

Whits.

Mr. HiRscn.

White has a very strong game, and, with a few well-directed

moves, he ought soon to obtain a winning advantage. Amongst
other moves he may play Kt to Kt5 as the P dare not take, to be
followed by Kt to R7, and P to B 6 &c. Black is almost powerless.

and could not have offered much resistance.

White played the most remarkable move of

Q to Kt5.
and the game continued as follows :-

In this position

P X Q
Kt to B2
B to Kt5

P).

P X P
P toB6
B to K2 (threatening to >vin by Kt

B X Kt
B X B P X P
P X P B to Kt 2.

Here White missed the right reply, and thus failed to reap the

benefit of his brilliant play. White played P x B, to which Black
replied with Kt to Kt4, and ultimately won the game. We think,

however, that the issue would have been different had Black
followed the obvious Mne of play and taken the two pieces ; in

which case the following might have occurred :

—

P X Kt (ch) K X P
P X B

Mr. Blackburn.

Black.

Wkiti.

Mr. Hirsch.

Now we really do not see a satisfactory continuation for Black.

Our informant, Mr. Frankenstein, is of opinion that White ought to

win. We give a few possible variations, leaving to onr readers
to determine whether Black had any valid defence. If, for
example :

—

K takes P
R to Kt sq (ch)

KtoB3
R to R6 (ch)

K to K2
R to B7 (ch)

K to B sq

B to Kt
and wins (a).

K toB sq
R to R8 (ch)

K to K2
R toR7 (ch)

K to B sq (I)

R to Kt sq
B toR5 (ch)

K takes P K to K2 !

R to Kt sq (ch)R to Kt sq
K moves
RtoB2 (ch)

KtoK2
K toB7 (ch)

and wins.

K toQ2
B to B7

Q to Kt3 (c)

R to B2 (d)

(a) Black has no satisfactory move, as White threatens B to K6,

if Black now plays K to Ksq, then B to R5, RtoK2. R to R8 (ch)

and wins, or, if instead of R to Ksq, Black plays R to B2, White
ought to win by winning the Queen by R to R8 (ch), and remaining
with two minor pieces against a Rook. This, we think, is the best
result that Black may hope to attain.

(b) And the position is the same as before. If, instead of
K to Bsq, Black now plays K to B3, then B to R5 wins.

(c) Instead of this. Black may play R takes P. R takes K,
K to B2. B to K6(ch), K to Kt3. R to R7, Q to Qsq. Kt to Q2,
Q to B3. B to 84, and White must win by bringing his Kt well
into play. The black Rook dare not move, and if either P advances,
White pushes on.

(rf) Again, it is difficult to see what to do for Black, as White
threatens either B takes R, followed by E to B8 or B to K6, fol-

lowed by R to B7. If now Q to Qsq, B to K6(ch), K to B2. R to
B7(ch), K to Kt3. R to Q7, Q to B3. Kt to Q2 (threatening E to
Bsq, followed by R takes P(ch) Ac), Q to R3, R takes P(ch), K to
Kt2. R to Q7(ch), followed by B to B5, and White ought to win.
We do not presume to have exhausted Black's chances of defence,

at almost every move a variation of play may occur ; the above
analysis is only intended to serve as a general indication of what
might be attempted in this remarkable position.

SOLUTION OP PROBLEM, p. 407.

1. R to Kt3, and mates accordingly.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Correct solutions received of A. W. Overton—George Gonge

—

Q. T. V.
Senex wishes to find an opponent for correspondence games.
E. Eidgeway.—If 1. B to K6, Kt takes P, and there is no mate.

This problem has deceived a good many solvers.
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OTHER, WORLDS THAN OURS.
A WEEK'S CONVERSATION ON THE PLURALITY OP

WORLDS.

By Mons. de Fontenelle.

WITH notes by RICHARD A. PROCTOR.

[I have received many inquiries in regard to the earliest

history of the study of life in other worlds, and am sur-

prised to find how little is known of the work of Huyjihens,

Fontenelle, and others, in that direction. It has occurred

to me, in particular, that the bright and graceful little

treatise of Fontenelle, published early in the eighteenth

century, (written as it was at a time when the Vortices of

Descartes were in full vogue in his own countr}-, though

beginning to be discredited in the country of the great

Newton) would be interesting and new to thousands of our

readers. I propose, therefore, to give an English version of

the little book here, with such notes of my own as may
seem necessary and desirable. The quaint old illustrations

are given ; those illustrating the vortices are iudeed neces-

sary to give an idea of the old notions resj^ecting these

celestial whirlpools.

—

Eichard A. Proctor.]

FONTENELLE'S PREFACE.

IA?*I pretty much in the same case with Cicero, when
he undertook to wu-ite of philosophical matters in the

Latin tongue, there being, then, no books upon that subject

but what were in Greek. He was told that such an
attempt would be useless, because those who were lovei-s of

philosophy would rather take the pains to search for it in

Greek writers than make use of Latin ones, which treated

of it, but at second hand ; and that those who had no
relish for this science would never trouble their heads with

either Greek er Latin. To these objectors, he answered,

it would happen quite otherwise ; for, says he, the great

ease people will find in reading Latin books will tempt
those to be philosophers who are none, and they who
already are philosophers by reading Greek books will be
very glad to see how the subject is handled in Latin.

Cicero might with good reason answer as he did, because

the excellency of his genius and the great reputation he

had acquired warranted the success of all he wrote ; but in

a design not much unlike his I am far from having tlioE<>

grounds of confidence which lie had. My purpose is to

discourse of pliilosophy, but not directly in a philosophical

manner, and to raise it to tuch a pitch that it shall net

be too dry and insipid a subject to jilease gentlemen, nor

too mean and trifling to entertain scholars. Should I bi-

told (as Cicero was) that such a discour.-e as this would not

jilease the learned, because it cannot teach them anything ;

nor the illiterate, because they will have no mind to learn
;

I will not answer as he did. It may be endeavouring to

please everybody ; 1 have pleased nobody. Now, to keep

a medium betwixt two extteams is so very difficult that I

believe I shall never desire to put myself a second time to

the like trouble.

If I should acquaint those who are to read this book,

and have any knowledge of natural philosophy, that I do

not pretend to instruct, but only to divert ibem ; by pre-

senting to their view, in a gay and pleasing dress, what

they have already seen in a more grave and solid habit.

Not but they to whom the subject is new may be botli

diverted and instructed. The tirst will act contrary to my
intention if they look for profit, and the la-st if they seek

for nothing but jileasure.

I have chosen that part of philosophy which is most

likely to excite curiosity ; for I think nothing concerns us

more than to enquire bow this world which we inhabit is

made ; and whether there be any other worlds like it which

are aUo inhabited as this is. But, after all, it is at every-

body's discretion how far they will run their disquisitions.

Those who have any thoughts to lose may throw them

away upon such subjects as these, but I suppose such as

can employ their time better will not be at so vain and

fruitless an expense.

In these discourses I have introduced a lady, to be in-

structed in things of which she never heard ; and I have

made use of this fiction to render the book the more ex-

ceptable, and to give encouragement to gentlewomen by the

example of one of their own sex, who, without any super-

n.itural part^ or tincture of learning, understands what is

said to her ; and, without any confusion, rightly apprehends

what vortexes and other worlds are. And why may not

there be a woman like this imaginary Marchioness, since

her concejitions are no other than such as she could not

chuse but have %

To penetrate into things either obscure in themselves, or

but darklv expressed, requires deep meditation, and an
earnest apfilication of the mind ! but here, nothing more is

requisite llian to read and imprint an idea of what is read
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in the fancy, wliich will certainly be clear enough. I shall

desire no more of the fair sex, than that they will peruse
this system of jjliilosophy, with the same ap)jlication that
they do a romance or novel, when they would retain the
plot, or find out all its beauties. It is true, that the ideas

of this are less familiar to most ladies than those of ro-

mances, but they are not more obscure ; for at most, twice

or thrice thinking, will render them very per.'^picuous.

I have not composed an airy system, which has no founda-

tion at all : I have made use of some true philosophical

arguments, and of as many as I thought neoessaiy ; but it

falls out very luckily in this .subject, that the physical ideas

are in themselves very diverting; and as they convince and
satisfy reason, so at the same time they present to the
imagination a prospect which looks as if it were made on
purpose to please it.

When I meet with any fragments which are not of this

kind, I put them into some [iretty strange dress : Virgil

has done the like in his " Georgicks ;
" when his subject is

very dry, he adorns it with pleasant digressions : Ovid has

done the same in his " Art of Love ;

" and though his

subject be of itself very pleasing, yet he thought it tedious

to talk of nothing but love. My subject has more need of

digressions than his, yet I have made use of them very
sparingly, and of such only, as the natural liberty of con-

versation allows: I have placed them only where I thought
my readers would be pleased to meet with them ; the

greatest part of them are in the beginning of the book,

because the mind cannot at first be so well acquainted with

the principal ideas which are presented to it; and, in a
word, they are taken from the subject itself, or as near to

it as is possible.

I have related nothing concerning the inhabitants of the
several worlds which may seem fabulous or chimerical ; but
have said whatever may be reasonably thought of them

;

and the visions which 1 have added have some real foun-

dation ; what is true and what is false are mingled together,

but so as to be easily distinguished. I will not undertake
to justify so fantastical and odd a com])Osition, which is the
principal jioiut of the work, and yet for which I can give

no very good reason.

There remains no more to be said in this place to a sort

of people who, perhaps, will not be easily satisfied, though
T have good reasons to give them ; but that the best which
can be given will not satisfy them. These are the scrupu-

lous persons who imagine that the placing inhabitants any-
where but upon the earth will prove dangerous to religion.

1 know how excessively tender some are in religious mat-
ters, and therefore I am very unwilling to give any oflence,

in what 1 publish, to people whose opinion is contrary to

that I maintain. But religion can receive no prejudice by
my system, which fills an infinity of worlds with inha-

bitants, if a little error of the imagination be but rectified.

When it is said the moon is inhabited, some presently fancy
that there are such men tliere as ourselves ; and priests,

without any more ado, think him an Atheist who is of that

opinion. None of Adam's posterity, cry they, ever tra-

velled so far as the moon ; nor were any colonies ever

planted in that region. I grant it. The men in the moon
are not the sons of Adam. And here again theology

would be puzzled if there should be men anywhere
who never descended from him. To say no more, this is

the great difliculty to which all others may be reduced ; to

clear it by a larger explanation, I must make use of terms
which deserve greater respect than to put into a treatise,

so far from being serious as this is. But perhaps there is

no need of answering the objection, for it concerns nobody
but the men in the moon ; and 1 never yet affirmed there

are men there. If any ask what the inhabitants are, if

they be not men t all I can say is that I never saw them
;

and it is not because I have seen them that I speak of
them. Let none, however, think that I say there are no
men in the moon purposely to avoid the objection made
against me, for it appears it is impossible there should Vje

any men there, according to the idea I have framed of that
infinite diversity and variety, which is to be observed in
the works of nature. This idea runs through the whole
book, and cannot be contradicted by any jthilosopher.

Nay, I believe I shall only hear this objection started by
such as shall speak of these discourses without having read
them. But is this a point to be depended on t No, on
the contrary, I should more probably fear that the oVjjection

might be made to me from many passages.

FOSTENELLE.

DREAMS:
THEIR PLACE IN THE GROWTH OF PRIMITIVB

BELIEFS

Br Edward Clodd.

iv.

TTIHE artificial divisions which man in his pride of Ijirth

X made between the several classes of phenomena in the
inorganic world, and also between the inorganic and the

organic, are being swept away before the Urger knowledge
and insight of our time. Indeed, it would seem that the
surest test we can apply to the worth of any kind of know-
ledge is whether it adds to or takes from our growing con-

ception of unity. If it does the former, we cannot over-

throw it ; if it does the latter, then is it science " falsely so

called."

That notable doctrine known as the correlation of

physical forces,' or the convertibility into one another of
heat, light, electricity, chemical affinity, ic, each being a
mode of manifestation of an unknown energy which
" lives through all life, extends through all extent," has
its counterpart in the correlation of spiritual forces.

Varied as are the modes of expression of these, that variety

is on the surface only. Deep down lies the one source that
feeds them, the one heart to whose existence their

pulsations witness. All primitive philosojihies, all reli-

gions •' that man did ever find," are but as the refractions

of the same light dispersed through different media ; are

the result of the speculations of the same subject, allow-

ances being made for what the astronomers call ]iei'Sonal

equation, upon like objects. And, therefore, in treating

of the nature and limitations of man's early thought
concerning his surroundings, whether these be the broad
earth bathed in the sunshine, or swathed in the dark-

ness, or the sounds that come from unseen agents, the
sight of spectral visitants of whom he cannot have touch,

and out of which are built uj* his theories of the invisible

world
; the reader may find reference to the same condi-

tions which were shown in former papers to give birth and
sustenance to primitive myth. The same fantastic con-

clusions, drawn from rude analysis and associations, and
from seeming connections of cause and effect ; the same
bewildering entanglement between things which we know
can have nothing in common, meet us ; and the same scien-

tific method by which is determined the necessary place

of each in the advance of man to truth through illusion is

applied.

The illustrations of the vital connection which the

savage assumes between himself and his name show how
easy is the passage from belief in life inhering in every-

thing, to belief in it as capable of power for good or evil.

This can be shown by illustrations from more tangible
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things than namea The savage who is afraid to utter

these, shrinks from having his likeness taken, in the feel-

ing that some part of him is transferred, and at the mercy
of the sorcerer and enemy. The Malemutes of North
America refu.«ed to risk their lives before a jihotographic

apparatus. They ^•aid that those who liad their likenesses,

had their spirit, and they would not let these pass into

the keeping of those who niiglit use them as instruments

of torment. The Yanktons accused Catlin of causing a

scarcity of buffaloes by putting a great many of them in

his book, and refused to let him take their

portraits. So with the Araucaniaiis, who ran away
if any attempt was made to sketch them. Among
such races, we find great care exercised lest

cuttings of hair, pnrings of nails, saliva, refuse

of food, water in which they had washed, Ac, should fall

into unfriendly or mistrusted hands. The South Sea
Island chiefs had servants following them with spittoons,

that the saliva might be buried iu some hidden place.

Among the Polynesians any one who fell ill attributed it

to some sorcerer, who had got hold of refuse from the sick

and was burning it, and the quiet of the night was often

broken by the blowing of shi'll-trumpets, as signals for the

sorcerer to stop until the gifts on their way to appease him
could arrive. As with the name or the portrait, whoever
possessed a part of the material substance possessed a part

of the spiritual, and in this world-wide belief in a sympa
thetic connection between things living and not livinglies the

whole philosophy of sorcery, of charms, amulets, spells, and
the general doctrine of luck surviving through the succes-

sive stages of culture to this day. And he who wonld prevent
anything from his person getting into hostile hands, naturally

sought after things in which coveted qualities were believed

to dwell, and avoided those of a reverse nature. So we find

tiger's llesh eaten to give courage, and the eves of owls
swallowed to give good sight in the dark. The Kaffirs

prepare a powder made of the dried flesh of various wild

beasts, the leopard, tiger, elephant, snake, etc., so as to

absorb the several virtues of these creatures. The Tyrolese

hunter wears his tuft of eagle's down to gain long sight and
daring, and the Red Indian strings bears' claws round his

neck to get Bruin's savage courage. The customs of scalping

and, in some measure, of cannibalism, may be referred to the
same notion, for the Red man will risk his life to prevent a
tribesman's scalp being captured by the foe, and the New
Zealander will swallow the eyes of his slain enemv to improve
his sight. When a whaler died, the Eskimos distributed

portions of his dried body among his friends, and rubbed
the points of their lances with them, it being held that a
weapon thus charmed would pierce a vital part in a whale,
where another would fail. Sometimes the body was laid

in a cave, and, before starting for the chase, the whalers
would assemble, and, carrying it to a stream, plunge it in,

and then drink the water. When the heroic Jesuit,

Br^beuf, was tortured by the Iroquois, they were so

astonished at his endurance, that they laid open his breast

and came in a crowd to drink the blood of so valiant a
foe, thinking to imbibe with it some portion of his courage.

A chief tore out his heart and devoured it.

Cannibalism, it may be remarked, en passant, is also

found to have a religious significance, on the supposition,

which has unsuspected survival among advanced races,

that eating the body and drinking the blood communicates
the spirit of the victim to the consumer. It is not always
the most savage races who practise it ; for example, thei

Australians, despite the scarcity of large animals for food:

supply, rarely eat the flesh of man, whilst the Newi
Zealanders, who rank far above them, and had not the like:

excuse, were systematic feeders, op human flesh. :. . .. !

As examples of a reverse kind, but witnessing to the
play of like beliefs in qualities passing from brutes and
lifeless things, we finrl some races avoiding oil, lest the game
slip thriiUgh their fingers, and abstaining from the flesh of

deer, lest it engenders timidity, and of pigs and of tortoises,

lest the eater has very small eyes. Dr. Tylor gives an
a|iposite illustration of a kindred superstition in the He.ssian

lad who thinks that he may escajie the conscription by carry-

ing a baby-gii I's cap in his pocket, as a symbolical way of re-

pudiating manhood. Among ourselves there was an old

medical saw, "Hare-flesh engendereth melancholy bloude,"

and in Swift's " Polite Conversation " we have this reason
assigned by Lady Answerall when asked to eat it ; whilst
faith is not yet extinct in the " Doctrine of Signatures," or
the notion that the appearance of a plant indicates the
disease for which it is a remedy, as the " eyebright," the

black-purple spot on the corolla of which was said to show
that it was good for weak eyes.

Ihand remarks* that the custom of giving infants coral

to help in cutting the teeth, is said to be a survival of an
old belief in it as an amulet ; and in English, Sicilian, and
We.-t Indian folk-lore, we find the belief that it changes
colour in sympathy with the pale or healthy look of the

wearer. An old Latin author says :
" It putteth of lighte-

nynge, whirlewynde, tempeste, and stormes fro shyppes and
houses that it is in."

W^e are each of us hundreds of thousands of years old,

and although our customs and beliefs have a far less

venerable antiquity, their sources lie not less in primitive

thought. Like the survival of the " casula " or " little

house " or " .'jhelter " in the chasuble of the priest ; like the

use of stone knives in circumcision long after the discovery

of metals ; the general tends to become special ; the com-
mon, its primitive need or service forgotten, to become
sacred. Sumetimes the early idea abides ; the Crees, who
carry about the bones of the dead carefully wrapped u]>

as a fetish ; the Caribs, who think such relics can aaswer
questions ; the Xomanes, who drink the powdered bones in

water, that they may receive the spirit ; the Iroquois

cited above ; represent the barbarous ancestry of higher

races, whether of the Bacchanalians described by
Arnobius, who thought that the fulness ,of the
divine majesty was imparted to them when they
tore and ate the struggling rams with mouths dripping

with gore, or of the faithful who receive nutriment thrc iigh

the symbols of the Cross. And the prayers of savage and
civilised have this in common, that some advantage is

thereby sought by the utterer ; their sacrifices are alike

the giving up of one's goods or one's self to a deity who
may be appeased or bribed thereby ; their fastings are

cultivated as inducing the abnormal states in which their

old men dream dreams and their young men see visions,

spirits appearing as angels ascending and descending

between earth and the abode of the blest ; their baptisms

are the ancient lustrations, which water, as the cleansing

element, suggested ; and their eastward position, over

which jurists and ecclesiastics have fought, the undoubted
relic of worship of the rising sun.

In short, there is no rite or ceremony yet practised and
revered amongst us which is not the lineal descendant of

barbaric thought and usage, expressing a need which, were
men less the slaves of creation and indolence, would long

since have found loftier form than in genuflexion before

shrine and reliquary. By an exercise of imagination not
possible but for these being a felicitous " gesture language ''

of the cries of human souls, a mass of heathen and' pagan

rites have been transformed into those of the Christian

i.:>*:>v,.' *"Pop. Ant.," II., 86. '•• 4}>*fif"'^
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faith. That they have coiue to be mistaken for the ideas

symbolised; that with the lofiiest spiritual teaching there

should remain commingled belief in miraculous power in

fragments (mostly spurioue) of dead men and their clothes

;

only shows the persistency of that notion of a vital connec-

tion between the lifeless and the living which this jiaper

has sought to illustrate.

THE ENTOMOLOGY OF A POND.
By E. a. Butler.

THE MIDDLK DEPTHS {continited).

THE larvw of these two great water-beetles are elongate,

six-footed creatures, with powerful jaws (Fig. 1),

presenting no sort of resemblance to the beetles themselves
;

both are carnivorous and extremely voracious, dealing de-

.struction to great numbers of their companions in pond-

life. The ordinary spiracles being aborted, their respiration

is conducted through certain projections at the tip of the

tail, which are thrust above the surface to imbibe air.

Having passed a comparatively short life in the larval con-

dition, the insect quits the water, and, forming a cell in the

damp margins of the pond, there effects its change to the

pupal state. In due time the beetle is produced from this,

Fig. 1.—I-.irva of Hydrophilna piceua.

at first 6oft and pale, but acquiring, after a few days' expo-

sure to the air, its normal colour and consistency. The
female Hydrophilus forms a marvellous sac for the recep-

tion of her eggs. It is composed of a gummy substance,

the secretion of which is effected not in or near the mouth,
but at the other end of the alimentary canal. A tough,

papery bag is formed, which carries a long .spike, and is

attached to subaqueous plants. The eggs, about fifty in

number, are regularly placed side by side within this, and
are thus protected from the attacks of such aquatic creatures

as might feel disposed to try the taste of beetles' eggs.

Another of the Philhydrida, a much smaller insect, of

yellowish -brown colour, called Sperchevs emarginatus

( Fig. 2), which used to be found at Whittlesea Mere, and
was supposed by many to have become extinct as a British

species until recently rediscovered by Mr. T. R. Billups at

a certain spot in the neighbourhood of South London, forms

Fig. 3.—Spercheus emarginatus.

a bag which the mother carries about on the under surface

of her body. This insect, both in the larval and perfect

state, is described by the Rev. W. W. Fowler, who has
kept and watched the species, as having the peculiar habit
of walking on the under-side of the surface of the water
with its back downwards, after the fashion of a fly on a
ceiling, a thin film of air contained between the body and

the edges of the elytra seeming to act as a float ; the larva,

too, is so completely permeated with air by means of its

large trachea- as to be rendered quite buoyant, and to find,

apparently, as much difliculty in sinking as a man with a
cork jacket on ; so it needs no effort to maintain itself in

its inverted position just below the surface.

Water-beetles, as we have already .said, are not confined

to the water, but at night frequently leave their native

ponds and enjoy themselves in the air, or migrate to other

quarters. >Jo collection of water is so small as not to

prove attractive to them ; even cart-ruts that have been
converted into so many miniature canals by a heavy rain

may soon become tenanted. They cannot boast of any
great brilliance of colouring. Yellows of no very con-

spicuous hue, browns, greys and blacks, singly or inter-

mixed, are the prevailing tints. Some few of the brighter

yellow species are spotted with black, and so become rather

pretty, and some of the Philhydrida are slightly adorned
with spots and patches of a metallic tint something like

that of " peacock copper ore," but with these few excep-

tions they are a sombre set of insects, and their chief inte-

rest certainly lies in the remarkable niodifications which
fit them for aquatic life.

We now pass to the Dipterous fauna of the middle
depths. The Diptera, it will be remembered, are the two-

winged flies, and none of these in the perfect state inhabit

water ; some, however, are aquatic during their two earlier

stages. Omitting a few very aberrant forms, there may be

considered to be two very distinct types of tlies, one slender,

with abnormally long and fragile legs, and with sintennje of

moderate length, and frequently tufted or fringed with
hairs ; the other stouter and more substantial, with much
shorter legs, and antenn;e so inconspicuous as often to be

unnoticed. It is to the former of these groups that most of

the species whose larvse are aquatic belong. They consist

of certain kinds of gnats, midges, and daddy-longlegs, insects

whose names are as familiar as household words, though no
very exact signification appears to be popularly attached

—

at any rate to the two former «i these, which are often vaguely

used for any minute and delicate flying insect, of whatever
nature. Very varied are the habits of the long-legged,

long-horned flies : some of them are the causes of certain

gall-like excrescences that occasionally disfigure plants, and
inside which their larva' live ; the larva' of others, again,

live in the earth, especially in damp places, and it is only a

few members of the group that are aquatic, and that we have

now to deal with.

It may seem diflicult to conceive of a method by which

80 fragile a creature as a gnat, which would be irretrievably

damaged by contact with the water, can manage safely to

convey its eggs into such a position as will permit the larvae

hatched from them at once to get into their proper element
Most wonderful, indeed, is the plan adopted. Finding some
floating shred of straw, stick, grass, or other such support,

the expectant mother rests her two fore-legs on this, allows

the next pair gently to touch the water, and crosses the

third pair behind to form a sort of vice in which to hold

the eggs as they are deposited. Then a long oval egg is

lodged in the angle formed by the crossed legs, with its

longer diameter vertical ; another, following it, is glued on
to the side of the first in a similar position, and so on till

some "200 or 300 are fastened into a sort of raft, or

rather life-boat, as the mass is curved upwards at each end.

Then the little vessel is abandoned to the mercy of winds

and wavelets, and so floats about for a few days, benefiting

by sun and air, till the growing embryos, finding their

quarters too close, push open a kind of trap-door in the

floor of the egg and take a dive at once into their watery

home. They are qviaint-looking creatures, with a big head

I
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and thorax and long, tapering body, and tbey swim about

head downwards. Near the tail, a straight bianch, carry-

ing a number ot hairs at its tip, pi-qjccts at an angle with

the body. This is a respiratory tube, and communicates

both with the outer air at its tip, and with the tracheal

system at its base. All that is necessary for breathing,

therefore, is that the tip of this tube should be above the

surface. Accordingly, when at rest, the larva takes up
this position, while at other times it goes wriggling about

through the water, being of sufficient buoyancy to rise

without ettbrt to the surface when occasion demands. After

several changes of skin the pupal stage is reached, and the

last moult is accompanied by a remarkable alteration in the

appearance of the insect. The head and thorax now appear

as if thrown into one large mass, from which the body
tapers away. But the most astonishing change of all is

that which takes place in the respiratory system ; the

entrance to this is now transfeiTed to the opposite end of

the body, and appears as two small twisted horns projecting

from the gigantic head. If now the insect were to retain

its inverted position, there would obviously be no possibility

of bringing these breathing horns nearer the air than a

whole body's length ; therefore, it turns a somersault in

the water, and henceforth goes about head uppermost, an

attitude which, when it is at the surface, brings the organs

in question just above the water. Though the creature is

now a pupa, and can take no nourishment, it is possessed of

almost as much freedom of motion as before, and jerks

itself about by vigorous wrigglings of its awkward form.

(To he continued.)

A NOVEL FIRE-ESCAPE.

THE sides of the block are united by four friction pins,

arranged on two diagonal lines, and over which the

rope or wire is passed (as clearly shown in the engi-aving).

of the block runs a traveller, to which one end of a belt of

leather or webbing is secured, the other end of the belt

being provided with a hook to be passed over the rod.

To use the e.'^cape, one end of the rope is hooked in the

window-sill, and the other end thrown out of the window.
The belt is passed round the body, and the hook clasped

over the side rod. Then the person steps out ot the window
and slides slowly down the rope, the friction pins in the

block preventing a rapid descent. By means of the brake
levers the appaiatus can be stopped at any time. When
the block arrives at the ground, the person unfastens the

belt, and the block is pulled up again to be used by
another person, who throws the end of the rope that had
been fastened in the room out of the window, and secures

the opposite end. The device is portable, takes up a small

space in a gripsack, and weighs but little.

This invention has been patented by Messrs. David
^Yare and C. W. Richman, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Hcientijir

American.

The rope is also passed over pins at the top and bottom of

the block. At each end of the block is pivoted a brake
lever, the inner ends of which press the rope against the

pins. On a rod secured to one of the outer side surfaces

NOTES ON FLYING AND FLYING-
MACHINES.

By Rich.*rd a. Proctor.

(Contimied from page 4.)

BUT although the reasoning of Borelli suffices perfectly

well to show that man can never fly by attaching

pinions to his arms, and flapping these in imitation (how-
ever close) of a bird's action in flying, it by no means
follows that man must be unable to fly when the most
powerful muscles of his body are called into action to move
suitably-devised pinions. M. Besnier made a step in this

direction (towards the close of the last century) when he

employed, in his attemjits to fly, those powerful muscles of

the arm which are used in supporting a weight over the

shoulder (as when a bricklayer carries a hod, or when a
countryman carries a load of hay with a pitchfork). But
the way in which he employed the muscles of the leg was
less satisfactory. In his method, a long rod passed over

each shoulder, folding pinions being attached to both ends
of each rod. When either end of a rod was drawn down,
the descending pinion opened, the ascending pinion at the

other end clo.sing ; and the two rods were worked by alter-

nate downwaid pulls with the arms and legs. The down-
ward pull with the arms was exceedingly etiective ; but
the downward pull with the legs was altogether feeble.

For the body lying horizontally, the muscles used in the
downward pull with the legs were those by which the

leg is carried forward in walking, and these muscles have
very little strength, as any one will see who, standing
upright on one leg, tries, without bending the knee of the

other, to push forward any considerable weight with the

front of this leg.

Yet even with this imperfect contrivance Besnier achieved

a partial success. His pinions did not, indeed, serve to raise

him ii) the air ; but when, by a sharp run forward, he had
brought that aerial supporting power into action of which
we have spoken above, the pinions, sharply worked, so far

sustained him as to allow him to cross a river of con-

siderable width. It is not unlikely that, bad Besnier pro-

vided fixed sustaining surfaces, in addition to the movable
pinions, he might have increased the distance he could

traverse. But, as regards flight, there was a further and
much more serious defect in his apparatus. No means
whatever were provided for propulsion. The wings tended
to raise the body (this tendency only availing, however, to

sustain it) : but they could give no forward motion. With
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a slight modification, it is probable that Besnier's method
would enable an active man to travel over ground with ex-

treme rapidity, clearing impediments of considerable height,

and taking tolerably wide rivers almost " in his stride "
;

but 1 believe that the method could never enable men
actually to fly.

It may be remarked, indeed, that the art of flying, if it

is ever attained, will probably be arrived at by means of

attempts directed, in the first place, towards rapid passage

along tp-r<i Jirma. As the trapeze gymnast avails himself

of ihe supporting power of ropes, so the supporting power

of the air may be called into action to aid men in tra-

versing the ground. The following passage from Tumor's
Astra Canlra shows that our velocipedists might soon be

outvied by half-flying pedestrians :
" Soon after Bacon's

time," he tells us, " projects were instituted to train up
children from their infancy in the exercise of flying with

artificial wings, which seemed to be the favourite plan of

the artists and philosophers of that day." If we credit

the accounts of some of these experiments, it would seem

that considerable progress was made that way. The indi-

viduals who used the wings could skim over the surface

of the earth with a great deal of ease and celerity. This

was accomplished by the combined faculties of running and
flying. It is stated that, by an alternate continued motion
of the wings against the air, and the feet against the ground,

they were enabled to move along with a striding motion,

and with incredible speed.

A gymnast of our own day, Mr. Charles Spencer (" one
of the best teachers of gymnastics in this country," says

Mr. Brearey), has met with even more maiked success, for

he has been able to rai.'-e himself by the action of wings

attached to his arms. The material of which these wings
were made was too fragile for actual flight; and Mr.
Spencer was prevented from making strong efforts because

the wickerwork to which the apparatus was attached,

fitting tightly round his body, caused pain, and obstructed

his movements. Yet lie tells us that, running down a

small incline in the open air, and jumping from the ground,

he has been able, by the action of the wings, to sustain

flight for a distance of 120 feet; and when the apparatus

was suspended in the transe|)t of the Crystal Palace (in

the spring of 1868), he was able, as we have said, to raise

himself, though only to a slight extent, by the action of

the wings. It should be remarked, however, that his

ap])aratus seems very little adapted for its purpose, since

the wings are attached to the arms in such sort that the
weak breast-muscles are chiefly called into play. Borelli's

main objection applies in full to such a contrivance ; and
the wonder is that Mr. Spencer met with even a partial

success. One would have expected rather that the jire-

diction of a writer in the 7'imes (calling himself Apteryx,
or the Windless) would have been fulfilled, and that the

"aeronaut, if he flapped at all, wor.ld come to grief, like

the sage in ' Rasselas,' and all others who have tried flying

with artificial wings."

The objection founded on the relative weakness of the

muscles of man as com[)ared with those of birds (without

reference to the question of adaptation), seems at first sight

more serious. Although there can be little question that

the superior strength of the muscles of birds has been in

general enormously exaggerated, yet such a superiority

undoubtedly exists to some degree. This gives the bird a

clear advantage over man, insomuch that man can never
hope by his unaided exertions to rival the bird in its own
element. It by no means follows, however, that because

man may never be able to rival the flight of the eagle or

the condor, of the pigeon or the swallow, he must therefore

needs be unable to fly at all.

It should be remembered, also, that men can avail them-

selves of contrivances by which a considerable velocity may
be acquired at starting ; and ihut when the aeronaut is

once launched with adequate velocity, a comparatively

moderate exertion of force may probably enable him to

maintain that velocity, or even to increase it. In this case,

a moderate exertion of force would also suflice to enable

him to rise to a higher level. To show tl.at this is so, we
need only return to the illustration drawn from the kite.

If a weight be attached to a kite's tail, the kite, which will

maint&in a certain height w hen the wind is blowing with a

certain degree of force, will rise to a greater height when
the force of the wind is but slightly increased.

Kites afibrd, indeed, the most striking evidence of the

elevating power resulting from the swift motion of an in-

clined plane through the air, the fact being remembered
always that, whatever supporting and elevating power is

obtained when air moves horizontally with a certain velo-

city against an inclined plane, precisely the same supjiorting

and elevating power will be obtained when the inclined

plane is drawn or propelled horizontally with equal velocity

through still air. Now the following passages from the
" History of the Char-volaijt," or kite-carriage, bear signi-

ficantly upon the subject we are now upon. The kite

employed in the first experiments (made early in the present

century) had a surface of fifty-five square feet. "Nor was

less progress made in the experimental department when
large weights were required to be raised or transposed.

While on this subject, we must not omit to observe that

the first person who soared aloft in the air by this invention

was a lady, whose courage would not be denied this test of

its strength. An arm chair was brought on the ground,

then, lowering the cordage of the kite by slackening the

lower brace, the chair was firmly lashed to the main-line,

and the lady took her seat. The main-brace being hauled

taut, the huge buoyant sail rose aloft with its fair burden,

continuing to ascend to the height of a hundred yards. On
descending, she expressed herself much pleased with the

easy motion of the kite and the delightful prospect she had

enjoyed. Soon after this another experiment of a similar

nature took place, when the inventor's son successfully

carried out a design not less safe than bold—that of scaling

by this powerful aeiial machine the brow of a cliff two

hundred feet in perpendicular height. Here, alter safely

landing, he again took his seat in a chair expressly prepared

for the purpose, and, detaching the swivel-line which kept

it at its elevation, glided gently down the cordage to the

hand of the director. The buoyant sail employed on this

occasion was thirty feet in height, and had a ]iroportionate

spread of canvas. The rise of the machine was most

majestic, and nothing could surj ass the steadiness with

which it was mameuvred, the certainty with which it

answered the action of the braces, and the ease with which

its power was lessened or increased Subsequently

to this, an experiment of a very- bold and novel character

was made upon an extensive down, where a waggon with a

considerable load was drawn along, while this huge machine

at the same time carried an observer aloft in the air, reali-

sing almost the romance of flying."

We have here abundant evidence of the supporting and

elevating power of the air. This power is, however, in a

sense, dormant. It requires to be called into action by

suitable contrivances. In the kite, advantage is taken of

the motion of the air. In flight, advantage must be taken

of motion athwart the air, this motion being, in the first

place, communicated while the aeronaut or flying-machine

is on the ground. Given a sufficient extent of supporting

surface, and an adequate velocity, any holy, however heavy,

may be made to rise from the ground ; and there can be no
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question that mechanicians can devise the means of obtain-

ing at least a sufficient velocity of motion to raise either a

man or a flying machine, provided with no greater extent

of supporting surface thau would be ruauagt-able in either

case. It is not tlie difficulty of obtaining from the air at

atartiwj the requisite supporting power that need deter the

aeronaut. The real dittiLulties are those which follow.

The velocity of motion must be maintained, and should

admit of being increased. There must be the means of

increasing the elevation, however slowly. There must be

the means of guiding the aeronaut's flight. And lastly, the

aeronaut or the flying-macliine must fly with well-preserved

balance—the supporting power of the air depending en-

tirely on the steadiness with which the supporting surfaces

traverse it.

I believe tliat these difficulties are not insuperable : and
not only so, but that none of the failures recorded during

the long history of aeronautical experiments need discourage

us from hoping for eventual success. Nearly all those

failures have resulted from the neglect of conditions which
have now been shown to be essential to the solution of the

problem. Xothing but failure could be looked for from the

attempts hitherto made i and, indeed, the only wonder is

that failure has not been always as disastrous as in the case

of Cooking's ill-judged descent. If a man who has made
no previous experiments will insist on jumping from a

summit of a steeple, with untried wings attached to his

arms, it cannot greatly be wondered at that he falls to the

ground and breaks his limbs, as Allard and others have

done. If, notwithstanding the w-ell-known weakness of the

human breast-muscles, the aeronaut tries to rise by flappinj;

wings like a bird's, we cannot be surprised that he should

fail in his purpose. Nor, again, can we wonder if his at-

tempts to direct balloons from the car should fail, when we
know the car could not even be drawn with ropes

against a steady breeze without injury to the supporting

balloon. And we need look no further for the cause of the
repeated failures of all the flying-machines yet constructed,

than to the fact that no adequate provision has yet been
made to balance such machines, so that they may travel

steadily through the air. It seems to have been supposed
that if propelling and elevating power were supplied the
flying-machine would balance it-elf; and, accordingly, if

we examine the proposed constructions, we find that in

nine cases out of ten (if not in all) the machine would be as

likely to travel bottom-upwards as on an even keel. The
common parachute (which, however, is not a flying-machine)

is the only instance I can think of in which a non-buoyant
machine for aerial locomotion has possessed what is called a

"position of rest."

Perhaps the gravest mistake of all is that of supposing
that, on a tirst trial, a man could balance himself in the
air by means of wings. Placed, for the first time, in deep
water, man is utterly unable to swim, and it lett to him-
self will inevitably di own ; although a very slight and very
easily-acquired knowledge of the requisite motions will

enable him to preserve his balance. And yet it seems to

have been conceived by most of those who have attempted
flight, that when first left to himself in open air, with a
more or less ingeniously-contrived apparatus attached to

him, a man would not only be able to balance himself in

that unstable medium, but also to resist the down-drawing
action of gravity (which scarcely acts at all on the swimmer),
and wing his way through the air by a series of new and
untried movements !

It encourages confidence in the attempts now being made
to solve the problem of aerial locomotion, that they are ten-

tative—founded on observation and experiment, and not
on vague notions respecting the manner in which birds fly.

Fresh experiments are to be made, more particularly on the

suppoiting power of the air upon bodies of diflerent form,

moving with diflerent degrees of velocity. These experi-

ments are under the charge of Messrs. Browning and Wen-
ham, of the Aeronautical Society, whose skill in experi-

mental research, and more particularly in inquiries de[iend-

ing on mechanical considerations, will give a high value to

their deductions. The question of securing the equipoise of

flying-machines has also received attention ; and it is pro-

bable that the principle of the instrument called the gyro-

scope will be called into action to secure steadiness of

motion, at least in the experimental flights. What this

principle is need not here be scientifically discussed ; but it

may be described as the tendency of a rotating body to
preserve unchanged the direction of the axis about which

the body is rotating. The spinning-top and the quoit (well

thrown) afl!br(l illustrations of this principle. The peculiar

flight of a flat mi-ssile, already referred to, depends on the

same principle ; for the flight only exhibits the peculiarities

mentioned when the missile is caused to whirl in its own
plane. But the most striking evidence yet given of the

steadying property of rotation is that afforded by the experi-

ments ot Professor Piazzi Smyth, the Astronomer Royal for

Scotland. During the voyage to Teneriffe (where, it will

be remembered, his well-known Astronomer's Experiment
was carried out), he tested the power of the gyroscope in

giving steadiness, by causing a telescope to be so mounted,

that the stand could not shift in (losition without changing

the axial pose of a heavy rotating disc. The disc was set

in rapid rotation by the sailors, and then the Professor

directed the telescope towards a ship on the horizon. A
fresh wind was blowing, so that everything on deck was
swayed in lively sort by the tossing vessel ; nor did the

telescope ieem a whit steadier- —the motion of objects round

it giving to the instrument an appearance of equal in-

stability. But the officers were invited to look through the

tube, and to their amazement, the distant ship was seen as

steady in the middle of the telescopic field as though, in-

stead of being set up on a tossing and rolling ship, the

telescope had been mounted in an observatory on terra

firma. The principle of the gyroscope has also been used

for the purpose of so steadying the stand of a photographic

camera placed in the car of a balloon, that photographs

might be taken despite the tendency of the balloon to

rotate. As applied to flying-machine-, the gyroscope would

require to be so modified in form that its weight would not

prove an overload for the machine. This is practicable,

isecause a flat horizontal disc, rotating rapidly, will support

itself in the air if travelling horizontally forward with

adequate swiftness. In other words, since travelling-

machines must travel swiftly, the gyroscopic portion of the

machine may be made to support itself.

It is this property of enforced rapidity of motion which

renders the probable results of the mastery of our problem

so important. It has been well remarked that two problems

will be solved at once, when the first really successful

flying-machine has been made—not only the problem of

flight, but the problem of travelling more swiftly than by

any contrivances yet devised. In the motion of a flying-

machine, as distinguished from the flight of man by his

own exertions, the swiftness of the bird's flight may be

more than matched. It is a mere mechanical problem

which has to be solved ; and few mechanicians will deny

that when once the true principles of flight have been

recogni>ed, the ingenuity of man is capable of contitructing

machines in which these principles shall be carried out.

Iron and steam have given man the power of surpassing

the speed of the swiftest of four-footed creatures—the

horse, the greyhound, and the antelope. We have full
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confidence that the same useful servants place it in man's

power to outvie in like manner the swiftest of winged

creatures—the swallow, the pigeon, and the hawk.

THE TRICYCLES OF TO-DAY.

THE "CHKYLESMOKE CLUB."

T
" Cheylesmoie Club " is a very well-known type of

double-driviug, rear-steering tricycle, and was, a

season or two back, the general favourite of the London
and large provincial clubs. It has, moreover, been largely

supplied by the makers to many distinguished members
of society. The frame is made of light steel tubing,

and ball bearings are fitted to the driving and steering

wheels, as well as the crank shaft, while the reputa-

tion of the Coventry Machinists' Compsuy is a sufficient

guarantee of the workmanship and high finish of the

machine. The swan-like curved backbone, with little

steering-wheel behind, gives it a very graceful appearance

when in motion, causing it to contrast favourably with

many front-steerers, which often put one so much in mind
of perambulators and bath-chairs.

The machine, however, of late ha.s lost some of i's

original prestige, which is traceable to two jirincipal causes.

The first reason uiay be readily accounted for by the great

love of cycling novelty which is the inherent, ruling spirit

of so many wheelmen, who are never satisfied unless they

possess the " latest out," fancying, because there has re-

cently been such a superabundance of animated discussion

in numerous journals relating to improvements in tricycles,

that the latest types of machines must of necessity po8se.ss

great additional advantages over the older one?. The other

reason, which has niilitiited to a very great extent against

its continued popularity, has been the frequent warning

raised on all hands—" Don't, my dear fellow, have a rear-

steering tricycle unless you wish to break your neck !

"

Now, undoubtedly the great majority of rearsteerers in

the hands of careless or inexperienced riders are highly

dangerous in descending hills, but the " Cheylesmore " is

by no means to be classed in the same category. Not but

what also there are other important exceptions of equally

well-know rear-steerers which are in every way as safe as

the " Cheylesmore," and with which I hope to deal in

future papers. I may here state that I have ridden the
" Cheylesmore " down e.icceedingly steep, stony, and rutty

hills in Derbyshire, and on no single occasion have I come
to grief. T remember quite well when first I rode the

machine several friends of mine who ride front-steerers

warned me to be very careful in descending hills, since the

little wheel of rear-steerers was veiy apt to tip up, some-

what after the fashion the rear-wheel serves bicycle learners.

But my machine has never served me so, although its back-

bone is several inches shorter than they are made this

season, which alteration should certainly make them still

steadier.

The makers now attach when specially ordered a patent

sliding-seat to the machine (see illustration), the position of

which the rider can alter backwards or forward.s at plea-

.sure, thus giving him the twofold advantage of being able

to place his saddle directly over his pedals for hill climbing,

or far back on the backbone when going down bank, in this

manner preventing more than ever any slight tendency on
the part of the machine either to swerve or tip up.

To my mind, one of the most pleasureable features of the

machine is the patent automatic clutch action. The clutch

gear, which is exceedingly simple, and never liable to get

out of order, is fitted to the pedal-cranks, being connected

by cogs and chains to the driving-wheels. It consists of a
small toothed box, through which the crank end passes

without even coming into contact with it. The box, through
which the crank passes, contains a small metal disc, which

CS
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has four hollows cut in its circumference, round at one end
and angular at the other. In each of these ca^-ities rides a

small steel roller, which, on pedalling the crank forward, is

jammed in the angular portion of the cavity, and thus

pressed against the box, causing the wheel to rotate ; but
on pedalling backwards the ball is released, and runs round
freely in the circular portion of the cavity. Its

action, however, will be clearly seen by a reference to

the accompanying illustration. By means, therefore.

of this simple contrivance the pedals remain perfectly

stationary in descending hills, thus forming excellent

footi-rests. It is decidedly advantageous to be able

to use the pedals as foot-rests, since it enables the rider

to cease pedalling on the smallest incline, his feet being

ready for action when required, and no fear, as on other

machines, of getting his ankles severally rapped in trying

to replace his feet on swiftly-revolving pedals. It also

empowers him to obtain a full leverage of the crank at any
time he requires it, which proves very useful in climbing

steep hills, by taking half-strokes. Some cyclists consider

it a disadvantage, I know, at times not to be able to liack

pedal ; but I have never found it so.

The machine is supplied with an excellent spoon break,

which is sufficiently powerful to bring the machine to a

dead stop on almost any incline, while the steering arrange-

ment is everything that can be desired. On a good level

road there are but few machines which can pass it, and it is

by no means a slow or bad hill-climber. In fact, take the
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" Cheylesmore " for all ia all, I consider it a cheap, safe,

pretty, coiufortalile, and, in the hands of a good rider, a

fairlj swift machine. F.

THE ELECTRO-MAGNET.
By W. Slisgo.

PRESUMABLY most readers are acquainted with the

general features of an electromagnet. It is, how-

ever, an instrument or tool capable of performing such

svonderful dexterities, and of affording such a valuable in-

sight into the principles of electricity, that a few brief

remarks upon its structure and its uses may, it is thought,

be welcome. Electricity is not such a young science but

that most people know the electro- magnet to consist

primarily of a coil or helix of insulated wire and a piece of

soft iron, and that a current of electricity, in traversing the

wire, renders the iron a magnet. For the benefit of the

uninitiated, and in order to present a more continuous

series of exjieriiiients and illustrations, a few lines may be

advantageously devoted to the simpler fundamental features

pertaining to the subject prior to venturing upon that

portion of it which will be kept more prominently

in view—viz, the best form to be adopted for a parti-

cular purpose, supplemented by directions for easily

making and using the instrument. The two extremi-

ties of au ordinary steel magnet exhibit a difference

in their behaviour, and are therefore in themselves dif-

ferent. Either end of a magnet attracts eqaally the

same piece of unmagnetised iron, the difference being

observable in the action of the ends or poles upon
-each other. Two magnetised sewing needles suspended a

few inches apart on water will, after a few second.% assume
iparallel positions, the extremities pointing more or less

north and south. If two of the similarly pointing ends

be made to approach, repulsion ensues, while attraction

results if the north-pointing eud of one needle is placed

sufficiently near to the south-pointing end of the other.

To magnetise the sewing-needles, they may be drawn a few
times over one of the poles of a magnet, always drawing
in one direction, either from eye to point, or point to eye.

The end of the needle which last touches the magnet
becomes of opposite polarity to that of the end of the

magnet used. Thus, if the north end of a magnet be used,

and a needle passed over it a few times, beginning at the

ftye, then the |ioint viill be south (and the eye, of necessity,

north). This follows as a matter of course, from the law

that like polarities repel, and unlike attract, for we may
easily conceive that the north makes itself evident at the

^e (the part most reniote from the magnet) in obedience

to the repulsion by the north, and similarly that the point

becomes south because of the closer proximity of the

magnet-pole to the point than to the eye.

Suppose now that above or below a copper wire capable

of carrying a current of electricity from two or three cells

we suspend an unmagnetised needle at right angles with

the copper wire. On passing the current, the needle will

become a more or less powerful magnet, particularly if the

wire is placed east to west, so that the needle is north to

south, when the inductive effect exerted by the current is

aided by the magnetism of the earth, that magnetism which
caused the suspended magnetised needles to poiiit north

and south. If the needle be afterwards turned so as to

point in some other direction, it will, when free, turn

again to the north and south position, and will, in fact,

.assume all the [iroperties of an ordinary magnet. Had
the needle been an iron in'Stead of a steel one,

a different result would have followed. The iron

would have been magnetised on the passage of

the current, just as the steel was, only more
powerfully. On the cessation of the current, however, its

effect upon the iron needle would have instantly ceased,

although the needle would continue in obedience to inertia

and to the feeble influence of terrestrial magnetism to point

north and south. The difference between iron and steel is

further seen on moving the former intu any other position

than that of north and south. When this is done all trace

of magnetisation is gone, and the iron exhibits no tendency

to reassume the longitudinal direction. Had the iron been

placed originally in any other than a north and south posi-

tion it would not have felt, and, therefore, could not have

retained the small effect produced by the magnetism of the

earth.

So far as the magnetisation due to the current is concerned,

it is quite immaterial whether the previously unmagnetised

needle be placed in a longitudinal or any other direction

whatever, so long as the current is made to cross it at right

angles. It follows, obviously, that if we encircle a needle

by a ring or loop of copper-wire, and send a current

through the wire, the electricity in any one part of the

circle conspires with or aids the current in every other

portion. A proportionate increase in the intensity of

magnetism nattirally ensues. Carrying this jirinciple a

little farther, if, instead of one circular loop we emjiloy

several similar loops (wound round the needle in one con-

stant direction, so that the current in traversing the wire

is compelled to keep travelling from end to end without

doubling back on itself) then the magnetising effect due to

a single litie or loop is proportionably multiplied. Again,

if we employ two or more concentric loops, such as we
should get, for e.xample, by winding tie wire in a manner
similar to that of a watch-spring, we shall produce a corre-

sponding increase. It is apparent, then, how proportion-

ately great must be the effect produced by a current

passing through a long coil composed of several layers, as

compared with that resulting from the passage of the same
current through a single wire at right angles to the needle.

The polarity which the needle assumes is dependent on

the relative direction of the current. With a current pass-

ing over the needle from, say, south to north, the eye or

the point, whichever it may be that is in the west, assumes

a north polarity, while that extremity of the needle which

lies to the east of the wire becomes a south pole. Gene-

rallv, to adopt an illustration of Ampere's, assuming a little

man to be swimming in the wire in the same direction a.s

the current, and to have his face turned constantly towards

the needle, that end will become north which is on his left

hand. The same principle is involved here as in the case of

galvanometers, and demonstrates the multiplying power of

coils of wire.

When a soft iron wire is used instead of the steel needle,

the effect produced by a current traversing the enveloping

coil of wire ceases with the current, just as the effect pro-

duced by a current in a single length of wire was no longer

felt when the current disappeared. Of the relation sub-

sisting between the effective power of a sii gle wire and a

coil, more will be said presently.

B.fore we can predetermine the polarity an iron wire

or rod will assume in response to the inductive effect ex-

erted by a coil of wire, we mast bear in mind that there

are two ways of winding a coil, and that the electro-

magnetic effects exerted by these two coils are opposite.

This may be experimentally demonstrated with the aid of an

iron rod such as, for want of something else, a clean poker,

a yard or two of cotton-covered or other insulated wire

(rather stout, say No. 16, B.W.G.), a magnetised sewing-
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needle, and two or three cells of, say, a bichromate battery.

First, float the needle on a glass of water by laying it on a

small piece of paper or cork. (If the baud and the needle

are dry, the film of air adherent to or surrounding the

needle will, generally speaking, prevent it from sinking.)

Then, holding the handle of the poker and one end of the

wire in the left hand, held out from the body, proceed to

wind the wiie over the other end of the poker with

the riglit hand, moving the hand continuously in the

same direction as that taken by the hands of a watch, as

seen when lookiig at its face. In other words, taking the

wire in the right hand, pas.s it from the upper side down
the right side across the bottom, and back up the left side.

In this way cover the square end of the poker with one

layer or thickness of wire. Such a coil of wire is called a

helix, and helices are divided into two class^es—called right-

handed and left-handed (according to the direction of wind-

ing). The helix just constructed and illustrated in Fig. 1

(depicting an iron rod, X S, inside of a piece of

glass tubing, over which the wire is wound), is a

left-handed one—a current on entering it at either end

travelling through it in a direction opi osite to that of the

hands of a watch. To secure a right-handed helix (Fig. 2),

^(2V^

Fig. 2.

wind the wire round the ])oker from right to left, or move
the hand in the oppo.site direction to that of the watch
hands. The current in flowing through thi.s helix tr.avels

in the opposite direction to that taken in the other, and,

as we might anticipate, different causes produce different

effects.

(To ie contimied.)

THE ANTARCTIC REGIONS.
By R. a. Proctor.

(Continued from page 7.)

IT is singular how confidently geographers have spoken
of the great Antarctic continent, when we remember

that only an inconsiderable extent of coast line has even

been seen by Anctarctic voyagers in any longitudes, except

where Ross made his nearest approach to the South Pole.

There is absolutely not a particle of evidence for believing

that the ice-barriers which have been encountered—Sabine

Land, Adelie Land, Victoria Land, and Graham Land

—

belong to one and the same land region. It is not, indeed,

certain that all tlie mapped coast-line is correct—for it must
not be forgotten that where Commodore Wilkes charted

down a coast-line Ross found an open (or only ice-encum-

bered) sea, and sailed there.

Yet Dr. Jilek, in the "Text-book of Oceanography," in

use in the Imperial Naval Academy of Vienna, writes thus

confidently respecting the Antarctic continent :
— " There is

now no doubt," he says, " that around the South Pole there

is extended a great continent, mainly within the polar

circle, since, although we do not know it in its full extent,

yet the portions with which we have become acquainted,

and the investigations made, furnish sufficient evidence to

infer the existence of such with certainty. This southera
or Antarctic continent advances farthest in a peninsula
S.S.E. of the southern end of Americu, reaching in Trinity
Land almost to 62 degrees south latitude. Outwardly these
lands exhibit a naked, rocky, partly volcanic desert, with
high rocks, destitute of vegetation, always covered with ice

and snow, and so surrounded with ice that it is difiicult or
impossible to examine the coast very closely."

A singular, and indeed fallacious, argument has been
advanced by Captain JIaury in favour of the theory that
the Antarctic regions are occupied by a great continent.
" It seems to be a physical necessity," he argues, "that land-

should not be antipodal to land. Except a small portion
of South America and Asia, land is always opposite to

water. Mr. Gardner has called attention to the fact that

only one twenty-seventh part of the land is antipodal to

land. The belief is, that on the polar side of 70 degrees-

north we have mostly water, not land. This law of dis-

tribution, so far as it applies, is in favour of land in the
opposite zone." Surely a weaker argument has seldom
been advanced on any subject of scientific speculation.

Here is the syllogism : we have reason to believe (though
we are by no means sure) that the Arctic regions are

occupied by water ; land is very seldom found to be anti-

podal to land ; therefore, probably, the Antarctic regions

are occupied Viy land. But it is manifest that, apart from
the weakness of the first premiss, the second has do bearing

whatever on the subject at issue, if the jirst he admitted :

for we have no observed fact tending to show that water
is very seldom antipodal to water, which wouW be the

sole law to guide us in forming an opinion as to the

regions antipodal to the supposed Arctic water. On
the contrary, we know that water is very commonly
antipodal to water. We have only to combine what is

known respecting the relative ])roportions of land and
water on our globe with Mr. Gardner's statement that

twenty-six out of twenty-seven parts of the land are anti-

podal to water, to see that this must be so. There are about

.51 millions of square miles of land and about 146 millions

of square miles of ocean. Now about 49 millions of square

miles of land are antipodal to water, accounting therefore

for only 49 millions out of the 146 millions of square miles

of ocean surface ; the remaining 97 millions of square miles

of ocean are, therefore, not antipodal to land, but one half

(any we please) antipodal to the other half. In fast, we
have this rather singular result, that the ocean surface of

the globe can be divided into three nearly equal parts, of

which one is antipodal to land, while the other two parts

are antipodal to each other. This ob\"iously doe.s not force

upon us the conclusion that an unknown region must be

land because a known region opposite to it is oceanic ; and
still less can such a conclusion be insisted upon when the

region opposite the unknown one is itself unknown.*

* Whether the relation above-meutioned respecting Xand regions-

is noteworthy may very well be questioned. It will be seen that

Captain Maury regards it as seemingly a physical lore " that land
should not be antipodal to land." Now this is by no means satis-

factorily indicated. As a question of probability it is not certain

that the present relation, by which twenty-six parts out of twenty-
seven of the land are antipodal to water, can be rej^rded as
antecedently an unlikely one, when nearly three-fourths of

the whole surface are occupied by water, and when, also,

the bulk of the land and water regions consist of such
great surfaces as those we call continents and oceans. Granted
these preliminary conditions, it would appear, indeed, that only
by a very remarkable and, as it were, artificial arrangrtnent of
land and water could any btit a small proportion of the land be
antipodal to land. The stress laid by JIanry on the observed rela-

tion seems to me, indeed, as unwarranted as that laid by Humboldt
on the fact that the great southerly projections of the land lie nearly

in the same longitude as the great northerly projectioms.
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So far, indeed, as the geographical evidence extends, it

seems proltable that there exists within the Antarctic circle

an ehrviited region bearing somewhat the same i elation to

the grea^ promontories terminitled by Cape Hoin and the

Cape of Good Hope, as well as to the relatively elevated

region indicated by the islands to the south and south-east

of Au-tralia, which the Hindoo Koosh bears to the great

mountain-ranges of Asia. We seem to have in the An-
tarctic high lands the great central elevation whence three

great lines of elevation extend. That the great mountain
range which forms the backbone of South America is con-

tinued under water, rising again in the south Shetland Isles

and Gralja«i's Land, would, indeed, seem altogether

probable ; and it may be remarked as a coincidence of some
importance that the mountains seen by Ross on the other

side of the Antarctic Circle—Mounts Sabine, Crozier,

Erebus, asid Ross—lie in a chain tending in the same
directiMi. But although we might thus be led to regard

the Antarctic regions as forming a great central region of

elevatioa, it by no means follows that this region is of the

nature of a table land.

Meteorological considerations have been urged by ]\Iaury

for the tl)«ory of Antarctic lands in large masses, " relieved

by high mountains and lofty peaks." He considers that it

is to such mountains (performing the part of condensers)

that the st-eady flow of " brave " winds towards the South

Pole is to be ascribed. " Mountain masses," he says, " ap-

pear to perform in the chambers of the u])per air the office

"whicii the jet of cold water discharges for the exhausted

steam in the condenser of an engine. The presence of

land, therefore, not water, about this south polar stopping-

place is suggested." And he attaches considerable weight,

in this connection, to the circumstance that the barometric

pressure is singularly low over the whole Antarctic

Ocean,*— as though there were here the vortex of a mighty
but steady whirlwind. "We may contemplate the whole

system of 'brave west winds,' circulating in the Antarctic

regions, tn the light of an everlasting cyclone on a gigantic

scale— the Antarctic continent in its vortex—about which

the wind in the great atmospherical ocean all round the

world, from the pole to the edge of the calm belt of Capri-

corn, is revolving in spiral curves, continually going with

the hands of a watch, and twisting from right to left."

However, it would be unsafe to base the theory of an
Antarctic continent on speculations such as these. And
still less can we assume with Maury that Antarctic

volcanoes play an important part in the economy of

southern meteorological phenomena. There is no reason

•for supposing that active volcanoes have any special action

in determining atmospheric relations. Capt. Maiirj- sug-

gests that we may, " without transcending the limits of

legitimate speculation, invest the unexplored Antarctic

land with numerous and active volcanoes," and this cer-

tainly may be granted, for two volcanoes (one in action)

have been seen there. But it would be unsafe to infer

that such volcanoes are " sources of dynamical force suffi-

cient to give that freshness and vigour to the atmospherical

circulations which observations have abundantly shown to

* This curioas circumstance cannot be explained, as Maury sup-

poses, by the existence of upflowing currents of air, however
occasioned. The total pressure of the air over any region is not
affected by motions taking place within the air, any more than the
total pressure of water upon the bottom of a tank is affected by
motions taking place in the water. There are reasons for believing
that the true explanation of the low Antarctic barometer lies in

the fact that the ocean surface is in Antarctic regions aiove, and in

Arctic regions beloiv, the mean level. The excess of ocean surface
in the southern hemisphere indicates an overflow, as it were, of

water southwai-ds, which must lead to such a relation.—See my
'Light Science for Leisure Hours," Second Series.

be peculiar to the southern hemisphere." Volcanoes would
need to be so numerous and so active, in order to produce
the imagined effect, that the whole southern continent

would be aglow like a gigantic furnace. A hundred Etnas
would not produce the thousandth part of the indraught
which Maury ascribes to Antarctic volcanoes. Assuredly,

we may say with Maury, but more .significantly, that

"volcanoes are not a meteorological necessity." "We
cannot say that they are," he proceeds, "yet the force and
regularity of the winds remind us that their pre.-ence there

would not be inconsistent w'ith known laws." He believes,

in fact, that the steady wuids may be partly formed as an
indraught feeding volcanic fires. It is as well to remem-
ber, when ideas so wild are mooted, that, as Maury himself

remarks, " we know, ocularly, but little more of the topo-

graphical features of Antarctic regions than we do of those

of one of the planets." " If they be continental," as he
proceeds, " we may indeed, without any unwarrantable

stretch of the imagination, relieve the face of nature there

with snow-clad mountains, and diversify the landscape with
flaming volcanoes

;
" but we must not forget that this is a

work of imagination, not a theory which can be insisted

upon as though it represented a geographical fact.

While on this subject, however, I cannot refrain from
quoting a very striking ))assage from a letter Viy Capt.

Howes, of the Southern, Cross, because, although it relates

ill reality to the phenomena of an Aurora Australis, it

presents a scene such as we might conceive to accord with

the conception of an Antarctic region covered with vol-

canoes whose combined action made the whole continent at

times as one vast furnace. Apart from fancies such as

these, the description is full of interest :
— " At about half-

past one," he says, "on the second of last September, the

rare phenomenon of the Aurora Australis manifested itself

in a most magniticent manner. Our ship was off Cape
Horn, in a violent gale, ))lunging furiously into a heavy

sea, flooding her decks, aud sometimes burying her whole
bows beneath the waves. The heavens were as black as

death ; not a star was to be seen when the brilliant spec-

tacle first appeared. I cannot describe the awful grandeur

of the scene ; the heavens gradually changed from murky
blackness till they became like livid fire, reflecting a lurid,

glowing brilliancy over everything. The ocean appeared

like a sea of vermilion lashed into fury by the storm ; the

waves, dashing furiously over our side, ever and anon
rushed to leeward in crimson torrents. Our whole ship

—

sails, spars, and all—seemed to partake of the same ruddy

hues They were as if lighted up by some terrible con-

flagration. Taking all together, the howling, shrieking

storm, the noble ship plunging fearlessly beneath the

crimson-crested waves, the furious squalls of hail, snow,

and sleet driving over the vessel and falling to leeward in

ruddy showers, the mysterious balls of electric fire resting

on our mast-heads, yard-arms, &c., and above all the awful

sublimity of the heavens, through which coruscations of

auroral light would often shoot in spiral streaks and with

meteoric brilliancy, altogether presented a scene of grandeur

and sublimity surpassing the wildest dreams of fancy."

{To he continued).

Erratum.—In the paragraph at the bottom of second column,

page 9 (last week's Knowledge) for "equatorial circle" read
" equatorial coudee."

The Western Union Telegraph Company at a meeting last

month, declared the usual IJ per cent, quarterly dividend. The
present quarter closes the fiscal year, which exhibits gross earnings

of nearly 26,000,000 dols., about"500,000 dols. more than last year,

but, on account of expenses during the strike, the net earnings will

not be quite so large. The last and present quarters show an
excess of net earnings over the corresponding quarters of last year.
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OPTICAL RECREATIONS.
Bv A Fellow of the Royal Astrosojiical Society.

(Continued from p. 482.)

WE stated on p. 307 that light travels in straight lines,

but we must now introduce a qualification into thi.s

general statement, and add, as lonr/ as it is passing tliroucjh

a homogeneous mndium—or one ofahsoluteJy uniform density

throughout. This is the way we proceed in physical science.

We first enunciate a law which we assume to be universal,

and then we deal with what are—or seem to be—exceptions

to it ; and ascertain and show whether they are really so,

or whether both they and the facts on which our original

asstimption was founded may not in reality be susceptible

of inclusion in a higher and more general law still. Now
while it is perfectly true, as we have just said, that the

propagation of light is absolutely rectilinear (or io straight

lines) in a medium of uniform density, when it passes from

a rarer medium into a denser one, or rice-versA—save in a

direction accurately square to the surface bounding such

two media—it is bent from its original direction, or, to use

the technical term, " refracted." This may be well shown,

and an approximation made to the determination of the

law of retraction, by the simjile apparatus depicted in

Fig. U.

It is nothing more than a clear glass (18oz
)
physic bottle,

on the front of which a piece of white pajier is pasted.

Prior to stickin? the paper on, an accurate circle uiust be

cut out of it ; and, when all is dry, two thick diametrical

lines, P, P' H H', may be ruled in ink on the glass, the first

vertical and the second truly square to it, of course horizon-

tal. Or, if preferred, two pieces of stout filk cord may be
gummed across the aperture. A piece of blackened card
should be cut out to cover one of the narrower sides of the

bottl?, and near the top of this a hole; or, perhajis, pre-

ferably a horizontal slit should be cut. The slit must be a

very narrow one. We must now fill our bottle exactly up
to the line H, H' with water, j^lst coloured with a little

milk, and, immediately before beginning our experiment,
pufl" a mouthful of cigar smoke into the mouth of the
bottle. We employ the milk and the smoke in order that
we may see our lieam of light, for the student will recol-

lect (p. 30G) that light passing in a direction across

our line of sight is absolutely invisible. Very well,

then, we have next to obtain our beam of light ; and,

undoubtedly, for the majority of ojitical experiments, direct

sunlight is the best. In the present case, though, this

involves the use of a darkened loom with a narrow beatu.

of sunlight admitteii through a hole in the shutter. If the

reader has any apartment at his dis^posal which he can so

employ, and which is sufficiently light-tight, so much the

better ; if not, he may use a good kerosine lamp and a.

buU'seye condenser, and conduct his investigation at night.

Whichever source of light he employs, he must, by the aid

of a looking-glass or otherwise, throw the beam proceeding

from it through the slit in the blackened card at the side

of the bottle, shifting the mirror about until the line of

light strikes the surface of the water at C. Our puff of

tobacco smoke will enable him to do this. Now trace the

course of the light through the slightly tuibid water, and
carefully note the path it takes. Is no longer preserves its

original direction, but is bent towards PF ; in other

words, its track becomes more upright. Bear in

mind that, coming through the side of the bottle,

it has originally struck the surface of the water

obliquely. Had we sent it through the mouth of the

bottle truly square to the surface of the water it would have

preserved its perpendicular direction throughout—much in

the same way (though, of course, in one sense, for a diffe-

rent reason) that a perpendicular ray which falls on a

mirror is reflected accurately back along the line by which

it originally travelled. This by the way. To return to our

experiment. Note where the beam of light cuts the semi-

circle H, P, H', before entering the water ; as ako the point

where it crosses the semicircle H, P', H', after having done

so, and draw ink lines from these points to the perpen-

dicular P, P', taking care that those lines are parallel to

H, II'. If we measure these lines carefully with a [lair of

compasses we shall find that the one above the water is

—

as nearly as may be—
1
J times the length of the lower one.

And, what is particularly to be remarked, that while the

length of these respective lines varies with the obliquity

with which the light falls on the surface of the water, the

proportion between them remains invariable. Before pro-

ceeding to investigate the law of Refraction we may just

remark incidentally that, as our exjjeriment has been so far

conducted, evidently part of the light has been reflected from

the surface of the water, the unreflected portion alone,

of course, penetrating it. For our present purpose, how-

ever, we may neglect this reflected part altogether, and

consider that the whole incident beam enters the water,

and is bent at the surface where it does so. By the aid of

Fig. 1.3 we may now explain the law in virtue of which

.1

Fig. 15.

light follows a fixed and definite course rn passiag froED
any medium into another of different density—a law dis-

covered by Sriell during the first quarter erf the seventeenth
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century. We have said above that had we sent our beam
of light perjiendicularly into the water it would have

pursued a rigidly rectilinear jiath throughout. If, though,

light struck its surface at all obliquely, refraction would

occur at once. As we have had ocular demonstration by

the aid of 'our bottle, when light passes from a rarer

medium into a denser one it is bent towards a perpendicular

to the refracting surface. On the othfr hand, when it

passes from a denser medium into a rarer one it is

bent from the perpendicular. And this brings us to the

incidental mention of the principle of reversibility.

By whatever path light travels from air into water, by

that same path will it return from water into air. So, again,

in Figs. (!, 10, 11, the object and its reflected image may be

regarded as interchangeable in their respective positions.

We shall probably have occasion to reiterate and insist

upon this law, lying as it does at the root of numerous
optical jihenomena. Reverting, however, to our figure.

The law discovered by Snell was this—that when light

passes from any medium to another of different density the

sine of the angle of incidence always bears a fixed and de-

finite ratio (or proportion) to the sine of the angle of refrac-

tion. The sine of an angle is defined in old niathematical

books—in a way much more intelligible to the learner than

that employed in more modern ones— as a line drawn from

one extremity of an arc at right angles to the diameter

from the other extremity. Thus, in Fig. 15, PiS is the sine

of the angle R C P ; R' S' the sine of the angle R' C P ; m
the sine of the angle rCP', and r's' the sine of the angle
'/•' C P'. A little attention will show how these conform to

the definition just given. Then, Snell's law says this : if

(as we shall find to be the case) RS is
1
J times the length

of r s, R' S' will be 1^ times the length of r' s', and so on

for any angle of incidence we may select. Now, here we
will pause to call attention to a very remarkable circum-

stance. We have said that light passing from air into

water will be refracted, if it do so, " at any angle of inci-

dence ;
" but, if the student has followed us attentively so

far, he will see that the converse of this will not hold

good, and that our choice of angles of incidence in the

passage of light from vater to air is not unlimited.

For it is easy to see that the angle of incidence might be

so great that the sine of the angle of refraction being \\

times as large must be greater than CW, the radius of the

circle, which is impossible ; or, to put it another way, he

may select such an angle of incidence in water that the

light must emerge parallel with the surface, and when we
increase such angle the light cannot get out of the icater at

all, and is totally reflected. The incidental angle at which

the emergent ray is parallel to—or, rather, in—the surface

of the water, is known technically as " the critical angle."

Total reflection may be observed by looking obliquely

upwards at the inner surface of the water in a clear glass

tumbler at the image of a candle, a silver spoon, or other

bright object held on the other side of the tumbler. It

may also often be noticed in aquaria, such as the one at

Brighton, in which the surface of the water seen at the

proper angle from beneath reflects the fish near it, and

shines like molten silver. Or, by turning our card, which

covers the side of the bottle in Fig. 14, upside down, so that

the slit in it is below the level of the water, we may reflect

our beam of light upwards to its inner surface, and trace

its reflection visibly. The " mirage " of the desert is

believed to have its origin in total reflection from the sur-

face formed by two adjacent strata of air of different tem-

peratures and densities. We have spoken of the sine of

the angle of incidence of a ray of light passing from air into

water being 11 times the length of the fine of refraction.

It is more accurately 1-336 times that length; and this

number 1-33G is called " the index of refraction " of waterj

The denser a body the higher its index of refraction.

Thus it is I'.'iT") in flint glass, and sometimes as high

as 2-75 in the diamond. Hence the incomparable

lustre of this stone. Numerous illustrations of refraction

will occur to the reader. One of the most familiar is none

the less instructive. Let him get a pie-dish, and put a

sixpence at the bottom of it. Now, let him walk back-

wards until the side of the dish just hides the sixpence,

and remain perfectly still while some one else pours water
into the dish. The effect will be to bring the sixpence into

view again. Fig. 1.") will show how the water bends the

r.iys of light from the coin over the rim of the dish. Or
he may vary the experiment by so placing a lamp that the

side of the pie-dish casts a long shadow on the bottom of

it when empty. Then, as before, on pouring in water, the

shadow will be seen to shorten perceptibly, and to approach-

the side casting it. So an oar or a stick partly immersed

in water seems broken or bent at the surface ; and a fisher-

man looking obliquely at the bottom of a clear lake from

its bank sees it apparently only about three-quarters of its-

real depth. Or, instead of water, we may employ a thick

piece of plate-gla.ss to produce refraction ; and, hiding some
writing behind the edge of a thin book lying flat on a table,

as we did the sixpence with the edge of the pie dish, bring

it into view again by placing our piece of plate-glass upon
it. And the mention of jilateglass suggests to us here

to investigate the course of a ray of light passing,

through such a medium. In Fig. 16, G G is a sectioa

Fig. IG.

or edgeways view of a window-pane ; R P, a ray

(suppose from a tree-top) incident on the outside of the

glass at P. Then, as we have seen above, this ray

will be bent towards the perpendicular in the glass.

On reaching the other surface, however, at p, it will be

bent from the perpendicular, and will follow the direction

pE, parallel to RP, and will be seen by an eye at E as

though it emanated from R', thus slightly raising our ima-

ginary tree-top. Inasmuch, however, as the whole land-

scape is equally raised,ybr the same obliquity of vision, no

sensible distortion is apparent. Quite obviously, objects

from which rays fall square on to the surface of the glass suffer

no apparent change of position whatever. It must be pretty

evident that the higher the refractive index of any sub-

stance, the greater the displacement of a ray of light passing

through it ; so that if we could conceive a window formed

of sheets of diamond, and one pane to be left open, the

landscape would be very notably raised as viewed through
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a closed pane contiguous to the open one. A most beau-

tiful experiment, illustrating both refraction and total re-

flection (for the idea of which we are indebted to a little

book on " Light," by Mayer and Barnard, published by

Macmillan ct Co.), will probably come in here most appro-

priately. Fig. 17 is intended to illustrate it.

Fig. 17.

The reader should buy the biggest globular glass flask

<;hat he can obtain, and have a hole drilled in its side at

the shop where he buys it. Stopping this hole with a
cork, the bottle must be filled with water, and a parallel

'beam of light from a kerosine lamp and a bull's-eye lens be
projected on to the side of the flask, in the way illustrated

by our figure. It must be so managed that the refraction

shall bring the rays of light, of which the beam is composed,
to a focus on the cork, and the lamp should be enclosed in

a box, or otherwise so surrounded by opaque material, that
the room would be dark but for the light passing into the
bottle. This condition of things being secured, a pail may
be placed on the floor, and the cork taken out of the side

-of the bottle ; when a most beautiful etfect will be per-

ceived. The light will be totally reflected from the inner
surface of the issuing jet of water, which will appear like

a stream of molten silver, and the interposition of coloured
glasses between the source of light and the bottle will

tinge this of their own hues. Of course, sunlight or the
•electrical light will give even more brilliant results still.

It was by the aid of the latter, projected in this way
through variously-coloured media, that the so-called " Fairy
Fountain " was managed which was exhibited at the
defunct Panopticon in London.

In our next paper we shall enter upon the subject of

refraction through successive surfaces, which, unlike those
of the window-pane spoken of above, are inclined to each
other.

The couvers.azioue of the Societj- of Tele<rraph Engineera and
Electricians was held at King's College last Thursday evening.
Several highly interesting pieces of apparatus were exhibited,
including an artificial cable, rejiresenting, in resistance and
inductive capacity, about 8,000 miles of submarine line, viz., about
16,000 ohms and 2,450 microfarads, by Latimer Clark, Mnirhead, &
Co. (Limited) ; Professor Dr. Dvorak's acoustic experiments,
showing the conversion of sonorous vibrations into a continuous
current of air ; and the model Paris legal ohm (sent by Professor
Mascart), by W. H. Preece, F.E.S. In the Physical Lecture Theatre,
Sir. H. Tomlinson exhibited and explained experiments on the
effects of mechanical stress on the electrical resistance of nickel,
which showed that up to a certain point the stress reduces the elec-
trical resistance of nickel, notwithstanding the fact that the wire
IS increased in length and proportionate!}- decreased in sectional
Sfea.

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

VII.—WATER AXD WATER-SUPPLIES.

(Continued from p. 9.)

RECEXT researches in the natural sciences have one
characteristic of value in common, they commence

with the simplest condition of the individual, and trace it

step by step through the progressive stages of its develop-

ment and degeneration. A somewhat analogous process

to that of the evolutionist might be applied here in the

record of the cycle of events which constitute what we
may term the life-history of a drop of water.

The principle of the conservation of matter teaches us

that do what we will we cannot create, nor can we destroy,

a single atom. The water at present in our terrestrial

globe eipials in quantity the water of the mystic age when
all was void or nebular ; but the changes to which it has

been subjected through countless periods remind us that

although matter is immutable, that other great entity

called energy can, through its transformations, remodel
it, as it were, until its original forms become obscured.

In our universe we always start with something tangible
;

in this case let us commence with a drop of water, and try

to interpret some of the varied phenomena which are to be

attributed to its agency. In this way shall we learn what
a powerful sway it exercises over the destinies of our

earth, how it helps to endow it with that which distin-

guishes it as a livinij in contradistinction to a </<-«</ world,

and how we are enabled to find therein a striking exem-

|)litication of the laws of matter and of energy which we
have just cited.

The heat of the sun acting upon the waters of the

earth, whether they aie in the form of oceans, rivers,

snow-fields, or glaciers, causes the original solid or

liquid to give place to the gaseous condition. The invi-

sible vapour thus produced rises in the atmosphere

according to the law of ditfusion of gases, and remains

thus uutil the air containing it cools below its point

of saturation, or dew-point. A change then takes place,

which is usually brought about in two principal

ways ; either by contact of a colder current of air

with the moisture-laden stream, or by the rise of the

latter into the colder upper stratum of the atmosphere.

The condensation takes place through deposition

on free surfaces, either by contact with the cold

earth or mountain sides, or if at a great elevation.,

with excessively minute particles which pervade the

air,* thereby giving rise to the formation of mists and
clouds. In any case vapour is formed, and remains sus-

pended in the atmosphere in tiny particles of liquid, or if

the temperature be low enough, as aggregates of icy dust.

A continuation of the process adds to the sizf' of the

cloud particles, until they can no longer be suspended, and
hence descend upon the earth, in virtue of gravitadon, as

rain, sleet, hail, or snow. The theory of condensation

around nuclei of cosmic or other origin, divests rain, even

in the uppermost regions, of its character of absolute purity,

and by the time it reaches the earth, it no longer bears the

slightest semblance to chemically pure water, but is highly

charged with matters, both solid and gaseous, which are

destined to create profound changes durmg its action as a

geological agent. We will not here consider the progres-

sive stages undergone by water which comes to the earth

in a solid form to feed the snow-clad regions of its lofty

mountain ranges, as, after all, it resolves itself ultimately

* Coulier and Mascart, " Xaturforsoher," 1875, p. 400 ; Aitken,

Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., December, 1880.
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into liquid water, and thenceforward behaves precisely as

in the case of orilinary rain-water.

In virtue of its absorbing properties, our drop of rain-

water, on reaching the surface of the earth through its

envelope of air and dust, has partaken of certain gases, such

as carbonic acid, oxygen, and a small proportion of nitrogen.

Carbonic acid gas preponderates, as it is more easily soluble

in water than the other gases ; it contains between thirty to

forty times more of that gas than the atmosphere. Of
solid impurities in England, it is estimated that there are

about 3-9.5 in 100000 parts.* In certain districts other

gases and substances are superadded, such as sulphurous

acid, ami sulphuretted hydrogen in the districts of active

volcanoes, and sulphuric and nitric acids in the vicinity of

manufacturing towns. It is needless to observe that water

thus charged would tend very largely to modify the surface

of the earth generally, and buildings, Ac, more markedly,

by a conversion, e r/ , of the lime of mortars, marble monu-
ments, ifcc, into sulphate of lime through the action of the

sulphuric acid. Examples of such action have been care-

fully recorded by Angus Smith, + and more recently by
Geikie. J Sulphates of alkalies and alkaline earths, and
chlorides, especially common salt in the neighbourhood of

coasts, swell tlie list of impurities which crowd into a drop

of water before it commences its work upon the crust of

the earth. Other inorganic particles which have been

detected vai-y in character with the surrounding circum-

stances ; amongst them may be mentioned specks of tine

terrestrial dust, and dust of cosmic origin, containing

minute spherules of iron.'! Some of the organic impurities

of rain-water which have been derived from the air were

discoursed u|ion at length in our last conmiinication.

Thus fortitied, rain-water is peculiarly adapted to com-

mence its work of modification upon the crust of the earth.

Its carbonic acid is augmented in quantity, and it thus

becomes a powerful solvent, particularly upon substances

composed of or containing lime salts. Xow, since vast

tracts of country are formed of limestones, marbles, chalks,

and other calcareous rocks, its action must indeed be enor-

mous. Large quantities of lime are dissolved and carried

away by the water which percolates through the earth

to its Tinderground reservoirs. In some instances these

calcareous waters drop through caverns, and so highly are

they charged with lime that evaporation of the water, as it

leaves the roof of the cave and reaches the floor, is sufficient

to deposit the lime in concentric rings, which afterwards

take on a radiated structure, and give rise to more or less

complete pillars, some dependent, and some in the form of

upright bosses on the floor,—stalactites and stalagmites.

Deposition through evaporation also goes on in rock fissures

and cavities ; veins and druses full of crystals, sometimes
of rare minerals in exquisitely developed and perfect forms,

are thus evolved. A quantity of the water is often held in

these crystals as water of crystallisation, and subsequent
action, such as that of heat or pressure, may entirely

change the character of these deposits ; instances may be
found in the mineral calcite and its allied forms.

The influence of the carbonic acid of rain-water upon
rock structure h sometimes most complicated, and a vast

field of inquiry lies open before the experimental petro-

logist in tliis direction. As an e.\ample, we may point to

the large group of metamorphic rocks of which the serpen-

tines are the most noteworthy ; here§ the carbonated

* Sixth Report of the Rivers Pollution Commission, p. 29.

t " Air and Rain," 1872, p. 444.

J " Proc. Rov. Soc. Edin., 1879-SO," p. 518.

II
Jung, " Bull. Soc. Vandoise Sei. Xat.," xiv., p. 493 : Ton Lasaulx

in "Techermak's Mineral. Mittheil.," 1880, p. 517.

§ Dana, " System of Mineralogy," 5th Ed., p. 258.

waters appear to remove the oxidised iron and magnesia

of the mineral olivine (in serpentines derived from olivine-

rock.s), as precursory to its conversion into the beautiful

green material which is so much admired in architectural

decorations and ornaments. Even the silicates, as of lime,

soda, and pota^li, crumble away in time before its action

;

and thus are the felspars of granite and diorite broken

down into sands and clays ; their alkalies are removed as

soluble carlionates, and the silica is generally liberated in

the form of a hydrated bi.silicate of alumina called kaolin,

a substance not unknown to Messrs. Doulton it Co., of

Lambeth, whose exhibits we recently reviewed.

The oxygen taken up by rain-water is also added to

during its percolation through the soil. Its action upon,

calcareous rock-masses is not of very great importance,

unless they happen to contain a large proportion of iron ;.

but in regions where the rocks are chiefly of igneous

origin, as in Devon, Cornwall, the lake district, Cymric
mountains, and Scottish Highlands, minerals such as horn-

blende, augite, olivine, apatite, ic, occur largely, and the

oxygen plays an important ])art in the conversion of certain

of the mineral components into ferrous and manganous
oxides. The rocks thus weather or crumble away to form
soils through whicli future waters penetrate, and from
which they take their character. The formation of soil

from volcanic rocks which are rich in a|)atite or phos-

phate of lime, through this chemical disintegrative action

of water, is of the first importance to the agricultural'

economist.

Our remarks upon the organic impurities in water wer&
confined to such of them as are chiefly derived from the air

in the germ condition. On reaching the earth, however, rain-

water becomes the vehicle for enormous quantities of other

organic matters which exercise profound chemical changes ^

they act upon minerals to a degree which would scarcely be
credible at tirst sight. The so-called humus or ulmic acids,

which they create, combine with mineral bases to forni

soluble substances which are afterwards changed into car-

bonates. A detailed account of these reactions may be
gleaned from the researches of Senft* and Julien.f

What is more ap]iarent, however, is the reducing action

of water through the agency of contained organic matter.

Any one who has visited districts abounding in red sand-

stones, as along the northern and eastern coasts of Scot-

land, would be struck by the numerous whitish and
greenish-white spots and streaks which mottle the rock

every here and there. Tiie cause of these discolorations

has been explained thus :—The organic matter in the water
abstracts oxygen from the ferric oxide, which imparts the

red colour to the stone, and reduces it to the condition of

a ferrous oxide, which is thereafter removed by becoming »
soluble carbonate or an organic salt. Organic matter
also acts as a deoxidiser by the conversion of sulphates

into sulphides, and is thus capable, for instance, of com-

pletely metamorphosing districts composed of sulphate of

lime, &c. Whilst speaking of gypsum, or sulphate of

lime, we are reminded that a certain proportion dissolved

in water gives the latter undesirable characters which are
often difficult to eradicate ; we shall have occasion to

discuss this subject when we come to treat of the practical

details of water supplies. Gypsum contains a large

quantity of water in its composition ; when deprived of

this water it is called anhydrite, and in becoming thus

changed it loses in bulk : this is a feature of considerable

interest to the dynamical geologist, who fjnds in it an ex-

planation for unaccountable upheavals in districts where

* " Zeits. Dent. Geol. Gea.," xxiii., p. 665 ; xxvi., p. 945.

t " On the Geological Action of the Humus Acids." Proc. Amer,
Assoc, xxviii., 1879, p. 311.
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anhydrite obtains to any large extent ; its conversion by

hydration into gypsum being accompanied by a sensible

increase in bulk.

Of the mechanical action of rain-water upon the earth,

we cannot do more than allude briefly to its power as a

denuding and disintegrating agent. The formation of

rivers and lakes—and, indeed, the whole landscape scenery

of the world— ia largely determined by the action of water.

The rain that does not sink into the ground flows off in

channels which it grooves for itself down the sides of hills

to rivers, lakes, and the sea. In its passage over the rocks

the water of rivers acts both mechanically and chemically :

dt holds in suspension not only insoluble particles, but

dissolved matters, which vary with the c;haracter of the soil

it has traversed; it is augmented by springs which may
bring to it water which has accumulated from a distant and
distinct region ; it is crowded with diverse forms of plant

and animal life, and may be polluted by the sewage and
other offensive products, not only of densely-populated

districts, but even of isolated tenements. This is well

chown in the subjoined figure (Fig. 14), for the use of

which we are indebted to the courtesy of Mr. P. A.
Maignen, of Great Tower-street, E.G.

r^

Fig. 14.— Excellent mountain stream, affording a supply to a
country-house, and at a lower point to a small village. Defective
drains and overflow from cesspools (shown by dotted lines) pol-

lating the stream.

In continuation of our remarks, we shall trace the

history of a drop of water from other sources, with

special reference to the waters of the Thames and the

London water-supply. We trust that these notes will

enable our readers to form an adequate estimation of the

value of the practical appliances which we shall soon place

before them, as in pointing out the details of mechanism it

will be found necessary to refer constantly to what we
have here attempted to explain.

CcRious Case of C.tusE .\xd Effect.—During a storm at Green-
ville, R.I., May 9, the lightning ran by the telephone wire to the

Windsor Mill, where there is no telephone, but the wire is discon-

nected just outside the building. The lightning was led by the wire

to the corner of the mule and weaving rooms, and entered the

building under the jet. It followed the water-pipe and set the

sprinklers going, and at the same time tired the stock iu tlie mules.

By this singular provision of an active extinguishing agent at the

moment the fire started, serious loss was prevented, as the fire was
soon drowned out. Many of the spindles in the mules lost their

temper, and some of the belts were burned, but the mill was saved.—Scientific Americaii.

-RfbieUiS.

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

Freemasonry Traced from Prehistoric Times, Ac. By A
Master Mason. (London. 1884.)—We are just in this

tremendous difficulty with the tract whose title heads this

notice : its author is inspired ! At least he says he is—and
he ought to know. He traces Masonry from the Magi,

and suggests the establishment of a .Supreme Grand Lodge
and a Supreme Grand Chaplain of the whole world. He
further is good enough to inform us on the cover that " All

known substances are not only held together by electricity,

but all things, atoms included, are composfd entirely of

electricity." This is .Jachin and Boaz, Hiram and Tubal

Cain run mad with a vengeance.

On ail Error in EUiplic Motion. By A Stukest. (Leeds:

Jobn Lennox. 1884.)—The "Student" regards the

Dynamics of Tait and Steele as radically unsound, has

mounted a piece of apparatus to illustrate elliptic motion,

and gives a sketch of a " Typical orbit. Diagiam obtained

by placing magnet beneath plane and niling sphere," among
other illustrations. None are so blind as those who wont
see.

The Unlimited Debt. By F. W. D. Mitchell. (Dublin :

A. Thorn i Co., 1884.)—Mr. Mitchell is a disciple of Mr.
George's, and apparently—with Proudhon— regards pro-

perty (in the form of land) as iheft. He etsays—not very

succes.sfully—to answer the Duke of Argyll's article, "The
Prophet of San Francisco," in the April numl^er of the

Xiiti-te.inllt Century. One elementary fact is certain

—

either land must remain in piivate hamls, or it must
become the property of the State. In the latter case rent

and taxation must become synonymous ; and then God help

the cultivator of the soil !

The Abuse of Blue Rihbonism. By a Moderate
Drixker. (London : Iliffe i Son.)—This is a temperate

protest again.st the rant but too often heard upon teetotal

platforms. Starting with the axiom that drunkenness is

both a curse and a sin, the author shows, alike from Scrip-

tural teaching and from the everyday experience of man-
kind, that the use of a strictly moderate amount of fer-

mented liquor is at once pleasant, harmless, and conducive

to health.

The Slide-rule Extended. By Major-General Ha.v-

nysgtox. (London: E. i F. N. Spon. 1884)—By an

extension of the slide-rule. General Hanuyngton has pro-

duced an instrument which cannot fail to be of value to all

engaged in much logarithmic computation of the kind in-

volved in reducing astronomical observations, making
intricate divisions in a clearing-house, finding the cubic

contents of timber, and the like. His pamphlet explains

the principle of such extension, and illustrates the use of

the improved rule by examples.

A Short Ex^position of Ma.-<snc/f, <tc. By G. FentON
Cajierox. (London: Bailliere, Tindall, i Cox.)— Massage
appears from this tract to be a kind of medical shampooing,
or rather kneading; and the tract itself may be looked

upon as a message to such as may need it.

Hints on Sanitari/ Laira, dr. By G. F. Chambers,
F.RA.S. (London: Allman i Son. 1884.)—This short

digest of the numerous Acts of Parliament regulatii g the

sanitary condition of London is issued by the National

Health Society, and will be found useful by all interested

in the health of the metropolis. It gives a clear exposi-

tion of the law, and teaches the householder at once with
what sanitary requirements he must himself comply, and
how to enforce obedience to them on the part of his neigh-
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hours. It 18 followed (in an Appendix) by a Directory of

the Sanitary Officers, &c., District Asylums, and Hospitals

for Infectious Diseases in the metropolitan area. It is noted
l)y Mr. Chambers in his Preface that the Public Health
Act of 187"), under which every other rural and urban
t-anitary authority in the kingdom is governed, excluded

London ! a curious illustration of the result of that plethora

of empty verbiage and absence of real work which charac-

terises the House of Commons.
Moffat's Class A'i'r/it'/rr- -Muffa/'s Half-time Register—

Amnnr's Inspector's Test (Ut.rds— Afalfheir's iini-xcelled Serifs

of Arithmetical Test Cards. (London : Motfat it Page.)

—

These publications are adapted to the latest requirements

of the Education Department, and, as is generally the case

with works issued by Messrs. Muti'at ifc Co., are unexcelled

for use in Public Elementary Schools. The test cards are

designed to supply the examiner with a series of questions

(and replies to them) calculated to show the progress

of the pupils in the various standards.

Sewing made Easij, with A'otes of Lessons on various

Stitches. (London: Moffatt k Page, 188-t.)—We have
purposely excluded this most practical work from the pre-

vious heterogeneous heading, inasmuch as its use is by no
means confined to the schools for which it was apparently

primarily intended. We have submitted it to a lady skilled

in needlework, for her unbiassed opinion, which we append.

"This," she says, "is an excellent little book, on a most
simple system ; by the aid of which sewing of all sorts

may be easily taught. No mistress should be without it.

There is a good list of cheap paper patterns, sold by the

publishers, at the end of it, illustrations of garments of

various sorts, and explicit directions for every kind of

darning and marking. You may very safely recommend it."

Which, on the strength of such te;timony, we hereby do.

The Book of Health. Part I. Edited by Malcjlm
Morris. (London : Cassell tfc Co.)—This tirst part of

what promises to be a succinct Encyclopedia of Hygiene
contains an introductory chapter by Mr. W. S. Savory,

F.R.S., e.xtending over 100 pages, and the commencement
of an essay by Sir Risdon Bennett, M.D., F.R.S., "On
Food and its Uses in Health." It gives promise of being

at once a useful and a readable work.
The Countries of the Wor/d. Part I. By Rohert

Brown, M.A., F.RXJ.S., Ph.D. (London : Cassell i Co.)

With its really admirable illustrations, and its chatty and
readable letterpress. Dr. Brown's pleasant introduction to

geography and ethnology can hardly fail to command an
extensive circle of readers. An excellent map of the world,

on Mercator's projection, accompanies this tirst part.

Cassell's Popular Gardening. Part I. Edited by D. T.

Fish. (London : Cassell & Co.)—This profusely-illustrated

book supplies just the kind and amount of information re-

quired by every possessor of a garden, whether in lordly

jiroportions it may surround a country mansion, or take the

form of the two narrow .strips of " back and front garden"
of a suburban villa. Garden-pots and potting, ground opera-

tions, florists' flowers, ferns, kitchen-gardening, and green-

house plants are only some of the subjects treated of in the

number before us.

Cassell's Household duide. Part I. (London : Cassell

k Co. )—Here is the first instalment of another encyclopae-

dia—this time, however, devoted to domestic economy.
Domestic finance, house furnishing, cookery, domestic

surgery, household carpentry, dogs, gymnastics, chicken-

keeping, and decorative art, we may select at random from
the contents of this number to show its scope and character.

European Butterflies and Moths. Part I. By W. F.

KiRBY. With coloured plates. (London: Cassell it Co.)

—

This book, with its superVj illustrations, will doubtless soou

be upon the shelves of every lepidopterist in the three

kingdoms. Supplying, as it does, the means of identitica-

tion of every leadiog form of European butterfly and moth,

it may well be commended to the traveller and the

sojourner in the country. Like the four previously

mentioned works, this is published at a price which sug-

gests the idea that it must almost entail a loss upon every

one concerned—save alwavs the fortunate purchaser.

Amateur Mechanics. No. 18, Vol. '1. (Loudon: Iliffe

& Sou.)—A handy and useful monthly publication for the

amateur turner, joiner, fitter, and engineer.

7'Ae Sanitary Engineer. British and Continental

Edition. (New York.)—A weekly paper containing much
that is interesting to all concerned with the question of

health, on both sides of the AtUi.tio.

Illustrated Sports is a monthly journal made up of

articles on athleticj and advertisements in about tqual

proportions.

I'he Laundry Guide, by W. J. Mexzies, referred to in

our last issue, is published by McCorquodale A: Co., Newton-
le-Willows. Price 6d.

iHi^rrllaiifa.

We hear that the delay in tlie issue of the current number of

Mr. F. G. Heath's " Ferri Portfolio" has arisen wholly from the

elaborate nature of the work and the great size of the stones em-
ployed ill the colour-printing.

AMONGSTthe prominent Americans expected in London this month
(says our chatty aud readable contemporary Socictij) is the cele-

brated astronomer Dr. Draper, who will be accompanied by his

fascinating wife, one of the most charming of American women, as

accomplished as an Italian of the sixteenth century and as brilliant

as a Parisienne of the eighteenth.

SUAKESPERHNA.—To the July part of the "Miscellanea Genea-

logica" Mr. Stephen Tucker, Somerset Herald, has communicated

a most interesting account of the Assignment of Arms to the father

of the poet. This account is illustrated by Hve facsimiles of docu-

ments from the Heralds' College Records. These have been most

carefully executed in pboto-lithography, and will be heartily wel-

comed by all those interested in Shakesperiana.

Vivisection.—During the year 1883, according to the annual re-

port just issued to Parliament, five hundred aud sixty-nine experi-

ments were performed on living animals in the United Kingdom,

thirty-four of these being carried out in Ireland. Fifty-five ex-

periments were performed without ana?sthetics, and one hundred

and twenty-two under certificates giving permission to preserve the

life of the animal after recovery from anoesthesia. Concerning this

last class of experiments, the report states that in one hundred and

fourteen cases the operation consisted of inoculation with various

septic matters or morbific organisms, for the greater part con-

nected with an important inquiry into the nature of tubercular

affections. No pain was inflicted in these cases except in about

fourteen or fifteen instances, in which disease was produced, but

which was very trifling. In the remaining eight cases, in which

more serious operations were required, as these were effected under

aua?sthesia, the only suffering in the animals that survived would

be that which attends the ordinary repair of a " surgical injury."

—

Medical Press and Circidar.

The April E.^rthqu-ake.—Swiftly as the shadow of a snnimer

cloud sweeps over wide country tracts, so glided by the invisible

power, and ruins marked its course. When the actual active force

of the calamity had come and gone, then terror had its turn. A
mighty fear overcame most living things. Birds flew wildly hither

and thither, uttering sharp, startled cries. Beating in blind haste,

perhaps, against trees or walls, many a little feathered victim fell

lifeless to the ground. A flock of sheep being driven up a hill-side

could with difficulty be kept together, and one poor woolly matron

died within a few tninutes of the shock—her fate being shared by

two lambs of very tender age. Farmyard fowls huddled together

in abject fright. Dogs howled and cowered in amazement. Cot-

tage folk tell almost unanimously, how they " wholly looked to be

swallowed up !" And as for the womankind, rushing terror-stricken

out of their falling homes, it seems that with one accord, to use

their own emphatic phrase, " they shruck." " 'T must be London

blown up !
" was one man's scared suggestion ; but " Nay, mate,"

made answer a more reasoning mind. " Not if all London u-as
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blown up 'tvvo)iIdn't shake ivo like tin's. It's something wuss !

"

And for the panic that ensned, all who, like the writer, liave made
a pilgrimage through only part of the alilicted district, must own
there is ample reason."— " CusscU's Family iTct<ja'^ine " for July.

We are glad to notice conspicuous examples of boldness among
our lay contemporaries in their discussion of and dealing with the

burning question of vivisection ; notably, the Illust7-uted London
Neirs recently devoted a whole pcge of matter and illustra-

tion to the humane and deeply interesting experiments of I'asteur,

whose efforts to prevent human suffering and save human life are

so well known as beyond all praise. At any rate they are far

beyond the hysterical bowlings of the class of the Cade and Jesse

school, and of whom the Dispatch writes :
—" We should remember

that the sufferings of men and women are quite as acute, and
accompanied with more mental anguish, than those of the inferior

animals, and, no longer confining our sympathy to dogs and cats, we
should take care that nothing in our Statute-book lessened the

chance of alleviating human pain and lengthening the duration of

healthy lives. The subject of wanton cruelty either to dumb
animals, or children, or helpless women, should he legislated for on
totally different grounds from those on which we proceed in the

case of useful scientific experiment. It is an insult to include

amongst the possible occurrences of such a crime the work of a

great physiologist seeking the discovery of new truths. The Act
of 1876 has resulted in almost extinguishing original physiological

research in this country. This must be recognised by the thoughtful

politicia'i as a very great cruelty to present and future human
beings suffering from diseases as yet but little understood."

—

Mectical Press a7id Circular.

Running away from a Rux.\way Engine.— A curious and very
nearly a disastrous collision occurred on the Rock Island and Peoria
Road recently. The engine of a gravel train got off the track near
Coal Valley, a station about fourteen miles from Rock Island. A
wrecking train wa.s sent out from (ialva to get the engine on the
track again. Passenger train No. 2, going to Peoria from Rock
Island, met the disabled engine first, and after considerable work
the track was cleared. The train then started on, but had not
got far, when the wrecking train was met on a sharp curve, the
engine to which was backing up. Both engines were reversed as
quickly as possible, but the trains came together with quite a
shock. The passengers were badly shaken up, but no one was
seriously hurt. The engineer and fireman of the engine attached
to the wrecking train had jumped to the ground, and when the
collision occurred the tank became detached, while the rest of the
engine started forward at a terrific rate, the engineer having pulled
the throttle wide open before he jumped. Passenger train No. 1
from Peoria was about due as the wild engine started down the
track directly towards it. Both engines, however, approached on a
straight track, and the engineer on the passenger train reversed his
engine and started on the back track, closely followed by the wild
engine. The chase was kept up for several miles, until the steam
finally gave out on the runaway engine, and it was captured. Thus
two narrow escapes from a fearful collision occm'red in a short
space of time.

—

Railway Review (Chicago).
Weights and Measures Conference.—One of the latest organi-

sations fornied for the purpose of furthering the knowledge of the
public on .scientific and technical subjects is that known as the
British Association of Inspectors of Weights and Measures, whose
annual conference opened in Glasgow on Tuesday of the present
week. Bailie Fullarton, of Greenock, presiding at the first sitting.

One of the subjects discussed was embodied in a resolution pro-
posed by Mr. Walker, of Glasgow. In that resolution the Asso-
ciation resjioctfully submitted, to the Board of Trade that they did
not consider it at all necessary, and certainly not desirable, that a
new standard weight of 1121b. should be legalised, and for the
reasons that it was so near in size to the central or 100 lb. weight,
and in consequence liable to be used fraudulently : that any on
requiring such a large weight could use the already legalised
central ; that if a concession was to be made to one business the
Board of Trade could not consistently refuse to grant a special
weight to any other business ; and that the concessions asked for
by the ironmasters, if granted, would destroy the main principle of
the V.'eights and Measures Act of 1878. Mr. Walker stated that there
were already ninety-four standard weights at present in use. The
secretary of the Association, Mr. Wimhurst, Manchester, dealt with
the inspection of the weights and scales used in post-offices, which
was considered to be not only desirable but absolutely necessary
for the protection of the public. Mr. Pickering, of Sunderland,
drew attention to the vagaries which distinguish the manufacture
and stamping of ordinary commercial weights, and at the afternoon
sitting of the Conference Mr. Shaw, of Edinburgh, read a paper
entitled " Observations on the Weights and Measures of Apothe-
caries and the Necessity existing for Exactness, and for Comparing
and Verifying the Same."

—

Engineering.

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfred Tenntsok.

Only a email proportion of Letters received can possibly be in-

serted. Correspondents must not le offended, there/ore, should their

letters not appear.
All Editorial coTntnunications should he addressed to the Editor op

Knowledge; all Business communications to the Publishers, at the

Ofice, 7-i, Great Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended to
DELAYS ARISE FOR WHICH THE EdITOE 18 NOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should be made
payable to Messes. Wyman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No communications are answeeed by post, eten though otakped
AND directed ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

SAVAGE NAMES.

[1331]—The superstitions about names mentioned by Mr. Clodd
(Knowledge, June 27) were shared by the Aryans of India. I am
many miles from a copy of a Brahmana, but, either in the Aitareya
or the Satapatlia Brahmana, we find that Indra had a name which
(like Air. Clodd's savage friend) he would not divulge. When
Indra fiod after the slaying of Vrittsa (as ApoUo fled rfter slaying
the Python), he was in such an abject fright that he dropped hie

name from his lips involuntarily. In other respects, the results of
his terror were exactly like what Odin experienced when he flew
away with Suttung's mead.

'

A. Lang.

COLOURS OF CLOUDS.

[1332]—I should feel obliged to any of your readers who wonld
give a satisfactory explanation of a singular appearance which 1

witnessed one afternoon last week, and which I can remember to
have noted on several occasions in past years, though not, I think,

recently. The day was one of especial clearness and beauty, with
a gentle breeze from W. or N.W., and scarcely a cloud, except a

few of light texture and very small dimensions, floating at a low
elevation near the N. horizon. There was nothing remarkable
about these except their peculiar colouring, which was of a brownish
grey, as though they had lain in shadow instead of being in tho
fullest solar illumination. One of rather greater dimensions and
apparent consistency showed a whiter and more luminous centre,

but its edges in every direction, above as well as below, were of the
same sombre tint as its neighbours. I must confess ray inability to
understand how the vapour of water, which under ordinary circum-
stances is only visible by its pure white reflection, should assume
so shadowy a hne, though perhaps the difficulty is no greater than
that ])resentod by the coppery tone frequently exhibited by portion.")

of a thunder-cloud. T. W. Webb.

ACABINA AND ORIBATIDJB.

[1333]—Mr. Slack's very pleasant and interesting little article on
the Ixodid(e, in yonr number of June 27, contains an eiTor which 1

may as well correct, although it is probably a mere slip of the pen,
because it might mislead others who are not so well acquainted
with the organisation of the .4W/iropodcB as the author of "Pond
Life " is.

In the article in question I am credited with doubting the re-

spiratory functions of the so-called stigmata of the Acarina, and
with supposing them to be sense-organs. This would be correct if

the word Orihatidce were substituted for ,4carinn, but my observa-
tions are confined to the Oribatidw, and do not apply to any of the
other numerous families of Acat'inn. It must not be supposed that
I, for a moment, deny that the Oribatidre possess stigmata, like

other tracheate creatures; all I assert is that the conspicuous organs
on the dorsal part of the cephalo-thorax of these tiny beings are not
the stigmata, and are not connected with the tracheae, but that
these are sense-organs, and that the real stigmata, from which the
tracheir arise, ai-e situated in the acetabnla (basilar cavities) of
the legs. Albert D. Michael,
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TESTS OF DIVISIBILITY.

(A reply to the general question involved in Letter 1271.)

[1334]—To determine whether a number (N) ia divisil)le without

remainder bv another number n (n being any number prime

to 10).

1. Divide 009 .... by n until there ia no remainder. It ean be

algebraically proved that this will happen when (« — 1) S)'s have

been iised. In practice a smaller number will often be found

sufficient. For instance, if 7!. = 41, only five 9's are needed,

2. Count the number of O'a used in the division, and mark off K
in periods of the same number of figures, commencing from the

right.

3. Add the periods together, marking off and adding again if the

immber of figures in the sum exceed the proper number in a
period.

3a. When the period consists of an even number of figures, mark
off the sum just obtained into semi-periods, and subtract one from
the other. (This is in principle the same thing as the rule in

Letter 127-1, where alternate semi-periods are added in the first

place, but I think my method will be found a little shorter in

pi-actice.)

4. Divide the final result in 3 (or 3a) by n. If there be no
remainder, N is divisible by n. W.

PROPERTY OF NUMBERS.
[1335]—Thank you for publishing the problem under the above

title (1295, p. 424), which if not dithcult is novel and interesting

1 solve it as follows ;—Let the remainders upon division by 3, 5, 7,

and 11 be t, /, s, and e, respectively, then the number ia 3S5i + 231/

+ 33Uv + 210e, less auch a multiple of 1155 as must bo subtracted to

reduce the number to one of three figures. It is evident that a

number expressed by the above formula will divide by each of the

<livisors with the given remainder, and that no other number will do
so unless the difference between it and this number is divisible by
3, 5, 7, and 11, that is, is a multiple of 1155.

It is easy to construct formulas for similar problems with different

divisors. A limit must be fixed so that the number shall not

exceed the product of all the divisors. [And the divisors must
have no common factors.] Then the co-eliicient of each remainder

must be a number which divides by the divisor, producing that re-

mainder with 1 remainder, and by all the other divisors without

remainder. If the divisors were 7, 11, and 13 the co-efficients

would be 715, 304. and 924.

The principle of this problem suggests to me a trick to bo played

with cards, as follows :

—

Mix together two whole packs of cards and request some one to

cut the double pack into two portions, and to divide one portion

into seven equal packets, adding the superfluous cards, if any, to

the other portion, then leaving the seven packets to divide the

other portion into five equal packets, handing any superfluous cards

to the performer of the trick, then mixing the five packets to

divide again into three equal packets, again handing any super-

fluous cards to the performer, who will thereupon state how many
cards are contained in each of the three packets and in each of the

seven packets. Perhaps some of your readers may like to search

for the solution of this trick. Algernon- Bray.

New York, June 18, 18S4.

AN ANIMAL ATTEMPTS SUICIDE.

[1336]—Did not the poor animal referred to in letter 1308,

already suffering from heat, and smoke, and fright, mistake the

broken glass for ice or water, and carry it to its mouth with the

hope of relieviig its sufferings, rather than with the idea of

suicide ? M. J. C.

COINCIDENCES, &c.

[1337]—Most people have heard of the " War Office Ghost," the

story of which is given in " Footfalls on the Boundaries of Another
World,"—how the wife of an officer who was killed at Sir Colin

Campbell's relief of Lucknow saw him at Cambridge the night of

his death, and thereby detected an error of one day in the date as

given in the official returns. Now, in the published account it is

mentioned that he appeared to her with his shirt-front stained with

blood, but it is most unusual for an officer in regimental tiniform to

show any shirt front at all. It happens, however, that shortly

before his death he had a fancy patrol coat made, the front of

which was cut open, showing a great deal of linen. I had been
with him at Cawnpore a week or two before he was killed, and

particularly noticed thia. It would seem as if his wife actually
saw him in the very dress he was killed in, without having pre-
viously been aware of the peonliarity of that dress. By-the-bye, it

should have been stated at what hour of the day he was killed, so
as to allow for difference of longitude. Thus, if his death happened
at 8 a.m. his wife ought to have seen him between 1 and 2 a.m.

MUSAFIB.

[1338]—On Saturday, June 7, I had been writing to a young
lady, on her death-bed, as it proved. I had finished my letter a few
moments before one o'clock. Just at this moment she awoke from
a dosing sleep. She called her sister, and asked her if she had
been writing a letter to her. She replied she had not. " Then,"
replied the dear girl, " if you have not Mr. W has, and he has
blotted it in two places." She died early on the following Monday
morning, between three and four a.m. About ten a.m. that day
my letter arrived, and on the first sheet, suie enough, there were
two blots. This had occurred by a little accident, and I had not
time to write a second letter. G. W.\tson.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.

E. L. Gareett. Woe is me I that ever I admitted your Noah's
rainbow letter. It has brought me not only about a ream—more
or less—of controversial matter, but your own prodigious reply to

my short comments in your last. The discussion must close, or
else a whole number must be given up to it—which I must respect-

fully decline to suffer. No doubt, comets .Tre very nnmerous
(albeit Kepler was scarcely an authority on this point), and we
must have run into or through plenty, as we shall do over and over
again, without producing the slighte.st sensible effect upou the earth
—beyond, perhaps, the apparition of a rather finer shower of shoot-
ing stars than usual. You should know more of the rudiments of

Logic than to assume that aqueous comets must be held to exist

until the contrary is proved. It would be quite as rational for me
to assert that the inhabitants of Venus cat jiork chops on a Friday,

as you cannot prove the contrary ! A. B. C, and R. Laing.—As
you will see from the preceding reply, the Noah's Rainbow and
Flood discussion ia closed.—F. W. Hexkel. I am sorry that my
decision to stop the Flood discussion excludes your really valuable

and important communication.— .A. Goodall. Your letter to the
publishers was considerably deiayed, thanks to its being addreaaed
to the Editor.— J. You must read Knowledge mth very little

attention, or you would know that theology is rigidly excluded from
its columns, and your own letter is a theological one pure and
simple. Acquire some rudimentary idea of what evidence is from
Mill's " Logic." or any similar work.—H. P. Deane and S. Mackie.
Thanks ; but I was many miles away from South Kensington on
July 2.—D. M. Y'our letter on " Tricycle Tracks " is very much
longer than the interest of its subject warrants.

—

Peotea. The
black disc of A'enus herself forming the base of the shadow cone,
how can you possibh" expect to see her shadow in any degree
" sideways" during her transit either at ingress or egress? Why,
the whole diameter of the sun is little more than half a degree.
Besides, upon irhat do you suppose the shadow would be projected,

even were we looking (as it were) edgeways at the whole arrange-
ment ? The latest edition of my " Tr.insit3 of Venus " was pub-
lished in 1878. I know of no other work covering the same ground.
My lectures are always announced in Knowledge, but I have
ceased for the present to deliver them.—E. Pinfold and W. Coombee.
Y'our letters have been needlessly delayed owing to your omission
to address " the Chess Editor."

—

Depreciation. Mr. Wyman re-

grets that he has received no actuarial training.—T. Murray. The
*' P. D." theory is Pure Drivel, neither more nor less. Pray do not
waste your time in sending me expositions of it ; they one and all

find their way immediately into the waste-paper basket.—T. Maxn.
"Polyglot's" article could not have been written to enable all his

readers to dispense with the services of a patent agent, inasmuch
as it points out that in complicated cases such aid is indispensable.

Can you refer me to the number and page of Knowledge in which
the statement to which you refer occurs ?

—

Harold Rowntree.
Sorry that the compositor should have taken liberties with your
name. Thanks for your description of the approximate trisection

of an angle ; but, as in the ease of ninetenn-twentieths of the com-
munications I receive, it is too long for insertion.

—

James Cram. I

have received a " magic cube " from this gentleman which is really

a marvel, and worthy of notice by all interested in what may be
called numerical tricks.—A. G. Puller. I am away from my books
where I write, but will look up my authority on my return.—W.
Common. The change, t/made at all, would be made in longitude
180° ; but it is not a practical matter, as all civilised races may be
held to be comprised between auch hmits of longitude, that while

it is noon at Greenwich on, say, July 11, it is 3h. 40m. a.m. of the
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same day at VancouTer Island, and 11m. 38m. p.m. at Wellington,
New Zealand. Sliips returning from circumnavigation of the
world of course change their day on coming to the first ]Jort witiiin

these meridians.

—

William Wigan. I regret, that I am powerU'ss to

help yon.

—

Drum sends a newspaper cutting of the score of a cricket

match between two towns named Lenno.ivale and Adelaide. In
the first innings Lennoxvale scored 2 and Adelaide 4. The
second was not played oat. Seemingly the wicket soon
ceased from troubling, and the weary were at rest.

—

Phobo.«. Depend upon it our contributor knows most thoroughly
what he is writing about. I cannot conscientiously recommend
you a cheap instrument. Neither of the gentlemen you name ever
made a telescope in his life. I am quite uncertain about coming
to town.

—

Julia Usher. No telescope of less than 2J inches in

aperture is of the slightest use for astronomical i)urpo6es ; and the
lowest price at which a first-class instrument of this size is pro-
curable is seven guineas, or thereabouts. 1 cannot undertake to

recommend individual makers, of whom, by the way, there are very
few; though sellers of telescopes abound.—O. P. Asa really ad-
mirable introduction to the subject, nothing surpasses the
" Marvels of Pond Life," by Mr. H. J. Slack, published by Groom-
bridge <fe Son, London. For an exhaustive account of Cyclops,
Daphnia, &c., see Dr. Baird's " Natural History of the British Ento-
mostraca," published by the Ray Society. The " Micrographic
Dictionary," published by Van Voorst, contains a mass of informa-
tion concerning microscopic objects of every description—animal,
vegetable, and mineral. For the adequate study of Infusoria
proper, the " Manual of the Infusoria," by Mr. W. Savill, Kent,
published by Bogue, London, must be consulted. The last two
works named are both bulky and somewhat costly.— Gf.bty Girtox.
I do not insert your jen d' esprit, just to show that I can resist

temptation; but your P.S. put an amount of pressure upon
me almost too great for even an editor to withstand.

—

Aha
Heather Bigg. Your able paper unfortunately occupies more space
than I could devote to a subject of comparatively limited popular
interest.^jAMES Gillespie. My mere silence might have sufficed

to indicate what I " think of " your pamphlet. I stand in a species
of dumb amazement at any one who is so hopelessly ignorant of
the most elementary facts of the subject, presuming to dogmatise
upon them. I should no more dream of arguing with you than I

should with a gentleman in a straight waistcoat who alleged that he
was the Podasokus, or little Oozly bird. Any child of eleven who
knows the principal constellations will tell you that we do not see
the same stars in the September night sky that we do in the March
one. Your prose is bad, your " poetry " verse and verse. As for
letting you " know what you should do to bring it out," I would
implore you, if you value your reputation, to keep it in, with all your
might and main.—W, Hill & Son send a description of a " Hygienic
Bakehouse," which would appear to present a delightful contrast
to the filthy underground cellars in which Londoners have been
from time to time shocked to learn that some of their bread is

made.^W, P. Thompson Boixt. Your " New Patent Convention "

received, but its great length precludes its insertion.

—

Rev. T. W.
Webb. Received.

—

John A. Stewart sends an account of the
rescue of a man from a mine after three weeks' imprisonment, in
consequence of a woman dreaming that he was immured in it. His
entombment was quite unsuspected otherwise. This happened forty
years ago.—T. A Vligk (sic) takes exception to the statements on
p. 9 as to the danger to be apprehended from disease germs.—J. F, O.
I can only regret that the very great length to which your com-
munication on " Fortune-Telling extends prevents its insertion, and
I scarcely see ray way to curtail it without destroying the sequence
of your argument.

(Bm iHatDtmatiral Column.

NOTES ON EUCLID'S SECOND BOOK.

By Richard A. Pkocior.

IN the second book Euclid deals with the relations between the
rectangles contained by straight lines and the parts into which

they may be divided. The method he adopts is somewhat cum-
brous—so far, at least, as Problems 2-10 are concerned. The
student must not deal with problems on the second book in Euclid's
manner. In order to illustrate the proper method of dealing with
such deductions we give new solutions of Propositions i to 10, pre-
mising that Propositions 2 and 3 are particular cases of Prop. 1,

Euc. II., Prop. 4 should be thus established :

—

Let AB be the given A + b
straight line divided into *-

any two parts in the point C : the square on A B shall be equal to

the squares on AC, C B, together with twice the rectangle A C, C B.
By Prop. 2 the sijuare on A B is equal to the rectangle A B, A C,

together with the rectangle A B, B C.
But by I'rop 3, the rectangle A B, A C is equal to the rectangle

A C, C B, together with the square on A C ; and the rectangle A B,
B C is equal to the rectangle A C, C B, together with the square
on BC.
Hence the square on A B is equal to twice the rectangle A C,

C B, together with the stiuares on A C and C B.
Cor.— If a straight line be divided into two equal parts the

s<|uare on the whole line is equal to four times the square on either
half.

Prop. 4 may be enunciated thus, If a straight line he divided into
any two partSj the square on one part in less than the square on the

whole line by twice the rectangle cmtuined by the parts together
with the square on the other part.

Prop. 5 should be established ^__
thus; let the straight line AB A J 5 i3

be divided into two equal parts
in C, and into two unequal parts in D ; then the rectangle A D,
D B together with the square on C D shall be equal to the square
onCB.

Since A D is made up of A C, C D whereof A is equal to C B,
the rectangle A D, D B is equal to the rectangle C D, D B together
with the rectangle C B, D B (Euc. 11., 1): that is, to twice the
rectangle C D, D B, together with thi' square on D B (Prop. 3).

Add the square on C 1). Then the rectangle A D, D B together
with the square on C D, is equal to twice the rectangle C D, D B
together with the squares on C D, U B ; that is, to the square on
C B (Prop. 4).

Cor. Since the square on \ C or C B is equal to the rectangle
A C, C B, it follows that if a straight line is divided into unequal
parts the rectangle contained by these is less than the rectangle
contained by the halves of the line ; and also (the deficiency being
the square on C D) that the more unecjual the parts the smaller is

the rectangle contained by them.
Prop, ti should be established thus,

—

Let the straight line A B be bisected in C, and produced to D ;

then the rectangle

E A S B u A D, D B together
with the square on

C B, shall be equal to the square on C D.

Produce D A towards A to E, making E A equal to B D, so that
C E is equal to C D and B E to A D. Then by Prop. 5, the rect-

angle E B, D B together with the square on C B is equal to the

S([uare on C D ; that is, the rectangle A D, D B together with the
square on C B is equal to the square on C D.

Props. 5 and 6 may be included in one enunciation thug

—

The
rectangle contained by the sum and difference of two straight lines is

equal to the difference of their squares (A C, C D being the two lines

referred to) ; or thus^ taking AD andh V as the two lines of reference,

the rectangle contained by two lines is equal to the square of half

their su7n diminished hy the square of half their difference.

Prop. 7 is proved thus :

—

Let the straight line AB
be divided into any two* —^ B

parts in C ; the squares on
AB, BC, shall be equal to twice the rectangle AB, BC, together

with the square on A C
The square on A B is equal to the squares on A C, C B, with

twice the rectangle A C, CB (Prop. 4). Add the square on C B.

Then the squares on A B, C B are together equal to the square on

A C, twice the square on C B and twice the rectangle A C, C B ;

that is to the square on A C together with twice the rectangle A B,

BC(Prop. 3).

Prop. 7 may be enunciated thus :

—

The square on the difference of

tico lines (ABandBC) is less than the sum of the squares on those

linesby tn-ire the rectangle contained by thetii.

Prop. 8 is proved thus :

—

Let the straight line A B a c b d
be divided into any two '

' '
'

parts in C; then four times the rectangle A B, B C together with

the square on A C is equal to the square on the straight line, made
up of A B and B C together.

Produce A B to D making B D equal to B C, so that A D is the

line made up of A B and B C together. Then the square on A D is

equal to the squares on A C, C D together with twice the rectangle

A C, C D. But the square on C D is equal to four times the square

on C B ^Prop. 4, Cor.) and the rectangle A C, C D is equal to twice

the rectangle A C, C B (Prop. 1). Hence the square on A D is equal

to the square on A C, together with four times the square on C B
and four times the rectangle A C, C B ; that is, to fotir times the

square on A C and four times the rectangle A B, C B (Prop. 3),

Cor.— If AC is equal to B C and therefore to C D, we have the
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siiuaro on A D equal to the square on AC, and ri'^jlit times the

square on D C ; that ig, to nine times tlie square on A C. Hence if

a strafilit line be divided into three equal parts, the square on the

syhole lino is equal to nine times the square on any one of the

parts.

Prop. 9 thus,—Let the straight line A 15 be divided into two equal

parts at the point C, and into two unequal parts at the point D

;

then tlie squares on
r

A U, D Bare together A S ^ B

equal to double the

squares on AC, CD.
The square on AD is equal to the squares on .\ C, C D, together

with twice the rectangle A C, C D ; that is, the square on A D is

iireater than the squares on C B, C D by twice the rectangle

C B, C D. And the square on D B is less than the squares on

C B, C D by twice the rectangle C B, C D (Prop. 7, 2nd enunciation).

Hence, adding the squares on A D and D B are together equal to

double the squares on C B, C D.

Prop. 10 thus,

—

g ^ C B o
Let the straight line

.K B be bisected in C,

and produced to D ; then the squares on A D, D B shall be together

double of the squares on .\ C, (' D.

Produce D A to E making A E equal to B D ; so that E C is equal

to C D and E B to A D. Hence, by the preceding proposition, the

squares on E B, B D are together double the squares on E C, C B.

That is, the squares on A D, B D are together double the squares on
C D, C B.

Props. 9 and 10 may be included under one enunciation thus,

—

The sc[iiares on tu-o liner (A I) anii D B) are tor/ether double the

squares on half the sum and half the difference of the tiuo lines ;

or thus
The squares on the sum and difference of two lines (AC and C D)

are together double the sq^iarei on the tv:o lines.

Cor.—Since the squares on AD, D B exceed the squares

on A C, C B by twice the square on C D, it follows that when a

straight line is bisected the sum of the squares on the two parts is

least, and the sum is greater as the difference between the two
parts of the divided line is greater.

(To be continued.)

2AST KIDERS OS EUCLID'S FIRST BOOK.

With Suggestions.

(Continued from page 19.)

149. If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral figure are equal the

figure is a parallelogram.

150. If the opposite angles of a quadrilateral figure are equal the

figure is a parallelogram.

151. The two straight lines AB, AC, intersect in A, and P is a

point within the angle BAG. It is required to draw a straight line

B P C so that B P may be equal to P C.

Suppo.-^e B P equal to PC
;
j"in A P and produce to D so that P D

mai/ be equal to A B. Then A B D C t.< a parallelogram, ij"c.

152. With the same construction, Q is a point without the angle

BAG. It is required to draw Q B C so that Q B may be equal to

BC.
Take a point E in A B produced, so that B E may be equal to A B.

Then Q E C A i.-^ a parallelogram (if Q B be assumed equal (o B C.

153. From a given point in one of two intersecting lines it is

required to draw a line terminated by the second, and such that

the line drawn from the jioint of intersection of the given lines to

the bisection of the required line may make given angle with one

of the given lines.

154. From a given point P it is required to draw three straight

lines P A, P B, and P C equal respectively to three given straight

lines, and having their extremities A, B, and C in one straight line

and A B equal to B G.

Suppose the lines drawn as required P B lying between P A and
P C ; then if P B be produced to D so that B D is equal to P B,

P A D C is a parallelogram, A-c.

155. Draw a straight line through a given point such that the

part of it intercepted between two given parallels may be of a

given length.

156. Draw a straight line through a given point lying between
two parallels, so that the line may be terminated by the parallels,

and divided by the given point into two parts having a given dif-

ference.

157. If the diameters of a quadrilateral figure bisect the angles
the figure is a rhombus.

158. If one diameter of a parallelogram bisect opposite angles
it is a rhombus.

159. If the diameter of a parallelogram intersect at right angles

it is a rhombus.
160. Straight lines bisecting adjacent angles of a parallelogram

intersect at right angles.

161. Straight lines bisecting opposite angles of a parallelogram

having unequal sides are parallel to each other.

162. If the diameters of a parallelogram are equal it is a rect-

angle.

163. If the diameters of a quadrilateral figure bisect the angles

and are equal the figure is a square.

164. Find a point such that the perpendiculars let fall from it

on two given straight lines may be equal to one another.

163. Between two given straight lines draw a straight line which

shall be equal to one straight line and parallel to another.

166. On A B a side of the parallelogram A B G D a parallelogram

A F E B is described, so that E B is in the same str.aisiht line with

B D, and F B with B G. Show that E B is equal to B D.

167. Equilateral triangles are described on the four sides of a

parallelogram.
168. On A B, DC opposite sides of a parallelogram, equilateral

triangles ABE and C F D are described towards the same parts

;

show that F E A D and F E B C are parallelograms.

169. If in Ex. 168, C F D and A E B are described towards

opposite parts, then D E B F and C E A F are pai-allelograms.

170. From A, C, opposite angles of the parallelogram A B C D,

are drawn the four lines, A F, A E, G G, G H, perpendicular respec-

tively to the sides A D, A B, C B, and C D, and on the side remote
from the parallelogram ; also A F is equal to G G, and A E to G H.
Show that E G H F is a parallelogram.

171. Equilateral triangles are described on the four sides of a
parallelogram. Show that the vertices of these triangle fall on the

angles of a parallelogram,

—

(i.) When all the triangles are towards the same parts as the

parallelograms.

(ii.) When all the triangles are towards opposite parts,

(iii.) When two triangles on opposite sides are towards the

same parts, and the other two triangles towards opposite

parts.

172. On the sides A B, B C, and G D of a parallelogram A B C D
three equilateral triangles ABE, B C F, and C D G are described,

ABE and C D G towards the same parts as the parallelogram and
B F C towards opposite parts. Show that E F and F G are respec-

tively equal to two diagonals of the parallelogram.

Shov: that the triangle BFE is equal in all respects to the

triangle ABC.
173. Show that the same holds good if BFC lies towards the

same parts as the parallelogram and A B E, G D G, towards opposite

parts.

174. In the parallelogram A B C D, the angle A D B is equal to

the angle A C B. Show that A B G D is rectangular.

(To be continued.)

(But Cfjtss Column.
Br Mephisto.

CHESS GOSSIP.

A TESTIMONIAL is now being raised for England's Chess
Champion, Mr. Blackbume, who has recently undergone a

severe illness.

The Field devotes a leading article in discussing the desirability

of having a National Chess Association. That such an institution

would benefit the cause of Chess goes without saying.

The same writer condemns the proceedings of the Counties Chess
Association. It is quite unworthy of amateur Chess players to

appeal to the public for funds, and at the same time exclude those

players in whose performances the public take the most interest.

We are afraid the secretary betrayed the weakness of his cause
when he thought desirable to put forth the names of MacDonnell
and Bird as likely competitors, with a general promise to admit
first-rates. It may also be reckoned a very clever move to exclude

first-rates, after once having attracted the notice of the public by
the bait.

The following story, which comes from an eye-witness, may
throw some light upon the matter.

Scene : a meeting of the Counties Chess Association. A promi-

nent member of CCA. playing with a fairly strong player from
London. Prominent member, being in diSiculties, takes half an
hour to consider his move. Time limit twenty moves an hour.

London player politely (but with just a suspicion of sarcasm) :

'' Your sand is running out, sir." Pronunent player of the CCA.
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(who sees a way out of his difficulties) to London player 7)io.<>/

set?erely :
'* It is very rude, sir, to make any remarks. The fact is,

sir, you are a professional player, and I shall not play with you any
more."

London player is given £5 to go home, and prominent player and
supporter of the C C.A. wins sundry prizes.

A Mr. Miller has stated in the press that Morphy could have

given Zukertort a Knight. On his visit to Cincinnati, Zukertort

meets this Miller at a large party, and plays with him ten games,

winning every ganK\ Says the champion, within hearing of the com-
pany :

" A namesake of yours has declared that Morphy could give

me a Knight ! do you think so ? " Collapse and discomfiture of

Miller.

We wonder whether this is the same Mr. Miller who has taken

upon himself the inglorious task of reprinting the third edition of

Cook's " Synopsis." Has ho asked the author's permission':'

Besides, as a fourth edition of thu "Synopsis" is in the press,

and Mr. Marriott has, likewise, a useful book all but printed, we
would warn the American public against making a useless invest-

ment, and keep their money for the fourth edition, which we hear

will bo a great improvement on the third.

A BRITLSir CHESS ASSOCIATION.

In an ably-wi-ittcn leader in the Field, the writer advocates the

establishment of a British Che.ss Association, to take the place of

and supersede the Counties Chess Association. That which strikes

mo as being the most important consideration seems to have been

quite overlooked in the arguments in favour of the scheme ; for to

attempt for one moment to draw comparison between Chess and
other sports, is to assume, priiiui fai-ie, a false standjioint alto-

gether. Although the number of devotees to the noblest and most
fascinating of games is undoubtedly on the increase, the fact

cannot be denied that all outdoor sports, inasmuch as they are

easily appreciated by the masses, besides being healthy and ex-

hilarating, will, as long as the world stands, command a far greater

patronage than Chess.

It is, therefore, open to doubt whether, even with the assistance

of Royal patronage, the necessary constant supply of funds will

always be fortlicoming for carrying out the annual tourneys and
prize competitions projected.

The consummation of the project, however, would, I am sure, be

hailed with delight by all British Chess-players, amateur and pro-

fessional alike. In the interest of the Koyal game, it is sincerely

to be hoped that it will be a success. All players will then

nndoubtedly welcome the Chess Editor of the Field as the

"Mahdi" of Chess. Borealis.

THE EDY LOPEZ (continued Srom page 419).

If in this position White plays

5. P to Q4, Black can arrive at a
position already dealt with :

—
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OTHER WORLDS THAN OUES.
A WEEK'S COXYEHSATION OX THE PLUIiALIlY OF

WORLDS.

By Moxs. de Fostexelle,

WITH SOTES BY RICHARD A, PROCTOR.

To MoxsiEVR L.

TO give you, Sir, a particular account how I pass'd

my time in the country with the Marchioness of

G . . . . , would amount to a volume ; and what is worse,

a volume of philosophy. I know you expected entevtain-

ment.s of other kinds, such as dancing, gaming, hunting,

&c. Instead of which, you must take up with vortex's,

planets, and new worlds ; these were the subject of our

conversition. And by good luck, as you are a philosopher,

it will be no great disappointment to you, but on the con-

trary, I fancy, you will be pleas'd, that I have brought over

the Marchioness to our party ; we could not have gain'd a

more considerable person, for youth and beauty are ever

inestimable : If wisdom would appear with success to man-
kind, do you think she would do well to take upon her the

person of the Countess^ And yet was her company but

half so agreeable, all the world would run mad after

wisdom. But tho' I tell you all the discourse I had with

the lady, you must not expect miracles from me. It is

impossible, without her wit, to express what she said, in

the same manner she spake it : For my part, I think her

very learned, from the great disposition she has to learning.

It is not poring upon books alone that makes a man of

understanding. I know many that have done nothing

else, and yet I fancy are not one tittle the wiser. But per-

haps you expect, befure I enter upon my subject, I should

describe the lady's house, with its situation, <fec. Many
great palaces have been turn'd inside outward upon far less

occasion. But I intend to save you and myself that labour
;

let it suffice that I tell you, I found no company with the

Marchioness, and I was not at all displeas'd at it. The
two first days drain'd me of all the news I brought from
Paris ; what I now send you is the rest of our conversa-

tion, which I will divide into so many parts, as we were
evenings together.

The First Evening.

That the earth is a jJanet which turns on itself and round
the sun.

We went one evening after supper to walk in the park :

the air was extremely refreshing, because that day had

been very hot ; the moon had been up about an hour, and
her lustre between the trees made a most agreeable mix-

ture of light and darkness ; the stars were in all their

glory, and not a cloud appear'd throughout the s-ky ; I was
musing on this awful prospect; but who can think long of

the moon and stars in the company of a pretty woman !

I am much mistaken it that's a time for contemplation.

" Well, madam," said I to the Marchioness, " is not tl e
night as pleasant as the day 1 " " The day," said she, " like

a fair beauty, is char and dazzling ; but the night, like a
brown beauty, more soft and moving." " You are generous.

Madam," I reply'd, " to prefer the brown, you that have
all the charms that belong to the fair; but is there any-

thing more beautiful in nature than the day ? The heroines

of romances are generally fair ; and that beauty must be
perfect, which has all the advantages of imagination.
" Tell not me," said she, " of perfect beauty, nothing can
be so that is not moving. But since you talk of romances,

why do lovers in their songs and elegies address themselves

to the night ?" " 'Tis the night, Madam," said I, " that

crowns tbeir joys, and therefore deserves their thanks."
" But 'tis the night," said she, " that hears their complaints,

and how comes it to pass the day is so little trusted with
their secrets ?

"

" I confess, Madam," said I, "the night has somewhat a

more melancholy air than the day ; we fancy the stars

march more silently than the sun, and our thoughts wander
with the more liberty, whilst we think all the world at rest

but ourselves : besides, the day is more uniform, we see

nothing but the sun, and light in the firmament ; whUst the

night gives us variety of objects, and shows us ten thousand
stars, which inspire us with as many pleasant ideas."

" What you say is true," said she ;
" I love the stars, there

is somewhat charming in them, and I could almost be angry
with the sun for eflacing 'em." '' I can never pardon him,"

I cried, " for keeping all those worlds from my sight."

" What worlds," said she, looking earnestly upon me

;

" What worlds do you mean ]

"

" I beg your pardon. Madam," said I ; " you have put me
upon my folly, and I begin to rave." " What folly ]

" said

she. " I discover none." " Alas !
" said I, " I am ashamed,

I must own it, I have had a strong fancy every star is a

world. I will not swear it is true, but must think so
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because it is so pleasant to believe it. 'Tis a fancy come
into my head, and is very diverting." " If your folly be so

diverting," said the Marchioness," " pray make me sensible

of it
;
provided the pleasure be so great, I will believe of

the stars all you would have me." "It is," said I, "a
diversion. Madam, I fear you will not relish, 'Tis not like

reading one of Moliere's plays ; 'tis a pleasure rather of the

fancy than of the judgment." " I hope," replied she, "you
<lo not think me incapable of it. Teach me your stars, I

•will show you the contraiy." "No, no," I reply'd, "it
- shall never be said I was talking philosophy at ten of the

clock at night to the most amiable creature in the world.

Find your philosophers somewhere else."

But in vain I excused myself : who could resist such

chai-ms ? I was forced to yield, and yet knew not where

to begin ; for to a person who understood nothing of

natural philosophy you must go a great way about to prove

that the earth may be a planet, the planets so many earths,

and all the stars worlds. However, to give her a general

notion of philosophy, I at last resolved on this method.

(To be continued.)

THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY.
Bv W. Mattieu Williams.

XXXVIII.—COUNT EUMFORD'.S COOKERY.

IN my last I referred to Rumford's anticipation of the

results of modern chemical analysis in his selection of

the materials for his economical feeding of the poor of

Munich ; but, as may be supposed, all his theoretical specu-

. lations have not been confirmed. The composition of water

had just been discovered, and he found by experience that

a given quantity of solid food was more satisfying to the

appetite and more eflective in nutrition when made into

soup by long boiling with water. This led him to suppose

that the water itself was decomposed by cookery, and its

elements reoombined or united with other elements, and

thus became nutritious by being converted into the tissues

of plants and animals.

Thus, speaking of the barley which formed an important

constituent of his soup, he says, " It requires, it is true, a

great deal of boiling ; but when it is pi-operly managed, it

thickens a vast quantity of water, and, as I suppose, pre-

pares it for decomposition " (the italics are his own).

We now know that this idea of decomposing water by
such means is a mistake ; but, in my own opinion, there is

something behind it which still remains to be learned by
modern chemists. In my endeavours to fathom the

rationale of the changes which occur in cookery, I have

been (as my readers will remember) continually driven into

hypotheses of hydration, i.e., of supposing that some of the

water used in cookery unites to form true chemical com-

pounds with certain of the constituents of the food. As
already stated, when I commenced this subject I had no

idea of its suggestiveness, of the wide field of research

which it has opened out. One of these lines of research is

the demonstration of such true chemical hydration of

cooked gelatine, fibrine, cellulose, casein, starch, legumin,

&c. That water is icith them when they are cooked is

evident enough, but that water is brought into actual

chemical combination with them in such wise as to form

new compounds of additional nutritive value proportionate

to the chemical addition of water, demands so much inves-

tigation, that I have been driven to merely theorise where
il ought to demonstrate.

The fact that the living body which our food is building up

and renewing contains about 80 per cent of water, some
of it combined, and some of it uncombined, has a notable
bearing on the question. We may yet learn that hydration
and dehydration have more to do with the vital functions
than has hitherto been supposed.
The following are the ingredients used by Rumford in

" Soup No. 1 " :—
Weight.

AvoirdapoiB. Coat,
lb. oz. £ «. d.

i viertels of pearl barley, equal to about
20Jgallons ".

141 2 Oil 71
i viertels o{ peas 131 4 7 3i
Cuttings of fine wheaten bread 69 10 10 2i
Salt 19 13 1 2i
24 maass, verj- weak beer, vinegar, or

rather small beer turned sour,
about 24 quarts 46 13 1 5i

Water, about 560 quarts 1,077 —
1485 10 1 11 9

Fuel, 88 lb. dry pine wood 2^
Wages of three cook maids, at 20 florins a year each ... SJ
Daily expense of feeding the three cook maids, at 10

creutzers (3 pence j sterling) each, according to
agreement 11

Daily wages of two men servants 1 7t
Repairs of kitchen furniture (90 florins per ann.) daily 5J

Total daily expenses when dinner is provided
for 1,200 persons 1 15 2}

This amounts to x/uV <" ^ trifle more than ^ of a penny
for each dinner of this No. 1 soup. The cost was still

farther reduced by the use of the potato, then a novelty,

concerning which Rumford makes the following remarks,

now very curious. " So strong was the aversion of the

public, particularly the poor, against them at the time when
we began to make use of them in the public kitchen of the

House of Industry in Munich, that we were absolutely

obliged, at first, to introduce them by stealth. A private

room in a retired corner was fitted up as a kitchen for

cooking them ; and it was necessary to disguise them, by
boiling them down entirely, and destroying their form
and texture, to prevent their being detected." The follow-

ing are the ingredients of " Soup No. 2," with potatoes. :

—

Weight.
Avoirdupois. Coat,

lb. cz. £ «. d.

2 viertels of pearl barley 70 9 5 9^ |
2 viertels of peas 65 10 3 7i
8 viertels of potatoes 230 4 1 9^^
Cuttings of bread 69 10 10 2y
Salt 19 13 1 2i
Vinegar '. 46 13 1 5J
Water ;; 982 15 —
Fuel, servants, repairs, &c., as before 3 5^\

Total daily cost of 1,200 dinners 1 7 6J

This reduces the cost to a little above one farthing per

dinner— 1 J^j exactly.

In the essay from which the above is quoted, there is

another account, reducing all the items to what they would

cost in Loudon in November, 1795, which raises the

amount to 2| farthings per portion for No. 1, and 21 far-

things for No. 2. In this estimate the expenses for fuel,

servants, kitchen furniture, Ac, are three times as much as

the cost at Munich, and the other items at the prices

stated in the pi-inted report of the Board of Agriculture

of November 10, 1795.

But since 1795 we have made great progress in the right

direction. Bread then cost one shilling per loaf, barley

and peas about 50 per cent, more than at present, salt is
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set down by Rumford at r|d. per lb. (now about one

farthing). Fuel was also dearer. But wages have risen

greatly. As stated in money, they are about doubled (in

purchasing power, i.r., real wages, they are three-fold).

Making all these allowances, charging wages at six times

those paid by him, I find that the present cost of Kum-
ford's No. 1 soup would be a little over one halfpenny per

portion, and No. 2 just about one halfpenny. I here assume

that Kumford's directions for the construction of kitchen

fireplaces and economy of fuel are carried out. We are in

these matters still a century behind his arrangements of

1790, and nothing short of a coal-famine will punish and

cure our criminal extravagance.

The cookery of the above-named ingredients is conducted

as follows :
—"The water and pearl barley first put together

in the boiler and made to boil, the peas are then added,

and the boiling is continued over a gentle fire about two
hours ; the potatoes are then added (peeled), and the

boiling is continued for about one hour more, during

which time the contents of the boiler are frequently stirred

about with a large wooden spoon or ladle, in order to destroy

the texture of the potatoes, and to reduce the soup to one
uniform mass. When this is done, the vinegar and salt are

added ; and, last of all, at the moment that it is to be

served up, the cuttings of bread." No. 1 is to be cooked

for three hours without the potatoes.

As already stated, I have found, in carrying out these

instructions, that I obtain a pur^e or porridge rather than
a soup. I found the No. 1 to be excellent, No. 2 inferioi-.

It was better when very small potatoes were used j they

became more jellied, and the puree altogether had less of the

granular texture of mashed potatoes. I found it necessary

to conduct the whole of the cooking myself ; the inveterate

kitchen superstition concerning simmering and boiling, the

belief that anything rapidly boiling is hotter than when it

simmers, and is therefore cooking more quickly, compels the

non-scientific cook to shorten the tedious three-hour process by
boiling. This boiling drives the water from below, bakes
the lower stratum of the porridge, and spoils the whole. The
ordinary cook were she "at the strappado, or all the racks

in the world," would not keep anythiug barely boiling for

three hours with no visible result. According to her posi-

tive and superlative experience, the mess is cooked suffi-

ciently in one-third of the time, as soon as the peas are

softened. She don't, and she won't, and she can't, and she

shan't understand anything about hydration. " When it's

done, it's done, and there's an end to it, and what more do
you want." Hence the failures of the attempts to intro-

duce Rumford's porridge in our English workhouses, prisons,

and soup kitchens. I find, when I make it myself, that it is

incomparably superior and far cheaper than the " skilly
"

at present provided, though the sample of skilly that I

tasted was superior to the ordinary slop.

The weight of each portion, as served to the beggars, <fcc.,

was 19-9 oz. (1 Bavarian pound) ; the :3olid matter con-

tained was 6 oz. of No. 2, or ij oz. of No. 1, and Rumford
states that this " is quite sufficient to make a good meal
for a strong, healthy person," as " abundantly proved by
long experience." He insists, again and again, upon the

necessity of the three hours' cooking, and I am equally

convinced of its necessity, though, as above explained, not
on the same theoretical grounds. No repetition of his ex-

perience is fair unless this be attended to.

The bread should 7iot be cooked, but added just before

serving the soup. In reference to this he has published
a very curious essay entitled " Of the Pleasure of Eating,
and of the means that may be employed for increasing it,"

the discussion of which must be postponed until my next,

together with the details of the more luxurious menu, of

the first company of the Elector's own Grenadiers, wh&
were fed upon boiled beef, soup, and dumplings at the
large cost of twopence per day, and other regiments
variously fed at about the same cost

Before concluding this paper, I must add a few words in

reference to the amusing fiasco of Mr. Albert Dawson,
described in No. 139, page 480. I scarcely thought it

necessary in writing for intelligent people to remind theia»

that the length of time which any kind of moist food may
be kept varies with the temperature and the place In which
it is kept. Most people know that a leg of mutton which,

on the average, should hang for about a week, may advan-
tageously hang for a month or more in frosty weather,
and be spoiled if kept at midsummer in an ill-ventilated'

place for two days. The fate of Mr. Dawson's
porridge is an Illustration of this simple principle. Judi-

ciously kept, it becomes slightly sour ; this sourness Is due
to the conversion of some of the starch into sugar, and the
acetous fermentation of some of this sugar. The vinegar
thus formed performs the function of that supplied by
Count Rumford to his porridge. It renders it more-

digestible, and assists In Its assimilation. The re-heatingr

of the oatmeal porridge drives off any disagreeable excess-

of acid that may have been formed, as acetic acid is very
volatile.

Tastes may vary as regards this constituent For
example, my old friend (to whom I referred), the late

William Bragge (so well known In Birmingham, Sbtffield,

and South America), preferred his porridgewhen thus soured;,

other members of his family say that it lost the original

aroma of the oatmeal. Be that as it may, I have no doubt
that the ensilaged porridge, ounce for ounce, supplied more
nutriment and demanded less work from the digestive

organs than the freshly-made porridge. Probably this

advantage may be obtainable more agreeably by Rumford's
three hours' boiling, and his wilful addition of the vinegar,.

MAX AND XATUKE.

IT Is well known that the larger game of the far West
has been long diminishing in numbers. This is espe-

cially true of the bison, an animal which is unable to escape^

from Its pursuers, and which can hardly be called a game-
animal. The once huge Southern herd has been reduced
to a few Individuals In North-western Texas. The
Dakota herd numbers only some 7.5,000 head, a number
which will soon be reduced to zero if the present rate of'
extermination continues. The Montana herd is now the-

object of relentless slaughter, and will soon follow the-

course of the other two herds. When scattered Individuals-

represent these herds, a few hunters will one day pick therQ

off, and the species wUl be extinct

Let the Government place a small herd In each of the

national parks, and let the number be maintained at a

definite figure. Let the excess escape Into the surrounding

country, so as to preserve the species for the hunters. Let
herds of moose, elk, big-horn, black and white-tailed deer,

and antelope, be maintained in the same way. Let the

Carnivora roam at will ; and in a word, protect nature from
the destructive outlawry of men whose prehistoric Instincts

are not yet dead. Let the newer instinct of admiration for

nature's wonders have scope. Let the desire for knowledge

of nature's greatest mystery—life—have some opportunity..

Let there be kept a source of supply for zoological societies ^

and museums, so that science may ever have material fon-

its Investigations. By securing the preservation of these

noblest of nature's works. Congress will be but extending
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the -work it has so grandly sustained in the past, in the
support of scientific research and the education of the
people.

—

The American Naturalist.

OPTICAL RECREATIONS.
By a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society.

{Continued, from page 34.)

'l^/'E have seen what happens (Fig. 16, p. 33) when
» T a ray of light passes from a rarer medium into

a denser one, whereof the boundaries are parallel, and
out again into the rarer medium. Let us inve.stigate
now what will occur if, instead of our plate of, say, glass
liaving parallel sides, those sides are incliued to each other.

Fig. 18.

Let A B C in Fig. 18 represent the section of such a stalk
of glass (known technically as a prism), and bearing in
mind the principles enunciated on p. 32, and illustrated in
Fig. 1.5, let us trace the course of a ray of light, RP^;E,
incident on one face of our prism at P ; then at P we draw
the perpendicular to the surface A B, represented by the
dotted line. Now it will be seen that on passing from air
into glass our ray R P will be bent tovmrth this perpen-
dicular, and will travel in the direction Pp. At p we
erect another perpendicular, and, as the student by this
time must be well aware, the emergent ray will now be
bent from this, and will travel in the direction p E.
Hence any object, such as a candle-ilame, placed
at R, and viewed through a prism with its base
downwards, by an eye situated at E will be seen in the
direction R'pE. It will not only be seen .to be thus
displaced, but its edges will appear to be fringed
with the exquisite colours of the rainbow, though with this
phenomenon we have no immediately present concern. It
has its origin in the fact that ordinary white licht is a
compound of coloured lights, and that each of these
colours is bent at a different angle, red being the least
bent, and violet or la^ender the most deflected. It is

this dispersion of light which lies at the basis of what is

called Spectrum Analysis, of which our Editor has an-
nounced his intention of himself treating in these columns.
For our i)resent purpose we must consider that we are
dealing with light all of one colour. Very well then, with
this temporary qualification, the angle formed by R P and
;> E is called " the angle of deviation," and the greater
the angle between the sides of our prism, or the greater the
refracting power of the material it is composed of, the
greater will this angle of deviation become. Note here
particularly that in whatever position we place the prism,
the emergent ray, p E, will deviate towards the thicker
part, or base, of the prism B C. Now, everybody knows
what a convex or magnifying-glass is, and if we suppose
Fig. 19 to represent a section of such a glass, we shall see
that, in effect, it consists of two prism?, ABC, D B C,
placed base to base, and that parallel rays, R R R, &c., from
a distant object will be so bent as all to unite at F,

the principal focus of the lens, when they will form an
image of the object, just as in the case of the

concave mirror whose action was described and illustrated

on p. 436. And here, again, we have an illustration of

that law which can never be too often insisted on—viz.,

that rays of light go and return by the same route, for if

we place a very small bright light at F, the rays diverging

from it will be rendered parallel by the lens, and emerge in

that condition on the other side of it. Suppose, though, that

we remove our light to a point outside of the principal

focus of the lens, then, instead of the rays issuing from its

distal face being parallel, it will be seen that they will be
convergent ; in fact, an image of the source of light will be
formed on a screen held at a suitable distance on the

other side of the lens. Conversely, if the light be shifted

to the position occupied by tlie screen, its image will be
formed at the point which it occupied before such shifting.

These interchangeable points are called the " conjugate

foci " of a lens. All this may be compared with the pro-

perties of a concave mirror explained on p. 436. It ia

evident that, if we obtain a lens whose focal length equals

the width of the room shown in Fig. 2 (p. 306), and put

this in the place of the simple hole in our shutter, we shall

obtain a much more brilliant and distinct image of the

external landscape on the wall ; in fact, we shall have con-

structed a primitive form of the camera obscura. The
form the camera takes, as arranged for public exhibition, is

shown in Fig. 20.

Fig. 20.

Here we have a light-tight room, R, usually of octagonal or
cylindrical shape, containing a table T covered with plaster
of Paris or painted with dead-flat white paint. Above is
a box turning in a ring containing the convex lens L placed
vertically, and behind it the mirror M at an angle of 4.5°,

the effect of this :\rrangement obviously being that the
image formed by the lens is reflected down on to the table
T, where the spectator sees a charming miniature view of
the external landscape, with its drifting clouds, running
water, and moving forms of animal life. One of the most
familiar uses of a convex lens is that illustrated in Fig. 21.
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We mean as a magnifying glass. Here the object (suppose

a tiny arrow) k w is placed just wimin the principal focua

of the lens, and the rays from it being cdusid to converge

to the eye at E seem to come troiu a much larger arrow

A W. The image thus perceived is, of course, a virtual

one only, as contradistinguished from the real image formed

by the camera obscura, as just described. It is needless to

discuss tlie passage of light through a concave lens here,

as we are not writing a treatise on optics. It may suffice

to say that, mutatis mutandis, its action is comparable with

that of a convex mirror (p. 437)

—

i.e., it renders rajs of

light passing through it more divergent, just as is the

action of a convex lens with the effect produced by a con-

cave mirror, in causing them to converge more. A convex

lens, too, fulfils another function— that of grasping a number

of raysofliglit, which varies as the square of its aperture. A
"burning-glass" illustrates this property admirably. Let

us suppose that we have a convex lens of 3 in. in diameter

and of 6 in. focus. Then the image of the sun formed in

that focus will be only 00558 in. in diameter. But this

image is formed by all the rays incident on the 3-inch

aperture of the lens ; and, as we know that the area of

circles vary as the squares of their diameters, we have only

to divide 3- by 0-0558" to see at once how relatively enor-

mous must be the concentration of light and its concomitant

heat in the sun's image projected by a lens of our assumed

size and focus. When such a lens is made of sufficient

dimensions, its effect is astounding. Parker constructed a

flint lens of 32 in. in diameter, of 6 ft. S iu. focus ; using

together with it a second one of 13 in. diameter and 29 in.

focus to further concentrate the converging rays. These

lenses were so arranged that their combined focal length

was 5 ft. 3 in. With this combination, 10 grains of slate

were melted in 2 sec, and 10 grains of pure platinum in

3 sec. Nay, even so utterly refractory a substance as

rottenstone disappeared in vapour in 1 min. 20 sec. under

the inconceivable intensity of the heat thus generated !

Similar experiments were made a few years ago with a lens

built up of segments, at the Crystal Palace, under which a

halfpenny was vaporised in a comparatively few seconds.

{To be continued.)

ELECTRO-PLATING.
VIII.

By W. Slingo.

AS was intimated a fortnight since, a deposit of copper,

if it is allowed to assume any considerable thick-

ness, loses very materially in definition, so far, that is,

as concerns the outer or exposed surface. Although the
deposit may often, under the most advantageous circum-

stances, be made to retain the general features and beauties

of the mould, such a result must not be habitually looked

for ; but where plating is preferable to typing, the necessity

for allowing only a tliiu deposit must not be overlooked.

It is far better, where a good and substantial deposit is

required, to obtain a type. Even, however, were it other-

wise, the mere jiroduction is in itself interesting and in-

structive, and is certainly a stepping-stone to higher and

better achievements.

It is in the nature of things that casts should be more

or less undercut, and as it is my purpose here to deal with

the problem of copying models in high relief, it will pro-

balily be better for us to concentrate our attention upon
sou:e particular form. Let us imagine that we desire a

representation in copper of a small bust or statue, classical

or otherwise. Now, it will be apparent on the briefest

reflection that such a model cannot be copied in plaster or

any other of the rigid materials used in making moulds

from comparatively flat models such as coins or medals.

Were our model a metal bust we could, of course, take a

copy of it by enveloping it in a bath of wax or some other

acid-proof substance, and then dissolve out the metal by
means of acid, but that plan would rarely be desirable,

more particularly if the metal were valuable, or of an

obstinate nature, requiting nitric acid to dissolve it.

A better way, by far, is to use what is known as an
elastic mould. A brief reference was made to such a mate-

rial in the fifth of this series of articles (Knowledge, No.

134). It was there said that such a mould could be made
from glue and treacle. If the figure to be copied is smEill,

two pounds of the finest glue is broken up into small

pieces and soaked in cold water until it becomes quite soft.

Any water that remains unabsorbed is poured off, and the

gelatinous mass is then placed in a glue-pot with half-a-

pound of treacle, and heated to nearly 100' C. (boiling point

of water). To comply with this does not, of course, require

a thermometer. A glue-pot, properly speaking, consists of

two pots, one inside the other, the inner one containing

the glue and the outer one containing water. The two so

fitted are placed on the fire, and, as doubtless most people

are aware, the most intense fire is incapable of raising the

glue to a higher temperature than that of the water through
which the heat is transmitted, and that water, as water,

cannot, above the sea-level, be raised to a higher tempera-

ture than 100° C. (or 212° F.), any heat passing into the

water after such a temperature has been attained being

absorbed in the conversion of the water into steam. So
long, then, as there is water in the outer vessel, the tem-

perature of the inner one cannot exceed the boiling-point

of water.

The mixture of glue and treacle during the process of

heating should be thoroughly stirred, so as to ensure a
uniform resultant compound. An ounce or so of beeswax
may be added with advantage.

Supposing, now, that the bust or figure to be copied is

made of plaster, its surface must manifestly be well pre-

pared so as to make it non-porous, otherwise the mixture
will get into the interstices and render it impossible to eflfect

a separation. The plaster, therefore, should be stood or

laid in a shallow di.sh containing oil and thoroughly satu-

rated. If a metal or other " solid " model, it requires

well oiling to prevent the mixture adhering to it. A
vessel, such as a jar, or a pail if the figure is a large one, is

then procured and its interior well oiled. Presuming the
model to be hollow, it is filled with sand, in order

to increase its weight. It is then placed head
downwards in the jar, a mark being made on the

outside to indicate the position of the back of the

figure. The mixture being warm, is then poured in, but
not too rapidly to prevent the escape of any air bubbles
that might collect in one or other of the various crevices of
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the figure. The jar is filled up to an inch or two above

the figure. Thus filled, the jar is placed aside for a couple

of days or so, until, in fact, the mi.xture is thoroughly set.

The jar is then turned upside down, and a tap or two

releases the mixture from the sides of the jar, that is

unless the shape is an unusual one, preventing the mould

from slipping out. It is scarcely necessary to say that the

best form of vessel is one that tapers slightly towards the

bottam. The position of the back of the model being known
(by the mark placed on the outside of the jar), a clean, thin

sharp knife is inserted in the mould over the head of the

model, and passed down its back, keeping close to the

figure. The mixture which has cooled over the base of

the model is also carefully removed. The mould, being

highly elastic, may then be opened with the hands, and

another pair of hands being called into requisition, the

model may be removed. The mould, in virtue of its

elasticity, springs back on being released, and we thus

obtain a good negative representation of the figure. We
may, if we so please, take our copy from this mould, but

the task is rather a trouljlesome one, and the result

often disappointing. The admixture of treacle with the

glue prevents the shrinking which would otherwise

take place on cooling, but it does not overcome

the tendency to absorb water. Such an absorption

would matter little were it not that it produces a

considerable swelling, when the proportions of the

figure would be entiiely lost. Nor would our troubles end

here. The absorption may, however, be prevented by
adding to the hot mixture of glue and treacle a small

quantity of tannic acid to the extent of two per cent, of the

quantity of gluewhen cold. Another modeof excluding water

is to immerse the elastic mould in a weak solution of bichro-

mate of potash and allow it to dry in the sun. A thin im-

pervious film is thereby deposited. A good waterproof

coating is that previously referred to as guttapercha varnish,

made by dissolving the percha in bisulphide of carbon.

This, ob\'iously, must not be applied to the interior of the

mould, or we should get no deposit. The inner surface

may, however, be well pi-otected by a thoroughly good
coating of plumbago, which must be deposited, as facilities

do not present themselves for rubbing the blacklead in.

Of this, however, more anon. The mode of procuring the

deposit must also be deferred for a few minutes.

Whether the elastic mould is or is not used to receive

the copper deposit, it should be bandaged up so as to

prevent it falling out of form, as its elasticity would
otherwise cause it to.

When the deposit is not intended to be taken in the
elastic mould, it may be placed back in the vessel in which
it was moulded. A second mixture is then made by melting
together 2 lb. of beeswax,

1
J lb. of resin, and a j lb. of

tallow. During the heating the materials require to be
well stirred so as to ensure an intimate mixture. The
vessel containing the mixture should then be placed on one
side for a short time, until it has nearly set. It is then
poured gently into the cavity in the elastic mould until it

is filled up. The jar thus filled is put aside for some
hours until everything is quite cool, when it is inverted,

and the elastic mould with the beeswax mould inside

it slips out. The former may be again opened, and
the latter withdrawn. Had the beeswax been poured
in when warm it would most probably have melted,

and maybe have united with the treacle mixture, and so

have spoiled it. The beeswax mould thus obtained is

obviously a copy of the model, and can hardly be used to

obtain an electrotyped copy direct. It is, however, placed
in the jar in a position akin to that occupied by the original

(Sgure. A thin plaster of Paris paste is next prepared and

poured steadily into the jar up to the level of the base of

the mould. When the plaster is thoroughly dry, the bees-

wax copy is melted out, and we have thus a plaster of

Paris negative.

It is evident that such a mould cannot have plumbago
rubbed over its internal surface. To get a conducting sur-

face the cavity is washed out two or three times with a

solution composed of 32 grains of phosphorus to 480 grains

(l^oz.) of bisulphide of carbon. After this it is washed-

out with a solution of silver nitrate, one pennyweight of

the nitrate being dissolved in a pint of distilled water.

The plaster mould being prepared, it is placed in the bath,

or it may, for the matter of that, form its own bath. The
ca\-ity is filled with the bhie-stone solution, and, the

conducting surface being conuected with the zinc pole

of the battery, the copper pole is connected to the

anode, which should consist of a mass of copper

as near the general proportions of the figure as

possible. It has previously been pointed out that a great

deal depends upon the resistance in the bath, that is to say

upon the relative distance between the anode and the

mould. It is almost impossible to emphasise too strongly

the necessity that really exists for keeping the anode as

nearly parallel as possible with the various parts of the

mould. When the substance to be coated is cylindrical,

it is almost enveloped by two bent sheets of copper. When
the mould is full of irregularities, it is placed at a consider-

able distance from the anode so that the relative differences

of resistance are reduced to a minimum. The resistance

introduced by increasing the distance is compensated for

by the addition of another cell, that is to say, by increasing

the electro-motive force. Where there are a few cavities,

the deposit is sometimes started in them first by using a

small anode, and placing it in them. Another device is

that of employing leading wires, as indicated a fortnight

since.

It is advisable, when coating a mould, such as the one in

hand, to cause a current of the liquid to flow through it,

otherwise the solution will degenerate. This is considerably

facilitated by boring a small hole in the bottom of the

mould, somewhere near or on the back of the head.

Sometimes, more especially when the model is a large

one, the mould is made in two, or perhaps a number of

pieces. To make it in two, the model is embedded to half

its depth in fine sand, the surrounding surface being made
fairly level, two or more pegs are stuck in the sand, and

then, a little thin plaster having been brushed rapidly into

the crevices, a quantity of plaster is poured on. When it

has set it is removed with the model. The level surface of

the sand being spread over with oil, the reverse side of the

model is moulded in a manner similar to that adopted with

the first half. The plaster is then placed in a shallow tray

containing stearine until it is well saturated, when it is

taken out and thoroughly and carefully plumbagoed. The
electrotype is taken in halves, and when both halves have

attained a sufticient thickness they are trimmed, and the

edges soldered together, the joint being carefully bronzed

over. This process, however, cannot be adopted where

there is any considerable undercut, such as would be met
with, for example, in taking a copy of a figure recumbent

on a base. The number of pieces would then have to be

more numerous, unless the elastic mould process were

resorted to.

Very large objects are generally sacrificed, but of this

more in my next.

The Gas Company at Leipzig intends, says a contemporary, to

ask the Mnnicipal Council of that town for a concession for lighting

the streets and houses bv electric light.
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THE ENTOMOLOGY OF A POND.

By E. a. Butler.

THE MIDDLE DEPTHS {continued).

ABOUT a month after the hatching of the eggs, it is

time for this aquatic life to close, and an existence

less cross and far more ethereal now lies before the little

creature, which has, however, by this time nearly completed

the cycle of its mortal life, and so has but scant oppor-

tunity left to enjoy the greater freedom and pleasures

which the acquisition of superior powers will bring.

Within that ugly, limbless pupa case has been formed a

delicate, long-legged, feathery-horned, two-winged, sylph-

like being, which, like the Prince iu the old story of

" Beauty and the Beast," is but waiting the removal of its

hideous disguise to appear in all its rightful elegance and

grace. The moment of deliverance having at length

arrived, the pupa tail is brought up level with the surface,

a considerable part of the thorax being thereby caused to

rise above the water. The skin then splits between the two

horns, and the imprisoned flybegins to emerge at the opening.

This is the most critical moment in its whole career, for

with head and thorax released, but legs still encumbered

by their encasement, the creature is perfectly helpless and,

at the same time, rather top-heavy, so that a sudden gust

of wind may in a moment capsize the tiny boat and dis-

appoint the hopes of the half-liberated fly, which can then

look forward to nothing but a miserable death by drown-

ing. If, however, no such mishap occurs, the struggling

insect gradually drags out first one pair of legs and then

another, and then, leaning forward, rests them on the

water and draws out the third pair : then making use of

the empty pupa skin as a sort of canoe, it soon dries its

wings and mounts aloft to join its companions, who every-

where around are at the same time putting on their adult

costume. In their society we will leave it for the present,

hoping to meet it again later on.

The larva' of the midges are called bloodworms, and are

probably familiar to everyone who has kept a rain-water

butt, for such receptacles often swarm with the

wriggling, blood-red, worm-like things. They are

also abxmdant in ponds, and, indeed, in any stag-

nant water. The remarks made above concerning the life-

history of the gnat apply in great measure to the present

insects also. These red, worm-like things, however, must
not be confounded with a certain red worm that also

inhabits fresh water, forming vertical burrows in the mud
of rivers ; they are gregarious, and crowd their tiny

burrows close together, remaining with their bodies partly

protruded, and thus forming large red patches upon the

mud, and it is amusing to see the sudden disappearance of

such a patch as they all sharply retreat into their holes on

the approach of an intruder. These, however, are not

insects at all, but true worms, or, as they are called in

scientific language, annelids, and have reached, in this

vermiform condition, the highest stage in their develop-

ment. The fly, which is the parent of the red wrigglers

of the water-butt and stagnant pond, is called Chironomus

plumosus. The larva is rather more worm-like than that

of the common gnat, and the pupa carries some elegant

plumes of tine hairs on its ungainly thorax.

There is a beautiful little creature, clear and transparent

as crystal, that is the larva of another member of this

group, and is noteworthy for the variety of curious

appendages it carries on the fore-part of its body. Imagine
an animal with a pair of arm-like bodies consisting of a

stem with long bristles at the end, and used to lash the

water, then a stout bundle of hairs movable en masse,

then a pair of little saws, then a kind of policeman's

truncheon, with bunches of hairs at the end, also capable

of swaying backwards and forwards, and then a pair

of jaws and a set of bristles, and you wUl see at once

that Corethra ]jIu micornis, as it is called, must have enough

to do to manage properly all these contrivances. Such is

its transparency, that it may easily elude observation tiU

its wriggling, jerky motions Ijetray its presence. This same

transparency, however, aS'ords wonderful facilities to the

microscopist for the study of its internal anatomy and phy-

siology, for, by aid of the microscope, all that is going on in

its interior is made plainly visible. It is, of course, a

distinct advantage to be able to study the action of an

animal's internal organisation without interfering with the

free action of its parts, or placing it under abnormal con-

ditions, as there is thus less chance of mistaking for

essential peculiarities accidental ones, such as might be in-

duced by the altered circumstances. It is not to be

wondered at, therefore, that this creature has become

classic by having been made the subject of elaborate

investigation by more than one observer; and, indeed,

there are few more entrancing occupations to those who
have a desire to search out the secrets of nature than to

watch, hour after hour, under a good microscope, the

varied actions and vital processes of this and other

minutiae of animal life. It must not be ignored, however,

that the very transparency of parts tends also to introduce

a certain element of difiiculty into the investigation ; for

where several organs overlie one another it is not always

easy to trace their relative position, and it becomes neces-

sary to examine the object from diflerent points of view

before such a matter can be settled.

Through the transparent skin of Corethra can be seen,

first the whole of the digestive apparatus, forming a long tube

of varying diameter, stretching almost from one end of the

body to the other ; then, on one side of this (the mouth

side) can be traced the greater part of the nerve system,

looking like a long stiing, with knots tied in it at tolerably

regular intervals. Where it approaches the mouth, how-

ever, the string divides, und sending one branch on each

side of the throat tube, terminates on the opposite side of

the digestive tract in a double mass of nervous matter,

which is all the representative of brain the poor creature

possesses. Then all down the liack (to be traced with a

little more difficulty, on account of its extreme transparency)'

is the " dorsal vessel," as it is called, which is an insect's

equivalent of a heart. Those who have kept silkworms-

or other pale, smooth-skinned caterpillars, will probably

have noticed this apparatus as a dark line running

along the back just underneath the skin, and alternately

contracting and expanding from behind forwards at the

rate of from forty to fifty pulsations per minute ; in the

jiresent insect the pulsations are not so rapid, being only

about twelve per minute. Then there can be seen the

numerous oblique bands of muscles by which it is enabled

to efiect its wriggling movements, as well as those strips by

which the motions of its various appendages are controlled.

Again, at each of two places, one near the head, the other

much farther down, will be noticed a pair of black bags,

which are air-receptacles connectedwith the system of breath-

ing-tubes distributed over the body ; the tracing of these

latter, however, is, on account of their extreme minuteness-

a matter of much more difiiculty. At the tail there are two

tufts of feathery hairs, one at the end, the other at the side •.

small though they are, the hairs are hollow, and connected at

their base with the tracheal system, and, whatever other

function they discharge, they evidently take part in that

of respiration. All these aquatic fly larv.-e are more or less

transparent, but we have chosen the present for more de-
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tailed reference, because its supprior transparency renders

it best adapted for microscopical investigation. Like the

rest of its brethren, it is carnivorous, and its favourite dish

seems to be the quaint little creatures called, from their

spasmodic, jerky movements, water fleas, though they are

not fleas at all, nor, indeed, even insects, but belong to the

group of animals of which crabs, lobsters, and shrimps are

the most familiar representatives. These specks of crea-

tion, which are considerably more minute than our house-

hold fleas, are caught and crunched V)y Corethra in con-

siderable numbers, and with great avidity. To facilitate

the crushing of their hard horny skin, it is furnished with a

pair of strong jaws, carrying stout, tooth-like projections.

(To be continued).

SUPERSTITION.

IT is noteworthy how closely superstition and ignorance

are allied. The dynamiters have shown us what a

low and ignorant class of savages still exists in Ireland,

and beyond a doubt most of the trouble which exists in

Ireland, and is caused by the Irish lower classes wherever
they make their abode, arises from the sheer ignorance of

the race. There is no country in Europe, perhaps, unless it

be in the more murderous parts of Italy, where superstitions

of the stupidest sort are more prevalent than in Ireland

among the ignorant members of the community. Con-
sider, for instance, the edifying scene presented at a spot

about 100 yards from the place where the Dublin Inviu-

cibles were hanged. Here is a well called theWell of St. John,
the foulness of whose waters, though to the eye they seem
tolerably clear, has caused medicinal properties to be
imputed to them, after the customary notion of the

ignorant that the effectiveness of medicines is propor-

tional to their loathsomeness of taste or smell, or both.

But (probably because these waters become particularly

offensive at midsummer) the ignorant of that region

regard the water of this well as especially curative if

taken thence on the eve of June 24, now St. John's
day, though the tradition dates unquestionably from
times long preceding the Christian era. This silly sujier-

stition (amazingly silly in this age) is so firmly believed in

by the ignorant, and there are so many ignorant folk

round about Kilmainham, that, on June 23 last, quite

5,000 people assembled at the well, having made a
pilgrimage thither from greater or less distances. It is

regarded by these unfortunate idiots as essential that the
water should lie drawn before daylight on St. John's eve,

and the pilgrims oame provided with every class of vessel

to bring away the precious fluid (precious stuflT). The
well is in a recess under a wall, we are tuld, and candles
had to be used to light the people down the steps, so that
the scene presented was of a weird character. I have
seen such iveird scenes, and most melancholy they are.

Watch a detachment of the Salvation Army going along
with the savage and silly noises in which they delight

and note the degraded type of countenance of every
single member of the procession. Imagine 5,000 persons
of still stupidier and more animal type groping about with
candles to gather foul water in dirty vessels, mumbling
unmeaning incantations to strengthen its virtue—a scene
weird enough for a Rembrandt to paint ; only, if he would
not make it too utterly mslancholy for all who long to see

the human race becoming better and wiser, he should let

gloom and darkness hide all the worst features of the
scene. Truly, a man must keep such scenes from his

thoughts, even as lit must refrain from thinking of the

squalor of our ill-fed and worse clothed poor, if he would
believe that man is but a little lower than the angels, or

else he must have strange ideas of the angels. Thinking
of the ways of some who are closely akin to these super-

stitious and ignorant beings—I mean the dynamiters—he
might well conclude that man is but a little higher than
the devils, according to accepted ideas as to these folk.

—

R. A. Proctor, in the Newcastle Weekly Chronicle.

THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

HEALTH

VIII.—WATEE AND WATER-SUPPLIES—(conKntMd).

A RETROSPECTIVE inquiry into the statements made
in our last communication would show that it is

chiefly by the action of carbonic acid gas, oxygen, organic

matter, and hydration, that water is enabled to act upon
the substratum of our earth. By means of these reactions

it is endowed with properties which it would otherwise
never possess, and a little reflection would convince one
that those attributes are wholly dependent upon the charac-

ter of the formations through which it penetrates. Let us

now proceed to trace the physical history of the water
which saturates the earth's crust, and which is destined to

play a most important part in the laboratory of Nature
;

in doing so we shall be able to unravel the mysteries of the

Plutonic region, and gain an insight into the principles

which we shall have to bear in mind when we come to

consider the practical aspect of the water question in its

relation to man.

The dry bones of natural philosophy are capable of being

rendered highly delectable when the results of abstruse

calculations are reduced to round numbers and put forth as

astounding realities ; at least, so they seemed to us in our
college days, when the learned professor laid aside the garb

of austerity to discourse upon the wonders of the " unseen
universe," and material creation, to his awe-stricken class

of undergraduates. We were taught that in the far-off

hazy annals of the world, at a time which is only so far

definite as to allow of a licence of computation between
twenty to forty millions of years ago, the earth was
in the condition of the sun of our present era,

and that through the radiation of the heat into

space, it hlowly cooled down to become fitted for

the habitation of living things. (On the authority

of our University pedagogue, we may state that sufficient

heat leaves the earth per annum to melt a film of ice one

quarter of an inch thick, spread over its entire surface).

It does not much matter to us whether that happy time

was consummated six millions, or only six thousands of

years ago ; suffice it to say that the only evidences we have

of the former intense heat of the earth now are to be

traced to the vestiges of internal temperature, which we
are made aware of in our comparatively trivial borings,

which show a rise of about PC. for every 100 feet of

descent into a mine, and to those natural operations which

manifest themselves in volcanic outbursts, fiery lakes, and
thermal springs. The late Principal Forbes has shown that

irrespective of the nature of the soil, the changes of tem-

perature due to the rotation of the earth upon its axis, or

that caused by day and night, is onl}- perceptible to a depth

of one foot ; and that the seasons do not afl^ect the earth's

crust, as far as temperature is concerned, to a greater deptk

than from 28 to 30 feet.

Water which penetrates into the earth, then, has to con-

tend against tli'jso thermal sources ; by them it is endowed
with solvent and other propertie.s, in addition to those
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which it possesses as a chemical reagent. The densest

rock and the stiftest clay are yet so porous as to give it

ready access, and so great is the power of capillarity, in

virtue of which it descends, that DaubrcJe's experiments*

have proved concluNively that it is able to resist the great

ettects of counter pressure of vapour and internal heat, and

to establish itself in the form of a gas at the roots of

volcanoes and far down in the depths of the earth ; liow

far has not yet been ascertained.

But, although stiff clays are permeable, they may be

regarded as practically impervious ; they are only stiff

clays because they hold, in intimate admixture, a large

proportion of water. Suppose, then, that a stratum of clay

aup})orts a sandy porous soil as at Fig IT), which represents

the condition of things which obtain at Ilampstead Heath.

The major portion of the rain-water is filtered by the sand,

somewhat concave, or, it may be, altogether irregular on

account of the differences of the rock textures through

which the water is forced to pass, or because of their un-

conformability. A boring sucli as that shown at v, Fig. 1 6,

is called a well ; since t and c are at higher levels than ?'•,

the water, in virtue of the law of hydrostatics, rises up the

bore of the well to its outlet, and forms the kind of artificial

spring called an Artesian well.*

Thus far we have only taken into account springs and

wells such as obtain in comparatively unbroken strata. In

other regions, however, where seismic action has been rife,

where numerous faults intersect the country, and where

the rocks lie more or less out of their strict order of suc-

cession, springs are to be soui^'ht for chiefly at escarpments

and in the lino of faults. In Fig. 17 the water-bearing

strata are shown in shaded bands, whilst the sandy beds are

doited
; /,/, are the outlets of powerful springs which rise

up the fissures due to faults.

Fig. 15.— B., Bapshot eand ; I., water-beariog stratum; L., London

clay ; s., spring ; ii'., well.

and collects above the clay in a sort of water-bed. At
certain parts the clay is laid bare by a cessation of the

overlying sand, l>y a natural depression, as at s (Fig. 15),

or by an artificial boring as at lo (Fig. 1.5) ; s gives forth a

natural spring, v is called a well. Now, remove all the

Bagshot clay and lay bare the London clay, as at Fig. 16,

which depicts an hypothetical section across the London

basin. The sandy strata, known as the Lower London

Tertiaries, underlie the clay, and the whole rests upon

the uppermost beds of the mesozoic age, termed the

cretaceous or chalk formations. The London clay takes

Fig. 16.—Hypothetical section across the London basin. L. London
clay ; t., porous strata of the Lower London Tertiaries

;

c, chalk; I., water-level; tc, well.

in but little water ; the exposed surface of the sandy ter-

tiaries at i and the chalk at c are saturated, and the water

finds its way through both until it reaches the so-called

water level (indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 16), or

underground reservoir, which pervades the crust of the

earth irregularly, and at depths which vary with the nature

of the siiil, the seasons, and the external configuration of

the surface.! Thus, under a plain, it is in reality toler-

ably level ; beneath a hill it becomes convex ; in a valley

* " Geologie Experimentale," p. 274; Tschermak, "Sitz. der

Wiener Akademie," March, 1877; Reyer, " Beitr. zur Physik. der

Eruptionen," § 1.

+ In the case of chalk formations, the surface waters which are

absorbed by the upper strata find their way by capillary percolation

and through fissures into the deeper portions, which then become
saturated and simulate retentive clays. It is in this way that water-
bearing strata are extemporised in chalk, and, as one would expect,

they are often transitory.

Fig. 17.—/,/, Powerful springs rising at faults; s, porous sandy
beds; w, water-bearing strata.

Thus it appears that the rain-water which penetrates the

earth is not permanently removed from the surface, but rises

again to well forth as springs, along joints and fissures,

charged with substances in solution and suspension which
are characteristic of the formations through which it passes.

Some of the water, however, is absorbed, and other portions

combine chemically with certain constituents in the rocks.

Its underground course, moreover, is not confined to

capillary percolation, but often assumes the character of

subterranean streams and reservoirs,! which are the ex-

teuded representatives of former crevices and fissures.

These are so pronounced in some cases as to materially

affect the water-supply of rivers—to drain or to swell them
;

curious facts illustrative of this have been recorded by
Desor,* and the occasional presence of plant-stems, leaves,

and even of fish, in recently-made Artesian springs, are

additional and interesting proofs of the underground circu-

lation of water.

The descent of rain-water into the depths of the earth to

regions of peculiar mineral salts, aud their subsequent rise

in the form of springs, provides us with the so-called

natural mineral waters, for a detailed account of which we
must refer the reader to Gairdner's exhaustive " Memoir."§

In like manner, thermal springs are the result of heat

derived from the interior of the earth. If we attribute

the heat thus gained by the water to the greath depth of

its origin, then, by allowing 1° Fahr. for every GO feet of

descent, when the surface temperature is about 50° Fahr.,

the springs of Bath, which average 120° Fahr., ought to

come from a depth of at least 4,200 feet.

Let us now turn to a consideration of the London

* So-called after the village of Artois, in France.

t A paper on " The Underground Waters of England and Wales"
was read before the Geologists' Association on June 6, last, by Mx.
C. E. De Ranee.

X "Bull. Soc. Sci. Nat.," Neufchatel, 1864.

§ " Essay on the Nature, History, Drigin, and Medicinal Effect*

of Mineral and Thermal Springs," Edinburgh, 1832.
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water supply as an example of special interest to the in-

habitants of this vast metropolitan centre. The eight water

companies, whose graceful pavilion in the Exhibition we
shall visit ere long, derive their water almost wholly from

the Thames district. Five of them draw upon the Thames

and its tributaries directly, two have recourse to the river

Lea, whilst the Kent company resort to deep wells in the

chalk for its supply.

The sixth report of the Rivers' Pollution Commissioners

states that the " catchment basin " of the Thames is one of

the finest which has ever come under their notice. Of an

area of 6,000 square miles, more than one-half consists of

cultivated porous soil, its yield of water being delivered

chiefly through springs. The remaining impervious super-

ficial strata consist chiefly of meadow and pasture lands,

and from them the rain-water drains ofl' into the runnels

which feed the river and its tributaries.

The extreme western tributary of the Thames, called the

Churn, arises in the " Seven Springs," situated about four

miles from Cheltenham, on .the road to Cirencester. These

springs rise from the clay beds of the Lias, the water having

accumulated through the porous formations of the inferior

oolitic limestones, which contain large underground reser-

voirs ; they yield about 1.50,000 gallons of water daily.

About four million gallons of water, which have passed

through similar formations, are derived daily from the

Syreford spring, at the head of the river Colne. Three

million gallons are daily pumped up at the Thames' head,

from a depth of 33 feet, to the level of the Thames and

Severn canal ; this water passes through the lower oolitic

formations, known as the Bath or the Great Oolite, to be

stored by the marls and clays of the so-called beds of the

Fuller's earth. Other springs of importance which originate

in the Fuller's earth are those of Boxwell, Ewen, and

Ampney. Minor tributaries of the Thames derive their

supply from the Gault clays, which underlie the beds of the

Upper Greensand, the jiorous collecting-ground of which

consists of siliceous and calcareous sands, with green grains

and chert nodules.

With the exception of the river Loddon, which is

supplied from the Bagshot sands resting on the London
clay, nearly all the rest of the water of the Thames is

derived from the chalk formations. Of this character are

the supplies of the Kennet, wliich culls its waters from the

downs near Marlborough and Hungerford, the Colne, and

the so-called New River. In addition to all these sources,

the Thames is largely fed by springs which arise in its own
bed, the most famous examples of which are situated

between Reading and Wallingford.

From what has been stated it may be gathered that the

water of the Thames is essentially a calcareous water, all its

chief sources of supply being derived from limestones and
calcareous sands, witb the single exception of the river

Loddon, wliich flows through the ferruginous and other

sands of the Bagshot series. The Kent Company's water,

which is obtained from deep chalk wells, is even more
calcareous than the Thames water ; so that we may here

make the general statement that the most characteristic

feature of the London water is its hardness.

The class of workmen who have been actively employed in rail-

road construction for the last few years have probably, suffered

more from want of work than other classes (in America) during

the comparative quiet that has lately existed in many industries.

This has been especially the case with Italians and other foreigners

who came to the country in large numbers during the flush labour

times, but are now in large numbers without employment in

Chicago and other large cities. Their want of knowledge of any
other labour but railroad work tells against them.

—

Railway Review.

(Chicago).

BEITISH SEASIDE RESOETS,
FROM AX UXCONVEN'ilOXAL POINT OF VIEW.

By Percy Russell.

I.

IT was the favourite idea of the author of the " History

of Civilisation "—that imposicg fragment of a grand
conception—that a people would correspond psychologically

to the nature of their immediate physical environment.

The idea is in itself in no way new, and has been universally

found to furnish the key to all the peculiarities of national

temperament, and thence it may, I think—passing from
the abstract to the concrete—be fairly assumed that the

love of the sea in general will be found jiroportioned to the
extent of coasts in any particular country, and very espe-

cially in proportion to the sinuosities and general accessi-

bility of the coast itself, while, of course, the question of

average temperature and other meteorological conditions

are necessarily important, and sometimes determining factor&

in the creation of a general national fondness for "blue
water."

For one thing, it is diflicult for the average Eoglishmau

to understand the utter indifterence of the mass of the

inhabitants of Central Europe for the ocean in any of its

aspects, and the njtion of a " seaside season," which is with

ourselves a matter of course, would be an idea really

impossible to convey adequately to the normal mind of a

dweller in Central Europe.

It may, perhaps, however, be news to some that the

number of islands, great and small—many very small indeed

—composing what is known as the group of the British Isles,

exceeds five thousand. It is true, certainly, that many of

these are mere shelves of rock, but still the fact remains

that the geographical term, Great Britain and Islands,

implies an archipelago of over five thovisand islands. Irre-

spective, too, of the mass of the outlying islands, fi-om the

Scilly group to the Orkney and Shetland Isles, the total

length of the coast-line from Berwick to the South Foreland,

thence to the Land's End, and from the Land's End to

Berwick again, apjiroaches two thousand miles, taking bays,

inlets, and harbours into account, and thus it is possible for

the excursionists around our own shores to accomplish a

distance equal to a fourth of the actual diameter of the

entire globe !

These are very rudimentary facts indeed, but they escape

many among us who are commonly reckoned, and probably

justly so, as being well informed generally. They are,

however, I think very suggestive facts, and, for one thing,

unquestionably furnish the clue to the undoulitedly strong

passion of Englishmen for the sea, which was, curiously

enough, much more intense as a passion before the epoch

of iron ships began.

Whether or no our maritime character is becoming

considerably modified by the various material influences and

altered conditions of our present complex civilisation, it is

not my business to inquire in this place, but it may be

safely said that the normal Englishman, Englishwoman,

and child are longing for the sea in summer, and directly

the mercury rises in the thermometer to a certain point,

that very large class known as the social " Everybody,"

begins to hasten coastwards, and the seaside season fairly

sets in. It goes without saying that, as a general rule,

English people are not remarkable for method or thought

in their pleasures and recreative arrangements, and

thence it is that, in general, comparatively a few water-

ing-places are thronged and packed with visitors for a

season, and a large proportion of people made very un-

comfortable, and not a few exceedingly ill, simply because
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the vast majority of heads of families deciding on a seaside

holiday are led by names rather than things, and all flock

off to comparatively a few places, -which most of them

know a little better than their own neighbour-

hoods, having had more leisure for the study
;

and thus it follows that, to a great extent, the

essential framework and normal conditions of town life are

precipitated on tlie select and fashionable places of seaside

resort, and a number of unsanitary conditions produced

which ought never to exist, while the special pleasures which

would be derived from the seaside, minus these conven-

tional municipal features, are but rarely attained, and are

even unknown to many who have, however, had the barren

experience brought to them of very many annual seaside

seasons. For one thing, the majority of persons are

lamentably ignorant, I fear, as to the character of the

coasts of their own country, beyond the few miles of it

that they have actually seen at the very few watering-

places they have visited. Thoy continue going, mechani-

cally almost, to the same place, and thus continue to repro-

duce in their recreative environments the very same
viciously monotonous conditions which they are professedly

seeking to escape when, with exhausted bodies and weary

minds, they at last decide on a change.

Many excellent and truly scientific* monographs now
exist as to the thermal conditions and general meteorological

aspect of the principal British coasts and surrounding seas,

and any one desirous of such information can easily

ascertain the exact character of the prevalent winds at

any particular place, the chemical constituents of the air,

and so forth. This, however, is the higher science of what

may be called our seaside philosophy, and taking humbler

and more easily practicable phases, I would first give a

rapid sketch of the salient and picturesque features of the

coasts of the British islands, and having noticed rapidly their

principal picturesque features, I shall then proceed to give

an outline, with all the needful practical particulars for

guiding aright intending visitors, of sundry places of beauty

and interest on our own coasts which are even now little

known, and less frequented, by the mass of people as places

of health-resort or recreative retirement. It is manifestly

absurd for people to continue visiting the same places, or

the same small group of familiar places, year after year,

and then, as some do, proceed abroad on the plea that

there is nothing fresh for them to see in their own country

!

First, however, let me say a word as to the general

features of the coasts of the United Kingdom. The
western coast, broadly, then, is formed by four deep and

very wide bays, divided by enormous buttresses of land

thrust far out to sea. The scenery is wild and magnificent.

Tremendous cliffs and masses of rocks fortify the shore, and

generally tower above the sea with rugged, but grand, pro-

files. These cliffs are mostly composed of exceedingly

ancient and very hard rocks, and have for ages successfully

resisted wind, frost, and even the insidious rain, and still

present very much the same features seaward that they

have done for the last two or three thousand years. As a

natural effect of this formation we have here a very deep

sea and remarkably powerful tides. Here, too, the waves

may be studied in their might, and present an aspect under

even a moderate gale which is altogether unlike anything

ever to be seen on the south coast.

On the east, in strong antithesis to the west, we find a

rather monotonous coast, usually sloping away south-east,

and having few or only comparatively unimportant head-

lands and not much cliff. The bays, or rather their equiva-

lents, are generally formed by rivers discharging into the

* See " English Seaside Kesorts," Vol. II., pages 3, 18, 39, 91,

109, 102, 17C, 211, 306.

sea, and such cliffs as exist are comparatively soft and

continually wearing away. The outline of the coast here

has been much modified by time and the sapping effects of

the tides, although these last are generally gentler in both

their ebb and flow, and century after century enormous

quantities of material is accumulating off the coast, render-

ing the ocean bed comparatively shallow. The southern

coast, indeed, to some extent unites the characteristics both

of the western and the eastern shores of these islands, and

as we pass westward along the Channel the sea becomes

deeper and its waves grow in magnitude until, at the Land's

End, we find ourselves in view of verita'ile Atlantic

billows. In truth, the whole of England, Wales, and, to

some extent, Scotland, is an inclined plane, having its most

elevated side on the west, and having there, too, its hardest

rocks. Cardigan Bay is nearly useless for shipping, and

generally speaking, with the exception of the Bristol

Channel and the mouth of the Mersey, commerce is by no

means the presiding genius of our great western coasts,

where there may still be found innumerable beautiful

nooks and unsurpassed vantages wherein to study the most

picturesque aspects of the sea under unusually favourable

conditions.

Then, again, to revert to my original contention as to

the capital and common blunder of recurring to a few

familiar places only as seaside resorts year after year.

While hundreds of thousands of regular seaside visitors

know the Isle of Wight more or less thoroughly, how many
are acquainted with the Seilly Islands, the Isle of Man,

or, more interesting still, put up at the Isle of Anglesea, to

say nothing of the Hebrides and other northern groups,

which, when they are set for a brief period in summer seas,

are in all senses places which repay the visitor a thousand-

fold for the little extra trouble involved in getting thus far

out of the beaten track 1 Then, again, while so many of

us are familiar with Portsmouth Harbour, Southampton

Water, and the very faint stretches of blue water off the

south coast, how many, comparatively speaking, are fami-

liar with the magnificent Bristol Channel, with Swansea

Bay, Milford Haven, St. Bride's Bay, Morecambe Bay, and

the splendid Solway Firth? How few, again, among

the tens of thousands who throng the esplanades of

the fashionable and popular south and east coast water-

ing-places are acquainted with the formation of the

Devonian heights which rear themselves in such stately

beauty and culminate at last at a height of 1,700 feet,

while on the north this lofty table-land falls grandly to

the sea in precipitous cliffs'! Then there are the beau-

tiful Cornish highlands, combining much of the romantic

and stern beauty of North Britain with the softer graces

and luxuriant vegetation of the sunny south. These re-

markable hills, which commence on the lovely shores of

Bideford Bay, contracting thence, form but a single line of

remarkable heights—a kind of English Apennines—sloping

abruptly to the sea on each side, and ending in the bold and

splendid headland at the extremity of Cornwall, where may

be studied the volcanic cliffs off Lizard Point, and where

the Seilly Isles, far out at sea, remain mute but eloquent

witnesses of the extent of this remarkable peninsula before

some awful convulsion rent away its southern extremity and

swallowed up what must have been in pre-historic times

a kind of Italy attached to a group of islands, which seemed

to some of the ancient Romans to be lost among the dreary

snowstorms of the Ultima Thule.

{To he continued.)

As a protection against blow-fliea, the best thing is creosote. If

placed in various positions near and around the meat, no fly will go

near it. Pyroligueous acid has the same effect.
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Day Sign for the Month.

ZODIACAL MAPS.
By Richard A. Proctob.

WE give this week both the day sign and the night sign

for the month, one showing the zodiacal sign now
high in the heavens at midnight, the other showing the

region of the zodiac athwart which the sun pursues his

course at this part of the year.

THE ANTARCTIC REGIONS.
By R. a. Proctor.

(Contitmed from page 31.)

THE enormous icebergs which come from out the Ant-

arctic seas suggest interesting conclusions respecting

regions as yet unexplored. This will be understood when

it is remembered that all the larger and loftier icebergs

have in reality had tbeir origin in immense glaciers. Vast

masses of ice are formed, indeed, in the open sea. Each

winter the seas which have been open during the summer
months (December, January, and February) are covered

over with ice of enormous thickness, and when summer
returns the ice-fields ihus formed are broken up, and the

fragments, borne a'jninst each other during storms, become

piled into gigantic masses. But the agglomerations thus

formed, vast though they are, are far exceeded in magni-

tude by the true icebergs. " Among the drifting masses

of flat sea-ice," says Tyndall, " vaster masses sail which

spring from a totally different source. These are the ice-

bergs of the polar seas. They rise sometimes to an eleva-

tion of hundreds of feet above the water, while the height

of ice submerged is about seven times that seen above."
" What is their origin 1 " he proceeds, speaking of those

met with in the northern seas. " The Arctic glaciers^

From the mountains in the interior the indurated snows
slide into the valleys, and fill them with ice. The glaciers-

thus formed move, like the Swiss ones, incessantly down-
wards. But the Arctic glaciere reach the sea, and enter

it, often ploughing up its bottom into submarine moraines.

Undermined by the lapping of the waves, and unable to-

resist the strain imposed by their own weight, they break

across, and discharge vast masses into the ocean. Some o£

these run aground on the adjacent shores, and often main-

tain themselves for years. Others escape, to be finally

dissolved in the warm waters of the ocean."

It is important to notice that the Antarctic icebergs are-

vaster and more numerous than those formed in Arctic

seas. How large these last are will be understood from

the instance referred to by Tyndall, who, citing Sir Leopold.

MacCliutock, describes an Arctic iceberg 250 ft. high, and
aground in 500 ft. of water. But Captain Maury speaks

of Antarctic icebergs in the open sea, hundreds of feet

high and " miles in extent." '" The belt of ocean that en-

circles this globe on the polar side of fifty-five degrees south

latitude is never free from icebergs," he adds ;
" they are

formed in all parts of it all the year round. I have en-

countered them myself as high as the parallel of thirty-

seven degrees, . . . and navigators on the voyage from the
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Cape of Good Hope to Melbourne, and from Melbourne to

Cape Horn, scarcely ever venture, except while passing

Cape Horn, to go on the polar side of hfty-five degrees."

As he justly remarks, "the nursery for the bergs to fill

such a field must be an immense one ; such a nursery can-

not be ' n the sea, for icebergs require to be fastened firmly

to the shore until they attain full size. They, therefore,

in their mute way, are loud with evidence in favour of

Antarctic shorelines of great extent, of deep bays where
they may be formed, and of lofty cliffs whence they may be
launched."

It is remarkable, however, that Maury fails to notice

that the evidence of these enormous icebergs is opposed to

the theory of an Antarctic continent, or is, at least, by
no means in favour of that theory. It might at once be
objected, indeed, to the inferences derived by Maury from
the Antarctic icebergs, that similar reasoning would show
the unknown parts of the Arctic regions to be mainly

occupied by land masses. But, apart from this, all that

we know of glaciers teaches us to recognise the fact that

they are furmed only in regions where vast mountain
ranges exist, and where the lower levels are reached by
ravines ai d valleys gradually diminishing in slope as they

descend. Nnw, wherever this is the contour of the land,

we have in the surrounding regions one or other of the

three following conditions :—Either (i. ), flat land regions

around the base of the mountain ranges ; or (ii.), inland

seas upon which the valleys debouch ; or (iii., and lastly),

open sea, in which the mountain ranges form islands or

pinnacles complicated in figure. It is clear that only'^the

third of these formations corresponds to the conditions

indicated by the Antarctic icebergs. There must be a

communication between Antarctic seas and the mountain-

slopes of Antarctic lands, and this ccmmunicaticn must be

by long and deep vallejs, descendirg to fiords, baje, and
sulfs. It is thus as certain as such a matter can be until
CI

the eye of man has actually rested on these regions, that

the Antarctic shore."; are extremely irregular ; and it setms

altogether more probable that the land-masses of Antarctic

regions consist of a number of large islands like those in

the seas to the north of America, than that there is a

great continental region, broken along its border, like the

Scandinavian peninsula, into bays and fiords.

But, strangely enough. Captain Maury actually recog-

nises the necessity for a suitable region within which the

icebergs are to be formed, but seems to feel bound (by the

opinion of geographers respecting the unknown Antarctic

regions) to reconcile the existence of such a region with

the theory of a great Antarctic continent. "Fiords, deep

bays, and capacious gulfs loom up," he tells us, " before

the imagination, reminding us to sa^k the question, Is there

not embosomed in the Antarctic continent a Mediterranear ,

the shores of which are favourable to the growth and tht;

launching of icebergs of tremendous size? and is not tie

entrance to this sea near the meridian of Cape Horn,

perhaps to the west of it ?" But the condition of the Ant-

arctic seas will not permit us to adopt such a view of the

origin of southern icebergs. Even if the imagined Antarctic
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Mediterranean were not icebound, it would be sufficiently

difficult to conceive that the glaciers formed around its

shores would pass out in stately procession through the

imagined straits south and west of Cape Horn. How
should currents sufficiently strong be generated to bear

these glacial masses away ? How could collisions, blocking

up the mouth of the strait, often for months together, be

avoided ? And when the consideration is added that an
Antarctic Mediterranean would almost certainly be frozen

over the whole year through, the theory that it is within

such a sea that Antarctic glaciers are formed becomes, in

our opinion, altogether untenable. If such a sea exists, it

must be blocked up with ice too completely for any con-

siderable movements to take place within it. Even the

glaciers on its borders must be unlike the glaciers known
to us, because the downward motion of the ice-masses

composing them must be so checked by the resistance of

masses already accumulated, as to be scarcely perceptible

even in long periods of time.

(To he continued.)

THE ABSOLUTE CAPACITY OF A
CONDENSER.

AT the last meeting of the Physical Society, Mr. R. T.

Glazebrook, M.A., F.R.S., of Cambridge University,

described some interesting experiments he had made to

determine, in absolute measure, the electrical capacity of a
condenser sent to him for the purpose by Messrs. Latimer
Clark, Muirhead, & Co., the well-known makers. The
general method employed by Mr. Glazebrook is that given
by Clerk Maxwell in his treatise on "Electricity," vol. II.,

sec. 776. A commutator driven by a tuning-fork is fitted

to the condenser in such a manner that the plates of the
condenser are alternately connected to two points at dif-

ferent electrical potentials, and then put into communication
with each other. The condenser and commutator are inserted

as one of the arms of a Wheatstone bridge, and Maxwell
has shown that if the period of vibration be sufficiently

slow, the combination is approximately equivalent

to a resistance of .— where n is the frequency of the

tuning-fork, and C the capacity of the condenser. Thus,
if a be the resistance of the arm conjugate to the con-
denser, c and d resistances of two other conjugate arms,

we have the condition for a balance — = c d, or w C =:
?iC

—-. Thus C can be found if a, c, d, and n be known. Mr.
c a,

J. J. Thomson has, however, shown ("Phil. Trans.," part
iii., 1883) that Maxwell's formula is only approximate,
and has given the correct formula. It was this which Mr.
Crlazebrook used in his tests, and the arrangement of
apparatus is shown in the figure. The condenser
and commutator were placed on the bridge arm B D,
and P is the moving piece commutator, which, when
in contact with S, changes the condenser, and,
when in contact with R, discharges it. The tuning-
forks used had frequencies of 16, .32, 64, and 128 to the
second, as determined by careful comparison with a clock
by the method of Lord Rayleigh. The corresponding
values of the capacity were, in terms of the legal ohm.,
•3336 mf. (microfarads), -3340 mf., -3335 mf., and -3337
mf., the mean being 3337 microfarads. The experiments
do not show any variation in the capacity, as the time of
charging is changed from 1-1 6th to 1-1 28th of a second.

The formula also gives a ready and accurate means of

determing the pitch of a tuning-fork, for if the capacity of

the condenser used is known, the value of n can be deter-

mined. Mr. Glazebrook has successfully used it for this

purpose. A question arose at the meeting as to the effi-

cacy of mercury contacts in such experiments, and Dr.
W. li. Stone stated that he found mercury and iron con-
tacts to be free from sticking. Whether this is an advan-
tage or not in making a good contact is doubtful. Recent
experiments within our knowledge would seem to point to

a microphone action in such contact?.

—

Enfjineerin'j.

^rfaiehig*

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLK

Picfure-maHnff by Photograjihy. By H. P. RoBixsON.
(London : Piper & Carter. 1884.)—Many a photographer
whose technical manipulation is perfect, whose plates never
fog, and the half-tones of whose negatives leave nothing to

be desired, fails dismally in the production of anything re-

sembling an ariistic picture. That it will not merely
suffice to that end to stick up a camera in front of a view or

group, and subsequently to expose and develop a plate, Mr.
Robinson's excellent manual not only conclusively shows, but
points out definitely why, in the plainest and most compre-

hensilile manner. His little book should be in the hands
of every one who is anxious to preserve the element of

beauty in his reproductions of nature, and is not contented

with a mere wooden and mechanical copy of the objects he
depicts by the aid of the camera.

The London Water Supply, its Past, Present, and Future.

By G. Phillips Bevan, F.S.S. (London : Edward Stan-

ford. 1884.)—Beginning with an account of the water

supply of mediaeval London from the Thames, the Fleet,

the Tybourne, the Wallbrook, ic, Mr. Bevan carries us

down to the existing provision for the metropolis, and gives

full details with reference to the various water companies

to which we are indebted for it, their plant, sources of

supply, and profits ; concluding his book with an account

of the various schemes which have been devised for a large

increase in the amount of water to be furnished, by bringing

it from distant sources, such as Wales and Cumberland.

Considering how probably imminent legislation is on the

subject of the water supply of London, and how vastly its

4,000,000 inhabitants are interested in the question of the

purity and economy of such supply, Mr. Bevan's small

work should address a very large public indeed.

2Vie A B C Guide to Physical GfoyrapJii/. (London

:

Thomas Young, 1884.)—The leading physical features of

the earth's surface are set forth in this little book in a way
calculated to give a fair rudimentary idea of them. After

two perusals of it, we have come to the conclusion that the

author means to be funny ; but we speak with some hesi-

tation on this point.

Gas-Burners, Old and Nev3. By Owen Merrimak.
(London: Walter King. 1884.) Mr. Merriman gives us

a complete history and description of gas-burners, from
Murdock's original crude nipple, with its three perforations,

through the bat's-wing and fish-tail forms down to the

highly complicated and elaborate ones devised by Siemens,

Clamond, and others ; and the more simple, but practically

equally efficient, burners of Sugg, Bray, and Bronner.

The work before us may well tend to dissipate a good deal

of unreasoning prejudice against gas-lighting, and to indi-

cate how—at all events for domestic purposes—it will hold

its own against the electric light for many a long day yet.
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Vivisection in its Scientific, Eeligio%is, and Moral Aspects.

By E. D. GiRDLESTONE, B.A. (London : Simpkin, Mar-

shall, it Co. 1884.) The Utility and Morality of Vivisec-

tion. By G. Gore, LL.D., F.R.S. (London : J. W.
Kolckmann. 1884.)—We have classed these two pam-
phlets together, inasmuch as they have one common aim :

to plead for our right t3 experiment (of course under due

restrictions) on the lower animals, for the benefit of man-

kind. Any impartial jiersou who will read these brochures

through with the attention that they deserve, will be able

to estimate at its true worth the cant of those who ride and
drive horses which have been subjected to a mo=t painful

form of " vivisection " (as probably as not by au ignorant

country farrier), who eat veal that has been slowly bled to

death, who will leave a pheasant with its thigh shattered

by shot to die in a ditch, but who shriek with horror if a

frog is decapitated, or the larynx of a dog opened, to obtain

knowledge that may benefit thousands of suffering human
beings.

Vaccination, by Alexander Wheeler. (London :

E. W. Allen. 1883.)—More anti-vaccination juggling with

statistics ! Mr. Wheeler gets hold of one table of mortality

and finds that ten years of least small-pox had more deaths

than ten years of most small-pox ; and then of another,

showing that ten years of most small-pox had more deaths

than ten years of least small-pox ; but the}- all (according

to him) prove the same thing I We all remember how
Bret Harte took tlie number of people who were annually

killed on railways and the number of those who died in

their beds, showing conclusively that it was almost indefi-

nitely safer to travel by rail than to go to bed. The anti-

vaccinationists appear to us to deal with their statistics on

a strictly cognate principle.

Solar FJiysics. An Alnianack of the Christian Era, &c.

By A. H. SwixTOX. (London : W. H. Allen i Co. 1883.)

—After wearily wading through this curious muddle of

science and non-science (or, more shortly, nonsense) in its

gorgeous cover, whereon a sun like a gilt crumpet reposes

on an azure ground, we found that it concluded with a
" list of subscribers." This, at all events, sufficed to explain

the otherwise incomprehensible fact of its ever having been

published at all. Our idea, gathered from its perusal, is

that the author is a perfectly sincere and conscientious

fanatic, who has been patted on the back by what has been
not too politely called " the sunspot ring," in this country,

for the sake of the respectability shed upon their professed

views by their proclamation by a disinterested person. At
all events, he quotes from a contribution of his own to the

organ devoted to the pecuniary advancement of the gently

referred to. But he really ought to be right in his facts.

To begin at the beginning, he sets down 1882 as the

year of maximum sunspots, whereas the Astronomer
Royal (on ]). 8 of his " Report to the Board of Visitors of

the Royal Observatory Greenwich, read on June 7, 1884),

says :
—" The mean spotted area of the sun was slightly

gi'eater in 1883 than during the preceding year." So, again,

with his allegation (p. 46) that years of Sunspot Maxima
are those of the greatest rainfall : Can his friend, Mr.
Symons (p. 70), give him no information on the British

rainfall during 1883 and 1884? The argument on pp. 61

and 62, however (if it can be dignified by that name), is

perhaps as typical of our author's reasoning capacity as

anything he advances. " Mr. F. Chambers," we are told,

" has stated that when the sun is most spotty, then the mean
yearly pressure on the barometer at Bombay is least ; whOe at

St. Petersburg, from 1822 to 1871, the mean height of the

barometer is said, contrariwise, to have accorded with the

spottings of the sua .... Certainly the spots affect the

barometer" (!) This "certainly" is delicious, and strongly

suggests the dialogue in the immortal street drama of

Punch. " About six weeks ago," says the original owner
of Toby, " I lost this dog." " And," responds Mr. Punch,
"about six weeks ago I found him." "Well," says his

interlocutor, " tliat shows he's mine " " No," says Punch,
" that shows he's mine." Is not the parallel perfect]

The Student's Guide to Scientific Botany. By Robert
Bextlet, F.L.S., ic. (London : J. i A. ChurchLlI, 1884.)

—

We have one fault to find with Mr. Bentley's excellent little

book, and that is the absence of a glossary of botanical

terminology from its pages. But for this, it would be as

invaluable to the beginner as it now is to the advanced
student. Under existing circumstances, the incipient

botanist who was struggling to identify one of (say) the
Lilia; might rather fail to ascertain whether the specimea

under investigation had its " Authers introrse " and its

" Fruit a loculicidal capsule," in the absence of any idea

what " introrse " and loculicidal " could possibly mean 1 If,

however, weconceive him to have mastered these and cognate

terms, he could hardly possess a handier or more useful

companion in his rambles in search of plants than the work
before us. As the majority of the illustrations are taken
from British medicinal plants, this small volume would
seem to have been chiefly written as a text-book for the
botanical examination of medical and pharmaceutical

students ; but any one who, by the aid of Mr. Bentley's

book, will honestly work through the various genera of

plants he describes must assuredly obtain a sound and com-
prehensive knowledge of the princip es of systematic

botany, to whatever purpose he may ultimately apply it.

Wonders of Plant Life under the Microscope. By
Sophie Bledsoe Herrick. (London : W. H. Allen &
Co., 1884.)—This pretty and pleasantly written volume
deals with some of the more remarkable facts in structural

and physiological botany, and is well calculated to create,

or strengthen, an interest in plant^life, and to invite atten-

tion to the marvels which it presents. We note one or

two trivial errors in points of detail, but none of sufficient

importance to detract from the value of a delightful book>

Assuming that the object of its fair authoress has been

to make the study of plants attractive, assuredly she has

succeeded.

Confessions of an English HacMsh-Eater. (London :

George Redway, 1884.)—Accepting the recorded expe-

riences of the author of this work as genuine, they pre-

sent a certain amount of interest to the toxicologist and
psychologist. By taking tincture of hemp be appears to

have induced a sequence of wild waking dreams and night-

mares, which he sets forth in somewhat rhapsodical

language. Fortunately we find it hard to conceive that he
will make many converts to his peculiar method of intoxi-

cation—at all events, in this country.

Ox page 8 of the " Report of the Astronomer Royal to the Boartl

of Visitors of the Roral Observatorv at Greenwich," presented at

the Annual Yisitation of the Eoyal Observatory, June 7, lSS-1, we
read that " The mean spotted area of the sun was slightly greater

in 1883 than during the preceding year." Hence it is pretty obvious

that 1883 was the year of sun-spot maximum of the current cycle.

Turning now to p. 34 of the " Results of the Meteorological and
Magnetical Observations for 1883," at Stonyhurst College Observa-

tory, we find Father Perry saying that " The rainfall for the year

was nearly two inches below the average" (for the last thirty-six

years). Certain members of a remarkable association at Brompton,
known as " The Committee on Solar Physics," are now tired of

assui-ing the uninstructed and unscientific public that years of

maximum sun-spots are invariably those of maximum rainfall too;

and that it is only necessary to pay sufficiently highly to have the
one watched to enable the other to be predicted. It is as well that

the real truth should be known in this matter before the National

Exchequer is further called on to subsidise those who make such

baseless assertions.
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THE FACE OF THE SKY.

From Jily ISth to August 1st.

By F.R.A.S.

SUN-SPOT activity, albeit somewhat subsiding at last, continues

sufficiently to render the Sun an interesting object of daily

examination. Map VII. of " The Stars in their Seasons" furnishes

the present aspect of the night sky. Jlercnry is an evening star,

but by no means well placed for the observer. Venus is a morning

star, and may be seen before sunrise with the naked eye. To the

student who possesses the means of directing a telescope on her

during the daytime, she will appear as a lovely object. These are

the two solitary planets now visible. The Moon will scarcely come
nto view for the purpose of the ordinary observer until about the

27th, being New 54 minutes after noon on the 22nd, and travelling

« luthward in the sky. One occultation of a star only will be visible

fluring the period covered by these notes. It occurs on the 27th,

when the 64th magnitude star, 15 A C 4,294, will disappear at the

dark limb of the moon at 8h. lUm. p.m. at an angle from her vertex

of 164^, and reappear at her bright limb at 8h. 50ra. p.m. at a

vertical angle of 229". The Moon is in Taurus to-day at noon, and
i-emains in that constellation until 6 a.m. on the 20th, when she

passes into the northern part of Orion. This she traverses in, as

nearly as may be, 12 hours, entering Gemini at G o'clock in the

evening of the same day. She does not leave Gemini for Cancer

until 6 a.m. on the 22nd, and, oddly, it is 6 p.m. on the 2.3rd when
sbe crosses the boundary into Leo. At 9 p.m on the 24th she

descends into Sextans, emerging into Leo again about 9h. 30m. the

aiext morning. At 11 a.m. on the 2Gth she enters Virgo, a constel-

lation which she does not quit for Libra until 7 p.m. on the 29th.

She is crossing Libra until 9 o'clock at night on the 31st, at which

instant she passes into the narrow northern strip of Scorpio. Her
path over this is traversed by 7h. 30m. the next morning, when she

emerges in Ophiuchus. There we leave her.

DESIGN FOR PARLOUR ORGAN.

OUR engraving shows a design of an organ made many years

ago, in which all the pipes arc said to have been made of

silver. We present it to our readers with the hope that it may

so novel and popular a cliaracter that people must have it would be
worth many thousands of dollars to the manufacturer who secured

it.— Scientific American.

serve as a suggestion leading to the production of something new

and good in the form of musical keyed instruments. We are tired

of the present stereotyned shapes of our pianos and organs.
_

Will

not somebody strike out in a new direction? A suitable design of

iHiSrrllnnrn.

The Koyal Microscopical Society, after carefal deliberation, have
decided upon admitting ladies to all the privileges of fellowship,

attendance at the ordinary meetings excepted.

A COEEESPONDEXT, writing anent a paragraph which appeared in

p. 37, says that there must be some mistake in it, inasmuch as both
the astronomical Doctors Draper, father and son, are, unhappily,

dead.

To get rid of the smell of paint, plunge a handful of hay into a

pail of water, and let it stand in any room newly painted. The
smell will be greatly lessened.

It is stated that the gas sold in the metropolis cortinnes to in-

crease, the quantity in 1883 being more than 20,000 millions of

cubic feet. The quantity is vast, and the consumption of coal is

proportionate, the weight carbonised being more than 2,000,000

tons.

An article on " Patent Medicines" appears in our contemporary
the Lancet for July 5, which may be perused with advantage by all

who labour under the delusion that the Government stamp affords

the slightest security against even the poisoning of the purchaser

of any advertised nostrnm.

Ik 1882 the colony of A'ictoria was required by the courts to pay
£120,000 to persons injured by accidents on the States railroads, of

which it had 1,355 miles. The sum was 17 per cent, of the total net

earnings of its railroads. Most of these accidents were on one
comparatively short line, and the payments for injaries exceeded
the net earnings of this line by about £25,000.

The following quantities—in tons—of zinc were produced in

1883, by the different countries named :—The Rhine district and
Belgium, 123,891; Silesia, 70,405; Great Britain, 27,661; France
and Spain, 14,671 ; Poland, 3.783 ; Austria, 2,870; United States,

32,790 ; totals, 276,080. These figures all show increase on previous

years, except as relates to France and Spain and to Poland, which
show a decrease.

Sir Loris Malet, late Under Secretary of State for India, Sir

Evelyn Baring, late Minister of Finance in India, and Mr. West-
land, Comptroller and Auditor-General to the Government of India,

have addressed a letter to Mr. Henry Dunning Macleod to be

forwarded to the Civil Service Commissioners, earnestly recom-

mending that his works on Political Economy should be adopted in

the Civil Service examinations.

Some time since, Dr. Morris, of Birmingham, succeeded, as he
believed, in photographing a third sort of blood corpuscle, which,

being of the same colour and the same refractive index as the

liquor sanguinis, was invisible to the eye. Grave doubt has been
thrown on the objective existence of these corpuscles by Mr. St.

George St. Clair, who, as the result of a series of experiments, has,

he conceives, demonstrated that Dr. Morris's corpuscles are nothing

but photographic ghosts.

It is estimated that the total annual production of watches in

Switzerland at the present day exceeds 1,600,000, with an aggre-

gate value of 88,000,000 francs, the total number of workmen em-
ployed averaging 40,000. A novel kind of watch has been recently

invented by Mr. Paul Kramer, at Neuchatel. This watch is called

M aiguilles nniverselles, and indicates simultaneously the times of

different countries ; one, for example, shows the different times for

Paris, Suez, Bombay and Hue, another for New York and San
Francisco.

The Anti-Vivisection .Society have lodged a protest against the

crucial experiment by which M. Pasteur proposes t.^ demonstrate
the efficiency of his vaccine for rabies. Mrs. Kingsford, M.D., who
made herself prominent on this occasion, exclaimed that M. Pastetir

was not justified in "torturing thousands of animals" with the

object of abolishing so " very rare " a disease. The " thonsaads "

when translated into the language of sober reason shrink to forty I

As for the *' rarity," we must remember that twenty-one persons

died of hydrophobia in the Department of the Seine within twelve

months.

—

Medical Press and Circular.

A DEPUTATION from the City Commissioners of Sewers visited

Wimbledon recently to see the result of the experiments in elec-

trical street lighting which have been conducted for some months
past by Mr. Preece. From these it appears that 'be most efficient
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practical mode of distributing light for a main street, like that of

Wimbledon, is by means of 50-candle lamps, fixed 20 ft. high, at

intervals of 100 ft. The effects were admitted to be remarkably
striking, and to furnish a capital example of efficient street light-

ing. We hear that it is within the range of probabilit)' that similar

experiments will, ere long, be tried in some of the busier City

thoroughfares where arc lights, although not a failure, have
apparently fallen short of their anticipated success.

Electro-Magnktic Induction.—At the Physical Society recently

Mr. C. V. Boys exhibited the phenomenon first observed by Fara-
day, that a copper disc suspended bitilarly between the poles of an
electro-magnet, so as to cross the lines of magnetic force at an
angle, is suddenly kicked or twisted parallel with the lines of force

when the magnet is excited. If the disc be perpendicular to the

lines of force it is repelled by a pole when the magnet is made and
attracted by the same pole when the magnet is unmade. Mr.
Boys has investigated the phenomenon very fully, and points out
tliat it offers a quick and ready means of measuring the intensity

<rf an electro-magnetic tield, as well as a means of finding the

<?lectric resistance of plates and discs of metal.

—

Enginei'i-inrf.

Mr. Charles Bati relor, who has been engaged in developing the
Edison system in Europe, states that the contracts on hand at the

factories on the Seine are more than the 400 employ^i can carry out

Hft present, ilr. Batchelor proceeds :
—"The French company is com-

pleting a 20,000 light circuit for l*aris. It covers the very heart of

the city, the Kue de I'ttpera, and other points which have heretofore
been unsuccessfully attempted to be covered, by the best class of

:irc lights. The company has lighted already the Hotel dc Ville,

and has over G.OOO lights in the Grand Opera House, 2,000 in the

Kden Theatre, 1,200 in the Comique, 1,200 in the Vaudeville, and
1,200 in the Grand Hotel. Mr. Batchelor thinks it a fair estimate
to say that the contracts of the company now cover about 26,000
private lights to which no power is furnished, but only the globes,

<S:c. There are 600 lamps in La Nouveaute, 500 in La Variete, 500
in La Bouffe Parisenne. They are to be found in all the caft^!i front

the Sladeleine to the Variete, and as far north as the Gare St.

Lazare, and as far south as the Hotel Continental. Through all

this district, the most imjiortant in the city, the company has the
option of the right of way for all i>rivate lighting purposes on the
payment of two and a half million francs, and its rights are
guaranteed by the Government.
At the meeting of the Geological Society, on June 25, the follow-

ing communication was read :

—" Additional Notes on the Jurassic

Rocks which underlie London." By Professor John 'W. Judd,
F.R.S., Sec. G.S. Since the reading of the former paper on the

eubject (Feb. 6. 1881), the well-boring at Richmond has been
carried to a depth of more than 1,360 ft. The point reached is,

reckoning from Ordnance-datum line, 220 ft. lower than that
attained by any other boring in the London basin. A temporary
cessation of the work has permitted Mr. Collett Homersham
to make a more exact determination of the underground tem-
perature at Richmond. At a depth of 1,337 ft. from the surface,

this was found to be 75^° Fahr., corresponding to a rise of

temperature of 1° F. for every 5243 feet of descent. The bore is

still being carried on in the same red sandstones and " marls," ex-

liibiting much false-bedding, which were described in the previous
communication. The Rev. H. H. Winwood, of Bath, has had the
good fortune to find the original fossils obtained by the late Mr. C.

Moore from the oolitic limestone in the boring at Meus's Brewery
in 1878. A careful study of these proves that though less numerous
and in a far less perfect state of preservation than the fossils from
the RichmoTid well, they in many cases belong to the same species,

and demonstrate the Great Oolite age of the strata in which they
occtirred.

The Destbuction of Wild Bikds in India.—Under the auspices
of the East India Association, a meeting of naturalists, planters,

sportsmen, and others interested in the affairs of India wes held on
Friday, July 11, at the rooms of the Zoological Society, under the
presidency of Professor Flower, LL.D., F.R.S. (Director of the
British Museum Natural History Department, and President of the
Zoological Society), for the purpose of urging the necessity of
Government measures for the preservation of wild birds in India.

The principal address was dehvered by Mr. Robert H. Elliot, some-
time planter of Mysore, and a well-known writer upon Indian topics.

He pointed out that every civilised Government, with the exception
of that of India, has recognised the value of birds as insect eaters,

and has adopted measures for their preservation ; and that the
absence of legislation forebodes, where it has not yet presented,
serious results to planters and agriculturists. As tlie most conve-
nient season for the destruction of birds is during the fine weather
that succeeds the heavy rains of the monsoons, and as this season
is also the breeding time, the destruction of insect-eatiug birds
proceeds at such a rate as must soon lead to almost absolute exter-
mination, unless preservative measures are speedily adopted. There

was a general agreement in the meeting that legislation on the
subject is imperatively reqtiired, and it was resolved that a repre-

sentation to that effect should be addressed to the Government of

India.

Birds Caught and Killed by the Electric Light.—A despatch
from Winona, Minn., describes a very curious incident in connec-
tion with the use of the electric light there. It says :—Every night
this week thousands of migratory birds have gathered about the
electric light on the stand-pipe in this city. Between the hours of

one and two o'clock the birds were seen in swarms about the light,

and hundreds fell to the ground. A few were caught alive, but the

larger part were dead. Prof. Holzinger, of the normal school,

reports the following species among those collected during the past

two nights at the waterworks:—Catbirds, grossbeaks in variety,

scarlet ranagers, golden crown thrushes, water thrushes, chestnnt-

sided warblers, blackburnian warblers, Tennessee warblers, magnolia
warblers, Carolina rails, yellow-throated vireos, black and white
creepers, traels, fly-catchers, green-crested fly-catchers, Savannah
sparrows, white-throated sparrows, Maryland yellon'-tbroats, black-

billed cuckoos, helldivers, indigo birds, and yellow-bellied wood-
peckers. On Tuesday night the grossbeaks predominated, and on
AVednesday night the rails. Catbirds were numerous on both
nights. The birds which breed in this locality were noticeably

absent. S'aluable additions from these birds are being made to the

museum of the Society of Arts and Science, and a set of duplicates
of most of the varieties has been furnished by Prof. Holzinger ta

the high school collection. Many of the birds which were caught
alive may be seen in cages at the engine-house of the waterworks.—Electrical World (New York).

It has been stated that the Times of June 14 is the largest pro-

duction that has ever issued from the daily press with the excep-
tion of the Times for Jane 21, 1861. We, therefore, have pleasure
in drawing attention to the following :—The Times issued June 14
consisted of twenty-four pages, each containing six columns—144
columns in all; the total length of which was 264 feet—52 feet

higher than the monument; and they contained enough matter to

fill two volumes of 480 pages. Almost every week, at least one
issue of the Daily Detroit Free Press consists of twenty-four pages
of seven columns each. On June 2, 1878, it consisted of thirty-two

pages of seven columns each. On June 8 this year, in cele-

bration of its removal into the new Free Press Building,

Detroit, and on or about its fifty-third birthday, The Daily
Detroit Free Press consisted of thirty-six pages of seven
columns each—the largest paper ever printed in the world,

we believe. This gives 252 columns, whose total length is 420 feet

—double the height of the Monument, and sixteen feet to spare.

The paper used to print this edition, run off the reels in a straight

line, would extend 108 miles ; while, spread out wide, it would,

cover 25 acres ; piled sheet on sheet, as folded, it would tower up
nearly three times the height of the Monument ; and, in book form,

it would fill two volumes of 600 pages each. The mechanical work
—composing, stereotyping, and printing—occupied 148 men ; and
the literary matter, outside the reports of the Associated Press,

was furnished by no less than thirty-five editors, reporters, and
regular contributors attached to The Free Press staff, and forty-two

correspondents in various parts of the world. The price was five

cents, aa usual.

Colouk-Blixdness.—There is every reason to believe that the

new apparatus for combining colours, devised by Mr. Offert and by
Lord I?ayleigh, will lead to a thoroughly scientific investigation of

colour-blindness. Considering how common Daltonism is, and how
essential it is that railway men and others working with coloured

signals should be free from it, or at least know the extent to which
they suffer from it, some simple means of investigating it is desirable.

Lord Rayleigh's apparatus is based on double refraction, and the

obtaining of two overlapping spectra, which the person under
examination looks at, and describes as green, blue, or purple, what-

ever it appears to his or her sight. Lord Rayleigh has, we believe,

tested the vision of numerous friends, and is willing to extend his

observations further. So far he has found that the majority of

persons tried require only half as much red in the mixed spectra to

turn a given yellow into green as he himself does. People vary from
each other in matching colours, and there are grades of " colour-

blindness." Ordinary colour-blindness is blindness to red, but the

father of Mr. Stanley, the optician, was colour-blind to green. As
an engineer, when engaged in colouring plans, he had to single out

his green pigments by their names. To him they appeared a

kind of brown. Lord Rayleigh has not, we understand, noticed

any striking differences between the two eyes of the same person,

except what is due to fatigue of one eye and freshness of the

other. Dr. Guthrie, who is colour-blind to red, believes himself

more than usually sensitive to blue ; and Lord Rayleigh has found

persons abnormally sensitive to red, as well as abnormally insen-

sitive to it. It would be interesting to discover whether such
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persona can see further down the red end of the spectrum than
is usual. Perh.apR the modification of Lord Eayleij^^h's apparatus,
by Mr. Glazebrook, for measuring the distance on the spectrum,
which any one can see, will answer this part of the inquiiy.

—

Encjineering.

Fireplaces.—Now is the time to embellish the fireplaces. But
what are we going to choose, floral decorations or paper ? Let us
hope not the latter, for nothing shows the want of good taste so
much as when one enters a room, and is immediately faced by an
array of rod tinsel, or some such fiery stuff, to hide the empty
grate. Therefore we will put paper out of our thoughts, and seek
some other more suitable subject. Plants are exceedingly orna-
namental, that is, when nicely arranged. But then the question
arises, What have we got suitable ? Palms, grasses, dracsonas,
ferns, are excellent, the point being to secure plants with neat
and graceful foliage. Then we shall want a fair proportion of
colour to light up the group. For this purpose the flowers
should be choice as well as showy. A huge geranium or
pelargonium placed in the centre of the grate is decidedly unsuit-
able, because it betrays bad taste. A neat tuft of white Mar-
guerites peeping out from amongst grassy leafage will be decidedly
preferable to a large lumpy calceolaria or geranium. The plants
will want renewing constantly, because it docs not look well to
have sickly plants in such a prominent position. It is customary
with many to fit a mirror to the entire opening of the fireplace, and
then group the plants in front ; this produces a line effect when
the plants are nicely arranged. It is necessary that the plants are
cle.an and dry when placed in position, but the soil in the pots
should be moist enough to last a few days. If the plants are not
kept too long in the parlour, they will be none the worse for the
change.

—

Amateur Gardening.
Inteoduction of the Electric Light at Mk. J. F. Milnee's

Flour Mill.—A short time ago, a description was given in the
Guardian of the new system of grinding coni by the roller process
introduced by Mr. J. F. Milner at his Woodsidc mill. Mr. Milncr
has now introduced the method of electric lighting at his premises,
so that the Woodside mill is now one of the most complete premises
for corn grinding to be met with in the north of England. As the
mill is run day and night, the introduction of electric lighting will,
it is believed, prove to be an immense advantage in many ways.
The experiment was tried for the first time on Thursday night,
and was found to work admirably, the lamps giving out a clear,
steady, and brilliant light. A brief description of the working
will be of interest to many readers. The installation consists of
one Crompton Burgin compound self-regulating dynamo-machine,
and some seventy-six 20-candle power Swan incandescent lamps.
The machine, however, is capable of supplying some ninety such
lamps, and it is intended to add to the number on the completion of
Mr. Miluer's new ofBceg. It is also intended that there shall be
an arc lamp on each side of the mill, for loading purposes ; these
will bo of the well-known Crompton Crabbe double differential
type, of 2,000 actual candle-power. The Crompton Burgin machine
is now so well-known that we need not again go into its details

;

snflice it to say that any number of lamps can be turned out without
affecting the remainder, and that the power absorbed is diminished
iu proportion thereto. The Swan lamp, too, is noted for its durability
and economy, and has long been recognised as one of the best in the
market. The machine is placed on the top floor, where it is driven
by a small separate engine, which, although intended to drive the
hoist, answers admirably for driving the lights, as it can always
be kept running if desired. It is driven by a countershaft, at
a speed of 1,400 revolutions per minute. Xear the dynamo is

a neatly - polished pitch pine switch - board, containing three
main switches, which convey the current to the mill, warehouse,
screens, &c., respectively. We may here remark that a very in-
genious arrangement has been tried in regard to the staircase,
whereby all the lights on the landings can be left burning when
the others are turned out, thus enabling any one to see hjs way
down the steps after turning out the lights in his own room. On
the svritch-board are also a pair of fusible cut-outs (Hedge's patent)

,

which serve the same purpose as a fusible plug in a steam-boiler.
There are also small cut-outs to each lamp, so as to prevent the
possibility of fire from any cause whatever. The question of
reducing fire-risk in corn-mills is especiallv interesting. The loss
by fire in corn-mills has increased from £42"000 in 1877 to £154,000
iu 1883, and this has resulted in the insurance companies raising
their rates of premium. The adoption of the electric-light, how-
ever, will, it is believed, be a great step towards reducing this risk
to a minimum, and it is hoped that ere many months have passed,
the insurance companies will recognise its advantages, and reduce
their present high rates. The work has been carried out under the
superintendence of Mr. J. T. Baron, on behalf of Mr. Wilson
Hartuell, electric-light contractor, of Leeds, who recently lighted
up the new mill of Messrs. James Clay & Sons, Luddenden Foot.

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfred Temntson.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can jiossiily he in-

serted. Correspondents must not le offended, there/ore, should their

letters not appear.
All Hditorial communications should le addressed to the Editor o»

Knowledge ; all Business communications to the Publisheks, at the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, Tr.C. If this is kot attended to
delays aeise fob which the Editor is not eespo.nsible.

All Rf'mittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should he made
payaile to Messes. Wyman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No comuunications are answeeed by post, eten though stamped
and dieected envelope be enclosed.

" THE PEOPHET OF SAN PKANCISCO."

[1339]—I fear I am asking more than I oaght to ask of your kind
indulgence by begging you to insert such a letter as this, referring,

as it doe.?, to a review you were so good as to give in your last

number of my pamphlet—" The Unlimited Debt ;
" but I cannot

help feeling that some injustice has been done me by your calling

me " a disciple of Mr. George's," without stating that 1 differ from
him in a very important particular, by disapproving of confiscation.

Secondly, you say that if rent took the place of taxes, " God help
the cultivator of the soil ;

" but the whole point of the question is

this :—If private property in land is unjust, then that largest of all

classes, the poor—including the poor of the towns and the labourers
of the counti-y—are those whose case calls most for pity. If the
land belonged to the State, they, as part of the State, would benefit

by rent ; now they have none of it.

As for the tenant, the object of your pity, it must not be for-

gotten that he also has now no share of rent, and that he would
under the State system have, in addition to his share of rent, the
protection of a court of law corresponding exactly to the Irish

Land Commission, which has, in fact, been called into existence

owing to the necessity' of protecting him from the exactions of
private otcners. It was obviously impossible for me to provide
against all possible objections within the short compass of a tliree-

penny pamphlet, I am therefore the more emboldened to beg the
insertion of this letter.—I am, sir, your faithful servant,

F. W. D. MncHELL.

[I have yet to learn that the Irish Laud Commission has proved
such a success as to invite its reproduction in any other country iu

the civilised world.

—

Ed.]

MEALWORMS.

[1340]—In consequence of absence of home, I missed seeing
the number of Knowledge containing F. M. Dnplock's inquiry as
to mealworms, and only came across it for the first time a few
hours ago, when looking through some back numbers. 1 trust Mr.
Duplock will accept this explanation as my apology for the delay
in replying to his courteous letter.

I fear an article on mealworms is impracticable at present, but
perhaps the following notes may be useful. Mealworms are the
larva> of two kinds of elongate blackish beetles, Tenebrio molitor

and T. ohsrurus, which are the only British representatives of the
genus. They closely resemble one another in general appearance,
but the latter, which is usually a little the larger of the two, may
be at once distinguished by its duller appearance. It is said that
the mealworms from the East-end of London are generally those of

T. olscunis, and those from the West, T. molitor. The beetles may
be found iu bakeries, flour-mills, granaries, &c., where they devour
anything farinaceous they can get hold of.

They are noted also for the depredations they commit on ship-

biscuits. They occasionally fly to gas-lamps like moths. The
larva; of the two species are also much alike, that of T. ohscurus
being somewhat darker in colotir, and having the terminal seg-
ment rather longer. They are said to live two years in the
larval state, and then, without forming a cocoon, change to a pupa
which displays the form of the future beetle, and is probably the
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"tiny ghost," and "corpse-like thing" referred to, thongh on this

point we can scarcely speak definite!}* in the absence of a more
accurate description. The pupa state usually lasts about six weeks,

but its duration would be largely dependent upon temperature.

The beetle, on emergence from the pupa, is soft and of a reddish

colour, but, after a while, hardens and darkens.

The query as to rariation in size and growth of perfect insects

will be found answered in Knowledge, Xo. 138, p. 450. Sex and
differences in quality and quantity of food are the principal factors

in producing differences in size. Amongst beetles, this variation is

greatest in those that feed on solid wood. E. A. BcTLER.

7, Turle-road, Tollington-park, N.

TRUE AND FALSE PERSPECTIVE.

[1341]—A perspective drawing of an object may be defined as

any section of a sheaf of rays of light proceeding from that object

to a given point, at which the eye may be placed.

If the section be correctly made, the perspective drawing is

absolutely true in all cases, and on the application of the eye to

the apex {i.e., the given point) of the sheaf of rays the repre-

sentation on the section has precisely the appearance of the object;

or if the representation be made opaque it will exactly hide the

object from the eye. If we decide on making a vertical plane sec-

tion of the sheaf of rays parallel to the face of the object, that

flecision becomes the governing element in the problem.

Ground Plan.

In the accompanying diagram 1, 2, 3 are ground plans of cubes.

The spaces marked Al, A2 ; A3, A4; A5and A6, are eqaal to each
other ; the sides A, B are also equal. To the point S lines are drawn
from all the angles of the cubes, which would be seen on placing

the eye at S. These lines may be called the leading lines of light

from the objects to that point. The section line C, D is parallel to

the object, as decided.

The spaces on the section line mEirked al, a2 ; aS, ai ; and a5,

a6 are equal to each other in the section as they are in the objects.

It is evident that on placing the eye at S the space at al, a2 will

exactly cover the space Al, A2. All the other spaces of the sec-

tion will exactly cover all the corresponding spaces of the objects

in like manner, and if we make them opaque they will hide the

spaces of the ground-plan and stand for them.

What has been demonstrated of a ground plan is equally tme
of a vertical section. JoHX Bacox.

STRAKGE SKY EFFECTS IN NEW ZEALAND.

[1342]—I have just received a letter from a young niece in New
Zealand, dated May 20. She writes from near Christehurch,

Canterbury :
—" We have been having the strangest weather lately,

and such curious skies for some months past. The other morning,

about 11 a.m., I looked out towards the east, and the sky was all

golden and crimson as if it were stinset, as if the sun had made a

mistake and was going to bed at the wrong time and in the wrong
place. At night, we have the most lovely, rosy lights in the sky

:

bitt, beautiful as the skies are, and much as one admires them, they
seem to give one a sort of uncanny feeling as if something were
going to happen." Cosmopolitan.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.

Seneca. If yon are going to try to teach yourself French, pro-

bably the "French" in Prendergast's "Mastery Series" is as good
a book as yon can get.

—

Foreigner disagrees with Delille's classi-

fication of " mon," "ton," "son," with " le mien," " le tien," 4c.

—W. Thanks; marked for insertion.

—

Edwin W. Morris and A.
Mackay. I regret to say that I have been compelled to relinquish

lecturing entirely—at all events for a considerable time to come.

—

M. B. Obviously a misprint, the figures being transposed.—H. G.

has found some earwigs in strawberries ! Well, they are not

pleasant to look upon ; but, doubtless, in the words of the poem,
they are " uonrishing, very." W. C. B. demurs to the idea that a
polluted river is necessarily unwholesome, as over and on the banks
of one—"a mass of festering filth, chocolate in colour, molasses

in consistency, and of stench simply indescribable"—many of

his workpeople live hale and hearty, as did he and a large family

for fifteen years. Moreover, twenty cows, always well and thriving,

drink this filth in preference to pure spring water. Just so ; de

gustilus nan est disputandum

!

— F. W. D. Mitchell. Your
pamphlet was reviewed on p. 36.—J. P. Bourne sends me
a " Handy Assurance Guide," consisting of a tabular mass
of statistics having reference to ninety-five of the principal in-

surance offices in the kingdom. Intending assurers can gather the

position and prospects of any one of them from it at a glance.

—

E. D. Wabeing saw his own ghost in bright sunshine in 1882, and
wants to know whether the comet of that year had a disturbing

effect upon light ? Unless comets make people light-headed, I

should say, no. He further opines that the brain is affected by
light, the heart by electricity, and the lungs by oxygen, and that

the difference in the shape of light (!) would make the distinction

between man and beast, &c. " I have written," says my corre-

spondent, " all this very diffidently, feeling not quite sure whether
you may not think it great nonsense." Which—in the most sacred

confidence—I don't mind admitting to him that I do.—AKXHrE A.

West. Having adopted my suggestion (on p. 16) as to drawing

the outline of a cube placed behind, and with one face parallel to,

a sheet of glass, finds that, under the prescribed conditions, " the

top and bottom margins of the face are parallel." His two remain-

ing figures I fail to understand, as one represents a sketch made
"on glass facing the centre of the cube" (what is the visible

centre of a cube ?), and the other " on glass placed facing away
from the cube." This is delightfully vague.—W. A. Cooper.

Yon may turn the telescope you wish to test upon the

following objects :— Z Herculis, X Ophiuchi, r Ophiuchi, jr AquilEe,

4/ Cygni, 49 Cygni (2 ' south-west of f), S Cygni, in twilight

only. The ring Nebula between )3 and y Librte, and see

if you can see the small star close to and to the east of it. The com-

panion to Vega, f' and i- Lyme, in connection with which try bow
many stars you can see between the two principal pairs. If the

instrument resolves all these tests satisfactorily, buy it.—H. A.

Bi-LLEY. When "F.R.A.S." speaks of a planet as "visible," he

means visible for the purpose of the observer with the telescope.

Perhaps you wiU kindly look at Mars (subtending, as his diameter

now does, an angle of less than 6"), and tell us how much detail

is visible on his surface, and in what material respect— saving in

the exhibition of a rather larger disc—his aspect differs from that

of Antares. Mercury is a totally different object, because he is

essentially a daylight star, and, under your supposititious con-

ditions, would exhibit phases.—H. G. S. It is quite news
to me that the erratic genius to whom you refer was an

excellent mathematician. But even assuming this to be true, with

my present tremendous amount of preoccupation, I certainly

cannot spare the time to expose the fallacy of a mere assertion

of his, so transparently erroneous, and, moreover, unsupported

by the slightest attempt at demonstration.—M. E. Do you

seriously expect me to wearily puzzle out the numerical value

of 55 figures in succession, with the thermometer standing

at 8-1-4 Fahr. in the shade?

—

Alfred Edward HtTNT. Everybody

upon the earth, ex necessitate, partakes of the earth's motion,

which affects it utterly irrespective of any other motion that may
be impressed upon or imparted to it. The next time yon are in a

railway train going 50 miles an hour, drop any object from a

point immediately beneath the lamp-glass, and you will find that

it will fall vertically beneath that glass on the floor of the

carriage, although the carriage has meanwhile moved perceptibly

forward. Read Tomhnson's " Rudimentary Mechanics " in Weale's

Series.—J. A. E. Have I not said, over and over again, that I

must rigidly exclude theology from these columns ? If I admit

such a letter as yours, ancf (say) Dr. Aveling or Mr. Bradlaugh

were to reply to it, upon what principle of justice could I refuse to

insert their' answers ?—E. Jones, having made the experiment

suggested on page 16, and finding the result in entire accordance

witii the views he previously advanced, offers to forward a proof of
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the truth of them to Rosah'e Vansittart and " An Old Draughts-
man" privately, ehouldjthat lady and gentleman desii'e it.

—

An Old
Draughtsman. Scarcely relevant to the general subject.

—

John
Bacon. With the excisions rendered imperative by the wholly

needless length of your letter, it has been marked for insertion.

Thanks for your offer of an article ; but original matter is provided

for some time to come. Besides, you must pardon me for saying

that you have yet to learn the art of writing briefly and to the

point only.—Jos. Lucas and Son. I strongly urge you not to

pait with anything to the person yon name, who is certainly an
impostor. No member of cur staff would be suffered (or, in fact,

would condescend) to accept goods, that favourable notices of them
might appear in the pages of Knowledge.—E. B. G. McDougall.
Thanks, but none such of any importance reach me.—W. J. 0.

suggests that the experiment should be tried of artificially extend-

ing the wings of a dead bird and attempting to fly it like a boy's

kite.

—

Maude Le Baille describes, at wholly inordinate lengh, how
she succeeded in teaching a little girl to read who had previously defied

the efforts of three or four governesses. Briefly she did so by first

teaching her to write. The child was allowed to draw on her slate,

as well as form letters and figures, the letters being later on com-
bined into monosyll.abic words. At this stage, to her own surprise,

she found herself capable of reading a page of " Mamma's Lessons."

No one but an editor would believe that this is told on nine pages and
a half (!) of exercise paper.

—

Willia.m Singer. As is so perpetually

the case with correspondents, tlie length of your letter forbids its

appearance.

—

Jas. Stanley Little intimates that the reviewer of his

book (on p. ]2) was in error in supposing him (Mr. L.) to be an
artist. He has never attempted to produce even the simplest

drawing since he left school.

—

St. E. There are but few works on
"animal"—as contradistinguished from human—physiology.

Probably Shea's " Manual of Animal Physiology," published by
Churchills, would be as good a book as you could obtain.

—

Rev. S.

B. Handley, and many other correspondents. As stated in my
reply to Messrs. Morris and Mackay above, I have entirely ceased
lecturing. Should I ever resume it, due notice will be given.

—

G. C. I should be very sorry to sleep myself, and assuredly would
not suffer a child of mine to sleep, in a bedstead placed in the

position indicated in your diagram during a heavy thunderstorm.

—

P. MacLeod Yearslev sends an anecdote of a dog which, finding a
piece of meat larger than it coidd eat, went to the very top of the

house to fetch a lady down to cut it up.

—

Wm. Wil.son, M.A., LL.D.
Your difficulty seems to arise from the omission by Colenso of the

word " whole " before number. Other writers on arithmetic add
this word. Of course, in one sense any number, whole or frac-

tional, which divides two or more whole numbers exactly, is a
common measure of them, and would be i-ightly so described.

—

The
Secretary of the National Smoke Abatement Institution. I

regret that absence from London prevented my attendance.

—

E. C. E. Atmospheric electricity presents to a great extent still an
unsolved problem. It is, however, safe to assume that the electric

force, which would otherwise cause a dispersion of the cloud

particles, is feebler than the other forms of force which cause and
maintain a condensation of the originally charged attenuated
vapour particles. When the cloud charge attains a high potential,

it doubtless experiences a strong tendency to approach the oppo-
sitely-charged earth surface bodily. The intervention of the air

prevents this, and acting with the electrical attractions, the cloud
is broken up. Probably the attraction exerted by the opposite

charge on the earth prevents the breaking of the clouds in those
higher regions where, under ordinary circumstances, the discharge
of rain would commence, and eventually the drops assume larger

dimensions.—R. G. T. Madame Blavatzky's trick of causing a bell

to sound in the air may be bought at Hamley's, the Noah's Ark,
Holborn ; Bland's, New Oxford-street, or at any good shop where
conjuring apparatus is sold ; under the title " Is your Watch a Re-
peater ? "

—

Norwich. Many thanks for your kind and friendly

letter. Gossip has been rather crowded out for a week or two.—Thos. Maclean. Believe me, I was not indebted to your sug-

gestion for the idea of the gyroscope. It has been a familiar one to

mo long enough. Alex. Gustafson sends me a little pamphlet on
the " Medicine Stamp Tax," which well illustrates the evils arising

from the quasi-Government sanction given to all sorts of quack
remedies.

In reply to numerous letters and communications

addressed to tlie office of Knowledge, »'/.'( Editor hegs to

aiinou7ice that he has now concluded his Lecturiuj Tour,

and has, in fact, definitely ceased, to lecture altogether,

iiliould he {which is very douhtfid) at any future time

resume his lectures on Astronomy, due and ample notice

will be given of such resumption in these coht mns.

(3w iHatt)cmatiral Column.

w

EASY LESSONS IN CO-OEDINATE GEOMETKY.

By Bicharo A. Proctob.

{Canlinued from p. 19.)

E shall now present two forms of the equation to a Btraigiit

line which are often found useful.

52. Prop.—To find the equation to the >:traight line in terms of the
perpendicular let fall from the pole upon the straight line, and the
a iigle u-hich thin perpendicular makes with the axis of x.

We have already seen (45) that the polar equation to the straight
line in terms of p the perpendicular from the pole on the line and
a the angle which this perpendicular makes with the initial line, is

r cos {6— a) =p (i)

that is

t* cos Q cos a + r sin Q sin a=p
but transforming to rectilinear co-ordinates we have

r cos = £ and r sin i3 = y
thus (i) becomes

X cos a -Hy sin a=p
the re()uired equation.

.")3. On account of the importance of this form of the equation to
a straight line we add an independent investigation.

Let C A B be a straight line on which the perjiendiciJar O A is

let fall from 0. Suppose OA=p, and ZAOB = a. From P any
point in C B draw P M perpendicular to X, and draw M K parallel

to B C, and PN parallel to -\ K—that is, perpendicular to KM.
Then

OA =OK-^KA = OK-^PN= OMcosa^PMsino;
that is

X cos a+ y sin a =p,
as before.

51. As an illustration of the mode of obtaining any one form of

the equation to a straight line from another form, we shall show
how the equation just obtained may be deduced from the equation.

X y

a ^ '

in tcnns of the intercepts a and b.

In 53 (using the same figure) and
o=OB=j) sec CI ; and 6 = C=p cosec a

;

substituting these values in (i) we get

y = 1
p sec a p cosec a

that is

iT cos a + y sin a= p,
as before.

55. Note. It is necessary that the student should carefnltv

observe in what manner equations of the form just obtained are

to be interpreted. And first of the perpendicular p and the angle

a, it is to be noted that a positive distance p is to be measured along

a line inclined to OX at an angle a (measured as described in

former articles. The required line is then to be drawn at right

angles to the line thus obtained, through its extremity. Thus in

the equation
a: cos a + II sin a—p =

p is invariably a positive quantity.

5t>. To put the general equation
A.T-I- B(/-hC = (i)

into the form just obtained, proceed as follows :—Divide each

term by v^A- + B" Ki'''''B that sign to the radical which w^ill makp
the constant term C negative. Thus (i) becomes
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©uv Cfiesisi Column*
By Mephisto.

JLAYED July 9 in the Handicap at the Divan.
King's Bishop's Pawn.

Wlite.
Mundell.

1. P to Kl
2. B to Bi (a)

Kt to QB3
Pto Q3
B to Kt3

Black.
Gunsberg.

P toQ3
Kt to KB3
P toKJ.
Kt to B3
Kt to Q5

QKt to K2 (!)) Kt X B
RP X Kt
P to KB4

9. Kt X P
10. Kt to B3
11. Castles

12. B to K3 (()

13. B to Q2
14. P to Q4
15. PtoB3
16. R to K s(i.

17. Kt to E5 ((I)

18. P to E3
19. Kt X Kt
20. K to R st(.

21. P to QKt4

Bto K2
P X P
Castles

P toB3
P to KR3
Kt to Kt5
B to B3
Q to Kt3
R to K sc|.

B toQ2
Bi;oK2
Kt to B3
B X Kt
Q to Kt4
Q to KR4 (e)

Position after Black's 21st move.

"Whitb.

White.
Mundell.

2fi. Kt to Q3
27. P to KKtl
28. Rto K3 (i)

29. Q to K2
30. R to KB sq.

K to R2 (it)

R to B2 (0
R X B
R (Q3) to B3
R X B

36. QtoK5
37. ]' X Q
38. R X R
39. R to Bo
40. R to B6
41. R to 06

Remove Black's

Black.
Gunsberg.

B X P
Q to B3
B to B2 0)
B to Kt3
B to K5 (ch)

R to KB sq.

B X Kt (m)
B to Q3
B X B
Q to Q3
Q X Q
R X R
R to K sq.

P to Kt3
K to Kt2
K to B2 (n)

Position after Black's 41st move.

Whitb.

r .•- r '
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THEIR PLACE IX THE GROWTH OP PRIMITIVE
BELIEFS.

By Edward Clodd.

\.

THE confusion in the barbaric mind between the objec-

tive and the subjective, and between the name and

the person or thing, which has been illustrated in the fore-

going chapters, will enable us to see more clearly how the

like confusion must enter into the interpretation of such

occult and compound phenomena as dreams, and all their

kind.

They supply the conditions for exciting and sustaining

that feeling of mystery -which attends man's endeavour to

get at the meaning of his surroundings. The phantasies

which have detiled through the brain in coherent order, or

danced in mazy whirl about its siuuous passages when com-

plete sleep was lacking, leave their footprints on the

memory, and they are strong of head and heart, true pep-

ticiaiis, like the countryman cited by Carlyle, who, "for

his part, had no system," whose composure on awaking is

not affected by the harmonious or discordant, the pleasant

or disagreeable illusions -which have made up their dreams.

In the felicitous words of Luci'etius, " when sleep has

chained down our limbs in sweet slumber, and the whole

body is sunk in profound repose, yet then -we seem to our-

selves to be awake and to be moving our limbs, and amid

the thick darkness of night we think we see the sun and

the daylight ; and though in a confined room, we seem to

be passing to new climates, seas, rivers, mountains, and to

be ^crossing plains on foot, and to hear voices, though the

austere silence of night prevails all round, and to be utter-

ing speech, though qnite silent. Many are the other things

of this marvellous sort we see, -which all seek to shake, as

it -were, the credit of the senses : quite in vain, since the

greatest part of these cases cheat us on account of the

mental suppositions which we add of ourselves, taking those

things as seen -which have not been seen by the senses.

For nothing is harder than to separate manifest facts from

doubtful, -which the mind without hesitation adds on of

itself."*

*De rerum Natura, B. IV. U. 453-468.

While for us dreams fill an empty moment in the telling,

albeit now and again nurturing such remains of superstition

as cling to the m.ijority of people, they are to the untrained

intdligcnce, unable to distinguish fact from fiction, or to

fullow any sequence of ideas, as solid as the experiences of

-waking u.oments. As a Zulu, well expressing the limits

of savage thought, said to Bishop Callanay, " Our knowledge

does not urge us to search out the roots of it, we do not

try to see them, if anyone thinks ever so little, he soon

gives it up, and passes on to what he sees with his eyes
;

and he does not understand the real state of even what he

sees." Kor does his language clear the confusion within

when he tells what he has seen and heard and felt, where

he has been and what he has done, for the speech cannot

transcend the thought, and therefore can represent neither

to himself nor to his hearers the difference between the

illusions of the night and the realities of the day. The
dead relatives and fiiends who appear in dreams and live

their old life, with whom he joins in the battle, the chase,

and the feast, the foes with whom he struggles, the wild

beasts from whom he flees, or in whose clutches he feels

himself, and with shrieks awakens his squaw, the long

distances he travels to sunnier climes lit by a light that

never was on land or sea, are all real, and no " baseless

fabric of a vision." That now and again he should have

walked in his sleep, would confirm the seeming reality
;

still more so would the inten>ified form of dreaming called

" nightmare," (or night>spirit) when hideous spectres sit

upon the breast, stopping breath and paralysing motion,

and to which is largely due the creation of the vast army
of nocturnal demons that fill the folk-lore of the world, and

that, under infinite variety of repellent form, have had

place in the hierarchy of religions.

Dreams are in the main referred by the savage either to

the entrance into him of some outside .spirit—as among the

Fijians, who believe that the spirit of a living man will

leave the body to trouble sleeping folk—or to the real

doings of himself.

When the Cireenlander dreams of hunting, or fishing, or

courting, he believes that the soul quits the body ; the

Dyaks of Borneo think that during sleep the soul some-

times remains in the body or travels far a-\vay, being en-

dowed, whether present or absent, with conditions which

in -naking moments are lacking. Wherever we find a low

state of mental development the like belief exists. In

Mr. im Thurn's elaborate work on the Indians of Guiana,

already reviewed in this journal, we have corroborative

evidence, the more valuable because of its freshness. He
tells us that the dreams which come to the Indian are to

him as real as any of the events of his waking life. To him

dream-acts and waking acts difler only in one respect

—

namely, that the former are done only by the spirit, the

latter are done by the spirit in its body. Seeing other men
asleep, and afterwards hearing from them the things which

they suppose themselves to have done when asleep, the

Indian has no difliculty in reconciling that which he hears

with the fact that the bodies of the sleepers v.cre in his

sif;ht and motionless throughout the time of supposed

action, because he never question that the spirits, leaving

the sleepers, played their part in di'eam-adventures. Mr.

im Thurn illustrates the complete belief of the Indian in

the unbroken continuity of his dream life and waking-life

by incidents which came under his own notice, and which

are quoted as serving the argument of this paper better

than any theorising.

" One morning when it was important to me to get away

from a camp on the Es.sequibo River, at which I had been

detained for some days by the illness of some of my Indian

companion?, I found that one of the invalids, a young
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Macusi, though better in health, was so enraged against

me that he refused to stir, for he declared that, with great

want of consideration for his weak liealth, I had taken him

out during the night and had made him haul the canoe up

a series of difficult cataracts. Nothing could persuade him

that this was but a dream, and it was some time before he

was so far pacified as to throw himself sulkily into the

bottom of the canoe. At that time we were all suffering

from a great scarcity of food, and, hunger having its usual

effect in producing vivid dreams, similar events frequently

occurred. More than once, the men declared in the morn-

ing that some absent man, whom they named, had come

daring the night, and had Ijeaten, or otherwise maltreated

them ; and they insisted on much rubbing of the bruised

parts of their bodies. Another instance was amusing. In

the middle of one night I was awakened by an Arawak
named Sam, the captain or head-man of the Indians who
were with me, only to be told the bewildering words,
' George speak me very bad, boss

;
you cut his bits !

'

It was some time before I could collect my senses

sufficiently to remember that 'bits,' or fourpenny-

pieces, are the units in which, among Creoles and semi-

civilised Indians, calculation of money, and consequently

of wages, is made ; that to cut bits means to reduce the

number of bits, or wages, given ; and to understand that

Captain Sam, having dreamed that his subordinate George

had spoken insolently to him, the former, with a fine sense

of the dignity of his office, now insisted that the culprit

should be punished in real life. One more incident, of

which the same Sam was the hero, may be told for the

sake of the humour, though it did not happen within my
personal experience, but was told me by a friend. This

friend, in whose employ Sam was at the time, told his man,

as they sat round the tire one night, of the Zulu or some
other African war which was then in progress, and in so

doing inadvertently made frequent use of the expression,

' to punish the niggers.' That night, after all in camp had
been asleep for some time, they were raised by loud cries

for help. Sam, who was one of the most powerful Indians

I ever saw, was ' punishing a nigger ' who happened to be

one of the party ; with one hand he had firmly grasped

the back of the breeches-band of the black man, and had

twisted this round so tightly that the poor wretch was
almost cut in two. Sam sturdily maintained that he had
received orders from his master for this outrageous conduct,

and on inquiry, it turned out that he had dreamed this."*

* Taking an illustration from nearer home, although from

a more remote time, we have in the Scandinavian Tatns-

dajla Saga a curious account of three Finns who were shut

up in a hut for three nights, and ordered by Ingimund, a

Norwegian chief, to visit Iceland, and inform him of the

line of the country where he was to settle. Their bodies

became rigid, and they sent their souls on their errand, and,

on their awaking at the end of three days, gave an accurate

account of the Vatnsdal, in which Ingimund ultimately

dwelt. No wonder that in media-val times, when witches

swept the air and harried the cattle, swooning and other

forms of insensibility were adduced in support of the theory

of soul-absence, or that we find among savages—as the

Tajals of the Luzon islands—objections to waking a sleeper

lest the soul happens to be out of the body. As a corollary

to this belief in soul-absence, fear arises lest it be prolonged

to the peril of the owner, and hence a rough and ready

theory of the cause of disease is framed, for savages rarely

die in their beds.

That disease is a derangement of functions interrupting

their natural action, and carrying attendant pain as its

• " Among the Indians of Guiana," pp. 3i4-346.

indication, could not enter the head of the uncivilised; and,
indeed, among ourselves a cold or a fever is commonly
thought of as an entity in th« body which has stolen in,

and, having been caught, must be somehow expelled. With
the universal primitive belief in spiritual agencies every-
where inhaled with the breath or swallowed with the food

or drink, all diseases were regarded as their work, whether,
as remarked above, through undue absence of the rightful

spirit or subtle entrance of some hostile one. If these be
the causes to which sicknesses are due, obviously the only
cure is to get rid of them, and hence the sorcerer and the

medicine-man find their services in request in casting out
the demon by force, or enticing him by cajolery, or in

bringing back the truant soul.

THE ANTARCTIC REGIONS.
By Richard A. Pkoctor.

(Continued from p. 56.)

IF we consider the nature of the Antarctic Seas, and
particularly the circumstance that the Antarctic

summer is far colder than the Arctic summer, it will appear
most probable that within the Antarctic regions land and
water are so distributed that, while the shore-lines are of

great extent, there is very free communication with the

open Antarctic Ocean. In other words, it seems reason-

able to conclude that there are many large islands within

the Antarctic circle, that these islands are separated from
each other by wide passages, and not by straits readily

blocked up and encumbered with ice in such sort as to

impede the outward passage of the great icebergs. And
nothing which has been ascertained by Antarctic voyagers

is opposed to this conclusion. It is, indeed, very easy to

fall into the mistake of inferring otherwise from the study

of an ordinary chart of the Antarctic seas. If, for example,
we look at the chart in ]^Iaury's " Physical Geography of

the Sea," we are apt to imagine that the boundary line

indicating the limits of Antarctic explorations points to

the existence of a continuous barrier of ice, the advanced
line of defence, as it were, behind which lies as continuous

a barrier of precipitous shore-line. But a very slight study

of the records of Antarctic voyages will suffice to show how
erroneous is such an impression. We find that long before

coast-lines have been seen, the hardy voyagers have found

themselves impeded and often surrounded by masses of

floating ice. Wilkes, Ross, and D'Urville, when struggling

to advance towards the southern pole, were repeatedly com-
pelled to retreat without seeing any signs of land. Land
has not been seen, indeed, along more than one-sixth part

of the circuit of the Antarctic barrier, and it has only been
in the neighbourhood of Victoria Land that a continuous

coast-line of any considerable extent has been discovered.

Wherever land has been seen, it has been mountainous and
rugged—a circumstance which suggests great irregularity

of outline in the land-regions, and the high probability that

these regions are broken up into islands resembling those in

the north-polar seas.

Certainly, there is much in what has been learned or may
be inferred respecting the Antarctic regions, to suggest the

wish that further explorations may one day be undertaken.

When we consider what has been done with sailing-ships, it

seems by no means unlikely that with steamships suitably

constructed the Antarctic seas might be successfully ex-

plored. I would not encourage the idle ambition to pene-

trate so many miles farther southward than has hitherto

been found practicable. But there are many and legitimate
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considerations in favour of further exploration. " Within
the periphery of the Antarctic circle," says Captain Maury,
" is included an area equal in extent to one-sixth part of

the entire land surface of our planet. Most of this immense
area is as unknown to the inhabitants of the earth as the

interior of one of Jupiter's satellites. With the appliances

of steam to aid us, with the lights of science to guide us,

it -would be a reproach to the world to permit such a

large portion of its surface any longer to remain unex-

plored. For the last 200 years, the Arctic Ocean has

been a theatre for exjiloration ; but as for the Antarctic,

no e.xpedition has attempted to make any persistent

exploration, or even to winter there. England, through

Cook and Ross ; Russia, through Billingshausen ; France,

through D'Urville ; and the United States, through Wilkes,

have sent expeditions to the South Sea, They sighted and
sailed along the icy barrier, but none of them spent the

winter, or essayed to travel across and look beyond the

first impediment. The expeditions which have been sent

to explore unknown seas have contributed largely to the

stock of human knowledge, and they have added renown to

nations, lustre to diadems. Navies are not all for war.

Peace has its conquests, science its glories ; and no navy
can boast of brighter honours than those which have been

gathered in the fields of geographical exploration or physical

research."

It does not appear that Antarctic voyages would be

attended with any excessive degree of danger. Ko ship

has hitherto been lost, I believe, in explorations beyond

the Antarctic circle. It may be said, indeed, that such

attempts are rather arduous than dangerous. It may even

be found that the Antarctic barriers are impenetrable, but

this has certainly not as yet been demonstrated. And it is

far from being improbable that, if success could be achieved,

an important field of commercial enterprise would be

opened. The Antarctic regions are not mere desert wastes.

The seamen under Ross found Possession Island covered by
penguins standing in ranks like soldiers, and too little

familiar with the ways of man to attempt escape. More
valuable animals live and thrive, however, in Antarctic

seas. Whales and seals exist there in abundance, and, as

Captain Maury has well remarked, " of all the industrial

pursuits of the sea, the whale fishery is the most valuable."

In Arctic fisheries, he tells us, three thousand American
vessels are engaged, and " if to these we add the Dutch,

French, and English, we shall have a grand total of

perhaps not less than six or eight thousand, of all sizes and

flags, engaged in this one pursuit." There are reisons for

believing that whale-fisheries in Antarctic regions would

afford a richer, as they would certainly aflbrd a far wider,

field for maritime enterprise.

SENSATION IN A SEVERED HEAD.

DURING the murderous horrors of the great Revolution

stories were current of heads retaining consciousness

and sensibility after the guillotine had separated them
from the bodies of the victims, and it has been a question

of interest to physiologists and philanthropists how soon

absolute death supervenes upon decapitation. A curious

case is mentioned in our issue for June 27, but later

observations and experiments have been published.

On the 30th April la^t, a criminal, whose real name was
not revealed, but who went under that of Campi, was
executed in Paris, and arrangements were made by M.
Laborde to experiment with his remains. A curious

custom prevented the doctor from receiving his sub-

ject until a funeral service had been performed at a

cemeterj', and thus an hour and twenty minutes elapsed

between the fall of the knife and the beginning of the

experiments, of whicli a full account will be found in

the Revue Scientijlqiie for the 21st of June. While
assistants were connecting the carotid artery of a

dog with the severed artery of the head in order

to supply it with the stimulus of freshly-circulating blood,

JI. Laborde endeavoured to excite the spinal marrow by

electric shocks, but without effect, whether he operated

upon the portion connected with the trunk, or upon that

of the head. The muscular system res^ponded to the electric

excitation, but the nervous system was impassive—it had

become totally and irrecoverably insensible an hour and a

half after the decapitation. M. Laborde's conclusion was
that " the nervous tissue in general is the first to lose its

power when the circulation is stopped, and that the head

is the first part of it to be dispossessed of its functions.'

" In order," he said, " to restore to tliis organ perception

and consciousness, it would be necessary not only to replace

experimentally its conditions of circulation, but to do so as

quickly as possible, before there was time for a definite and

irremediable loss of functional power."

But, however interesting to science, both humanity and

morality would be shocked if any wretched victim of the

law were recalled to even momentary life and suffering.

The failure of the experiments with Campi led to an

abominable trial with a dog, subjected to decapitation and

transfii&iou of blood, when the animal is reported to have

recognised a familiar voice by a smiling motion of its

mouth. More lately, M. Petitgand has contributed to

these inquiries observations he made in 1875, when wit-

nessing the execution of an Annamite at Saigon. Ac-

cording to his account in the Revue Scientifique for July -5,

the execution took place on the sandy Plain of the Tombs,

the cemetery for the Annamites and Chinese. Four pirates,

captured in arms, were the sufferers. Their chief was a strong

man in the prime of life, and meeting his fate with calm

courage, the doctor determined to keep his eyes fixed upon

him. According to the local mode of execution, the pri-

soner has his hands tied behind him and fastened to a post.

He has then to kneel down and bend his head, so as to

stretch the intervertebral substance as much as possible, and

if the victim shrinks, an assistant holds him in the right

position by his long hair. In this case no such aid was

required. The executioner marked the spot he wished to

strike with betel juice, and then, with the sweep of a long,

broad, and thin sabre, effected his business at one stroke.

M. Petitgand remarks that, when decapitation is skilfully

performed in this manner, there is no contusion of the

spinal marrow, which occurs with the guillotine, unless it

happens to cut neatly through an intervertebral disk.

When the head is roughly severed, as in Campi's case, he

supposes the shock so stupefies the nervous centres as to

render any subsequent manifestation of function of the

brain quite impossible.

In the Aunam case he did not for an instant lose sight

of the condemned man, but addressed some words concern-

ing him to the oiiicer superintending the execution, in a

loud voice. He noticed, also, that the patient examined

him with the most lively attention. When the prepara-

tions were finished, the doctor retired a couple of metres,

and the victim, before bowing his head, exchanged glances

with him. The head fell less than two metres from him,

and did not roll as usual, but stood upright on the sand,

which reduced the h.-emorrhage to a minimum. " At this

moment," exclaims the doctor, " I was alarmed to see the

eyes of the victim fixed upon mine. Hesitating to believe

this a manifestation of consciousness, I moved quickly in a

quarter-circle round the head, and I can affirm that the
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eyes followed me. I then returned to my first position,

moving more slowly. The eyes still followed for a very

brief moment, and then suddenly left me. The face, at

this instant, expressed manifest anguish—the poignant

agony of a person suffering acute asphyxia. The mouth
opened visibly, as if struggling for air ; the head then lost

its balance and rolled on one side, the contraction of the

maxillary muscles being the last sign of life. From fifteen

to twenty seconds had expired."

M. Petitgand considers that when a head is separated

from a bod}', and the loss of blood does not exceed certain

limits, and it contains suflioient oxygen to stimulate the

nervous function, sensation may last for possibly half a

minute. Thus, in certain cases, beheading may be a bar-

barous punishment, and " the patient may be conscious

some time after his execution ; but, in a great majority of

cases, fears of such a survival are chimerical. It is almost

impossible that the vertebral column, struck obliquely by

the knife of the guillotine, should not occasion a shock

sufficient to suspend all the cerebral functions." In the

case of the Annamite, the heart made twelve or fifteen pul-

sations after the severance of the head.

It may be concluded from these observations of M.
Petitgand that the hanging of criminals in the manner now
practised in this country must produce immediate insen-

sibility, as the dislocation of the spine must occasion the

violent shock which he believes instantly paralyses the

nervous system. S.

THE ELECTRO-MAGNET.
By W. Slingo.

(Continued from p. 30.)

A LITTLE careful study of the two small diagrams
(Figs. 1 and 2) which ajipeared in the previous

article (and which are here reproduced for the sake of

reference) will have made clear the diotinction between a

Figa. 1 and 2.

right and a left handed helix. The idea is perhaps more
easily grasped by a reference to the accompanying addi-

tional illustration (Fig. 3), where both modes of winding

Fig. 3.

are applied to a single coil. The winding commencing at

N, the first half of the coil, NS, is a left-handed helix, while

the second half, S N', is a right-handed helix. It will be
seen that at S the wire is turned back on itself, and the
direction of winding reversed.

Now for the polarity induced. The arrows in each case

indicate the direction taken by the current. Thus in

Fig. 1 the current enters at the end marked N, and passes

round the glass in the opposite direction to that taken by
the hands of a clock. Kemembering, however, what was

said about the little man swimming with the current, that

is, that when facing the iron or the axis of the coil, the

north pole would be on his left hand, we can easily deter-

mine the polarity of the ht-li.ic and the iion embraced by it.

Thus, if we imagine the little man to be in the upper
portion of the first ring or loop, he must, to follow out the
conditions referred to, lie face downward with his head in

the direction of the retreating current (or away from the
reader's eye). Clearly his left hand will be towards X, and
his right hand towards S. Supposing the miniature man to be
in any other portion of the ring, he willstill have his left hand
N-wards, and consequently every ring or every fraction of

a ring helps to increase the intensity of magnetisation. It

may, however, be observed that the rings are not perfect,

but that in passing from one ring to the next there is a
slight longitudinal deviation. The sum total of these devia-

tions, s'lpposing the iron rod to be covered from end to end,

is equal, evidently, to a single wire the length of the coil, or

of its iron core. The effect of such a wire would be exerted

at right angles to that of the series of rings ; but inasmuch
as the single wire Ls materially less etTectual than the rings,

and for other reasons which need not here be dwelt upon,

such an antagonistic tendency as that exerted by the wire

is so infinitessimal as to be lost sight of. Thus, then, in a
left-handed helix the end where the current enters becomes
a north pole, the other end becoming a south pole.

Conversely it will be seen that in Fig. 2, where there Ls

illustrated a right-handed helix, the arrows indicate that

the current pursues the same direction as the watch-hands
(viewed from the end at which the current enters), and
that to comply with Ampere's conditions the little man in the

upper portion of any loop or ring must lie face downwards,
with his head towards the reader, when his left hand will

be extended towards the extremity of the iron rod marked
N, or in the opposite direction to that indicated in the

previous figure. The polarity of the iron rod is therefore

reversed, and it may be well to note that with a right-

handed helix the point of entry becomes a south pole, the

other end becoming consequently a north pole.

But now the interesting question presents itself : What
is the efiiect of changing the heliacal direction, or the

direction of winding around one and the same core 1 To
take the simplest case, we may place a left and a right-

handed helix end to end on a common core, and then, joining

them together, we shall get a result resembling the accom-

panying illustration (Fig. 3). Here the current enters a

left-handed helix at N, but at S it leaves the lefthanded

and enters a right-handed helix, through which it passes,

emerging at N'. In this case, the coil and its core have

three poles, one south and two norths, and a little reflection

or re-perusal of what has been previously said will make
clear the appearance of a south polarity at S, due in the

first place to the current emerging from a left-handed helix,

and strengthened by the current entering a right-handed

helix. In both cases the tendency is to create this south

pole. Similarly, the two extremities of the core become
north poles on account of the current at N entering a left-

handed helix, and at N' leaving a right-handed helix. It

may be as well to point out here that, although we may
maintain that the two magnetic conditions are equal in

every magnet, it does not follow that every magnet contains

or possesses only two poles at the extremities separated in

the centre by a neutral line or zone. This idea is more
prevalent than most people imagine, and it is on this

account that the point is here referred to. We may
introduce as many extra or " consequent " poles (as they

are styled) as we please, bearing in mind, however, that

every two north or every two south poles will be separated

by a south or a north pole, as the case may be, and that
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between every two poles there is a region of neutrality

—

neutral, not in consequence of the absence of magnetism,

but because the two poles are opposite and equal. We are

furthermore accustomed to say, and that truly, that the

two polarities in any magnet are equal, and for this, if for

no other reason, neiiher of the north poliuitics (Fig. 3) can

equal the south polarity. Were we able to eliminate every

modifying influence, we should tind that the sitigle south

pole equalled in strength the sum of the two norths.

These effects may be easily and efl'ectively obtained by
coiling a little wire around a knitting-needle and sending a

current through it. The needle being steel, it will retain

the magnetism induced, and by placing its various parts in

in the neighbourhood of one or other of the poles of a sus-

pended or floating magnet, experimental confirmation of its

assumed magnetic condition may be afforded.

Supposing, in the next place, that our battery-power is

limited, and that the effect jiroduced by sending the current

through a single helix (such as Figs. 1 or 2) is incapable of

performing a certain task, the question arises : How are we
to increase the magnetic effect exerted upon the iron with-

out submitting to a corresponding increase in the battery-

strength ? This may be attained by increasing the coil of

wire, or, in other words, by increasing the number of turns

or loops. Presuming the coil to be closely wound, it is

only possible to increase the number of turns in a single

helix by using a thinner wire. It must, however, be borne

in mind that by so doing we shall materially raise the re-

sistance in circuit, and consei[uently cause a proportional

diminution in the strength of the current traversing it

Thus, supposing that we substitute a wire half the

diameter of that previously used, we should be able to

envelope the core with, approximately, twice the number
of rings or loops. This means twice the length of wire

;

and the resistance offered by a piece of wire varies directly

as its length—or, more simply, twenty yards of wire offer

twice the resistance that would be presented by only

ten yards. But this is not all, for resistance also

varies inversely as the cross section, which is the

same as saying that it varies inversely as the

square of the diameter. Now our thinner wire has

only half the diameter of the other, or their diameters are

as 1:2, the squ.ires of whicli are 1 and 4. Thus, for equal

lengths of the thin and thick wires the respective resist-

ances will be 4 and 1. Bvit it was said that the iron core

would carry twice the length of thin wire, so that the

resistance of such a helix would be eight times as great as

the one composed of the thicker wire. The effect upon the

current-strength is easily seen. Suppose we have two cells

giving an electro-motive force of two volts, and having an
internal resistance of 1 ohm per cell. Then, with the

stout wire helix having a resistance of, say, 1 ohm, we get,

according to Ohm's law (which declares that the current

produced varies directly as the electro-motive force (E),

and inversely as the total resistance, including that of the

battery (r) and of the external circuit (E)),

^=-l-:=l-3.
R-t-r l-f2

And with the thin wire helix (having eight times the

resistance of the other, and therefore offering 8 Ohms)
we get :

—

_^ =^= -4.

R-f-r 8-f2

The bearing of these figures in demonstrating that in the

second case we get less magnetic force developed than in

the first case may be readily seen, and will be dealt with
next,

(To be continued.)

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.

A WEEK'S CONTEESATIOX OX THE PLURALITY OF
WORLDS.

By Mons. de Fontenelle.

with xotf.s by richakd a. proctor.

{Continued from p. 44.)

" A LL philosophy," said T, " madam, is founded upon
JrX. two things, either that we are too shortsighted, or

that we are too cuiious ; for if our eyes were better than
they are we should soon see whether the stars were worlds
or not ; and if, on the other hand, we were less curious, we
should not care whether the stars are worlds or not, which,
I think, is much to the same purpose. But the business is,

we have a mind to know more than we see. And, again,

if we could discern well what we do see, it would be too

much known to us ; but we see things quite otherwise than
they are. So that your true philoso]iher will not believe

what he does see, and is always conjectuiing at what he
does not, which is a life, I think, not much to be envied.

Upon this I fancy to myself that nature very much re-

sembles an opera ; where you stand, you do not see the
stage as it really is, but as it is placed with advantage, and
all the wheels and movements are hid, to make the repre-

sentation the more agreeable. Nor do you trouble your-

self how or by what means the machines are moved, though
certainly an engineer in the pit is aflected with what does

not touch you ; he is pleased with the motion, and is

demonstrating to himself on what it depends, and how it

comes to pass.

" This engineer, then, is like a philosopher, though the
difficulty is greater on the philosopher's part, the machines
of the theatre being nothing so curious as those of Nature,
who disposes her wheels and springs so out of sight that

we have been long a guessing at the movement of the

universe. Suppose, then, the sages to be an opera

—

i.e.,

Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, and all the wise men who
have made such a noise in the world for these many ages

;

we will suppose them at the representation of Phneton, where
they see the aspiring youth lifted up by the winds, but do
not discover the wires by which he mounts, nor know
they anything of what is done behind the scenes. Would
you have all these philosophers own themselves to be stark

fools, and confess ingeniously they know not liow it comes
to pass ? No, no, they are not called wise men for no-

thing ; the', let me tell you, most of their wisdom
depends upon the ignorance of their neighbours. Every
man presently gives his opinion, and how improbable so-

ever, there are fools enough of all sorts to believe 'em

:

One tells you Phaeton is drawn up by a hidden magnetick
virtue, no matter where it lies ; and perhaps the grave
gentleman will take pet if you ask him the question.

Another says Phaeton is compos'd of certain numbers that

make him mount; and, after all, the Philosopher knows
no moie of those numbers than a sucking child does of

Algebra. A third tells you. Phaeton hath a secret love

for the top of the theatre ; and, like a true lover, cannot

be at rest out of his mistress's company ; with an hundred
such extravagant fancies, that a man must conclude the

old sages were very good banterers.
" But now comes Monsieur Descartes with some of the

moderns, and they tell you Phaeton ascends, because a
greater weight than he descends ; so that now we do not
believe a body can move unless it is push'd and forc'd by
another body, and as it were drawn by cords, so that no-
thing can rise or fall but by means of counter-poise ; to
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see nature, then, as she really is, yju must ttaml behind

the scenes at the opera."
" I perceive," said the Marchioness, " philosophy is now

become very mechanical." "So mechanical, madam," said

I, " that I fear we shall quickly be ashamed of it ; they

will have the world to be in great, what a watch is in

little, which is very regular, and depends only upon the

just disposing of the several parts of the movemeut But
pray tell me, madam, had you not formerly a more sublime

idea of the universe 1 Do not you think then that you
honour'd it more than it deserv'd 1 for most folks have the

less esteem for it since they have pretended t) know it."

" I am not of their opinion," said she ;
" I value it the

more since I know it resembles a watch ; and the whole
order of nature, the more plain and easy it is, to me it

appears the more admirable."
" I know not," said I, " who has inspired you with these

solid notions, but I am certain there are i'evr that have
them besides yourself. People generally admire what they

do not comprehend, they have a veneration for obscurity,

and look upon nature, while they do not understand her, as

a kind of magic, and despise her below legerdemain, when
once they are acquainted with her : but I find you, madam,
so much better disposed, that I have nothing to do but to

draw the curtain and shew you the world.
" That then which appears farthest from the earth (where

we reside) is called the heavens, that azure firmament,
where the stars are fasten'd like so many nails, and are call'd

fix'd, because they seem to have no other motion than that of

their heaven, which carries them with itself from east to

west. Between the earth and this great vault (as I may
call it) hang at different heights,* the sun, and the moon,
with the five other stars, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,

and Saturn, which we call the planets : these planets, not
being fastened to the same heaven , and having very unequal
motions, have diverse aspects and positions ; whereas the

fixed stars in respect to one another, are always in the

same situation : for example, the Chariot, which is com-
pos'd of the seven stars, has been, and ever will be,t as it

now is, tho' the moon is sometimes nearer to the sun, and
sometimes farther from it ; and so it is with the rest of the
planets. Thus things appear'd to the old Chaldean shep-
herds, whose great leisure produced these first observations,

which have since been the foundation of astronomy ; which
science had its birth in Chaldea, as geometry sprung from
Egypt, where the inundation of the Nile confounding the
bounds of the fields, was the occasion of their inventing
exacter measures, to distinguish every one's land from that
of his neighbour. So that astronomy was the Daughter of

Idleness, Geometry the daughter of Interest ; and if we
did but examine Poetry, we should certainly find her the
Daughter of Love."

" I am glad," said the lady, " I have learnt the genealogy
of the sciences, and am convinced I must stick to as-

tronomy ; my soul is not mercenary enough for geometry,
nor is it tender enough for poetry ; but I have as much
time to spare as astronomy requires ; besides, we are now
in the country, and lead a kind of pastoral life, which suits

best with astronomy."
" Do not deceive youri^elf, madam," said I, " 'tis not a

true shepherd's life to talk of the stars and planets : see if

they pass their time so in Astrsea."

* The use of the word lieight by the old astronomers where we
say distance illustrates curiously the former prevalence of the old
idea of a flat earth.—R. P.

t The proper motion of the stars had however been ab-eady
detected by Ilalley when this was written, and the absolute fixity
of the stars and unchangeableness of the constellationa could no
longer be asserted.—E. P.

"That sort of shepherd's craft," replied she, "is too

dangerous for me to learn : I love the honest Chaldeans,

and you must teach me their rules if j'ou would have me
improve in their science. But let us proceed."

(To be continued.)

NOVEL TRICYCLES.
By JoHS BEO^\TfING,

(Chairman of the London Tricycle Cliih.)

"V7OT contented with the important improvements he

X\ has introduced in rear-steering tricycles', Mr. Piucker

is bringing forward a new machine which will in my
opinion eclipse all he has hitherto done, and possibly all

that other makers have done in this direction.

It is well known that Mr. Rucker has for some time
made an excellent front-steerer with central gearing.

The new rear-steering tricycle is also central-geared, and,

with great ingenuity, a single vertical tube is made to

carry both the seat-rod and .saddle, as well as the lower

chain-wheel bracket and pedals ; and it will shortly be

made to carry the steering-rod centrally arranged so as to

allow the machine to be open to mount or dismount from
it in tlie rear on either side.

It is easy to dismount from this machine in front, if it

should be found necessary to do so.

The machine is very light, drives easily up hills, and is

as safe as a hindsteerer can be made ; that is to say, that

any person with a few hours' practice can ride down a tole-

rably steep hill at the rate of from six to eight miles an
hour, and a skilful rider at the rate of from ten to twelve

miles an hour, and I think there are very few riders who
would wish to do more.

There has been a great demand this year for "Tandems,"
particularly for " Convertible Tandems." Messrs. Hillman,

Herbert, i Cooper have produced a new machine of this

class, which they have named the " Kangaroo " Tandem.
The construction of this machine is very simple. The

steering-wheel of a front-steering tricycle is removed, and
replaced by the driving-wheel and back-bone of a " Safety"

bicycle with a 36 in. driving-wheel, which is geared up by
means of chains, so as to run at the same speed as the

driving-wheels of the tricycle behind it Of course, this

bicycle portion requires no bind wheel, as it is supported by
the front part of the framework of the tricycle. The
steering is done entirely by the front rider, who should, I

think, have also a good break under his control.

The machine I saw weighed about 120 lb., but a machine
could, I should suppose, be made for careful riders to

weigh less than 100 lb. if it were required.

The " Kangaroo " Tandem possesses several important

advantages over most other tandems. The riders do not

sit so close behind each other as to look uncomfortable.

The machine is light. It can have two breaks instead of

relying upon one. It has no small steering-wheel, and
thus has less friction and less vibration than those machines

which have, and, with the addition of a small hind wheel

to the front portion, it can be converted in a few minutes

into two complete machines, i e., an excellent safety bicycle

and a first-class front- steering "Premier" tricycle.

Mr. Rucker has just completed for me one of his new
two-chain two-speed machines, to my own specification. It

is the most perfect front-steering machine I have yet ridden,

answering in every respect my utmost anticipations.

As regards speed, I can drive the new " Rucker" quite

as fast as what I have been accustomed to regard as my
inimitable little " Humber," for I have ridden three miles
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in a quarter of an hour on the main Brighton road between
Crawley and Reigate ; and I have also ridden 15 miles of

rather rough and hilly by-roads at the rate of nearly 10

miles an hour. Probably I should not be able to maintain

the same steady rate of speed as I can on the " Hnmber,"
because the " Rucker " weighs full 25 lb. more than the
" Humber," and weight tells in time. But the low-speed,

or hill-riding gear, will give the heavier machine a great

advantage. My "Humber" is geared to 48 in., the

same as the high gearing of the " Rucker." On this, after

I have ridden from 30 to 50 miles, hills begin to tell upon

me if at all steep. With the " Rucker " I can drop down
to the low gearing, which is about .33 in., and get over a

stiff hill without any particular strain. This will allow

me to ride much farther without getting tired than I

should be able to do if I were compelled to keep riding

always with the high gearing.

The pace at which I can drive the new machine I

believe to be due partly to the fact that I can ride it with

the saddle farther in front of the pedals than I can on the
" Humber," on which, though I ride almost leaning against

the handle-bar and with my legs occasionally quite touching

the axle (on this point I am quite certain) I yet feel that I

should like to be farther in front of my pedals.

I fear that some of my readers will come to the conclu-

sion that with me the last machine is always the best. Lest

this should be thought the case, I would beg to point out

that for each machine I order I draw the specification so

that it shall avoid disadvantages I have experienced with

previous machines, and possess special advantages of its

own; and again, that I am precluded from saying anything

here about machines I have tried and found wanting, as the

publication of such remarks might cause serious inconve-

nience to the editor. The new Rucker has driving-wheels

only 38 in. in diameter.

In my next article I shall give the results of my expe-

rience with other small-wheeled machines which I have

been riding this season.
* # * *

Since writing the above I have ridden fifty miles with

]\Ir. Arthur Salmon, one of the fastest riders in my club,

for the purpose of testing the new machine. I rode

from Reigate to Merstham, on through Redhill and Bal-

combe to Cuckfield and Lindtield—a series of hills ; then

returned over Hand Cross Hill to Crawley, back through

Redhill to Reigate.

After riding about forty miles over this series of hills, I

covered the ten miles from Crawley into Redhill, without

making any perceptible effort, within an hour.

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

IX.—WATER AND WATER-SUPPLIES— (coTi/iinied).

THE quality popularly termed " hardness " has been most

appropriately chosen to designate waters which offer

a peculiar resistance to the sense of touch ; it is a harsh or

rough feeling when compared with the smooth gliding sen-

sation experienced by the use of rain, or, as it has been

called, " soft " water. The hardness is due to the presence

of dissolved mineral salts, more notably to the carbonates

and sulphates of lime and magnesia. It becomes distinctly

appreciable when those salts obtain in quantities of over

three or four grains in each gallon ; and, in technical

operations, it is customary to speak of the degrees of hard-

ness in water, as determined by the " soap test." The
unit of hardness is represented by the maximum amount

of curdiness produced by one grain of chalk per gallon of

water when soap is usetl. It is thus evident that before

soap can be made available as a detergent, when used with

a hard water, a certain amount is destroyed or decomposed

by the substances which produce that hardness, and the

waste so occasioned is directly proportional to the hardness

of the water.

We have now reviewed all the most important factors

which bear upon natural water-supplies, with the single

exception of upland surface waters, excellent examples of

which are to be found in those which feed the rivers

and lakes of Cornwall, Devonshire, Northern England,

Wales, and Scotland. In all the districts just enumerated,

the gathering grounds are chiefly formed of igneous and

metamorphic rocks and sandstones. The water thus differs

widely from that which we considered in our last com-

munication, in being characteristically soft. The upland

waters of the Millstone Grit and non-calcareous parts of

the Coal Measures, which supjily portions of Yorkshire and

Lancashire, are also particularly soft. But there are other

British upland waters, which are decidedly calcareous

;

they are derived from the limestone and other formations

which include the basins of the far-famed Trent, the Tyne,

Mersey, Wear, Tees, Tweed, Forth, and Clyde. All these

upland surface waters, however, are more or less tainted

with harmless colouring matters and objectionable odours.

These undesirable items are due to their percolation

throughout superficial layers of the peat derived from the

decayed remains of successive growths of shrubs, heather,

grasses, mosses and other cryptogamic plants.

Lastly, the influence of man and other animals upon the

water-supply demands our attention. The words guano-

mounds, kitchen-middens, cesspools, and sewage are all

suggestive of the presence of the " lords of creation "
; but

when we come to churchyards and cemeteries, it seems as

though modern civilization had undergone a process of retro-

grade development. The refining influences of our social

system have their drawbacks : they foster feelings which

in themselves are noble in the ideal, but are too often

proved to be practically pernicious, and even ghastly, in

real life. In spite of the warnings of able geologists and

doctors of medicine, the vast majority of persons in this

country prefer to give their friends what they erroneously

call a " Christian burial." When the ceremony is over, they

little think that they have merely contributed their iota to

a hotbed of festering filth, which has been shown over and

over again to be only something short of a wholesale system

of manslaughter. We have of late come into contact with

many gravediggers and undertakers who loathe their trades

so strongly, that nothing short of the hard struggle for

existence keeps them to their uncoveted employments.

How disgusting the disinterment of a leaden coffin, after

perchance a lapse of some years, is, is perhaps only known

to the few individuals whose unhappy lot is cast amongst

the dead forgotten. Let us ask, with Dr. Attfield* :—
" How much longer will a misguided sentiment, an ill-

guided superstition, or simple ignorance, sanction the

poison-breeding process of interment, when the highest

religion and the best interests of humanity point to the

harmless practice of cremation?"

To soothe the feelings of the bereaved, would it not be

better and more worthy of their creed to follow the dictates

of reason? If they desire to perpetuate the memory of

beloved ones, how much wiser, to say the least of it, would

it be to erect something of value to their fellow-beings.

The drinking-fountain dedicated to Greyfriar's Bobby, iji

Edinburgh, might well be taken as an example in this

Water and Water-Snpplies," &c., 1884, p. 3.
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direction ; and may we not hope that the time is at hand
when pestiferous cemeteries, with their gloomy tombs,
tablets, wreaths, and misshapen marhle doves, will give

place to drinking-fountains, seats for the weary and foot-

sore, shelters and food for the houseless, aud health and
happiness for all t

The evil gases and germs arising from graveyards are only
too manifest to those whose duty leads them perpetually to

such scenes ; not only does the air become vitiated, but the
most serious cause for apprehension is to be souijht for in

the drainage. The rain-water cariies the foul products
from the atmosphere, and in greater abundance from the
soil, into the underground circulation. If the strata happen
to slope downwards to a district of water-supply from wells,

the latter become perpetual sources of disease. To a less

marked extent is the influence of man felt in the deteriora-

tion of water through cesspools and pits
;

yet they are

oftentimes sources of great danger. See Fig. IS, which we
avail ourselvfs of through the kindness of Mr. P. A.
Maignen.

Fig. 18.—Eeproduced from the Tenth Annual Keport of the
Massacbussetts State Board of Health. There were twelve cases
of typhoid fever among persons using this well water and the house
became the centre of infection for a whole neighbourhood.

Samples of "Water.

We now propose to submit to our readers a series of
samples of water, both natural and artificial, with a brief

summary of their jtroperties, as preliminary to a sketch of
the methods employed to render them valuable for specific

purposes. In doing so we shall have occasion to lead them
once more to the collections at South Kensington, there to
view the numerous apparatus and inventions which have
been designed to secure the purification of waters.

1. Natural Waters.—To this category belong the
following types :— 1. Ice and snow ; 2. Kain, dew, and
hoar-frost ; 3. Marsh and Pond water ; 4. Lake water

;

5. River water; G. Underground water
; 7. Sea water.

1. Ice and Snoiv are characteristic of all regions where
the conditions of temperature and atmospheric pressure are
such as to maintain the water in its solid forms. It usually
obtains thus during wintry seas-ons in the temperate zones,
and permanently on mountain snow-slopes and glaciers, at
altitudes of from eight to ten thousand feet and upwards
above the sea-level, and in the circumpolar areas. Frozen
water is, as a rule, almost free from impurities ; and, when
liquefied, yields a remaikably pure fluid, in which dissolved
mineral salts and suspended solid particles are only acci-

dental.

Unlike most substances, water expands on cooling. But
only between the limits of 39 25° Fahr. and 32= Fahr. ; it

becomes frozen, and in virtue of its relative lightness

remains on the surface of the water. The lower levels are

thus prevented from radiating heat into space, and the

warmth so necessary to the maintenance of life is thus

retained by the earth. The bracing climate of a mild
wintry country is too well known and appreciated by those

who live in it to require any comments here. If we were
writing a treatise on domestic medicine, we would consider

it our duty to devote at least one chapter to ice and snow.

In the kitchen, ice is a most desirable luxury ; and in the

preservation of diets, we have but to turn for a tangible

example to the gridiron of Messrs. Bertram k Roberts, at

the foot of the passage leading to the Aquarium in the

Exhibition buildings, to enjoy an excellent, well-matured

mutton chop all the way from New Zealand.

2. Rain, Dp.v\ and Jfoar-frost.—The properties of these

w-aters have already been detailed at some length.* The
usefulness of rain-water depends to a very large extent

upon its softness and freedom from suspended particles. It

is, perhaps, the largest source < f supply of practically pure
natural water in existence. Of possible impurities, dust

and dirt, leaves and twig>, soot ard at-hes, traces of such

acids as hydrochloric, sulphuric, and nitric acids, sulphates,

chlorides, and ammonia, besides the gases of the air, are

liable to afl'tct rain-water most of all.

Dew, the fi'ozen variety of which is termed hoar-frost,

generally contains a somewhat larger percentage of soluble

and suspended impurities than rain water, which it abstracts

from the air. In England, it has been shown that dew
possesses 4 87 in 100,000 parts of solid impurity, and about
•198 parts of ammonia.! In our remarks upon the forma-

tion of dew,! we noted that a deposition of moisture from

the invisiVile vapour held in the atmosphere takes place

when the moisture-laden medium comes into contact with

bodies which are ever so little colder than it is itself ; the

exact temperature at which this occurs can be ascertained

by means of a little instrument called after its inventor,

Uaniell's ether hygroiu'ter, and is termed the dev jioint.

On a clear night the leaves of plants, ic, radiate more
heat into space than they receive back, and are thus

rendei-ed colder than the furrounding air, and, in conse-

quence of this, dew is formed ; on a cloudy night, however,

the heat is radiated back by the clouds, and the deposition

of dew thus curtailed. During the summer months, an
immense amount of vapour is taken up by the warm air,

and, as the nights are usually clear, enormous quantities of

dew are produced and absorbed by the vegetation and
surface soils of the earth. This state of affairs is, of course,

more pronounced in tropical countries, where the source of

water supply through the agency of dew is an all-important

factor in the maintenance of the conditions of life during

the protracted period of drought commonly called the
" dry season."

3. Marsh and Pond Waters are local collections of rain,

or, in the neighbourhood of sea-coasts, of rain and spray.

They usually harbour vegetable and animal growths and
decaying matters; and upon the absence or presence of

these, in larger or smaller quantities, does the value of the

water entirely depend ; it may thus range from a good,

soft water to one which may be described as the essence of

contamination.

4. Lake Water may represent the accumulated drainage

of a large area which empties into a natural reservoir. The
character of the water, which is primarily derived from rain,

thus depends wholly upon the nature of the surrounding

formations. The water of lakes without efferent streams,

generally becomes saline, through evaporation and con-

* Vt ^vpra, p. 31, et .'ieqnetites,

t "Bivers Pollution Commission," 6th report, p. 32.

J See this Journal, p. .3 1.
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sequent precipitation and resolution of dissolved mineral

salts, often to a prodigious degree. In the well-known

Dead Sea, in Southern Palestine, one gallon of the water

weighs about llijlb., or If lb. more than a gallon of

ordinary fresh water. Other lakes, as the salt lakes of

Utah and Russia, are almost, if not quite saturated solutions

;

whilst still others afford a further stage in being destitute

of liquid water ; of this character is the borax lake of Cali-

fornia. Doubtles.s the presence of mines of salt in this

country, Prussia, and elsewhere, point to former lacustrine

deposits which have taken place under analogous opera-

tions on the surface of the eaith or in vast underground

reservoirs.

Other lakes are merely expanded portions of rivers, or

depressions occasioned by glacial erosion ; and they are

commonly provided with both affluent and effluent streams.

In such cases the waters are, of course, identical with

those of rivers ; their physiographical surroundings, how-

evei', make them the recipients ot the first upland drainage,

and, as a rule, the water-supjily from such sources is parti-

cularly free from impurities. As instances we may point

to the waters of classic Loch Katrine, with its " silver

.strand " and " Helen's Isle," and of Thirlmere, in Cumber-

land ; they contain only about two grains of solid impurity

in each gallon.

5. Hiver Water.—Enough has been stated with regard

to the sources of the Thames water to afford a typical

example of what may be expected from a river-supply of

water.

6. Underground Waters furnish us with by far the most

extensive supply in the world. Wo must once more refer

our readers to our foregoing remarks, from which they will

gather that rivers and lakes are very largely augmented,

and that springs and wells are wholly derived from subter-

ranean sources. A species of intestine warfare seems to be

perpetually carried on between the pure and impure varie-

ties of this element beneath the surface of the earth ; and,

on the whole, a kind of equilibrium is established. Surface-

waters which become contaminated by their passage through

dissolvable soils and rocks, are operated upon by the counter

effects of internal heat and other agencies ; they are com-

pelled to give up portions of what they have taken, and

may thereafter find an escape to the surface of the eaith,

from which they originally came, considerably })urified. On
the other hand, they may reappear surcharged with the

substances they have collected on the way. As a rule,

however, the tendency of extensive underground circulation

is to render the water purer in the sense of its becoming

more valuable to man, and these changes are chiefly brought

about through the oxidation or destruction of harmful

organic matters, which may accrue from sewage, grave-

yards, abundant manuring, decaying vegetation, kc.

7. Sea Water occupies but a subordinate place in ordi-

nary domestic economy. Its saline character is chiefly due

to the continued accession of dissolved salts from the

earth, which are brought to it by rivers, and which remain

behind in the water whilst evaporation is constantly going

on from its surface. As a bath, sea-water is often more

invigorating than fresh water. In the vessels of the

British Navy, and in many recently-built crafts, the waste

steam from sea water is utilised by condensation, aerated,

and used for drinking and culinary purposes. If a quantity

of fresh water be represented by a weight of 1,000 lb., an

equal volume of sea water would weigh 1,027 J lb. In

consequence of this the boiling point of sea water is much
higher than that of fresh water, because an additional

amount of heat is necessary to overcome the adhesion

between the water and the saline matters.

(To ie continued.)

THUNDERSTORMS.

THIS is a topic to which we shall, when an opportunity

presents itself, have occasion to refer with a view to

demonstrate that it is possible to guard against such annual

calamities as frequently accompany lightning discharges.

On the three closing days of the week ending July .5

thunderstorms of more than ordinary violence passed over

England and Scotland, lieports show considerable loss of

human life and destruction of property. The storms were

accompanied by heavy showers of rain and hail. Some of

the hailstones, when ]iicked u|), were found to measure

seven-eighths of an inch square, and weigh over two penny-

weights. Subjoined i-j a summary compiled by a con-

temporary of the effects produced in England and Scotland.

England.

Aslon, near WalUnriford.—Two men, while working in a

field, were killed. Their clothing was completely con-

sumed. A horse in the neighbourhood was also killed.

Burnley.—Two men were seriously injured.

Liverpool—At Holy Trinity Church the lightning passed

through the roof and through the gallery floor, filling the

building with a pale blue flame. The current passed

between two boys, paralysing the arm of one and scorching

the boot ot the other. The bell was rendered useless, and

coping stones were hurled some distance.

Peterborough.—A number of sheep and cattle killed.

Weardale.—Wesleyan Chajiel struck, and two men at

work on the spire were knocked down insensible, but

recovered consciousness afterwards. At Burn Hope a

house was partially destroyed.

Xorthampton.—Lightning struck several dwelling-houses,

demolished the turret of a shoe factory, and injured a girl.

Wymeswood.—Three men, who were at work in the hay-

field, took shelter under a hedge. One of the men felt a

sharp pain on his thigh, and became insensible. On
recovery he found that one of his companions had fallen,

while the other was sitting, looking placid and ajiparently

undisturbed ; but on examination he found both were

dead.

Skipton.—Tree struck and cut, and a cartload of hay

which was being put into a barn set on fire.

Wimiham.—A stable on the farm of Sir Brook Bridges

was struck by lightning and set on fire, three valuable

horses being burnt to death.

Cambridge.—A woman was killed and several buildings

were struck by lightning,

Deddington.—A painter was killed whilst sitting under

a tree during a thunderstorm.

Consett.— Whilst nursing an infant on his knee a miner

was struck by lightning and killed, the child escaping.

Scotland.

Ilamilton.—The storm, which was at its height about

half-past one, continued for fully two hours. About half-

past one o'clock, what is described as a ball of fire burst

over the Clydesdale Bank, a large three-storey structure in

Cadzow-street. The lightning struck the chimney head,

racking and displacing the solid stonework, and passing, it

is believed, down the chimney. The consternation of the

inmates, including the ofiioials of the bank, may be con-

ceived. In the room with which the vent communicated,

the grate was thrown out on to the floor, and the apart-

ment filled with soot, plaster, and debris. Something

similar happened in the room on the second floor. The

bank otiioe is immediately below on the street floor. The

accountant was startled by the noise and falling debris.
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Mr. Lightbody, who was standing inside his shop door on
the opposite side of the street, was almost knocked oil' his

feet against the side of the door. His workmen in the
bakehouse behind thovight the premises had been struck,

and the beam and scales were knocked against the wall.

The tailors in Mr. Park's workshop, which adjoins the
bank, felt stunned, and thought their skylight window had
been struck. Three independent witnesses standing in the
neighbourhood at the time state that they noticed a ball of

fire momentarily suspended over the bank.
Lockerbie.—Several houses struck and their roofs

damaged.

KUhirnie.—Two houses damaged ; the lightning passing
from the one to the other.

Beith.—Intense darkness accompanied the storm, and
business had to be suspended for fully an hour, during
which time flash succeeded flash at intervals of four
minutes.

Ardrossnn.—The most severe storm ever experienced.
The flashes of lightning were vei-y vivid, and the peals of

thunder sharp and loud. Hailstones, weighing over two
pennyweights, and measuring three-quarters of an inch in
circumference, were picked off the streets.

Saltcoats.—Two houses struck, and their gas-pipes cut in
two.

Kirkintilloch.—The lightning entered the room of a
house, passed along the attics and out by the chimney,
shattering the plaster and chimney top.

Rothesay.—Valuable milch cow killed.

Yale of Leven.—Darkness intense. The flashes of
lightning very vivid, and the peals of thunder, which were
loud, continued from ten to twenty seconds.

Slonehouse.—Hailstones of large size, vivid lightning,
and a series of tremendous sharp, and prolonged peals of

thunder. Cow killed and a tree struck.

Neinnilns.—Thunder peal followed thunder peal in rapid
succession, and sometimes three of them were heard at the
same time. Outside stair and belfiy of the Council
Chambers damaged.

Loans.—Two cows and a bull killed.

Sinclairtovn.—Dwelling-house struck, followed by an
explosion of gas ; damage not serious. Stack of hay set
on fire and completely destroyed.

Kirkcaldy.—Ventilator at the top of malting kiln at
Gallatown struck, and one of the large beams supporting
the ventilating apparatus shattered, some of the splinters
being carried away a distance of about 200 yards. In a
private house a valuable picture was destroyed, and the
woodwork set on fire.

Stardey.—A house was set on fire, and a portion of the
structure knocked down on two women, rendering them
insensible for a time.

Slow.—Eight sheep instantaneously killed, and a ninth
had to be afterwards destroyed.

Haivick.—The storm lasted for upwards of two hours,
and so dark was it that gas had to be lighted. The
lightning entered two houses and damaged a number of
articles.

Girvan.—Several cattle killed.

Bushy.—The lightning was most brilliant and vividly

coloured, blue in many instances. From three to four
flashes were seen before thunder heard. Three girls em-
ployed in Busby Mills fell into a state of fainting, and
remained in a trance for several hours. A cow grazing in

a field was killed, its hide being singed. A building in the
printworks was stripped of the lead and slates.

Ayr.—The lightning very bright and the thunder almost
incessant. Several of the flashes were of a violet tinge.

Some little panic was created in Ayr woolworks by the

girls getting frightened at the lightning gleaming on the
spindles.

I^eith.—The lightning entered a house, ran round the
cornice of a room, teaiing it open. The window-curtains
were set on fire, the roof singed, and a number of articles

which were lying about damaged. The lightning escaped
through the window, scorched the framework, and smashed
several panes of glass. A gentleman sleeping in the room
had a very narrow escape, as the lightning in its course
went within a few feet of his head ; he was much shaken.

After leaving the house the lightning had, judging from a
quantity of plates dislodged, run down the outside of the
house and entered the earth.

Edinburyh.—The Scotsman says :
— " Just as the btorm

began, one of the telegraph clerks in the Scotsman ofiice had
a narrow escape from being injured by the lightning.

Word had come over his wire that the House of Commons
had been counted out at 2.30 a.m., and he rose from the
Morse instrument to carry the sheet into the adjoining sub-

editor's room. As he re-entered the telegraph room a
loud rei)ort like the discharge of a rifle was heard, and the
thick glass cover of the relay was blown several feet into

the air, and smashed one of the glass globes. The relay

was completely destroyed.

DuiiiJ'riessliire.—Reports give accounts of considerable

destruction of farm stock. Mr. Phillips, Clarencefield, had
two fine bullocks killed, Mr. H. Baird, Blackford, had one
killed, and Mr. Aitken, a farmer in the parish of John-

stone, had sixteen sheep killed. While a lad was harrow-
ing turnips in a field the lightning struck the ground in

the next ridge, and covered him with earth, and a man
leading a horse bad a very narrow escape, he having just

passed when a large tree was struck and thrown across the

road. Heavy rain accompanied the storm.

Arisaig.—Mr. Lewis Macdonald (28 years of age), crofter,

Ardnish, was on the hill above the croft, taking home the

cattle at about 4 p.m., on Friday last week, when he was
stioick with lightning and killed instantly. When found

it was discovered that there was a mark like a bullet hole

on the right side of the head above the ear, and from the

appearance of the body it is evident that the electric fltiid

struck his head first, and then passed through his body.

Appin.—There were several extremely vivid flashes of

forked lightning passing straight down from a dense cloud

overhead to the earth. Four sheep were struck by lightning

and kOled ; and altogether the storm was one of the most
severe remembered for some years.

Errata.—P. 57, col. 2, line 8 from bottom, " now tired," shoald

be " never tired. P. 60, letter 1340, line 1, " absence of home

"

should be "absence from home."

Eaixfall Eecoeds at Glasgow Obsekvatoet.—On the authority

of Professor Grant, F.E.S., some interesting rainfall records at

Glasgow Observatory have been made available for public use.

Their publication was suggested by the heavy rainfall at Glasgow
during the twenty-four hours ending at ten o'clock on the morning
of the 11th inst., which is said to have been the most excessive that

has occurred during the past twenty-two years. The downpour
was heralded by a smart shower which commenced abont 1 p.m.

on the preceding day (Thursday), and lasted but a few minutes,

when fair weather was again enjoyed for about an hour. A little

after 2 p.m. there was registered by the self-recording instrument

of the observatory, a drenching shower, which, although happily

shortlived, was remarkable for the rapidity with which it fell. At
4.15 p.m., the sky, which was destitute of sunshine for several

hours previous, again sent down rain in perfect torrents. During
the evening, 1 in. of rain fell in five hotrrs. During the twenty-

hours referred to, the rainfall amounted to 2'12 in., and during none

of the twenty-two years preceding 1884 did the rainfall at Glasgow
Observatory ever exceed 177 in. in the same period of time. That

was in the month of July, 18G6.

—

Engineexin^.
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SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

TextBook of Descriptive JRneralor/i/. By Hilary Bauer-

man, F.G.S. (London: Longman?, Green, &: Co. 1884.)

—

In his volume on " Systematic Minei'alogy," in Messr.s.

Longmans' admirable series of " Text-books of Science,"

which preceded the one whose title heads this notice,

Mr. Bauerman considered the methods followed in the

systematic determination of the form, structiire, and com-

position of minerals, and he now proceeds to apply such

determination to the description of every important species

known. This is done in a way as convenient aud intel-

ligible to the student as it well can be, and no less

than 203 woodcuts of crystalline forms illustrate the

text. It is curiously illustrative of the advance of

mineralogical science that the capital index (of the names

of minerals alone) with which ^h: Bauerman's work con-

cludes occupies twenty closely printed columns.

Simjile Lessons in Water-Colour : Jlariue. By Edward
Duncan. (London : Blackie it Son.)—In no more agree-

able form can reminiscences be secured of a holiday tour

than in that of water-colour sketches, made by the tourist

himself, of the localities which he has visited ; and the sea-

coast will always supply him with a boundless variety of

subjects for his pencil. Mr. Duncan's book will furnish

him with all needful infoi'mation as to the best method of

reproducing the various forms which he will meet with,

and the atmospheric effects which add so much to their

charm and beauty. The pos.session of a box of moist water-

colours, a sketch-block, and this volume of" Simple Lessons"

will add a new and very real pleasure indeed to a visit to

the sea-side.

Tea and Tea-Drinking. By Arthur Reade. (London :

Sampson Low, Marston, A- Co.)—Mr. Reade, who is very

keen and enthusiastic indeed about tea, does his best, and
far from unsuccessfully, to interest the general reader in

the same subject. Beginning with its introduction into

this country in 1610, and tracing the gradual spread of its

use, he goes on to describe its growth and preparation,

teaches us how to make it, discourses on its effects on
physical endurance, its employment as a stimulant, and
winds up with some details of the extent to which it is a

source of revenue. The book is both chatty and amusing,

and will while away an idle half-hour pleasantly enough.

Jolin Bull's Neiglthour in her True Light. By a

"Brutal Saxon." (London : Wyman i Sons. 1884.)—
How far what may be termed an International " Slanging-

match " is a seemly or edifying spectacle, must be left to

the judgment of individual readers. Within a comparatively

recent period, however, certain French writers have taken

upon themselves to revile and vituperate England and the

Enelish in a manner which was certain sooner or later too
provoke reprisals. That the inhabitants of these islands are

faultless, either morally or socially, it would be idle to con-

tend ; that, however, on the other hand, we are the besotted,

debauched, ignorant poltroons depicted by some of our

highly-imaginative neighbours across the Channel, it would
be equally idle not to deny. Stung, then, apparently by
taunts as baseless as they are brutal, our author, who seems

to be an English resident in Paris, has set himself to let a

little light in upon Fi-eneh life, social and official ; and a

most melancholy expose he gives us of ghastly immorality,

filthiness, bragging, cowardice, and venality on the part of

our critics. The " Brutal Saxon " is, at any rate, both

eadable and amusing, and probably liy this time MM.
Max O'Kell," Hector France, et Cie, are (like Lord

S haftesbury's parrot) "sorry they spoke."

The Straight Line and Circle. With a Chapter on the

other Conies. By A. Le Sueur, B.A. Cantab. (London:
Bailliere, Tindall, i Cox.)—This handy little rudimentary
book on Analytical Geometry and the Conic Sections will

be found useful to the student preparing for examination.

A very excellent feature in ]Mr. Le Sueur's work is the

insertion after the proof of the various formulae, of exer-

cises, in the shape of numerical applications of them.

Nothing, in our experience, appeals so immediately to the

mind of the beginner as a concrete numerical example of a

merely literal equation, and such examples are supplied in

abundance in the book before us. General ones are also

given at the ends of the chapters on the line and circle, as

well as the questions set at the London University Exami-
nations for the B.A. and B.Sc. degrees from 1840 to 1883.

The author has done his unpretentious work well.

The Blonplpe in Chemistry, 21ineralogg, and Geology.

By Lieut.-Colonel W. A. Ross, R.A., F.G.S. (London :

Crosby Lockwood <fc Co. 1884.)—This is apparently a

reprint of a series of articles which originally appeared in

our contemporary, the Englisli Mechanic. Be their origin,

however, what it may, there can be no doubt of the value

and utility of these lessons in what their author appro-

priately calls " Poor Man's Chemistry." No one can read

Colonel Ross's book without recognising the power and
usefulness of the method of anhydrous analysis which he

so lucidly explains ; and we have little doubt that the

perusal of his book will tend to bring into fashion a mode
of recognising mineral substances at once so simple, cheap,

and efficacious as to render it remarkable that it should

e\er have been suflered to fall into desuetude. Nothing can

be plainer or more perspicuous than our author's description

of the apparatus employed and the method of using it.

Calculating Scales. Designed and patented by Lala
Ganga R.«i. (London : W. F. Stanley.)—A week or two
ago we reviewed (p. 36) a tract of General Hannyngton's

in which he gave a description of an extension of the slide

rule for the purpose of executing logarithmic computations

;

and now there lies before us an illustrated description of

another form of the same instrument, devised by a weU-
known Indian Civil Engineer for finding the scantlings of

timber, strains on girders and trusses, the thickness of re-

taining walls or by inspection. These scales ought to be

useful to the working civil engineer.

In the Watches of the Night. Poems (in eighteen

volumes). By Mrs. Horace Dobell. Vol. II. (London :

Remington k Co., 1884.)—As an example of moderately bad

poetry it would be hard to find anything more illustrative

than this series. Take one at random, " Sea Shells and

their Tenants " :

—

And the little fish slip in and out,

In the still calm hours of the June moonlight

;

And the wild winds rock them oft about

In the tempest rude of a summer night.

And so on through 96 pages. Mrs. Dobell's " Watches "

should be wound up forthwith.

We have also before us Moffat's Test-papers (London :

Moffat k Page) ; Part IS of The Franco-German War,

Part 18 of The Library of English Literature, Part 3 of

European Butterflies and Moths, all published by CasseU &
Co., London ; The Subsidence Theory of Earthquakes, by

Dr. Keeland ; Compulsory Unijormity of Weight in the

Sale of Corn, by T. H. Chatterton ; The Journal of Botany,

(London : West, Newman, i Co.) ; Suggestions for Popular

and Educational 2fuseums, by Thos. Laurie (London : the

Author); The Tricyclist : The South American .Journal;

The Railway Review : The Boot and Shoe Trades Journal;

and the The Hindu Excelsior Magazine (Madras).
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The percentage of recruits in the Italian army who can neither

read nor write varies from 27 in Piedmont to 74 in Sicily.

The Insurance Critic asserts that there are more than 10,000

steam boilers in Xew York city, attended by 7,000 men, of whom
not one-seventh are believed to be trustworthy and qualified for

their responsible work ; and yet dynamite cartridges are a terror

to many people.

According to Mr. Chamberlain, 120 applications for provisional

orders have been made to the Board of Trade since the passing of

the Electric Lighting Act. Of these 73 have been granted by the

Board of Trade and confirmed by Parliament. There have been
ten applications for licences. One for Colchester was to be granted
in the course of a few days. The remainder have not been pro-

ceeded with by the applicants. The supply of electricity has not

been commenced under any of the orders.

One of the most accomplished writers and artists of the day has
recently been spending a short period in HoUoway Gaol, as an im-

prisoned debtor, the object being to thoroughly show up and
expose the gross iniquities of our law under which debt is still by a

fiction treated as a crime. The series of ]>rison sketches and notes

will be commenced in <S7. Stephen's lieviciu of the current week,
under the title " Notes from a Debtor's Dungeon," and will rival

the famous work of the " Amateur Casual."

Electric Coxdoctivity of Solctio.ns.—According to the recent
researches of M. Bouty, the neutral salts in very extended solutions

of water form a gi'oup apart as regard their electric conductivity.

For example, ethylic alcohol, gh'cerinc, ei-ythrite and phenol,

glucose and candied sugar, ordinary ether and dichlorhydrine,

ethylic aldehyde and acetone, as well as albumen, all conduct very
badly. M. Bouty has also come to the conclusion, from his experi-

ments, that an anhydrous alkali or acid is not a conductor, bat that

ahydrated acid or alkali conducts like a salt.

—

Engineering.

We have received from Messrs. Eowney & Co., Oxford-street, a
specimen of " Wood's Adjustable Geometrical Eulcr," which com-
bines in a box of a very portable form, measuring 1-Ji inches by
2^ inches, an ordinary ruler, a T square, set square, protractor, &c.,

and a new contrivance for drawing and dividing circles and geo-
metrical figures. After a little attention and practice the instru-

ment will prove very handy and useful to anyone who has frequent
occasion to construct figures, etc., which by the ordinary rales of

geometry take a considerable time in working.

Almost all the Sicilian sulphur ore is carried to the surface on
boys' backs, consequently it does not pay to work below about
400 ft., as it then becomes necessary to employ hauling machinery.
Hence the deposits lying below that level are hardly touched, and
as many of the beds are nearly vertical, and do not diminish in

yield as they descend, the still untouched resources must be very
great. Various estimates have been made as to the period for

which the supply will last at the present rate of consumption ;

these range from 50 to 20O years. 'Tliere are said to be about 250
mines in the island, and no less than 4,367 calcaroni were reported
in operation fifteen years ago. The average yield is stated not to

exceed 14 per cent.

At a recent Conference held at the Health Exhibition, ic appeared
from some statistics collected by Dr. Ord that gardeners had a
better chance of life than any other class out of some eighty speci-

fied classes of workers, with the exception of clergymen. If 1,000
be taken as the average standard number of deaths within a given
period among all classes taken togcthei', then the number of

gardeners who die during the period is barely more than half the

average— i.e., 559 ; that of clergymen, who have the best chance of

all, 556'; agricultural labourers, 033 ; farmers, 675 ; medical men,
1,125. The highest death-rate is among persons engaged in hotels,

2,205; inn-keepers, 1,521 ; brewers, 1,301—significant figures these I

The proportion of medical men who die in a given time, though
above the general average, is less than might have been expected
from the harassing life they mostly lead, and the special risk they
run.

The Physiological Actiox of Heloderm.\ Poison.—That this

lizard, the Gila monster (Heloderma suspectum) is venomous, has
been often asserted and as often denied. Weir Mitchell and
Reichert find that its mouth-liquids are highly poisonous, killing

frogs, pigeons, and rabbits in a few minutes. This establishes it as

the only venomous lizard known. What is of even more interest,

perhaps, is the fact that the physiological action of the poison is

quite different from that of snake-poison : the latter kills essentially

by paralysing the respiratory centre, the former by paralysing the

heart. Heloderma venom causes no local injury when injected
sabcutaneoasly ; and arrests the heart in diastole, from which con-
dition the organ slowly passes into a contracted state. The heart-
muscle entirely loses its irritability when the organ ceases to beat,
and when other muscles and the nerves still readily respond to
stimulation. The spinal cord is paralysed.

Electric Lights for Lighthouses.—General Daane has, since
August last, been carrying out a series of experiments as to the
applicability of electric lights for lighthouse work for the United
States Lighthouse Board. The experiments have been carried ont
at Tompkinsville, Staten Island, the electric portion being under
the charge of Lieut. John Millis. The present result of the experi-
ment is that the electric light is found to be ten times more power-
ful than the oil light, and that for a given amount of light it is th&
cheaper of the two. It is said that of the apparatus tried the most
useful has been found to be that at present in use in the French
lighthouses. Among the dynamos tried have been the Gramme,^
Elphinstone-Vincent, Siemens, and Weston. The report on these
experiments is not expected to be ready for some months yet, but
when it does appear it will be of the greatest interest. If the
report of the committee now engaged in the same kind of experi-
ments for the Trinity House at the South Foreland should appear
contemporaneously with that of General Doane some interesting
comparisons might be made.

—

Electrician.

Whatever degree of truth may attach to Lamartine's remark
that before the present century shall have run out Journalism will

be the whole press of the world—the whole of human thought

—

there can be no doubt that the profession is becoming one of
increasing importance, and one that attracts an ever-growing
number of followers. Many an aspirant for journalistic fame ie,

however, at a loss how to set about the realisation of his ambition^
and a good handbook or guide affording trustworthy information as
to the qualifications necessary for each branch of the journalistic

profession has not hitherto been available. With a view to supply
this want a scries of articles has been commenced in the Printing
Times and Lithographer for July, dealing with every phase of the
subject. The articles are from the pen of Mr. A. Arthur P>eade,

well known as the author of the " Literary Ladder," " Study and
Stimulants," "How to Write English," Ac. The popularity which
these several works have enjoyed entitles one to anticipate an
equally favourable reception for the present series of articles,

which have, moreover, had the benefit of revision by a number of
leading journalists.

Australian Timber.—A Board appointed to inquire into and
experiment on the I'cst kind of timber grown in the Australian
colonies, and adapted for the construction of railway vehicles, has.

sent in its report. Among the woods which the Commissioners
mention as suitable are blackwood, mountain ash, bluegum, arui

Gippsland mahogany. Under test the blackwood presented results

which were superior to any other timber. The mountain ash was
second to the blackwood for railway purposes. It should be felled,

the Commissioners think, daring the winter months, when it has
attained maturity, and is between 4 ft. and 5 ft. in diameter, and ic

might remain felled for six months before being broKen down into

planks for seasoning. Bluegum should be treated in the same
manner. Going somewhat beyond its reference, the Board deals

with the question of timber licenses, and recommends that getters

be compelled to pay for the timber felled, and to confine their

operations to a given area, or otherwise that selected lots of trees

be sold by tender. It is also strongly recommended that a forest,

board should be called into existence. [The above, taken fromi

Engineering^ serves to show that the continually-increasing demand
for timber is causing considerable anxiety, not only in Europe and
America, but in every quarter of the civilised world.]

A VALUABLE contribution to the literature of physical astronomy *

has recently been made in the issue by the Bureau of Navi-
gation at Washington of Parts I. and II. of Vol. II. and
Part I. of Vol. III. of " Astronomical Papers prepared
for the Use of the American ' Ephemeris and Nautical

Almanac' " In the first of these parts the formtJa> necessary
for expressing the corrections to the geocentric right ascen-

sion and declination of a planet are deduced in terms of cor-

rection to the elements ; the expressions thus obtained being

deduced to numbers for the planets Mercury and Venns, and tables

for those two planets respectively being appended. The second

part of Vol. II. contains investigations of corrections to the Green-

wich Planetary f)bservations, 1762-1830; and, to the general

reader, will probably be found the most interesting of the three, if

it be only for the succinct history of the instruments employed at

* We use these words in the original and legitimate sense, and
by no means in the modem one of watching snnspots to predict

rain and periods of stock-jobbing insolvency.
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our British National Observatory (and tlio nature of their errors)

during the period specified. Part I. of "Vol. III. of these " Astro-

nomical Papers" is purely technical, and is " On the Development

ot the Perturbativo Function." In it the subject is first treated

analytically in an exhaustive manner, and the tables are appended
for the numerical development of it. It is instructive to com-

pare the lilieral and judicious expenditure of the Government
of the United States in perfecting their National Ephemeris,

with the parsimony of that of onr own country in connec-

tion with our Nmitical Almanac];, in which, to take a single

example, the phenomena of Jupiter's satellites are still computed
from the imperfect and erroneous tables published by Damoisean
nearly fifty years ago. This will serve as well as anything to illus-

trate the merely mechanical—or bari'el-organ—kind of principle on
which the annual calculations are ground out in Verulam Buildings.

Meanwhile, any one who is sufficiently pushing and impudent, and
can obtain the ear of members of the Government personally

ignorant of science, seems to have no difficulty in dipping his hands
into the public purse. If the money, absolutely and utterly wasted
every year on a shallow sham called " The Committee on Solar

Physics," at South Kensington, were devoted to the improvement
of the Nautical Almanack, the advantage to astronomical science

could hardly fail to be very great indeed.

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfbed Tenntsob,

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possiily be in-

serted. Correspondents mimt not le offended^ therefore^ should their

betters not appear.

All Editorial communications sho^dd ie addressed to the Editor of
Knowledge; all Business communications to the Publishers, at the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended to

DELAYS ARISE FOR WHICH THE EDITOR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should he made
payable to Messrs. Wyman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No communications are answered bt post, even though stamped
AND DIBECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

DICKENS'S STORY LEFT HALF TOLD (No. 139).

[1343]—Being the writer of what Mr. Thomas Foster calls " a
recent rather feeble article on the subject in the Cornliill Maga-
zine," I should like, with your permission, to make a few
observations.

Not having read " Leisure Keadingn," I am not well aware what
Mr. Foster's theory really is, and should therefore be glad to leam
in what number of Knowledge his former article on this subject
appeared.

Until I have had the pleasure of reading it, I will only ask
whether Mr. Foster lias seen the article, " How Edwin Drood
was Illustrated," which appeared in the Century Magazine for

February, 1884 ?

From that I quote the following few sentences :
—" The central

crime of the book can never have been intended by the author to

be a mystery ; the secret that Charles Dickens intended to keep,
and kept in effect, was the manner of the discovery. He is a keen
reader who has ever found out who and what was Mr. Datchery,
and of this Mr. Fildes knows no more than does the public."

" But, finding that Mr. Fildes knew a great deal, Charles Dickens
went on to make the principal revelation which concerned the
central figure ; he told his illustrator that Jasper was to be brought
to justice in the end of the story. A drawing of this originally

and most strongly-conceived criminal locked up in the condemned
cell (which was to have been studied at Eochester) was then
planned between the two as one of the final subjects."

Mr. Foster contends that Edwin Drood is alive, though Jasper
does not know it. That he should keep his very existence a secret
for six months—causing terrible grief to Rosa and others—for the
purpose of taking a deadlier vengeance in the end on Jasper, does
not, I confess, appear to me reasonable ; but then I suppose I am
what Mr. Poster calls " a commonplace reader."

In conclusion, I may mention that I received letters from two

gentlemen— both strangers to me—insisting that Baggard is

Datchery. One wrote from Boston, U.S., the other from Jersey.

But on tins point I agree with Mr. Foster, and differ from my cor-

respondents as widely as their homes are distant. H. E.

[As Mr. Foster is, I imagine, by this time on the other side of

the Atkntic, a fortnight or three weeks must certainly elapse before

I can receive anv reply or comment on the above letter from him.
—Ed.]

THE SOLAR GLOW.—VENUS IN INFERIOR
CONJUNCTION.

[1344]—In connection with the letter (1342, p. 61) of " Cosmo-
politan," it may be of interest to mention that I have received a
letter from that careful and painstaking observer, Mr. T. E.
Clapham, of Austwick Hall, near Lancaster, describing the appear-
ance of the solar glow as seen by him on the 12th inst. It was
(naturally) most favourably seen when the sun himself was obscured
by a cloud, leaving the surrounding sky clear. Under these circum-
stances, the ruddy glow seemed very approximately to follow

the outline of the cloud; but there was also one fine reddish

streamer, with almost parallel edges, above the cloud ; in shape,

exceedingly like one of the beams of light visible when, as the

country people say, " the sun is drawing water." This is illustrated

by a water-colour sketch, which could not, of course, be reproduced
here in colour. My correspondent goes on to say that the after-

glow was stronger on the night of July 13 than he had known it for

some weeks. Assuredly there is something still permeating the

atmosphere in its upper regions.

Mr. Clapham adds that at lOh. 30m. a.m. on Saturday 12, he
could easily see the dark body of Venus with a 3i-iD. Wray tele-

scope ; but that he could not trace the dark limb right round. I

mention this because on the previous day at lOh. 41m. a.m., I saw
precisely the same thing with my 4"2 in. Ross equatorial, armed
with a power of 154 ; the dark limb of the planet being traceable

for a considerable distance beyond the cusps, but fading into the

bright sky in its southernmost portion. WiLLUJI NoBLE.
Forest Lodge, Maresfield, Uckfield, July 18, 1884.

THE "WAR OFFICE GHOST."

[1345]—I take the following particulars from Wallace's " Miracles
and Modem Spiritualism," pp. 72-3, where I happened to read it

yesterday.

Captain Wheatcroft's "ghost" appeared, not only to his wife

—

who by the way was in bed at the time—but to another lady, in
London. On inquiry, R. Dale Owen (from whose narrative Wallace
draws most of his facts) gathered from this lady and her husband
that it was about 9 p.m. of Nov. 14, 1857, that the spirit appeared
in uniform. He was struck b}- a fragment of shell, it seems, in the
breast, on the afternoon of the 14th, not the 15th, as the War Office

certificate first put it. The times, therefore, are within the limits

required on the assumption, which is quite unnecessary, that the
apparition occurred simultajieously with the death. If anything
really hinged on the exact synchronism it might be worth while to

make more minute inquiries as to the circumstances of the Indian
battle-field. But I really see none. It is quite sufficiently con-
vincing as it is, so long as nothing essential is authoritatively

denied. J. Heescuel.
[Mr. R. Dale Owen can scarcely be accepted as a trustworthy

authority on anything whatever having reference to the " super-
natural." Readers interested in the spiritualistic imposture will

not have forgotten his famous article in the Atlantic Monthly, on
the bona fides of the apparition of " Katie King," through the
niediumship of a Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Holmes; nor his subsequent
humiliating confession of the way in which those people had
humbugged him. If Mr. Wallace has no better voucher for his

"facts" than Mr. Owen, assuredly they must be taken with
something more than a grain (say a salt-cellar full) of salt.

—

Ed.]

A COINCIDENCE.

[1346]—In May last, a friend mentioned to me in conversation a
poem by the late Dean Stanley, entitled " The Untravelled
Traveller," and addressed to Prince Leopold on the latter's reco-

very from a severe illness at Oxford. I had never seen or heard of

the poem before, and my friend, who was extremely anxious to
procure a copy, begged me to let him know if I ever met with it,

as he did not know where it was to be found. We then spoke of
other things, and no fui'ther allusion was made to the subject—in

fact, I quite forgot it till the next morning, when, quite casually
taking up a small monthly magazine (which, by-the-by, I seldom
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read) from my sister's writing-table, almost the first thing that
met my eye was a reprint of this very poem. It would have been
the last place I should have thought of looking in.

Ardennes.

PERSPECTIVE.

[1347]—Some of your corre.=!pondents seem to have got into a
puzzle over their perspective. They seem to find a ditiiculty in

understanding how parallel lines perpendicular to the line of sight

—that is, lying in planes parallel to the plane of the picture, can be
correctly presented to the eye of the spectator by parallel lines on
the plane of the picture.

Your correspondent " C. E. Bell " seems to forget that, although
the upper and lower edges of the cube may be shown by parallel

lines in the picture, yet the angle subtended with the eye by the
perpendicular edges of the cube varies with the distance to right

or left, as the case may be, while tlie edges are from the centre of

the picture or line of sight.

Thus, if P P in the annexed diagram bo the plane of the picture

shown in plan, S, the spectator's eye, and SA, the line of sight,

it is obviously seen that a given dimension M on the plane of the
picture at A will subtend a larger angle with the eye than the

same dimension M at B.

Let " R. Jones," " C. E. Bell," and others simply examine the
photograph of any rectangular object taken with the plate of the
camera parallel to one face of the object, and they will find that all

the horizontal lines in the object which arc in planes parallel to

that of the plate will appear as parallel lines in the jiietvire.

In connection with this subject I woitld remark that artists are

in the habit of showing the sea-line as a straight horizontal line.

Now this is not strictly correct, and especially when the sea is

viewed from a great height.

The spectator's eye being a point outside a sphere, may be re-

gsurded as the apex of a flat cone, the base of which is a circle

whose radius is (approximately), the distance of the spectator from
the horizon.

If a straight-edge be held up to the eye when looking towards
the sea-line from a lofty cliff on the sea-shore, the curvature of the
horizon becomes plainly visible. I commend this experiment to

crazy Zetetics, though, doubtless, they can explain this as easily

as every other fact that tells against them. E. W. Young.
[What is " a flat cone " ?—Ed.]

SHIPS' LIGHTS.

[1348]—Apropos of your propositions respecting ships' lights in
" Sent to the Bottom," in a former number of Knowledge, the
reduction of the number of lights being most desirable, may I

venture to offer for your consideration the following alteration,

namely, that tim lights on each side only be adopted, in lieu of three
side and two end lights. Thus, let the foremost light be white on
each side, and visible from right ahead to right astern, and placed
15 (?) feet from the stcmmost, and 5 (?) feet above that light—the
sternmost light to be particoloured—white showing ahead to well
abeam, but say red astern to nearly abeatn ; steamships carrying
a fifth masthead light as at present. A sketch may make my sug-
gestion clearer :

—
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absolutely unthinkable. It can bare noitlier centre nor circum-

ference.—W. Brooks Sayers. Would you be surprised to hear
that a gentleman named Aristarchus of Samos (who died B.C. 212)
anticipated yoa in your idea of determining the distance of the sun,

by observing the angle subtended by him and the dichotomised
moon, some 2,160 years ago? From the practical impossibility,

however, of ascertaining when the moon is exactly half-full, he
made out that the sun's distance from the earth was onh- nineteen

times that of the moon ; whereas, as we know, this is less than a

twentieth part of its true value. Your absurd endorsement of
" private " on your letter has delayed it exactly a week.—G.\ETn

WiLKixsoN opines that the vaccine eruption is contagious.—T.

Mann. The principal movements of the earth are :—1. The
annual. 2. Her motion round the centre of gravity of herself and
the moon. 3. The diurnal. 4. What yon speak of as the pre-

cessional, or that conical motion of her axis which gives rise to

the Precession of the Equinoxes. 5. The Xutational. 6. The
eecular change in the obIi(]uity of the ecliptic. 7. The revolution

of her apsides. 8. The secular variation is the eccentricity of her
orbit, and, 9, her motion in space in common with the whole solar

system. The contributor to whom you refer seems to have forgotten

his promise.—A. JIackay. See reply to you on page Gl and para-

graph on page 02.

—

Jas. Gille.spie. Do, for goodness sake, master
the rudiments of your subject. Do you know that the earth's mean
equatorial semi-diameter only subtends an angle of 885" at the
Sun, and that the Pole Star iV< actually vertically overhead in

latitude 88° 11' north ? Polaris is not in the pole of the heavens,

but 1° 19' from it. You seem hopelessly incapable of comprehend-
ing that at the enormous distance of the fixed stars all lines

simultaneously drawn to them from any parts of the earth's

surface are parallel—nay, that so remote are they that even the
diameter of her orbit shrinks to a point as viewed from them !

—J. Greevz Fi,*her sends me " Five Eulez for Improving
Spelling," for which I am much obliged ; but fancy that I shall

continue to employ, for some little time to come, orthography so

thoroughly " understanded of the people" as that which ho seeks

to supersede.—PoLY'GLOT. Thanks. Certainly not at present.

—

Nigel Doble. Premising that ()6 inches is a ridiculously in-

adequate focal length for a 6-inch object-glass (which would per-

form infinitely better if it had a focus of 90 inches). I may tell

you that you would need at least four eye-pieces for astronomical
purposes, which, with a G6-inch objective, would be constructed as

follows, each, of course, consisting of two plano-convex lenses, with
the plane sides next the eye. So. 1 field-glass 1'65-inch focus,

eye-glass 0'55-inch focus, I'l inch apart. This would give a power
of 80. No. 2 field-glass, 0'73 inch focus, eye-glass 0'24 inch focus,

0'48 inch apart. This would magnify ISO diameters. No. 3 field-

glass, 0'53 inch focus, eye-glass 018 inch focus, 036 inch apart.

This would magnify 250 times. And No. 4 Field-lens, 026 inch

focus, and eye-lens 0'09 inch focus, 0'17 inch apart. This would
give a power of 500 for very close double stars. Each of these

eye-pieces should have a diaphragm, to limit the field of view,

placed in the focus of the eye-glass. I do not know the work you
mention.

—

Malcolm Fyte. The pernsal of your letter suggests the
dictum of the great American philosopher: "There's nothing new,
and there's nothing true, and it don't much signify." In everything
of the slightest value you have been anticipated by Mr. F. H.
Wenham and others—years ago.

—

Augustus J. Harvey suggests the
appointment of a staff of commissionaires to conduct visitors to

the principal points of interest of the Health Exhibition, and to

explain the most important objects shown there.

—

The President
AND Council of the Society for the Study and Cure of Inebriety.

I regret that I was a good many miles from London on the evening
of the 21st.—H. W. Jackson. Please communicate with Messrs.

Wyman & Sons, the publishers of Knowledge.—Law. Prior to the

receipt of your letter I was ignorant that there were any Whitworth
Law Scholarships at all.—W. E. Snell. No one, that I am aware
of, has ever disputed in these columns the value of sanitation as one
form of prevention of small-pox.—A. McDonnell. I will read your
pamphlet as impartially as I can.

—

Eye-witness. Something of the

sort was attempted on p. 247 of our last volume, but did not seem
to meet any general want. My large star-atlas would enable you
to learn the constellations.—G. Pixnington. " I think not," says

the lamb.—G. C. I do not know the particular book you mention,

but the names of its joint authors afford a sutBcient guarantee of

its excellence. Bloxam's is my text-book. Churchills publish it,

and it is first-class, but it cost rather more than your specified

price.

In response to numerous applications, it has been decided

to issue "The Index " to Volume V. of Knowledge, ivith

the present numier,/ree of charge.

(Bur iHattjfmati'ral Column.

n

NOTES ON EUCLID'S SECOND BOOK.

By Richard A. Proctor.

{Continued from p. 41.)

IT is well to notice the algebraical and arithmetical relations
which the different relations presented in the preceding proposi-

tions serve to illustrate.

We must show first that if each of the two lines which contain
a rectangle can be divided into an exact number of parts each equal
to some unit of linear measurement, then the product of the two
numbers represents the number of corresponding units of square
measurement contained in the rectangle.

Let the rectangle A B C D be contained by the lines A B, AD;
and suppose that a
certain unit of length

'^

"

is contained 13 times
in A B and 7 times
in AD. Then if A B
be diWded into 13
equal parts and A D
into 7 equal parts,

each part of each
line is equal to this

um't of length. And
if we draw through the points of division in A B lines parallel to
AD, and through the points of division in AD lines parallel to
A B, it is clear that the rectangle A B C D will be divided into a
number of squares each having its sides equal to the unit of len<'th.
Now each row of squares parallel to A B contains 13 such squares,
and there are seven such rows. Therefore the -whole rectangle
contains 7 times 13 squares. Thus the product of the numbers 7
and 13, which represent the length of the sides in terms of the
linear unit, gives us the number representing the area of the rect-
angle in terms of the corresponding unit of square measurement.
And the proof would have been precisely the same whatever the
number of units of linear measurement in the sides A B, AD,—so
that, if A B contains a such units, and A D contains b, the
rectangle A B C D contains a b units of square measurement.

It would be easj' to extend this proof to the case of a rectangle
having incommensurable sides ; but for the purpose of illustration
the case of commensurable sides is sutficient. This commenstira-
bility is to be understood as implied in what follows.

In Euc, Book II., Prop 1, if the undivided line contain a units
of length, the several parts of the divided line b, c, and d units,
respectively, the proposition corresponds to the algebraical
identity

a(b + c + d) =ab + ac + ad.
Prop. 2.—If the undivided line contain (a + b) units of length,

its parts a and h units correspond to the identity
(a + b)a+ (a + h)b={a + by-'

In Prop. 3, on the same supposition, the algebraical identity
corresponding to the proposition is

{a + b)b = ab + b'.

Prop. 4, on the same supposition, corresponds to the identity
{a + b)-' = a^ + 2ab + b'

In Prop. 5, let AB = 2a, and CD = 6, so that AD = (a-l-6) and
D B = (a — fc) then the corresponding algebraical identity is

(a + b) (a-b) +b'= a'

that is, the well known relation

a-—b-= (a + b) (a — b).

But if we put A D = a and D B = b, we obtain the relation

—

(a — b\- /a + b \-— )=(-!-) =

that is, the well known formula

—

{a + by- (a-by=iab
We get the same identities in the case of Prop. 6, if we make

corresponding suppositions, simply interchanging a and b.

In Prop. 7, put AC = a, and BC = b, then the algebraical
identitv corresponding to the proposition is

(a¥by'-\-b'' = a- + 2b{a + b)

In Prop. 8 put AC = a, and BC = 5; then the corresponding
algebraical relation is

4(o-t-b)b-Ha= = (a-H2b)2.

In Prop. 9 put first A B = 2 a and C D= b ; then the corresponding
algebraical identity is

(a-f b)'-f (a-5)-= 2(a--Hb').

Nest put A D = a and D B = b, and we obtain the relation

„= + b== 2(«-±-7.2(«-rL^y
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which is not a new relation, the change in our suppositions merely

leading to the inversion of tlio former relation.

In Prop. 10 corresponding suppositions with the interchange of

a and b iiive the same results.

It will bo found that any theorem respecting rectangles may be

shown to correspond to an algebraical identity,— and in like manner
that any homogeneous algebraical identity of two dimensions may
be made to supply one or more geometrical theorems respecting

rectangles.

Let us take as an instance the following identity :

—

(a+b + cy- = a? + h- + c- + 2al + 2hci-2ca ; this resolves itself into

the following proposition :

—

Prop. I. Tf a straiijht line AB ie dirided into any three parts in

t'le points C and D; then

the square on A B shall A___ , ^

he equal to the aqiiares on
AC, CD, and D B, together with twice the rectangles contained bij

A C, C 1), by AC, D B, and by CD, J) B.

By Euc. II., prop. 4, the square on A B is equal to the squares on

A C, C B together with twice the rectangle A C, C B ; that is (again

applying Prop. 4) to tlie squares on A C, CD, D B, together with

twice the rectangle CD, D B, and (Prop. 1) twice the rectangles

AC, CD, and AC, DB.
Prop. 11 is an important one. It may be enunciated also thus,

—

To divide a given straight line into tico parts so that the squares on

the whole line and on one of the parts mai; be together equal to three

times the square on the other part. That this enunciation is equiva-

lent to the other follows immediately from Prop. 7. Prop. 11 offers

a problem somewhat more difficult than most of those in Euclid. It

is made use of by him in Book IV. Prop. 10 ; but when it is required

for the solving of Prop. 30, Book VI., he appears to have forgotten

that he had already solved it, and adopting a less happy mode of

analysing it occupies three long propositions with its solution. We
shall note an analogous proposition in our next contribution on this

subject.
{To be continued.)

(Bm cores Column.

By Mephisto.

THE FRESCU DEFENCE.

1.
P to K4
P toK3

THIS is a perfectly sound and safe defence, and suitable when-

ever the second' player wishes to play a close game or avoid

the more attacking lines of play arising from 1. P to K4 ; White's

best reply is 2. ?J5_Qi. If now P x P, then P x P followed by
^ ' P to Q4

Kt to KB3, B to Q3, and Castles with a safe game. Wiiite may

also play 3.
Kt to QB3-—B to Kto would not lead to any favour-
Kt to KB3

able result. White now would not gain anything by advanci-sg

P to K5, as, after Kt to Q2, Black would vigorously attack the

centre by P to QB4, Kt to B3, &c. If 3. P x P, P x P, and we
have a normal position which Black follows up by B to K2 and

Castles. White has now two lines of play, viz. :

—

B to Q3 and B to KKto. If
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THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY.
By W. Mattieu Williams.

XXXIX. COUNT KUMFORD'S DIETETICS.

IN the formula for Eumford's soup given in my last, it

is stated that the bread should not be cooked, but

added just before serving the soup. Like everything else

in his practical programmes, this was prescribed with a

philosophical reason. His reasoning may have been fanci-

ful sometimes, but he never acted stupidly, as the vulgar

majority of mankind usually do when they blindly follow

au established custom without knowing any reason for so

doing, or even attempting to discover a reason.

In his essay on " The Pleasure of Eating, and of the

Means that may be Employed for Increasing it," he says :

—

" The pleasiu'e enjoyed in eating depends, first, on the

agreeableness of the taste of the food ; and, secondly, upon
its power to affect the palate. Now, there are many sub-

stances extremely cheap, by which very agreeable tastes

may be given to food, particularly when the basis or nutri-

tive substance of the food is tasteless ; and the effect of any
kind of palatable solid food (of meat, for instance), upon
the organs of taste, may be increased, almost indefinitely,

by reducing the size of the particles of such food, and
causing it to act upon the palate by a larger surface. And
if means be used to prevent its being swallowed too soon,

which may easCy be done by mixing it with some hard and
tasteless substance, such as crumbs of bread rendered hard
by toasting, or anything else of that kind, by which a long

mastication is rendered necessary, the enjoyment of eating

may be greatly increased and prolonged." He adds that

"the idea of occupying a person a great while, and afford-

ing him much pleasure at the same time in eating a small

quantity of food, may, perhaps, appear ridiculous to some

;

but those who consider the matter attentively will perceive

that it is very important. It is perhaps as much so as any-

thing that can employ the attention of the philosopher."

Further on he adds :
—" If a glutton can be made to

gormandise two hours upon two ounces of meat, it is

certainly much better for him than to give himself an
indigestion by eating two pounds in the same time."

This is amusing as well as instructive, so also are his

researches into what I may venture to describe as the

specijic sapidity of diflerent kinds of food, which he deter-

mined by diluting or intermixing them with insipid mate-

rials, and thereby ascertaining the amount of surface over

which they might be spread before their particular flavour

disappeared. He concluded that a red-hen ing has the

highest specific sapidity, i.e , the greatest amount of agree-

alile flavour in a given weight of any kind of food he had
tested, and that, comparing it on the basis of cost for cost,

its superiority is still greater.

He tells us that " the pleasure of eating depends very
much indeed upon the manner in which the food is applied

to the organs of taste," and that he considers " it necessary

to mention, and even to illustrate in the clearest manner,
every circumstance which appears to have influence in pro-

ducing these important effects." As an example of this, I

may quote his instructions for eating hasty pudding :

—

"The pudding is then eaten with a spoon, each spoonful of

it being dipt into the sauce before it is carried to the

mouth, care being had in taking it up, to begin on the out-

side, or near the brim of the plate, and to approach the

centre by regular advances, in order not to demolish too

soon the excavation which forms the reservoir for the

sauce." His solid Indian corn pudding is, in like manner,
" to be eaten with a knife and fork, beginning at the cir-

cumference of the slice, and approaching regularly towards

the centre, each piece of pudding being taken up with the

fork, and dipped into the butter, or dipped into it in part

only, before it is carried to the mouth."

As a supplement to the cheap soup receipts given in my
last, I will quote one which Rumford gives as the cheapest

food which in his opinion can be provided in England :

—

Take of water eight gallons, mix it with 5 lb. of barley-

meal, boil it to the consistency of a thick jelly. Season

with salt, vinegar, pepper, sweet herbs, and four red

herrings pounded in a mortar. Instead of bread, add 5 lb.

of Indian com made into a samp, and stir it together with

a ladle. Serve immediately in portions of 20 ounces.

Samp is " said to have been invented by the savages of

North America, who have no corn-mills." It is Indian

corn deprived of its external coat by soaking it ten or

twelve hours in a lixoviumof water and wood ashes.* This

coat or husk, being separated from the kernel, rises to the

surface of the water, wliile the grain remains at the bottom.

This separated kernel is stewed for about two days in a kettle

of water placed near the fira " When sufiiciently cooked,

the kernels will be found to be swelled to a great size and
burst open, and this food, which is uncommonly sweet and
nourishing, may be used in a great variety of ways ; but

the best way of using it is to mix it with milk, and with

soups and broths as a substitute for bread." He prefers it

to bread because "it requires more mastication, and conse-

quently tends more to prolong the pleasure of eating."

The cost of this soup he estimates as follows :

—

d.

5 lb. barley-meal, at lid. per lb., or 5s. 6d. per bushel... 7i
5 lb. Indian corn, at lid. per lb 6J
4 red herrings 3
Vinegar 1

Salt 1

Pepper and sweet herbs 2

m
This makes 64 portions, which thus cost rather less than

one-third of a penny each. As prices were higher then than

* Such UiOvinm ia essentially a dilate solution of carbonate of

potash in very crude form, not conveniently obtained by burners of

pit coal. I wiU try the commercial carbonate, and report results in

my next, stating quantities and other particulars. I have but just

come upon tl^i" particular soup receipt for the first time.
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now, it comes down to little more than one farthing, or

one-third of a penny, as stated, -when cost of preparation in

making on a large scale is included. I have not yet tried

this soup. In reference to the others specified in my last,

I should add that I found it advantageous to use a double

vessel—a water-buth constructed on the glue-pot principle.

Such vessels are .sold under the name of " milk-scalders."

The reason of this is, that with our ordinary fireplaces

the heat is so great that the liability to char the bottom of

the thick porridge is a source of trouble. Rumford's fire-

places were so skilfully constructed, and used with just as

much wood fuel as was required to do the work demanded,

and thus this difficulty scarcely existed. I have little

doubt that one of the reasons why the thin broth of our

workhouses and pri.sons takes the place of his thick soup

is, that the liquid stuff demands no skUl nor attention from

the officials who superintend and the cooks who prepare it.

Their convenience is, of course, sacred.

The feeding of the Bavarian soldiers is stated in detail

in Vol. I. of " Rumford's Essays." Space will permit me
only to take one example, and that I must condense. It

is from an official report on experiments made " in obe-

dience to the orders of Lieut.-General Count Rumford, by

Sergeant Wickelhofs mess, in the first company of the

first (or Elector's own) regiment of Grenadiers at Munich."

JuxE 10, 1795.

—

Bill of Fare.

Boiled beef, with sonp and bread dumplings.

Details of the Expense.

First for the boiled beef and the soup.

lb. loths. Creutzers.

2 beef 16
1 sweet herbs 1

Oi pepper OJ
6 salt Ot

1 14i ammunition bread cnt fine 2J
9 20' water

Total... 13 10 Cost ... 20i

The Bavarian pound is a little less than l^lb. avoirdu-

pois, and is divided into 32 loths.

All these were put into an earthenware pot and boiled

for two hours and a quarter ; then divided into twelve

portions of 26y't7 loths each, costing 1| creutzer.

Second for the bread dumpling.

lb. loths. Creutzers.

1 13 of fine Semel bread 10
1 of fine flour 4i

6 salt Oi
3 water

Total... 5 19 Cost... 15

This mass was made into dumplings, which were boiled

half an hour in clear water. Upon taking them out of

the water they were found to weigh 5 lb. 24 loths, giving

15^ loths to each portion, costing 1| creutzer.

""The meat, soup, and dumplings were served all at once,

in the same dish, and were all eaten together at dinner.

Each member of the mess was also supplied with 10 loths

of rye bread, which cost ySj of a creutzer. Also with

10 loths of the same for breakfast, another piece of same
weight in the afternoon, and another for his supper.

A detailed analysis of this is given, the sum total of

which shows that each man received in avoirdupois weight

daily

:

lb. oz.

2 2^ of solids

1 2-;^ of " prepared water "

3 Sy'^j total solids and fluids.

•which cost 511 creutzers, or twopence sterling, very nearly.

Other bills of fares of other messes, officially reported,
give about the same. This is exclusive of the cost of fuel,

&.C., for cooking.

All who are concerned in soup-kitchens or other economic
dietaries should carefully study the details supplied in

these essays of Count Rumford ; they are thoroughly prac-
tical, and, although nearly a centuiy old, are highly
instructive at the present day. With their aid large basins

of good, nutritious soup might be supplied at one penny
per basin, leaving a profit for establishment expenses ; and
if .such were obtainable at Billingsgate, Smithfield, Leaden-
hall, Covent-garden, and other markets in London and the
provinces, where poor men are working at early hours and
cold mornings, the dram-drinking which prevails so fatally

in such places would be more effectually superseded than
by any temperance missions which are limited to mere
talking. Such soup is incomparably better than tea or

cofiee. It should be included in the bill of fare of all the
coffee-palaces and such like establishments.

THE TRANSMISSIOX OF POWER.
By a. Berixger.

IF we admit that the local conditions are equally

favourable to the four systems (viz , electricity, water
under pressure, compressed air and telo-dynamic cables),

that is to say, if we set on one side particular considerations

which may render one or the other system more suitable

in a given case, the comparison of prices shows that

electricity and telo-dynamic cables are the most favourable

agents for the transmission of power. Between these two
we must choose the cable as effecting the cheap transmission

up to a distance of 1 kilometre, but for greater distances

electricity is preferable.

We note, in passing, the interesting result that a

hydraulic motive power transmitted by electricity to a
distance of 20 kilometres costs less than the same power
produced on the spot by a large improved steam-engine,

even if we calculate the water-power at 03 fr. per

horse-power daily. It follows that a powerful waterfall

will supply, within a radius of four leagues, power cheaper

than that produced by steam-engines of 100 to 200 horse-

power, and within a far wider radius it will compete
advantageously with small steam-engines or with gas.

Although cables are very suitable for distributing power
in the country to a few separate places, they are quite out

of the question when it is required to effect unlimited sub-

divisions, e.g., in a distribution of power from house to

house in a town. In this case the three other systems

remain alone in the field.

For instance, if less than 1 kilometre electricity has only

the advantage of a few centimes over air and water, but

its advantage increases for longer distances. Thus the

hourly cost per horse-power for i kilometre is 0'2-t franc,

for 1 kilometre 0-2.5 franc, and for 12 kilometres 0'37 franc,

whilst water and air reach this price for H to 2 kilometres.

Transmissions by water and air are therefore far sur-

passed by electric transmission, and if we wish to produce

power by steam in a central establishment and distribute

it from house to house within a radius of 10 kilometres

electricity alone could furnish an economical solution of the

problem.

We must here remark that such a distribution of power
can only be, for the present, useful in the small trades, for

if more than 10 horse-power is required, a special motor is

more advantageous.

If we divide the region to be supplied with power into
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squares of 8 to 10 kilometres a-side, liaving each a large

steam-motor, we may supply a horse-power at 0-25 franc

hourly as against 032 franc, which would be the cost of a

gas-motor, showing a considerable economy in favour of

electricity.

There are numerous cases where local conditions render

it impossible to set up a motor at the place where the

power is required, and only certain systems of transmission

can here be employed. Thus in mining and tunnelling, air

and electricity only are applicable, and if we suppose that

there is need for 10 horse-power, we see, on comparing the

price of this power transmitted by compressed air and by
electricity, that the advantage is greatly in favour of the

latter. For more considerable transmissions of power the

prices agree fairly well up to 5 kilometres, but beyond this

the advantage of electricity becomes very decided. In

addition, an electric transmission is more easily established

than the conduction of compressed air, and it is much
easier to extend a system of the first kind than of the

second.

Certain boring-machines with compressed air often

sutKce for ventilation, whilst an electric transmission T)f

power requires to be accompanied by especial appliances

for this purpose. Still the advantages of electricity as

regards convenience and economy are so great that we
cannot hesitate to employ it whenever there is no fear that

sparks from the dynamo machines may occasion explosions,

especially as electricity can at the same time serve for

lighting.

In conclusion, in cases where telo-dynamic cables are not

applicable, electric transmission is much preferable to trans-

mission by water or compressed air. It is more economical

than gas-motors for transmissions up to o kilomttres.

Where transmission by cable is applicable it is more
economical up to 1 kilometre. From 1 to 5 kilometres

electricity has the advantage.

—

Revue des Mines.

THE ENTOMOLOGY OF A POND.
By E. a. Butleb.

THE MIDDLE DEPTHS {continueiX).

PASSING on now to the stouter-bodied, shorter-horned

flies, our only example will be the insect called

Stratiomys c/iameleon, the common chameleon fly, which
belongs to a family containing several aquatic representa-

tives. It is a broad, flat-bodied insect (Fig. 1), with a

Fig. 1.—Chameleon Fly.

velvety black body, adorned with yellow markings, and is

a near relation of those lovely, glossy, metallic-looking flies,

with long, dark wings, and bodies of a greenish, purplish,

golden, brassy, or bronzy tint, that are often seen sucking
the honey of flowers in damp places, or sunning themselves,
and displaying their beauty on the leaves of trees. The
eggs are not launched in rafts, like those of gnats, but laid

in overlapping rows, like roofing slates, on the underside of
the broad leaves of the water plantain, Alisma i^lantago.

The larva, which is of an elongate form, tapering greatly

towards the tail, is chiefly remarkable for the perfect star

of about thirty feathery hairs it carries at that ex-

tremity. As usual, this circlet of hairs is intended
to assist in the respiratory function. To breathe, the
insect slowly rises to the surface by serpentine wrig-

glings, and remains suspended there, the coronal hairs

acting as a float, and by their capillary attraction causing

the water to recede from the respiratory orifice which is

situated in their centre, so that air can be taken in at

pleasure. When this has been efl'ected, the insect closes

its hair star somewhat as one would shut an umbrella,
and slowly descends to the depths again, carrying with
it. the spoils of the outer world in the form of a silvery

globule of air entangled in its plume. Its jaws and
other appendages of the head are in constant motion,
creating currents which bring to it the minute creatures

on which it feeds. During larvahood, then, it does not
very greatly depart from the general style and method
of life of the gnats and other long-horned flies, but when
we come to the next stage we notice a great difierence.

Hitherto we have found the pupa shaped like a large

comma, and breathing by appendages attached to the
thoracic region. In the chameleon fly, however, a totally

difierent arrangement is made. The true pupa is formed
within the old larva skin, which retains its form so
that but little change, except an inflexibility of body, is

apparent outwardly. The pupa itself, however, reveals all

the organs of the future insect, and with its wings and legs

folded lengthwise along its breast looks like a miniature
Egyptian mummy. It is much smaller than the larva, and
so does not occupy nearly the whole of the space the old

skin afibrds, the long tail-like part being converted into

an air-chamber to supply with aerial nutriment the im-
prisoned mummy, which has its spiracles situated in the

usual position down the sides. When the time for emer-
gence arrive", a portion of the case near the head is re-

moved, and the fly makes its exit through the opening.

There is a small family of moths whose caterpillars are
aquatic, and may be found feeding on plants below the
surface ; but we will reserve a notice of these till we treat

of the perfect insects, which are abundant amongst the
rank vegetation fringing the edges of the pond.

Besides the bugs, beetles, and fly larvie, which are the
legitimate inhabitants of this part of our pond, certain

perfect insects belonging to orders that one would assuredly

not expect to find represented in the water—at least in the

adult state—may occasionally be detected paying flying

visits to these regions. About twenty years ago, Sir John
Lubbock discovered that some minute insects allied to the
ichneumon flies, and therefore belonging to the order
Hymenoptera, are aquatic in habits. This was a most
surprising discoveiy, for though the Hymenoptera form an
enormously large order, the number of species having been
estimated even at 30,000, not a single member of this vast

host had previously been known to have any connection
with water. Sir John Lubbock describes the discovery as

follows :
—" Great was my astonishment . . . when I

saw in the water a small Hymenopterous insect, evidently

quite at its ease, and actually swimnimg by means of its

wings. At first I could hardly believe my eyes, but having

found several specimens, and shown them to some of my
friends, there can be no doubt about the fact. Moreover,

the same insect was again observed, within a week, by
another entomologist, Mr. Duchess, of Stepney .... It

is a very curious coincidence that, after remaining so long

unnoticed, this little insect should thus be found almost
simultaneously by two independent observers." Twenty-
one specimens in all were seen, and two-thirds of these
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were females. The tiny being (Fig. 2) measures no
more than -2,\ of an inch in length. It has no nervures

in its wings, the hinder pair of which are so narrow as

to be scarcely more than linear in shape, and both pairs

are fringed round the edges with hairs. It Ijelongs

to a group which, like the ichneumon flies, are parasitic

Fig. 2.—Polynema natans.

upon other insects, but many of the smaller species attack

their hosts, not when the latter are in the larval condition,

but actually while they are in the egg, the contents of a

single egg being sufficient to furnish nutriment to the grub
of the parasite during the whole of its brief larval career,

and sometimes even one egg is the home of several para-

sites. The present insect, which was named by Sir John
Lubbock Pohjnema natans, may, therefore, with much pro-

bability be presumed to have been in quest of the larva or

eggs of some aquatic creature in which to deposit its own
brood. It would seem, however, that this can hardly be
the sole cause of the entry of these insects into the water,

inasmuch as the males were found swimming as well as the
females. The wings did not seem particularly effective as

swimming organs, the progress of the insects being but
slow, and in a series of jerks ; sometimes, too, the swim-
ming was abandoned in favour of crawling over the aquatic

plants. Marvellous as it may seem that a creature should
use as swimming-organs delicate membranous wings, appa-
rently adapted only for aerial flight, the marvel becomes
greater when it ia remembered that the little diver is

not in any way structurally adapted for an aquatic

life, except it be by the fringes round the wings,
but these it has in common with other members of the
same group which never enter the water at all. There is

no flattening of the legs, no tapering of the form in front,

no arrangement to provide for subaqueous respiration. The
breathing is conducted in the ordinary way by means of

spiracles, and all the time the insect is under water, it has,

so to speak, to hold its breath, just as one of the higher
animals would have to do under similar circumstances. At
first thought it would seem, therefore, that the tiny
creature, in obeying its maternal instincts, incurs some risk

of drowning, but it must be remembered that insects do
not require a renewal of air anything like so frequently as

the higher animals, and in the present instance the power
of endurance seems to be much greater even than usual.

Sir John Lubbock found that one of his insects could

endure submersion for twelve hours without inconvenience,

but that after fourteen hours it was to all appearance
dead ; however, on being transferred to a dry spot, it

revived, and, after a time, became as lively as ever, so

much so, in fact, that, notwithstanding its uncomfortable
experience of temporary drowning, it did not hesitate,

when an opportunity was again afforded, again to enter
the water. Professor Westwood has suggested, however,
in explanation of this power of enduring prolonged sub-
mersion, that the fringe round the wings may carry down

entangled in its hairs a small quantity of air, sufficient for

the wants of the insect during the time it would naturally

remain below.

Curiously enough, a second aquatic species, a trifle larger

than the other, and much less common, was discovered on
the same occasion and by the same observer. It swam,
however, not by aid of its wings, which were kept still, but
by a rowing motion of the legs, and thus progressed more
rapidly than its relative.

Ichneumon flies have recently been bred from the pupa; of

a Gyrinus, or whirligig beetle, which, as will be remembered,
is, in its larval state, subaqueous. It is not known, how-
ever, at what period in the history of the Gyrinus the

ichneumon eggs are inserted in the body of the host,

though, judging from analogy, it would seem probable that

it is the larva that is thus victimised, and in that case

either the ichneumon must dive, or the larva must be

attacked daring its temporary exposure on the aquatic

plant on which it forms its cocoon ; still, however, the eggs

may be deposited in the pupa through the walls of the

cocoon, the ichneumons possessing ovipositors long and
powerful enough for the purpose.

Certain caddis flies, or water moths as they are sometimes
called, and dragon flies have also been known voluntarily

to submerge themselves in order to deposit their eggs in

appropriate positions.

(To he continued.)

RAILWAY BRAKES.
By " Tkevitheck."

DURING the past few year.s, a prolonged and, at times,

an acrimonious discussion has been carried on con-

cerning the advantages and disadvantages of brakes as

applied to railway engines, carriages, and trucks. The
speed of ti'avelling is now on the average very high, the

trains run in rapid succession, and the lines are gradually

being called upon to work to the full extent of their capa-

city. All this means that if the work is to be got through
with anything like efficiency, every possible chance of faci-

litating the traffic should be taken advantage of. English-

men are, however, more phlegmatic and more inclined to

repose implicit faith in the powers that be than they

imagine, or would grant to be possible. It is, indeed, a

stern reality, that it requires a great calamity to awaken
them to the fact that one of man's first duties of citizenship

is to see that what is done around him is the best that can

be effected for his own comfort and for that of his fellow-

creatures.

Such an awakening has been lately experienced, for

during the past few weeks, embracing the longest days of

the year, at a season when fogs have no place in our

weather " forecasts " or " reviews," we have had our eyes

rudely opened to the fact that the railway system of

England is one that revels in disaster, torture, and deatL

Now it must be patent to the most superficial thinker that,

if our climatic conditions are such as to preclude the jury

from attributing a disaster, as they did the one near Ox-
ford a few years back, to a " freak of nature," such disaster

must be due to some cause in the main preventible. Be it

observed, further, that the accidents now pro\-iding de-

tailed horrors for the daily papers, happen for the most

part in the full blaze of the sun, with a good road beneath,

a good sky above, and a good light in front. Hundreds of

trains seem to carry with them day by day and hour by

hour a sure and effectual means for securing their

*
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own destruction, together with that of those persons

being transferred from place to place. In the early days

of railway travelling, when trains were few and far

between, and when the pace was generally slower, the old-

fashioned hand-brake applied by the guards to their own
carriages were just good enough to be tolerated, but at the

present day, when so many improved forms are on the

market, it can only be regarded as little short of a crime

to despatch a train upon its perilous journey bereft of

what should be, in reality, its greatest safeguard. It

requires but little argument to demonstrate that a brake,

capable of being applied to only one or two carriages in a

more or less lengthy train, may, at times, prove even worse

than useless, for it begets in the minds of those in charge

a false sense of security. And what I have just said may
be even more strongly emphasized when we consider the

condition of a train supplied witli a continuous brake

which can only be of use when every portion of it is in

good order. That the recent catastrophe at Penistone

may be ascribed to a state of things not far removed from

the one depicted is, I fear, only too probable. Of this,

however, I shall be at liberty to speak more fully later on.

Suffice it for the present to say that in this particular case

the engine was not )iulled up by the brake, but went on

for 570 yards from the spot where the axle of the engine

broke, while the carriages from which it parted company
only proceeded about half the distance mentioned, the

wheels running on the track, and the rails being broken

and torn up. There is every reason to believe that the

brake which was in this case applied by the driver failed

almost immediately, and may, therefore, so far as its effect

is concerned, be regarded as having proved worse than

useless. The Downton accident, on the South-Western
Railway, was another of a somewhat similar character. The
only important difference between them was in the loss of

life and limb caused. The Wiltshire accident might have
been averted had proper brake power been applied to the

whole train instead of an imperfect one to a fraction of it

There a rupture in the connections permitted the carriages to

obey one of Nature's first laws, and, instead of following the

engine round the curve, they forsook the rails, and rushed

down an embankment into a river. At Penistone the

carriages ran down an embankment into a road below.

Accidents such as these carry with them great and
practical lessons, which it behoves each one of us to bear

in mind. It is more than proved that one of the essen-

tials to safe travelling is that every train should be fitted

with an efficient brake—nay, more than this, it is neces-

sary that every individual carriage should be furnished

with a means for arresting its own progress in the event

of its being severed from the rest of the train.

There are at the present moment several forms of con-

tinuous brakes in use—brakes, that is, which are fitted and
applied to each vehicle, and one great distinction is that

while some of them are capable of performing their allotted

task automatically, others only respond to the manipulation

of those in charge. These two classes may be typically

represented by the Westinghouse and the Smith brakes

respectively. And perhaps the respective merits of the

two could not be illustrated more forcibly than by quoting

their behaviour from the chapter of accidents in July. On
the 8th a Great Eastern express en route for Doncaster

met with an accident. When nearing Spalding Station the

axle of the driving-wheels broke. The train was instantly

stopped by the application of the Westinghouse brake, and,

a fresh engine having been procured, the train proceeded,

after halfan-hour's delay. " Had," points out our con-

temporary Engineering, "a similar brake been in use at

Penistone, it could have been at once brought into action

by the parting of the train, even if it had not been applied

earlier ; and there are the best grounds for believing that

twenty-three lives and much dreadful injury might have
been saved." To quote another case, which might have
ended in a most dreadful catastrophe :

—

" In reply to inquiries respecting the details of an acci-

dent which lately took place near Chicago, Mr. JosephWood,
the Superintendent, said :

—
' The train consisted of an

engine, one baggage and three sleeping-car.i, weighing about

190 tons. At the time of the accident, the train waa on

a descending gradient of 1 in 1 25, and was going at a speed

of from 40 to 45 miles per hour. After leaving the rails,

the engine went partly down an embankment, taking with

it the baggage and the first sleeping-car, and stopping at a

point 240ft. from the point of derailment; the other two
sleeping-cars remained on the road-bed ; the rear end of

the rear car being 75 feet ahead of the point of derailment,

showing that from the time of the application of the Vjrakes

(when the engine was derailed and broken loose from the

tender) to the point of stopping of these cars, they had
gone a distance of 370 feet. These facts so strongly em-
phasise the efficiency of the brake, that further words seem
unnecessary. I may add, however, that none of the

passengers were injured sufficiently to delay their journey.'

"

Such is the behaviour of the Westinghouse brake. The
Smith non-automatic brake, on the other hand (the type

employed on the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire

Railway), can only act so long as the various parts of the

train remain coupled together, and the whole of the brake

apparatus intact. It is controlled from the engine, and
anything going wrong with the train, and causing a sepa-

ration, the brakes become useless, for even if they are

applied prior to the severance, they " proceed immediately

to come oflf by themselves." A train equipped with such

a " continuous " brake as this, is, under such circumstances,

quite as helpless as was the South-Western train at Down-
ton, which, as stated above, was without a continuous

brake.

There is another class or, rather, a sub-class of brakes,

which, while they respond very well at times, are unreliable

if called upon with any degree of frequency. Such a brake

is that known as the Clayton, and the use of which almost

resulted in a disaster that would have resembled very

closely the Downton aflfair. On the 12th of last month
a Midland train, consisting of fourteen vehicles, came
into violent collison with the buffer stops at Swansea.

The passengers who were preparing to alight were thrown
together and much shaken, fifteen of them being also cut

about the face and head. A doctor was on the spot and
promptly attended to the injured. The train was fitted with

the "leak off" Clayton automatic vacuum brake, and the

driver had applied it to stop about a quarter of a mile

from the terminus, on account of the signals being against

him. The line was cleared at once, and on again applying

his brake to stop at the platform, the unfortunate driver

found himself without brake power, and was unable to

avoid the collision. This is by no means the first time

such an incident has occurred in connection with this

brake, and the accident (1) at Portskewet, Northampton,

Liverpool, and Bradford, from the same cause, should

have made it perfectly clear that this brake is not to be

trusted for a second or third application.

The different forms of brake thus briefly referred to it is

my purpose to describe more in detail hereafter. There is,

however, one point that may be urged. One of the greatest

objections to the uniform adoption of a good automatic

brake is the expense. Such a contention is, however, more
than answered by a report recently made by Mr. T. E.

Harrison, Chief Engineer of the North-Eastern Railway.
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A detailed statement of the cost of maintaining

the Westinghouse brake on 2,666 vehicles for

two years is given, and this is particularly in-

structive. From it we find that, including the

cost of replacing the whole of this stock with new
hose pipes, for reasons explained in the report, the total

expenditure for maintaining both the brake proper and the

brake rigging, exclusive of brake blocks, is under Os. Gd.

per vehicle per annum. As Mr. Harrison points out,

however, the cost for hose pipes should be reduced by
one-half to get an average, which brings the sum to only

7s. per vehicle. This '• amount includes everything but

brake blocks, which are common to all brakes, and is made
up as follows :—Maintaining and repairing parts of brake

and rigging, 8d. per vehicle per annum ; hose renewals,

2s. 4d. per vehicle per annum ; men's wages, testing and
overhauling, and inspectors' salaries, 4s. ; total, 7s. This

sum is equal to about 1 j per cent, for the first cost of the

brake proper and the brake rigging—a truly surprising

result, which, as the report says, "shows conclusively that

there is great economy in the maintenance of the

Westinghouse brake."

Surely this, from so great an authority, should suffice to

convince any one ; but the question,fviewed from a public

standpoint is not, except to a veiy small extent, one of ex-

pense. If railway directors are determined to remain
admirers of such appliances as the vacuum non-automatic
brake because of their " simplicity and beauty," they must
be convinced of the paramount necessity of ensuring, as far

as possible, the safety of their customers. There is a
Board of Trade requirement concerning brakes which,
however, is not followed out, and signs are not wanting of

an urgent appeal being made to Parliament to enforce com-
pliance ; but I take it that travellers have the question, to

a great extent, in their own hands, and can call for reform
with a voice more potent even than that of Parliament, by
taking such alternative routes to their various destinations

as will enable them to repose confidence in the appliances
introduced for their security.

Speaking of the efficiency of the Westinghouse brake,
Mr. Harrison, in the report above referred to, points out
that the great object of the introduction of continuous
brakes was not for the mere stopping of trains at stations,

but that it might be used as an emergency brake to pre-

vent accidents, and every day's experience shows more
clearly the efficiency of this brake for this purpose and in
diminishing the extent of damage when accidents do occur,
and it is generally liked by all engine drivers who have
used it. It has been found especially useful for working
steep inclines, of which there are many on the North-
Eastern system, in some the gradients being as steep as
1 in 37.

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

X.—WATER AXD WATER-SUPPLIES—(con/i7itted).

II. Artificial Waters necessarily include samples of
the most varied characters. For the sake of convenience,
we shall here group together those which are purposely
prepared by man to meet certain ends, and others which
result indirectly through the agency of living beings. To
the former class distilled and aerated waters belong, to the
latter, plant-waters and sewage.

1. Distilled Water may be prepared from any of the
numerous varieties which we have already considered.
The process is conducted in an apparatus called a still

which consists of a suitable boiler of metal, glsiss, or stone-

ware, to the summit of which a pipe is fixed for the pur-

pose of conveying away the steam or vapour produced by
the boiling of the water into a condenser. The form of

condenser usually adopted is a coiled tube immersed In a
vessel of water, which is kept cold Vjy a continuous current
from a cistern. The steam on passing through the condenser
becomes reconverted into watei-, and the liquid so produced
is practically pure water, freed from most of its gaseous,

and all its solid, impurities.

The "foreshot" of the distillate should be rejected, as it

is liable to contain gases, organic matters, acids, and am-
monia, which obtain in the original water. In like manner,
the process should be discontinued before the still has been
exhausted, in order to reduce the possibility of a passage

over of residual products. Distilled water thus ])repared

is particularly greedy of dissolvable substances, and will

even attack matters which natural waters would leave un-

afliected. Its preparation in vessels with pipes of metal,

more especially of lead, and its storage in leaden receptacles,

should be avoided, to prevent a chance of poisonous con-

tamination. We would, therefore, once more direct the

attention of our readers to Jlessrs. Doulton & Co.'s exhibit,

where they may view with satisfaction the admirable
utilisation of stoneware for chemical apparatus.

2. Aerated Waters are only manufactured for beverages ;

they do not come within the scope of our present

inquiry ; but, as we have already dealt with some of the

more important aspects of this question, we would now re-

direct our readers to what we have stated with regard to

the preparation of such drinks from a sanitary point of

view, and to Messrs. Barnett dc Foster's stand in the

Western Gallery of the Exhibition.

3. Plant Waters.—In tropical forests, many plants have
the power of collecting and storing water in their tissues,

which is often a boon to the parched explorer. The well-

known Traveller's Tree aflbrds copious draughts of cool fresh

water on being pierced.* The grateful juice of the Cocoa-

nut palm fruit affords a beverage which in quantity is

sufficient to allay thirst, and, in palatable quality, excels

the most delicious of artificial drinks. The cut inflor-

escences, in their estivation, of both the Cocoanut and the

graceful Palmira, yield a delightfully refreshing nectar,

which, however, is prone to ferment very speedily, and is

then commonly called " toddy " by the natives of India.

All these waters are of the nature of elaborated saps, but
yet from their abundance in regions where water is scarce

or polluted, are of sufficient importance to demand some
attention here. Other plants with succulent stems, leaves,

fruits, itc, are not to be classed with the above, since they

are incapable of satisfying thirst, and moreover, their very

existence presupposes an ample supply of wholesome water.

4. Seioage may be defined as the concentrated refuse of

communities of human beings. In towns such as Man-
chester, where excrementitious waste products are utilised,

and are not permitted to enter the drains, sewage is com-

paratively harmless ; but in districts like London, in spite

of every cave, the pollution of rivers from such sources

often assumes a most dangerous aspect. Royal Commissions,

Metropolitan Boards, and Houses of Parliament all seem to

be ineffectual to cope with impending evils ; the first points

* The munificent gift of Miss North to Kew Gardens contains a
series of beautiful paintings of tropical plants. Amongst the most
noteworthy is the "Traveller's Tree (Ravenala Madagascariensi$), a,

striking example of the Banana tribe (Musacece). It may here be
observed that the large expanded leaves, with their grooved mid-
ribs, afford channels for conveying the rain-water to sheathed
recesses at their bases. The water thus collected remains fresh

and limpid, and may be obtained by piercing through the attached
ends of the soft, loosely-textured petioles.
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out the dangerous ground, whilst the two last-named bodies

remain inert, or, at least, expend an enormous sum of

money per day on chloride of lime.* In the meantime Dr.

Koch's comma-like cholera germ awaits but an opportunity

for establishing itself in our midst. We cannot refrain

from expressing our opinion that it is "passing strange"

that all this misdirected expensive energy should exist,

when numerous well-devised, inexpensive, nay jirqfitahlc

methods, for counteracting all ill-effects are easily available.

It shall be our duty in future pages to give a detailed

account of some of these.

We have already said enough about germs and their

agency in producing chemical poisons or ferments, and

upon decaying animal and vegetable structures in water to

seriously alarm the more apprehensive of our readers. It

is best, however, " to err on the side of safety," but we
most emphatically disagree with " W. C. B.'s" address to

our editorial fountain-head, which we requote here as an

extraordinary sanitary curio.sity :

—

" W. C. B." (lemurs to the idea that a polluted river is neces-

sarily unwholesome, as over and on the banks of one—" a mass of

festering filth, chocolate in colour, molasses in consistency, and of

stench simply indescribable "—many of his workpeople live, halo

and hearty, as did he and a large family for fifteen years. More-
over, twenty cows, always well and thriving;, drink this filth in

preference to pure spring water.

To which our "E. F." aforesaid curtly replies :
—"Just

so; de guslihus non est dispu/andum which, being

freely translated, would sound very like the olden English

saying, " There 's no accounting for tastes, as the old

woman said when she kissed her cow."

Nevertheless, organically polluted waters, of which

sewage is a type, do undergo a process of natural purifi-

cation. The organic matter consists chiefly of azotised sub-

stances and hydrocarbons ; and the water, in its passage

along rivers or through the soil, takes up a large proportion

of oxygen, which in its turn reacts upon the former, con-

verting them into useful nitrates ; and upon the latter,

causing them to give forth the equally valuable carbonic

acid gas. But these processes are necessarily tardy, and,

in the majority of cases, but imperfectly carried out. The
water of rivers containing sewage is, moreover, not only

prone to be temporarily imsuitable for domestic purposes,

but it contains in addition chemical poisons, which result

from the fermentative action of putrefactive agents, which

no process of oxidation can ever eradicate. Whether
these ferments are generated in sufficient quantity to render

certain streams and rivers detrimental to the life of plants

and fish, yet remains to be investigated ; but we may safely

argue from premises such as the above, that a prolonged

discharge of sewage into rivers clearly points to a termina-

tion which must inevitably be disastrous to both plant and

animal life.

We shall hereafter pass on to consider in detail the

varieties of water suitable for specific purposes, the tests

to be used in the determination of their respective values,

and the means which have been adopted by recent inventors

to meet all demands.

A Simple Scxshine Eecorder.—Professor Herbert llacleod, of

Cooper's Hill Engineering College, has devised a simple and effective

sunshine recorder by merely placing a globular bottle of water (or

water lens) in front of the lens of a camera in such a position that

the focussed ray falls on a sheet of sensitised paper spread on the

bottom of the camera box. A curved white line or band is pro-

duced on the paper as the sun revolves, and when clouds cross the

sun the line stops.

—

Enijineeriiig. [I have often wondered that

some such simple contrivance has not been devised before. The
price at which so-called " sunshine-recorders " are sold is exorbitant.

—Ed.]

* Cf. Daily Telegraph, July 16, ISSi. f " tJt Supra," page Gl.

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.
A WEEK'S CONVEHSATION ON THE PLURALITY OF

WORLDS.

By Moks. de Fontenelle.

with notes by richard a. peoctoe.

{Continued from p. 70.)

" "fTTHEN they had ranked the heavens in the mannerW you tell me, pray what is the next question?"
" The next," said I, " is the disposing the several parts of

the universe, which the learned call making a system ; but

before I expound the first system, I would have you ob-

serve, we are all naturally like that madman at Athen.s,*

who fancied all the ships were his that came into the

Pyrwum port. Nor is our folly less extravagant ; we be-

lieve all things in nature designed for our use ; and do but

ask a philosopher, to what purpose there is that prodigious

company of fixed stars, when a far less number would per-

form the service they do us 1 he answers coldly, they were

made to please our sight. Upon this principle, they

imagined the earth rested in the centre of the universe,

while all the celestial bodies (which were made for it) took

the pains to turn round to give light to it. They placed the

moon above the earth. Mercury above the moon, after

Venus the sun. Mars, Jupiter, Saturn ; above all these they

set the heaven of fixed stars, the earth was just in the

middle of those circles which contain the planets ; and the

greater the circles were, they were the farther distant from

the earth, and by consequence the farthest planets took up
the most time in finishing their course, which in effect is

true."

" But why," said the Marchioness, interrupting me, " do

you dislike this system 1 It seems to me very clear and
intelligible."

" However, Madam," said I, " I will make it plainer

;

for should I give it you as it came from Ptolemy its author,

or some others who have since studied it, I should fright

you, I fancy, instead of diverting you. Since the motions

of the planets are not so regular, but that sometimes they

go faster, sometimes slower, sometimes are nearer the earth,

and sometimes farther from it ;t the antients invented I

know not how many orbs or circles involv'd one within

another, which they thought would solve all objections :

This confusion of circles was so great, that at that time,

when they knew no better, a certain King of Castile, a

great mathematician, but not much troubled with religion,

said, ' That had God consulted him when he made the

world, he would have told him how to have framed it

better.' The saying was very atheistical, and no doubt the

instructions he would have given the Almighty, was the

suppressing those circles with which he had clogg'd the

celestial motions, and the taking away two or three super-

fluous heavens which were plac'd above the fixed stars : for

the philosophers, to explain the motion of the celestial

bodies, had above the uppermost heaven (which we see)

found another of crystal, to influence and give motion to

the inferior heavens ; and where-ever they heard of another

motion, they presently clapp'd up a crystal heaven, which

cost 'em nothing."
" But why must their heaven be of crystal," said the

Marchioness ;
" would nothing else serve as well t

"

" No, no," replied I, " nothing so well ; for the light was

to come thro' them, and yet they were to be solid. Aristotle

* The reasoning here closely resembles that which the modem
student of the subject has to employ.—E. P.

t Sometimes advance and sometimes retrograde, he should have

added.—R. P.
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would have it so, he had found solidity to be one of their

excellencies ; and when he had ouce said it, no body would
be so rude as to question it. But it seems there were
comets much higher than the Philosophers expected, which,

as they pass'd along, broke the crystal heavens, and con-

founded the universe : But to make the best of a bad
market, they presently melted down their broken glass, and

to Aristotle's confusion, made the heavens fluid ; and by

the observations of these latter ages it is now out of doubt,

that Venus and Mercury turn round the sun, and not round
the earth, according to the antient system, which is now
every where exploded, and all the ipse Ji.rits not worth a

rush. But that which I am going to lay down, will solve

all, and is so clear, that the King of Castile himself may
spare his advice."
" Metbinks," says the Marchioness, "your philosophy is

a kind of outcry, where he that oilers to do the work
cheapest carries it from all the rest."

" 'Tis very true," said I, " Nature is a great housewife

;

she always makes use of what costs least, let the difference

be ever so inconsiderable ; and yet this frugality is accom-
panied with an extraordinary magnificence, which shines

through all her works—that is, she is magnificent in the
design but frugal in the execution, and wbat can be more
praiseworthy than a great design accomplished with a
little expense 1 But in our ideas we turn tilings top.sy-

turvy, we place our thrift in the design, and are at ten

times more charge in workmanship than it requires, which
is very ridiculous."

" Imitate Nature, then," said she, " in your system,
and give me as little trouble as you can to comprehend
you."

" Fear it not, madam," said I, " we have dons with our
impertinences. Imagine, then, a German called Coperni-
cus confounding everything, tearing in pieces the beloved
circles of antiquity, and shattering their crystal heavens
like so many glass windows. Seiz'd with the noble rage
of astronomy, he snatches up the earth from the centre of

the universe, sends her packing, and places the sun in the
centre, to which it did more justly belong. The planets
no longer turn round the earth, nor inclose it in the circles

they describe ; if they give us light it is but by chance,

and as they meet us in their way. All now turns
towards the sun, even the earth herself ; and Copernicus,
to punish the earth for her former laziness, makes her con-
tribute all he can to the motion of the planets and heavens;
and now, stripped of all the heavenly equipage with which
she was so gloriously attended, she has nothing left her
but the moon, which still turns about her."

{To he continued).

THE TKICYCLES OF TO-DAY.

THE "K0T.5X SALVO" Xo. II.

THE makers of this justly - celebrated, double-driving,
front-steering tricycle, the "Salvo,"—Messrs. Starley

Bros.—can lay claim to the fact that the machine known
as the " Coventry Lsver " was the first type of tricycle
ever made in this country, it being the invention of the
late Mr. James Starley, who is rightly regarded as " the
father of the iron steed " ; and only quite recently the
mechanics of Coventry, in appreciation of the immense
service the founder of the present firm rendered to their
native town by creating an industry which has amply
recompensed them for the loss of their ribbon trade—for

which Coventry was once so famous—have recently erected

a monument to his memory.
Of course, not a single season has passed by without

finding the machine greatly improved, and the "Royal
Salvo " of to-day is a veiy difTsrent piece of mechanism from
the progenitor of its race, which, bythe-bye, was a rear-

steerer, having a large safety-wheel in front, which ran on
the ground like tlie rear-wheel. The original machine bore
the lengthy title of the " Salvo-Quadrioycle." After a few
experiments, however, it was found highly dangerous in

descending l.iljs at anything like a high speed, and, in con-

sequence, was quickly altered to a front-steerer, in which
form it has ever since been wisely allowed to remain.

The Boyal Salro Tricycle.

About four years ago, one of the firm had the honour of

delivering in person two machines to no less a person than
her Majesty herself at Osborne, her Isle of Wight resi-

dence, and with those machines she has since expressed the

greatest satisfaction.

The " Royal Salvo " No. II. differs from the ordinary
" Salvo " only as regards workmanship and weight, being a

better-finished and considerably lighter machine than the

latter, though built exactly on the same lines. The frame-

work of the machine is constructed entirely of weldless

steel-tubing. The front>-steering wheel is supplied with
Bowu's ball-bearings, while roller ones are fitted to the

two driving-wheels. The latter, I believe, are the oldest

bearings which exist, and are unmistakably the best

bearings made, being well-uigh indestructible, if only kept

well oiled and free from grit.

The steering-wheel in front renders a spill scarcely

possible when ordinary caution is used.

It is well known that if a rider presses too hard on the

pedals the front wheel will leave the ground. The back-

stay of the " Salvo " prevents it from being lifted so far

off the ground as to permit of the machine turning over

backwards.

The lever band-brake fitted to the machine is as perfect

as a brake can be, being far preferable to a tyre-brake,

which is not only liable to pitch an inexperienced rider

out if applied too suddenly, but may snap at any
time when least expected, and with constant usage cannot

fail in time to wear the tyre away or cause it to work
loose.

No matter if the hill bs as steep as a roof, there need
be no fear of descending on the " Salvo," since the brake

is sufficiently powerful to check the machine on any incline

whatever, and at any speed. Neither need there be any
fear of ajjplying the brake promptly and vigorously—as, for

instance, one is often compelled to do in the case of un-

expectedly coming on children playing in the roid, who
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invariably run in front of the machine, instead of out of

its way.

One of the most pleasurable features of tricycling to my
mind is descending hills at considei-able speed, and on this

machine the rider may do so at all times safely without

being robbed of his pleasure by a constant dread of the

brake snapping or not acting in some way in case of

emergency.

The machine is also supplied with comfortable, rubber-

clothed foot-rests, which, besides being a great luxury in

riding down-hill, enable the rider on a good level road

to take an additional rest by pedalling with alternate

feet.

But the best feature of the machine is its patent auto-

matic balance-gearing, an illustration of which is here

given (through the kindness of Messrs. Starley Bros., of

Coventry).

A.—Bevel tootli-wheel, fixed to the hub of one driving-wheel.

B.—Crown-wheel. C.—Bevel-wheel fixed to shaft. D.—Main

axle. E.—Chain-wheel.

The axle connecting the two large driving-wheels is tele-

scopic, the central shaft from the right wheel working in a

hollow tube from the left.

The chain-wheel works between two bevelled cog-wheels,

one of which is attached to the hub of the right-hand

driving-wheel, while the other is attached to the end of the

hollow shaft that proceeds from the left hand.

Between the two cog-wheels works loosely the collar

that forms the centre of the toothed chain-wheel, while on

a rod which passes from the centre to the circumference of

the chain-wheel works a small, loose cog-wheel, whose

teeth are so bevelled as to work against the teeth of the

other two cog-wheels.

While the machine is being driven in a straight course,

the teeth of the little cog-wheel press evenly against the

teeth of the other two cogs, and equal power is by this

.means imparted to both driving-wheels. But should one

wheel be rotated more slowly than the other, as in turning

corners or steering the machine completely round, the little

cog or pinion-wheel glides freely over the face of the

Vievelled cogs that move the inner or slowly - rotating

wheel, while it presses with more force against the cogs of

the outer wheel, thus causing it to rotate with greater

speed.

The great advantage of this simple mechanism is at once

apparent in the facility it gives of turning sharp curves

without the risk of the machine tilting over. It also can

be worked backwards or forwards with equal eflfect. While
at all times the machine, by the use of this gearing, is

kept thoroughly under control. With reference to its

luggage-carrying capability, there are few machines to

surpass it, the amount of articles one can fasten to

the detachable luggage-carrier behind being something

prodigiou?.

It is in consequence a capital machine for an amateur

photographer who wishes to take sufficient paraphernalia to

photo any lovely bit of scenery he may meet with on his

tour.

I advise those persons, however, who are above the

average weight, or who live in a district where roads are

bad, to ride an ordinary " Salvo," on account of its greater

strength ; whereas, on the other hand, for ladies, or those

whose weight does not exceed 10 St., and who are fortunate

enough to live in a neighbourhood of good level roads,

with smooth surface, I strongly recommend their " Special

Light Salvo."

With regard to height of wheels, I should recommend a

46-in., geared level, for those whose height does not exceed

5 ft. 9 in., and a 48-in., geared level, for those above this

height.

Undoubtedly the " Royal Salvo " No. II. is one of the

very best machines made. F.

EMBALMERS.

11H0UGH in America embalming be on the increase

and even bids fair to be one day popular, there can

be no doubt that with us the practice does not gain

ground.

We are a sensible rather than a sensitive people, and,

unable to grasp any very definite reason for encouraging the

art, we scarcely notice it. We have, in fact, no desire to

have our dead, like our poor, always with us. But, never-

theless, there are in each year a certain number of cases of

tolerably regular occurrence, and, to meet that demand,

a small supply of practitioners, authorities on the subject,

employed by the undertaker, who, as a rule, is the person

first consulted.

Compared with the ancient, the modern method is

rapid and simple ; with the Egyptians, the process was

a question of months, with us it is one almost of

minutes.

Here it is, as practised by Dr. B. W, Richardson, the

eminent authority on health, who has probably had a wider

and longer experience than any other man in the country.

" A large artery is exposed and opened, and into the vessel

a hollow needle is inserted. The needle is firmly tied in

its place. Through the needle a solution of chloride of zinc

is injected slowly until it has found its way over every

part. The principal art that is required in this process is

to be very careful not to use too much force in driving

the fluid into the tissues, and in not using too much fluid.

The fluid which answers best is made as follows :—To two

pints of water, at 50° Fahr., add chloride of zinc slowly,

until the water just refuses to take up any more of the

salt. Then add one pint of water more, and two pints of

methylated spirit. The five pints so produced are a

suflioient quantity for embalming an adult body. The

solution can be injected quite cold, and it will find its way
readily over the vessels. If expense be not considered,

pure alcohol may be used instead of the methylated

spirit.

The efiect of the solution is shown by its making the svr-

faoe of the skin white, firm, and, for a short time, slightly

mottled." We have this eminent authority's permission to

add that the latest improvement (a discovery of his own,
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and not yet publibhed to the world) is that of injecting

through the optic foramen, by the introduction of a long
subcutaneous needle into the cavity of the cranium from
behind the eyeball. This method, -which will no doubt
supersede all others, was discovered rather by accident than
direct experiment, and dates from researches conducted by
Dr. Richardson on the best modes of restoring animation
after sudden dissolution from chloroform and other lethal

substances. Thus, in original work it often happens that,

in carrying out a design which has been most carefully

projected, the origin<<l intention is not consummated, but
some other result which was never thouglit of ; and thus
Columbus, in search of the golden lands of Marco Polo,

accidentally lighted on the continent of America. It will

be noted that in the modern system nothing of the ancient

survives. There is no exenteration, no steeping in palm-
wine, no filling of the cavities with myrrh and cassia, no
swathing with bandages a thousand yards long, which,

nowadays, the pilfering Bedouin use for clothes and sell

for paper. Nor is there any need for the -opaiyyin-i]c, that

low-caste official, whose hateful duty it was to make the

first incision, and who must needs have been as nimble of

foot as he was quick of hand, since (all in Egypt being
held in abomination who mutilated the dead), on the com-
pletion of the operation he had to make the best of his

way into the country, pursued with sticks, stones, and
curses. There, in a date-grove, he panted till the storm
had blown over. He was the original, they say, of the
familiar phrase to cut and ruii. Nor in our civilisation is

the attendant expense in any degree as great. It ranges

from 20 to .50 gs., varying with the circumstances of the sur-

vivors. Mr. Whiteley, whom we have consulted, will under-

take an adult for £42. 10.«., while the best workmanship of

the Nile could not be secured for less than a talent,

.£243. 153. In a sketch of this rapid character, in which
we have striven to avoid as far as possible all unpleasant
details and tiresome technicalities, there is necessarily

much omitted that is historically interesting, though mote
perhaps to the student—if any such there be—than to the
general reader. There is that Guinea tribe, for instance,

who by some mysterious process reduce their relatives to

a liquid condition and drink them down ; and so, perhaps,

have givf n rise to the saying that the society of certain indi-

viduals is refreshing. Tliere is the desiccation practised by
the Palmeritans, who put their friends aside in a chamber
underground to dry, where they may still be seen in all the
dreadful contortions of the process. There is Marshall's

system of puncturing the surface of the body and brushing
t over with acetic acid of the specific gravity of 1-048

—

"two days' application in this way will beautify any sub-

ject." There is the tadpole arrangement (though we cannot
be sure that this has ever been applied to the human frame)
by which a sul)ject, suspended in water and left free to be
acted upon by the suction-mouths of these little creatures, is

in a short time stripped of aU those parts which would other-

wise decay. There are the natural mummies of the sands and
of the bogs of Ireland and Scotland, and the lost travellers

of the Alps, in a sense preserved by cold : and, not to be
tedious, there is that buried secret of the Florentine physi-

cian Segato, by the exercise of which he could reduce the

dead. Medusa-like, to stone. By this process of Segato's

the head of the patriot Mazzini was, we believe, successfully

treated, and still, no doubt, is in existence, the cherished

treasure and pride of some Italian municipality; and though,

as a means of preserving the dead, the method was never
widely known or popular, yet it found its way into England

;

for we have been told, indeed, by the greatest living autho-

rity on mummies, that, many years ago, when present at a

conversazione in London where several specimens of the

Florentine's art were exhibited, he disc-overed among them
a table inlaid, apparently with strange and curious marbles,
but which on closer inspection resolved themselves into the
interiors of dead friends.

—

Cornhill Mayazine.

ELECTRO-PLATIXG.
IX.

By W. Slisgo.

IT frequently happens that large statues are taken by the
electrotyping process. Sometimes the object in -view

may be simply to copy one sculptured in marble, ic. ; at
other times a bronze statue may be the thing desired.

To attain such an object, one of two processes is generally

adopted.

In the case of a plaster figure, the surface of the statue

is saturated with linseed oil, and then allowed to dry.

When quite dry, it is thoroughly plumbagoed, the surface

presenting a uniform polished appeai-ance. It is then
placed in the solution, and a deposit is taken, the thickness

varying with the size of the work. It must be sufficiently

strong to be used as hereafter described. As intimated in

the previous article, care is taken to insure a good
deposit in the hollows by inserting small anodes in

them, and keeping the main anode either a consider-

able distance away, or out of the bath altogether.

Where this course is rendered impracticable by pecu-

liarities or eccentricities in the shape of the mould, the
anode is for a time placed at some distance from the
cathode. This plan is in the main objectionable, and it is

often found better to employ a current of high electro-

motive force at the commencement of the action. This,

when using liatteries, is easily done by introducing one or
two extra cells " in series," and withdrawing them as soon
as the mould has received a copper deposit all over it.

When the coating has attained a sufficient thickness, the

mould is withdrawn and the metal cut in halves,

or in other convenient sections. The plaster is then
sawn through, and afterwards extracted piece by
piece until the whole internal copper surface is free.

In this process the plaster model is thus sacri-

ficed. When thoroughly cleaned, copper wires are

soldered or otherwise attached to the external surfaces of

the various copper sections. These surfaces are then
" stopped off" with gutta-percha varnish, that is to say^

they are coated with the varnish consisting of gutta-percha

dissolved in bisulphide of carbon (CS^) to insulate them,

and so prevent deposition upon them when placed subse-

quently in the electrolytic bath. When thus pro-i-ided

externally, the internal surfaces are treated with ttupen-

tine, exposed to sulphuretted hydrogen fumes, or dipped in

a weak solution of sulphide of potassium. The object of

this treatment is, while it allows deposition to go on, to

prevent the adhesion of such deposit to the original copper

form. The copper sections having been treated in this

manner, are again placed in the bath, and a good, substan-

tial deposit is taken. When these positive sections are

sufficiently thick, they are withdrawn from the solution,

together with their previously-taken negative films, which
are carefully stripped off, exposing clean and clear surfaces

bearing an impression of every feature pertaining to the

original plaster model. The sections are then trimmed,

any superfluous pieces of metal being clipped or filed away.

After this they are fitted and soldered together, and the

joints bronzed over.

This method is largely employed where the work is
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required to be well done ; but the extra expense involved in

the sacrifice of the model, in taking two electrotyped

impressions, etc., forms an important factor in determining

«poa the course to be adopted and the method to be

employed. The method is, however, a safe one, and may
be relied upon to give a first-class representation of the

•original figuie. It was the one employed by Messrs.

Elkington in producing their colossal statue of the Earl of

Eglinton, l.'H ft. high, and weighing two tons. The
capacity of the bath employed was 6,680 gallons. Another
firm produced a work by this process weighing nearly three

and a half tons.

Another process may be employed which does not involve

the sacrifice of the model, and that is to take sectional

plaster casts, and then, after saturating them with linseed

oil and well coating their surfaces with plumbago, to place

them in the bath, whence direct positive impressions may
be taken, and treated in the ordinary way. The various

sections are cleaned, fitted and soldered together, and the

joints bronzed over. The casts need not necessarily be
taken in plaster, wax or some other available substance

answering almost equally well.

Bronzing is a branch of the subject to be dealt with
presently ; but before leaving the discussion of the typing
processes as applied to large work—large, that is to say, in

comparison with that with which we have next to deal—it

may l)e as well if a few remarks are made upon the probable

causes of failure and the steps that may be taken to avert

a failure. It must be distinctly borne in mind that the

perfect practice of every art is more or less the outcome of

experience and experiment, and that, therefore, one can
scarcely hope to turn out excellent work as the result of a

first eflbrt.

In the great majority of cases failure may be ascribed

to an imperfect mould, or to an imperfect conducting
surface. A great deal, of course, depends upon the con-

dition of the bath and of the battery, but even when these

are all that could be wished, difficulties and disasters present

themselves which are attributable to one or other of the

causes referred to. In the first place, every care should be
taken to prevent " air-holes " forming between the mould
and the original. In using gutta-percha the injunction to

work it outwards from the centre and to apply a gradually-

increasing pressure must not be lost sight of, and generally

it may be said that to work from the centre is one of the

readiest meaus of securing the absence of these holes.

There are, however, times when even the greatest care is

insufiicient to insure immunity from this trouble, and when
one can only hope that things have gone well. This is

especially applicable when the object is so much under-cut

as to involve the production of an elastic mould. The chief

safeguard against air-holes in plaster moulds is to use a

thin material and to aid its distribution with a hard brush
or a small piece of wood. The brush should be transferred

to a vessel containing water immediately after it has been
used. Gutta-percha has the disadvantage of contracting

on solidifying, and hence the necessity for the increasing

pressura

It follows from what has just been said that a careful

and thorough scrutiny of the mould, prior to its being

blackleaded, is imperative. Electrotyping is a faithful

process, and shows up the blemishes of a model quite as

prominently as the beauties. Being satisfied that the

mould is good—that is, that it reflects perfectly the object

we are desiring to copy—the next care is the blackleading.

Only the best plumbago should be used, and care is neces-

sary to reject any gritty particles that would be likely to

scratch the mould or to impart their impress to the face of

the electrotype. The plumbago must be rubbed on

thoroughly and carefully, and nought should satisfy the

worker short of a bright, polished surface, free from spots

or specks. The appearance of holes in the copy is often

due to an imperfection in the conducting surface. The
plumbago should not be allowed to reach to the back of

the mould or to any other undesirable point. Should it

do so, the best plan is to cover up the excessive particles

with varnish, oil, wax, or some such substance. Plum-
bago, however, cannot always be used, and then the

best course open is to apply the phosphorous and silver

process. As we shall see hereafter, this process is not

always practicable, as the phosphorous is apt to render the

copper surface more or less brittle. Where the mould is in

considerable relief, the deeper parts require more careful

attention as regards blackleading, &c., than the more
prominent portions, because in the first place, the deepest

parts of the mould become the highest in the copy, and
therefore the most subjected to wear ; and, in the second

place, because the deeper portions are farthest from the

anode, and therefore the path between such part and the

anode is one of comparatively greater resistance.

Concerning the manipulation of the cell, there is little

to say that has not been already said. The best materials

should be used—they are far the cheapest in the end, and
save one from interminable disappointment. Where
Daniell cells are used, the copper that is deposited upon
the negative plate forms the best anode for the bath that

can be procured, because of its extreme purity. The
bluestone, too, should be as pure as can be obtained. A
very frequent impurity is iron, which may be easily

detected by placing a small quantity of the solution in a

test-glass, and then adding "an excess" of ammonia, that

is, adding the solution of ammonia until the copper solu-

tion exhibits the alkaline property of rendering a jiiece of

red litmus paper blue. Should there be any iron pre.sent,

it will be deposited as a dark precipitate at the bottom

of the glass. The copper solution becomes of a beautiful

blue colour. Pin-holes are sometimes found in the copy,

due generally to too strong a current or too feeble a solution,

either of these circumstances causing the decomposition of

the water, with the result that bubbles of hydrogen gas

form on the negative plate (the mould). Sometimes, how-

ever, these holes may be due to bubbles of air which have

adhered to the mould after its immersion. That bubbles

do so adhere may be easily proved by placing a substance

under water. Be it never so smooth, the smallest grain of

foreign matter is prone to take with it an air-bubble, even

if it be only a small one. It is usual, therefore, to wet the

surface of the mould thoroughly before placing it in the

bath. With small models this is easily done, although with

large moulds of printing type it becomes a more difficult

task. Then, again, there is the damage that may be

efl[ected by removing the mould before the deposition is

completed. This, if avoidable, should rarely be done, and

under no circumstances should the surface of the copy be

touched with the hand, except under water. If the hand

or the finger is at all dirty or greasy, there is considerable

risk of its leaving a mark upon the mould, over which the

copper fails to be deposited.

One of the greatest troubles attending the manipulation

of the cell arises from the impurities inherent to all market-

obtained copper, and precautions must be taken to prevent

them from reaching the mould. Should they succeed in so

doing, the probability is that they will seriously afTect the

deposition, giving it a dirty appearance, and often inter-

fering with the texture. The impurities of commercial

copper are very numerous, and equally varied in their

proportions. They generally separate from the anode as it

dissolves in the solution, and, falling to the bottom of the
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bath, accumulate there as dirt. This dirt has been

analysed with, as might be expected, very various results.

Max Duke, of Leuchtenberg, found a sample to contain

tin to the extent of 33-5 per cent., cop|ier 9 4, oxygen

24-82, antimony 9 22, arsenic 7 2, silver 4-45, sulphur

2-4G, nickel 2 2G, &c. The presence of this dirt forbids

the immersion of the mould to the bottom of the batL It

should, in fact, be always well off the bottom. One of the

objects in view in making a hole at the bottom of a hollow

mould, such as the one referred to in the previous article

when speaking of the elastic mould method, is to allow the

flow of the liquid to wash out any dirt that may have

fallen to the bottom, and which would otherwise injuriously

affect the electrotype.

The temperature of the solution is another important,

although apparently insignificant, detail. If it is too low

the decomposition of the solution and the deposition of the

metal are hindered. The temperature should never be

allowed to fall below 60° Fahr., but, on the other hand, it

should not get much above this [loirit.

In the case of single-faced medallions and such-like

objects, when the dimensions are small, the backing of lead

may frequently be dispensed with, and a backing of shellac,

pitch, or some such material substituted.

With this, I think I may safely leave this branch of the

subject. Of course, in describing the process adopted in

taking copies of large statues it was not my supposition

that the amateur would attempt such work. My purpose

was rather to make clear to him the fact that smaller and

less ambitious tasks might be attempted with every prospect

of success, and that with ordinary care excellent results

might be accomplished. My next effort will be to explain

the processes to be adopted in plating or typing leaves,

flowers, insects, and other more or less delicate objects.

VENUS IN A THREE-INCH
TELESCOPE.

By a Fellow of the Koyal Astronomical Society.

THE glorious planet we are going to examine today

surpasses, under certain circumstances, every object

in the sky in lustre ; and hence the poet in saying that,

Hesperns that led

The stan-y host rode brightest,

simply expressed a bald matter of scientific fact. About a

month after she has attained what is called her greatest

elongation east, or the same time before she acquires her

greatest western elongation, she may be detected with the

naked eye in the sunlit sky; and, when in the former phase,

casts a very perceptible shadow at night upon any white

surface. Her great brilliance under these conditions

renders her the most severe test of the achromatism of a

telescope that we possess ; and an instrument must be

perfect indeed that will exhibit an absolutely colourless

image of her at this time.

In order that we may have an intelligent idea of what
we are going to look at, it will be necessary to recall a few

elementary facts in connection with the orbits of the Earth

and Venus. Everybody (at least, everybody who will read

these lines) knows that Venus goes round the 8un in an

orbit inside our own ; in other words, her mean distance

from our mighty centre of light and heat is GG^ millions

of mUes, while ours is 92?j millions. She travels through

this orbit in 224 7 days. Now, if we were standing still,

she would go through all her phases in this period, and if

she were in, say, inferior conjunction (t e., in a line between

the Earth and the Sun) on any given day after 2247 dayp,

she would return to the same spot. But the Earth
itself goes round the Sun in 36.3-20 days, of course in the

same direction as Venus, so that what is called her synodic

period (Greek ouiocor, a meeting), or time elapsing between
one meeting with the Earth and the next is really .383-92

day.s. For example, Venus was in inferior conjunction with

the Sun at 2 a.m. on the 12th inst. Her next inferior con-

junction will not happen until 7 p.m. on February ISth,

1886. Now, if we supjjose her to be in inferior con-

junction, and also in or near one of the nodes of her
orbit, it is pretty evident that she will pass across the

face of the Sun as viewed from the Earth, and we shall

have a transit of Venus. With this phenomenon, how-
ever, we have but small concern here. It last happened
on Dec. 6, 1882, and will not recur until June 7th, 2004,

when the hand that pens these words and the eyes which

rest U])on them will alike be dust and ashes. If, though,

the planet is far from her node at the time of inferior

conjunction, then she pas>es above or below the Sun as

seen by us. On the 12th of July she was nearly 5^ south

of the Sun's centre. Under these circumstances, as we
shall presently see, while nearly the whole of her lighted

face must be turned towards the Sun, yet an extremely-

narrow portion of her illuminated limb is perceptible. A&
she travels to the westward of the Sun after this as a
morning star, more and more of the lighted part of her disc

Viecomes %'isible ; until she assumes the appearance of the

Moon when in her first quarter ; or, technically speaking, ia

" dichotomized." As will be seen by any one who will draw

a diagram or plan of Venus's orbit, her diameter must
appear the largest at the time of her inferior conjunction,

and must diminish just as her illuminated surface increases.

After attaining her greatest elongation west of the Sun
(which can never exceed 47" 15'), the planet appears to

begin to move back again, or from west to east, grows-

smaller and smaller, and when her disc is becoming fully

illuminated, disappears behind the Sun in the glare of his

light, as merely a rather big star. She is then said to be in

superior conjunction. Emerging, after an interval, from

his rays to the east of him, she becomes an evening star, and

goes through all her phases in the reverse order, increasing

in diameter as the area of her illuminated surface dimi-

nishes. Attaining her greatest eastern elongation, and then

turning back as a rapidly-narrowing crescent, she finally

returns to inferior conjunction again. This all being,

understood, we will, at last, go to the telescope.

Fig. 1.—Tenns, May 10, 18S-1. Power ICO.

At p.m., on May 2, Venus had attained her greatest-

elongation (45° 27') east, and eight days later the drawing

above was made, with a power of ICO, in a 3-in. telescope.

Now, two or three things will strike the observer who
will carefully scrutinise this sketch. Perhaps the first

wUl be the great brilliance of the illuminated limb o£
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the planet, and the way in which this contrasts with the

inner portion, or "terminator" (Knowledge, vol. iii.,

p. 222), shading off into the bright sky. The two little

cusps, too, 80 sharp and bright, will certainly catch the

eye, from the want of correspondence of their inner edges

with the interior curve of the planet's lighted surface.

All this seems indicative of a dense and extensive atmo-

sphere surrounding Venus. One effect of the inner shading

is worthy of note, and that is the effect it has in

reducing the area of the planet which should be theo-

retically illuminated. It we draw a plan of the orbit

of Venus we shall see that at her greatest elongation

she ought geometrically to be dichotomised, i.e., exactly

half-full ; but it will be seen that in reality she is rather

less than this, the degradation of light towards the

terminator being pretty rapid. Observers of repute have

seen the terminator jagged and uneven, like that of the

moon ; but it is too much to expect of a .3inch telescope

that it should exhibit such difficult features as this. A
blunting of one or both of the horns has also been perceived

at times by various astronomers, both in this country and

on the Continent. And, what is of considerable interest

to the possessors of instruments of the size employed for

the purpose of these papers, very faint dusky spots and

bright patches have been perceived from time to time in

telescopes of the most varying apertures ; small ones show-

ing these spots as well as, in fact better than, some of the

larger instruments. This may possibly arise from the

creneral glare of light in a large objective or mirror deaden-

ing the eye to such delicate details. It is by the aid of

these spots, real or imaginary, that the hypothetical period

of rotation of Venus has been determined.

But, however beautiful and curious the spectacle may be

which is presented by Venus in quadrature, it will scarcely

interest the student so much as his first view of her in

inferior conjunction. Our succeeding figure exhibits the

Yic. 2.—Venus in Inferior Conjunction, July 11th, 1884.

Power 160.

planet as seen in the same instrument and with the same

power as that employed to make our first sketch with. The

contrast between these two aspects of Venus will arrest the

attention at once. The comparatively small half-moon has

become converted into a hair-like glittering semicircle

of light, enclosing something which is certainly darker

than the surrounding sky. The very abnormally

hazy condition of the atmosphere which has now
persisted for many months was against the percep-

tion of any very delicate gradations of shade, so that

the whole of the dark body of Venus was invisible

;

but the effect, difficult or impossible to reproduce in a

wood-cut, was that of a disc dark where embraced by the

crescent of light, and fading into the light of the sky out-

side or beyond the cusps. On the occasion of former

inferior cocj unctions, the whole of the planet's dark limb

has been unmistakably perceived. In order that it may be

seen to the greatest advantage, a veri/ small diaphragm

should take the place of the ordinary one between the two
lenses of the Huyghenian eye-piece. A blackened card

disc with a fine hole made centrally in it with a red-hot

needle, answers capitally. The hot needle bums the fringed

edge of the perforation and leaves it clean and sharp. The
smaller the bole, consistently with distinct vision, and the

more sky light that is cut ofl', the sharper and better will

the body of the planet appear. This little device will

always be found useful when any body is to be viewed in

bright sunlight.

There is a queer story—or, perhaps, it would be more
correct to say a series of queer stories—with reference to

various observations of a satellite or companion to Venus,

situated always close to the planet, sometimes on one side

of her, sometimes on the other, but always exhibiting a

phase identical with her's. The most feasible explanation

of this is that it has had its origin in each case in what is

called, "a gho.st" in the eye-piece, i.e., in a reflection of the

)ilanet's image from the convex surface of the eye-lens on to

the plane surface of the field-lens, and so back to the eye of

the observer. An observation made by Short, the famous

optician, in 1740, who did use two different telescopes,

seems the only one to throw any legitimate doubt upon this

explanation. SI. Houzeau, the eminent Belgian astronomer,

however, is so convinced of the objective reality of the

various apparitions of this satellite that in Ciel et Terre

for May l-ith of the present year he gravely propounds

the hypothesis that a little planet (which he provisionally

names Neith) revolves round the sun in an orbit just ex-

terior to that of Venus herself. Here there is an oppor-

tunity for the student to distinguish himself. He has only

to watch Venus day and night until he picks up this

attendant, to do so. Whether, though, he succeeds, or

whether he fails in this attempt, he will find himself amply
repaid for any amount of labour by the diversified but always

beautiful appearance of the planet as she speeds on her

path round the sun, and may find infinitely less profitable

ways of spending his time than by the devotion of a daily

half-hour to watching Venus in a Three-Inch Telescope.

BKITISH SEASIDE RESOETS,
FROM AN UNCONYENTIOXAL POINT OF VIEW".

By Percy Russell.

II-

TAKING all England, and making proportional allow-

ance for inland as against sea-coast populations, it

would probably be found that the line of shore between
Cromer on the north-east and the Bill of Portland on the
south-west, is the best-known, perhaps, of all the coast of

England to the greatest number of people. If, per contra,

we take the much more sinuous shore-line from Portland

Bill by Start Point, Falmouth, the Lizard Head, the Land's

End, and then northwards to the splendid estuary of the

Severn, and thence to St David's Head, that western head-

land of Pembrokeshire, we shall follow a coast-line that,

except at a few points, is unknown in detail as it is un-

visited by the multitude, but which includes some of the

finest scenery of these islands, being in many cases a happy
blending of the rugged grandeur of north-west Britain with

the softness and almost the climate of Italy itself. The
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Devonian heights extend southward to the Cornish high-

lands, that magnificent series of granite table-lands and
hills terminating in the Land's End and in the volcanic

rocks of Lizard Point. These liighlands average from

800 to 1,300 ft. above the sea level, and from the ridge

flow many short ri\ers through valleys rich with cornfields,

orchards, and meadows. The combination of sublime with

picturesque scenery is perfect, and on both sides of this

peninsula the shore-line is bold, often grand, and constantly

indented by beautiful bays guarded by imposing headlands.

Some parts of Cornwall, like Falmouth—the creation, in

a shipping sense, of Sir Walter Raleigh—are popularly

known to most persons. Here, indeed, may be seen what
is in truth a strange sight under English skies—in the

form of lemon and orange-trees which yield plenty of fruit

growing against garden walls. As a whole, however, this

strange peninsula is rather out of the ordinary range of

the normal seeker for a seaside resort, and I will, therefore,

rapidly and lightly touch on a few of its salient features.

St. Keverne, near the Lizard, with its quaint houses of

unhewn .stone, the joints being stopped by that remarkable

china clay which is in such demand as a principal ingre-

dient in manufacturing Staffordshire potteries, is one of

many examples of the extremely picturesque places to be

found in this remarkable region. Here grows the graceful

white heath {erica vagans), marking out with its pure
blossoms the conformation of the serpentine which, com-
posed of silica and magnesia, characterises the remarkable
metamorphic rocks of the Lizard. In some places the dark-

green masses of crystallised serpentine give a strange aspect

to the scene. In contrast to these rocky masses are the marl
lands, the true gardens of Cornwall, yielding enormous
crops of from eighty to ninety bushels of wheat to the acre,

if we may credit local agriculturists. Along the shores

the successive cliffs are marked by variety and grandeur. At
Nare Point is a cavern 100 ft. long, having, by a singular

juggle of some natural convulsion, an ancient beach con-

verted into its roof. Here one looks down on a famous
flat known as the Chynals Wollows, of some sixty acres,

and lying so low that in heavy gales the sea rolls in and
deposits a tribute of fine sand, in constant request for brass

castings in the great foundries at Hayle.

The tamarisk hedges strike the stranger as something
new. The twigs are reported to be possessed of tonic

properties, and w-ere once in high repute in the days of

domestic herbal medicine. Cliffs, caves, strange fissures,

and extraordinary monoliths are among the common things

of this romantic shore, and here, in the eighteenth century,

there was, for a considerable period, a squadron of six

smuggling vessels, manned by 23.5 fir.st-i-ate seamen, carry-

ing 56 cannon, and maintaining for some years the com-
mand of these wild seas, notwithstanding all the King's
cruisers could do.

This is but a patch of local colouring—a stray note in

respect to the great and varied interest of these
rugged shores. Penzance presents perhaps the most
striking sight in the district. A mountain rises with
ineffable grandeur from the midst of a lovely bay, beau-
tiful in summer as Baia; itself, which Horace, by-the-by,

preferred, he said, to all other watering-places in the
Romau world, and, shooting up with stern abruptness, cul-

minates in one of the most noteworthy pinnacles of the
county. The precipitous sides are in strong contrast to

the fertile lands around, and from St. Michael's Mount
is a magnificent prospect of the Channel. At Penzance
you can command both the English and the entrance to

the Bristol Channel. Here gigantic rocks are piled about
mute witnesses of some tremendous forces at work when,
this portion of the British Islands was roughly fashioned

into its present form ; here are the famous " Logging " or

Loganstones—one of over a hundred tons being so deli-

cately poised that it moves at a touch, and afar in the

distance appears the Scilly archipelago. The island giving

its name to the group is almost Inaccessible, and only five

or six of the islands are regularly inhabited. These were
the Cassiterides, or, perhaps, the Hesperides of the ancients,

and they abound in strange monolithic monuments. Tresco,

which lies between Bryhher and St. Martin's, wa.s granted
by Athelstan to some monks in 930. St. Mary's, the
largest member of the group, is quite a little kingdom in

miniature. Hugh Town, the capital, is remarkable for the

mingling of very old-fashioned with neat modern houses,

and has an excellent pier, a post-oflSce, and custom-house.

In Tresco may be seen the vestiges of a tenth-century

abbey, and of a camp traditionally assigned to Oliver

Cromwell Druidic remains— some real, and many, I

suspect, fanciful—abound, and the geologist is certain here

of a rich field for operation. On leaving the mainland to

visit this singular cluster of rocky uplands—the highest

points, no doubt, of an enormous submerged country—

a

splendid view is to be had of the Cornish coast formation
here. In some instances, the promontories have a close

resemblance to feudal castles. The thirty miles or so of

sea between the Land's End and the Scilly Isles was once
the famous Cornish champaign, and known as Lethowson,
or Lyonesse, and is said traditionally to have included

about a hundred and fifty churches. The landmarks of

this submerged region are the Wolf Rock and the Seven
Sisters—a cluster of cliffs whence fishermen of yore are said

to have hooked up unmistakable evidences of a lost civilisa-

tion. Some persons may think this exaggeration, but in

1817, in a January storm, it was for some hours extremely
doubtful whether the sea would not break right through
the country to St. Ives, and thus reproduce in the Land's
End another Scilly group.

As to the SciUy isles, some of the books I have consulted

make them to number at most some forty or fifty, but
other more trustworthy authorities reckon up full three

hundred isles, islets, and rocks, scattered over an area of

thirty square miles. Penimis, the head of the isles, is

noticeable for its piled up granite blocks, forming walls,

rude arches, and vast chambers, all the work of natural

forces. There are caverns, covered galleries, and vaults

hung with beautiful ferns, and enclosing crystal pools,

while from the topmost blocks, the wild and lovely scene

would be quite a revelation of land and seascape to thou-

sands of persons who have seen nothing more striking than

the Dover cliffs or Beachy Head.

One of the rocky marvels of these weird regions is the
" Pulpit " rock, over which projects a vast granite coping,

fifty feet long, and twelve broad. It looks unstable, but
is secure enough, and may yet last for ages.

In these southern regions of England we have the wild-

ness and much of the sublimity of the Scottish Highlands,

mingled with and softened by a vegetation unknown in

other zones of the island. At Penzance, the decomposed

greenstone is marvellously fertile, and plants from Australia

that will grow at Kew only under glass, here thrive out of

doors. A perpetual southern spring reigns, but the near-

ness of the sea to all points of the land tempers what would
be an oppressive heat at seasons; and even in "winter"
the days are comparatively warm, and the sun is nearly

always shining. The mines are, of course, a source of inte-

rest, but these hardly come within my present scope. Few,
if any, counties of England present such examples of

longevity among the inhabitants, and undoubtedly the

purity of the atmosphere and the proximity of the sea to

all points of the peninsula are in themselves highly hygienic
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conditions. The granite spine or ridge that divides the

peninsula with its successive peaks—Brown Willy, 1,368

feet; Caradon Hill, 1,208 feet; Kit Hill, 1,067 feet ; and

Hensbarrow Beacon, l,03i feet—help to complete the re-

semblance of Cornwall to a miniature Italy ; and the fact

that the Balm of Gilead—a species of tree flourishing in

Arabia and Abyssiuia—grows out of doors sufficiently

establishes the softness of the climate. Marazion in par-

ticular, known as Market Jew, has special salubrity, being

at the foot of a hill on St. Michael's Bay, and entirely

sheltered from every cold wind. Marazion, by the way, is

supposed to be the most ancient town in Cornwall, and is

very near the famous Ictis, the great Tin Mart of ancient

story.

Svveeping round northwards, and facing the Irish Sea,

we find the Devonian heights on the one haud and the

seaward ending of the W elsh mountains have, between

them, formed a coast abounding in picturesque features and

in noble scenery. Proceeding northwards along the Cornish

coast, under the shelter of the high lauds, we pass numerous
points of interest like Padstow, Tintagcll, and, reaching the

Devonian shores, pass Bideford, on the banks of the Tor-

ridge, Barnstaple, and reach Ilfracombe, standing among
picturesque and irregular hills, and having a harbour

formed by veritable ramparts of rock. Here begin the

special beauties of the Bristol Channel, the extension, in

fact, of the magnificent estuary of the Severn. This is the

grandest estuary of all Great Britain, and has a most irre-

gular coast-line of 220 miles ; and here may be seen tides

that rise to heights ranging at Bristol from 35 ft. to 70 ft.

at Chepstow. The phenomenon of the boro is also a special

marine feature, and shows the ocean advancing like a wall

of water, as much as nine feet above the normal level. It

is this bore or tidal wave that rushes up the broad mouth
of the Severn, which, by the way, at its junction with the

Wye, presents one of the most famous water views of the

kind in all England. On the north of the Bristol Channel,

Glamorganshire (in Welsh, Gwlad Morgan)hasa coast-line of

full ninety miles, and includes the land of Gower, that re-

markable peninsula projecting into the Bristol Channel

with deeply indented and highly precipitous coast. Then
comes the wild Caermarthen coast, the birthplace of Merlin,

and having in Tenby what has been generally allowed to be

one of the most beautiful and romantic places in these

islands. It stands on a kind of promontory, and three

miles away is Caldy Island, with many interesting archaeo-

logical associations. The lodging-houses here are mostly

on a high clitf, and the view across to Pembroke, on the

shores of Milford Haven, is certainly unsurpassed for

beauty. The grand approach to Pembroke is bv water, and
this enables its castle, which is justly rankedjamong the most
splendid monuments of antiquity in South Wales, to be

seen to advantage. The town principally stands on the

ridge of a long rock. Under the chapel of the castle is the

famous natural cavern known as the Wogan, which commu
nicates with the harbour. One matter worthy of special note

for the tourist is that in Pembrokeshire, originally settled

by Flemish emigrants, English is generally spoken, and,

indeed, this county has sometimes been called the Little

England beyond Wales. Milford Haven is a truly wonder-
ful expanse of sea, landlocked by steep hills, rich with

vegetation and abounding in splendid views from all points

of the compass. As a harbour, the Haven is hardly

equalled in the world, and it is entirely protected from
winds by its green girdle of hills. It is full seventeen
miles by two or three. Proceeding onward by the coasts

we reach St. David's, once a splendid, and still an interest-

ing place. Off Whitsand Bay there are six singular islets,

quaintly known as the Bishop and his Clerks. Next we

reach Fishguard, and thence to Cardigan on the mouth of

the Tyvi. This was anciently Aherteif—i.e., the mouth of

the Teif or Tiyvi. The scenery here is highly romantic,

and the coast-line is marked by rocks of great grandeur.

It is worthy of note that this Welsh river is believed to

have been the very last retreat of the British beaver. Car-

digan Bay is a fine semi-circular bend, having a coast

of nearly 111 mUes, and being swept by a strong current

from south to north, and obstructed by bars, it is rather

dangerous for navigation. A great part of this grand
bay is believed to have been formerly dry land, and
had at least sixteen towns, and, tradition says, was
entirely submerged during fearful storms in or about
the year 520 a.d. This is decidedly a striking parallel

to the submerged Lyonesse off the Land's End, of

which I have spoken above. Cardiganshire, the great ma-
ritime county of West Wales, rests on the lower Silurian

slates, and sends down from its rugged hills abrupt slopes

to a steep beach. This county is remarkable for containing

full twenty lakes or Ihjiis, justly celebrated for their beauty,

which is of the wUd and even terrible order, and for its

romantic waterfalls, particularly that known as the Rheidol
Falls, and the Devil's Bridge. "This is a single arch, crossing

a chasm, and was diagonally erected by the monks of Ystrad
Fflur Abbey, near the source of the Tyvi, in the thirteenth

century. 'The stream of the Mynach descends impetuously

from mountains about five miles, and roars beneath the

bridge at a depth of Hi feet. The total fall of the

Mynach is no less than 322 feet. It was this county that

gave, in 834, a king to all Wales ; and throughout are

many interesting remains of British and Roman camps,

cairns, castles, and Druidical circles. Carnarvon is another

of the romantic counties of Wales, and is traversed by the

grandest mountains of South Britain. Here is the great

Snowdonian range, culminating in Snowdon, 3,571 feet

above the sea-level. The Menai Straits are well known
for such features, of course, as appear in guide-books,

and such glimpses of the special features as travel-

lers to and fi-om Ireland may obtain in transitu.

Ample British and Celtic remains abound here to

occupy the antiquary, but it is in Anglesea—which means,

by the way, the Englishman's island, that the richest store

of archaeological and very ancient historic remains are to

be found. This was the Mona of the Romans, and was the

great stronghold of Druidical power. It has a coast-line of

eighty miles, and possesses a milder climate than does the

Welsh mainland, only it must be avoided in autumn, when
the air is charged with very disagreeable mists. Beaumaris,

with its ivy-clad castle, dating from Edward I., stands on

a picturesque bay, and is a pleasant seaside resort in

summer. From the Anglesea coast near the Tal y Moel
ferry house, the town of Carnarvon, with the Menai
Straits in the foreground and the lofty mountains of the

Snowdonian range in the background, forms a picture of

striking beauty. The Bay of Beaumaris is very sheltered

and shallow, and at low water the Laven sands extend for

miles. These, again, fn parallelism to Cardigan Bay, once

formed dry and inhabited land, and were inundated in the

sixth century. In the churchyard of Abergele, a Caer-

narvonshire village, is a Welsh inscription, saying that

there lies a man whose dwelling was three miles north, i.e.,

where now roll the breakers of the Irish Sea. Another
pretty conclusive evidence of the fact that a great strip of

land was here entirely submerged arises from the

fact that the boles of some vast oaks have

been discovered during extraordinaiy low tides. The
lofty mountains of Wales, broken by the Bristol Channel

to reappear as the Devonian, and then the Cornish high-

lands save in their hard declivities on the west a new coast-
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line, probably at some very remote period to this islan d

;

and but for the Cornish islands there can be little doubt

but that the land's end south would have been furnished

by Devonshire. A remarkable feature of Carnarvonshire

is the promontory of Llyn, which juts out to sea, and in-

cludes many highly picturesque places, like Clynog, which,

backed up by mountains, and with its houses half-hidden

in refreshing foliage, presents the very perfection of a

seaside resort where repose and natural beauties are the

main desiderata. The principal town, however, on this

remarkable promintory is Pwllheli. Some twenty-four

miles away lies the Isle of Bardsey. Some portions of

the coast are perpendicular, and others actually overhang-

ing, producing a remarkable effect. Immense multitudes

of birds build in the crevices of this cliff, and the collec-

tion of their eggs is quite a staple occupation. On the

south-east Bardsey is accessible. In 1840 the population

numbered just 84. It is remarkable that no kind of

reptile has ever been seen in Bardsey, which is in Welsh

known as the Refuge of the Saints. At the end of the

promontory is a bay in which every ship once entering

must be inevitably stranded, as, from whatever quarter

blows the wind, the current always sets powerfully in-

wards, and among seamen on the coast this inhospitable

and fatal bay is known vulgarly as Hell's Mouth.

(To be continued).

A CATASTROPHE AVERTED BY
ELECTRIC WIRES.

THE Scientific American learns by a letter from Rev.

H. C. Hovey, that the new drill hall of the State

University, at Minneapolis, was struck by lightning on

June 12, with attendant phenomena of interest TTiis

buDding, locally known as the Uuiver.-ity Colosseum, stands

on a bluff overlooking the Falls of St. Anthony, occupying

the highest gi-ound in the city. At 2 p.m. there were 1,000

children assembled on the stage, and about .3,000 persons

in the audience. A thunder-storm arose, and while the

children's choruses were going on, it was noticed that the

series of electric lamps, fifteen in number, hanging from the

dome, were lighted at each flash of lightning, going out

again at once, and there was a sense of uneasiness pervading

the people.

Suddenly there was a loud report, as if of heavy ordnance,

balls of fire were distinctly seen through the large skylight,

and following the electric wires away from the building.

Subsequent examination showed that the lightning first

struck the flag-staff surmounting the door, thence pierced

an oaken beam to which the staff was fastened, the splinters,

or the concussion, breaking the glass in the skylight. An
iron rod conducted the fluid to the network of electric wires

below, where the charge was divided, a portion being harm-

lessly distributed over the general circuit, and the remainder

shattering several electric masts near the building.

A workman on the roof had his shoe torn ofi" and his

leg badly burned ; and another person in proximity to one

of the masts was temporarily paralysed. There was a

panic imminent at first, as every one instinctively sprang

to his feet and confused cries and shouts were uttered.

Dr. Thomas, with great presence of mind, had his orchestra

play, and Herr Scaria came forward and sang. Thus

reassured, people either remained to hear the music, or

quietly left the hall.

At night, an immense audience was present at the

Colosseum to hear " The Creation," and quietly sat through

another thunder-storm, seemingly satisfied that the electric

wires were good lightning-rods. The lamps, however,
worked fitfully, now blazing with startling brilliancy, and
then going completely out, leaving the audience in total

darkness, and then flashing iip again. Meanwhile the

music went on as if nothing unusual had occurred, both
soloists and chorus being pertectly familiar with the score !

What drew the lightning was the metallic ball surmount-
ing the tall flagstaff fifty feet from the wires. The staff

and girder to which it was attached were wet, hence be-

came conductors, carrying the fluid along to an iron bolt,

beside which it pasted through a heavy piece of timber,

whence it leaped upon the electric wires, by means of which
it escaped from the building. There is not the slightest

doubt that the wires performed the duty of lightning-rods

in this instance. Nor is there any doubt of the grave
error of permitting a vast assembly to be gathered into a
lofty, unprotected building on an eminence. The intensity

of the current fused the fine wire circuit feeding the
lamps, which accounted for the spasmodic working of the
lamp.", the wonder being that they should have worked at

all after being subjected to such a strain.

Mr. Noyes, foreman of the Brush Company, tells an
interesting experience. He was at work on the wires

) previous to the storm, and kept on after it burst, although
aware of his danger. At the moment the building was
struck he was splicing the wires directly above the central

lamp, meanwhile taking every precaution possible under
the circumstances. For a few minutes he lay xinconscious,

and then, regaining his senses, descended to the ground.

He says that he did not feel any pain until he reached

terra Jirma, when he suffered intensely in his right foot.

On examination he found that the bolt had struck his leg

below the knee, tearing the clothing to shreds, bursting

open his stout boot from heel to toe, and blistering the

flesh as if with a hot iron.

Tricycles ix Tictoeia.—The Postmaster-General of Victoria has
it is said, decided to make a trial of the tricvcle postal delivery

system at Portland, Sale, and Ararat. If the plan should be enc-

cessful, he will have it extended to other districts at an early date.

Electkic Lighting in London.— The Board of Trade have
decided to proceed at once to revoke no fewer than twenty-five of

the provisional orders which were gmnted by them last year, and
subsequently confirmed by Parliament, for the electric lighting of

London and its suburbs. Of this number twenty-three are orders

which were obtained by the Metropolitan Brush Electric Light and
Power Company, which has since gone into liquidation. These
orders relate to the electric lighting of Barnes, Mortlake, Ber-

mondsey, Chelsea, Chiswick, Clerkenwell, Finchley, Greenwich,
Hackney, Holbom, Homsey, Islington, Limehouse, Poplar, Rother-

hithe, St. George's-in-the-East, St. George the Martyr, portions of

the parish of St. Giles, the parishes of St. Luke's, St. Olave, St.

Saviour's, Sonthwark, Shoreditch, Tfhitechapel, and an order known
as the Wandsworth order, which, however, relates to portions only of

the parish of Clapham. Of the other two orders which will be revoked,
one relates to the lighting of Kensington, and the other is an order

granted to the Pilsen Joel Electric Lighting Company, with powers
to light those portions of the parish of St. Giles not granted to the

Metropolitan Brush Company. So far as London is concerned, the

result, therefore, of the numerous electric-lighting orders which
have been granted dtu-ing the past two years, is that only eight

now remain in force—namely, the St. James's and St. Martin's

order, which, with the Hanover-square, Strand, and Victoria

district orders, are now held by the Edison and Swan United
Electric Lighting Company, the Hampstead order, granted to the

Hampstead Electric Lighting Company, the St. Paneras order,

granted to the Vestry, the order for the lighting of Fulham, which
was granted only last May to the West Middlesex Electric Lighting

Company, and the order, also granted in May last, to the West
London Electric Lighting Company, for lighting portions of the

parishes of St. George's, Hanover-square, St. James's, Westminster,

and St. Martin-in-the-Fields. Of these eight orders, the first five

have already had their time extended within which to comply with
the provisions of the orders, and unless these provisions are com-
plied with before October 15 next, the powers will be lost, unless &
further extension of time is granted.
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SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

ForM and Matter. By Professor Ludwig BUchner,
M.D. (Loudon : Asher it Co. 1884.)—" Every scientific

truth," said our great departed geolooist, Sir Charles Lyell,
" passes through three stages. In the first it is deciied as

absurd. Tlien it is said to be opposed to revealed religion.

Finally, everybody knew it before." We arc forcibly re-

minded of the verity and applicability of these words on
openiug the fourth English (translated from the fifteentli

German) edition of the now famous " Kraft und Stoff,"

whicli, at its first appearance, twenty-nine years ago, met
with such a chorus of virulent abuse from orthodox journals

of every shade of thought ; but which now would merely
be held to push, perhaps rather to an extreme, views held

by a large proportion of men of science in all civilised

nations. The doctrine of the Conservation of Energy is

now so firmly established that no one would seriously

take the pains to attempt to controvert or deny it
;

and, starting from the premises of the immortality

of matter and the equal immortality of force, Dr.

Biichner essays to explain the entire phenomena of the

visible universe upon strictly material principles, to the

exclusion of any extra or supernatural agency whatever.

In much that he says he would seem merely to have
anticipated the irrefragably established facts of modern
scientific research ; while in other parts of his work it may,
we think, be fairly said that his argument rests on assump-

tions for which adequate proof (in the existing state of our
knowledge) is not offered. That every single thought, for

example, is accompanied by an actual molecular change

—

or rearrangement—in the brain is as certain as any fact

in physiology. It is, however, taking a very considerable

stride to assert with our author that such molecular

change or vibration is thought. It may not be un-

believable, but it is certainly inconceivable, that con-

sciousness, reflection, and desire can be expressed in

terms of motion ; and without actual proof of the

possibility of such expression. Dr. Biichuer's final

conclusions must drop to the ground. It is, of course,

open to him or to his disciples to retort that where so

much that he originally advanced has been shown to be

absolutely true, every accessiou to human knowledge must
tend to include a largi?r and larger proportion of what
remains in tlie same category. This, however, is an argu-

ment whose fallacy may be shown by applying it to the

contentions of certain people in connection with astrology,

spiritualism, itc, and which need not detain us here. On
one point there can be but little doubt or dispute—that a

work which has passed through sixteen German, six French,

four English, three Italian, and two Hungarian editions,

and has been translated into thirteen living languages,

must be eminently well worth reading, whether we agree

with or dissent from its author's conclusions.

The Food Reform Magazine (London : National Food
Reform Society.)—This is a vegetarian organ, seemingly

devoted to the attempted conviction of mankind that their

temporal salvation depends wholly upon their never
touching a bit of meat. The whole thing is overdone to

an extent which must repel every unprejudiced and im-

partial inquirer. We note, by the way, on the cover of

this magazine an announcement that letters on " Vege-
tarianism " have been inserted in (int. al.) Knowledge;
but we do not find any mention of the fact that Sir Henry
Thompson, who had been publicly quoted by members of

their society as an advocate of vegetarianism, publicly con-
tradicted this false and dishonest impeachment on page 407
of our 1st Volume.

Lessonsin Social Economi). Bv James Rdstz. (London:
Educational Supply Association).—Why Mr. Runtz has
considered it necessary to dub his work " Social " Economy
is by no meaus apparent. It is a treatise in a simple and
apprehensible form on what every other writer on the

subject, so far, has called ])olitical economy ; and, as an
introduction to that science (if it be a science) for the use
of teachers in elementary schools, it leaves little to be
desired. The tendency of modern elementary education
would seem to be towards the loading of the wretched
children's minds with a mass of heterogeneous subjects

without the smallest thought or care wliether they can be
understood or assimilated. For earning the " grant,"

probably political economy is as useful—or useless—as

many other things taught ; and, admitting this, Mr. lluntz's

book is a good and trustworthy one for the teacher's use.

All Epitome of History : Ancient, Media'vaJ, and Modern.
By Carl Ploetz. Translated by Wm. H. Tillinghast.
(London: Blackie &, Son.)—Herr Ploetz has by no means
mis-named his book in calling it an epitome, for he has
packed what is practically a history of every nation in the

civilised world within the limits of 564 pages. And yet,

like all German work, his is done well and thoroughly, and
the student who requires a conspectus of the life of any
civilised nation at a given epoch will find it in these pages

in a simple and convenient shape. While myth has not
been excluded, the chronology is of the most orthodox

description. The claims of the Chinese, the Ancient
Egyptians, ikc, to great antiquity are entirely pooh-pooh 'd,

and everything is smoothed down and squared off to fit in

with the hypothesis of the supposed origin of mankind on

the earth some 0,000 years ago. For the purpose, however,

of such a work as that before us this is scarcely material,

as it is only when we emerge from the region of legend

into that of the contemporary chronicler that history—as

such—possesses the slightest value to the student. The
translator has not only done his immediate work well too,

but has made considerable additions to the text ; in fact the

book, taking it altogether, is one of unquestionable value.

It is supplied with a first-rate index, which wUl be appre-

ciated by all who have occasion to consult it.

A Digest of English History, 1689—1760. By M.
GuTTERiDGE, B.A. (London : Relfe Brothers. 1884.)

This little volume is really what it professes to be, and
is something more than the mere cram-book into which so

many recent epitomes of history have degenerated. This is

doubtless due to the fact that Mr. Gutteridge deals only

with a limited period in our national annals, and hence he

is enabled to expand his narrative to an extent which

renders it intelligible. He gives the leading characteristics

of each of the great battles fought during the seventy-one

years covered by his digest, and deals with other historical

details in a way similarly adapted to impress them on the

student's mind. He has produced a useful little book.

Text-hook of Practical Solid or Descriptive Geometry. By
David Allan Low. Part I. (London : Longmans, Green,

ifc Co. 1884.)—Mr. Low has produced a little book of real

value to the student of Architectural or Engineering draw-

ing, containing a large number of problems and a corre-

sponding number of illustrations. After stating each pro-

blem, he gives a general solution of it, and this is followed

by its application to one or more examples, as the case may
be, whose working is, as we have just hinted, always

thoroughly elucidated by a diagram or diagrams. He
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claims no moi-e than is due to him when he expresses the

hope that his endeavour to meet the wants of both ele-

mentary and advanced students has been successful.

Half-hours at. the Sea-side. By J. E. Tatlor, Ph.D.,

F.L.S., F.G.S., etc. (London : W. H. Allen & Co. 1884.)

—The holidiiy-maker, whose idea of a sea-side trip is com-

prised in the daily succession of the bath, the liovel, and

the promenade, need only open Dr. Taylor's work to see

what a wealth of intellectual pleasure and recreation lies

altogether outside of such stock devices for " killing time."

There is no such rest, either for mind or body, as a total

change of occupation ; and more delightful occupation than

the study of the myriad forms of life that people our

shores it would be difficult or impossible to find. Beginning

with a half-hour with the waves themselves, our author

goes on to instruct us in the employment of the microscope,

the construction and stocking of temporary aquaria, the

use of the tow-net and dredge, the anatomy and physiology,

manners and customs, of sea-weeds, sponges, sea-worms,

corallines, jelly-fish, sea-anemones, sea mats and squirts,

sea-urchins and star-fish, .shell-fish, and Crustacea. The
reader who takes this book with him in his summer or

autumn jaunt to the coast, will find that it will supply him
with a perennial source of amusement. He who weak-

mindedly omits to do so, will cut himself off from an incal-

culable amount of pleasure of the most novel and exciting

kind.

Bringing it to Booh is an advertisement of a Mr. Eglin-

TON a (so-called) " Medium," which we decline to forward

or further by taking any more notice of it. Professor Ray
Lankester and Dr. Carpenter would be the fittest people to

deal with this person in the outset, as Mr. Flowers, at Bow-
street, would be at a subsequent stage of the proceedings.

THE FACE OF THE SKY.

Tkom Augu-st 1 TO August 15.

By F.R.A.S.

THE usual daily watch for spots and facnlas will be kept upon
the SuTi. A picture of the Kight Skj' will be found in Map

Till, of " The Stars in their Seasons." Minima of the variable

star Algol (Map I. of "The Stars in their Seasons") will occur at

2h. 35m. a.m. on Aug. 13, and at the more convenient hour of

llh. 23m. p.m. on Aug. 15. The reader should keep a careful

watch on the sky during the nights of the 9th, lOtb, and 11th
(notably on that of the 10th) for that marvellous shower of shoot-

ing stars which has been familiar from classical antiquity ; and
mediaevally designated " St. Lawrence's Tears," is now known more
philosophically as the " Perseids," from the fact of all their paths
appearing to radiate from a point in the Constellation Perseus
(" The Stars in their Seasons," Map I.). These bodies were shown
conclusively by Schiaparelli to be travelling in the orbit of a comet
(2) which appeared in 1862. Moonlight will interfere to some
extent, though not to a great one, with their observation this year.
Mercury is an evening star, and may just possibly be picked up
close to the horizon after sunset during the fortnight over which
our notes extend. Venus is a morning star, and a most brilliant

object she is in the eastern sky before sunrise ; in fact, by a device

akin to that explained on p. 421 of Yol. T., she may be found, and
easily seen with the naked eye in bright sunshine, abont the time
when these notes terminate. No other planets are at present
visible. The Moon enters her last quarter at eight minutes past

three in the early morning of the 1-lth, so that the first two
or three days of August will probably suit the ordinary observer
best for examining her in the telescope. She will occult three

stars at convenient hours during the next fourteen days. The first

is BAG. 6292, a sixth magnitude one, which on the 3rd will dis-

appear at the Moon's dark limb at 7h- 32m. p.m., at an angle of
130° from her vertex ; reappearing at her bright limb at a vertical

angle of 190° at 8h. 4m. Then, on the 14th, another sixth magni-
tude star, 63 Tauri, will disappear at the bright limb of the Moon
fifty minntea after midnight, at a vertical angle of 49°. It will

reappear at the dark limb at Ih. 45m. the next morning, at an
angle from the vertex of the Moon of 253°. On the same night
(the 14th) BAG. 1351, a star of the sixth and a-half magnitude,
will disappear at the bright limb eight minutes later than 63 Tauri
at an angle of 12° from the vertex ; but it will reappear sooner,
I.e., at lb. 34m. a.m. on the 15th, at the dark limb, at a vertical

angle of 290°. The moon is in Ophiuchns when these notes begin,
but at 6 a.m. on the 3rd enter Sagittarius. Hence at 6 p.m. on the
5th she passes into the N.W. portion of Gapricomne ; there she
remains until 10 a.m. on the Cth, when she crosses into Aquarius;
traversing Aquarius it is the same hour on the 9th ere she enters
Pisces. Her passage across this great constellation occupies her
until 10 a.m. on the 12th, at which time she crosses into Aries.

She leaves Aries at 2h. 30m. a.m. on the 14th for Taurus; she is

still in Taurus when our notes terminate.

iBi^ftllanrn.

There is an article on " Scintillation," by M. Ch. Montigny in

the number of Ciel et Tcrre, for July 15, containing an account of
the naked-eye observations of that phenomenon by M. Ch. Dufonr.
It should be read by all interested in the curious subject to which
it refers.

Accident feom Light.xixg.—It is stated that on Wednesday, the
IGth inst., during a storm, a house in the village of Chantemerle,
Geneva, was struck by lightning and set on fire. There being no
water available to extinguish the flames the &ie spread, and the
whole village was reduced to ashes.

Steam Ploughing in the West.—Recently, at Fargo, Dakota,
a traction engine drew eight ploughs, turning a sod 4 in. thick as

even and well as could be done by horse-power, and at a rate of

over twenty-five acres per day. The cost of steam-ploughing is

rated at about 1 dol. per acre as against 3 dels, per acre by horse-

power.

—

Engineering.

Be,ssemek Steel.—The production of Bessemer steel in the

principal countries of the world last year is estimated at 4,852,956

tons. This total was made up as follows : Great Britain, 1,553,380

tons ; United States of America, 1,119,576 tons ; Germany, 955,000

tons ; France, 440,000 tons ; Belgium, 220,000 tons ; Sweden,
50,000 tons J

Russia, 340,000 tons ; and Austria, 175,000 tons.

WEDNESD.iv's standard says :
—" Litigation in respect to patent

rights has hitherto impeded the development of electric railways.

The Patent Office has now decided in favour of S. D. Field against

Edison and Siemens. The first railway was opened at Cleveland,

Ohio, on Saturday, and others are expected to be constructed now
in quick succession."

The Raihcay Review says :—Bnffalo claims to have the tallest

telegraph-pole in the world. The Western Union put up one
measuring 70 feet, and thought thereby to cut the Baltimore and
Ohio off from getting its wire to its office, but the Baltimore and
Ohio got a pole 90 feet high, 8 inches at the tip, and set it up
within 5 feet of the Western Union pole, so that the two now point

to heaven in parallel lines, with the Baltimore and Ohio a trifle

ahead.

A SULPHUR deposit exists at Djemsa, Suez, in a perfectly rainless

desert on the African coast, very near the sea, and constituting a
hill 600 ft. high, whose sides are blasted down as in quarrying

stone. Some 200 Arabs, employed under French engineers, succeed

in mining ten tons a day. A similar deposit occurs at Ronga,
500 miles from Suez, also near the coast of the African continent,

which differs only in being buried under other strata, so that mining
is necessary.

During a slight thunderstonn which passed over the Lake dis-

trict on Saturday morning last, the corning house at the Black
Beck Powder Mills, near Ulverston, was struck by lightning. A
terrible explosion ensued, completely wrecking the btiilding, and
instantaneously killing three men who were inside. Another man
was standing outside the corning house, and the flames from the

explosion set fire to his clothing, but by throwing himself into an
adjoining brook he escaped with a severe scorching.

Facts co^•CEENING Vaccination.—At a meeting of the Vaccination

Officers' Association, held on Saturday last, a cordial vote of thanks

was given to the National Health Society for issuing their pamphlet
entitled " Facts concerning Vaccination." The Association ex-

pressed their appreciation of the " thoughtful kindness which
prompted the society to assist the vaccination officers of the

Metropolis in the discharge of their often diflicult duties." We
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ara informed that the pamphlet in question ha'5 now been distributed

from house to house in most of the districts in the Metropolis

where small-pox is epidemic, and that the demand for it still

continues. Something like 150,000 copies have already been issued

since the present epidemic began.

The Standard says:—"The Midland Railway Company having
decided to offer premiums for the best-kept station gardens
throughout their system, a kind of Renaissance may be looked for

in this branch of horticulture. Other companies are not unlikely

to follow suit, and if flowers and fruit are to be ejects of compe-
tition among station-masters and porters, paint and paper, draught-

less waiting-rooms, and a constant regard for the comfort of their

passengers may, ere long, be among the objects in which chairmen
and directors will struggle to excel. In encouraging their servants

to beautify their wayside premises, the Midland authorities are

taking an excellent means to increase their business, by encouraging
passengers to travel by a line where the carriages are good, the

stations pretty, and everybody ready to oblige."

Six Mo.nths' F.^ilures (in the States).—The failures for the six

months ending July 1 are reported by R. G. Dun <Sr Co. to number
5,510, as compared with 4,637 in the first six months of 1S83. The
liabilities amount to $124,000,000, as compared with $66,000,000 in

1883. That the failures which have occuiTCd are largely confined

to speculative quarters is shown by the fact that the average in-

debtedness of the parties failing in the last six months is $38,000
for each failure, as compared with $18,000 in the similar period of

1883. A higher average amount of liabilities has been reached in

the last six months than ever before. The agency claims that the

legitimate business of the country suffered no serious result from
these failures ; that a condition of preparation for the panic had
been reached, and (that the balance of the year may witness a
fairly profitable demand for merchandise, with results more
satisfactory than the first six months have shown.

—

Eaihcaij Serieio

(Chicago).

To those persons who are continually stating that there is no
speed to be obtained—by orduiary riders—on the tricycle, we com-
mend the following facts. A X.L.T.C. rider—who does not claim

to be a " scorcher " (in any sense of the word), but merely a hon&-

fide ordinary rider, who has a vocation to follow—and who follows

it—but yet has the enthusiasm and good sense (like thousands of

others) to devote what .spare time he has to the wheel—rode, tliis

week, from Theydon Bois to the East of London in 1 hour 30min.,
i7icZi(rf(H(7 10 min. stoppage at the Wilfrid Lawson Coffee Tavern.
Distance, 15 miles by Thompson's cyclometer, clocked by one of

Bennett's chronometers. All hills en route—including Buckhurst
Hill, which is very loose and rough—were ridden both up and down,
and the brake not once used. Machine used was a l>on'<-nde level-

geared 48 in. " Coventry Rotary" roadster. The journey down, in

the heat of the day, occupied 1 h. 50 m., including stoppages. He
had been suffering two days previously, and his M.D. ordered him
to take out-door exercise, and this was how he took it ; it is need-
less to say he is now quite well.

—

The Tricijclist.

The Hudson's Bay RorxE.—A report on the opening and closing

of navigation at York Factory on the west coast of Hudson's Bay,
with observations extending from 1828 to 1880, has been communi-
cated by Mr. W. Woods to the Hudson's Bay Company. The latest

recorded date of open water in spring is June 1, the earliest closing

of navigation November 3. The earliest recorded date of opening
was May 4, the latest day of closing, December 9. There is, there-

fore, some six months of open water on the average in the bay
itself, but the communication with the bay and the Atlantic can
only take place through Hudson's Straits, and this passage is only
clear in July, August, and September, with probably a part of

October. Further information on this head is much needed, and it

is satisfactory to learn that Hudson's Bay is shortly to be
properly stirveved, for the question of its navigability is a most
important one to the settlers of Manitoba and the Saskatchewan,
since they can ship their exports for Europe by this shorter

route, instead of by the Red River and the St. Lawrence.

—

Engineering.

M. Pasteuk's Expekimexts ox Dogs.—The series of tests which,
at M. Pasteur's own suggestion, were to be made with a view to

confirming his theory of protective vaccination by attenuated
hydrophobic virus, have now been partially completed ; and the
result is a complete justification of the faith of those who had con-
fidence in M. Pasteur's statements. So far, fifty-seven dogs have
been made subjects of experiment under the supervision of a com-
mission appointed by the French Government, and under conditions
arranged between the latter and the illustrious discoverer himself.
Of these fifty-seven dogs, nineteen were already atHicted with
hydrophobia ; and of the remaining thirty-eight, one-half had been
previously vaccinated with the attenuated virus. All the thirty-

eight were then bitten by the nineteen rabid animals, and the result

watched. This completely confirmed the truth of M. Pasteur's
assumption of protective power on behalf of the cultivated vaccine
matter, for every unvaccinatcd dog was speedily attacked with
unmistakable symptoms of rabies, ending in death; whereas the
protected dogs were unaffected by the injuries they had received,
and are still in perfect health. In order, however, to make
certainty positive, these nineteen dogs will be kept under observa-
tion for a full year, when, if they still remain healthy, it is assumed
that sufficient proof of their being protected will be given.

—

The
Medical Press and Circular.

The Utilisation- of the Niagara Falls.—At a recent meeting
of the American Association of Civil Engineers, Mr. Benjamin
Rhodes described what had been done, and what might be done,
towards the utilisation of Niagara for electrical purposes. He
said :

—
" The power of Niagara can be estimated very approxi-

mately. The average flow of the river according to many careful
measurements is 275,000 cubic feet per second. The fall in the
river through the rapidsimmediately above the fall is 65 feet. The
height of the falls is 165 feet, maki'ng a total of 230 feet ; thus we
have for the whole power 7,000,000 horse-power. To utilise this
amount of power by water-wheels, generate electrical currents,
and transmit to various cities mthin 500 miles, would necessitate
a plant representing at least 5,000,000,000 dols. Such figtires as
these give some idea of the enormous amount of power here in
reserve." He states that on the Canadian side the entire use of
the falls i^» represented by a small over-shot wheel, which pro-
pels a pump ftimishing a meagre supply of water to the
adjoining village. On the American side there are five separate
raceways, developing in all 800 to 1,000 horse-power. After de-
scribing the hydraulic canal, the greatest power now in use at
Niagara, he says :

—
" Further developments of power at Niagara

may be made at little expense. "The hydraulic canal can be
deepened and widened, and wheels may be set under greater heads,
the total amount thus made available here being equal to the neces-
sities of many years. It may safely be said that the use of Niagara
has just begun. Low water is unknown; troubles from ice are
slight ; hours of use are not limited to eight or ten, but 24 hours in
the day, and 365 days in the year, and unlimited power is ready,
making this the most reliable, as it is the grandest, water-power in
the world."

At a recent meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
observations upon the temperatures of the earth as shown by deep
mines were presented by Messrs. Hamilton Smith, jun., and
Edward B. Dorsey. At the new Almaden qmcksilver mine at
California, at a depth of about 600 ft., the temperature was very
high—some 115 deg.—but in the deepest part of the same mine,
1,800 ft. below the surface and 500 ft. below sea-level, the tem-
perature is very pleasant, probably less than 80 deg. At the
Eureka mines in California, the air 1,200 ft. below the surface
appears nearly as cool as 100 ft. below the surface. Mr. E. B.
Dorsey said that the mines on the Comstock vein, Nevada, were
exceptionally hot. At depths of 1,500 ft. to 2,000 ft., the ther-
mometer'placed in a fresh-drilled hole will show 130 deg. Very
large bodies of water have run for years at 155 deg., and smaller
bodies at 170 deg. The temperature of the air is kept down to
110 deg. by forcing in fresh air cooled over ice. Captain Wheeler,
United States Engineers, estimated the heat extracted annually
from the Comstock, by means of the water pumped out and cold
air forced in, as equal to that generated by the combustion of

55,560 tons of anthracite coal or 97,700 cords of wood. Observa-
tions were then given upon temperature at every 100ft. in the
Forman shaft of the Overman mine, running from 53 deg. at a
depth of 100ft. to 121-2 deg. at a depth of 2,300ft. The tempera-
ture increased :—100 ft. to 1,000 ft. deep, increase 1 deg. in 29 ft.

;

100 ft. to 1,800 ft. deep, increase 1 deg. in 30-5 ft.
;" 100 ft. to

2,300 ft. deep, increase 1 deg. in 32-3 ft. A table was presented
giving the temperatures of a large number of deep mines, tunnels,

and artesian wells. The two coolest mines or tunnels are in lime-
stone—namely, Chanarcillo mines and Mont Cenis ttmnel, and the
two hottest are in trachyte and the "coal measures"—viz., the
Comstock mines in trachyte and the South Balgray in the " coal

measures." Mr. Dorsey considered that experience showed that
limestone was the coolest formation.

In repli/ to numerous letters and communications
addressed to the office of Knowledge, its Editor hegs to

annoimce that he has noiv concluded his Lecturing Tour,

and has, in fact, definitely ceased to lecture altogether.

Should he {which is very doubtjul) at any future time

resume his lectures on Astronomy, due and ample notice

will he given of such res^trnption in these columns.
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" Let BCnowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfred Tenntsos.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possihly he in-

serted. Correspondents must not he offended, therefore, should their

letters not appear.

All Editorial communications should he addressed to the Editob of

Knowledge; all Business communications to the Publishebs, at the

Office, 74, Qreat Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended to
DELAYS ABI8E FOB WHICH THE EDITOR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should he made
payable to Messrs. Wyman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No COMMUNICATIONS ARE ANSWERED BY POST, ETEN THOUGH STAMPED
AND DIEECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

SOLAE GLOW.

[1350]—In connection with Capt. Noble's letter (13-i4, p. 77),
it may be also of interest to mention that the solar glow is a
striking object here in the north-west quarter of the heavens on
any tolerably clear evening at aboat an hour and a-half after
snnset ; and likewise in the north-cast before sunrise. The colour
of the meteor is not quite white, bat seems to be slightly tinged
•with yellow. K. Phillifs.
Northam, Bideford, July 2C, 188-i.

LIGHTNING—VISIBLE LUMINOUS TRACK OF A
METEOR.

[1351]—The record of Thunderstorms which appeared in your
issue of 25th instant induces me to send you these few lines, not
80 much for the purpose of telling you that one passed over my
house on July 4 (during which one tree was struck in the front

lawn, another within twenty paces of the hall door, and another
about a quarter of a mile in the rear), as to remark that, in my
humble opinion, the conclusion arrived at some time ago in your
columns—that, because the duration of a flash of lightning is

but about a millionth part of a second, therefore the eye cannot
detect its direction—is an erroneous one. For not only have I

seen lightning descend from the clouds, and dart from cloud to

cloud, but ^also ascend out of the ground; the explanation of

which facts, as contrasted with the aforesaid conclusion, appears to
me to be very simple, viz., that the electric spark (which, owing to its

velocity, appears as a flash) must subtend some angle while passing
tlirough the air, which angle is necessarily reproduced in miniature
on the retina, the consequence being that the optic nerve conveys
to the brain, in exact sequence, the impressions made npon its

terminal ramifications.

I further wish you would kindly ask your readers whether any
of them recollect having observed the track of a meteor remaining
visible long after the meteor itself had vanished, as I did on
one occasion for about half an hour ? Also, can you explain the
" quare and quomodo" of such an unusual occurrence ? W. A.
July 26, 1884.

[I have myself seen lightning ascend from the earth to a cloud :

and hear that this phenomenon was witnessed by a well-known
contributor during a heavy storm, on Thursday, the 24th nit.

—

Ed.]

LIGHTNING.

[1352]—I am surprised that none of your correspondents have
referred to the copy of the photograph of a flash of lightning,

which appeared in yours of the 4th inst., and which is certainly
quite unlike the conventional lightning-flash as it appears in paint-

ings, &c. I only recollect once getting a good side-view of a
thunderstorm. I was looking on at a cricket-match in the Phoenix
Park, Dublin, and the storm took place in the neighbourhood of

Kingstown. It is some years since, but I cannot fix the precise
date. I saw a large number of lightning-flashes, all of which

strikingly resembled the photograph in question, though in some
cases the lines were, I think, a little more wavy In both cases the
breadth of the flash was very perceptible, and I should expect to
hear that the area of its section was considerable. Nevertheless,
when the earth is struck by lightning the surface of contact appears
to be very small. Possibly the flashes which I saw and that which
was photographed by Mr. Gurley presented exceptional character-
istics. Perhaps some of your readers could throw some light on
this subject.—I remain, W. H. S. MoNCK.

13, Belvedere-place, Dublin, July 26, 1884.

PARTRIDGES : THEIR LOVE OF YOUNG.

[1353]—One morning here, after a heavy thunderstorm during
the night, accompanied by deluges of rain and a great fall in tem-
pera! ure, the keepers came npon a family of partridges, all dead—the

I
lareut birds crouching close together in the grass, their nine little ones
between them, pressed as closely as possible to their sides, the inside
wing of each parent bird extended, wing over wing, making a
double roof for the protection of their family, and in this position

these devoted birds had perished, trying to the last to save their

young ones at the cost of their own lives. The men who found
them seemed quite impressed, and said " It was a pretty picture !

"

Swigell House, Northumberland, M. J. C.
July 23rd.

OVERHEAD WIRES.

[1354]— Let me say a few words about overhead wires, the
danger from which I think may be easily obviated.

At present the posts to which the wires are fastened are placed
on the rid^je of the roof.

Let additional posts be placed on the eave in the street-front of

the building on each side of the street, and directly opposite to each
other.

I assume the distance betwixt these posts across the street would
be sixty-five feet, and the height of the building and post together
from the ground ninety feet. If so, and the wire broke off, even
riosr from the post, it would swing twenty-five feet above the traffic

in the street, and could not, therefore, interfere with it.

The posts could be made longer or shorter, so as in all cases a
difference of twenty to twenty-five feet should be obtained.

J. W. BCSK.

DIVISIBILITY BY SEVEN.

[1355]—When a vulgar fraction whose denominator is 7 is

reduced to a decimal fraction, its equivalent is a repetend con-

sisting of six figures, in which, when extended indefinitely, the

7th, 13th, 19th, &c., figures are repetitions of the first, and if the

first figure be added to the 4th, 10th, or 16th, ic, figures, the snm
is = unity or f . The 1st figure may, for convenience, be called

the complement of the 4tb, 10th, or 16th, &c.

Now, if a number be divided into terms of three figures each,

and marked 0, 1, 2, 3, ic, from the right, it is evident from the

above that any even term divided by 7 will have the same re-

mainder, whether it is taken at its abstract or its local value ; also,

that any odd term divided by 7 will, taken at abstract value, have
a remainder which is the complement of the remainder when the
same term is taken at its local value. Take the following

example :

—

Terms. 2. 1. 0.

246,474,585 -i-7= 35,210,655?
or

Local value 246,000,000-4-7 = 35,142,857^

„ 474.000-7-7= 67,714^

„ 585 -=-7= 83f

35,210,655?

Abstract Value.

246-r-7=35f true fraction.

474-i-7 = 67f complement of true fraction.

585-=-7 = 83f true fraction.

Taking local values, the remainders are }, f, i, whose sum gives

the true fraction. Taking abstract values, the remainders are f

,

f, 7, and the true fraction is to be obtained from them thus, | — f •*-

f = 0; for the same fractional result is obtained whether we add f
to a quantity or subtract f from it, since the difference between
the two results must be (J + 4 = ) unity. If, therefore, the even
terms be called plus and the odd terms minus, and if their sum be
divisible by 7 without a remainder, then the whole number is also
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BO divisible. If there be a remainder, it will either be the true

remainder or its oompleraent, according as the sum of the plus

terms is greater or less than that of the minus terms.

The extreme left-hand term may consist of less than three

figures. William Si.vgers.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
J. Greevz Fisiiek. Forgive me. I do not "discountenance

improvements in spelling because reformers are not unanimous,"

but because I regard the ortliography in which is enshrined the

noble diction of Shakespeare, Milton, Pope, Addison, Macaulay,

and Tennyson as quite good enough for me. As to the destruction

of all traces of the etymology of words by " fonctic vagariz," I

need say nothing to any philologist. I am much more disposed to

sympathise with you in your protest against the meaningless limi-

tations of the halfpenny postage.

—

Hector. The so-called " storm-

glasses" are simply glass tubes (not air-tight) filled with a solution

of camphor, nitrate of potash, and sal ammoniac. They are hygro-

meters, if they are anything, but both light and temperature affect

them. For any scientific purpose they are worthless.

—

Wm. Wilsox,

M.A., LL.D. Accepting Colenso's example as one illustrating

Common Measure, yon are obviously right in what you say as to his

definition.—D. Wixstaxley dreamt on July Sth that his ex-sweet-

heart came to say " good-bye" on the very morning on which (as

he subsequently discovered) she was married to some one else. He
also dreamt, on the 1-tth, a medical man but slightly known
to him died on the floor of his (Mr. W.'s) bedroom. This gentle-

man did die, in his own bed, early the next morning. My
correspondent goes on to suggest that certain sorts of suppers

may " yield prophetic dreams," which is too much for me.

—

Edward F. Hoerale. Without yourself taking the trouble to

attend any course of lectures, you will, I think, find in Weinhold's
" Introduction of Experimental Physics " ample material for such

instruction as you propose to impart ; and you might even take the

successive chapters of " Facts Aronnd Us "—a little book published

by Stanford's—as the basisjof a series of lectures to them. I cannot

possibly make an appointment for an interview, nor undertake to

see any one personally in connection with matters discussed in these

columns.

—

Thomas Maclean. Does it ever strike you that I have
scores—not to say hundreds—of correspondents to deal with, and
that in the tremendous pressure which exists upon an editor's

time, it is quite possible (and even excusable) for him to overlook

papers among those which descend in shoals on his devoted head ?

I have not communicated your notions to Messrs. Browning and
Wenham. You must do so yourself if you wish them brought

before those gentlemen.— William Worslet. I do not print the

letter on cholera which you send, inasmuch as it contains internal

evidence that the " Rev. Dr." who penned it is ignorant of the very
rudiments of physiology and pathology.—Ax Exile, while pro-

testing against the selection of Ireland as an illustration of

a country sunk in the lowest depths of superstition, points out,

not wholly without reason, that past misgovernment may be
to some extent held to be at the bottom of such a deplorable

state of things.

—

Oxford asks this "question": Is it possible to

obtain 360 different positions of the letters a, b, c, d, e, f, by means

of the following two methods of transposition only, (i)

and (ii)
a, h, c, d, e, f

a, b, c, d, e, f
a, d, b, f, c, e

, the last position being a, i>, c, d, e, f ? We
/, d, a, e, b, c

commend this to readers with plenty of idle time on their hands.

—

Edward .S. Haxsox points out that the " Design for a Parlour
Organ," which we extracted from the Scientific American on p.

5S, was copied from the Building Neios into the EngHsh Mechanic
of March 28 last, and was appropriated by the American paper
without any acknowledgment at all. Thanks for your details anent
the English translation of Fontenelle.—E. D. Warring. When a
man submits his views for publication, he, ipso factor invites

criticism upon them. You surely wanted my candid opinion of

yours, and not an utterly insincere compliment.

—

Fred. Jackmax.
WiU you kindly read the paragraph at the bottom of the first

column on p. 62, where if is definitely stated that I have given
up lecturing altogether ?

—

Kemts. I am unfortunately unable to

give the address of the Cremation Society. Perhaps some reader
of Knowledge will kindly do so.—J. H. Hayward. I am, I regret

to say, out of town.

—

St. E. You can scarcely do better than get
the " Human Physiology," by Dr. W. B. Carpenter.

—

Eye-Wit-
ness. I do not think that either of my works which you name
would render you more assistance than those which you possess.

"The Stars in their Seasons " is a reprint of the maps which
appeared monthly in Vols. I. and II. of Kxowledge. If you merely
want the old constellation figures, get the " Six Star Maps on the
Gnomonic Projection," now published by Letts's, but originally

issued many years ago by S.D.U.K.

0av iHatljematiral Columm

EASY LESSONS IX CO-ORDINATE GEOMETRY.

By Richard A. Proctor.

Problems ox the Straight Line.

"TTTE proceed to discuss the equations to lines fulfilling given con-

V 1 ditions, and also to examine some problems with which it is

necessary the student should be familiar.

61. Prop.—To determine theform of the equation to a straight line

passing through a ijiven point.

Let x' y' be the co-ordinates of the given point. Now we have
already seen that the equation to a straight line passing through
x' y', and inclined at an angle whose tangent is m to the axis of

X is

y — y^ =m (x— i') (0

We might have obtained this equation as follows :—Let the equation

to the required line be

y = mx + c (ii)

then, since the line passes through the point x' y', equation (i) must
be satisfied when x ' is written for x, and y* for y ; therefore

y' = mx'-^c (iii)

And subtracting (iii) from (ii) we clearly obtain equation (i). This

amounts to the elimination of c between equations (ii) and (iii).

Instead of eliminating c we might have eliminated m ; thus, sub-

stituting for m in (ii) the value given by equation (iii) we get

v' — c

this represents a straight lino passing through the point x' y' and
having an intercept c on the axis of x.

The equation will clearly assume different forms according to the

condition we suppose the straight line to fulfil besides passing

through the given point. We shall now consider the equations of

lines fulfilUng such conditions. It is well to note in passing, how-
ever, that whatever form of equation to the straight line be
adopted in place of equation (ii), we obtain when the constant

term is eliminated by subtraction, an equation of the form

x-x' + l{y-y') =

Thus if in place of (ii) we take the equation

y ,

we get in place of (iii)

or subtracting

a b

a b

• X' y •

=

similarly from the equation

X cos a -i- y sin a = p
we should obtain

(x — x') cos a + {y — y') sin a =

and finally from the equation

Ax-hBy-hC =
we should obtain

A (.r-x')-HB(!/-v')=0.

It is important that the student should note these results. They
show that in this particular case a relation subsists which we shall

presently show to hold generally. The equations

X— a?' =0, and y — y'=0

represent lines whose intersection determines the point x' y', and
it appears that the equation formed by combining these two
equations into a single equation of the forms

X — x' -I- a const, (y — 'y')=0,

represents a straight lino through the intersection of the lines

represented by the two equations so combined.

62. Prop.—To determine the equation to a straight line passing

throxigh two points.

Let Xi !/i be the co-ordinates of one of the given points, X; y,

those of the other. Then it follows from the preceding article that

the equation of a straight line through xi yi is of the form

V — y\ = m (r— .T,) (i)

where m is the tangent of the angle which the straight line makes
with the axis of x. If the straight line represented by (i) passes
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through the point x^ y^ (i) must be satisfied when Xo is written for
X and 1/2 for i/, thus

'./; — i/i
=m (^2— a^i)

that is

substituting this value of m in (i) we obtain the required equation,
viz.,

2/-Vl=^2Zli (a; -a:,) (ii)

X«— Xi

an equation which may be written in the easily remembered form
V-Vi_ x-x^

y2— V\ ^2— a:i

CoK.—We may write (ii) in the form
y{x^-x,) +y^{x— x.2) + y.,(xi — x)=0 (iii)

This amounts to the statement that if « v be the co-ordinates of
any point on the lino through Xji/, and Xay^, then the area of the
triangle formed by joining the points aJii/,, x.^y^ and x y ia zero,— a
consideration from which we might have deduced the equation
required.

Since (iii) may be written

x(yi-y-:) +y(x2—Xi) + x0«— y,x..= O
the intercepts on the axes of x and y are

X2V1 - -f l!/2 and
iToj/i — ^iy»

Vi-y^ x,-x.2

(To he continued.)

(Bur Cf)t65 Column.
By Mephisto.

SELECTED PROBLEMS.
No. 120.

Buck.

Whitb.

White to play and mate in two moves.

Xo. 121.

Black.

Whits.

Keprinted from p. 80 on account of misprint.

^Vhite to play and mate in two moves.

Ending from actual play.

Amateur.

Black.

Whixb.

Mr. Waters.-

White to play and win.

ANSWERS TO COKRESPONDENTS.

,*, Please address Chess Editor.

Geo. W. Thompson.—You are quite right; we ought to have pub-
lished the reply to Black's defence of Kt to Bsq—that is, Kt x P in

Carpenter's problem.
E. W. Young.—Regret to say problems not suitable.

W.—You say that yon would cheer/idly have played 50. P x BP
in the ending given in Kno^vledge of July 18, expecting 50. P x HP
51. P to B5, when, I am afraid, on Black playing K to Q4, yon
would have become rather sad. No doubt we have seen the
problem, but cannot recollect it. Is it not unsound ?

Walter.—We reprint the position correctly.

Conect solutions received from M. T. Hooton, Chas. T. Wilbra-
ham, G. W. Thompson, Uncle John, C. T. G., The Owl.

The Norwood Revien: says that a new Chess Club in in course of

formation ; it will assemble in a locality near the station, and will

begin in September next.
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THE MORALITY OF HAPPINESS.
By Thomas Foster.

[By an odd coincidence, the editor of Knowledge and I, Five of

Clubs and the author of " How to Get Strons," crossed the Atlantic

at one and the same time, in the steamship City of Rome. Jlyown
voyaiie has caused some delay in the appearance of my closing

paper, promised for several weeks since. 1 was unable to complete

it, as I had hoped, before leaving England. Buc I believe that the

time which I have been able to give to the consideration of that

general view of my subject which now alone remains to be pre-

sented has not been thrown away.—T. F.]

Closing Remarks.

IT remains only now that I should consider the general

conclusions toward which our discussion of the sub-

ject of happiness as a guide to conduct may appear to have
led us.

Let me note, yet once more, that those have entirely

misapprehended the whole drift of this series of papers who
imagine, as many still seem to do, that my subject has been

the morality of being happv, the propriety of seeking after

happiness. The mistake appears so absurd, when the

nature of the reasoning I have advanced is considered,

that it would seem hardly worth while to correct it, seeing

that no one who could fall into such a mistake could (one

would imagine) in the least protit by any explanation or

correction. Yet the mistake has been made by several who
are clearly not devoid of capacity alike to render and to

receive a reason. I have therefore felt bound to correct it

as far as possible, and, as several letters recently received

show that the error is still entertained, I have now to

correct it afresh. Let me explain, then, that the object

of these papers has been to show what sort of moral law is

likely to arise, and what law appears actually to have
arisen and to be in progress of formation, when the guide

of conduct is the increase of happiness,—individual happi-

ness, and the happiness of those around us, with due
regard to the proper apportionment of altruistic and egoistic

happiness. I have not examined such questions as, What
is happiness t What kind of happiness is worthiest 1 and
so forth. I have taken, as included in the terra " hapjii-

nfss," all the various forms of pleasurable emotion of

which the human race is susceptible, while all the various

forms of painful emotion to which we are exposed have

come naturally into consideration as aU involving greater

or less diminution of happiness. With the development

of the human race, or of any part of the human race, in one

direction or in another (for developmint is multiform), we
tind that ideas about pleasure and pain become modified in

various ways. And it has been a special part of our

suUject to consider how the lower forms of pleasure, those

related first to the physical gratification of self, and next

those related specially to self, but otherwise of higher

type, give place gradually to the higher gratifications

arising from altruistic relations. But, apart from such

considerations, our whole inquiry has been into the develop-

ment of conduct by the natural operation of those laws

which influence the development of happiness.

In passing I would, however, note that the law of con-

duct thus considered is by no means that abstraction which

has been called " the happiness of the greater number,"

according to which each person is to regard himself and to

be regarded as one, while the rest, being many, are to be

regarded as of very much greater importance. This ab-

straction has not and never had any value whatever, as a

rule of conduct, either in a man's self or in his relation to

others. Even if we can adopt any meaning for the word
happit'css as thus used, it will be found that no rational

way of apportioning the happiness thus regarded as a sort

of common property can be conceived. If the law instead

of being an abstraction were real and could be definitely

applied, it could result only in this, that each person, being

but one, should utterly neglect his individual welfare iu

favour of the general happines.=, and, as it can be readily

seen that no benefits he might receive from those around

him (obeying, we may assume, the same law) could pos-

sibly compensate for the direct and immediate effects of this

complete self-obnegation, it foUoirs that a community of

persons obeying this law would be a community of miser-

able beings ; so that obedience to this law for obtaining

general happiness would in reality insure universal miserj'.

Taking concrete instead ot abstract happiness as the

guide of conduct, we recognise far different results. We
see that, though there must of necessity be a compromise

between egoistic satisfactions and altruistic cares, the com-

promise need by no means imply antagonism. Regard for

the welfare of others, though in its inception more or less

of an effort, becomes more and more spontaneous as social

relations develop. After spontaneity has been attained,

altruistic actions involve more and more of egoistic satis-

faction. Conversely, the care of self, which in the earlier

stages of social development appears to involve more or

less of disregard for the interests of others, becomes

more and more altruistic in its effect as society ad-

vances. Thus also we recognise the answer to what

at first might seem a difficulty, viz., that with the im-

provement of social relations the opportunity for altruistic

actiovis might seem likely to steadily diminish. We see

that the domain available for altruistic actions changes in

position rather than in extent ; nay, that such change of

extent as actually accrues is toward increase. In a society

where, owing to the steady improvement of the relation

between egoistic and altruistic interests, the number of

those depending for their happiness or even for their

existence on altruistic cares has steadily diminished, the

number of those who are the subject ot altruistic emotions

will as steadily have increased. Sympathy becomes more

widely extended, its development becomes surer and more

rapid, as its operation becomes more pleasurable, and a

change of this sort cannot but take place as occasions for

directly altruistic actions, such as arise out of pain and

suffering, become less frequent.

With increased spontaneity in altruistic actions, more
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pleasurable feelings in the discharge of altruistic duties,

and a wider range for altruistic emotions, will inevitably

come such an evolution of conduct as must tend greatly to

increase the well-being of the community. The care of self

will lie felt as a duty to others ; due care of others will

becotue a source of gratification to self. Society will be

simply, on an enlarged scale and in a more varied form,

sucli a community as might be formed by a number of

kindly, vell-iiieauing persons, of good capacity and pleasing

manrers, brought together for purposes of travel, research,

or plt^asure. In such a community it would be felt that

each person's first duty was to take due care of self, first

as just to himself, and secondly (yet chiefly) as a duty

to the rest of the community. But it would also be felt

by e-ch member of such a community that lie must be care-

ful of the interests of others, ready to be of use to any other

members of the community who required assistance such as

he could give individually, or to combine with others where

the a><sistance of several might seem to be required. Picture

the relations of such a community, all of good-will, kindly,

and nnxious that the business of the community should go

on so as to give pleasure to all, and it will be at once seen

how little there is of actual selfishness in due care of self,

how such care may be, nay, must be, a duty owed to all the

rest ; while, on the other hand, it will become clear also

how each member of such a community is interested in the

existence among all of a kindly interest on the part of each

in the well-being of the rest. The social body, whether we
consider the family, or the gathering of families into com-

munifies, or the collection of communities into nations, or

the iiiuki'ude of nations which form the population of the

earth, may be regarded as an aggregate which should be

pervaded by such ideas as are found essential for the

comfort and happiness of gatherings casually brought to-

gether. The due subordination of self to others in certain

relations, and of others to self in relations not less impor-

tant, which is found in all such gatherings on a small scale

and of comparatively uniform character—as in the passen-

gers on an oceansteawship, the members of a company of

traveders, the fellows of a scientific expedition, or even a

pleasure party—is what is'necessary for the well-being of the

body social ; and out of this necessity, instinctively recog-

nised, and exercising its influence steadily in the process of

the evolution of races, nations, and the human family as a

whole, seem to have sprung all those duties between man
and man, between race and race, and between nation and

nation, which form the present code of social morals, and

will hereafter—developed and improved—form the moral

code of perfected man. " What now, in even the highest

natures," as the great teacher of our day says, " is occasional

and feeble may be expected with further evolution to

become habitual and strong ; and what now characterises

the exceptionally high may be expected eventually to

characterise all. For that which the best human nature

is capable of is within the reach of human nature at large."

" That these conclusions," Mr. Spencer goes on to say,

" will meet with any considerable acceptance is improbable.

Neither with current ideas nor with current sentiments are

they sufficiently congruous. Such a view will not be agree-

able to those who lament the spreading disbelief in eternal

damiiation ; nor to those who follow the apostle of brute

force in thinking that because the rule of the strong hand

was once sood it is good for all time ; nor to those whose

reverence for one who told them to put up the sword is

shown by using the sword to spread his doctrine among
heathens." From ten thousand teachers of a religion of

love who are silent when a nation is moved by the religion

of hate will come no sign of assent ; nor from those priestly

Jaw-givets who, " far from urging the extreme precept of

the Master they pretend to follow, to turn the other cheek
when one is smitten, vote for acting on the principle,

Strike lest ye be struck. Nor will any approval he felt

by legislators who, after praying to be forgiven their tres-

passes as they forgive the trespasses of others, forthwith
decide to attack those who have not trespassed against
them. But though men who profess Christianity and prac-

tice Paganism can feel no sympathy with such a view,

there are some, classed as antagonists to the current creed,

who may not think it absurd to believe that a rationalised

version of its ethical principles will eventually be acted

upon."

Finally, I would ask those who have followed me thus
far to note how all the duties we have considered, both
egoistic duties and altruistic ones, may be seen with advan-
tage from a different point of view and in a changed aspect,

though unchanged in reality. We are in the habit of

regarding the study of moral laws always from the personal

side, and nearly all teachers in such matters (one might
almost say all) view the subject in this waj', since, even
when laying down a code of morals, they present each law
as it appeals to the reason and should affect the conduct of

the individual But it should be remembered that a moral

law which commends to each man a particular line of con-

duct, is a law which, if accepted and followed by all, in-

fluences each man by the effect it produces on all the rest.

Thus, a rule of conduct seemingly egoistic, and really

egoistic as affecting the individual, becomes, in any society

which accepts and obeys it, purely altruistic in its effect

;

while, 2)er contra, a law seemingly altruistic in terms becomes
purely egoistic in influence. If, instead of indicating a due
regard for self and a proper subordination of self to others, our

study of the morality of happiness had indicated as best

for the community a series of duties directed solely to the

benefit of self, yet the adoption of such a moral code by all

men would be altogether unselfish, seeing that it would
mean the forsaking of all right or title to help or sympathy
from others ; and others are many, while self is but one.

If, on the other hand, we had found a system of perfect

altruism commending itself as best, the acceptance of such

a system would be no sacrificing of self to others, but would
mean the acceptance of the principle that every one else

was bound to assist in all his ways and wishes the accepter

of this seemingly altruistic code—to sympathise with him
in all his sorrows, and to care for him far more than for

themselves. We have not been led to recognise any such

abnegation of self on the one hand, or regard for self alone

on the other hand, as desirable ; but, in such degree as we
have seen a regard for self to be desirable, we have in reality

been led to the recognition of the rights of othere (since

each self is another to all others), while, in such degree as

we have seen that each should consider not only the rights

but the requirements of others, we have been led in reality

to the recosnition of the rights of each man to the assistance

and sympathy of his fellows.

THE SEA HORIZON.

By Richard A. Pkoctor.

IT is amusing to note how ignorant many ordinary sea-

men and nearly all sea travellers are of such matters

as the distance of the sea horizon, the way in which a

ship's place at sea is determined, and other such matters

—

which all seamen might be expected to understand, and

most persons of decent education might be expected to

have learned something about at school Ask a sailor how
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far off a ship may be, which is hull down, and he will give

you an opinion based entirely on his knowledge of the

ship's probable size, and on the distinctness with which he

sees her. This opinion is often pretty near the truth
;

but it may be preposterously wrong if his idea of the

ships real size is very incorrect, and is sometiuies quite

wrong even when he knows her size somewhat accurately.

Any notion that the distance may be very precisely

inferred from the relative position of the hull and the

horizon line seems not to enter the average sailor's

head. During my last journey across the Atlantic we
had several curious illustrations of this. For instance, on
one occasion a steamer was passing at such a distance

as to be nearly hull down. From her character it was
known that the portion of her hull concealed was about

12 feet in height, while it was equally well known that the

eye of an observer standing on the saloon-passengers' deck

ou the City of Rome was about 30 feet above the water-

level. A sailor, asked (by way of experiment) how far off

the steamer was, answered, " Six or seven miles." " But
she is nearly hull down," some one said to him. " I didn't

say she warn't, as I know.s on," was the quaint but stupid

reply. Now, it might be supposed to be a generally-known

fact that even as seen from the deck of one of the ordinary

Atlantic steamers, the horizon is fully six miles away, the

height of the eye being about IS or 20 feet, and that for

the concealed portion of the other ship's hull a distance of

four or five miles more must be allowed : so that the man's

mistake was a gross one. And several other cases of a

similar kind occurred during my seven days' journey from
Queenstown to New York.
The rules for determining the distances of objects at sea,

when the height of the observer's eye and the height of the

concealed part of the remote object above the sea-level are

both known, are exceedingly simple, and should be well

known to all. Geometrically, the dip of the sea surface is

eight inches for a mile, four times this for two miles, nine

times for three miles, and so forth ; the amount being

obtained by squaring the number of miles and taking so

many times eight inches. But, in reality, we are concerned

only with the optical depression, which is somewhat less,

because the line of sight to the horizon is slightly curved

(the concavity of the curve being turned downwards).
Instead of eight inches for a mile, the optical depression is

about six inches at sea, where the real horizon can be

observed. But, substituting six inches for eight, the rule

is as above given. Six inches being half-a-foot, we
obtain the number of six-inch lengths in the height of

an observer's eye by doubling the number of feet in

that height ; the square root of this number of six-inch

lengths gives the number of miles in the distance of

the sea horizon. Thus, suppose the eye of the ob-

server to be eighteen feet above the sea level ; then
we double eighteen, getting thirty-six, the square root of

which is 6 ; hence the horizon lies at a distance of six

miles as seen from an elevation of 18 feet. For a height

of 30 feet, which is about that of the eye of an observer on
the best deck of the City of Rome, we double 30, getting

60, the square root of which is 7 7; hence, as seen from
that deck the horizon lies at a distance of 7 71" miles.

If the depth of the part of a distant ship's hull below the

horizon is known, the distance of that ship beyond the

horizon is obtained in the same way. Thus, suppose the

depth of the part concealed to be 12 feet, then we take the

square root of twice 12, or 24, giving -1-9, showing that

that ship's distance beyond the horizon is -1 9-10 miles.

Hence, if a ship is seen so far hull down, from the hull of

the City of Rome, we infer that its distance is 4 9-10 miles

beyond the distance of the horison, which we have seen to

be 7 7-10 miles—giving for that ship's distance 12 3-.5

miles. And with like ease may all such cases be dealt

with.

—

Newcastle Weekly Chronicle.

THE SENSE OF TASTE.
By Geaxt Allex.

ANIMALS eat, and, broadly speaking, one may say that
a better popular definition of what is most essential

to the idea of an animal as opposed to a plant could hardly
be found than this habit of eating. In all the highei

animals, at least, to eat implies a mouth—a special organ
for the reception and often for the trituration of the
natural food. This mouth is usually supplied with a tongue
or discriminative service, the object of which is to enable
the animal at once to distinguish between food that is good
for it and food that is useless or positively injuriou.?. The
sense by which the animal thus discriminates between
possible and impossible foodstuffs is called the sense of

taste.

The lowest animals hardly need a sense of taste at all^

at least iu the developed form here contemplated ; all is fish

that comes to their net ; they swallow and, if possible,

digest every bit of organic matter they happen to come
across in the course of their aimless peregrinations. Or,
rather, they swallow whatever is smaller than themselve,s,

and get swallowed by whatever is larger. Still, even in

these lowest depths of animal evolution, we get in a very
simple and undeveloped form some first faint foreshadowing
of the faculty which becomes specialised later on into the
sense of taste. When floating jelly-bag meets floating

plantlet or floating jelly-speck under the microscope, it

makes an effort to envelope the edible morsel all round with
its own matter. But when it meets mineral bodies or un-

eatable things generally, it either does not try to envelope

them at all, or if it coats them for a moment it soon rejects

them as of no practical use for its own purposes. These
simplest rudimentary animals, besides being all mouth and
all stomach, are also all nerve and all sense-organ. Every
part of them seems to possess in some feeble manner the
power of discriminating between what is food and what i&

useless.

In the higher animals, side by side with the evolution of
a definite mouth, jaws, teeth, stomach, and digestive and
assimilative mechanism generally, the power of discrimi-

nating food has been specialised and localised in the tongue,

at the very front of the alimentary canal. In each species

of animal, natural selection has ensured that the nerves of

the tongue should correctly in the main inform the animal
what food-stufls were desirable for it, and what were
undesirable. Clearly if it were conceivable that a race of

animals should be so constituted that it liked poisons and
disliked nutritious substances, that race must rapidly die

out and leave no survivors. On the other hand, just in

proportion as a race finds the indications of its sense of

taste in harmony with the physiological effects of things

swallowed in that proportion must it tend (other things

equal) to prosper in life, and to hand on its own discrimi-

native powers to later generations.

In the human species the gustatory tract has been^

divided by Prof. Bain into three regions, each of which has

its own special and proper functions to perform in the

economy of tasting. The tip of the tongue is mostly

supplied with nerves which are really rather nerves of

touch than nerves of taste, and which are cognisant for the

most part of pungent, acrid, or saline bodies. Obviously

this arrangement conduces to the greatest safety of the
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mouth and stomach. The very first thing we want to

know about any substance which we think of swallowing

is whether it is immediately destructive of the bodily

tissues. Now, the nerves of touch distributed to the tip of

the tongue instantly inform us on this important primary

question. In tasting an unknown substance, indeed,

we all of us instinctively try it beforehand by
touching it very lightly with the tip of the

tongue. If it is caustic, like vitriol, or pungent,

like cayenne and mustard, or fiery, like spirits of

wine, or warping, like borax or alum, the tip of the

tongue instantaneously warns us that it is not a fitting

substance to be swallowed wholesale. This chemical

sensibility of the nerves of the tongue is only a modified

form of the general chemical sensibility of the whole body.

Mustard, made into a plaster, acts on the skin very

much as it acts on the tongue, only less rapidly and loss

specifically. The warping effect of alkalies can be felt

on any ])art of the body, and the fiery character of alcohol

faintly affects the nerves of touch in the same manner as

the ncrvi's of taste. In .short, the sen.sitiveness of the

tongue in this respect is only an intensified form of the

common sensitiveness of nerves generally.

When a substance has passed the first examination with

the tip of the tongue, and has been pronounced harmless,

it is handed over to the middle region, supplied with the

nerves of taste proper. It is the special function of these

nerves to discriminate between sweet and bitter objects, as

well as between various tasty substances which we know
distinctively as flavours. On the whole, it is clear that

human beings like .°weets, that the tongue responds favour-

ably to the class of foods which contain sugar as a principal

element. The reason for this strongly-marked prefer-

ence is probably to be found in the ancestral fruit-eating

habits of our race. To our early arboreal progenitors fruits

were, of course, almost the only sweet objects known ; they

had as yet no .sugar factories, and they doubtless seldom

tasted even honey in the honey-comb. Hence it was natural

that the presence of sugar should come to be the instinctive

test, as it were, for the edibility of whatever object they
happened to come across. In our modern artificial con-

dition, where we use sugar to excess, and often in too con-

centrated forms, taste alone no longer acts as a safe guide
;

as children we eat too many sweetmeats, and in adult life

we have no digestions : but that is only because we have
altered the natural conditions, and have separated the sugar
from the other wholesome food with which it is usually

combined under its original circumstances. On the other

hand, almost all bitter substances in the vegetable world
are known to be poisonous, and our repugnance to bitter

tastes is thus due to the registered experience of countless

generations of early human or pra>-!iuman ancestors.

The third and lowest region of the tongue is the one
cognisant of pleasures and pains in immediate sympathy
with the stomach. The feelings we experience in this part

of our throats can scarcely be properly described as tastes
;

they are best characterised, in Professor Bain's well-chosen

language, as Kelishcs and Disgusts. When we have begun
to chew a piece of wholesome beef-.steak in healthy hunger,

we are conscious of a certain pleasurable sensation as it

reaches the back of the tongue which induces us to persevere

with the action of swallowing, and finally commit it to the

digestive apparatus. On the other hand, when we take a

dose of codliver oil, we are conscious, at the same stage in

the proceedings, of a certain physical repulsion to the act of

swallowing it ; something seems to rise up instinctively

in the throat which warns us that cod-liver oil is a
remarkably difliouli substance to digest and assimilate.

The sensations thus experienced are purely premonitory of

the eflfect of the food taken upon the stomach. Accord-
ingly, they vary much, according to our state of health or
appetite. However seasick we may be, ])ungent things are

still pungent to u.s, acid thicigs acid, bitter things bitter,

and sweet things sweet. But meat, fat, oils, and so forth,

produce effects very different from their ordinary results.

The tastes discriminated by the lower part of the tongue
are all of this character ; and the thiugs which find it most
difficult to pass the final examination liere are tainted or

putrid meats, very rich or buttery dishes, and other indi-

gestible or bilious substances.

Thus we may say roughly that the threshold of the

mouth warns us against whatever will prove absolutely

destructive to the tissues generally ; the central region dis-

tinguishes between what is ordinary human food, and what
is poisonous or otherwise deleterious when taken internally;

and the lower portion of the tongue and thrr at pronounces
finally upon the digestibility and fitness for the stomach
(in its passing condition) of the food which has success-

fully passed the two earlier preliminary examinations.

THE ORIGIN OF SILK.

IF we put any trust in tradition, says an English journal,

there is a legend that Tchin, the eldest son of Japhet,

father of the Asiatic race, taught his children the art of

))reparing silk, as well as the arts of painting and sculp-

ture. Be this as it may, it is certain that, about 3,000

years before the Christian era, a Chinese book, the " Ghou-
Kiug," described silken cords, which were stretched upon a

musical instrument invented by the Emperor Fo-HL One
of his successors. Chin Nong, reputed inventor of the

plough, explained to his contemporaries what beautiful

stuff's could be obtained by cultivation of the mulberry tree,

and about the year B.C. 2600 an empress, to whom a

grateful posterity assigned a place in a celestial constella-

tion, perfected the art of unravelling the cocoon and
weaving. From that time silk culture had its principal

seat near the northern portion of the Yellow River, in the

province of Chan-Tong. There was produced silk for the

Royal household. Yellow was the chosen colour for the

emperor, empress, and prince imperial ; violet for the

other wires of the emperor, blue for distinguished officers,

red for those less conspicuous, and black for everyone else.

In the book of rites, " Li-Ki," the ceremonies performed at

the harvest are carefully described. Even the empress did

not disdain to gather the leaves of the mulberry with her

own dainty fingers, and watched over the rearing of the

busy toilers of the cocoon.

For a long time this invaluable industry remained the

exclusive property of the Chinese empire, but about the

third century before the Christian era a military expedition

from China bore the results of its civilisation to the startled

Occident. Silk became known in Persia and India, and
was at last brought to Europe. The soldiers of Crassus,

B.C. .56, saw silken standards among the Parthians, and a

few years later an immense velarium of silk protected the

spectators in the Roman circus from the rays of the sun.

From this time the Romans were always provided with the

beautiful textures which were the admiration of their

legions. Yet silk was still the privileged possession of the

rich, and in the time of Aurelian, who flourished in the

third century, was worth about forty times its present

value. The enormous price, when considered with the fact

that there was at that time no commerce between Rome
and the Orient, goes far towards explaining the great

hoarding of treasure and jewellery which has since that

time gone on in India.
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There is a dispute between tradition and history as to

the period when the genuine cocoon was brought from

China to Europe. How was the vigilance of Celestials

thwarted, since exportation of the silkworm from the

Flowery Kingdom was forbidden under the severest penal-

ties 1 One accouut states that in a.d. 5.32, two monks sent

to Kothan by Justiuian, succeeded in bearing away their

booty concealed in a stalk of bamboo. The legend says

that once upon a time, when Kothan did not yet possess

the precious bombyx, the King of one of the provinces

sought and obtaiDed a daughter of the Chinese Emperor in

marriage. Before quitting her native land she hid seeds

of the mulberry and silkworms' eggs Ln her hair, where it

would escape the vigilance of the Customs officers on the

frontier. When she reached her new home she planted the

seeds of the mulbeiry in order that suitable nourishment

might be provided in the leaf for the worms.

—

The Dyer
and Calico Printer.

DREAMS:
THEIR PLACE IN THE GROWTH OF PRIMITITE

BELIEFS

By Edward Clodd.

VI.

TO the savage mind no other explanation of illness is

possible than that it is due to the exit of one's own
spirit or to the iiitrusiou of a stronger one, whether of re-

vengeful man or animal. An old Dacotah, whose son had

sore eyes, said that nearly thirty years before, when the

latter was a boy, he fastened a pin to a stick and speared

a minnow with it, and it was strange that after so long

a time the tish should come to seek revenge. When an

Indian is attacked by any wild beast, he believes that the

avenging Kenaima has transferred his spirit to the animal

which seizes him, and if he has even a toothache, of which

more presently, then the Kenaima has insinuated himself in

the shape of a worm. The tribal chief among the Brazilian

natives acts as doctor, and when he visits the sick, he

asks what animal the patient has offended, and if no cure

is effected, the convenient explanation is at hand that the

right animal has not been found. At the death of Iron

Arms, a noted North Americaa Indian warrior, it was

said that he died because the doctor had made a mistake,

thinking that a prairie-dog had entered him when it was

a mud-hen. The more abnormal and striking phases of

disease manifest when a man is writhing under intense

agony, as if torn and twisted by some fiendish living thing,

or when in delirium he raves and starts, or when thrown

down in epilepsy he struggles convulsively, or when
he shivers in an ague, or when in more violent forms

of madness he seems endowed with superhuman strength
;

the various symptoms attending hysteria ; each and

all support that theory of spint-influence which sur-

vives among advanced races in referring disease to

supernatural causes. For the ancient theories of a

Divine government under which disease is the expres-

sion of the anger of the gods, and medicine the token of

their healing mercy ; and the current notions that any

epidemic or pestilence is a visitation of God, are identical

in character, however improved in feature, with the bar-

baric belief illustrated above ; and in the ages when belief

in the devil as one walking to and fro upon the earth was

rampant, he especially was regarded as bringer of both bane

and antidote. " He may," says an old writer, "inflict

diseases, which is an effect he may occasion apjilicando

activa passivis (by apjjlying actives to passives), and by

the same means he may likewise cure .... and not only

may he cure diseases laid on by himself, as Wierus observes,

but even natural diseases, since he knows the natural

causes and the origin of even those better than the

physicians can, who are not present when diseases

are contracted, and who, bein^ younger than he, must

have less experience." In Lancashire folk-lore " casting

out the ague " was but another name for " casting out

the devil "
; in the Arabic language the words for

epilepsy and possession by demons are the same; and in such

phrases as a man being " beside himself," " transported,"

" out cf his mind," or in the convei-se, as when it is said in

the parable of the prodigal son, " he came to himse'f "; in

the words ecstasy, which means a displacement or removal

of the soul, and catalepsy, a seizing of the body by some

external power, we have language preserving the primitive

ideas of an intruding or departing spirit Such minor

actions as gaping and SLcezing confirm the belief. The
philosophy of the latter, as Mr. Gill remarks in his '• Myths
and Songs of the South Pacific," is that the spirit having

gene travelling about, its return to the body is naturally

attended with some difficulty and excitement, occasioning

a tingling and enlivening sensation all over the body. And
the like explanation lies at the root of the mass of customs

attendant on snetzing, and of the superstitions generated

by it, which extend through the world.

Williams tells us that among the Fijians, when any one

faints or dies, their spirit, it is said, may sometimes be

brought back by calling after it, and occasionally the

ludicrous scene is witnessed of a stout man lying at full

length and bawling out lustily for the return of his soul.

So in China, when a child is lying dangerously ill, its

mother wOl go outside into the garden and call its name,

in the hope of bringing back the wandering spirit But
for all the ills that flesh is heir to—from hiccupping to

madness, from toothache to broken limbs— the patient

seldom dares to doctor himself ; neither the etiquette

of the ordained medicine-man nor the orthodox thera-

peutics favour that show of independence. The methods

adopted by the faculty vary in detail, but they are

ruled by a single assumption. When a Chinaman is dying,

and the soul is believed to be already out of the body, a

relative holds up his coat on a bamboo stick, and a Taoist

priest seeks by incantations to bring back the truant soul

so that it may re-enter the sick man. Among the Six

Nations the Indians sought to discover the intruder by
gathering a quantity of ashes and scattering them in the

cabin where the sick person was Ijiug. A similar recipe

for tracking demons is given in the Talmud ; but, as more

nearly bearing on the Indian practice, a Polish custom

mentioned by Grimm^ may be quoted. When the white

folk torment a sick man, a friend walks rovmd him carrying

a sieveful of ashes on his back, and lets the ashes run out

till the floor round the bed is covered with them. The

next morning all the lines in the ashes are counted, and

the result told to a wise woman, who prescribes accordingly.

A favourite mode of treatment is blowing upon or sucking

the diseased organ, and deception is no infrequent resort

when the sorcerer secretes thorns or fishbones, beetles or

worms, in his n.outh, and then pretends that he has ex-

tracted them. Cranz says that the Eskimaux old women
appear to suck from a swollen leg scraps of leather or a

parcel of hair which they have previously crammed into

their mouths, and in Australia the same dodge is practised,

when the sorcerer makes believe that he has drawn out a

piece of bone from the affected part. That toothache is

due to a worm, is a belief which exists throughout Europe

* " Tent. Mythol.," 1165.
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and A&ia, and from the Orkneys to New Zealand. Shake-
speare refers to it in " Much Ado about Nothing,"
•act iiL, sc. 2 :

—

Don Pedro. What ! sigh for the toothache ?

Leonato. Where is but a humour or a worm.

and instances are current of this superstition being acted

upon in rural districts, whilst in China the itinerant dentist

conceals a worm in the stick which he applies to the aching
tooth, and on the stick being gently tapped, the worm
wriggles out to the satisfaction of the sufferer. But among
barbaric races the treatment is ordinarily the reverse of
soothing. Here and there the virtues of some plant have
been discovered by accident, and, whilst exalted into a
deity in its native home, it has become, like cinchona, a
priceless boon to the fever-stricken all over the world ; but,

speaking broadly, the medicine-man is no Melampus, win-

ning the secret of their healing balm from herb and tree.

Nor has he much faith in magic or charm compared to his

faith in noise, in incantations, with their accompanying
hideous grimace.s and gestures, and their deafening yells

with clang of instrument to drown the sufferer's groans
-and chase away the demon. Not unfrequently, when the
patient is kept without food so as to starve out the in-

dwelling enemy, or when the body is pommelled and
squeezed to force him out, the remedy helps the
disease ! An illustration or two from a great mass
at Gommand must sufhce. Among the Mapuches
the sorcerer adopts the canonical howls and grimaces.
Making himself as horrible-looking as he can, he
begins beating a drum and working himself into a frenzy
until he falls to the ground with his breast working con-
vulsively. As soon as he falls, a number of young men
outside the hut, who are there to help him in frightening
the disease-bringing spirit out of the patient, add their

defiant yells, and dash at full speed, with lighted torche.s,

against the hut. If this does not succeed, and the patient
dies, the result is attributed to witchcraft. When a Pawnee
chief had some ribs and an arm broken, the medicine-men
danced round him, and raised their voices from murmurous
chants to howls, accompanying the music (?) by blows upon
the wounded man's breast to banish the bad spirit. In
olden time this rough-and-tumble busiuess of blows, to
which immersion was added, was applied to lunatics in
these islands. And, in fact, until some local paper narrates
a current superstition, we seldom awaken to the fact how
widely the theological explanation of diseases and the em-
pirical choice of remedies still obtains, each being survivals
of barbaric theory and practice.

The savage who has more faith, as a curative, in plants
that grow on burial-places, and the civilised, who ascribes
special healing power to turf and dew from a saint's grave,
differ no whit in kind ; and so ingrained was the medicinal
belief in virtue inhering in fragments of the dead, that
not even the satire of "Reynard the Fox," telling how
the wolf was cured of his earache, and the hare of his
fever, the moment that they lay down on the grave of the
martyred hen, could give quietus to the notion that grated
skulls and sacramental shillings were specifics for the heal-
ag of the faithful.

This reference to like practices reminds us how belief
in the action of invisible agencies has passed into the
practice of confession among advanced races outside
Christendom, as in Mexico and Peru. The Eoman
datholio priests were not less astonished at finding this in
vogue on their arrival in South America than the good
Father Hue when, on reaching Tibet, he found shaven
monks wearing rosaries, worshipping relics, using holy
water, and a grand Lama decked in mitre, cope, and

cross.* But, as the Italian proverb has it, the world is

one country and " we have all one human heart," so that
the confessional has the like explanation in east as in west.
If the disease be the work of an offended deity or of an
avenging spirit, let the wrongdoer admit his fault, and
trust to him who is credited with influence with the un-
seen to exorcise the intruder.

THE EARTH'S SHAPE AXD MOTION'S.

t

By Eichakd A. Proctor.

INTRODUCTION.

IN many works of astronomy the subject of the earth's

figure and motions is dealt with at greater or less

length ; the general principles on which modern views are

founded are exhibited witli sufficient clearness ; and a
number of facts quite sufficient to establish the justice of

modern theories are quoted in illustration. But it has

always seemed to me that the way in which such matters
are commonly presented, is open to objection. Either

from a desire to simplify the subject, or for some other

reasons, the facts are stated in a general way, which is in

reality much more perplexing to the beginner than an
exact statement would be, befides being open to cavil and
olijection. The full force of the observational or experi-

mental evidence on which modem views have been founded,

is lost to the student, when the results are stated without a
careful reference to quantity and measure. The impression

is too commonly left, that those inexact and unsatisfactory

results are in reality all that astronomers have been able to

gather ; and when it is seen that such results admit of

being explained in other ways, doubts naturally spring up
as to the exactness of modern astronomy.

This would be less important, were it not that there is a

class of persons very ready to [irofit by this state of things.

Knowing perfectly well that the world is always more
ready for novelty, than to hear the details of real scientific

progress, these persons invent hypotheses of greater or less

ingenuity, which appear to be consistent enough with the

relations described in books on astronomy. These hypo-

theses they further recommend to the public notice by
garbled e.xtracts from the works of known authors, or by
apocryphal experiments. Secure of a large audience for

their absurdities, they little regard the contempt which all

well-informed persons bestow on them. They invite con-

trover.sy, confident that no student of science, who considers

his own reputation, will enter the lists with them, and safe

also (even if such an improbable event should occur) in the

certainty that by a few verbal evasions they will be able to

avoid the appearance of defeat.

There is also another class of persons equally anxious to

promulgate new theories, but not absolutely dishonest.

Among the thousand who, having read the ordinary

popular works on astronomy, remain unconscious of the

exactness of modern science, there are necessarily some
who mistake their want of apprehension for exceptional

ability. Such persons, especially if they are troubled by
the cacoetJies scribfndi, promulgate new theories with a sur-

prising fecundity. Scarcely a month passes that a work
involving some new absurdities does not pass through the

press. And these books find purchasers who are at least

* " Toil^ autant de rapportsque les Bonddhistes ont avec nons,"

adds the traveller, for hinting at which analogies between Bnddhists
and Catholics the Pope put his book on the Index.

t The papers which follow are revised versions of a series which
appeared seventeen years since in the English Mechanic.
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as likely to adopt the new views as to retain their confidence

in the ruodern system of astronomy.

I would not have it undeistood that the present series of

papers is in any way intended as an answer to the para-

doxists—whether of the honest or of the dishonest school.

To enter into controversy with these writers would be not

only a foolish, but a wrong thing to do. It would imply

that modern astronomy, and—which is more important

—

the professoi-a of modern astronomy, require to be defended.

The task would also be necessarily a vain one, sinee the

honest paradoxist cannot, and the dishonest paradoxist will

not see the futility of their ai-guments. Nor does either

class, indeed, deserve to be answered, since even the honest

paradoxist—though otherwise to be commiserated—yet

merits condemnation for professing to teach matters which

he has not mastered, and so leading others astray.

It is for the benefit of those who really wish to know
something of the grounds on which the modern system of

astronomy rests, that I pen these papers. I wish to indi-

cate the way in which the various parts of the evidence

dovetail into each other, and to show how observed facts

are accounted for, not merely in a general way, but in

measure and quantity—the only true test of a theory.

Lastly, I may find occasion in passing to notice some of

those absurd hypotheses which now, as at any time tince

Newton's day, find supporters and believei's.

A large part of the evidence I shall present to the reader

is such as he can himself abundantly verify ; but necessarily,

a very large part remains which has to be taken on trust.

I cannot call upon readers to take sail for the southern

hemisphere and make such and such measurements or ob-

servations. I cannot ask them to devote a whole life to

the study of practical astronomy, that they may be able to

make those exact and delicate instrumental observations on

which modern astronomy in large part depends. Nor can

I insist that every one of my readers shall master the

higher branches of mathematics so thoroughly that, if need

were, he could follow Adams and Leverrier through all the

intricate calculations by which they have extended our

knowledge of the structure of the universe.

On many points, therefore, I shall have to confine myself

to giving as clear aud exact a statement of what is or of

what has been done as I can, without being able to give

evidence which can be tested, or of showing in all cases how
such and such facts have been determined. In all such

cases I shall have to claim the reader's trust, to ask hiiu to

believe in the exactness and honesty of modern astronomical

work. Now so much has been heard from the paradoxists

of the cliquism of astronomers, of their determination to

uphold a false system at all costs, and of other such matters,

that many have been led (absurd as it may seem), to feel

doubts as to the bare honesty of the professors of modern
astronomy. To all such I would say, judge astronomers in

this respect as you would judge other men if you had occa-

sion to question their honesty of purpose. Ask whether it

is for the interest of astronomers to uphold a false system.

Consider whether it is in accordance with what we know
of human nature, that they should combine to laud the

names of a Newton, a Copernicus, or a Kepler, in defiance

of truth and justice.

On the first point it is easy to find an answer. The
whole system of modern astronomy depends for support on

the exactness with which it records or anticipates the

celestial movements. Certain processes are applied for this

purpose, which satisfactorily accomplish all that is rei:|uired.

These processes might be continued without change, though
the whole system on which they were founded should be

abandoned. Thus the si.gle end and aim of practical

astronomy, that purpose for which our observatories are

founded, and our astronomical stafi" salaried, could be ac-

complished as well as at present, though Newton wert^ pro-

claimed a charlatan, and Copernicus a cheat. So far then

we see nothing to lead to the suppression of the truth, if

the truth really required the overthrow of modern theories.

On the second point we can found a yet stronger claini

for the confidence of our readers in the work of astronomers.

Newton and Copernicus are long since dead. They can

extend no patronage to the astronomer in return for the

respect and admiration with which he speaks of them. To
suppose that Aii-y, or the Herschels, Adams, Leverrier, or

Hind, would praise Newton for a theory which they knew
to be false, is not only to give them very little credit for

honesty, it is to assert that they are blind to their own
interest. If an unknown man, indeed, were to assert that

Newton and Kepler were mistaken in their theories, we
should, of course, pay no attention. But if Mr. Hind, for

example, were to announce such a belief, he would be heard

with respectful attention, .ind if (to conceive the incon-

ceivable) he could establish the justice of his view, he

would immediately rank high above the highest in the long

list of eminent astronomers. So of any of the others 1

have named. On this second ground, therefore—that it is

not in accordance with what is known of human nature

for any man, still less for a set of men, to praise another

(long since dead) for false theories, when he himself might

acquire like or higher praise by overthrowing them—I con-

fidently claim from my readers the acceptance of the

results of all those observations, measurements, or experi-

ments which have been made by modern astronomers.

The method I propose to adopt in the forthcoming pages

is the same that I employed in the first chapter of my
treatise on Saturn, and is in great part new. 1 shall show

how a person wholly unacquainted with modern astronomy,

might have the true relations of the earth exhibited to

him in a series of simple observations. The particular

order I shall select for presenting those relations might be

departed from, since the subject is one which admits of a

considerable variety of treatment. Other methods have,

indeed, suggested themselves to me, but I believe that, on

the whole, the one I have adopted is that best calculated to

present the subject in a clear and satisfactory manner^

within such limits as are hei-e available.

{To he continued.)

THE ELECTRO-MAGNET.
Bt W. Slingo.

(Continued from p. 69.)

I
All anxious to keep clear of formula as far as I can^

but at the same time to impart as much information

as possible concerning the electro-magnet and the principles

governing its structure. The two very simple equations

at the end of the previous article may facilitate matters

very materially. It was shown that with a coil of the

relatively thick wire a current was produced, having a

a strength of 1 -3 amperes, and that when the diameter of

the wire was reduced to one half, so as to get twice the

number of turns, the current strength was reduced to -i

ampere, or less than one-third of that attainable with the

thicker wire. One of the laws of electro-magnetism is

that the strength of an electro-magnet is proportional to

the strength of the current. This is only true when the

number of tnrns is the same, because each time the current

circulates round the iron core it exerts its electro-

magnetic effect. This law has therefore to be taken in
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conjunction with another, declaring that " The strength of

an electro magnet is proportional to the number of turns of

•wire." Regarding these two laws together, it is clear tliat

the thick wire coil has the greater effect, because, while

there are twice the number of turns of the thin as com-

pared with the thick wire, there may be said to be

three times the current circulating through the thick as

compai'ed with the thin wire. Were the two currents

made equal by modifying the battery power, then the

thin wire would be twice as effective as the other. On
the other hand, if while the conditions of the thin coil

remained constant, the thick wire could by any means
be made to encircle the core twice as often (the current

being kept constant) then tlie threefold curreut circu-

lating in the thick wire would exert three times the

magnetising itifluence upon the core.

Even these laws, however, are not always applicable,

because there is a limit to which iron or any other sub-

stance is capable of being magnetised, and the fact of there

being such a limit implies that the above laws may onlj'

V>e regarded as applicalile when the effect to be produced is

considerably below this limit, which is called the " saturation

point."

It was just now stated the magnetic strength varies in

proportion to the number of turns. Supposing that the

iron core were covered, and that no room could be found
for another turn, how arc we to increase that number 1 It

might be done by coiling a wire over tlie previously wound
coil, but what about the direction 1 It is evident that if

we send a current round the core through a left-handed

helix (as in Fig. 1), so as to make the end N a north-pole,

and then .send a current through an outer coil in such a
manner as would induce a south-pole at N.then no polarity

will be manifested unless the inducing force of one helix

exceeds that of the other, in which case tlie magnetism
induced will be a measure of the difierence between these

forces.

It is, however, very easy to calculate the inductive effect

that would be produced by any particulai cod of wire.

Suppose, for example, that we are dealing with the arrange-

ment depicted in Fig. 1, and that we wind a second left-

handed helix over the core, then join a wire from the S
end of the inner coil to the N end of the outer one, so

that the current is made to travel in the direction indicated
by the arrows through each coil in succession. Neglecting
the .slight increase in the length of wire involved in wind-
ing one coil over another, we shall get an external circuit

having twice the resistance of the iuner coil or (with the
two cells).

_E 4

R + r ~ 2-f 2 - ^

The current is thus 1 ampere as compared with 1 3, but
as it passes twice as often round the core, it may be said

to have an inducing power of 2 as compared with l.';

exerted by the single coil. Here, then, au advantage is

clearly gained.

Supposing, however, that instead of connecting the two
coils in series, we join them in parallel circuit—that is, by
connecting the two N ends together, and likewi.se the two
S ends. Then the current will divide at N, and, the
resistance of the coils being identical, the current will

divide equally, to re-unite at S. But the joittt resistance

of two equal wires is only half that of one of them, or their

conductivity (the reciprocal of resistance) will be doubled.
This principle has been more than once enlarged upon, so
it need not further take up time here. The simple equa-
tion becomes

_i =16.
i + 2

1 6 amperes do not, however, go through each coil, but the
current halving itself at N becomes only IS in each. Mani-
festly, then, a curreut of 8 ampere through a certain

number of turns can only have the same eflect as a current
of ro ampijres through half that number of turns.

In other words, the eflect jiroduced is the same as would
result from a single coil having the same number of turns
as before, but with twice the conductivity or half the
resistance. This could not be obtained with the same kind
of wire, becau.se to have half the conductivity it would
require twice the weight of metal. Of course, it would be
possible to gain this end by using rectangular wire whose
thickness in one direction is equal to the diameter of the

original round wire. But even then the trouble involved

would not be recompensed by the gain in inducing power,

which, as pointed out, is only 16 as compared with lo.
Under the circumstances, then, the best eflect is jiroduced

when the current is made to traverse the coils successively.

But, on the other hand, to wind a number of individual

layers, and then to connect them by longitudinal lengths of

wire is out of the question, more especially as the desired

effect may be more easily jiroduced without such an
arrangement.

Fige. 1 and 2.

By examining Figs. 1 and 2, the method to be employed
may be readily made clear. Let us start with a layer

wound, as shown in Fig. 1—that is as a left-handed helix

—

and let the current travel from left to right, or from N. to S.

Now it has been stated (and Fig. 2 will illustrate it) that a

current passing through a right-handed helix induced a

north at its exit. Suppose, then, that instead of travelling

from left to right, the current pursues the opposite direc-

tion, or from right to left. Then the end marked N
becomes a south pole, and the end marked S a north pole.

The effect thus produced is the same as that resulting from

left to right through a left-handed helix. If a right-handed

helix be wound over a leftrhanded one, and the adjacent

extremities, say on the right-hand side, be connected to-

gether, then the current will jiass from left to right through

a lef1>handed, and from right to left through a right-handed,

helix, when the inducing effect of each coil will harmonise,

and a north pole will be produced on the left-hand side, and

a south pole on the other (as in Fig. 1).

It is scarcely necessary to say that the resistance of a

wire is not affected by the direction of winding, consequently

the current flowing will be

^=1
•2 + 2

which (as may be gathered from what has been said above)

will produce a magnetising force of 2 as compared with 1 '3

resulting from either of the coils used singly. If the

student takes a piece of wire or .string in his hand and

winds it round a rod so as to make a left handed helix, and

when he reaches the end of the rod continue the winding

back to the other end without bending the wire back on

itself, he will find that the second layer becomes a right-

handed helix. If, furthermore, on finishing the second layer,

he winds back again for a third layer, he will find that this

is a left-handed helix. So, continuously winding, he gene-

rates left and right-handed helices alternately. Every
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layer, therefore, supposing a current to traverse such series

of coils, tends to produce a north pole at one end and a

south pole at the other. This is the principle involved in

the construction of electro magnets.

Before dilating upon the size and length of wire for any

particular coil, let us turn our attention to the practical

details of construction. It may, in the first place, be stated

that, generally speaking, the best effects are produced when

the length of the core is six times its diameter. Its .=uiface

should he as even as possible, not absolutely smooth, but

free from marked irregularities. If such irregularities are

present, they are likely to cut through or wear away the

cotton or silk, whichever it may be, that is used for insu-

lating the wire. If, again, the current is one of excep-

tionally high electromotive force, there will Le a consider-

able risk of its passing from the wire to the core, rejoining

the coil at some other point. It is almost superfluous to

say that when it behaves in this way, the coil might as

well be absent for all the good it is capable of doing. Where
any of these dangers are present the iron should either

he coated with a layer of shellac varnish (made by dissolving

good shellac in methylated spirit), or closely covered with

paper which has been saturated with melted paraffin wax.

Either of these cour-ses will, in the great majority of cases,

be sutlicient to prevent the current taking a short path

through the iron. The wire should be well insulated with

cotton or silk, and wound as closely and regularly a.s possible.

When the first layer is finished it should, more particularly if

the wire is cotton covered, and currents of high EM.F. are

to be used, be immersed in a bath of melted paraffin wax,

and insulation is further assured by covering the layer

o£ wire with a piece of paraffined paper. This will not

want tying on or securing by extraneous means, but

may be quite as effectually fixed by winding it round

tightly, and then with the aid of a hot poker, or other

piece of iron, heating one edge of the paper over the other.

The hot iron melts the wax, which, on cooling, holds the

paper firmly. The second layer may then be applied and

treated in identically the same manner as the first. Layer

should then succeed layer until their entire thickness

equals the diameter of the core ; or, in other words,

until the diameter of the coil measures three times that

of the core. The length of the coil will then be twice

its diameter. It will be apparent that, to get the greatest

possible number of layers on, so as to come within these

dimensions, the space occupied by the insulating material

must be as small as is practicable. An electro magnet is

then produced, care being taken, obviously, to leave free

sufficient wire at the ends of the coils for purposes of

•connection.

Electro-magnets are very powerful, much more so than

ordinary permanent steel-magnets, and are capable of

producing marvellous effects. The shape of the magnet
may be just whatever the experimentalist pleases, remem-
bering, of course, that the simpler the shape the more
easily will it be wound. The effects produced by magnets

oi equal length wnth equal quantities of wire are not by

any means identical. Even in simple straight bar-magnets,

a number of different effects may be produced, and Pro-

Jessors Ayrton and Perry have published particulars of

very interesting experiments on this point, with which,

however, as the allotted space is filled, we must deal a

fortnight hence.

(To he continued.)

It is a. sad commentary on the danger of railroading to limbs, to

say nothing of the disaster to life, that the Toledo Railroader, the
xjrgan of the railway employes, contains the advertisements of nine
different manufacturers of artificial limbs. - •

THE CAPTURE THEORY OF COMETS.*
Bv Ricn.vBD A. Proctor,

"XTTE start from the conception that all comets originally
* V entered our solar system from without. They came,

says Heis, Schiaparelli, and others, who have advanced the

Capture Theory, fiom out of interstellar space. Now, it is

no valid objection to this view that it gives us no idea how
cometary matter came to exist in interstellar space, for in

all inquiries into the past condition of the celestial bodies

we must always come short of their actual origin. Thus,

in considering the past of our solar system we may start

from a chaotic vaporous state, or from a past condition in

the form of cosmical dust, or from a condition in which the

vaporous and the dust-like forms are combined ; but if we
are asked whence came the vapour or the cosmic dust we
are obliged to admit that we cannot tell. If, hereafter, we
should be able to say that it, carae from such and such

changes io a quantity of various forms of matter, which we
may represent by X, Y, and Z, we should still be unable

to say how X, Y, and Z came into existence. So that I

make no serious exceptiou against the supposed origin of

comets on the ground that it really leaves very much to be

explained. Interstellar space is a convenient place to which

to assign the origin of bodies so mysterious as comets. Cela

exprime bMucoup de c/wses. Almost anything might happen

in regions of which we know so little, or, rather, of which

we know absolutely nothing.

Yet it may be worth while to remark that, on the whole,

the interstellar regions are less likely to be the regions

whence comets originally came to visit suns and sun

systems, than to be regions whither comets strayed after

leaving originally the neighbourhood of solar systems.

The most probable idea about the interstellar spaces is

that they are the most vacuous regions within the range of

the sidereal .system. The mere circumstance thit comets

came from out of them affords no belter reason for regard-

ing them as the original home of comets, than tlie circum-

stance that comets pass from the solar system into these

interstellar spaces affords for rejecting that assumption.

There is, in fact, simply no reason whatever for imagining

that the place where comets came into existence is the vast

unknown region around the solar system which we call

interstellar space. Most comets come to us from thence
;

as many comets are travelling into that unknown region as

are coming out of it. To form an o|)iniou about the origin

of comets from no better evidence than their last journey

(out of millions, very likely) can afford, woidi be as absurd

as for a day-fly to reason that the river flowing past the

home of his race came out of the sky because a few drops

of rain came thence.

Suppose, however, we admit that in interplanetary space

there have been in the past, and still exist, such flights of

meteoric matter as the theory we are considering assumes.

Let us grant them, also, such motion as may save them
from what otherwise would inevit>ibly be their fate, viz.,

a process of direct indrawiiig towards the nearest sun, and

consequently destruction (with mischief probably to his

orb), after a period of time which must be regarded as

utterly insignificant compared with the time intervals

measuring the ditration of a solar system.

It follows, then, that each flight of meteors would in the

long run draw near some sun, without, however, rushing

directly upon him ; and sweeping round his <;l<ibe upon

such path as chanced to result from the combination of its

original movement and its attractive influence, would pass

* From an article on the " Origin of Comets," in the North
American Review,
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out again into interstellar space. This might happen tens,

hundreds, thousands, or even millions of times, a comet

either sweeping in a long ellijttical crbit with enormous

periods of revolution, aroimd one sun ; or, if its velocity

were slightly greater than that supposition implies, rushing

first round one sun, then out into the depths of space to

visit another sun, then to yet another, and so on, flitting

from sun to sun for ever, or until the kind of disturbance

in which the holders of the theory we are considering

believe, had changed this kind of motion into actual orbital

circuit.*

In either case the minimum velocity with which a comet

would be moving, when at any given distance from our

sun, would be determinable within a few yards per second.

It is well known that the velocity with which a body

travelling to the sun from an infinite distance (though one

cannot, of course, conceive such a movement) would reach

the sun, would not exceed by a foot per second the velocity

with which a body would reach him after travelling from

the distance of the nearest fixed star. So, also, the

velocities of bodies moving in orbits reaching half as

far from the sun as the distance of the nearest star,

would be the same within a foot or bo per second as

the velocities with which bodies coming to the sun from

infinity would reach the same distance from him. If

such bodies had originally a great inherent velocity,

of course they would reach any given distance from

the sun with much greater velocity. But this would

not aflect our estimate of the least velocity at that dis-

tance. Thus we know what the giant planets to which has

been attributed the final capture of those comets which now
form a part of the solar system, had to do. We can tell

the precise velocity in miles per second, or, at least, the

minimum velocity, with which our imagined meteoric flight

would cross the orbit of Neptume, or Uranus, or Saturn,

or J upiter, as the case might he, before its capture. We
know, in the case of each comet supposed to have been

captured, the precise velocity of the comet at the distance

of the planet which captured it,—its special planet-master.

The difl'erence is the amount of velocity which the

capturing planet had to take away in order to effect the

supposed capture.

Observe that we are here on sure ground, if the theory is

sound. It is certain that a comet in coming from remote

interstellar space to the solar system would have at the

distance, say, of Jupiter, a certain velocity. It is certain

that a comet now travelling in a particular orbit, approach-

ing at one point very near to the orbit of Jupiter, has at

Jupiter's distance a certain velocity, very much smaller.

Hence, it is certain that, if Jupiter captured that comet by

disturbing it as it approached him on the last of its many
free visits to the sun, the giant planet must have deprived

the comet of so many miles per second of its former velocity.

All we have to do is to find out how the planet could do

this ; iu other woids, how near the comet must have

apjiroached the planet to be thus effectively disturbed.

These columns are not suited for the close and exact

discussion of the case of any particular comet. I have

elsewhere (in a paper which appeared in the "Proceedings"

of the Astronomical Society) given the details for certain

cases which have been regarded as among the most satis-

factory illustrations of the comet-capturing ways of the

giant planets, and have shown that the theory is in those

cases, and therefore in all, al.)Solutely untenable, though so

resolutely held. Still it may be well here to consider an

* I have here considered only two kinds of cometic orbit, the

elliptic and the hyperbolic ; for a true parabolic orbit would be as

unlikely, or rather aa impossible, as a truly circular orbit among
the planets.

illustrative general case—the simplest that can be taken,

and also the most effective, because the conditions are, in

reality, much more favourable than they are in any known
case.

Imagine a flight of meteors to travel from interstellar

space toward the sun until it reaches the distance of
Jupiter, and that when at that distance it chances to pass

very close to the orbit of Jupiter, and at a time when
Jupiter himself is very near the place where the meteor
flight crosses his track. Observe that the chances against

each one of these contingencies are enormous. If we con-

ceive a sphere arouud the suu, girdled by Jupiter's orbit,

the meteor flight in its course sunwards might traverse the

surface of that sphere (or, which is the same thing, might
traverse the part of its course where it is at the same
distance as Jupiter from the sun) anywhere, and we arfr

supposing that it traverses that surface close to a particular

girdling circle (technically a " great circle " of the sphere).

Suppose that by " close " we mean within a million miles ;

then the imaginary girdle of the sphere through which the

meteor flight must pass to fulfil the required conditions is

two millions of miles broad. The sphere itself has a dia-

meter of some nine hundred and sixty millions of miles, and
by a well-known property of the sphere,* its surface is four

hundred and eighty times greater than that of the

girdling strip. The chance is but one in four hundred and
eighty than any meteor flight coming from interstellar

space toward the sun will be witkin a million miles of

Jupiter's orbit when at Jupiter's distance from the sun.

Then Jupiter's path has a circuit of more than three

thousand millions of miles. Thus the chance that at the

moment of the meteor flight's passing the orbit, Jupiter

will be within a million miles on either side of the place of

passage, is as two in three thousand, or one in one thousand

five hundred. But the chances that both these relations

hold is only as one in one thousand and five hundred mul-

tii)lied by four hundred and eighty, or as one in more than

seven hundred thousand. Thus, assuming—though the

case is otherwise—that a million miles would be an ap-

proach near eiiough for capture, still only one meteor flight

out of seven hundred thousand which come from outer

space could be captured by Jupiter.

This, however, is but the mere beginning. We may
admit that millions of times as many comets or meteor

flights approach our system as the planets have captured ;

and if so, we need recognise no special force in any such

considerations as have just been presented. I have only

advanced them to suggest the conditions which are, as it

were, essential for the process of comet capturing by a giant

planet
{To ie continued).

MIND IN 3*IAN AND BRUTE.

t

By George J. Ecmanes.

IF it is true " The proper study of mankind is man,''

assuredly the study of nature has never before reached

a territory of thought so important in all its aspects as that

which, in our own generation, it is now for the first time

approaching. After centuries of intellectual conquest in

all regions of the phenomenal universe, man has at last

begun to find that he may apply in a new and most unex-

* The property is this : that the surface of a sphere exceeds the

surface of a girdling strip, such as we are considering, in the same
degree (if the strip is relatively narrow) that the diameter ot the

sphere exceeds the breadth of the strip.

t From an article on " Man and Brute," in the yorth American

Rei'icir.
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pected manner the age of antiquity, " Know thyself." For

he has begun to perceive a strong probaliility, if not an

actual certainty, that his own living nature is identical in

kind with the nature of all other life, and that even the

most amazing side of that nature—nay, the most amazing

of all things within the reach of his knowledge—the human
mind itself, is but the topmost inflorescence of one mighty

growth, whose roots and stem and many branches are sunk

in the abyss of planetary time.

The problem, therefore, which in this generation has now,

for the first time, been presented to human thought, is the

problem of how this thought itself has come to be. A
question of the deepest importance to every system of

philosophy has been raised by the study of biology, and it

is the question whether the mind of man is essentially the

same as the mind of the lower animals, or, having had,

either wholl)- or in part, some other mode of origin, is

essentially distinct, differing not only in degree, but in kind,

from all other types of physical existence.

First, then, let us consider the question on purely '> frim-i

ground. The process of organic and of mental evolution has

been assumed to be continuous throughout the whole region

of life and of mind, with the one exception of the mind of

man. On grounds of a very large analogy, therefore, we
should deem it antecedently improbable that the process of

evolution, elsewhere so uniform and ubiquitous, should be

interrupted at its terminal phase ; and I think that, looking

to the very large extent of the analogy, this antecedent

presumption is really so considerable that it could only be

fairly counterbalanced by some very cogent and unmis-

takable facts, showing a ditference between animal and

human psychology so distinctive as to render it in the

nature of the case virtually impossible that one could ever

have graduated into the other. This I posit as the first

consideration.

Next, still restricting ourselves to the <> priori aspect of

the matter, it is unquestionable that human psychology in

the case of every individual human being presents to actual

observation a process of gradual development, or evolution,

extending from infancy to manhood ; and that in this pro

cess, which begins at a zero level of mental life and may
culminate in genius, there is nowhere and never observable

a sudden leap of progress, such as the passage of one order

of psychical being into another distinct in kind might

reasonably be expected to show. Therefore, it is a matter

of observable fact that, whether or not human intelligence

differs from animal in kind, it certainly admits of gradual

development from a zero level ; and to this we must add

that, so long as it is passing through the lower phases of

that development, it assuredly ascends through a scale of

mental faculties which are pari passu identical with those

that are permanently presented by the psychological species

of the animal kingdom. These facts, which I present as a

second consideration, tend still further, and I think most

strongly, to increase the force of the antecedent presumption

against the process of evolution having been discontinuous

in the region of mind.
Again, it is likewise a matter of actual observation, that

in the history of our race, as recorded in documents, tra-

ditions, antiquarian remains, and flint implements, the

intelligence of the race has been subject to a steady process

of gradual development—a general fact which admits of

any amount of special corroboration by comparing the

psychology of existing savages, where the process of evolu-

tion in the past has not been so rapid or has in part been

arrested, with that of civilised man. This is the last

consJderation that I shall adduce of the cl priori kind, and

its force consists in the fact of its proving that if the

process of mental evolution was interrupted between the

anthropoid apes and primitive man, it must again have

recommenced with primitive man, and since then have

continued as uninterruptedly in the human species as it

previously did in the animal species. This, to say the

least, upon the face of the indisputable facts, or from a

merely antecedent point of view, appears to me a highly

improbable supposition. At all events, it certainly is not

the kind of supposition which men of science are disposed

to regard with favour elsewhere : for a long and arduous

experience has taught men of science that the most helpful

kind of supposition which they can bring with them into

their investigations of nature is that kind of supposition

which recognizes in nature the principle of continuity.

Taking, then, all these <> priori considerations together,

they must, in my opinion, be fairly held to make out a

very strong prima facie case in favour of the view that

there has been no interruption of the developmental process

in the curse of psychological history, but that the mind of

man, like the mind of animals—and, indeed, like everything

else in organic nature—has been evolved. For these con-

siderations show, not only that on analogical grounds any

SMch interruption must be held as in itself improbable ; but,

also, that the human mind unquestionably admits of

having been slowly evolved from the zero level, seeing that

in every individual case, and during many past millenniums

in the history of our species, the human mind actually does

and has undergone the process in question.

In order to overthrow so immense a presumption as is

thus erected on a priori grounds, the psychologist must

fairly be called upon to supply some very powerful con-

siderations of an a posteriori kind, tending to show that

there is something in the constitution of the human mind

which renders it impossible, or, at all events, exceedingly

difficult, to imagine that it can have a genetic relation to

mind of lower orders.

NATURAL GAS FUEL AT PITTSBUEG.

AT the recent meeting of the American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers at Pittsburg, the report of the

committee appointed to investigate the whole subject of

natural gas was made, and many interesting particulars,

we read, were given.

Though Pittsburg is within reach of three or four prolific

localities, and gas has been used for many years, it is but

recently that any organised eflbrt has been made to use it

on a large scale. Already there are 1-30 companies

charteredin the State, representing over -2,000,000 dols. ,;

and gas is brought from eight to twenty-five miles for use

in the city. Five-inch mains are being followed by 8-inch,

new wells are being bored, and the time when Pittsburg

shall become a smokeless city may not be far distant.

Though the gas is used under a pressure of a few ounces,

the pressures at the wells run from 50 to 12-5 pounds;

this is due to the friction in the mains, five pounds being

allowed for each mile. If the flow be shut olT the pressure

runs up much higher, and great difficulty has been ex-

perienced in making tight joints ; cast iron is too porous,

and ordinary pipe-threads do not fit well enough. A
number of new coupling devices were exhibited, in some of

which a lead packing was used. No allowance for expan-

sion need be made, as the gas maintains an even tempera-

ture of about 45- Fah. \Yhen gas is allowed to burn freely

at the mouth of a well, the cold produced by the expansion

is such that ice has been projected through the flames.

The gas is used in all kinds of furnaces for making steam

iron, glass, &c. ; and electric light carbons, and the finest
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lampblack for | rinting inks is made from it ; but it is

used witli suicidal wastefulness, which causes anxiety, as

many wells give out in le.-'S than five years. The report

looks to its economic and safe control. For household use,

it might otherwise be dangerous, and such usie has com-

menced, though no practicable method of deodorising it

has been found. Being composed largely (9G per cent.) of

marsh gas, its value as a heating agent is high, and its

density is about half that of air. One pound (23.5 culnc

feet) of g-is has a theoretical evaporating ))Ower of 241b.

of water, 20 lb. having been actually evaporated. The best

method of burning it is not generally known ;
experiments

with injector burners show that they do not suck in suffi-

cient air for complete combustion, and the best results have

been from numerous jets in contact with the whole heating

surface of the boiler. Tlie value of the gas, as compared

by evaporation tests with coal at §1.40 per ton, is only

Scents per thousand feet (which suggests tliat even our

ordinary gas companies make profits), but its use is im-

mensely more convenient ; no stacks are needed, and tlie

furnace reduces to a simple nonconducting chamber. The
gas has just been turned on to the city waterworks. On
the first day's excursion numerous furnaces were seen

running with gas blown in through rough, J. in. nozzles

;

and two or three lines of 5-iu. pipe lay on the surface of the

railway embankment.
A gas well has lately been opened within the city

limits, at a depth of 1,G00 feet, on the property of Mr.

Westinahouse.

THE TAEANTULA OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA.

UGLY, vicious, energetic, and to a certain degree

poisonous, are the spiders that infest the southern

part of California, and yet when closely studied they pre-

sent many jieculiar characteristics, both in regard to their

structure and habits. Among the most valued trophies

tourists carry away with them from the coast are neat cards

adorned with these animals, and a case containing the nest

so arranged as to show its wonderful trap-door and the

delicate lining of the interior. The adobe ranches are full

of these strange little hahitations, and some of the .sunny

valleys among the foot hills are literally strewn with the

small tunnel.", capped with the almost invisible door. Our
engraving shows the tarantula (Mi/gale hentzii) as he is

about to enter his abode, both being full size.

The general appearance of the tarantula is very clearly

shown in the engraving. The legs are larger, and are not

furnished with so long and dense a growth of hair as are

the specimens found in other sections of the south-western

States. The back is covered very thickly with extremely

tine short hair ; the back and the outer joints of the legs

are of a liiiht brown colour, the remainder being of a

deeper shade. The forward part of the head is divided,

and each division terminates in a sharp, downwardly
curved, and jt-t black horn or hook.

The tarantula pi>unces upon his prey, and thrusting in

the hooks most securely holds his victim. It is seldom met
in the daytime, preferring to seek its food during the

n ght, returning to its nest in the early morning. Although
pugnacious when cornernd, he will not seek a tight, and is

more anxious to escape than the stranger whom he chances

to meet.

This tarantula is justly celebrated for the architectural

skill he di-ptays and for the luxurious comfort of his

dwelling Having selected a suitable site, he digs a hole

varying from four to eighteen inches in depth, and just

large enough around to admit him easily, although it in

puzzling to conceive how he ever gets his long, ungainlj',

and many-jointed legs comfortably disposed in so small a
space.

The walls are carefully smoothed, and are completely

covered with an exceedingly fine faVjric of his own manu-
facture. The top of this tunnel is slightly tiared, and in

this widened part is fitted the door, which is hinged at one

side so that it may be easily lifted. The inside of the door

is finely finished, and covered with a web similar to that

on the side. The tarantula knows that this door is not

heavy enough to ensure a light fit when it is dropped,

so he makes a small handle near tlie centre of the

under side by which he pulls the door closely

down, thereby insuring a joint that most efiectually

excludes all dampness from his abode. The handle is a

strong web, the two ends of which are attached to the

door at points about one-sixteeuth of an inch apart. The
outside of the door is placed about at the level of the

ground, and is so nearly the eame colour as the surrounding

soil that it can be discovered only after the most careful

search. The joint of the door is so well made and the

colours are so nearly alike that it is almost impossible to

ascertain upon which side the hinge is placed, except by

raising the door. The framing of the door seems to be a

coarse, stronir web, which is extended at one side to form

the hinge, and which is bonded with earth to give it the

requisite stiffness. The hinge is about three eighths of an

inch wide, and acts as a spring to shut the door immediately

alter the owner's exit. For the tarantula and nest from

which our engraving was made, we are indebted to the

courtesy of Mr. H. J. Finger, of Santa Barbara, Cal.

—

Scient'Jic American.

Remedy for Toothache.—Melt two parts of spermaceti or war
and dissolve in it two parts of chloral hydrate and one part of carbolic

acid. Dip pieces of cotton into the mixture and let it cool. For
use, detach a small quantity, soften it with a gentle heat, and press

It into the hollow tooth.

—

Rundscli. f. Pharm,
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ATTITUDES AFTER DEATH.
By C. E. Bkown-S^quard.*

VMONG the phenomena sometimes noticed at the hour
of death there is one that offers a peculiar interest,

and which, up to recent times, has remained a mystery.

This phenomenon appears especially, but not exclusively,

after a sudden death due either to wounds received upon
the field of battle or elsewhere, or to other causes, but

almost always when there has been an intense excitement,

and often also when great bodily fatigue has preceded the

last moment of life. The principal feature ot this curiotis

fact is the persistence after death of the expression of the

face or of certain attitudes of the limbs or body, or of both.

The object of this article is to answer this question, and
to show that the cause or agency to be discovered is not
the suddeu appearance of that state of muscular ttiffness

known by the name of rigor mords or cadaveric rigidi/i/,

but that such agency is found in a peculiar action of the
nervous centres that manifests itself a little before or at the
instant of death. One of the most striking examples of the
strange fact that I am about to study was observed by Dr.
Rossbach, of Wurzburg, upon the battlefield o Beaumont,,
near Sedan, in 1870. He found the corpse of a soldier

half-sitting, half reclining, upon the ground, and delicately

holding a tin cup between his thumb and forefinger, and
directing it toward a mouth that was wanting. The poor
man had, while in this position, been killed by a cannon-
ball that took off his head and all of his face except the

Such persistence exhibits itself clearly in certain cases ; for

example, wlien, despite the sudden cessation of life, a limb

that is raised does not drop, or when the body of a man
standing, or seated on horseback, does not fall over.

In order to clearly understand the terms of the problem
to be solved in reference to this [jhenomenon, it is abso-

lutely necessary to know (1) that our attitudes and facial

expression depend upon a contraction of our muscles due
to an influence of the nervous centres, and (2) that such
influence necessarily cea-ing at the instant of death, a re-

laxation must also necessarily occur in all the muscles that

were contracted, unless some other agency at once replaces

that which has disappeared and causes the same physical

state to persist that formerly existed therein.

The question, then, is this : What is the agency that, as

soon as the faculty of volition vanishes, takes the place of

the latter, or at least produces in the muscles an organic
state that prevents all relaxation 1

* La Nature,

lower jaw. The body and arms at the instant of death hac?

suddenly taken on a rigidity that caused them to after-

ward remain in the position that they were in when the
head was remove<I. Twenty-four hours had elapsed since
the battle, when Dr. Rossbach found the body in this state.

(See engraving.)

In the first work of any importance in which this subject
has been treated of. Dr. Chenu relates that a French
military surgeon. Dr. Perrier, was greatly surprised upon
going over the battle-field of Alma, the day succeeding the
terrible conflict, to see that many corpses of Russian
soldiers had attitudes and expressions of countenance like

those of living persons. Some of these corpses had the
different expressions that characterize anguish, suffering,

or despair. Others, on the contrary, had the appearance of
greater calmness and resignation.

One case particularly attracted the doctor's attentioa,

where the body lay stretched out upon the ground, the
knees bent, the hands clasped and lifted in the air, and the
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head thrown back, as if death had come upon the individual

while he was reciting a prayer. In addition, many other

persons who have visited battlefields immediately after a

conflict tell us that they observe numbers of corpses that

were still holding their guns or sabres. Some seemed to be

biting their cartridges, while others, still upon horseback,

continued to preserve the attitude they had at the moment
of death. The=e phenomena have been studied with special

attention Ijy Dr. Armand at Magenta, by Baron Larrey at

Solferino, and by Dr. Baudin at Inkermann.
I owe to the kindness of Dr. S. Weir Mitchell a know-

ledge of an excellent memoir by Dr. John Brinton, of Phila-

delphia, upon the " Rigidity which Accompanies Sudden or

Violent Death "—a work in which the question under con-

sideration is studied with the greatest care. Speaking of

the field of battle of Antietam, Dr. Brinton says that he

counted forty corpses over a space of from forty to fifty

yards square, and he gives us the following picture of what
he observed in this place.

" Several of these corpses were lying in extraordinary

attitudes, some with their arms lifted and rigid, and others

with their legs drawn up toward the trunk, and stiff. With
others, in quite large number, the trunk was curved for-

ward and also rigid. In a word, these attitudes were not
those of the state of relaxation produced by death, but

rather those of an apparently active character, doubtless

due to a final muscular act at the very moment of the
extinction of life—a spasmodic act that had left the muscles
stiff and inflexible. Death, in the majority of these case?,

had been caused by wounds made in the breast ; and, less

frequently, by balls that had traversed the head or abdomen.
In the latter cases there had been considerable hemorrhage,
as was proved by the pools of blood of dark colour near
the sides of the bodies. This inspection was made thirty-

six hours after death, or still later."

The following three cases related by Dr. Brinton (which
were furnished to him by friends, are very remarkable :

—

A detachment of United States soldiers, foraging around
Goldsborough, N.C., came suddenly upon a small band of

Southern troopers who had dismounted. These latter im-
mediately jumped into their saddles, and all scampered
away except one, after being exposed to one round of fire.

The soldier who did not escape was sitting upright, one foot

in his stirrup. In his left hand he held the bridle and the
horse's mane, while his right hand grasped the barrel of his

rifle, near the muzzle, the stock of the gun resting on the
ground. The horseman's head was turned toward his

right shoulder, apparently watching the approach of the
assailing party. Some of the soldiers of the latter

were preparing to fire again, when their ofiicer ordered
them to desist, and to go and make the defiant man a
prisoner. The latter, upon being ordered to surrender,
made no answer. When he was approached and examined,
it was found that he was dead and rigid in the singular

attitude that we have just described. It took a consider-

able eflfort to force his left hand to release the horse's mane
and to remove the rifle from his right hand. When the
body was laid upon the ground, the limbs preserved the
same position and the same inflexibility. This man had
been struck by two balls fired from Springfield rifles. One
of the.ifc had entered to the right of the vertebral column,
and had made its exit from the body near the region of the
heart. It had left its track upon the side of the saddle,

and had then dropped to the ground. The other ball had
entered through the right temple, and its point of exit
could not be found. The horse had remained quiet, as he
was fastened by a halter.

The following is another incident : At the battle of Wil-
liaaisburg, Dr. T. B. Reed examined the body of a United

States Zouave who had received a ball in the forehead just

as he was climbing over a low fence. He, likewise, had
preserved the last attitude of his life. One of his legs was
half over the fence, while his body still remained behind.
One hand, which was partially closed, was raised level with
his forehead, with the palm forward, as if to preserve him-
self against some imminent danger.

Dr. Henry Stille relates that, while seated upon a freight

car on the Nashville and Chattanooga Railroad, he saw a
brakeman instantly killed by a ball which struck Mm
between the eyes, a mortal wound that was given by a
guerilla who lay in ambush in a forest through which the

train was passing. The man thus killed was tightening

the brake when he received the ball. After his death his

body remained fixed, the arms extended and stiff on the
handwheel of the brake. The pipe which he was smoking
remained fastened between his teeth. The rigidity was so

perfect, and his hands were so tightly closed, that it was
scarcely possible to free the corpse and make it let go its

hold.

A maintenance of the last attitude may occur under cir-

cumstances other than a sudden death produced by lesions

of the brain, heart, or lungs, although an injury to an organ
of great importance to life is the most frequent cause of the

phenomena. Dr. Brinton has observed it after wounds
made in the abdomen, and Dr. Armand, in a single case,

through a wound of the thijrh.

Yet this phenomenon does not manifest itself exclusively

in cases where death results from wounds. It was observed

in a horrible accident that happened at Lindon in 1867,
when forty-one persons, skating upon Regent's Park
Reservoir, perished through the sudden giving way of the

ice. The following extract from T)ie ?'i»iss concerning this

event is full of interest :

—

"The attitude of the majority of the persons who were
taken from the water has given rise to numerous discussions

in the medical journals. In almost all cases the arms were
raised, and sometimes the elbows were pressed against the

sides. In other cases the elbows formed a right angle, and
projected as in the act of skating. It may be concluded

that these unfortunates were resting upon the ice with their

arms, not daring to use their hands, and that when, on be-

coming exhausted, they died, it was not through asphyxia,

but rather through the action of cold and fright : and this

would explain why they preserved the position in which
they were found."

Dr. Taylor had already mentioned the case of an. indi-

vidual who had for a long time held his- arms extended to

avoid being drowned, and in whom, after death, these limbs

were found stiffened out in the same position.

It seems that carbonic acid is capable of producing that

special rigidity of the muscles that maintains the trunk and
limbs in the attitude that the last act of the will has caused

them to assume.

In 1832 Dr. Von Graefe saw, in the grotto of Pyrmont,
the corpse of a young man who had voluntarily put an end

to his days by exposing himself to the carbonic acid gas

that fills this cavern. The body was found half-seated upon
the ground. One of the hands supported the head, as if

the young man had desired to avoid touching the wall,

against which the upper part of his body rested. The
trunk was bent toward the right. The attitude of the

body had the appearance of a person asleep and reposing

peacefully.

How shall we explain this curious series of facts 1 We
know that sooner or later there supervenes a stillness

(called cadaveric or post mortem riyidity) in all the limbs

and all other parts of the body where there are muscles. Is

not the stifihess that occurs on the battle-field, and some-
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times elsewhere, immediately after death, merely a cadaveric

rigidity that bus come on suddenly ] Those who know the

law that I have established concerning the rapidity or

retardation of cadaveric rigidity after death (see my Croonian
Lecture before the Royal Society of London, 18(11) will find

it evident that in the majority of the cases of preservation

of attitude after death that I have just mentioned, the

circumstances were very favourable for the prompt appear-

ance of post mortem rigidity. Yet, even the cases placed

under the most favourable circumstances, death could not

have come on quickly enough to permit of the preservation

of an ante mortem attitude. This is a'suthcient reason to

assure us that the fact that we have to explain is not due
to the sudden intervention of cadaveric rigidity. But how,
then, shall we explain this fact 1

Some experiments that I cannot here give the detaOs of

have shown me that it is a fixed contraction—a tonic, per-

sistent, muscular action which then occurs, similar to that

which it replaces, and which existed during life. At the

very moment that death comes on, this fixed or tonic con-

traction occurs. It is an act of life, but the last one. I

have sometimes seen this contraction exhibit itself and then

disappear, and it was not till later that the true cadaveric

rigidity supervened.

Death, in man as in animals, takes place in two ways that

difl'er radically from each other. On the one hand, it may
supervene suddenly, either through the influence of excite-

ment or that of a wound or blow, or, again, through the

following causes :—The impression produced by submersion

in cold water, or in almost icy water, and the impression

produced sometimes, in persons who are eminently nervous,

by the least lesion affecting certain parts of the body. In
this kind of death there may not be even the least vital

manifestation after the last sigh, except a feeble action of

the heart that soon disappears. All the cerebral faculties

give way suddenly—consoiousnes.'!, intelligence, the will,

the perceptive faculties, sensorial and sensitive impres-

sions, and respiratory motions all disappear at once.

There is no aijony, and none of that struggle that usually

precedes death. The body suddenly loses its tempera-

ture, and cadaveric rigidity comes late, and lasts

considerably.

In the other kind of death, which is the one that we
usually observe, there is, on the contrary, a genuine struggle

in the still living organism, especially when life is ending
through the etfect of certain wounds or of a great hemor-
rhage, or as a consequence of a complete and sudden
deprivation of respiration. The heart in such a case beats

violently, the efforts made to breathe are extremely ener-

getic, consciousness and the cerebral faculties may keep up
for a short space of time, and after this great agitation or

general convulsions occur. The temperature of the body
rises, and this increase may still continue for some little

time after the last eflfort made to breathe. Cadaveric

rigidity appears early, but never immediately.

My experiments and the details of the cases that I have
related show that the persistence of the last attitude does

not occur in all cases of death belonging to the first of the

two types just described ; but facts indicate that this sin-

gular phenomenon occurs only in cases of death that belong

to this type.

In one of the conclusions of Dr. Brinton's excellent

memoir, he says that in the cases of persistence of attitude

that have been observed upon the battle-field, and that he
describes, death had probably been instantaneous, without
being accompanied with convulsions or agony.

It results from the facts that I have studied in this

paper, and from the e.vperiments that I have done nothiug
more than allude to : (1) that the preservation after death

of the attitudes of life, and of the facial expression, does
not depend upon the sudden appearance of what is called

cadaveric or post mortem rigidity, but upon the production
of a vital act of rigidity or tonic contraction, like the fixed

spasm that we often see in hysterical or paralytic persons ;

and (2) that a number of causes of death, acting without
the ordinary agony, may produce that strange phenomenon
which is characterised by a persistence after death of the
attitude and facial expression that existed at the moment
of the last sigh.

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.
A WEEK'S CONVEKSATIOX OX THE PLURALITY OP

WORLDS.

By MoNS. DE FoJiTESELLE.

WITH NOTES BY RICHABD A. PROCTOB.

{Continued from p. 88.)

" T7AIR and softly," says the Marchioness, "I fancy you
X^ yourself are seized with the noble fury of astro-

nomy; a little less rapture, and I shall understand you
the better. The sun, you say, is in the center of the Uni-
verse, and is immovable. What follows next 1

"

" It is Mercury," said I ; "he turns round the sun, so
that the sun is the center of the circle wherein Mercury
moves. Above Mercury is Yenus, who turns also round
the sun : after comes the earth, which, being placed higher
than Mercury and Yenus, makes a greater circle round the
sun than either of them. At last come ilars, Jupiter, and
Saturn, in the same older I name 'em, so that Saturn has
the greatest circle round the sun, which is the reason he is

longer in making his revolution than any of the other
planets."

" You have forgot the moon," said the Marchioness.
" We shall quickly find her again," said I ;

" the moon
turns round the earth, and does not leave her, but as the
earth advances in the circle which she describes about the

sun, and if the moon turns round the sun, it is because she
will not quit the earth."

" I understand you," said she, "and I love the moon for

staying with us when all the other planets abandon us ;

nay, I fear your German would have willingly taken her

away too if he could, for in all his proceedings I find he had
a great spite to the earth."

" 'Twas well done of him," said I, " to abate the vanity

of mankind, who had taken up the best place in the uni-

verse, and it pleases me to see the earth in the crouds of

the planets."

" Sure," said she, " you do not think their vanity ex-

tends itself so far as astronomy ! Do you believe you have
humbled me, in telling me the earth goes round the sun ?

For my part, I do not think myself at all the worse
for it."

" I confess," said I, " Madam, 1 believe a fair lady

would be much more concerned for her place at a ball,

than for her rank in the Universe : and the precedence

of two planets will not make half such a noise in the world

as that of two ambassadors. However, the same inclina-

tion which reigns at a ceremony governs in a system

;

and if you love the uppermost place in the one, the philo-

sopher desires the center in the other ; he flatters himself

that all things were made for him, and insensibly believes

a matter of pure speculation to be a point of interest."

"This is a calumny," said she, "you have invented

against mankind ; why did they receive this system if it

was so erroneous 1
"
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" I know not," said I ; "but I am sure Copernicus him-

self distrusted the success of his opinion. He was a long

time before he would venture to publish it, nor had he done

it then without the importunity of his friends. Uut do

you know what became of him 1 The very day they brought

him the first printed sheet of his book he died. He fore-

saw he should never be able to reconcile all the contradic-

tions, and, therefore, very wisely slipt out of the way."

"1 would be just to all the world," said the Mar-

chioness, " but 'tis hai-d to fancy we move and yet see we
do not change our place. We find ourselves in the morning

where we lay down at night. Perhaps you will tell me the

whole earth moves."
" Yes, certainly," said I ; " it is the same case as if you

fell asleep in a boat upon the river, when you awake you

find yourself in the same place and the same situation in

respect to all the parts of the boat."
"
'Tis true," she reply 'd ;

" but here's a great difference;

when I awake I find another shore, and tliat shews me my
boat hath changed place ; but 'tis not the same with the

earth. I find all things as I left 'em."

" No, no," said I ;
" there is another shore too. You

know that beyond the circles of the planets are fixed stars ;

there is our shore. 1 am upon the earth, and the earth

makes a great circle round the sun. I look for the centre

of the circle, and see the sun there ; then I direct

my sight beyond the sun in a right line, and should

certainly discover the fixed stars which answer to the

oun, but that the light of the sun eflaces 'em. But at

night I easily perceive the stars which correspond with

him in the day, which is exactly the same thing ; if the

earth did not change its place in the circle where it is, I

-should see the sun always against the same fixed stars ;
but

when the earth does change its place, the sun must answer

to other stars ; and there again is your shore, which is

always changing. And seeing the earth makes her circle

in a year, I see the sun likewise in the space of a year

answer successively to the whole circle of the fixed stars,

which circle is called the Zodiac. I will draw you the figure

of it, if you please, on the sand."

"'Tis no matter," said she. " I can do well enough with-

out it ; besides, it will give an air of learning to my park,

which I would not have in it. For I have heard of a

certain philosopher, who, being shipwreck'd and cast upon

an uuknown island, seeing several mathematical figures

traced on the sea-shore, cry'd out to those that followed

him, 'Courage, my companions, the isle is inhabited ; behold

the footsteps of men :
' but you may spare your figures

;

such footsteps are not decent here."

"I confess, madam," said I, "the footsteps of lovers would

better become this place ; that is, your name and cypher

icarv'd on the trees by your adorers."

"Tell not me," said she, "of lovers and adorers; I

am for my beloved sun and planets. But how comes it

to pass that the sun, as to the fixed stars, compleats his

course but in a year, and yet goes over our heads every

day."
" Did you never," reply'd I, " observe a bowl on the

Green t It runs towards the Jack, and at the same time

turns very often round itself, so that the parts which were

above are below, and those which were below are above
;

just 60 it is with the earth, at the same time that she ad-

vances on the circle, which in a year's space she makes

round the sun, in twenty-four hours she turns round herself;

80 that in twenty-four hours every part of the earth loses

the sun,* and recovers him again, and as it turns towards

* ThiB, of conrse, is inexact ; being only true at the time of the

vernal or autumnal equinox. But it is nearly true of the habitable

parts of the earth.—R. P.

the sun, it seems to rise ; and as it turns from him, it seems
to fall."

"It is very pleasant," said she, "that the earth must
take all upon herself, and the sun do nnthing. And when
the moon, the other planets, and the fixed stars seem to go
over our heads every twenty-four hours, yoti'll say that, too,

is only fancy ?"

" Mere fancy," said I, " which proceeds from the same
cause ; for the planets compleat their courses round the sun
at unequal times, according to their unequal distances ; and
that which we see to day answers to a certain point of the

Zodiac, or circle of the fixed stars, we see to-morrow answer
to another point, because it is advanced on its own circle, as

well as we are advanced upon ours. We move, and the

planets move too, which must make a great alteration ; so

that what seems irregular in the planets, proceeds only

from our motion, when, in truth, they are all very regular."
" I will suppose 'em so," said the Marchioness ;

" but I

would not have their regularity put the earth to so great

trouble ; methinks you exact too much activity from so

ponderous a mass."
" But," said I, " had you rather that the sun and all the

stars, which are vast great liodies, should in twenty-four

hours travel such an infinity of milec, and make so pro-

digious a tour as they needs must, if the earth did not turn

round itself every twenty-four hours'?"
" Oh," said she, " the sun and the stars are all fire, their

motion is not very diflS^cult ; but the earth, I fancy, is a

little unwieldy."
" That signifies nothing," I replied ;

" for what do you
think of a first rate ship, which carries near 150 guns, and
above 3,000 men, besides great loads of merchandise? yet

you see one puff of wind sets her a-sailing, because the

water is liquid, and, being easily separated, very little

resists the motion of the ship. So the earth, though never

so weighty, is as easily borne up by the celestial matter,

which is a thousand times more fluid than the water,* and

fills all that great space where the planets float ; for where

would you have the eatth fastened to resist the motion of

the celestial matter, and not be driven by it 1 You may as

well fancy a little block of wood can withstand the current

of a river."

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

XL—WATER AND WATER-SUPPLIES—(confinued).

TTTE have now placed before our readers the chief types
\* of water that are commonly derived from both

natural and artificial sources. It yet remains to be seen

whether any of those crude product.s are directly available,

and how we are to deal with such as are not so, in order to

render them fit for domestic purposes, and valuable in

various industries and arts.

In the household, the water in this, and all countries with

temperate climates, is derived from many different origins.

In considering the problem before us, we shall take, as an

example, a model tenement provided with every possible

convenience and variety of supply ; we shall then be able

to indicate how the wants of special cases are to be pro-

vided for by referring to s-ome particular section of our

hypothetically perfect mansion. Imagine, too, that to this

abode there is attached a series of typical workshops, each

concerned with some special manufacturing process, and

that the entire system is furnished with (1) winter re-

servoirs for the utilisation of snow and ice
; (2) tanks for

* AH the reasoning here relates to the system of Vortices.

—

R. P.
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tlie collection of rain-water, which may be subject to all

kinds of impurity
; (3) a lake-water supply, prone to peaty

contamination; (4) a source of soft-water derived from
upland surface drainage, eg., the non-calcareous parts of

the Coal Measures and the Millstone Grit; (3) a hard-water

supply, from a district like that of the basin of the Thames;
(G) pump-water from a well on the premises

; (7) sea-

water.

Domestic requirements would entail a supply of water
for the garden, the kitchen, the laundry, the bath-room,

and the ta'ile ; and for each of tliese it is desirable to

procure suitable water from the most ready source, with a

minimum of labour and expense. All the wa.ste waters of

the household, such as those directly derived from the

surface drainage, the kitchen sink, side-gutters, ic, may
be conveniently stored in a special brick or stoneware
reservoir at the end of a garden, and there treated as

required for the irrigation of flowerbeds, lawns, and vege-

table plots. Of course, in closely crowded street-houses

such waters cannot be utilised, and should therefore find a

ready escape into the general sewerage. In like manner,
the waste drainage from each factory ought to be stored in

some suitable receptacle, where it can be freed from harmful
products ere it is allowed to be discharged into streams,

rivers, or the soil.

The storage of snow and ice in winter reservoirs has

never been generally adopted because of the labour which
such a procedure would necessitate if carried out on a large

scale
;
yet we think that there is scope here for country

residents to direct some attention to processes which would
secure them an ample supply of exceptionally pure water
<luring the colder months of the year. In a paper recently

read at the Society of Arts Water-Supply Conference,

held in the Exhibition buildings,* Mr. Baldwin Latham
records the opinion of Pliny that some prefer " snow-water
before that which eometh down in followers, and the water
of ice dissolved before the other of melted snow ; " and
that the rain, snow, and ice, are all lighter than those

which spring out of the earth, and ice amongst the rest

far lighter than any water in proportion. He also states

that, as the result of an extensive series of experiments,

upon the degree of purity of frozen waters, which he carried

out some years ago : "that the act of freezing may be
carried to such an extent as to produce in the remaining
water a precipitation of the salts in solution, but ice frozen

upon very superficial water was found very liable to have
the impurities frozen in it which adhered to the under sides

of the ice, and which became embedded in it by subsequent
freezing ; but water which has been largely deprived of air

by boiling or exposure upon being frozen, if perfectly

crystalline, will produce absolutely pure water. Several

patents have been taken out with a view to freezing sea-

water, so as to furnish a supply of fresh water on board
ship, but such processes will not compete, from an econo-

mical point of view, with the process of distillation."

It is advisable in the case of waters derived from snow
and ice, that they should be kept in vessels of stoneware,

or other material not liable to be acted upon by the water.

Tiiere are very many waters which are looked upon as

objectionable, because they are too soft for storage in the

leaden pipes and cisterns with which the water companies
are wont to supply the public. A few days ago, one of our
correspondents addressed us with respect to the water-

-supply of his district. It happened at a period not far

distant, that the water became foul through the accession

of sewage, and the typhoid germ accordingly grew and mul-

* " Softening of Water," by Baldwin Latham, M.I.C.E., F.G.S.,
&c., read July 25, 1884-, p. 7.

tiplied in its strength to an alarming degree. Steps were
taken to remedy the evil, when fresh cause for serious

apprehension broke out in their mid.-t. The water-supply,

derived from the upland drainage of the Coal Measures and
the Millstone Grit, was particularly pure and soft, and, as

misfortune would have it, also peculiarly avid of lead. Now,
we are all aware that it is not the water itself which
attacks the lead, for soft waters dissolve metals because

they contain, or very soon appropriate various acids and
gases, which react upon the metals. Organic substances,

especially such humus, ulmic, or other acids, as are

likely to accrue from upland surface drainage, act very
powerfully on lead. Ox3'gen, nitrous and nitric acids, all

chlorides, and quicklime, also form soluble poisous with
lead. The nitrite of ammonia is said to be ])eculiarly active

when it comes into contact with lead ; and all these matters

are apt to obtain in soft waters. Their presence in small

quantities suffices to cause serious metallic cont,iniination
;

y ij^th of a grain in a gallon of water may be regarded as an
irritant poison. Only ^V'^ "^ ^ grain per gallon was dis-

covered in the water which had such evil efi'ects upon the
family of Louis Philippe in exile at Claremont, and ended
fatally in the case of Vatout, the celebrated librarian.

Carlionic acid does not form soluble salts with lead unless

in great excess ; and the carbonates, sulphates, and parti-

cularly the phosphates of lime and magnesia and alkaline

phosphates are comparatively harmless (Frankland). Other
metals are seldom used for the cons-truction of water-

holders ; we may, however, mention that injurious eflfects

may arise from zinc, copper, or iron impurities. Tin is

sometimes used as a wash over soft iron (recalled " block-

tin"), or lead, but is scarcely of any avail, since the decom
position of that metal may not be perceptible, and yet

periuit of an ingress of the soluble lead or other poison.

Tin salts themselves, if taken in moderately large doses,*

act as irritant poisons ; but, of course, in such cases, which
are not at all likely to happen, detection is quite easy.

We have thus dwelt upon the metallic contamination of

water, because it is a vexed question to those who are con-

cerned with the supply of water in non-calcareous districts.

Such waters may be treated in either of two ways :

—

they may be hardened to the extent of about five or six

degrees by the addition of lime, or the lead must be got rid

of in some way or another. The first-mentioned process is,

perhaps, the most valuable, since it brings the water to a

more generally useful condition from a domestic point of

view. The incorporation of a little lime not only prevents

the water from taking up lead by a()proj)riating those re-

agents which act upon the metal, but it also renders the

water more suitable for drinking. We may here state that

our correspondent has found that the use of the very soft

waters of his parish is detrimental to the healthy condition

of that most important apparatus in the digestive economy
—a thoroughly sound set of teeth ; he has, moreover, been

in the habit of recommending, in his lectures to the people,

the use of oatmeal porridge, especially amongst the young,

and we here embrace the opportunity to direct the attention

of our readers to his excellent and most wholesome advice,

which is, indeed, but an endorsement of the system which

has been adopted unconsciously, as the outcome of practical

experience, amongst the Scottish Highlanders from times

immemorial.

The elimination of lead from poisoned waters by

* Eighteen to twenty-foar grains of the chloride given to dogs

killed them with symptoms of violent vomiting and general depres-

sion in from one to three days. Two grains injected in the blood-

vascular system caused death with pronounced tetanus in fifteen

minutes, and peculiar tanned post-mortem appearance of the coats

of the stomach.
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chemical filtration will Le considered in due course when
we come to describe some of the contrivances which we
have carefully tested in the Exhibition. It seems desir-

able, however, that leaden pipes, as such, should not be

used, and we therefore suggest that the metal might be

coated in some way with a siliceous or earthenware glaze,

after having been suitably shaped to meet the wants of

aquiferous apparatus. It is a subject of such importance,

and is brought home to us so forcibly by the many
disastrous occurrences of poisonous contamination and the

spread of zymotic disease, that we consider it our bounden
duty to call the attention of practical workers to the diffi-

culty. We would strongly recommend experiments in this

direction to the notice of Messrs. Doulton & Co., of

Lambetb.
The uncertainty of an adequate supply of rain-water is a

most serious drawback to manufactures in general ; but

even on a small scale the collection of rain is most desir-

able. Such water in London alone would save a large

annual expenditure for soap used in cleansing operations
;

and in all towns where the water is naturally very hard
rain-water reservoir.s must be looked upon as a boon. It

occurs, however, that wherever they have hitherto been
introduced, as in the Midland counties of England, they

are wofully neglected, and come to be, in time, little else

than the accumulated liquid filth of roof-drainage.

In the East-central Gallery B, of the Exhibition, devoted

to " Water-supply and Puiification," Stand 416 has been
delegated to Mr. C. G. Roberts, of Haslemere, Surrey, for

his "Patent Rain-Water Separator." Fig. 19 shows where

rig. 19.

this instrument ought to be placed in relation to the
system of roof-pipes, etc., of a house ; and how provision
can be made for the efiicient storage of the practically pure
water. This innovation so thoroughly fulfils what it has
been designed to accomplish, and is moreover so useful an
adjunct to every modern dwelling, that we deem it worthy
of something more than a passing notice in these pages.

It is in reality what it pretends to be, a " water separator,"

and not a filter ; inasmuch as through its action the impure
water is rejected and permitted to run to waste, whilst the

clear water, deprived of even minute suspended solids is

forced to pass to the storage tank or other receptacle.

The water thus secured is well adapted to the wants of

the kitchen, laundry, for purposes of ablution and manu-
facturing processes, and, when filtered, for drinking. The
first portion of the rainfall passes into a preliminary box

called a strainer, where all the coarser impurities, such as

leaves, twigs, i'c, are detained, and can be readily removed.
From thence the water passes into the first compartment of

the separator, through which it flows into the waste-pipe for

foul water. After a sufiicient time, the rain, which is now
considerably purified, owing to the cleaused state of the
roof, itc, collects in the second compartment of the
separator, which, in consequence, cants or is overturned,
so that the future discharge is directed to the pure water
reservoir-pipe, as shown in the subjoined explanatory
section (Fig. 20).

Fig. 20. Section of separator No. 2a in action. Pure watci-
passing to storage. Detailed description of apparatus :—A. Re-
movable strainer with perforated plate to prevent rubbish passing
into the separator. B. Outlet for water to pass to separator. C.
separator balanced on pivot. D. Small compartment into which
the rain-water first falls. E. Small hole fitted with washer pro-
portioned to size of roof. F. Larger hole to take the overflow from
D dming moderate rain. G. Discharge pipe. In a storm the
water tills the compartment D and flows over the top of this pipe.

H. Small holes at back of G between compartments. When the
rainfall exceeds the discharging capacity of hole E the water rises

in compartment D and passing through holes H slowly fills compart-
ment J. When the height of water in J overbalances the separator,
it is canted (as shown in draw^ing) and the.water (by that time pure)
du-ected by the discharge-pipe G into the storage-pipe K. L, small
hole at bottom of compartment J. il il, auxiliary pipe for keeping
compartment J full after the separator is canted when the rain is

leaving off, 80 that the last drop of rain may be stored. By raising

the slide N, a thii-d and fourth hole can be opened at H ; this wiU
cause the compartment J to fill more rapidly. The whole of th

water passes through the discharge-pipe G which conveys it into

the waste-pipe so long as it i-emains uncanted. The length
of time it remains in this position, running the water to waste, is

regulated by the slide X to suit the smokiness of the locality. The
dotted lines down the centre indicate the position of the iron frame
to which the apparatus is attached, provided with holes for fixing to
the wall.
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etiitorial (gosfsJtp.

There is no problem in Social Science more nearly

affecting the individual citizen than that of assuring the

security of his pei-son and the preservation of his liberty.

Two cases which have recently been prominently reported

in the newspapers seem to point to the fact that the

existing law fails very conspicuously to protect either

personal liberty, or to alTord immunity from wanton and
murderous attack.

The first one is that of Mrs. Weldon, which discloses a

condition of things that are a simple scandal to our legisla-

tion. From what has been brought to light in t\w High
Court of Justice during the past few weeks, it would seem
that there is nothing to prevent any person from going to

the jtroprictor of a private lunatic asylum and intimating

that he has reason to suspect that the reader of these lines

is out of his, or her, mind ; nor such proprietor from
proceeding with a relation of his own, obtaining access to

the said reader under a false pretence, and putting fishing

questions for the purpose of establishing that he, or she,

is insane. Further, that, having done so, this mad-house
keeper may, under the existing law, send two private

friends from his own table to certify to the lunacy of the

unfortunate reader aforesaid, and upon their certificate lock

him, or her, up in his asylum as long as ever it pays him
to do so ! Surely this discloses a state of things so terrible

as to call for searching and immediate reform. No more
righteous verdict than that in the case of Weldon v.

Semple was probably ever delivered ; and common-sense
Englishmen will only deplore that a decision so con-

spicuously come to solely on the merits of the case, should

stand in the slightest danger of reversal from any of those

technical legal quibbles which find their sole defenders in

the lawyers who batten on them. The remedy for the
iniquitous state of things revealed would seem to be the

immediate abolition by statute of all private lunatic

asylums whatsoever in the United Kingdom.

And if Mrs. Weldon's case illustrates the very pre-

carious tenure upon which we all hold our personal

liberty, the shooting by burglars of those two most gallant

policemen. Garner and Snell, at Hoxton, equally serves to

indicate how the security of the person is sacrificed to

sickly and maudlin sentimentality. After the attempted
murder of the police constable Chamberlain in the same
neighbourhood in June, common sense would have dictated

that policemen on night duty there should have been armed.
But, oh dear no ! They might conceivably under such cir-

cumstances have sent a bullet through one of those idols of

the Home Ofiice, a ticket-of-leave man, before he had time
to fire upon and, perchance, kill them—and that would
have been so very shocking ! The bull-dog courage, the
splendid British pluck which prompted P.C.'s 429 G and
462 G—defenceless, liut for a wretched IS-in. ash stick

each—to face two murderous ruffians armed with deadly
weapons, which they used wdthoTit hesitation, may well

cause a pang of grief and shame to strike everyone who
reflects upon the cant and ineptitude which leaves such
brave men helpless. A suggestion has been made that

armed burglars, when convicted, should have flogging

added to their sentences ; but, meantime, the death of half-

a-dozen of these vermin at the bands of the defenders of

the law would do more to stop their nefarious profession

than a hundred sentences of a hundred lashes each. Depend
upon it, when an armed attack upon the police meant
a ^oo bullet through the assailant, " the enterprising
burglar" would " cease to burgle " forthwith.

(Buv ^3aiatiov Column.

As an example of the pseudo-science with which the nnfortnnate
readers of the Christian Qloie are fed, we extract the follow-

ing two paragraphs :

—

*' So, after all, the * Man in the moon * is not fiction, but a real
flesh-aud-blood reality like ourselves. Our little folks, at any rate,

will learn the fact with a sense of delight, for all of us in otir child-

hood's days felt a sort of sympathy for the poor old gentleman,
condemned, according to the tradition implicitely believed in, to
wander about from one year's end to another with his bundle of
fagots on liis back for gathering firewood on the Sabboth. ' At the
astronomical observatory of Berlin,' says a translation from Nya
Pressen Helsingfor, ' a discovery has lately been made which,
without doubt, will cause the greatest sensation, not only amongst
the adepts in science, but even amongst the most learned. Pro-
fessor Blendmann, in that city, has found, beyond a doubt, that onr
old friend, the moon, is not a more lantern which kindly furnishes
light for the loving youth and gas companies of our planet, but the
abode of living, intelligent beings, for which he is prepared to
furnish proofs most convincing. The question has agitated humanity
from time immemorial, and has been the object of the greatest
interest. But the opinions have always differed very widely, and
no two minds held one and the same.'

"

" During the last few decades, however, the idea of life on the
moon has been held up to ridicule, and totally scorned by men of
learning. But, nevertheless, it has now been proved to be correct.

By pure accident. Dr. Blendmann found that the observations of the
moon gave but very unsatisfactory results, owing to the intensity

of the light power of the moon's atmosphere, which is so strong
that it affects the correctness of the observations in a very high
degree. He then conceived the idea to make the object-glass of
the refractor less sensitive to the rays of b'ght, and for this ptirpose
he darkened it with the smoke of camphor. It took months of
experimenting before he succeeded in finding his right degree of
obscurity of the glass, and when finally found he then with the
refractor took a very accurate photo of the moon's surface. This
he placed in a sun microscope, which gave the picture a diameter
of 55^ feet. The revelation was most startling. It perfectly over-
turned all hitherto entertained ideas of the moon's surface. Those
level plains which formerly were held to be oceans of water proved
to be verdant fields, and what formerly were considered mountains
turned out as deserts of sand and oceans of water. Towns and
habitations of all kinds were plainly discernible, as well

—

mirabile
dictu—as signs of industry and traffic. The learned professor's

study and observations of old Luna will be repeated every full

moon when the sky is clear."

We have heard of Auwers, Forster, Knorre, and Tietjen as astro-

nomers at Berlin, but strongly suspect that " Professor Blendmann "

isa species of astronomical " Mrs. Harris." The whole thing reads
like a veiy clumsy reproduction of the famous lunar hoax of which
the details will be found in " Myths and Marvels of Astronomy."

iHis'rrllnnra.

The Eucalyptus and Water Scpplt.—Baron Von Mueller has,
it is stated, sent to the Victorian Water-supply Department a long
report as to the powers of the eucalyptus tree to absorb water, and
to condense into water the moisture in the air. He speaks highly
of the remarkable powers of these trees in this direction as well
established, and urges judicious tree-planting as an auxiliary
measure for maintaining and augmenting the water-supply.

At a recent meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences, an
account was read of a deposit of saltpetre in the neighbourhood of
Cochabamba, Bolivia, by M, Sacc. An analysis of this vast
deposit, which is large enough to supply the whole of the world
with nitrate of potash, yields the following results :—Nitrate of

potash, 60" 70; borax, with traces of salt and water, 30*70; organic
substances, 860 ; total, 10000. The author concludes that the
saltpetre is the result of the. decomposition of an enormous deposit
of fossil animal remains.

0\-ERHEAD Wires ix Loxdox.—According to Sir H. Tyler, no
less than 230 overhead wires may be counted beween the Royal
Exchange and St. Michael's Church, Comhill, and 200, more or less,

between the Mansion House and Queen-street, the latter being
stretched across Queen Victoria-street. A few days since he called

the attention of the Secretary of the Local Government Board to
these figures. In his reply, this gentleman pointed out, that out of
the 230 only six belonged to the Post-office, and of the 200, only
foTU-.
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A TEST has been made of balancing a straightedge three feet long
and weighing thirteen pounds on a human hair. It was placed on
another straightedge, and the hair introduced between the two
faces near the centre. The upper one was moved on the hair as a

roller until the ]>roper point was reached, when it remained
balanced perfectly, so that light could be plainly seen the entire

length of the straightedge between the two surfaces, except where
the hair separated them at the middle of their length.

—

Sciejilific

American.
Feom the annual report of the Metropolitan Board of Works for

1883 it appears that the staff of the London Fire Brigade consists

of 670 men. The number of firemen employed on the several

watches kept up throughout the metropolis is at present 108 by
day, and 253 by night, making a total of 361 in every 24 hours

;

the remaining men are available for general work at fires. The
number of calls for fires, or supposed fires, received during the

year was 2,630. Of these 337 were false alarms, 149 proved to be
only chimney alarms, and 2,144 were calls for lircs, of which 184
resulted in serious damage, and 1,96U in slight damage. The fires

of 1883, compared with those of 1882, show an increase of 218;
and, compared with the average of the last ten years, an increase

of 446.

Use of Disinfectants in Paris.—Experiments in the disinfecting

of rooms have been carried on in a Paris hospital, and many have
witnessed the experiments conducted by Drs. Pasteur and Dujardin-

Beanmetz. At present two systems are under discussion—the use

of the liquid sulphurous anhydride and the simple burning of sul-

phur. At first the sulphur would not bum, and the acid, though it

told on the litmus test-papers, did not kill the microbes which
M. Pasteur had left in the room. Now, however, by pouring a

little alcohol over the sulphur, it has been made to burn very
successfully, and by using a larger quantity of the disinfectant,

whether in a liquid or a solid state, the microbes were killed.

Both the rooms measured 98 cubic metres, and 2 kilos, of snlphur
had to be burnt before the living organisms left in the room were
destroyed. This is about the same amount which long experience
in England has proved to be necessary.

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfbed Tennyson.
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AND DIRECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

VENUS IN A THKEE-INCH TELESCOPE.

[1356]—I should like to ask readers of mj- paper on p. 92, to
float a pale wash of Indian ink over the inner (the upright or right-
hand) edge of Venus as shown in the woodcut (Fig. 1.) on that
page, so as to cause it to melt, as it were, into the surrounding sky.
The engraver has removed the shading from it, and erroneously
left it too sharp and bright.

A Fellow of the Koyal Astronomical Society.

MIND AND BK.UN.

, [1357]—Your very fair critique on Biichner's " Force and
Matter" contains one remark on which you will, perhaps, permit
me to say a word—viz., that it is inconceivable " that thought, &c.,

i^' motion in matter." To me this seems to follow clearly ; for if

it is proved that no motion of brain-matter, no thought, is a truth

—

and Haeckel, Hurohke, Vogt, and other eminent scientists clearly

say BO— it appears to me very conceivable and reasonable to say
that thought is a mode of motion of the molecules of the brain.

The more perfect the brain the more complicated these move-

ments, the deeper the thoughts, seems to follow as a matter of
logic.

From the simple movements of attraction and repulsion, the
loves and hates of matter, it is conceivable to me to trace the
gradual development of thought movements pari x-assu with the
physical development of the human brain in course of evolution

through immense periods. F. W. H.

[I may be as obtuse as F.W. H. appears to consider that the
Reviewer of Biichner's work is, but I confess that I fail to see that
because (as is indubitable) no thought occurs— or can occur—without
motion of brain matter—ergo—such motion is itself thought. No
tune was, or conceivably ever could be,'played upon an organ without
the movement of the keys, bellows, &c., but it would appear an
old mode of reasoning to predicate that such movement was the
tune itself.

—

Ed.]

FLORAL PARASITISM.

[1358]—During the past spring I have had a fine specimen of
Cjrobanche minor make its appearance in a flower-pot containing a
double pink geranium, and placed at a window in a sitting-room.

When It had finished flowering I examined the root. It had
firmly engrafted itself on the root of its host, which had made but
little growth, and no recent roots at all.

Is it not unusual for orolanche to establish itself on such a plant
as a geranium? Wm. H. Allen.

[The orobanchacecB are all parasitical on the roots of plants ; bat
they mostly attach themselves to wild ones. Yours does seem
rather a singular instance.

—

Ed]

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.

Nigel Doble.—A 4-in. object-glass of 66 in. focus ought to suit

your purpose. You understand, of course, that for the eye-pieces

of which I gave the details on page 79 to give the magnifying
powers set against them, it is imperative that they should be em-
ployed with an objective of that focal length. Any alteration in

that respect would involve a corresponding alteration in their

respective powers of amplification. I neither can nor will recom-
mend tradesmen. The firm you mention onl}' sell— they do not
make— object-glasses.—A. Roberts. See what you can do with X
Ophiuchi. This is a very severe test for an instrument of the size

of yours, r in the same constellation is, I am afraid, just beyond
your instrumental capabilities. Try too the double- double star t'"

and i- Lyrge, and see how many stars you can make out between
the two pairs.—G. H. Robertson inquires what is the chemical

composition of the substance called *' Essence d'Orient " used in the
manufacture of artificial pearls. Can any of our readers inform
him ? I suppose he does not mean the powdered bleak or minnow
scales with which glass beads are internally coated to imitate

pearls?

—

Anonymous (Bradford). Thanks for the cutting from
Le Temps containing M. Cotteau's essay on the Krakatoa eruption.

It tells in the picturesque French fashion what has appeared in

print in other forms over and over again.

—

John Branch sends

me a letter from "Enquirer" with reference to Spiritualism,

which is very much too long for insertion. Some years since,

impressed to a certain extent by the blatant assertions of so-called
" Spiritualists," I investigated the question thoroughly for my own
satisfaction; and am hence in a position to reply to, at all events,

some of "Enquirer's" queries. Imprimis, neither furniture nor

anything else ever moves unless it is pushed or lifted by human
agency. In the next place, the whole of the race of mediums (save

a very small percentage, indeed, who are insane) are arrant rascals

j

who, as I have said before in these columns, ought, one and all, to

be prosecuted under 5 Geo. IV., c. 83, s. 4. And lastly, do not let

" Enquirer " delude himself with the belief that he will be suffered

to conduct any experiments in a scientific (to say nothing of a
common-sense) fashion. If the "Spiritualists" forming the
" circle," find out that he is sceptical, and likely to detect the vile

cheat who trades upon the holiest feelings of our nature by pre-

tending to communicate with our loved dead ones, he is told that

"his influences are antagonistic," and that he must shift his place

in the circle, &c., and so he is wedged in between people who take

exceedingly good care that he is in no position to lay hold of the

medium himself, that medium's paper tube, or anything else

that may be "floating" about in the dark. I declare that I

have sat in a sort of dumb wonder at the fatuous and
idiotic manner in which believers have gone two-thirds

of the way to meet the imposture of the medium, when
I have been present at a seance, the indifferently-performed

conjuring tricks of such mediums having been received by these

nobe-mouches as the veritable acts of beings from another sphere !

I have said before, though, and must here repeat, that I cannot
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have the valuable space of Knowledge wasted in the discDSEion of

an imposture which is simply a disprace to the boasted intellectual

advancement of the nineteeutli century.

—

Fides. I regret to say

that I am ipjnorant of the correspondence class to which yon refer.

It was apparently a private adventure, possessing no official cha-

racter whatever.—SvnNEV Pockli.nc.tox. To give the objects

described as observed with a three-inch telescope, as seen in a two-
inch one, would be simply to show them a very little smaller, and
not quite so well-defined ; the closest separable double stars, for

example, in the large instrument merging into misshapen single

ones in the smaller telescope. It would be the veriest waste of

space.—Ax AxoxiMors CuKRE.spoxnEXT sends us the Times obituary
for July 29, as containing this coincidence :

—
" On the 25th inst., at

Delverton-road, Jlanor-place, Walworth, Jolin Li'jhfning Morgue,
aged 75," and " On the 26th July, after three years' suffering,

Margaret, wife of Captain George Thunder, aged 31. ' These names
are sufficiently uncommon to read oddly in such connection.—

A

Constant Reader. I have nothing to add to what I said about
Professor Loisette's system in Jso. 117. Vou must hence judge of

its applicability to your own case. If by " Abstract English
History," you mean a cram-book, I can recommend none such.

Dr. Wm. Smith's " Smaller English History," though, ought to

answer your purpose. Stewart's " Modem Geography," too, pub-
lished by Oliver & Boyd, will give you a sound grounning in the

subject of which it treats.—H. Francis. Your "Coincidence" is of

too doubtful a character to warrant me in wasting space by its

insertion. You will see your extracts from the Christian Glohe

elsewhere. There is not a trace either of air or water npon the
Lunar surface. Did the latter exist, its evaporation must, perforce,

form clouds. Of course, the Moon appears inverted as viewed from
the Southern hemisphere, i.e., when wo are looking at, say, the

"Metropolitan Crater" Tycho, in England with the naked eye, it

appears to be at the bottom of the Moon; while, as iewed from
New Zealand, it is at the top. Your difficulty about what you call

the "axial inclination " of tlie Moon, arises wholly from the fact

that her diurnal path is not parallel to the horizon. For a cognate
reason the Great Cross in the Constellation Cygnus rises in these

latitudes horizontally and sets perpendicularly.—J. Murray has
had an octagonal tin reflector made, and tinds that it gives a

number of dim blotches of light when a candle is placed 20 inches
from its centre. This, he seems to conceive, affords some sort of

explanation of Sunspots ! Like the lamented Artemus Ward, how-
ever, " I don't see where the larfture comes in myself."

—

Excelsior.
The Sidereal Messcn<ier is published at the Carleton College Obser-
vatory, Northfield, Minn., U.S. I do not know whether either of

the American publishers in London would be able to obtain a single

number for you. It is a subscription serial.

—

Mars. Xewcomb's
" Popular Astronomy " is an admirable book. By all means get
it.

—

Algernon Bbay. The words which you quote were used in

connection with the enormous amount of painstaking work
bestowed upon the production of the magic cube. I willingly

repeat them in connection with the specimen which you send me.
You will perhaps give me credit for knowing how much—or now
little

—

maihematiral difficulty is attendant on such calculations.

"X.'s" cube contains once each numberfroml to 1,331 inclusive.

—

E. E. O'Callaghan asks me to correct the statement on p. 97 that

the National Food Reform Society is a Vegetarian Association ; inas-

much as it permits the nse of eggs, milk, cheese, and butter.

Possibly the reviewer may have been misled by the short manifesto
of the society, which heads all its publications :

" National Food
Reform Society." — Objects :

" To circulate useful information
regarding healthful, cheap, and natural articles of diet; to promote
thrift in food—temperance in eating—and the use of grains, fruits,

nuts, and other products of the vegetable kingdom as essential

articles of diet ; and to advocate abstinence from flesh of mammals,
birds, and fish;" and it may also be that the eggs, milk, cheese,
and butter, part of its programme, was not prominently insisted

upon (even if there was a single syllable about it) in the ''Maga-
zine" noticed.—E. F. H. To answer your queries in detail here
would be impossible. The pole star at the date of the erection of
the Great Pyramid was a Draconis, and nnt Orion, as you imagine.
The pole of the heavens in these latitudes is the point towards
which the northern end of the earth's axis is directed. Now, the
polar radius of the earth describes a cone in space in the course of
256948 years, or. putting it another way, the pole of the equator
revolves round the pole of the ecliptic in that time. Hence the
pole star for the time being will be that star most nearly vertical
over the north pole of the earth. To the rest of yonr questions you
will find categorical replies in my '' Universe of Stars," published
by Longmans & Co. I may add. by the bye, that the companion to
Polaris has preserved sensibly the same distance from its primary
ever since its discovery, but that it seems to be moving very slowly
round that primary in a direction opposite to that of the hands of a
watch.

#ur iWatftrmatiral Column.

NOTES ON EUCLID'S SECOND BOOK.

By Richard A. Proctoe.

Continued from p. 80.)

Prof. II.

—

To produce a given ^ u C £ D
strai'jhtUne (A B) so that the

rectan(ile contained 6y the whole line thus produced and the given
straight line may be equal to the square on the part produced.

Produce A B to C and D, making B C equal to C D equal to A B.

Divide C D in E so that the rectangle C D, D E may be equal to the

square on C E. Then the rectangle A E, A B shall be equal to the
square on B E.

For the square on B E is equal to the squares on B C, C E,

together with twice the rectangle BC, C E; that is, to the square
ou A B, the rectangle C D, D E (con^t), and twice the rectangle A B,

C E ; that is, to the rectangle contained by A B, and the line made
up of A B, D E, and twice C E. But the sum of these lines is

equal to A B, C D, and C E together, that is, to A B, B C, and C E,

or to A E. Hence the square on B E is equal to the rectangle A E,

AB.
Props. 11 and II. correspond to the two solutions of the

quadratic

a (a— x) — i'

which results as the analytical expression of the relation in

Prop. 11, when A B is made equal to a, and the smaller section of

A 15 equal to x.

Props. 12 and 13 are important in solving geometrical problems
of a certain class, though Euclid himself makes no use of these
propositions. Each has a ijeneral and also an eiact converse
theorem. The general theorem converse to Prop. 12 is this :

—

If
the square on one side of a trianr/le is greater than the sum of the

squares on the other two sides, these two sides co7itain an ohtuse angle.

The proof is simple; the angle contained by the two sides must
either he acute, right, or obtuse. If it were acute, then by Euc. X.,

Bk. II., 13, the stpiares on the sides containing this angle would
together be greater than the Sfiuare on the remaining side, but they
are not greater; if it were right, the squares on the sides con-
taining this angle would together be e(iual to the square on the
remaining side; but they are not equal to this square. Therefore
the angle is obtuse.

And in like manner may be proved the theorem converse to Prop.

13, viz.,

—

If the square on one side of a triangle he greiter than the

sum of the squares on the remaining sides these sides contain an
acute angle.

These two props, may be re-

ferred to as Euc. II., Props. 12
and 13, gen. conv.

The exact converse theorem
to Prop. 12 is this,—7/A C B be

an ohfuse angle, and B C 6e j>ro-

duced to D, so that the squares
on BC and AC with twice the

rectangle B C, C D are equal to

the square on AB, then AD is

perpendicular to B D. This property is often useful, as is the corre-

sponding property converse to Prop. 13, viz.,—7/A B C be an acute

angle and a point D i;s taJcen in BC {produced if necessary), such

that the squares on AH and BC together exceed the square on AC
hij twice the rectangle BC, BD, th&n AD is perpendicular to B D.
The proof in either case is easy, for in the first case, if the foot of

the perpendicular from A on B C produced, fell othervvise than at
D—at E suppose, it can be readily shown to follow from Prop. 12
that C D is equal to C E, which is absurd : and similarly in the
second case we can show (if E is the foot of the perpendicular
from A) that B E is equal to B D.

These propositions mav be referred to as Euc. Bk. II., Props.
12, 13, c,v. com:
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(But Cf)f£(£f Column*
Br Mephisto.

PROBLEM, No. 122.

By T. Simmoxds.
Black.

Whit*.

White to play and mate in three mores.

SOLUTION OF PROBLEM, p. 80.

PtoQ3
R to B. 1

B to KG (mate).

3. B to Kt7 (mate).

1. P takes P
2. K takes R

If 2. Kt takes R

7.

8.

9.

10.

One of three

29th of July at

Wlite.
E. Dale.

1. P to K4
2. Kt to KB3
3. Kt to QB3
4. B to Kt5
5. B to R4.

6. Kt X KP
P toQ-i
P X Kt
Q to Q4
P X B

11. Castles (e)

12. Q to KKt4
13. B to Kt3
14. P to QR4
15. Q to Kt3
16. B to QR3
17. QR to Q sq
18. P to KB4
19. B to Q5
20. P to B4
21. QtoKR4(/;
22. P X B
23. P to K6
24. KRtoKsq,

games played blindfold by Mr. Gl'xsberg on the

the residence of Dr. J. Ilunt.

Black.
Gunsberg.

P to K4
Kt to KB3
Kt to QB3 (a)

P to QR3
B to B4 (6)

Kt X Kt (c)

B to QKt5 (d)

Kt X P
B X Kt (ch)

Kt to Kt4
Kt to K3
Castles

K toRsq. (/)
P to KB4 (g)
P to QKt3 {h)

R to B2 (i)

Qto K sq.

B to Kt2
B toB3(,))
R to Q sq.

:)B X B (0
Kt to B sq.

P X P
[. Kt to Kt3 (m)

Position after Black's 24th move.
Black.

1
^

it
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PLEASANT HOURS WITH THE
MICROSCOPE.

By Henry J. Slack, F.G.S., F.R.M.S.

THERE is a remarkable group of small insects interest-

in;,' to the microscopist on account of their beauty

and their strangeness, and interesting, also, in a bad sense,

to the agriculturist and the gardener on account of their

destructive habits. They belong to the Order Thysanoptera,
or Fringe-wings, characterised by " four wings, alike,

narrow, membranous, neither folded nor reticulated, with
long cilia>, laid horizontally along the back when at rest."

Westwood, in his " Introduction to the Modern Classifica-

tion of Insects," cites Haliday, the first important English

observer,* and, in the main, agrees with his description of the

mouth parts of these creatures, which, he says, " though con-

structed " in the mandibulated and palpigerous form, unite

into a short conical sucker, which does not extend beyond the

anterior coxse." Curtis, in " Farm Insects," specially

describes the species which injures corn (T. cerealium),

and speaks of the trophi or mouth-parts uniting to form a

short beak. Duncan, in his pretty book, " Transforma-
tions of Insects," founded upon Emile Blanchard, speaks of

this species " nibhUngih^ protecting envelopes of the grain"

—a thing they could only do if they had mandibles con-

structed for biting, which is not the case. Westwood,
although not detecting the principal feeding organ of these

insects, judiciously said :
" It appears doubtful whether the

action, even of the maxilla?, can be transverse, or whether
the insect can be said to bite its food."

The kind common in greenhouses is rather more than
one-fifteenth of an inch long in its adult stage, exclusive of

its antennas. Its appearance, when considerably magnified,

is shown in Fig. 1. To the naked eye, the full-grown

specimen looks black, with white gauzy wings: but when
mounted in Canada balsam, and seen with transmitted
light, the colours are shades of brown, some much lighter

than others, which may be a matter of age. Dark-ground
illumination, and a magnification of about 50 linear, makes

* " Entomological Magazine," Vols. III. and IV.

them objects of great beauty. Each segment of the little

creature is decorated with an elegant network pattern. The
antenna; are foimed of segments like slender vases, the foot

of one in the cup of another, and terminate like the top

joints of a fii<hing-rod, the tip being exceedingly fine.

Westwood says the number of joints varies from five to

nine, in consequence of the terminal joints being more or

less firmly soldered together. Fig. 5 shows the appear-

ance of this organ highly magnified. The eyes are large

aud coarsely graiailatcd, and there are ordinarily three

ocelli.

Fis. 1.

Fi^'. 2,

V\ir. 3.

Fig. 4.

Descbiptiox of Figures. Fig.

Fig. 1.—Greenhouse Thrip, highly magnified.

Fig. 2.—Rostrum. This is generally seen straight. The sketch is

from one slightly curved , showing it is flexible.

Fig. 3.—Outline of maxillary palp.

Fig. 4.—Outline of labial palp.

Fig. 5.—Outline of antenna, drawn on a large scale, as a smaller

one would not show the proportion the fine tip bears to the stouter

parts.

Curtis says :
" Every one must he acquainted with a

little black insect, which alights on the face in hot weather,

causing an intolerable irritation with its bladder-tipt feet,

throwing up its head and twisting about its tail to expand
or close its beautifully-fringed wings." The writer has not

experienced this annoyance, which may be perpetrated by
T. cerealium. The greenhouse sort, though common on
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wild flowers as well as those of indoor growth, does not

behave in that way. Most probably the mouths of all the

species are constructed upon a closely similar pattern : but

it is the greenhouse plague that is figured here. The

mouth parts are very ditticult to make a complete display

of, but, capable of pr jection in advance of the " short-beak
"

of various writers, comes the long, flexible rostrum shown

in Fig. 2. The writer thiuks it is furnished with two or

three very slender seta*, but leaves this for further inquiry.

This organ, when at rest, lies in the middle of the "short

beak," and unless projected forward is easily confounded

with it. It seems capable of a lateral motion. All the

mouth-organs commence at the lower part of the head.

The "short beak" extends to the first coxa>, and the rostrum

can be thrust beyond it. Fig. 3 is a maxillary palp, and

Fig. 4 a labial one. Two slender " horny, setiform man-

dibles," as figured by Westwood, have sharp and probably

piercing tips. In one mounted specimen two fine rapier-

shaped instruments are thrust forward in advance of the

rostrum, only the tip of which projects a little beyond the

" short beak." Are they maxillie ? To see the rostrum,

which has escaped the notice of so many observers, the

head of the insect should be pushed ofi' by pressing it

forwards with a fine needle. This will probably cause the

rostrum and some other parts to be seen extending hack-

wards. If the ^rst attempt is not successful, the process

should be repeated till the end is accomplished. The larva

and pupa much resemble the perfect insect, but they are

yellow and very transparent. They reach the imago state

through a succession of moultings. Their mouth organs

seem like those of the adult, and if a few of the larger ones

are mounted in thin Canada balsam some are pretty sure

to exhibit the rostrum and some of the other mouth parts.

In the head of the pupa several long muscular bands to

work the mouth-parta are very interesting to view with

powers of 200 and upwards. The mandibles and maxillaj

are of transparent glassy aspect ; the rostrum is brown

and chitinous, deepening in tint towards the tip. When
the whole of this organ is seen, it corresponds to a gun

with the barrel at an angle with the much curved stock.

Not having succeeded in displaying the whole of the mouth

organs in their natural position, naming them is uncertain,

except as regards the rostrum, which clearly belongs to

the Haustellate or Sucking insects, and not to the Mandi-

bulate or Biting ones.

Their modes of doing mischief are twofold. Firstly, by

piercing leaves or other objects of attack, and sucking out

the plant juices; and, in the second place, by depositing

their excrement in the form of blapk globules as stiti' as tar.

Vines and fuchsias are favourite objects of attack. The

adults seem to like the upper side of the leaves best, and

the little yellow babies and juveniles aS'ect the under side.

The latter are so transparent as readily to show the con-

tents of their intestines, and it is curious how soon their

digestive processes turn the green leaf matter into the

black mess which kills the part it is deposited upon. The

insects may be seen moving about with balls of this stufi" at

the end of their tails. The adults, when disturbed at their

work on the leaves, never use their wings in order to

escape, but can run pretty quickly.

When they get into cucumber or melon frames they are

very destructive, and troublesome to get rid of. They can

stand a wonderful lot of tobacco-smoking, and most of the

vaunted insecticides are of little use. With pot-plants, the

best thing is to wash them off with yellow soap, or, better

still, with Gishurst Compound, which is a sulphur soap.

The damage done by these little pests is always serious

It they get into any frame or house, and the species that

attacks farm crops is terribly injurious. Curtis quotes

Halliday to the effect that in 180.5 they destroyed one-

third of the wheat crop in the richest part of Piedmont,
and in the same year they caused similar losses to the

British farmer. Olives, peaches, melons, and potatoes

are assailed by some of the tribe. In attacking wheat,

rye, &c., they are found between the interior valve of the
corolla and the grain, causing; the latter to shrink, or be
pungled, as they call it in Suflblk. In one case an orange-

coloured powder was noticed in the grains that had been
attacked, and was taken for the insect's excrement, which
is not at all like it. Probably the yellow powder was one
of the rust fungi.*

In preparing these olyects for the microscope some should

be mounted whole in thin balsam. To display the wings,

the abdomen should be pushed off, and the head, thorax,

and wings treated in the same way. What to do with the

head has already been explained. The feet do not exhibit

the bladder-like endings at all well in balsam. Probably
some fluid would do better, but they are very diflicult to

make out. Before balsaming the whole insect, it is well

to soak it for an hour or two in a drop of carbolic acid,

which helps to make the balsam penetrate, and adds to the

transparency of the preparation.

THE CAPTURE THEORY OF COMETS.
By PiicHARD A. Proctor.

{Continued from 'page 112.)

ARRIVED at Jupiter's distance from the sun, the

meteor flight from interstellar space will have a

velocity of about eleven miles per second. Now let us

inquire what its velocity must be reduced to in order that

it may thenceforth be compelled to travel in a circle around

the sun. As a matter of fact, all the members of Jupiter's

comet-family travel in orbits whose remotest parts are near

Jupiter's orbit, and to give a comet riuch an orbit as one of

these much more must be done in the way of reducing

velocity than is necessary merely to make the meteor flight

from outer space travel thenceforth in a circle at Jupiter's

mean distance. We are taking, in fact, a very unfavour-

able case for our argument Still, the velocity must be

reduced, even in this case, by nearly three-tenths, or by
more than three miles per second.

Now Jupiter's power to withdraw velocity from a body

in his neighbourhood is measured by his power to impart

velocity. In fact, both processes are but different forms

of the same kind of work. Precisely as we say that the

sun can communicate a velocity of three hundred and

eighty-two miles per second to a body approaching him
from interstellar distances, and that therefore the sun can

withdraw such velocity from a body leaving his surface at

that rate, and eventually bring such a body to rest out

yonder in interstellar space, so can we make a corresponding

statement for any planet,^Tupiter or Saturn, the Earth,

our Moon, and even for the least of all, the asteroidal family

(supposing only the mass and size known). In the case of

Jupiter, for instance, we find that the utmost velocity he

can impart to a body reaching him from external space is

about thirty-six miles per second. That, at least, is the

velocity with which such a body would reach the visible

surface of the planet What the velocity might be with

which the real surface, far down below the visible envelope

of clouds, would be reached, we do not know,—not knowing

where that surface lies. In the case of oui- own earth, the

* Dr. Cooke's " Microscopic Fungi " is a good popular introduc-

tion to the study of rast, smut, Ac.
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velocity with which a body would reach the surface, if

brought thitlicr solely by the earth's action from interstellar

space, would be a little over seven miles per second, or more

than twenty-seven times greater than the velocity of the

swiftest cannon-ball.

But wliilo Jupiter—to keep for the moment to our giant

planet—has thus, theoretically, the power of giving or

taking away a velocity of thiity-six miles per second, he is

not practically able to do anything of the sort. He is not

left to draw matter to himself, or to act on the recession of

matter from bimself, alone. The bodies which come near

to him from outer space have been drawn by solar might

within that distance from the sun, and almost the whole

velocity they there possess is sun-imparted. We have seen

what it is—some eleven miles per second. Now mani-

festly this greatly affects Jupiter's power of imparting or

withdrawing velocity. Both processes require time, and it

is clearly impossible for Jupiter to produce anything like

the same effect on a body rushing past him with a sun-

imparted velocity of eleven miles per second as he would
produce on a body left undisturbed to his own attraction.

Jupiter's action at any moment is the same whether the

body is moving or at rest ; but the number of movements
is very much reduced owing to the swift rush of tlie body

past the planet. To use the old-fashioned expression of

the first students of gravitation (an expression which has

always seemed to me amusingly quaint) the solicitations of

Jupiter's attractive force are as urgent on a swiftly rushing

body as on one at rest ; but if a body will not stay to

hearken to them, much less effect must be produced. In all

this part of my reasoning, I may remark, I am not pleading

a cause, but indicating what every student of celestial

dynamics knows.

We may fairly regard twenty-five miles per second as the

utmost velocity that Jupiter can impart or take from any
body coming out of interplanetary space past him, as close

as such a body can pass without being actually captured.

Moreover, in every possible case, Jupiter can only abstract

or add a small portion of this amount ; for this reason,

simply, that in every possible case there will be first an
action of one kind (abstraction or addition of velocity), and
afterward an action of the opposite kind (addition or

abstraction respectively). It will be but the difference

between these effects, in most cases very nearly equal,

which will actually tell on the body's future period of revo-

lution around the sun.* This makes an enormous reduction

on Jupiter's potency to modify cometic revolution. Cer-

tainly ten mUes per second is a very full estimate of the

velocity he can abstract or add in the case of a body passing

quite close to his apparent sm-face.

But even this may seem ample. Seeing that a loss of

three miles or so per second would cause a body whicli had
reached Jupiter's distance from the sun, after a journey
from out of interplanetary space, to travel in the same
])eriod around the sun as .Jupiter himself, and since we
seem to recognise a power in Jupiter to abstract ten miles

per second, it would seem as though Jupiter's capturing
power were in fact demonstrated.

But while, to begin with, the close approach required for

this capturing power to exist is something very different

from that approach within a million miles which I before

considered, there is a much more important difficulty to be
considered, in the circumstance that we have thus far dealt

with Jupiter's capturing power on one body, not on a flight

of bodies, such as a comet approaching from interstellar

* As distinguished from the orbit. The orbit might be largely
affected even in a case where the velocity at Jupiter's distance re-
mained absolutely nnchanged; but in this case the period of revolu-
tion would remain the same.

space is held to be, according to the theory I am discussing.

Let us take theformer point, though the least important, first.

At Jupiter's apparent surface the actual maximum
velocity which the planet could give to a body approaching

from a practically infinite distance would be about thirty-

six miles per second, and we reduced the actual maximum
effect on a body passing Jupiter very close, under such

conditions as actually prevail in the solar system, to ten

miles per second. Let us see what would be the corre-

sponding numbers in the case of a body passing within a

million miles of him, remembering that even that would
carry such a body right through Jupiter's system of satel-

lites, the span of that system being about four and a half

millions of mQes. Since a distance of one million miles

exceeds the distance of Jupiter's surface from his centre

nearly twenty-five times, it follows (I need not explain why ;

mathematicians will know, and for non-mathematicians the

explanations would be tedious and difficult) that the velo-

cities which Jupiter can give or abstract at the greater

distance would all be reduced to little more than one-fifth

those determined for Jupiter's surface. So, instead of ten

miles per second, we should get but two miles per second,

as the greatest Jupiter could abstract from a body approach-

ing him within a million miles. And this would not be

sufficient reduction to make such a body travel thenceforth

in Jupiter's period, still less in one of the much shorter

periods observed throughout what has been called Jupiter's

comet-family.

But the other difliculty is altogether more serious. A
comet approaches .Jupiter, on the theory we are dealing

with,—and indeed the same may be assumed on any
theory,—as a flight (jf scattered bodies. Either this flight

is so close as to be in effect, because of mutual attractions,

a single body, or it is not. If it is, the flight will not be

broken up by Jupiter's action ; and, if not so broken up,

will remain for ever after a united family. But if, as is

more in accordance with observed facts, the cometic flight

is so large that the attraction of the flight, as a whole, on

the separate members, can be overcome by Jupiter's action,

then not only will the flight be broken up, but the orbits given

to different members of it by Jupiter's disturbing action

will be widely different. Suppose, for example, the extent

of the flight to be such that the parts coming nearest to

Jupiter approach his centre within fifty thousand miles (a

very close approach, indeed, to his surface), while those

parts which are remotest from him at the time when the

fifght, as a whole, is nearest, came only within sixty

thousand miles from his centre. Then, in round figures,

the reduction of velocity of the nearer members of the

flight will be greater than the reduction for the farther

members, as six exceeds five. Supposing, for argument's

sake, the former reduction to be three miles per second, as

it must be to make those members of the flight travel

thenceforth in Jupiter's period round the sun, then the

reductiton for the outermost members would be but three

and a half miles per second ; or thenceforth one set of

meteors -fosmerly belonging to the comet would have at

Jupiter's distance a velocity of eight miles per second

(eleven less three), while another set would have a velocity

of eight and a half miles per second (eleven less two and

a half) at that distance. This means that thenceforth

the mean distance of the latter set from the sun would

exceed the mean distance of the former set about as nine

exceeds eight* Since the former set would thenceforth be

* The simple law is, that for two bodies having different velo-

cities at the same distance from the sun, the mean distances from

him differ as the squure of those velocities. Now, the square of

eight and a half is seventy-two and a quarter; that of eight is

sixty-four.
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travelling at Jupiter's distance, or about 5 2 times the

earth's, the latter set would be travelling at a mean
distance greater by one-eighth of this, or -65 of the earth's

distance, say some sixty millions of miles. The latter

set would be at their nearest to the sun when at

Jupiter's distance, would pass sixty millions of miles

farther away to their mean distance, and as much
farther away still at their greatest distance. Prac-

tically, then, even in this case, as favourable for capture

as can be well imagined, the capture, though effected,

would result in .spreading out the comet, which had arrived

as a compact flight of meteors ten thousand miles only in

span, over a region one hundred and twenty millions of

miles broad. It is hardly necessary to say that nothing

like this is observed in the case of any member of Jupiter's

comet-family, ^^'e know that along their track meteors

are strewn to distances which, in some cases, may well

exceed even the enormous distance just named; but they

lie along the track, not ranging more than a few hundred
thousand miles on either side from the path of the comet's

head. This means that the orbit of every single meteor of

such a system has, practically, the same mean distance

from the sun.

The difliculty last considered is simply fatal to the theory

that the comets forming what have been called the comet-

families of the giant planets were captured by those orbs in

the way imagined by Heis, Schiaparelli, and others.

THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY.
By W. Mattieu Williams.

XL.—COUNT RUMFORD'S SUBSTITUTE FOR TEA.

TAKE eight parts by weight (say ounces) of meal (Rum-
ford says " wheat or rye-meal," and I add, or oat-

meal), and one part of butter. Melt the butter in a clean

iron frying-pan, and when thus melted sprinkle the meal
into it ; stir the whole briskly with a broad wooden spoon
or spatula till the butter has disappeared and the meal is

of an uniform brown colour like roasted coffee, great care

being taken to prevent burning on the bottom of the pan.

About half an ounce of this roasted meal boiled in a pint of

water, and seasoned with salt, pepper, and vinegar, forms
*' burnt soup," much used by the woodcutters of Bavaria,
who work in the mountains far away from any habitations.

Their provisions for a week (the time they commonly re-

main in the mountains) consist of a large loaf of rye bread
(which, as it does not so soon grow dry and stale as
wheaten bread is always preferred to it) ; a linen bag, con-

taining a small quantity of roasted meal, prepared as above ;

another small bag of 8alt, and a small wooden box con-
taining some pounded black pepper ; and sometimes, but
not often, a small bottle of vinegar

; but black jjepper is an
ingredient never omitted. The rye bread, which eaten alone
or with cold water would be verv hard fare, is rendered
palatable and satisfactory, Rumford thinks also more whole-
some and nutritious, by the help of a bowl of liot soup, so

easily prepared from the roasted meal. He tells us that
this is not only used by the woodcutters, but that it is also

the common breakfast of the Bavarian peasant, and adds
that " it is infinitely preferable, in all respects, to that most
pernicious wash, tea, with which the lower classes of the
inhabitants of this island drench their stomachs and ruin
their constitutions." He adds that, " when tea is taken
with a suflicient quantity of sugar and good cream, and
with a large quantity of bread-and-butter, or with toast and
boiled eggs, and, above all, when it is not drank too hot, it

is certainly less unwholesome; but a simple infusion of this

drug, drank boiling hot, as the poor usually take it, is

certainly a poison, which, though it is sometimes slow in its

operation, never fails to produce fatil effects, even in the
strongest constitutions, where the free use of it is continued
for a considerable lensfth of time.'

"

This may appear to many a very strong condemnation
of their favourite beverage ; nevertheless, I am satisfied

that it is perfectly sound. This is not an opinion hastily

adopted, but a conclusion based upon many observations,

extending over a long period of years, and confirmed by
experiments made upon myself.

The Pall Mall Gaze.Ue of Aug. 7 says :—"There is balm
for tea-drinkers in one of Mr. Mattieu Williams's ' Science

Notes ' in the Gentleman's Maija~.ine." This is true to a
certain extent. I referred to the Chinese as habitual

drinkers of boiled water, and suggest that this may explain

their comparative immunity from cholera, where all the

other conditions for a raging epidemic are fulfilled. It is

the boiling of the water, not the infusion of tea-leaves

therein, to which I attribute the destruction of the germs
of infection.

In the note which follows, I proposed an infusion of fried

or toasted bread-crumbs, oatmeal, maize, wheat, barley,

malt, itc, as a substitute for the tea, the deep colour of the

infusion (poured off from the grounds in this case) serving

to certify the boiling of the water. Rumford's burnt soup,

taken habitually at breakfast or other meals, would answer

the same purpose, with the further advantage to poor people

of being, to a certain e.vtent, a nutritious soup as well as a

beverage. All that is nutritous in porter is in this, minus
the alcoholic drug and its vile companion, the fusel oil.

The experience of every confirmed tea-drinker, when
soundly interpreted, supplies condemnation of the beverage;

the plea commonly and blindly urged on its behalf being,

when understood, an eloquent expression of such condem-

nation. " It is so refreshing "
; "I am fit for nothing when

tea-time comes round until I have had my tea, and then I

am fit for anything." The " fit for nothing " state comes on

at five p.m., when the drug is taken at the orthodox time,

or even in the early morning, in the case of those who are

accustomed to have a cup of tea brought to their bedside

before rising. With blindness still more profound, some
will plead for tea by telling that by its aid one can sit up all

night long at brain-work without feeling sleepy, provided

ample supplies of the infusion are taken from time to time.

It is unquestionably true that such may be done ; that

the tea-drinker is languid and weary at tea-time, whatever

be the hour, and that the refreshment produced by "the

cup that cheere" and is said not to inebriate, is almost

instantaneous.

What is the true significance of these facts ?

The refreshment is certainly not due to nutrition, not to

the rebuilding of any worn-out or exhausted organic tissue.

The total quantity of material conveyed from the tea-leaves

into the water is ridiculously too small for the performance

of any such nutritive function ; and besides this, the action

is far too rapid, there is not sufficient time for the conver-

sion of even that minute quantity into organised working

tissue. The action cannot be that of a food, but is purely

and simply that of a stimulating or irritant drug, acting

directly and abnormally on the nervous system.

The five o'clock lassitude and craving is neither more nor

less than the reaction induced by the habitual abnormal

stimulation ; or otherwise, and quite fairly, stated, it is the

outward symptom of a diseased condition of brain produced

by the action of a drug ; it may be but a mild form of

disease, but it is truly a disease nevertheless.

The active principle which produces this result is the

i
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crystalline alkaloid, the theine, a compound belonging to

the same class as strychnine and a number of similar vege-

table poisons. These, -when diluted, act medicinally, that

i.s, produce disturbance of normal functions as the tea

does, and, like tlieine, most of them act specially on the

nervous system ; when concentrated they are dreadful

poisons, very small do?es producing death.

The non-tea-drinker does rot sutler any of these five

o'clock symptoms, and, if otherwise in sound health, remains

in steady -n-orkiDg condition until his day's work is ended

.and the time for rest and sleep arrives. But the habitual

victim of any kind of drug or disturber of normal functions

acquires a diseased condition, displayed by the loss of

vitality or other deviation from normal condition, wliich is

temporarily relieved by the usual dose of the drug, but

only in such wise as to generate a renewed craving. I

include in this general statement all the vice-drugs (to coin

a general name), such as alcohol, opium, tobacco (whether

smoked, chewed, or snufted), arsenic, haschisch, betel-nut,

coca-leef, thorn-apple, Siberian fungus, mate, itc, all of

which are excessively " refreshing " to their victims, and of

which the use may be, and has been, defended by the same

arguments as those used by the advocates of habitual tea-

drinking.

Speaking generally, the reaction or residual effect of

these on the system is nearly the opposite of that of their

immediate efl'ect, and thus larger and larger doses are

demanded to bring the system to its normal condition.

The non-tea-drinker or moderate drinker is kept awake

by a cup of tea or coffee taken late at night, while the

hard drinker of these beverages scarcely feels any effect,

especially if accustomed to take it at that time.

The practice of taking tea or coffee by students, in

order to work at night, is downright madness, especially

when preparing for an examination. More than half of

the cases of break-down, loss of memory, fainting, kc,
which occur during severe examinations, and far more fre-

quently than is commonly known, are due to this.

I frequently hear of promising students who have thus

failed ; and, on inquiry, have learned—in almost every

instance—that the victim has previously drugged himself

with tea or coffee. Sleep is the rest of the brain : to rob

the hard-worked brain of its necessary rest is cerebral

suicide.

My old friend, the late Thomas Wright, was a victim of

this terrible folly. He undertook the translation of the

"Life of Julius Caesar," by Napoleon III., and to do it in

a cruelly short time. He fulfilled his contract by sitting

up several nights successively by the aid of strong tea or

coffee (I forget which). I saw him shortly afterwards. In

a few weeks he had aged alarmingly, had become quite

bald, his brain gave way and never recovered. There was
but little difference between his age and mine, and but for

this dreadful cerebral strain, rendered possible only by the

alkaloid (for otherwise he would have fallen to sleep over

his work, and thereby saved his life) he might still be

amusing and instructing thousands of readers by fresh

volumes of popularised archaeological research.

I need scarcely add that all I have said above applies to

coffee as to tea, though not so seriously in tins coitntrt/.

The active alkaloid is the same in both, but tea contains

weight for weight about three times as much as coffee. In
this country we commonly use about 50 per cent, more
coffee than tea to each given measure of water, and thus

get about half as much alkaloid. On the continent they
use about double our quantity (this is the true secret of
" Coffee as in France "), and thus produce as potent an
infusion as our tea.

I need scarcely add that the above remarks are exclu-

sively applied to the habitual use of these stimulants. As
medicines, used occasionally and judiciously, they are in-

valuable, provided always that they are not used as ordi-

nary beverages. In Italy, Greece, and some parts of the

East it is customary when anybody feels ill with indefinite

symptoms to send to the druggist for a dose of tea. From
what I have seen of its action on non-tea-drinkers it appears

to be specially potent in arresting the premonitory symptoms
of fever, the fever headache, itc.

\\

OPTICAL RECREATIONS.
Bv A Fellow of the Royal Astroxomical Society.

( Continued /rom page 47.)

7E may fitly conclude our few remarks upon lenses

f by a description of the methods adopted to find

their foci, which the amateur will often find very useful.

First, in the case of a convex lens of any considerable size,

a cardboard disc may be fitted at the end of a straightedge

accurately graduated into feet, inches, and tenths of an inch,

at right angles to its length. This arrangement is then

taken out into the sunshine, and the lens whose focal

length is to be measured is slid along the straightedge

rigidly parallel to the screen, until a sharp and distinct

image of the sun is formed upon the latter. The distance

between the point where the middle of the edge of the lens

rests on the straightedge and the screen may then be taken

off' the scale by mere inspection. Or, suppose that we wish

to find the focus of our lens when sunlight is not available.

We place a lighted candle at the end of a graduated scale

of inches and parts, and so connect the lens with the scale

that it may always have its axis parallel with the edge of

the scale as it slides along it. A card disc, or screen, must
also be made to slide along the scale so as to be in a line

with the light and the lens, the light being manifestly on

one side of the lens and the card on the other. Both the

lens and the card must now be shifted backwards and for-

wards until the least distance between the light and the

card is found, at which a sharp image of the candle is

depicted on the latter. Then, if we measure this least

distance accurately, it is four times the focal length

of the lens. An ingenious modification of this method

devised by the Rev. Prebendary Webb, and applicable

to the measurement of the foci of the smallest

lenses, is illustrated in Fig. 22, in which K N is a

Fig. 22.

knitting-needle, along which three perforated corks,

C, C, C", slide. To the one in the middle, C, the lens, L,

whose focus is to be measured, is attached in a vertical

position, with its axis parallel to K X ; while in each of the

two others is stuck a piece of an ordinary sewing-needle,

n, n', point uppermost, and of such a length that a line

joining the two points p shall pass, as nearly as can be

managed, through the centre of the lens, L. Now, as in our

previous experiment, the corks are moved backwards and

forwards until the inverted image of the needle-point, n',

formed by the lens is seen coincident, and equally distinct,

with the point of the needle, n, when both are viewed

through a pretty strong magnifier, L', by the eye at E. If

this condition of things obtains when the needle-points are
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sensibly equidistant on each side of the lens (and we must
shift them about until they are), then, if we take the

distance between them very accurately—preferably with

compasses and a finely-divided scale—this, as before, will

be four times the focal length of the lens for parallel rays.

And while on the subject of the measurement of the focus

of lenses, we may just mention a simple way in which that

of an equi-concave lens may be ascertained ; a kind of deter-

mination which sometimes puzzles the beginner. Blacken

one side of the lens whose focus you wish to find, and draw
a diametrical line across the black backing. On this

line make two dots, about the twentieth of an inch in

diameter, and equidistant from the centre (or, what is of

course the same thing, from the edges) of the lens. Now,
hold your lens square to the Sun's rays with its unblacked

face turned towards him, and place a card screen, as nearly

parallel as may be to the face of the lens to receive the

resulting image. Measure very carefully the distance apart

of the spots on your lens, and shift the screen about until

their images are exactly twice this distance apart ; then

will the distance between the screen and the lens be the

\"irtual focus of the latter.

While we are on the subject of measurement, and
before proceeding to the consideration of the structure

of the human eye, and of the phenomena of xii'ion,

we may say something on the very interesting subject

of photometr}', or the measurement of the relative amounts
of light emitted by various sources of it. We see lamps
advertised which are guaranteed to give the light of

sixteen or twenty candles, as the case may be. How can
we find out for ourselves whether this quantity of light

really is emitted by any given flame or not 1 The principle

on which this is done will be apparent from Fig. 2.3,

Fig. 23.

wherein C is the flame of a candle, from which rays

CR, CRi, &c., are radiating. If now we place a piece

of cardboard, S, one foot square, at S, a distance of 2 ft.

from the candle, C, a glance at our figure will show that

its shadow will just cover an area of four square feet (i.e.

two feet high and two feet wide), and so on. Or,
putting it in another way, if we removed the first screen,

S, altogether, the light falling on an equal area of another
screen, S', at twice the distance would only be one-quarter
as intense as that lighting the nearer screen. At three

times the distance, S", the candle would only give one-niuth
of the light it does at distance unity ; upon an equal area

four times as far ofl', one-sixteenth, and so on. And this

we may express in the form of the foUowiug law : the
intensity of light is inversely proportional to the square of

the distance of the illuminated surface from the source of

it. Hence a very little thought will show that when two
sources of light produce equal iutensities of illumination at
different distances, their illuminating powers must be in the

ratio of the squares of their distances from the illuminated

surlace. This supplies us with a ready means of measuring

the intensity of any given light. For we may adopt

llumford's method, illustrated in Fig. 24.

Fig. 24.

In this figure S represents a white card screen, in front of

which stands a rod about as thick as an ordinary drawing
pencil. It will be seen that each of the two lights to be
compared casts a shadow of the rod, and each light illumi-

nates the shadow cast by the other. Let us suppose now
that our candle, C, is one foot from the screen ; then if, on
moving the lamp, L, to a distance of four feet from the
screen, the two shadows appear identical in depth, the
lamp really must give sixteen times the light of the candle.

It will be quite evident that had it given a precisely similar

shadow to that caused by the candle when removed to a
distance of five feet, it must have emitted light of twenty-
five-candle power, and so on. Bunsen's photometer is, if

possible, more simple still in construction, consisting, as it

does, mainly of a sheet of white paper with a grease spot on
it. This, of course, lets more light through it than the rest

of the paper. Hence, if it be illuminated more strongly

from behind, it will appear to be bright on a dark ground.
If the front surface be the more strongly lighted, it will

seem to be dark upon a light ground ; while, if absolutely

equally illuminated on both sides, it will disappear as a
spot, and be merged in the general surface of the paper.

In employing this simple device a sheet of white paper
should be stretched on a frame, and the lights, whose rela-

tive intensity is to be measured, placed one on each side of it

at the height of the spot ; then they are moved about until the

spot disappears, and, such disappearance being complete,

the distances of the lights are measured from the screen,

the squaring of those distances as before giving the com-
parative intensities of the lights. One practical word of

caution is needed here as to the method of making the

grease-spot, as oil would create one of which it would be
very difficult to cause the disappearance. The best plan is

to let a drop or two of stearine fall on to the paper from a

burning candle, and when it has cooled scrape the super-

fluous stearine ofi" the paper with a pen-knife. Then the

stearined spot should be placed in a fold or two of blotting-

paper, and ironed with a hot iron until it becomes of the

proper strength. This the reader must ascertain for him-

self by direct experiment. The two common forms of

photometer which we have just described wUl amply serve

to illustrate the principle on which such measurements are

made, and will afford the student both amusement and
instruction. Into the great subject of celestial photometry
we cannot here enter, our object being, as we have before

stated, to describe optical experiments which can be per-

formed without the aid of any elaborate or costly apparatus,

and with materials within the reach of everybody.

The Medical Press and Circular savs :—One of the effects of the

cholera scare is the sudden increase in market prices of all kinds of

disinfectants. Opium, too, has gone np twenty-five per cent., and
sulphate of morphine has likewise advanced. We hear that the

demand is so great from France that one well-known English

house cannot manufacture carbolic acid sufficiently fast to meet it.
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LIGHTNINGTHE HISTORY OF A
FLASH.

By W. Slisgo.

LATELY -we have all felt, I doubt not, a considerable

amount of interest in the various phenomena attend-

ing this summer's unusually heavy thunderstorms, accom-

panied, as thej have been, by vivid lightning discharges of

a more or less hurtful nature. The list of disasters pub-

lished in Knowledge, No. 14.3, might be very materially

augmented were we to record such damage as has been

wrought since that list was compiled.

There is not, I suppose, in the mind of any intelligent

man at the preseut day a doubt as to the electrical origin

of a lightning flash. The questious to be considered are

rather whence comes the electricity ? and in what way is

the thunderstorm brought about ] In attempting to

answer these questions, sight must not be lost of the fact

that the very nature of electricity is in itself almost suffi-

cient to baffle any effort put forth to ascertain from light-

ning, as such, its whence and its whither.

It is possible, however, with the aid of our knowledge of

static electricity, to arrive at hypotheses of a more than

chimerical nature. In the first place, that our sphere is a

more or less electrified body is generally admitted. Jlore

than this, it is demonstrated that the different parts of the

earth's surface and its enveloping atmosphere are variously

charged. As a consequence of these varying charges, there

is a constant series of currents flowing through the various

parts of the earth, which show themselves in such telegiaph-

wires as may lie in the direction followed by the currents.

Such currents are known as earth-currents, and present

phenomena of a highly interesting nature. But, apart

from these electrical manifestations, there is generally a

difference of electrical condition between the various parts

of the earth's surface and those portions of the atmosphere

adjacent to or above them. Inasmuch as air is one of the

very best insulators, this difference of condition (or po-

tential) in any particular region is in most cases incapable

of being neutralised or equilibriated by an electric flow.

Consequently the air remains more or less continually

charged. With these points admitted as facts, the question

arises. Whence this electricity 1 There have been very many
and various opinions expressed as to the cause of terrestrial

electricity, but far the greater portions of such theories lack

fundamental probability, and indicate causes which cannot

be regarded as sufficiently extensive or operative to produce

such tremendous effects as are occasionally witnessed. I

take it that we may safely regard the evolution of elec-

tricity as one of the ways in which force exhibits itself,

that, in other words, when work is performed electricity

may result. When two bodies are rubbed together, elec-

tricity is produced, so also is it when two connected metals

are immersed iu water and one of them is dissolved, or when
one of the junctions of two metals is raised to a higher

temperature than the other junction. I will go further

than this, so far, in fact, as to maintain that there is

reasonable ground for supposing that every movement,
whether it be of the mass or amongst the constituent par-

ticles, is attended by a change of electrical distribution, and
if this is true it may easily be conceived that inasmuch as

motion is the rule of the universe, there must be a constant

series of electrical changes. Xow, these changes do not all

operate in one diiection. nor are they all of similar character,

whence it is that not only are there earth currents of

feeble electro-motive force, but that this E M F is con-

stantly varying, and that, furthermore, electricity of high

E JI F is to be met with in various parts of the atmo-

sphere.

With earth currents we have here very little to do. The

rotation of the earth is in itself sufficient to generate small

currents, and the fact that they vary in strength at regular

periods of the day and of the year enforces the suggestion

that the sun exerts considerable electrical influence ou the

earth. Letting it be granted, however, that the earth is

variously charged, how comes it that the air is also charged,

and with electricity of greater tension than that of the earth

itself 1 It was pointed out by Sir W. Grove that if the

extremities of a piece of platinum wire be placed in a

candle-flame, one at the bottom and the other near the top,

an electric current will flow through the wire, indicating

the presence of electricity. If an electrified body be heated,

the electricity escapes more rapidly as the temperature

rises. If a vessel of water be electrified, and the water

tlien converted into steam, the electric charge will be rapidly

dissipated. If a vessel containing water be electrified, and

the water allowed to escape drop by drop, electricity wpl

escape with each drop, and the vessel will soon be dis-

charged. We regard it as an established fact that the

earth has always a greater or less charge ; whence it is safe

to assume that in the process of evaporation wliich is going

on all over the surface of the globe, more particularly in

equatorial regions, every particle of water, as it rises into

the air, carries with it its portion, however minute

that portion may be, of the earth's electric charge.

This small charge distributes itself over the surface of the

aqueous particle, and the vapour rises higher and higher

until it reaches that point above which the air is too rare

to support it. It then flows away laterally, and as it

approaches colder regions, gets denser, sinking lower and

nearer to the eartli's surface. The aqueous particles

becoming reduced in size, the extent of their surfaces is

proportionately reduced. It follows that as the particles

and their surfaces are reduced, the charge is confined to a

smaller surface, and attains, therefore, a greater " surface

density," or, in simpler language, a greater amount of elec-

tricity per unit of surface. Electricity, as above eet forth,

is in what is known as the "static" condition (to di>tinguish

it from electricity which is being transferred in the form of

a current), when it has the property of " repelling itself
"

to the utmost limits of any conductor upon which it may
be confined This will account for the charge finding its

way to the surface of the water particles, and will further-

more account for the greater density of the charge as the

particle gets smaller and has the extent of its surface

rapidly diminished. It may be mentioned that the surface

of' a sphere varies as the cube of its radius. Returning

to the discussion of the state of affairs existing when the

particles have reached their highest position in the atmo-

sphere, we may imagine that they set themselves off on

journeys towards either the north or the south pole. As
they pass from the hotter to the colder regions, a number

of particles coalesce ; these again combine with others on

the road until the vapour becomes visible as cloud. The

iiicreased density implies increased weight, and the cloud

particles, as they sail pole-wards, descend towards the

surface of the earth. Assuming that a spherical form is

maintained throughout, the condensation of a number of

particles implies a considerable reduction of surface. Thus,

the contents of two spheres vary as the cubes of their

radii, or eight (the cube of 2) drops on combining will

form a drop twice the radius of one of the original drops.

We may safely conceive hundreds and thousands of such

combinations to take place until a cloud mass isformed, in

which the constituent parts are more or le^^s in contact,

and, therefore, behave electrically as a single conductor of
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irregular surface, upon which is accumulated all the elec-

tricity that was previously distributed over the surfaces of

the miilions of particles that now compose it.

The tendency of an electric charge upon the surface of

a conductor is to take upon itself a position in which it

may approach nearest to an equal and opposite charge, or,

if possible, to attain neutrality. If, then, a cloud has a

charge, and there is no other cloud above or near it, the

charge induces on the adjacent earth surface, electricity

of the opposite kind. Thus, assuming the cloud to be

charged with positive electricity, the subjacent earth will

be in the negative state. The two electricities* exert a

strong tendency to combine or to produce neutrality, whence
there is a species of stress applied to the intervening air.

Possibly the cloud will be drawn bodily towards the earth

more or less rapidly, according as the charge is great or

.small. Or, on the other hand, the cloud may roll on for

leagues, carrying its influence with it, so that the various

portions of the earth underneath become successively charged

and discharged as the cloud progresses on its journey.

Should the cloud be near the earth, or should it be very
highly charged, the tension of the two electricities may be
80 great as to overcome the resistance of the intervening

air ; and if this resistance should prove too weak, what
happens f How does the discharge show itself 1 It takes

place in the form of a lightning flash, and passing from the
one surface to the other—or, may be, simultaneously from
both—produces neutrality more or less complete.

There has recently been a little discussion in these pages
on the subject of lightning, some having stated that they
discerned the discharge to take place upwards—that is,

fi-om the earth towards the cloud. I will not venture so

far as to say whether or not the direction of the discharge
is discernible

;
possibly the flash may sometimes be long

enough to enable one to tell ; but I have never so seen it,

and have always looked upon the eye as a deceitful member
—very. " The lightning flash itself never lasts more than

To oWo °^ * second." It is, however, just as likely that a
discharge may travel upwards as downwards. What con-

trols the discharge? Does the quality of the charge?

—

that is to say, is the positive or the negative move prone to

break disruptively through the insulating medium ? Investi-

gations with Geissler's and other tubes containing highly
rarefied gases have made it tolerably clear that there is a
greater " tearing away " influence at the negative than at

the positive pole, and if two equal balls, containing one a
positive and the other a negative charge, be equally heated,

the negative is more readily dissipated than the positive.

But, so far as we at present know, this question enters

into the discussion scarcely, if at all. Our knowledge
seems rather to point to the substances upon which the
charges are collected. The self-repellent nature of elec-

tricity compels it to manifest itself at the more prominent
parts of the surface, the level being forsaken for the point.

The tension of the charge, or its tendency to fly-off, is

proportionately increased. And if at a given moment the
tension attains a certain intensity, the discharge follows,

emanating from the surface which offers the greatest
facilities for escape. The earth is generally flatter than
the cloud, whence, in all probability, the discharge more
frequently originates with the cloud.

Should a lightning flash strike the earth and produce
direct neutrality, it is possible that no damage will result,

* We may speak of two electricities or two electric states without
neceBsarilv implying adherence either to the single or the double
" fluid " theory. Whether electricity be of two kinds or no, the
fact remains that there are two conditions, and all the features of
this paper may be explained with equal facility by the supporters
of either hypothesis.

although this again is not always certain, because when the

cloud-charge acts inductively upon the earth it produces
the opposite (say negative) charge on the nearer parts, the

similar (or positive) state is also produced at some place

more or Itss distant. Sometimes this " freed " positive

(which, by the way, accumulates gradually and physiologi-

cally imperceptibly) is collected at some portion of the

earth's surface. When the negative is neutralised by the

discharge, the freed positive is no longer confined to a par-

ticular region, but tends to dissipate itself, and a shock may
be felt more or less severely by any person within the

region. Or, again, a similar shock may be experienced by
a person standing within the negative zone on the neutrali-

sation of the charge.

I may take the opportunity here to mention a highly

interesting and instructive incident observed on local tele-

graph circuits during a thunderstorm. The storm may be

taking place at some distance from the point of observa-

tion. The electrified cloud induces the opposite charge

beneath it, the similar charge being repelled. It is

noticeable that the needle of a galvanometer, starting from
the middle position, goes gradually over to one side,

eventually indicating a considerable deflection. Suddenly,
owing apparently to a lightning discharge some distance

away, the force which caused the deflection is withdrawn,

and the needle rebounds with great violence to the opposite

side. In a short time, the cloud becoming again charged on
its under surface, and recommencing its inductive eflfect

upon the subjacent earth, the needle starts again, and goes

through the same series of movements, a violent counter-

throw following every flash of lightning.

If we can so far control our imagination, we may con-

ceive the earth to be one large insulated conductor, suscep-

tible to every influence around it If, then, the earth,

as a mass of matter, behaves as above indicaf;ed, there is no

plausible reason for declining to regard any other large

conducting mass in a similar Ught, and, as a body capable

of being subjected more or less completely to the various

impulses affecting the earth. In other words, a large mass
of conducting material, partially or perfectly insulated is,

during a thunderstorm, in considerable danger. With
this portion of the subject I shall, however, deal more fuUy
when discussing the merits of lightning protectors.

Lightning discharges do not take place between
cloud and earth only, but also, and perhaps more
frequently, between two oppositely-charged clouds. We
then get atmospheric lightning, the flash often extending

for miles. This form of lightning is harmless, and in all

probability what we see is only a reflection of the dis-

charge. The oft-told tale of the lightning flying in at the

window, across the room, and out of the door, or up the

chimney, is all moonshine, and before dealing with lightning-

protectors I intend to expose some of the fallacies con-

cerning lightning. Were the discharge to pass through a

house it would infallibly leave more decided traces and do

more damage than simply scaring a superstitious old lady

now and again. Many people are often and unnecessarily

frightened during a thunder-storm, but it may be safely

predicted that a person under a roof is infinitely safer than

one who is standing alone on level ground, and making

himself a prominence inviting a discharge. Rain almost

invariably accompanies the discharge, and the roof and

sides of the house being wet, they form a more or less

perfect channel of escape should a flash strike the building.

Glass-making ix Italy.—Colle de Val d' Elsa contains one of the

most important glass-works in Italy. The value of the annual pro-

daction amounts to 2,500,000 lire; its sale extends overall Italy, but

more especially in the Boman, Tuscan, and Piedmontese provinces
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THE EARTH'S SHAPE AND MOTIO^^S.

Bv EicuARD A. Proctor.

(Continv/cd from page 109.)

CHAPTER I.—THE DAILY IIOTIOX OF THE SUX.

'^I'^HE first impression which the aspect of the earth and

.L sky gives to the observer is that the earth is a vast

plain over which the sky extends in the form of a dome.

£ propose in the present chapter to consider the lessons

=A'hich may be learned from the most easily recognised of

all the forms of motion which this dome presents to our
-contemplation.

Each day we see the sun rise towards the east, pass to

the highest point of his path in the south, and then set

towards the west.*

Xow the diurnal motion of the sun is far more instructive

than is commonly thought. To say merely that the sun
rises towards the east and sets towards the west, is to

mention nothing which can teach the real significance of

the motion. For we might see an object apparently rise

towards the east, culminate in the south, and then set in the

west, while the real character of its motion was totally

different from the sun's, and due to causes of another sort.

'It is the rate of the sun's motion and the figure of his

apparent path which are so instructive. I will describe

some simple observations which will show this.

Here in England, when the sun rises nearly in the

east and sets nearly in the west—in other words, in spring

Rnd autumn—he attains in the south a height of about

38i deg. Suppose, then, that we fix a rod in such a posi-

tion that it will be square to a plane passing through the

east and west point, and also through the highest point of

the sun's path. In other words, let it have the position

indicated in the figure, where N S represents the north and
south line, E W the east and west line, O L (Fig. 1) the

direction of the sun at noon, in spring or autumn, and O P
the rod, which points towards the north, but is inclined

Fig. 1.

>ih deg. to the horizon (51| being the angle, which with
•iS^ deg. makes up a right angle).

Now to the rod P let the observer attach a cross-wire

L K N at right angles to the rod, and another cross wire,

K M, at right angles both to the rod and to L X ; and let

L K, K M, and K N be made equal. Then bend a strip of
card or paper into a semicircular shape, and attach it, as
•shown in the figure, to the ends of the wire.

Set the rod in the sunlight in the position shown in Fig. 2,

^nd so that the wire L K N may point east and west ; no
great exactness is required in this last respect.

Now at any hour observe where the shadow of O P falls

* I Bay towards the east and towards the west, for, as a rale, the
san does not rise exactly in the east nor set exactly in the we3t, and
ir is worth noticing in passing that in no place has the sun, since
the world began, ever risen exactly in the east and set exactly in
the west on one and the same day.

on the strip of paper, as at R, and put a pencil-mark there.

Half an hour later repeat the observation, and set another
mark where the shadow now falls. Do this from half-hour
to lialfhour, or at shorter or longer intervals, as may b«
most convenient, only the successive intervals must be all

equal, and carefully timed. Finally, remove the strip of

paper, straighten it, and measure the spaces between suc-

cessive marks. These will be found exactly equal.

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

In describing this experiment I have for convenience
spoken of a day in spring or autumn ; because this gave
the readiest way of showing how the position of O P was
to be determined. But this position once fixed (in other
words P set up in such a way as to point towards the
north at an angle of 51^ deg.) the same experiment can
be tried on any day of the year with prei:isely the same
result.

We have no^ learned an important truth about the rate

of the sun's motion ; we know that if a plane were taken
always through O P and the sun, this plane would revolve
uniformly on O P as an axis. But we want to know
further what the shape of the curve traversed by the sun
may be. This is easily accomplished by the same simple
instrument. We have only to turn the rod O P on its axis,

keeping its direction unchanged, until the circular strip

has its centre towards the south, as shown in Fig. 3.

Then note where the shadow of the strip falls on the rod,

as at S T ; i< tvill be found that the position of the shadow
remairis unchanged throughout the day.

Now, what does this result teach us \ The following

illustration will show :

—

Suppose we attach to O P (Fig. 4) a straight rod A S, in

Figs. 4 and 5.

such a position that the point S coincides with the shadow
of the upper rim of the paper strip, whUe S A just touches

that rim. (The strip is removed from the figure for the

sake of distinctness.) Then, since the sun's rays towards

P, crossing the top of the paper strip, fall at S, we can,

by merely turning P round on its axis without changing

its position, make S A point exactly at the sun. And as
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this is true at any part of the day, we can make S A follow

the sun by eimply turning O P ii,iiiforriihj (remembering
what we have already learned about the rate of the sun's

motion) on its axis.

Here, then, we have the simplest conceivable account of

the sun's diurnal motion, we have a fixed axis O P pointing

towards the north and inclined at an angle of 5 1 h degs. to

the horizon. We have a straight rod S A, projecting from
O P at a fixed angle determined for each day, by experi-

ment ; and by merely rotating O P uniformly on its axis,

we can make S A point towards the sun all through the

day.

We can now combine what we have learned in an in-

structive instrument which any handy person can construct

with the utmost ease, and which will afford the most
satisfactory information concerning the sun's daily motion.

A B, B C, Fig. 5, are two rods forming a/ight angle, and
of such length that a line from C to A may be inclined 5H
deg. to A B. D E is a cross-rod for supporting A B C in

an upright position. F G is a rod revolving easily in the

pivot-holes at F and G. H K is a circle of card or other

material, marked round its circumference with degree

divisions. L M is a rod turning round on a pivot at O
(the dotted figure shows the nature of its motion,) and
bearing a small card circle M.
The instrument must be set upright, A B pointing due

north and south, as shown. Then turn the rod F G on
its axis, until L M can be made to point to the sun. It

will be easy to know when this is the case by observing
that when L M is pointing directly towards the sun, there

will be no shadow of L M on the paper circle M. (The
pivot on which L M turns .should be so placed as to keep
L M an inch or so from G F, and should also be perceptibly

smaller in diameter than L M. When this is attended to

it is easy to direct L M towards the sun by observing its

shadow, and making this shadow disappear.)

The instrument is now ready for use. We note the
division on the card H K which falls opposite the mark at

K on the rod B C. Half-an-hour later, say, we inspect the
instrument, and we find that L M now throws a shadow on
the card M. We turn F G round on its axis until this

shadow disappears. We find that this happens without
our having occasion to shift L M, and we notice also that

the card circle H K has to be turned through an angle of

7i deg. At the end of another half-hour the same motion
has to be repeated. And the same happens whatever day
of the year it may be.

Now one day's observation of the sun with such an in-

strument teaches us this first important fact :—If E S PW
represents the dome of the heavens, K L N the sun's

diurnal path, OPa point towards the north 51 i deg.

above the horizon ; then every point of K L N is equally

distant from T?,for the main axis of our instrument pointed

throughout towards P, and the cross-rod, which v:e made to

point to the sun, was inclined througliout at afixed angle

with that main axis.

If, then, the sun's apparent motion were due to a real

motion of his in a circle, that circle must have the inclined

position K L M.
Again we have learned that the diurnal motion of the

sun is either really uniform, or is apparent and due to some
uniform motion of our earth's

Again we have learned that our earth is not an infinitely

wide plane, but that the sun rises from beyond the earth's

limits on the east, and sets beyond the earth's limits on the

west. For having found that our instrument follows the
sun from the time of his rising fairly above the horizon,

all through the day, until he approaches the horizon again

in the west—by merely giving a certain uniform rotation

to the axis F G, we are justified in assuming that there is

no break in the continuity of this motion at sunset, but
that by turning the axis round after the sun has dis-

appeared, at the same rate at which we have moved it

during the day, it will still point to his place. Xow, doing
this, we find the rod L M pointing below the horizon after

Fig. 6.

sunset. Further, by continuing the motion we find the
rod L M pointing lower and lower until near midnight,

when it is directed due north, and downwards, as towards
R, in Fig. 6 ; then gradually it rises towards the east, and
when it again becomes horizontal we find it pointing

directly towards the rising sun.

{To ie continued.)

THE EXTO^klOLOGY OF A POXD.
{Continued.)

By E. a. Butlee.

LEAVING now the middle depths, which have detained

us so long, and continuing our descent, we reach the

Bottom of the Poxd.

The bottom of a pond can hardly be considered a par-

ticularly attractive abode, at least so far as appearances are

concerned, and if one remembers its usual composition it

will appear even less desirable as a home. Here is col-

lected a fine mud, composed of the remains of all sorts of

rubbish that is continually being rained down from the

watery heights above. It is, as it were, the dust-bin, the

cesspool, and the cemetery of the pond. Dust blown in

from time to time by high winds, fragments of plants

broken from aquatic vegetation, dead leaves and bits of

stick fallen from the trees on the banks, the excrement of

the insect and other inhabitants, together with fragments

left from their repasts, empty shells of aU sorts of water-

snails, cast skins of larv.'e, the dead bodies of the multitu-

dinous aquatic population (and the mortality in a thickly

populated pond must be considerable) together with those

of worms and other terrestrial creatures that have had the

misfortune to fall in and be drowned—these are some of

the materials that, besides the mere earthy matter, help to

form the ever-increasing mud at the bottom. There are,

however, multitudes of nainute creatures constantly at work
on this refuse matter, di\-iding it up, and transforming the

dead and eflfete materials into the living tissues of their

own bodies, and therebj- reducing the ultimate waste sub-
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stance to a much smaller bulk, and rendering it innocuous

to a degree that might at first seem impossible. Halt

buried in this mud, or slowly crawling over its surface, are

the lurking monsters of entomological pond life, the

majority of which belong to two orders we have hitherto

scarcely noticed, the Neuroptera and Trichoptera, the

former containing the dragon flies, and the latter the

caddis flies. We will, however, first consider certain bugs
which haunt these parts.

They are known as water scorpions, and two species

inhabit this country, one commonly found in almost every

pond, the other of much less frequent occurrence. They
have, of course, no connection with the true scorpions,

which are not insects at all, but eight-legged creatures

belonging to the class containing spiders and mites. The
water scorpions, too, unlike their terrestrial namesakes, are

not venomous. The first, and much the less common, is

Fig. 1.—Eanatra linearis (reduced).

a long, narrow insect, called Ranatra linearis (Fig. 1). On
account of its habit of frequently lurking in an inclined

position amongst the water weeds, often only a little below

the surface, this creature belongs less to the fauna of the

bottom than its common relative. Still, they are best

treated of together. It is of a brownish colour, except

the upper surface of the abdomen, which is scarlet, but

this is concealed when the insect is in the water, being

made apparent only when the wings are expanded, and
then it is quite astonishing to see what a beautiful creature

the apparently uninteresting object becomes. The head is

small, but the eyes exceedingly prominent, as is often the

case with aquatic insects, and the beak short and sharp,

not bent underneath, but projecting in front like an ex-

tremely acute nose. Both thorax and abdomen are elon-

gated to an enormous extent ; indeed, the insect, with a

length of an inch and a- half from tip of snout to end of

abdomen, has its greatest breadth no more than one-sixth

of an inch. The upper pair of wings, whDe almost

abdomen, are each only about

but the hinder pair are con-

and have to be carefully folded

be stowed away under their narrow
covers. These hind wings are beautifully delicate and
transparent, similar, indeed, to those of the Corixidae

before referred to. But when we have reached the tip of

the abdomen, we have by no means got to the end of the
insect ; from this point there extend two long bristle-like

organs, about an inch in length, which project straight

behind like a stiff tail ; they are tubular, and communicate

as long as the

half its width,

siderably broader,

up before they can

at their base with the tracheal system, and are, of course,

respiratory in function. The legs are long and slender

;

the first pair are not used for progression, but for seizing

prey, and it is these in front, and the respiratory filaments

behind, that give the creature whatever resemblance it

may have to a scorpion, although the similarity to that

venomous animal is not nearly so exact as in the other

species to be considered presently. The front legs are

most remarkable objects, and will well repay a careful

study. To understand clearly their peculiarities, we must

first refer to the general plan of an insect's leg (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2.—(A) Fore-leg of Eanatra ; (B) Leg of Stag-beet'e.

a. Coxa ; i. Trochanter ; c. Femur ; d. Tibia ; e. Tarsus,

There is first a joint, usually comparatively small, and
more or less globular, called the coxa, by which the leg is

articulated to the body, and which is usually invisible from
above. Succeeding this is a small triangular joint, called

the trochanter, squeezed in, as it were, between the coxa

and the next joint, and looking as if added, as an after-

thought, to fill up a gap. Then follows, attached to the side

of the trochanter, the first long piece of the leg, the thigh,

or femur, then another long piece, the shank, or tibia, and
lastly the tarsus, or foot, which is composed of from two
to five joints, and usually terminated by a pair of claws.

Now let us take one of Ranatra's fore-legs and compare
it with this plan. First we find a long joint, which extends

far beyond the head, but still, from its being that which
articulates the leg to the thorax, we know it must be the

coxa, though it protrudes so far that we may easily at first

mistake it for the thigh. Then there is the trochanter, a

little larger and more conspicuous than usual, and this is

succeeded by a long piece slightly curved at the further

end, and with a tooth a little beyond the middle ; this, of

course, is the femur. After this there is a short, sickle-

shaped part, less than half the length of the femur, and
looking like a great claw ; it is able to be folded back upon
the inner edge of the femur, along which a narrow groove,

serrated at the edges, is excavated to receive it, and then

its tip just reaches the above-named tooth. This sickle-

shaped part consists of both tibia and tarstis, the latter of

which is very small and has no claws. It will thus appear

that the leg proper is, as it were, spliced on to the end of a

long handle, the elongated coxa, an arrangement the efiect

of which is to give the limb much greater freedom of

motion and a much wider sweep, and thus to enable it to

levy tribute over a much more extended area. So peculiar

is the plan of these Limbs that it is no wonder that many
persons have been puzzled to understand them.

We must leave the habits of Ranatra for consideration

in the next paper.

(To be continued.)

The Fkexch Eiectrical Power Stoeace Cojipaxt.—Yice-Chan-

cellor Bacon made an order on Saturday week for the winding-up
of this Company on the petition of the Faure Electric Accumulator
Company. It was stated in court that the proceeding was rendered

necessary by the frauds of M. Phillippart, whose name has been so

intimateh- associated with electric lightning and accumulatoi-s.
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Day Sign for the ilonth.

ZODIACAL MAPS.
By Eichakd A. Proctor.

WE give this week both the day sign and the night sign

for the month, one showing the zodiacal sign now
high in the heavens at midnigJit, the other showing the
region of the zodiac athwart which the sun pursues his

course at this part of the year.

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.
A WEEK'S CONVERSATION ON THE PLURALITY

WORLDS.

By Moss, de Fostenelle.

OF

B

WITH NOTES BY RICHARD A. PROCTOR.

(Continued from p. 118.)

UT pray," said she, "how can the earth with all its

weight, be borne up by your celestial matter, which
must be very light, because it is so fluid ?

"

" It does not argue," said I, " that what is most fluid is

most light : for what think you of the great ship I men-
tioned just now, which with all its burden is yet lighter

than the water it floats on ?

"

" I will have nothing to do with that great ship," said

she, with some warmth, " and I begin to apprehend myself
in some danger on such a whirligig as you have made of the

earth."

" There is no danger," replied I ; " but, madam, if yoi<-

are afraid, we will have the earth supported by four

elephants, as the Indians believe it."

" Hey-day," cry'd she, " here's another system ; however,

I love tho.«e people for taking care of themselves ; they

have a good foundation to trust to, while you Copemicans
are a little too venturous with the celestial matter : and yet

I fancy, if the Indians thought the earth in the least danger

of sinking, the}'- would double their number of elephants."

" They would do well," said I, laughing at her fancy,

" who would sleep in fear ? and if you have occasion for

'em to-night, we will put as many as you please in our

system ; we can take 'em away again by degrees, as you

grow better confirm 'd."

" I do not think 'em very necessary," said she ;
" I have

courage enough to turn."

"You shall turn with pleasure, madam," said I, " andr

shall find delightful ideas in this system : For example,

sometimes I fancy myself suspended in the air, without any

motion, while the earth turns round me in twenty-four

hours ; I see I know not how many difierent faces pass

under me, some white, some black, and some tauny ; some-

times I see hats, and sometimes turbans ; now heads with>

hair, and then shav'd heads ; here I see cities with steeples,

others with spires and crescents, others with towers of

porcelain, and anon great countreys with nothing but

cottages : here I see vast oceans, and there most horrible

deserts : In short, I discover the infinite variety which is

upon the surface of the earth."
" I confess," said she, " twenty-four kours would thus be
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very well bestow'd, so we were in the same place where we
are now : I do not mean in the Park ; but we will suppose

ourselves in the air, other people contioually passing by,

who take up our place, and at the end of twuatj-four hours
we return to it again."

" Copernicus himself," said I, " could not have compre-
hendt'd it better. First, then, we see some of our neighbours

iiassiiig by us, up to the ears in politics, yet settling their

nation no better than we do the world in the moon ; then
follows a great sea, perhaps a Heet of ships, perhaps a

rnackrelboat, no matter whether; then come some of the

Iroquois going to eat a prisoner for their breakfast, who
veems as little concerued as his devourers ; after, appear the

nomen of the land of Jesse, who 'spend all their time in

Iressing their husband's dinners and suppers, and painting

tdeir lips and eyebrows blue, only to please the greatest

lirutes in the world ; then the fair Circassiaus, who give all

tlieir love to the first comer, except a little they reserve for

their husbands ; then the Tartars going to steal concubines
tir the Turks and Persians ; and at last our own dear

oountrymen, it may be in some points as ridiculous as the

best of 'em."

"It is very pleasant," said the Marchioness "but to

imagine what you tell me ; tho' if I were above, and saw
all this, I would have the liberty to hasten or retard the

motion cf the earth, according as the objects pleas'd me
more or less ; and I assure you I should quickly send
packing the politicians and man-eaters, but should have a

.irreat curiosity for the fair Circassians, for methinks they
iiave a custom very particular. But I have a dilKculiy to

dear, ! nd you must be serious. As the eaith moves, the

air changes every moment, .-o we breathe the air of another

country.
"

" >'ot at all," replied T, " for the air which encompasses,

the earth does not extend above a certain height, perhaps

twenty leagues ; it follows us, and turns with us. Have
you not seen the work of a silkworm, the shells in which
those little animals imprison themselves, and weave with,

so much art 1 they are made of a silk very close, but ar&

covered with a down very slack and soft ; so the eaith,

which is solid, is covered from the surface twenty leagues,

upwards with a kind of down, which is the air, and like the

shell of the silkworm turns at the same time. Beyond the.

air is the celestial matter, incomparably more pure and
subtle, and much more agitat>d than the air."

"Your comparison," said she, "is somewhat mean, and
yet what wonders are wrought, what wars, what changes

in this little shell."
"

' Tis true," I replied, " but nature takes no notice o£

such little particular motions, but diives us along with the

general motion as if she were at bowls."
" Methinks," s-aid she, " 'tis very ridiculous to be upon,

a thing that turns, and yet not be well assured that it does,

turn ; and to tell you the truth, I begin to distrust the-

reasons jou give why we should not be sensible of the

motion of the earth ; for is it possible there should not-

some little mark be left by which we might perceive it
•

"

" All motions," said I, " the more common and natural

they are, are tliH less perceptible : and this holds true e\ec

in moralitv. The motion of self-love is so natural to us,,
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that for the most part we are not sensible of it, and we
believe we act by other principles."

"You are moralising," said she, "to a question of

natural philosophy : But 'tis enough for the first time ; let

us now go home, and meet here again to-morrow, you with
your systems, and I with my ignorance."

In returning to the Castle, that I might say all I could

on the subject, I told her of a third system, invented

by Tycho Brahe, who had fixed the earth in the centre

of the world, turned the sun round the earth, and
the rest of the planets round the sun ; for s-ince the

new discoveries, there was no way left to have the

planets turn round the earth. But the Marchioness,

who had a quick apprehension, said, she thought it was
too aflected, among so many great bodies, to exempt the

earth only from turning round the sun ; that it was im-

proper to make the sun turn round the earth, when all the

planets turn round the sun : and tbat tho' this system was
to prove the immobility of the earth, yet she thought it

very improbable. So we resolv'd to stick to Copernicu!;,

whose opinion we thought roost uniform, probable, and
diverting. In short, the simplicity of his system convinces

us, and the boldness of it surprises with pleasure.

(To be contimied.)

REMAEKABLE STOEMS IN BELGIUM.

A NUMBER of very remarkable storms occurred in

Belgium in July, 1884, and the following account is

taken from reports made to the Observatory at Brussels.

On the 4th, at Lamorteau, near Virton, from 2h. 34m. to

5h. 22m. p.m., ttere was a storm wind, and during eighteen
minutes a great fall of hail, making the fields look as if

thickly covered with snow. The hailstones were at first the
.size of nuts, and then of large peas. At Thirimont, near
Beaumont, on the 5th, the hail was the largest ever known
there. The stones had sharp angles, and did great damage
to crops. The storm did not extend beyond a radius of

1,500 metres. On the 13th, at Bruges, during a severe
storm, the sky looked as if instead of clouds there were
vast eddies of smoke from a huge fire, reflecting flames.

The movements of the lower clouds increased in rapidity,

the wind rose to a hurricane, and snapped great branches off

the trees. Transparent hailstones fell for five or six minutes,
the size of small nuts. At Maldegem, east of Bruges,
almost at the same time, there was a deluge of rain mingled
with pieces of ice from 25 to 40 millimetres in diameter
(1 inch to li). They were round, lenticular, and angular,
striking the ground with extraordinary force. A water-
spout passed within 3,000 mfetres, destroying hundreds of
trees. At Ostend, on the same day, some hailstones were
as big as j)igeons' eggs and some as big as fowls' eggs. One
of these, when cut in the direction of its longest diameter,
exhibited a nucleus, surrounded with successive layers,

alternately transparent and opaque. The surface was very
irregular, with clear protuberances. At Haesrode, near
Louvain, at 2.30, on the 13th, a small white cloud appeared
and suddenly discharged hailstones as big as eggs, one
weighing over 8 oz. They varied in shape—oval, hemi-
spherical, triangular, and some spinous, like a prickly pear.

This storm only lasted three or four minutes, and only ex-
tended over the small space of from half a metre to a
mfetre ! At Hechtil (Limbourg), on the same date, hail-

stones fell over 3 inches in diameter.
During the storm of July 13, Baron van Ertborn, at

Aartselear, near Antwerp, examined with a telescope a
large cloud 50 deg. above the horizon, and saw that it was

formed of seven superposed layers, the lower ones eddying
and moving quickest. Curved flashes of lightning darted
from one layer to another. On July 17, near Arlon, pieces

of ice fell 3 to 31 inches in diameter, breaking glass, kill-

ing poultry, and cutting fruit-trees. Storms of this kind
are said to be very rare in Belgium. S.

THE INTEENATIOXAL
EXHIBITION.

HEALTH

XII.—WATER AXD WATER-SUPPLIES—(conHnued).

THE description of Mr. Roberts's " Rain -Water
Separator," given in our last communication, is an

apt introduction to the subject of water-purifying appli-

ances, which we now propose to deal with. In the " East
Central Gallery B," may be seen, in active operation, all

the forms of apparatus that are of any value in the present

enlightened day, when Darwin's great law of the "survival
of the fittest " holds its sway more powerfully than ever.

The plan we have chosen to adopt in our remarks upon the
inventions here displayed, is to place before our readers a

descriptive account of the fyjies that have been resorted to

in gaining certain desired ends, rather than a serial dis-

course upon the relative merits of the various patents. In
illustration of these principles, we shall select the most
suitable examples at our dbposal, so that our series of

reviews shall embodj^ a digest of the highest possible value

for those who wish to exercise their own discretion in the

choice of what we deem to be one of the most essential

requisites in every household—a good filter.

Type I.—As a natural sequence of the rain-water sepa^

rator, which is adapted to procure a supply of good soft

water suitable for all domestic purposes, save drinking,*

we would draw attention here to " Stall 420," and the
" Grant Revolving Ball Water Filter," the value of which
lies in the fact that a tolerably pure water, such as that

derived from a Roberts Separator, or delivered to town
and suburban dwellings by water companies, may be

rendered fit for drinking in an incredibly short space of

time. It is, without doubt, the best rapid water filter for

the above-mentioned sources of supply ; it can be fastened

on to any existing water-pipe with the utmost ease ; may
be as readily cleansed and re-charged with the filtering

medium ; and, when " turned on full," there is but a slight,

almost inappreciable, diminution in the rapidity of flow

from the tap. We can safely recommend this filter to the

notice of those who desire to have an unlimited supply of

good, pure water always readily available, more especially

in the kitchen ; and to convince our readers of its practical

utility, we cannot do better than give an outline of its

general anatomy. So far as we are aware, this type of

filter stands alone—it has not yet been copied ; in one par-

ticular, however, it may be placed amongst the so-called

high-pressure filters.

The " Grant Revolving Ball Water Filter " consists of a

spherical metallic case, the smallest manufactured size of

which, for domestic purposes, is about 2 inches in diameter,

and under pressure from the tap diminishes the ordinary

rate of delivery by about only 20 per cent. Within the

case there is a hollow metal ball, designed to hold the

filtering medium (granular animal charcoal), and every

drop of water which passes into the mechanism is forced

* In making this proviso, we desire it to be understood that, in

most cases, the rain-water obtained through the tise of the Roberts
" Separator," may be also used for drinking ; but it is well to pnrifj-

it still further by efficient filtration, so as to render the result

doubly secure.
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to percolate through the filter. This is secured by a

washer, which forms a tight joint around the ball. The
water may be permitted to pass through imfiltered along

the passage B B, Fig. 21 ; but when the packed handle C is

revolved so as to bring the filter into operation, the water

Fig. 21.^Seotional view ..f " The Grant Revolving Ball Filter."

A A, patent cup and joint washer, packed by pressui'e of water ; B B,

direct way for water through ball icithout filtering ; c, packed
handle to reTolre ball ; D D, bearings upon which ball revolves ; E E,

animal bone, charcoal, or filtering medium : F f, bars inside of ball

npon which the water strikes when filtering, preventing drilling of

charcoal; H H, shell containing ball; i, section of wire screen or
sieve which holds charcoal into the ball, and through which water
passes when filtering.

strikes upon the bars F F, thus breaking its initial force,

and causing it to spread over the whole body, whence it

finds its way through the charcoal with an equalised

pressure, thereby securing perfect filtration with a minimal
disturbance. The matters which accumulate in the filter

may be removed by a simple revolution of the ball, and the

entire system thus cleansed in a few seconds. An objec-

tion to this method of cleansing is, that it is at most only
approximately effective, but that is all that is really neces-

sary in a filter of this kind ; and, moreover, should the

objector be unusually fastidious, he may, at the worst,

remove the charcoal, wash it thoroughly, and return it to

its receptacle, or supply its place with a fresh charge, which
is easily done at but a nominal expense. The entire appa-

ratus is inexpensive, portable, almost indestructible,

effective, and even elegant ; it speaks very highly for the

ingenuity of its transatlantic inventor. The carbon recom-
mended for use is in a sufficiently fine state of division to

act as a thorough mechanical strainer ; it also acts chemi-
cally, if we are to judge from analyses of the filtrate.

Type II.—Although we strongly object to the old-

fashioned " block " principle in filters, we are constrained

to admit that there are some of them which it would be
unjust to leave unnoticed, since they achieve results which
place them amongst the best of modern inventions. Of
these, " Doulton's Manganous Carbon Filters " deserve a

special notice ; they may be seen and tested in the western
annexe of their Pavilion in the " Central Gallery."

Before we proceed to describe the action of these filters,

we desire to draw attention to one of the most important
features in the construction of filter-cases which is strikingly

exemplified in Messrs. Doulton's patent. These are the
only filters extant where anything of the kind has been

Fi"

adopted. Fig. 22 will help us to explain more clearly than
any written description alone,

how every drop of filteied

water becomes available, and
is prevented from getting

stale by the gentle slope of

the floor of the reservoir to

the tap, which is situated

below the level of that floor.

In most filters this item is

generally overlooked, with

the consequence that the

lowest stratum of water may
lie unused within the reser-

voir of the filter sufliciently

long to become either mawk-
ish or positively harmful
through the accidental in-

troduction of aerial germs,

which usually gravitate to

the bottom of the water. To
this class belong certain forms

of the minuter Algce and
Rotifera, not to sjieak of Bac-

teria, which in their totality may, and almost always do, pro-

duce, in about ten or twelve days, an undesirable adherent

slimy layer at the bottom and lower sides of the reservoir.

This state of affairs may be observed in the form of filter-

case shown at Fig. 23, where the position of the tap

necessitates a constant

remnant of unusable
water, which has there-

fore to be cleansed out
periodically. As the
majority of filters now
in use are all modelled
upon the type of Fig. 23,
we would here offer our
practical advice to such
of our readers as may^
possess filters of this

sort, which is :—To be
careful to thoroughly
wash out the reservoir

at least once a week

;

''"S- ^^-
this will be sufiicient to

insure them against the possible sources of contamination
to which we have alluded.

Another praiseworthy fact about Doulton's filters is^

that their taps are made of ^^^
stoneware, and hence are not

liable to the inevitable corro-

sion, to which metal taps are

subject, which, if not positively

dangerous, are at least objection

able on the score of cleanliness.

"We would, of course, expect

to find elegantly-shaped and
beautifully-decorated filters at

Messrs. Doulton's, nor are

we doomed to disappointment.

Apart from strict utility there

is an indescribable charm
about an artistically finished

production, such as that re-

presented at Fig. 24, which
raises it above the common-
place, to rank amongst the

things that are to be desired.

m//a//,'/.VyM>'-

\ -^

a^^

i:i.
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THE GREELY EXPEDITION.

IT was August 18, 1881, that the ofEcPrs and crew of the
Frotei's bade good-bye to Lieutenant Greely and his

little band, twenty-live in all, leaving them iu camp, as an
advance guard of explorers, in a high northern latitude.

The exploration in which they were engaged was not one
for the advancement of material aims or the ambition of

governments to enlarge their dominions— it was one solely

in the interest of science, to widen the domaiu of know-
ledge, and help us to better know the laws which affect the

conditions of life and growth on this planet, as well as to

throw light, if possible, on that great field of research, so

largely .speculative, in which we are seeking to find out
something of the universe. It was not until June 22,

1884, a little more than two years and ten months after

the party had been left on the shore.s of Lady Franklin
iBay, that seven of them, the onl)' living members of the

original band, were relieved of their long vigil by the ap-

pearance of the vessels of the government expedition tinder

Commander Schley. Seventeen of the others had died of

starvation, one was drowned while sealing to obtain food,

and of those found alive one died subsequently from the

amputation of limbs made necesf-ary by frost bite, so that

only sLx of the original twenty-five remained alive to reach
home again.

The story of the expedition, the plans of the scientiQc

bodies and Arctic explorers which led up to it—in con-

nection with several other observation posts arotind the
ipole—as well as the futile efforts of 1882 and 1883 to

reach and relieve the colony at Lady Franklin Lay, have
often been told. It was the understanding when the
station was established—subject to the discretion of Lieu-

tenant Greely, as circumstances might affect the situation

—

that if government relief did not reach the station during
the summer of 1882, the party would endeavour to work
its way southward in the summer of 1883 as far as Cape
•Sabine, or make its quarters on the west coast as far south
as might be practicable, and yet within the possibility of

being reached by a relief expedition, but that the route

would be on or along the we.st coast, and not on the Green-
and side. In accordance with this idea Lieutenant Greely
abandoned his quarters at Fort Conger, on Lady Franklin
Bay, August 9, 1883, and reached Baird Inlet, near Cape
Sabine, September 29, with the entire party wel up to

that time. Great difficulty was experienced in getting to

that point, with the instruments and records of observa-

tions, and as large a supply of provisions as it was possible

4o convey. He was obliged to abandon all his boats, and
was adrift for thirty days on the ice in Smith's Sound, the

party finally making its way across an almost impass-
able field of ice hummocks to a landing just north of

Cape Sabine, where a permanent camp was established

October 21.

Here the party found that a very insufficient supply of

provisions had been left, while some of tliose thus obtained

had been left by Sir George Nares as long back as 1875,
and were, of course, much damajied. It was known that

supplies liad been left on Littleton's Island, almost opposite

Cape Sabine, on the east side of Smith's Snund ;
but the

channel did not close all the winter on account of violent

.gales and strong currents, and thpre was no means of reach-

ing the food that was so near. The party was immediately
put on short rations, but on May 11, 188-t, the last regular

tfood was issued. After this the men were forced to live on
boiled sealskin strips from their sealskin clothing, lichens,

Hnd shrimps, game having failed, de.'spite daily hunting, from
early in February.

One had died in January, 1884—the first death of the

party—then five died in April, four in May, and seven in

June, up to the 22nd, when the rescue was made, and when,
according to Commander Schley, "forty-eight hours' delay

in reaching them would have been fatal to all." Too high
praise cannot be accorded to Commander Schley for the

energy with which he pushed north so early in the season,

fighting his way almost inch by inch through the ice : but
it will be remembered with a feeling of sadness, if not of

severe reprobation, that three Lnited States vessels, tb>-

Yantic, the Pi-oteus, and the Npplv.ne, had visited the near

locality of Greely's fatal camping - ground, during the

summers of 1882 and 1883, with ample provisions, and
came home again without leaving there the supplies that

would have prevented these men from starving.

It is too early to say what will be the probable value of

the information obtained by this expedition. Up to the

fall of 1883 its success seems to have been all that could

have been desired by its promoters, and in the journey

southward copies were brought of meteorological, tidal,

astronomical, magnetic, pendulum, and other observations,

although some photographs, Esquimaux relics, and other

thing-i were necessarily left behind. It is probable, how-
ever, that Lieut. Greely made all the observations required

liy the International Conference at Hamburg, under whose
directions the various circumpolar stations were established,

and that substantially all such records have been saved.

The distinguishing work of the expedition—that which will

(lerhaps give it most fame—is thus announced by Lieut.

Greely :
" For the first time in three centuries England

yields the honor of the furthest north," which had pre-

viously been 83° 20', but was marked at 83' 24' by Lieut.

Lockwood, of the Greely expedition, on May 13, 1882. The
point of observation was named Lockwood Islnnd, where,
" from an elevation of 2,000 feet, they saw no land north

or north-west." To the east and north-east of Lady Frank-
lin Bay the party undoubtedly made the best survey yet
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accomplished of northern Greenland, and, by observation of

what seemed to be a distant headhiiid, located it as Cape
Robert Lincoln, in latitude 83" 35', longitude 3S° west of

Greenwich.

At B, in our map, is shown Lookwood Island, the highest

northern latitude yet reached, and from whence the obser-

vation was made, while A marks the highest point attained

by Commander Markham, the most successful British ex-

plorer in 1870. In a subsequent endeavour to go still

farther north, the party was turned back by open water,

and, as Greely's report says, " barely escaped drifting into

the Polar Ocean."

There are many other newly-named places, and some
material changes will have to be made in the maps of

regions hitherto incorrectly laid out, along the west shore

of Kane Basin and Kennedy Channel, and in the configu-

ration of Grinuell Land, and the north shores of Grant
Land and Greenland. Arctic geography will thus, doubt-

less, be greatly amended, but whether the results attained

will prove sufficient compensation for the loss of life of the

brave men who were sacrificed is a query which many
people will think most unsatisfactorily answered.

—

tScientific

American.

JlcblfUiS*

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

An Introduction to Mental Philosophij, on the Inductive

Method. By J. D. MoRELL, A.M., LL.D. (London: W".

Stewart & Co.) As an introduction to the study of psycho-

logy, at once scientific and popular, it would be difficult to

find a work better adapted to its avowed purpose than

that whose title heads this notice. While omitting nothing

essential to a complete theory of the nature and modes of

action of the human mind, it is yet commeudably free from
that redundance of verbiage which unfortunately dis-

tinguishes so mauy works on mental science ; though while

as succinct as need be, it never degenerates into baldness,

or slurs over a difficulty for want of detail in the argu-

ment adduced to meet it. Dr. Morel 1 begins ab initio with

the primordial forms of mental activity, and, proceeding

through the nature and development of perception, and sub-

sequently of ideas, traces the logical processes of the human
mind from the latter. In subsequent divisions of his

work he necessarily deals with human reason, the develop-

ment of the will, and the feelings generally ; concluding

with an appendix of very numerous examination papers in

mental and moral science set for degrees in the London
University. The reader who has been taught to regard

everything in the shape of metaphysical or psychological

disquisition as essentially dreary will undeceive himself

very agreeably by the perusal of Dr. Morell's book ; while

the student more familiar with mental science may read

such chapters as those on belief and on the freedom of the

will by DO means without profit. The work has one

solitary defect, which we trust to see supplied in the next

edition—it has no index.

Manual of the Mosses of H'orth America. By Leo
Lesquereux and Thos. P. James. (London : Triibner &
Co. 1884.)—To every practical bryologist this wonderful

specimen of patient and enduring labour of Messrs. Lesque-

reux and James will be welcome, containing as it does a

detailed description of something like nine hundred species

of the mosses found on the American continent ; iu fact,

presenting a practically exhaustive account of every one so

far known there. It is illustrated with six beautiful

plates, crowded with figures, illustrating the genera ; and
|

must be indispensable to every one interested in the lowly
type of vegetable organisms with which it so ably deals.

How to Foretell the Weather ivitli the Pocket /Spectroscope.

By F. W. CoRV. (London : Chatto & Windus. 188-1.)—
In or about the year 1872 Professor Piazzi Smyth, the

Scottish Astronomer Royal, discovered that when moisture
was present in the air a band or shading appeared in the

spectrum of the light of the sky, on the less refrangible

side cf the well-known D, or sodium, lines. The result of

a series of observations induced him to believe that the

spectroscope might thus be employed as a hygrometer, or,

speaking more rigidly, a hygroscope, to foretell the advent
of rain ; and, impressed with this idea, he published his

discovery to the world. The matter was taken up in

England by Mr. Rand-Capron and a few others, but very
considerable difference of opinion seems to have prevailed

as to the value of the method ; and, during the autumn
of 1882, the columns of the Times were the scene of a

l)retty lively conflict of opinion on this subject. Mr. Cory,

however, appears to have given the spectroscope a pretty

fair trial as a means of forecasting rain, and claims to have
been quite successful in his vaticinations. To all who
wish to follow his footsteps, his little book may be com-
mended ; as he gives the plainest possible directions for the

use of the instrument to predict rain, illustrated in a way
which renders his descriptions almost equivalent to personal

instruction. The method is worth a trial, at any rate.

€ ill tonal »gci£(£(ip.

The devotees of the science or art, or whatever it is, of

" Philately " may be interested to learn that up to the end

of the year 1883 two hundred and three countries, states,

ic, and twelve private companies had issued adhesive

postage-stamps. Of these, sixty-nine have also issued

envelopes, and one hundred and seven, post-cards. Between
1810 and Dec. 31, 1860, 2,400 stamps of sorts were issued.

From 1861 to December, 1870, sixty-six new countries

were added, and the stamps rose in number to about 6,400,

an increase of 4,000 in ten years. In the next decade forty-

nine new countries were added to the list, and another

4,000 was added to the number of adhesive stamps.

Finally, the number of stamps which, up to Dec. 31, 1880,

was about 10,400, had advanced to about 12,000 in the

succeeding three years, or at the rate of more than 500 a

year ; so that if the same rate of progression should con-

tinue, by December, 1890, 16,000 varieties of postage-stamp

will be in existence. When I read all this in the pages of

Messrs. Alfred Smith <fe Co.'s Monthly Circular, I tremble

to think of the sorts and sizes of Stamp Albums that it

will be incumbent on the collector of five or six years hence

to keep. A moderately complete collection will require a

perambulator, at the least, for its transport from place to

place ; while a really full one will scarcely be movable in

anything short of a donkey-cart.

I HAVE just obtained what is expressively known as "a
wrinkle " from a wholesale price-list of a distiller which

has fallen (no matter how) into my hands. That it was

never intended to be seen by any mortal eyes outside of

" the trade " goes without saying. In this highly-instruc-

tive document I find, under the head of " Spirit Flavours,"

" the attention of consumers in Australia and India " (we

needn't say anything about England) " is particularly called

to these very useful and excellent flavours. One pound of

either of these essences to fifty gallons of plain spirit" (let
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us suppose potato spirit) "will make immediately a fine

brandy or old torn, itc, without the use of a still.—See
Lancet report." This is followed by a list of prices of these
" flavours," and then follows a similar one of " Wine
Aromas." A cheerful look-out all this presents, upon my
word ! The confiding traveller calls at his inn for some
old brandy, and they make it in the bar while he is wait-

ing. He orders a pint of claret or port, and straightway
he is served with some that has been two and a half

minutes in bottle ! After the perusal of this price-list,

I have come to the conclusion that in the case of no articles

of consumption whatever is the motto Caveat Emptor more
needful to be attended to than in that of (so-called) wines
and spirits.

Quern Deus mdt perdere dementat prms. Towards the
end of last year public attention was prominentlj- directed

to a "Dr. Samuel Kinns, F.R.A S.," who, after proclaim-
ing his crass ignorance of science in a book called " J^Ioses

and Geology "—or by some such title—set forth, a blind

leader of the blind, to lecture ou the Harmony of the Bible
with Science and History. He claimed to have the sanction

and .support of, inter alios, members of the staff of the
British Museum, but this was promptly denied and repu-
diated by more than one leading member of that staff

themselves. " Dr. " Kinns's sciolism and ridiculous

blunders were thereupon so thoroughly exposed that I,

among the vast majority of English men of science, fondly
hoped that we had heard the last of him. Xow, to my
unbounded surprise, T find it stated in the newspapers that
" Lord Shaftesbury, the Bishop of Bath and Wells, the
Lord Mayor, Rabbi Ascher, and other influential gentle-

men " have sent a preposterous resolution to the press,

affirming that " eminent men connected with our highest
scientific institutions" have borne "public testimony to

the accuracy of Dr. Kinns's work, ' Moses and Geology,'
"

. . . and so on, and so forth. In the face of this manifesto,
I think that real scientific men have a distinct right to
demand that my Lords Shaftesbury, A. C. Hervey, and
E. N. Fowler, together with the Rabbi Ascher and Co.,

shall furnish the names of those " eminent men connected
with our highest scientific institutions " to whom they so
vaguely refer. Surely the right honourable and noble
Lords and the Reverend Rabbi do not ask the British
public to accept their dictum on a question of science t I
write strongly, because I feel strongly, on this question.

Myself a Fellow of the Astronomical Society, I do not even
know Dr. Kinns by sight, but I have an abiding conviction
that such books and lectures as his do more fatal mischief
to religion than all the efforts of Messrs. Aveling and
Bradlaugh put together. "Let" says the old proverb,
"sleeping dogs lie." Dr. Kinns and his rubbish had
practically vanished from public view. If, however, he is

to be dragged forward again, and made a pseudo-hero and
martyr by such most ill-advised friends as the Mansion House
Committee, we may not impossibly hear of a counter series

of lectures to his, exposing his ignorance, and laying bare
his fallacious results. It strikes me with very considerable
force, that orthodoxy will come ofl' decidedly " second-best

"

in such an encounter, unless it can secure some very much
more competent champion than the "F.R.A.S." who
thought that the Sun could continue visible, by abnormal
refraction, above the western horizon, after he had risen in
the east ! !

!

Ix the current number of the Aaelepiad, there is a
paper (presumably by its Editor, Dr. B. W. Richardson,
F.R.S.), on "Euthanasia for the lower creation," in which
the author advocates the administration ofsome ansesthetic,

preferably carbonic oxide, to narcotise sheep, lambs, calves,
and smaller animals, prior to handing them over to the
slaughterer. He does not propose to interfere with the
present method of killing oxen, in which I think he show.-,

his wisdom ; inasmuch as it seems impossible to conceive
any more rapid and effective a means of producing in-

sensibility than the use of a properly-wielded pole-axe.

I .\M sincerely glad to see that the fine collection of
works of art now brought together at St. Helen's is open
on Sundays. The suicidal policy which simply leaves the
working man his choice between Church and the Beershop
mu.st at no very distant date yield to the more rational

system of afibrding him the means of elevating and re-

fining his mind, and so weaning him from gi-oss and sensual
pleasures.

Our contem2)orary, Society, writing apropos of the
gallantry of the two constables shot by the Hoxton burglar,

makes the excellent suggestion that an Order for Civil

Courage should be instituted, akin to the Victoria Cross
already given for conspicuous personal bravery in the
field. It would be a pleasant greeting for Garner and
Snell, on their discharge from the hospital, to have such a
" C. C." pinned to their breasts.

" Some gorgeous sunlight effects," says the Standard^
" have been observed over the Yorkshire wolds for several

nights past. The sky has been one mass of richly-blended

colours, commencing at the horizon with a broad belt of

deep yellow light, and then tier above tier of orange and
purple, the latter colour predominating in horizontal

streaks, whilst the sky above was flooded with a magnificent

glow from the setting sun." I wonder whether any of the
members of the Krakatoa Committee of the Royal Society

have been " kicking up a dust" in the East Riding within

the last week or two 1

THE FACE OF THE SKY.
From Arcrsi 15th to August 29th.

By F.R.A.S.

TIIE Sun will, as nsrial, be examined on every clear day for the
spots and faculao which continue to appear on his disc. The

August night sky will be found delineated in 3Iap Till, of " The
Stars in their Seasons." A minimum of Algol (" The Stars in

their Seasons," Map I.) will occur at 8h. 12m. p.m. on August 18th.

Mercury is an Evening Star, and attains his greatest elongation

east of the Sun (27° IC) at 5 p.m. on the 23rd. CnfortCBately at

this time he only sets about half an hour after the Sun, so that

the chances of detecting him with the naked eye are very small.

Venus is a Morning Star throughout the month, and is at her
greatest brilliancy on the 17th. About this time she may be picked

up perfectly well by the naked eye near the time of her passage
over the meridian. This occurs at 9h. 20m. a.m. on the 17th, and
something like a couple of minutes sooner on each sncceeding

morning. At this time she looks, in the telescope, like the Moon
when she is about four days old. As far as the remainder of the
planets are concerned, the night sky is a blank. As the Moon is

new ou the night of the 20th, and does not enter her first quarter

until 42 minutes past 3 o'clock in the afternoon of the 2Sth, she will

only be visible for the purpose of the ordinary observer during about
the last three or four daj'S to which these notes have reference.

.She will only occult one star in the course of the fortnight, and
that at an hour (2h. 21m. a.m.) at which very few whom we ad-
dross will care to be on the watch for the phenomenon. The Moon
is in Taurus all day to-day, and until 2 o'clock to-morrow after-

noon, when she will enter the northern part of Orion ; which, how-
ever, she will quit for Gemini about 1 a.m. on the 17th. She is

travelling through Gemini until 8 a.m. on the 18th, at which hour
she crosses into Cancer. At 4 o'clock m the early morning of the
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20th sho enters Leo ; passing across which constellation she descends

into Sextans at 5 a.m. on the 21st, only, however, to quit it and
re-enter Leo at 7 p.m. on the same day. At 8 o'clock the next
evening sho finally leaves Leo for Virp:o, her passage across which
occupies until 3 a.m. on the 20t,h. Then she enters Libra, where
she continues until -l a.m. on the 28th, crossing at that hour the

boundary into the narrow northern strip of Scoi-pio. At 3 o'clock

the same afternoon she enters Ophiuchua, and is on the confines of

that constellation and Sagittarius when these notes terminate.

iHi5?rdlnnra.

The Solar He.\t.—Mr. Slack writes from Ashdown Forest that

on Thursday, August 7, he placed a black bulb vacuum thermo-
meter in an open box on a layer of cotton-wool, and with the bulb
resting on black cotton velvet. Exposure to full sunshine between
II and 1 o'clock caused the mercury to rise to 159° Pahr. The
shade temperature a few yards off was 78° Fahr., and the difference

between wet and dry bulbs of Mason's hygrometer 9° Fahr. The
air was remai-kably still.

The Nation.\l He.\lth Society's Vaccix.wion Pamphlet.—IVe

are pleased to find that this admirable circular, the facts of which
have been approved of by the Local Government Board, is being

distributed energetically in the metropolis. Some such antidote to

the unscrupulous and pernicious literature of anti-vaccination was
required, and we trust it will be eagerly accepted by the masses,

who rfiquire their convictions to be strengthened. We especially

tiote the cordial manner in which the Vaccination Officers' Associa-

tion has received the circular, looking upon it as they do in the light

of strong moral support to them in their duties. Apropos of this

subject, we might mention several interesting clinical details which
come to us from one of the metropolitan small-pox hospitals. Four
children of an anti-vaccinator were attacked with small-pox, three

of them being unvaccinated, and one vaccinated after repeated
penalties. Two of the unvaccinated died, and the third narrowly
escaped with his life, losing an eye in the struggle, whilst the vac-

cinated child had an exceedingly mild attack, and was out of bed
in a very few days. Again, the family of an anti-vaccinator con-

eisted of himself, wife, four children under ten years, and an infant.

The wife and infant were the only vaccinated ones, the latter being
vaccinated under compulsion, and these escaped small-pox, the

other five being admitted to hospital and suffering severely. Lastly,

the chairman of a local branch of the Anti-Vaccination Society was
lately admitted to hospital and died.

—

Medical Press and Circular.

Scientific Pbilaxthropy.—Mr. Lee J. Vance writes in the

Popular Science Montlihj : — " The conscious aim of scientific

philanthropy is in the fii-st place to deal with the struggle of man
with nature—is to help men to help themselves ; secondly, its aim
is to regulate the struggle of man with man—is to help men to

understand and adapt themselves to the conditions of existence. It

is commonly noticed that the individual who succeeds in his

struggle with nature is apt to be successful in the good-natured
struggle with his fellow-men. As Darwin proves, the intemperate

suffer from a high rate of mortality and the extremely profligate

leave few offspring. There is economy in this process of elimina-

tion whereby the transmission of the industrial vices is restricted,

and in the competition of life the degraded members of society,

unable to adapt themselves to the conditions imposed by physical and
social enrii'onment, succumb before the rest of the population. The
scientific idea of benevolence involves, first, the preparation of man
to receive intelligently nature's stern discipline—that is, to help

him avoid all the evils coming from disobedience of physical

agencies, ,ind also to aid him in grasping those great rewards,

which, as Huxley says, nature scatters with as lavish a hand as her

penalties. The philanthropist will show us that the hereditary

vices which the parent establishes for his children and his children's

children meet in the long run with certain punishment. If we
could believe in the certainty of punishment, says Sir J. Lubbock,
temptation, which is at the root of crime, would be cut away, and
mankind would become more innocent. The penalties attached to

the consumptive, scrofulous, or syphilitic in contracting marriage
are sharp and sure—oft-times swift and merciless. Men sin from
a mistaken idea of what constitute's to-day's pleasure and to-

morrow's pain, and it is not pleasant to be reminded that a great

<leal of otu' suffering is due more to ancestral errors than to our
own."
The practice of taking tea with a principal meal, or what is called

a *' meat tea," is not to be commended. Tea does not promote
digestion of the food in the stomach, and especially is not adapted
to accompany meat, but rather bread and farinaceous articles.

" Meat teas," as a daily habit, are more likely to create dyspepsia

than not. The proper time for tea is an hour or two after food, or

when the stomach is empty. Although a certain period of rest,

after a hearty meal, assists the process of digestion, digestion is

impeded by continuous sleep, which is pretty certainly made uneasy
and disturbed when the stomach has been recently charged with a
full meal. Quiet and refreshing sleep is best secured when the

wants of the system have been satisfied by a meal in great measure
digested, and when the functions of the stomach need no longer be in

full activity, but a long fast and repletion are alike hindrances to

sleep. Great caution is needed in sitting down to the chief meal of the

day, when both mind and body are exhausted by long-continued

labour and abstinence. A rapid, hurried mode of eating should be

avoided, especially if the repast commences with some solid dish.

There are advantages in commencing with some light food, such

as soup, or fish, in small quantities, not calling for the fall

powers of the stomach, whilst the gastric jtiice is not in full

flow, and when the muscular powers of the stomach partake of

the general enfeeblement of the system. It is frequently sup-

posed to be undesirable to commence with fluids, and this is

probably the case if any large amount be taken, btit not other-

wise, in the case of a nutritive fluid like soup, by the gentle

stimulus of which the secretions of the stomach are called forth.

It is certainly preferable to the glass of sherry or prefatory

dram.—i^rom " Food and its Vse in Health." By Sir Kisden
Bennett, in Cas.':ell's Book of Health.

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Aweed Tenntsos.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possibly be in-

serted. Correspondents must not he offended, therefore, shcfuld their

letters not appear.

All Editorial communications should he addressed to the Editor or

Knowledge; all Business communications to the Publishers, at the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, TT.C. If this is not attended to
DELAYS arise for WHICH THE EDITOR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should be made
payable to Messes. Wymau & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No communications are answered by post, eten though stamped
AND DIBECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

FALSE PEESPEGTIVE.

[1359]—I regret the appearance in your columns of the " flat

cone" and the flourish about Zetetic Philosophy. My letter on
certain errors to be fonnd in most elementarj- books on perspective

was not, I can assure you, intended to provoke this sort of thing.

y
-+- ^

Let a, 6, c, d, &c., be a row of posts of equal height and equi-

distant from one another (ground plan). A, the position of an
observer, AB being parallel to af, then the post at a will

appear taller than that at 6, the one at b higher than that at c, and
so on, and that at /will, of course, seem shortest of all, simply

because it is the most distant. For this reason the imaginary
straight line upon which the posts stand, and the straight line

bounding their summits canyiot, I contend, be parallel. Again, the

spaces ab, b c^ c d, Sec, will grow shorter and shorter as they recede

from the eye. The geometrical proof of this is very obvious.

T. E. Jones.

A COIXCIDEXUE.

[1360]—Last week I was going in for an examination in Scrip-

ture, and, opening my Bible at random, my eye caught the words,
" Then are the children free." I was struck by the expression
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and read it carefully over ; the words hannted me, and, on receiving
the printed paper of questions, the first words I again saw were,
"Then are the children free." Stl'den't.

LUNAR RAINBOW.
[I3G1]—The moon last night was quite a picture. When I left

this room at a few minntes past 10 o'clock, I soon came into a
street facing the moon ; which, being near tlie full, its brightness

naturally caused me to give it a look, when an exclamation of

intense admiration escaped me—"Oh! look at the moon!" This
was addressed to my wife, who replied, " I noticed it when I came
out." (This was an hour before.) So that it had lasted thus long,

then. As I did not know the bearings of the street (by compass)
and the thought coming into my mind that Mr. Proctor (despite

his churlishness relative to my ideas respecting the apparent size

of the moon and sun at setting*) shall know of this splendid lunar
rainbow—I turned to look for the polar star, and finding it (which
looking informed me that at least 270° of heaven's canopy was
clear of mistiness, while the 90° remaining, in the centre of which
was the moon, was the contrary), I turned mo round, and ascer-

tained that the moon was near southing, was, in fact, as nearly as

I could guess, about S.S. East. When wo stood on the bridge
crossing the "Foss" we had a long view of this "Picture," in the
water and in the sky. Perhaps you have seen in your time, on the
pulpits in churches, a representation of the sun, gilt— well, sir, the
colour of the circle which immediately surrounded the moon, and
which was nearly as broad as the disc of the moon itself, was a
rich colour ; while that of the moon was a lighter golden hue—this

golden circle gradually finished in an auroral tinge; then was
succeeded by another circle, nearly as broad, of a blue kind, such
as I cannot describe, too lovely in fact— this ending in a faint

orange-red, was succeeded by another circle of a fainter blue, which
seemed to have a reddish rim as well ; to use a simile, which is very
unsimilar, the whole had an appearance like to a St. Katherine's
wheel (fireworks) thns :

RED

Not being able to leave it yet awhile, I distinctly noticed that
the golden circle next the moon had a motion, of two kinds

—

slightly bulging out more on the west side than the east side, and
the whole in motion from one side to the other, while this rim
nearest, being brightest, showed the other motion best, viz. : it

seemed to enlarge and contract just like the pupil of the eye acted
upon less or more light. AVhen I reached home, a few minutes
past 11 o'clock, it was still in its beauty. When I retired to bed,
after reading through the Birmingham Demonstration speeches, 1

moved the window-blind aside, and that part of the sky where the
moon was situated was as clear as the rest had been, and there
sailed the moon in her naked majesty, being divested of every
particle of the late lovely lunar rainbow. I give it this name in

ignorance of a better or more correct one. During the course of

many years I have several times witnessed this phenomenon, of a
larger but fainter kind; but never with the rainbow colours so

distinct and so plain. Walter Frederic Ci'rtis.

MIND AND BRAIN.

[1362]—In my brief remarks on the review you gave of Mr.
Biichner's "Force and Matter" I had certainly not the slightest

intention to prefer a charge of "obtuseness" against the writer,

but wished simply to give my own personal opinion, quod valeat, in

order to show that the idea, that thought is a mode of motion of

* This is very courteous, soothing, and pleasing, and is probably
designed to put the Editor into a good humour.

the molecules of the brain, is "conceivable" to certain minds.
without in any way setting up any dogmatic assertion that ir

" must " be so. The comparison of an organ cannot hold, since the
brain, or rather the molecules of the brain, like every other organ
of "living" organisms, is self-acting. An electric instrumen!
would be a better comparison : apply the current, or produce the
necessary surroundings, and it begins to act ; such, I think, is thi-
brain, apply the stimulus and the brain begins to act, producing
"thought." Huschke puts it in this way:— " There subsists the
same relation between the thought and the electrical vibiations of
the filaments of the brain as between colour and the vibration of
ether." Of course there are other "authorities" who maintain
that the mind it an entity domiciled in the brain, playing on it

like on an organ.—Yours truly, F". W. H.
[Uuschke's illustration seems to mo to fail in this respect.

There can be no reasonable doubt that colour has its origin in the
different wave-lengths and rates of vibration in the ether; but.

these do not become colour until they have been transmitted
through the eye and optic nerve to the brain. Set up an electrical

vibration of the filaments of the brain, and try to express hope,
ratiocination, or will, in terms of such vibration. That it may bi>

the efficient and indispensable means of their production, is a very
very very different thing to the allegation that it is the feelings and
affections themselves.

—

Ed.~1

WHAT ALES IT ?

[13G3]—Bottled ale or beer ^r^ll-vp when poured into a tumbler
gives more than enough of froth. A small piece of cheese in the
glass checks immediatehj the froth.—Why 'i or How ?

—

Boeeas.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
.1. T. RouTiEDGE. I have not read Professor Balfovir Stewart'."

" Visible Universe," in the Contemporary Revitu-, and am hence
ignorant as to the nature of the arguments by which he sustains

his allegations. If, as you seem to imply, he simply asserts that

the waste—or seeming waste—of Energy .n the Universe affords

proof of the spiritual production of that Universe, than—be he
"a person of authority in the scientific world" or not—he is

talking nonsense. Jf we are going to admit the teleological

argument at all into the discussion of any fact of nature,

waste is evidence of absence of design and perfunctory

workmanship ; certainly not of prevision and adaptation of

means to ends.—F. M. Billings. Received. I have nothing

to add to my former reply. Mr. Clissold regards Swedenborg as

inspired. I am absolutely certain he was insane. We cannot argue
on common ground.

—

Beccabuxga kindly sends the address of the

Cremation Society for the benefit of "Kenius" (p. 101). Com-
munications should be addressed to W. Eassie, Esq., C.E., 11,

Argyle-street, Regent-street, London, W. My correspondent goes

on to complain of the non-appearance of articles on Evolution in

Knowledge. I fancied myself that Mr. Grant Allen's interesting

articles, one and all, illustrated different phases of Evolution, but

I suppose that I (in common with many thousands of readers)

was mistaken.—J. F. 0. takes exception to a statement on p. 7G

with reference to imprisonment for debt, and points out how the

most thoroughly dishonest debtors can, and do, under the existing

law, snap their fingers at their creditors. In fact, that, so far from
the unfortunate debtor being treated as a criminal, the scoundrel

almost systematically escapes.—H. Siggers. Everything depends
upon the branch of astronomy to which you propose to devote yoar-

self. Ball's is, in every respect, an excellent book.

—

Major Gas-
lOYXE. The sole official statement of the results obtained from the

last Transit of Venns which has been so far issued, is that of the

Belgian ones by M. Houzeau, in Tome V. of the " Annales de
I'Obsenatoire Royal de Bruxelles" for 1884. I need scarcely say

that no English results have been yet published. May 1 invite yotir

attention to the concluding sentence (in capital letters) of those which
head the Correspondence column.—H. P. S. Not easy to introduce

into a scientific journal.—M. J. C, having apparently heard of Fon-

tenelle's treatise for the first time through these columns, took it

up at random from among a lot of old books recently found in a

cupboard at a friend's house.— J. Pax.max. You will see from
p. 103 that Mr. Proctor had started for America at the date for

which your invitation was issued.

—

Wm. Hakrisox. Received with

thanks.

—

Ignoramus. 1. There are three primary colours, red,

green, and violet. 2. A com])lementary colour is that which when
mixed with the one to which it is complementary gives white light.

Blue and yellow are complementai-y colours, so are red and greenish-

blue, orange and what is called cyan-blue, and greenish-yellow and
violet. The complementary colour to pure green is purple. Note
especially that I am speaking of light of different colours, not of

pigments. The blue and yellow of our paint-boxes, for example.
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form green, and not white at all. 3. Flints are ajrirrepations of

silica round shells, sponges, cchinites, &e., which died and sank to

the bottom of the ocean which deposited the chalk. There were
thermal springs then as now, and you know that hot water will

<lissolve more or less silica. 4. Ciel et Ten-e is published in

Brussels on the 1st and 15th of each month in the pamphlet
form. The subscription to it is 10 francs (i.e., 83. 4d.) a year, for

which it is sent free by post.

—

Peecv Gkeg has seen a table move
" without human or mechanical agency." Scores of people heard
a musical-box play, and instantly cease playing, at the word of

command, in the presence of a vagabond called Jlonck ; the box
standing absolutely isolated and in full view in the middle of a

table without any cloth on it, and Jlonok's hands being held by the

persons sitting on each side of him. When this highly respectable

"medium" subsequently found himself in a police court, the modus
nperandi of this quasi-miraculous phenomenon was exposed at once.

If we were to attribute everything for what we wholly fail to find

an explanation to the action of " disembodied intelligences," then
surely must we credit Bautier, Frikell, Hermann, and ilaskelyne

and Cooke with very intimate communion indeed with another
world.—J. Greevz Fisher sends me a letter pointing out—in effect,

albeit, in slightly more euphemistic terms—how very foolish I am
not to reform my spelling straightway. He accompanies this by
some little tracts which I will read. When I am convinced by
them that " Xolij " is a better form of writing the title of this

journal than Knowledge, I will consult the Messrs. Wymau as to

the policy of substituting the first form of heading for the existing

one.—H. WoRMAlD. A "singing mouse," poor little beast, has an
inflammatory affection of its air passages.—G. A. Spottiswoode.

This journal addresses students of every branch of science, and the

article to which you take exception was one possessing great
physiological interest. Knowledge iu no sense enters into com-
petition with such publications as Little Folif or Aunt Judy's
Magazine.—Algernon Br.\v. Will you forward your address to

the oflice of this paper, as a letter is lying here for yon ?—J. Elgie.

(1) How can yon expect a body shining, ex hypothesi, only by
reflected light, and never departing by many seconds of arc from
its primary, to be visible with any power, high or low, at the

stupendous distance of Algol ? (2) D'Arrest, in 1805, found a

10-llth Mag. Star somewhere near the place in Cassiopeia. The
new star blazed out in Nov., 1572, and this was afterwards seen by
Espin in 1S7S. (3) You can divide Castor with a power of 80 on a
2-inch object-glass. ( t) I cannot say offhand how many physically

double stars are now known, but there are certainh- some hundreds.

0av iHatftcmatiral Column.

EASY LESSONS IN CO-OEDINATE GEOIIETEY.

By Richard A. Peoctob.

63. Prop.—To determine the equation to a straight line parallel to a
^iven straight line.

Let the equation to the given straight line be
y =mx + c (i)

then since a striiight line parallel to the given straight Hne must be
inclined to the axis of x at the same angle, the equation required is

y='m.r + c (ii)

an equation differing only iu the constant term from equation (i).

It follows that the equation

—

At + B w + C=0
represents a straight line parallel to the line whose equation is

A,i-i-B!/-l-C=0

The equation to a straight line parallel to the straight line repre-

sented bv the equation

- + 1=1a
tnay be shown from the same consideration to be

-^\ = 1
ra rb

a relation which may readily be established independently ; since

it is obvious that the intercepts of two parallel lines on the axes
of r and y must be respectively proportional.

64. Prop.—To determine the co-ordinates of the point of intersection

of two straight lines u-hose equations are given.

Let the equation to the two given straight lines be
y = mi.c-t-c, (i) and 'j = m.2 x + c, (ii)

Solving these simultaneous equations, we obtain

Ci— c-y Cim,i — r.>mi
x = ~ y = =

'

m^ — wij /*io— 7>ij

Since both equations are satisfied when we give to •: and 1/ the above

values, it follows that the point which has these coordinates is a
point on both lines,—that is, is the point in which the two linos

intersect.

If 7?ij= m, the values above obtained for .c and y are indefinitely

great. This is the analytical expression of the relation that parallel

lines never meet.
If the equations of the lines be given in the form

AiJ +B, ly 4-Ci = (i) and A^i-i-Bjy-HC- = (ii)

we obtain

B,C.,-B„Ci A,Co-A„C,
" = A,B,-A,Bi' """^ y= A,B,-A.B.,

65. Prop.—To determine the condition that three straight lines
ichose equations are given may pass through a point.

Let the equations of the three lines be
!/ = mja;-pC] (i), y = nuj> + c.2 (ii), and y = ni3T-i-i-3 (iii).

Then the x co-ordinate of the point of intersection of (i) and (ii)

' ^ and the a;-co-ordinate of the point of intersection of (i)
iHj — nil,

and (iii) is —! — Hence, if (i) (ii) and (iii) meet at the same

point we must clearly have

Ci — C.1 Ci-Cj

(0
(ii)

tiv;— nti 7713—mi
that is

<^i™3 ~ '^a'"! + '^znu — c^m-^ + c^m^— Ciiii..=0 (iv)

In fact (iv) is the algebraical condition that the three equations
(i) (ii) and (iii) may be equivalent to only two independent
equations.
We know from algebra that if the three equations (i) (ii) (iii)

are equivalent to only two independent equations, that is if con-
dition (iv) hold, then when (i) (ii) and (iii) are multiplied respec-
tively by the quantities c^m^— c^m.,, C3"»i— Ciwij, and c,n!.;— c.,m,, and
added together, both sides of the resulting equation vanish iden-

tically. Hence we obtain the following rule, which is frequently
useful in practice. If three equations representing straight lines

can be multiplied by such quantities that the sum of the resulting

equations expresses identical equality, the straight lines represented
by the three equations all pass through a single point.

66. Prop.—To determine the form of the equation to a straight

line passing through the intersection of two given straight lines.

If these equations to the two straight lines are

A,! +Biy-HCi =
A,vr + B.,y-HC2=0

We may proceed to a full-length solution as follows :

—

Solving (i) and (ii) we get for the point of intersection

BiC.-B.,C, ^ A.,C,-A,C.,

^=aib:-a:b, ^"'^ ^==a;b,-a,b;

.'. by the equation to a straight line passing through the point of

intersection of (i) and (ii) is of the form

L a,b.-a.BiJ L AiB»-a.,bJ * '

or (AiB2-A.,Bi)(Ai-hBt/)-f(BB.,-AA.,)C,-i-(AA,-BB,)
C;=0 (iv)

Now if we multiply (i) by (B B.-A Ao) and (ii) by (A Ai-BBJ
and add, we get for the co-eflicient of x

A,B B,,-A A,A.-(- A AiA;-A;B Bi = B(AiB;-A.,Bi)
and for the co-eflicient of v

BB,B.-AA,B, -hAAiB.,-BBiB.: = A(AiB.,-A;B,)
or for the resulting equation the form (iv).

We might simply have proceeded thus
A,j! + B,!/-iCi = (1)
A»3;4Bov-hCo = (2)

any equation of the form
Z(A,.'' -I- Bit/ -1- Ci) + m(A.;7- -I- B;!/ + C-) =0 (3)

which is also obvious since whatever values of t and y satisfy (1)
and (2) must also satisfy (3). It is also obvious that every equation
to a line passing through the intersection of (1) and (2) can be
put in the form 3, seeing that the ratio B : A of the preceding
article is the tangent of the angle made by a straight line through
(i) (ii) with the axis of x, and as we have seen to give B and A
Bnitable values, all we require is that the following equations shall

hold.

i = EB;-AA,
and »i=AAi — BB,
The method of the preceding article leads directly to the very

valuable method of treating certain problems on the straight line

called the Method of Abridged Notation. I do not here dwell upon
it because any one who is likely to require much information on the
subject would go to treatises where the methods of co-ordinate

geometry are more fully dealt with than they can be here.
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(2^nr €f)t^^ Column*
By Mephisto.

PEOBLEJI, Xo. 123.

(Selected.)

Black.

Sk.

White .

White to play and mate in two moves.

SOLUTIONS.
Problem Xo. 120, p. 102,

1. QtoKtS 1. B toK.5
2. Q to B sq. mate

1. -.0 Kt
2. Q to B5 mate.

No. 121.

1. Q to Q3 and mate accordingly.

E.\Di.N(; p. 102.

1. Rto K8 (cli) 1. RxB
2. Q to Kt8 (oh) 2. K X Q
3. P X R mate

3. PxE(Q) (ch) and wins
K2

ENDING FROM ACTUAL PLAY.
Blick.

rf mi

WniTE,

1. B X Kt
2. B X P (ch)

3. Kt to B5 (ch)

4. R to B6 (ch)

5. B to Q3 (ch)

6. P X Q (ch)

7. B to Q2 (ch)

8. R to R sq. (ch)

9. B X R and White won

1. RxQ
2. K to Q2
3. K to Q3
4. K X Kt
5. Q to Q5
6. K to Kt5
7. KxP
8. K to Kt4

GAME AT ODDS OF TWO KNIGHTS.
Wo publish the following amusing game as a cnrious example oi

of odds giving.

Remove the two White Knights.
1. P to K4 P to K4
2. P to Q4 P X P
3. B to B4 B to B4
4. P to QB3 P X P
5. Castles PxP
6. B X P Kt to KB3
7. P to K5 P to Q4

This move is often ])!ayed, but not when the B is on Kt2 ; ol

course, receiving the odds, Black ventured something to exchange
pieces.

8. P X Kt P X B
9. R to K sq. (ch) B to K.3

10. P X P R to Kt sq.

11. Q to R5
AVhite threatens R x B, also Q x B and (.} x RP; the latter move

especially would be dangerous.
BxP (ch)

Black was bound to lose a piece. K to y2 would have been best,

but BxP looked feasible.

12. K X B Q to Q7 (ch)

13. K to Kt sq.

An artful move
QxB

Besides this likely-looking move, Black could have played K to K2,
but White would maintain his attack.

14. R X B (ch) K to Q sq.

15. R to Q sq. (ch) K to B sq.

It Kt to Q2 then R x Kt (ch), and mates in fonr moves.
16. R to K8 (ch) R X R
17. Q to B5 (ch) E to K3
18. P to Kt8(R) (ch) and mate.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

»*» Please address Chess Editor.

Joseph Farrar.—In the article on the Roy Lopez in Kxowledge,
p. 490, Black's move ought to read 9. Kt to K3.

G. Thompson, T. B. S., Chas. T. Wilbraham, M. T. Hooton,
C. T. G.—In I'roblem No. 122, if 1. Q to K2, B to B3, and there is

no mate.
Correct solutions received.—Problem p. 80, H. A. X. ; Xo. 120,

121, A. W. Overton, M. T. Hooton, G. Thompson.
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SUNFLOWERS.
By Grant Allex.

IT is well to choose a text which everybody can easily

verify for hiaiself; and as hardly a house is now
without a sunflower, I may as well choose that fashionable

blossom as the subject for this morning's discourse. Take
down one from the drawing-room mantel-shelf, and you will

be able to follow for yourselves what I have to say to you.

You had better choose a blossom in which the central

florets have not yet begun to open, as you will then be

able to fiud flowers in every stage of development.

The sunflower, I need hardly say, is a member of the

composite family ; and each head is not, of course, a single

separate flower, but a whole collection of hundreds of

golden bells. If you pull out one of these, you will find

it consists of a yellow tubular flower, five-lobed above, and
bulging broadly at its base. This flower surmounts a large

seed, or rather fruit, with one or two wings at its top,

which are all that now remain of the original calyx.

In the centre of the compound flower-head you will find

a mass of unopened flower-buds, each one covered and
protected by its own scaly bract. These bracts are the

remnants of the little leaves which once grew under each
blossom when the ancestors of the sunflower still possessed

long spikes of flowers. But in course of time the compo-
sites learnt to flatten out their spike into a broad, disc like

head. Still, however, the bracts, in a much-dwarfed form,

remained to separate the individual little bells ; and in

some cases, as in the sunflower, they have been utilised for

a new purpose—namely, to protect the unopened flower-

buds from insects which might otherwise eat them, or lay

their eggs upon them. Many composites still retain the

bracts ; in others, and often in closely allied forms, they
are wanting, having been gradually lost by disuse. There
are none in the daisy or the dandelion.

Beyond this central region, where the buds are yet
unopened, you will find two or three rows of newly -opened
flowers, with all their lobes displayed, and wi'h the little

black stamens standing up conspicuously in their midst.

These florets are in their first or male stage. If you open

carefully with a needle the tube formed by the united

stamens, you will find inside the little style, with its two

branches still pressed closely together. The bee hovering

over these florets in the first state, dusts himself over viitli

pollen from the yellow tips of the atithers. This he after-

wards carries away to fertilise the other florets.

Outside the rows of flowers in the first male state we
come to some other and more crowded rows, which have

reached the second or female cone ition. In them the style

has grown longer, so as to overtop the now withered

stamens. At the same time, its branches have opened out-

ward, and now curl over gracefully, so as to expose their

sensitive surfaces. If you look closely you can see, even

with the naked eye, grains of pollen cHnging to their

surface.

Outside these female florets again come a few rows of

fully-fertilised and over-blown blossoms, which are crowded

together by pressure from within, and of which the bees

and other visitors hardly take th^ slightest notice.

Lastly of all, on the very outside of the great compound
flower-head, we reach the big expanded golden ray florets,

which are, in fact, neuter members of this organised floral

community. Their business is to make as large a display

as possible, and so to attract insects to the fertile florets iu

the centre. If you pull out one of them carefully, you will

find that it is tubular in its lower portion, but that the

broad upper p.irt is formed by the splitting open of the

tube on the inner side. One may still observe faint traces

of the original five hibes even in these very enlarged and

distorted florets, e.^pecially at the tip, where they are often

notched or divided. In some composites the expanded ray

florets still keep their styles ; but in the sunflower they

have become wholly abortive. We may thus compare the

compound head in some respects with a hive of bees con-

taining females, males, and neuters.

It will be observed that the sunflower opens from with-

out inward, and the bee who approaches it visits it in the

same order. Thus he comes in contact first with the

florets in the female stage on the outside, and dusts them

over with pollen which he brought from the last head. He
then proceeds to the inner rows of male florets, from which

he unconsciou^^ly collects pollen to carry to some neigh-

bouring plant If either the sunflower or the bee reversed

this proceeding, the result would be that the florets would

get fertilised with pollen from their own brother flowei-s,

the least desirable form of cross-fertilisation ; but here, as

elsewhere, natural selection has adapted the habits of the

plant to those of its regular visitors, and has thus secured

the best form of impregnation. Bees are jiarticularly fond

of the sunflower, and obtain from it large quantities both

of pollen and honey.

The fruit of the sunflower has no feathery top or pappus

to float it away like the dandelion and thistledown. It is

too large and hfavily stored with rich food-stufTs for the

young plant to admit of that form of dispersion. So the

calyx, instead of being transformed into a pappus, as in

most other composites, here remains simple and cuplike.

But the seed profits in the end by its richness in oil and

other valuable stores, for the sunflower plant is thereby

enabled to get that splendid start in life which makes it

into one of the tallest and stoutest annuals of temperate

climates. Very few species attain so immense a height in

a single year. Probably, too, no other annual, except

Indian corn, produces so large a number of so richly-stored

seeds. It is this provision on the part of the mother plant

which allows them to reach so great a stature during a

sin^'le short summer.
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A STRANGE DISORDER.

AVERY curious disorder of the nervous system is de-

scribed in the Revue Scientifique of August, being

taken from the Archives de Neurologie for Api-il of this

year. It appears that, in the U.S. State of Maine there

are some persons in apparent health except so far as relates

to nervous excitability, which is excessive. The least irri-

tation causes them to jump. They also feel compelled
to execute anything they are ordered to do, and they

repeat the command in a loud voice. Dr. Beard reports

that one "jumper," as they are called, was sitting on a

chair cutting tobacco. He went up to him, struck him
suddenly on the shoulder, and said, " Throw it away !

"

He repeated the words in a voice of terror, and threw his

knife, so that it stuck in a door opposite to him. Two
other jumpers struck themselves violently on being told to

do it.

This disorder appears to be hereditary. In one family

Dr. Beard found the father, his son, and two little girls of

four and seven affected by it ; and in another case three

brothers were its victims.

A similar complaint occurs in the Malay region of

Asia, and it has been observed amongst various races,

Tamils, Bengalese, Sikhs, and Nubians. The Malays call

the patient a latah, a word of wide significance, applied to

various degrees of nervous excitability. Mr. O'Brien
states that when travelling in the Malay Peninsula he had
as a servant a young Malay whom his comrades called a

latah, though his conduct and conversation indicated

nothing irrational. Four-and-twenty hours elapsed before

his peculiarity was displayed. A signal fuse was then fired

by way of rejoicing, and the doctor was about to ignite

another when the young man pushed him violently on one
side, seized the torch, lit the fuse, and fell to the ground
face downwards, uttering a strange cry. The next day he
seemed all right, but when the doctor waved his hand as

an adieu on leaving the shore, he imitated the movements
with frenzy. He also imitated him as he whistled a

European tune.

On another occasion the doctor had introduced to him an
old and highly respectable woman, with whom he talked for

ten minutes without noticing anything abnormal. All of

a sudden the person who brought her took off his coat, upon
which she began to undress, and would soon have been
quite naked, if he had not stopped her. She was furious

against the man who incited her to this indecency, and
while she was taking off her clothes, abused him as " an
abandoned pig," and wanted him killed. Another case

ended tragically. The cook of a steamer was latah, and one
day was nursing a child, when a sailor came near him with
a billet of wood in his arms. He rolled the wood on the top
of an awning, and loosening it let the wood fall. The cook
did the same with the child, and killed it. At Singapore
another latah, seeing his mistress tear a letter and throw
the pieces out of window, did the same with a bundle of

new clothes he was carrying.

The disorder is not confined to warm climates. It is

known in Siberia, and a case is mentioned of the pilot of a
ship on the Ussar who could not refrain from imitating

actions or noises made by the passengers to try him. The
captain had a fall while clapping his hands, whereupon the
pilot clapped his, and fell in the same way. The Russians
call the complaint miryachil, and it is said to be common
near Yakutsk in severe winters. S.

American Telegraphy.—There were 42,917 telegraph offices in

the United States in 1882. The number of telegrams forwarded
during the year was 40,581,1/7.

PARADOXISTS IN AMERICA.
By Richakd A. Proctor.

ONE of the most remarkable features of American
newspapers is the attention directed in them to men

of the paradoxical turn of mind. Our Hampdens, Paral-
laxes, and Newton Crosslands ought to cross the Atlantic
if they wish to receive the amount of attention which
doubtless they consider their due. At Montreal lately

there died a man named Vennor, who had posed as a
weather prophet, with the usual amount of success, for

several years. His predictions were quoted over the length
and breadth of the United States, as well as of British

America, and he was regarded (if we can judge from news-
paper comments) as a veritable man of science by most
Americans. The Montreal Daily Witness paid Montreal
the left-handed compliment of describing Vennor as " her
most celebrated citizen." In Kentucky, a few years ago,

there was another charlatan, by the name of Professor
Tice, who claimed similarly to be a weather-prophet, and
showed an even more marked ignorance of real science in

every line of his writing. His predictions were for a long
time regarded with approval, although they showed no
more than the usual proportion of successes to failures.

He was successfid as a lecturer, getting fees, in

fact, which an English science-teacher of the soundest
kind would certainly not command in the old country,

nor secure in America unless he had done something
which had attracted special attention there. After
a while, " Professor " Tice found that his failures were
becoming rather too prominent a feature in newspaper
notices; so he made a bold stroke for public favour. He
invented a planet to account for his failures—an intra-

Mercurial planet, of course. He described how, observing

the sun one September day, he saw a round spot, which at

first he supposed to be only an ordinary sun-spot ; but,

seeing it was moving across the sun's face, he concluded it

must be Mercury. (He had no idea how thoroughly he was
thus exposing his ignorance—not, indeed, to the average

American paragraphist—but to every one acquainted
with the elements of that science in which he pre-

tended to be most profound ; a transit of Mercury in

September would be as surprising a phenomenon to an
astronomer as an eclipse of a crescent moon.) Finding

after reference to an almanac that it was not Mercury, he

concluded it must be Vulcan, the intra-Mercurial planet

discovered by Lescarbault, if that veracious observer's

account is to be believed. This idea being conceived,

Tice was at once able—such is the force of genius

—to assign the true period of Vulcan, so as to com-
bine together Lescarbault's observation, his own, and
all those failures of his which wanted a new planet for

their interpretation. So ingeniously was this done, that

it appeared, on examining " Professor " Tice's own most
precious data, that when he saw Vulcan, that planet must
have been seen through the sun. This was pointed out in

a Louisville magazine, edited by a gentleman much less

widely known throughout America than " Professor" Tice,

but having the advantage of him in knowing a good deal

about science, whereof the professor knew nothing. We
heard less about Tice after that, though, doubtless,

millions still put faith in him. And now, another

of these charlatans has distinguished himself in such a

way that American papers have spoken of him as one

might speak of a new Newton, though every line he

has written shows him to be ignorant of the veriest

elements of science. Like Tice, this man—who rejoices in

the name of Wiggins, and honours Ottawa by his presence
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—has undertaken to predict weather. He terrifies all the

unwiser folks iu British America and the United States,

and not a few who by no means regarded themselves as

idiots, by announcing some year and a half since the

destruction of every ship on the ocean by a mighty storm,

which did not come when he did call for it. But
latterly even newspajier paragraphists have noted

that Mr. Wiggins's predictions have been unfortu-

nate, to say the least. So, as Tice invented a new
planet, and probably Wiggins thought another new planet

would nol be welcomed with enthusiasm, the weather
prophet of Ottawa invented a new moon, not where
M. Petit, of ^Marseilles, thought that another moon may
perchance be travelling, to wit, nearer than the known
moon, and lost nearly always in the earth '.s shadow, but
far beyond the moon, and invisible because it has no
atmosphere ! I think the readers of this paper would
hardly credit me if I were to tell them of all the silly

things Mr. Wiggius said in the preposterous paper in

which he announced the discovery of a second moon ; but
perhaps the most ludicrous notion was that the atmosphere
of a planet plays an important part in enabling the planet

to reflect sunlight, so that an orb without an atmosphere
would not be visible at all. Another absurdity was the

statement that Newton could not explain the perturbations

of the moon's movements ; but that with this outer moon
everything could be fully explained—the inanity of which
assertion may not be obvious to others, but is simply

stupendous even to the humblest students of the lunar

theory. It is not, however, the absurd nature of this

man's ideas and reasoning that I care to dwell upon.

The ways of paradoxers are tolerably well known, and
Mr. Wiggins is neither better nor worse than the rest of

them. What is really interesting, and I fear significant,

is that in many American newspapers the nonsense of

a Wiggins, a Tice, or a Vennor, is discussed as gravely
as the work of a Draper, a Young, a Langley, or a
Newcomb. In a country distinguished by the labours

of such men as these, and a host of other steady workers in

the fields of science—from men who rank with the best ia

Europe down to those whom form indeed the rank and file,

but are nevertheless sound scientific students—the average
newspaper paragraphist is so ignorant that he speaks of the
inanities of men who, in the very nature of things, must
either be knaves or fools, as though he were dealing with
the thoughts of men of sense. They seem unaware of the
fact that the mistakes of a Young or a Newcomb cannot be
brought into comparison with the notions of even the least

foolish (or knavish) among the paradoxers. A stranger
taking up an American newspaper in which a man like

Vennor is spoken of as " the most celebrated citizen of

Montreal," or a Tice as " our distinguished weather
prophet," in which a Wiggins, as recently in a paper
published in Missouri, figures among the great men of the
day, would never suspect, what is in reality the case, that
America possesses mathematicians, astronomers, geologists,

meteorologists, and chemists, who yield in skill and in the
quality of their work to none in Europe.

—

Kevicastle
Chronicle.

An attempt ia being made to obtain subscriptions for enlarging
the buildings in Whitechapel of the Working Lads' Institute.
These are to comprise Heading, Refreshment, and Class Rooms,
Lecture Hall, Technical School, and Swimming Bath. All inte-
rested iu the social and intellectual advancement of the working
classes, who may feel the desirability of providing such counter
attractions as are indicated above to street-comer betting and
sotting in the public-house, can send their subscriptions to the
treasurer, F. A. Bevan, Esq., 54, Lombard-street, B.C., or to the
hon. sec, Henry Hill, Esq., jnn., 38, Bow-lane, E.G.

TRICYCLES IN 1884.

By John Browning.

(Chnirman of the London Tricycle Club.)

SMALL VERSUS LARGE WHEELS AND TWO-SPEED
GEARINGS.

THOUGH I have for some months written but little for

Knowledge, I have been riding tricycles and experi-

menting with them continuously.

During this season, I have ridden only machines made
to my own specifications. The whole of my machines now
have wheels either 30 in. or 38 in. in diameter.

Here my experiments in reducing the size of the wheels
must stop, for if the wheels were reduced in diameter only
two or three inches more, my legs would not clear the axles,

nor would my pedals clear the ground.

But, as far as my experience goes, I have found the
reduction of my wheels to this extent an unmixed advan-
tage. The machines are lighter, they are stronger, they
are more portable, and they travel quicker or with greater
ease. To my thinking, only one point worth considering
has been urged against the use of small wheels—that is,

that their employment would greatly increase vibration,

particularly when they were highly geared. I have one
machine geared up to 48 in., and another to 52 in. I can-

not find that the vibration of these machines is greater

than other machines I have been riding, which have wheels
of -10 in. and 48 in. diameter, level-geared.

Mr. S. Salmon, who is deservedly considered an autho-
rity on tricycles, has had a machine built this year by
Hirst, of Croydon, of the Coventry Rotary type, with a
38-in. driving-wheel, which weighs less than one pound
to the inch. It is geared up to 57 inches, yet Mr. Salmon
assures me that after three months' experience he prefers

it to any other machine he has ridden. From this it is

e\'ident that small wheels can be adopted with advantage,
even with high gearings.

The gi-eat obstacle to their introduction is the fact that

manufacturers whose patterns have been designed for large-

wheeled machines, and who have often a considerable stock

of parts of machines and of large wheels by them, dissuade

customers from having them, and frequently refuse to

make them.

Also in the case of two-speed gearings, manufacturers
have made the high speed agree with the diameter of the

driving-wheels, and obtained the low speed by gearing
down ; thus, a machine with 50-inch wheels will run as

50, or when geared down, as 35 inches.

If, instead of this, a machine were made with wheels
say 42 inches diameter, geared up to 50 inches and down
to 35 inches, it would be stronger, faster, and about 20 lb.

lighter.

The Crypto-Dynamic two-speed gearing has not, I believe,

had such a success as was anticipated for it, and I notice

that the patentees particularly recommended the use of

large-wheeled machines. By doing so, I consider they
have not given their invention a fair chance, but have stood

in their own light, as, by adding weight in the form of a

two-speed gearing, and also by increasing the weight of the

machine by making it with large wheels, they neutralised

the advantage of the gearing ; in plain words, what they

gave with one hand they took away with the other.

This point I am urging is of great importance just now,
as so many manufacturers are bringing out two-speed

gearings. Unless some maker of more originality than the

rest will depart from the beaten track, we shall have this

new and invaluable improvement in machines brought for-

ward in an unsatisfactory form, and tested at a great dis-
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advantage. The new two-speed, central-geared Sparkbrook

is a well-planned and well-made machine, half spoilt by
being constructed on the plan I have described. The
Coventry Machinists have, however, introduced a new and
very original two-speed machine, in which speed is obtained

by gearing up above the size of the wheels, which is the

correct principle. It would be unfair for me to leave this

subject without saying that Messrs. Humber, Marriott, &
Co., Singer it Co., and Starley & Sutton, make most of

their mnohines with wheels from 40 in. to 44 in. diameter,

and gear them up according to the requirements of their

customers.

A very noteworthy fact iu connection with the adoption

of small wheels is the wonderful performance of the various

safety bicycles, chiefly the Facile, the Suu and Planet, and

the Kangaroo. Now, these machines have wheels ranging

from 36 in. to 42 in. in diameter, yet their performances in

point of speed and of long distances will bear favourable

comparison with those of bicycles of the usual make, with

wheels from SO in. to 60 in. in diameter, though all the

small bicycles have to contend with additional friction in

extra moving parts. This is one of the most powerful,

because it is the most practical, argument, I have yet

found in favour of small wheels.

Having now had more than a year's experience of two-

speed tuachines, and having three out of my five machines
—viz., a Sterling, a Europa, and a Rucker, provided with

two-speed gear, I say deliberately that I do not care in

future to ride any tricycle that is not furnished with two-

speed gearing.

Several correspondents have called my attention to the

fact that while I ,have highly recommended the Sterling

it is only a single driver. I have not overlooked that point,

but I consider its merits as a most simple and efficient

two speed machine quite over-balance that single dis-

advantage. Sir John Herschel said, with regard to the

correct figure of a curve for the mirror of a reflecting tele-

scope, " that is a good curve which performs well," and I

say that is a good form of machine which performs well,

and that is the case with the Sterling.

Some objections have been raised against two-speed

gearings ou the ground of their complication, the uncer-

tainty of their action, their liability to get out of order,

and the increased friction they cause. My reply is that

my Sterling has never, in the hundreds of reversals I

have given it from speed to power, failed to act instan-

taneously, nor has it ever given me one moment's trouble.

I can say the same of my Europa, so far as the speed

and power gearing are concerned ; and my frieud, Mr.
Grace, gives the same testimony as regards the Diana
of the same makers ; while the fact that my two-chain

Rucker, with speed and power gear, is by far the fastest

machine I have ridden, is a convincing proof that the

amount of extra friction produced by the second revolving

chain is of no material consequence, and may, in mathe-
matical language, be neglected.

Very soon I propose to give Eades' new tricycle, the
Emperor, a trial. Thi.s novel machine has bicycle

.steering, and is central-geared, and is open-fronted above
the axle. I am prepared to find that it may require a little

practice to develop its best qualitie.'', and to give it, on
account of its novelty, the time and attention necessary to

form a fair opinion of its qualifications.

The Colonial Exhiditio.v.—The Victorian Minin,? Department
has decided to send to the Colonial Exhibition, which is to be held
iu London in 188G, a scientific and economic mineral oolleotiou
representing the geological featiu-es of Victoria. A collection
which was sent to Aiii.sterd.am will be used as a nuclcns.

THE EARTH'S SHAPE AND MOTIONS.
By Richard A Proctor.

( Continued from page 134.)

CHAPTER ir.—THE DIURNAL MOTION OF THE STARS.*

HAVING satisfitd himself respecting the character of
the sun's diurnal motion, our observer, we will sup-

pose, turns his attention to the celestial objects which make
their appearance when the sun is below the horizon.

Among these the moon is the first to attract his attention.

I do not propose, however, at present, to devote much space
to the diurnal motion of the moon, which closely resembles
that of the sun. It may be followed with the instrument
represented by Fig. 5, p. 133, without any change what-
ever, either in the position of the instrument or in its con-

struction. The only peculiarity which would be noticed

would be, that the rate of the moon's motion, though
uniform, is not e.xactly the same as that of the sun's motion,
but somewhat slower.

The stars which seem scattered over the whole sky in

unnumbered profusion, are the objects to which our observer
is now supposed to turn his attention.

A very short time suSices to show that, in the east, stars

are rising into view, while in the west stars are setting.

INIore careful observation shows that all the stars visible to

tlie eye are moving with greater or less speed. The stars

which rise in the east pass over to the south, where they
attain their greatest elevation ; and their motion con-

tinuing, they pass down to the west, where they set. Stars

which rise towards the south of east attain but a small

elevation when due south, and set towards the south-west.

Stars which rise towards the north of east attain a con-

siderable elevation when due south, and set towards the

north of west Other stars are seen, which neither rise

nor set ; but appear to travel in circles around a point on
the northern skies. And stars very near that point seem
scarcely to move at all.

Such are the general features of the stellar diurnal

motions ; but our observer is now to inquire what are the

exact paths which the stars appear to follow.

He might notice that a star rising in the east attains in

the south about the same elevation as the sun when that

luminary rises due east. He is led, therefore, to inquire

whether the whole system of the stars maj- not be re-

volving (really, or in appearance,) after precisely the same
law as he had observed in the case of the sun. The instru-

ment which he has constructed to follow the solar diurnal

motion (Chapter I., Fig. 5) will serve equally well to

follow the sidereal motion, if this sui^picion be correct

;

only the observer must be able to look along the rod L M
at a star. He need not, however, remove the circular card

at M. He may bore a hole through it, and place another

card similarly pierced at the end L of the rod, so that the

two holes may be directly opposite each other. It, how-
ever, the rod L M is a tube, he can look yet more con-

veniently at a star through this tube.

Thus provided, the observer directs L M to any star

whatever, noticing what division of the card H falls opposite

the opening in the upright B. At the end of half-an-hour

(say) he again directs the tube towards the star. He finds

that 1 1 do this he has only to turn the rod F G round on

its axis, just as he had done in the case of the sun, and
apparently through exactly the same angle. In reality the

angle is slightly greater, a matter which will presently be

noticed more at length. But the great point to be here

* The word diurnal in astronomy is not used as the converse of the

word nocturnal, but is applicable to any motions observed dnrinp
the twenty-four hours, from noon of one day to noon of the next.
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noticed is, that every star in the heavens obeys the law of

uniform rotation round the axis F G, precisely as the sun

and moon had been observed to do.

This is indeed a most imiiortant discovery ; and will be

found, when we come to examine it, to be full of sig-

nificance.

In the first place it is to be noted that if the stars were

bright points on the inner surface of a vast sjihere rotating

uniformly around the earth, their motions would be pre-

cisely such as we have thus seen them to be. So that the

notion entertained of old by Anaxagoras and his followers

—that the stars are the heads of nails driven into the con-

cave of a vast dome—however bizarre it may seem in the

light of modern science, was founded at any rate on an

observed relation.

Another notion, somewhat less fanciful, was equally

consistent with observed appearances. If a vast spherical

crystal shell surrounded the earth, and the stars were

bright points fixed within the substance of this crystalline

dome, but not necessarily at the same distance from the

observer, then the observed diurnal motion of the stars

would be accurately reproduced by the rotation of the

crystalline shell about a fixed axis through its centre.

Let us carefully consider the points thus suggested.

Let us take the case of one of those stars which never set.

Fig

Suppose E (Fig. 1) to be a part of the earth's surface

(we are supposed to know nothing as yet of the shape of

the earth), and let A C B repre.-ient the imaginary dome of

the heavens on which the stars seem to move. Let P
be the point to which the axis of our instrument (F G,

in Fig. 5 to Chapter I.) was directed throughout our

observations. Further, let C D be the apparent path of a

star.

Now our observations showed us the star going round

and round in the circle D, at a perfectly uniform rate.

When we saw the star in direction O C, the star must
have been somewhere along that line (produced if

necessary). Suppose the star was at S. Now where was
the star when it seemed to be at other parts of the circle

C D ? The line of sight went round and round P,

uniformly and keeping always inclined at the same angle

to O P. It therefore described a conical surface of which

O P was the axis. Now if our star travelled in S S', a
circular section of this cone, then the star motion really was
as equable ai it seemed, and the fixed axis O P (produced)

passed through the centre of the star's motion at F. But
if our star travelled in any other section (necessarily non-

circular) as S s, then its motion was not equable, but

obviously was slowest at S and swiftest at s. Also the

fixed axis O P did not in this second case pass through the

centre of the star's path, but through an eccentric point Q.

We fee that the path S S' explains observed appearances

simply, while the path S s requires altogether artificial

assumptions of varying motion around an eccentric axis.

But this is only a small part of the difficulties in which
we become involved if we give to a star a diurnal motion

(relatively to the earth) in any other but a circular path

around the axis O P. The path S a- lies wholly above the

plane of the earth's surface at E where the observer is sup-

posed to stand, and, in fact, I have made the oval S s

parallel to A B, because that is the sort of path by which

one of the paradoxists explains the diurnal celestial motions.

When, however, we take the case of a star which rises and

sets, we get a cone corresponding to S E S', but having part

of its surface below the plane A B ; so that we have to con-

ceive an oval path quite diflferent to S s, not only as regards

shape and centring, but in position also.

Even this, however, is not all. When we take the case

of a star which rises due east and sets due west, the coue

corresponding to S E S' becomes a plane. We have, in

fact, the case illustrated in Fig. 2, where eOtv represents

Fig. 2.

the apparent path of such a star on the heavens. Now, in

this case, if the true path of the star (relatively to the

observer at E) is not a circle (as that of which S A S' is the

half), uniformly described, it must either be some other

curve s A s' in the same plane, not uniformly described, or

if it belong to some other plane as vxll as the plane e C w,

it must be a straight line as ^i A S'. For it cannot by any

possibility lie out of the plane e C w, since the line of sight

from E to the star is observed always to lie in that plane
;

therefore, if it belongs to another plane also, it must be on

the intersection of two planes ; and we know that two

planes can only intersect on a straight line.*

When we see that so many artificial and incongruous

assumptions have to be made if the a]i[iarent motions of

the stars are to be explained in any other way, we can no

longer feel any doubt that the simple explanation sug-

gested by our observations is the correct one. We con-

clude, therefore, that the motions of all stars relatively to

the earth, take place uniformly in circles having one line

(EP of Fig. 1) as common axis.

As yet, however, we do not know whether the celestial

sphere, carrying all its stars with it, rotates around the

earth on this axis, or whether the earth rotates within the

celestial sphere, on an axial line in the same direction. We
must make excursions over the earth's surface to determine

what the figure of the earth may be, before we can form a

probable opinion on this point. And before we can feel

abselutely certain we shall need yet other observations.

But first it will be necessary to somewhat extend our

* It may be noticed in passing that the snn's course when he

rises dne east is so very nearly coincident with the conrse of a star

so rising, that the account just given is true appreciably for the sun

also ; so that if the sun really were travelling parallel to the earth's

surface as conceived by one of the paradoxists, he would on Marcli

22 or Sept. 23 (when he rises due east) be travelling in a straight

line as 2 A S' with a variable velocity saving its least value when
he was at A. How he should ever come back again after going off

in the direction A S', until by the enormity of his distance he ap-

peared close to the horizon (though, strangely enough, looking

appreciably undiminished), we may leave to be settled by those

who have flattened the earth.
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observations of the heavens. Hitherto we have only con-

sidered the apparent motion of the sun during a single day,

and that of the stars during a single night. We have to

inquire whether there are any changes from day to day, and
if so, what their character may be. It is clear that until

we are certain what the aspect of the heavens by day or by
night would be in the place whence we are to start on our

excursions, we cannot rightly estimate the significance of

the appearances presented in other places.

ELECTRO-PLATING.
X.

By W. Slingo.

TO the amateur or student, one of the most interesting

branches of the electrolytic art is the deposition of a

metallic film upon the skeleton of a leaf or upon a mould
of one. At this point in this series of papers we ought
rather to confine ourselves to the preparation of a mould
and the deposition of copper upon it. For several reasons,

however, it will be found better to take up and finally deal

with the finer work that is involved in plating or typing
small and delicate objects, such as leaves, insects, and other

animal and vegetable matter.

To take an electrotype copy of a symmetrical two-sided

animal, such as a herring or other fish, is not diflicult. A
rather stiff paste of plaster is prepared and poured on to a
piece of greasy paper, fastened on a flat board—a rim
being provided to prevent the plaster spreading. The fish,

having been oiled to prevent adhesion, is laid on the j)laster,

and then gently pressed in until the lower half is, as it

were, enveloped or hidden. The plaster is then allowed to

dry until it is well set, although not quite hard, when the

object is removed and the edges of the mould finished off

with the aid of a knife. Two or three small holes are made
in the level portion surrounding the figure. The mould is

then brushed over with soap and water, and the fish re-

placed in its former position. A thin plaster paste is

then prepared and poured over the fish and lower mould
rather quickly. When quite set and thoroughly hardened,
the two moulds, each representing one side of the fish, are

easily separated, after which they are placed in an oven to

dry. When dry they are treated in the ordinary way

—

that is to say, they are first saturated with molten wax,
and the surfaces, so far as they present an image of the fish,

are plumbagoed and connected to the negative electrode of

the bath ; leading wires are used if the fish, or whatever
else the object may be, is thick, or, in other words, if the

copy is to be a work in high relief. It would be possible

to make arrangements for taking the copy in one piece, but
it is preferable to take it in two pieces, and then filing,

fitting, and soldering them together.

When the object to be copied is under-cut, or of such a
shape as to render the use of plaster impossible—as in the
case of, say, a mouse, the elastic-mould process is, as a
practical necessity, resorted to. Of course, it would be
possible to use plaster moulds, if we divide the copy into

four instead of two pieces.

Leaves may be very faithfully and beautifully copied.

To take the upper side, a plaster-of-paris paste is prepared,
on which the back of the leaf is laid and gently pressed.

Some little care is necessary here to ensure a good result.

Air-holes must be filled up and the plaster, if necessary,

helped into its place by means of a thin stick of wood.
When thoroughly set and hard, plumbago is brushed
over and melted wax is poured on until a layer of
sufficient thickness is deposited. When cold, the wax is

separated, coated with plumbago, and placed in the bath ; a
good electrotyped copy of the leaf i-esults, if the work has
l)een performed with sufficient care. Other substances
than plaster may be used for imbedding purposes, such as

clay or fine sand. Where, however, a soft substance is em-
ployed, it is advisable to make the leaf rigid by coating the
back with a few layers of thin plaster, allowing each
layer to dry before the successive one is applied. Sub-
stances which require pressure cannot be used for moulds,
because the surface or shape of the object is liable to

damage. Gutta-percha is therefore inapplicable.

The process for plating leaves, flowers, insects, &c., is an
interesting one. The object to be coated is first dipped
into a solution of phosphorus in bisulphide of carbon. A
silver solution consisting of 1 dwt. of nitrate of silver

dissolved in a pint of distilled water having been prepared,

the object is immersed in it and kept in until the phos-

phorus has caused an entire coating of silver to be deposited,

which will be evidenced by a uniform blackness. After
washing in clean water, the silvered object is immersed in

a solution of chloride of gold, again washed in clean water,

and then allowed to dry. When dry, it is placed in the

bath, and a thin copper deposit is taken. If bisulphide of

carbon is not available, a silver coating may be obtained by
dipping the object in the nitrate of silver solution, and
then suspending it under a glass jar or receiver, closed at

the top, in which a piece of phosphorus is being burned.

Another method is to grind in a mortar to a fine powder
some nitrate of silver crystals, and shake up the powder
with alcohol in a flask placed in warm water. One hundred
parts of alcohol should take up about 2^ parts of the

nitrate. The object to be copper-plated is dipped in the

solution, while warm, for a moment, and on withdrawing
the alcohol is allowed to evaporate, the nitrate being left

on the object. It is then placed in a vessel containing

burning phosphorus, when the salt is reduced and the usual

conducting coating is provided.

Skeletons of leaves may be treated in the same way as

insects or flowers, and beautiful results obtained. The
appearance may be further considerably improved by
depositing a gold or silver film over the one of copper, of

which, however, more anon. I must leave the amateur to

work out any special design he may have in view, derived

from combinations of leaves, skeletons, and insects, and I

fancy that with a little application he may produce, with

the aid of various metallic solutions, some remarkably

pretty and attractive results.

It is, perhaps, worthy of mention, as an interesting fact

rather than as an experiment to be repeated, that E. T.

Noualhier and J. B. Prevost, in 1S57, introduced a plan to

" metallise soft surfaces," such as a human corpse. All the

apertures, mouth nostrils, ic, were stopped -n-ith modellers'

wax, and pulverised nitrate of silver was spread over the

body with a brush. It was then placed in the bath, and a

copper coating deposited, the " result being a metallic

mummy."
The next subject to claim our attention will be the

deposition of copper upon the baser metals, glass, ic.

The number of workmen employed in oar dockyards at home in-

creased from 1879 to 1S8-1 from'l6,381 to 18,8i9. The armoured
building had been advanced from 7,427 tons in 1879-80 to 12,614

tons, as proposed in the Estimates for 1884-85. The expenditure

on armoured building for 1883-84 and 1884-85 was actually doubled

as compared with 1879-80. For the protection of our vast com-
merce in every part of the globe we maintain a fleet in commission
with an aggregate displacement of 324,256 tons, as comjiared with

171,300 tons for the French. Our fleet in commission was more than
double the tonnage of the French, but our mercantile marine was
tenfold larger than theirs.
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DREAIIS:
THEIR PLACE IN THE GEOWTH OF PEIMITIVE

BELIEFS.

By Edward Clodd.

VII.

IN thus far illustrating the confusion inherent in the

barbaric mind between what is and what is not

external to itself, and the explanation which it conse-

quently gives of such simple matters as a man's name and

likeness, the explanation given of matters still dividing

philosophers into opposite camps has been hardly indi-

cated. The uniformity of this among the lower intelligence

in every zone and age might surprise us, and we should be

in bondage to the theory which explains it by assumption

of primal intuitions of the race, were we not rejoicing in

the freedom of the truth of the doctrine of the descent, or

ascent, of man from an ape-like ancestry, and the resulting

slow development of his psychical faculties, involving his

accounting for motion in things around by the like per-

sonal life and will of which he is conscious in himself, and
for his regarding the world of gi'eat and small alike as the

home and haunt of spirits.

For the assumption underlying the savage explanation

of such things as dreams and diseases involves a larger

assumption—namely, that the spirit which acts thus

arbitrarily, playing this game of hide-and-seek, now, as it

were, caught up into Paradise, and now dodging its owner
and worrying its enemy on earth—is, to quote Mr. Spencer's

appropriate term, a man's otlier self. It is, at least, what
the scientists call a working hypothesis ; it is the only

possible explanation which the uncultivated mind can give

of what it has not the power to see is a subjective pheno-

menon. Odd and out-of-the-way events have happened to

the dreamer ; he has been to strange places and seen strange

doings, but waking up^ he knows that he is in the same
wigwam where he lay down to sleep, and can be convinced

by his squaw that he has not moved therefrom all night

Therefore it is the other self, this phantom-soul, which has

been away for a time, seeing and taking part in things both

new and old. We civilised folk, as Dr. Wendell Holmes re-

marks, not rarely find our personality doubled in our

dreams, and do battle with ourselves, unconscious that we
are our own antagonists. Dr. Johnson dreamed that he had
a contest with an opponent and got the worst of it ; of

course, he found the argument for both ! Tartini heard the

Devil play a wonderful sonata, and lay entranced by the

arch-fiend's execution. On waking, he seized his violin,

and although he could not reproduce the actual succession

of notes, he recovered sufficient impressions to compose his

celebrated " Devil's Sonata." Obviously the Devil was no
other than TartinL

Thus the philosopher, to whom dreaming merely indicates

a certain amount of uncontrolled mental activity, may
satisfy himself; not thus can the savage, who cannot even
think that he thinks, and to whom the phenomena of

shadows, reflection, and echoes bring confirming evidence

of the existence of his mysterioiis double. What else than
a veritable entity can his shadow be to him ? Its intangi-

bility feeds his awe and wonder, and increases his bewilder-

ment ; its actions, ever corresponding with his own, make
it, even more than its outline, a part of himself, the loss of

which may be serious. Only when the light is withdrawn
or Intercepted does it cease to accompany, precede, or

follow him, and to lengthen, shorten, or distort itself;

whilst not he alone, but all things above and around, have
this phantom attendant. The Choctaws believed that each
man has an outside shadow, shilombisli, and an inside

shadow, shihip, both of which survive his decease. Among
the Fijians a man's shadow is called the dark spirit, which

goes to the unseen world, while the other spirit, which is

his likeness reflected in water or a mirror, stays near

the place where he dies. The Basutos are careful, when
walking by a river, not to let their shadow fall on the

water, lest a crocodile seize it, and harm the owner.

Among the Algonquin Indians sickness is accounted

for by the patient's shadow being unsettled or detached

from the body ; the Zulus say that a corpse cannot

cast a shadow, and in the barbaric belief that its loss

is baleful, we have the germ of the mediaeval legends of

shadowless men and of tales of which Chamisso's story of

Peter Schlemihl is a type. The New England tribes called

the soul chemung, the shadow, and in the Quiche and

Eskimo langi-iages, as also in the several dialects of Costa

Pica, the same word expresses both ideas ; while civilised

speech indicates community of thought in the skia of the

Greeks, the manes or umbra of the Romans, and the shade

of our own tongue. Still more complete in the mimicry is

the reflection of the body in water or mirror, the image

repeating every gesture and adopting every colour, whilst

in the echoes which forest and hillside fling back, the savage

hears confirmation of his belief in the other self, as well as

in the nearness of the spirit of the dead. The Sonora

Indians say that departed souls dwell among the caves and

nooks of the cliffs, and that the echoes are their voices, and

in South Pacific myth echo is the first and parent fairy,

to whom at Marquesas divine honours are still paid as the

giver of food, and as she who " speaks to the worshippers

out of the rocks." In Greek myth she is punished by

Juno for divei-ting her attention whDst Jupiter flirts with

the nymphs, and at last, pining in grief at her unrequited

love for Narcissus, there remains nothing but her voice.

But what, in primitive conception, is the more specific

nature of the other-self, and how does it make the passage

from within to without, and vice versa 1 Very early in

man's history he must have wondered at the difference

between a waking and a sleeping person, a living and a

dead one, and sought wherein this consisted. There lay

the body in the repose, more or less broken, of sleep, or in

the undisturbed repose of the unawakening sleep ; in the

latter case with nothing tangible or visible gone, but that

which was once "quick" and warm, which had spoken,

moved, smiled, or frowned but a little while before, and

which still came in dream or vision, was now cold and still.

It should here be remarked, in passing, that many savage

races do not believe in death as a natural event, but regard

it as differing from sleep only in the length of time that the

spirit is absent from the body. Xo matter what anyone's

age may be, if his death is not caused by wounds, it is

attributed to magic, and the search for the sorcerer becomes

a family duty, like the vendetta for other injuries. And the

widespread myths which account for death have as their

underlying idea the infraction of some law or custom, for

which the offender pays the extreme penalty. And that

personification of it which pervades barbaric thought,

whilst undergoing many changes of form, yet retains its

hold in popular conception as well as in poetry. Pictured

as the messenger of Deity, the awful angel who sought the

rebellious and impious, or who, in mission of tenderness,

bore the soul to its home in the bosom of the Eternal, it

was transformed and degraded by the grotesque fancy of a

later time into a grim and dancing skeleton whetting his

sickle for ingathering of the young and fair to their doom,

or into the grinning skull and crossbones of Christian

head-stones.

But to resume. Whilst shadows, reflections, and echoes,

one and all seemed to satisfy the uncivilised mind as to the
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existence of the other-self, they gave no key to its nature,

to what it is like. Obviously the difference between death

and life lay in some unsubstantial or semi-substantial thing.

Perhaps, thought some races, it lies in the blood, with the

unchecked outflow of which de:itli ensues, and the idea of

this connection has not been confined to barbaric peoples.

Perhaps, thought other races, it lies in the heart, which,

say the Basutos, has gone out of anyone dead, but

has returned when the sick have recovered. Among the

Greeks some philosophers held that it was fire, which was
extinct when the fuel of life was burnt out, or water, which
would evaporate away. But, as language shows, it is with

the breath that the other-self of the savage and the vital

principle of the philosopher has been most widely identified.

For it is the cessation of breathing which would in the long-

run be noted as the unfailing accompaniment of death

;

and the condensing vapour, as it was exhaled, would con-

firm the existing theories of a shadowy and gaseous-like

soul. In this, as the illustrations to be adduced from
various languages will evidence, the continuity of idea

which travels along the whole line of barbaric and learned

speculation is unbroken.

THE WORKSHOP AT HOME.
By a Working Man.

I
HAVE been asked by the Editor of this paper to give

directions in its columns for the performance of some
of those kinds of handicraft which may be practised by the

amateur without assistance. I mean the construction of

articles of household use, and furniture, in wood (both by
the aid of ordinary joiners' tools and the lathe), and the

making of simple apparatus in brass, &c., as well, in the

last-named machine. 1 shall begin at the beginning, describe

tJie tools to be employed, and their use, and tell the learner

not only what to do, but—what is often of as much con-

sequence—what not to do.

And my first piece of advice will be, " Don't buy a chest

of tools." There are certain ones which are essential,

which will be found in it ; but, on the other hand, it is

sure to contain others of comparatively infrequent use,

while some which are certain to be wanted, sooner or later,

will be conspicuous by their absence. Start with an outfit

suitable to your purse, go to a first-class maker, like Buck,
Churchill, Fenn, or Melhuish, or (if you are a wealthy man)
to Holtzapflel, get just what you require, and add to your

original collection as necessity arises,

by to lathe tools ; just now we will

those used by the carpenter or joiner.

I shall come by-and-

confine ourselves to

FiK. 2.

To begin with, we ought properly to have the three saws
shown in the annexed figures ; where Fig. 1 represents
what is called a "handsaw," for cutting planking the

1 engthways of the grain of the wood ; Fig. 2, a " tenon-

saw," for cutting across the grain ; and Fig 3, a "bow " or
" frame-saw," for sawing round curves. A very thin,

narrow saw, sliding through a handle (or " pad "), and

called a "keyhole-saw," will sometimes be found useful;

but we can dispense with it for the present. Next, we
bhall require three planes, two of which are depicted in

Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 is known as a "jack-plane," and is

Fig. 4.

used for the first rough planing-up of wood as it comes
from the timber merchant. A longer and " finer-set " form
of this workmen call a " trying (by which is meant true-ing)

Fig. 6. Fig. 9.

plane," It is used to produce a perfectly flat surface

;

and Fig. 5 is a "smoothing-plane." In addition to this,

there are " plough," " rabbeting " (or rebating), " side

filister," "match," "grooving," "moulding," "beading,"

and divers other planes, to more than one of which I may
have to return. Any one of these, though, if wanted for a

special job, can be bought subsequently. Then we shall

require at least four "firmer" chisels,"— 1-in., |-in.,

i-in., and ^-in.—(Fig. 6), and a couple of gouges,

together with a wooden mallet, four gimlets, three

bradawls, a hammer, a square (Fig. 7), a marking-gauge

(Fig. 8), and a moitice-gauge (Fig. 9), a two-foot joint-rule,

or else a yard measure, an oilstone, a glue-pot and brush,

glue, screws and nails ; Nettlefold's screws in cardboard

boxes and the so-called " French " or wire-nails being the

best for the amateur. The tools I have enumerated may
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be considered as essential. They will cost as nearly as

may be .£2. Ss. at a good shop. A carpenter's bench, too,

is a great desideratum, but a very tirm table will do for

smaller jobs, especially if it is placed in the corner of a

room so that one end and one side of it abut against the

adjoining walls. The amateur who is about, though, to

take up carpentering in earnest, had better buy a bench.

A new one of sufficient size for ordinary amat<"ur cabinet-

making may be bought for five and forty shillings or so,

but occasionally a second-hand one may be picked up for

much less. Suppose, then, that the reader has provided

himself with the tools mentioned above, the next thing will

be to learn how to use them in an attempt upon a simple

piece of work.

Asa preliminary, though, even to this, it is essential that

they should, one and all, be very sharp . No good or even

decent work ever was done yet with blunt tools, or ever

will be ; so we had better begin at the very beginning by
learning how to sharpen ours. Saw-sharpening the

amateur had better not attempt—at all events, for some
time to come. It is an art which requires a considerable

Fifr. 11.

^
Fig. 10. Fig. 12.

amount of practice ; and, besides, he can get them sharpened
and set for 3d. a ]iiece ; so that the game is really not
worth the candle. Using the word ''set" just now, re-

minds me to explain that a saw is set by bending its teeth

alternately to the right and to the left ot' the plane of the
saw ; so that if we suppose the first, third, fifth, and seventh
teeth to bend to the left, the second, fourth, sixth, and
eighth, and so on, will be bent to the right. If the reader
will turn a saw-edge upwards and look along it, he will see

what I mean in an instant. His plane-irons and chisels,

though, he must, perforce, sharpen himself. To get out a
plane-iron, a long plane (like Fig. I) should be knocked
with a mallet on the front part of the top of it. In the

case of the smoothlng-plane (Fig. 5) the iron is released by
striking the hinder end of the plane. Having got our iron

out, we shall find it present the appearance of Fig. 10,

where i is the cutting plane-iron proper ; in front of which
is screwed b, the break-iron (so called because it breaks the

ehavings and causes them to curl up). These two irons

Now it will be noticed at occe that this iron is sharpened

from the back only, its face being perfectly flat, and the

angle at which it has been found in practice the best to

sharpen it is one of .3-")^ (there are, as everyone knows,

360^ in a whole circle, and 90" between two lines that

stand square to each otiier). Any one who knows the

XXIXth proposition of the 1st Book of Euclid will see at

once the explanation of the little "dodge" I am going to

describe. By the aid of the " protractor," to be found in

every case of mathematical instruments, we cut out a bit of

card ABC with its angle at B= 35'' and that at A a right

angle. If now we put our piece of card so that its side

B C shall lie lengthways along the face of the plane iron

P I, and placing the iron on our oilstone OS, Fig. 11,

tilt up the plane-iron until the side of the triangle A B is

parallel with T D, the top of the stone, we shall have

B C D=A B C, or measuring 3.J", so that we have only to

keep our plane-iron steadily at this tilt to sharpen it accu-

rately. After rnbbing it sulficiently we must lay it per-

fectly flat on its face on the stone, and give it a rub or two

to take otf the rough or " wire" edge caused by sharpening

it from behind. Then we replace our break-iron, and put

the plane together again, being careful that the edge of tho

iron is o«Zi/ just visible when the bottom of the jilace is

looked at edgeways from the front. A firmer chisel (Fig. 6)

may be sharpened in precisely the same way. It is almost

needless to add that some clean olive oil must be dropped

on the stone before we begin sharpening.

Very well. Suppose that we have got all our tods

thoroughly sharp and in good order, we will begin by

makin;i the wooden framework for a three-leaved screen ;

to be afterwards covered with canvas and scrap engravings,

or bronzed American cloth, and painted with flowers. The

three frames, which must, of course, be identical in size and

shape, I will suppose to be each 5 feet high by 2 feet wide,

the framing being l\ inch wide and ^ inch thick. In each

frame we shall require two upright sides (technically called

the "stiles"), each 5 feet long, and three transverse pieces

(known as the " rails"), each 2 feet long. This will involve

our buying 13 feet 3 inches (or thereabouts) of 1 inch

deal planking, which will be 7 inches wide, and must be

free from knots. It will, in one sense, cut to waste, i e , we
shall not use it all, but a little reflection will show that we
cannot get wool of the dimensions we want out of a

smaller plank. It may, though, pretty evidently be in the

form of two planks—one 5 feet 1 inch, and the other

S feet 2 inches. The odd inches are to enable us to cut

the ends of our styles and rails truly square, and yet

leave them of the right length. Out of our 5 feet 1 inch

piece of board we shall (allowing for planing - up)

only get five stiles ; so we begin by drawing f.iur

straight lines on it, equidistant from its edges, and

parallel to them and to one another. This will

divide the 7 inclies of width into five equal strips each,

ly*j inch wide. The jilane will reduce this width to our

adopted one, when it comes to be used. But perhaps in a

job like this, we had better plane up our board first; so,

laying it on our bench, or a very flat table, with a stop of

some sort in front of it (N.B. This stop must obviously

project above the bench or table less than the thickness or

Fig. 13.

are connected by the screw s, which must be loosened by a

screw-driver until it moves up and down easily in the slot,

through which it. is to be drawn until the screw-head comes
opposite the big round hole at the top of the slot, through
which it can be then drawn, and the plane-iron will be free.

the bo.ird, or it will catch the plane every time), we
begin with the jack-plane (Fig. 4), and go all over the

board. Having taken otf all the dark and rough outside,

we finish up with our tr)ing-plane. The amateur must try

to plane hollow, or his plane will take oflT too much at each
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end of the board, and it will assume a more or less convex
outline. From the very construction of the tool, he will

fail in his attempt, but this must be the tendency of his

planing. When, however, he can take off shavings of the

whole—or nearly the whole—length of the board, lie may
rest satisfied. By looking at the boaid edgeways, he will

see when it is perfectly flat on both sides, and then he must
plane the edges too, taking care that they are square to the

face of the board. He must try this all along with the

square (Fig. 7). Now, then, he can mark his 5 feet 1 inch

piece of board into the 5 equal strips, and laying it

down on a very firm wooden chair or box, saw it into

strips with the hand-saw (Fig. 1). He should pencil the

lines along which he is to saw, clearly, and take particular

care that the plane of the saw is square to the face of the

board. It must be sloped, though, in the direction of its

length. Little short cuts may be made at first, and then,

when the saw is fairly in the pencil-line, longer ones ; but

the saw must be watched and brought into the line again,

if it shows the slightest tendency to wander from it. In
this way, then, must the beginner saw out the fifteen strips

of wood he requires, the six " stiles " 5 ft. long, and the

nine "rails " 2 ft. long. The edges of these must now all

be planed up truly, and the strips cut to their exact lengths

by the tenon-saw, the lines defining those lengths being
marked by the aid of the square (Fig. 7) and pencil. As I

began by saying, the planing should finally leave the strips

IJ in. wide and | in. thick. It now remains to fit our

frames together. For simplicity's sake, we will make the

corner joints like those of the frame of a school-slate.

The middle rail, however, must be morticed in. I have
said that the thickness of the wood is just Jths of

an inch ; so we begin by loosening the screw in

front of the mortice-gauge (Fig. 9), separating the little

points f ths of an inch, and then moving up the wooden
fence or guide until it is | inch from the lowest point,

finally tightening all up by the screw again. It will be

seen that if now the gauge be run along the edge of the

wood, it will draw two parallel lines gths of an inch apart
in the middle of its thickness. Let us suppose that we
have one of our 2 feet " rails " so marked, then at 1| inch

from each end we draw a line truly square round it with
the scjuare and pencil, as before, and taking the tenon-saw
(Fig. 2), cut along the line marked by the mortice-gauge
down to our pencil-mark, and then saw from each face on
our pencil-line down to this cut. This will obviously take
oflf two thin slabs of wood, about ] in. thick, H in. wide,

and IMn. long, and will leave the two smaller ends or

"tenons," t t, standing as in Fig. 12, in which/ repre-

sents the rail as seen from the front, and e as viewed
edgeways. In sawing out these tenons the marks
should all be Jeft visible, and not obliterated by the
saw-teeth passing actually through them. Leaving the
mortice-gauge undisturbed, we now run it along the edge
of our 5-ft. "styles" (Fig. 1.3), at each end of which we
cut with the tenon-saw 1| inch down into the wood, leaving
the gauge-lines visible on that, too, and by the aid of our
quarter-inch firmer-chisel clear out the two apertures s s.

As we went inside the marked lines in cutting these out,

and oulside the lines in cutting our tenons, the latter will

fit veiy tightly into them ; so tightly, perhaps, as to involve
a little delicate shaving or scraping of the tenon before

it will enter without splitting the end of the style. This
joint may be seen at the corners of an ordinary school-

slate. In the middle of the frame, though, at m, it is

obviously inapplicable, so here we must make a regular
" mortice." This is a rectangular opening through the
whole width of the style, I^in. long and -Jin. wide (the

width and thickness of the tenon respectively). Carefully

outlining this on both edges of the wood, the amateur
had better begin by boring a series of holes in this

marked space with the biggest gimlet he has, and then
carefully and truly clearing out the rectangular opening
or mortice with sharp chisels. If the reader has followed
me so far, he will see now that the tenons will drop, with
a little pressure or knocking, into the mortice in each rail at
m, and into the apertures s s, at the ends of them. When
everything is neatly fitted together, the styles and rails laid

in order must be once more separated, the tenons and the
holes they are to enter rapidly brushed with fresh, thin, hot
glue, and the whole frame put together again as rapidly as

possible, tied or cramped tightly together, and set aside

for the glue to cool. Finally, the reader may once more
get his biggest gimlet, and bore holes through the styles

and the tenons, and cutting some
bits of deal verij slightly conical with
a penknife, dip them in hot glue,

and drive them home as far as

they will go. The tenon-saw will

trim them off level, or practically so,

with the face of the wood, and a

finishing touch can !:« given with
the smoothing-plane (Fig. 5). These
wooden pins are technically called
" dowels." The frame now completed
is represented in Fig. 14. Three ot

these will, as we began by saying,

have to be constructed, and they
must be united by two pairs of brass

hinges (called "butts"), which may
be bought, with the necessary screws,

at any ironmonger's. Note that they
must be placed on—so to speak

—

alternate edges of the frame for the

screen to fold properly. It only

remains to cover the screen with
canvas or American cloth, and this may be nailed on with

the smallest tacks or with cabinet-maker's brads. The
decoration of the screen with scrap engravings, pasted ot
to the strained canvas, or with flowers painted in oils

on the American cloth, may safely be left to the taste^

of the reader.

Fig. 14.

THE GREELY EXPEDITION.

By Andrew McPhersos.

THE account which was published in Knowledge last

week of the doings and sufferings of the Greely band
of explorers has been supplemented in an unlooked-for and
unpleasant manner. A charge of cannibalism has been
preferred against the surviving members of the crew, and-

although the charge has not received oflicial confirmation,

it has not been met with that categorical refutation which
one would wish for. But, after all is said, what does the

charge amount to "i That cannibalism is in itself abhorrent

no civilised being would deny ; but to go so far as some of

our contemporaries seem disposed to do, is, so far as I can

see, uncharitable in the highest degree. I think, rather,

that to be so reduced by want of food as to render

one capable of overcoming the feelings of revulsion

which must present themselves, is indicative of agony
of the acutest description, and demands our sincerest

pity and commiseration rather than condemnation.

As Dr. Rae, a well-known explorer, writing to a con-

temporary, says :
— " It is all very well for those who,

probably, have never been twenty-four hours continuously
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without food in their lives to enlarge most indignantly on

the suViject. Had they been for days, as I have, living, or,

rather, existing on the smallest scraps of skin and bones,

and enjoying the most disgusting-looking food as if it had
been the greatest delicacy ; had they but witnessed the

sufferings and cravings of some of my tine fellows during

these times of privation, they would have had some know-
ledge of what starvation meant."

Charges of bad discipline are also brought, as helping to

account for the resort to cannibalism ; but such charges re-

quire only a moment's consideration to be contemptuously

hurled aside. Suffice it to say, that the members of the

crew were picked from one of the best disciplined bodies of

Mien in the States.

We have occurring around ua almost daily, suicides and
perhaps murders, actuated only too frequently by want of

food, and yet we do not give vent to the same feeling of

horror that has found utterance against the supposed doings

of the unfortunate travellers, icebound and starving.

It is po.ssible, ray more, it is highly probable, that many
a similar expedition has in bygone days resorted to similar

means to sustain vitality, but surely no pleasure or satis-

faction can accrue to a healthy-minded man in peering into

and scanning with microscopic eyes all the doings of men
when reduced to the greatest extremities to which humanity

is susceptible. Let us then rather close our eyes to such

pictures, regard the survivors with pity, and do what in us

lies to prevent a recurrenceof the dreadful episode. It is clear

that nothing further can be gained by Arctic exploration

—

nothing that is which is likely to be of any use to mankind
;

and it behoves us therefore to discountenance any further

expeditions. But, perhaps the most fitting conclusion to

these few remarks is afforded by what Mr. Proctor said

last week in the Newcastle Chronicle.

" The expedition has ended, as many feared that it must
end, in the loss of nearly a score of lives, and the probable

loss of health and strength on the part of the seven sur-

viving members of the ill-fated party. Per contra, some
little light has been thrown on the position of certain shores,

mountains, and so forth, which wUl never be visited for

any useful purpose by human beings, while the Noi-th Pole

has been approached nearer by some eighty miles than at

any previous Arctic expedition. In what respects such

expeditions as these differ from Captain Webb's attempt to

swim the Niagara rapids, except that many lives are risked

instead of one, it would be difficult indeed to say. The
members of the expedition were gallant and enduring men

;

but Webb was as brave and as resolute. They risked their

lives ; he risked his. It was certain beforehand that no

good could come from Webb's attempt ; it was no less

certain that no considerable advantage to the human race

-could accrue from any new Arctic expeditions. A certain

element of savagery in our most cultured races, by which

importance comes to be attached (goodness knows how) to

tiseless exploits, is exhibited in such attempts. That is all

we can say for them."

A NEW VOLCANO.

THE Secretary of the Treasury has received from Captain

M. A. Healy, of the United States revenue cutter,

Corimn, under date of Ounalaska, May 2S, two interesting

reports by otficers of the Corivin describing a visit to the

recently upheaved volcano in Behring Sea at the northern

end of Bogoslofl" Island, in latitude 53° 55' 18" N.; longi-

tude 168° 00' 21" W.
This volcano, which is in a state of constant and intense

activity, was upheaved from the sea in the summer of

1882, but was not seen by any civilised eye until Sept. 27,

1883, when it was discovered by Captain Anderson, of the

schooner 2Iatthew Turner. A few days later it was also

seen by Captain Hague, of the steamer Dora, but no

landing upon it was made previous to that by the officers

of the Corwin last spring.

Dr. Yemans describes it as a dull gray, irregular, cone-

shaped hUl, about 500 ft. in height, from the sides and

summit of which great volumes of vapour were arising

At a height of about two-thirds the distance from the base

to the apex of the cone, there issued a very regular series

of large steam-jets, which extended in a horizontal direction,

completely across the north-western face of the hill.

Around these steam-jets were seen upon nearer approach

deposits of sulphur of various hues, which at a distance had

looked like patches of vegetation. A landing was effected

without difficulty upon a narrow sand spit connecting the

new volcano with the old island of Bogosloff', and Dr.

Yemans and Lieut CantweU undertook the ascent of the

smoking cone. It was covered by a layer of ashes formed

into a crust by the action of rain, which was not strong

enough to sustain a man's weight, and at every step the

climbers' feet crushed through it, and they sank knee-deep

into a soft, almost impalpable dust which arose in clouds

and nearly suffocated them.

As the summit was neared, the heat of the ashes became

almost unbearable. A thermometer buried in them halfway

up the ascent marked 196°, and in a crevice of the ram-

parts of the crater " the mercury rapidly expanded and

filled the tube, when the bulb burst, and shortly after-

wards the solder used in attaching the suspension ring to

the instrument was fused." The temperature was esti-

mated at 500° F. On all sides of the cone were per-

forations through which the steam escaped with more or

less energy, and in some cases at regular intervals like

the exhaust of a steam engine. The interior of the

crater could not be seen on account of the clouds of

smoke and vapour which filled it.

" A curious fact to be noted," Lieut CantweU says, " in

regard to this volcano is the entire absence, apparently, of

lava and cinder. Nowhere could I find the slightest evi-

dence of either of these characteristics of other volcanoes

hitherto examined in the Aleutian Islands." Volcanic dust

or ash, however, is thrown out in considerable quantities,

and carried by the wind to places as distant as Ounalaska.

After carefully measuring the volcano, and photographing

it from various points of view, the exploring party returned,

without accident, to the ship. Captain Healy reports his

intention to visit the new volcano again on his return from

St. :Michaers and the Arctic.

—

Kamas City Review ofScience

and Industry.

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE.
By " Teetithick."

A FEW weeks since I commented upon one or two

of the relative features pertaining to the various

brakes used in railway working. It has, of course, been

apparent from the time when the first train was started,

that an efficient brake would, sooner or later, be an essen-

tial feature in railway working, and Stephenson, having

this fact in view, patented fifty years ago a steam brake to

be applied to the engine by the driver. The increased

length of trains, their multiplicity and high speed, require

something more than this. Several brakes have been

introduced, which may be divided, as I have previously

indicated, into two classes, \-iz.. Local (that is, operative on

the individual vehicle only) and Continuous. The local
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brakes are very rapidly dying out, and in all probability

will soon become things of the past, so far at least as rail-

way working is concerned. The continuous brakes may bo
subdivided into two sections, which may be denominated
automatic and non-automatic, terms sufficiently clear to

explain themselves. It is to the automatic that attention is

now drawn, and the Westinghouse is taken as the specimen,

although, as will be seen presently, it is nearly without a

peer.

The Westinghouse Automatic Brake, named after the

pateiitee, is worked by air pressure. A small, but powerful,

air-pump is ])laced on the engine, and with the aid of steam

d-rived from the locomotive boilers, air is forced either

into a re.'-ervoir under the foot-plate of the engine, or

through a one-inch pipe extending throughout the length of

coupling with similar pipes on the adjoining vehicles. A
branch-pipe connects E with an essential and eminently

interesting piece of apparatus called the Triple Valve,

F, which is in reality the controlling piece of

mechanism, and of which Fig. 2 is an enlarged view.

Enclosed in a case, 1, is a piston, 5, carrying with it a slide-

valve, 6, which covers the port, a, to the brake cylinder, and

iu the position shown establishes a communication between

a and the atmosphere by the exhaust-cavity h and passage c.

Compressed air from the main pipe E enters the lower

part of the case, and forcing up the piston, 5, feeds past it

into an auxiliary reservoir (G, Fig. 1) through the groove d
(Fig. 2) and the outlet C. This reservoir is thus filled

with air under a high pressure (the same as that in the

main pipe), and as things now are, this air cannot escape.

Fiff. J

the train. The pnmp is entirely under the control of the

engine-driver, and he is at liberty, by simply turning a

handle, to connect it with his reservoir (T with the pipe.

He is also able t > connect the pipe with the external atmo-

sphere, so as to reduce more or less completely the air-

pre^sure in the pipe, which nominally is about 701b. to the

square inch. The pump and its appurtenances, however,

need not furtlier detain us, as notliing essential to the

proper working of the system is involved ; all that is re-

quired being a means of rapidly raising the pressure in the

pipe, of easily exhausting it, and of spt edily re-establishing

it.

Let us turn our attention to the brake proper. The
acconi]ianying illustration will materially help «s. Fig. 1

is a general representation of the apparatus as applied to

every individual vehicle. A one-inch pipe, E, which rnns

the length of the carriage, is connected by an ingenious

At the same time, the slide-valve (6) covers the port a,

leading to the "brake" cylinder (H, Fig. 1), and is in

such a position that air from the latter may exhaust

through h and c into the atmosphere. In the brake

cylinder are two pistons, which are pressed inwards and
almost together by sfiiral springs ; but when the air enters

from a (Fig. 2), through the short connecting-pipe shown
in Fig. 1, it passes into the small space separating the

pistons, and drives them outwards. To each piston is

attached a rod, which, acting on a lever, presses a friction

block against each side of the wheel.

So long as an equal pressure is maintained in the

reservoir, triple valve, and brake-pipe, the brakes are off,

the brake cylinder being in direct comniuiiication with the

air, and the spring.'^, therefore, effectually keeping the

pistons near each other, and consequently the friction-blocks

clear of the wheels ; but on the pressure in the main
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pipe and beneath the piston, 5, being suddenly reduced, the

piston falls, and by so doing shuts otl' both the reservoir

from the main pipe E and the cylinder from the exhaust

port D ; at the same time the passage from the reservoir to

the cylinder is open, and air passing from the former to the

latter, the brakes are applied.

Fig. 2.

For the purpose of graduating the brake with the

greatest nicety, that is to say, normally nhen approach-

ing a station, a small valve, 7, is introduced into the

slide-valve, 6. The action is as follows :—Upon a slight

reduction of pressure in the brake-pipe being made, the

piston, 5—having a limited movement, without affecting

the slide-valve, 6—will descend, thereby closing the feed-

groove d, at the same time unseating the valve, 7, which
thus opens the passage e. The slide-valve, 6, then moves
until the passage e opens into port a, leading to the brake-
cylinder, the communication from which to the exhaust is

at the same time cut ofl". The further downward move-
ment of the slide-valve, 6, is arrested by the decrease of

pressure above the piston, caused by the air flowing into

the brake-cylinder. So soon as the pressure in the reser-

voir is thus reduced a little below that in the brake-pipe,

the piston, 5, moves up of its own accord, and closes the

valve, 7, while the slide-valve, 6, retains its position. By
simply regulating the reduction of pressure in the brake-

pipe, and causing the motion of the piston and graduating-

valve, 7, to be repeated, the driver can gradually introduce

any desired pressure into the brake-cylinder from zero up
to full power. However, if a considerable reduction of

pressure in the main pipe is suddenly made, the piston, ."),

is seated on the leather gasket, 10, while the port a is

entirely uncovered, and the brakes are thus applied witli

full force.

To release the brakes, air is again admitted from tha

main reservoir to the brake-pipe Viy means of the driver's

valve. This store of power acting against the reduced
pressure in the small reservoirs, forces the piston, 5, into

the position shown, thus permitting the air in the brake-

cylinders to exhaust, while at the same time the reservoirs

are recharged.

To prevent such application of the brakes as might
result from ordinary leakage in the brake-pipe, a small

hole runs from the face of the slide-valve t() the passage

e. In such a case a piston and slide-valve descend

very slowly, and as the port a is open both to the

exhaust cavity, h, and the leakage hole during the first por-

tion of the stroke, air from the reservoir is able to escape

by this means into the atmosphere, instead of passing into

the brake-cylinder. The reduction of ))ressure thus caused

above the piston, as already explained, prevents the slide-

valve from moving far enough to close the communication
between the port a and the exhaust cavity b.

The only moving parts of the triple valve (an ordinaTij

pislon and slide valve moving together as one piece) do not

make as many motions in fifteen years as are made by the

piston and slide-valve of the locomotive in one day ; hence
their durability is beyond question, and this is confirmed

by many years' experience.

A stopcock is placed in the branch-pipe (between E
and F, Fig. 1) for the purpose of closing the connection

with the triple valve on anyone vehicle without interfering

with the operation of the brakes upon any other. A
release valve (inserted in the tube connecting F with H,
Fig. 1), operated by hand from either side of the train,

may be opened to allow the air to escape direct from the

brake-cylinder if necessary.

The leservoir space is about five times that of the braka-

cylinder, consequently, a reduction of 20 per cent, in the

brake-pipe pressure fully applies the brake, each pound
reduction of pressure in the brake-pipe producing several

pounds per square inch in the biake-cylinder. By the

action of tlie triple valves, moreover, the brakes cannot be

released without re-charging the small reservoirs, and

owing to these features it has been found in working that

the store of power is practically never-faiiing.

It is evident from what has been said that if by any means,

air is allowed to escape from the main-pipe, the brake must
be brought into action, whether it is required or not. This

fact constitutes the one great recommendation of the brake

to the travelling public, which, I appiehend, embraces

the va-^t majority of our countrymen. We are not so

much inter.-sted in bone-shaking stoppages at stations,

as we are in being arrested on what might otherwise be

the highroad to destruction. The brake may be relied

upon to o[)erate within 200 yards when running at fifty

miles an hour. It is not, however, in such cases only that
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the need for a brake exists. In the event of a train

dividing, more especially when on either a rising or

a falling gradient, it is important that the brake

should be applied instantly to every section of the

train. It may be taken as a certain eventuality

that if a carriage gets oflF the rails, the couplings -will

be broken, together with the brake-pipe. The rupture

of this pipe, however, causes an instantaneous reduction of

pressure withia it to 15 lb., that is to say, to the same

as that of the atmosphere outside. The result is that the

triple valve is In-ought into energetic action, is impressed

downwards, and opens the small reservoir into the brake-

cylinder. The brake is therefore immediately and most

firmly applied, and the motion of the carriage arrested

-axitomatically. Had a device of this kind been fitted to the

trains which met with such fatal accidents at Downton,

Penistone, &c., there is every reason to believe that the

lives of the victims would have been spared, because the

carriages would have been so pulled up that they would

not have rushed down the embankments as they did, but

would in all probability have remained near the rails.

{To he continued.')

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.
A WEEK'S CONVERSATION ON THE PLURALITY OF

WORLDS.

By Mons. de Fontenelle.

with notes by richahd a. proctor.

{Continued from p. 138.)

THE SECOND EVENING.—THAT THE MOON IS A
HABITABLE WORLD.

NEXT morning I sent to the Marchioness's apartments,

to know how she had rested, and whether the

motion of the earth had not disturbed her t She sent word
back, she began to be accustomed to it, and that she had
slept as well or better than Copernicus himself. Soon
after, there came some neighbours to dinner, who, according

to the tiresome rural custom, staid till evening, and were

very obliging in going then ; for the country also gives a

privilege of extending their visit to the next morning, if

they are so disposed : when they were gone, we walk'd

again into the park, and immediately fell upon our systems.

She so well conceiv'd what I told her the night before, that

she desired I would proceed without any repetition.

" Well, madam," said I, " since the sun, which is now
immoveable, has left off being a planet, and the earth which

turns round him, is now become one, you will not be sur-

prised when you hear that the moon is an earth too, and
that she is inhabited as ours is."

" I confess," said she, " I have often heard talk of the

world in the moon, but I always looked upon it as visionary,

and mere fancy."
" And it may be so still," said I ; "I am in this case as

people in a Civil war, where the uncertainty of what may
happen makes 'em hold intelligence with the opposite party,

and correspond with their very enemies : for tho' I verily

believe the moon is inhabited, I live civilly with those who
do not believe it ; and I am (like some honest gentlemen in

point of religion) still ready to embrace the prevailing

opinion : but 'till the unbelievers have a more considerable

advantage, I am for the people in the moon."
" Suppose there had never been any communication

between Paris and St. Dennis, and a cockney who was
never beyond the walls of this city, saw St. Dennis from
the towers of Notre-Dame, you ask him if he believes St,

Dennis is inhabited as Paris is 1 He presently answers,
' No : for,' says he, ' I see people at Paris, but none at St.

Dermis, nor did I ever hear of any there.' 'Tis true, you
tell him, that from the towers of Notre-Dame he cannot

perceive any inhabitants at St. Dennis, because of the

distance ; but all that he does discover of St. Dennis, very

much resembles what he sees at Paris, the steeples, houses,

walls, (fee, so that it may very well be inhabited as Paris

is : all this signifies nothing, my cockney still persists that

St. Dennis is not inhabited, because he sees nobody there.

The moon is our St. Dennis, and every one of us as mere
cockneys as he that never was out of his own city."

" You are too severe," said she, " upon your fellow-

citizens ; we are not all sure so silly as your cockney ; since

St. Dennis is just as Paris is, he is a fool, if he does not

think it inhabited : but the moon is not at all like the

earth."

"Have a care what you say," replied I; "for if the

moon resembles the earth, you are under a necessity to

believe it inhabited."
" If it be so," said she, " I own I cannot be dispensed

from believing it ; and you seem so confident of it, that I

fear I must, whether I will or no. It is true, the two
motions of the earth (which I could never imagine till now)

do a little stagger me as to all the rest. But, yet, how is

it possible the earth should enlighten as the moon does,

without which they cannot be alike t

"

" If that be all," said I, " the difference is not great, for

it is the sun which is the sole fountain of light : that quality

proceeds only from him ; and if the planets give light to us,

it is because they first receive it from the sun. The sun

sends light to the moon, and she reflects it back on the

earth. The earth in the same manner receives light from

the sun, and sends it to the moon ; for the distance is the

same between the earth and the moon, as between the

moon and the earth."
" But is the earth," said the Marchioness, " as fit to send

back the light of the sun as the moon is 1
"

" You are altogether for the moon," said I ; " she ia

much obliged to you. But you must know that light is

made up of certain little balls,* which rebound from what
is solid, but pass through what admits of an entrance in a

right line, as air or glass ; so that what makes the moon
enlighten us is that she is a firm and solid body, from

which the little balls reboimd ; and we must deny our

senses if we will not allow the earth the same solidity. In

short, the difference is how we are seated ; for the moon
being at so vast a distance from us, we can only discover

her to be a body of light, and do not perceive that she is a

great mass, altogether like the earth ; whereas, on the con-

trary, because we are so near the earth, we know her to be

a great mass, proper to furnish provision for animals, but

do not discover her to be a body of light, for want of the

due distance."

"It is just so with us all," said the Lady; "we are

dazzled with the quality and fortune of those who are

above us ; when, do but look to the groundwork, and we
are all alike."

" Very true," said I, " we would judge of all things, but

still stand in the wrong place ; we are too near to judge of

ourselves, and too far off to know others ; so that the true

way to see things as they are, is to be between the moon
and the earth, to be purely a spectator of this world, and

not an inhabitant."
" I shall never be satisfied," said she, " for the injustice

we do the earth, and the too favourable opinion we have of

* We have here a popular account of the emission theory of

light, which in Fontenelle's time (it is hardly necessary to say) was
* regarded as scarcely open to question.—R. P.
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the moon, 'till you assure me that the people in the moon
are as little acquainted with their advantages as we are

with ours, and that they take our earth for a planet, with-

out knowing theirs is one too."

" Do not doubt it," said I, " we appear to them to per-

form very regularly our function of a planet. 'Tis true,

they do not see us make a circle round them, but that is

no great matter. That half of the moon which was turn'd

towards us at the beginning of the world, hath been

turn'd towards us ever since ; and those spots in her,

which we have thought to look like a face, with eyes, nose,

and mouth, are still the same ; and if the other opposite

half should appear to us, we should no doubt fancy another

figure from the different spots that are in it : not but that

the moon turns upon herself, and in the same time that she

turns round the earth, that is, in a month ; but while she

is making that turn upon herself, and that she would hide

a cheek, for example, and appear somewhat else to us, she

makes a like part of her circle round the earth, and still

presents to us the same cheek : so that the moon, who in

respect of the sun and stars, turns round herself, in respect

of us, does not turn at all : they seem to her to rise and

set in space of [about] fifteen days ; but for our earth, it

appears to her to be held up in the same place of the

heavens. 'Tis true, this apparent immobility is not very

agreeable for a body which should pass for a planet, but it

is not altogether perfect ; the moon has a kind of trembling,

which causes a little edge of her face to be sometimes hid

from us, and a little edge of the opposite half appear ; but

then, upon my word, she attributes that trembling to us,

and fancies that we have in the heavens the motion of a

pendulum, which vibrates to and fro."*

(To be coniiHued.)

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

XIII.—WATER AND WATER-SUPPLIES— (confinued).

THE excellent filter-case described in our last communi-
cationj not only provides for the outflow of every

drop of filtered water, but can be taken to pieces and
thoroughly rinsed when desired. A glance at the sectional

figure (Fig. 22) will explain how this may be accomplished.

To the apparatus thus constructed Messrs. Doiilton ife Co.

have adapted the Patent Manganous Carbon Block, which

is exempt from the disadvantages of the ordinary " block
"

principle. The latter are prone to harbour organic and
other impurities to such an extent as to render them quite

unwholesome. Thus, the Rivers Pollution Commissioners

state that "the property which animal charcoal possesses in

a high degree, of favouring the growth of the low forms of

organic life, is a serious drawback to its use as a filtering

medium for potable waters.''^ The Army Medical Report,

again, states of charcoal in porous blocks, that, " after a

time the purifying power becomes diminished in a marked
degree, and water left in contact with the filtering medium
is apt to take up impurity again,

§

It is well known that carbon is adapted to filtering pur-

poses, on account of its property for appropriating and
condensing oxygen, which it parts with to organic sub-

* Of course the lunar vibrations are not real tremblings, as
liere described. They arise, in fact, from the nniformity of her
rotational motion, combined with her steady, though not abso-

lutely uniform motion, on a path slightly inclined to the plane of
her equator.—R. P.

+ Ut supra, p. 139. J " Sixth Report," p. 220.

§ " Army Medical Report," XIX., p. 170.

stances brought to it, and oxidises or burns them up.

Animal charcoal is peculiar in its decolourising or bleaching

effects, and vegetable charcoal has the power to deodorise.

A combination of the two deprived of all adventitious

matters is, therefore, of the highest value to filter manu-
facturers who seek to purify water for drinking. To
entirely discard such a valuable medium would indeed be
to "fly in the face of Providence." The problem which
here arises may be solved in either of two ways :—(a.) The
purified mixture of carbon should be such as to provide for

a constant reparation of its properties ; or (p) It ought to

be easily replaceable at a very trivial cost.

We have already stated that experiment has shown the
" block " system to be faulty, because it soon becomes over-

taxed, and no amount of boiling or scrubbing can restore

it to its pristine active condition. The only remedy is to

be sought for in a renewal of the block, but the frequent

necessity for such an operation has the great disadvantage

to be a very expensive process. Such was the state of

affairs when the block system " ruled the roast," that the
domestic filter came to be looked upon either as a trouble-

some luxury, or, when neglected, as a dangerous con-

trivance. Yet the necessity of an efiicient household water
purifier made itself sorely felt, and Messrs. Doulton i Co.,

as one of the oldest and most celebrated firms of filter

manufacturers, felt themselves called upon to remedy
matters. They consulted Dr. Albert J. Bernays, F.C.S.,

the Professor of Chemistry at St. Thomas's Hospital, and
the result of his researches, which extended over a period

of three years, is now embodied in their " Patent Man-
ganous-Carbon Filter." Fig. 25 shows one of these filters

Fig. 25.—Doulton's Patent " Manganous-Carbon " Block Syphoia
Filter and Case. For the use of tourists and erplorers.

as adapted to the use of tourists and explorers. The carbon

block can be immersed in any pond or stream, and a

draught of pure water sucked through the flexible tube.

These filters may also be used upon the " Syphon " principle ;

the block may be placed in a pail of water, and the flexible

tube permitted to hang over its side, below the level of the

block ; once set going by suction, their action thereafter

becomes continuous.

The value of manganous-carbon as a filtering medium
has been set forth by Messrs. Doulton in their prospectus^

in the following outline of its reactions :
—" With the

object of rendering the charcoal pure in the manganous-

carbon filter, each grain of the medium receives a coating

of manganese dioxide, and is then reournt at a high tem-

perature in absence of air. By this means the hydrogen-

bearing impurities are oxidised and removed. At the

same time the manganese dioxide is reduced to a lower

oxide. These lower oxides rapidly reabsorb oxygen from
the air, becoming again converted into hyclrated dioxide,

which, in its turn, yields oxygen to the organic matters

present in the water. Thus the manganese acts as a carrier

of oxygen from the air to the impurities in the water,

oxidising or burning up the latter, and then again becoming

revivified by the atmosphere. Manganese also exerts a
preventive influence on the growth of organisms, the
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result being that the charcoal, purified by the treatment,

and increased immensely in oxidising power by the carrying

action of the manganese, ads better and lasts longer than

wiy ordinary charcoal could. This was proved by one of

the early experimentdl filters of manganous-carbon, which

ran for two years with ordinary water, and then, on taking

to pieces, showed the charcoal perfectly sweet, and with no

objectionable appearances under the microscope. The

organic impurities had evidently been burnt up, not simply

separated by straining: in the latter case, they would

have remained in the charcoal." . . . "Manganous-

carbon has a developing or increasing power of agency,

and improves greatly after short use, as the lower man-

ganous oxides gradually assume a flocculent and highly

active peroxidised condition. The activity then remains

for a long time unchanged, depending, of course, much

upon the quality of the water."

It will be gathered from the above that the block is

kept perpetually sweet and clean, by exposure to the

influence of the atmosphere, and upon this depends the

advantage to be gained by the use of manganous-carbon.

Two blocks are supplied, if desired, with each filter, so as

to allow of a weekly or fortnightly change for purposes of

aeration.

Type III.—The " Silicited-Carbon Patent Movable

Block Filter," as its name implies, is also constructed

upon the "block " principle, and finds a place here, because

it too has survived the severe oideal to which filters are

subjected now-a-days. All the working i)ans of the filter

«i8e arc made of stoneware, and are hence incorrodible ;

the tap is placed on a level with the lowermost stratum of

the reservoir, and the entire apparatus admits of being

taken to pieces and easily cleansed. The mechanical

details of these filters may be readily understood by a

reference to Fig. 2G. It may be observed that in Fig. 26,

A, the direction of the passage of the water through the

Vig. 2G.—The SiUoated-Carbon Movable Block Filter. A. Longi-

tudinal Median Section. B. Interior view.

Wock is indicated by a series ot arrows ; this is caused by

the novel construction of the block itself, the top and

•ed'Tcs of which are made ot non-porous material, so that

the water is forced to pass through a maximum amount of

the carbon. Toe block, moreover, is bolted down on to an

asbestos seating, which is made to form a water-tight joint.

The company have informed us that—" SUicated Carbon

is an admixture of carbon, iron, silica, and alumina in

ascertained proportions ; the carbon being Torbane Hill

mineral, from which the oil has been abstracted." Pro-

fessor Wanklyn states* that his confidence in the filter is

such, that he has passed a solution of strychnine through it,

and then drank the filtrate. His explanation ot its action

vs. as follows :
—" It is an energetic oxidising process, very

like the action ot the strongly alkaUne solution of per-

* The Echo, Aug. 9, 1881.

manganate with which we are in the habit of boiling the

nitrogenous organic matters in drinking-waters. Just as

by working the ammonia process we make the nitrogenous

organic matter contained in water yield anmionia, so the

Silicated Carbon Filter breaks up nitrogenous matters and
makes them yield ammonia. In fact, it is possiVjle to work
the ammonia process ot water analysis by means of a Sili-

cated Carbon Filter, instead of the b liling alkaline solution

of permanganate of potash.''* Its lead-removing property

has been commented upon by Dr. Bartlett and others, and
experiments have shown that it even softens water to an

ap[)reciable extent.

BRITISH SEASIDE RESORTS,
FROM AN CNCOKYENTIONAL POINT OF VIEW.

By Percy Russell.

III.

PASSING from Bangor, famous for its slates and the

tombs of veritable Princes of Wales, with its long

crooked streets, in a fertile valley, guarded by steep

heights, and proceeding eastwards, we reach Conway, the

historic s-eaport of Carnarvonshire. Here can be studied

some fine examples of ancient municipal fortifications, and
the Castle is allowed to be the finest example of such

structures in Great Britain. Some of the walls are nearly

four yards thick. A " sight " of this place is the Plas

Mawr, i.e , the Great Mansion—a stately pile dating from

Elizabeth, and most curiously adorned without and within

by heraldic devices. Conway contains the tomb of the

Great Llywelyn, and to Welshmen is on that account a

sacred city. The river is here, at spring-tide, full half a

mile wide, and from the days of the Romans has had a

rejjutation for pearls. The coast now takes a sharply

northern direction, and brings us to one ot the nineteen

great headlands of England and Wales, Great Orme's

Head. This striking natural feature lies about five miles

only north east of Conway, and is an immense mass ot

liraistone rock, rising t > a height of nearly 700 feet, and

surmounted by a lighthouse. East ot this remarkable

feature of the coast is Llandudno, with its soft airs and fine

bathing, and passing Abergele and Rhyl, and still working

eastward, we now reacli the noble tidal estuary of the river

Dee, which the ancient Britons', by the way, regarded as

a sacred stream. The estuary ot the Dee is nine miles

long, and at seasons full six wide, and is hallowed to the

students of Milton as the fatal shallow where " Lycidas,"

or, in plain English, Mr. King, the friend of the poet,

sufTered shipwreck and death.

Parkgate, little known to the ordinary tourist, is a

small watering-place competing with the better-known

^Mersey resorts for visitors from Liverpool. No purer air can

be found in England than that blown over the beautiful

Dee and down from the Welfh hills, while the lovely

scenery of North Flintshire and the splendid expanses ot

the estuary here give Parkgate a strange charm for all who
love Nature in her pict'ire-que phases. At times, indeed,

and especially at low water, the estuary becomes in great

part a vast waste ot s-ind and ooze, and then aptly enough

reminds one of the dirge-like song in Kingsley's famous

Chartist novel or political pamphlet

—

Oh, Mary, go and call the cattle home,
Across the sands of Dee.

Seen, however, with the tide in, the estuary is a grand

* In a paper read before the " British Medical Association," at

Sheffield.
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oxpanse, and fit for the haven of commercial fleets. This

was, I believe, the Seteia iEstuarium of Ptolemy. About a

ceDtiiiy fand a h;ilf since the Dee from Queenferry to

Chester was embanked, and thereby the agricultural area

of these ii-lands gained about 50,000 acres. For persons of

true pedestrian tastes, a ramble from Parkgate to Hoylake
along the high ground parallel with the coast here has

greac charms, and in the vicinity may be seen the favourite

resorts of many of the merchant princes of Liverpool.

Birkenhead—which originated in a Benedictine Priory

of the twelfth century, possessing the importatit monopoly
of the ferrits over the Mersey—is a place of commerce,
and in its present aspect in no way resembles the Berkin
de Birchen of Edward III. Then one vast, beautiful forest

extended in leafy luxuriance from the Dee to the Ribble,

and thus amply justified an old local distich

—

From Birchen haven to Hiltre

A squirrel might hop from tree to tree.

The shores of the Dee, by the way, are memorable as the

place whence the English freelances and other worthies

of the feudal time used regularly to set out for excur-

sions to Ireland—excursions which, doubtless, sowed the

fatal seeds of nineteenth-century Fenianism.

Traversing the coast at Bidston Hill is the historic

Liverpool Observatory. I say historic, for here all the

chronometers go to be regulated, and the equatorial of

twelve feet focal length and eight and a half inch aperture,

with other special scientific appliances, are worthy tobeduly
chronicled—more so than the doings of many of the iron-

clothed gentlemen who found these remote shores a good

place for rendezvous when on spoliation bent. From the

lighthouse here a magnificent view can be had both of the

estuaries of the Dee and of the Mersey, of Liverpool, that

lordly seat of British commerce ; of Birkenhead, Seacomb,

Hoylake, Flint, a long and grand expanse of distant Welsh
mountains, and, nearer to the gazer by far. New Brighton,

which is just a pretty medley of seaside houses and hotels

standing on a sandy promontory north of Birkenhead, and
commanding extensive and lovely views of the Irish Sea.

The lighthouse here is constructed of Anglesea granite,

and cemented with a peculiar volcanic substance, brought,

I am told, from Etna, and possessing the useful property

of hardening more and more with the lapse of time.

One place on this coast must not be overlooked, that is

Leasowl Castle, a singular quaint erection near a shoal

known as Mookbeggar Wharf. This spot is associated with

a racecourse, and as long ago as 1593 races were run here,

and it was about then that Ferdinand, Earl of Derby, built

Leasowl as a sportsman's lodge. It is said that the unfor-

tunate Duke of Monmouth was prominent in one of these

races in 1683, and once on a time Leasowl was quite a

centre of Lancashire fashion. Although the magnificent

forests which once clothed these shores in such sylvan

beauty have long since perished, ample traditions thereof

remain in the neighbourhood, and in the hall at Leasowl

are preserved specimens of the Cervus elephas, not to speak

of fibuhe and rings which silently remind us of the grandest

civilisation of the Pagan world.

We now enter the region of the great Pennine range,

that vast expanse of lofty moorlands and enormous

masses of hill and mountain stretching south of the famous

Cheviot hills. These ranges lie much nearer the Irish Sea

than to the North Sea, and reach considerable altitudes

—

Cross Fell being 3,000 ft. ; Mickle Fell, 2,591 ft. ; Whern-
side, 2,41-1 ft. ; and Ingleborough, 2,373 ft. above the sea

level. The Cumbrian group of mountains lie in the west

of the Pennine Chain, which is, in a manner, continued

right down to the Cornish highlands, and is bound to the

main range by lofty moorlands, beginning near Whernside.

These moorlands dip and form the striking pass of Shapfell

—the commercial road between all West England and

Scotland—and north of Sliapfell is the broad and beautiful

valley of the Eden, ending in the famous estuary of the

upiier portion of the Sol way Firth. Southward is the

narrow estuary of the River Lune, on which stands

Overton, whose inhabitants have become celebrated

through their quaint petition, that, being surrounded

by the sea twice every twenty-four hours, they might

have a minister of their own instead of being

obliged to go to Heysham. The Lune, which gave its

name to Lancaster, doubtless, as antiquaries tell us, the

Lengovicum of Roman days, flows into Morecambe Bay,

one of the most beautiful indentations of the whole English

norih-west coast. Inland, within the wild and picturesque

region bounded by the Lune on the one hand and the

Sol way Firth on the other, soars up in great grandeur a

compact and somewhat circular mass of mountains, preci-

pitous in general upon their northern and western faces,

but subsiding gently to the wide sweep of Morecambe Bay
in long and easy declivities. From the centre of this

group, which imparts such a distinctive and romantic

character to the north-west of England, there soars up the
" mighty Llewellyn " (3,118 feet) as Scott calls it. Then
there is the famous Skiddaw (3,054 feet), embalmed in the

somewhat obsolete poetry of Southey, and Scafell, already

mentioned, the loftiest peak in all England ; and southward

the hills slope away into the sea in the picturesque penin-

sula of Furness. Within, of course, is the great series of

lakes, but with these I have here no concern.

Returning to the shore I note that on the pretty penin-

sula formed by the mouths of the Lune and the Cocker

may be seen the ruins of Cockersand Abbey, once occupy-

ing the third place among the proud array of Lancashire

monasteries, and, subsequently to the Reformation, falling

into the possession of the Dalton family, who raised a

whole regiment of cavalry for the service of Charles I. All

along the coast, or but a little way inland, are to be found

objects of great interest to archMologists.

Morecambe Bay receives the waters of the Lune, the

Keer, the Winster, the Kent, and the Leven rivers, and is

set in the midst of some of the very finest scenery in these

islands. The coast is remarkable for its very picturesque

sinuosities, and is characterised by its many lovely valleys,

its noble parks, and in many cases rich woods, that come

down to the very .shores. The towns on or near the coast

are mostly ancient, and all are rich in historic associations

and generally abound in archaic remains of great and

enduring interest ; and in few, if any, regions of England

are such truly picturesque villages to be found.

When the tide is out the enormous stretches of sand

form an extensive plain which, in olden days, was traversed

by the famous "Over sands" coach running from Lancaster

to Ulverston. But the route was always perilous, con-

sequent on the shifting nature of the sands and the action

of the rivers flowing into the vast Bay. In one churchyard

alone are the graves of over one hundred persons drowned

while attempting, at dangerous seasons, the passage of the

alluring but treacherous sands ; and many are the legends

current in the locality of hair-breadth escapes and romantic

episodes connected with the far-stretching Bay. The rail-

way constructed across the bend of Morecambe Bay ranks

high as among the most remarkable achievements of modern

engineering science, and was beset with extraordinary

difficulties. The works are a monument of the genius of

Mr. Brunlees, and have resulted inter alia in restoring

land to agriculture where for generations fishermen cast

their nets. The whole region abounds in places of interest,
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but for tlie greater part these are but little known, popu-

larly speaking, in soutliern England.

The fishing-villages on some parts of the Lancashire

coast are remarkable for the utterly primitive habits of

the inhabitants, and for the large quantities of flounders

and shellfish here taken. All along the wild shores of

this beautiful region may be seen the picturesque lime-

stone cliffs, mingled with hanging woods, peaceful-looking,

fresh grassy mounds, and far away in the grey distance are

the lofty mountains and elevated moors—virtually unin-

habited stretches of country, swept by perfectly pure and
fresh breezes, and equally refreshing to body and mind.

Barrow, the port whence the famous iron ore of the

Furness district is shipped, lies on the coast of the penin-

sula, and is opposite a little island which tradition tells us

was once a burial-place for the Nor.se Sea Kings. Until

18i7 this place was only a small fishing-village, having

barely 300 inhabitants, but in 1875 it had increased to

40,000, and now the docks and the various iron and steel

works render this town one of the great sights on the

Lancashire coast. Furness Abbey gives in its remains the

finest examples extant of medireval ecclesiastical architec-

ture. It was formerly one of the most powerful of the

great religious establishments of England, before, as Scott

tells us, the ire of a despotic kind made altar shake and
crozier bend. The landed property of the abbey once

included the entire promontory on which it is situated, and
extended to the river Duddon, whose beauties Wordsworth
has crystallised for evermore in some of his exquisite sonnets.

This domain was about equal to the area of the Isle of Man,
and the Abbey could, and frequently did, send over a thou-

sand regular troops into the field, sending, by-the-by, a large

contingent to Flodden Field under Sir Edward Stanley.

On the hill commanding the Abbey there was formerly a

beacon, and thence alarm fires were flashed right across

Morecambe Bay as far as the grim towers of Lancaster

Castle. The Abbey has a very fine transept, and many
very interesting monuments, and for full four centuries

these proud and lordly representatives of what was
emphatically a Church Militant held imperial sway far

and wide. The last abbot was, if I mistake not, Roger
Pyle, who surrendered his authority to Henry VIII., and
thenceforth all the material pomp and circumstance of

these lordly priests went to decay. For the last three

centuries the rooks have occupied the ruins, which have
been preserved from further decay by the Duke of Devon-
shire. These i-emains furnished subject-matter for one of

Wordsworth's many fine examples of what may be called

topographical poetry, and no one can stand amid these

magnificent ruins without feeling some emotion, some touch
of that fine sympathy with the past which imparts to every
ruin its true pathos.

The Furness District, once the boundary between the
Kingdoms of England and Scotland, and the scene of many
a tough border scuffle which has found no historian, may be
described as in some measure all mountain, and it was in

these stern and natural fortresses that the ancient Britons
lingered for two centuries and a quarter after the Saxons
had obtained the mastery everywhere, except in Wales.

Straightaway due west of the mouth of the romantic
River Duddon is the Isle of Man, its southern extremity
being in a line with Walney Island, at the enti^ance to

Morecambe Bay. Before, therefore, entering the Solway
Firth, and proceeding, as I propose doing, up this wild

coast and among the wilder islands of Scotland on the west,

I shall rapidly sketch this i-emarkable island, which, as it

richly deserves, is becoming more and more a place of

resort for those who desire to be personally familiar with
the less known seascape beauties of the British Isles.

eiritorial (gossftp.

The well-remembered words of Virgil, " Uno avnlso,
non deficit alter," have had no more literal applicability in

recent days than to the succession of shows at South Ken-
sington. With the Health Exhibition in the very height
of its popularity ; with its innumerable forms of restaurant
perennially mobbed by customers ; with the instructive

popular archteological lesson conveyed by the admirable
model of Old London, daily and hourly being learned by
the thousands who throng it ; with the exhibition of
historical costumes scanned by a perpetually densely
packed crowd ; with the third-rate Cremome at night in
the gardens, where 'Arry smokes his cheap tobacco and
Jemimarann exhibits her fringe, her long gloves, and her
box-pleated skirt ; with the dairy cows in fuU milk ; the
sweet-stufT and candle-making machinery in full work

;

with the bands playing, the lamps twinkling, the
steam-boilers hissing, and the dynamos whirling—already

is the note of preparation in the air, and the prospectus of

the International Inventions Exhibition in 1885 lies before

me as I write. Reading through it, it seems as though the
bazaar element, so obtrusive in the present show, will be

—

or rather may be—to a certain extent, modified ; and that

the Exhibition may possibly assume a more strictly scien-

tific character than the present one. It cannot, however,

bs lost sight of that the Commissioners of the '51 Exhibition

have now become as much showmen as Mr. P. T. Bamum,
Mr. Hollingshead, or Madame Tussaud. If turning their

buildings into a series of railway refreshment-rooms, or

lighting their gardens with "10,000 additional lamps"
pays, they will furnish the buffets, stick up the little marble
tables, and light the lamps. They are merely trying to

justify their raison d'etre, and have hit upon periodical

shows as a good device for giving employment to the

officials on their estate and of making money. If money
can be made by science, all well and good ; if not, well, a

slight soupcon of the Bartlemy-fair element obviously

proves attractive.

The present " glorious weather " (to employ the phrase-

just now in every one's mouth) brings us once more face to

face with the wholly inefficient means we possess in this

country for meeting the somewhat violent extremes of

temperature to which we are subject Adapted, perhaps,

best to the average warmth of an English spring or autumn,

a very severe winter, and perhaps even more conspicuously

an abnormally hot summer, shows the weakness at once of

our domestic architecture and of our orthodox type of

dress. That any human being should disport himself in a
" pot " hat and black cloth coat with the thermometer

registering 15-1 Fahrenheit in the sun, must seem almost

incredible to any one who does not daily see the un-

numbered thousands so attired who throng the streets of

the metropolis. But the cult of Mrs. Grundy among
Englishmen is so earnest and sincere that the average

Londoner would about as soon think of carrying a

Punch's show through St. James's-square, or of wheeling a

barrow full of periwinkles down Bond-street, as of appear-

ing in either of those localities in a " khaki " suit with a pith

hat and " puggree." And what applies to our attire may
be equally predicated of our contrivances—or, rather, \itter

want of contrivances— for keeping our houses cool. Why
does not some enterprising tradesman devise something

akin to the Indian " tattie," and furnish us with a sun-

blind constructed to be kept wet The delicious coolness

produced in the air by the rapid evaporation from such a

device must be felt to be appreciated. Nay, even a modi-
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tication of the familiar punkah would not be without its

pleasurable use oa such a clay as that on which these lines

are penned. Will no one render us aid before we get into

the condition so feelingly described by the negro, when he
said that " it couldn't be no hotter in our house, for de
termometer 'as got bang up to de top, dat's one comfut !

" 1

i¥li<jrrllanfa.

Some idea of tlio difficulties in the way of making large telescopes

may be had from the fact that t)iere have been nineteen failures to

cast the thirty-six inch glass for the large telescope to be mounted
in California.

The fire insurance companies of Sweden have offered a reward
of 2,000 crowns for the most practical device to arrest sparks and
cinders from locomotive and steamboat smoke-stacks. A trial of

different devices that may be sent in will take place in Stockholm,
Sweden, during the month of August, this year.

—

Entjineer.

The effective armoured fleets of the leading naval Powers of

Europe might be summarised as follows :—England, 329,520 tons ;

Prance, 201,789 tons ; Germany, 74,007 tons ; Austria, 63,110 tons ;

Russia, 83,621 tons ; Italy, 59,905 tons. This is food for deep re-

flection. Had the energy expended in producing these munitions
of war been devoted to labouring for the mutual welfare, instead

of destruction of mankind, how much good might have been
ivrought ?

,\.s a passenger train on the Painseville and Youngstown Railroad

was at Youngstown, Ohio, July 1st, and just as it was pulling away
from a water tank, a valve in the latter broke, sending an 8-in.

stream of water against the train, breaking all the windows and
deluging the coaches. Many of the passengers, with their clothing

thoroughly water-soaked, leaped from the train, rolling down an
embankment, and some were bruised. Several ladies in the train

had their dresses ruined.

Om the Liverpool and Manchester section of the London and
Xorth-AVestem Railway, some of the trains are now lit by Swan
20-candle-power lamps. A Brotherhood engine on the tender drives

the dynamo, and near the driver's hand is a regulator fitted with a
lamp showing the candle-power of those in the carriages. Each
compartment has duplicate lamps ; in the event of accident to one,

the other is instantly made incandescent.

The success of creosote as a preventive of the attacks of the

teredo worm could not be better exemplified than by the tests

made by the Louisville and Nashville Railroad. The company
caused timber treated vrith the creosote process, and perfectly

healthy cypress timber, sound in every respect, to be submerged at

East Pascagoula. Both kinds of timber were recently raised, and
that treated by creosote was found to be in a perfectly healthy

state, while the other was found to be honeycombed by the worms.—Picayune.

Telephony.—Servia boasts one telephone line one kilometre long,

connecting the Ministry of the Interior and the Prefectui-e at

Belgrade. Bulgaria and Luxembourg do not believe in the tele-

phone; at all events, they have not a yard of line at work at pre-

sent. Turkey has three lines, one used by the Administration of

Telegraphs, the second used at a life-saving station on the Black

Sea, and the third belonging to the Eastern Telegraph Company
and the Ottoman Bank. The above lines represent a total length

of wire of 41 kilometres.

—

Electrician.

One of Barnum's secular elephants, "Allah," was attacked with
enteritis while in Cincinnati. Dr. George W. Bowler, V.S., was
called in, and relates his experience in The Journal of Comparative

Medicine. The diagnosis being made, he prescribed and adminis-

tered the following liberal dose : lard, eight pounds ; linseed oil,

cue gallon ; tincttire of opium, one pint ; spirits of nitrous ether,

one pint ; syrup, one quart. "The lard and oil were first mixed,

then the other ingredients added. The trunk was raised above the

head and the mixture poured down the throat through a large

metal tube. The animal recovered.

—

American DrU'jgist.

Electric Lighting in Lacsanne.—The Swiss Electrical Com-
pany have, says the Electrician^ lighted the Cantonal Hospital at

Lausanne on the Edison system. The installation comprises 236
lamps and three dynamos, the latter being driven by three turbines.

The company also have a central station in the same town, where
there are two dynamos driven by two turbines of 35 horse-power

each. These supply current to 280 lamps. Tliere are 72 subscribers
to the company's system.

A Red Lunae Halo.—A magnificent lunar halo of a red hue
was, says Engineering, observed at Rome by M. Tacchini, on July 4,

at 9.30 p.m. The moon itself showed of a reddish hue, and was
surrounded by a reddish aureole, of a width rather more than the
diameter of the moon. The tint was nearly that of bright, piure
copper. The moon at the time was nearly 30 degs. high ; and the
phenomenon was seen till 10 o'clock. On July 5, the same phe-
nomenon was visible, but more feeble; on the 0th, the sky was
clouded. Afterwards the phenomenon was no longer seen. During
the nights of the 4th, 5th, and 6th the atmosphere was excessively
humid, from 9 p.m. to G a.m. of the following mornings. The satu-
ration during these intervals was almost complete ; whereas, during
the day, the humidity fell to 0-40.

As a commercial port, the trade of Antwerp has increased to an
astonishing extent within the last few years, as shown by the fol-

lowing figures :—In 1869 the tonnage of the port of Havre was
1,042,236 ; of Hamburg, 946,154 ; of Rotterdam, 673,830 ; of Ant-
werp, 546,554 ; of Bremen, 426,237 ; of Amsterdam, 413,780 ; of
Dunkirk, 279,144. Of all the northern ports, therefore, Antwerp
ranked fourth. But in 1882 it had so rapidly increased, owing to
the improved harbour works and navigation of the Scheldt, as also
to the greatly extended railway communication, that Antwerp has
mounted to the top of the tree, and now stands first. The figures
of 1882 show that the tonnage of the port was 3,-101,534 ; while
that of Hamburg was 3,030,909 ; of Havre, 2,266,927 ; of Rotter-
dam, 2,085,338; of Bremen, 1,129,217; of Dunkirk, 939,343 ; of
Amsterdam, 784,379.

M. Lazare Wellek has conducted a series of valuable experi-
ments with the object of ascertaining the relative electric conduc-
tivity of metals, submitting the results to the Societe Inter-
nationale des Electriciens. They are referred to a pure silver wire,

1 millimetre in diameter, and having a resistance of 19'37 ohms per
kilometre at deg. C, as a standard. The following are his

figures :—Pure silver, standard lOO'OO; pure copper, lOOOO ; silicon

bronze (telegraph), 98 00; alloy of equal parts silver and copper,
86'65

;
pure gold, 7800 ; pure aluminium, 54'20 ; silicon bronze

(telc])hone), 35'00
;
pure zinc, 29'90; phosphor bronze (telephone),

29'00; alloy of equal parts silver and gold, 16'10; Swedish iron,

16'00
;
pure Banca tin, 15*45 ; 10 per cent, aluminium bronze, 12'60;

Siemens steel, 1200; pure pUtinum, 10'60; pure lead, 8'88; pure
nickel, 7'89; antimony, 388.

The report of the directors of the Panama Canal Company on
the present condition of the works states that the number of men
employed in May, 1884, was over 19,000. It is calculated that the

excavations amount to 110,000,000 cubic metres, in addition to

10,000,000 cubic metres of earthworks in altering the course of the

Chagres. Up to the end of April, 1884, the total amount of work
done is represented by 5,243,302 cubic metres of earth removed.
Until January 1, 1884, however, the real work of cutting the Canal
had scarcely fairly begun, and of the total of 5,243,302 cubic metres
of earth removed, nearly half, that is to say, 2,482,768 cubic m&tres,

have been removed in the first four months of the present year. In
the total of 120,000,000 cubic metres of ground to be excavated,

40,000,000 will be taken away by means of dredgers. The
projector says there can [be no doubt of the Canal being open for

navigation before the close of 1SS8.

Tham'vays at Rio de Janeiro.—The Brazilian capital is par-

ticularly rich in tramways, there being no less than 133j miles

within the city and suburbs. The four largest of these tramways
are the Botanic Gardens, 22i miles; the St. Christo, 27i miles;

the Villa Isabel, 17 miles; and the Urbain, 28^ miles. Altogether
the 133J miles of tramway existing in Rio de Janeiro and the
neighbourhood are owned by nine companies. The rolling stock

placed by these companies upon the lines comprises 554 carriages,

of which 363 are used for the conveyance of passengers, and 191
for the carriage of goods. The traction service is carried on by
mules and horses, and there are no less than 4,921 of these animals
at work upon the lines. The working staif comprises 1,482 persons.

The number of passengers conveyed over the lines has averaged
35,532,926 per annum. The net profits realised upon the four

principal lines last year were as follows : Botanic Gardens,

£63,024; St. Cliristo, £62,165; Villa Isabel, £17,510 ; and Urbain,

£43,666. Two of the smaller tramways were worked at a slight

loss last year.

—

Engineering.

Pasteur's Experiments on Rabies.—The commission deputed by
the French Government to verify the discoveries reported by M.
Pasteur in relation to canine madness have so far completed theii"

investigations as to send in an official report. The report, which
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appears in the Journal Officiel, certifies that M. Pastenr has

advanced nothing that lias not been found strictly correct. Science,

it adds, has solved the problem of rendering the dog proof against

the disease, by means of a preventive inoculation of attenuated

virus. All the dogs declared by M. Pasteur to be protected by the

immunity he had conferred upon them resisted the inoculation

with the strongest virus, while the majority of dogs who had not

been so protected became rabid when inoculated with the strong

virus, and died. The committee propose hereafter to make further

experiments as to the duraiioa of immunity after preventive inocu-

lation, and also as to whether protection is afforded if the pre-

ventive inoculation does not take place until after a bite has been

inflicted by a rabid dog. The committee said that they have pre-

pared this preliminary report in order that Jl. Pasteur may use it

for his communications to the scientific congress at Copenhagen
" on results which honour in so high a degree French science, and

give it a new title to the gratitude of humanity." The committee

consists of MM. Beclard, Paul Bert, Bouley, Tisseraud, ViUemm,

and Vulpian.

A Marsh under the Ocean.—Every south-east and southerly

storm throws upon the south side beach of Long Island large

masses of peat, lignitic branches, trunks of trees, fossilised leaves,

and animal remains. The coast, it is said, after a heavy wind and

surf, is strewn with these apparently unaccountable objects from

Atlanticville to Water Island. The geologists state that the

appearance of debris seems to be the result of the wave action of

the surf upon the remains of a vast swamp, at present submerged

beneath the Atlantic. After due calculations they have decided

that this submarine swamp extends fifty miles longitudinally

and half a mile latitudinally. Professor Newberry, of Columbia

College, gives the following explanation of the existence of this

marsh:—"The coast is settling, and what had been swamped

place.s on the land have been submerged by the waves. We find

along the coast of New Jersey, Staten Island, and Long Island,

evidences of subsidence going on at the present time, and that

which was forest land and marsh land is now out at sea. In some

places the peat beds which were marshes on the land have been

submerged, and we find shell-fish bored into the peat. I have

plenty specimens to show that the level of the land has changed,

and we have also fresh evidence of that circumstance in the fact

that stumps of trees of a large size are found along the coast at

some distance iu the water, where they are only, perhaps, visible at

low tide. They must have grown on comparatively dry ground."—

JEngineenng.

Small-pox, Chicken-pox, Cow-pox, and Vaccination.—By far

the most important medical work for the past quarter is the report

on the above-named subjects, by Joseph Jones, M.D., President of

the Board of Health of the State of Louisiana. The report consists

of -ilO closely-printed pages, and, like everything that comes from

the pen of this most original, industrious, and truly gifted author,

is a model from which every one who reads it may take something

for copy and instruction. Reading the essay carefully through, 1

am brought to the conclusion that no approach to it as a history of

vaccination can be ffund elsewhere, and that we, in England,

have nowhere collected in any volume anything like the amount

of information that has been here produced by our learned

American confnre. Every point connected with small-pox, vaccina-

tion, and spurious vaccination has been sought out, condensed,

analysed; while drawings, very natural in character, are freely

interspersed to illustrate, from point to point, the author's histories,

views, or conclusions. Amongst the general conclusions which the

author draws at the close of his treatise the following are some of

the most important :— (n) Vaccination, when carefully performed

on Jenner's method, is as complete a protection from small-pox

now as it was in the early part of the century ;
(b) Without vacci-

nation, the application of steam and navigation and land travel

would have, during the past fifty years, scattered small-pox in

every part of the habitable globe ; (c) Vaccination has not impaired

the strength and vigour of the human race, but has added vastly to

the sum of human life, happiness, and health ;
(d) Inoculation for

small pox, which preceded vaccination, induced a comparatively mild

and protective disease, but multiplied the fociof contagion, kept small-

pox perpetually alive, and increased its fatal ravages among mankind.

On one subject only could it be wished that this excellent authority

had bestowed more labour—namely, whether the diffusion of small-

pox in last century by the process of inoculation did not form the

background on which vaccination stands so prominently as a bless-

ing, not altogether unalloyed, to our race. In other words, if there

had been no universal distribution of small-pox by inoculation,

would the disease under an improved hygiene have died out alto-

gether without vaccination ? There is, perhaps, no one living who

could answer this one all-important question more completely than

our anther. Will he undertake the task ?—The Asclepiad.

" Let Ejiowledge grow from more to more."

—
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THE SENSE OF TASTE.
[1364]—In the interesting article on "The Sense of Taste,"

Knowledge, 8th inst., its author makes no reference to instinctive

desires or longings, and how these may influence taste. An acid

drink or unripe orange may be enjoyed at one time, but much
disliked at another ; or, again, pickles, uncooked lettuce, raw
onions, &c., are sometimes eagerly accepted and enjoyed, while at

other times they are rejected as most uninviting. These instinctive

cravings are most interesting to watch, as in my experience they

often indicate certain wants of the body. Several times I have
seen a very young infant object to suck its mother, apparently because

the milk was poor and unsatisfying; while it readily took the

nursing-bottle, which, moreover, did not always agree with it.

If Mr. Grant Allen could give us an article embracing and ex-

plaining these and sach like points, it would be most interesting

and instructive. Wm. Main.

PEESPECTIVE.

[1365]— I must still maintain that K. Jones is wrong "in his

criticism " on perspective.

If, instead of one cube, he had a row of them extending right and
left of his point of sight, it would be curious to know whereabouts

he would begin his two slopes ; for, according to him, only the

middle cube is parallel to the spectator.

Now, instead of cubes, let him stand in the middle of his shelf

and draw that. The longer the shelf the better, if he only

remembers another rule in perspective, viz., not to attempt to
" take in " more than you can see without turning the head (or

about one-third of your hemisphere).

Lest his preconceived notion should interfere with his drawing

the line correctly, let him test its position by holding np a ruler, so

as to tally with the edge of the shelf.

Or, instead of "an imaginary plate of glass," let him spread a

thin layer of gum on one of his window-panes, and, standing

directly in front of it, let him (when the gum has dried) trace on it

with pen and ink (shutting one eye), both to right and left, say,

the area-rail of the opposite houses, if in a street. He will, doubt-

less, thus become a convert to the received system, as he cannot

deny that the result is " as it appears to his eye."
Rosalie Vansittabt.

[1386]—The horizon line of the sea, as viewed from an elevated

point, is evidently a hyperbola. At St. Helena, at the back of the

Artillery Barracks (which are on the top of a cliff 600 ft. high), is

a long wall with a level top. Standing on the hillside behind it,

at such a height that the wall-top and horizon about coincide, the

latter may be seen to rise in a distinct arch above the former, the

ends of the arch cutting the wall at a very acute angle.

Aug. 4, lb84. JIusAHR.

WEARING THE DEAD.

["1357]—In your article on " Embalmers," mention is made of u

Guinea tribe who " reduce their relatives to a liquid state and drink

them down." It may interest your readers to hear of a tribe who
uenr the remains of their dead.

\\Tien in the Yosemite A'alley, N. California, in October, 1870, 1

met a small band of that very low type of the human race, the

Digger Indians. They had come down into the valley from Mono
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Lake to coilect acorns for their winter snpplj- of food. In stature

they are shjrt, and almost ape-like in expression. Like all Indian

tribes, the hair is worn long, but in this case growing low on the

forehead, nearly to the eyebrows.

I noticed, liowerer, that one of the band had his locks cut short,

and the hend smeared all over with a tarry mesa. On naming this

to the Indian agent whom I afterivards met, he informed me that

what I had seen was the "Digger's" sign of mourning. When
one of the tribe dies, the body is burnt, the ashes are collected by
his nearest relative, who cuts his hair short, mixes the ashes with a

resinous gum from a pine-tree, and smears his head with the mix-

ture, which is allowed to remain on till spontaneously removed.

This statement was afterwards confirmed by Mr. Hutchins, the first

resident in the valley. T. K. Clapium.
Austwick Hall, Aug. 9.

A WORJI I' THE BCD—WHAT'S IN A NAME ?

[136S]—With reference to Mr. Clodd's paper on tooth-ache

dependmg on the presence of a worm, I may say it is a popular

belief in this and neighbouring counties.

Tooth-ache is cured by pouriug hot-water on henbane seeds con-

tained in a jng. The seeds germinate at once in the boiling water;

the plumule looking, to a casual observer, just like a worm. It

seems strange to me boiling water should have this effect on seeds,

especially the bought henbane seeds of a druggist's shop, which I

have sown many times, but could never get to come up; I presume
on account of their having been dried with the aid of heat.

Is the following a coincidence ? Fourteen years since the minister

of George-street Congregational Chapel was a Mr. Parkinson; on
his leaving a Mr. Parkyn succeeded him ; Mr. Parkyn then left and
WPS succeeded by a Mr. Park. Since then I believe they have been
without a regular minister. Eligible candidates having appropriate
names miiiht applv. Thomas Ladwick.
Bed Hill, Surrey, Aug. 14th, 1884.

A COINCIDENCE.

1^1369]—The following curious coincidence may, perhaps, just

escape the editorial waste-basket so well-known to readers of

Knowledge. The death of the late Duke of Wellington was
announced in the evening papers on August 13. Our family had
been engaged in preparations for removal to a new residence for

two or three days previously, and some packing-cases sent from the

contractor had been lying awaiting use during that time. On the

evening above-mentioned these were opened, and there was found,
amongst some straw, an old newspaper of the year 1S52, in which,
singular to say, we came upon a report of the funeral ceremony of

the former Duke,—the illustrious hero of Waterloo. G. H. H.

PROPOSED MEMORIAL TO SIR WILLIAM HERSCHEL IN
THE OCTAGON CHAPEL, BATH.

[1370]—[We willingly reproduce the subjoined letter, which ap-

peared in the Bath Chronicle of August 7. Communications may
be addressed to P>cv. Wm. Anderson, 48, Pulteney-street, Bath.]

Sib,—Among the persons whose lives and labours have ennobled
the city of Bath, none stand so high in force of character, in

difficulties overcome, and in magnificent services rendered to

science as William Herschel and his scarcely less distinguished

sister and fellow labourer Caroline. Herschel was great as a
thinker, a worker, a philosopher, and, above all, a discoverer. In-

ferior to Newton as a philosopher, he was greater as an astronomer.
Arago was astonished by " his extraordinary success as a dis-

coverer." Judged by the diflficultics which he overcame, as well as

by the actual additions which he made to human knowledge, by the
instruments which he invented and bequeathed to future dis-

coverers, and by his prescient anticipations of the future triumphs
of science, he was by far the most distinguished citizen who ever
lived in Bath. During the sixteen most fruitful years of his life

—

from 17C6 to 1782, i.e., from his 2Sth to his 42nd year—he resided

in Bath, as organist of the Octagon Chapel and director of the
public concerts. He frequently composed anthems, chants, and
whole services for the choir under his management. Music was
the business, astronomy was the amusement of his life. Before
he made the discoveries which have given him an immortal
name, he had to bring to completion, by a series of labours of
almost incredible industry and perseverance, sometimes extending
to sixteen hours of continuous work, the instruments of discovery.
He erected a furnace in his garden, where he and his brother
worked for months of almost incessant toil, and made hundreds of
specula before he completed the great reflector through which he
discovered the planet Uranus, on the 13th of March, 1781. His
illustrious sister read to him while turning the lathe or polishing

the mirrors. Subsequently, after he had been invited to Windsor,
he said, ''I would rather be polishing a speculum than at Court."
Then he found that the telescope which he and his sister bad con-
structed was superior to anything in the Royal Observatory. He
discovered the motion of the solar system in space. He mapped
out all the double stars ho met with. He first discovered the lunar
volcanoes.* He constructed a telescope of 40 ft. focal length and
8 ft. aperture. In the words of his biographer, in the last number
of the Encyclop(Edia Britannica, '* He demonstrated the action of

the same mechanical laws among the distant members of the

starry firmament which bind together the harmonious motions of

our solar system. This sublime discovery would of itself suffice to

immortalize his memory in the respectful homage of all future

races of intelligent men." In him there were combined—each in

its highest form—the attributes of the artisan, the artist, and the
astronomer in a degree so highjand employed for purposes so noble,

that few cities can point to a citizen so noble and so worthy of

lasting remembrance. I have been requested by the committee
of the Octagon Chapel, in which the organ associated with the
name of Herschel still remains, to write this letter, in the hope
that their efforts to put up in the chapel a memorial window not
unworthy of its distinguished organist may be aided by those of

our fellow-citizens who desire to honour an illustrious name and
transmit a memorable example. William Anderson'.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
T. R. Clapiiam. Does your sketch of a flash of lightning

represent the appearance it represented to the naked eye, its

track through the ground, or what ?

—

Galvanises. No.—T.

McIlveme. Probably the situation of assistant in the Science
and Arc Department, or in the British Museum, would be one
as congenial to your tastes a3 any; but either would involve a
pretty severe competitive examination. There is no profession or
occupation outside of such subordinate Government appointments
as these, in which you can be<,'in to earn anything for many a long
day.

—

Qiiham. Your mistake lay in writing a second time for an
explanation. Such articles are merely used as "padding" in a
daily newspaper, and may lie unused for an indefinite time. I have
seen one of my own appear after a lapse of twelve months ! An
editor (like the Captain of one of her Majesty's ships) must, ex

necessitate, be an autocrat ; and, according to the usages of
journalism, you have nothing whatever legitimately to complain of.—James Gillespie. Will you be good enough to read my replies to

you on pp. 40 and 70. I neither will nor can answer correspondents
prirately through the post.—M. asks how distemper painting is

practised, the colours required, where they are to be obtained, and
the ground used, for painting on. He further wishes to know
whether the process might not be employed in painting landscapes
from nature, it being alleged that J. M. W. Turner so used it.

Pending any detailed reply with which he m,ay be favoured by some
brother reader, he may get some hints from Godwin's "Art of
Mural Decoration," published for a shilling by Winsor & Newton.—Con Spikito. There cannot be the slightest doubt that

when a table moves in a oona-jide experiment such as you refer

to, it does so through the unconscious muscular action of the
operators. At the time when table-turning became a fashionable
craze, our great departed Physicist Faraday devised a simple piece
of apparatus, by the aid of which any pushing action on the part
of the experimenters was at once rendered visible by the motion
of the long arm of a lever. When the top and bottom parts of
this simple contrivance were rigidly connected (so that the arm
was a fixture) and the hands of the persons sitting about the table
were placed upon it, the table went round merrily. The moment,
though, that such connection w.as broken, so that a push on the top
plate of the apparatus caused the arm to move, the pei-formers had
ocular demonstration, by its swinging round, that they were
(wholly unconsciously) themselves pushing; and, their attention
being thus directed to it, ceased to do so; the inevitable result

being that the table stood stock-still. Thanks for your friendly
expressions.—C. J. Pettit. I can find nothing about a tricycle

(American or otherwise) in Knowledge for August 8. See con-
cluding paragraph, in capital letters, at the head of Correspondence
Column.—C. E. Parkek-Rhodes. Received too late. Thanks.

—

H. RoMEiKE. I am much obliged ; but the needs of a scientific

journal scarcch- include such paragraphs.

Errata.— In column one, p. 130, line 14 from the bottom, the
words " at S', 4 feet from it," should immediately precede " and
so on."—In line 17, col. one, p. 145, " for what " should be "for
which;" and in line 40 of the same column the word "where"
should follow " Cassiopeia."

[^ This is erroneous ; but in no sense affects the appeal.

—

Ed.]
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(JPur Cljfsisi Column*
By Mephisto.

PROBLEMS BY I. G.

No. 124.

Black.

Whitk.

White to play and mate in three moves.

Hi W£'^m

i ^^ ^^ ^M
Whttb.

White to play and mate in three moves.

1. Kt to KB3. This first move leads to a close opening, pro-

ducing a very safe game for White. The opening is remarkable

for an entire absence of combination leading to any direct line of

play. The player is soon thrown upon his own resources, and he

has to sti-uggle for position. This kind of game is specially adapted

for match play between strong players, as it requires first class

judgment and experience to conduct these subtle wrangles for

position in which minute advantages are gained, which, if properly

followed up, lead to a winning advantage for the End game.

Weaker jilayers not having sufficient judgment, miss the subtle

points in this opening, which then becomes dull and featureless,

but always affording a comparatively safe game to the first player.

The opening affords but very poor practice for young players,

who ought to adopt lively and attacking debuts, as by undertaking

such attacks and defences they will gradually gain experience and

a deeper insight into the game, they will also derive much pleasure

from such practice, which after all is the main object of Chess play.

The effect of 1. Kt to KB3 is twofold—to prevent P to K4, also

to enable the first player to avoid the French defence. If Black

plays 1. P to Q3 with the object of playing 2. P to K4, White will

gain an advantage by playing 2. P to Q4, or he may play

2. P to K4; and if 2. P to K4, White may reply as in the Philidor

defence by 3. P to Q4 with advantage.

It in reply to 1. Kt to KB3, P to QB4, the same as in the

Sicilian defence. White can at once play 2. P to Q4, and the QP
will be weak, 2. P x P. 3. Kt x P, P to K4. 4. Kt to Kt5, i-c.

1. P to QB3 may be played, but the best replies are 1. P to K3
and 1. P to Q4. It is not desii-able to play 1. Kt to QB3 as it is

Whitb.

requisite to play P to QB4 later on, to counteract the advance of
White's centre Pawns. Having stated sufficiently to indicate the
import of 1. Kt to KB3, we will proceed to the normal variation
arising out of that move :—1. Kt to KB3, P to K3. 2. P to 04
P to Q4. 3. P to K3, Kt to KB3. 4. P to QKt3, B to Ki'
5. B to Kt2, Castles. G. B to K2, P to QKt3. 7. P to QB4
B to Kt2. 8. Castles, P to QB4. 9. Kt to B3, Kt to B3.
10. R to B sq., R to B sq. 11. Kt to R4, Kt to E4.

In this opening, the player who is too soon compelled to change
Pawns, is at a disadvantage, as
the opponent, by retaking with
Pawn, obtains a commanding
position. If 13. P x BP, PxQP.
13. BxKt, PxB. 14. PxP,
P X P. 15. Kt to E4, threatening
B to Kt4, B to B5, and Q to H5,
&c. If in reply to 12. P x BP,
B X P. 13. P X P, B X P. 14. Kt
X B, isolating and weakening the
BP. If Black, on his 11th move,
instead of Kt toR4 plays Kt toK5,
then 12. Kt to Q2 still threaten-
ing to win the BP by P x KP.
We must now come to consider
the various deviations from this

line of play by which Black seeks
to avoid this knotty position.

For that purpose we quote Blackburne's method of posting the P
on QB3, playing the Kt to Q2 and B to Q3, viz., 1. Kt to KB3,
P to Q4. 2. P to Q4, P to K3. 3. P to K3, Kt to KB3.
4. B to Q2, Kt to Q2. 5. P to QKt3, B to Q3. 6. P to B4,
P to B3. 7. Castles, Castles.

In this position, which of course may be arrived at by various

transposition of moves, Black is
""^^ somewhat confined. His inten-

tion is to play B to Kt sq., but
we doubt whether any attack
need be feared on the K's side, as

P to KKt3 is always available.

White, when opposed to strong

l>lay, not wishing to incur any
risk, may plaj- B to R3, compel-
ling the exchange of Bishops.

White may also play B to Kt2 or

Kt to QB3. The latter move may
lead to complications nnfavoui-
able for White, for if Kt to K5.
Kt X Kt, P X Kt, Kt to Q2.
P to B4, White cannot play
P to B3 now, on account of

Q to R5. It seems that when
Black does not play P to QB4 but P to B3, then the White B is

better placed on Q3.
White may arrive at the same position by playing as his first

move either 1. Kt to KB3, P to Q4. P to QB4, P to K3, &c.

;

while he may vary his moves considerably, Black has to be careful

to answer correctly.

We think we have given the leading principle of this opening.
Endeavour to develop all the pieces and to support the QP
and QBP until the position is ripe for an advance on the Q's side.

White must meet deviations in a careful manner, guarding against

exposing his game or attacking prematurely, and he will always
obtain a fairly developed and safe game.

1 /
" «#3,

i k ^^ i $ t

White.

SOLUTION.

Problem No. 122, p. 124.

1. R toB4 BxR, or

2. K to Kt5 Any 2. Q to Kt4
3. Q to KR sq. Slate 3. Q x P

If B to B3. 2. B X B and mate next move.
If K to B5. 2. Q X P and mate next move.
" Well constructed and somewhat difficult."

BxB
K to K4
Mate

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

#*, Please address Chess Editor.

Correct solutions received.—Problem No. 122, Geo. Thompson,
W., A. W. Overton, J. K. Milne. No. 123. John Watson, Geo.

Thompson, C. T. G.
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NEXT YEAR'S EXHIBITION.

By Inventor.

THE operations of exhibitions are very manifold.

Primarily, I suppose, they are intended for educa-

tional purposes, to show people what advances have been
made in the development and product of the human
intellect. Were this, however, the only purpose they are

capable of serving, we should find these now oft-recurring

shows attain but very shadowy dimensions compared with
what is actually seen. In reality, an exhibition has a more
or less distinct business ring about it, and if this element

is once lost sight of, the fate of the show is almost in-

fallibly sealed. Much was said and done to give backbone
to the greatest educational effort ever put forth in this

direction, viz., the Loan Exhibition of 1876. It was a
grand display—such a one, perhaps, as will never again be
seen ; it was purely educational ; the business element was
conspicuously absent, and consequently, although not so

decided a failure as some, it cannot be said that the exhi-

bition was a success, particularly when compared with that

which has been achieved by more recent shows.

A similar fate attended the Exhibition of Electrical

Apparatus at the Albert Hall. The Paris Exhibition

of 1880-1, and the Crystal Palace Exhibition of lSSl-2,

regarded electricity as a marketable something, and suc-

ceeded—that is to say, they paid their expenses and left a
balance, stimulated trade and spurred on scientists as well

as unseientiiic inventors to produce something even better

than the best then producible. And these I take to be
some of the main points to be regarded in estimating the

measure of success accomplished.

It follows by implication that for an exhibition to

succeed, not only must the guarantors be relieved of all

anxiety so far as the claims upon their pockets are con-

cerned, but the exhibitors must see a prospect of recouping
themselves. To collect and adorn a case or stand of com-
modities more or less novel, to print circulars, to pay the
cost of packing, of carriage and fixing, i-c, involves no
small expense, which, if there is little or no prospect of

business, the would-be exhiliitor is not likely to incur.

And why should he ] Are we to suppose him to be endowed
with a greater share of self-abnegating philanthropy than
the rest of maukind ? It is all very well for a
wealthy or independent man to exhibit his hobby, or for a
traveller to display his collection of curiosities ; but, if we
waited for a sufficient number of such enthusiasts, 'we
should be compelled to wait for many a year, and then,

doubtless, we should only succeed in getting together such
a motley collection as would please nobody, not excepting
even the exhibitors themselves. The man of the world,

the man of business, knows full well that a show which
is purely educational will have little attraction for the
great majority of people, and it is only by the drawing
together of great crowds, and entertaining and interesting

as well as instructing them, that he can hope to defray his

expenses and pay himself for his trouble. Would it were
otherwise ; but we must take people as we find them, and
this I take to be the main feature which, though perhaps
never formulated, aflfords excuse for the general plan

adopted by the executive councils of the present Ken-
sington exhibitions.

There are, of course, some points we might feel disposed
to find fault with ; they are so far too superficial, and pos-

sibly offer too many facilities for airing the obtrusive

peculiarities of certain people ; but we should be unjust
were we to blame the working class for not being wiser or
more cultured than they are. Maybe the fault rests more
with the teachers. Indeed, it is to remove as much of the
existing ignorance as possible that Knowledge is issued
week by week, and we are fond of regarding the pages
of this journal as among the educational influences of the

day
The mere show of articles of every-day consumption i?,

however, little calculated to educate, or even to interest, the
beholders, and can only find excuse from an advertising

standpoint. Such displays are, in fact, outside the business

region of my purview.

The coming Exhibition of Inventions and Musical
Instruments promises to be of such a nature as to

satisfy the hungriest searcher after knowledge, while, at

the same time, business people will see in it an opportunity
for entering into competition with the keenest energy.

Those also who will visit it for fashion's sake stand a
chance of reaping some benefit from it. The field embraced
by " inventions " is so extensive that we may fairly and
confidently look for an excellent display, in which jam-pots

and such like impedimenta will scarcely find a place. The
scientific element will be more predominant, and there is,

in fact, a prospect of its satisfying all sections of the com-
munity. Music is doubtless introduced as a kind of leaven.

The idea upon which the exhibition is planned is not to

bring together a mere collection of models of inventions,

but rather to illustrate the progress which has been made
in the practical application of science during the past

twenty years. In order to carry out this intention, the

council will, as far as possible, confine the exhibits to pro-

cesses and appliances, products being admitted only where
they are themselves novel, or where their introduction is

required to make the purpose or advantages of that which
is new in any process more interesting and intelligible. It

is not proposed to allot space for manufactured goods unac-

companied by any illustrations of the process of manufac-

ture. Generally, it may be said that, as far as is prac-

ticable, inventions will be shown by models, with, in the

case of models of entire machines, actual specimens of the

portions improved under the exhibitor's patent, and when
the invention relates to parts only, the whole machine will

not be admitted, unless, indeed, the improvement effected
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cannot be sufficiently sliown without the exhibition of the

entire apparatus. The limitations of space which make
these restrictions necessary, also compel the Council to

decline, unless iu exceptional circumstances, to receive

objects which have already been shown in either of the

recent exhibitions.

The second division—music—will, of course, be aiTanged

on somewhat different principles. Here the object will be

to illustrate as completely and in as interesting a manner

as may be all that relates to the development of the

science and of the art of music. Examples of musical

instruments of a date not earlier than the commencement
of the present century, and any machinery, apparatus, or

appliances connected with their manufacture or their use,

will be admissible. And, further, without restriction of

date, contributions to an historic collection of musical

instruments, and paintings and engravings representing

musical subjects, are invited, and many, it is known, will

be forthcoming.

Criticism at this early stage is practically out of the

Question, but the Council includes such a phalanx of good

men (Sir Frederick Bramwell, F.R.S., vice-president of the

Institute of Civil Engineers, Sir Frederick Abel, C.B., Mr.

I. Lowthian Bell, F.R.S., president of the Institute of

Mechanical Engineers, Colonel Sir Francis Bolton, Professor

Dewar, F.R.S., Sir George Grove, D.C.L, Mr. W. H.
Preece, F.R.S., Sir E. J. Reed, M.P., F.R S., Professor

Chandler Roberts, F.R.S., Dr. Stainer, Mr. R. E. Webster,

Q.C., &c.), that there will, I fancy, be little to iind fault

with.

One thing is very certain, and that is, that the Exhi-

bition will be one from which excellent results may, and

most assuredly will, be looked for. The first division will

be divided into some thirty or thirty-one groups, and single

specimens of the objects mentioned in the prospectus

would in themselves constitute a show of no mean
proportions. We hope, naturally, for something more

than this. Practically, every branch of human in-

dustry is taken up—and, indeed, it is almost a

matter of impossibility to conceive how any one thing

could be regarded as outside the scope embraced by the

title. It follows that there will be whole multitudes who
will visit the Exhibition, and who will leave it minus that

benefit which they ought to derive. It will be the duty of

Knowledge to help its readers to grasp more truly the

lessons to be learned from what we have no doubt will be

a great and a highly interesting exhibition. Such exhibits

as may be likely to prove beneficial to the community will

be referred to, and described more or less fully, sight not

being lost of the fact that while many of our readers may
be able to view the objects themselves, many others, pos-

sibly the majority, will be debarred for various reasons from

ever visiting the Exhibition.

THE ENTOMOLOGY OF A POND.
By E. a. Butler.

THE BOTTOM (continued).

THE Eanatra linearis is a creature of three elements,

though, of course, its proper sphere is the water. It

can manage to progress on land better than most aquatic

insects, carrying its body high up on its stilt-like second
and third pairs of legs ; still, its movements are, at best,

but slow and awkward. It will also, sometimes, take to

the air, and on returning to its pond, finds occasionally a

little difficulty in re-entering the water, on account of its

own slight specific gravity and the dryness <if its tail

filaments, so that quite a struggle is necessary beforo it js

completely immersed. It is a sluggish insect, and nill

often remain motionless amongst the pond weeds for a long
time together, only rising to the surface to breathe, and
this, as one might expsct in so inactive an insect, it needs
to do very infrequently. It makes its way through the
water, either by the help of aquatic plants, or by the
movements of its two hind pairs of legs ; but these are
worked somewhat peculiarly, the third pair being driven
backwards at the same time that the second are moved
forwards, and vice versd, all the movements being performed
in a leisurely manner. But when we come to the front

legs, the case is altogether different ; all the celerity of
which the insect is capable seems to be concentrated here.

Ranatra, indeed, is more of a living trap than a hunter,
lying in wait for, more frequently than pursuing, its prey,

which consists of other aquatic insects, especially the larva;

of Mayflies, and even small fishes. With fore-legs extended,

it patiently waits till some unwary and unsuspicious being,

on pleasure only bent, approaches within the charmed
circle guarded by those long-handled sickles, and then, with
a rapid and forcible stroke and with unerring aim, down
come the powerful limbs and seize the hapless pleasure-

seeker as between a pair of pincers. Dragged to the cruel

beak of its thirsty foe, its juices are gradually extracted,

and the grasp is not relaxed till the dregs have been
drained and nothing but the skin is left ; the useless pellicle

is then rejected and the lanky tyrant brings itself into

position for another attack. It is said sometimes to regale

itself on fish spawn, a proceeding which naturally excites

the ire of pisciculturists. It holds its prey with astonishing

tenacity, of which the following instance, recorded in the
" Entomologist," by Mr. A. G. Laker, may serve as an
example. He says :

—" I placed some sticklebacks in the

glass with a Ranatra, when one of them, about an inch long,

was seized (the total length of the Ranatra, exclusive of

its anal filaments, being only eighteen lines), and, notwith-

standing the fish's repeated and vigorous striiggles, it was
held fast. I then took hold of the stickleback and raised

it out of the water ; the Ranatra, however, would not let

go, and was drawn out of the water with the fish. I

forcibly separated the two, replaced the insect, and imme-
diately afterwards the fish ; but the latter was again seized

in a very short time, and the insect continued its meal."

Ranatra is an exceedingly bold and fearless insect, mani-

festing surprising readiness to attack any foe, let its size be

what it may. In fact, under ordinary circumstances, there

are probably but few enemies that it has any need to fear.

It is the giant of the insect population of the pond, and can

hold its own against almost all comers. The great Dytisci

are probably the only insects of which it has any need to

stand in awe ; and tlipse, if hard pressed by hunger, woiild

probably have no hesitation in attacking it, and, protected

by the invulnerable nature of their chitinous armature,

would soon make mincemeat of the slim and long-legged

bug. The hard integument 6i beetles, however, does not

always bafile Ranatra, not even when it seems to offer an

insurmountable obstacle. There is a little oval, reddish

-

brown beetle, Ili/phydriis ovatzts by name, about the size cf

a small pea, and not unlike a somewhat flattened one iu

shape, which is about as unmanageable a morsel as could

well fall to the lot of any insect ; but even this Ranatra

will not refuse, turning and twisting it about with its

pincers in vain efforts to find a soft spot in which to plungr;

its beak, till at last it lights upon the extremity of the

abdomen, as being a little less hard than the rest, and

manages to extract even thence at least enough nutriment

to whet its appetite and make it long for more.
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Our other British -water-scorpion, Nepa cinerea (Fig. 1),

occi'is commonly in ponds. It is a smaller and much
broader insect, extremely fl'ittened (like

^^ I ^ many other bugs, notably our disgusting

^)Of household pest), with shorter and stouter

/^'!liL>^ legs, but still similar in plan to Ranatra,

|w7\ \ which it resembles also in its brilliant scarlet

body. It is a most sluggish insect, and can
easily be secured by the hand when seen

near the edge of the pond ; but the diffi-

culty is to catch sight of it, for so exactly

similar is its colour to that of the mud
amongst which it lies, that unless the ob-

server can bring to bear upon it a pair of

keen and well-trained eyes, it will in nine

cases out of ten remain undetected, if only it have

the sense not to betray its presence by moving. In
consequence of its sluggish habits and mud-loving pro-

pensities, it sometimes becomes covered with an incrusta-

tion which does not render its detection any the easier. Its

protective coloration, no doubt, gives it chances of many
more meals than it would otherwise get, for unwary insects

will often approach near enough to come within range of

the hooked fore-feet without being conscious of the risk

they run, and are only aroused from their fancied security

by finding themselves suddenly clutched and pressed in a

deadly embrace against the sharp beak which is ever in

waiting to tap any juicy body that may be presented to it.

The breathing apparatus is a marvel of complexity

;

there are both spiracles and tail filaments, the latter lead-

ing into the two longitudinal trachea?, which run parallel to

the sides. From these, innumerable minute tubes ramify

all over the body, and if only it were possible to dissect

out the whole tracheal system, and separate it from the

rest of the body, it would form a most elegant object, and
appear like an exquisite network of silver filagree, built up,

as it were, upon a gridiron-like framework consisting of

two long curved side-pieces connected by arched cross-

pieces. In the thorax there are a few dilatations of the

tracheal system, in the form of air-bags, such as in many
other insects, especially those that are vigorous in flight,

may be found in other parts of the body as well.

The eggs of Nepa are very peculiar. They are oval,

with seven long filaments at one end ; while they are being
laid, the filaments of each serve as a sort of cup to keep
its successor in position, but when the egg is once de-

posited, the filaments bend backwards and form a circlet of

recurved hooks. The eggs of Eanatra are more elongate,

and furnished with only two bristles.

As these water-scorpions are bugs, they do not undergo
much change of form in the course of their life ; the larvse

are very similar to the adult, the chief differences being the

smaller size and the absence of wings and tail-filaments,

the place of the latter being taken by a small pointed

projection.

(To he continued.)

THE PHYSICS OF THE EARTH'S
CRUST.

By Richaed A. Peoctok.

PROFESSOR DAVIDSON, of the United States

Geodetical Survey in California, has noticed most
remarkable deviations in the direction of the action of

gravity in the region which he has surveyed. Deflections

of ten or eleven seconds of arc—which would corresjiond.

in the determination of the position of a place by astro-

nomical methods, to errors of 1,000 or 1,100 feet—are

common. This shows that the density of the materials

beneath the visible surface of the earth is very irregular.

But what is remarkable is that the deviations of the

plumb-line (so, for convenience, to describe a peculiarity

which in reality is far too delicate to be dealt with by a

plumb-line observation) are not, as might be expected,

towards the great mountain ranges, but towards the regions

of depression. It would seem that the depressions indicate

the downward tendency of very dense matter, and a

resulting closeness of packing, so to speak, which makes
those depressed regions exert a very powerful local attrac-

tion, causing the plumb-line in their neighbourhood to

deviate towards them. On the contrary, in the neighbour-

hood of the mountain ranges, and even on their flanks,

the deflection of the plumb-line is from the regions of

elevation, as though vacant spaces or matter of relatively

small density existed beneath the upheaved portions of

the crust.

Another point, still more remarkable, and apparently

established on sufficient evidence, is that in certain regions

the direction of gravity seems to have changed largely

during a period of less than thirty years. Professor

Davidson mentions one place where the position, as deter-

mined by astronomical methods depending on the direction

of gravity, has varied no less than 16 seconds of arc since

185-1. The arrangement of the masses beneath the sur-

face in the neighbourhood must have greatly changed

—

marvellously, in fact, when the shortness of the time is

considered. One cannot wonder that California should be

a region of great earthquakes, insomuch that no large

building can safely be made of stone in that part of the

earth.

Prof. Davidson's observations tend to throw some doubt

on all such methods of determining the earth's density as

depend on variations in the force and direction of gravity

in the neighbourhood of mountain masses, at the bottom
of deep mines, and so forth. It is certain that had such

observations been first made in such a region as California,

they would have led to entirely erroneous results, or,

rather, they would have failed utterly ; for it appears that

instead of the plumb-line being deflected towards the

upraised masses (supposed to be of known density), as in

the case of the Schehallion experiment, it would have been
drawn from them towards masses of compressed matter

beneath the lower levels, and before unsuspected. As for

pendulum experiments in mines, such as the celebrated

Harton Colliery observations, they seem utterly discredited

by such observations as Professor Davidson's. But, to say

the truth, they have long been regarded as worthy cf little

trust. In dealing with Airy's observations (really con-

ducted by his assistant, Mr. Dunkin), in Rodwell's " Physi-

cal Cyclopa?dia," I pointed out fifteen years ago that the

result obtained was altogether unreliable, chiefly because

of the uncertainty necessarily existing in regard to the
density of the regions surrounding the scene of operations.

The result obtained at Schehallion by Maskelyne was more
nearly correct, judged by the indications of the Cavendish
experiment, the only method which seems really trust-

worthy. But what was learnt from the Schehallion

experiments was simply that the rock masses in that region

are tolerably uniform in structure, and of about the mean
density assigned by Maskelyne, not that the earth has the

mean density deduced by that observer from his observa-

tions there. This last we learn from Baily's experiments

by the Cavendish method, in which the earth is weighed
against metallic masses of known density.

Other observations in California show hov,- little reliance
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can be placed on certain results which have been accepted
with considerable confidence. Not only does the rate of in-

crease of temperature with descent vary greatly in different

regions, but in some places the law is reversed. Thus, in

the new Almaden Quicksilver Mine in California, the tem-

perature is about 115° at a depth of GOO ft., while in the

deepest part of the mine, 1,800 ft. below the surface, and
500 ft. below the sea level, the temperature is not higher

than 80''. At the Eureka mines, California, the tempera-

ture, 1,200 ft. below the sea level, is not higher than it is

100 ft. below that level.

—

The Newcastle Weekly Chronicle.

THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY.

By W. Mattieu Williams.

XLI.—AUTHOKITIES ON TEA AND COFFEE.

SINCE the publication of my last I have been reminded
of the high authorities who have defended the use of

the alkaloids, and more particularly of Liebig's theory, or

the theory commonly attributed to Liebig, but which is

Lehmann's, published in Liebig's "Annalen," Vol. 87, and
adopted and advocated by Liebig with his usual ability.

Lehmann watched for some iceeks the effects of coffee

upon two persons in good health. He found that it re-

tarded the waste of the tissues of the body, that the pro-

portion of phosphoric acid and of urea excreted by the
kidneys was diminished by the action of the coffee, the
diet being in all other respects the same. Pure caffeine

(which is the same as theine) produced a similar effect,

the aromatic oil of the coffee, given separately, was found
to exert a stimulating effect on the nervous system.

Johnstone ("Chemistry of Common Life") closely fol-

lowing Liebig, and referring to the researches of Lehmann,
says :

—"The waste of the body is lessened by the intro-

duction of theine into the stomach—that is, by the use of

tea. And if the waste be lessened, the necessity for food
to repair it will be lessened in an equal proportion. In
other words, by the consumption of a certain quantity of

tea, the health and strength of the body will be maintained
in an equal degree upon a smaller quantity of ordinary
food. Tea, therefore, saves food—stands to a certain extent
in the place of food—while, at the same time, it soothes
the body and enlivens the mind."
He proceeds to say that " In the old and infirm it serves

also another purpose. In the life of most persons a period
arrives when the stomach no longer digests enough of the
ordinary elements of food to make up for the natural daily
waste of the bodily substance. The size and weight of the
body, therefore, begin to diminish more or less perceptibly.

At this period tea comes in as a medicine to arrest the
waste, to keep the body from falling away so fast, and thus
to enable the less energetic powers of digestion still to
supply as much as is needed to repair the wear and tear
of the solid tissues." No wonder, therefore, says he, " that
the aged female, who has barely enough income to buy
what are called the common necessaries of life, should yet
spend a portion of her small gains in purchasing her ounce
of tea. She can live quite as well on less common food
when she takes her tea along with it ; while she feels

lighter at the same time, more cheerful, and fitter for her
work, because of the indulgence."

All this is based upon the researches of Lehmann and
others, who measured the work of the vital furnace by the
quantity of ashes produced—the urea and phosphoric acid
excreted. But there is also another method of measuring
the same, that of collecting the expired breath and deter-

mining the quantity of carbonic acid given o£f by combus-
tion. This method is imperfect, inasmuch as it, onlv
measures a portion of the carbonic acid which is given off.

The skin is also a respiratory organ, co-operating with the
lungs in evolving carbonic acid.

Dr. Edward Smith adopted this method of measuring
the respired carbonic acid. His results were fir.st published
in "The Philosophical Transactions"' of 1859, and again in

Chapter XXXV. of his volume on " Food," International

Scientific Series.

After stating, in the latter, the details of the experi-

ments, which include depth of respiration as well as amount
of carbonic acid respired, he says :

— " Hence it was proved
beyond all doubt that tea is a most powerful respiratory

excitant. As it causes an evolution of carbon greatly
beyond that which it supplies, it follows that it must
powerfully promote those vital changes in food which nlti-

matel}' produce the carbonic acid to be evolved. Instead,

therefore, of supplying nutritive matter, it causes the assimi-

lation and transformation of other foods."

Now, note the following practical conclusions, which I

quote in Dr. Smith's own words, but take the liberty of

rendering in italics those passages that I wish the reader

to specially compare with the jireceding quotations from
Johnstone :

—" In reference to nutrition, we may say that

tea increases waste, since it promotes the transformation of

food without supplying nutriment, and increases the loss of

heat without supplying fuel, and it is therefore especially

adapted to the -wants of those who usually eat too much, and
after a full meal, when the process of assimilation should

be quickened, but j* less adapted to the jyoor and ill-fed, and
during fasting." He tells us very positively that "to take

tea before a meal is as absurd as not to take it after a meal,

unless the system be at all times replete with nutritive

material" And, again, "Our experiments have sufficed

to show how tea may be injurious if taken v.-ith deficient

food, and thereby exaggerate the evils of the jyoor
;
" and,

again, " The conclusions at which we arrived after our
researches in 1858 were that tea should not be taken

without food, unless after a full meal ; or with insufficient

food ; or by the young or very feeble ; and that its essential

action is to v:aste the system or consume food, by promoting
vital action which it does not support, and they have not

been disproved by any subsequent scientific researches."

This final assertion may be true, and to those who " go
in for the last thing out," the latest novelty or fashion in

science, literature, and millinery, the absence of any refuta-

tion of later date is quite enough.

But how about the previous scientific researches of

Lehmann, who, on all such subjects, is about the highest

authority that can be quoted. His three volumes on
" Physiological Chemistry," translated and republished by
The Cavendish Society, stand pre-eminent as the best-

written, most condensed, and complete work on the sub-

ject, and his original researches constitute a lifetime's

work, not of mere random change-ringing among the ele-

ments of obscure and insignificant organic compounds, but

of judiciously selected chemical work, having definite

philosophical aims and objects.

It is evident from the passages I have emphatically

quoted that Dr. Smith flatly coutradicts Lehmann, and
arrives at directly contradictory physiological residts and
practical inferences.

Are we, therefore, to conclude that he has blundered in

his analysis, or that Lehmann has done so 1

On carefully comparing the two sets of investigations, I

conclude that there is no necessary contradiction in the

facts; that both may be, and in all probability are, quite

correct as regards their chemical results; but that Dr.
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Smith has only attacked half the problem, while Lehmann
has grasped the whole.

All the popular stimulauts, refreshing drugs, and " pick-

me-ups" have two distinct and opposite actions—an imme-

diate exaltation which lasts for a certain period, varying

with the drug and the constitution of its victim, and a sub-

sequent depression proportionate to the primary exaltation,

but, as I believe, always exceeding it either in duration

or intensity, or both, thus giving as a nett or mean result a

loss of vitality.

Dr. Smith's experiments only measured a partial result

(the carbonic acid exhaled from the lungs without that from

the skin) of the first stage, the period of exaltation. His
experiments were extended to 50 minutes, 71 minutes, 65

minutes, and in one case to 1 hour and 50 minutes. It is

worthy of note that in Experimeut 1 were 100 grains of

black tea, which were given to two persons, and the time

of the experiment was 50 and 71 minutes ; the average

increase was 71 and GS cubic inches per minute, while in

No. G, with the same dose and the carbonic acid collected

during 1 hour and 50 minutes, the average increase per

minute was only 4 7 '5 cubic inches. These indicate the

decline of the exaltation, and the curves on his diagrams

show the same. His coffee residts were similar.

We all know that the " refreshing " action often extends

over a considerable period. !My own experiments on my-
self show that this is three or four hours, while that of beer

or wine is less than one hour (moderate doses in each case).

I have tested this by walking measured distances after

taking the stimulant and comparing with my walking

powers when taking no other beverage than cold water.

The duration of the tea stimulation has been also

measured (painfully so) by the duration of sleeplessness

when female seduction has led me to drink tea late in the

evening. The duration of coffee about one-third less than
tea.

Lehmann's experiments extending over weeks (days

instead of minutes), measured the whole effect of the

alkaloid and oil of the coffee during both the periods of

exaltation and depression, and, therefore, supplied a mean
or total result which accords with ordinary everyday ex-

perience. It is well known that the pot of tea of the poor

needlewoman subdues the natural craving for food ; the

habitual smoker claims the same merit for his pipe, and the

chewer for his quid. Wonderful stories are told of the

long abstinence of the drinkers of mate, chewers of betel-

nut, Siberian fungus, coca-leaf, and pepper-wort, and the

smokers and eaters of haschish, ka. Not only is the sense

of hunger allayed, but less food is demanded for sustaining

life.

It is a curious fact that similar effects should be pro-

duced, and similar advantages claimed for the use of a drug
which is totally different in its other chemical properties

and relations. " White arsenic," or arsenious acid, is the

oxide of a metal, and far as the poles asunder from the

alkaloids, alcohols, and aromatic resins, in chemical classi-

fication. But it does check the waste of the tissues, and is

eaten by the Styrians and others with physiological effects

curiously resembling those of its chemical antipodeans
above named. Foremost among these physiological effects

is that of " making the food appear to go farther."

It is strange that any physiologist should claim this

diminution of the normal waste and renewal of tissue as a

merit, seeing that life itself is the product of such change,
and death the result of its cessation. But in the eagerness

that has been displayed to justify existing indulgences,

this claim has been extensively made by men who ought to

know better than admit such a plea.

I speak, of course, of the habitual use of such drugs,

not of their occasional medicinal use. The waste of the

body may be going on with killing rapidity, as in fever,

and then such medicines may save life, provided always

that the body has not become " tolerant," or partially in-

seu-sible, to them by daily usage. I once watched a dangerous

case of typhoid fever. Acting under the instructions of

skilful medical attendants, and aided by a clinical thermo-

meter and a seconds watch, I so applied small doses of

brandy at short intervals as to keep down both pulse and

temperature within the limits of fatal combustion. The
patient had scarcely tasted alcohol before this, and therefore

it exerted its maximum efficacy. I was surprised at the

certain response of both pulse and temperature to this most
valuable medicine and most pernicious beverage.

The argument that has been the most industriously

urged in favour of all the vice-drugs, and each in its

turn, is that miserable apology that has been made for

every folly, every vice, every political abuse, every social

crime (such as slavery, polygamy, &c.), when the time has

arrived for reformation. I cannot condescend to seriously

argue against it, but merely state the fact that the widely-

diffused practice of using some kind of stimulating drug has

been claimed as a sufficient proof of the necessity or advan-

tage of such practice. I leave my readers to bestow on
such a plea the treatment they may think it deserves.

Those who believe that a rational being should have rational

grounds for his conduct will treat this customary refuge of

blind conservatism as I do.

THE ELECTRO-MAGNET.
By W. Slingo.

THE experiments referred to at the close of the previous

article as having been made by Professors Ayrton
and Perry* present many features full of interest and

worthy of study. They are all such as may be easily

repeated by the student. The object was to determine

which mode of winding a given length of wire on an iron

bar "ave the strongest electro-magnet for the same current.

Four bars of iron, each 12 inches long, were cut from the

same rod § in. thick ; and an exactly equal length of wire

was wound on the four bars respectively, in the following

way :—

•

Fig. 1

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

1. Wire wound equally over the whole length, Fig. I.

2. Wire coned towards each end. Fig. 2.

3. Wire wound equally over half the iron bar, leaving

the other end bare (Fig. 3).

* " Phil. Mag.," Vol. XY., p. 397.
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4. Wire wound on one half, but coned towards the end
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4.

To ascertain their relative strengths, electro-magnet

No. 1 was put so that its axis was at right angles to the

axis of a small magnetic needle and passed through the

point of suspension of the needle, which was suspended so

as to move freely in a horizontal plane, and far enough
away that the magnetic field due to the electro-magnet,

when magnetised by passing a current through it, was
nearly constant over that portion of the field in which the

little suspended needle moved when deflected. A constant

current was now passed through the coil, and the deflection

of the little needle observed when the electro-magnet was
placed at different distances from the centre of the test-

needle, the axis, however, always remaining in the same
line. Under these circumstances, the strength of the field

produced by No. 1 at the centre of the test-needle is

approximately proportional to the tangent of the angle

through which the needle is deflected. Experiments were
made in a similar way with electro-magnet No. 2, and with
each end of No. 3 and of No. 4, the same current being

used in all cases.

TANGENT Or OErLECTlQN OF NBtDLE

The results obtained are shown plotted in the accompany-
ing curves (Fig. 5), vertical distances representing the dis-

tance between the near end of the electro-magnet and the

centre of the te.st-needle, and horizontal distances indi-

cating the tangents of the deflections of the test^needle :

AAAA is that for No. 1 ; B B B B for No. 2 ; C CO
for the covered end of No. 3 ; D D D D for the uncovered
end of No. 3 ; E E E E for the covered end of No. 4 ; and
F F F F for the uncovered end of No. 4.

These cur\'es show that at considerable distances from
the end of the electro-magnet the uniformly coiled magnet
No. 1 produces the most powerful field, while for points

nearer the magnet, but still at a distance of about 3 inches

from it, the covered end of No. 3 magnet, corresponding with
the curve C, produces the strongest field, the next in

strength being produced by the magnet No. 2, with the
wire coned towards each end, since obviously the curve
B B B cuts the curve A A A at a point corresponding with
a distance of about 3 inches from the end of the magnet.
The strength of the field at shorter distances than those
indicated cannot be measured by the means above adopted.
There is, however, another, although perhaps a rougher,
means of observing the strength of the various parts of

the field produced by the electro-magnet. It is well known

that a magnet is capable of attracting iron filings, and that
they take up definite positions when attracted. It is also
an every-day experimeut to lay a magnet under a sheel of
paper, thin glass, or other non-magnetic material, upon
which iron filings are then sprinkled, when they form
certain definite figures. If the magnet is a straight bar of

steel, the filings take up their position in a manner ana-
logous to that depicted in Fig. G. Professors Ayrton and
Perry pursued a similar course in investigating the mag-
netic properties of their coils, and obtained some interesting

and instructive results.

Fij?. 6.

^-^--r..:M
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The effect, then, of winding an electromagnet evenly is

to produce an ordinary magnetic field as shown in Fig. C.

With the second mode of winding, i.e., coning the wire

towards the two ends of the iron, we obtain a held (Fig. 7)

similar to the one produced by the usual winding, with the

exception that the field between the poles is very weak.

With the two other modes of winding (Xos. 3 and 4) there

is a considerable concentration of force in the vicinity of the

covered end, while the uncovered end " seems to form a

long, weak pole," the difference between the two being that

with No. i as contrasted with No. 3 there is a greater con-

centration at the wound end, and that the opposite pole is

longer. The movement made by the " neutral zone

"

towards the left hand is clearly indicated.

The professors completed their experiments by ascer-

taining the weight necessary to detach the armature from

the covered end of each magnet, a constant or equal current

flowing through each coil. The result was that with :

—

1 43 ounces were required to detach the armature.

2 5/ „ ,, ,,

3 5i „ „ ,,

t 77 „ „ „

These results show, then, that the effect of coning the

wire is to produce a strong field near the pole, which, how-

ever (as may be gathered from Fig. 5), falls off rapidly as

the distance from the pole increases. It is also seen that

ill contact or close proximity with the magnet numbers,

2 and 3 are equal, and are stronger than No. 1, while the

effect produced by No. 4 is much greater than that pro-

duced by either of the others. The deductions to be drawn
are that with a given piece of iron, a given length of wire,

and a given current, at distances from the end of the

magnet very small compared with the length of the core,

the wire should be coiled up at the near end. At points

a little removed, equal, say, to one third the length of

the core, winding evenly over one half is advantageous,

while, for greater distance, uniform winding is the best

THE EARTH'S SHAPE AXD MOTIONS.
By Richard A Proctor.

(Contimied from page 152.)

CHAPTER III.—THE ANNUAL MOTION OF THE SUN
AND STARS.

ALTHOUGH during a single day the sun's motion is

such as I have described it, yet it is impossible to

watch the sun many days without noticing that the place

of his rising and setting is continually changing, and also

the elevation which he attains when in the south. Sup-

posing our observations to commence in spring, we should

notice that the sun began to rise further and further to

the north of east, setting, of course, further and further

to the north of west. We should further see his mid-day

elevation gradually increasing. In about three months
these changes would attain their greatest effect, and at this

time we should find that the sun rose almost as far north

as north-east, and set almost as far north as north-west,

while at mid-day he attained an elevation of no less than
()2°, instead of 3Si°, as at first. Then in the next three

months we should find these changes taking place in reverse

order, so that at the end of the three months the sun would
be rising nearly in the east and setting nearly in the west,

as at the beginning of the observations. After this the sun
would be found to rise towards the south of east, setting

towards the south of west, while his mid-day elevation

would continue to diminish. At the end of three more

months these changes would produce their greatest effect,

when the sun would be rising nearly as far south as south-

east, and setting nearly as far south as south-west, attaining

a mid-day elevation of only 15^. Lastly, during the next
three months the sun would gradually return to the path
he had at the beginning of the observations.

Year after year these circumstances are repeated with
the utmost regularity, so that the observer would find no
ditHculty in forming a table recording the height which the

sun would attain when due south on any day of the year.

This, at present, is all that we shall note on this point.

We shall shortly have to return to this part of our subject,

and by considering the annual changes of the sun's appa-

rent path more exactly—that is, in quantity and measure,

instead of in a general manner, we shall be enabled to form
an estimate of the real character of the sun's annual
motion relatively to our earth. At present, however, our
observer is supposed to be limiting his attention to those

observations which may enable him to determine the earth's

figure by travelling from the scene of his first researches.

He is, in fact, endeavouring to learn how the sun or the
stars would seem to move on any day of the year, as seen

from his first station, in order than when he goes to others

he may estimate the effect of change of place on these

motions, and so learn what is the shape of that surface

over which he is travelling.

Our observer might notice also with special care where
the sun rises and sets on different days, were it not that

after some attention to this point, he would find that in

the immediate neighbourhood of the horizon, celestial

objects are not seen in their true places. He would quickly

see that this was an atmospheric effect, because he would
notice that even terrestrial objects, at a considerable dis-

tance, appear often to be disturbed or distorted. Presently

this peculiarity will need to be carefully considered. At
present, all that is necessary is that the obsei-ver should

avoid laying any stress on the observations of celestial

objects when very close to the horizon.*

The result, then, to which our observer pays special

attention is the circumstance that on any given day in the

year the sun always attains a certain elevation when in tie

south. If he should find that when he travels to some
other place, the sun, on any particular day, does not attain

the elevation it would have had as seen from his first

station, he will have to explain that circumstance—he will,

in fact, have something to guide him to a true estimate of

the earth's figure, of which, at present, he is supposed to

know nothing, except that it has limits.

In the meantime, and with a similar end in view, he

notices the annual changes in the apparent position of the

stars. This part of his work also leads to certain definite

and very interesting results.

Night after night he sees the stars following the same
orderly movements which he had before detected. But
gradually he begins to notice, that, at any given hour of

the night, the aspect of the heavens is not the same as at

the same hour on the first night of observation. The stars

seem to have got further forward in their apparent rotation-

movement.
Carefully noticing this change, he is led to the conclusion

that it is taking place in a regular manner. He can very

effectually test its rate and character by means of the

instrument figured in Chapter I. (Fig. 5), modified (as

described in Chapter II.) for sidereal observation. He

* It may be necessary to remind the reader that the refractive

effects of the atmosphere slightly affect the apparent position of

every celestial object, but in this part of my subject I avoid aU.

reference to corrections so minute that the simple process of

observation I am describing would not suffice to detect them.
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directs the tube L M at a given hour on any night to a

certain star, and notices what division of the card circle,

H K, falls opposite the mark on the upright. At the same

hour on the next night, he will scarcely notice any appreci-

able change ; but if he repeat the observation a fortnight

later, he will find that he has to turn the card circle round

about as much as for an hour's diurnal motion—that is,

through about 71°—before '^L M points to the star. He
will notice, however, that L M has not to be turned on its

own pivot ; in other words, he will see that the star's

distance from the pole of the heavens (the point to which

F G is directed) remains unchanged.

He may confirm this result by a second observation.

Let him direct LM towards a star, and in any convenient

manner clamp the axis F G, so that L M will remain fixed

in position. Then at the end of fourteen or fifteen days

let him come to the instrument an hour earlier in the

evening than it was set. He will find LM pointing directly

towards the star.

He finds this to be true of every visible star in the

heavens, except five. Consequently, all the stars retain

the same relative positions among themselves, except those

five, which he will therefore look upon as wanderers, a word

synonymous with the term planet given to these five stars

by the Greek astronomers. Our observer will, for the pre-

sent, however, confine his attention to the other stars,

which he will call for distinction's sake the fixed stars.

He now knows that these stars have a somewhat swifter

daily motion than the sun, insomuch that in half a mouth
the stars have gained an hour's motion on the sun. It

follows that in a year they have gained twenty-four hours'

motion, or one complete rotation.

Now here we shall avoid any reference to the diflicult

processes by which the exact length of a year is determined.

We will suppose that our observer is satisfied by noticing

the perfect regularity of the stellar rotation, not only from

hour to hour, but from day to day ; and that by some

means or other he enables himself to measure time with

such exactness that he could detect any apparent departure

from the observed regularity of motion, should any such

result seem to follow from his excursions over the earth's

surface. We shall see that this knowledge, combined with

his knowledge of the sun's altitude at noon of every day,

or even only with his knowledge of the position of the pole

of the heavens, round which the rotation seems to take

place, will enable him to form the most certain and con-

clusive opinions as to the 6gure of the earth on which he

lives.

On one point he has already gained new information.

He has noticed that the star-groups retain their configura-

tion altogether unchanged in whatever part of the sky they

may be seen. And comparing the observations of one part

of the year with those of another, he is enabled to see that

the stars are strewn over the sur-

face of all that portion of a sphere

having E P as axis which can rise

above the horizon circle S e N w
—in fact, over every part of a

complete sphere S ic P K, except

the small segments S P' K. Now,
at any moment the observer can

only see half of the sphere S w P K.
He knows that unless the stars,

when below the horizon, take up relative positions very

different from those they have when visible, they must at

every instant cover the portion S w N K of space beneath the

horizon, and as he sees no sign of any such change when the

stars are visible, while at every season of the year he sees the

known star-groups unchanged in aspect, he is clearly justified

in feeling very certain that no such change takes place after

the stars have gone below the horizon. Hence he is certain

that the earth is not only limited in the direction of the
horizon, but in every ditection below the horizon (except
possibly towards the tr "nout S P' K, about which he has
as yet no certain inforiijation). He will naturally infer

that a complete sphere around him is bedecked with stars,

and not a sphere wanting such a segment as S P' K ; but
whether this be so or not, he is quite certain about the
earth being limited towards all points below S tv N K,
except points in S P' K,_/'or he knovjs t/cat stars are streion

towards all such points. Knowing that the earth has limits,

and perhaps even suspecting already that the earth, which
lies within the celestial sphere, is more likely to be in ro-

tation than the sphere itself, he sets out to explore his

abode. He will direct his explorations first towards the

north, to see what changes, if any, may be perceived in the

position of the apparent pole of the heavens. Then he will

return and travel southwards ; and, lastly, he will make a
series of explorations towards the east and towards the

west ; untU, finally, the secrets of the earth's figure shall

have been completely mastered.

OUR SUPPLY OF COAL.

AT a time when approximate calculations have been,

made of the date at which our British coal supply

will be exhausted, the discovery of a reserve of some

8,000,000 tons must possess great popular, as well as more
purely scientific, importance. Hence a pricis of a lecture

delivered before the members of the Cotteswold Field Club

on the 12th instant, by Mr. Handel Cossham (for which

we are indebted to the Bristol Afercuri/ and Daily Post),

can scarcely fail to be of considerable interest at once to

the geologist and to the coal consumer :—

•

After remarking on the complicated geology of the

Bi'istol coal-field, and particularly of the northern part of it,

he mentioned that twenty years ago he was able to correct

the geological maps of the district by showing that the

supposed Millstone Grit, or Farewell Rock, between

Bristol and Wick, was one of the Siliceous Sandstones of

the coal-measures. It had consequently been discovered

that the coal-bearing strata extend south of Kingswood
and St. George under the river Avon, and, as far as he

knew, to the Mendip Hills. That discovery had had an
important bearing on the mining industry of the district,

and would help in the future to unlock the mineral re-

sources of the neighbouring county of Somerset He had,

however, now to describe a discovery he had recently made,

which, he believed, would prove of much greater importance.

He reminded them that the Kingswood section of the

Bristol coal-field contains probably the most ancient coal

workings, not only of this country, but probably older

than those of South Wales, Somerset, or Dean Forest. In

1371 Edward III. issued a mandate to the keeper of the

chase of Kingswood to allow Edward, the son of Hugh
Blunt, lord of the manor of Bitton, to take, sell, and carry

away wood, gorse, and sea-coal found within the demesne ;

and by the second half of the seventeenth century he saw

by a map which passed to him as lord of the manor, that in

the year 1672 there were no less than seventy small coal-

pits at work in the Chase of Kingswood. The workings,

down to the early part of this century, were of course con-

fined to shallow depths, chiefly drained by levels into the

Avon and Froom rivers, and were mainly confined to the

upper section of the seams now worked in the district.

About fifty years ago the Great Vein series were dis-

covered, and have been largely worked ever since on the
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South dip, and over a considerable area. Some time ago

he resolved to explore the whole of the area, about 2,500

acres, the mineral freehold of which he purchased some
years ago. To do this he commened an exploring drift

to the south, at a depth of sixty - eight fathoms from

his Belgium pit, to cut the upper section of seams

that lie over the ordinary Kingswood series and between

those and the Pennant rock ; and at the same time he

started a drift to the north, at a depth of 500 yards from

the bottom of Speedwell pit, and it was the discoveries

made by the latter, or north drift, from Speedwell, that he

wished to describe. For some 200 yards this drift was
driven in strata nearly upright, and exhibited traces of

great disturbance and enormous lateral )iressure ; and, in

fact, the whole of the Kingswood district has in past

workings exhibited proofs of enormous disturbance and
displacements, chiefly, as he some time ago explained in

a published paper, having been produced by lateral pres-

sure and not by vertical movements. Some 250 yards

north of Speedwell pit they cut a seam of coal about

2 ft. 4 in. thick, lying in an upright position, and for a long

time he supposed this to be the first of the lower or Ashton
series of veins, which was what he expected to find when he

drove the underground tunnel. But, extending the drift

some 50 to 100 yards farther to the north, they found the

strata became horizontal, and they struck a second seam of

coal in several separate beds, the thickest of which was about

20 in. After following the vein for some 50 to 100 yards,

he found that it was one of the old Great Vein group

that had been worked 300 to 350 yards overhead up to

the outcrop of the vein near the surface. This fact was

so difficult to explain that he resolved, before coming to

any decided conclusion, to drive cross-measure drifts to

the veins above and below, so as to prove the fact

beyond doubt before accepting it himself or announcing

it to others. At the proper distance below this second

vein, known as the Giller's End Vein, he found a

particular and remarkable bed of strata, known in the

district as the " Worm Bed," in its proper position in

connection with this vein. He also knew that if he

were correct in his opinion he should find at a dis-

tance of some 30 yards vertical above this vein the

splendid seam or bed of coal known as the Kingswood

Great Vein, which he had no doubt was the equivalent

of the celebrated 4 feet Aberdare Steam Coal Vein.

Driving a drift across measures he discovered, on the

21st of last February, the vein known as the Kingswood
Great Vein, lying in splendid position, and an average

of about 5 feet thick, or from that to 5 feet G inches.

Since that time he had been driving on these veins north,

«ast, south, and west, and found that he was on the floor of

the original coalfield, with a gentle dip to the west and rise

to the east of about 3 in. to the yard, and apparently ex-

tending to the north and east far beyond the bounds of his

mineral estate. He did not want to trouble his hearers

with anything that was merely personal and commercial,

but he was sure they would pardon him for saying that not

the least interesting feature of this discovery to him was

that it had revealed the existence of from six to eight

million tons of magnificent steam coal in his mineral estate

that he had no expectation of having, and he could see

clearly that for the next 50 to 100 years, at least, the

collieries be worked could go on landing a large quantity

of splendid coal, at a cost that would enable those who
worked them to hold their ground against all competition,

come from where it may, and thus continue to develop

one of the important industries of the district

Proceeding to the source of the dislocating force, he said

the Mendip Hills formed the southern boundary of the

Bristol coal-field, though their distinguished president (Sir

William Guise), Mr. Etheredge, and himself were able

some two or three years ago to gather proofs from the

rocks at Cannington Park, near Bridgwater, that those

rocks, which had previously been regarded as Devonian
Limestone, were after all the Carboniferous Limestone,

though in a highly crystalline condition, and very sparse of

fossil remains. Being, however, genuine mountain lime-

stone they showed almost certainly the existence of a coal-

field south of the Mendips. His object in referring to

this was to recall their attention to a fact that was proved

by their friend Mr. Etheredge, and the late Mr. Charles

Moore, of Bath, beyond all question, namely, that the Men-
dips were lifted after the deposition of the coal measures—
but prior to the deposition of the secondary rocks—and that

when those hills were thrust up by the volcanic force that in

some portions had pushed the lava right through the limestone

and Old Red Sandstone, the whole country to the north,

and possibly to the south as well, was thrust forward. At
Radstock, five miles north of the Mendips, this thrust had

given Lady Waldegrave a double quantity of the Radstock

or upper series in veins. They must, however, look for

the force that has thrust the Kingswood coal-field over

itself at a nearer point than the Mendip Hills, and he

thought if they would look at the enormous develop-

ment of carboniferous limestone at Blackdown, Bourton,

and in that district, they would see the seat of the force

that has caused this displacement. It was singular and

exceedingly interesting to note the effect of this thrust.

If they looked at the map they would see that south of

where they stood the river Avon has been pushed a mile

to the north out of its natural course by the same force

that had thrust the coal-field over itself, and he happened

to know that two or three miles below the level course

of the seam of coal in the coal-field had been turned

almost at right angles to its regular course by the same

upheaval of Carboniferous Limestone, and the displace-

ment caused thereby and the level course of the workings

on the south dip of the coal-field at Kingswood at a

great depth, followed the remarkable course in the river

to which he had called attention—thus showing pretty

conclusively that the course which had caMed the one

had produced the other. The level course of the workings

at the South Liberty of the Ashton Colliery had been

turned round by the same course. In conclusion, Mr.

Cossham remarked that the' problem he had endeavoured

to explain would have a very important influence on the

future of the district, and was associated with an industi-y

upon which the future of the country largely depended.

Whenever England's mineral resources failed, her

commercial supremacy must end, and therefore every

discovery that widened the area and increased the

extent of their mineral resources should be regarded

with interest.

A PRACTICAL METHOD OF ESTI-

MATING DISTAXCES.

DRAW one or more silhouettes of standing or kneeling

men upon a card—the standing ones 25 mm. in

height and the kneeling ones 16 mm. If you are an artist

and have the means at disposal, instead of simply blacken-

ing the figures, you may paint both surfaces with the colours

that are peculiar to the different uuiforms of the enemy,

but care must be taken not to lay the colours on too thin.

Now cut the figures out with care, leaving sufficient paper

attached to their bases to allow the instrument to be held

between the thumb and first finger.
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The apparatus being constructed, it only remains to use

it. At 200 metres Jistance station one or more men, and,

where you are standing, allow an assistant to hold the

instrument at the height you direct him to. Now proceed

10 a distance of exactly four paces, of 0'7.5ni. each, from

your figures, and ascertain whether their general aspect, as

regards height and width, corresponds to that of the men
stationed 200 mitres off. If the resemblance is perfect,

you are in possession of one of the timplefet and most port-

able of telemeters ; if it is not, you will have to begin all

over again. You may renew the operation by placing your
men at 300 metres, and taking six paces instead of four

(Fig. 1).

The arrangement adopted permits, on holding the instru-

ment away from the eye, of diminishing the ditficulty that
the latter has of seeing the objective and image simulta-

neously. Besides, it lessens the trembling of the hand that
holds the apparatus, and which would render observation,

impossible in an ordinary stadium placed at OG m. from the

eye.

What is the value oi —1 In the majority of-proportional

base telemeters the distance sought is .50 times greater than
the base. Such a ratio is'very convenient, since it necessi-

tates a base of only 20 mfetres for a distance^of^l kilometre

>^^^-
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Fig. 1 —lleth)d of Estimating Distances.

Supposing that the apj)aratus has been constructed satis-

factorily, the manner of using it for estimating distances

•will be readily understood. Let an assistant hold the in-

strument in the direction of the troop th;it serves as an
oVijective, while you move backward in keeping your eye
upon the silhouettes and the objective, and stopping when
the figures and men exhibit the same aspect and seem to

form part of one and the same group. Then returning to

your assistant, you count the number of paces that

separated your eye from his hand. Upon multiplying this

number by 50, you will obtain a product that will give you
in metres the distance sought.

Notwithstanding the wonderful simplicity of the instru-

ment, it is easy to control the accuracy of the principle

upon which it is based, first, by reasoning, and then by
experiment.

In the similar triangles, ABC and DEC (Fig. 3), we
have the ratio :

(«) x = l—-
h

H and h being constants, I will have to vary -with x, that is

to say, with the distance.

However, as the observer can scarcely measure the bas*-

otherwise than by pacing it off, it has seemed preferable, in

order to expedite the operation and avoid a conversion of

pace measurements into mitre ones, to take a mean pace

of 07.5 m. as unity, and to modify the formula so as to all

once obtain the distance in metres.

In formula a, on substituting wxO'75 for I, and making

-T-x 075=50 (H being equal to 1,6&5) we shall have

0'249 m. as the value of /(.

If, however, greater precision were required in the

results, the metre might be preserved as the unity of

measurement of the base, the silhouettes be given a height

of 33 millimetres, and a cord about 30 metres, with knots

1 mitre apart, be employed. But it will be readily under-

stood that this process, although more accurate, is much
less practical.

Let us now examine the causes of error, as well as their

limits.

The height of a soldier, taken as a base, varies between

l'-t5m. and LSm. As the mean height generally ad-

mitted is 1'665 m., we should, upon taking this as a basis
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and operating upon extreme heights, commit an error of

about one-thirteenth, more or less, of the distance sought.

But if, besides the height, we consider (and it is the case

here) the breadth of several men, we see that this dimen
fion has less variation, and that we could not assign to the

error a value of more than one fourteenth. This might,

moreover, be sensibly reduced by means of operations re-

peated upon different subjects.

Another cause of error is due to the manner of doing

the pacing, which may vary from 0*7 m. to 08 ni. at the

most when some little attention is paid to it, or 005 m.,

more or less, than the normal pace. But the error com-

mitted in this case will represent only one thirty-fifth, more
or less, of the distance sought, and this may be thrown
entirely out of consideration when regulating firing is con-

cerned. The two errors, upon being added, will, at the

worst, never give a deviation of more than one tenth in

the real distance, and we shall admit that such an approxi-

mation is sufficiently exact if we reflect upon the gross

errors that we should commit in estimating by eye, and
ujion the great variations in range that occur in the best-

regulated firing.

Fig. 2.—Apparatus for Estimating Distances (actual size).

Let us add, that with this instrument it is not necessary

to see the entire object ; if the upper part of a man's body
can be seen, it will be sufficient.

In clear weather this process can be applied to distances

of 1,000 metres and beyond ; but if there is a field-glass at

one's disposal, it will be preferable to use it for very long

distances. In all cases it is well to light the image as much
as possible in the same manner as the men observed. If,

for example, these latter were in shadow and the instru-

ment were too brightly lighted, it would be necessary to

Fig. 3.—Apparatus for Estimating Distances.

cut off with the hand or cap the solar rays that were falling

thereupon.

It resulted from experiments made at Fort Cagnelot, on
the Langre plateau, that, out of thirty measurements, one
only could be considered as insufficient, this having given
an error of at least one-eighth of the distance. All the rest

showed a deviation much less than that which had been
fixed on as a limit ; and, if a mean of such deviations be

sought, it will be found that it was only one twenty-second.
The little instrument that we have just described has
in nowise the pretension to replace those excellent tele-

meters that all infantry corps are provided with ; but it

offers a sure and convenient means of estimating distances,
and we believe that a frequent use of it will quickly
familiarize the observer with making such estimates by the
unaided eye, and this, it should not be forgotten, will
always be the most really practical method on the field of
battle.

—

La Nature.

PLEASANT HOURS WITH THE
MICROSCOPE.

By Hknet J. Slack, F.G.S., F.R.M.S.

THE dry season has not been favourable to the growth
of fungi, but in cool houses, stoves, and out of doors,

some of the gardener's plagues are sure to be found. Here,
for example, is a plum-tree against a wall, with leave*
looking as if all manner of minute rubbish, plentifully
mixed with soot, bad been stuck upon them. An inspec-
tion with a hand-glass shows amongst the smut-patches
numerous cast skins of aphides ; here and there a small,
live object—the so-called red spider, which is a mite—and
some scale-bugs. So little of the leaf is left in its natural
state that all its functions must be suspended. If an
orange-tree is examined, some of its leaves will most likely

exhibit similar dark spots. Geraniums in a cool house
may here and there have on their leaves the same sort of

sooty stuff, and ferns are not infrequently attacked.

The only thing to be done for the health of

the plants is to wash all the objectionable stufi

oflf with soapand-water, or the Gishurst compound—

a

sulphur soap. If the leaves of any plant exudes honey-
dew, or that substance deposited by aphides, black fungi
are pretty sure to grow ; but leaves are often covered
with them when no particular reason can be detected
why they should be assailed.

If a bit of infected leaf is viewed under the microscope,
as an opaque object, small tufts may be discovered, looking
less black than they appear to the naked eye. They are
composed of thread-like tubes and spores of various
shapes, which are translucent enough to transmit some
rays of brownish or sometimes olivaceous light. A
little of the black stuff may be removed with a pea-
knife placed in a drop of water on a glass slide,

and spread out by moving a covered glass over it. The
annexed figures represent the miscellaneous objects likely

to meet the view. It is hopeless for any one not
well practised in fungology to name these things with
proper discrimination, and great authorities like Berkeley
or Cooke would not pronounce upon some except after

carefully cultivating them, and seeing what they should do.

The old authors called the black stnS Cladosporiiim fumago,
but Dr. Cooke tells us it is now usually named Funiago
varians, and that it is considered a conidial stage of Capro-
dium. If the inquirer examines these things under a

microscope, and compares what he sees with the drawings
and descriptions of the fungologists, he will think they
might be taken for IlehninthosjMrmm, Cladosporium,
Macrosporium, and Sporidisinium.
What is remarkable, and of great though puzzling inte-

rest, is the variety of forms under which fungi of the same
species can carry on their life processes. In the aggregate,

a prodigious amount of work is done by fungi of the
minuter kinds. They and their relations— bacteria, &c.—
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preside over the disintegrating processes of decay and putre-

faction. Their spores abound in the air of towns, and in

rural places that are not very high above the sea level and

remote from sources of contamination. Their adaptation

to various conditions of heat, cold, moisture, dryness, rich

or poor supply of appropriate food, <feo., is obtained by their

power of modifying their growth according to circumstances

to an extent quite unknown amongst the higher plants. In

the group of objects in the sketch some are spores of

different shapes, some naked, some in little bags (asci). The
tubular threads are the mycelium which produces them.

There are also numbers of extremely minute round objects,

which are no doubt capable of starting fresh growths. A
fungus spore may be a single cell growing out of a spicular

or a thread-like support ; or it may be produced in an
cscus, or sporange (spore vessel), or be in a dust-like condi-

tion, conidia (secondary spores).

What is a spore 1 This question requires a rather elabo-

rate answer, and, in reply, it is perhaps best to explain

what seed is in the higher plants. In the phanerogams, or

plants which show distinct sexual organs, pollen-bearing

anthers, pistils, and ovaries, the seed is the result of pollen

action upon a plant egg, or ovule. This seed produces a

plant like the parent by apparently direct growth. If we
look to the spore of one of the higher vascular cryptogams
—say a fern—its first visible process of development is a

little expansion called a pi-othaUiuyn, and then comes the

growth of sexual organs, and their concurrence to give

rise to a new plant. Vegetable physiologists trace resem-

blance between pollen grains and spores, and Sichs tells

us that " the fertilised embryonic vesicle of phanerogams
is not directly developed into the embryo ; it first

of all produces a pro-embryo, the suspensor growing
towards the base of the embryosac, and dividing, and on
the apex of which arises a mass of tissues from which the

embryo is developed." To a beginner this will seem rather

obscure, but what it means is this : that the plan of nature
is similar and continuous from lower to higher forms, and
there is no impassable gap between the growth of a spot of

mould upon stale paste and the reproduction of an oak from
an acorn its parents made. Besides spores which are

adapted to immediate development, fungi produces resting

spores, which can wait uninjured for another season, and
the dust-like conidia are, in many cases at least, able to

withstand prolonged drought. " The same species," observes

Berkeley, " may at different times have simple, uniseptate,

or multiseptate fruit, and its form will vary in different

asci of the same individual, though some general characters
may be exhibited by all."

To determine the species of a fungus accurately, it is

necessary to know it in all its forms, which, in a great

many cases, no one has succeeded in doing, and the number
of real species is probably only a fraction of those men-
tioned in the books. The modes of reproduction of fungi

are very various, but Sachs informs us that in those species

whose cycle of development is fully known, either sexual

reproduction, or conjugation—a form of it—always occurs,

and in those cases where neither of these processes has
been observed, it may be assumed that their life history is

incomplete.

The black fungi which more immediately concern us,

are often terribly destructive when they attack orange and
coffee plantations, and have caused most serious lo.^^ses in

Ceylon and the Azores. In Europe, they often ruin the

olive crop. With a few plants to care for, the plan of

washing each leaf can be adopted, but the owner of an
estate on which thousands are grown is in a helpless con-

dition. These black plagues are not strictly parasites, as

many of their relatives are. If a slip-htly or newly-affected

orange-leaf, for example, is carefully washed, and then
examined under the microscope, its surface will be found
uninjured, and if the cleaning is done in time, the plant is

not damaged, and the leaf fulfils its functions as before.

If, however, the black mildew is allowed to flourish and
cover the whole leaf surface, as with a black felt, the leaf

is killed, and if a large proportion of the leaves suffer, the

plant may not recover. In one instance in the writer's

grounds, a small bush of the bay {Lauras nohilis) was
attacked and a great many of its leaves partially covered

by the fungus. Most of it was gently scraped offi and the

shrub seemed none the worse, but most of the branches

died in the ensuing cold winter, while others of the same
species, which were not invaded by the black enemy, did

not mind the frost.

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR A3IATEURS.

THE question of popularising photography being now
prominently before the public, we propose to offer a

few remarks bearing thereon, premising that the subject is

one in which many of our readers may be interested.

Less than half a century ago the art of [ihotography was
regarded, by all but the very few initiated into the secret

of its working, as being little short of magic ; and although,

by the improvements it has undergone from time to

time it has to a certain extent become familiarised

with many, it nevertheless continued to be regarded as

an " art and mystery " by a great majority of the public

until within the last decade. During this period, however,

a change has been experienced which may be pronounced

as little less than a revolution,—a change which has placed

photography in the first rank as a study and an amuse-

ment. Its value as an aid to scientific research has long

since been conceded ; but owing to the technical difficulties

in working the old " wet " process, it has, till within com-

paratively recent times, been little used for this purpose

except through the professional artist.

The change referred to consists in the substitution of
" dry " for wet plates in producing the negatives ; and in

order that those of our readers who are unacquainted with

the methods may understand the full significance of this

improvement, we will endeavour to give a rapid contrast of

the two processes, though considerations of space prevent

us from entering on a detailed description.

By the wet process the amateur desirous of practising,

say, landscape photography, would have to carry about

with him quite a laboratoiy of chemicals, requiring very

delicate handling ; and if the size of the intended picture
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were to exceed the meanest proportions, the carriage of the

necessary materials, by reason of their weight and bulk,

would constitute a potent antidote to the pleasure that

might be otherwise obtainable. And even were the

amateur artist to overcome the difficulties of transport,

his troubles would be still considerable, for his wet plate

requires the most exact and careful manipulation, or, not-

withstanding all the pains taken in its preparation, it would

be absolutely useless for the purpose intended. Another
objection to wet-plate photography consisted in the destruc-

tive nature of the chemicals used in preparing the " bath."

The would-be artist of fifteen years ago was far more
likely to be successful in staining his hands aud his clothes

—the latter beyond recoveiy—than in producing a picture

worthy of the name.
All this has been changed since the introduction of the

diy-plate process. The plates can now be purchased ready

prepared ; all " bath " troubles are dispensed with ; cleanli-

ness in working is secured ; and the amateur can start on
his photographing expedition carrying his whole appara-

tus in one hand (unless he be unusually ambitious as to

the size of his picture), with the certainty of producing
far better results than by the discarded process.

This simplification of the method has, of course, done
much towards rendering photography popular, not only as

a study for amateurs, but also as a cultivated amusement.
^Yith the pleasure-tourist the art is already in great favour ;

it is self-evident that the pleasures of travel may be greatly

enhanced when one is in possession of the means of easily

photographing the various places of interest visited. We
say easily, for by the new dry process the plate does not

require immediate " development ;
" after the negative has

been taken it may be put aside, and the picture can be
developed with perfect success months after the plate has

been "exposed." We number amongst our acquaintances

an amateur who, though he spends much of his time in

travelling both by land and sea, invariably takes his appa-

ratus with him. The result is that he possesses an inte-

resting collection of pictures taken by himself in diflferent

parts of the world ; and many a pleasant evening has been
passed in contemplating them and chatting over the

reminiscences they recall.

We believe that ere long photography will be generally

regarded as a ready and pleasant dissipator of the enmti
sometimes attending a prolonged residence in the country.

Indeed, we will go so far as to say that a set of photographic
apparatus should be considered to be an almost necessary

adjunct to every country house ; to lady visitors espe-

cially would such afTord the means of amusement, now
that the process has been divested of its objectionable

features—an hour or so with the camera could hardly fail to

prove a welcome relief to the sport of '• killing time " so

often perforce resorted to by the fair sex when away from
the " busy haunts of men." Could aught be more enjoy-

able, for instance, than to be able to reproduce the glories

of favourite scenery, and not only to reproduce them, but
to easily multiply such reproductions for distribution,

maybe, amongst an unlimited circle of friends 1 Again, in

a lesser degree, perhaps, personal pleasure may be found
in photographing one's house, gardens, servants, or domestic
pets. All objects, animate or inanimate, are easy subjects

for treatment by the new process, and in a thousand
ways—trivial as these may appear at first sight—would a

knowledge of the art be a source of pleasure and profit,

not only to country residents, but also to dwellers in cities.

So apparent is this to any one who take will the trouble to
consider the matter, that we need not further enlarge on
this portion of onr subject

Granting, then, that photography is an art to be culti-

vated for amusement, or as an aid to the student, the
next question to consider is the best means of becoming con-

versant with the process. And, in the first place, we wovdd
advise the intending student not to rely only upon the
perusal of text-books, for although many of the.=e un-
doubtedly contain much information on the subject, the

untutored beginner will rarely succeed in eliciting from
them the real practical instruction which is necessary.

Personal instruction is, in our opinion, essential to the com-
plete understanding of the process; although the technique

of the art is now so simple that but little time need be
expended in acqmring a fair knowledge of it by a person
of average intelligence. The London Stereoscopic Company,
by the way, seeing the force of this argument, are now
giving gratuitous instruction to purchasers of their appa-

ratus, at their studios, 110, Eegent-street, W. We are

ourselves able to testify to the thoroughness of their

system of teaching, and the world-wide renown the Com-
pany enjoys is quite sufficient guarantee of the quality

of their instruments, which are, it is only fair to mention,
marvels of compactness, and, furthermore, may be pur-
chased at but little cost. The lessons are conducted pri-

vately and individually, palpably a great advantage to the
learner ; while the studios are comfortably appointed, and,
what is of far more importance, excellently provided as
to light. Intending students resident in the country
may, if they prefer it, receive instruction at their own
homes, thereby avoiding the inconvenience sometimes
attending a journey to town, for the Company are prepared
to send, by arrangement, a competent instructor to any
given address ; this plan would also affijrd to those
desiring it the opportunity of acquiring, at the same time,

skilled professional assistance in photographing such objects

in their own neighbourhood as might possess for them
special interest.

In conclusion, we may say that, considering the many
advantages to be derived from the study of photography
for pleasure, the comparatively insignificant outlay of time
and money involved in its acquirement, the cleanliness and
simplicity now secured in working, and the facOities oifered

—as above mentioned—to the public as regards tuition, it

would be surprising if what has been called " the black
art " (presumably in reference to the suggested mystery
attaching to it, but with more reason in sarcastic allusion

to the dirty nature of its manipulation when the wet pro-

cess was in vogue) does not become, at an early date, a
first favourite amongst the amusements of the time.

Cork Bricks.—A composition of cork, sand, and lime moulded
into bricks is now being tried in Germany for building Ught parti-

tion walls. It is said to have the advantage of excluding sounds
better than ordinary brickwork, while being light and a good
non-conductor.

—

Enriineering.

The Commebcial Aspect of Cholera.—The diversion of tourists

from the Continent to English holiday resorts this year must be
bringing an immense harvest to the inhabitants of the latter. One
leading bank estimates the falhng-off in the number of its circular
notes issued this year, so far, at 3,000. At an average of £66 each
note this would be £200,000, and if multiplied by fifty, to get at
the approximate similar decline among other English banks issuing
such notes, we get already a total of ten millions less to be ex-

pended this year by tourists on the Continent, without taking into
account the numbers who never make use of circular notes, but
usually take Bank of England notes and British coin for exchange
into foreign money as soon as they cross the Channel. It must not;

be supposed that all the money restrained from flowing to the
Continent is spent here instead, a great many families being
probably glad of the excuse presented by the cholera to stay
quietly at home and economise ; but, anyhow considered, the saving
to the country this year by reduced tourist expenditure abroad is

probably thirty millions sterling or so, which ought to materially
assist the good harvest in adding to the national accumulations of
capital.

—

Daily yev:s.
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OrUitorial (§0E(2!tp.

Another illustration of gross superstition reaches me :

this time from across the Channel. Iq La Petite RepvMique

Frangaise for August 10, I read an announcement, that

some pious pupils at a school having forwarded five francs

to an establishment of the Sacred Heart, had been prayed

for and passed their examination with flying colours. Ap-

pended to this are testimonials conceived in the true " Pills

and Ointment" style. One from a young lady (seemingly » ell

on her way to a lunatic asylum) would be ridiculous were

it not positively pitiable and humiliating. After saying

that she knew nothing and dreaded everything ("Jene
savais plus rien et je redoutais tout "), she goes on to attri-

bute her success to having a statuette of Our Lady of the

Sacred Heart in her hand or by her side during the whole

of the oral and written examinations. Rude people may,

perchance, attribute the success of these pupUs to some-

thing approaching collusion between the examiners and the

knaves who defraud these poor girls of their 5 f. pieces.

If, however, this explanation be not accepted, and a candi-

date for examination has nothing to do but to hold a

statuette in his (or her) hand to pass it, the plaster image

trade about Hatton-garden ought speedily to revive and

flourish hugely, while Professor Loisette will have to look

to his laurels.

Every true student of astronomy must learn with sincere

gratification of the continued success of that most prac-

tical working association, the Liverpool Astronomical

Society. From its third annual report I learn that during

the year ending August 16, 11-1 fresh members and asso-

ciates were elected ; and that the Society has during the same

period issued 114 pages of printed matter, illustrated by

W plates. The list of officers for the ensuing year could

hardly be improved upon ; while it is instructive to note

that, out of a total expenditure of X72, 32 shilliivjs {\) has

gone for purely local expenses. It is hard to avoid a com-

parison between such trading on science as this on the part

of the local authorities proper of the Liverpool society,

and the beautiful disinterestedness and self-abnegation of

certain gentry at Brompton !

If we may believe all we read in the French newo"

papers, the problem of aerial navigation has been solved

by Captains Renards and Krebs in the very way in which

we have been assured by experts that it was hopeless to

attempt it ; that is, by directing a balloon, with all its

enormous resisting surface. 1 seem to remember reading

an essay by the late Dr. Lardner, published in the days of

our fathers, in which he demonstrated the physical im-

possibility of a steamer crossing the Atlantic.

The prediction of M. Ch. Montigny, of Brussels, that

the present summer would be a very dry one—a prediction

founded on his observations of the change in the character

of stellar scintillation—has been fulfilled ait. pied de la

lettre. Apparently, the scintillometer affords a rather more

trustworthy method of meteorological vaticination than the

quack method of sun-spot watching.

I HAVE just got a new adjective out of the Mirror of
American Sports, which will last me for some time to come.

A performer on roller-skates is called "a ZampUirationistic

artist "
! How's that. Umpire ?

Sir W. Parker Snow sends me a stirring Appeal to

the English Nation to equip yet one more Arctic Expedi-

tion, and to place him in command of it
;
pledging himself

to conduct it safely to the actual North Pole of the earth.

In the face of the ghastly series of records of failure, culmi-

nating in that of the appalling sufferings of Greely and
his band of fellow-exjilorers, I can conceive of no possible

advantage, religious, social, commercial, or scientific, to be
gained by the exposure of yet another company of brave
and devoted men to imminent death and destruction, in

order that they may (in the incredible event of their

reaching their destination) be able to say that they have
stood over the extremity of the earth's axis of rotation.

For surely no other result than this could accrue ; and,

knowing from bitter experience at what an awful risk it

must be achieved, I cannot consent to aid any attempt to

effect it. Le jeu ne vaut pas la chandelle.

- THE FACE OF THE SKY.
Feom August 29th to Septembee 12th.

By F.K.A.S.

THE student will keep, as far as may be, his daily watch on the
.Sun for spots and facalae. He will find the night sky por-

trayed on Map IX. of " The Stars in their SeasonB." There will

be minima of Algol (" The Stars in their Seasons," Map I.) at

Ih. 3m. a.m. on Sept. 5, and at 9h. 51m. p.m. on the 7th. Two
other minima occur at sach inconvenient hours during the next
fortnight as to need no mention here. Jlercury is an evening
star during the whole of the succeeding fortnight, but can scarcely

be picked up by the observer unprovided with an equatorially-

mounted telescope. Venus is a morning star, and is a most brilliant

and conspicnous object before sunrise, presenting the appearance,

under proper optical aid, of the Moon when she is between twenty-
two and twenty-three days old. Mars is invisible for the purpose
of the observer, a remark which applies to Jupiter too ; but Satom
rises soon after half-past ten o'clock at night at the beginning of

September, and before ten p.m. when these notes terminate. He
will be found a little to the north of ? Tanri (" The Stars in their

Seasons," Map I.), and, with his rings nearly as mde open as they
can be, forms a glorious object in the telescope. Neither Urantis

nor Neptune is fairly visible just now. The Moon will be fnll

rather more than an hour before noon on Sept. 5, so that she will

be risible during the first half of the fortnight which our notes cover.

She has, though, too great south declination during the major part

of this week to be scrutinised in the telescope to any great advantage.

Two occnltations only will occur at convenient hours during our
specified period. The first is of the 6Jth mag. star 11 Piscium,

which on the night of Sept. 5 will disappear at the Moon's bright

limb 1 min. after midnight, at an angle from her vertex of 117°. It

will reappear at her opposite limb at 19 min. after 1 a.m. on the
6th, at a vertical angle of 301°. The next occultation will happen
on the 12th, when the Moon will already have occulted BAG 1930,

another star of the 6Jth magnitude, before she rises. Later,

however, at llh. 14m. p.m., the star may be seen to reappear at

her dark limb at an angle from her vertex of 220^. The Moon is

in Ophiuchus to-day and to-night, leaving that constellation for

Sagittarius to-morrow at 1 p.m. It takes her nntil 2 o'clock in the

morning of Sept. 2 to cross Sagittarius and enter Capricomus,
across the northern part of which she has travelled by 7 o'clock

the same evening, at which hour she crosses into Aquarius. She
quits Aquarius for Pisces at 6 p.m. on the 5th, and occupies until

4 p.m. on the 8th in traversing this great constellation. At that
hour she enters Aries, which she leaves at 7h. 30m. on the morning
of the 10th for Taurus. She is travelling through Taurus until

7 p.m. on Sept. 12, and she then crosses into the extreme northern
part of Orion. As it is 6 o'clock in the morning of Sept. 13 before
she emerges from the narrow strip of Orion into Gemini. We
there leave her.

To Cleaxse Laboeatoet Tessels.—Dinglers' Journal says that
flasks which have contained oil or fatty matter may be easily

cleansed by a solution of permanganate of potash. Hydrated per-

oxide of manganese is formed, which, on addition of strong hydro-
chloric acid, liberates chlorine. This decomposes the organic
matter, and allows of washing with water. When the fiasks have
held resinous solutions it is necessary to wash with a caustic alka-

line lye, and afterwards to rinse with alcohol. To remove turpen-
tine, petroleum, photogene, &c., wash with thirty or forty grammes
of sulphuric acid and rinse thoroughly in a stream of water.
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Introduction to Science Kate Book. By C. H. Hinton,

B.A. (London : JohaHaddon & Co. 1884.)—The Science

Note Book is a kind of copybook ruled in squares of

various sizes. In his " Introduction " Mr. Hinton shows

how the rudiments of Co-ordinate Geometry, Mensuration,

and various facts of size, shape, and number may be taught

in the most simple way. The idea is a good one, and

the system well adapted for teaching the Elements of

Mathematics.

The Elements of Euclid. Books I. to VI. By J.

Sturgeon Mackay, M.A., F.R.S.E. (London : W. i R.

Chambers. 1881.)—Following, to a great e.xtent, Simson's

editions of Euclid, Mr. Mackay has not done so slavishly
;

and in certain respects has improved upon that time-

honoured editor of the immortal " Elements." His altera-

tions are certainly, so far as we have tested them, all iu

the direction of perspicuity ; and are calculated to remove

those little difficulties which beset the incipient efforts of

the student of geometry. The figures are capital.

I'iciuresque Wales. By Godfrey Turner. (London

:

W. J. Adams & Co.)—This very cheap, readable, and

prettily-illustrated description of the various points of

beauty and interest accessible by the Cambrian railways

may be advantageously studied by those who, declining to

subject themselves to the untold miseries of Continental

quarantine, are ignorant of the wealth of glorious scenery

to be enjoyed in their own country. The tourist, undecided

where to spend his holiday, may invest sixpence in Mr.

Turner's little book very profitably indeed.

The Moselle, from the Battlefields to the Rhine ; Tourists'

Travel Talk. Holiday Handbooks. (London: 125, Fleet-

street. ) — If, however, undismayed by foreign sanitary

regulations, the traveller should determine to quit his own
country in search of health and change, he will find all

needful information as to the best means and cost of

visiting the theatre of the Franco-German \\3.\ and the

glorious scenery of the Moselle generally in the fir.-t brochure

whose title heads this notice. The second should enable

him to make himself sufficiently intelligible to get about.

Expository Tlioughts on the Creation. By James Robert
Smith. (London : Printed for the Author by Elliot

Stock.)—In the preface to the mas.s of hopeless nonsense

whose title heads this notice, its author deprecates adverse

criticism, on the somewhat incoherent grounds that it was
written "when the writer was but temporarily engaged in

his calling;" that "neither leisure nor learning (properly

so-called) has been brought to bear upon it," that the " life-

experience" of its writer "has been mainly gained in another

and far different sphere—viz., in a department of the legal

world," and " to a consequent lack of sufficient knowledge

of natural history and other branches of learning and
research." It is really difficult or impossible to conceive

tlie mental condition of a writer who can put forward his

ignorance of a subject on which he presumes to attempt to

instruct others as a reason why such an attempt should be

tenderly dealt with ! For ourselves, we refuse to accept

such an utterly irrelevant excuse. The inexorable rule

which excludes the discussion of all purely theological sub-

jects from these columns, prevents us from referring to

Mr. Smith's polytheistic exordium : let us then see what
his Science (Heaven save the mark I) is like : In limine he

adopts the fifty times exploded idea that the " day " of

Genesis " is age or era " ; ignoring wholly that " the

evening and the morning were the first (and each succeeding)

day," and calmly putting Exodus xx. 8, 9, 10, and 11, out of

sight altogether. However, having got his " ages or eras,"

let us see what our author does with them. Prior to the

commencement of the first, the female Deity, by a " cor-

poreal act," originated the compound elements of nature,

" which were .... five in number—viz., aeriform vesi-

cular matter, wind, watery vesicular matter, oleaginous

vesicular matter, and salt." Then the wind, salt, tc,

"began moving and rotating." Globules were poised in

space, the air, at first thin, became thick, " the sea began

to be developed," and "by virtue of the generating

elements composing it, and those of air, being in constant

and two-fold motion, there gradually started into being

multitudes of animalcuhe and microscopic life." With this

" start " the transition to shell-fish and " many marine

creatures .... who attained unto immense size," presents

no difficulty at all—or, at all events, as little as the method

in which their deposits formed " at last by far the greater

portion of the earliest earth-crust—namely that composed of

chalk and lime." Geologists and Pak-eontologists will be as

interested to hear that Icthyosauri, Plesiosauri, and Mega-

theria(!) existed during the "third age" (or day) as phy-

sicists will that " the air was formed by the aggregation of

innumerable globules or vesicles .... consisting princi-

pally of aeriform unctuous matter and watery unctuous

matter "
; or zoologists, that the same third day witnessed

the creation of the penguin, petrel, dinomis, kestrel-

hawk, sparrow, and red-pole. It will also, in all

probability, be new to mineralogists to learn that

during the fourth day (or age) there was a " lead

formation in the northern hemisphere," and the " forma-

tion of tin in the southern ; but that subsequently, on the

fifth day (or age), there was " a copper formation in the

northern hemisphere," and a brass ! ! ! one in the south.

" Pig-iron and dense iron," by the bye, came into existence

on the sixth day. The generation of Adam " solely by a

female gorilla," after all this, will scarcely cause any sur-

prise. We would rather not trust ourselves to describe the

genesis of Eve, as set forth by our author. At first sight

it may appear that an apology is really due to the reader

for occupying his time with such trash as that from which

we have culled a very few specimens ; but we have done so

in order to show where the latest attempt at reconciliation

between the irrefragable facts of natural and physical

science and the legend in Genesis lands us. The harm to

religion done by those who have, so far, essayed to effect

this " reconciliation " can hardly be over-estimated. To

address advice to the author of a book such as that on

which we are commenting, can scarcely be anything but a

waste of time. Inasmuch, however, as he seems to pay

great deference to texts (with which his earlier pages bristle),

we would urge that he should read, mark, learn, and in-

wardly digest Matthew xv., 14 v. as soon as may be.

Messrs. Hodder k, Stoughton send us, under the title

of Health St-udies, a reprint, in three separate shilling

volumes, of Dr. Paterson's work, of which we were able to

speak so favourably in p. 461 of our last volume.

We have received from Messrs. Cassell J: Co. the current

parts of European Butterflies and 2foths, CasseU's Household

Guide, CasseU's Popular Gardening, The Book of Health,

the Library of English Literature, and the Countries of the

World, each and all of which are as pleasant to the eye as

they are profitable to the various classes of readers whom

they severally especially address.

We have also on our table Le Franklin, Bradstreets,

The TricycUst, Naturen, The Australian, Society, The

Medical Press and Circular, The Medico-Legal Journal,

del et Terre, The American Druggist, The Dyer, The

Factory News, The American Naturalist, Sunday Talk,

Oiir Monthly (published in Rangoon), and The Hindu

Excelsior Magazine.
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The Lawrence American of July 9 says ;—For more than ten

days past the entire power for running not only the large Hoe
press upon which tliis paper is printed, but for the cylinder and
job presses of tho entire printing establishment, has been from
electricity coming over a single wire from the dynamos, four blocks

away.
The National Health Society have issued another of their

admirable, timely little pamphlets, entitled " How to Prevent and
Oppose the Cholera." Charitable people might make infinitely

worse use of their money than by circulating this tract widely in

poor and crowded neighbourhoods, which could be done at a very
small cost.

Professoe Hall, of tho United States Naval Observatory at

Washington, calls attention (in No. 2,602 of the Astrortomische

Nachrichten) to the necessity for a uniform catalogue of clock stars

for general use. He suggests that it should be sufficiently elaborate

to enable the apparent position of a star to be interpolated with
ease and certainty for any given time. Its cost ought not to be
great.

The following telegram from St. Petersburg appeared in Tuesday's
Statidard

:

—" The list of modern books which, according to the

Decree of the 5th of January, are not to be allowed in the reading-

rooms and public libraries of Russia, includes translations of works
by Agassiz, Bagehot, Huxlej', Zola, Lassalle, Lubbock, Lecky, Louis
Blane, Lewes, Lyall, Marx, Mill, Beclus, Adam Smith's ' Wealth of
Nations,' and ' Theory of Moral Sentiments,' and Herbert Spencer's
works."
The Smoke Nuisance :n Glasgow.—At a meeting of the Town

Council of Glasgow, held recently, the chief constable stated

that the number of observations of chimney-stacks made by
the police in Glasgow during the year 1883 was 1,312 ; that in 132
cases reports were made to the Procurator-Fiscal ; that in 70 of

those cases no proceedings were taken ; and that in 25 cases the
parties were tried and acquitted, while in 37 cases the parties were
convicted.

The total cost of the Greely relief expedition is estimated by the
officials of the Navy Department at about £140,000. The original

estimate was £100,000. Of the amount expended, £50,000 was for

supplies and £02,000 was for the purchase and repair of the
steamships Bear and Thetis. The repairs made to the Alert, lent

by the British Government, involved a cost of £3,033. Instru-
ments for making observations cost £5,000, and the coaling charges
came to £3,000.
The Paxama Canal.—Considerable deliveries of plant have still

to be made in connection with the Panama Canal works. Among
this plant may be mentioned 1,500 trucks, 28 locomotives, 23
dredgers, 3 hopper barges, 25 portable steam-engines, 20 steam
navvies, &c. Altogether plant has been ordered to the aggregate
value of £1,400,000. The aggregate quantity of earth which has
to be removed to render the canal available for navigation is

120,000,000 cubic metres. Two-thurds of the earth thus to be
excavated will be removed in a dry state, and the balance of one-
third will be dredged.
We regret to announce that Mr. Henry George Bohn, the pub-

lisher, died at his residence, North-end House, Twickenham, on
Friday, at the advanced age of eighty-eight. The son of a London
bookseller, he was bom in January, 170G, and, after completing his

education, entered his father's business, where he soon acquired a
knowledge of books which made him one of the best bibliographers
of the age. In 1831 he commenced business on his own account,
and it is impossible to estimate too highly the services he rendered
to the more intelligent portion of the community by republishing,
at a cheap rate, a vast number of the most valuable works in

literature, science, philosophy', history, biography, topography,
archa;oIogy, theology, natural history, poetry, art, and fiction. He
retired from business some years since, when the whole of his stock
passed into the hands of Messrs. George Bell & Sons.
A great stir is being made about tho recent application at Berlin

of a dynamo machine to operate about forty telegraph circuits. It

appears to be regarded as a new and important departure. Pre-
sumably, sight is lost of the fact that thirteen years ago a gramme
dynamo was in use in Telegraph-street supplying the current
necessary for forty, and sometimes upwards of sixty, circuits, and
was only allowed to pass out of use because a workman ran his

file over the insulation, and so spoiled the machine. But what
purpose can be served by such an experiment .'' It seems something
like using a steam-hammer to crack a filbert. Thirty to forty
London wires have been worked for months together from fifteen

quart bichromate cells. The objection to vporking a great number
of circuits from one source is that should that source fail, if only
for two minutes, the whole of those circuits are stopped for a

similar time, and the stoppage of a circuit for even two minntes is
often a serious matter.
At this season alarm is expressed at the diminution of the water-

supply of Paris, and the municipal bodies are in a hurry to deal
with the question forthwith every year. But it is forgotten as soon
as the drought is at an end. The volume of water in the reservoirs
is again reported very low, and the waterworks are unable to yield
at the present moment more than 378,000 cubic metres per day,
which is scarcely half the quantity considered necessary for the
supply of Paris. In many quarters of Paris there is not a dwell-
ing supplied with water. Water-closets, properly so called, are
only to be found in the newest houses ; and, as everybody knows,
the system of sewage is behind the age, every Paris house being
still supplied with a cesspool, which is emptied about once a year,
and from which, from year's end to year's end, noxious gases
ascend into the apartments, rendering, a Times correspondent says,
the French metropolis a hotbed of typhoid fever.

Subsidence in Cheshike.—The demand for salt is now so great
that the subsidences usually to be observed in the great Cheshire
salt-fields are more apparent than ever, particularly at Korthwich.
These culminated recently in the settUng down of a vast body of
earth, upon which a boy in charge of a horse was standing. Both
boy and horse were engulfed, and would have been killed but for
the assistance speedily rendered by onlookers. In order to form
some sort of an estimate of the quantity of brine extracted at
Northwich and AVinsford, it may be stated that the returns made
up for last month show that the exports of salt were 127,998 tons,

against 103,878 tons for July last year. Of this large quantity the
East Indies took no less than 46,431 tons, and the United States
17,552 tons. The exports for July were, with one exception, the
heaviest for any corresponding month for the past seven years.

CuuscH-BELLS AND TarNDEKSTORMs.—On July 5 last a violent

thunderstorm, lasting three hours, occurred near Saiutes, in the
south-west of France. A poplar about sixty feet high and twenty
inches in diameter at the foot was cut off quite clean and level, six

feet above the ground. The rest of the tree was splintered into

thousands of fragments, which resembled a wood-cutter's "waste,"
the largest weighing about thirty pounds, and the smallest mere chips.

These lay evenly all round in a circle to a distance of 100 yards from
the trunk. In that district the funny old superstition of ringing the
church-bells during a thunderstorm as a lightning protector survives,

and the dutiful old sacristan was ringing away as hard as he could
at three o'clock in the morning, when, the steeple being about 300
yards from the poplar-tree, he was knocked down by the shock.

Heeiring the bells stop, the village population thought he was
killed, and turned out in a body to find him more frightened than
hurt.

—

La Constitution (of Cognac), July 11, 1884.

The Patent Office Repoet.—The first report of the Comp-
troller General of Patents, &c., under the new law has been
issued. The most striking fact of the report is the record of the
sudden pressure thrown upon the Patent Office during the first

month of the year-, when cheap patents became available. The
applications during January numbered 2,499 ; whereas the previous

average for the month was about 500. Not only was the number
of applications increased fivefold, but the work on them was much
heavier ; for the provisional specifications were not merely pigeon-

holed, as formerly, but were all examined, and in many instances

amendments were introduced at the suggestion or by the requii-e-

ment of the examiners. Dm-ing the four months covered by the

report the total number of applications made was 7,060. The
expectations of those who imagined that the new law would
dispense vrith agents are not justified by the facts j for 72 per
cent, of the applications still pass through the hands of patent
agents.

Solar Heat and Weather Change.— Mr. Slack writes on
Saturday, Aug. 23 :

—" A black bulb vacuum thermometer, placed

on the ground in a shallow box fiUed with cotton-wool, and black

cotton-velvet under the bulb, registered 125° F. at lOh. 27m. a.m.
A sensitive spiral thermometer, hung against a post of dark purple
colour, rose a few minutes earlier to 104". At llh. 9m., B.B. 140°

;

llh. 42m., S.T. 112°, and at llh. 45m., 114°; 12h. 28m., B.B. 149°;

12h. 31m., S.T. 117°; Ih. 2m., B.B. 150^- During this time a cool

easterly wind was blowing. B.B. was in a sheltered place ; S.T.

more exposed. The two thermometers were then placed together

on the cotton-wool and velvet, and at Ih. 40m. B.B. was at 152j°,

and ST. 126°. On Sunday, the 24th, at 12h. 35m., B.B. 143°,

S.T. 116°. At 1 o'clock, B.B. 145°, S.T. 118°; Ih. 40m., B.B. 152°

S.T. 123°
; a cool wind was blowing. On the 23rd, at Ih. 54m., the

temperature in shade was 75° with dry bulb of hygrometer, and
60° wet one. At Ih. 40m., on 24th, the two bulbs stood at 75° and
65°. On the 25th the weather changed, and at Ih. 15m. the two
bulbs showed 62° and 60°. Ashdown Cottage, where the observa-

tions were made, is on the north slope of the Ashdown Forest

range, and 406 feet above sea-level."
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" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfred Tennysor.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possibly be in-

serted. Correspondents must not lie offended, therefore, should their

letters not appear.

All Editorial communications should he addressed to the Editor or

Knowledge ; all Business communications to the Publishers, at the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, W.C. If this is kot attended to

DELATS ARISE FOR WHICH THE EDITOR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should be made
payable to Messrs. Wyman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No COMMrNICATIONS ABE ANSWERED BY POST, EVEN THOUGH STAMPED

AND DIRECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

SUNFLOWERS.

[1371]—Mr. Grant Allen, in his article on " Sunflowers," men-

tions the scaly bracts which, he says, serre as a protection to the

unopened flower-bnds, but mates no reference to the secretion

which appears at the apex of each of these bodies. Having had

several sunflowers under my observation during the present season,

I should like further infortaatiou on the subject. What is the

nature and purpose of the substance secreted ? Is it gum ?

Will the author of the article also answer the following questions

for the benefit of the readers of Knowledge .'

—

What causes the contraction of the fUamerts which draw the

united anthers within the tube of the corolla after the pollen has

been shed ?

What is the action of the style after fertilisation ?

Robert Paulson.

YISIBILITV OF THE DIRECTION OF A FLASH OF
LIGHTNING.

[1372]—Having just now read " The History of a Lightning

Flash," which appeared in your issue of the 15th, I am induced to

ask space in your columns for a narrative of facts which may
possibly interest some of your readers. One day, about mid-

summer (in the year 1S42), I was standing—along with four others

who have since passed over to the majority—on the deck of a

yacht, at no great distance from St. Anne's Head, Isle of Man,

watching the progress of a thunderstorm, which had just before

passed over our heads from the S.S.E., and from which our escape

had been a narrow one. For some time nothing remarkable

occurred ; but ere long I suddenly called out, " Did you see that ?"

to which, with one voice, the answer was " Yes." And if it had

not been " Yes," I should most certainly have disbelieved my own
eyes, knowing well, as I did even then, that the eye is " a deceitful

member—very." What then, think yon, did we see ? Simply the

establishment of an electrical equilibrium between two clouds

;

but that was effected by a flash of lightning striking the top of

South Barrule HiU (towards which the storm had passed from

where we were), and rising out of that of Snaefell, which lay

several miles towards the N.E., and so was not in the track of the

storm. It is almost needless to add that from that moment to the

present I have never doubted that the direction taken by a flash of

lightning is perceptible to the sight ; though, of course, others are

at perfect liberty to think otherwise if they please.—W. A.

IS TEA INJURIOUS ?

[1373]—Will Mr. Williams say whether he thinks tea may not be

drunk in moderation (say two cups in the evening) with immunity,

unless, indeed, the contrary only is to be inferred from his article

(" Chemistry of Cookery," page 128). What are the effects pro-

duced by the use of the noxious herb and the symptoms of the

mischief wrought ? I enjoy my cup immensely, and experience all

that Mr. Williams describes, especially the " fit for anything

"

condition, without, however, being aware of any ill effects (and is

this without its value ?), but would relinquish the habit (not without

a pang) on the advice of so eminent an authority. With thanks in

advance, A. Gaubekt.

THE PREVENTION OF SMALL-POX BY VACCINATION.

[1374]—The cases of salvation through vaccination in the

extract from the Medical Press and Circular cited in Knowledge,
give neither names, dates, nor any means of authentication, and,

if correctly reported, may, I venture to say, prove nothing to the

point. No opponent of State-enforced medical prescriptions believes

that the omission of vaccination affords immunity against small-

pox. What they maintain, however, is that there is no scientific

evidence that vaccination affords such immunity. The recent

devastating small-pox epidemics amongst the well-vaccinated

populations in Sunderland, Liverpool, Birmingham, and London
ought to settle the question to every unprejudiced mind ; but the

bulk of the population are not unprejudiced, and fail, therefore, to

recogm'se the force of facts that run counter to popular theories.

It may, however, interest some of your readers to learn that this

important question has, during the past few years, been carefully

investigated by a distinguished scientific observer. Dr. Alfred

Russel Wallace, whose memoir on the subject is now in the press,

and who summarises his conclusions as follows :

—

1. That vaccination has not saved a single life ; this not being an

opinion, but a fact proclaimed by the Registrar-General's own facts

and figures.

2. 'That vaccination does not diminish small-pox mortality

—

demonstrated by the same official facts, and by the record of small-

pox deaths of our re-vaccinated and "thoroughly protected"

soldiers and sailors.

3. That, while utterly powerless for good, vaccirLatiou is a certain

cause of disease, and death in many cases, and is the probable and
almost certain cause of about 10,000 deaths annually by five painful

and disgusting diseases, which have increased to this extent since

vaccination has been officially practised and enforced.

In the presence of such weighty testimony, it is surely not too

much to ask the medical profession at whose instigation these com-

pulsory laws have been enacted, to do what in them lies to retrace

their steps, and to petition Parliament for their immediate abroga-

tion. The Imperial Parliament of Germany, unable to resist the

accumulation of testimony showing the futility of vaccination as a

prophylactic, and its pernicious effects on the public health, has

recently appointed an Imperial Medical Commission to investigate

the question de noro. It may not be generally known that nine of

the Swiss cantons have already abolished compulsory vaccination,

with the result of an important diminution in infantile mortality.

William Tebb.

[I insert Mr. Tebb's letter in what he himself calls " the interests

of public health and fair play"; albeit, his idea of "fair play"

would seem to be the attribution of disingennonsness and moral

perversity to all who differ from him. That the iledical Press and

Circular may have suppressed names for fear of giving pain to the

survivors of the unfortunate creatures whose lives were sacrificed

to the Anti-vaccination craze, appears never to have occurred to

him. No one who is not monomaniacal on the subject can shut his

eyes to the patent fact of the immunity of the well-vaccinated

officials of the small-pox hospitals from the fell disease with which

they are surrounded. As for Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace's opinion

on the subject, it must be taken quantum valeat. As a natural

historian and as the independent co-discoverer with Darwin of

evolution his name must command universal respect. As the author

of " Miracles and Modem Spiritualism" he . . . but I do not wish

to say anything hurtful or offensive of a man for whom I entertain

both admiration and esteem. I have no more doubt that vaccina-

tion has saved hundreds of thousands of lives than I have that I

am writing these lines.—En.]

SHIPS' LIGHTS.

[1375]—As a constant reader of Knowledge, your articles

" Sent to the Bottom" have been to me, as all others always are,

interesting as well as instructive. With regard to the lights you
propose ships should carry, the opinion and ideas of one actually

concerned in their importance may not be without value and sig-

nificance to your readers.

In the first place, your plan appears to be open to one very

serious objection—the lights would be too numerous about a ship's

deck. I think all who follow the sea will agree with me that the

fewer lights carried, and the more simple their disposition is made,

the better. No method of placing lights on board ship is absolutely

safe, except in the iron lighthouses now in great use in steamers.

The exposure in other cases often causes their total extinction by a

heavy sea at a critical moment ; and your plan would require six

lights, three on each side, the lighthouses for which would be too

much in the way of working ship. Again, in narrow channels

crowded with shipping, the multiplicity of lights would be simply

bewildering. Vour remarks about fixing the fine, parallel threads
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equidistantly in a small diaphragm at the focus of a telescope's
eye-piece might ansiver very well in fine weather ; but, recollect,
sir, that such weather does not always prevail ; nor is the ship at
all times steady enongh to use a telescope thus fitted. In fact,
there are really such bad nights, when it is blowing and raining
liard, and sprays are drenching the ship fore and aft, when glasses
cannot be used at all, and we must trust to our own unaided powers
of sight.

Experience has taught me that the plan suggested by " J. H. G."
of carrying a white light under a coloured one has this objection,
that the white light outshines the coloured one. I have often
observed, when meeting steamers at sea by night, a white light
placed in a position where I expected to see the coloured one, and
which ought not to have been there at all, shining so brightly that
I could not detect the presence of the coloured one above it till

nearly abreast of the steamer, and at no great distance from her.
With your correspondent " Chas. Rice's " plan, we could not tell

which side of the ship was presented to us, as the lights on each
side, when seen from before the beam, would be all of the same
colour.

I think the lights as at present carried by ships, with the addition
I will presently name, would answer the purpose, and all others
should be effectually screened or put out, so that they might not
be misleading, perhaps fatally so.

Many of your readers know that the lights carried by sailing
vessels are a red light on the port or left side, and a green one on
the starboard or right side, each visible over an arc of ten points, or
112° 30', from right ahead. Steam vessels carry a white light on
the foremast head as well, visible over double this arc—that is,

from right ahead to 112° 30' on each side. The addition I would
make is to have two red lights placed vertically about six feet
apart, and about ten feet lower than the white light of steamers,
and on the after part of the after-mast, or in some such promiuent
position, visible through an arc of fourteen points, or 159° 30'—that
is from right astern to seven points on each side, thus overlapping
the other lights, and all being visible together through one point, or
II 15'. The two vertical red lights to be carried in both steam
and sailing vessels, and by means of which we could always see
when we were overtaking another vessel.'

I may inform your readers that as soon as a ship's light is seen
at sea, its direction and colour will always show whether it is on
the danger side of the observer, and the plan always adopted when
fii-ot seen of taking its bearing, and a few minutes afterwards
taking another, and noting the difference (if any) will show which
ship is crossing the other; if there is no difference, it shows the
ships are meeting, and there are proper rules by which one gives
way while the other holds her course, and we never aim at passing
as close as two hansom cabs in a street.

It is always the practice, as well as the constantly-repeated
order, to give all vessels seen, especially at night, a wide berth. A
vigilant look-out carefully kept by the officer of the watch, as well
as those two most excellent qualities, a clear comprehension and
a ready resource, will, in all cases where appliances are not faulty
and the atmosphere fairly clear, keep any ship from collision with
another. It is further greatly to be desired that under equal con-
ditions all ships' lights should bo visible the same distance.

There is also great need of distinction between the lights carried
by disabled ships and telegraph ships laying or repairing telegraph
cables. There being none at present, other ships are often taken
miles out of their course to find, instead of a ship in distress, a
telegraph ship at work.

The three red vertical lights visible all round the horizon, and
which are carried in the place of the white masthead light, in tele-
graph ships at work might be changed to white.
The light carried by a sailing pilot vessel is the same as that of

a ship at anchor, so that it is difficult at times to tell in what
direction the pilot-vessel is going ; it should be made obligatory to
carry the red and green lights on each side, the two red vertical
lights astern, and in addition, a red, white, and green light at the
masthead, separated about six feet from each other, and visible all

round the horizon, as well as to use the flare-up light as at
present, which latter would show when they were on station with
pilots aboard. A British Shipmastee.

THE SPECTROSCOPE AND WEATHER FORECASTING.

[1376]—Not long ago I invested in a Grace's Spectroscope, being
fond of the study of meteorology, and anxious to prove for myself
the accuracy of the accounts given in Knowledge relative to the
interesting instrument, and its power of predicting rain. My
object in writing this note to you is to state my gratitude to Know-
ledge for introducing the Spectroscope to me as an aid in the
prediction of the weather. I have effectually proved the im-

portance and reliability of the instrument by this time. The
following instance of its validity is so conclusive that I venture
to inform you of it.

A few days ago the weather was very unsettled here (as ii

still is), and there had been much rain in the early part of a
certain day ; towards evening, however, it cleared np a little,

but on asking the keepers, gillies, and sailors about what the%
thought the morrow would be like, they all agreed in saying
there would be " a lamp o' rain." The glass was falling, wind
was N.W. I then referred to my Spectroscope, and was much
surprised by its appearance, which only showed an extremely
faint rain -band. So confident was I of my instrument, that in
spite of disagreeing with all the weather-wise people of the
neighbourhood, I predicted there would be no rain for forty-eight
hours, and I proved, or rather the Spectroscope was, quite correct

;

not a drop of rain did we have, though the weather continued
to be most unsettled, and the aspect of the sky very threatening.
I may venture to say that the people (natives) about here (contrary
to custom) are very weather-wise, and are seldom out to any sxtent
in their judgments.
County Antrim, Ireland. H. M. McI.

AUGUST METEORS.
[1377]—Several meteors were observed here on the 11th,

between lOh. 15m., and 12h. p.m. .\ttention was directed almost
exclusively to the constellations Cassiopeia and Perseus, no attempt
being made, except in two instances, at estimating the duration of

visibility. The first, seen at lOh. 23m., surpassed all subsequent
ones in brilliancy. It emanated from right ascension 2h. 57m..
declination 51°, moved slowly towards /3 C'amelns, exhibiting alonj;

the whole track a phosphorescent haze, and after attaining its

maximum brilliancy, disappeared from view in right ascension,

ih. 40m., declination, 60° ; after having been visible for fully six

seconds. It was immediately followed by one whose path, when
prolonged backwards, came close to v Perseus. At lOh. 48m., one
appeared from between v and ij Perseus, described a path 6" long,

and faded near 9. At llh., a bright one, equal to a star of 1st

magnitude, came from right ascension, Ih. 40m., declination 6-1 ,

and disappeared close to 32 Cassiopeia ; the path appeared to be

foreshortened, llh. 31m., one emerged from i Cassiopeia, and was
lost to view near r) Perseus; it was followed at llh. 5lra., by one
that appeared in right ascension tih., declination 75°, and dis-

appeared close to K Draco. Between llh. 51m., and 12h. none were
detected.

Clouds prevented observations on the 12th. On the 13tb, at

lOh. 10m., one came from X Perseus, and disappeared close to^; it

was followed by one at lOh. 21m., that came from Mirfak, and dis-

appeared in right ascension 2h. 52m., declination 47°. At lOh. 46m.
one came from Algol, and travelled 9° in direction of f Persens ;

this was followed at lOh. 48m. by one from a point 1° north of Algol,

that disappeared near k Persens ; llh. 40m. appearedfrom direction

of 50 Cassiopeia, disappeared near 6. At llh. 50m. a very bright

one traversed a path that can be represented by a line drawn from
/I Andromeda, midway between i; and I, to right ascension Oh. 25m.,

declination 30°. The luminous train continued visible for three

seconds. 12h. 8m., the last observed, appeared near !/ Cassiopeia,

and was lost to sight near v Camelus.
The above-mentioned are only a few whose paths were determinetl

accurately. A great many more were seen, but, owing to the

rapidity of flight, combined with the diminution of luminosity by
moonlight, their respective courses could not be traced with a suffi-

cient degree of certainty necessary for projection. On the 12th the

radiant for the Perseids lay near 45° + 53°, and on the 14tb
50° + 49°. Theoretically, its position is 51° -t- 55°.

Liverpool, Aug. 16, 1884. W. K. Bkadgate.

THE SATELLITES OF MARS : A COINCIDENCE.

[1378]—Is it not truly noteworthy that Swift, in his " Voyage
to Lapnta," should have written: "They have likewise discovered

two lesser stars, or satellites, which revolve about Mars, whereof
the innermost is distant from the centre of the primary planet

exactly three of his diameters, and the outermost five ; the former
revolves in the space of ten hours, and the latter in twenty-one
and a half" ?

I do not recollect whether the Laputan observers were right, or

nearly so, as to distances ; but if not, the discovery of these moons'
existence in the middle of the eighteenth century is sufficiently

striking. Simplex.

[It must not be assumed that the Dean of St. Patrick's was
speaking of an actual discovery in the words which "Simplex"
quotes. In reality, Phobos, the satellite nearest Mars, is only

about a diameter and a half of the planet from his centre, and
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goes round him in 7h. 30m. Deimos, the cater satellite, is rather

more than three and a half diameters of Mars from his centre, and

lias a period of revolution of 30h. ISm. Even with these discre-

])ancies, though, the coincidence is sufficiently remarkable.

—

Ed.]

A GHOST—A FACT.

[1379]—As General Sherbrooke was sitting after dinner with

General Winyard, in America, a figure appeared between them and

the fire, dressed in uniform and a slrange-looiitij new hat. After a

pause, it retired through a door into an adjoining room ; the Generals

followed, and were somewhat alarmed on finding no one there, there

bein" no egress but by the door they had entered. General Win-

yard"remarked that the figure bore the strongest resemblance to his

brother, then in England. The time of its appearance was there-

fore noted down, and it was afterwards ascertained that that very

brother died at that very hour. Upon General Sherbrooke's return

to England he one day met in London General Winyard's father,

who introduced the subject and asked for a description of the

appearance ; General Sherbrooke, having never seen General Win-

yard's brother, observed that it was very like that gentleman, point-

ing to a person passing at that moment near them. Now it is very

singular that that gentleman was known to Mr. Winyard, the father,

and had always been reckoned a striking likeness of his late son.

It is further remarkable that the regiment to which the young

Winyard belonged was ordered about the time of his death to wear

a new kind of hat, of rather an extraordinary make, as the army
then thought, and this new military hat the ghost appeared in.

Arthur S. Lodge.

[Tlie very familiar story related by 5Ir. Lodge is told with

decided variations in the details. See for one version Howitt's trans-

lation of " Ennemoser's History of Magic," Yol. II. pp. 380, et seq.

in Bohn's " Scientific Library."'

—

Ed.J

DAISIES.

[1380]—Many months since Mr. Grant Allen, in Knowledge,

said some very elegant and pretty things in favour of daisies ; but

it didn't make me love his pets then, and I don't like 'em now.

An amateur daisy-killer has, with sulphuric acid, turned half my
lawn into brown spots, and it has the queerest look of hybrid

efflorescence in a state of great discomfort.

Will Mr. Grant Allen kindly take compassion on a distracted

lady, and say how she can get rid of his pets, being her pests, and

so relieve the heart of a Disconsolate Fejule ?

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.

F. Overton.—To give the prices of books noticed in these

columns would be to convert our reviews into advertisements.

—

J. G. Fisher. Thanks for your very courteous communication.

Pray do not imagine that I consider our existing mode of spelling

as absolutely perfect or inexpugnable. My replies were rather

intended to indicate the impossibility of adopting Mr. Pitman's

or any other novel form of orthography in a paper like this.

—

A.M.I.C.E. I shaD be pleased to accord you permission to make
whatever quotations you may require from the articles to which
you refer ; the sole condition being the acknowledgment that they

are derived from this journal.

—

Jclia Usher. Madler's idea that

Alcyone is the centre round which the orbit of our solar system
through space is performed, is now absolutely exploded. He went
BO far as to predicate that that star was actually the centre of gravity

of the entire visible stellar universe, an assumption now definitely dis-

proved by the proper motions of a considerable number of stars.

In reply to your second question, the instruments in use at the

Royal Observatory at Greenwich are by various makers. To begin

with, the oldest (I mean the oldest now ever employed), the

Shuckburgh Equatoreal : this is the work of that famous optician

Bamsden, who flourished during the latter half of the last century.

The Sheepshanks Equatoreal has a Cauchoix object-glass, but the

mounting is by Mr. Grubb, of Dublin. The capital instrument of

the Observatory, the Great Transit Circle, has an objective made
by Troughton & Simms, who are largely responsible for the rest of

tliis superb instrument. Messrs. Ransomes & May, Ips^vich, how-
ever, cast and turned the massive metallic parts of it. The
Altazimuth is by the same makers. The object-glass of the Great
Equatoreal was made by Merz & Son, of Munich ; the engineer's

work by Ransome & Sims (successors to Ransomes & May) ; the

graduation and mounting generally by Mr. Simms. There is a
reflecting telescope of 2-1 in. in aperture in the grotmds, constructed

by that eminent amateur, the late Mr. W. Lassell ; a 6-in. equatoreal.

by Cooke & Sons, of York ; another of the same dimensions by
Simms, and so on.—C. E. Johnson. Speaking off-hand, I should

say that the Castle in the Arms of Northumberland had not any
connection with that in the Arms of Spain ; but that its origin wag
rather to be sought in something akin to what gave the name of

Newcastle to its chief town, i.e., the building of a fortress, or new
castle, by Robert, William the Conqueror's son, on his return from
Scotland, probably on the site of an ancient Roman fortification.

Perhaps some heraldic reader will notice this question. In reply

to your second question, the late Mr. John Payne Collier, the emi-
nent Shakespearean scholar, wrote a work entitled " Punch and
Judy ;

" I forget the publishei'd name. There are, too, references

to that subject scattered up and down Notes and Queries. Or, again,

you will find an excellent precis of what is known—or conjectured

—on the origin of our popular street drama, in an article entitled

"Punch and the Puppets," on p. 517 of Yol. VII. of the New Series of

All the Year Round. This is, I imagine, exactly what you require.

—

Pall Schctz. Received.—S. G. Your bees have no doubt been

both decapitated and eviscerated by Tits, those destructive little

birds being among the worst enemies they have. Cockchafers, too,

will sometimes destroy them in somewhat similar fashion.

—

H. G. F. Taylor. I am unable to add to the four names you men-

tion, save with those of men who have merely temporarily influenced

laro'e masses, such as Peter the Hermit, Savonarola, &c.

—

Exhibi-

tioner. Mr. Twiss must have an intellectual twist of a remarkable

description. He might approximately measure the diameter of a

carden-roUer by his method; but to acertain that of a cylinder

J inch in diameter—for any accurate purpose—in the same way,

would be utterly impossible. Plenty of people can ''square the

circle" with a two-foot rule and a piece of string; albeit, the

actual operation is denaonstrably impracticable.

—

Reader. The
mammae is the male sex, like the os coccyx (or rudimentary tail at

the end of the spinal column), the incisor teeth of ruminants

which never penetrate the gums, itc, are one and all organs which

have become rudimentary from disuse. They were doubtless

originally parts acquired by one sex and partially transmitted by
inheritance to the other, and afford yet another proof of the evolu-

tion—as contradistinguished from the special creation—of species.

At a ver\- early embryonic period both sexes possess true male and
female glands. Hence in the dimmest ages of the past it would

seem that the progenitor of the mammalias—nay, of the whole

vertebrate kingdom—must have been hermaphrodite—G. Lacy
Hillier. Received.—X. B. T. There is no such (recognised)

society as that which yon name. It is absent from the exhaustive

list on pp. 221 to 221 of " Whitaker's Almanack." Its title suggests

some sort of quackery or paradox.

—

Alex. Smith. The idea of

01bers,that the planetoids are fragments of a larger body which has

exploded, has long since suffered that fate itself. Dismissing this,

though, bow about the dynamics of your " wobbling " ring—and

whence its "wobble"? "See, moreover, pp. 173 to 192 of "The
Expanse of Heaven." Some of the most remarkable of the variable

stars (judged by the colour-test) are among the very oldest

—

e.j., T.Cassiopeia?, R. Scnlptoris, R. Doradus, R. Leporis, S. Auriga',

s! Orionis, and so on. Are you familiar vrith Pickering's admirable

researches on variable stars?—J- Greevz Fishee. Received.

—

W. G. Reeve. It is impossible for me to make a personal appoint-

ment to view your orrery.—Mrs. Robert Langton. I regret my
inability to help you. Type-writing is a thing rarely if ever per-

formedj if I mav so speak, vicariously. I question if the posses-

sion of that accomplishment would be of the smallest use to the

young lady, who, by the by, already writes a hand scarcely sur-

passed in beauty and legibility by any merely mechanical work.

—

A. B. As the most absolutely contradictory opinions have been

expressed on the question of the influence of sun-spots on terres-

trial temperature, it is safest to say that no evidence exists that

they affect it at all.—M. M. Heron. The lady to whom your letter

is addressed is at present not in England.—T. B. Clapham. Thanks.

Perhaps " Our Place among Infinities."—H. Romeke. We number
everv scientific journal of repute or standing among our Ust of

weekly receipts, and so obtain, at first hand, what you obligingly

proffer.—J. T. Routledge. You have hit the blot in Professor

Stewart's reasoning (?). Those who argue after this fashion pos-

tulate such a perfect knowledge of the entire physical universe as

the majority of those whom they address will scarcely credit them

with possessing. There would be no insuperable difficulty in show-

in" that 2-1-2 = 5 if snch arguments as you quote were valid.

—

wT H. Harrison. To print your letter would be simply to give to

the paper to which it refers a gratuitous advertisement in Know-

ledge, for which it has been long striving. Its efforts to provoke

me into a discussion to this end have been so transparent as to be

amusing ; but I have treated it with a contempt which I am a little

surprised to find that you do not seem to share. Why in the world

need you or I take the very slightest notice of abuse in a publica-

tion of such an order as that ?
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(9uv CfitSsi Column*
By Mephisto.

SOLL'TIOX.

Problem No. 123, p. IIG.

1. Kt to Kt7
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OUR TWO BRAINS.
By Richard A. Proctor,

THAT we have two brains may be said to be as certain

as that we have two eyes, two ears, and two nostrils.

Whether the two brains—I use the expression purposely,

instead of the usual expression, the two hemispheres of the

brain—act as independently of each other as the two eyes

or the two ears may be disputed. It may be maintained by
some that though they can thus act independently, should

occasion arise, the two halves of the brain, as a ru^e, work
not only as one but as parts of a single organ. Others may
hold (though the evidence is strong against this extreme
view) that one brain alone of the two can never suffice for

the process of reasoning. Others again may believe that

the two brains are absolutel}^ independent organs, a view
as extreme on the other side. But whatever opinion may
be held as to the action of the two brains, there can be no
question as to their existence in all normal case.''. That
the two brains are connected or associated together, is no
doubt true. So are the two eyes connected by the optic

commissure. But we do not speak of the two eyes as one
organ, though they serve a single sense. Even less can we
speak of the two brains as a single organ, when we find no
clear evidence even that they do the same work. If each

does or can do the same work, independently of the other,

they must be held to be distinct organs even as the right

eye is distinct from the left, when both work together in

ordinary vision. If the two brains do different work, they
are still more obviously distinct organs,—even as I, for

instance, more definitely recognise the duality of my eyes
than most persons, because, unlike most, I use one eye for

distant vision and the other for fine work at short focal

ranges.

Of course a case might be made out for the oneness of

the brain as an organ, despite its duality of form, if it

could be shown that the individuality of the owner of the
brain depended wholly and solely on the co-existence, in a
complete state, of both hemispheres of the cerebrum (or of
both cerebra, as one should more correctly say). Even if

the two eyes, distinct though they are in appearance, were

found to be severally essential to vision, we should be
obliged to regard them as a single organ, much as we
regard the upper arm and the lower arm as forming a
single limb. Nothing short of this, however,—and we
have no evidence even approaching this.—could compel us
to reject the doctrine of the duality of the brain.

I propose to consider some of the evidence which
led Dr. A. L. Wigan to definitely enunciate this doctrine,

suspected apparently by Dr. Holland and others before
Wigau's time, but not clearly perceived or stated till he
wrote his work, now I believe out of print, " The Duality
of Mind." I would, however, at the outset, point out
how interesting, nay important, the inquiry is. How many
moral problems of difficulty find their solution if we recog-

nise in each one of us two minds, and in efiect two wills,

woi king it may be in harmony together at all times, or only
in h.rmony when the body is iu sound health, or one
usually holding sway over the other, or alternating in their

influence on conduct, or one it may be diseased and only
held in restraint by the other from guiding tlie man astray

!

Again, how many interesting mental problems appear in a
new light when thus viewed ! We have to consider two
memories, usually no doubt synchronising in their action,

but not necessarily working thus simultaneously ; two
attentions ; two reasoning processes ; and so forth. Again,
the two brains maj' differ in their physical powers, even as
one arm may be stronger than the other, one eye more sen-
sitive than the other to light, more easih' wearied, and so
on. Such cmsiderations are full of interest, and mav
throw important light on mental phenomena : but they are
most important in their bearing on character and conduct.

I might here occupy much space with a description (in

outline) of the human brain as analysed and interpreted in
our time. But for my present purpose this is unnecessarv.
The following points, only, need here be specially noted :—

If a vertical section be supposed to be taken through the
middle of the head from front to back, that is so as to
divide it (through the middle of the chin, nose, forehead,
crown, .and nape of the neck) into right and left portions,

this section will divide the whole nervous mass within the
skull into two symmetrical halves. Each part on one side

of the plane of division has its counterpart on the other
side, in the same way that each bone, muscle, tendon, fibre,

and nerve in the right arm has its counterpart in the left

arm. There is not perfect symmetry, nor exact corre-

spondence, any more than in the case of the two arms.
In some cases there is a marked want of symmetry, just
as in some men we see one arm much bttter developed than
the other : but such abnormal cases do not affect the
general truth that the right and left sides of the outer head
are symmetrical, and that the right and left arms corre-

spond to each other.

Again, the principal parts of the cerebral mass, though
thus double, are connected across the median plane by
medullary bands called commissures, by which each part
on one side is united to its fellow on the other side. Thus
the great hemispheres (which in reality are not much more
than quarter spheres) are connected by the " great com-
missure " called the corpus callosiim ; the halves of the

cereheUuni (or little brain, occupying the lower and hinder
part of the cavity of the cranium) are connected by the

po)is Varolii or tii,ber annulare : and there are pther com-
missures ot smaller size. This connection of .tlie corre-

sponding parts of the two side brains no more cdiiljbines

them into a single brain than the two arms are' made one
by being attached to the same body.

Between tie two so-called hemispheres of the brain there'

lies above a scythe-shaped extension of the membranoiife
covering called the di'.ra maUr; the point of the scythe is
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forward, and its median plane is of course vertical. It is

called tlie fal.c cerebri. A large lateral expansion of the

falx—called the tentorium—separates the posterior lobes of

the cerebrum from the cerebellum, extending over the latter

like a vaulted floor. It protects the cerebellum from the

pressure of the hinder part of the cerebrum.* The central

hemisjiheres are separated below by two cavities termed the

lateral ventricles. There are other smaller cavities called

respectively the third ventricle, and the ventricle of the

cerebellum. The last-named is of considerable extent, and

occupies the space between the cerebrum, the commissure

of the cerebrum, and the medulla oblongata, the portions

of the nervous mass lying at the base of the cranial cavity,

between the cerebrum and the cerebellum.

It should be added that from the upper surface of th^^

convolutions, fibres descend to the medulla oblongata,

where they form the corpora pyramidalia and decussate

or cross over from one side to the other. This interesting

fact was first established by Drs. Gall and Spurzheira. It

follows that the right brain rules the left side of the body,

and the left brain the right side. In agreement with this

is the fact that if one side of the brain suffers it is the

opposite side of the body which is alone affected.

I have said so much respecting the parts of the brain

rather that the cases which will have presently to be

•quoted may bi^ fully understood, than with any idea of

giving even in outline an account of the exceedingly com-

plex; structure which appears to regulate thought, sensa-

tion, and motion.

We have now to consider the evidence tending to show

that each of the so-called " hemispheres of the braiu " is

an independent [orgau of thought, in the same sense that

each eye is an independent organ of vision.

The first point to be noted is that one side of the brain

may suffer the most serious mischief, or even be destroyed,

-without any marked injury to the mental functions.

Dr. Wigan mentions the following case as that which

first attracted his attention to the duality of the brain :

—

' A boy, in climbing a high tree for a rook's nest, missed

his footing, and fell on the sharp edge of an iron railway,

one of the earliest laid down in this country, and on a

different principle from those now in use, the wheel passing

in a sort of groove, instead of on the edge of a projection.

The side of the iron rail stood up, and was exposed to the

friction of the outer side of the wheel, which soon wore it

to a sharp edge. The boy fell head-downwards on this ; it

entered about an inch from the falx and sliced off a large

portion of brain, with nearly the whole of the parietal

bone ; much of the brain being torn and ragged, I pared

off the projecting fragments aud replaced the mass, not

having the slightest hope of his recovery, and only occupy-

ing myself with the task of laying on plasters and
bandages to appease the anxiety of the friends. The
quantity of the brain lost must have exceeded four ounces,

but my recollection of the case is vague after an interval

of more than thirty years. Having always read that the

integrity of both hemispheres was essential to the due
«xercise of mind, I was much astonished the next day to

* Wigan makes the following remarks on the Falx and the Tento-

Tiunj :—The object of these membranes, which are as tightly

stretched as the akin of a drum, seems to be to prevent the mis-

v.hievous con^pfpi^nces of the concussion of the brain in sudden
movements; a> jumping, for example—the elastic membrane gives

w.ay to the impKi.M-. and thus diminishes the shock. The falx is

also of great utility iu preventing the pressure of one brain on the

other in lying down j and the transverse membrane, called the

tentorium, performs a similar office j it forms a kind of tent (whence
its name), and covers a deep hollow in the back of the skull, which
contains the cerebellum, and thus preserves it from the pressure of

Jthc fniJCiincumbci.l mass of cerebrum.

find the patient (a remarkably intelligent lad, of twelve or
thirteen years of age) in the full possession of his faculties

in as high a degree as at any former period. He did not
seem to suffer pain,—had no delirium,—and advanced
steadily towards recovery ; considerable new growth took
place ; but of its nature I have no recollection ; it was
probably fungous ; at the end of a few weeks he was so

well that, in spite of the remonstrances of his mother, he
went into the field to play ; became exceedingly heated

by this, under exposure to a violent sun, and then walked
deliberately into the water to cool himself. The new blood-

vessels burst, and he died of haamorrhage ; never having
manifested from first to last any loss or perversion of mental
power."

It seems impossible to doubt that in this case the part

of the brain which was destroyed was large enough and
important enough to have seriously affected the mental
power had the brain been a single organ. Nay, it would
seem probable that just as one eye would be rendered for

a while entirely useless by some serious injury, so the whole
half of the brain, on the side which had suffered injury,

must for a time have been useless. Therefore as the boy
showed no loss of mental power, the other half must have
been a perfect brain in itself

Let us consider, however, some cases which seem still

more decisive.

{To be continued.)

DREAMS:
THEIE PLACE IN THE GROWTH OF PBIMITIVB

BELIEFS.

Br Edward Clodd.

VIII.

IN proof of the closing remarks in the previous paper,

that the breath has given the chief name to the soul,

we find the Western Australians using the same word,

waiig, for " breath, spirit, soul ;
" in Java the word naxva

is used for " health, life, soul
;

" in the Dakotah tongue

jiiya is literally "breath," figuratively "life;" in Netela

jmits is " breath " and " soul ;
" in Eskimo silla means air

and wind, and is also the word that conveys the highest

idea of the world as a whole, and of the resisoning faculty.

The supreme existence they call Sillain Innua, Owner of

the Air, or of the All ; in the Yakama tongue of Oregon

wkrisha signifies there is wind, vkrishwit, life ; with the

Aztecs eJiecatl expressed both air, life, and the soul, and,

personified in their myths, it was said to have been born of

the breath of Tezcatlipoca, their highest divinity, who
himself is often called YoalliehecatI, the Wind of Night.*

This identity of wind with breath, of breath with spirit,

and thence of spirit with the Great Spirit, which

Sees him in cloud, and hears him in the wind,

has further illustration in the legends of the Quiches, in

which the unknown creative power is Hurakan, a name
familiar to us under the form hurrieane, and in our own
sacred records where the advent of theHoly Spirit is described

"asof a rushing, mighty wind. "t In the Mohawk language

atonritz, the "soul," is from atonrion, "to breathe";

whilst, as showing the analogy between the effects of

restricted sense and restricted civilisation, Dr. Tylor quotes

the case of a giil who was a deaf-mute as well as blind,

and who, when telling a dream in gesture-language, said :

» Brinton's "Myths of the New World," p. 51. (Second Edition.)

+ Cf. Knowlefge, June 1, 1SS3, p. 321.
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" I thought God took away my breath to heaven."

Among the higher languages the same evidence abides.

" The spirit doth but mean the breath."

That word spirit is derived from a verb spirare, which
means "to draw breath ;" Animus, "the mind," is cognate
with anima, "air;" in Irish, which belongs to the same
family of speech as Latin, namely, the Aryan or Indo-
European, we have anaJ, "breath," and anam, "life," or
" soul ;

" and in Sanskrit, which is the oldest member of

that family, or has, at least, best preserved the primitive

forms, we tind the root an, to "blow " or " breathe," whence
anila, " wind," and in Greek anemos, with the like mean-
ing. The Greek psyche, pneuvia, and thymos, each mean-
ing " soul " and " spirit," are from roots expressing the

wind or breath. In Slavonic the root du has developed the
meaning of breath into that of soul or spirit, and the dialect

of the gipsies have duk with the meanings of breath, spirit,

ghost. That word ghost, the German geist, the Dutch geest,

from a root meaning to blow with violence, is connected with
gv^t, gas, geyser, in Scandinavian, glosor, " to pour forth."

In non - Aryan languages, as the Finnish, far means
" soul, breath, spirit, wind "

; henki, " spirit, person, breath,

air "
; the Hebrew nephesli, " breath," has also the meanings

of " life, soul, mind," and rnach and neshamah, to which
the Arabic 7iefs and ruh correspond, pass from meaning
"breath" to "spirit." The legend of man's creation

records that he became a living soul through the breathing

of God into his nostrils " the breath of life," and concerning
this the Psalmist says of all that live, " Thou takest away
their breath, they die, and return unto the dust. As a

final illustration, the Egyptian k7ieph has the alternative

meanings of " life " and " breath."*

When we pass from names to descriptions, we find the

same underlying idea of the ethereal nature of spirit. The
natives of Nicaragua, California, and other countries

remote from these, agree in describing the other self as air

or breeze, which passes in and out through the mouth and
nostrils. The Tongans conceived it as the aeriform part of

the body, related to it as the perfume to the flower. The
Greenlanders describe it as pale and soft, as without flesh

and bone, so that he who tries to seize it grasps nothing.

The Congo negroes leave the house of the dead unswept for

a year, lest the dust should injure the delicate substance of

the ghost ; and the German peasants have a saying that a

door should not be slammed, lest a soul gets pinched in it.

In some parts of Northern Europe, when the wind-god,

Odin, rides the sky with his furious spectral host, the

peasants open the windows of every sick-room that the

soul of the dying may have free exit to join the wild chase

;

whilst both here and in France it is still no uncommon
practice to open doors and windows that the soul may
depart quickly. Dr. Tylorf cites a passage from Hampole's
" Ayenbite of Inwyt," i.e., "Remorse of Conscience," a

poem of the fourteenth century, in which the author

speaks of the intenser suflering which the soul undergoes

in purgatory by reason of its delicate organisation.

The soul is more teudre and nesche (soft)

Than the bodi that hath bones and fleysche

;

Thanne the soul that is so tendere of kinde,

Mote nedis hure penaunce hardere-y-finde,

Than eni bodi that evere on live was,

* Jacob Grimm remarks that whilst the more palpable breath,

as spirit, is masculine, the living;, life-givin<f soul is treated as a

delicate feminine essence. Sold is the Icelandic S':la^ German
seele, Gothic saiwala, akin to saivs, which means " the sea." Saivs

is from a root, si, or sir, the Greek seio, to shake, and this choice

of the word saivala may indicate that the ancient Teutons conceived

of the soul "as a sea within, heaving up and down with every
breath, and reflecting heaven and earth on the mirror of the deep."

t " Prim. Culture," I., 412.

a doctrine clearly due to Patiistic theories of incorporeal

souls. And a modern poet, Dante Rossetti, in his "Bles!:ed

Damozel," when he describes her as leaning out from the
gold bar of heaven and looking down towards the earth,

spinning like a fretful midge, whence she awaits the coming
of her lover, depicts the souls mounting u]) to God as

passing by her "like thin flames." The Greeks and,

following them, the Romans, conceived the soul as of thin,

impalpable texture, as exhaled with the dying breath, or, a»

in Homer, rushing out through the wound that causes the
warrior's death. In the metaphysical Arabian romance of

Yokdhan, the hero seeks the source of life and thought,
and discovers in one of the cavities of the heart a bluish

vapour, which was the living soul. Among the Hebrews
it was of shadowy nature, with echoless motion, haunting a
ghostly realm :

It is a land of shadows ; yea, the land
Itself is but a shadow, and the race
That dwell therein are voices, forms of forms.

Such conceptions are but little varied ; and, to this day,

the intelligence of the major number of people who think
about the thing at all presents the departing soul as some-
thing vaporous, as a little white cloud.

In keeping with such ideas, the belief in transfer of spirit

expresses itself. Algonkin women who desired to become
mothers flocked to the couch of those about to die, in hope
that the vital principle as it passed from the body would
enter theirs. Among the Seminoles of Florida, when a
woman died in childbirth, the infant was held over her
face to receive her parting spirit, and thus acquire strength

and knowledge for its future use. So among the Takahiis,

the priest is accustomed to lay his hand on the head of the
nearest relative of the deceased, and to blow into him the

soul of the departed, which is supposed to come to life in

his next child.*

In Harland and Wilkinson's " Lancashire Folk-lore," it

is related that while a well-known witch lay dying, " she-

must needs, before she could ' shuflle oflf this mortal coU,'

transfer her familiar spirit to some trusty successor. Ad
intimate acquaintance from a neighbouring township was
consequently sent for in all haste, and on her arrival was
immediately closeted with her dying friend. What passed

between them has never fully transpired, but it is asserted

that at the close of the interview this associate received the

icitch^s last breath into her mouth, and n-ith it her familiar

spirit. The powers for good or evil of the dreaded woman
were thus transferred to her companion, and on passing

along the road from Burnley to Blackburn we can point

out a farmhouse at no great distance, with whose thrifty

matron no neighbouring fanner will yet dare to quarrel."

When a Roman lay at the point of death, his nearest

relative inhaled the last breath ; in New Testament story,

the risen Jesus breathes on his disciples, that they may
receive the Holy Spirit, and the form thus adopted in con-

ferring supernatural grace is still used in the rites and
ceremonies of the Catholic Church.

Speculation about the other self could not, however,

stop at identifying it with a man's breath or shadow, or

with regarding it as absolutely impalpable. These nebulous

and gaseous theories necessarily condensed, as it were, into

theories of semi substantiality still charged with ethereal

conceptions, but giving embodiment to the soul to account

for the appearances of both dead and living in dreams,

when their persons were clasped, their forms and features

seen, and their voices heard.

Such theories involve a kind of continuity of identity,

and often take the form of belief in the soul as a replica

* Brinton, p. 271.
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of the body, and as .suffering corresponding mutilation.

When the native Australian has slain his foe, he cuts off

his right thumb, so as to prevent him from throwing a

shadowy spear ; the Chinese dread of decapitation, lest

their s))irits are headless, is well known ; but a more telling

illustration is that cited by Dr. Tylor, from Waitz, of the

West Indian planter, whose slaves sought refuge from the

lash and toil in suicide. But he was too cunning for them

;

he cut off the heads and hands of the corpses, that the

survivors might see that not even death could save them
from a taskmaster who could maim their souls in the next
world. Among advanced nations the same conceptions sur-

vived. AchUles, resting by the shore, sees the dead Patroclus

in a dream. " Ay me, there remaiueth then, even in the

home of Hades, a spirit and phantom of the dead, for all

night long hath the ghost of hapless Patroclus stood over

me, wailing and making moan."* Virgil portrays yEneas,

and Homer describes Ulysses, as recognising their old

comrades when they enter the " viewless shades," where
the dwellers continue the tasks of their earthly life.

In Hebrew legend Saul recognises the shade of Samuel
when the magic spells of the Witch of Endor evokes it,

although the grave of the old "judge" was sixty miles

away. The monarch-shades of " Sheol" hail with derision

the entrauce of the King of Babylon among them. In
New Testament narrative the risen Jesus is alternately

material and spiritual, now passing through closed doors,

and now submitting his wound-prints to the touch of the
doubter. In " Hamlet " the ghost is as " the air, invulner-

able," yet " like a king"...
. . . that fair and warlike form
In which the majesty of buried Denmark
Did sometimes march.

Notions of material punishments and rewards involved
notions of a material soul, even pending its reunion with
the body at the general resurrection. The angels are
depicted as weighing souls in a literal balance, while devils
clinging to the scales endeavoured to disturb the equi-

librium. In some frescoes of the fourteenth century, on
the walla of the Campo Santo, at Pisa, illustrations of

these notions abound ; the soul is portrayed as a sexless

child rising out of the mouth of the corpse, and eagerly
awaited as the crown of rejoicing of the angels, or as the
lawful prey of the demons. After this it is amusing to
learn that extreme tests of the weight of ghosts are now
and then forthcoming,+ from the assertion of a Basuto
divine that the late queen had been bestriding his
shoulders, and he never felt such a weight in his life, to
the alleged modern spiritualistic reckoning of the weight
of a human soul at from three to four ounces ! And do not
spirit-photographs adorn the albums of the credulous ?

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE.
By Trevithick.

{Continued from page 160.)

I
HAVE already indicated several of the features of the
Westinghouse brake, but it remains to detail them

specifically in order to show the superiority inherent to the
apparatus when compared with other systems.

In the first place, rapidity of action is one great essential
in order that a train may be stopped instantaneously. Not
only must the effect be felt upon the engine, but throughout
the entire train, and that simultaneously. I was consider-
ably impressed by the working of a model which I saw at

* " Iliad," xxiii., 103. f "Prim. Culture," I., 411.

the works of the company, resembling in every feature a
train of sixteen carriages. The moment the air was released

from the main pipe the brake cylinders operated, and
within 11 seconds the pistons had reached the limit of

their stroke, the whole of them moving together. In
actual working the brakes are therefore fully on in li
seconds. This results from there being only a small

volume of air to release, and that at a high pressure.

In the case of a vacuum brake, where there is only a part

of the pressure of the atmosphere (101b.) to work with,

as compared with 70 lb. on the Westinghouse pressure brake,

a much larger pi|)e is necessary in order to apply the

brakes with sufficient force to be effective. A large pipe

implies of necessity the movement of a larger volume of

air. Whereas the Westinghouse is fully applied to a train

of fifteen vehicles by the withdrawal of 900 cubic inches

of air, at least 27,000 cubic inches have to be moved
through the large vacuum-pipe to accomplish a like result

Fuither than this, the use of auxiliary reservoirs assists in

producing an instantaneous application, for without them
the rear carriages could only be affected several seconds

(fifteen and more) after those in front. The use of the

triple valve, which controls the brake cylinder, is, there-

fore, apparent, and it is most certainly a simple, as well as

a highly useful factor, notwithstanding what Sir K
Watkin and other apparently ignorant opponents of the

only efficient brake, may say to the contrary.

Another important feature is that the brake is capable

of being operated from the guard's van as well as from the

engine, and is also capable of being so fitted as to place it

under the control of every passenger in the train. The
advantage of this is too evident to warrant any enlargement

upon it. It will be borne in mind that it operates auto-

matically upon each section of the train, should any of the

couplings be accidentally broken
The fact of a reduction of pressure causing the applica-

tion of the brake is also an excellent " tell-tale," and ensures

the proper maintenance of the whole apparatus. A driver

is consequently able to place implicit confidence in the

brake, and has no fear of its being unable to operate

whenever he may require it. The advantage of this is seen

in the ease with which the Great Eastern local traffic,

which is reputed to be the heaviest of its kind in the world,

is conducted. Where this confidence is not placed, or,

worse still, where it is misplaced, delay, if not disaster, is

a frequent result. It is no unusual occurrence for the

driver of a train fitted with a Clayton brake (which is con-

structed so as to release the wheels within one and a half

minutes), after pulling-up outside a station, to find that he

is without the necessary vacuum to apply the brakes at the

platform, so that his train goes too far. If this happens at

a terminal station, the engine may be impelled violently

against the buffer-stops, doing thereby a greater or less

amount of damage.

There are, of course, several minor details with which I

have not thought it desirable to deal in these articles, the

object in view being simply to give an outline of the general

arrangement in as popular a form as possible. What I

have said in praise of the Westinghouse brake is only a

portion of what might be said. The Board of Trade has

laid down certain very practical and wise conditions which

it urges the various companies to comply with in the matter

of brakes ; but it seems that there is only one brake which

satisfies all these conditions, and this brake has wisely been

adopted by the following companies, viz. : the North-

Eastern, the London and I3righton, the Great Eastern, the

Chatham and Dover, the North British, the Caledonian,

the Glasgow and South-Western, the Great North of

Scotland, the Ehymney, the West Lancashire, and Eastern
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and Midlands Railway. (It is worthy of note that the

vehicles jointly owned by the English and Scotch companies

working the three great routes to Scotland— viz., the East

Coast, the West Coast, and the Midland Scotch Joint

Stocks—ai-e fitted with the Westinghouse automatic bi-ake.)

Most of the companies mentioned use the brake very ex-

tensively, and the testimony of Mr. T. E. Harrison (engi-

neer-in-chief to the North-Eastern Railway) in his report,

previously alluded to, is worth quoting. "There does

not appear," he says, " to be any one point in the principle

and arrangement of the Westinghouse brake, as now in

use, reipiiriog alteration, and it entii-ely complies with all

the requirements of the Board of Trade."

I may add that during three years and nine months
there has been an increase in the sales of Westinghouse
automatic brakes of 8,276 sets of apparatus for engines,

and 49,503 for carriages and waggons, there being alto-

gether on the 30th of April last, 11,553 sets for engines,

and G3,0G5 for carriages and waggons.

It only remains for the public to express a forcible and
determined opinion on the svibject for the whole of the

Companies to adopt this brake. It is better for the public

to bring abont the desired change, than to resort to Par-

liamentary coercion ; more especially is this the case when
it happens that there is only one firm able to do what is

required. There are, of course, accidents in which any
brake would be useless, such, for example, as the Forth

Bridge and the Abergele disasters. The former is too fresh

in the minds of the public to need more extensive reference;

the latter resulted from some runaway trucks loaded with

casks of petroleum making their way down an incline, and
meeting with the Irish mail, which was travelling in the

opposite direction at full speed. The collision was inevit-

able, the casks were burst, the petroleum caught fire, and
the flames and smoke enveloped the front portion of the

train, stifling or burning every person within the carriages.

MORE ABOUT SUNFLOWERS.
By Grant Allen.

IN order to answer Mr. Paulson's very interesting and
suggestive queries about the sunflower, I think 1 shall

have to write another short article upon the same subject.

The tiny drops of viscid liquid upon the ends of the

protective bracts which cover the unopened florets while

still in their bud condition consist of a resinous inaterial,

which can be collected on the finger in suflicient quanti-

ties both to show its thickness and to allow one to experi-

ment upon its gustatory qualities. Its taste is decidedly

nasty, and I have very little doubt it acts as a deterrent

to destructive insects, which might otherwise burrow their

way among the unopened flowers for the sake of the

immature pollen, as we know occurs in many other kinds

of composites. On cutting open several heads of sun-

flowers I find many small insects (chiefly beetles and
weevils) wandering about among the florets in the

male, female, and over-blown condition, but not

one among the central unopened buds. I am
strongly inclined to suppose, therefore, that the

latter owe their immunity from premature rifling in

great part to the disagreeable sticky secretion. But I

observe also that bees avoid the central disk, which

seems such a convenient landing-stage, and concentrate

themselves upon the two rings of male and female flowers

;

and this is obviously beneficial to the plant, since, if they

landed first on the centre of the disk, they would carry

pollen from the inner male florets to the outer females ones

of the same breed, thus defeating the great object of the

highest sort of cross-fertilisation—impregnation of the

stigma l>y pollen brought from a totally distinct plant.

The resinous secretion may therefore serve a double pur-

pose, first, in protecting the young buds, and, secondly, in

compelling bees to alight and visit the flowers in the order

most conducive to cross-fertilisation.

The mechanism for the withdrawal of the anthers and

style after their functions have been respectively performed

is so minutely curious that I feared to describe it in full,

lest it should prove tedious to the readers of Knowledge.
Since I am asked for it, however, here it is, as well as I am
able to explain it.

The style, with its two sensitive stigmatic surfaces folded

closely together, is enclosed in the united anther tube, and has

numerous small hairs, pointing upwards, on its outer sur-

face. The pollen-sacs open inward, and fill the hollow

cylinder thus formed with shed pollen, before the separate

florets open. As each floret matures for its first (male)

stage, the style pushes upward, inside the anther-tube, and

the hairs on its surface drive the pollen to the top of the tube,

where it stands in a little heap, as soon as the flower opens.

The filaments are sensitive (a fact which can be tested in a

manner I will presently describe), and as soon as the pro-

boscis of an insect touches them they contract, thus slightly

withdrawing the anther tube, and shedding the pollen over

him at the exact right moment to ensure its being

employed in fertilising another flower. After the pollen

has thus all been shed, the filaments continue still further

to contract, apparently by mere fading, till the style

protrudes from the top of the anther-sac. The fila-

ments, however, are still so elastic that one can pull

them out with the finger almost to the original length. The

depression of the anthers into the tube of the corolla seems

to be aided in part by the unfolding of the style, which

now curves over its two branches, thus displaying the

receptive stigmatic papill.T, which catch the pollen and

induce it to emit pollen-tubes. If the floret is fertilised by

a bee, well and good ; if not, the branches of the style bend

over until they come in contact with the pollen swept by

the hairs of a neighbouring style from a sister floret. They

thus secure the second-best sort of cross-fertilisation, that

from another flower of the same head. As soon as ferti-

lisation has taken place, the curved branches wither, the

style shrinks or shrivels just as the filaments had done

before, and the entire mechanism is finally withdrawn

within the tube of the corolla. At the same time, the corolla

as a whole bends outward at the base, becomes humpbacked
as it were, so as to turn away from the centre and thus

avoid distracting the attention of the insect visitors. The

lobes also bend together slightly, as if to deter the bee from

trying these already over-blown flowers. The shrinkage in

each case seems to me to be merely due to the usual shrivel-

ling of all parts which have fulfilled their function, but in

the filaments it is greatest on the inner surface, so as to

make them bow outward. As long as the style and the

filaments are still actively required, they are full of juice

and vigour ; as soon as the pollen is shed and the ovary

fertilised, they become at once flaccid and contracted.

In order to observe the sensitiveness of the filaments,

take a fully-open sunflower, and select a few florets (with-

out removing them from the head) in the highest perfection

of the male stage, when the pollen stands in a little heap at

the top of the anther tube. Then, with a needle, or, still

better, a soft bristle, remove the pollen gently from the

summit of the anthers. You will thus be enabled to

observe better the after effect. Next, push the needle or

bristle down the corolla tube, and gently irritate the base

of the filaments, exactly as an insect would do with its

proboscis in searching for honey. You will observe in a
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moment that more pollen is beginning to exude from the

top of the anther tube, its exudation being due to the con-

traction of the sensitive filaments, which draw down the

anthers, and so cause the pollen to be expelled by the hairs

on the surface of the style. After continuing the irrita-

tation for twenty seconds or so, again brush off the pollen

from the top of the tube. You will find that the

anthers have now receded somewhat, and that the style,

with its branches still closely pressed together, begins to

[jrotrude slightly fi'om the summit of the anthers. In

other words, you have given the flower its cue for passing

from the first or male to the second or female stage. As
soon as that cue is once given, the change proceeds apace

—

the anthers continue to shrink down into the corolla, and
the style to open its branches.

The question of the mechanism for ensuring irritability

in the filament, I must leave to better microscopists than

myself.

This is rather a more technical paper than usual, and I

fear some readers may find it difficult of comprehension.

But if they will take a sunflower in its prime, and cut it

in two, following the description with the living object, I

think it will all become quite clear to them.

THE EARTH'S SHAPE AND MOTIO^^S.
By Richard A Proctor.

(Continued from page 176.)

CHAPTER IV.—DETERMINING THE SHAPE OF THE
EARTH.

AS our observer sets out on his northward journey he
sees the earth spread forth as a plane before him in

that direction as well as in others ; and, therefore, his

natural conclusion is that he is about to voyage in a
straight line. This, at least, is the assumption on which
all his observations must, in the first instance, be grounded.

Let us suppose that an observer travels about 380 miles

towards the north before recommencing his observations of

the skies ; although not very important for the particular

observations now to be made, we shall yet suppose that he
has taken careful count of time, and has with him the
means of measuring time throughout his observations.

He proceeds precisely as at his first station ; and, after

a similar series of observations, he finds results strikingly

similar to those before obtained. He finds the whole
heavens rotating in appearance about a fixed axis, with
perfect uniformity, and at precisely the same rate as he had
noticed when at his former station. But one important
difference attracts his attention. He finds that the point
about which the .stars appear to move (which point he may
determine either as before by watching the daily motion of
the sun in .spring or autumn—for we suppose him to settle

for some time at his new post—or by watching the motions
of the stars themselves) is higher up above the northern
horizon. Measuring carefully the extent of the change, he
finds that instead of being about 51^° the pole is now about
57" above the horizon.

Let us see what this result seems to teach :

—

Let A (Fig. 1) be the first sta-

tion of the observer, B the second,

so that A B represents a distance

of about 380 miles. Then if the

assumption that the observer has
been travelling in a straight line

is correct, he must draw AP at
'
--.

an angle of 5U° with AN, and
B P at an angle" of 57°, these lines Fig. 1.

of course meeting, and so forming a triangle A P B, whose
vertical angle A P B is the difference between 57° and 51^°,

that is 5i°.

Now, before proceeding further, we notice here a source

of perplexity.

When at A the observer found the whole of the heavens
moving exactly as though they were rotating around the

axis A P ; and now, when he is at B, he finds them moving
exactly as though they were rotating around the axis

BP.
It need hardly be said that rotation cannot take place

simultaneously around two intersecting axes. Therefore,

we must select one of two alternatives. Either we must
abandon the notion of a uniform rotation, which seemed
in so simple and beautiful a manner to account for observed

appearances, or we must give up the theory that in travel-

ling along the earth surface the observer h;8 followed a

straight line.

Now about the first of these alternatives, it is easy to

form an opinion. We know certainly that the line of

sight from A to a star traces out the surface of a right

cone, having A P as axis. We
know with equal certainty that the

same is true of the star as seen from

B. Hence, in place of the uniform
circular motion we deduced before,

we require that the star should travel

along the complex (and not even
plane) curve which is the intersection

of two right cones having intersecting

axes. But we need not follow out

the difficult considerations here suggested ; for we can take

the case where the cone becomes a plain, and so simplify

matters.

Let E S W (Fig. 2) be the path of a star which rises in

the east, as seen from A. Then the line of sight from

A to this star lies always in the plane E A W S. But the

same star, as seen from B, also rises in the east and sets

in the west, attaining a lower altitude in the south

by 5°.

Therefore its apparent path lies as e s w in the plane

e B ir s. This plane intersects the plane E AW S in a

straight line K L, and it is only by moving along the

straight line K L, starting with an infinite velocity from an

infinite distance in direction K, travelling with a con-

tinually diminishing velocity up to -, and thence passing

away with a continually increasing velocity to infinity to-

wards L, that the star could appear to move as it actually

does when viewed from A and B. The journey from

infinity in direction 2 K to infinity in direction 1, L would,

according to this view, occupy but half a day, and in some

inscrutable manner the star would return in the next half

day to its original position, at an infinite distance from us,

in direction 2 K. This is altogether absurd and in-

credible.

Our observer, therefore, finds himself compelled to

abandon the theory that he has travelled in a straight

line from A to B. But, to make assurance doubly sure, he

applies other experiments.

It will be seen at once (from Fig. 1), that if A B really

were a straight line, the distance of P could be at once

determined, either by a geometrical construction or by

calculation. Suppose the observer applies either method,

and then makes another journey equal in length to A B,

and still due northward ; then, renewing his ob.servations

of the heavens, he would have it in his power to make a

new calculation of the distance of P from A ; and if his

assumption that he was following a straight path were

correct, his rew estimate of A P should agree with his
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former one. But this he does not find to be the case.

When he has got to C (Fig. 3),

making B 0, equal to A B, he finds

that the pole of the heavens has

Tisen by exactly as much as it was
raised by his former journey. Now,
if we draw a line from C to P, we
get an angle C P B, which a very

brief consideration will show to be

larger than the angle A P B—that

is, we get P C N larger than our observer actually finds it,

so that, as seen from 0, the pole has another direction, as

C P' P", giving the angle C P" B, equal to the angle

AP B.

But which of the three points P, P', and P", is the real

polel They cannot all three be. Yet, if our traveller

takes the observations made at A and B, he gets the point

P by purely geometrical reasoning ; if he takes the obser-

vations made at B aud C, he gets the point P" with equal

reason ; and if he takes the observations made at A and C,

he gets the point P'.

He is forced, then, by this second line of argument, also,

to abandon the notion that he has been travelling in [a

straight line.

He has now to consider what his observations require

from him. He has first, to get the axis, B P, in Fig. 1,

-coincident in direction with A P.

He draws A N (Fig. 4) to repre-

sent the line on which he set out

from A, and he sets up A P at an
angle of 51^° to A N. Then he

draws at a convenient distance P' B
parallel to A P, and, of course,

meeting AN at an angle of 51.^''.

Now, if he can draw an arc A B,

touching A N at A, and having at ^ig. 4.

B a direction (B N') making an angle of 57' with B P'

then he knows that A B represents very satisfactoriU' the

-curved path he must have followed when journeying from

A to B. Then again he draws a third parallel, C P", at

the same distance from B P' that B P' is from A P ; and

he makes the arc B C (just as he made the arc A B) so

that C N" may be inclined about 62i° to C P". This con-

struction makes ABC the arc of a circle, because the

circle is the only curve whose tangents (as A N, B N',

C N") change equally in direction for points separated (as

A, B, and C) by equal arcs.

The observer is guided, therefore, to the belief that the

section of the earth's surface along which he is travelling

forms a circle. And he can roughly

tell what the size of that circle is.

For he has found that A (Fig. 5)

being about 7 GO miles, the tangent

C N" has fallen away, in direction,

about 1 1° from A N. But if AC L
represent the circle of which A C
is a part, he knows that lines O A
and O C from the centre include

the same angle between them as

that by which C N" is inclined to

AN.* Hence AC is an arc of about 11°. And therefore

the complete circumference of this circle A C L is about

360 „ .

^pp X 760 miles, or in round numbers, some 25,000 miles.

* This will perhaps be obvious at once to my readers ; but if

not, they will easily see its truth by drawing K C M parallel to

A N. Then, since C N" is a right angle, the angle II C X" is the
complement of K C 0. But K O C is also the complement of K C 0.
Therefore, K C is equal to M C S".

Fig. 5.

This gives to the circle a diameter of about 7,900

miles.

In order, however, to test the justice of this view, our

observer first travels farther north. He finds the slow

change of elevation of the pole continuing quite uniformly

as he continues journejing in that direction. After going

as far north as he can, at which time he finds that the pole

of the heavens is nearly overhead, he is satisfied that in

this direction, at any rate, the circular figure of the path

he has followed continues unchanged.

He next returns to A, and commences a series of similar

journeys towards the south. These confirm in every respect

his theory that the section ho is traversing is either actually

circular, or does not differ sensibly (so far as his instru-

mental means are concerned) from the circular form. For

every successive distance he travels there appears to be a

proportionate depression of the pole. At length the pole

sinks to the very horizoir, and the relations now presented

by the heavens are so interesting that we shall have to

consider them attentively.

But first, we must exhibit the general results of our

observer's voyages up to this point.

We see from Fig. G, that even if our traveller's first

observations were doubtful on account of the comparative

smallness of the changes noticed, yet

the great change he now notices—the

apparent coincidence of the pole with

the horizon—is altogether inexplic-

able on the assumption that he has

been traveUing in a straight line. For

though undoubtedly by going very far indeed in direction

A E he would bring the pole very low down, yet in the

first place he would have to travel very much farther

than he has actually done, in order that E P might seem
horizontal, and in the second, it

is absolutely impossible that the

heavens should seem to revolve

about A P when he was at A,
and about a nearly horizontal line

E P, when he is at E. On the

other hand, we see from Fig. 7,

how his uniform progression round

the circular arc C B A E would

lead to a uniform depression of the polar axis, until at E
that axis appeared to lie (as Ep) in the horizon-plane of

the observer at E.

And then two things served very strikingly to confirm

the views of the traveller. We see from Fig. 6 that on
the assumption of the earth being plane, the pole of the

heavens P has a distance from points on E C which is com-

parable with the distances passed over by the observer.

This being so, the stars which lay round the axis A P
ought not only to change appreciably in brightnes.^ as the

observer varies his position along E C, but they ought to

change in relative position. The polar constellations, for

example, could not possibly present the same aspect when
viewed from A as when viewtd from E. But the observer

can detect not the slightest change in the aspect of any one

of the constellations he had become familiar with when at

A, either in the brightness of the component stars or in

their relative position. Now, Fig. 7 accounts perfectly for

this. We see all the lines representing the polar axis

parallel in position ; in other words, the pole is removed to

a distance indefinitely great compared with the distances

A B, B C, E A, ic. This makes the sphere of the fixed

stars very large indeed compared with the arc E C ; and
while this has been the direct result of geometrical con-

siderations of another sort, it explains at once and simply,

the striking fact that, let the traveller journey as he may
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along distances which seem enornoous when counted by

miles, he can yet detect no change whatever in the aspect

of the several constellations.

(To ie continued.)

AN ADDRESS TO THE BRITISH

ASSOCIATION
(GEOGRAPHICAL SECTION), AT MONTREAL, 1884.

By General Sir J. H. Lefrot, R.A., F.RS., Ac.

THE subjoined extracts from General Lefroy's very able

address comprise those portions of it possessing the

greatest interest for the ordinary reader, as contradis-

tinguished from the professional geographer pure and

simple :

—

It is scarcely necessary to do more than allude here to

the intimate relations between geography and geology. The
changes on the earth's surface etfected within historical

times by the operation of geological causes, and enumerated

in geological books, are far more numerous and generally

distributed than most persons are aware of ; and they are by
no means confined to sea-coasts, although the presence of a

natural datum in the level of the sea makes them more ob-

served there. A recent German writer. Dr. Hahn, has enume-
rated ninety-sbt; more or less extensive tracts known to be

rising or sinking. We owe to Mr. R. A. Peacock the

accumulation of abundant evidence that the island of

Jersey had no existence in Ptolemy's time, and probably

was not wholly cut ofl' from the continent before the fourth

or fifth century. Mr. A. Howarth has collected similar

pi oofs as to the Arctic regions; and every fresh discovery

adds to the number. Thus the gallant, ill-fated De Long, a

name not to be mentioned without homage to heroic courage

and almost superhuman endurance, found evidence that

Bennett Island has risen a hundred feet in quite recent

times. Nordenskjold found the remains of whales,

evidently killed by the early Dutch fishers on elevated

terraces on Martin's Island. The recent conclusion of Pro-

fessor Hull, that the land between Suez and the Bitter

Lakes has risen since the Exodus, throws fresli light on the

Mosaic account of that great event ; and to go still further

south, we learn from the Indian survey that it is " almost

certain " that the mean sea-level at Madras is a foot lower,

i.e., the land is afoot higher, than it was sixty years ago.

If I do not refer to the changes on the west side of Hudson's
Bay, for a distance of at least 600 miles, it is only because

I presume that the researches of Dr. Robert Bell are too

well known here to require it. Any of my hearers who may
have visited Bermuda are aware that so greatly has that

island subsided, that great hangings of stalactite, unbroken,

may be found dipping many feet into the sea, or at all events,

into salt-water pools standing at the same level, and we have
no reason to suppose the sinking to have come to an end.

We learn from the Chinese annals that the so-called Hot
Lake Issyk-kul, of Turkestan, was formed by some convul-

sion of nature about 160 years ago, and there seems no good
reason to reject the Japanese legend that Fusiyama itself

was suddenly thrown up in the third century before our

era (b c. 286). These are but illustrations of the assertion

I began with, that geography and geology are very nearly

connected, and it would be equally easy to show on how
many points we touch the domain of botany and natural

history. The flight of birds has often guided navigators

to undiscovered lands. Nordenskjold went so far as to

infer the existence of " vast tracts, with high mountains,
with valleys filled with glaciers, and with precipitous

peaks " between Wrangel Land and the American shores

of the Polar Sea, from no other sign than the multitudes of

Vtirds winging their way northward in the spring of lb79,

from the Vega's winter quarters. The walrus-hunters

of Spitzbergen drew the same conclusion in a previous
voyage from the flight of birds toward the Pole from the
European side. Certainly no traveller in the more northern
latitudes of this continent in the autumn can fail to reflect

on the ceaseless circulation of the tide of life in the beau-

tiful harmony of nature, when he finds that he can scarcely

raise his eyes from his book at any moment, or direct them
to any quarter of the heavens, without seeing counties*

numbers of wild fowl, guided by unerring instinct, directing

their timely flight towards the milder climates of the
South.

From Central Africa it is not an unnatural transition to
Central Asia, the region next the most inaccessible, and
pregnant, perhaps, with greater events. The Russian project

for diverting the Oxus, or Amu Darya, from the Sea of

Aral into the Caspian, remains under investigation. We
learn from the lively account of Mr. George Kennan, a

recent American traveller, that there is more than one
motive for undertaking this great work, if it shall prove

practicable. He states that the lowering of the level of

the Caspian Sea, in consequence of the great evaporation

from its surface, is occasioning the Russian Government
great anxiety ; that the level is steadily but slowly falling,

notwithstanding the enormous quantity of water poured in

hy the Volga, the Ural, and other rivers. In fact, Colonel

Vcnukof says that the Caspian is drying up fast, and that

the fresh-water seals, which form so curious a feature of its

fauna, are fast diminishing in number. At first view
there would not appear great difiiculty in restoring

water communication, the point where the river would
be diverted being about 216 ft. above the Caspian ;

but accurate levelling has shown considerable depressions

in the intervening tract. As the question is one of great

geographical interest, we may devote a few minutes to it

It is not to be doubted that the Oxus, or a branch of it,

once flowed into the Caspian Sea. Professor R. Lentz. of

the Russian Academie Imperiale des Sciences, sums up his

investigation of ancient authorities by aflirming that there

is no satisfactory evidence of its ever having done so before

the year 1320; passages which have been quoted from
Arab writers of the ninth century only prove, in his

opinion, that they did not discriminate between the Caspian

Sea and the Sea of Aral. There is evidence that in the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the river bifurcated,

and one branch found its way to the Caspian, but
probably ceased to do so in the sixteenth century.

This agrees with Turkoman traditions. Even so

late as 1869, the waters of the Oxus reached Lake
Sara Kamysh, eighty or ninety miles from their

channel, in a great flood, as happened also in 1850,

but Sara Kamysh is now some 49 ft. lower than the Cas-

pian, and before they could proceed further an immense
basin must be filled. The difliculties then of the restoration

by artificial means of a communication which natural

causes have cut off, are (a) The disappearance of the old

bed, which cannot be traced at all over part of the way ;

(b) The possibility that further natural changes, such as

have taken place on the Syr-Daria, may defeat the object :

(c) The immense expenditure under any circumstances

necessary, the distance being about 350 miles, which would
be out of all proportion to any immediate commercial

benefit to be expected. We may very safely conclude that

the thing will not be done, nor is it at all probable that
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Russian finances -will permit the alternative proposal of

cutting a purely artificial canal by the shortest line, at an

estimated expense of 15 to 20 million roubles.

There are few particulais in which the best atlases of

the present day differ more from those published twenty-five

years ago than iu the information they give us respecting the

submerged portions of the globe. The British Islands, with

the fifty and one hundred-fathom lines of soundings drawn
round them, seem to bear a different relation to each other

and to the Continent than they did before. The geography

of the bed of the ocean is scarcely less interesting than that

of the Continents, or less important to the knowledge of

terrestrial physics. Since the celebrated voyage of H.M.S.
Challeni/er, no marine researches have been more fruitful

of results than those of the Talisman, and the Dacia. The
first was employed last year by the French Government to

examine the Atlantic coasts from Rochefort to Senegal, and

to investigate the hydrography and natural history of the

Cape Verde, Canary, and Azores archipelagos. The other

ship, with her companion, the International, was a private

adventure, with the commercial purpose of ascertaining the

best line for a submarine telegraph from Spain to the

Canaries. These two last made some .550 soundings

and discovered three shoals, one of them with less

than 50 fathoms of water over it, between the Con-

tinent of Africa and the island. If we draw a

circle passing through Cape Mogador, Teneriffe, and
Funchal, its centre will mark very nearly this submarine

elevation ; the other two lie to the north of it. The TnUs-

man found in mid-ocean but 1,640 fathoms, among sound-

ings previously set down as over 2,000 fathoms. Our
knowledge then of the bed of the Atlantic, and of the

changes of depth it may be undergoing, is but iu its

infancy ; and we have only to reflect what sort of oro-

graphic map of Europe we could hope to draw, by sounding

lines dropped a hundred miles apart from the highest

clouds, to be conscious of its imperfection. But this

knowledge is accumulating, and whether revealing at one

moment a profound abyss, or at another an unsuspected

summit : marvels of life, form, and colour, or new and
pregnant facts of distribution ; it promises for a long time

to come to furnish inexhaustible interest.

Canada comprises within its limits two spots of a physical

interest not surpassed by any others on the globe. I mean
the pole of vertical magnetic attraction, commonly called

the magnetic pole, and the focus of greatest magnetic force;

also often, but incorrectly, called a pole. The first of these,

discovered by Ross in 1835, was revisited in May 1847 by
officers of the Franklin Expedition, whose observations

have perished, and was again reached or very nearly so by
McClintock in 1859, and by Schwatka in 1879 ; neither of

these explorers, however, was equipped for observation.

The utmost interest attaches to the question whether the

magnetic pole has shifted its position in fifty years, and
although I am far from rating the difficulty lightly, it is

probably approachable o\erland, without the great cost of

an Arctic expedition. The second has never been visited

at all, although Dr. R. Bell, in his exploration of Lake
Nipigon was within 200 miles of it, and the distance is

about the same from the Rat Portage. It is in the neigh-

bourhood of Cat Lake.

One of the finest feats of mountaineering on record was
performed last year by Mr. W. AV. Graham, who reached

an elevation of 23,500 ft. in the Himalayas, about 2,900 ft.

above the sitmmit of Chimborazo, whose ascent by Mr.
Whymper, in 1880, marked an epoch in these exploits.

Mr. Graham was accompanied by an officer of the Swiss

army, an experienced mountaineer, and by a professional

Swiss guide. They ascended Kabru, a mountain visible

from Darjeeling, lying to the west of Kanchinjunga,

whose summit still defies the .strength of man.

The reported outbreak of a new volcano in the northern

part of West Australia, on August 25, 1883, in connection

with the great eruption of the Sunda Straits, has not, as

far as I know, been verified ; but the graphic description

of the natives : "Big mountain burn up. He big one sick.

Throw him up red stuff, it run down side and burn down

grass and trees," seems to leave little doubt of the reality

of the occurrence.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT IN THE
MECHERNICH MINES.*

THE electric-light installation at the Mechernich Mines

in its once volcanic Eifel district in Rhenish Prussia,

has now had a fair trial for more than three years, and has

proved a complete success. The expectation that it would

both facilitate the operations and increase their security,

has fully been realised, and an extension of the i)lant is

now being carried out. Messrs. Siemens and Halske, of

Berlin, undertook the work, which was superintended on

their behalf by Mr. Boeddinghaus. An open working

2,000 ft. long, 1,000 ft. wide, and over 300 ft. deep, in

which 300 men and 20 horses are continually occupied,

was first to be supplied with the electric light. This part

of the mine is excavated in steps, the horizontal terraces

being provided with rails. Ordinary lamps in globes on

poles were out of the question, as blasting operations

continue throughout the day, and the shots would

soon have made havoc of the lamps. After several

trials two powerful lamps, of 3,000 candles each, were

erected at the upper margin of the pit, where they were

fairly out of the reach of the projected stones ; and reflec-

tors "were fixed to throw the light down upon the steps.

To find the proper positions for these powerful lamps and

to avoid too dark shadows caused some difficulty. But the

illumination was finally rendered most efficient, and the

open pit, with the light playing on the whitish grey rock,

aflbrds a fine spectacle. As any interruptions, even for

short periods, such as those occupied in renewing the lamp

carbons, would be dangerous, the whole plant is double,

each lamp receiving its current from a D;. dynamo. No
hitch of any kind has occurred, and the safety of the

miners has decidedly been augmented. It was formerly

not always possible for the superintendents to see whether

the loose mass resulting from the blasting operations

had been properly removed, and frequent minor acci-

dents arose from the debris falling down upon the miners

engaged on the step next below. The work can now be

controlled much better than before when petroleum lamps

and hand lamps were in use. The cost shows a saving of

about 4d. per hour in favour of the electric illumination.

The satisfactory results obtained in the open working

induced the company to introduce the electric light down

in the subterranean galleries. The ore forms little concre-

tions of sand and galena scattered all through the rock ;

the whole mass has therefore to be brought to day to be

disintegrated and sifted, and the mining proceeds in piiraUel

and cross galleries, which are constantly being widened

until they become 90 ft. in width, and 70 ft. in height, by

sometimes 300 ft. in length. The operations in themselves

would not require much light if there was not always

danger threatening from loosened pieces of rock. Pitch

torches were formerly employed to examine the bore-

holes and fissures round them after each explosion.

* From Engineering.
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It was a question whether the arc lamps would answer
for this purpose in the smoky atmosphere. For the

first experiments, arc lamps of 3,000 and 1,000 candles

were used, with the positive carbon in the lower

holder. The effect was brilliant, yet the light did not

penetrate the white smoke cloud which collects at the

upper wall immediately after the shot But as the smoke
settles within ten minutes, it was thought advisable to

acquiesce in this interruption of a few minutes, and to use

smaller lamps of 350 candles, which proved quite efficient.

Of these, there are ten in use, with about 10,000 ft. of lead

cable, the cable being partially elastic, as the lamps with

their wires have to be removed when the blasting is to take

place. The lamps were originally supplied with hexagonal

lanterns with obscured glass to protect the eyes of the

miners. The glasses were, of course, soon broken, but no
complaints are said to have been made about the naked
electric lights. The proprietors of the mine have decided

upon an extension of the installation.

OPTICAL RECREATIONS.
By a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society.

(Continued from page 130.)

IN all that has preceded, we have, so to speak, taken

sight for granted. Before, however, proceeding to

examine the phenomena which essentially depend upon the

very way in which we see at all

—

e.g., those of binocular

vision and the like—it will be necessary to enter into a

little elementary explanation of the structure of the eye

itself. The student who may wish to follow this subject

out in detail must consult some of the larger textbooks on

Human Anatomy. It will conduce to a better appreciation

of our description if he will obtain a fresh sheep's or

bullock's eye from the butcher.

We shall remark in the outset that the eye-ball is very

nearly globular, but the front part (Fig. 25) is more convex

than the other portion. Now, excepting this front pro-

tuberant part, the eye will be observed to be covered by a
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Fig. 25.

thick white membrane called the sclerotic coat, which is

popularly known as " the white of the eye." The front of

the eye is enclosed by a thick, strong, glassy membrane
called the cornea, which suggests the idea of a watch-glass.

The light quite obviously passes into the eye through the

cornea. From the circle of junction of the cornea and

the sclerotic, a kind of opaque coloured plate, with

a hole io the middle, separates the front clear part

of the eye from the main portion of the interior of the

eyeball. It is called the iris, and it is the colour of the iris,

which is spoken of as that of the eye, when we talk about

blue eyes, grey eyes, brown eyes—and so on. The hole in

the centre of this iris is known as the pupil. This appears

jet-black, because we look through it at the dark interjor of

the eye-ball. The function of the pupil is to admit 1 ight,

and further to regulate the amount of light so admitted.

It contracts in the presence of a bright light, and expand s

in partial darkness—a fact of which the reader may satisfy

himself by standing before a looking-glass in a dim light,

and watching the pupils of his own eyes when a candle or
lamp is suddenly brought near them. The same result may
be attained in daylight by shutting the eyes close and
opening them suddenly before a mirror. This is all that

we can make out from the exterior of the eye. We must
dissect it (preferably under water) if we wish to under-

stand its internal structure. Doing so, we shall find that

the sclerotic is lined by the choroid membrane, of a dart
brown or black colour ; as is that again in turn by the

retina : the latter being nothing but an expansion of the-

optic nerve after it enters the eye from the brain. The
choroid coat at the front of the eye splits into two layers,

one going to form the iris already spoken of, the other

taking the shape of a kind of pleated curtain. To this is

attached the crystalline lens—an absolutely transparent,

double-convex lens, between which and the cornea lies a

clear liquid called the aqueous humour , while the greater

portion of the cavity of the eye—that behind the crystalline

lens—is filled with a transparent, gelatinous substance-

known as the vitreous humour. Our figure above should"

make this short description intelligible. From it we gather

that the eye consists in effect of an optical instrument, like-

the camera obscura (Fig. 2, Vol. V., p. 306, and Fig, 20,

Vol. VI., p. 46), in which an image formed by the refrac-

tion through a combination of lenses of the rays of light

emanating from various external objects is projected on to

the back of the eye, and being there received on the retina,

is conveyed by the optic nerve to the brain. That such an

image is formed on the retina, the student may satisfy him-

self by carefully scraping the back of a bullock's eye (under

water) until it becomes thin enough ; when, on holding the

eye u[) with the cornea directed to the window, or a well-

lighted landscape, a charming little picture of the object

towards which it is directed may be seen on the semi-

transparent screen to which the hinder part of the eye

has been reduced. It -will be noted that this image is

inverted, and a large amount of unprofitable discussion has

arisen as to why we do not see external objects upside

down (as though we had another eye at the back of the first

one to view the image formed by that !). The fact is that

we do not see anything in the eye, but something wholly

external to it. For it is the brain, after all, that sees, and

Fig. 26.

not the eye. Sever the optic nerve, and utter and absolute

blindness instantly supervenes ; albeit the eye, as an optical

instrument, remains intact In the sensorium we refer any

object to the direction in which the light from it reaches

the eye. If we have to raise the head, as to view the

zenith, we say the object regarded is above us or up ; if we
have to depress the head, as in looking at the ground,

we say that the object is beneath us or down. The

so-called " mystery " of inverted vision is then, in reality,

no mystery at all. Various illustrations may be found of

this reference by the brain (through the optic nerve) of

external objects to the direction whence the light they emit

or reflect enters the eye. For example, press the comer

of the eye with the finger, and a patch of light will appear

as existing in the direction of the pressure. Look at the

bright sky, preferably through an astronomical telescope.
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and specks will often be seen floating about,'seemingly in

the heavens, and travelling slowly downwards. When these

assume the appearance of minute transparent spheres, they

become a source of annoyance to the observer of small

stars in daylight, whose appearance they simulate. They
are really extremely minute specks floating in the vitreous

humour (Fig. 25). Or the very curious and instructive

experiment devised by Purkinje may be tried. It is thus

performed : You take a lighted candle into an otherwise

totally darkened room ; shut the left eye, and hold the

candle as close as you can to the right eye (say three

inches from it), to the right and rather in front, so as to

light up the retina strongly. Keeping the right eye steadily

fixed on the opposite wall, you move the candle about into

various positions. Now, the glare of the light will soon
cause the field to appear dark, and then, as the gentle

motion of the candle continues, suddenly there starts

into view on the wall a strange ghostly kind of

branching net-work, or thing like the upper part

of an oak-tree when the leaves are ofT in winter.

This is really an image of the blood-vessels of the
retina. They enter the eye at the same point as the optic

nerve, and spread out over the sensitive surface of the

retina. The candle casts their shadows upon it, and they

are projected, and seem to exist on the opposite wall. The
words " sensitive surface of the retina," which we have just

written, suggest to us to remark that the retina is by no
means equally sensitive over its whole area ; in fact, that,

as we shall immediately see, there is one spot in it which
is absolutely blind or insensitive to light, while in another

the greatest exaltation of visual perception obtains. In the

axis of the eye is situated what is known as the central

spot, a thinning or actual depression of the retina. If we
look out over an expanse of country without moving the

head or eyes, we shall observe certain objects immediately
in front of us, sharply and brilliantly defined ; but if we
attend a little, we shall note that, as we recede from them,
either to the right or the left, upwards or downwards, every-

thing becomes gradually less distinct, and with a more im-

perfect outline, so that at any considerable angular distance

from the point of sharpest vision things become blurred

and amorphous. In practice, and unconsciously, we shift

the eyes, and so successively take in the various details of

the landscape, which we fancy we see altogether ; albeit,

as we have explained, we do nothing of the sort. The
central spot, of which we have spoken above, is the seat of

the sharpest vision. On the other hand, the place where
the optic nerve enters the eye-ball is utterly insensitive to

light, and hence is known as the blind spot Fig. 20 will

enable the reader to verify its existence in his own eye for

himself. Let him shut the left eye and steadily regard the

little cross with his right one, say at a foot or eighteen

inches distance. He will see both the cross itself and the

dark disc perfectly. Now, let him slowly bring the page

nearer to Ins face, and at a certain point the circular disc

will vanish and the paper appear white. At this instant

the image of the disc has fallen upon the blind spot of his

right eye. An he continues to approximate the paper to

his eye, the disc will once again reappear, its image now
falling upon another sensitive part of the retina.

(To he continued.)

Thirty-kive years ago the ratio of railway passengers killed in

the United Kingdom from causes heyond their own control was
one in 4,782,000, while last year it was one in 61,810,000. In 18S3
only eleven persons were killed from causes beyond their control.
As compared with this, upwards of 200 persons are annually killed
in the streets of London.

HOW AMERICAN CARP ARE
DESTROYED.

THERE is a little plant, common enough in our ponds,
and known as the bladder-wort, which has suddenly

sprung into importance for breeders of carp. The bladder-

wort (genus Utrimlaria) is a rootless plant fond of still

water, and usually found floating half in and half out of

water, the branching and stem-like leaves forming the

submerged float from which rises the flower stem. To the
leaves are attached curiously insect-like bladders filled

with water, and varying in size in the difiisrent species,

reaching at times a diameter of one-fifth of an inch.

It was formerly, and with much probability, supposed
that these bladders served the purpose of floats ; for until

a few years ago it was taken for granted that air and not
water filled them. It is now known, however, that the

bladders serve a more useful purpose than merely to keep
the head of the plant above water ; they are the digestive

organs of the Utricularia, and at the same time are so

constructed as to form a very ingenious but extremely-

simple trap for catching food. It is into these bladders

A. Bladder (with small fish caught). B. Longitudinal section of

bladder. C. Branch showing leaves and bladder.

that thousands of carp eggs find their uuwitting way, to-

gether with many insects, Crustacea, and other tiny objects,

both animate and inanimate.

It is only recently that the Ulricularia has been accused

of destroying carp eggs, but for nearly thirty years it has
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been known as a receiver of small insects and crustaceans,

and it has been known as an insect feeder for at least

twenty years. Mrs. Treat, of America, in 1875 gave a
full and interesting description of the habits of one species

{Utricularia clandestina), and Darwin and others, of

Europe, studied the habits of other species in Europe and
elsewhere.

In its character as an insectivorous plant the bladder-

wort might fail to arouse general iuterest, but as a des-

troyer of carp it has a commercial as well as botanical and
scientific character. The common bladder-wort {Utricularia

vulgaris) affords the easiest subject for study, inasmuch as

its bladders reach the largest size and may be satisfactorily

examined with a moderate magnifier.

The bladder is pear-shaped, with an opening at the small
end. Around the mouth are anteniue like projections or

bristles, which, according to Darwin, are for the purpose of

warding off and keeping out insects of too great size. The
mouth is closed hy a valve which yields readily to light

pressvire, but offers an immovable barrier to the once
captured creature. The utmost strength compatible with
such a structure has apparently been attained. The valve

is a thin and transparent plate, and, by means of the water
behind it, is made to stand out a bright spot, which
Darwin thinks may attract prey. Something certainly

attracts the tiny denizens of the water, for they swim up
to the mouth and crawl into the bladder by the readily

yielding door. As there is no seductive seci-etion here, as

in the case of many insect-destroying plants, the great
naturalist's surmise is probably correct.

Some of the insectivorous plants, on catching their prey,

at once pour out a digestive fluid analogous to the gastric

juice of the human stomach, but with the Utricularia it is

not so. The insects or other food when caught in the
bladder are merely captives, and swim about in their con-
fined quarters with eager activity in their endeavour to
find an outlet, until asphyxia for lack of oxygen comes on.

Even now the plant makes no effort to digest the animal
food, but waits patiently until decay takes place, and the
animal matter is by putrefaction resolved into fluids which
the numerous papilla; lining the bladder can absorb.

Darwin's experiments showed not only that living

animals could make their way into the bladder, but that
inanimate objects falling on the valve would be engulphed
with lightning-like rajjidity. With all this information to
begin with, it is not strange that naturalists should turn to

the bladder-wort to seek a solution for the great destruction
of the carp, for the carnivorous plant was known to possess
facilities not only for the capture of floating spawn, but
even of tjie newly hatched fish. Examination and repeated
experiment proved conclusively that the greedy little

bladders were making sad havoc with the fish, and in con-
sequence carp breeders are bidden to open war vigorously
on Utricularia and all its species. It may seem at a hasty
glance that the small bladders can hardly be responsible
for any very extensive destruction of eggs or small fish,

but the doubters of the ability of insignificant agents,
acting together, to produce stupendous effects may be
referred to the microscopic rhizopods or the earth worms,
each in their own way performing vvonderful feats in the
way of earth building and earth preserving.

—

Scientijic

American.

Catalpa Ties.—The catalpa ia already in use in the south-west
of the United States, to some extent, for railwaj' ties. It is a wood
of rapid growth, and yet has shown lemarkablo durability. In
an address before an agricultural society in Ohio, General
Harrison, of Indiana, mentioned a catalpa foot-log over a small
stream in the Wabash county which had been in use for 100
years, and was still sound, showing no aign of decay.

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.
A WEEK'S CONVERSATION ON THE PLURALITY OF

WORLDS.

By Mons. de Fontenelle.

with notes by eichard a, peoctoe.

THE SECOND EVENING {continued).

" T FIND," says the Marchioness, "the planets are just

X like us ; we cast that upon others which Ls in our-
selves. The Earth says, ' 'Tis not I that turn, 'tis the
Sun ;

' the Moon says, ' 'Tis not I that shake, 'tis the
Earth ;

' the world is full of error."
" But I would not advise you," said I, " to undertake

the reforming it
;
you had better convince yourself of the

entire resemblance of the earth and the moon. Imagine,
then, these two great bowls suspended in the heavens. Yon
know that the sun always enlightens the one half of a body
that is round, and the other half is in the shadow. There
is, then, one half of the earth, and one half of the moon,
which is enlightened by the sun—that is, one half which
is day, and the other half which is night. Observe, also,

that as a ball has less force after it has been struck against

a wall, and rebounds to the other side, so light is weakened
when it is reflected. The pale light which comes to us
from the moon is the very light of the sun ; but it cannot
come to us from the moon but by reflection. It has lost much
of the force and lustre it had when it came directly from the
sun upon the moon ; and that bright light which shines

directly upon us from the sun, and which the earth reflects

upon the moon, is as pale and weak when it arrives there,

so that the light which appears to us in the moon, and
which enlightens our nights, is the part of the moon which
has day ; and that jiart of the earth which has day, when
it is opposite to the part of the moon which has night,

gives light to it. All depends upon this, how the moon
and the earth behold one another. At the beginning of

the month we do not see the moon, because she is between
the sun and us ; that half of her which has day is then
turned toward the sun, and that half which has night

is turned towards us ; we cannot see it then, because it has

no light upon it : but that half of the moon which has

night, being turned to the half of the earth which has day,

sees us without being perceived ; and we then appear to

them just as the full moon does to us. So that, as I may
say, the people of the moon Lave then a full earth ; but
the moon being advanced upon her circle of a month, comes
from under the sun, and begins to turn towards us a little

corner of the half which is light ; which is the crescent

:

then those parts of the moon which have night, do not see

all that half of the earth which has day, and we are then
in the wain to them."*

"I comprehend you very well," said the lady; "the
people in the moon have a month quite contrary to us

;

when we have a full moon, their half of the moon which
is light, is turned to our half of the earth which is dark

;

they do not see us at all ; and they have then a new earth,

this is plain. But now tell me how come the eclipses 1

"

" You may easily guess that," said I ; " when it is

new moon she is between the sun and us, and all her dark
half is turned towards us who have light, that obscure

shadow is cast upon us ; if the moon be directly under the

sun, that shadow hides him from us, and at the same time

obscures a part of that half of the earth which is light

;

this is seen by that half of the moon which is dark : here

* Fontenelle omits to notice here the varying aspect of the eart\>

to the moon, as rotation turns different parts of her surface moon-
wards. But he touches on this point in the next chapter.—K. P.
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then is an eclipse of the sun to us during our day, and an

eclipse of the earth to the moon during her night. When
it is full moon the earth is between her and the sun, and
all the dark half of the earth is turned towards all the

light half of the moon ; the shadow then of the earth c£ista

itself towards the moon, and if it falls on the moon, it

obscures that light half which we see, which has then day,

and hinders the sun from shining on it. Here then is an

eclipse of the moou to us during our night,* and an eclipse

of the sun to the moon during her day ; but the reason

that we have not eclipses every time that the moon is

between the sun and the earth, or the earth between the

sun and the moon, is because these three bodies are not

exactly placed in a right line ; and by consequence that

which should make the eclipse, casts its shadow a little

beside that which should be obscured."
" I am surprized,' said the Marchioness, " that there

should be so little mystery in eclipses, and that the whole
world .should not know the cause of 'em."

" They never will," said I, " as some jieople go about it

In the East Indies, when the sun and the moon are in

eclipse, they believe a certain devil who has black claws,

is seizing on those planets with his talons ; and during that

time the rivers are covered with the heads of Indians, who
are up to the neck in water, because they esteem it a very

devout posture, to implore the sun and the moon to defend

them against the devil. In America, they are persuaded
that the sun and the moon, when eclipsed, are angry, and
what is it they will not do to be reconciled with them 1

The Greeks, who were so refined, did they not believe the

moon was enchanted, and that the magicians forced her to

descend from heaven, and shed a dangerous juice on the

plants ? Nay, what a panic were we in, not many years

ago, at an eclipse of the sun 1 How many people hid

themselves in their cellars ; and all the philosophers could

not persuade them to come out till the eclipse was overl"
"Methinks," said she. "'tis scandalous for men to be

such cowards
; there ought to Ije a general law made to

prohibit the discoursing of eclipses, that we might not call

to mind the follies that have been said and done upon that

subject."

" Your law then," said I, " must abolish even the
memory of all things, and forbid us to speak at all, for I

know nothing in the world which is not a monument of

the folly of man."
(To be continued.")

MUSCULAR CONTRACTION AFTER
DBATH.t

DR. BROWN-SfiQUARD maintains that lixed and
rigid positions after death, speedily ensuing, are due

to the last vital act, which has induced a " tonic contrac-
tion," and that causes of death which produce sudden
dissolutions without pain or excitement may be the means
of such a contraction. Assuming this to be true, still the
modus operandi by which a vital act can leave such a " tonic
contraction " after all vital power has ceased is not suggested
by him, and we need one step further in the way of en-

lightenment. Let us see if we cannot take that step now.
In accordance with the observations of Du Bois Reymond,

it has been pretty generally accepted that the normal state
of even quiescent living muscle is one of electrical tension,
and that during muscular contraction the tension diminishes

Or rather, daring the night of the parts of the earth turned
moonwards.—E. P.

t From the Scientific American.

in such a way that as the wave of contraction moves along
the muscle it is preceded by a wave of negative variation.
This variation is slight for a single contraction, but in those
of great rapidity it may become so great as to completely
neutralise the galvanometric deflection due to the normal
current of the quiescent muscle.

These views have been attacked and sharply criticised,

notably by Hermann in 1807, and as lately as 1877 Engel-
mann has come to Hermann's aid in Pfluger's "Archiv."
They maintain that normal muscle-currents do not exist

;

and that those observed by Du Bois Reymond were due to
the unnatural conditions of the muscles examined by him.
He, however, has replied to their criticisms with great
ability, and his views are now, as already stated, very gene-
rally adopted by physiologists. A consideration of these
views may perhaps hel[i us to a clearer idea of the position
of the headless soldier of Sedan, as shown in Brown-
Sequard's figure.

The conditions required, in order that a limb or the
entire body should be in a state of rigidity, are simply that
the antagonistic muscles, the flexors and extensors, for

instance, should be braced at the same moment to full

activity, and the rigidity continues so long as the mutual
action remains. If this action is not local, but general,
such a figure will continue without motion indefinitely,

excepting that gravitation may cause it to fall to the
ground, if unsupported. But even such a fall would not
aflTect the limbs : they would necessarily retain their
position.

Now Du Bois Reymond has shown us that tonic contrac-
tion is the normal state of muscle fibre, and that relaxation
is due to an accession of vital activity through the agency
of nerve force. We know well that commonly when life

ceases muscular contractility ceases with it. And we can
readily see that when death comes as the result of disease
or exhaustion, and is attended with suflfering, the pertur-
bation of nerve force and of muscle currents must be so
great that such a result wUl surely follow. And as these
include death in almost every form in which we ever
witness it, we have naturally come to understand that mus-
cular relaxation is its normal attendant and its immediate
result "He bowed his head" is the fearfully expressive
term employed when death came on Calvary.

But in the very few instances where death occurs suddenly
and without suffering, it seems possible that the instanta-
neous cessation of the nerve force may leave every muscle
fibre in its normal condition. If that could be, universal
rigidity would instantaneously ensue, and the last position
assumed in life Wduld be retained in death. Now, we
know that the one cause of all causes which can bring a
death into which the element of time does not enter is a
wound which obliterates the base of the brain as well as the
commencement of the spinal cord. That there is an interval

between the cause and efl!ect is doubtless theoretically true,

but practically the interval has no existence, for it is infini-

tesimal. Such a stroke must necessarily be painless, for
life (including of course sensation) is abolished at its occur-
rence. The two chief eases cited by Brown-Sequard are
cases precisely in point.

The cannon-ball at Sedan left nothing remaining above
the lower jaw. The brain of the soldier at Goldsborough
had been swept by a bullet from a Springfield rifle, that
struck him in the right temple, while his head was turned
toward his right shoulder, and beyond question inclined

downward, for his leg had that instant crossed the saddle,

and the stock of his own rifle was still on the ground.
Following Du Bois Reymond, it is diificult to see how
instantaneous rigidity should not ensue in each of these
cases ; it did ensue, whether our explanation be correct
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or not. And with each one the state of support was such

that he could not fall so long as the rigidity continued.

Many questions and conclusions of intense interest are

rassocialed herewith, but for the present we must leave them

untouched. W. A. O.

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

XIV.—WATER AND WATER-SUPPLIES—(conlinwect).

IN our remarks upon the " Grant Revolving Ball Water
Filter," we drew the attention of our readers to this

remarkable contrivance as being one which is peculiarly

adapted to the purification of tolerably wholesome water,

and in doing so provoked a reply from the inventor, who,

it is but just to state, has furnished us with ample evidence

that the instrument is capable of dealing effectively with

*ven filthy and highly impure waters. We have tested

the apparatus, and find the filtrate of our experiments all

that could be desired for drinking and for culinary purposes.

In cleansing the filter by reversion of the ball, it is some-

what surprising to find, in spite of all theoretical rea.soning

to the contrary, that the carbon is not approximately, but

thoroughly cleansed, and the operation is so simple that it

raay be put into action every time that the filter is used,

although in reality it does not require such attention more

than once or twice daily.

On a large scale, these filters might be fixed with ad-

vantage to public drinking-fountains and street-service

hydrants, as suggested by the Home and Colonial 2rail,*

when " the policeman on his beat could cleanse them at

intervals by merely turning a handle in passing. This

handle could be constructed, in filters destined for public

hydrants, to allow of its being locked, to prevent damage

from mischief."

Type IV.—" The Spongy Iron Filter."—The researches

of Prof. Gustav Bischof, which led to the employment of

-spongy iron as a filtering medium of value, are carefully

recorded in the " Proceedings of the Royal Society,"! and

•one of the most important benefits derived from its use is

shown to be due to its destructive action upon organic

germs. In his report to the company. Professor Frank-

land, F.R.S., writes as follows:—+" Taking into account

the extremely bad quality of the raw material at the time

of my visit, I consider this result to be eminently satisfac-

tory from a purely chemical point of view ; but there is

another factor involved in this result which has still greater

weight with me in the comparison of the water before and

after treatment, viz., the circumstance that the water has

Ijcen passed through a material which is absolutely fatal to

bacteria and their germs. It has been proved by Prof.

Bischof § that water which has passed through spongy iron

is entirely free from bacterial germs, and by my pupil,

Mr. F. Hatton, working in my laboratory, that spongy

iron is the only known substance applicable to the treat-

ment of large volumes of water which immediately destroys

living bacteria. "II
We need scarcely add that the immunity

from zymotic disease, secured through the use of so

valuable an apparatus, ought to be a powerful argument

in favour of its general acceptance as a household necessity.

The internal mechanism of the filter may be readily

understood by a reference to the figure here annexed

* July 18, 1881, p. 5.

t " On Putrescent Organic Matter in Potable Water," No. 180,

1877; No. 186, 1878.

X Report to the Directors of the " Spongy Iron Water and

Sewage Purifying Co.," August 8, 1882.

§ Op. cit., xxvii., p. 258.

]|
" Journ. Chemical Society," x.'vxi.'i.. p. 2i7.

(Fig. 27), from which it will be gathered that it is entirely

different in plan from any of the appliances which we have
hitherto noticed. The following description, which hae
been kindly furnished to us Vjy the company, will enable

the reader to gain an insight into its detailed structure :

—

" (1) The unfiltered water is supplied by means of ball-cock,

Fig. 27.—Bischof's Spongy Iron Special Ball-cock Filter. B., ball-

cock ; U., unfiltered water; V., ecrew-valve; I., spongy iron; S.,

S'., S"., prepared sand ; F., filtered water; T., stop-cock.

B, with glass-ball, G, and screw-valve, V ; the latter serves

to shut off the water in any emergency. The ball-cock

requires no fixing to a wall, but is fastened to the side of

the filter-case by screws, R ; it is connected with the water-

supply or cistern by india-rubber or other tubing, P. The
water passes through the several layers of filtering materials,

which are enclosed betweeu the perforated plates, C, C', C".

It is next collected in a small well, or regulator bowl, and
thence passes into a tin tube, provided at its outer end
with a screw-cap, A. The lateral opening, X, in the side

of the tube forms the only communication between the

upper part of the filter and the reservoir for filtered water.

The flow of water is thus controlled by the size of such

opening. (2) The supply of water to this filter should be

sufficient to insure the materials remaining covered with

water."

Spongy iron is metallic iron in a state of excessively fine

division, which renders it sufficiently porous to admit of

the percolation of water. It takes the place of the carbon

of other filters, and acts virtually in the same way. Apart
from its obvious property as a mechanical strainer, it is a

chemical purifier. It counteracts lead contamination,*

reduces the hardness of water,! and, as we have before

noted, is strongly antise])tic as far as organic matters are

concerned. Mr. F. Hatton has shown :

—

I (1
) " That it acts

as a very powerful reducing agent on the carbon compounds
composing the organic matter dissolved in water. In some
cases marsh gas itself was produced—probably the organic

matter was first oxidised to carbonic acid (C0„), and then

the action of the metallic iron on this gas gave rise to

marsh gas (CH^) by the ordinary decomposition of water.

(2) The organic nitrogen is in nearly all cases reduced

to ammonia."
In its passage, the water dissolves a small quantity of

* " Joiu-nal Eoval Agricultural Society," vol. xi., part 1, 1875,

p. 158.

t " Rivers Pollution Commission," 6th report, p. 220.

I " Journal Chemical Society," May, 1881.
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the iron, but this is abstracted and retained by the layers

of prepared sand undorneatb. The entire filter is thus

cDmposed from below upwards of :— (1) A perforated

plate 0", Fig. 27. (2) Fine gravel, S". (3) Coarse white

=and, S'. (4) Black pyrolusite, S. (5) Interoiediate per-

forated plate, C. (G) Spongy iron, I. (7) An upper per-

forated plate, C. It thus appears that, as the entire system

is constituted by a series of inorganic substances, the

liability to decomposition of the filtering medium is entirely

dispensed with, and, in consequence, a renewal need not

be resorted to more than once in twelve months. The
tiiter may then be taken to pieces, thoroughly cleansed, and

recharged, by following the simple directions supplied with

each instrument.

Type V.—" The Patent Carbon Paper Water Filter," Fig.

'JS, manufactured by Messrs. S. H. Johnson & Co., of

Stratford, London, E., is constructed upon the principle of

combining a theoretically perfect mechanical strainer with

a chemical purifier of the highest value. Both of these

requirements are premised to he but temporarily obtainable,

and bearing this in mind the inventors have sought to

produce an instruajcnt which shall fulfil all the duties of a

perfect filter with the materials at hund, which can be

iriexpensively and readily renovated.

*^#,.fe'v:

Fig. 28.

Stout filter -paper, into which a quantity of purifie(f

animal charcoal (from 10 to 20 per cent, of its weight)
has been incorporated, is held within a chambered frame-
work, and operates by means of the pressure in the main-
service or household supply pipe. The body of the appa-

ratus consists of a series of apposed compartments, each
designed to hold two circular discs of the prepai'ed paper,

so that a six-chambered instrument, such as that shown at
Fig. 28, would contain tweh-e of such filtering suifaces.

The unfiltered water passes in at one side, and, after

nitration, flaws into the supply-pipe under pressure. The
substitution of fresh papers is provided for thus :

—" The
filter can be shut off on both sides from the service-pipe,

a small disc run back, and the grooved plates and distance-

frames of which the filtering chambers consist can be opened
out, and the spent carbon papers changed in the course of

a minute or two. When screwed up the machine is again
ready for work." The entire arrangement is a novel device,

and practically .'•upports the theory upon which it was con-

structed, and which we have already enunciated.

New Zkalaxd Coal.—The coal trade of the north island of Xew
Zealand promises to be extensive. Coal is found at the Bay of
islands, where a mine is in full operation. At Whaugharei two
mines are at present working ; at Raglan coal of good quality has
recently been found, and at the Mokau a seam of excellent coal
is seen cropping out to a great thickness for a distance of between
twenty and thirty miles. Besides these places, coal is now being
worked to a considerable extent at several points on the Waikato,
and a large seam of coal—between 50 It. and 6U ft. in thickness—on
the estate of the late Mr. Foots, on the Maramarua Creek, is ex-
pected to become a source of supply shortly.

editorial (gosJsifp.

A LESS sensational Presidential address than that of

Lord Rayleigh to the British Association this year it would

be difficult to imagine, and yet it is not without interest

for those outside of the comparatively narrow circle of

specialists in physics, to whom it primarily appeals. Among
the more notable points in it I may refer here to Crookes's

masterly discovery of the element Yttrium by the pre-

sence of a bright band in the phosphorescent spectra of cer-

tain earths, and the proof thence derived of its compara-

tively wide distribution. The researches, again, of Abney
in the ultra-red end of the spectrum, Langley's conclusion

(already adverted to in these columns) that the sun would

appear of a blue tint if viewed by an eye situated outside

of our atmosphere, and the description of Cornu's method

of determining whether any given line in the solar spectrum

has its origin in the sun or in our own atmosphere must

command the attention of all who possess the slightest

familiarity with the theory, or practical use, of the spectro-

scope. Michelsen's final determination, too, of the velocity

of light as 186,290 miles per second will be accepted with

interest by all concerned in the study of cosmical or astro-

nomical phenomena ; while, finally, Lord Rayleigh's brief

discussion of the tendency and methods of modern educa-

tion can scarcely fail to be valuable to a very large number
indeed to whom the very British Association itself is but

an entity of the vaguest and most shadowy kind.

" There was," says the Book of A^onsense—
" There was an old person of Phila^

Whose conduct was scroobious and wily "

—

conduct which apparently finds very sedulous imitation in

certain gentry who try to pufl' themselves in journals weak
enough to fall into the trap they set for them. I may
select two illustrations of this of which I have had recent

experience. The first is that of a so-called " Spiritualistic
"

paper which has been moving heaven and earth to provoke

me into a discussion, with the sole object of getting a

gratuitous advertisement in the columns of Knowledge.
Its failure to do so has driven it nearly frantic ; but, surely,

in vain the net is spread iu sight of any bird. The second

eflbrt to use this journal comes from a gentleman who has

invented something—-what, I decline even to hint : but

will suppose, for the sake of illustration, that it is an im-

proved hair-pin. Well, the inventor writes to me asking

for an appointment that I may see his hair-pin ; and goes

on to suggest that I should (of course, by puffery) aid him
to introduce it into ladies' schools " for our mutual advan-

tage." It affords an instructive notion of the idea which

such a person must entertain of the social status, habits,

training, and ethics of the editor of a scientific paper, to

suppose that he would misuse its pages for the sake of the

proiit to be got out of selling hair-pibs (or anything else)

on commission !

I SEE that the 2i0th minor planet was discovered on the

night of the 28th ult. at Marseilles. It is much to be

deplored that the astronomers at the Observatory there had

not something more profitable to occupy themselves with.

In addition to the letter printed on p. 206, I have re-

ceived another from Dr. Kinns, complaining of the para-

graph on p. 142, and containing scarcely veiled threats of

what he will do if I do not apologise to him. Such threats

trouble iiie but little indeed ; but Dr. Kinns—and every

one else—is entitled to the most rigid justice; and I
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am earnestly anxious that he should have it. When a

man voluntarily publishes a book, he, ipso facto, sub-

jects that book to the most searching, and, if need be,

damaging criticism (always supposing such criticism

to be honi% fide, and without malice) ; nor does the

patronage of Lord Shaftesbury, or even of the Lord Mayor
himself, exempt him from unfavourable comment. To two
expressions in the paragraph in question Dr. Kinns takes

especial exception. The first is this :
" He claimed to have

the sanction and support of, inter alioa, members of the

staff of the British Museum, but this was promptly
denied and repudiated by more than one leading mem-
ber of that staff themselves." The members of the

staff who do appear to support Dr. Kinns are

Dr. Birch and Mr. Pinches ; who are, doubtless, ex-

cellent judges of the faithfulness of a translation of a

cuneiform inscription, but whose authority as astronomers,

physicists, geologists, and palwontologists may reasonably be
questioned. As for the repudiation by the Natural Science

staff of the Museum, see Mr. Carruthers' letter in the

Standard of Jan. 4, 18Si, and the mass of correspondence

which appeared in that journal, the Times, ic, about,

and subsequently to, that period, together with Dr.

Kinns's replies. The next expression to which Dr.

Kinns objects is " crass ignorance," which he alleges is

calculated to do him serious injury. As I would not
wilfully injure a human being, and assuredly not a total

stranger to me, I withdraw that expression entirely, and
invite Dr. Kinns himself to substitute for it, in these

columns, his own definition of the mental condition of a

man who could believe that refraction, in any form what-
ever, could cause the sun to appear above the western
horizon after the rotation of the earth had carried it—not
only beneath the observer's feet—but actually to its point

of rising 180° distant! I must, in fairness, add that, at

the time of my penning these lines the new edition of Dr.

Kinns' book has not reached me. Should it do so before

going to press, and I find that the astounding statement to

which I have just referred has been expunged from it, I

will take care to give the fact all the publicity in my
power. Dr. Kinns seems to be labouring under the curious

hallucination that his private character and personal honour
have been attacked. No such utterly baseless charges were
ever brought (or would for a single instant have been suf-

fered to have been brought) against him in these columns.

It was his judgment as an author, and that alone, which
was assailed, in conjunction with the policy of the action

of his committee.

Celestial Motions : a handy book 0/ Astroitomi/. By TV.

T. Lynn, B.A., F.R.A.S. Second Edition.
" (London:

Edward Stanford, 1884.)—Scarcely two monthshave elapsed

since our first notice of Mr. Lynn's capital little book, and
already the first edition is exhausted. In the second, the
two or three printer's errors, &c., which we noticed in p. 483
of our la.'it volume have disappeared, all numerical and other
detail is brought down to the very latest date, and a
diagram of the orbit of the November meteors has been
added. Mr. Lynn's tiny volume has honestly earned the
success it has met with.

London Wafer : A Review of the Present Condition and
Suggested Improvements of the Metropolitan Water
Supply. By A. DE C. Scott, Major-Gen eral late R.E.
(London: Chapman &, Hall. 1884.)—When we read on
the first line of General Scott's work that, even in 1882, in

addition to the supply from private wells, London consumed
daily 140,130,000 gallons of water ! the vast importance of
the subject which he undertakes to discuss is irresistibly

forced upon us. He gives us a .succinct history of the
Metropolitan Water Supply ; and shows very plainly in
what respects it breaks down ; discusses the various schemes
proposed for furnishing a supply of pure water—such as
Mr. Bateman's for bringing it from South Wales, Messrs.
Hemans and Hassard's, for deriving it from the Lake
District; Mr. Fulton's, for obtaining it from the Wye, ic,
as well as the idea of Messrs. Homersham and Barlow for

sinking very deep wells within the area of the metropolis
itself. He appears to be pretty definitely of opinion that
the monopoly of the Water Companies has been abused,
and that the sooner it is destroyed the better. General
Scott's book deserves the attention of every water-consumer
in London.

Raihvay Accidents. By Clement E. Stretton. Third
Edition. (London : Simpkin, Marshall, <fe Co.)—This is a
carefully-written pamphlet on the cause and prevention of

those calamities which occasionally befal us to remind us
of the reality of the danger we more or less wilfully

place ourselves in day by day. It is notorious that com-
panies have frequently tried to shield themselves behind
their servants, and would sometimes have succeeded had it

not been for the timely interposition of Mr. Stretton, who,
having devoted time and money to the protection of the
servant, is acknowledged as their friend. We commend
the little pamphlet to the serious consideration of our
readers.

The Electrician's Pocket-Book. By E. Hospitalier.
Translated, with additions, by Gordon Wigan, M.A.
(London: Cassell ife Company, Limited, 1884.)—This is

second year's edition of a work which is intended to be
issued periodically. It is a very useful volume, teeming
with valuable information condensed into a small com-
pass. It has the advantage of being very clearly printed,

one great feature being the unusual prominence given to

the headings of paragraphs. Reference is in consequence
made much simpler than it otherwise would be.

Photography for Amateurs. By T. 0. Hepworth.
(London : Cassell i Co., 1884.)—Mr. Hepworth has done
his work honestly and well, and with the exception ot

that short chapter on the history of photography with
which the author of ne.arly every manual on the subject

seems to consider it incumbent on him to begin his book,

there is little that is not instructive to the worker, and
which may not be read with profit by the amateur.

How to be a successful Amateur Photographer. By W.
J. Lancaster, F.C.S. (Birmingham : J. Lancaster k Son.)

—Yet another work on Photography ! This time by a

member of a well-known firm of manufacturing opticians,

who tells us nothing about Victor Niepce, Daguerre, nor

Fox Talbot, but who plunges at once in medias res, and
is most eminently practical from beginning to end. He
confines his descriptions of apparatus to those forms con
structed by the firm to which he belongs ; but, as the

reader will soon find out for himself, there is no real dis-

advantage in this. The exceeding cheapness of Mr. Lan-
caster's pamphlet places it within everybody's reach, and,

moreover, enables the intending photographer to sit down
and count the cost of his preliminary essay in the art ; a

consideration by no means to be lost sight of by the be-

ginner of limited means.

Hygienic Bread is a description of the new hygienic

bakery of Messrs. W. Hill ifc Son.

We have also before us The Practical Confectioner, The
Journal of Botany, and Amateur Gardening.
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i^flisirfllanra.

Mineral wool is, says the Scientific American, used for a packing

to deaden the sound between floors in buildings, and being incom-

bustible it is now pretty generally nsed between the floors and
ceilings in new houses. Mineral wool is obtained from the slag

from blast furnaces, and is produced by throwing a jet of steam
against the stream of slag as it flows from the furnace.

The Blenheim Picti:hes.—" Atlas," in the World, gives some
jiarticnlars in regard to the sale of the Duke of Marlborough's

pictures. The agent in the matter is Mr. Davis, of lt7, New Bond-
street, London. So far he has been most successful in his sales.

For four pictures Mr. Davis has obtained for the Duke £'140,000,

one of the number being the famous Raphael, for which the

(Government has undertaken to pay £70,000.

Wide Reach of a Tidal Wave.—A correspondent in the Fiji

Islands writes that a notable tidal wave reached thci'o on
October 6 last, the date of the great tidal wave, 25 feet high,

and the eruption of Mount St. Augustin, in Alaska. The tidal

wave in Alaska occurred at 8.25 a.m., and that at the Fiji Islands,

about 4,500 miles to the south-west; at 11.15 a.m. At the latter

place there were three successive waves, with intervals of ten

minutes, which, at the ordinary period of low water, reached nearly

to the high-water mark. The occurrence of this disturbance of the

sea a few hours later on the same day as the eruption of Mount St.

Augustin, and the formation of a new island in its vicinity, suggest

that the tidal wave at both places proceeded from the same cause.

In the Intehests of Science.—A contemporary is informed
that the Warsaw Courier has published a letter from a subscriber

in which the wi-iter offers himself as a stibjcct to be experimented
upon in reference to clolera. " I am unmarried," says he, " I have
no ties of any kind, ami no plans for the future. I tberefore wish

to be of use to humanity by undergoing any experiments which
have not yet been tried upon human beings. I seek no reward, but
should require to be paid my travelling expenses to wherever I

might have to go to be experimented upon, and those of my return

journey to Warsaw should I be spared to perform it. I may add
that I am twenty-four years of age and in good health." The
writer says that communicatioas in answer to this may be sent to

"Z. A. K.," care of K. Tsibulski, china and glass dealer, Theatre-

place, Warsaw.
Coral-Fishing.— Coral-Sshin^ is largely followed in Algeria,

40,000 to 45,000 pounds of coral, valued at about £38,000, "being

the yearly production ; Li Ca'le is the centre of this industry, and
there are employed annually ICO boats and 1,300 men. The coral

is obtained by means of a wooden apparatus in the shape of a cross,

having in its centre a leaden slug or stone for ballatt. Nets, the

meshes of which are loose, are hung on the bars of the cross and
dragged at the bottom of the sea, among the nooks and crevices of

the rocks. These nets, winding about the coraline plant, break up
or tear off its branches, which adhere to the meshes. The appa-

ratus is drawn up by the fisherman whenever he thinks it suffi-

ciently laden. There is also a net which is jirovided with large iron

nails, having thus greater force to break the coral, but this appa-
ratus is forbidden to be used.

—

Scientific American.
The Abyssinian tube-well for the entire supply of the town of

Hertford has been completed by the contractors, Messrs. Le Grand
>fc SutclifEe, with most satisfactory results. The size of the tube
well is 7i in., and at 81 ft. the chalk springs are so abundant that

the yield is over 100 gallons per minute, or about 150,000 gallons

per day. The pnmping, when necessary, can be continued night

and day with a very small amount of attention, as the motor is a

powerful water-wheel worked by the river Lea. This well affords

a further illustration of the fact stated by Mr. Robert Sutcliffe at

the recent Water Supply Conference held at the Health Exhibi-

tion, that it frequently happens there is abundance of good water

t3 be found on the banks of a river that is no longer itself fit to

sapply water for dietetic purposes. The total saving of the expense

of filtration is also a very important item, which might, to some
extent, recompense the London water companies for the expense of

obtaining their supplies from sources that need no outlay on this

head. The total cost of the tube-well, including cast-iron connec-

tions to pump, was under £150, so that the town supplies on this

system cannot be considered extravagant.

Efficacy of Vaccination.—In his rei)ort of the working of the

Homerton Small-pox Hospital, Dr. Gayton supplies us with the

most recent, as well as most cogent, proof of the marvellous effi-

cacy of vaccination as a prophylactic, and of the utter ignorance

and crass stupidity of the peo]>le who are induced by paid agitators

to lend their names and their uneducated minds to the contest

against vaccination. From .lauuai'y 1 to March 7, 1883. during
which time the small - pox patients were treated in the Fever
Hospital, 02 cases were admitted ; of these, 43 were

vaccinated, of whom 3 died, or at the rate of 70 per
cent. ; 12 were doubtfully vaccinated, of whom 3 also died, or

at the rate of 25 per cent. ; and 7 wore unvaccinated, of

whom again 3 died, or at the rate of 4285 per cent. From March
7 to the end of the year, 325 patients were admitted—viz., 237

vaccinated, 30 doubtful, and 58 unvaccinated. Amongst these 17,

5, and 25 deaths respectively occurred, or at the respective rates of

702, lG-6, and 431. It seems, therefore, that the unhappy child

who, by the influence of these foolish people, has been deprived of

the benefit of vaccination, runs a risk of death from small-pox more
than six times greater than the child who has undergone the harm-

less operation necessary to preserve him against that disease.

—

The

Medical Press.

The AxTiquiTY of Merccry.—A recent writer in the North China

Herald discusses the part played by mercury in the alchemy and
materia medica of the Chinese. Cinnabar was known to them in

the seventh century before the Christian era, and its occurrence on

the surface of the earth was said to indicate gold beneath. Their

views on the transformation of metals into ores and ores into

metals by heat and other means took the form of a chemical

doctrine about a century before Christ, and there is now no reason-

able doubt that the Arabian Geber and others (as stated by Dr.

Gladstone in his inaugural address to the Chemical Society) derived

their ideas on the transmutation of metals into gold and the

belief in immunity from death by the use of the philosopher's

stone from China. Among all the metals with which the alchemist

worked, mercury was pre-eminent, and this is stated to he really

the philosopher's stone, of which Geber, Kalid, and others spoke

in the times of the e;irly Caliphs. In China it was employed ex-

cessively as a medicine. On nights when dew was falUng a suffi-

cient amount was collected to mix with the powder of cinnabar,

and this was taken habitually till it led to serious disturbance of

the I o lily functions. In the ninth century an emperor, and in the

tenth a prime minister, died from over doses of mercury. Chinese

medical books say it takes two hundred years to produce cinnabar ;

in three hundred years it becomes lead ; in two hundred years

more it becomes silver, and then by obtaining a transforming sub-

stance called " vapour of harmony " it becomes gold. This doctrine

of the transformation of mercury into other metals is 2,000 years

old in China. The Chinese hold that it not only prolongs life, but

expels bad vapours, poison, and the gloom of an uneasy mind.

" lict Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfred Tennyson.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possibly be in-

serted. Correspondents must not le offended, there/ore, should their

letters not appear.

All Editorial com.munications should he addressed to the Editor o»

Knowledge; all Business communications to the Publishers, at the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended to

delays arise fob which the Editor is not responsible.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should le made
payable to Messrs. Wymau & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No communications are answered by post, even though stamped

AND DIKECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

DAISIES.

[1381]—I never had the slightest desire to exterminate daisies

anywhere, and I have not the remotest idea how anybody seized

with such an unnatural longing could proceed to gratify his or

her wicked and destructive tastes. Perhaps the easiest way out of

the difficulty would be for the " Disconsolate Female " to aim at

acquiring a more reasonable liking for beautiful natm*al objects,

and to correct the mistaken feeling which prefers an artificially

smooth lawn to the graceful variety of self-sown herbage.

Grant Allen.

FALSE PERSPECTIVE.

[1382]—It was a grave omission in the elementary works on

Perspective not to have pointed out to T. E. (R.) Jones that the

appearance of his "Plane of the Picture," and of the lines drawn
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upon it, are subject to the same laws of perspective as other
objeots.

For experiment, if he will arrange his row of equidistant and
similar posts against a wall, which may be called the " Plane of the

Picture," then trace the outline of eaeh on the wall with chalk,

and remove the posts, there will remain a perspective representa-

tion in harmony with the recognised rules ; and which yet, from its

parts being at different distances from the spectator's " station-

point," will show the same variations from crnde regularity as the

original objects themselves. R. R.

[1383]—By returning to the charge, T. E. (E.) Jones proves that

this question is not yet satisfactorily disposed of. Does not the

solution of the difficulty lie in the fact that a picture containing the
element of perspective can only be seen properly from one point

—

which is technically known, I believe, as the '* point of station ?
"

Of course, the post / (in Mr. Jones's diagram) appears shorter

than the post a, "because it is more distant" ; but its counterfeit

presentment in the picture will also appear shorter for the same
reason ; and, if properly drawn, exactly in the same proportion.

The accompanying figure is intended to represent the posts in

perspective. A a is at right angles to a/. The post /will then
subtend a smaller angle at A than, for instance, the post c. of c' f
is the ground-line of the posts as represented in a picture. A is

still the position of the observer. It will then be seen that the
post/' must be represented as exactly the same length as the post
c' in order that their apparent sizes may correspond with those of

/ and c ; and the line y' x' must be drawn parallel to the line / a' in
order to appear to converge as y x and / a appear to do.
Of course, the post a must be supposed to be towards the centre

of the picture ; but the field of view would never in practice be
made to include so large a lateral angle as twice / A a.

J. H. D.

[1384]—In my letter (1359, August 15th) which appeared in

Knowledge, I should have added, "If an observer standing at any
point on the line AB parallel to af, proceed to move either to his

right or left, still keeping on the parallel line, he will observe the
effect described.

Perhaps you will kindly allow me to point out (with a view to
setting this question at rest) that if any one who doubts what I

have said about the false perspective of rectangular solids, will

place himself on the pavement in Gower-street, Lancaster-gate,
Portland-place, or some similar street where the window and door
lines, &c., are sufficiently even, and then walk along the curbstones
until he can just catch sight of the houses in a side street opposite,
he will have before him (supposing the streets to be at right angles)
two sides of a parallelepiped, whose top and bottom edges trend
away (or seem to trend away) to their respective vanishing point.

R. (not "T. E.") Jones.

" MOSES AND GEOLOGY."

[1385]—I have only this morning been made aware of your
article in Knowledge of Aug. 15, and must say that it has greatly
surprised me. You call upon the members of my committee to

furnish you with the names of the eminent scientists who have
re-examined my work. I herewith send you them, and also enclose
copies of their letters, the originals of which I shall be happy to
show you at any time, and as you have attacked me so virulently

and charged me with " orass ignorance," you will no doubt feel

bound in honour to print these letters in full in your next edition.

You state that my ridiculous blunders have been thoroughly
exposed. Permit me to say that 1 have clearly proved in my
replies to my antagonists that I have been on all occasions mis-

represented and mifquoted, and in most instances it was quite
evident that my opponents had not even read my book.

I would venture to think, from what you have written, that yon
also have not done bo. Therefore I have desired Messrs. Cassell &
Co. to send you a copy, and I must beg of you, as an act of justice

to me and to the whole scientific world, that you will kindly
read at least what I have written npon astronomy, after which I am
sure you will be led to do your best to neutralise, as far as lies in

your power, the article before me. Samcel Kinns.

[I willingly print Dr. Kinns's letter, and those of his " eminent
scientists." I read attentively through a former edition of his

book, at the time of its appearance ; and will re-read the astro-

nomical portion of the present edition with equal care. Mean-
while, 1 note that in his printed testimonials his sole astronomical

authority is Mr. W. T. Lynn (he seems, somehow, to have dropped
Mr. Dunkin), a gentleman who has written a nice little book or
two, and who occupied a subordinate position in the Royal Observa-
tory for some years. Whether Mr. Lynn was responsible or not
for the abnormal refraction business, I do not know. If so, singu-

larly little deference need be paid to his opinion as to the logical value

of the rest of the book. If, however, names are to be quoted (like

texts) as decisive, it might be curious to speculate what Dr. Kinns
thinks of the dicta of one of the very greatest astronomers now
living. Sir George B. Airy (with whom Mr. Lynn could scarcely be
compared, even by Dr. K. himself), as expressed in his " Notes on
the Earlier Hebrew Scriptures," published by Longmans & Co. in

1876. One would also, by the way, like to know how far Dr
Kinns's ideas are endorsed by such members of the staff of the

British Museum as Sir Richard Owen, Drs. Giintherand Woodward,
or Messrs. Carruthers, Butler, Etberidge, and Fletcher ?

—

Ed.]

"the scientific accuracy of the bible.

" In reference to the correspondence which appeared some few
months ago as to Dr. Kinns' work, ' Moses and Geology,' we tmst
we may count upon your giving insertion to the accompanying
letters which have been called forth by the publication of the

Seventh Edition, and bear important testimony to the accuracy of

the statement of scientific and other facts in the work. We are

very desirous that this act of justice should be done to an author
who was subjected to the painful ordeal of so much unfair and
injurious criticism, to which it was diflicult at the time to give a

complete answer. We may add that the cordial reception of the

lectures and addresses which Dr. Kinns has continued to give in

various towns throughout England, bear witness to the esteem in

which he is held.—On behalf of the Committee, we are. Sir, very

truly yours, Shaftesbury ; R. N. Fowler, Lord Mayor ; Thomas
Chambers, Recorder; R. Payne Smith, Dean of Canterbury;
Henry White, Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen."

" British Museum, London, April 12th, 1884.
" Dear Dr. Kinns,—Having examined the proof-sheets of the

Seventh Edition of ' Moses and Geology,* now in the press, we
consider the intrinsic merits of the work as very great, and that

you have compiled the scientific, historical, and other facts with
much care and accuracy.—Trusting that the book may continue to

have the success which it deserves so well, we remain, yours most
truly, S. Birch, LL.D., Theo. G. Pinches, Department of Oriental

Antiquities, British Museum."
" Royal Astronomical Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly,

" May 12, 1884.
" Dear Dr. Kinns,—At your request I have examined the astro-

nomical portions of ' Moses and Geology ' for a Seventh Edition of

the work. Great credit is, I think, due to yon for the care, dili-

gence, and accuracy with which you have brought the scientific

information up to date, as well as for the thorough revision which
the book has now again undergone, rendering it still more worthy
of the perusal of those who take an interest in its important sub-

ject.—Yours sincerely, W. T. Lynn, B.A., P.R.A.S., late Super-
intendent of the Calculating Department, Royal Observatory,

Greenwich."

"Athena3um Club, Pall Mall, S.W., 21st May, 1884.

"My deae De. Kinns,—Having examined the proof-sheets of the

geological portion of the Seventh Edition of your work. ' Moses
and Geology,' I can testifv to your having exercised great care and
pains in the arrangement and statement of the facts which they
contain.—With kind regards and good wishes, believe me, dear
Dr. Kinns, yours truly, H. W. Beisiow, F.K.S., Senior Director of

H.M. Geological Survey."
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••
1, Bedford-square, W.C, May 14, 1884.

" My deak Dk. Kinns,—Having gone over the proof-sheets of

the Seventh Edition of your book, ' Moses and Geology '—or,

rather, tliat portion of it devoted to the subject with which I am
more familiar, the brain and its wondrous nervous connections—

X

may say jour descriptive matter is all that I can desire it to be,

lending a charm and a value to the generally instructive character

of your work.—Btlieve me to remain, yours very sincerely,— Jabez

Hogg, M.K.C.S., Consulting Surgeon to the Royal Westminster

Ophthalmic Hospital ; Fellow of the Medical Society, London, &c."

" 97, Highbury New Park, May 15, 1884.
" My dear Dr. Kixns,—I have at your request again examined

all the Hebrew references in your valuable book, ' Moses and
Geology,' and find them quite correct. I humbly believe that you
have done immense good by proving the correctness and authenticity

of the sacred records, and trusting you will meet with that snccess

which your ardour and pious labour truly deserve, I am, my dear

doctor, yours very sincerely, B. H. Ascheb, Rabbi of the United

Synagogue."

THE BEST FORM OF TRICYCLE.

[1386]—During my tour along the south coast I saw Kxow-
LtDGE, and noticed an article on tricycles. I ride a 36-in.

" Merlin," and find it most suitable for my own use; but, having

formerly ridden a Coventry " Compressus," I thought how near

youi ideal machine it approaches. Having often ridden with the
" Compressus," I know there are few machines that surpass it,

only that it requires the rider to get a little forward to get additional

weight on the driving-wheel going up hill ; and for those who care

to have two speeds it can easily be applied. But it mainly dismisses

the great point of Large v. Small Wheels, inasmuch as the large

wheels carry the weight at level running, while the small one does

the driving.

I think if you would give the machine in question a little study

and fair trial, you will be disposed to pronounce it second to none
of chain-driven tricycles.

Have vou tried the new " Merlin," and what is vour opinion of

it y

' "

H. A.

MIXD AXD BRAIN.

[1387]—If not encroaching too much on your valuable space, in

reply to your editorial note on Huschke's dictum, that the vibra-

t;ions of ether do not become colour until they are transmitted to

the brain." I would rather put it thus:— "The phenomenon of

colour is perceived " by the brain, through the eye and connecting

nerves, and there transformed into the idea or thought expression

—viz., colour. Nevertheless, the phenomenon of colour would still

exist or be formed in fact, whether we could see it or not, or

whether we called it colour or any other name. So I take Buschke
to mean that the vibrations of stimuli, transmitted from within or

without to the brain, are there transformed into thoughts or ideas

by the self-acting molecules of the brain, whatever names we may
give them.

In short, like the vibrations of light are transformed—say by a
prism into colours—so are the "vibrations of stimuli passing through
our nerves and the brain transformed or modified into thoughts or

ideas. F. W. H.
[Just so. External stimuli may be " transformed into" thought

by the molecular vibration of the brain ; but the contention of

Biichner and Uuschke is that such vibrations are thought, which to

ordinary minds is simply inconceivable.

—

Ep.]

THE TERMS PRIMARIES" AND "SECONDARIES
APPLIED TO COLOURS.

AS

[1388]—In a recent issue of Knowledge there was some refer-

ence to what have been—under the nomenclature founded on
erroneous conceptions regarding colour—termed primaries and
secondaries^ or complementaries. Colours are still regarded, and
spoken of, as if they had external existence. Persons, even those
esteeming themselves " scientific," have constantly to be reminded
that colours are but sensations, or appearances, excited in us by
vibrations of different periodicities. Externally to sense the
vibrations which excite all the different sensations of light (colour)

in us are simply vibrations without luminosity or colour. " The
light is within us." Now, we cannot consistently speak of primary
and secondary sensations. The complementary colours, as they are
<;alled, are not the effects of mixed sensations, but of the combined
action of different wave lengths. It matters not whether vibrations
be produced by the prismatic spectrum or by pigments, it is by
means of vibrations alone that vision is effected. Let, for the sake
of argument, the wave length of red be represented by 14, and blue
liyO; then, if the two vibrations simultaneouslv aSect the same

portion of the retina, we shall experience a third sensation of

colour—the result of their combined action. Correctly speaking,

it is not a colour that has a complementary, but a vibration.

In my little work upon *' Light" I have expounded the principle

of complementary vibrations—a principle which the late Mr.
William Spottiswoode pronounced to be a sufficient and complete
explanation of the phenomena. But to our point, the prism does

not refract colours, but vibrations ; externally to the eye, there is,

therefore, nothing but differentiated vibratory action, and by this

medium all our varied sensations of sight are affected. On a

future occasion, if permitted, I will advance reasons why it is also

inconsistent that the terms primaries and secondaries should be
applied to differentiated vibratory action. W. Cave TaoMAS.

[Carrying out the principle enunciated in the above letter in its

integrity, I have no business to talk about the object on which X

am writing as " a table." What—if I rightly apprehend Mr. Cave
Thomas— I ought to say is that I have certain sensations which I

call brownness, blackness, hardness, resistances, extension, the

scent of Morocco leather, &c., the sum of which make up my
concept. I have myself said (in a note to letter 1362, p. 144) that

the ethereal vibrations do not become colour untU they have been
transmitted through the eye and optic nerve to the brain ; but,

alike for the purposes of science and common sense, we treat

colours as objective realities.

—

Ed.]

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
The Honorary Secretary of the Cork Literary and Scientifr-

Society is requested kindly to read the paragraph which concludes
the first column on p. 62, and which has recently appeared on other

occasions in this journal.—E. P. The whole thing is a matter of

common sense. Mechanical pressure is admittedly a—or rather the— vera cau^a of such a movement, and Faraday's contention was
that pressure was innocently exerted by the operators. His
apparatus was so constructed that when pressure was applied the

index moved, and when such pressure ceased to be applied it

remained stationary. With the result you are familiar. Hermann,
the conjuror, brings two live rabbits down into the stalls, and,

holding them up by the ears in the very midst of his audience,

strokes them into one. On the principle of Par^nmonia principionim

,

I find a ready explanation of this in the conjurer's proficiency in

sleight-of-hand. Suppose, though, that some one chose to assert

that the spirit of (say) Hermann's deceased wife's sister had removed
the second rabbit, or incorporated it with the first, and that you or

I were to suggest a plan (such as catching the performer by the

wrist at a pai'ticular stage of the trick) by which the disappearance
of rabbit No. 2 was prevented. Are we to be told that because the

performer failed to unite the rabbits, our device " leaves the

question just where it was ? Without the postulate of Parsimony
it is migatory, and with that postulate it is superfluous ? "

—

Sidney Woodforde. For the dozenth time I have nothing to add
to what I wrote on p. 58 of Vol. V. of Knowleikje. I really must
beg you (and scores of correspondents who persist in sending me
stamped and directed envelopes for private replies) to read, mark,
learn, and inwardly digest the sentence in capital letters which
concludes the heading of the correspondence columns.— L. G. R.

See answer to E. P. above.—C. H. Johns. You will find the Unes
you quote in Wordsworth's "Tintern Abbey."

—

The Secretary of
the Bow AND BROMtEY INSTITUTE is requested to be good enough to

read the first reply above.—W. W. S. The " Monthly Notices " of

the Royal Astronomical Society are published by Williams &
Norgate, London. 1 do not know the price to the public. All
information with regard to the publications of the Liverpool Astro-
nomical Society may be obtained on application to W. H . Davies,

Esq., F.R.A.S., 55, Great Newton-street, Liverpool.

—

Anontmocs
(Sunderland). Our advertising columns are open to you.

—

John
Hampden. Some one has been hoaxing you. Does not your own
common sense suflSce to show you that, were the earth flat, no
intermediate stations whatever would be needed between Wimble-
don and Portsmouth ?— SiGSLA. It appears as though you were
incapable of realising the meaning of Infinity. How can yon pos-

sibly add—or subtract—from Infinity, or one infinite quantity from
another ; or conceive a circle vrith an " infinite " radius ? As for

your notions of equating two expressions each of them = nothing;

a very old mathematical joke will serve to illustrate where that will

land you. Let a = T> : then a'' = ab and a'- — b- = ah — h- : or {a + i)

(a— b) = {a — h)b or a + b = b : i.e. 2a = a or 2= 11—C. Frederick
Wilkinson.—Thanks for your interesting extract, which is marked
for insertion.

—

Chas. Aldridge. The Editor is nearer to you than
you imagine. Tonr letter will be forwarded.

—

Erimus. Does " every
ninth wave rush in .vith greater volume and force than any of the
others ? "

—

Dr J. Murray Mooee. How could a star which appeared
in Virgo, by any conceivable possibility, reappear in Cassiopeia ?

A new star did blaze out in Cassiopeia from Nov., 1572, to March,
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1574, and Tycho Brahe determined its place with some accuracy.

There is a minute telescopic star (No. 129 of d'Arrest's Catalogue)

within 1' of this position, which was discovered to be slightly

variable by Hind and Plummer in 1873. There is no record of the

appearance of any new star in Virgo, B.C. 4 ; but that very doubt-

ful authority, the Bohemian astronomer, Cyprianns Leovitius, asserts

that he found, in a manuscript, a record of the appearance between

Cepheus and Cassiopeia in 945, and again, iu the same neighbour-

hood, in 1264, of a new star, which it has been thought may have

been Tycho's. Assuming such conjecture to have been correct, the

star should have reappeared in 1880. "Jlercator" is wrong, im

limine, in his dates, and quite obviously ignorant of the veiy rudi-

ments of astronomy, or he could never have imagined two stars,

separated by an arc of more than 120' in the heavens, to be one

and the same object.

(Bur Ct)t6s! Column.
By Mephisto.

P to Q6. Thus 33.

" Deak Sir,—I have been much interested in the game published

in this week's Knowledge. But, on going over the moves sug-

gested as a probable continuation, I cannot see that White can

really force the game. I enclose a rough analysis to show yon

where my difBculty lies. It seems to me that 33. Ktto K7 (ch) is

a complete answer to 33. P to Q6. After 32. Kt^x Kt, Black has a

Book to the good, and therefore can afford a considerable sacrifice

to beat off White's present attack. I tried 33. K x P (ch;, but

the Whit« King can escape. I cannot see any escape after

33. KttoK7 (ch).
" I think White's best play is to get his B to Q3 before playing

BtoRTJch) gj Bto Q3 (ch) 35 pj^Qg. gut
KtoRsq. KtoKtsq.

even then Black may follow with 35. KttoK7 (ch), and I don't

think White can dare capture the Knight. Then, again, if

Black can get one more check and then attack the White Queen
with Kt, he can safely challenge the exchange, or can sacrifice his

Knight to give his Queen time to take the QP and retire to defend

KBP.
" Altogether, the position is such a good one, that I think yon

would interest other readers as well as myself if you would analyse

it for us a little further. " W."

We agree with our correspondent that the position is an
interesting one. We ought to have been a little more

remark about 32. Kt x Kt. It is all-im-

portant in such critical posi-

explicit in onr

Position after White's 32nd
move.

Buck.

1 r
1
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DICKENS'S STORY LEFT HALF TOLD.
k QUASI SCIENTTFIC IXQCIRY INTO

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DEOOD.

Bt Thomas Foster.

IN reply to H. E., I note that the article on " The
Mystery of Edwin Drood," though republished in the

Kno^\t.edge LibrjVry (" Leisure Readings ") did not origi-

nally appear in Knowledge but in the Belgraria Magazine,

about five years since : I do not recollect the exact date. In
" Leisure Readings " the article is longer by about one-

fourth than as it first appeared.* Let me further explain

that in speaking of the ai'ticle in the CornhiU JIagazine as

" rather feeble," I was thinking only of the way in which

the writer presents as a mystery' which Dickens had been

careful to conceal, precisely that which Dickens had been

most careful to suggest. In this sense, also, H. E. appeared

to me decidedly to place himself in the rank of those
" commonplace readers " whose ways Dickens understood

so well. Dickens himself, though he may have led Mr.

Fildes to think that only " a keen reader " could " ever find

out who and what was Mr. Datchery," had as certainly

conveyed to Miss Hogarth his fear lest keen readers would
find out the real meaning of what he called " the Datchery
assumption," and that with that they would recognise the

course along which the story was to have advanced towards

its end. And Dickens himself, while he knew how much or

how little he had consciously left open to the keener among
his readers, did not know how much he unconsciously

left open to those whose ears could take in the music of his

prose poetry. I venture to say that to any one possessing

this power the general purport of the plot of all Dickens's

later novels was made clearer by unconscious suggestions

than by any of those indications which Dickens consciously

left open to his keener followers.

Before entering on the consideration of what appears to

me most obviously to have been Dickens's purpose and
meaning in his last story, let me invite H. E.'s attention to

* It will be found that the greater part of the reasoning pre-

sented in this and the following papers on the subject of Dickens's
last story is independent of the evidence—itself I think convincing
—advanced in the above-mentioned article.

the significance of the passage which he quotes from the

article " How Edwin Drood was illustrated," in the Century

Magazine for February, 1884. It disposes in the first place,

utterly, of H. E.'s own views, if ho admits that the central

crime was " never intended by the author to be a mystery,"

—which is precisely my contention. And certainly if the

true interpretation of Mr. Datchery is that " he is some
detective," then no great keenness would be required on the

reader's part, for Dickens tells us as plainly as possible that

Datchery is some detective, though assuredly not an ordi-

nary detective, as H. E. opines. If the character of Datchery

is " an assumption," and Dickens spoke of it as such to Mr.

Forster and to Miss Hogarth, then apart from all other

evidence Datchery cannot be a professional detective ; and

if the " finding out who and what Mr. Datchery was " be

important to the elucidation of the mystery, Datchery

cannot be Buzzard, the only other character in the

story who could possibly have assumed the part,

except Edwin Drood himself. H. E., I see, rejects

as I do the idea that Datchery is Buzzard ; and I

may remark on this point that any one who could suppose

for a moment that Buzzard is Datchery would .show such

an utter want of appreciation of Dickens's manner and
methods, that it would be idle to deal with him by
reasoning. Datchery and Buzzard are made by Dickens to

be altogether difl^erent men : Datchery and Drood are made
by him to be as unlike as possible in all outside features

;

and as the great trial through which he had passed would
necessarily have changed Drood much in character, Dickens

has endeavoured to make Datchery and Drood unlike in

manner ; but they are as obviously the same men, as

Hamlet after he has seen his father's ghost is the same as

the Hamlet of earlier scenes. There is a quaint humour in

Datchery which is seen in Drood and Drood only of all the

characters of the story. There is a kindness to old folk

and to childreu, and a power of understanding their ways,

which is shown only in Drood (and is in words attributed

to him, besides being indicated in action) ; and lastly there

is a wistfulness associated with Datchery's humorous

manner which Drood alone of all the characters in the

opening part of the story had shown. So that Datchery

being by Dickens's own statement an " assumption," could be

no other than Drood, even if Dickens had said in so many
words that Drood was dead (which in his earlier manner,

he would not have hesitated to do, explaining afterwards

how that meant only that he was dead in men's thoughts).

But it will be noticed that Drood is never once spoken of

as dead, either by the author, or by Grewgious, or by Rosa.

We have passages suggestive of death, both before and

after the attempted murder. We are told that " he never

called Rosa Pussy more, never again." Again, after we are

told he purposed never to return to Cloisterham, come the

words, "Poor youth! poor youth! "and so forth, just as

Dickens says that " no such being as Richard Doubledick

remained in the world of consciousness," that Yendale's
" heart had ceased to beat," and so forth. He does aU he

can to suggest that the murder has been successful, and lets

us know, in fact, that Jasper is full sure it has been suc-

cessful (and surely .Jasper ought to know) ; but he had

been just as careful to impress on his readei"s the belief

that Jonas Chuzzlewit had been successful in murdering

Anthony Chuzzlewit, and he lets us know that Jonas was

full sure he had been successful : yet neither in one case

nor in the other had the murderer's plot succeeded, as he

imagined.

With regard to the terrible grief which H. E. considers

that Drood unnecessarily caused Rosa, he wiU find if he

reads the story attentively the most remarkable avoidance

of any words suggestive that Rosa suflered such grief as she
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would certainly have felt had Drood been really dead.

There is not a word implying that she thinks Drood is dead.

And this is so much the stranger that Dickens draws so

close, again and again, to occasions for speaking of Rosa's

sorrow for Drood. She speaks of Drood to Jasper in the

past tense ; but that of course she would be bound to do.

We hear of her sorrow for Drood in connection with her

growing love for Tartar,—and this would be natural

whether she thought Drood dead or alive, (but much more
natural if, supposing Drood alive, she was sad at the

thought that he might still love her though their engage-

ment had been broken off.)—T. F.

But now for what seems to me most obviously to be the

course of the story up to the time when its author's pen fell

from his hand, and (in general outline only, of course) its

intended course thereafter.

Before the attempted murder, the points to be specially

noted are these :

—

First, the way in which Jasper has arranged for the dis-

posal of Drood's body after the murder. We see him
arranging a meeting with .Japsea and Durdles, in such a

way that all he may do in the way of using Durdles'

knowledge may seem to have been suggested by Japsea.

(The three wineglasses, and what is said of them, should

be specially noticed.) At this meeting again Jasper cleverly

uses his musical knowledge to obtain a means of identify-

ing the various keys carried by Durdles,—a means which
neither Durdles nor Japsea would suspect, but Durdles
notes (without at the time understanding) what he is

doing. He repeats his tone-test soon after, in company
with Durdles only. Later, in the " surely unaccountable

expedition," we see how Jasper applies the knowledge thus

obtained. He drugs the wine which he knows Durdles
will drain to the last drop, and when Durdles sinks to

sleep, he takes the keys, clinks them again, and in the long

hours at his disposal (for the " murmur of the tide of life
"

is still heard when they enter the Precincts, and it is two
o'clock when Durdles at length wakes) he takes impressions

of the keys, collects quicklime within the Japsea tomb, and
prepares generally for the crime he has planned. That he

has been outside is shown, after the author's manner, by
his wrath with the Deputy (wrath so fierce that " he seemed
like a devil ") because " he followed us here to-night " and
" has been prowling near us ever since, " which would not

have mattered had Jasper remained inside the crypt while

Durdles slept.

Secondly, we are to note the sadness felt by Drood after

his parting with Rosa. Much of the significance of

Datchery's conduct later is lost if we overlook this feeling

on Drood's part. That it had an important beaiing on the

later progress of the story, and was meant to be most care-

fully noted by the more thoughtful and understanding
readers, is obvious to all who know Dickens's manner.
Follow what Dickens says here, noting that his first words
about Drood in the chapter most significantly headed
When will these three meet again? (showing clearly

that Neville, Drood, and Jasper tvere to meet again) :

" Edwin Drood passed a solitary day. Something of

deeper moment than he had thought, has gone out of his

life ; and in the silence of his own chamber he wept for it

last night . . . the pretty little affectionate creature, so

much firmer and wiser than he had s\ipposed occupies the

stronghold of his mind. It is with some misgiving of his

own unworthiness that he thinks of her, and of what they

might have been to one another, if he had been more in

earnest some time ago ; if he had set a higher value on
her ; if instead of accepting his lot in life as an in-

heritance of course, he had studied the right way to its

appreciation and enhancement." .... Then later,—" He
strolls about and about, to i)a8S the time It some-
how happens that Cloisterham seems reproachful to him
to-day ; has fault to find with him, as if he had not used it

well ; but is far more pensive with him than angry. His
wonted carelessness is replaced by a wii-tful looking at and
dwelling upon, all the old landmarks. He will soon be far

away, and may never see them again, he thinks. Poor youth

!

Poor youth !

"—Later yet,—" Always kindly, but moved to

be unusually kind this evening, and having bestowed kind
words on most of the children and aged people he has met,
he bends down " to the old opium eater, and speaks to her.

The conversation should be most carefully followed and
compared with the later conversation between the same old

woman and Datchery. I could as readily doubt that the

same person speaks to her on both these occasions, as I

could doubt whether the IMoonlight Sonata and the Sonata
Pathetique came from the same composer. Apart, how-
ever, from the words and manner of Drood and Datchery,
consider what is said about them. Compare the words
quoted above with these :

—" Mr. Datchery pauses as if he
were falling into a brown study and couldn't bear to part

with"—something—"but he bestows" his gift on the

old woman (who is then so dull as to imagine that it is of

this he is thinking'!), "as if he were abstracting his mind
from the sacrifice John Jasper's lamp is kindled,

and his lighthouse is shining when Mr. Datchery returns

alone towards it. As mariners, on a dangerous voyage,

approaching an iron-bound coast, may look along the beams
of the warning light to the haven lying beyond it that may
never be reached, so Mr. Datchery's wistful gaze is directed

to this beacon, and beyond." Compare the two following

few words alone, if the music of each full passage is not

easily caught :

—

Of Drood, we read,—" His wonted carelessness is replaced

hy a vmtful looking at and dwelling upon all the old land-

mai-ks : he. irill soon be Jar away, and inay never see tftem

again, he thinks."

Of Datchery,

—

"As mariners look along the beams of the

warning light to the haven lyinr/ beyond it that may never br

reached, his wistful gaze is directed to this beacon and
beyond."

That this resemblance, or rather this oneness of tone

should have escaped notice I can understand ; but that

any one whose attention has once been directed to it can fail

to see that Drood and Datchery are one, seems to me scarce

conceivable. I certainly cannot imagine how any one

could suppose the later words applied to a detective

employed by Grewgious, or to the stupid and selfish

Buzzard.
(To be continued.)

THE ENTOMOLOGY OF A POND.
By E. a. Butler.

THE BOTTOM (continued).

THE water scorpions are aquatic during the whole of

their lives, but the insects we have now to consider

pass only their earlier stages in the water, being inhabi-

tants of the air when they have reached the perfect, or

imago, form ; indeed, the bottom of the pond is, as a rule,

much more the theatre of larval than of imaginal life.

As we have before intimated, beetles and bugs are almost

the only kinds of insects that are strictly aquatic when

adult.

We will first take the larva> of the dragon-flies. The

perfect insects, which are sometimes also called horse-
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stingers, and in Scotland go by the name of " devil's

darning-needles," and in America by that of " mosquito

hawks," will detain us later on, when we speak of the

fauna of the atrial regions just above the pond. Suffice

it here to say, that they have four large glassy-looking

wings, reticulated with a multitude of nervures, and
usually a long, slender body, which has suggested to

our Highland brethren the diabolical connection

above mentioned. For brilliancy of coloration they

easily take a prominent position in the insect

world ; but their beauty pertains wholly to the adult

form. In their aquatic stages they are the dingiest of

the dingy, and in many cases are hideously ugly. When
you have brought yourself to perform the disagreeable task

of hauling out of a dirty pond a mass of slimy weeds and
fetid mud, and have deposited it on the bank, you see the

mass here and there heaving with the struggles of these

ugly brutes as they gradually work their way into daylight

and drag their grimy bodies out of the tenacious and
unsavoury mess. What a contrast between this sordid

life and the gay and brilliant existence of the shiny-

winged adult, as it dashes about, glistening in the

sunbeams ! There are two principal types of these

larvre ; one a broad, thickset, clumsy creature, which

yields the larger and stouter - bodied dragon-flies,

the other slender and carrying some leaf-like ap-

pendages at the tail, the immature condition of the most
slender and graceful members of the group. Taking first

the former of these (Fig. 1), we see a creature with six

Fig. 1.—Larva of Dragon Fly.

straggling legs, which, sprawling out at the sides, would,

were it not for their number, be strongly suggestive of

affinities to the spider class. The head, when viewed

from above, is surprisingly like that of a kitten, the

prominent ears of the latter being represented by

the equally prominent eyes of the insect ; the two short

antennse, too, are suggestive of the kitten's whiskers.

Then comes the thorax, with curious ridges Like rough bark,

and carrying the six sprawling legs and the rudimentary

wings, and then the abdomen, broadest a little behind the

middle, and exhibiting, especially in its hinder part, periodi-

cal contractions and dilatations, the length being lessened

at the expense of the breadth. This motion, as might be

expected, is a respiratory one. The breathing is performed

in a manner as wonderful as it is unique. It is most

marvellous what a variety of contrivances there are to

enable aquatic insects to perform this important function

;

we have already referred to the diving-bell arrangement of

the water-beetles, the anal spiracle of some of their larva?,

and the lateral leaf-like appendages of others, the long tail-

filaments of the water scorpions, and the feathery stars and

tubes of the gnat larva^ and pupa?, and now we come to an

arrangement totally distinct from all of these. At the

extremity of the body there are some stout, spiue-lLke

processes, surrounding the terminal orifice of the diges-

tive tube, which is guarded by a valvular apparatus. By
mxiscular effort these spines, which are movable at their

base, can be opened out like the parts of a wire egg-

whisk, the capacity of the abdomen being at the same
time increased ; the valves are thus opened, and water

rushes in and fills the terminal part of the intestinal

canal, and after remaining there a short time, is forcibly

ejected by a reversal of these operations. The lining of

the last part of the intestine is produced into six double

series of folds, whereby its surface is enormously increased.

In the interior of these thin folds, great numbers of minute
tracheal tubes are distributed. The water, of course, as

usual, contains air dissolved in it ; and, as it passes over

these tracheal tubes, the fresh air with which it is charged

can be exchanged for the contaminated supply contained in

the tubes, by simple transfusion of the gases through the

thin walls of these. As soon as this has been effected,

the now useless water is got rid of in the manner
above described, but its expulsion frequently serves the

additional purpose of effecting locomotion. Wlien the

insect is calm and undisturbed, the water is passed

out gently, but should it be disturbed or alarmed, a

forcible ejection of the liquid follows, and just as a rocket

mounts in the air while the gases into which its contents

are being transformed by the process of combustion, rush

out in the other direction, so the larval dragon-fly is shot

swiftly forward as the jet passes out from behind. The
jet can be readily observed : if there are particles of

matter in suspension in the water, their movements as

they are carried slong with the stream make the current

perceptible ; or if the creatures are in a shallow vessel

with only just enough water to cover them, the sur-

face will be seen to be violently disturbed at every expira-

tion. The force with which the water can be projected is

quite surprising ; the most astonishing record comes from

over the sea. A lady states in the American Naturalist

that a larva of a large species, when disturbed, sent out a

fine stream of water to the distance of from two to three

feet, and continued doing so indefinitely !

These curious beings then progress by a series of jerks

or leaps, though, of course, they can crawl as well. Some
kinds while jerking themselves forward, assist their efforts

by a sharp backward stroke of the legs (though these are

not modified for swimming purposes), and finish the stroke

by bringing the legs close alongside the body, an action by
no means inelegant.

The more slender kinds have an elongated body, which

they can move pretty vigorously from side to side as a fish

does its tail. They have also three external leaf-like

appendages at the tail, which are thin, and are each sup-

plied with a tracheal tube and its branches, the exchange

of gases taking place here externally in the same way as in

the others internally. These caudal leaves, too, are used to

assist locomotion.

But we have yet to consider one of the most remarkable

peculiarities of these creatures. If we take a front view of

the head, we see the lower part of the face rounded and
smooth, with a vertical zigzag line down the centre, and
showing no traces of great jaws such as one would expect

in so voracious an insect. This is simply because they are

concealed by a very curious modification of that part of

the mouth which, in insects generally, is called the labium,

or lower lip. To examine this structure it is best to take a

freshly-killed specimen ; this is easily obtained by plunging

the creature into boUiny water, which produces instanta-

neous death. By aid of a pin or needle we can now easily

open out the " mask," as it is called (Fig. 2), and when
fully extended, we see that it looks something like a

broad-handled ladle, attached by the handle underneath

the head. It consists of several joints, the basal one

of which is attached to the lower part of the head,
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or, as we might say, under the chin. Succeeding

this is another piece, at the outer angles of which

are attached two curved triangular jaw-like pieces articu-

lated to it l)y one of their angles, and capable of folding

inwards till their saw-like edges exactly meet, when the

front part of the apparatus forms the bowl of the ladle.

When closed, the basal joint is bent backwards, showing as

a bluntly-i^ointed projection, reaching to the base of the

^ZD=^

Fig. 2.—Mask of Dragon Fly. a. Side View.
I. Viewed from Above, c. The Same, with Jaws Open.

second pair of legs ; the next piece is folded back upon
this, and the bowl-like part is thus brought close up to the

face, which fits into the hollow. When the mask is ex-

tended, the real jaws are seen beneath in the usual position.

The mask is used somewhat like the raptorial legs of the

water-scorpions—viz., to seize a passing insect at a little

distance. To accomplish this, it is very rapidly unfolded,

darted out with unerring aim, and brought back again into

position, thus holding the prey close up to the true jaws.

Dragon-flies do not alter much during their earlier

stages. The traces of wings soon appear, even after the

first moult or two. When a moult is about to take place,

the creature fixes its claws into some support to obtain

leverage for its coming struggle, and then, by strong mus-
cular efibrt, the back of the thorax is split, and the insect

crawls out of its case. The cast skins may frequently be

seen floating about in ponds. The insects are very

voracious, and when other food fails, will not scruple to

adopt cannibalism.

(To he continu,ed.)

THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY.
By W. Mattieu Williams.

XLII.—STIMULANTS AND CONDIMENTS.

BEFORE proceeding further, I must fulfil the promise
made in No. 39 to report the results of my repetition

of the Indian process of preparing samp. I soaked some
ordinary Indian corn in a solution of carbonate of potash,

exceeding the ten or twelve hours specified by Count
Eumford. The external coat was not removed even after

two days' soaking, but the corns were much swollen and
softened. I suspect that this difference is due to the con-
dition of the corn which is imported here. It is fully

ripened, dried, and hardened, while that used by the
Indians was probably fresh gathered, barely ripe, and
much softer.

Mr. Gaubert (No. 1,373, page 185) asks me whether I
think that tea taken in moderation (say two cups in the
evening) does any mischief. If he carefully reads No. 40
he will find the answer already given before his question
was asked. He offers to relinquish the habit, in spite of
the pang, " on the advice of so eminent an authority " as

myself. I hope that he will not be so weak as to accept
my authority or any other on a question which can easily

be answered by common-sense and simple direct experiment.
There are cases in which we are compelled to lean on
authority, but this is not one of them, and he will see, by

re-perusing what I have written on the subject, that I have
repudiated mere authority, and appealed to facts that are

open to all.

I will reply further to Mr. Gaubert, as in doing so I

shall be also replying to a multitude of others, his CMe
being typical. Let any of these repeat the experiment that

I have made. After establishing the habit of taking tea

at a particular hour, suddenly relinquish it altogether. The
result will be more or less unpleasant, in some cases

seriously so. My symptoms were a dull headache and
intellectual sluggishness during the remainder of the

day—and if compelled to do any brain-work, such as

lecturing or writing, I did it badly. This, as I have
already said, is the diseased condition induced by the habit.

These symptoms vary with the amount of the customary
indulgence and the temperament of the individual. A
rough, lumbering, insensible navvy may drink a quart or

two of tea, or a few gallons of beer, or several quarterns of

gin, with but small results of any kind. I know an
omnibus-driver who makes seven double journeys daily, and
his " reglars " are half-a-quartern of gin at each terminus
—i.e., If pints daily, exclusive of extras. This would
render most men helplessly drunk, but he is never drunk,

and drives well and safely.

Assuming, then, that the experimenter has taken suffi-

cient daily tea to have a sensible effect, he will suffer on
leaving it off. Let him persevere in the discontinuance, in

spite of brain languor and dull headache. He will find

that day by day the languor will diminish, and in the

course of time (about a fortnight or three weeks in any case)

he will be weaned. He will retain from morning to night

the full, free, and steady use of all his faculties ; will get

through his day's work without any fluctuation of working
ability (provided, of course, no other stimulant is used).

Instead of his best faculties being dependent on a drug for

their awakening, he will be in the condition of true man-
hood—i.e., able to do his best in any direction of effort,

simply in reply to moral demand ; able to do whatever is

right and advantageous, simply because his reason shows

that it is so. The sense of duty is to such a free man the

only stimulus demanded for calling forth his uttermost

energies.

If he again returns to his habitual tea, he will again be

reduced to more or less of dependence upon it. This con-

dition of dependence is a state of disease precisely

analogous to that which is induced by opium and other

drugs that operate by temporary abnormal cerebral exalta-

tion. The pleasurable sensations enjoyed by the opium-

eater or smoker or morphia injector are more intense than

those of the tea-drinker. Mr. Gaubert tells us that he

enjoys his cup " immensely." The gin-drinker enjoys his

half-quartern " immensely," as anybody may see by
" standing treat " and watching the result. The victim of

opium has enjoyment still more immense, and in every case

the magnitude of the mischief is measurable by the

immensity of the enjoyment.

Again I say that I am not denouncing the proper use of

any of these things. There are occasions when artificial

stimulants or sedatives cautiously used are most desirable.

]My condemnation is applied to their habitual use, and the

physical and moral degradation involved in the slavish

dependence upon any sort of drug, especially when the

drug operates most powerfully on the brain. To the brain-

worker tea is worse than alcohol, because it exaggerates

his special liability to overstrain. I can detect by physio-

gnomical indications the habitually-excessive tea-drinker

as readily as I can detect the physiognomy of the opium-

victim, as may anybody else who chooses to make careful

observations.
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I must not leave this subject -witliout a word or two in

reference to a widely prevailing and very mischievous

fallacy. Many argue and actually believe that because a

given drug has great efficiency in curing disease, it must do

good if taken under ordinary conditions of health.

No high authorities are demanded for the refutation of

this. A little common sense properly used is quite

sufficient. It is evident that a medicine, properly so-called,

is something which is capable of producing a disturbing or

alterative effijct on the body generally or some particular

organ. The skill of the physician consists in so applying

this disturbing agency as to produce an alteration of the

state of disease, a direct conversion of the state of disease

to a state of health, if possible (which is rarely the case), or

more usually the conversion of one state of disease into

another of milder character. But, when we are in a state

of sound health, any such disturbance or alteration must
be a change for the worse, must throw us out of health to

an extent proportionate to the potency of the drug.

I might illustrate this by a multitude of familiar ex-

amples, but they would carry me too far away from my proper

subject. There is, however, one class of such remedies
which are directly connected with the chemistry of cookery.

I refer to the condiments that act as " tonics," excluding

common salt, which is an article of food, though often mis-

called a condiment. It is food simply because it supplies

the blood with one of its normal and necessary consti-

tuents, chloride of sodium, without which we cannot live.

A certain quantity of it exists in most of our ordinary

food, but not always sufficient.

Cayenne pepper may be selected as a typical example of

a condiment properly so called. Mustard is a food and
condiment combined ; this is the case with some others.

Curry powders are mixtures of very potent condiments
with more or less of farinaceous materials, and sulphur

compounds, which, like the oil of mustard, of onions,

garlic, itc, may have a certain amount of nutritive value.

The mere condiment is a stimulating drug that does its

work directly upon the inner lining of the stomach, by
exciting it to increased and abnormal activity. A dyspep-

tic may obtain immediate relief by using cayenne pepper.

Among the advertised patent medicines is a pill bearing

the very ominous name of its compounder, the active con-

stituent of which is cayenne. Great relief and temporary
comfort is commonly obtained by using it as a " dinner
pill." If thus used only as a temporary remedy for an
acute and temporary, or exceptional, attack of indigestion

all is well, but the cayenne, whether taken in pills or

dusted over the food or stewed with it in curries or any other-

wise, is one of the most cruel of slow poisons when taken
liahituallij. Thousands of poor wretches are crawling

miserably towards their graves, the victims of the multi-

tude of maladies of both mind and body that are connected
with chronic, incurable dyspepsia, all brought about by the

habitual use of cayenne and its condimental cousins.

The usual history of these victims is that they began by
over-feeding, took the condiment to force the stomach to

do more than its healthful amount of work, using but a
little at first. Then the stomach became tolerant of this

little, and demanded more ; then more, and more, and more,
until at last inHammation, ulceration, torpidity, and finally

the death of the digestive powers, accompanied with all

that long train of miseries to which I have referred. India
is their special fatherland. Englishmen, accustomed to an
active life at home, and a climate demanding much food

fuel for the maintenance of animal heat, go to India,

crammed, may be, with Latin, but ignorant of the laws of

health ; cheap servants promote indolence, tropical heat
diminishes respiratory oxidation, and the appetite naturally

fails. Instead of understanding this failure as an admoni-

tion to take smaller quantities of food, or food of less

nutritive value, they regard it as a symptom of ill-health,

and take curries, bitter ale, and other tonics or appetising

condiments, which, however mischievous in England,^are

far more so there.

I know several men who have lived rationally in India,

and they all agree that the climate is especially favourable

to longevity, provided bitter beer, and all other alcoholic

drinks, all peppery condiments, and flesh foods are avoided.

The most remarkable example of vigorous old age I have
ever met was a retired colonel eighty-two years of age,

who had risen from the ranks, and had been fifty-five years

in India without furlough ; drank no alcohol during that

period ; was a vegetarian in India, though not so in his

native land. I guessed his age to be somewhere about sixty.

He was a Scotchman, and an ardent student of the works of

both George and Dr. Andrew Combe.
While still seasonable I add by way of postscript a

receipt for a dish lately invented by my wife. It is vege-

table marrow an gratin, prepared :by simply boiling the

vegetable as usual, sKcing it, placing the slices in a dish,

covering them with grated cheese, and then browning
slightly in an oven or before the fire, as in preparing the

well-known " cauliflower ait yratin." I have modified this

(with improvement, I believe) by mashing the boiled

marrow and stin-ing the grated cheese into the midst of it

whilst as hot as possible ; or, better still, by adding a little

milk, a pinch of bicarbonate of potash, mixing with the

cheese, and then returning this puree to the saucepan,

heating and stirring it there for a few minutes to effect the

complete solution of the cheese. This dish is not so

pretty as that au gratin browned in orthodox fashion, but

is more digestible.

SHIPS' LIGHTS.

THE following extract from the New Regidations for

Preventing Collisions at Sea, which came into force

on the 1st inst. (and for which we are indebted to Captain

D. Forbes, of Southampton), may be read in connection with

letter 1375 (p. 185) :—
A ship, whether a steam ship or a sailing ship, employed

in laying or in picking up a telegraph cable, shall at night

carry in the same position as the white light which steam

ships are required to carry, and, if a steam ship, in place of

that light, three lights in globular lanterns, each not less

than 10-in. in diameter, in a vertical line over one another,

not less than 6 ft. apart ; the highest and lowest of these

lights shall be red, and the middle light shall be white, and

they shall be of such a character that the red lights shall

be visible at the same distance as the white light. By day

she shall carry in a vertical line, one over the other, not

less than 6 ft. apart, in front of but not lower than her

foremast head, three shapes, not less than 2 ft. in diameter,

of which the top and bottom shall be globular in shape and

red in colour, and the middle-one diamond in shape and

white.

The following portion of this article applies only to

fishing vessels and boats when in the sea ofi' the coast of

Europe lying north of Cape Finisterre :

—

(a) All fisMng vessels and fishing boats of 20 tons net registered

tonnage, or upwards, wlien under way and when not re-

quired by the following regulations in this article to carry

and show the lights therein named, shall carry and show
the same lights as other vessels under way.

(h) All vessels when engaged in fishing with drift nets shall

exhibit two white lights from any part of the vessel where

they can be best seen. Such lights shall be placed so that
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the vertical distance between ahall be not Igbb than C ft.

and not more than 10 ft. ; and so that the horizontal dis-

tance between them measured in a line with the keel of

the vessel shall be not less than 5 ft. and not more than
10 ft. The lowest of these two lights shall be the more
forward, and both of them shall be of such a character,

and contained in lanterns of such construction, as to show
all round the horizon, on a dark night with a clear atmo-
sphere, for a distance of not leas than three miles.

(c) A vessel employed in line fishing with her Unes out shall

carry the same lights as a vessel when engaged in fishing

vpith drift nets.

(d) If a vessel w^hen fishing becomes stationary in consequence
of her gear getting fast to a rock or other obstruction,

she shall show the light and make the fog signal for a
vessel at anchor.

(e) Fishing vessels and open boats may at any time use a flare-

up in addition to the lights which they are by this Article

required to carry and show. All flare-up lights exhibited

by a vessel when trawling, dredging, or fishing with any
kind of drag net, shall be shown at the after part of the

vessel, excepting that, if the vessel is hanging by the

stern to iier trawl, dredge, or drag net, they shall be

exhibited from the bow.

(/) Every fishing vessel and every open boat when at anchor
between sunset and sunrise shall exhibit a white light

visible all round the horizon at a distance of at least one
mile.

(g) In fog, mist, or falling snow, a drift net vessel attached to

her nets, and a vessel when trawling, dredging, or fishing

with any kind of drag net, and a vessel employed in line

fishing with her lines out, shall, at intervals of not more
than two minutes, make a blast with her fog horn and ring
her bell alternately.

A ship whyih is being overtaken by another shall show
from her stern to such last-mentioned ship a white light or

a flare-up light.

An " Officer of the Watch," writing to the Times, says :

—

" In the June number of the Nautical Magazine, a letter ap-
peared pointing out the necessity of screening all lights about the
decks of ships at sea, except those which are required by the Board
of Trade for the prevention of collision, and stating that the Board
of Trade surveyors would do well to see that the proper means
were at hand for so doing, as the chances of collision would be
thereby diminished. On my last homeward passage, in the Bay of

Biscay, a large outward-bound steamer was passed between 8 and
10 o'clock one night on our starboard side, and so great was the
glare from the lights in her deck saloon (which I took to be lighted
by electricity) that her green light was completely outshone, and
could not be seen, though well within the range of visibility. 1

should venture to say that, from the size and speed of the ship, she
belonged to one of the finest lines of steamers running, and it

seems to me rather strange that those in authority in the managing
departments of large steamship companies are not alive to what
might be a very fruitful source of collision. Had dense smoke
obscured the masthead light of this steamer, the direction in which
she was travelling would have been left to conjecture."

THE EARTH'S SHAPE AND MOTIONS.
By Richard A, Proctor.

CHAPTER IV. (conHnued from page 196.)

OF all parts of the earth's surface the Equator is that
where the evidences of the real nature of the earth's

relations to surrounding space are most convincing. I
think it probable that to many of my readers an account
of the nature of the diurnal rotation of the heavens, as

witnessed from the Equator, may be at once new and
interesting.

The north pole, as I have mentioned, has sunk to the
horizon when our voyager reaches the equator. Another
pole, whose existence had hitherto only been indicated, is

now raised from beneath the southern horizon, and lies

directly opposite the northern pole. Thus a circle carried

from the east point of the horizon through the point ver-
tically overhead, and so down to the western horizon,
divides the visible heavens into a northern and a southern
half, the motions within one half corresponding exactly to
the motions within the other.

Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, let represent the station of the observer,

E, S, W, and N, the east, south, west, and north points of
his horizon, Z the point overhead, then E Z W represents

the course of a star which rises in the east, and the other

curves represent the course of stars rising towards the

south and north of east. Every star rises straight up
from the horizon, and sets equally square to it. Every
star, too, is above the horizon, while describing exactly

half of its visible course. Further, as the sun is also

visible above the horizon while traversing one-half

of its diurnal circle—in other words, as night and day
are equal — every star which is visible when the sun
sets has passed to the west and set there before the sun
rises again ; and every star invisible when the sun set,

makes its appearance above the eastern horizon before the

sun rises. In other words, all the stars upon the sphere

of the lieavens become visible in the course of a single clear

night at any place upon the Equator* So that the observer

can no longer feel any doubt that the earth is limited in

all directions beneath the horizon.

Let us consider, then, what our observer has already

learned respecting the earth's figure. We shall see that

he has obtained enough information to suggest very definite

views about the dimensions of the globe on which he has

travelled.

His first station was at A (Fig. 2). He travelled north-

wards to B, and afterwards southwards to C, establishing

by the most indisputable evidence the fact that the arc

B C is circular, and that the distance of any point upon it

from O, the centre of the circle to which the arc belongs, is

* After carefully considering the appearances thus presented to

the observer situated on the Equator, and recognising the con-

vincing evidence these appearances give respecting the trne

character of the diurnal rotation, the reader can conceive the

indignation with which many gallant naval officers who had often

crossed the Equator heard one of the paradoxists lecture at

Plymouth to the effect that there is only eue pole of the heavens
around which all the stars circulate in places parallel to the plane

surface of the esirth. The lecturer, who was as well aware as they

were of the absurdity of his views, succeeded in convincing the

simpler among his audience, by asserting that in a particular

number of the Times which he quoted, it was mentioned in the
'' Naval and Military Intelligence," that a certain naval oflicer had
seen the pole star from the Tropic of Capricorn (234 degrees south

of the Equator). It was in vain for intelligent persons present to

assert that this could not be. The lecturer insisted that it was so,

and for some time after he left Plymouth, many were actually per-

suaded that the earth is plane. At length some one was at the pains

to turn over the volumes of the Times in the Plymouth Library, and
then it turned out (as was to have been expected) , that the ship

from which the pole star had been seen (the fact was merely men-
tioned as part of log observations), had been indeed 23 J degrees

from the equator, but to the north instead of the south !
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somewhat less than 1,000 miles. He is now at C, and he

learns that in all directions beneath the horizon the earth

is limited, because he has proved on indisputable evidence

that the stars pass round and beneath the earth, and come

up again on the opposite side. He cannot as yet be cer-

tain what the shape of the unvisited part of the earth may
be, and for aught he knows the section he has found uni-

formly curved along BC may elsewhere be as irregular as

the broken curve shown in the figure. But he is far more

likely to believe that in reality this section has a uniform

figure either perfectly or very nearly circular.

Fig. 2.

Continuing his journey southwards, our observer finds

that the north pole of the heavens passes below the horizon,

the south pole rising ; and now precisely the same rotations

which he had observed respecting the North Pole and the

motions of the stars around the polar axis, are jiresented in

the southern heavens. As he advances the south pole rises

vniformhj—a relation which, as in the case of the North
Pole, shows that he is travelling along a circular arc. He
sees the apparent stellar motions continuing as uniformly

as before. In fact, the only specific difference in the

southern skies consists in the fact that the celestial bodies

appear to turn in a contrary direction. This circumstance

is noticed in the pages of old Herodotus, who mentions

(with some doubt whether it may not be a yarn) that

seamen who had passed far southward along the shores of

Africa, stated that the sun appeared to move from right to

left, instead of from left to I'ight, as with us.

We, of course, who have followed the steps of our
observer, as he has progressed southwards, can at once

understand why the heavens should seem to move a different

way round the pole, and why the suu, as he ascends towards
the north, appears to travel from right to left, whereas
when he ascended from the east towards the south, he
appeared to travel from left to right. We know that the

observer in the southern hemisphere who faces the sun
when that luminary is at his highest, and the observer in

the northern hemisphere who does likewise are facing each

other, so that a motion which is from right to left, as seen

bj one, is from left to right as seen by the other.

{To he contiiiued.)

BRITISH SEASIDE RESORTS,
FKOM AX UKCOXVEXTIOXAL POINT OF VIEW.

By Percy Russell.

IV.

THE Isle of Man is, in some respects, the most remark-

able of all the islands of England and Wales, and
from Snaefell, the highest of its rugged but majestic moun-
taius, there may be had one of the most splendid panoramic
views in all the Biitish isles. Thence, indeed, is commanded

at once a distinct panoramic view of a very considerable

extent of the coasts of England, Wales, Ireland, and Scotland.

That noble estuary the Solway, hallowed by so many legen-

dary and historic associations—Ailsa Crag, the famous
Mull of Galloway, and the wild mountains of the vicinity-

are all prominent features, and compose a scene that can
hardly be surpassed for beauty and boldness of land and
seascape anywhere. The length of the Isle of Man is 33]
miles, the breadth about 12.',, thus bringing every portion

within easy pedestrian reach of the sea, and the area is

generally computed at 145,325 acres, of which full 50,000
remain virtually in a stite of nature. The Calf of Man is

a small islet at the south-west extremity, containing oidy

about 800 acres of surface. A chain of veritaVjle mountains
extends from uorth-east to south-west, Snaefell, the highest,

being 2,024 ft. above the sea-level. The general scenery is

rich in variety, such as most delights the landscape-painter.

There are numerous picturesque glens, which seem ex-

pressly made for the still life of poetry or romance, and
rich undulating tracts of cultivated country, and in fine

weather, such a clear atmosphere that the very cornfields

when in their full golden glow can be distinctly seen on the

adjacent shores. Many beautiful streams rush down from
the mountains, and in some of these are excellent salmon-
trout, although I am sorry to say that washings from the
lead-mines in the interior have in many cases quite

destroyed the fish.

Some parts of the interior are boggy, but the glens

separating the numerous hills and mountains are frequently

wooded with beautiful beech-trees and elier, and the

numerous mountain torrents, ending often in beautiful

waterfalls, impart a strange charm to the varied landscape.

Most of the villages, farm-houses, and churches are em-
bowered in trees, and, for sott rural beauty, the interior of

this remarkable island leaves nothing to be desired. The
coast is, in many places, of ineffable grandeur, and some of

the most formidable precipices are in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the wild loneliness of harbours, shelving

shores, and villages framed in woods, and presenting every-

where quite a material presentment of true pastoral poetry.

Douglas, deriving its name from being at the junction of

two streams—the Dhoo (black), and Glass (s^rey;—lies on
the edge of a very picturesque bay. Castle Mona, once the

residence of a Duke of Athol, is now a good hotel, and
another conspicuous landmark is the Tower of Refuge,

built on a rock, for the benefit of shipwrecked seamen. The
ancient town is interesting in its narrow streets, but there

are comparatively modern marine residences in the

recently-buUt portion, and not only is the living cheap, but
the bathing is remarkably good, and the water is singularly

free from mud, seaweed, or even s-hells. The coast north

of Douglas is highly precipitous, and what givas beautiful

colour in summer to the scenery, is often green with foliage

almost to the water's edge. The striking promontory of

St. Maughold's Head should be notici-d. Tbe well-known

town of Peel, formerly called Holm, is reujarkable, inter

alia, for its grotesque and romantic caverns, which re-

semble nothing so much as sundry of Victor Hugo's poetic

flights into the region of the terrible made visible. A
small river enters the sea at Peel, and thence once on a

time Manx salmon was exported. South of Peel is Brada
Head, a truly stupendous pile of black rocks, somewhat
like those which give to Spanish Head, close to the Calf

of Man, such an imposing appearance. The lead-mines

often run here close to the sea, as in Cornwall. The
Spanish Headland is very grand, and the masses of rocks

off the coast lo k like piles of huge timbers or regular

blocks of masonry all laid ready for rearing some colossal

structure, while the prevailing blackness of the cliffs im-
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parts a grim and stern character to what is certainly

remarkable scenery.

But to return. One of the great attractions of Peel is,

of course, its terrible castle, once the frequent residence

and long the formidable fortress of those Lords of Man,

the Earls of Derby. The prison vaults under the castle still

exist, fearful mementos of what feudal imprisonment meant

;

and here Elinor Cobham, Duchess of Gloucester, was im-

prisoned for life. This place is also connected with the old

Manx legend of a spectre dog, which it was a very serious

matter indeed for any one to encounter. The fine ruins

of the Cathedral of St. Germains, built 1245 A.D., should

be examined, and the insulated rock on which these re-

main—Sodor—possesses permanent interest, being, like the

historic lona, the place whence the original savages of the

islands first derived some of the lights—very broken they

were, in truth—of mediteval knowledge. Sodor, as every-

body knows, has puzzled etymologists considerably ; some

authorities declaring that it is simply derived from

Sudureys, which would mean merely the Southern Hebrides,

with which the Isle of Man was once associated.

Very great improvements have been efiected of late years

at the principal ports of the island, and particularly is this

the case at Douglas.

I obtained recently some special information on this

head from Sir Henry B. Loch, whose beneficent rule will

long be remembered by the Manxmen, and who is now the

Governor of Victoria, Australia. Sir Henry did much to

advance the material progress of the island, and in im-

proving the social and moral state of the people he was

ably seconded by Lady Loch. In the space of five years

only the tonnage entering Douglas was raised from a value

of £100,000 to £500,000, and the splendid sea defence

and docks constructed in the harbour are reckoned as

among the largest examples of solid concrete at the greatest

depth of water in the United Kingdom.

(To be continued.)

NOTES ON COAL.
By Richard A. Proctok.

IT has become a question of serious import whether we
may indeed look confidently for abundant supplies of

coal during many future years, or whether those have been

in the right who have told us that before the close of the

present century this country must feel the effects of the

over-rapid working of our chief coal-fields.

I propose briefly to sketch what is known about the

origin of coal, and then to touch on the subject of the

supply of this mineral, with special reference to the

requirements of our own country.

A mistaken impression is somewhat widely prevalent

that, in the coal-fields, we have the remains of ancient

forests ; in other words, it is supposed that, wherever there

was a forest in primeval times, there now exists a coal-field

of greater or less extent. In connection with this view,

also, the opinion is entertained that the forests now in

existence will, in process of time, and after due geological

changes, become the coal-beds of future ages.

But although, as we shall presently see, the coal-fields

are undoubtedly due to the vegetation of former eras, it is

far from being the case that the primieval forests became
converted in a general way into coal. Conditions of a pecu-

liar, and to some extent exceptional, character were requi-

site for the formation of coal-fields. If we consider the

evidence given by the coal-fields themselves, we shall see

what these conditions wera

The beds or seams of coal form but a small portion of

the thickness of the great geological group of strata to

which they for the most part appertain. This group is

called the carboniferous, and not uncommonly " The
Coal "

; but even where coal is most abundant, it forms
only a minute part of the whole mass. Thus it has been
estimated. Sir Charles Ljell tells us, that in South Wales
the thickness of the carboniferous strata amounts in all to

between 11,000 and 12,000 feet (or more than two miles);*
" but the various coal-seams do not," according to Professor

Phillips, " exceed in the aggregate 120 feet," or little more
than one-hundreth part of the whole. In North Lanca-
shire the carboniferous strata occupy a depth of more than
three and a half miles, with the same relative disproportion

between the thickness of the coal-seams and that of the

complete series of strata. Again, in 'Nova Scotia the coal-

bearing strata attain a thickness of more than three

miles, t Here no fewer than eighty seams of coal have
been counted (seventy-one having been exposed by the

action of the sea) ; but these seams are nowhere more than
five feet in thickness, and many are but a few inches thick.

Thus it is evident that the formation of coal can have been
in progress but for a short portion of the time during which
the great carboniferous series of strata was in process of

deposition. Throughout by far the greater portion of that

time other minerals were being deposited.

It is next to be noticed that under each coal-seam a

stratum of older soil exists, in which there ai-e commonly
found the roots of ancient trees ; while above the coal there

is commonly a layer of shale or sandstone, in which not

unfrequently the trunks of those trees are found either

fallen or still in their original position, and only partly

converted into coal. The bark remains, but is transmuted

into coal ; the hollow of the trunk, decaying long before

the trunk gave way, is represented by a cast in sandstone.

Thus, if we try to picture to ourselves the state of things

which existed when such a seam of coal first began to

be covered up by the next higher deposit, we see that

there must have been trees standing erect above a layer

of vegetable matter, the roots of the trees being imbedded
in the soil which forms the deposit next below the coal.

The vegetable layers may probably have been two or three

times as thick as the resulting coal-seam, and were reduced

by pressure to their present thickness ; but such layers

cannot at any time have reached to the branches of the

forest-trees. Then the process of deposition began. This

can only have happened when some subsidence of the soil

had caused it to be submerged to a greater or less depth.

We can infer from the depth of the strata overlying the

coal-seams that this state of submergence continued in

many cases for a long period of time ; £md it is equally

clear that the formation of the vegetable layers themselves

must have been a process occupying a considerable time,

since tall trees grew before the next submergence took place.

So soon as submergence was complete, the tall trees

perished and began to decay. The stout trunks above the

vegetable layer were broken off and swept away by the

* It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to remark that this depth has

not been measnred anywhere in a vertical direction. The thick-

ness of the several layers can be measured where they either crop

out, or show at the surface, or else come within the range of mining

operations ; and thus the total depth of the series can be estimated.

t The way in which this has been made known is worthy of

notice. In the Bay of Fundy the tides run to an enormous height.

The tidal wave can be seen when it is stUl thirty mUes away,

advancing with a prodigious uproar, and rising sometimes to the

height of more than a hundred feet. These tremendous waves have

not only produced a continuous section ten miles long, through the

inclined strata, but by their action they sweep away continually the

whole face of the cliffs, and bring into view fresh sections year after

year.
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sea. The forest itself, properly so called, was for the most
part thus destroyed. It was the decaying refuse of the

forest, intermixed with the lowlier growths, which formed
the coal-seam as it now exists. Amongst these were the

lower parts of the trunks of the ancient forest-trees. These
became converted, like the rest of the vegetable matter,

into coal.

But it may be asked how those portions of the trunks
which still remain above the level of the vegetable

layer are to be accounted for. Are we to suppose that

they remained erect after the sea had made its way into

the domain of the ancient forest 1 Many geologists think

so ; and doubtless the stumps of stout trees might resist for

a long time the action of the sea waves. But there seems
good reason for believing that, when the submergence first

took place, these stumps stood but little above the upper
surface of the vegetable layer, or that in many instances

the trees were broken off even below that level. Then, as

the pressure of the superincumbent layer gradually in-

creased with the layer's increase of thickness, the vegetable

matter was pressed down below its former level, and the

stumps were left standing above the depressed surface of

the vegetable layer. This explains the conversion of the

bark of these stumps into coal, since there is every reason
to believe that stumps simply left imbedded in sandstone
would not change into pure coal.

In passing, I may remark that in whatever way it

happened that the stumps of the ancient forest-trees re-

mained standing above the level of the vegetable mass
forming the coal-seam, a strange result has followed. The
upper part of the stem became filled, as I have said, with
sandstone, forming a cast of the interior of the ancient tree

;

the bark became coal ; and outside the bark is sandstone
again. Thus there is a mass of sandstone separated from
the surrounding sandstone by a tube of coal. This mass
is not cylindrical, being larger below than above ; so that

if in any way the mass ceases to be supported, it falls like

a bolt from a gun. But in working the coal-seam the
material which had supported the sandstone mass is neces-

sarily removed. Hence the miners look with dread on
these coal-pipes, as they are called, which each year cause

fatal accidents in the Newcastle and other coal-fields. As
Sir Charles Lyell well remarks :

" It is strange to reflect

how many thousands of these trees fell originally in their

native forests in obedience to the law of gravity, and how
the few which continued to stand erect, obeying, after

myriads of ages, the same force, are cast down to immolate
their human victims."

(To he continued.)

NOVEL TRICYCLES.
By John Browning.

(Chairman of the London Tricycle Cluh.)

THE ElIPEEOK.

HAVING obtained one of these very novel machines, I

took it to Reigate to give it a thorough trial. On
mounting the machine, for the first few minutes' riding my
course was somewhat erratic, showing that it requires a

little practice in steering. The difficulty was soon sur-

mounted, and I may say at once that the machine is

certainly easier to steer that the Humber, and that with
experience it is completely under control.

The method of applying the brake by means of the left

foot is very peculiar, and at first a rider feels awkward in

using it, but this feeling soon wears oft'. When running

down a long hill with varying grades it seems difficult to
vary the pressure of the brake with the foot ; yet there is

a simple method, as I discovered in my second ride, by
which this may be done with the greatest delicacy.

Whenever the brake has to be applied continuously for

some time, the left foot should be put on the brake-

pedal just above the axle, and the right foot on the

opposite, or right-hand side of the axle, then a slight lifting

action of the rir/ht foot—that is, a slight decrease in the
pressure of the right foot—will cause an increase of pres-

sure on the left foot, and thus the brake can be applied as

geutly as any hand-lever brake, and the pressure regulated
with as much nicety. I agree with Mr. Bennett, who tells

me that he has ridden 1,500 miles on the Emperor, that it

is desirable that the power of the brake should be in-

creased for the steepest, that is, downright dangerous hills.

The Emperor is a good hUl-climber. I have ridden the

Woodhatch-hill, out of Reigate on to Earlswood-common,
on a machine geared to 52 in., and that without practice

and without strain. Some skill is undoubtedly required to

ride the Emperor, but what it requires, more than skill, is

confidence. It looks and feels a risky thing to do, to put
your feet up on the axle when flying a hill, but it is

tolerably easy and safe to do it, unless the hUl is almost
unrideably steep.

The machine is made with 42-in. side-wheels, geared to

52 in. The hind wheel, which is about 30 in. diameter, is

the driving-wheel, and is driven by means of a chain. The
machine is a front-steerer, both the front wheels moving with
the axle for steering. It is, of course, a single driver, but
I have not as yet found the driving-wheel slip, either on
mud or dust, even when climbing hills. Some contrivance

is required for tightening the chain when it becomes slack.

The Emperor can be mounted or dismounted either from
the front or behind. 1 prefer to mount it behind from
the pedal, and dismount from the front over the axle.

There is no fear of falling head first out of this machine
when descending a hill, as, if the feet are in their proper
place on the brake and axle, the rider has an open front

before him, and can always come down on his feet.

If the Emperor were made about 5 lb. or 10 lb.

lighter—and this might easily be done—and a little more
brake power were given, the machine would, I think, take

a good position, and soon be a favourite.

But as back-pedalling can only be performed with one foot,

the brake on this machine is all important, and unless the

brake-power on the hind driving-wheel can be increased

—

which I venture to doubt—it will be necessary to apply

band-brakes to both the front wheels, which might be done
readily by means of a hand-lever ; and to this moat riders

would give the preference.

The Emperor may be obtained of Mr. Brooke Hitching,

the tricycle agent of Ludgate-hill, E.G.

THE COVENTRY CHAIR.

A year or more ago I suggested in Knowledge that

Sociable tricycles might be employed at country railway-

stations to carry passengers and luggage.

Messrs. Starley &. Sutton, the manufacturers of the

Meteor and the Rover, have brought out a modified tricycle

which they call the Coventry Chair. This is intended to

supersede the present Bath Chair, which is now generally

dragged along at a crawling pace of about two miles an

hour at the utmost. The Coventry Chair can be driven

easily at a pace of five or six miles an hour. The wheels

have india-rubber tyres, and the chair is mounted on

tricycle springs ; the motion is therefore easy and pleasant.

The engraving shows that the invalid sits on a light wicker
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chair, in front of and below the driver, who pedals behind

him.

In a trial which recently took place of the Coventry

Chair, an untrained workman, with a sitter weighing

between eleven and twelve stone in the chair, drove from

Coventry to Birmingliam, and back—a distance of thirty-

five miles—in four and three quarter hours, including

stoppages amounting to thirty-five minutes ; the riding time

was thus only four hours and ten minutes—a pace of

between eiyht and nine miles per hour.

I expect very soon to see some Coventry Chairs in our

sea-sifie watering-places, and wish the ingenious and spirited

inventors success.

I cannot resist the opportunity of pointing out how this

machine proves the accuracy of one of my so-called theories

that a large amount of weight may be thrown upon the

front steering-wheel of a tricycle with advantage.

THE NEW QUADRANT.

Messrs. Lloyd Bros, have kindly shown me a new front-

steering Quadrant tricycle, of which I think highly. The

machine is very light, weighing only .50 lb. with a brake.

It has 40-in. driving-wheels, and a 2G-in. frout-steering-

wheel. Of course, this laige steering-wheel lias only been

rendered possible by the use of the ingenious Quadrant

system of steering. The makers have had the courage to

throw the weight of the rider on to the steering-wheel and

in front of the driving-wheels, and so to dispense with the

weight and inconvenience of back-stays to prevent the

machine from capsizing backwards. I say they have

adopted the correct plan in making a machiue which can-

not in this particularly dangerous manner be capsized,

because I have known of two bad accidents occurring to

my own friends, owing to these back stays, which were to

prevent accidents, themselves giving way.

The driving-wheels of this Quadrant are only 40-in.

diameter, and it is spoken of by those who have tried it

as an exceedingly fast machine. I confess I feel greatly

interested in its success, as it embodies every important

point in its construction which I have for some time been

urging on manufacturers, viz., small driving-wheels, large

front-steering-wheel, and the weight of the rider thrown
well upon it. Its success would prove, in a machine which
can be purchased in the open market, that the advantages
of small wheels are not, as has been so frequently asserted,

confined to the Humber type of tricycle.

1 should exceedingly like to test this new Quadrant
well, but the only machine I could get at present is one
without a brake, geared to 60-in. Now a .jO-in is the very
highest gearing I can ride with advantage in a one-speed
machine, and I should, therefore, be only trying myself,

and not the machine, if I were to take it, as I should do,

over a hilly line of country, as I consider this the true
method of testing a tricycle.

I anticipate that this will prove the fastest of the front-

steeiiiig machines, as well as one of the safest.

THE CLUB TANDEM.

The Coventry Machinists' Company have introduced yet

another new Tandem. This machine is a good front-

steering tricycle, with a movable backbone attached by a

joint behind in the centre of the axle. This carries a
small wheel and a saddle for a second sitter. The front

rider steers, but the machine can be arranged so that

either rider can steer, and either rider can now apply the

brake.

The riders do not sit so close together as on many-

Tandems.
By removing three small bolts the Club Tandem can be

converted into an excellent front-steering machine for a

single rider.

I have had no experience in riding this machine, though

I have been on one, but I do not see how it can fail to

perform well.

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

XV.—WATER AND WATER-SUPPLIES—(coM^inwd).

Type VI.—" Chamberland's " Filter.—Amongst the
interesting group of exhibits in the French Court, under
the direction of the distinguished professor of the Ecole

Normale, of Paris, there are a few examples of this type of

filter open to inspection. It has been specially designed

for laboratory work, and consists of a hollow cylinder

closed at one end, made out of biscuit china
;
probably a

hydrous silicate of alumina and lime passed through a

preliminary or biscuit furnace. The water is forced to

percolate through the walls of this comparatively dense

material, and, in doing so, becomes divested of even the

minutest aerms, such as Bacilli, ic. ; and, so thoroughly

does it accomplish its work, that M. Pasteur has relied

upon it for water in his experiments upon the culture of

the lower forms of life.

Type VII.—Maignen's "Patent Filtre Eapide." We
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have reserved this type of filter for our final example,

ina-smuch as it will help us to explain in detail what a

thoroughly good household filter ought to be. Water
suitable for drinking and cooking should be free from taste

and smell, yet so aerated and cool as to become refreshing.

It is needless to say that it ought also to be not only free

from harmful matters, but more, its administration should

be beneficial. The commonest impurities that are met with

in waters are adventitious particles derived from the earth

or its atmosphere ; they are more or less of appreciable

dimensions, and include such matters as the silt and other

detritus of streams, and organic matter, both Jiving and

dead. There are also other impurities of a less evident

nature, derived from both living and inert matter dissolved

in the water ; so that the requirements of a perfect filter

are twofold : it should be an eflicient mechanical strainer as

well as a chemical separator. Nor is this all ; it must
conform to the peculiar senses of man ; to his organs of

taste, his eye, and—if the truth must be written—to his

pocket.

We insist at the beginning that the domestic filter

shall be " a thing of beauty," even though it be made of

such a homely substance as brown stoneware. Placed upon
the sideboard, chiflbnier, or other stand, the tap should be

at a convenient distance from the surface of the table, so

as to permit of the easy insertion of a tumbler beneath it,

as shown at Fig. 29. Such pedestals, we are glad to find.

Fig. 29.— Maignen's Re-

frigerating Stand, with

"Filtre Kapide" and Ball-

valve attached.

Fig. 30.—Sectional view of the

"Filtre Rapide." A, unfiltered

water ; B, screen ; c, granular " carho

calcis" ; D, powdered " carbo calcis"

;

E, asbestos cloth ; M, filtering frame
;

K, reservoir.

are supplied by !Mr. Maignen ; and we notice with pleasure

that he has turned the pedestal to account to serve as a

" refrigerating stand," Fig. 29, where the filtered water is

made to pass through a non-oxidisable tin pipe imbedded in

ice—a most delightful luxury for the summer months.

The filter-case ought to be constructed in such a way as

to permit of being taken to pieces, and the shapes of the

component parts such as to allow of their being easily and

thoroughly cleansed. It is but our duty to state that Mr.

P. A. Maignen must always be associated with this most

important advance in the structure of filter-cases as its

originator, and we may point to Fig. 30 as substantially a
perfected model We need not here enter into a detailed

explanation of Mr. Maignen's filter-case, as we have already
done so in a former issue. Those of our readers, however,
who cannot have access to our previous brochures, and
who are desirous of learning something more about Mr.
Maignen's filter-case than the pictured description, Fig. 30,

would do well to write to him for a copy of his excellent

pamphlet on the filtration of water.* We may observe,

however, that the filtering mechanism consists of a funnel,

M, Fig. 30, the expanded portion of which is pierced by-

many circular apertures ; that oi-er this an asbestos cloth is

fitted ; and that the filtering medium is deposited uniformly
over the ichole of this surface. The idea of the asbestos

cloth and perforated funnel has, we find, been taken ad-

vantage of by another manufacturer, but, most unfortunately

for him, he has reversed the funnel and made a kind of a

bag of it; over the hollow cone the asbestos cloth is tied,

and the perforations in the funnel are elongated slits
;

hence it is obvious that the filtering surface is only par-

tially available, and the filtered water is not properly

aerated, as in the filter-case Fig. 30, where the stem of the

funnel, suitably plugged with cotton wool, to prevent the
entry of disease-germs, allows a stream of purified air to

enter the reservoir of filtered water underneath.

The asbestos- cloth surface is undeniably Mr. Maignen's
invention ; it is of such a nature, that a very fine powder,
such as the " carbo calcis," enters into association with it in

such a way as to form one of the most perfect strainers

known. The cloth is subjected for a prolonged time to an
intense heat, so as to thoroughly purify it ere it is sent out
with the filter, and in order to cleanse it after continued

use, Mr. Maignen directs that it ought to be washed, and
then roasted before a clear fire ; this can be done in any
kitchen.

The filtering medium is termed carbo calcis, because it

is made of pure carbon and pure lime, combined by the

patented process. It is in such a fine state of division that

it has been estimated that one square inch, | inch thick,

contains over 200,000 square inches of adhesive or straining

surface. Thus, when spread over the asbestos cloth, it

ought to be capable of preventing ihe passage over of even
the smallest germs — e.g., excessively small Micrococci

measure only about -^^g inch in diameter, and other

Bacteria and Bacilli are proportionately larger ; even the

jtagella of Bacterium termo, i.e., the whip-like terminal

appeudicular organs of motion of the organism, measure

2 0*7 i"<=h in breadth.!

Fig. 31.—A Tillage Filter House.

Over the fine layer of powdered carbo calcis, D., Fig. 30,

a quantity of granular carbo calcis may be placed, as at C,

Fig. 30 ; this does not only arrest the coarser impurities in

* " Water, Preventable Disease, and Filtration." By P. A.
Maignen. 22 and 23, Great Tower-street, London, E.G., 18S-1.

t Dallinger, " Monthly Microscopical Journal," London, vol. xiv.

p. 105.
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the water, but prolongs the efficacy and speed of the filtra-

tion. As a chemical reactor, carho calcis is equal, if not

superior, to any other medium of its kind. It removes iron,

lead, sewage poisons, and even ammonia and sulphuretted

hydrogen. It also reduces the hardness of water to an appre-

ciable extent. As soon as it becomes foul, it may be replaced

by a fresh charge at a trifling cost, and thus entirely over-

comes the objection to the use of organic carbon as a filtering

agent.

The requirements of a good drinking water are that it

shall be tasteless, odourless, colourless, cool, and refreshing
;

that, in order to be so, it shall be ai'i-ated with purified air

or carbonic acid gas ; and that it shall neither be too hard
nor too soft, and be free from all septic or other dele-

terious impurities. The filter that can modify foul water
which is alike disagreeable to the eye, nose, and mouth,
and which, when it enters the alimentary system, becomes
dangerous, and endow it with all the qualities of good,

wholesome water, and which, moreover, is within the reach

of the humblest cottager, needs no word of commendation
—it speaks for itself. Such a filter is Maigoen's.

It is not, then, a matter for astonishment that the Exe-
cutive Council have deemed the " Filtre Rapide" worthy
of the place they have assigned to it, and visitors to the
Exhibition may now drink freely from the fountains with-

out any fear of being injured thereby. Mr. Maignen has in-

formed us that he has recently furnished the " Nile
Expedition Commission" with 800 filters. Each instru-

ment is capable of purifying from ten to twenty gallons per
hour, measures 18 by 12 by 10 inches, and weighs only

1 G lb. Two buckets are telescoped round the filter, one
furnished with a long strap to draw the water from the
river, and the other placed under the filter to receive the
purified water. We believe that Sir Peter Lumsden has
also taken a few of these valuable travelling companions
with him to Afghanistan. Doubtless the merits of the
Filtre Rapide will soon make it a universal favourite,

when the village smithy may be flanked on one side by its

rural "Filter House" (Fig. 31), and water companies seek
its aid to give us better water.

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.
A WEEK'S CONVERSATION ON THE PLURALITY OF

WORLDS.

By Mons. de Fontenelle.

with notes bt richard a. proctor.

THE SECOND EVENING (continued).

" X)UT what do you think," said she, "of the people in

JlJ the moon ; are they as fearful of an eclipse as we
are "i It would be a good jest to see the Indians there up
to the neck in water ; that the Americans should believe
the earth angry with them ; the Greeks fancy we were
bewitched, and would destroy their plants ; in short, that
we should cause the same consternation among them, as

they do here."

" And why not f' said I. " I do not doubt it at all ; for

why should the people of the moon have more wit than
we 1 What right have they to aflVight us, and not we
them 1 For my part, I believe that since a prodigious
company of men have been, and still are such fools to

adore the moon, there certainly are people in the moon
that worship the earth, and that we are upon our knees
the one to the other."

" But sure," said she, " we don't pretend to send any
influences to the moon, and to give a crisis to her sick

;

if the people have any wit in those parts, they will soon
destroy the honour we flatter ourselves with, and I fear we
shall have the disadvantage."

" Fear it not, madam," said I ; "do you think we are
the only fools of the universe? Is it not common for

ignorance to spread itself everywhere t 'Tis true, we can
only guess at the folly of the people in the moon, but I no
more doubt it, than I do the most authentick news that
comes from thence."

" What news comes from thence ? " said she.

" That which the learned bring us," I replied, " who
travel thither every day with their tubes and telescopes

;

they will tell you of their discoveries there, of lands, seas,

lakes, high mountains, and deep abysses."

"I fancy, indeed," said she, "they may discover mountains
and abysses, because of the remarkable inequality; but how
do they distinguish lands and seas 1

"

" Very easily," said I ; " for the waters letting part of

the light pass thro' them, send back but a very little, so

that they appear afar ofllike so many dark spots* ; whereas
the lands being solid, reflect the whole light, and appear
to be more bright and shining. The illustrious Monsieur
Cassini, a most compleat astronomer, has discovered

something in the moon which divided, then reunited,

and sunk in a kind of well : we may very probably

suppose this was a river. Nay, they pretend to be so

well acquainted with the several places, that they have
given them all names: one they call Copernicus, another

Archimedes, another Galiteus : there is the Caspian Sea,

the Black Lake, the Porphyrite Mountains ; in short, they

have publish'd such exact descriptions of the moon, that a

very almanack-maker will be no more to seek there than I

am in Paris."
" I must own, then," said the Marchioness, " they are

very exact ; but what do they say to the inside of the

country 1 I would very fain know that."

" 'Tis impossible," I replied ;
" the most learned astro-

nomers of our age cannot inform you. You must ask that

of Astolfo, who was carried into the moon by St. John. I

am going to tell you one of the agi-eeable follies of Ariosto,

and I am confident you will be well pleased to hear it. I

must confess he had better have let alone St. John, whose
name is so worthy of respect ; but 'tis a poetical licence,

and must be allowed. The poem is called ' Orlando

Furioso,' is dedicated to a Cardinal, and a great Pope has

honoured it with his approbation, which is prefixed to

several of the editions. This is the argument : Orlando,

nephew to Charlemain, runs mad because the fair Angelica

prefers Medore before him. Astolfo, a knight-errant, find-

ing himself one day in the terrestrial Paradise, which was
upon the top of a very high mountain, where he was carried

by his flying horse, meets St. John, who tells him, if he
would have Orlando cured, he must make a voyage with
him into the moon. Astolfo, who had a great mind to see

new countries, did not stand much for entreaty ; and im-

mediately there came a fiery chariot, which carried the

apostle and the knight up into the air. Astolfo, being no
great philosopher, was surprised to find the moon so much
bigger than it appeared to him when he was upon the

earth ; to see rivers, seas, mountains, cities, forests, nay,

what would have surprised me too, nymphs hunting in

those forests ; but that which was most remarkable was a

valley where you might find anything that was lost in our

world, of what nature soever—crowns, riches, fame, and
an infinity of hopes ; the time we spend in play and in

searching for the philosopher's stone ; the alms we give

* It is interesting to find Kepler's notion that tlie dark parts of

the moon are seaa prevailing after Cassini's time.—R. P.
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after our death, the verses we present to great men and
princes, and the sighs of lovers."

" I know not," said the Marchioness, " what became of

the sighs of lovers in Ai-iosto's time, but I fancy there are

very few of them ascend to the moon in our days."
" Ah, madam," replied I, " how many does your Lady-

ship send thither every day t Those that are addressed to

you, will make a considerable heap ; and I assure you the

moon keeps all safe that is lost here below. Yet I must tell

you, Ariosto does but whisper it, though every thing is

there, even the donation of Constantine, (the Popes have
pretended to be masters of Rome and Italy by virtue of a

Donation which the Emperor Constantine made Sylvester ;

and the truth is, nobody knows what is become of it.) But
what do you think is not to be found in the moon 1 Folly

;

all that ever was upon the earth is kept there still ; but in

lieu of it, it is not to be imagin'd how many wits (if I may
so call them) that are lost here, are got up into the moon

;

they are so many vials full of a very subtile liquor,

which evaporates immediately, if it be not well stopp'd
;

and upon every one of these vials the names are

written to whom the wits belong ; I think Ariosto

has heap'd 'em upon one another a little confusedly

;

but, for order sake, we will fancy 'em plac'd upon
shelves in a long gallery. Astolfo wondered to see

several vials full, inscribed with the names of persons

whom he thought considerable for their wisdom. To
confess the truth, I begin to fear, since I have entertained

you with these philosophical and poetical visions, mine is

not very empty : however, 'tis some consolation to me,

that while you are so attentive, you have a little glass full,

as well as your humble servant. The good knight found

his own wits among the rest, and, with the apostle's leave,

snuifed it all up his nose, like so much hungary-water ; but

Ariosto said he did not carry it far ; it returned again to

the moon a little after.

* The love of one fair Xortheni lass,

Sent back his wit unto the place it was.

" Well, he did not forget Orlando's vial, which was the

occasion of his voyage ; but he was cursedly plagued to

carry it, for heroes' wits are naturally very heavy, and
there did not want one drop of it. To conclude, Ariosto,

according to his laudable custom, addresses himself to his

mistress in the following beautiful verses :

—

Fair mistress, who for mo to Heaven shall fly,

To bring again from thence my wandering wit ?

Which I still lose, since from that piercing eye,

The dart came forth that first my heart did hit

:

Nor of my loss at all complain would I,

Might I but keep that which remaineth yet;
But if it still decrease, within short space,

I donbt I shall be in Orlando's case.

Tet, well I wot where to recover mine,
The' not in Paradise, nor Cynthia's sphere,

Yet doubtless in a place no less divine,

In that sweet face of yours, in that fair hair.

That ruby lip, in those two star-like eyes,

There is my wit, I know it wanders there

;

And with my lips, if yon would give me leave,

I there would search, I thence would it receive.

" Is not this very merry 1 To reason like Ariosto, the

safest way of losing our wits is to be in love ; for you see

they do not go far from us, we may recover 'em again at

our lips; but when we lose 'em by other means—as, for

example, by philosophising—whip, they are gone into the
moon, and there is no coming at 'em again when we
would."

" However," said the Marchioness, " our vials have an

* Sir J. Harrington's translation of " Orlando Purioso," lib. 36.

honourable station among the philosophers, when 'tis forty
to one but love fixeth our wits on an object we cannot but
be ashamed of. But to take away mine entirely, pray tell

me, but tell me seriously, if you beUeve there are any men
in the moon ; for methinks hitherto you have not been very
positive."

(To be continued).

©Iritorial (gosstp.

A CURIOUS illustration of the impossibility of abolishing

social distinctions reaches me from the other side of the
Atlantic. In an article on " Second-class Cars," in the
Railwatj Revieiv (a journal published in Chicago), I read :

—

Xo matter how much we may ignore, theoretically or politically,

the existence of class distinctions as something foreign to our
system of government, they do exist, nevertheless, as rigorously
and as unavoidably here as anywhere e!se, and in the relations o£
business they have got to be dealt with as snch.

Just SO ; for, as Horace wrote some 1,900 years ago,
" Naturam expellas furca, tamen usque recurret." You
may decree that one man shall be as good as another (and,

according, the Irishman's addendum is the venerable Joe
Miller, " A grate dale betther too ! "), yet people will no
more meet universally on an equality than oil and water
will unite in a bottle. You will never get the possessor of
birth, cultivation, and refinement to consort freely with
the vulgar and illiterate man, if you shout " Liberty,

equality, and fraternity " until you are black in the face ;

and the suggestion (from a purely business point of i-iew)

to establish second-class carriages in the greatest Republic
in the world affords pretty convincing proof that it is as

impossible, by legislation, to equalise men's social relations

as it is the length and shapes of their noses.

I WAS, I confess, much interested to read extracts from
EJsowLEDGE in the Hindu Excelsior Magazine, a monthly
Madras journal, conducted—and very ably conducted, too
—by a native gentleman, Mr. R. Sivasankara Pandiah, B.A.
It is pleasant to find that words penned primarily for

Englishmen are read with appreciation by those who,
though of different race and creed, and separated from us
by so many thousands of miles of land and water, are yet
our friends and fellow-subjects.

Every one who has an interest (and who has not V) in

the condition of our Lunacy Laws, should read the re-

markable series of papers, " My Experiences in a Mad-
house," which began in the Pall Mall Gazette for Aug. 27.

From some further particulars of the balloon of MM,
Renard and Krebs which have been received, it would
appear that its lifting power in excess of the entire

weight was but small, and that the weather was " presque
calme." It remains to be seen what progress can be made
against a gale of wind—or even a stiff breeze. I fear that

the problem of aerial navigation is not yet solved.

I HAVE received the Presidential address (on Psychology)
of the Hampstead Naturalists' Club, and am glad to find

that excellent Local Association in so flourishing a condi-

tion.

The Citizen states that since the removal of the Natural History
Collections from the British Museum to South Kensington the
number of daily visitors has diminished from 2,500 to about 1,000.
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AN APOLOGY TO DR. KTNNS.

I
INTIMATED, on p. 204, my earnest anxiety that justice

should be done to Dr. Kiuns. I now hasten to render

it. Having carefully read through the edition of his book just

published, from beginning to end, I feel that, differing, as

I do, from him in the inferences he draws from his facts, I

can the more willingly, and with the ler^s bias, bear testi-

mony to the entire accuracy of the very large number of

scientific facts which he has brought together. A para-

graph on abnormal refraction which appeared in the only

edition of " Moses and Geology " that I had previously

seen (and upon which I placed an interpretation repudiated

by Dr. K.) has been expunged from the present one ; and

I can only frankly express my regret that I should have

brought a charge of ignorance, which a simple perusal of

the volume before me suffices amply to refute. I do not

know whether it is necessary to reiterate here that I never

did—as assuredly I never intended to—make the very

slightest insinuation against Dr. Kinns's personal character,

honour, or veracity. They have been as unassailed in these

columns as they are unassailable.

ilftiifliiS*

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLK
Suggestions for Eslahlishing Popular and Educational

Museums. By Teos. Laurie. (London : Laurie.)—In

this pamphlet Mr. Laurie offers suggestions for the esta-

blishment of local museums of science and art, which

may be studied, not without profit, by those interested

in popular education. His ideas as to the collection of

objects illustrating the local industry of the place in which

the museum is situated seem good, and he further gives a

list of anatomical and physiological models, works of art,

wall charts, ifcc, which he considers should form part of

every collection established for educational purposes.

Hospital Sunday and Hospital Saturdaij. By Henry
C BuBDETT. (London : Ivegan Paul, Trench, &. Co.

)

1884.—Mr. Burdett finds gi-ave fault with the administra-

"tion of the funds collected on what are known as Hospital

Sunday and Hospital Saturday—especially with the latter.

All who are anxious that the very large sums of money
gathered on these days should be applied to the greatest

advantage to the alleviation of sickness and suffering,

should study the pamphlet whose title heads this notice.

Children's Dress. A Lecture delivered in the Lecture-

room of the International Health Exhibition by Miss

Ada S. Ballin. (London : W. Clowes <fe Son.)—This emi-

nently practical lecture may be commended to the serious

consideration of the parents of all young children. That

our present unscientific mode of clothing them gives rise to

imperfect development, disease, and even death, can un-

happily hardly be denied ; and those who wish to see their

youngsters happy and healthy can scarcely expend sixpence

more profitably than in the purchase of the instructive

pamphlet before us.

Text-book of Practical Solid or Descriptive Geometry. By
David Allan Low. Part II. (London: Longmans, Green,

<i Co., 1884.) This is the second volume of the work,

concerning the previous part of which we were able to

speak so favourably on p. 97. The commendation which

we bestowed upon that we are equally able to extend to

the conclusion of Mr. Low's really excellent book. We
have, however, one fault to find with it, and that is that

its author persists in that most unscientific solecism, the

use of " for inches. " means seconds of arc and nothing

else, and it is as legitimate—or as illegitimate—to employ

it to indicate a measure of length, as it would be to use £,

as the symbol for a gallon.

We have also on our table Cassell's Popular Gardening,

The Book of Health, The Library of English Literature,

European Butterflies and Moths, Cassell's Household Guide,

The Countries of t/ie World, and I'he Franco German War,

Longfellow's Poems (illustrated), all published by Cassell <fe

Co. ; Pitman's Musical Monthly, a surprisingly cheap and

useful publication for musical amateurs of limited means;

Water Supply to Villages and Rural Districts, by E.

Bailey-Denton, O.E., B.A. ; The Journal of Botany, Brad-

streets, The Railway Review, The Tricyclist, Society, The

Index, Our Monthly, the Hindu Excelsior Magazine, and
the Syllabus of the Day and Evening Classes of tlie Mason
Science College for 1884-5.

THE FACE OF THE SKY.
Fbom September 12ih to September 26th.

Bt F.E.A.S.

SPOTS and facalae continue to appear in safficient nnmber on the
Snn's disc to render the daily scrutiny of his sarface almost

certainly productive of interesting resnlts. The configuration of

the night sky may be gathered from Map IX. of " The Stars in

their Seasons," A minimum of Algol (" The Stars in their Seasons,"

Map I.) will happen at 2h.43m. a.m. on Sept. 25th. At 3 p.m. on the

19th, Mercury comes into inferior conjunction with the Sun, and is

of course but poorly placed indeed for the observer about this time.

He may, however, probably be caught as a morning star about the

time when these notes terminate. Venus is still a most striking

and brilliant object in the morning sky, rising as she does between
1 and 2 a.m. during the nest fortnight. In the telescope she pre-

sents the phase of the Moon in her last quarter. She attains her
greatest elongation (46^ 5') west at noon on the 21st. Neither Mars
nor Jupiter is yet in a position for observation. Saturn, however,
rises before 10 p.m. on the 12th ; and just after 9 o'clock at night

by the 20th. He is still to the north of '(, Tauri ("The Stars in

their Seasons," Map I.) Uranus is for the present removed from
the ken of the observer, as is Neptune too. The Moon is new on
the 19th, and she does not enter her first quarter until 21 minutes
past 10 o'clock in the morning of the 27th. She will only be fully

observable during the last three days of the interval which our
notes cover. During that period she will occult two stars at

moderately convenient hours. \Te gave the particulars of

the first occultation a fortnight ago on p. 182, but repeat

them here. On the night, then, of September 12th, the Moon,
before rising, will have occulted the 6ith mag. star BAG.,
1930. Later, after she has risen, the star will reappear from
behind her dark limb at llh. 14m., at an angle from her
vertex of 220°. The second occultation will occur on Sept. 25,

when the 6th mag. star 29 Ophinchi will disappear at the dark
limb of the Moon at 5h. 28m. p.m., at a vertical angle of 126°

;

reappearing at her bright limb, at an angle of 258° from her vertex

at Oh. 41m. p.m. When these notes begin the Moon is in Taurus, but
at 7 o'clock this evening she will pass into the extreme north part of

Orion. Twelve hours later, i.e., at 7 o'clock to-morrow morning,
she will have crossed this strip of sky and entered Gemini. It will

be 10 p.m. on the 14th before she quits Gemini for Cancer, and in

Cancer she remains until noon on the 16th, when she crosses its

boundary into Leo. Travelling through the last-named constella-

tion, she descends into Sextans at 3 p.m. on the 17th, re-emerging
in Leo at 3 o'clock the next morning. She finally quits Leo for

Virgo at 4 a.m. on the 19th. Her passage through Virgo occupies

until noon on the 22nd, at which hour she crosses the boundary
into Libra. At 1 p.m. on the 24th, she enters the narrow northern
strip of Scorpio, which she has traversed by midnight. She then
passes into the southern part of Ophiuchus, where she continues

until 10 p.m. on the 26th. At this hour she crosses into Sagittarius,

where we leave her.

The oldest college in the United States (with the exception of

Harvard), viz., William and Mary College, Virginia, has been com-
pelled to close its doors, having but one student at the beginning
of the present school year. It was founded in 1693, and has had
amongst its eminent ahtmju' Washington, Randolph, Tyler, Brecken-
ridge, and General Scott.

—

Atheiueutn.
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i¥li£!rfllanca.

We are pleased to learn that Mr. Charles Welah, who spent the

first seven years of his business career with the late Mr. Henry
S. King, has become a member of the well-kno\vn firm of Griffith

& Farran (henceforth to be styled Griffith, Farran, & Co.), pub-
lishers, St. Paul's-churchyard. On the death of Mr. Griffiths in

1877, Mr. Welsh went into the service of the firm, and by his skill,

energy, and good judgment contributed very materially to the great

e.'ctension of business which it has of late years enjoyed.

The Electeic.\l Reslstance of Ice.-—The resistance of ice has
been measured by M. G. Foussereau. He says he determined the

resistances of ice made from distilled water by taking for electrodes

two thin cylindrical and concentric plates of platinum. He found
the resistance became 15,000 times greater at the moment of con-

gelation. The specific resistances varied from 4,865 megs, at
— 1° C. to 53,540 megs, at — 17° C. " I found also," he says,
" that the resistance of ice varies with the nattire of the water
from which it is made. A sample of town water 65 times better

conductor than the distilled water previonsly mentioned gave ice

conducting 30 or 40 times better."

Axle Breakages in Germany.—The report of axle breakages in

1883 on the railways in the German Union shows a total of 157,

against 181 in the previous year. Of those breaking last year
122 were iron and 35 steel. One of these axles had been running
35 years, three more than 30 years, 10 more than 25 years, and
35 more than 20 years. The average life of thoaa whose age was
known was a little less than 15 years. Three of the broken axles

were under passenger cars, 100 under freight cars, 35 under tenders,

and 19 under locomotives. On the average they had ran more than
200,000 miles each. The causes of the breakages are given as

foUows :—Defects in material, 17; defective manufacture, 2; an
old crack which could not be detected, 39 ; an old crack which could
have been detected, 49; collisions, 3 ; derailment, 1; hot journals,

10 ; unknown, 36.

Sir Kich.\eu Owen's " History of British Fossil Reptiles," which
has been upwards of forty years in preparatioa, is now at length
ready for publication by Messrs. Gassell. On the preparation of
the 268 plates with which the volumes are enriched great labour
and attention have been lavished. The edition consists of 170
copies only (each copy being signed by Professor Owen), and no
farther number can be produced, as the plates from which the
illustrations have been printed have been destroyed. The publishers
are anxious to give an opportunity to the chief libraries of the
kingdom of acquiring the work. Among the original subscribers
were many distinguished men who are now dead, such as the Prince
Consort, the Duke of Buccleuch, the Earl of Derby (the grand-
father of the present earl). Sir P. de Malpas Egerton, Sir J. J.

Guest (the father of Lord Wimbome), Henry Hallara, Sir Robert
Inglis, Sir William Jardine, Professor Lindley, Sir Roderick
Murchison, Bishop Wilberforce, Chief Baron Pollock, Professor
Sedgwick, Dr. Whewell, Sir F. Thesiger, and Lord Wrottesley.

—

Athenceum.
Wear of English Coixs.—More than eleven thousand pounds

sterling worth of silver is wasted every year in the cotirse of the
circulation of crowns, half-crowns, florins, shillings, and sixpences.
One hundred sovereigns of the date of 1820, which were weighed in
1859 by Mr. Miller, showed a loss in weight through the wear of
circulation which was estimated at £1. 6s. 7d. Mr. Miller some
years ago made a number of precise experiments, from which it

was ascertained that £100 worth of sovereigns lost £3. 9s. 8-4d. of
their value in a hundred years. Similarly, £100 worth of half-
crowns lost £13. lis. 8-8d. ; £100 worth of shillings, £36. 14s. S'ld.;
and £100 worth of sixpences lost £50. ISs. 9 8d. in value, or more
than one-half in the hundred years. It will be noted here with
regard to the silver coins that the less the value the greater the
amount of wear. These lesser coins are, of course, most used, ard
so, in the case of a sixpence, a century's wear reduces it to less
than half its original value.

Brazilian Diamo.\d Mi.xes.— The diamond beds of Bahia and
Minas Geraes, in Brazil, are very similar in character as regards
the minerals composing them and their plateau form, or situation
on watercourses. A new bed has been recently opened on the Rio
Pardo, in Bahia, which presents some differences to those hitherto
known in Brazil. The country around is low and marshy, and
covered with forests. The working of these forests has led to the
discovery of the diamonds, which are found in a white clay along
with beds of decomposed leaves. The deposit appears of modern
formation. The minerals of the clay accompanying the diamond
are, according to M. Gorceux, quartz, si'.ex, monazite, zircon,
disthene, staurotede, grenat, almandine, corindon, and some oxides
of iron. There are no oxides of titanium, or tourmah'nes, as is

i

frequently the case in diamond beds. The clay appears to be from
its character and situation the debris of the granite mountains
bordering on the Bahia coast.

The Electric Light in South Africa.—The Diamond Fields

Advertiser, in noticing a meeting to be held at Kimberley, fur the

purpose of deciding as to whether the electric light shall continue

in public use or not, says :
—" As applied to Kimberley the light

has been an unqualified success, and has been a great boon to the

inhabitants as regards both the convenience and security of night

travelling in and around the town. To how great an extent the

safety of our streets has been enhanced it would be difficult

to estimate. But some idea may be formed from the

fact that outrages are seldom reported, and that the thorough-

fares are more free from danger. This has been so marked
that it has been well said that each lamp is equal to ten policemen.
When fires occur at night, as is most frequently the case, very little

looting takes place, because any irregularities of this kind are now
so easily detected that gentlemen whose activity would otherwise

lead them to secure the goods for their own benefit, instead of

trusting to the salvage, do not care to run the risk when the silver

rays of an electric lamp are radiating around them. The company
has never gone thoroughly into the matter of lighting the mines,

theatres, clnbs, churches, and private houses, but this could easily

be done by the adoption of incandescent lamps, and there can be
no doubt but that the results would prove to be of a highly satis-

factory nature."

The Progress of Xew York.—In 1771 the population of the city

of New York was a little over 21,000; and in 1786, three years
after the close of the revolutionary war, it had 23,614 inhabitants.

The several censuses taken during the past 100 years exhibit the

marvellously rapid strides which New York has made toward her
present imperial position. In 1790, however, the population was
little more than it was in 1771 ; but by 1800 it had risen to 60,515.

The remaining censuses are thus given :—1810, 96,373 ; 1814,

95,518; 1820, 123,706; 1825, 166,086; 1830, 202,589; 1835,

270,089; 1840, 312,710; 1845, 371,223; 1850, 515,547; 1855,

629,908; 1860, 813,669; 1865, 726,384; 1870, 942,292; 1875,

1,041,886; and 1880, 1,206,299. On only two occasions

has the enumeration shown a decrease from the figtires

of the preceding census. The first time was after the war
of 1812, and the second after the Civil War. The population

of New York city has doubled six times within a century—doub ing,

on an average, once in every 17 years. In other words, the New York
of to-day is 64 times as large as the New York of 100 years ago.

The rate of increase in the country at large is insignificant beside

that of the metropolis. In 100 years the population of the United
States has multiplied itielf by 16, bat the population of New York
has increased at four times that rate. At the rate of increase

shown by the last 25 yesirs alone—a rate diminished by the decline

of American commerce and the influence of the Civil War—there

are children now nursing who will behoW. a New York city contain-

ing no less than 10,000,000 inhabitants.

A RETCRx is published containing the gross receipts and the work-
ing expenses of the twelve chief railway companies during the first

six months of this year, as compared with the corresponding period

of last year. The gross receipts of these twelve companies for the

whole six months are £25,609,075, a diminution of nearly £20,000

since last year; the working expenses are £13,748,990, an increase

of nearly £80,000. The net receipts, therefore, £11,880,985, this

year, are less by nearly £100,000 than those of last year. The fol-

lowing six companies show an increase in net receipts since last

year :—London and Brighton has increased from £455,193 to

£457,289 ; South-Eastern, from £469,129 to £486,136 ; Great

Eastern, from £673,373 to £746,259 ; London and South- Western,

from £559,295 to £573,012 ; Lancashire and Yorkshire, from

£802,325 to £831,782 ; Great Northern, from £722,057 to £734,767.

On the other hand, sis companies have diminished in net receipts.

Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincoln, from £459,109 to £441,622;

London, Chatham, and Dover, from £242 989 to £242,248 ; North-

Eastern, from £1,594,955 to £1,470,997; Great Western, from

£1,875,216 to £1,869,769; Midland, from £1,668,450 to £1,653,882;

and London and North-Westem, from £2,437,380 to £2,353,222.

If now we look to the proportion that working expenses bear to

gross receipts, we shall find that this year the expenses of the

twelve companies, taken together, have slightly increased from 53'4

to 537 per cent, of the gross receipts. It we take each company
separately, we shall find the working erpenses bear the following

proportion to the gross receipts :—Great Northern, 5S'9 ;
London

and Sonth-Western, 57'7 ; London, Chatham, and Dover, 57'2;

Great Eastern, 554 ; Lancashire and Yorkshire, and London,

Brighton, and South Coast, 545 each; Midland, 534; Manchester,

Sheifield, and Lincoln, 532 ; North-Eastem, 513 ; South-Eastern,

52-3; London and North-Westem, 52-1; Great Western, 51. In

each case the percentage is given.
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"Lot Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfbed Tennysob.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possiily he in-

serted. Correspondents must not le offended, therefore, should their
letters not e/ppear.

All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor o»
Knowledge ; all Business communications to the Pdelishebs, at the

Office, 74, Qreat Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended to
DELAYS AEISE FOB WHICH THE EdITOB IS NOT BESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should be made
payable to Messbs. Wtman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.
No COMMUNICATIONS ABE ANSWEEED BY POST, EVEN THOUGH STAMPED

AND DIBECTED EKTELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

SHOOTING STARS AND METEORITES.
[1389]—It seems to have been formerly assumed, without

inquiry, that shooting stars and meteorites are identical. It is not,
therefore, very surprising that subsequent investigators, finding
that there were no sufficient grounds for this assumption, should
have concluded that they were wholly distinct. This, for instance,
is the opinion of the distinguished Astronomer Royal for Ireland,
Dr. Ball. It seems to me that this is going too far in the opposite
direction, but I rather vrrite to elicit your opinion and that of
some of your distinguished correspondents than with a view of ex-
pressing a strong opinion of my own. Dr. Ball thinks that the
shooting stars which enter our atmosphere are vaporised before
they reach the earth. This is probably true of some of them.
Others, I should think, from the angle at which they strike our
atmosphere, shoot through it without vaporisation (though perhaps
heated so as to become luminous), and emerge with little altera-

tion on the other side. But supposing that the shooting star is

vaporised, what becomes of it afterwards ? It can hardly be sup-
posed to form a permanent addition to our atmosphere, for the
heat required to vaporise it will no longer exist after its

motion is arrested. The most natural result would seem
to be that the vapour thus created should solidify in fine dust
(seeing that the vapovir must be very rare when gene-
rated) and fall on the earth in that condition. And
this, perhaps, may be the origin of some of the dust-
showers which have been attributed to terrestrial volcanic agency.
But though, of course, the vaporisation of the shooting star, as
it is called, would increase the resistance to its motion, considering
the great speed of these bodies it might fail to arrest it altogether.
The vapour might continue to move, get clear of our atmosphere,
and soUdify again outside of it. In this, however, it is evident
that its orbit would be materially altered. The earth's attraction
and the resistance of the atmosphere would coerce it to travel in a
new course quite distinct from its former one, and in much nearer
proximity to our earth. The same observation would apply to a
shooting star which had passed through a section of our atmosphere
without vaporisation. Its proximity to us and the resistance of
the portion of the atmosphere which it encountered would alter its

course materially, and even perhaps make the earth rather than the
sun the centre round which it moved for the future. This might
occur though the star had not actually entered our atmosphere, or
had not entered it tar enough to become luminous. The shooting
stars, whose orbits were thus altered by the earth's attraction,
would approach it more closely in their subsequent visits, and their
motion would experience further retardation at each collision with
the atmosphere ; and in this way it seems to me that they might
finally drop to the earth without being heated to Itmiinosity at the
time of the actual contact. They would, moreover, before this

period arrived, cease to be identified with any particular group of

shooting stars. They would have wandered so far from the
original course of the Leonids, the Perseids, or the Andromedes,
to which they had once belonged, that their origin could no longer
be distinctly traced. But that genuine shooting stars—highly in-

candescent bodies—have fallen to the eai'th at certain times can
hardly, I think, be doubted. Thus the " fire-ball " whose course
Dr. Ball traces in his treatise on astronomy must, I think, have
fallen into the sea not far from the Scilly Isles, and it seems to have
presented all the prominent chai'acteristics of a shooting star. Why,

then, should we seek for the origin of meteorites in volcanoes on
the earth or the moon if shooting stars which have been once
brought tmder the influence of the earth's attraction, and thus
diverted from their former orbits, will account for them Y

W. H. S. MoscK.

BRILLIANT 3IETE0R—SILENT LIGHTNING.
[1390]—On the 3rd of July, 1884, a very brilliant meteor was

seen all over eastern Ontario and northern New York. I was at a
pic-nic at the time. The sun had set, but there was plenty of
light in the sky. The meteor nearly followed the equator from
east to west. Its colour was bluish white, and it suddenly burst
like a rocket when about 20° above the horizon. It looked so close,

that my first impression was that one of our party had let off a fire-

work. After bursting, a line of light about 8° long marked the
latter part of its track for fully fifteen minutes. It was at first

straight, but gradually broke up into a serpentine shape, like bo
much smoke.
From comparison with its apparent track, as seen at other places,

it appears to have passed over the northern part of the State of
New York.

Last summer I was travelling in Nebraska and Colorado during
very thundery weather, and several times noticed flashes of
lightning in clouds almost overhead, without any sound following.
On one evening in particular these silent flashes in a cloud at an
altitude of about 60' were almost continuous for nearly an hour.
While in Nebraska I witnessed a hailstorm which completely

destroyed all the crops over a tract seven miles by two. The
stones were the size of large plums, and were driven nearly hori-

zontally by a violent wind. This happened on the evening of a
very hot, still day. Uusafib.

DEAN SWIFT AND THE SATELLITES OF MAKS.
[1391]—In connection with " Simplex's " quotation from Swift

anent the Martian moons, may I be permitted to give a rough
version of M. Flammarion's racy comments on the same subject in
" Les Terres du Ciel " (Paris: 1884). Having quoted from "Gul-
liver," as " Simplex " does, the brilliant Frenchman proceeds ;

—

" Here truly is fiction singularly like truth. The prophets of the
Bible were never so clear about Christ, and in inspiration Swift is

the superior of Daniel and of Jeremiah. Something for weak-
kneed theologians to think over. Had some archaeologist found an
inscription to that effect in the ruins of Egypt or Assyria, those
who venerate the past would not fail to have concluded that our
ancestors had optical instruments of enormous power. However,
it is certain that neither Kepler, nor Swift—nor Voltaire, who
writes to the same effect in his delightful "Micromegas"—had
seen the Martian moons, and that theirs was merely a happy
thought. We, in our turn, might conclude that Uranus had 16
satellites and Neptune 32; but it is likely that here reasoning from
analogy would lead us astray from the truth." Abthue Mee.

[In so far as M. Flammarion's argument is directed to showing
that the coincidence betiveen the mention of a previously unsus-

pected fact, and the subsequent discovery of its objective existence,

may well be a mere coincidence and nothing more, it is quite legiti-

mate. I protest, however, against one, at least, of his iUnstrations

as irrelevant. To wantonly and offensively attack what has been,

and is, held sacred by some of the best and wisest men the world
has yet seen, is neither science nor common sense.

—

Ed.]

FALSE PERSPECTIVE.

[1392]—I perceive that the rudiments of perspective still engage
the attention of your correspondents.

Their opposed views may be grouped into two classes. To one
order of minds there appear—firstly, an object ; secondly, an eye
to see it with ; and, thirdly, a mental picture. The physical picture

is like Banquo's ghost, not discernible by two people in one place at

one time. To the other order of minds there is a fourth factor in

the case—namely, a physical picture outside the eye, not at all to

be confounded with the mental picture within.

Letter 1359 in your No. 146 iUnstrates the triple factor system

exceedingly well. T. E. (R.) Jones contemplates certain posts as

external objects, and acknowledges certain appearances or seemings

to the inner consciousness. For instance, he says " the post at a

will appear taller," &c. ; but he has no word to say about the

relation of the appearances to the physical picture, considered as a
stubborn fact, equally objective and external to the eye, with that

other external matter which artists call the subject of the picture.

Your correspondent's strong line A B cannot be the picture,

because it does not intercept any lines of light travelling in direc-

tions between the posts and the observer at A. Adopting his

illustration as regards the posts, I will superadd three different
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illustrations of the fourth factor in the case, and its influence. As
the upright posts show only as points ou the ground-plan, so does
the upri<;ht plane of the picture show only as a mere line. I will,

in the first place, show it at P P ; o, h, c, d, c, and / being the posts,
and A the observer, agreeably to your correspondent's intention.
Under these circumstances former correspondents have already
threshed out the subject. I may refer especially to letter 13il,
from J. Bacon (K.nowledge Xo. 142). But other positions Q Q,
R R for the jjlane of the pictviro will cciually answer the condition
of intercepting the rays of light a to A, and / to A.

Let me examine the result of assuming Q Q to be the position of

the plane of the picture, with the help of tho accompanying vertical

section. Uere A being the observer, the several posts coincide
with another in place on the section ; or stated otherwise, the last

post, /, hides aU tho others. The several rays of light, Aa, Afc, Ac,
&c., on the plan, are shown in section leading from foot and top of

S'
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revolves, each pair of spokes is brought into the position occupied
an instant before by another pair. If, then, the intersection of
two spokes gives rise to any appearance, the revolution of the
wheel will cause that appearance to become a continuous curved
line. The effect of the apparent intersection is, of coarse, to shut
out from sight a portion of the further spoke ; and, if the edge of
the latter be brightly illuminated, this occasions a very definite
optical effect. It is to this eclipse of the bright edge of the re-
moter spokes that these optical curves must be ascribed.
The mathematical investigation of these curves is not without

interest, and will afford a useful exercise to the student who
desires to find the equation. We shall not enter into the details of
the work, but merely indicate some of the results at which we have
arrived.

Considering the visible appearance as projected on the vertical
plane, it will be found that the curves traced on that plane are of
the fourth degree, that they are divided into two loops by the
perspective trace of the axle (which accounts for the change of
position as the machine passes the eye), and that the projections of
the two points from which the spokes spring are singular points on
the curves. Lastly, any curve of the system may be generated as
follows :—Given a point, a line, and a circle, the curve is the locus
of a point such that the product of its distances from the point
and line bears a constant ratio to the square of the tangent drawn
to the circle. A. St. John Clerke.

THE WICKED FLEA.

[1395]—To exterminate the pestilence that walketh as well as
the one that hoppeth by night, I have found nothing so efficacious
as to pepper the mattress finely with dry bleaching powder, which
is best carried in a bottle. Take care not to let any stay in lumps,
as it rots clothes. City Bee.

PARKGATE.

[1396]—Having lived at Parkgate for over two years, I beg to
doubt Mr. Percy Enssell's opinion (expressed in Knowledge No. 147)
as to the fitness of the estuary for a haven for commercial fleets.
Half-way across there is a large sandbank, which very, in fact
most, often is not covered by the tide, and consequently a fishing-
boat left in its neighbourhood is perfectly safe without an anchor.
Parkgate now is far from being a watering-place, or competing

as such. The cause of its decay is, I believe, twofold— (1), that the
channel of the Dee has changed from the Parkgate to the Welsh
side of the estuary. (2) The obnoxious smells coming across the
river from the Kent chemical works. Parkgate, however, has its
attractions, and nothing could be pleasanter than a night's shrimp-
fishing in Bill Smith's boat round Hilbury Island, and never were
shrimps so good as those fresh from the boiling-pot on deck.

Certainly, Parkgate, from a picturesque point of view, is unique,
and the old adage, " All on one side, like Parkgate," is literally
true, even down to the curious railway-station. P. W. T.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
F. CowLET.—Tour request almost amounts to one that I should

give you the catalogue of a small library. Toa had better get
Doctor Brewer's " Reader's Handbook," Lempriere's " Classical
Dictionary," Bohn's " Dictionary of Classical Quotations," Tod-
hunter's books on Trigonometry and the Differential and Integral
Calculus (see also lessons on the former in these columns), Cassell's
" Latin Grammar," Delille's " French Grammar," &c. How can
I possibly tell what book Mr. George Augustus Sala recommends ?—C.iPTAiN D.Forbes. Many thanks; utilised elsewhere.— Scientist.
There is no such thing as an " art of writing with special reference
to scientitic work." My own experience of the caligraphy of
men of science induces me to imasine that it ranges from
moderate badness down to practical illegibility. — Berks. Your
informant was either a knave or a fool ; most probably the latter.

—

QuiDAM. Every discovery of an additional three weeks' supply of
coal in this country possesses both popular and scientific import-
ance, in view of the fact that the total amount of coal-bearing
strata beneath these islands is limited.

—

Ne Sutor tltea Crepi-
DAM. What a pity you don't take your own motto to heart. I con-
gratulate you on your champion. Were I to print the author's
name, even you might admit that he requires no instruction in the
subject you refer to.—G. W. N. " Popularising Astronomy " is a
subject with which certainly more than one member of our staff is

competent to deal.

—

Charles Proerel. Much too metaphysical
for these columns.

—

Vega. Jevon's " Elementary Lessons in

Logic," and " Studies in Deductive Logic," both published by
Macmillan & Co., ought to suit you. The best small volume on
elementary geology is Page's " Advanced Text-Book," published
by Blackwood.—Aectcrus. Kindly consult Vol. IV. of Know-
ledge, pp. 68, 84, 100, 116, and 139.—Harold Rowntree
proposes to get to the North Pole of the earth by sub-
marine navigation. I presume that Mr. Rowntree is aware that
icebergs have been seen rising between 200 ft. and 300 ft. above
the sea, and that something like eight times their visible mass
must have been submerged. Has he provided against running into
the base of one of these stupendous floating islands ? He will ex-
plain the design of his vessel to any one who may care for such
explanation.

—

Faciebat. M. Mouchot ought to win one of the
Tit-Bits prizes. I have not read Mr. J.'s article, and your extract
is not too intelligible in the absence of the context ; but, of course,
the tremulous motion of objects in landscape, viewed in blazing
sunshine, is more perceptible in the distance, because they are seen
through a long stratum of heated air. Every ray of the sun which
reaches the earth brings actinic power with it.— H. W. Pake. See
paragraph at the bottom of col. 1, p. 62.—R. G. Tour coincidence
is of much too commonplace a character to justify me in occupying
space with it.

—

George S. Gibes. I cannot reprint letters te other
journals.—Lekrvn. Professor Clifford died at Madeira on March 3,
1879. It is absolutely and utterly false that he joined the
Church of Rome before his death. See pp. 24, 25, and 26 of
Vol. I. of his "Lectures and Essays," published by Macmillan.—Nemo. There is a table of semidiurnal arcs in Chambers's
" Mathematical Tables," by the aid of which the approximate time
of rising may be found of any star whose declination and time of
southing are given.—H. B. L. The proceedings of the Learned
Societies are practically all purchasable by the public, though, as a
rule, not in numbers, but in volumes. Single numbers, however, of
the Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society may be bought at
Williams & Norgate's, and volumes of the R.A.S. " Monthly
Notices" of the same publishers. I do not know the name of the
publishers of the Geological or Linnaean Society's transactions.—

A

Well-Wisher (Burra-Burra, S.A.). Without reprinting an entire

paragraph verbatim here, I may mention that what Mr. Jago says
is, that alum possesses the power of arresting the action of the
gluten of damp flour on its starch, prevents the decomposition of
starch, and bread from becoming sour or mouldy. Yonr complaint
about numbers forwarded to the publishers. Thanks for friendly

expressions.

—

Algeexon Beay points out that the mere labour of the
production of a magic cube is less than is supposed (especially

when the root is a prime number). Letter forwarded.—H. A. B.
The book from which you quote is a mere compilation, destitute of

the slightest scientific authority. The difficulty about the Equation
of Time seems wholly of your own creation. On November 2 in

this year the Sun will south in London at lib. 43m. 41s. a.m., as
shown by a clock indicating Greenwich mean-time, and will set

there at 4h. 29m. p.m., as shown by the same clock.

—

Commentator.
Oh, good gracious ! It is related that after a Devonshire parson
had stated in a sermon that Commentators did not agree with him,
a farmer waited on him with a present of a basketful of potatoes,

saying, that as his spiritual pastor had intimated " that common
'taturs didn't agree with him, he had brought him a basket of his

best kidneys, which he hoped he would find more wholesome." I

am a little afraid that the readers of Knowledge would cry out for

something " more wholesome " after the few columns into which
your communication would print.—W. Hepwoeth Collins. The
writer of the letter of which you enclose a cutting is not
responsible for his actions, and to print it would do him
more harm than good.

—

John W. STANiroRXH is exercised about
the dynamics of a briar-root pipe ; which, floating on the sea

about half-a-dozen yards from the shore, of course bowl upwards,
remained sensibly in one spot, and for a quarter of an hour rotated

from east to west about north round its stem as an axis. Its

moment of inertia would of course operate in rendering the

direction of its motion persistent.

—

Dr. E. South. I cannot say oft-

hand who was the first person to point out the unsoundness of

Olbers's idea, bat each fresh discovery of an asteroid, and the

manner in which they are grouped, adds to the accumulated mass
of proof that they can never have been united in a single body.

Are yon aware that the nodes of their orbits lie in all parts of the
ecliptic ?

—

Arnold T. Reed. Professor Jevons was entirely correct

;

the moon's (so-called) "changes" have nothing to do with the

weather in any shape or way. If the "marble" is composed of

carbonate of lime, it will attract the lime in the water to itself, for

a pretty obvious chemical reason. The best book on electrical

measurement, at a moderate price, is " Kempe's " Handbook of

Electrical Testing."—A. G. White. I do not myself know the
Table of Pythagoras, and am many miles from a copy of Peacock's
" History of Arithmetic," in the Encyclopaidia iletropoUtana, the
likeliest place to find an account of it.
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(Bnv ZM)i^t Coliinm.

By Five of Clubs.

THE LAST TRICKS.

SKILL at 'Whist is chiefly shown as the last few tricks are made.
The steady conduct of the hand according to sound principles,

and with careful attention to the fall of the cards, leads to a satis-

factory (or the best available) position at the close, and the atten-

tive player can usually tell precisely what that position is. But
to take advantage of good points in the position, or to avoid

threatened loss, requires other qualities than (as a rule) have been
suificient for the earlier conduct of the hand. The play is now like

that of a doublo-duramy game. (Jnly a trick or so may perhaps
depend on correct strategy at this stage ; but a game^or a rubber

may depend on that trick.

The chief points arising at the close of a game are these :— (1)

The right of choice of cards to throw away to winning cards either

of the enemy or of your partner ; (2) placing the lead; and (3)

what may bo regarded as a combination of both points, the recog-

nition of the necessity which sometimes arises for throwing away
a winning card or an extra trump—playing what is called (after

Deschapelles) the grand cnnp.

Necessity for care in choosing the right card or cards to throw
away to tricks won by partner or the adversaries, may arise in

several ways, and a case of this kind may be simple or difiicnit

according to circumstances. Thus you have a card which would be
a certain winning card if yon had to lead it, which yet is of no
value to you because the suit is certain not to be led. In this case

you throw it away without hesitation. Again you may have to

choose between throwing away a trump (to a suit already trumped
higher by the enemy) or a certain or possible winning card in a
plain suit, yet though this seems like the grand coup the question

may be one of extreme simplicity, from the consideration that the

trump will certainly be of no use to you (being at once drawn by
the enemy if retained) while the good plain-suit card may take a

trick. Again the choice between two good cards to throw away
may be a little more diflBcult, because you may be in doubt which
of the two suits will be eventually led ; or of two second-best

cards, you may doubt which to throw because while you are certain

that one or other of the best cards to those suits must be discarded

by the enemy you cannot tell which it will be. Or lastly, the ques-
tion may be of discarding guarding cards, and you may be in doubt
which of two suits must be most carefully guarded.

It is impossible to lay down rules here, since each case must be
dealt with as it arises, and the number of cases is legion. Nothing
but great care and attention can save you from losing tricks at the
end of several of the hands played in the course of an evening by
discarding from the wrong suit. But when, by carefully following
the fall of the cards, you know where the command in each suit

lies, and also where small cards which will have to be led are
situate, you generally have a tolerably easy problem towards the
end of the game, in selecting which cards to throw away and which
to retain.

Skill in throwing the lead is akin to Whist memory, in that it

comes to be instructive with practice. A good player feels, when
he holds a major tenace, for example, that he must throw the lead
so that the holder of second best guarded shall have to play before
him ; while when the major tenace is against him he feels, without
any occasion for thinking about it, that the holder of that tenace
must, if possible, be made to play before him.

There are often simple cases of throwing the lead, in which,
nevertheless, the average player frequently blunders, if not on
every occasion which arises:—Thus leader holds the major tenace
and a small card against the minor tenace and a small card, in

trumps or in a plain suit after trumps are extracted. In nine cases
out of ten the average player, even though he has seen enough to
know how the matter stands, leads nevertheless the best card,
transferring the adversary's minor tenace into major tenace,
through which he has to lead, losing therefore both the remaining
tricks. It is so obvious that in such a position the small card
should be led, that it seems hardly worth while to notice the point

;

yet we see tricks lost in this way repeatedly ; of course, by leading
a small one, even though the trick may be made by the adversary's
small one, yet as he has to lead from his minor tenace you make
two tricks.

Ore sometimes hears a weak player explain that he could not
lead a particular card because he knew an adversary would take
the trick, though this may be just what he should have done to
save the game. You know, suppose, that the player to your left

has the winning Spade, the second best and two small Clubs, you
holding a small Heart, the major tenace in Clubs, and a small

Spade (trumps all out)
; you know, further, that your partner has

the best Heart and three small Clubs, the adversary to yonr rio-ht
having only small cards, so that he can get no lead. You want
three tricks to save or to win the game. Under these circum-
stances if you lead a Heart, your partner makes a trick in Hearts,
and must then lead a Club through your tenace

;
you make a trick

in Clubs, and the remaining two tricks go to the enemy. But now
suppose that you had led a Spade. I'our adversary to the left
takes the trick, by which you lose nothing, as he must have taken
it anyhow. But now he has to lead a Club ; and, however he leads,
you make two tricks in Clubs, lead your small Heart, and give a
third trick to your partner.

The grand coup consists in throwing away a trump or a winning
card in order that yon may not escape a lead, where leading would
lose you a trick. Suppose for instance in the case just considered,
that your opponent to the left either knew his partner had the
second best Spade, or else that the game could not be saved unless
he had that card. Then if before the ninth trick he had thrown
away his winning Spade, retaining say a small Heart or Club—it

matters not which—he would have played the grand coup, savin"
the game if his partner could make the Spade trick, and in any
case taking the only course to save it. For now, if you lead the
Spade and the trick falls to opponent on your left, then whether
he leads a Club or a Heart your tenace in Clubs must be led through,
and the guarded second best Club on your left must make another
trick. Even it it so turns out that you yourself have the best
Spade after yonr opponent on the left has" discarded his winning
one, he loses nothing. He makes a trick in Clubs, anyhow.
Put yourself in his position, and see how the grand coup in this

case comes to be played ;

—

B holds
Diam.—S. Clubs—5, 4, 2.

Clubs—Kn, 7, 3
Hearts—

5

Spades—

Q

r
holds

Hearts Q.

f Diam
Z

holds

Diam.—Q.
A holds

Clubs—Q, 9. Hearts-

Kn
Clubs—

6

Hearts—6, 3
Spades—9 or

-i. Spades—8 or 9.

You are Y; Diamonds are trumps; A leads Diamond Q ; and you
know how the above cards lie, all but the position of the Eight and
Nine of Spades. How shall you play ? If you discard Heart Five,
or Club Three, A leads his small Spade, you make the trick, and
make no more. If on the contrary you discard the winning Spade,
then, however A plays, your Club Knave will eventually make, bo
that you have lost nothing; while if A holds the smaller Spado of
the two left, you gain a trick, and your partner wins the trick,
(since A cannot escape leading his Spade).
The grand coup is commonly understood to mean thejithrowing

away of a useless trump, either by under-tramping your partner, or
by trumping a trick which he has already won. If you have the
major tenace and a small card in trumps, and a plain card (winning
or not), while your right-hand adversary has the minor tenace only,
or the second best guarded in trumps, the possession of that small
trump may force you to lead from your major tenace, in which case,
of course, the adversary will make a trick. But if you can part with
that small trump, without losing a trick in doing so, your tenace
will be load up to, and every trick be made.
The games which have appeared in past numbers of Knowledge

illustrate many interesting cases of end-play, coups, &c.

*,* The instructions for play which have appeared in past
numbers of K\owr,EPi;E will shortly be published in book-form for
reference ; and hereafter about two games monthly will be published
in these columns.

The MoscjfiTo's IxsTRf.MEXT OF Torture.— It appears that in

the" bill "ot the little beast alone there are no fewer than fire

distinct surgical instruments. These are described as a lance, two
neat saws, a suction-pump, and a small Corliss engine. It appears
that when a " skeeter" settles down to his work upon a nice tender
portion of the human frame, the lance is first pushed into the tlesh,

then the two saws, placed back to back, begin to work up and down
to enlarge the hole, then the pump is inserted, and the victim's
blood is siphoned up to the reservoirs carried behind, and finally,

to complete the cruelty of the performance, the wretch drops a
quantity of poison into the wound to keep it irritated. Then the
diminutive fiend takes a fly around just to digest your gore, and
makes tracks for a fresh victim, or if the first has been of unusual
good quality he returns to the same happy hunting-ground. The
mosquito's marvellous energy, combined with his portable operating
chest, make him at once a terror and a pest.

—

Sportsman.
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^ur CftfSsi Column*
By Mephisto.

PROBLEM No. 127.

EXDING FROM ACTUAL PLAT.

Amateur.

Blacz.

"Whitb.

Mr. Robey.

White to play and win.

Xo. 128.

By Clakence.

Black.

White.

White to play and mate in two moves.

GAMBIT DECLINED.

Of all the openings the Gambits lead to the most Uvely games.

By advancing 2. P to KB4, on the second move, White temporarily

abandons this P, bnt he is compensated for the sacrifice by obtain-

ing a speedy development of his pieces, and a correspondingly

strong attack. It is nndoubtedly true that, both for recreation

and study, Gambits are invaluable sources of enjoyment and in-

stmction. Nevertheless, occasions may occur when it wiU be
found desirable to decline the Gambit, as that course nndoubtedly
leads to a safer and easier line of play ; as, for example, when
meeting a stronger player or when receiving odds. In the latter

case, especially, it is desirable to avoid Gambits, for, as we have
shown some time ago, it is positively suicidal to accept certain

Gambles when receiving the odds of QKt.
After 1. P to K4, P to K4, 2. P to KB4, Black can decline the

Gambit by playing 2. P to Q4 at once, or as follows :—2. P x P.

3. Kt to KB3, P to Q4. White would not gain any advantage by
playing 4. P to K5, as Black could defend his P by P to KKt4,
and White could never bring the KB to bear upon KB7, the chief

support of the Gambit attack. If, on the other hand, 4. P x P,

Black can now play 4. B to Q3, which will give him an even and
safe game, or he may play 4. Q x P. 5. Kt to B3. Here the tyro

is exposed to a danger which he ought to know, in order to be

Blace.

able to avoid it. If now 5. Q to K3 (ch), K to B2, White now
threatens to win the Q by playing B to Kto (ch), followed by
R to Ksq. Black, of course, can prevent this by plaving B to Q2
or Q to Kt3, but in either case he will have a difficult game to play,

while White will soon bring his R to K sq. and K to Kt sq. Instead
of the (ch) ivith the Q after 5. Kt to B3, Black will do better to
reply with .5, Q to Q sq. Whatever White does. Black ought to be
able to hold his own. If 6. P to Q4, B to Q3, G. B to B4.
The position now requires a little attention. Of course, 6. Q to

K2 (ch) for Black would not be good, on account of K to B2
threatening E to K sq., or if 6.

Kt to B3, then 7. Q to K2 (ch),

if Q interferes. White takes the

Black Q, compelling the K to

retake, with an tmfavonrable posi-

tion. 6. Kt to K2 would be worse
still, for White would immediately
play 7. Kt to K5, Castles. 8.

Q to E5, with a won game. Bnt
Black may play 6. P to KE3. 7.

Castles. Kt to K2. 8. Kt to K2,
P to KKt4, with a good game.
Although this is, in reality, an

accepted Gambit, yet it avoids all

the well-known Gambit attacks,

and Black plays P to KKt4 under
more favourable conditions. Black
must nowseek to develop hisgame;

for that purpose the following moves may serve :—B to KKt5,
P to QB4, Q to Kt3, &c. Castling on the Q's side would give Black
a great advantage.

(To he continued.)

i

Whitb.

Through Farringdon-street Junction of the Metropolitan Bail-

way 1,800 trains pass in twenty-three hours every day. There are

four lines of rails, used by the Metropolitan, Great Northern,
Midland, London, Chatham, and Dover, and Metropolitan Exten-
sion Companies. The total number of passengers conveyed over

our railways in 18S3, exclusive of season-ticket holders, was—first-

class, 36,387,177; second-class, 66,096,784; third-class, 581,233,476:

total, 683,718,137; and season-ticket holders, 180,000,000. Of
minerals there were conveyed 189,485,612 tons ; of general mer-
chandise, 76,897,356 tons; number of miles run by passenger

trains, 139,545,464 ; number of miles run by goods and mineral

trains, 129,351,774 ; total miles run, 268,897,236 ; miles of railways,

18,668 ; number of persons employed, 367,660.
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OUR TWO BRAINS.
By Richard A. Proctor,

(Continued from page 190.)

IN tte remarkable case -n-hich closed the last portion of

this article, one side of the brain had been so severely

injured that one might fairly have expected the mental

faculties would have suffered if the brain is to be regarded

as a single organ. Just as the proper work of an eye

cannot be done when one half of the eye is seriously in-

jured, nor the proper work of an arm if the upper or lower

arm is seriously injured, or the muscles on one side or the

other of the arm be torn or lacerated, so if the two sides of

the brain form but a single organ injury to one side must
in the most marked degree affect the power of the brain to

perform its proper work. Yet here was a case where one

side of the brain was so injured that manifestly the whole

of that side must have been disabled : yet the boy was able

to think as well as before, to move about with his customary
freedom of action, to do all in fine which he had been able

to do before he received the injury.

In passing I note that there have been many remarkable

cases of the same kind, proving as much as this case did,

but not more. Among these cases, I may cite one not so

widely known as it deserves to be,—the case of the boy
McEvoy, who was killed by an accident in a saw-mill at

Paterson, N.J., somewhere about the spring of the year

1876, if I remember rightly. In that case, the boy had
stooped under the revolving saw, and partially rising, his

head came against the saw which cut through his hat into

the skull, so deeply that while one end of the opening was
only a little above the right eyebrow, the other end was
close to the crown of the head. In gauging the wound the

doctors were able to extend an instrument more than an inch

within the inner surface of the skull, near the middle of

the long gash. It was expected that the boy would be
dead before he reached the hospital ; but not only did he
survive the journey, but he was able to talk and was ap-

parently in full possession of his faculties a few hours after

the accident occurred. He lived till the fifth day. and his

death then was sudden and unexpected, due apparently to

inflammation caused by the presence of fragments of the

torn hat within the wound. During the last two days, the

doctors who before had had no hope of the boy's recovery,

took a .sanguine view of the case. He was certainly in full

possession of his mental faculties up to within a few hours

before he died. Unfortunately the boy's mother would
not allow a post-mortem examination to be made, so that it

was impossible to say how deeply the saw had really pene-

trated into the boy's brain.

In the next case cited by Dr. Wigan, it was found during
post-mortem examination of a patient of his own that one
hemisphere of the brain was entirely gone. Yet the patient,

a man about fifty years of age, had conversed rationally and
even written verses, within a few days of his death. The
evidence here is more decisive than in either of the cases

just considered ; for in those cases one-half of the brain

though seriously injured was yet not destroyed and one
might imagine that some of the functions of that half

might continue to be discharged, severe though the injury

was. But where one hemisphere was found to have been
entirely absorbed before death, it is impossible to explain

the possession of reasoning powers within a few days of

death, unless we suppose one-half of the brain sufficient

for the full exercise of the mental faculties.

But the following case is still more remarkable :

—

A gentleman came to the celebrated Dr. Conolly, under
the following circumstances. He had applied a very strong

embrocation to the cheek for some ailment there, and an
inflammatory disease had been caused by its action. This
disease spreading through the eye orbit had affected the

brain, and when he applied to Dr. Conolly the case was in

reality hopeless. By slow degrees the disease prevailed.

A post-mortem examination showed that one hemisphere of

the brain was " entii'ely destroyed—gone, annihilated—and
in its place," says Dr. Conolly, "a yawning chasm." " All

the man's mental faculties were apparently quite perfect."

His nurse (and landlady) whom alone he permitted to

attend upon him, declared that his mind was clear and un-

disturbed to within a few hours of his death. " He had a
perfect idea of his own awful situation, and his landlady

—

having been gradually accustomed to the sight of horror

—

was alone allowed to come near him. He would not even
permit his own sister or other relatives to witness his

frightful condition."

Dr. James Johnson mentioned to Dr. Wigan the case of

a gentleman who came under his care, " who retained the

entire possession of his faculties to the last day of his

existence, yet on opening his skull, it was found that one
cerebrum was reduced by absorption to a thin membrane

—

the whole solid contents of one half of the cranium, above
the tentorium, absolutely gone." This gentleman showed
no sign of mental weakness, but he was subject—it will

not be much wondered at—to epileptic fits.

In the next case to be considered, it was made clear on
a post-)nortem examination that the only active part of the

brain had been the right cerebrum. The convolutions of

the left cerebrum were in so diseased a state that when the

brain was removed from its case a large quantity of serous

liquid escaped from the left side, and the mass was reduced

to one-third its former amount, and to about one-fourth

that of the right side. In this case there had been partial

paralysis of the right side, showing how the left brain

governs chiefly the motor system of the right side of the

body. This partial paralysis had existed from childhood
;

and the paralysed members were wasted and atrophied.

But the intellectual faculties were entire, the patient pos-

sessed the use of his senses, and was able to walk with the

help of a stick.

In Cruveilhier's "Anatomie Patho'ogque du C. rp3
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Humain," from which the previous case is cited, there is

a plate representing the right cerebrum entirely destroyed

by apoplexy
;
yet the owner of this half-destroyed brain,

"jouissait de toute son intelligence."

It is singular that Cruveilhier, in dealing with this and

similar cases, speaks of the intelligence remaining unim-

paired, with so little emphasis as to show that he had not

paid special attention to the circumstance. Yet surely

nothing can be more thoroughly inconsistent with the belief

that the biain is to be regarded as a single organ, in this

sense, at least, that the various portions of it are all essen-

tial to its complete action.

The same is the case with other writers,—as for instance

with Dr. Abercrombie, who dt-scribes a case in which there

was a frightful cavern in the right side of a man's brain,

yet the man preserved bis intelligence entire until the very

moment of his death,—without dwelling in the slightest

degree on the conclusion to which such a case seems inevi-

tably to point.
(To be continued.)

AN AERIAL PROPELLER.

THE accompanying engraving represents an aerial pro-

peller recently j)atented by Mr. M. H. Depue, of

Homer, 111. The propeller. Fig. 2, has a rim and hub in

which are jourrialed radial blades ; each journal of each

blide being provided with two transverse arms in the same
plane. The main rudder for guiding and controlling the

machine is shown in the right side of the perspective view.

Upon each side, at the other end of the balloon, is a rimular

rudder used to raise and lower the machine when balanced

in the air, thereby avoiding the necessity of throwing out

ballast or letting out gas. The under part of the balloon,

next to the car, is made straight, tliereby giving the pro-

peller more power, and the car a better sha])e for the other

attachments. When the car descends, it alights upon

small wheels, which prevent scraping and sliding on the

ground. Figs. 3 and 4 show the hub of the wheel and the

frame and a single paddle or blade in different positions.

—

Scientific American.

PLEASANT HOURS WITH THE
MICROSCOPE.

By Henry J. Slack, F.G.S., F.R.M.S.

THOSE who live near heaths should at least examine
the three most common sorts, if they are in a

region that does not grow the rarer kinds. Ling, Erica, or

Calluna vulgaris, is very widely spread all " over Central

and Northern Europe to the Arctic Circle, and westward
to the Atlantic, from Labrador down to the Azores." So
says Bentham in his " Handbook of British FlorSL"

Generally growing in this country where furze is plen-

tiful, the two plants, with their contrast of golden

yellow and purplish-pink, varying to nearly white,

give a glow of beauty to the landscape. The most
obvious thing to notice with Ling, or Common Heather,

is the profusion of flowers on the same stem, arranged

tier above tier. This is handy for the bees, and they

take some time before they have exhausted the treasures of

a single spike. The little flowers have both calyx and
corolla deeply cleft into four lobes, which open rather

widely, and, with the help of a little magnification, show
the projecting pistils closely surrounded by groups of

anthers, with little white taUs, standing out in a more or less

horizontal circle. The disposition of the flowers is also

horizontal, with a tendency of the styles to turn upwards.

A pocket-lens will show that the easiest way for a bee to

thrust in its long tongue is below the pistil. In doing this,

it touches the little anther tails, which act as levers, and
spread out the anthers so that their pollen falls upon the

insect.

The best way to display the ling flower under the micro-

scope is to fix one quite upright in a bit of beeswax in the

middle of a glass slide. The wax, about half the size of a

peppercorn, should be softened by heat, but not melted,

and the stem of the flower held in a pair of forceps and
pressed into it. The object can be illuminated with a

lieberkuhn—a very useful instrument, though somewhat
out of fashion—or with a bull's-eye lens, or, as I prefer in

such cases, by a side silver reflector, mounted on a stand

with universal motions, like those given to the bull's-

eye. A three-inch objective is a sufficient power, and
if the observer's eyes are a pair, and not, as is frequently

the case, two odd ones of different focal lengths, a binocular

instrument is advantageous. As soon as a bee retires from
one flower it goes to another and rubs upon its stigma

some of the pollen it previously received. In the course of

its operations it will impregnate different flowers on the

same stem, and also others on different plants. There are

a great number of contrivances amongst plants to secure

cross-fertilisation, and when these are adapted to make
insects the pollen-carriers the flowers are called entomo-

philovis, distinguishing them from those fertilised by wind-

borne pollen, which are named anemopfiilous.

Viewing the ling flowers with a good pocket-lens, or as

just described, it is easy to see two rows, or whorls, which
both look like corolla segments. The outer one is the

calyx, coloured like the inner one, the corolla, and the four

calyx-looking green leaflets are bracts.

If the observer, after becoming familiar with the ling

flowers, examines the Scotch heather. Erica cinerea, also

called purple heather, it will be noticed that its leaves are
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larger than the former, the plant bigger, and the flowers

much fewer, and iit the top of the stems. Each flower,

instead i)f opening with wide clefts in the corolla, is a close,

egg-shaped Iwg, with a small round mouth and star-shaped

lips, through which the stigma slightly protrudes, and par-

tially closes the way. Of similar structure is the elegant pink

or cross-leafed heath, which has a tuft of nodding flowers at

the top of its i-lender stem. At first sight it does not

appear why botanists call it " cross-leafed " {Erica tetralix),

but if one of the whorls is snipped off with fine scissors aud

fixed upright in the wax, it will be seen that the four leaves

Fig. 1 .—Erica vulgaris. Fig. 2.—Anther of Ling

(F, filament; f, tails).

form a cross, and that at the base of each one is a scale

with a ruby glandular swelling at its base. The marginal

hairs on the leaves are also worth notice. An insect like a

bee could not thrust a tongue into these little bottles

without rubbing against the stigma, which is viscid

when the flower is ready for fertilisation, and as the

invading instrument goes further, it opens the ring of

Fig. 3.—Cross-leaved heath.

anthers and receives their pollen. To watch the process, a
bee should be caught in an inch-wide test-tube. This is

easily done by holding the tube close to the entrance of the

hive, and corking up the first bee that walks into it. A
sprig of the heath should then be inserted, and, after the
creature has exhausted its anger by rushing about, and
buzzing in the tube, it settles on the flower, and thrusts its

tongue down among the anthers. The one before me, as I

write, cannot reach the bottom of the flower cup. Re-
moving the pink heath, I replace it with a sprig of ling,

which seems to please the insect, and it forages diligeutly

from flower to flower, easily reaching the bottom. This

process is watched with a H-in. lens, the lowest of a set

of three, as the opticians sell them in tortoiseshell mounts.

The bell of the cross-leaved henth shnuld be 0|.ened by

reuioving one side or the upper half, which can be done

with needles. This discloses the round, green, ribbed ovary

the pinkish style, and green stigma, with the group of

tailed anthers below it. Fig 1 shows the form of the ling

flower with its open corolla ; Fig. 2, one of its tailed

anthers ; Fig. 3 represents the elegant bell of the cross-

leaved heath ; and Fig. 4, the same, more magnified acd

with the upper part torn away to show the pistil, sur-

rounded with the group of tailed stamens.

I frequently find a species of thrip in the flowers of the

ling, in its larval and mature states, and I cannot discover

that it does the Hower any harm. It can suck the nectar
without piercing the corolla, and that food does not appear
to yield the material that forms the pitchy excrement of the

greenhouse plague, which does as much harm by depositing

this stuff as by its feeding upon the chlorophyll.

STATISTICS OF BARATARIA.
By Grant Allen.

I.

BARATARIA is an island in the Utopian Ocean,
containing a population of one thousand adult per-

sons, of whom five hundred are males and five hundred
females. All these five hundred couples are newly mar-
ried ; they have just been planted as a colony on the

island ; and the Director-General of Statistics is now en-

gaged in drawing up some interesting calculations as to

their probable natural increase during the next five or ten

generations.

I must apologise at the outset for this very abrupt method
of plunging in medias res ; but if one wishes to expose a

fallacy, there is no better way of going to work than by
reducing it at once to its simplest elements. Now, there

are a great many rampant fallacies about races and popula-

tions at present implicitly current in the world at large,

which, perhaps, may best be met by positing the simple

and easily comprehended case of the island of Barataria.
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People generally get rather confused when they come to

talk about twenty or thirty millions ; they can hardly fail

to grasp the issues really involved when it is a mere ques-

tion of a poor little thousand. Let me add, also, by way of

preface, that I am not going to trench upon the debateable

ground of the Malthusian problem. My object is ethnical

and historical alone, not political or economical.

It is obvious that if every one of these married couples

were to have two children apiece, one a boy and one a

girl ; and if all these children were to grow up, without a

single death or misadventure ; and if all of them were

then to marry, the population on the whole would remain

exactly stationary. True, there would be just one apparent

increase to double after the birth of the new pair into each

household ; and the normal number of the population

would ever afterwards be two thousand, instead of one :

but in each subsequent generation there would always be a

thousand children born; and the sum of parents and

children would never greatly exceed or fall short of the

round two thousand. For simplicity's sake it may be

added that in Barataria the children are usually born

when their parents are thirty, and the parents themselves

usually die in their sixtieth year.

But, as a matter of fact, an average of two children to

each family will not, of course, suffice to keep the popula-

tion of the island from positively dwindling. Out of every

thousand children born in Barataria, as in England, 150

die during the first year, 53 during the second year, 28

during the third year, and so forth. By the time they

were all 21, and therefore marriageable, only 657 out of

the original thousand would be left, of whom 331 would be

young men, and 326 young women. ^Some of the men would,

of course, of necessity have to remain bachelors, so that

instead of five hundred couples, as at the beginning, we
should only have 326 couples to recruit the population in

future. It results that at this rate the population of

Barataria would go on decreasing in the proportion of

nearly two-fifths at each generation ; and as we must make
some small allowance for couples who do not wish to

marry, we may fairly say that it would become practically

extinct in seven generations. Roughly speaking, the

decrease in the number of married couples would be to 300
in the first generation, 180 in the second, 108 in the third,

63 in the fourth, 36 in the fifth, 21 in the sixth, and 12 in

the seventh. By that time it would be impossible to

carry it on much further without an importation of fresh

blood from outside to renew the impoverished stock.

It is clear, then, that an average of two children in each
family will be quite insufiicient even to keep up the popula-

tion to a fixed standard. Indeed, if we are going to allow

for infant mortality, we must put the [average at more
than three ; and if we reckon the chances of invalids,

bachelors, old maids, and other casualties, we must put
it as high as four. In other words, the population of

Barataria will not keep stationary even, I take it, unless

each married couple on the average has as many as four

children. In that case, a generation will consist of 2,000
children, of whom 1,314 will reach maturity. But of these

only 652 will be girls ; and allowing 152 out of that number
(not an excessive estimate) for weaklings, nuns, old maids,
and girls who die unmarried, we get back exactly to our
original 500 couples.

This looks a startling conclusion, but it is, nevertheless,

a pretty certain one. If the married couples of Barataria
have only two children apiece, their population will

decrease with surprising rapidity. If they have four
apiece, it will barely remain stationary. If they want it

to increase perceptibly, they must have five apiece or
more.

Observe, too, that as some families will have only one,

two, or three children each, there must be some which
have more than four, even to keep the inhabitants of the

island up to the fixed number. Families which have less

than four children from one generation to another, are

families that are gradually dying out. They represent the

decadent element in the total population. Families that

have more than four children are families that are

gradually gaining ground. They represent the progressive

element in the population. After a few hundred years,

the population will consist of their descendants alone, or
almost alone. As a matter of fact, so high is the real

average of early death, of celibacy, and of other checks,

that even five children are not enough to keep a population

up to its normal level, under the circumstances of western
Europe.

But the average fertility of married couples in real life,

either in Barataria or in England, is something greatly in

excess of this modest estimate of five children apiece.

And it does not remain fixed, as I have here supposed, no
matter at what age the women marry : it varies greatly

with the age at the date of marriage. Dr. Matthews Dun-
can has shown that when women marry at seventeen they
have on an average nine children each (I omit decimals,

which after all are far from lively to look at, and
seldom affect the practical result), when they many at

twenty-two they have seven, at twenty-seven they have
six, and at thirty-two they have four and a half. Even
this last comparatively high average is not, in the actual

state of England, sufficient to keep up the population to its

normal level. Mr. Galton has very ingeniously shown, in

his " Inquiries into Human Faculty," that if all the women
of a race were to marry at the age of twenty-nine, there

would be a steady decrease in the number of their descend-

ants from one generation to another. Let us put his case

a little more concretely than he has done by applying it to

two different classes which go to make up the population of

Barataria.

Half the married couples with whom we have stocked

the island are Europeans, and the other half are negroes.

Now, we find in this particular case that our negro

mothers usually marry at twenty (on the average), and
our white mothers at twenty-nine. The result will be

that our negro mothers will produce about eight children

apiece, and our white mothers about five. This, however,

does not in itself sufficiently express the rate at which the

negroes will gain upon the whites ; for while the average

length of time between one generation and another among
the blacks will be twenty-seven years, among the whites it

will be thirty-six. In other words, not only wiU the

negresses be absolutely more fertile, but their generations

will follow upon one another with far greater rapidity : so

that at the end of any given time—say, a century—the

blacks will have gained doubly upon the whites—first, by

gi-eater number of births to each mother; second, by
greater number of generations to the given time.

Mr. Galton's figures enable us to see exactly how fast

these two causes of relative increase and decrease would
tell upon the total population of our island. Let us start

with 100 white mothers and 100 negresses. After 108

years (the least common multiple of 27 and 36) the number
of female descendants who themselves become mothers

would have risen to 175 among the negresses, while it

would have sunk to 61 among the whites. At the end of

the next equal period, namely, in 216 years from now, the

number of negro mothers would be 299, while that of

white mothers would only be 38. After the third period

had lapsed (in 324 years) the number of black mothers

would have increased to 535, while the white mothers
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would have dwindled away to 23. By that time, close

intermarriage among the whites would have begun to work
out their complete destruction, and in a very few years

more the blacks would have completely supplanted them.

Out of the two equal races with which we originally

peopled the island, the one race would have quintupled

itself, and the other race would have utterly died out,

simply owing to the fact that the women in the one case

married early, while in the other case they married late.

So far, I have taken it for granted that both the races

will keep quite distinct. But in real life, it is quite impos-

sible to put two races in close contact with one another, and

yet prevent constant intermarriage or its practical equiva-

lent. Do what you wUl, the two races wiU get mixed.

Take an example where pride of race and prejudice are at

the very worst ; where one might naturally imagine that

intermixture would be hardest and tardiest ; where the

very name of miscegenation is scouted and detested. In

Jamaica, the total population in ISSl was in round ntimbers

560,000. Out of these, only 14,000 were white. But what
effect had this small body of whites had in leavening the

total population of the island ? It seems incredible, but

the brown people (mulattoes, quadroons, &c,) the mixed off-

spring of the two races, numbered over 100,000. Pioughly

speaking, one may say there were 450,000 blacks, 14,000

whites, and 100,000 of mixed parentage. Nothing could

better show how absurdly impossible is the attempt to

ensure purity of race where two distinct populations occupy
the same district And when one gets such close inter-

mixture, the problem of separating between the two races

becomes after a time absolutely insoluble.

{To be cotitinued.)

THE WOEKSHOP AT HOME.
By a Workixg Man.

SUPPOSE that in Fig. 12 (p. 155) the ends, t, t (e),

instead of being of the form there shown, had been
made of the shape t in Fig. 15, and that the opening into

H
Fig. 15.

which they fit, instead of having parallel sides, as seen from
the top, were formed as at s in the figure above, we should
have what is kno^ii among joiners as a rudimentary form
of the " dovetail " joint, one of the commonest employed
in joinery and cabinet-making. ^ in Fig. 15, is called the
" pin," and s the " socket." Before proceeding to a de-

Fig. 16.

tailed description of the way of making the joint, I may
advert to a kind of imitation of it, known as " mitre and
key," which is used in the trays of dressing-cases and the
like, and which is a good deal stronger than it looks.

Fig. 16 illustrates it. It represents ooe side and part of

the end of a small box or tray. The two pieces of board
are first "mitred" {i.e., planed at an angle of 45^),

and joined with glue. Subsequently, two or three

cuts, as shown at k k, are made with a saw alter-

nately upwards and downwards, and slips of very
thin wood glued and driven into them, the projecting

pieces being removed when the glue is cold. I shall

presently have something to say about the way of cut-

ting mitres, as the mitre-joint is a very common one in

picture-frames, ic. To return now to our dovetail. Fig.

17 representing the ordinary form of it. The dovetails.

Fig. 17.

(7, appear on the front of the box, drawer, or other

piece of work ; and the pins are cut very much smaller,

in order that they may show as little as possible. ";' They
are made first. The workman as often as not marks
them out with his eye, but the amateur had better do
so by measurement. The wood being first properly

planed up and squared, the marking-gauge (Fig. 8, p. 154)
is set to the thickness of the board, and both the sides

and ends of the box marked in both sides as at ra m.

The two end-pieces should be at least twice as thick as

the intermediate ones. A, Fig. 18, shows how the

pieces are marked ; they are cut down to the gauge-

Hue g I, with the tenon-saw (Fig. 2, p. 154) and the

intermediate wood removed with the chisel. Note
that in cutting towards the boitom of the intervals

between the pins, the flat face of the chisel is held next the

solid thickness of the board, and the tendency should be

rather to leaving the outside edges on g I higher than the

middle than otherwise. This insures a closer joint. To
the same end the pencil lines marking the pins should be
left visible in sawing. Having thus cut out our puis neatly,

we lay the second piece of wood down on our bench or

table, and setting the pin-piece upright upon it, with the

pins in their intended places, and with their thicker ends

on the gauge-Hue, or towards the inside of our box or

drawer, we pass a thin, sharp bradawl along the two

Figs. IS and 19.

sloping sides of each of them, and so mark out their shapes.

Then, as before, we put the end or dovetail pieces upright,

and with our tenon-saw saw along their gauge-lines, leaving

them just visible. Finally, we remove the little piece of

wood with the aid of a chisel, and our dovetail piece, as

shown in Fig. 1 9, is complete. Fig. 1 7, above, shows how these
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two pieces mutually fit together. The betrinnerwill lie careful

to leave both pins and dovetails full large, in order that

the joint may be a tight one ; but they obviously must

not be loo large, or they will split the wood when driven

home. Assuming, then, that we have got a sufficiently

tight-fitting joint, the pins and hollows between the dove-

tails are brushed over with thin hot glue, and then the

parts are replaced, a mallet being used to drive the

pins home, as quickly as may be, and the whole affair put

aside for twelve hours or so, until the glue has set.

When a box is being made, it is evident that there

will have to be lour sets of pins, with their corresponding

dovetails.

The dovetail is a joint of such importance and in such

common use, that I recommend the amateur mechanic to

practise it on waste bits of deal for the sake of attaining

proficiency in it.

THE EARTH'S SHAPE AND MOTIONS.

By EicHAUD A. Proctor.

CHAPTER IV. (i-onHnued).

WHEN our observer has pushed his way as far south as

he can, at which time the southern pole of the heavens

will be nearly overhcid, lie will have completed his survey of

that particular section of his abode ; and having satisfied

liimself that it is a semicircle (wanting only two short arcs

at each end, which he has been prevented from traversing

by the difficulty which enormous icebergs have opposed to

his progress) he returns to his first station to commence
explorations in new directions.

He first sets out towards the east—in other words,

keeping the pole of the heaveus continually on his left

hand.

He finds now no change whatever in the aspect of the

heavens, and if he were not very watchful he might be led

to suspect that there was nothing to be gained by pursuing

his researches in this direction.

But our observer is very watchful. He has set forth to

dtteimine the earth's figure, and he means to master the

problem, if it can possibly be done.

As before, he has taken with him an accurate chro-

nometer, one which will not only enable him to measure

the rate at which the heavens rotate, when he is stationary

at any place upon his route, but to compare the aspect of

the heavens at any instant with the aspect which they

present at the place he started from. In other words, he

has a chronometfr which will enable him to know exactly

how many hours and minutes have passed since he left

home, let the interval which has elapsed be long or short.

Now, in his former journey his chronometer, or rather

this particular quality of his chronometer, did not serve

him much. He found no change either in the uniform

character of the celestial motions, or in their rate ; and,

further, he found that on any day a star reached the

highest point of its path at exactly the same time as it

would have done when watched from his first station.

But in this second journey this is not the case. When
he is stationed at any place the heavens rotate precisely

at the same rate as before ; but, while he is travelling,

the heavens seem to rotate faster. In other words,

according to the distance he travels towards the east he

finds the heavens farther advanced than he knows they

appear to persons at his oiiginal station. For example,

when he has travelled about 4.30 miles towards the east,

he finds that a particular star reaches its highest point

in the north about forty minutes sooner than as seen by
his friends at home.

It is clear that this was to a certain extent to have
been expected. As he is travelling towards the region

from beyond which the stars seem to rise, he might
naturally expect to see them rise sooner. But as he has
already convinced himself that the stars are at a distance

incomparably exceeding the distances he has travelled, he
knows that by travelling in a straight line he could not
produces such changes as he observes.

For example, suppose that A (Fig. 3) is his first atation,

W A E the east-and-west line, S A N a part of the earth's

circular section in a noith and south direction. If at A,
a star is in the south, as at s, at R the star will appear

towards the west of south, or advanced towards its

setting, or in direction B s. But as s has been shown to

be very far off indeed, the angle A s B would be very

small, whereas it really amounts to about 40 minutes'

motion ; that is, to about 10 degrees.

It is clear that if his second journey is like the first,

along a circular path, the observed change will be readily

explicable, because his horizon would then be continually

changing, and instead of having to assume a change
of place in the star, he could explain its observed change
of direction, as due to a change in the direction of the

north-and-south line, by which he estimates the star's

Fig. 3.

position. The change is one which it would be by no
means easy to illustrate satisfactorily, because in reality

the horizon plane is shifting in a rather complex manner.
But the attentive reader cannot fail, I think, to understand

the accompanying illustration.

Fig. 4.

Let A. Fig. 4, be the first station of the observer, SAN
the north-and-south line, P P' the direction of the earth's
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polar axis, K A s at right angles to P P', the tlirection

in which a star that rises due east is seen when due south.

Then, as the traveller sets off square to N A S, and keeps

on travelling in a direction square to the line drawn (as

S A N is) to the axis P P', it is clear that he travels in

a plane square to the axis P P'. Let A B be the arc he

traverses round K, then N B S' is his new northaiidsouth

liue, and K B *-' the new direction of the star when due

south. Thus the angle s K s' is that by which the star

comes sooner to the south. A B then, the path of the

traveller, measures the angle he has traversed round K.

But we have seen that that angle is about 10^, where A B
is about 130 miles. Hence, if the new path of the

traveller is a circle, it has a circumference of 3G times 430

miles, or 15,480 miles—that is, a radius of about 5,000

miles.

Our traveller continues his journey, and finds that there

is a uniform change corresponding to a uniform increase

of the angle A K B, as he travels uniformly onwards, and

he concludes that the path he follows is therefore a circle

about K. Nay, he can continue his journey until he comes

quite round to A again, and he thus finds that that circle

has a circumference of about 15,500 miles, as his first

observations promised.

Thus he learns that a second section of his dwelling-

place is circular, and this at once suggests that he is living

upon a sphere, because the sphere is the only figure whose

sections are all circular.

We shall now see how he completes the demonstration

as the earth's globular figure, and then, with a brief sketch

of the less perfect demonstrations commonly found in

treatises of astronomy, and a few comments on some
phenomena which have seemed to throw doubt on the

theory that the earth is globular, this chupter on deter-

mining the figure of the earth will be completed.

(To be continued.)

DICKENS'S STORY LEFT HALF TOLD.
A QUASI SCIEXTIFIC IXQl'IRY INTO

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD.
By Thomas Foster.

(^Continued from page 210.)

ri10 return to the events preceding the attempted murder.

X It has been arranged, we note thirdly, that Mr.
Grewgious is to dine with Rosa on Christmas Day. As
an essentially methodical man, he would (irobably make
the journey ou Christmas eve, arriving perhaps at Cloister-

ham late in the evening. He might even have gone to the

Crozier (the orthodox hotel), afterwards visited by Mr.
Datchery. Certainly Mr. Grewgious was at Cloisterham
early on the 25th, but how early we are not told. Rather
strange, I take it, that we see nothing of Mr. Grewgious
till late on the evening of the 27th, nearly three days after

the attempted murder, and that then he comes only to

speak to Jasper in a tone which would be utterly brutal

unless Mr. Grewgious were absolutely certain that Jasjier

was the murderous villain to whom all the trouble was
due. This tone, which Mr. Grewgious maintains not only

throughout the scene with Jasper but to the last, could not
possibly be based on such suspicions as Rosa would have
conveyed to him (in any case). From no one but from
Jasper himself or from Drood, could Grewgious have
derived that sure information which would alone cause a
rigidly just, though angular man like him to treit Jasper
as he did.

So much for some of the points preceding the attempted
murder. (These and other matters are more fully dealt

with in my article in Leisure Readings.) Let us now turn

to what is related in connection with that event.

It is clear, in the first place, that Jasper is careful to

drug his victim ; we have seen how he drugged Durdles,

carefully watching how the drug took efiect, and in what
way the victim passed from under its influence. It was
probably after Drood's return froru his walk with Neville

to see the eflects of the storm, that Jasper persuaded him,

in what Drood called his moddleycoddleying way, to take

a warm drink before going out to watch the eflects of the

storm from the tower.

It is clear, secondly, that Jasper's first attack on Drood
was made with " the large black scarf of strong close-woven

silk," which he probably pretended to round his victim's

throat to keep him from the cold, but (having him once so

held) drew suddenly tighter, and hauling Drood to the edge
of the tower, cast him down to " tliat stillest part which
the cathedral overshadowed," and on which he had gazed so

intently when on his expedition with Durdles. But Drood
struggles so that " some stones on the summit of the great

tower " are " displaced " (by the storm, the people think

next day) ; as he falls, the fierce wind mercifully drives his

body against the sculptured face of the tower, to which he
clutches, breaking his fall. (For though, we learn after-

wards, when Jasper goes through the scene again under the

influence of opium, there was " no struggle, no conscious-

ness of peril, no entreaty," yet was there something which,

in his many visions of the event before it happened, he had
iiever seen. "I never saw tliat before," he says.) Falling to

the roof, Drood clutches the lead covering, a part of which
is carried away, rolling up as more and more yields with his

weight. (The strength of the wind, supposing nothing were
indicated by what is said about the roof, would have sufficed

to carry Drood from the direct downward course to the

slant roof, still further breaking his fall.) But when Jasper

descends, after looking down (as he afterwards tells us) on
the body of his victim, he finds Drood apparently dead,

strips from the body the watch, chain, and breast-pin, which
can alone, as he thinks, resist the corroding action of the

quicklime, and casts it into the tomb prepared for it,

locking the door of that tomb and of the crypt, and
hastening to his own room.

So much we can gues-^, and indeed so much Dickens may be
said to tell us. 1 take it that then (as in Dickens's striking

story, " The Signalman '), the dream-voice which Durdles

had heard the preceding Christmas Eve is heard in reality

Durdles lying drunk in the precincts, and unnoticed by
Jasper, hears, after Jasper has retreated, a terrible scream

(but not, this time, "the howl of a dog"), and making
use of his wonderful power of determining what lies inside

stone walls, detects just what he had described during the

"extraordinary expedition,"—inside Mrs. Japsea's tomb,
" Something betwixt us, sure enough, some rubbish left in

that same six-foot space," and opening the tomb finds that

rubbish to be quicklime, into which has been hastily flung

the body of Drood, his face fortunately protected by the

strong silk shawl with which Jasper had intended to

throttle him.

We may suppose that Durdles dragged the body out of

the tomb and out of the crypt, and was there presently

assaulted first and helped afterwards by the impish Deputy.

They carry the body away—perhaps to the Traveller's

Rest, where as Drood came to himself he would be taken,

all draggled and lime-stained as he was, for one of Durdles'

workmen, who " doing what was correct by the season,"

had fallen into a heap of quicklime and narrowly escaped

death. Durdles himself, being drunk, would readily have
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supposed that the lime " had been left in that six foot

space by Durdles's men," and that the man he had rescued

from it was one of them. Or Grewgious, disturbed from

his rest at the Crozier, may have been by when the body
was taken out, and liave seen to its removal to the

Travellers' Eest, thei-e first finding who it was, and taking

due measures to keep the matter hidden—possibly at the

suggestion of Drood himself—until a scheme for the

punishment of Jasper had been devised. Durdles

and the Deputy would be easily bribed to

secresy. Note in passing, as a rather striking

piece of evidence respecting Drood's whereabouts on

Christmas morning, that Datchery alone of all the charac-

ters of the story, knows the nickname by which the

Deputy is called at the Traveller's Rest. " Halloa,

Winks," he says ; and Deputy seems surprised. " I say,"

he remonstrates, " don't yer go a-making my name public,"

explaining how the name was given to him, and what it

means. It is certainly suggestive that Datchery should

know of a name which the Deputy says " the travellers

give me " (" give " being here in the past tense). It may
be pointed out as entirely inconsistent with this that when
Mr. Datchery first meets, or seems first to meet, the

Deputy, Datchery asks his name, and the Deputy says

"I don't owe yer nothing; I never seen yer." For clearly

Drood's question is quite consistent with his having seen

the Deputy before (apart from which his disguise has to

be considered), and of course the Deputy would not
recognise him in his entirely changed aspect.

Now let us consider what follows the disappearance of

Edwin Drood.

In the first place, we find that after the impeachment (I

use Dickens's own word) of Neville Landless, Jasper em-
ploys Christmas Day in preparing measures for making
!t> widely known as possible how much he himself is

troubled about Drood's death, and how grievously he sus-

pects Neville. Doubtless the whole of that da}' Jasper
took care to be in the sight of men as much as possible.

He had not got rid of the watch and pin then, for, when
found, the watch had run down, and it was wound at two
on the afternoon of Christmas Eve, so that it would run
till late on the evening of Christmas Day. Jasper, then,

cast the watch and breast pin into the water on the night
of the 26th or 27th, for during the daytime on the 26th
and 27th he was with the river-searchers. As the watch
was bright enough to catch Crisparkle's eye in the running
water on the morning of the 28th, I take it that it was
probably flung into the weir, or rather carefully placed
where it might be seen, not earlier than the night of the
27th, on which point we shall presently note further
evidence. That stress was to be laid on this point is

shown by the way in which attention is directed to the
winding of the watch at two, and in which the jeweller's

opinion is probed. He is made to say that he is positive
it had never been rewound, a strange thing to say, seeing
that no man, jeweller or otherwise, could be positive on such
a point, though Dickens (who had some rather strange ideas

as to what an expert might infer) may very well have sup-
posed that such a matter might be determined. It is clear

we are to take it as provable that the watch was put in

the weir after the evening of the 25th.

It seems to me probable that immediately on learning of
'

the attack on Drood, Mr. Grewgious sent for Buzzard, to

keep watch on Jasper's movements, and that Jasper was
followed when he went to the weir to place Drood's watch,

j

chain, and breast-pin there. We shall see that there is

other reason for supposing that Buzzard was early employed
to keep Jasper in view.

(To le continued.)

EMIGRANTS' PROSPECTS IN
AMERICA.

FROM AX ENGINEER'S POINT OF VIEW.*

By W. R. Browne, M.A.

THE first thing which strikes an engineer in approaching

Canada is the overwhelming abundance and cheapness

of timber. It is not merely that, as the steamer sweeps up
the magnificent reaches of the St. Lawrence, the eye takes

in mile after mile of virgin forest which nobody has

touched or seems to think worth touching ; where the only

sign of man's presence, beyond fishermen's huts scattered

thinly along the shore, is that here and there a few thousand
acres have been devastated by bush-fires, leaving a rich

carpet of scrub a perfect "fireweed," with white skeletons

of dead firs standing out of it by thousands. It is still

more of a shock to find in Quebec that the " side-walks ^

are composed of nothing but 3-in. planks, cut to length, and
roughly spiked together on beams, side by side ; and that

the new " Dufferin Promenade," and even some of the

streets, ai-e roughly paved with the same material.

Whenever there is a job to be done of any kind, it would
seem that a Canadian's first idea is to cut down a tree to

do it with. It does not need the large rafts of logs

anchored ofi" Point Lewis—the suburb on the opposite

shore of the St. Lawrence to Quebec—to impress on the

mind the immense extent of the lumber trade in Canada.

Down a single river—the beautiful St. Francis, along which
the Grand Trunk Railway is carried from Richmond to

Sherbrooke—I was told that some forty million logs are

floated every season. And the warfare goes on unremit-

tingly, wdthout any thought, or as yet apparently any need

of thinking, whether it may at last be carried too far.

True, things are not as they were in the early days, when
fences were made of walnut wood, and valuable timber, in

itself worth many times the fee simple of the land it stood

on, was felled and left to rot, or burnt for firewood. Now
every stick got within manageable distance of a railroad

has a definite value, and is worth saving. But still there

is no thought of replacing what has been taken away. The
ground whence the trees have been removed is either

brought into cultivation, or nature is left to repair her

damages as best she may.
It does not take long to form a conviction that Canada,

from the engineer's point of view, is a very unpromising

field. Agriculture, in which the timber track may be
included—since trees are, after all, only one form of

produce—is the one great stafTof the country, and Canadian

agriculture needs very little help from the English engi-

neer. To begin at the beginning. Take the process of

reducing a tract of forest land to culture, as explained to

me by a veteran in the art, and let us see how far English

machinery comes, or can come, into the operation. A
Canadian bush in summer is almost an inland forest car-

peted with weeds and flowers and grasses, rich with abun-

dant but not impenetrable underwood, and thickly studded

with fair-sized trees, yielding more or less valuable timber.

These trees have mostly English names—elm, beech, ash,

poplar, cherry, &c. ; but though probably cognate species,

are very seldom identical. When such a bush as this is to

be cleared, the first requisite is obviously to fell the trees.

Here it might appear that the tree-cutting machine

* From the Engineer. This article, says our contemporary,

possesses a melancholy interest. It was intended to be the first of
a series of papers to be written by Hr. Browne, as our special

correspondent with the British Association. It is the last he ever
wrote, and the announcement of his death reached us by telegraph,

while his manuscript was still on the Atlantic.
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exhibited not long ago might find employment, hut—not

to speak of difficulties in getting it to work on the right

spot—it is sufficient to observe that two French lumber-

men, each with a good axe, will fell a spruce, 2 ft. in dia-

meter in ten miuutes. It is likely to be a long time before

machinery can compete with hand labour of such quality

and on such work. The trees—with the exception of

saplings G in. in diameter and less, which are cut even with

the giound—are hewn down, so as to leave stumps about

3 ft. high, which form very unsiglitly objects in all new
clearings. The reason for this will appear shortly. The
trees so felled—unless burnt as they lie, which was often

the practice in early days—are hauled off the ground by
gangs of lumbermen—"teamsters," earning 40 dols. a

month—and taken to the saw-mill, or brought down to

the nearest river, and launched in vast rafts down the

stream to cities and civilisation. This takes place, of

course, in the winter, and as soon as spring has fairly

set in, the preliminary operations are completed by
setting fire to the weeds, scrubs, saplings, &c., and reducing

the whole, together with the larger stumps, to charred frag-

ments and ashes. The ground is then immediately sown,

as it best may, with wheat, and grass seed is scattered in

at the same time. The wheat is cut in the "fall," generally

yielding a fair crop ; the stubble is crushed down by the

snow in the winter, and the grass springs up in the

following spring. After three or four crops of hay have

been got, the ground becomes " pasture," and is browsed

by cattle for a space of some five or six years more. By
this time the smaller stumps are rotten, and can be drawn
out of the ground by a team of horses or oxen. Between
the large stumps which still remain it is possible to plough,

and the ground may now be brought into ordinary cultiva-

tion, generally on the four-course system. In three or

four years more the large stumps are amenable to the

same treatment. They are drawn accordingly, with more
or less difficulty, and the last vestige of the primeval bush
has disappeared.

Now, in the whole of the above operations it is obvious

there is very little which can claim the aid of the engineer.

Even ordinary agricultural implements—reapers or ploughs

—are hardly applicable so long as the stumps remain to

cumber the ground. It is true that, as I was told, a san-

guine Scotchman, some years ago, proposed to use traction

engines for the purpose of drawing these stumps, without
waiting for their decay. He even induced people to rind

money for the purpose—for what purpose will not people

find money, if it be only absurd enough ?—but the prac-

tical results were as might have been expected. Stumps
are, as a matter of fact, often raised by means of screw

tackle, mounted on a strong waggon bed, and worked by
horses ; but this is a very rude affair, needing nothing in

the way of expensive machinery. Even when the last

stump is drawn, and the land has got into the full swing
of cultivation, although the resources of modern agricul-

tural engineering may be brought into play, it is not from
Great Britain that they will be drawn. Canadian farmers

will have nothing to do with English implements, which
they consider altogether too heavy and unsuited for their

work. They prefer the lighter, cheaper, and handier

machines made in their own country or in the United
States ; and if you urge the cost of repairs, they reply that

almost all the pai-ts being in duplicate, there is very little

difficulty in replacing them. The same applies to the saws
and wood-working machinery as required for the lumber
trade ; while in general engineering the differences in prac-

tice between the two countries are sufficient in almost aU
cases to determine the choice.

{To he continued.)

ELECTRO-PLATIXG.
By W. Slingo.

XL

LET us now turn our attention to the deposition of

copper upon iron, kc. Very many interesting and

pleasing effects may be produced in this way, more espe-

cially if the copper film is subsequently coated with another

of one of the more precious metals—gold or silver.

The iron must not be placed directly into the bath,

otherwise the deposit will only occur in places, if at all

The surface of an iron object is never chemically clean,

hence the necessity for the preliminary treatment. A par-

ticle of grease is highly pernicious, but is easily removable.

This is accomplished by washing in a strong caustic alkali

solution, consisting of sodic or potassic hydrate (caustic

soda or caustic potash), dissolved in water, with the addition

of a little fresh slaked lime. After remaining in the clear

solution for some time, the iron object is removed, and well

washed with clean water. The iron surface has besides a

more or less copious supply of other foreign matter, which

is removed by placing in a vitriol solution made by mixing

together a pound of sulphuric acid and a gallon and a half

of water, adding two or three ounces of hydrochloric acid

to remove the more obstinate impurities. It will be found

that this " pickle " will remove all the injurious matter

likely to be met with. Were we to immerse in the bath an

impure surface, the probability is that local action would

ensue, considerably to the detriment of the deposit. After

remaining in the pickle for some little time the iron is re-

moved and well scrubbed with sand and water. Any
foreign particles that may have been loosened, but not re-

moved by the acid, are thus torn away and a good surface

results. The student might, by way of experiment, prove

the effect of an imperfect surface, using a small iron object,

such as an old key, in a small quantity of solution. This

solution should, however, be subsequently thrown away.

The object to be coated is then attached to the negative

electrode, and placed in the bath. The solution differs

from that used to precipitate copper upon a plumbago or

suver surface. Two ounces of sulphate of copper are dis-

solved in boiling soft water, and after allowing to cool, foui

ounces of carbonate of potash are added, and two or three

ounces of strong ammonia solution. After a time, about

six ounces of cyanide of potassium are gradually added, untU

the blue colour disappears. It is anticipated that some

difficulty will be experienced in procuring the cyanide, in

consequence of its highly poisonous properties, but it may
be obtained in the same way that other poisons are pro-

curable. After allowing to stand for some time, the clear

solution is poured off, the precipitate which has formed

being left behind.

The object is kept in the solution until a thin but perfect

deposit is obtained, when it is removed and placed in the

acid solution employed in previous experiments. The

reason for this is that in acid solutions, iron, zinc, and

other metals are assailable, whence the use of the cyanide

solution. When, however, a thin deposit has been pro-

cured, there is no longer any necessity to use the cyanide

solution, as the object is to all intents and purposes a

copper one. It is noticeable that, iron being a good con-

ducting metal, the resistance of the object is very much

less than that offered by a substance of a non-conducting

nature, coated with plumbago or any other conducting

material

Other solutions might be used, but the above appears to

be the best, and answers very well.

Hitherto a pitch-lined wooden bath has answered all
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purposes, but when using the cyanide solution a more

obstinate material must be substituted. For small objects

earthenware pans are useful, but for larger ones enamelled

iron is a belter material.

The process for coppering zinc is very similar. The metal

is first freed from grease by immersion in the alkaline solu-

tion, and then placed into a vitriol solution, composed of

.'j lb. of sulphuric acid to a gallon of water, no hydrochloric

acid beiog neces-iary. The remainder of the process is the

same as that for depositing on iron, and for like reasons.

To deposit a film of copper upon a glass object, a coating

of gutta-percha (dissolved iu turpentine) is first applied, to

enable the plumbago, which is next brushed over-, to adhere.

When any difficulty is found on appljini; the plumbago

another process may be resorted to. A pound of tallow is

melted and added to two ounces of caoutchouc and u pound

of asphalte dissolved in a pint of turpentine. The mixture,

after being well stirred, has added to it a solution con-

sisting of an ounce of phosphorus dissolved in fifteen

ounces of bisulphide of carbon. When thoroughly mixed,

the object is dipped in it, or a small quantity is brushed

over the surface. The object is then dipped into the

nitrate of silver solution (referred to on page 152), next

into a vessel of clean water, and subsequently into a

solution of chloride of gold. After being again washed it

is allowed to dr>', when, the wire being attached, it is placed

in the bath, the solution being the same as that referred to

in previous articles.

The surface of the copper on being removed from the

bath is usually very bright, the appearance, however, being

speedily impaired by exposure. Consequently the copp^r

is generally lacquered or bronzed. A fair copper tint may
be easily imparted by warming the deposit, and then appl) -

ing pale lacquer with a camel-hair brush. In bronzing,

different colours are produced according to the object

operated upon. A brown finish may be imparted by

moistening the object with water slightly acidulated with

nitric acid, and, after allowing it to dry, heating i^

gradually until the required shade is produced. If the

object require relief, a dark brown film is in this way pro-

duced, and then the prominences are brightened by rubbing

them with a piece of cloth or leather which has been dipped

into liquid ammonia.
These efiects, however, are liable to fade, but more per-

manent effects may be obtained by bronzing. A deep

brown tone is produced by rubbing a little rouge, mixed
with a small (juantity of a weak solution of chloride of

platinum, over the copper with a soft brush, and allowing the

coating to dry. Another brush, a little harder than the

first, is then applied briskly until the necessary brightness

is obtained. Variations in depth of colour may be produced

by rubbing the bronze off the more prominent parts oi

the object. A black bronze surface is produced by
dipping the object repeatedly in a weak solution of

chloride of platinum, or by mixing a small quantity of the

chloride with rouge, and then rubbing the mixture over th&

object with a .soft brush, and afterwards with a harder one.

Ammonia may be used to lighten the projecting portions

of the surface, which should, by the way, be heated before

the powder is aj>plied.
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ZODIACAL MAPS.
By Richard A. Proctor.

^"¥TE give this week both the day sign and the night sign

V\ for the month, one showing the zodiacal sign now
high in the heavens at midnight, the other showing the

region of the zodiac athwart which the sun pursues his

course at this part of the year.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF
SCIENCE.

LORD RAYLEIGH'S opening address occupied nearly

an hour and a half in its delivery. In liis opening

remarks he mentioned that for more than fifty years the

Association held its gatherings in various towns in the

United Kingdom, there being few places of any importance

which were not visited. Not being satisfied, they sought

to conquer new worlds, hence the present meeting in

Montreal. When first proposed the project was looked

upon with disfavour, as once the thin edge of the wedge
was admitted there was no telling to what it might lead.

The British Empire being so rapid in its development, there

was a prospect of such out-of-tlieway places as London and
Manchester no longer being able to claim a visit of the

Association except as a concession to the susceptibilities of

the English. Whatever objections were at first felt were
soon overcome by the prospect of the magnificent oppor-

tunity of members of the Association becoming ht-XU r

acquainted with the Queen's dominion in this part of the
world. He then referred to the loss sustained to science

by the death of W. Siemens. The speaker then reviewed
the striking advances made of late years in the production
and application of electricity upon a large scale, and also

touched upon the inventions of the telephone and phonu-
graph.

THEORETICAL ACOUSTICS.

In referring to theoretical acoustics he said : Pro-
gress has been steadily maintained, and many phenomena
which were obscure twenty or thirty years ago have since

received adequate explanation. If some important practical

questions remained unsolved one reason is they have not
been definitely stated. Everything in connection with the
ordinary use of our senses presents peculiar difiiculties to

scientific investigation—some kinds of information with
regard to their surroundings are of such importance to
successive generations of living beings that they have
learned to interpret indications which, from a physical

point of view, are of the slenderest; we are in the habit of

recognising without much difficulty the quarter from which
a sound proceeds, but by what means we attain that end
has not yet been satisfactorily explained. It has betn
proved that when proper precautions are taken we are

unable to distinguish whether a pure tone as from a vibrat-

ing tuning fork held over a suitable resonator comes to us
from in front or from behind. This is what might have
been expected from an r> priori jioint of view, but what
would not have been expected is that with almost any other
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sort of sound, from a clap of tlie hands to the clearest vowel
sound, the discrimination is not only possible, but easy and
instinctive.

In these cases it does not appear how the possession of

two ears helps, though there is some evidence that it does,

and even when sound comes to us from the right or left the

explanation of the ready discrimination which is then pos-

sible with pure tones is not so easy as it at first appears.

We should be inclined to think the sound was heard much
more loudly with the ear which is turned towards than the

ear that is turned from it, and that in this way the direc-

tion was recognised ; but if we try the experiment we find

that at any rate with notes near the middle of the musical

scale the difference of loudness is by no means so very

great. The wave lengths of such notes are long enough
in relation to the dimensions of the head to forbid the

formation of anything like a sound shadow in which the

averted ear might be sheltered.

LANGUAGES AND MATHEMATICS.

In concluding, reference was made to the place the dead
languages hold in general education, and the opinion ex-

pressed by some that it was monstrous that they should

continue to hold such a position. He did not take up an
extreme position, but doubted whether an exclusively

scientific training would be satisfactory. Where there is

plenty of time and a literary aptitude, he could believe that

Latin and Greek might make a good foundation. It was
useless to discuss the question upon the supposition that the

majority of boys attain either to a knowledge of languages

or to an appreciation of the writing of ancient authors. The
contrary is notoriously true, and defenders of the existing

system usually take their stand on the excellence of its

discipline. From this point of view there is something to

be said. The laziest boy must exert himself in puzzling out
a sentence with grammar and dictionary, while instruction

and supervision are easy to organise and not too costly.

But when the case is stated plainly few will agree that

we can afford to entirely disregard results. In after-life

intellectual energies are usually engrossed with business,

and no further opportunity is afforded for attacking the
difficulties which block the gateways. ^Mathematics, espe-

cially if not learned young, are likely to remain unlearned.

He would not further insist upon the educational import-
ance of mathematical science, because with respect to them
he would probably be supposed to be prejudiced, but of

modern language he was ignorant enough to give value to

his advocacy. " I believe," said he, " that French and
German, if properly taught—which I admit they rarely

are at present—would go far to replace Latin and Greek
from a disciplinary point of view, while the actual value of

the acquisition would, in a majority of cases, be incom-
parably greater. In half the time usually devoted without
success to the classical languages most boys could acquire
a really serviceable knowledge of French and German
history, and a serious study of English literature, now
shamefully neglected, would also find a place in such a
scheme.

SCIENCE AND MATERIALISM.

" There is one objection often felt to a modernised educa-
tion, as to which a word may not be without use. Many
excellent people are afraid of science as tending towards
materialism. That such apprehension should exist is not
surprising, for unfortunately there are writers, speaking in
the name of science, who have set themselves to foster it.

It is true that among scientific men, as among the other
classes, crude views are to be met with as to the deeper
things of Nature, but that the lifelong belief of Newton,

of Faraday, and of !Maxwell is inconsistent with the

scientific habit of mind is surely a proposition which I

need not pause to refute. It would be easy, however, to

lay too much stress upon opinions of even such dis-

tinguished workers as these. So far as the opinion of a

scientific worker may have a special value, I do not think

that he has a claim superior to that of other educated men
to assume the attitude of a prophet. In his heart he
knows that underneath the theories he constructs there lie

contradictions which he cannot reconcile. The higher

mysteries of being, if penetrable at all by human intel-

lect, require other weapons than those of calculation and
experiment. Without encroaching upon grounds apper-

taining to the theologian's and philosopher's domain,

natural science is surely broad enough to satisfy the

wildest ambition of its devotees in other departments of

human life and interest
" True progress is rather an article of faith than a

rational belief, but in science a retrograde movement is,

from the nature of the case, almost impossible. Increasing

knowledge brings with it increasing power, and, great as

are the triumphs of the present century, we may well

believe that they are but a foretaste of what discovery

and invention have yet in store for mankind. En-
couraged by the thought that our labours cannot be thrown
away, let us redouble our efforts in the noble struggle.

In the Old World and in the New recruits must be en-

listed to fill the places of those whose work is done.

Happy should I be if through this visit of the Association

or by any words of mine a larger measure of the youthful

activity of the West could be drawn into this service.

The work may be hard and the discipline severe, but the

interest never fails, and great is the privilege of achieve-

ment."

LIECT. GREELyS WELCOME.

As Section E. was about proceeding to business a couple

of tall gentlemen of very unassuming appearance entered

the room. One of the strangers, a dark-looking gentleman

with a short black beard and side-whiskers, seated himself

just inside the door of the antechamber, where he was
immediately surrounded and welcomed in an expressive

manner by Sir Henry Lefroy and other members of the

committee. Sir Henry in welcoming Lieut. Greely said

that he, as well as all geographical and scientific men of

Great Britain and the whole of Europe, had followed with

great interest the efforts made to effect the release of his

party, and hailed with the keenest delight their rescue.

Lieut. Greely, in reply, remarked that he was delighted at

being invited to the British Association, and in attending,

and only hoped that he could do more than he would be

able to. He would, of course, connect himself with

the geographical section principally, and would con-

tribute some of the results of the expedition. In reply

to Sir Henry's inquiries, Lieut. Greely stated that the

meteorological observations have not been reduced. In an
animated manner he proceeded to speak of some of the

work done by the expedition. One of the most interesting

results will be the comparison of the swinging of the

pendulum at the furthest point north reached with that at

Washington. He explained that although most of their

instruments had to be abandoned, the pendulum apparatus,

which weighed 90 lb., was brought back, and has been

sent to Washington, where it has been reswung, and com-

parisons will be made. He remarked, with evident pride,

that he had told his party that pendulum was a very im-

portant instrument, but that if one man of the twenty-five

complained he would immediately abandon it. None would

hear of this, and a very important comparison is thus
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rendered possible. Speaking of the observation of the

temperature, he stated that the lowest temperature ever

recorded was experienced in February last, when the mean
temperature was 50 deg. below zero.

AlIERICAX TEGETATIOX.

Among the most interesting papers read before the

British Association, at Montreal, was one by Prof. Asa
Gray, on the " Characteristic Features of North American

Vegetation." He said that when the British Association

met for the first time on this side of the ocean, it was not

to be wondered at that a corresponding member of the

association for a quarter of a century should be present to

read a paper to the naturalists of Section D. lie presented

certain outlines of the flora of Canada and the United

States as distinct from those in England or the Atlantic

coast. The first impression made upon a visitor would be

the similarity to the flora of England, many of the plants

being almost the same. As one proceeds westward and
southward, the difllerences become more marked. While
an agricultural people displaced the aborigines of New
England, the flora of Europe also gradually supplanted the

plants of the red man. Many of the common plants of

the Old World sprang up in the farms, and fields, and

roadsides as civilisation proceeded. At almost every step in

America the English botanist meets with well-known plants

which have found their way from American to English

soil. The Virginia creeper, rhododendron, and other well-

known plants in England are of American origin. Turning

from similarities to diflerences, an observant botanist on

the Atlantic coast would be struck by the liberal number
of trees and shrubs to be seen in this section of the country

in comparison with England or Scandinavia. The wealth

of this flora is an obvious one. The most interesting con-

trast between the eastern section of the American continent

and Europe is the large number of tropical flowers which

the heat of the American summer permits to grow in

northern latitudes. There are also in this section many of

the Arctic plants which remained behind after the glacial

period had passed away ; the same plants are also to be

found in Japan and China, but are wholly wanting in

Europe. Europe was at one time much similar to Green-

land, which is now undergoing a period of extreme glacia-

tion fatal to flora. In Europe also the glacial period had

destroyed many types of flora which had escaped in

America. The Arctic flora of America is significant ; a

few species are found on the cool shores of Lake Superior,

the shores of Labrador, and certain mountain summits in

the Appalachian mountains.

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

XVI.—WATER AND WATER-SUPPLIES—(co»(»n«ed).

IN conclusion of our remarks upon the supply of water

for domestic purposes, we now propose to give a few

simple directions for the benefit of those of our readers

who may desire to test their drinking water, so as to be

able to decide for themselves whether it is wholesome or

unwholesome.
In collecting a sample for scrutiny, one ought to be ex-

tremely careful to thoroughly cleanse the vessel used in

gathering. A medium-sized glass test-tube or beaker, re-

peatedly washed, at least three times, with pure distilled

water, obtainable from any chemist, may be taken as

chemically clean. The sample of water placed in this test-

tube ought to be colourless, and free from floating particles,

however minute ; otherwise it must be regarded as unsuit-

able. Our senses would probably pronounce the water scath-

less, and yet it may be highly impure. Its harmful qualities

usually arise from the nature of the soil through which it

has passed, and the reservoirs, if any, in which it has

been detained. It is further liable to be contaminated
by its passage along delivery-pipes and its storage in cis-

terns ; hence we find that amongst the injurious products

which it may take up, a few are more prevalent than
others, and, indeed, are regarded exclusively as the sources

of annoyance to the householder. Of these, the presence

of— (f() Dissolved or other organic matter in undue pro-

portions may at once be detected by the use of W^anklyn's

standard solution of permanganate of potash and potash.

Add one or two drops to a test-tube full of the water ; if

the violet colour of the reagent remains unchanged except in

intensity, and does not throw down any sediment even after

a lapse of about twelve hours, the water may be looked

upon as free from organic matter. If the water is only

slightly contaminated, the violet hue will disappear

gradually, but foul water will change the violet imme-
diately into a faintly perceptible yellowish brown. The
ordinary permanganate test, however, is apt to be vitiated

by tlie presence of harmless nitrous acid, or protoxides of

iron, to which it gives up oxygen as readily as it does to

albuminoid organic matters. The water ought not there-

fore to be condemned solely after this test, although it

may with justice be looked upon with suspicion, (p) The
presence of lead dissolved from service-pipes, especially by
waters from non-calcareous regions, may be immediately

detected by the addition of one or two drops of a solution

of ammonium sulphide to a test-tube full of the water

;

lead poisoned water will instantly turn brown or dirty in

colour
;
good water will merely diminish the intensity of

the yellow ammonium sulphide, (y) Excess of iron may
be demonstrated by the addition of a few drops of a solu-

tion of ferrocyanide of potassium, by which the water will

become greenish-blue, more or less markedly according to

the degree of contamination, (c) Too much lime in solu-

tion can be shown by the addition of a drop of ammoniac
oxalate, when a dense white precipitate will follow. Of
course, the less lime there is the less will resultant milki-

ness be. Ammoniate oxalate also precipitates strontium

and barium from solutions, but as these substances do not
usually occur in drinking waters they may be disregarded.

All the above-mentioned tests may be carried out by any
person of ordinary intelligence,* and will suffice to show
the character of the water-supply, and enable the house-

holder to take precautionary measures, if necessary. In
all cases, however, where the tests given fail to satisfy the

consumer, or to create a suspicion that his supply is un-

wholesome, we would strongly recommend him to call in

the assistance of an analyst, and to apply to the company
or supplier for redress. We have shown, in our considera-

tion of the subject of filtration, how extremely bad water

may be rendered wholesome ; let us hope that those of our

readers who are interested in this question, upon which the

welfare of thousands of their fellow-beings depends, may be

induced to try the few experiments we have just noted, to

test their own drinking-water, and, if they find it defective,

to select one of the types of filter we have described, to see

what it will do for them. We shall be glad to hear of and

report their results in future.

* Mr. Maignen, of 22 and 23, Great Tower-street, E.G., supplies

a hox containing test-tabes, re-agents, and directions, for this

purpose.
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THE SOFTENING OF WATER.

Our inquiries into the necessary pro]5erties of potable

water led us to refer to its softness orly incidentally. We
have shown that the value of water for the table and the

kitchen does not depend essentially upon its hardness or

softness. That a very hard water (from 14 to 16 degrees)

is undesirable, cannot be disputed ; the fur in kettles and

the delicate mucous membranes of the human alimentary

canal would alike rebel against its extensive employment.

On the other hand, we gave as an instance the sad experi-

ences of one of our correspondents, whose parishioners suf-

fered from lead-poisoning, indirectly due to the very soft

water of his district. Taking all things into consideration,

we deem it advisable that a water, to be thoroughly whole

«ome for the majority, ought to contain a certain amount

i(from y to 7 degrees or thereabouts) of hardness. The

softening processes employed by the water companies of

hard-water districts, added to effective filtration, such as

that insured by the use of Maignen's " Filtre llapide," does

not leave anything to l>e desired in a supply of good and

pure water for drinking and cooking.

But let us turn for a moment to other branches of the

household ; we would find not only the laundress and

scullery-maid up in arms against us, but we ourselves

would feel disposed to admit that they are not unreasonable

in their outcries, when we rise to wash with hard water.

These inconveniences, however, are but trivial when com-

pared with the serious drawbacks which present them-

selves to the engineer and manufacturer in a sufjply of

moderately hard water. It would seem somewhat contra-

dictory to state that it is not the hardness per se which is

objectionable, but rather the presence of the ingredients

which cause that hardness. Yet it is easy to show that

when the water is merely treated so as to remove hardness

without eliminating the cau-es thereof, such as the intro-

duction of anti-crustation compounds, little or no good

follows. As the supply of rain wat- r is a most fluctuating

quantity, it cannot be relied upon ; and as distilled water

cannot always be procured in sufliciency without enormous

expenditure, the engineer and manufacturer are forced to

look to springs, wells, and rivers for their supplies of

water, and to contend against (I'mjiorar;/ hardness, due

chiefly to the carbonates of lime and magnesia, and to a

less degree to iron, alkaline earths, chloride of calcium,

alumina, silica, and silicates ; and per)iin»fnf, hardness

which arises from the presences of the suli)hates of lime

and magnesia.

In steam-boilers these various products are deposited,

and become a constant source of anxiety, in the form of

hard incrustations and granular deposits The former have

to be periodically chipped away, or else the boiler wotild

soon cease to act as such, owing to the bad conductivity of

the incrustation layer ; and if things are neglected slill

further, the metal plates become heated to redness, the

overlaying deposit cracks, the cold water comes suddenly

into contact with the red-hot surface, an enormous volume

of steam is generated, and the inevitable consequence is a

serious explosion. The periodical chipping off of the de-

posit, too, gives rise to a proportionate wear and tear,

which obviously would be saved by the use of water freed

from dissolved salts. The granular deposits also help to

disturb the tranquillity of the engineer, by wasting his fuel,

for they raise the boiling-point of the water in which they

are dissolved ; and when deposited they have a nasty habit

of .shifting along the convection currents in the boiler to

some inconvenient or dangerous position, where they may
behave in a manner analogous to the incrustation explosion.

Even where this is provided for by the shai^e of the boiler,

whereby they are forced to occupy some spot protected

from the fire, they are prone to blow over as a fine dust
along with the steam into the pipes, or even into the
cylinders, and then cause dreadful havoc amidst slide-valves

and other internal working parts of the engine.

The manufacturers of woollen goods, bleachers, dyers,

and others, are all well aware of the evil influences of hard
water. It wastes their soap, and keeps their fabrics rough
and insusceptible to after-processes. Tanners find that it

blocks up the pores of their skins with carbonate of lime,

which impedes the subsequent treatment of dyeing the

leather, and, by rendering it prone to damp, results in the

pn duction of an inferior, unstaWe article. Sugar refiners,

brewers, and distillers are equally alive to the disadvan-

tages of hard water, for not only does it retard the pro-

cesses of their manufactures, but renders them inferior in

quality, and adds to their expense by undue wear and tear

of machinery.

In our next communication we shall have occasion to

draw the attention of our readers to some of the most
valuable and recent advances which have been made in

this important branch of the water-supply question, advances
which, we are glad to say, are well represented at the

Exhibition.

DR. KINNS AND HIS FRIEXDS.

IN order to remove any possible misconception in con-

nection with Dr. Kinns, I would add to what I said on

p. 222, that the testimony of Dr. Birch and Mr. Pinches

to the entire accuracy of his historical facts is, of course,

that of two eminent members of the staff' of the British

Museum. As Dr. Kinns never professed that they testified

to his scientific facts, I cannot myself conceive how any
suspicion of untruthfulness could ever have been attached

to him, whose title to respect is so thoroughly testified to

by the names of his committee.

I think that I ought perhaps to add, too, that my
description of Mr. Lynn as having " occupied a sub-

ordinate position in the Royal Observatory " may have
given an inadequate idea of the status of a gentleman who
was not only Superintendent of the Altazimuth, but also

of the Calculating Dejiartment at Gieenwich for many
years. As an authority on the facts of astronomy, Mr.
Lynn is unimpeachaVile. T^i him, it will be remembered,

is mainly due the reclamation for Cassini of the discovery

of the chief division in Saturn's ring, which had been
erroneously attributed to Ball ever since the time of Dr.

Kitchiner.

And I may further say that, in expressing my dissent

from the action of Dr. Kinns's committee, I did so before

the reperusal of his work, " Moses and Geology," which
has led me to note its perfect accuracy. I therefore now
witlidraw all I then stated of an unfavourable character,

and wish both them and Dr. Kinns God-speed !

Having thus endeavoured to set myself right with all

conceined, I am glad to find, by the accompanying note,

that Dr. Kinns and his committee are satisfied with my
amende Itonorahle.—Acting Ed.

To the Editor of Knowledge.

The College, Highbnry New Park, 15 Sept., 1S84.

Deak Sik,—Permit me to express, on behalf of my committee
and myself, our thorough appreciation of the honoHrable and
gentlemanly manner in which you have withdrawn all the nnfavonr-

able statements you inadvertently made in reference to ourselves

in one or two of your previous editions.—With moch esteem,

I am,
Yours most truly,

Samuel Kixss.
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It is with sincere regret that I learn, through a cor-

respondeot, of the death of that well-known amateur

astronomer, Mr. John Birmingham, of Tuam, which hap-

pened on the 7th instunt. INlr. Birmingham's name first

came before the scientific world aa the discoverer, on May
12, 1866, of the wonderful temporary star which blazed

up in the constellation Corona. Subsequently we hear of

him as an observer of meteor .showers. He would then

seem to have devoted much attention to the subject of red

star.s, examining many of the objects in Sohjellerup's

catalogue for variability. He was also an excellent sele-

nographer, and did good service to science by accurate

comparisons of portions of the lunar surface with Schmidt's

Great Map, and those of Lohrmann. The work, however,

with which his name will be most imperishably connected

is his " Catalogue of Bed Stars," published in the year

1877, in the " Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy."
Avowedly compiled from materials supplied by Sclijellerup,

Secchi, lluggins, Schmidt, Vogel, Webb, ic, this has ever

since been regarded as the standard work on the subject on
which it treats. It was but too tardily rewarded by the

presentation to Mr. Birmingham of the Cunningham
medal of the Royal Irish Academy in January last. He
was engaged in his observations of red stars and in the

revision and supplementing of his lists up to a very recent

period. His lamented death creates a real void among the

few workers in his special department of astronomical

research.

The compositor has made a violent assault on my
English in the first paragraph of the "Editorial Gossip"
on p. 221, where the words in parentheses should read :

" (and, according to the Irishman's addendum in the

venerable 'Joe Miller')."

The result of an enormous mass of work lies before me
in the shape of the " Bombay Magnetical and Meteoro-
logical Observations, 1879-1882." The voluminous tables

it contains are supplemented by diagrams showing the

variations of magnetic declination, horizontal force, &c.,

graphically ; and hence in an impressive manner. Mr.
Chambers may well be congratulated upon the results of

the excellent observations taken under his supervision at

ColSba.

Another illustration of the wisdom of the aphorism,
" Never prophesy unless you know," reaches me in the

shape of the announcement of the dismal failure of the (so-

called) steering balloon of Captains Renard and Krebs, on
I he occasion of its second trial on the 12th inst. Instead

of the "presque calme" weather in which the first experi-

ment was conducted, a stiffish breeze seems to have been
blowing on this occasion, and the balloon—after the fashion

of other balloons—simply drifted with it, and bad to be
towed back to Meudon ! Try again, JIM. les aeronauts.

JlfbieliiS.

Dynamo - Electric Machinery. By S. P. Thompson,
B.A., D.Sc. (London : E. & F. N. Spon.) With the

best efforts of Kempe, Sprague, Prescott, Hoskian-, and
now that of Prof. Thompson, Messrs. Spon are going the

right way to get unto themselves the best reputation in

electrical circles. Prof. Thompson is perhaps the highest

authority we have on dynamos, in practice as well as in

principle, and therefore his latest work is sure to be well

read. One would almost think that with the flood of books

already publishtd on this portion of electrical science,

together with the stagnation apparently existing in the

electric lighting industry, the demand for another volume
would be insufficient to warrant the venture, were it not

that the author has chosen a line for himself far and away
superior to any other previously adopted. He is not

satisfied with general descriptions prefaced by a voluminous

dissertation on the history of dynamical electricity, but

plunges almost immediately into the subject and carries

the reader well through it, embracing all that is at present

known of the principle, construction, and government of

dynamos and motors. The result is the best work that has

yet appeared on the subject.

A Cataloyne of Known Variable Stars, with Notes and
Observations. By J. E Gore, M.R.LA., F.R.A.S., &c.

Reprinted from the Vol. IV., Ser. 2, of the " Proceedings
"

of the Royal Irish Academy. (Dublin : University Press,

1884.)—So far as we have been able to test Mr. Gore's

Catalogue, it is an absolutely exhaustive one of all the

stars at present certainly known to be variable. The
Catalogue proper contains a list and description (in their

order of Right Ascension) of 191 stars. In eleven sequent

columns it gives the Catalogue number, the star's right

ascension, its declination, its change of magnitude, its mean
period in days, the epoch of its maximum, the epoch of its

minimum, the name of its discoverer and year of its dis-

covery, and finally, in certain cases, remarks on individual

peculiaritiee. This is followed by notes on various objects

in the Catalogue, which are both valuable and interesting

;

in fact, the work summarises our entire existing knowledge

of the variable stars in a way upon which it would be

difficult to improve. Considering the number of amateurs

willing and competent to pursue the observation of the

mysterious bodies of which Mr. Gore's volume treats, we
think it a pity that so valuable an aid to such observation

as he has supplied should be locked up in the archives of a

learned society. Astronomers ought to be afforded an <

opportunity of purchasing such a Catalogue as this.

Sanitary Arrangements of DweUing-houses. By Mark
H. Judge, A.R.I.B.A. (London : Sanitary Assurance

Association. 1884.)—Anyone and everyone who con-

templates a visit to the Health Exhibition, with a view to

obtaining information on the mechanical details of sani-

tation, may lay out a shilling on Mr. Judge's book very

profitably indeed. For what he has done is simply to give

a short description of all the various kinds of house drains,

closets, soil-pipes, baths, lavatories, waste pipes, sinks,

cisterns, et id genus omne, which possess any special merit,

in the Exhibition at present open at South Kensington.

Just as the "Academy Notes" are confined to the chief

pictures of the year, so our author's pamphlet points out all

that is best worth seeing in connection with sanitary

appliances ; with, though, an occasional reference to some

contrivance conspicuous for its faulty principle, as a foil

to more scientifically devised ones. To those who merely

go to the Show to eat and drink and hear the bands play,

this pamphlet will possess but small interest. To those who

visit it as a Health Exhibition, Mr. Judge will be found

a trustworthy guide.

The number of visitors to the International Health Exhibition on

Monday was 55,071, raising the total since the opening to 2,753,027,

and thus passinfr the total number of visitors to the Fisheries Exhi-

bition last year, which was 2,703,051. The Health Exhibition has

been open 112 days ; the Fisheries was open for 147 days. The
daily average up to the present of the former is 2-i,5S0, that of the

latter during its entire term was 18,388.
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iHtgrrllanra.

A cuEious barometer is said to be used by the remnant of the
Araucariau race which inhabita the southernmoBt province of
Chili. It consists of the cast-off shell of a crab, which, from its

curious application, is called the " Barometro Araucano." The
dead shell is said to be extremely sensitive to atmospheric changes,
remaining quite white in fair, dry weather, but indicating the
approach of a moist atmosphere by the appearance of small red
spots, which grow both in number and in size as the moisture
in^ the air increases, until finally, with the actual occurrence of
rain, the shell becomes entirely red, and remains so throughout the
rainy season.

To Remote Toreign Bodies from the Eye. — Before resorting
to any metallic instrument for this purpose. Dr. C. D. Agnew
(American Practitioner, May, 1884) would advise you to use an
instrument made in the following manner : Take a splinter of soft
wood, pine or cedar, and whittle it into the shape of a probe,
making it about the length of an ordinary dressing probe. Then
take a small, loose flock of cotton, and laying it upon your fore-
finger, place the pointed end of the stick in the centre of it. Then
turn the flock of cotton over the end of the stick, winding it

round and round, so as to make it adhere firmly. If you
will look at the end of such a probe with a two-inch lens
you will see that it is quite rough, the fibres of cotton making
a file-like extremity, in the midst of which are little interstices.
As the material is soft, it will do no harm to the cornea when
brushed over its surface. When ready to remove the foreign body,
have the patient rest his head against your chest, draw the nppcr
lid up with the forefinger of your left hand, and press the lower lid

down with the middle finger, and then delicately sweep the surface
in which the foreign body is embedded with the end of the cotton
probe. When the foreign body is lodged in the centre of the cornea
it is most important not to break up the external elastic lamina,
for if you do opacity may follow, and the slightest opacity in the
centre of the cornea will cause a serious diminution in the sharpness
of vision.

A Distilling Insect.—Livingstone met with a wonderful distilling
insect in Africa on fig-trees. Seven or eight of the insects cluster
round a spot on one of the smaller branches, and these keep up a
constant distillation of a clear fluid like water, which, dropping to
the ground, forms a little puddle. If a vessel is placed under them
in the evening, it contains three or four pints of fluid in the morning.
To the question, whence is this fluid derived .^ the natives reply,
that the insects suck it out of the tree, and naturalists give the
same answer. But Livingstone never could find any wound in the
bark, or any proof whatever that the insect pierced it. Our common
frog-hopper, which before it gets its wings is called "cuckoo-spit,"
and lives on many plants in a frothy spittle-like fluid, is like the
African insect, but is much smaller. Livingstone considers that
they derive much of their fluid by absorbing it from the air. He
found some of the insects on a castor-oil plant, and he cut away
about twenty inches of the bark between the insects and the tree,
and destroyed all the vegetable tissue which carried the sap from
the tree to the place where the insects were distilling. The dis-
tillation was then going on at the rate of one drop in every 67
seconds, or about five and a half tablespoonfuls every 24 hours.
Next morning, although the supplies of sap were stopped, supposing
them to come up from the ground, the fluid was increased to one
drop every five seconds, or one pint in every 24 hours. He then
cut the branch so much that it broke, but they still went on at the
rate of a drop every five seconds, while another colony of the insects
on a branch on the same tree gave a drop every 17 seconds.

—

The
World of Wonders.
INTELLIGE^•cE OF THE Oriole.—On the Western side of Central

Park, very near 103rd-street and Eighth Avenue, stands a row of
elm-trees, diflicult to approach on account of a heavy growth of
ayringa bushes around them. On a branch of one of the trees,
about 16 ft. from the ground, a pair of Baltimore orioles set to
building a nest a few weeks ago. They chose the extreme end of
the bough, with evident intention of making it a hazardous experi-
ment lor any bird-nester to attempt to molest them. But in their
excess of caution they appeared not to observe what the few per-
sons whose eyes were keen enough to see the first labours of the
little architects saw—that the branch was much too slender to
support so large a nest as the oriole builds. When the nestwas about
two-thirds finished the birds saw their mistake. The branch had
bent so low that it was getting perilously near the grass. Work
was at once stopped, and the builders sat close together for a long
time, and seemed to be discussing the situation. Finally, they
flew side by side to a bough about 15 in. over the one on
which their nest was, and, leaning over, inspected the distance.

They seemed to be satisfied, and, though it was growing rapidly
dusk, the birds flew away in opposite directions. In the morning
it was found that they had firmly secured their habitation, and
prevented the branch from bending lower, by passing a piece of
white string, which they had found somewhere in the park, over
the upper bough, and fastening both ends of it securely to the
edges of the nest. The building then went rapidly on, and the
orioles are now engaged in hatching their eggs. Very few persons
have seen the nest, and there is a fair prospect that their skill and
ingenuity will be soon rewarded by a brood of young orioles.

—

Hew
York Sun.
A Mountain of Alum.—Mr. G. M. Shaw, of this city, has just

returned from a month's trip to the Gila River country, in the
south-western portion of Socorro County, where he went with
Messrs. Brown and Bergen to survey and report on the recent
alum discoveries there, which have been located by a company of
Socorro citizens. Mr. Shaw reports almost a solid mountain of
alum over a mile square, some of the cliffs of which rise to an
elevation of 700 ft. above the river bed. Most of the alum is in an
impure state, and tasting very strongly of sulphuric acid, but of
which there seems to be an inexhaustible quantity. Some of the
cliffs, however, show immense quantities of almost pure market-
able alum. This alum-find, Mr. Shaw tells us, is on the Gila River,
about two miles below the fork of the Little Gila, and four miles
below the Gila hot springs. Mr. Shaw reports numerous hot
springs in that section, most of them gushing out of the rocks
that form the river banks, some of them hot enough to cook
in, and moat of them too hot to hold the hand in. The main
hot springs referred to above are reported to have effected
wonderful rheumatic and other cures. The country is abun-
dantly watered and wooded, and is covered with the finest of
grass. The Gila is full of trout and other fish. Game, while still

moderately plentiful, has been mostly scared away from the region
of the hot springs by professional and other huntera, as well as
ranchmen, who are beginning to locate in this difficnlt-to-get-at

section of the Gila. At present the only way to get into this sec-

tion is with pack animals over a precipitous trail of several miles,

waggons having to be abandoned in the gorge of the Little Gila on
the North Star Road, about two miles from the hot springs and
about seven miles from the alum find, going from Socorro or from
the Black range. By the way of Silver City and Georgetovm
wagons are abandoned on "Sapio" Creek, with about eighteen
miles of pack animal trail to the hot springs. Mr. Shaw being an
amateur photographer also, invariably carries his '* outfit " on his

surveying trips, combining pleasure with business, and bringing

back with him photographs of all objects and scenes of interest

that he meets with on the way. He brings back from this trip

over sixty photographs of the Gila country, among which are a
number of exterior and interior photographs of some interesting

cliff-dwellers' ruins he encountered in a cave about four miles west
from the hot springs.

—

Socorro Bullion.

Ameeican Exgixeeeing Models foe a Japan UsrvESsiTY.—The
Imperial University of Tokio, Japan, reorganised in 1860 as the

successor of the old Imperial Observatory, founded in 1744, is

evidently pushing forward in that full accord with the spirit of

modern progress which the Japanese Government has shown in so

many ways since the old exclusive barriers were broken down. A
notable instance of this is found in a recent order for models, sent

by the authorities of the Tokio University, to be built at the

engineering school-shop of Vanderbilt University at Nashville, Tenn.
The order embraces the following :—A model of wrought-iron high-

way truss bridge, G feet in length, to be built in brass ; a small

working compound steam-engine, with expansion gear and reversible

gear ; a small working iron turbine waterwheel, with water governor
and sluice-gate; two differently constructed cast-iron models of

steam-engine pistons with metallic packing rings ; a working
model of engine's slide valve and expansion valve with adjust-

ments and appliances for indicating the relative positions of

piston and valves at any part of the stroke ; a working model
of a surface condenser for a compound engine ; a working model
of an improved pendulum governor for steam-engine, with adjust-

ment for regulation of throttle-valve. The order for the truss

bridge was accompanied by working drawings in blue print, but
the other pieces are to be designed as well as constructed at the

Vanderbilt University. The work will be commenced at the

school-shops with the opening of the fall session, and will afford

the best of practice for the engineering students, of whom the

class is so large that it is proposed to make duplicates of the

articles ordered, that one set may be kept. Instruction at the
Tokio University is in Japanese, except in the Schools of Law,
Chemistry, Engineering, Polytechnics, and Mining, in which the

instruction is in English. The School of Engineering is under
the charge of Prof. J. A. L. Waddell, an American engineer.

—

Scientific American

.
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" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfeed Tennybon.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possibly he in-

serted. Correspondents must not le offended, therefore, should their

letters not appear.

All Editorial comrnvnicaiions should le addressed to the Editob of

Knowledge ; all Business communications to the Publishers, at the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended to

DELAYS ABISE FOB WHICH THE EDITOE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should ie made
payalle to Messrs. Wyman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No communications are answered by post, even though stamped
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TEA AND COFFEE.

[1397]—I quite corroborate the statements of Mr. Williams

with regard to the imbibition of tea and coffee, and the manner in

which they affect the constitution. For years I was accustomed to

drink freely of both ; it had become, of course, quite a habit, and

one not easy to shake off. Three months ago I left off drinking

both, and, although I missed them at first (suffering from frequent

headaches and irritability), I now, and for the last two months or

more, hare never felt better in my life or more fit for mental

labour. I always drink hot milk in place of these unnecessary

stimulants, and I know of no better restorative after any kind of

work. The boiling of the milk destroys any germs that might exist

in it. Tea or coffee after dinner in the evening always had the

effect of keeping me awake at night, thus showing the powerful

way in which they act on the systems of some people. I believe

stimulants of all kinds to be quite unnecessary, excepting in certain

cases of illness. As for mustard, cayenne pepper, and such-like

condiments, I do not think it advisable to let the coats of one's

stomach be subjected to sensations that one's tongue can scarcely

endure. C. Cakus-Wilson.

FIGUKE PUZZLE.

[1398]—I have met with the following figure puzzle ; can any of

your readers solve the same ?

Let A B C D E F equal the number.
Then B C D E F A will be thi-ee times the original number

;

CDEFAB „ double
DEFABC ,, sis times ,, ,,

E F A B C D „ four „ „ „
FABCDE „ five „ „

E. SiDDER.

FALSE PERSPECTIVE.
[1399]—If I do not trespass too much on your space and patience,

I shall be glad if yon will kindly insert the following in answer to

your correspondent, "J. H. D." (Xo. 13S(3.)

If an object at A appears smaller than a similar one of equal size

at B, because it is further off, so Ukewise, and for the same reason,

will it appear smaller than B when it is moved to h.

The painter must depict things as they appear to the eye; it is

for the sculptor to represent them as they exist in nature.

E. Jones.

[1400]—I suppose that "E. E." and "J. H. D.'s" explanations

will convince R. Jones that the accepted method of drawing
horizontal lines parallel to the picture plane is correct. Many
beginners in perspective and persons unacquainted with the subject

entertain his idea. The example which R. Jones gives in his letter,

No. 1384, is one that is sometimes called parallel perspective,

which, like all perspective, supposes the eye to be fixed and directed

at right angles to the picture plane, the picture being limited to

the base of a cone, whose apex at the spectator's eye is an angle of
60". If he will look at the street under these conditions, he wiU
observe no perceptible trending away of the horizontal lines,

parallel to the picture plane. On his principle, the vertical lines

would also seem to vanish, skywards or earthwards, according as

his position was low or high. He may rest assured that if either

the horizontal or vertical lines have vanishing-points, they are at

an infinite distance, and that there is no more occasion to represent

any inclination than there is to consider the rays from the fixed

stars other than parallel. As soon as he turns his eye up or down
the street, the picture plane, which is at right angles to the central

visual ray, moves round too, the horizontal lines are no longer

parallel to it, and the street is then in angular perspective, and the

top and bottom edges trend away to their respective vanishing-

points in the horizontal Une. Eye-Witness.

[1401]—In case no one else has replied to Mr. T. E. Jones's

letter in your number of August 15, I would point out that his

reasoning is detective. According to his argument the projection

of the Une of posts, if produced both ways, would converge both to

left and right, the line of tops, thirdly, forming an angle at the

centre, and we should have a case of a projection of a straight line

on a plane consisting of two straight lines meeting at an angle,

which is impossible. The real fact is that, in the case supposed,

where the axis of sight is at right angles to the plane of the line of

posts, the latter all actually appear to the eye to be of the same

length equidistant. This follows as a geometrical consequence of

the plane of projection being parallel to the plane of the object.

Anyone can verify this by examining a photograph of a building in

which the camera has been pointed square to its front, as it were.

It is only when the camera (or the eye) is turned obliquely to the

line of posts that their distances diminish in proportion, and their

parallel lines converge. Musafik.

Cainada, 29th August.

CLEMENTS' WEATHER CYCLE.

[1402]—As I found the node-cycle of the moon did not quite

satisfactorily account for the recurrence of rainfall at London, I

combined the apse-cycle with it, obtaining a 10-3 years' cycle by

finding the product of one-fourth of each of these cycles, the moon's

orbit and the nodes and apses of 186 and SSo years respectively

being divided into four well-marked portions. And as this com-

bination-cycle somewhat imperfectly accounted for the London

rainfall, I combined with it the London tide-cycle, which I had just

accidentally discovered, thereby changing the 10'3 into a 2035

years' cycle, by mtUtiplying by 1'98 the fourth of 7'93 years, the

time occupied by the tidal revolution. This 20i years' cycle

accounts for the London rainfall so satisfactorily that there is little

or nothing further to be desired. In fact, the nodal and apsal

cycles account for the general terrestrial rainfall, and the local

tidal cycle satisfactorily accounts for the local variations. As the

successive position of these cycles can be determined with absolute

precision for the future as well as the past, the rainfall at London

and elsewhere can be predicted with much certainty for any

number of years in advance. From this cycle we may obtain a

multiple cycle of 61 years, and the intervening cycles of 30-5,

40-7, and 50-9 years, with a sub-cycle of 10-175, or nearly

10-2 years. From the 20i years' cycle, it wiU be observed

that the wet and dry years, together with those of an average

rainfall occur in the" same part of the cycle respectively

with great regularity. For instance, lOJ, 20i, 30i, 40f , 50J, 61,

and 71 J respectivelv," added to the wet year 1821, give the wet

years 1831, 1841, 1852, 1S62, 1872, 1SS2, and 1892, and, deducting

the same figures successively from the present drv year, 1884, we
obtain the dry years 1874, 1864, 1854, 1844, 1834, 1823, and 1813.

with a similar result any year may be taken and the additions or

deductions made. Coming to the near future, it may be seen from

the diagram that the years 1894 and 1895 will correspond with

1873 and 1874, and that the years between will be dry or mean
except 1885, 1889, and 1892. In fact, the weather in Engla.nd

repeats itself every 61 years, and I have verified this repetition

down to the commencement of the Christian era.

Hugh Clements.

[I insert Mr. Clements's letter without possessing the slightest

faith in his system. But ars probat artincem, " the proof of the

pudding is in the eating." He makes definite vaticinations of rain-

fall and drought, and it only remains to be seen whether they are

fulfilled or not.—Ed.]

AERIAL LOCOMOTION.

[1403]—Tour recent articles treating on air-navigation I have

read with great interest. Still, I think you have omitted the most

important name in the list of those credited with aiding the pro-

blem of flight to a solution. I refer to Charles Darwin, and

instance his observations on the condors of South America given in

his " Naturalist's Voyage Round the World," written nearly half a

centurv ago.
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I entirely apree with you in holding that the possessor of " vague

notions" about how birds fly is not likely to lead to good results in

aerostatics, and you will doubtless agree with me in thinking that

very precise and correct notions on that subject might well be

invaluable.

It is obvious that every notion in regard to flying now the pro-

perty of man has been derived from the birds. Had it not been

for the flapping birds no one would ever have adopted the notion of

using active force, such as muscular, steam, or any other known to

us, to urge his way into the unresisting air.

This was done by Darwin in the book above quoted ;
and it is a

constant astonishment to me that no Englishman has seen the sig-

nificance of his ob.servations, and, as a consequence, placed the

human race in the air.

The condor is a strong bird, some fifteen feet in nlar dimensions,

weighing twenty pounds, and having a stomach capiieity for five

pounds of carrion. Darwin says it cannot flap itself off of the

ground, bnt has to run into the air ; and if surprised before having

time to indulge in a short foot-race, is easily captured.

What chance, then, is there for a man to flap himself into success

when the best specialised animal extant in this direction is unable

to do it ? Man has no specialisation in that direction, and weighs

four times as much.
Darwin goes on to say that this bird, once in the air, moves with

astonishing grace and ease, traversing the air at will in any direc-

tion, without flapping at all ! He is emphatic on the point of

rigidity of pinions, and I submit that, coupling these two facts,

they far outweigh in value all experiments tried by man in this

field.

For they show that with the large, heavy birds " flapping," or,

in other words, active force, is not a factor in flight, and the whole

question is shifted to other grounds, and the usual conception of

" flying" completely changed. It becomes possible, with the light

thus shed upon the problem, to throw it into a proposition of

general terms, which may be thus stated :

—

Flight is the result of the distribution of weight and position in

relation to atmospheric air. If Darwin has rightly stated the facts,

that is about the state of the case. Active force is eliminated.

So far as the bird is concerned, it simply does notlang, and for

doing nothiru/ a man is as admirably sjiecialised as any creature on

earth. Whatever bugs, bees, and beetles may do in the way of

flapping—however humraing-birds. tomtits, kestrels, kites, and
other small fry manage to get about— is beside the question. There
is nothing discoverable about them which man may hope to

imitate. But if Darwin is right, there most surely is about a
condor, and because he so clearly observed and recorded these

facts, I suggest that you should have admitted him into the circle

of the promoters of aerostatics.

Every item of advance mentioned which may buttress hopes for

successful flight is fully anticipated by this English naturalist fifty

years ago. He pointed out that a body weighing 251b., with a

certain distribution of weight in given dimensions, is sustained in

air, and translated in any direction, with or against the wind, and
in opposition to gravity, without the employment of any active

force whatever. 'Tis true that this fact needs an explanation. But
bear in mind that an explanation is all that it does need. The /act,

there is no doubt about, and why the experts of a country able to

produce a Darwin have not long ago supplied that explanation is

humiliating. J. Lancaster.

Chicago.

MIND AXD BRAIN.

[1404]—In reference to the assertion of Professor Biichner, in

"Force and Matter," that the molecular change or vibration in the

brain, which accompanies every thought, is thought itself, I venture

to ask the following question :—What is the power which determines

the nature of such molecular changes ; compellinfj the brain itself,

by what we call an effort of will, without the aid of the association

of ideas, to evolve, at one instant, a thought (e.g.) respecting

theology ; at the next, one in classics or mathematics ; at a third

attempt, on some wholly different subject. Must there not, in fact,

be some controlling power, distinct from the brain itself, which uses

the brain as its instrument in the production of thought, and thus

effect f the molecular changes ?

To me it appears indisputable that Professor Biichner mistakes

effect for cause. S. F. B. Peppix, Yicar of Herrington.

[Mr. Peppin's is a query so pertinent that I insert his letter at

length.

—

Ed.]

SHOOTING STAES.

[14-05]—I see by Letter No. 1389 of your issue of the 12th inst.,

Mr. W. H. S. Monck thinks that certain shooting stars, after

vaporisation in our atmosphere, may solidify again outside it, while

others may pass through it, without being reduced to meteoric
dust. Further, that these bodies may, in future, revolve round the
earth as a centre, instead of round the sun. If such be the cas**,

and if Saturn's rings consist of an infinite number of small satellites,

the earth, I take it, would by this time be provided with a eimiler
appendage, visible to man, unless the myriads of meteors so re-

volving, which must have accumulated in the course of ages, could
be present without reflecting light. If this be impossible, the in-

ference is, I submit, that none escape disintegration, or, if they d<s
their orbits are not so affected as to make them play the part of

satellites to our planet. Eve- Witness.

SHIPS' LIGHTS.

[1406] — Having lately commenced to take Knowledge, in

monthly parts (I am sorry I d'd not commence sooner) I read with
much pleasure your able article headed " Sent to the Bottom."

1 have hundreds of times felt keenly what you say in that article,

viz., that the present system of signals at sea tells little or nothing
even when they are seen, and they ought to be so arranged as iti

tell us everything that can be told by signals about the position

of ships and the courses they stand upon.
Going along among a lot of vessels, steam and sail, going in diffe-

rent directions in daylight ^ we can thread our way easily as long us

every one keeps the steering rules, because we can see exactly which
way every vessel in sight is heading, but the moment darkness sets

in uncertainty "reigns supreme," although the weathermay be clear

enough for us to see all the lights within our limits. Many a timo
in crowded waters I have stood on deck the whole night with my
teeth set, and my heart in my month most of the time—especially

when I had charge of a sailing vessel—where I had not the power
to stop and reverse, seeing a number of lights about me which tohl

me but a mere fraction of what was necessary for me to know, in

order to go along safely.

If those at the head of affairs were to torn their attention to

such matters as these, their praiseworthy efforts to diminish the

loss of life at sea would, in my humble opinion, be crowned with
more success than any other way they can take. Let them, by
legislature or otherwise, give us ships so constructed and equipped
as to give us a fair chance to avoid danger, and the instinct of self-

preservation will do the rest.

It is, indeed, surjjrising, as yon say, that matters are allowed to

proceed for a single month without change.
Your plan, in my opinion, is so simple, that any one with brains

enough to make him fit to take charge of a vessel for a " watch "

can master it in half-an-hour, and the sooner the present system is

unlearned the better. M. P.

S.S. Prydam, Aug. 3, 1884.

PRINCE KRAPOTKINE'S CAT.

[1407]—The question being to what extent a cat is affected by
her reflection in a mirror, Prince Krapotkine writes to the Revue
Scientifique that his cat of fourteen months old, which he has

reared during his imprisonment, when he perceives his image evt-n

in a hand-glass, will assume a serious air and endeavour to touch it

with his paw. Then, meeting the surface of the mirror, he makes
for the back of it, evidently fancying another cat is behind a pane
of ordinary glass. If the mirror be withdrawn he will follow it up
until he assures himself there really is no other cat behind ; aiid

then he walks off, and will pay the matter no further attention.

This cat does not mew to have the door opened, but stands on his

hind legs, and shakes the latch with his fore-paws. He knows the

prison-bells, such as those for rising in the morning, and the various

meals. When the well-known prisoner takes his evening walk up
and down his room, the cat goes through all sorts of antics, ami

makes a lot of little purring noises to obtain a game of hide-and-

seek, with which he is not pleased unless his master takes hi.'*

turn in hiding too. He understands a few words. When he wants
to play with his string, if asked, " What do you want ? Food ? A
drink?" (manger, loirf,) he gets huffed and walks away ; but the

moment the word " string " (ficelle) is pronounced, he makes two
little sounds which clearly mean "Yes." J. O'N.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS.

[1408]—I have read with very great interest the valuable details

relating to continuous brakes and railway accidents which have
appeared in your columns, and I am extremely glad to see this im-

portant subject so fully discussed. There is no doubt that the

general public does not understand the most important point in the

whole matter. The usual opinion appears to be that "a brake

must be a good train-stopper." The fact is, an efficient continuous
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brake is required not only to be a first-rate train-stopper in ordi-

nary every-day use ; but, what is far more important, it must be a

self-acting, life-savin<r appliance, in case of accident similar to the

one at Penistone. It is quite useless to suppose that the locomotive

engine, railway rolling stock, or permanent way, can ever be made
free from defects and consequent failures. During the first half of

the present year no less than 5G8 tyres, 171 axles, and 181 rails

failed, and 28 cases occm'red of passenger trains, or parts thereof,

leaving the rails, by which 7 persons were killed and 51 in-

jured. When we consider that the fearful disaster at Penistone

was caused by the breaking of one axle, the fact that no less than

171 axles broke in six mouths becomes a matter for serious reflec-

tion. Axles may be made of the finest materials by the very best

of makers, yet flaws may and do grow, which neither the closest

examination nor care can detect. In the same way rails break

without giving any warning or showing any previous flaw. Under
these circumstances the groat question is, What can be done to

mitigate or counteract the disastrous effects of these failures of

material, and render them as harmless as possible ? To this

question there is and can be but one reply — viz., the

adoption of a life-saving appliance in the form of a quickly-

acting automatic continuous brake. An express train running
at sixty miles an hour passes over a space of 86 feet per
second. If the brake can be instantaneously applied, the train

runs but a few feet before the retarding power comes into full

operation ; but in the case of a slowly acting system, which takes

six or eight seconds, the train runs four or five hundred feet before

the brake power can be brought into action, and this simply means
that the train is dashing along at full speed, perfectly out of control,

at a time when a quickly-acting system would have very materially

reduced the speed and minimised the danger and risk. As long

ago as August, 1877, the Board of Trade issued a circular to the

railway companies, in which the essential conditions to a good
brake were clearly laid down. The most important condition is

that the brakes are, " in case of accident, to be instantaneously

self-acting." To fulfil this, the brake must be what is known as

natomatic. A "simple" brake has no store of power, it is only

used when required to make a stop, and there is always the fear

that when it is required it will be found wanting ; and again, even
if it be once applied it comes "off "of itself, as was the case at

Penistone, just at the very moment when most necessary to pre-

vent the train running down the embankment.
The General Report to the Board of Trade upon the accidents

during the year 1883 has just been issued, and shows that nine

accidents were due to want of continuous brakes, five to the want
of quickly-acting continuous brakes, seven to continuous brakes on
the trains not being connected with the engine, two to the guards
not being able to apply the continuous brake ; whilst in eight

instances the action of automatic or other continuous brakes are

reported to have done good service in either preventing the colli-

sions altogether or in reducing the shock occasioned thereby. The
accident near Lynn on Wednesday is a very important case in

point. A train ran off the line ; the Westinghouse automatic brake
brought it to rest without the loss of a single life. Had this train

been provided with a brake which did not fulfil the Board of Trade
•conditions, a serious disaster must have followed. Such facts

require no comment. Clement E. Siretton, C.E.,

Leicester, Sept. 8. Hon. Mem. A.S.K.S.

COINCIDENCES.
[1409]—When on ten days' leave at Agra, during the rains of

1875, I actually dined at mess one night with Smith, Jones, Brown,
and Robinson. Only nineteen men sat down to mess. Brown was
the General commanding the division, Jones was his Brigade-Major,
Smith was an oflicer of the 55th going through the garrison class.

I forget who Robinson was, but, as if to make the coincidence com-
plete, Robertson, of the Central India Horse, was also present.
At the same time I noticed another coincidence in connection

mth three uncommon surnames and multiples of nine. It was as
follows, the names being those of three European ofiicers, the regi-
ments three Bengal infantry ones to which the otficers respectively
belonged:— Re<7ime;i<, 9th B.I., 18th B.I., 27th (?) or SCth (?) B.I.

Officer, Capt. Toke, Capt. Toker, Dr. Stoker. With the increase
in the number of the regiment there was an addition of a letter to
the root name. C. W. S. D.

THE BEST FORM OF TRICYCLE.
[1410]—In reply to your correspondent "A. H." (13S6), I regret

that I have not seen or heard of a tricycle known as the Coventry
Compressus. It may well be that after more than 300 machines
have been brought out I may have missed one. The only machine
I have heard of as the Compressus was one made by Moore, of
Kennington Park. This was a convertible, with two front-steering
wheels. It had good points, among which were these : that it was

very safe from capsizing, and it was a two track machine. I do
not think this make of machine can now be purchased.

I have not cared for any of the Merlin Tricycles, but as many
different forms of machine have been brought forward under that
name, I do not know which form "A. H." refers to.

John- Beowning.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
E. R. I do not possess Mr. Wriglit's book, and, in the absence

of the context, speak with some hesitation. If, though, we take a
crystal of Iceland spar and tilt it in a certain direction, a dot of
ink or a spot of light, as viewed through it, appeals double; but as
we turn the crystal the two images, after separating to a fixed
distance, begin to approach, and ultimately coincide. This being
understood, if we view the two images through a second crystal in
a certain position, each of such images suffers duplication, givinf
four. If, now, we turn crystal No. 1 round until its images are fused
into one, this one becomes only two in the second crystal, and on the
second crystal assuming a proper position the two images in it become,
as in the first case, united in one.—A. Z. For" the full meaning "

of Protoplasm and Bioplasm you must consult the works of
Professors Huxley, Haeckel, and others.—C. Donovan. Thanks for
proffered articles, but Ferrier and others have conclusively shown
that the Phrenology of Gall and Spnrzheim is absolutely baseless.
See Carpenter's " Mental Physiology," Bastian's "Brain as an Organ
of Mind," &c.

—

Nath. Alcock. If you like to send a short precis
of your views on the subject of the " Colours of Tropical Man," I
shall be glad to print it, but I cannot merely reproduce what has
appeared in contemporary columns.

—

John Howell. Thanks; but
such a poem as you forward is wholly unsuitable for these columns.—T. Beown. "The Stars in their Seasons" is published by Long
mans & Co., London.—J. 0. Lind.say. Many thanks.—GfERY.
Such halos as you describe round the moon are caused by the re-
fraction of her light through a mass of minute ice-spicules, formed
in the region of the cirro-stratus clouds some 20,000 ft. high. If
you measure the angular diameter of such halos, you will find
that they generally have a radius of about 22'. The brush-like
appearance may have been caused by more opaque intermediate
clouds of small size intercepting the moon's light, in a way akin to
what happens when—as the country people say—" the sun is draw-
ing water."—De. E. Grotii. Forgive me if I say that I cannot spend
an hour or two in plodding through my astronomical bookshelves.
I may just ask you (after taking down a very few books at
random) to see Newcomb in " Monthly Notices of the R.A.S.,"
Vol. XXL, p. 55, and the same author's "Popular Astronomy;"
also Beckett's " Astronomy without Mathematics." I have a much
more detailed mathematical disproof of Olbin theory somewhere,
but I am unable to light upon it just now.— Thanks. The colours
produced by absorption are not simple, and the chances are that
your " blue " glass was of a purple tint. The eye, too, is far from
being achromatic. To definitely answer your question the lantern-
glass should be examined by the spectroscope. No doubt particles
of sand or dust might be compressed into solid blocks by pressure

;

but no theoretical answer can be given as to the amount of that
pressure, which must be the subject of direct experiment.

—

ANONVMors. Do you seriously suppose that I am going to notice a
tract which speaks of men of eminence and honour in the medical
profession as " the real wire-pullers—the Simons, Corys, Seatons,
and similar discredited and mischievous blunderers" ? If blatant
abuse were argument, Anti-Vaccinators must have had it all their
own way long enough ago.

—

Boreas. No one replied to your
query,, and I was unable to do so myself. I cannot believe "that
your jVu-rf'e.^prie would be anymore successful in eliciting infor-
mation.— Ja.\ies Shone. If you refer to page 437 of the previous
(5th) volume, you will find there an almost complete answer to
your question. I have every faith in the institution, and am fully
assured that every honestly competent pupil may rely upon se-
curing good employment, more especially if foreign' service is

agreeable. You might, however, learn this and more by paying the
place a visit.—Dr. J. G. Davey sends me a pamphlet intended to
show (from mesmeric experiments!) that Gall and Spurzheim's
phrenological system of mapping the brain is the only true one

;

and that the experiments of Ferrier, &c., and the opinions of all the
most eminent modern psychologists are worthless. He must not be
angry with me if I say that he has wholly failed to convince me of
this,—D. Sutherland Thanks, but rather outside the range of
subjects embraced by this journal.—F. Minter. Will be resumed
in due season.—T. Common. I would gladly insert your really
admirable letter ; but if you only knew what piles of (unprinted)
correspondence the subject has brought, you would pity as readily
as you would excuse me.—W. T. Lynn. You are perfectly right.
The " it " was, at least, as ridiculous as it appears in either of your
illustrations. See this week's " Gossip."—C. E. S. The " Bab
Ballads " originally appeared in Fun.
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PROBLEM No. 129.
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White to play and mate in four moves.

VIENNA GAME, PLAYED AT ST. LOUIS, U.S.A.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY.
By W. Mattieu Wiluams.

XLIII.—THE COOKERY OF WINE.

IN an unguarded moment I promised to include the

above in this series, and will do the best I can to
fulfil the promise ; but the utmost result of this effort

can only be a contribution to the subject which is too pro-

foundly mysterious to be fully grasped by any intellect that
is not sufficiently clairvoyant to penetrate paving-stones
and see through them to the interiors of the closely-tiled

cellars wherein the mysteries are manipulated.

I will first define what I mean by the cookery of wine.
Grape juice in its unfermented state may be described as
"raw wine," or this name may be applied to the juice after

fermentation. I apply it in the latter sense, and shall use
it as describing grape juice which has been spontaneously
and recently fermented without the addition of any foreign
materials, or altered by keeping, or heating, or any other
process beyond fermentation. All such processes and ad-
mixture which affect any chemical changes on the raw
material I shall describe as cookery, and the result as
cooked wine. When wine made from other juice than that
of the grape is referred to it will be named specifically.

At the outset a fallacy, very prevalent in this country,
should be controverted. The high prices charged for the
cooked material sold to Englishmen has led to absurdly
exaggerated notions of the original value of wine. I am
quite safe in stating that the average market value of rich
wine in its raw state, in countries where the grape grows
luxuriantly, and where, in consequence, the average quality
of the wine is the best, does not exceed sixpence per
gallon, or one penny per bottle. I speak now of
the newly - made wine. Allowing another sixpence
per gallon for barrelling and storage, the value of
the commodity in portable form becomes twopence
per bottle. 1 am not speaking of thin, poor wines,
produced by a second or third pressing of the grapes,
but of the best and richest quality, and, of coui-se, I do
not include the fancy wines, those produced in certain
vineyards of celebrated chateaux, that are superstitiously

venerated by those easily-deluded people who suppose
themselves to be connoisseurs of choice wines. I refer to
the ninety-nine and nine-tenths per cent, of the rich wines
that actually come into the market. Wines made from
grapes grown in unfavourable climates naturally cost more
in proportion to the poorness of the yield. ,

As some of my readers may be inclined to question thb
estimate of average co.st, a few illustrative facts may be
named. In Sicily and Calabria I usually paid at the road-
side or village " osterias " an equivalent to one halfpenny for
a glass or tumbler holding nearly half-a-pint of common
wine, thin but genuine. This wag at the rate of less than
one shilling per gallon, or twopence per bottle, and included
the cost of barrelling, storage, and inn-keeper's profit on
retailing. In the luxuriant wine-growing regions of Spain,
a traveller baiting at a railway refreshment station and
buying one of the sausage sandwiches that there prevail, is

allowed to help himself to wine to drink on the spot with-
out charge, but if he fills his flask to carry away, he is

subjected to an extra charge of one halfpenny. It is well
known to all concerned that at vintage-time of fairly
good seasons, in all countries where the grape grows
freely, a good cask is worth more than the new wine it

contains when filled ; that much wine is wasted from lack
of vessels, and anybody sending two good empty casks to a
\-igneron, can have one of them filled in exchange for the
other. Those who desire further illustrations and verifica-
tion should ask their friends

—

outside of the trade—who
have travelled in Southern wine countries, and know the
language and something more of the coimtry than is to be
learned by being simply transferred from one hotel to
another under the guidance of couriers, cicerone, valets de
place, and other flunkies. Wine-merchants are " men of
business."

Thus the five shillings paid for a bottle of rich port is

made up of one penny for the original wine, one penny
more for cost of storage, ic, about sixpence for duty and
carriage to this country, and twopence for bottling, making
tenpence altogether ; the remainmg four shillings and two-
pence is paid for cookery and wine-merchant's profits.

Under cookery I include those changes which may be
obtained by simply exposing the wine to the action of the
temperature of an ordinary cellar, or the higher tempera-
ture of " Pasteuring," to be presently described.

In the youthful days of chemistry the first of these
methods of cookery was the only one available, and wine
was kept by wine-merchants with purely commercial
intent for a considerable number of years.

A little reflection will shoiv that this simple and original

cookery was very expensive, sufiiciently so to legitimately
explain the rise in market value from tenpence to five

shillings or more per bottle.

Wine-merchants require a respectable profit on the
capital they invest in their business—say ten per cent per
annum on the prime cost of the wine laid down. Then
there is the rental of cellars and offices, the establishment
expenses—such as wages, sampling, sending out, adver-
tising, losses by bad debts, ifcc.—lo be added. The capital

lying dead in the cellar demands compound interest. At
ten per cent, the principal doubles in about seven and one-

third years. Calling it seven years, to allow very meagrely
for establishment expenses, we get the following result :

—

S s. d.

he
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the high prices of old-fashioned old wines ; or of what I

<B»y novj cM the " traditional value " of wine.

Of course, this is less when a man lays down his own
vine in his own cellar in obedience to the maxim " Lay
down good port in the d-iys of your youth, and when you

are old your friends will not forsake you." He may be

satisfied with a much smaller rate of interest than the man
engaged in business fairly demands. Still, when wine thus

aged was thrown into the market, it competed with com-

mercially cellared wine, and obtained remarkable prices,

ospecially as it has a special value for " blending " purposes,

/.«., for mixing with newer wines and infecting them with

its own senility.

But why do I say that noiu such values are traditional ?

>?iinply because the progress of chemistry has shown us how
the changes resulting from years of celUiage may be

«fFricteH by seientitio cookery in a few hours or days. We
are indebted to Pasteur for the most legitimnte— I might

say the only legitimate—method of doing this. The pro-

aeas is accordingly called " Pasteuring." It cnsists in

simply heatiug the wine to the temperatu'e of 60°C =:140°

Fahr., the temperature at which, as will be remembered,

the visible changes in the cookery of animal food com-

laences. It is a process demanding considerable skill ; no

portion of the wine during its cookery must be raised above

this temperature, yet all must reach it ; nor must it be ex-

posed to the air.

The apparatus designed by Rossignol is one of the best

suited for this purpose. This is a large metallic vat or

><oiler with air-tight cover and a false bottom, fr^m which
rises a trumpet-shaped tube through the middle of the vat,

and passing through an air-tight fitting in the cover. The
chamber formed by the false bot'om is tilled with water by
means of this tube, the object being to prevent the wine

at the lower part from being heated dir<-ctiy by the fire

which is below the water chamber. A thermometer is

also inserted air-tight in the lid, with its bulb halt-way

down the vat. To allow for e.Kpansion a tube is similarly

fitted into the lid. This is bent syphon-like, and its lower

end dipped into a flask containing wine or water, so that

air or vapour may escape and bubble through, but none
«nter. Even in drawing off from the Pasteuring vat into

the cask the wine is not allowed to flow through the air,

but is conveyed by a pipe which bends down, and dips to

ihe bottom of the barrel.

If heated with exposure to air, the wine acquires a

flavour easily recognised as the " gout de cuit," or flavour

of cooking. By Pasteur's method, properly carried out, the

rtttly changes are those which would be otherwise produced
by aga

These changes are somewhat obscure. One eflPect is

probably that which more decidedly occurs in the maturing
of whisky and other spirits distil ed from grain— viz., the

reduction of the proportion of amy lie alcohol or fusel oil,

which although less abundantly prodncfd in the fermenta-

tion of grape juice than in gr-iin or potato spirit, is formed
ill varying quantities. Cup'oic alcohol and caprylic

alcohol are also produced by the fermentation of grape

juice or the " marc " of grapes

—

i «., the mixture of the

whole juice and the skins. These are aciid, ill flavoured

spirits, more conducive to headache than the ethylic alcohol,

•-vhioh is proper spirit of good wine. Every wine-drinker

knows that the amount of headache obtainable from a

given quantity of wine, or a given outlay of cash, varies

with the sample, and this variation appears to be due to

these supplementary alcohols or ethers.

Another change appears to be the formation of ethers

having choice flavours and bouquets ; cenanthic ether, or
tJre ether of wine, is the most iniportau'. of th:se, and it is

probably formed by the action of the natural acid salts of

the wine upon its alcohol. Johnstone says :
—" So powerful

is the odour of this substance, however, that few wines

contain more than one-forty thousandth part of their bulk
of it. Yet it is always present, can always be recognised

by its smell, and is one of the general characteristics of all

grape wines." This ether is stated to be the basis of

Humjarian luine oil, which, according to the same authority,

has been sold for flavouring brandy at the rate of sixty-

nine dollars per pound. I am surprised that up to the

present time it has not been cheaply produced in large

quantities. Chemical problems that appear far more
diflScult have been practically solved.

THE ELECTRO-MAGXET.
By W. Slingo.

(Continued from p. 175.)

AS I intimated in a previous article, an electro-magnet

is not necessarily a straight one. In fact, it may be

made to almost any pattern, although naturally the shape

and dimensions should be kept within certain bounds to

ensure the greatest attainable efficiency. Inasmuch as

electro-magnets are rarely used except where transitory

effects are requisite, they are generally made in one or

other of the many possible modifications of the so-called

horse-shoe shape. The object is to get the two poles near

each other, so as to influence a piece of iron placed across

^
Fig- 1.

them. In Fig. 1 we have the general form of an ele-

mentary electro-magnet, in which one end of the iron

core becomes a north pole and the other a south pole.

It is manifest that if with this we wish to exert

the greatest possible amount of attraction of which

it is capable we must utilise the two polar forces. The
piece of soft iron best adapted for this would be curved in

shape, the segment of a circle with one extremity on each

pole. This, however, would constitute an awkward arma-

ture, more especially where it is lequired to be light and

capable of moving freely. When, therefore, it is per-

missible to utilise both poles of the electromagnet, it is

bent into a more or less perfect \J shape. Fig. 2 represents

aEb

¥
Fig. 2.

what we might get by bending a simple bar magnet. We
rarely, however, see a horse-shoe-magnet so constructed. In

the first place, a horse-shoe-magnet is manifestly only in-

tended for use at close quarters, because at even a short

distance, the two polarities become more nearly equidistant,

and we very soon reach a point where they are

practically equal, and where they, being opposite,

neutralise each other. Now it will be remembered that

in the preceding article it was demonstrated that when

experimenting with bar magnets, a magnet wound as

dep'cted in Fi^'. 3 gave g-eater results (at short distances)
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than did a magnet wound as shown in Fig. 1, the quantity

of wire and of iron being in each case identical. For this

reason, then, even if no other were available, wire is not

Fig. 3.

wound over the bend of the core. This applies almost as

forcibly when the wire is wound evenly over the two ends
of the core, the centre remaining bare, as shown in Fig. 4

(where A repre.^ents the soft iron armature). Another,
although, perhap.i, a less important reason for not covering

the centre of the bent core is the difficulty that would be
experienced in winding, on account of the larger surface on
the outside as compared with the inside of the bend, a
difference which would obviously increase with every addi-

tional layer of wire.

Fig. i.

Unless the armature is particularly small, the two
"legs" of the electro-magnet are rarely bent so as to

make the poles approach each other, as in the case of per-

manent steel magnets. They are simply bent parallel,

great care being taken to ensure the greatest degree of

softness. The core of an electro-magnet should never be
of steel, or even of hard cast-iron, because of the much
lower magnetic capacity these materials possess as com-
pared with good, soft iron. In hammering a piece of iron

rod to form the bent core, there is a strong tendency to

hardening, and as little hammering as possible should be
resorted to, the bend being more efficiently produced by
heating the iron to redness, when the metal becomes,
naturally, much more workable. In any case, after the

proper shape has been attained, the iron should be heated
to redness, embedded in charcoal or placed in a clear fire,

and then withdrawn and allowed to cool gradually, or, better

still, left in the fire until it dies right out. The greatest

efficiency at short distances is produced when the wire is

coned towards the extremities—in fact, when the magnet
has the appearance of being a bent form of that shown
in Fig. 3.

As stated above, electro-magnets are not often called into

requisition when only a single pole is required. When
fuch a magnet, however, is necessary, it is well to use a
long core, winding the given quantity of wire over one end
of it, as shown in Fig. -5. The reason for this is, that a

Fig. 5.

greater magnetic concentration is produced, or, in other
words, the poles are separated by a greater distance, and the
one to be used is therefore counteracted to a much less

degree by the more distant opposite pole. It must not be

forgotten that while the one end is inducing one condition

in a neighbouring piece of iron, the opposite end is pro-

ducing exactly ihe opposite state of affairs, and the result-

ing coiidition of the iron is an expression of the difference

between the two inductive tendenti^s.

This fact may easily be demonstrated by pas.sing a current

throufih a coil of wire over, say, a thin 6-in. rod of irot),

and after noting the stiength, ])lace the coil over the small

end of a poker and again pasi-ing the current through it.

If the quality of the iron and other conditions are identical,

the i)oker will fhow a much greater etiect than the short

piece of iron. A coil or bobbin of wire for these esperi

meiits may he easily made. Procure a slieet of rather stout

foolscap or other paper, and laying it on a hard, smooth sui

face, such as that of a drawing-Hoard, place a ruler or other

cylindrical rod about three quarters of an inch in diameter
across one end of it. Then r^'ll the paper tightly round
the rod once, and g'lm thoroughly the remainder of the

upper surface of the paper. Next loll the whole sheet over
the rod, squeezing as much gum as possible into the porf^^•

of tiie pap^r, and forcing out any that may remain unab-
sorbed. When the sheet is fully wound, secure it with
string, and place it on one side for an hour or
two, letting it dry thoroughly. When as-ured
that it is dry, press two cardboard or thin wooden
discs, about three inches in diameter, over the ends of the
paper cylinder. 1 have found cardboard answer very well.

It may be m^de rigid by binding a little string round the
cylinder, outside the cardboard, and then saturating the
string more or less completely with gum, wax, ic. When thi^

is done, remove the string which was used to hold the papev
together, and withdraw the ruler. The result will be a

thin but very rigid tube, with an excellently smooth inner
surface. The space between the discs or cheeks may neat
be filled with five or six layers of stout, cotton-covered,

copper wire, care being taken to insure that the winding is

continuous, as pieviously pointed out. The winding should
be done as carefully and evenly as possible. Kinks and
bends in copper wire may be readily removed. If allowed

to remain they give to the coil an unsightly appearance,
besides uselessly taking up valuable space. Of course, the
two ends of the wire should be brought out. The
inner one may be passed through a small hole in one ef

the cheeks near the cylinder. When finished, soak the

coil thori'Ughly, in melted paraffin wax to insure insulation,

to maintain rigidity, and to exclude moisture. The appear-

ance of the coil may be improved by painting it with
sealing-wax varnish, which may be made by dissolving

some shellac in methylated spirit, and adding a very small

quantity of vermilion to the solution. For the present
purpose the varnish may be made by di-solving a little

ordinary sealing-wax in the spirit, although the common
wax is not to be so highly commended for insulating

purposes.

Such electro-magnets as the one illustrated in Fig. 4 are
almost invariably adopted for electric bells and othei-

similar purposes ; but in telegraphic and kindred apparatus
another plan is resorted to, a reference to which we must
defer for a fortnight.

Melted Lead in the Ete.—A ci;rions case of accident from &
fragment of melted lead solidifying on tlie surface of the eye
without injuring it was recently brought before the Bordeaux
Society of Anatomy and Physiology by Dr. Perrier, who showed
that the immunity of the eye from burning was really due to the
" spheroidal state." The melted jet of lead was at a higher
temper.iture than 171" Cent., the temperatu'e necessary to pro-

duce the spheroidal state; hence, when it arrived at the surface of

the eye it vaporised the moisture of the latter. When it had cooled
below 171° Cent, the lachrymal secretion prevented the metal from
scorching the ball.
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FLIGHT OF A MISSILE.

By Richard A. Proctor.

I
HAVE been asked whether the method by which I

treated the movement of a body projected vertically

from a point on the equator—regarding such a body, from
the moment when its flight began, as moving in space under
the attraction of the earth, and therefore in obedience to

Kepler's laws—can be extended to any missile projected

in any direction from any part of the earth's surface. I

see no reason why the method should fail, or even why
there should be any difficulty in applying it. Let us,

however, inquire.

Let O, the point from which a missile is projected, lie

iu latitude A, and let OX be part of a latitude-parallel and
Y part of the meridian ; O Z vertical.

Fig. 1.

Suppose the missile to be projected from O in direction

O P with velocity r, at an elevation f ; and draw P L
perpendicular to the plane Y X (part of the earth's

surface, appreciably, near O) join L, and draw L M, L N
perpendicular to O X and O Y respectively. Let angle
LOX = a.

Suppose now that the length P represents the velocity
V ; then P L represents the vertical velocity of the missile,

or II sin £ ; L represents the horizontal velocity, or v cos t

;

O M is the velocity in direction O X, or r cos e cos a ; and
O N is the velocity in direction O Y or i- cos c sin «. But
we have to consider also the velocity in direction O X on
account of the earth's motion of rotation, which the missile
shares with the earth's surface at the moment of projection,
and retains thereafter, subject of course to such influences
as may thereafter be brought to bear on it. Call this
velocity u for convenience (we know that it is represented
by the circumference of the parallel of latitude though O
divided by the period of rotation, or is 2 n- r cos X ^ P,
where r is the radius of the earth in feet and P the number
of seconds in a sidereal day). Then if we represent 21 by
M m, O m represents the true velocity of the missile in
direction X, or v cos e cos a -f 71.

Complete the parallelogram O N / m, draw / j) parallel
and equal to L P, and join O^), then O /7 represents the
actual velocity of the missile in space, referred to the earth's
centre. (Of course the missile shares the motion of the
earth around the sun, of the solar system in space, &c., tkc,
but in considering its flight abo-ve the earth's surface we
need take no account of these parts of its motion). Call
this velocity V.

Join p P which is parallel to U and produce to meet
the plane Z Y in K and join O K ; then since 7; K is parallel
to / N, it is at right angles to the plane Z Y and O K ;> is a
right angle. Hence 0/)'''= OP- + P;/- + 2 P ;?. PK or

Y-=zv~ + If- + 2itv cos e cos a.

This gives us the actual velocity of the missile. We
know its actual inclination to the earth's surface, viz. the
angle ;; I, from the relation

sinpO I =.
Op

V sin e V sm £

/v- + V- + V. I- COS I COS a

Knowing V we can determine the major axis of the orbit

on which the missile begins to travel, as follows :

—

Put M=moon's mean velocity in her orbit, in feet per

second.

'"=number of seconds in a sidereal lunar montL
D=the moon's mean distance | from earth's centre,

d =missile's mean distance j in feet
Then by a well-known corollary from Kepler's third law,

we have

rf : D :: V-" : M«
2rD

and M = m
Thus DV- (v'-+u-+'2uv cos iCoaa)m-d=^—-=

M-'
""

4--D

Hence we have all the details necessary for the precise

determination of the path of our projectile, neglecting the
effects of atmospheric resistance.

Fig. 2.

Thus, suppose we have in Fig. 2 a section through the

earth's centre and the line ^ of Fig. 1. Let S be the

earth's centre, 0;) the true course of the missile (0^ of

Fig. 1 ). Join O S, produce p O to p', and draw O K per-

pendicular to pp'. Then as S is one focus of the elliptical

orbit A A' of the missile, the other focus lies in direction

O H, so drawn that angle p O H= angle SO;/. But angle

SOp' is equal to the angle K M since each is the com-

plement of S K. Hence
angle p H=angle K O M=comp. of angle ]> O M.

And since S O-fO H=A A'=:2rf

0H=2rf—S 0=2 rf— earth's radiu8=2c?—

r

_{v-+ u~-\-2uv cos E cos a)in-_
,

2^2 D
''

This assigns the position of H ; and H S being thus

given, while A A' is known, we have the position of A, and
the whole of the path A a.
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Having, however, thus shown that, given the velocity

and elevation of a particle and the latitude of the point of

projection, the actual path (apart from atmospheric resist-

ance) may be dealt with precisely like the path of a body
in space around a centre of attraction, I forbear to deal

thus with any given example, simply because there would
be no particular use in working out a problem of the sort.

The student who cares to do so may thus deal with such a

problem, noting that D and m are given in all tables of

lunar elements, r is known, ?* for a given latitude is also

known, while v and t are supposed to be given.

(To he contiimed,')

EDUCATION.

AT no period of our national history has education

assumed the vital importance which now attaches to

it. Compulsory as it now is in every rank of life, the man
who would even hold his own in the present day cannot,

and must not, be contented with the acquisition of the

minimum of knowledge ; for assuredly the " survival of the

fittest" in the immediate future means that of the possessor

of the most varied and best-digested information. We
write at the beginning of the educational year, when many
hundreds or thousands of young men are commencing a

career at the Universities, hospitals, &c., ic, which is

either to make or mar them ; to produce citizens who
shall contribute to the honour, dignity, and intellectual

and material advancement of their native land ; or to turn

out failures, who can only act as a clog and a dead-weight

upon it. That the study of the classics, with that refining

influence which they have exercised upon so many genera-

tions of English gentlemen, and of mathematics, with the

incomparable mental gymnastics which they supply, will

ever be superseded as essentials, it would be idle to suppose.

What, though, we would insist upon here is the paramount
necessity of supplementing them by a competent acquaintance

with natural and physical science. No man, towards the

end of this nineteenth century, can be said to be

"throughly furnished" who is unfamiliar with the most
recent results in physics and biology ; for the value of a

knowledge of science can hardly be over-estimated. In its

very lowest aspect, the power it confers of increasing our

material prosperity might well commend it to those whose
first question would be, " Does it pay ? " But for its applica-

tion to mechanical and industrial pursuits we could assuredly

never have attained that proud pre-eminence among nations

which is the glory of every patriotic Englishman. In a

higher point of view, though, the earnest student will appre-

ciate the benefits it confers, not only as a means of mental

training, but for the habit of mind which it induces of loving

truth tor its own sake, and humbly pursuing it in the con-

fidence that whithersoever it may lead us, it will be into

safe and pleasant pastures. And, in the highest point of

view, is not the theologian more indebted to science than

he is unfortunately always willing to confess 1 No one
can fail to contrast the ancient view of the Deity as

(what Matthew Arnold calls) " a magnified, non-natural

man," a mere tribal ruler, with the immeasurably
enlarged conception of the Almighty Lord of the uni-

verse enjoyed by the modern student of astronomy, who
stands humbled and appalled before majesty so infinite,

that he trembles at the very conception of it. If, then,

we have not claimed too much for science as an essential

element in education—as assuredly we have not—we need
not reiterate our earnest advice to the student by no means
to neglect it. Even as ci nieaus of recreation, he will find

it delightful. We are the more encouraged to urge this

from the success which our own endeavours to present

sound and accurate scientific information— " plainly worded
and exactly described '—have met with. From Canada,
from New Zealand, from Burmah, from South America, and
from the Cape do we receive testimony that our eflbrts to

popularise the knowledge of nature is appreciated. We
would fain hope that our fellow countrymen at home may
learn widely to value such knowledge, too; and by sedulous

study of the marvels by which they are surrounded, supply

themselves with one of the most potent weapons available

in the battle of life.

THE ENTOMOLOGY OF A POND.
By E. A. Butler.

THE BOTTOM (continued.).

SCATTERED about here and there over the bottom of"

a clear pond may often be seen a number of dark

and more or less cylindrical objects lying horizontally. A
little watching will reveal the fact that they are living, for

they will be seen slowly movins; about over the bottom,

and, perhaps, presently climbing the stem of some aquatic

plant. Fishing some out with a net, we find that each

consists of a cylindrical tube made of various materials,

and inhabited by a sort of caterpillar furnished with six

legs on the anterior part of its body. They are caddis

worms, or case-worms, but, notwithstanding the name, they

have only a very remote connection with the true worms,

being the larval forms of the order Trichuptera, i.e., the

caddis-flies or water-moths.

It is not an easy matter to extract the living occupant

from its abode by mere pulling, though it is not in any way
attached thereto. In such an animal as a snail, whelk, or

winkle the ditficulty of extracting the mollusc arises from

the fact that it is fastened by strong muscular adhesion to

the shell it constructs, but the caddis larva, like the marine

tube-worms, merely builds up a case round itself for pro-

tection, and is not in any way organically united with it.

But by means of certain hooks at the end of its body, it

can, like a hermit crab with the molluscan shell it has

appropriated, resist very successfully any attempts to drag

it lorth, and will even suflTer itself to be pulled in twain

rather than relax its hold. An application of boiling-water,

however, at once kills the little tenant, and we can then

easily draw out its corpse and examine the case at leisure.

Should it be desired to extract the animal alive, it must be

attacked from the rear. The case is open at both ends,

the hinder aperture being the smaller of the two. The

head of a pin inserted at this opening and pushed gently

forward will so startle the grub as to cause it to relax its

hold and advance a little in the tube ; a few more gentle

" prods " from behind and it completely evacuates its

fortress, without damage to itself or injury to its case, into

which it will be ready to return at the first opportunity.

On slitting open the case we find that the inside is beauti-

fully lined with a tough, thin, papery substance, which is

smooth enough, whatever may be the irregularities outside.

This material, like the silk of the silkworm, is produced

by the insect as a gummy secretion which hardens imme-

diately on exposure.

The nature of the external adornment will depend, upon

the species we have secured, and upon the materials that

may happen to have been obtainable by the larva. Small

bits of stick, rushes, roots, or fibres, blackened by long

soaking in the water, and completely water-logged, grains
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of sand or small stones, the leaves of trees or frsgoQeuts ot

aquatic vegetation, the seeds of rushes or other plants

growing by the water side, and the shells of fresh-water

mollusca, both dead and living—these are some of the
principal materials employed, their exact nature and
iirrangement being difl'ereiit in diflerent species, and some-
times in the same species at different ages. Some will cut

Httle shreds of vegetable matter, all of the same length, and
arrange them side by side in a spiral manner with won-
derful regularity ; others will take -whole leaves of poplar,

willow, and other trees, and attach them flatly to the case.

Some will select small stones, and stick them on with great

dexterity, forming a tube which reminds one forcibly of the

exquisite structure made by the marine worm Arenaria
bel</ica, which occurs not unfrequently on our sandy sea-

shores. Others will strengthen their tube with very fine

grains of sand, making a case in shape like an elephant's

tusk. Some will select straight bits of stick or
rush, and place them longitudinal!}', when they will

sometimes project far beyond the ends of the caselike

handles ; ethers, using the same materials, but in shcuter
pieces, will place them transversely, putting each piece

tangeotially to the surface, Eo that the ends furm a perfect

•r/icvaux da frise rciund the case, which, if looked at down its

length, reminds one of a stocking carrying set after set of

the needles with which it has been knitt^d. But unques-
tinnably the most interesting are those that are adorned
with shells. Caddis-worms are excellent conchologists, and
by obtaining a number of their cases you may get together
.t very respectable collecti( n ot freshwater shells. Some-
times you get the same shell throughout, when the case is

often extremely elegant and symmetrical; but frequently
you may find five or six species on one case, and then, if

the shells are very dissimilar, of course the symmetry of the
structure is destroyed. The most elegant are those fnrnied
of the smaller species of I'hinorlis, flit, spirally coiled
shells, something like tiny snakes rolled up. Of these
elegant little oV)jects sometimes as many as fifty speci-

mens go to adoin a single caddis case. Then there
are the smaller kinds of Zimnma, conical, spirally-

twisted shells of delicate texture, one or two of which
may fometimes be fcjund filling up odd corners, while,
projectiog here and there, like so many excrescences,
may perhaps be seen the stouter and broader shells of
flythinus, the mouth of which is closed by a sort of trap-

door. Again, we may find the much smaller and more
depressed spiral s-hells of Vahata, which, with the spires
,(.11 turned inwards, sometimes compose almost the whole
case, and, lastly, stuck in here and there wherever there is

room, the simply conical abodes of the tiny freph-water
limpets belonging to the genus Ancijlus. But, besides all

these, there are the shells made up of two similar parts
hinged togeiher—bivalves, as they are called—belonging
to the genera Sphcnrntm and Pisidium ; sometimes a single
\-alve is used, but more frequently the pair, especially of
the very common species called SpJuKrium corneum. This
is a tolerably bulky s-hell, and often exceeds in diame'er
the case which it adorns, so that if three or four ot them
are used on one case, it acquires a very irregular form. It
is not always dead shells that are chosen ; very frequently
living molluscs are made use of just as they are, though
their consent to the arrangement does not appear to be
sought, and the plans of their life must be greatly inter-
fered with by this unceremonious attachment. Mr.
McLachlan, the historian of the European Trichoptera,
^Ays that he has seen the wing-cases of water beetles some-
times mixed with other things as ornaments to the cases,
and even the cases of other and smaller caddis-worms, and
tiuit, too, while they still contained their inhabitants. The

means of attachment of all these objects is the same silky

secretion that lines the tube.

The operations of the insect in the construction of its

domicile are very interesting, and may be watched by any
one who will take the trouble to eject one from its dwellicg

and provide it with materials for the formation of another.

The two following instances are from the records of the

continental observers, Mejer and Pictet. The first refers

to the formation of a vegetable case. A larva, deprived of

its case, seized a piece of reed, and bit ofi" from it a portion

of the requisite length ; then, cutting a slit in one side, it

crawled in and closed up the rent with silk and vegetable

debris, and there was the case, fully made. When pieces

of reed too short for the case were intentionally given to

it, it pieced them out to the required length by cutting oS^

fragments of leaves and attaching them to one end. The
other refers to the formation of a mineral case. The larva

collected two or three smooth stones of moderate size, and
made a low arch by fastening them together with silken

threads ; then placing itself under this arch, it took up one

stone after another, and, with its feet, fitted them in as

carefully as a bricklayer would lay his bricks, attaching

them to the neighbouring stones when satisfied as to their

position. The stones were always placed smooth side in-

wards. In this way it took between five and six hours to

complete the case.

If the case should be made too long, pieces are cut off

till the right length is obtained. As not only the length,

but also the width of the case, is always suited to the size

of the animal, it becomes interesting to inquire how the

provision is made for growth in diameter ; as the creature

grows, each new circle added at the anterior extremity is

made of rather larger diameter, thus giving the whole tube

a somewhat conical shape ; then the smaller end is cut off,

and so by repeated additions to one end and subtractions

from the other, the ease is always the right size, and thus

one can understand how it is that a caddis which begins

life with a leafy case may, perhaps, end it with a stony or

shelly one, and that too without ever quitting its tenement.

Some species do not seem to be at all particular as to the

materials they use, but others are so fastidious that they

will rather go unclothed (which, of course, means epeedy

death) than adopt the wrong material.

The cases hitherto referred to are free, and the larva drags

its abode about with it as it crawls slowly along with just

so much of its body projecting from the case as carries the .

three pairs of legs. But many, especial ly of the smaller species,

and those that live in very rapidly-running water, make
cases which are attracted to stones, and consist of oval,

irregular masses of fragments of stones. Some, again, live

in companv under a common covering of vegetable debris

fastened together with silken threads, while others form on

the surface of large stones silken canals covered with slime

and mud. These latter are supposed to be, to a great

extent, carnivorous, feeding on other aquatic larvw ; but

the larger kinds are, as a rule, vegetable feeders, eating the

leaves of various water plants, which, when adult, they

devour entirely, beginning at the edge, but when young

they satisfy themselves with the tender green parts between

the veins of the leaf, which are more suited to their

juvenile capacities than the tougher veins themselves.

They will, however, take to animal food when necessary,

and will even, ou occasion, turn cannibals,

{To be continued.)

JIr. Bmn, the chess-player, has iu the press a tract in which he

jirupoiinds and analyzes an early variation ot the commonest
opening, which has for some vpars been associated with his name.

The publisher will be Mr. Wade, ot Tavistock-street.—JMenirum.
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NOTES ON COAL.
By Richard A. Proctor.

(^Continued from p. 217.)

XTTEsee, then, that coal-seams are the remains of ancient

V \ vegetable layers, formed underneath the trees of

the ancient forest. But it is not to be supposed that every

forest in those old times spread its shade over a ma^s of

decaying vegetable matter, until the time should come
when the mass should be covered over with shale or sand-

stone. In order that coal-seams should be formed, it was

necessary that the forest region sliould te so abundantly

watered as to form a forest swamp, like the cypress-swamps

ai the Mississippi. Yet again, it was necessary that

during the fresh-water inundations which helped to accu-

mulate the vegetable matter lound the roots of the ancient

forest trees, no mud should be carried into the swamps.

As Lyell says, " One generation after another of tall trees

grew with their roots in mud, and their leaves and pros-

trate trunks formed layers of vegetable matter, which was
afterwards covered with mud, since turned to shale. Yet
the coal itself, or altered vegetable matter, remained all

the while unsoiled by earthy particles." This is a fact

which seems at a first view altogether perplexing ; but, as

uearly always happens with the more perplexing features

of any natural enigma, geologists have been led by this

difficulty to the interpretation of the enigma. It is to

this very fact that we owe the most trustworthy infor-

mation yet obtained respecting the process by which
coal-beds were originally formed. The solut ~n is

due to the same eminent geologist from whom I have
already quoted the statement of the difficulty. " The
enigma," be says, '^ however perplexing at first sight, may,

{ think, be solved by attending to what is now taking place

in deltas. The dense growth of reeds and herbage which
encompasses the margins of forest-covered swamps in the

valley and delta of the Mississippi, is such that the fluvia-

tile waters, in passing through them, are filtered and made
to clear themselves entirely before they reach the areas in

which vegetal le matter may accumulate for centuries,

forming coal if tie climate be favourable. There is no
possibility of the least intermixture of earthy matter in

such cases. Thus, in the large submerged tract called the
" Sunk Country," near New Madrid, forming part of the

western side of the valley of the Mississippi, erect trees

have been standing over since the year 1811-1812,
killed by the great earthquake of that date ; lacustrine

and swamp plants have been growing there in the shal-

lows, and several rivers have annually inundated the

whole space, and yet have been unable to carry any
sediment within the outer boundaries of the morass, so

dense is the marginal belt of reeds and brushwood. It may
be affirmed that generally in the " cypress-swamps " of the

Mississippi no sediment mingles with the vegetable matter
accumulated thein? from the decay of trees and semi-aquatic

plants. As a singular proof of this fact, I may mention
that whenever any part of a swamp in Louisiana is dried

up, during an unusually hot season, and the wood is set on
fire, pits are burned into the ground many feet deep, or as

f-ar down as the fire can descend without meeting with
water ; and it is then found that scarely any residuum or

earthy matter is left At the bottom of all these " cypress-

swamps " a bed of clay is found, with roots of the tall

cypress, just as the under-clays of the coal are filled with
stigmaria—the roots of the ancient forest-trees called

iigillaria*

* It is not quite certain to what type of vegetation these trees
belonged, 'i bey were formerly supposed to be tree-ferns, hut some

It will be seen that the circumstances here considered

dispose of the theory—once a favourite one with many
geologists—that the coal-seams were formed of vegetable

matter (the rubbish of decayed forests) which had been

carried by rivers into estuaries, and there formed into vast

natural rafts. It was supposed that such rafts, sinking to

the bottom, became afier awhile covered with a layer of

sand or mud. The uprightness of the tree-stumps, how-

ever, as compared with the position of the coal-beds—that

is to say, their position square to these beds—should of

itself have disposed of the theory referred to.

Yet, on the other hand, there is great difficulty in

understanding under what circumstances the alternate

rising and sinking of the level of these delta-swamps,

or morasses, took place during the enormously long

period of time which must have been occupied in the

formation of the carboniferous groups with a thickness

amounting in some places to nearly four miles. We see,

for instance, that in the case of the Nova Scotia coal-

fields there must have been eighty-one distinct sub-

mergencies. Now there is nothing remarkable in the mere
circumstance that the same part of the earth should have

been above and beneath the sea-level through many suc-

cessive alternations. Geology has long taught that in

nearly every part of the earth this must have happened
;

but that throughout so many as eighty-one such changes

those conditions should have been repeated which are

necessary for the formation of coal-beds is ir.deed a most

remarkable circumstance. We have, on the one hand,

the ind ^,itions of a surprising degree of subterranean

activity , for whether the land sank or the sea rose, there

must have been a great oscillation of the earth's crust. But,

on the other hand, we see that the great swamps must
have retained their horizontal position unaltered for long

periods of time. The growth of a forest is not the work

of a few years, nor could the accumulations of vegetable

matter have been formed quickly. As Lytll says, we have

"evidence of the former existence at more than eighty

different levels "—overlying levels, be it noticed—" of

forests of trees, some of them of vast extent, and which

lasted for ages, t:i\ing rise to a great accumulation of

vegetable matter" Under what condition must the

earth's crust have been when such proce^ses were possible?

To this question, as yet, geology has given no satisfactory

answer. There are considerations, however, which seem

at least suggestive of a solution of some of the diffi-

culties here presented.

{To be continued.)

Mr. Mackay, of the Eoyal School of Mines, is announced to give

introductory (free) popular scientific lectures at the Highbury
Institute, on Sept. 25 and 30. Mr. G. Hawker, too, commenced a
series on the " Harmony of Form, as Applied to the Decorative

Arts," at the City of London College, on Tuesday evenings. Par-

ticulars in the College prospectus.

are found to have had long straight leaves, unlike those of ferns.

The reader will probably remember that, after describing the sigil-

laria, the author of " Vestiges of Creation" describes the stigmaria

as a distinct plant. " Among the most remarkable of the leading

plants of the coal era, without representatives on the present sur-

face, are the sigillaria, of which large stems are very abundant,

showing that the interior has been soft, and the exterior fluted,

with separate leaves inserted in vertical rows along the flutings

;

and the stigmaria, a plant apparently calculated to flourish in

marshes or pools, having a shorr, thick, fleshy stem, with a dome-

shaped top, from which spring branches of from twenty to thirty

feet long." These branches were, in realiry, the roots of the

sigillaria. The mistake is a very natural one, since the coal-seam

actually separates the trunk of the tree from its roots. Some,

however, have since been found attached to the base of the tree-

stumps.
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OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.
A WEEK'S CONVEESATION OH THE PLURALITY OF

WORLDS.

By Mons. be Fontenelle.

witu notes by richard a. peoctok.

{Continued from p. 221.)

" TpOR my part," said I, "I do not beliere there are men
a} in the moon : for do but observe how much the

face of Nature is changed between this and China ; other

visages, shapes, manners, nay, almost other principles of

reason ; and therefore between us and the moon, the

alteration must be much more considerable. In the lands

that ha\e been lately discovered, we can scarce call the

inhabitants men ; they are rather animals of human shape,

and that too sometimes very imperfect, almost without

human reason : he therefore who will travel to the moon,

must not expect to find men there."

" What sort of people are they then," said she.

" Troth, madam," said I, " I know not ; for put the case

that we ourselves inhabited the moon, and were not men,

but rational creatures, could we imagine, do you think,

such fantastical people upon the earth as mankind is ? Is

it possible we should have an idea of so strange a compo-

sition, a creature of such foolish passions, and such wise

reflections ; allotted so small a span of life, and yet pur-

suing views of such extent ; so learned in trifles, and so

stupidly ignorant in matters of the greatest importance

;

so much concerned for liberty, and yet such great inclina-

tions to servitude ; so desirous of happiness, a. ' yet so

very incapable of attaining it 1 The people in the moon
must be wise indeed to suppose all this of us. But do we
not see ourselves continually, and cannot so much as guess

how we were made? So that we are forc'd to say the gods,

when they created us, were drunk with nectar, and when
they were sober again, could not chuse but laugh at their

own handy-work."

"Well, well," said the Marchioness, "we are .safe enough
then, they in the moon know nothing of us ; but I could

wish we were a little better acquainted with them ; for it

troubles me that we should see the moon above us, and yet

not know what is done there."

" Why," said I, " are you not as much concerned for

that part of the earth which is not yet discovered 1 What
creatures inhabit it, and what they do there ? for we and
they are carried in the same vessel : they possess the prow,

and we the poop, and yet there is no manner of communi-
cation between us ; they do not know at one end of the

ship who lives, or what is done at the other ; and you
would know what passes in the moon, which is another

great vessel sailing in the heavens, at a vast distance from
us."

" Oh," said she, " as for the earth, I reckon it all as good
as discovered, and can guess at the people, tho' I nev er heard
a woi'd of 'em ; for certainly they all resemble us very much,
and we may know 'em better whenever we will, let them
stay where they are, 'tis only going to see 'em ; but we
cannot get into the moon if we would ; so that I despair of

knowing what they do there."

"You would laugh at me," said I, " if I should answer
you seriously

;
perhaps I may deserve it ; and yet, I fancy,

I can say a great deal to justify a ridiculous thought that

is just now come into my head ; nay, to use the fool's best

argument, I'll lay a wager I make you own (in spite of

reason) that one of these days there may be a communica-
tion between the earth and the moon, and who knows what
great advantages we may procure by iti Do but consider

America, before it was discovered by Columbus how

profoundly ignorant were those people 1 they knew nothing
at all of arts and sciences ; they went naked, had no other

arms but a bow and arrows, and did not conceive they
might be carried by animals ; they looked upon the sea

as a wide space, not for the use of man, but thought it

was joined to the heavens, and that beyond it was nothing.

'Tis true, after having spent whole years in making
hollow the trunks of great trees with sharp stones, they

put themselves to sea in these trunks, and floated from
land to land, as the wind and waves drove them. But
how often was their trough overset, and they forced to

recover it again by swimming 1 So that (except when
they were on the land) it might be said they werfr

continually swimming ; and yet had any one but told 'em of

another kind of navigation, incomparably more perfect and
useful than their own, that they might easily pass over

that infinite space of water, that they might stop in the

middle of the waves, and, in some sense, command the
winds and make their vessel go fast or slow, as they pleased

—in short, that this unpassable ocean should be no obstacle

to their conversing with another different people, do you
think they would have believed you 1 And yet at last that

day has come, the unheard-of and most surprising sight

appears, vast great bodies, with white wings, are seen to fly

upon the sea, to vomit fire from all parts, and to cast on
their shores an unknown people, all scaled with iron, who
dispose and govern monsters as they please, carry thunder
in their hands, and destroy whoever resiits them.

From whence came they ] Who brought them over the

sea 1 Who gave to them the disposal of the fire of heaven ?

Are they gods 1 Are they the ofispring of the sun 1 for

certainly they are not men. Do but consider, madam, the

surprise of the Americans ; there can be nothing greater,

and, after this, shall any one say there shall never be a

communication between the moon and the earth? Did
the Americans believe there would ever be any between

them and Europe, 'till they saw it 1 'Tis true, you must
pass this great space of air and heaven, which is between

the earth and the moon ; but did not those vast seas seem
at first as impassable to the Americans ?

"

" You rave, I think," said she.

" Who denies it, madam 1 " says I.

" Nay, but I will prove it," says she ;
" I do not care for

your bare owning it. Did you not own the Americans-

were so ignorant that they had not the least conception of

crossing the sea? but we, who know a great deal more
than they, can imagine and fancy the going through the

air, the' we are assured it is not to be done."
" There is somewhat more iu it than fancy," I replied,

" when it has been already practis'd ; for several have

found the secret of fastening wings, which bear them up in

the air, to move them as they please, and to fly over rivers,

and from steeple to steeple. I cannot say, indeed, they

have yet made an eagle's flight, or that it does not cost

now and then a leg or an arm to one of these new birds ;

but this may serve to represent the first planks that were

launch'd on the water, and which were the very beginning

of navigation. There were no vessels then thought of to

sail round the world in ; and yet you see what great ships

are grown by little and little from those first planks. The

art of flying is but newly invented ; it will improve by

degrees, and in time grow perfect, then we may fly as far

as the moon. We do not yet pretend to have discover'd aU

things, or that what we have discover'd can receive no

addition ; and therefore, pray let us agree there are yet

many things to be done in the ages to come."
" Were you to live a thousand years," said the Marchio-

ness, " I can never believe you wiU fly, but you must
endanger you neck,"
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" I will not," replied I, " be bo unmannerly as to con-

tradict a fair lady ; but the' we cannot learn the art here,

I hope you will allow they may fly better in the moon : 'tis

no great matter whether we go to them, or they come to

us ; we shall then be like the Americans who knew nothing

of navigation, and yet there were very good ships at t'other

end of the world."
" Were it so/' said she, " the people in the moon would

have been here before now."
" All in good time," said I; "the Europeans were not

in America, 'till at the end of some thousand of years ; so

Jong were they in improving navigation to the point of

crossLng the ocean. The people in the moon have already

made some short voyages in the air ; they are exercising

continually, and by degrees will be more expert ; and
when we see 'em, God knows bow we shall be surpriz'd."

" It is unsufferable," said she, " you should banter me at

this rate, and justify your ridiculous fancy by such false

reasoning."
" I am going to demonstrate," said I, "that you reproach

tne very unjustly. Consider, madam, that the world is

unfolded by degrees ; for the antients were very positive

that the torrid and frigid zones were not inhabitable by
reason of their excessive heat and cold, and in the time of

the Romans the general map of the world was but very

little extended beyond that of their own Empire, which,

tho' in one sense expressed much grandeur, in another

sense was a sign of as great ignorance. However, there

were men found both in very hot and in very cold

countries, so that you see the world is already increased.

After that, it was thought that the ocean covered the

whole earth, except what was then discovered. There was
no talk then of the antipodes, not so much as a thought of

'em ; for who could fancy their heels at top and their heads

at bottom 1 And yet, after all their fine reasoning, the

antipodes were discovered. Here 'a now another half of

the world starts up, and a new reformation of the map.
Methinks this, madam, should restrain us, and teach us

not to be so positive in our opinions. The world will

unfold itself more to us hereafter ; then we shall know the

people in the moon as well as we do now the antipodes,

but all things must be done in order. The whole earth

must be first discovered, and till we are perfectly acquainted
with our own habitation, we shall never know that of our
neighbours."

" "Without fooling," said the Marchioness, looking

earnestly upon me, " you are so very profound in this

point that I begin to think you are in earnest, and believe

what you say."

"Not so, neither," said I, "but I would show you how
easy it is to maintain a chimerical notion, that may perplex

a man of understanding, but never convince him. There
is not any argument so persuasive as truth, which has no
need to exert all its proofs, but enters naturally into our
understanding ; and when once we have learned it we do
nothing but think of it."

" I thank you, then," said she, " for imposing on me no
longer, for I confess your false reasoning disturbed me

;

but now 1 shall sleep very quietly, if you think fit to go
home."

{To he continued.)

The Amsteedam Exhibition. — Messrs. Kansomes, Sims, &
Jefferies, have been remarkably successful in this exhibition, having
won the first prize, a prize of honour, value £40, for the best steam
thrashing machine ; four first prize gold medals and two silver

medals for ploughs, and the gold medal for the best haymaker, and
the gold medal for the best horse-rake. They have thus achieved
the highest honours at the above exhibition.

DICKENS'S STORY LEFT HALF TOLD.
A QUASI SCIENTIFIC INqCIKY INTO

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD.
By Thomas Foster

{Continued from page 23G.)

NEXT let us notice again the singular delay in the

appearance of Mr. Grewgious on the scene. At the

latest he would hear of the supposed murder on Christmas
Day about noon. He would be deeply moved on Drood's

account. The disappear.ance of the light-hearted but
withal generous boy whom he had so easily persuaded to be
thoughtful and considerate, would have horrified such a
man as we know Grewgious was. But the horror would
have been intensified, and accompanied by deep sorrow and
earnest sympathy for the fair young girl whom he loved

both for her own sake and for her mother's. Recollecting

that already once in her young life she had had a terrible

and sudden loss, he would have felt how fearful a trial and
how great a sorrow the death of young Drood would be to

her, and how much more overwhelming even than his death
the mysterious disappearance which seemed to tell of some
terrible tragedy. We can understand that Grewgious
would at first be scarcely able to leave the poor girl,—if he
knew no more than the rest of Cloisterham about the dis-

appearance of Edwin. All that Christmas Day he might
have stayed with her, though even that would have seemed
strange when it was so clearly his duty to make inquiries,

and therefore to appear upon the scene where Jasper was
so active. That he should have stayed all the 26th and
the greater part of the 27th, neglecting for nearly three

days so manifest a duty—he who was duty personified—is

out of all likelihood, nay utterly imjiossible.

Jasper, of course, would not be apt to notice this. He
was away most of the time. He thought nothing of

Grewgious, or if he thought of him at all regarded him with
something of the contempt felt by Jonas Chuzzlewit for the

man who eventually brought him to justice. (There are

in fact some marked points of resemblance between Nadgett
and Grewgious.) When Grewgious did meet Jasper, his

first thought would have been to inquire what news there

might be about the disappearance. But he comes to tell

Jasper about Drood's separation from Rosa. So little is he

an adept at deception that he does not express the horror

he would naturally have felt, had he only heard of Drood's

disappearance, but simply says, " This is strange news." It

is Jasper who, being ever on the watch to seem the thing

he is not, says, " Strange and fearful news," to which Mr.
Grewgious answers nothing, but stood smoothing his head
and looking at the fire. lie is not at all anxious to hear

news from Jasper. After a time, the latter asks, " How is

your ward 1
' surely a question to move Grewgious deeply.

But he simply answers, " Poor little thing ; You can

imagine her condition,"-—an evasive reply utterly unlike

Grewgious's natural manner. Again it is Jasper who
resumes the conversation. " Have you seen his sister ?

"

" Whose 1
" asks Grewgious, with a curtness, and a cool

slow manner, as he moves his eyes from the fire to his

companion's face, which "might at any other time have been

exasperating." Jasper answers, " The suspected young
man's." Grewgious asks, "Do you suspect himV "I
don't know what to think. I cannot make up my mind."
" Nor I," says Mr. Grewgious.

Now, supposing Mr. Grewgious to know no more than

he is supposed to know, but that Eca had communicated
to him her suspicions of Jasper,—and (what is more) had
persuaded him that those suspicions were well founded

—
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this tone with Jasper could be understood, at least in a

man less upright and just than Grewgious. But we know
(for we are told as much afterwards) that Rosa is half

ashamed of these suspicions and has communicated them to

no one. Grewgious has less reason than any one in Clois-

terham to suspect Jasper on his own account It is abso-

lutely impossible that he can have any information justifying

his cruel tone with Jasper, except from Drood himself, in

such a way as I have suggested. Had Drood been really

murdered, and in some other way—as through Durdles or

Deputy—Grewgious had discovered as much, he would

have engaged at occe in searching out for evidence, and

would have had Jasper kept at least as closely under

survey as Neville Landless already was.

Absolutely nothing but certain knowledge that Jasper

is a murderous villain, combined with knowledge equally

certain that Jasper is not a murderer in fact, can explain

the conduct of Grewgious in this interview, or indeed to

the end. How this happened to escape the notice of so

many who have read the story I do not know ; but there

can be no doubt on the subject. Nor have I yet met any

one of average keenness of intellect who has not at once

admitted, when the significance of Mr. Grewgious's conduct

has been pointed out to him, that it can be interpreted in

no other way. He knows Jasper to have been a murderer

in intent ; but he knows Drood to be alive in reality : and
assuredly he can have learned either fact from no one but

from Drood himself.

That, knowing so much, Mr. Grewgious would suffer

poor little Rosa to imagine Drood slain, and on her account,

a sorrow which must have killed her outright (no one seems

to have noticed this, either) is simply incredible. Un-
doubtedly she knows Drood to be alive ; but as certainly

Grewgious has not told her who has assaulted Drood. She
learns from Grewgious, before Cloisterham knows anything

about it, that Drood has been the victim of a terrible and
slaughterous attack, but has been saved as by a miracle

;

and she has had it earnestly impressed upon her that she is

not to show by word or deed that she knows of Drood's

safety. Later she is to wear mourning for him, as dead.

But Mr. Grewgious keeps carefully from her the knowledge
that the man who loves her so hatefully is the man who
would have slain her once affianced lover, still loved as a

dear brother.

What then does Grewgious mean when he says that he
cannot make up his mind about Neville Landless ? The
answer is obvious. He can of course say nothing to Jasper
implying that he is sure Landless is innocent. But he can

truthfully say he has not made up his mind about him.

For he has not yet decided whether to take Landless into

his confidence or not. He knows that to one of Neville's

impatient temper the scheme of vengeance planned between
himself and Drood would be difficult to work. But on
the other hand he feels that the suspicions under which
Neville must labour will be very hard to bear, though
lasting perhaps but a short time. He cannot well take

Oris Sparkle into his confidence on this point. Eventually

it would seem that he decides to let Neville remain for

awhile under a cloud, but carefully watched lest harm
should befall him. We know that he eventually arranges

that Neville Landless shall have rooms close by his own,
where probably Buzzard keeps watch (relieved occasionally,

as we find, by Mr. Grewgious himself) over the doings of

Jasper in this particular direction.

(To ie contimied.)

Erratum.—In col. 2, p. 247, for " Olbin theory,'

theory."

read " Olber's

POST-MORTEM ATTITUDES.

DR. BROWN-S^QUARD has recently published an
interesting paper* upon the post-mortem preserva-

tion of the attitude that the subject presented at the very

moment life ceased. In giving these facts, the principal

object of the author was to seek the cause of the pheno-

menon ; but he arrived at the conclusion that a solution

of the question cannot be reached in the present state of

science.

If this delicate problem embarrasses the learned physio-

logist, I certainly have not the pretension to offer in this

place a satisfactory solution. My only obj.ect is to point

out a few facts of a special nature that Dr. Brown-Sequard
did not allude to. As these are capable of throwing light

upon certain points of the question, and of thus helping

its solution, I have thought it worth while to make them
known.

In order that this phenomenon of the preservation of

the last attitude may manifest itself, a few peculiar condi-

tions are necessary, the principal of which appears to be a
violent, instantaneous, or quick death. But such a condi-

tion very often occurs without a preservation of the atti-

tude being observed ; and, on another htind, cases are

likewise cited where death seems not to have been instan-

taneous, nor even very quick (relatively at least), such as

the case of a wound in the thigh. There has also been

invoked, as an active cause, the moral influence exerted

upon the subject in cases where death was not instanta-

neous, or at least in those in which the subject has had a

knowledge or quick perception of the danger that menaced
him. Without any explanation of the immediate cause

—

the starting-point of this instantaneous action of the nervous

system—the thing itself has been designated as sideralion.

Now, in pointing out the causes of death that have given

rise to a preservation of the attitude, Dr. Brown-Sequard

has omitted to mention the cases in which this expression

of sideratio7i can be applied in all its fulness, properly and

not figuratively, and that is in those cases in which death

has been caused by lightning.

Such cases are quite numerous, and some details have

been ascertained that may throw a light upon the question.

I shall, in the first place, cite the most remarkable observa-

tions.

1. One of the oldest facts is related by J. B. Cardan,

who published a work upon lightning at Lyons, in 16X3.

Eight farm hands had taken refuge under an oak, in order

to protect themselves from a storm, and to eat their lunch.

A peal of thunder was heard, and the eight persons, struck

dead by lightning, remained in the position that they were

occupying. One of them was holding a glass, and another

was putting some bread into his mouth, without any modi-

fication of the facial expression having occurred.

2. The preceding fact left some doubts, and there has

been a disposition to believe it an exaggeration, but another

and identical one was afterward reported by a Protestant

pastor, Butler, who was a witness of it. On July 27,

1691, at Everdon, ten harvestmen took refuge under a

hedge upon the approach of a storm. Soon afterward a

thunderbolt fell and killed four of them, who remained

immovable, and as if petrified, in the very attitude that

they had at the time. One was holding between his fingers

the pinch of snuff that he was about taking. Another

was holding on his knees a dead dog which he was caressing

with one hand and offering a piece of bread to with the

other. A third was sitting with his eyes wide open and
his head turned in the direction of the storm.

Knowledge, No. 143.
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3. Abbe Richard relates that the proctor of the Seminary

of Troyes was returning upon horseback, when he was
struck by lightning. A brother, who was following him,

not having perceived it, thought he was asleep because he

saw him tottering. Upon trying to awaken him he was
found to be dead.

4. Another and analogous case is likewise related in the

funereal annals of lightning. A priest was struck while

upon horseback, without the animal being injured. The
latter continued his accustomed route, and reached home
with the dead horseman, who still preserved his attitude.

The distance thus traversed was about two leagues.

5. On May 9, 1781, at about three o'clock, the

lightning struck the door of the chapel of the Commandery
of St. John, near which a woman and three children had

taken refuge. The woman, who was seated in front, was
suffocated without changing attitude, as was also one of the

children.

6. On August 14, 1793, a man, surprised by a storm in

the environs of Dover, took refuge with four horses in a

thicket. A thunderbolt having fallen, the four horses and

the man were killed, with the peculiarity that the latter

remained seated.

7. On Sunday, July 11, 1819, the Church of Chateauneuf

(Lower Alps) was struck by lightning during divine service.

A large number of persons was struck (82 wounded and 9

killed). The peculiarity to be pointed out is, that all the

dogs that were in the church were found dead in the atti-

tudes that they previously had.

8. At Vic-sur-Aisne in 1838, three soldiers, in the midst

of a violent storm, took shelter under a linden, when, by
the same stroke of lightning, all were instantaneously

killed. Moreover, all three remained standing in their

original position, just as if the electric fluid had not touched

them. Their clothing was intact. After the storm, some
passers by who saw them, having spoken to them without

getting any answer, approached and touched them, when
they all fell into a heap of ashes.

9. In the month of July, 184.5, four inhabitants of Heil/-

le-Maurupt, near Vitry-le-Fran(;ois, took refuge, three of

them under a poplar and one of them under a willow.

Soon afterward, the one who was under the willow, and
leaning against it, was struck by lightning. A bright

flame was issuing from his clothing, but he did not appear

to see it. " You are burning ! Don't you see that you
are burning ? " cried his cornpauions (see engraving).

Upon running to him they found he was a corpse.

10. An animal forms the subject of this observation,

which was made after a winter storm, in January, near

Clermont. A goat was struck by lightning and imme-
diately killed. It was found standing upon its hind legs

still holding a green bianch in its mouth.
11. A young woman, the wife of a miner of Ricamarie,

had gone to visit her family at Saint Romain-les-Athenx,
taking with her her four-months-old child. It was oii

July 16, 1866, and .she was alone in the house during a

storm. When her parents returned from the field, a sad

spectacle awaited them, for the young woman had been

killed by lightning. She was found on her knees in a

corner of the room, with her face concealed in her hands.

She bore no trace of a wound. The child, which was lying

on the bed in the room, had been but slightly touched by

the electric fluid.

12. I have related the preceding observations in chrono-

logical order, but I terminate with one, nevertheless, that

should have come first. It is narrated by Quintus Curtius

(lib. viii., cap. iv.). Alexander the Great was traversing

Asia, and spreading ruin on his way. When he reached

the region now called Bokhara, his army was assailed by a

frightful cyclone. This terrible tempest carried off nearly

a thousand men—soldier.s, sutlers, or valets. It is said

that some of these were found leaning against the trunks
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of trees, and seeming to be still alive and talking with each

other, in the same situation in which death had overtaken

them.

The observations which precede seem to us to furnish

some useful information in regard to some points of the

question. Thus, a perception of danger is not necessary to

explain the influence exerted upon the subject. The case

of the soldier observed at Beaumont, near Sedan, seems

to be demonstrative. He was not conscious of danger, by
reason of the quick and unforeseen action of the bullet.

This cause most certainly cannot be invoked in case of

death through lightning. It is perfectly demonstrated by
numerous observations that the subjects thus struck have
not and cannot have any apprehension of their imminent
danger. The person who is struck by lightning not only

does not hear the noise of the thunder, the propagation of

which is relatively slow, but he has not even any percep-

tion, any warning of the flash, whose rapidity is proverbial.

Death is instantaneous, and the subject has not expe-

rienced the moral influence that results from a perception

of danger. We have particularly related the cases that

comprise animals (obs. 7 and 10). These could not have had
any such apprehensions. It is remarkable to see that all

the dogs were struck, and that all preserved their alti-

tude in the occurrence at Chateauneuf, while the number
of human victims was proportionately much less. None
of these latter, moreover, preserved the attitude that be
had at the moment of death. In obs. 6 a man preserves

his position and remains seated near four dead horses that

did not maintain their attitude. In obs. 1 we see that all

the individuals exposed to the action were kUled, and all

(to the number of eight) preserved tbeir attitude. In the
second case four out of ten were struck, and the six others

do not appear to have been influenced by the electric fluid.

In short, all those that were struck dead preserved the

last attitude of life.

Oases of lightning stroke are unfortunately quite

numerous, but the number of those in which a preserva-

tion of the attitude has been observed is relatively limited.

Although there are no comparative figures upon which an
exact proportion can be established with certainty, it

nevertheless appears that they are more frequent after

lightning stroke than after other modes of sudden death.

Let us further remark that in cases of death by light-

ning, with a preservation of the attitude, it has been found
that no external lesion exists (obs. 11) upon the body of

the victim, and no autopsy has shown what point was thus
influenced without any apparent contact. Perhaps no
peculiar alteration could have been found in the essential

organs of life ; and it is especially in such cases that we
may employ the expression sideration in all its accepta-

tions.

The peculiar circumstances that accompany death by
lightning may acquire (as they have done) a certain im-
portance from a medico-legal point of view. But I have
not to concern myself with that here, my only object

having been to point out a few interesting facts, whence
we may draw some useful data for the study and solution

of this question of post-mortem preservation of the last

attitude of life.—Dr. J. Rouyer, in La Nature.

Ajj illustration of the way in which a coefficient like 0000006, the
coefficient of expansion of steel, may become a big thing with a
few degrees and long lengths, has been seen on the new Midland
line between Irchester and Shambrook, recently opened for goods
traffic. The rails were laid during winter time, and insufficietit

room was left for expansion ; consequently the summer heat lately
expanded the rails to sneh an extent that the road burst out of line.

Traffic had to be at once stopped, and the permanent way altered
and properly spaced.

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

XVir.—THE SOFTENING OF WATER—(coniitiued).

IN our last communication we pointed out that although
very soft water is in many instances undesirable, it is

of the first importance to the vast majority of manufacturers
and engineers. The uses to which softened water can be
put are so varied and extensive that the subject has claimed
and received the attention of many competent and active

workers. We have shown that in order to be of practical

value, softened water ought to be freed from all mechanical
as well as dissolved impurities, and that these results are to

be attained not only by a successful system of straining, but
by chemical means in addition.

In 1781, a paper was read to the Literary and Philoso-

phical Society of Manchester by Thomas Henry, F.R.S., in

which he gave an account of his process for purifying

sea-water by the use of quicklime ; he referred also to the
value of that reagent in the preservation of common water.

It was not until 1838, however, that a patent process for

the softening of water was instituted. Muriate of zinc,

subsequently acted upon by salts of soda, was employed
to precipitate the impurities from water.

Later on, in 1841, Dr. Thomas Clark, the Professor of

Chemistry at the University of Aberdeen, patented the

well-known process with which his name will always be
associated. He published a complete description of it in

the Journal of the Society of Arts on the 16th May, 1856.

Clark's process takes advantage of the solubility and in-

solubility of lime in the two conditions in which it becomes
associated with carbonic acid sras.

The Porier-Clark Apparatus. In operation at the International

Health Exhibition (400 gallons per hotir).

The vast formations of limestone, chalk, and other cal-

careous rocks of hard water districts consists of lime in the

form of a carbonate. The percolation of water, such as

ordinary rain-water charged with carbonic acid gas through

calcareous strata, results in the removal of the carbonate

by its solution as a bicarbonate, and gives rise to a hard
water. To remove that hardness it is obvious that a

separation of this extra quantity of carbonic acid would
leave the lime once more in the character of an insoluble

carbonate, and this is exactly what happens when lime

water is used.
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Lime is made by burning ordinary limestone or chalk in

a kiln ; almost all the carbonic acid gaa is driven off and

lime remains behind. The process of burning cannot

always be fully completed, and individual cases are liable

to differ slightly from one another, so that only approxi-

mately pure lime is produced. Now this lime is soluble in

water, but, for the reasons just stated, it will not entirely

dissolve ; hence, in making the solution, it is advisable to

use a slight excess of lime. A solution thus prepared may
then be added to the hard water, when the carbonic acid of

the dissolved bicarbonate will react on the lime of the lime-

water, and leave the original bicarbonate of the hard water

in the form of an insoluble carbonate ; at the same time the

soluble lime of the lime-water takes up the liberated car-

bonic acid, and becomes also changed into an insoluble car-

bonate. Thus, two quantities, both of them insoluble, are

separated, and sink to the bottom of the vessel as a fine

white precipitate of mici-oscopical crystals of carbonate of

lime, leaving the water practically soft and fit for ordinary

use. The process has the great advantages of being ex-

tremely simple, adequately reliable, and comparatively

inexpensive. It has been estimated that a bushel of lime,

weighing about fifty-six pounds, and valued at 4^d., can

make four thousand gallons of very strong and clear lime-

watei', capable of softening about ten times that quantity

of hard water of the nature of the London district supply.

That Clark's process is amply adequate to the supply of

a valuable water may be gathered from the following quo-

tation of results, which indicates the reduction in hardness

attained by its employment :

—

"The Porter-Clark Process," by J. H. Porter, 1884, p. 4.

Cantorbury 26-3 to 4-9

Caterham 21-2 „ 4-4

Tring 26-3 „ 32

The most serious objection to the process, however, is,

that when carried out on an extensive scale, the reservoirs

must be large and very costly. The precipitation of the

carbonate of lime, too, is, at most, extremely tardy in

action, and its accumulation in the tanks a most unde-

sirable item. All these drawbacks have been remedied in

the modified sy.stem known as the "Porter-Clark Pro-

cess," which is now being exhibited at South Kensington in

Stand 1,231, situated in a special building in the grounds,

outside the Western Gallery. An interesting pamphlet*

has been written upon the subject by Mr. Porter, in which

much valuable information is recorded. It is there shown
that the Poiter-Clark process provides for the treatment of

large quantities of water within a small area ; that the supply

can be regulated under continuous pressure at any desired

rate per hour, and that the filtering machinery used is so

constructed as to secure a purification of the filtrate, and

a prevention of subsequent contamination, through the

layer of precipitated carbonate of lime, which, in its turn,

can be easily removed. The chemical reaction, too, is

facilitated by the continuous agitation of the water with

the re-agent, and we may fairly congratulate the inventor

on having successfully overcome the many obstacles to the

effectual working of a system of water purification which

needs but to be known to be highly appreciated and
generally adopted.

We hear that it is proposed to publish by subscription the
" Vital Statistics of the late Dr. William Farr " in an octavo volume
of some 450 pages. All interested in this very important post-

humous work of our famous English statistician should communi-
cate with Mr. E. White Wallis, the Secretary of the Sanitary
Institute of Great Britain, 74a, Margaret-street, Regent-street, W.

* " The Softening and Purification of Hard Waters," by John
Henderson Porter, A.I.C.E., 1, Tudor-street, London, E.G., 1884.

editorial (gossip.
I

In no way can the amateur astronomer do a more imme-

diate public service than by supplying correct time to a

district far from a post-oftice to which it is flashed by tele-

graph ; and possessors of small transit instruments may
pick up a profitable "wrinkle " or two in connection with

this from the perusal of an article on taking time observa-

tions in the current number of that capital little American

serial, the Sidereal Messenger.

And while mentioning the Sidereal Messenger, the

number of which I have just spoken also contains an

account of a remarkable apparition on the evening of July

30, ult., of a narrow, thin, white cloud, like a comet's tail,

which seems to have crossed the sky in a somewhat similar

manner to (though not in the same direction as) the strange

fusiform magnetic or auroral cloud observed in England by

Mr. Rand Capron and others, on Nov. 17, 1882. It was

seen at Atlantic City, New Jersey.

Believers in the influence of sun-spots on the weather

may note that while we have enjoyed great and exceptional

heat here during the present summer, it has been one of

the coldest known for many years in Constantinople,

where the mean temperature for July and August has-

actually been three degrees below the average. Presumably

they have the same sun in Turkey that we have in England.

There have further been some splendid spots and groups of

spots on the sun's face during the past few weeks, although

the (official) period of maximum has passed.

The strange and beautiful sunsets, or rather " after-

glows," still continue. In connection with the persistence

of this phenomenon it is noteworthy that on the very clearest

days a strange kind of haze still surrounds the sun ; in fact,

while in the oi)posite quarter of the heavens the sky is of

the most vivid cerulean blue, for many degrees around the

sun is a very faint, but semi-opaque, veil, which becomes at

once visible on hiding the sun with the hand and regarding

the neighbouring region. A valued friend and correspon-

dent of great eminence in the scientific world suggests the

question whether this " mutton broth " (as he calls it) is really

atmospheric at all, in fact, whether it may not be cosmical

and a true appendage of the sun 1 If so, yet another

explanation would seem to be possible of our wondrous

evening skies than that afforded by Krakatoa dust.

Many people fondly hoped that the discovery by Dr.

Koch that the " comma bacillus " was invariably presen

in (and was, in fact, the active agent in the production of)

cholera, had brought us in sight of the means of combating

that ghastly scourge. Unfortunately, Surgeon-Major

Lewis, of the Army Medical School at Netley, who has

been investigating this question at Marseilles, has come to

the conclusion that the " comma " is neither more nor less

injurious than any other microbe ; so that we are landed

very much where we were before the commencement of

Dr. Koch's researches.

Vaccination' ix the Arjts' axi> Navy.—A return, showing the

efficacy of vaccination, has been issued, entitled " Small-pox (Army
and Navy)." In 1882 the annual strength of the army was 174,557,

and the number of deaths from small-pox was five, or in the ratio

of 03 per 1,000. The number of men entering the service that

year was 26,129. In the navy a similar excellent result was notice-

able. In 1882 the mean strength was 57,067 ; the number of deaths

two, or a proportion of O'S per 1,000; and 0,998 men entered in the

year. As every man who enters her Majesty's services is compelled

to submit to vaccination, these figures, if submitted to persons of

ordinary intelligence, and not to rabid anti-vaccinators, wonld be
absolutely convincing.

—

iledical Press and Circular.
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BIBLE FOLK-LORE.*

By Edward Clodd.

BUT a few years ago such a book as this, which will

probably fall as a brutum fulinen, would have

brought down the anathemas alike of Archbishops and

local preachers on its author, and have been put on the

Index of every Little Eethrl library. When Dean Milman

published his very harmless " History of the Jews," he

withheld his name, and with a sound decanal instinct,

for its orthodox readers were shocked when they found

Abraham described as an Arab Sheik. Well for such

timid souls that they have gone where the wicked Kuenen

and Goldziher cannot trouble them, or the author of

•"Rabbi Jeshua" disturb their abiding calm by his resolu-

tion of well nigh every venerated name among patriarch,

king, and prophet into solar phenomena.

Books like Dean Stanley's "Jewish Church," Baron

Bunsen's " God in History," and Ewald's great but incon-

clusive work, paved the way for the application of the same

scientific criticism to the Hebrew Scriptures which has been

applied with such success, in the removal of ditficulties, to

cognate early histories of other races.

The epoch-making book in this matter is Kuenen's

masterly " Religion of Israel," since it marks the nearest

approach to the settlement of questions as to the age,

fiources, and general credibility of the documents which

comprise the Old Testament. Following him, came the

less sober work, so far as its speculations were concerned,

•of Dr. Ignaz Goldzihei's " Mythology among the Hebrews,"

which thus, on its outside, challenged M. Renan's now

generally discredited dictum that " The Semites never had

any mythology."! Goldziher was, however, moderate in

his application of the solar theory to the explanation of the

historical books of the Bible, as compared with our author,

whose cock-sureness (the term is Shakspearean) awakens a

feeling of irritation almost fatal to any calm consideration

of his book. The effect, as with Cox, Gubernatis, and

others of the school, can only be to letsen the force of the

inherently sound elements in the theory, and to deepen the

resulting scepticism about its validity, when it explains

everything so completely that it may mean anything else

iust as well.
" Bible Folk-lore " is crammed with information, though

this is not always well digested. It has throughout evi-

dence of much leatning, gathered with no small labour, and

the matter is often, as in the opening chapter, where the

seasonal changes in Syria are described, presented in a pic-

turesque and vigorous style. But the unsoundness of some

of the etymological speculations, as e.g., where the author

asserts that, •' Osiris is the Sanskrit Asuras, the ' breathing

one'"; Isis is Ushas, "the dawn"; Horus, the Indian

Hari, " the golden one, son of God "
(p. 52), excites distrust

in regard to the rest ; and the choice of title is unfortunate,

for it is only here and there (pp. 131, 143, 183, ic.) that

the subordinate subject of folk-lore is dealt with. The

book seeks to cover the field embraced by Jewish and early

Christian history ; to discover what proportion of the

mythical, illustrated by similar myths in more ancient

writings, has entered into the record of that stretch of time,

and the title and sub-title should have changed places.

Although the pages of this Journal are properly closed

* " Bible Folk-Lore : an Essay in Comparative Mythology." By

the author of " Rabbi Jeshua." (London : Kegan Paul, Trench,

K Co. 18S4.)

t
" Les Semites n'ont jamais eu de mythologie."

to the discussion of theological topic?. Knowledge would

strangely belie its title if it did not, in the recognition that

a science of man is possible, set before its readers from

time to time some account of the results at which historical

critics, dealing with the Old Testament as with any other

ancient document, have arrived concerning the sources

and character of its contents. The light shed, more

especially on its earlier portions, by comparing them with

kindred legends in other sacred books ; the bringing out of

correspondences which point to the common origin of the

whole, or to the borrowing of the many from one primi-

tive source ; the assignment of the several influences from

without which profoundly affected Jewish belief, and re-

shaped and coloured the narratives which embody it ; these

are of the utmost value as guides along the tortuous path

by which we would track the emergence of the Hebrews

and their fellow- Semites from the mythopoeic and poly-

theistic stage.

Apart from the existing ignorance on these matters, one

feels that the decay of Bible-reading—for the fact is un-

doubted—among the intelligent classes nowadays is much
to be regretted. There is always a large section of people

who read for edification, but with these we are not con-

cerned. It is in the neglect of the Bible as a venerable

record of human experience and speculation concerning

the unseen ; as preserving poetry which yet moves us like

a solemn chant ; as embalming the beauty and vigour of our

English tongue before the hardening influence? of classic

terms ; as a great literary force, that it is to be deplored

people do not know their Bibles. One has only to read the

masters of felicitous style and happy illustration, like

Huxley, Clifford, and Matthew Arnold, to see whence is

due the inspiration of sonorous word and stately figure

which moves through their writings.

Any abstract of the contents of " Bible Folk-lore

"

would extend over some pages, and it must suffice to illus-

trate the author's concliisious by a few examples. As the

names of twelve antediluvian patrisrclis and the related

myths are said to correspond to the natural phenomena of

each month, he sees in this group the legend of the year.

Cain and Abel are the day and night. Cain, as the sun,

producer of corn and wine, is the foe of Abel, the night-

vapour, whose fleecy clouds are flocks on the horizon, and

when the sun slays him, and his dark red blood stains the

morning sky, the murderer wanders like Indra and other

sun-gods, " in eternal vagabondage." In the legend of

Jubal we have the music of heaven made Viy the winds and

the thunder, and in that of the Deluge, with which the cycle

of legends ends, the author, after comparing it with variants

of the Flood-tales, finds that " Noah, in his coffer of ever-

green wood, like the Persian Yima in his paradise, repre-

sents the hopes of the coming spring, when, the winter

floods over, he emerges with the seeds of plant and animal

life. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, " the »un-heroes of the

three season?," into which the Accadians and other peoples

divided the year, are triads corresponding to solar and

meteorological deities of ludia, Assyria, ic, and the names

of the celebrated twelve sons of Jacob, from Reuben to

the " wintry Joseph " and Benjamin, indicate their astro-

nomical origin. The destruction of the cities of the

plains is the eternal battle of the heavens, localised by the

sterile aspect of the dreary region round the Dead Sea.

It is quite refreshing, after all this, to learn that " the

immigration of the Semitic tribes into Lower Egypt before

2,000 B c. is a well-known fact," but the author hastens

to state his conviction that Mo?es is a sun-myth. He is

found, like the new-born Horus, in his local cradle ; ho

appears as sun-god to give laws from Sinai, and on Nebo

sinks to his rest in the west All the plagues of Egypt
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Jiave reference to tlie daikness and the sunset; "the
children shiin before the infant sun appears are probably

the countless ttars who are swallowed up by the sun at his

rising." Passing to the heroic period, the destruction of

Jericho's walls is the moon-city whose cloud-buildings fall

in the fair moonlit night. And as the twelve months
have their mythical symbols in the patriarchs, and the

^Jgns of the Zodiac in Jacob's sons, so the four seasons have

theirs in Joshua, Barak, Abimelech, and Jeplithah ; the

story of Samson, in the undoubted solar incidents of

which our author is on solid ground, summing up the cycle

of the year. And the ground is tirm, too, in his discussion

of the nature aspects which lie thinly veiled behind the

.Semitic gods, the ghastly character of the sacrifices to

which show the fear of the unknown, unmeasured powers

of the universe which possessed the hearts of the warlike

sons of the desert. On the ve.cata quceslio of the origin of

the Jehovah cult the author has much of interest to say,

but he is in error, if the authority of Mr. Page Renouf is

to be recognised, in identifying the Nuk-pu-Nuk of the

Egyptians as the exact equivalent of " I am that I am." *

Even if slaying the slain, he is, however, doing good
service in refuting M. Kenan's untei able theory of a

monotheistic in.stinct in the Semitic race, for the records of

the various members of that family show that their mode
of religious development has, speaking broadly, betn iden-

tical wiih that of other races. That it has been parallel

IS not pretended, for allowance has to be made for different

conditions inducing ditleient phases ; but this is not con-

tradictory, rather is it confirmatory of the general doctrine

that the type of religion is largely determined by physical

conditions producing subtle variations. Speaking of the

influence of the Persian religion on Jewish belief, the

.-iuthor remarks, " Strange indeed is the irony of religious

history which has led us to consider the idea of mono-
theism, so taught to Semitic demon worshippers, as being a

truth specially revealed to a small Semitic tribe, and a

great idea distinctive of the Semitic genius" (p. 118). He
contends that not until the foundation of the Hebrew
kingdom have we left the niythopueic age and entered

the tiaditional, al'.hough with thi=, as with many real

persons and events, the mythical still largely lilends. How
much so, the canon " the marvellous is the measure of the

mythical " helps us to determine.

The fundamental changes wrought in Jewish theodicy

•during the captivity in Babylon, notably in the transforma-

tion of Satan, a messenger of deity, into an arch-fiend ;t

the substitution of Abaddon, a hell of torment, for the old

Sheol or Hades where good and bad alike go ; the more
precise formulating of a doctrine of immortality and of a

resurrection ; the impetus given to the hope of a Deliverer,

and to the general eschatology, are admirably e.^plained.

The allegorical features of the literature of the Greek
aad Herodian periods, Tobit, Bel and the Dragon, itc, are

expounded ; Daniel's escape from the den of lions is the

old Sun's deliverance from the tierce cloud-animals. The
general conclusions at; which the author arrives are

sppositely expressed in this sentence:— "It is not a

divinely-inspired record which we have examined, but a

mythology of Egyptian and Assyrian origin, a ritual based

on the most ancient laws and customs of the Aryans, a

* It is distinctly on grammatical grounds that I reject the trans-

lation in question, which is not a literal but simply an erroneous
line. Neither in the Book of the Dead nor in any other known Egyp-
tian text do the words Xuk-pu-Xuk occur as a sentence. I do not

t»elieve that it could under any circumstances be translated '' I am
that I am."—Letter to the Academti, June 26, 1880.

t The author, perhaps by a lapsus calami, speaks of the Indian
ilfvil, M:ira, as King of Death (p. 153). Tama is the ruler of

Death; Mara ia thj spirit of evil, who tempts the Buddha.

poetry whose most noble thoughts and images may be

matched, if not excelled, by the hymns of the Vedas and

of Egypt, or even by those of Babylon and Chaldea." In

his chapter on the Essenes, the author's sympathies, ever

expanded, as those of each one of us must be the more we
know of the great Gautama the Buddha, are manifest in

the account of his gradual apotheosis in the lapse of time

when to refracted vision it seemed that in the past "the

gods came down in the likeness of men." In pointing

parallels for our consideration, the author, however, in-

spires mistrust in virtue of the untenable canon which is

laid down in bis appendix. He says, • The doctrine of

evolution teaches us that where features are found common
to two developments, they are generally due to a direct

connection of growth between the two." The doctrine of

evolution teaches exactly the contrary. As Bastian re-

marks, " Where no historical transference can be proved,

the uniformity must be referred to the organic law of the

growth of the mind, which will everywhere put forth

similar products, corresponding and alike, but variously

modified by surrounding influences.'"'

In the World-wide discovery of stone implement3 of

similar design, the question of borrowing between

one race and another does not arise, it suffices that the

same needs excite the same methods of supi)ly among rude

peoples, past and present. And the like applies to tlie

satisfaction of man's immaterial neids. We find that

among the Incas, when any nun violated her vow of chastity

or allowed the SHcred fire to go out, she was buried alive.

The same punishment was iiiflicted for the same offences on

the Roman vestai. But no one suggests that the Peru-

vians borrowed this custom fiom the llomans ; still less

the Romans from the Peruvians. The virgin had proved

herself false to her spouse the Sun; let her, therefore, become

the spouse of Darkness, and let the earth swallow her up.

Into the question of the proportion of mythical element

which has become mixed with the early Christian records,

we cannot here enter, especially as the author again falls

back upon his first princijiles of interpretation, and summons
the hosts of heaven as witnesses, as when in the story of

the Transfiguration, illustrated by variants from other

scriptures, he sees the triad of the rising, and noonday,

and the setting sun.

The weakness of the book lies in its fantastic etymologies

(one has only to turn to Goldziher to see how varied are

the meanings of the proper names), and in ihe wholesale

application of the solar theory to events which, whilst with-

out doubt charged with the mythical and legendary, have a

body of fact corresponding to what we know to be the con-

ditions under whicli wandering tribes pass to a settled

state, and under which they advance from animistic to

monotheistic belief.

The strength of the book lies in its insistance on the

application of the comparative method to the interesting

and priceless records of this
]
progress amoni; the Hebrew

members of the Semitic family, and in its witness to the

absence of all arbitrariness from the successive evolutions

of the human mind as from every other department of

nature.

Whatever the reason, be it indolence or false economy,

much blame attaches to the issue of a book so crowded with

topics as this without an index.

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE
Natural Law in the Spiritual World. By Henry Drdm-

MOND, F.R.S.E., F.G.S. Eleventh Edition. (London

:

Hodder & Stoughtou. 188i.)—Amid the mass of decla-

* Cf. Goldziher, xvi.
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mation, abuse, frothy rhetoric, perversion of science, dis-

tortion of Scripture, ascription of moral obliquity to

opponents, and assumption of infallibility on the part of

the disputants, which has recently been rained upon us in

the shape of (so-called) " Reconciliations," it is perfectly

delightful to turn to the calm, judicial, scholarly, and pre-

eminently tolerant work of Professor Drummond, now
before us. For surely no more able contribution than this

to the polemics of natural theology has been made for a

very long time indeed. Starting with the assumption that

law reigns as supreme in the spiritual woi-ld as it does in

the material imiverse, our author sets himself to show, with

impressive ingenuity, how every natural law has its

spiritual analogue ; and so essays to remove certain

stumbling-blocks, and throw light upon more than one

obscure problem which religion presents. Mr. Drummond
frankly accepts the modern doctrine of evolution in its

entirety, quoting freely from Herbert Spencer, Darwin,

Huxley, &c., in support of his views. His obviously great

personal familiarity with biological science enables him to

derive some of bis most telling illustrations from the more
recondite phenomena of the development of life ; and there

is something admirable in the ability with which he co-

ordinates and shows the absolute parallelism of the laws

regulating that development with the fundamental principles

of Christianity. His style is charming, his diction essen-

tially that of a scholar and a man of refined taste. Hence
his book is an eminently readable one. That it will make
numerotis converts from the ranks of a mere stupid atheism

it would be too much to expect. That, however, it will

remove some of the doubts, and strengthen and comfort

thousands of religious men, whose faith has been sorely

strained by honest philosophical misgivings, it seems im-

possible to qu( stion. Professor Drummond has given us a

most remarkable volume.

Lectures on Teachinr/, by J. G. Fitch, M.A. ; General

Aims of the Teacher: Two lectures by F. \V. Farr.^b, D.D.,

and R. B. Poole, B.D. ; Three Lectures on the Practice of
Education, by H. W. Eve, M.A., Arthur Sidgwick,
M.A., and E. A. Abbott, M.A., D.D. (Cambridge Uni-
versity Press.)—We have classed these three works together

as valuable and important contributions to the science, as

well as to the mere art, of education. Mr. Fitch's work,

in particular, is so exhaustive in its details that no one
engaged in practical educational work can afl'ord to neglect

its perusal. Even did he speak with less authority than
that to which he is justly entitled, the intimate knowledge
of his subject which he displays, nay, the mere common
sense of his remarks, must commend his lectures to the

careful study of all concerned in the welfare and intellec-

tual advancement of the rising generation. Canon Farrar's

lecture on "The General Aims of the Teacher" forms
really a charming piece of readiug for anybody, containing

as it does a record of his own personal experiences, con-

veyed with all that charm of style for which his writings

are distinguished ; while Mr. Poole's, if not quite equal to

it in a literary point of view, is important as conveying the

views of one so experienced as its author. The mere names
of the authors of the three lectures in the work whose title

concludes our heading will suffice to indicate their practical

and technical value.

A Sketcli of Ancient Philosophy from Thales to Cicero,

by J. B. Mayor, M.A. (Cambridge University Press.)

—

Concise, without being bald, and commendably free from
metaphysical jargon, Mr. Mayor's history of philosophy,

extending over a period of nearly 600 years, will be wel-

comed by the student who wishes to gain clear ideas of the
progress of human thought from the time of the illustrious

Miletian down to that of the mighty Roman orator. That

ancient philosophy was not all logomachy, nor the utterances
of the sages of the past mere " Souud and fury, signifying

nothing," a perusal of Mr. Mayor's work will speedily

convince the reader.

Tlce Camhridffe Bible for Schools and Colleges. Job,

edited by A. B. Davidson, D.D., LL.D. ; St. Luke, edited

by Canon Farrar, D.D. (Cambridge: University Press.)

—Judging from the two instalments of the work before us,

we have, so far, seen nothing to surpass, even if we have
met with anything to equal, this admirable Bible Com-
mentary. Beginning with Dr. Davidson's volume, we may
say that while he does not deny the historical existence of

Job, he yet regards the book so-called as a sacred drama or

poem, composed at the very earliest during the reign of

Solomon. The reasons for this are given at length in the

admirable introduction. The student who wiU re-peruse

the book of Job in the light of Dr. Davidson's exegesis,

cannot fail to derive both instruction and pleasure from it

It seems needless to say more in connection with the

volume containing St. Luke's Gospel, than that the sound
learning and literary ability for which the Canon of West-

minster is renowned are conspicuous in a commentary
which must render the most valuable aid to every reader

of the New Testament.

Tlie A B C of Modern {Dry Plate) Photography.

(London : The London Stereoscopic Company.)—Reading
through the most explicit and detailed description of each

successive step in the production of a photograph given

in the little volume before us, from focussing the camera to

drying the finished prints, it would really seem as though

nothing short of actual aberration of intellect could prevent

any one who will peruse it with common care from

becoming a successful photographer. The beginner is told

not only what to do, but what 'not to do ; the causes of

failure are clearly pointed out, and numerous illustra-

tions supplement the text. Verily, this is the A B C of

photography.

Tricycling for Ladies. This excellent little book has

been written by a lady for ladies. Miss Ertkine describes

the machine and its accessories, the use of the machine,

ladies' tricycling dress, the best method of riding, touring,

the bye-laws applicable to tricycles, and concludes with

some remarks on sketching and photography for lady riders.

Under every heading will be found much interesting and

useful information which could only be obtained by con-

siderable experience. The book is very neatly written,

and beautifully printed, and we can strongly recommend it

to any lady about to commence tricycling, or those who
are now cycling and wish for hints which will assist them

in this most healthful recreation. From the apt quotation

on the title-page to the last sentence on photography, every

line is to the purpose.

Merry Matches, the popular new round game for children,

containing thirty-one original coloured drawings of popular

nursery characters (Wyman ct Sons, 74-76, Great Queen-

street, London, W.C.)—In the packet of cards now before

us we have, perhaps, one of the most striking examples of

the progress that Las arisen from the valuable modem
systems of juvenile education. To cultivate the tastes of

the young by providing them with an entertaining game in

which the whole merry circle can join, and to guide their

thoughts into the many happy incidents of their nursery

life, to Old Mother Hubbard, Dick Whittington, Cinderella,

Father Christmas, <tc., by means of beautifully limned and

coloured illustrations, is, we think, so praiseworthy an effort

and productive of so very much that is to be highly prized

in the development of retined tastes in the young, that we
feel it our duty, in the interests of all those who are
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entrusted with the training of children, to bring this most
useful contribution to the wants of the household to their

notice, and in so doing we can rest assured that they

will have ample reason to congratulate themselves on
having added to the comforts of a happy home.

THE FACE OF THE SKY.
From Sepiembee 26Tn to October IOth.

By F.K.A.S.

THE Sun, as heretofore, will be examined whenever the sky is

clear for spots and facula?. The Night Sky will be found
delineated on Map X. of '' The Stars in their Seasons." Minima of

Algol will be observable at llh. 31ni. p.m. on September 27, and at

8h. 20m. p.m. on the 30th. Mercury attains his greatest elongation

west of the sun (17° 55') at 3 a.m. on the 5th, and at this time may
be well seen in the east before sunrise. Venus is still brilliant and
conspicuous as a morning star, but is becoming a less interesting

object in the telescope, as she is assuming a gibbous, or humped,
figure, like the Moon when between full and her last quarter. Mars
continues invisible, and Jupiter does not rise until between 1 and 2
o'clock in the morning. Saturn, however, is above the horizon
about a quarter to nine o'clock at night at the beginning of

October, and about 10 minutes past 8 when our notes terminate.
CJranus is absolutely invisible, and Neptune, in an utterly blank
region in Taurus, may be seen after 8 o'clock in the evening in

the east, attaining a considerable height above the horizon by
midnight. The Moon enters her first quarter at lOh. 21m. a.m. on
September 27, and is full at 10 o'clock at night on October 4.

Hence the first half of the period of which we are treating will be
the best to observe her in. During the next fortnight there ^'ill be
four occultations of stars by the Moon. On October 1 6 Aqnarii,

a star of the 4ith magnitude, will disappear at the Moon's dark
limb 40 minutes after midnight, at an angle from her vertex
of 77°. Afterwards it will reappear at Ih. 7m. a.m. on the 2nd,
at the bright limb, at a vertical angle of 29°. On the 3rd
BAG 8,311, a 6Jth mag. star, will disappear at the dark
limb at 8h. 12m. p.m. at an angle of 69° from the vertex of the
Moon, to reappear at the bright limb at Oh. 19m. at a vertical angle
of 292°. On October 6 a 5th mag. star, 38 Arietis, will disappear at
the Moon's bright limb at 9h. 9m. p.m. at a vertical angle of 39'.

It will reappear from her dark limb at lOh. 2ra. at an angle of 283°

from her vertex. Lastly, on the 9th, 130 Tauri, a 6th mag. star, will

disappear at the Moon's bright limb at an angle from her vertex of
73° at 9h. 45m. p.m., its reappearance at her dark limb happening
at lOh. 37m. p.m. at a vertical angle of 219°. The Moon is in Ophiuchus
at noon to-day, but quits that constellation for Sagittarius at
I o'clock to-night. Her passage across Sagittarius occupies until

II a.m. on the 29th, when she enters Capricornus, and, crossing
that constellation, crosses its boundary iato Aquarius at 3 a.m. on
the 30th. She does not quit Aquarius until 2 a.m. on October 3, at
which hour she passes into Pisces. It is midnight on the 5th ere
she has traversed this great constellation and entered Aries. At
3 o'clock in the afternoon of the 7th she quits Aries for Taurus.
Travelling through Taurus, she arrives half an hour after midnight
on the 9th on the western edge of the extreme northerly strip of
Orion, and, as she crosses this in 12 hours, it is evidently noon on
October 10 when she emerges in Gemini. She is passing over
Gemini when our notes terminate.

During the past few weeks over a ton of mushrooms has been
despatched every day from Dublin to Liverpool.

Sir E. Temple, in his presidential address to the Economic
Science Section of the British Association at Montreal, said, re-

garding electric telegraphs on land, that there are 86,000 miles in

the British Empire, or nearly one-fifth of the sum total for the
world. It is remarked that the telegraphs in Australia—26,000
miles—are exactly equal to those in the United Kingdom. But in

illustration of the difference between an old and a new country
there are 31,000,000 of messages yearly in the United Kingdom,
and only 5,000,000 in Australia. In other words, the telegraph
does six times as much in the old country as in the new. Similarly
in the United States, the length of telegraph—121,000 miles—is

amazing ; but the messages are only 34,000,000—just in excess of
those in the United Kingdom. In other words, the work is more
than four times as heavy in the United Kingdom as in the United
States. Besides the land telegraphs, there are submarine cables in

the world with the surprising length of 105,000 miles. Of these
the greater part belong to the British Empire.

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alpbed Tennysob.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possihly be in-

serted. Correspondents mvet not le offended, therefore, should their

letters not appear.

All Editorial communications should ie addressed to the Editor o»

Knowledge ; all Business communications to the Publishers, of the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended to

DELATS ARISE FOR WmCH THE EorTOR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should le made
payable to Messrs. Wtman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No communications are answered by post, EVEN THOCGH STAMPED
AND DIRECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

TEA-DBINKING.
[1411]—I have taken the advice of Mr. Williams, and at once

commenced the experiment of weaning myself from the '" drug."

Should you deem it of sufficient interest to your readers, I will, in

a few weeks, give them the result of my experience.

In the meantime, if Mr. Williams would fill up the omission in

his article (as a reply to my letter), and state the nature of the

mischief to be apprehended and its symptoms, I believe it would
serve to arrest the attention of a large proportion of the readers of

Knowledge who may still be waverers. A. Gacbebt.

A VERT OLD TRICYCLE.

[1412]—Truly there is nothing new under the sun. In Know-
ledge, No. 150, I read an account of a modified tricycle called the
" Coventry Chair." Soon afterwards I found in an old book an
account of the oldest sociable. This old book, called " Recreations

in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy," was written by James
Ozanam in 1694, improved by John Steven Montucia about 1754,

and finally translated from the French, and further improved, by
Charles Hutton, in 1803. After describing two invalid chairs, in

which the invalid grinds himself along by means of handles, the

translator goes on to say, " The other carriage, as Ozanam says,

was moved by a boy seated behind, who trod alternately with his

feet on two movable treadles. These treadles, in rising and fall-

ing, moved two pieces of wood fitted into toothed wheels fixed to

the axis of the large wheels ; but this mechanism is so badly

explained by Ozanam, both in the description and the figure, that

no one can understand it. For this reason we have thought

proper" to say nothing more about it. Percy Major.

VACCINATION.

[1413]—Permit me to state a few facts relating to the above im-

portant subject. My father had three brothers and three sisters,

all of whom were marked more or less. The women were entirely

disfigured. My father had six children, aU vaccinated. Not one
of us had a single mark. The family has spread out widely, for I

could count on my fingers fifty or sixty first, second, and third

cousins. As far as I can ascertain, not one of them is marked.
Let all those who have passed what we consider the limit of human
life—let them look back, and I think they will find that mine is not

an exceptional case. As to the number of deaths, I am not com-
petent to give an opinion ; but, in the very lowest classes, half the

children born die under six weeks. Of cotirse, it is u-axination that

kills them. We have always more mouths than we can fill, but, as

a painter, I do not like to see God's image disfigured.

A Very Old Man.

MIND AND BRAIN.

[1414]—In the interest of truth only I should like to reply to

Mr. Perrin's remark on Biichner's "force and matter." I certainly

take thought to be an " effect " of stimuli passing through the

brain-cells, as much as I take " colour " to be an effect caused by
light passing through a prism. If, therefore, I have a right to say
"colour" is "changed light" by the action of the prism, so I am
right in saying stimuU vibrations or simply motion changed by the
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action of the brain-cells is motion, i.e., changed motion, i.e.,

thought. In this eense only I understand Biichner to say,

'* thought is motion."

As to the power which determines the nature of the molecuhir

changes, I take it to be the simple force of circumstances in con-

junction with the nature, power, or capacity of our brain-cells.

Jnst as different light, such as star, moon, or sunlight, produces

different colf.nrs in passing through a prism (?) or through various

sorts of gliiss or in different positions, so will, say, different kinds

of stimuli produce different thought in different brains. For in-

stance, a lecture on geology or astronomy would produce different

kinds of thought than one on theology, Ac. F. W. H.

THOU DUST!

[1415]—We appear to be threatened with a recrudescence of the

sunset phenomena of last year. May I venture to suggest to the

members of the Krakatoa Committee, through the medium of

Knowledge, that even if they abandon the volcanic theory, they

need by no means abandon the hope that the cause is a purely

terrestrial one.

During the enmmer people go from home ; in their absence the

carpets are beaten, the fine dust rising into the atmosphere pro-

duces the observed effects ; the colours are intensified by the

fragments of dyed wool. Voilii tout '.

One slight apparent difiBcnlty remains, viz., an explanation of the

fact that these effects have only been noticed recently ; but a com-

mittee whose ability easily coped with the fact that the glow from

the dust was seen long before the eruption will doubtless readily

dispose of such a trivial and captious bit of criticism. F.G.S.

[It seems to me that there is as much— or as little—to carp at

in " F.G.S. 's magnificent theory as there is in that held by the K.S.

Committee.

—

Ed.]

FALSE PERSPECTIVE.

[The following letter was inserted in our last issue, but the

diagram was inadvertently omitted. We therefore repeat the

letter in its complete form.

—

Ed.]

[1399]—If I do not trespass too much on your space and patience,

I shall be glad if you will kindly insert the following in answer to

your correspondent, "J. H. D." (No. 1386.)

..-^..

if.

If an object at A appears smaller than a similar one of equal size

at B, lecau.ie it is further off, so likewise, and for the same reason,

will it appear smaller than B when it is moved to b.

The painter must depict things as they appear to the eye ; it is

for the sculptor to represent them as they exist in nature.

K. Jones.

[1416] — I fear my letter (1399) without its accompanying
diagram, which has been, I presume, accidentally omitted, will not

be very readily understood. I do not purpose troubling you with
any further remarks on FaUe Perspectire, but shall be obliged if

you will kindly print this, my final answer to " Eye Witness,"
" Old Draughtsman," and others who have taken part in the
discussion.

" Eye Witness " is right—the horizontal and vertical lines will,

doubtless, have vanishing points, which if not quite so far off as
the nearest fixed stars, are, nevertheless, sufficiently remote to

render their inclination practically inappreciable. If " Eye Wit-
ness " will refer to my former letters he will perceive that the
drift of them has been to establish the fact, that when an observer
is so placed that he can see a portion of (mo sides of a rectangular
solid, the top and bottom edges of these sides will be seen to trend
away in the manner I have described.

"Musafir" objects that my line of posts, if produced both
ways, would converge to the right and left. " Old Draughtsman "

(in letter 1288) furnished a sketch of a portico whose columns
from the centre one right and left diminished in height very rapidly
indeed. The effect was certainly peculiar, but theoretically true to

Nature, although the diagram in question was manifestly intended

to afford ia sort of reductio ad al.iurdum proof of the fallacy of

my own views. If " Old Draughtsman's " grotesque presentmer/i

did in any degree answer its inventor's purpose, it was, I fancy,

because the details of the drawing were so monstrously inartistic

and unscientific in their exaggei'ation. R. JON'ES.

Sept. 19, 1884.

[1417]—I have read attentively all the letters on the above sub-

ject which have appeared in your columns, and have several times
been on the point of writing one myself, but have hitherto refrained

.

But, after the letter of " An Old Draughtsman " in your last

number (150, p. 224), I would like, with your permission, to say
something about it. The theory of " A. O. D." that the pictun^

plane can assume other positions than at right angles to the Unc

of vision (or direction in which the spectator looks) is surely utter

nonsense. Taking Q Q (see his first figure) as the position of tb'-

picture plane, he makes out that the post / must be drawn about

twice as high in the picture as the post a. (A a is retsiined in all

his examples as the direction of vision.) Now, let reader?
produce the line fa to the right of a, and place a post,

say g, as far to the right of a as / is to the left. Join A^.
produce Q Q to cut A3 inn. The distance of n from A 9 will

give the distance from the post a or / in his second figure, at

which it has to be drawn to show its apparent size in the picture.

Draw it between z 2 and eye of spectator, A. It will be abont half

as long as z J, or one-fourth of yy. Call it n n. It seems, then,

that the posts / and g, of equal height, placed at equal distances

from the spectator, and at equal distances to the left and right nf

A a, the direction of vision, may be represented in a picture by lint^

in the proportion, say, of 4 to 1. Such a picture would be much
after the style of the distorted image which one sees of one's faci'

on looking into a silver spoon or a teapot, at the same time turning
the head round a little. Surely " A. O. D." is making fun. It is

quite true that Q Q may be used as the position of the pictnn-

plane, but then the spectator must turn somewhat round, so as t"

look in a direction at right angles to Q Q, which, of cotirse, alters tli>

whole case. Taking the problem as it stands, the only possibh-

position of the picture plane is parallel to a f, that is, at right angles

to the direction of vision A a. How would " A. 0. D." represeni

the post /in his picture if his picture plane Q Q were inclined at a
somewhat greater angle than represented, so as to make it pass
through the line of posts, or behind f?
With regard to R. Jones's initial difficulty abont the drawing of .•>

cube, of which two sides are seen, one, parallel to the picture piano,

being represented by a square, it may be remarked that elementary
text-books on perspective show how to place, say a cube, in every
part of a picture, and in all positions. Bat each of these is only :>

small object in a large picture, and seldom in the centre. In order

to get the representation of a cube which R. Jones expected, tlu*

cube must be placed directly opposite the spectator, with botl>

visible sides forming angles with the picture plane. It will thru

occupy the centre of the picture, and both visible sides will vanisli.

The same will happen with R. Jones's original cube (which is t"

the left of the direction of vision) if the spectator turns round and
looks straight at it. Of course, this changes the direction of vision,

at right angles to which a new picture plane must be drawn. W'
will then have, as before, both sides vanishing.

A curious fact may be mentioned about the perspective repre-

sentation of a sphere not in the centre of the picture. The rays <vf

light from all parts of a sphere to the observer's eye form a coni-.

If the sphere is some distance to the right or left, this cone will be
cut obliquely by the picture plane, the section being an ellipse. -\

sphere so placed will therefore be correctly represented in tln^

picture by an ellipse, and not by a circle, as one would at first

suppose. Stakch.

AERIAL LOCOMOTION.

[1418]—The interest with which I read your recent articles on
aerial flight was not unmixed with curiosity, and ultimately, I may
confess, with some disappointment at the absence of all referent-*-

to one possible solution which has of late years obtruded itself on
my speculations on this subject. The method to which I allnde is

that of ascent into, and continued support in. the air by the help of

a screw-shaped fan . I do not know whether it has ever been tried,

nor, indeed, can I call to mind any distinct proposal of this kind ;

yet it appears to have elements of success which might well tempt
mechanical invention, and must surely have done so.

If a screw can be made large enough, light enough, and strong

enough to raise the weight of a man, in addition to the machinery
and reservoir of power requisite to turn it at the proper speed, the

problem of aerial locomotion will surely be solved ; for it will

obviously be only necess:iry to incline the a.cis of the screw in order

to obtain lateral motion.
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I imagine there can be no doubt as to the meaning of what
1 have above suggested ; it only remains for those whose practical

acquaintance with such things, and whose theoretical powers of

insight are sufficiently recognised to pronounce on the prime ques-

f ion whether an archimedoan screw, revolving in air, could be made
largo enough and strong enough, and could be rotated with a

sufficient velocity, to produce the necessary lifting power. It will,

J think, bo admitted that the prima facie likelihood is considerable,

.cUhough something more than that is needed to stimulate experi-

ment.
There is one point on which T must add a caution. The re-

.sistance of the air, due partly to friction and partly to the pitch of

the screw, must find some sufficient opposition in the machine itself,

otherwise the latter will turn in the contrary direction. This

suggests a second fan, with a contrary pitch—or a subsidiary fan
'levoted solely to counteraction. The relative advantages of these,

and the disposition generally of the fans with respect to the car,

ure points into which I will not enter, further than to hazard the

opinion that the greatest economy would bo attained by two equal

screws of opposite pitch, revolving in opposite directions, and
having their axes in one straight line.

The accompanying diagram, without pretending to be a design

I'or a flying machine, is intended to show how the difficulty glanced
;Lt above, can be entirely met. Power is supposed applied either

I hrough the crank or by a coiled spring. If two or more screws
support a platform, there is no need for other counteraction than
theii'own. J. Heeschel.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
[Before these lines meet the reader's eye, I shall have left

England for a month's very sorely needed rest. Correspondents
must hence bear with me if the replies in this column are daring
that period practically confined to an acknowledment of the receipt
<if their communications.]

—

Dorothy Forstek. I know of nothing
».'xactly answering your description ; but you might try Miss
Vonge's "Aunt Charlotte's Stories from Bible History," any of

the volumes of the " Line Upon Line " series, or even " Piunock's
First Steps to Bible and Gospel History." Ynu had better write
to Moffatt & Paige, Warwick-lane, London, on the subject of cheap
historical wall pictures. They are the likeliest people I know of
to publish such things— if, indeed, they are published. In connec-

tion with the Kyrle Society, apply to Miss Hill, 14, Nottingham-
place, London, W.—W. G. 'The lines you quote are from a mediajval
drinking-song in Leonine Latin, and may be construed, " I mean to

die in a tavern ; expiring with the wine at my lips (as the English
singers say) May the Almighty be propitious to this sot." Truly,

nut a very edifying sentiment !—L. A. W. Looking through an
astronomical telescope is not injurious to the sight, especially it

you can teach yourself to do it (as you soon may) with the other

eye open. Using the eyes alternately, too, ia good. Look in Map VII.
of " The Stars in their Seasons " for ? and »; Herculis. Draw an
imaginai-y line from t] to ^, and one-third of the way along it you will

find the cluster you refer to. The period of Encke's comet is not

5 but 3'3035 years. It was, I fancy, last seen by Tebbutt, in

August, 1878. Halley's comet will not return until 1911. Cer-

tainly Vesta, Juno, Ceres, and Pallas can be seen with a 2i-inch

object-glass ; Vesta sometimes even with the naked eye. They are

difficult to distinguish from fixed stars merely by their aspect.

—

W. G. Wiseman, F.R.G.S., on opening a duck's egg the other

day, discovered, in addition to a perfect yolk, another small egg,

about the size of a pigeon's, with a hard shell. Will any
embryologlst explain this not very common phenomenon for his

benefit ?—CoPE WniTEHOt'sF. offers to furnish gratuitously to any
author or publisher cliches of his woodcuts of .StafEa printed in his

paper read before the geological section of the British Association

at Montreal.—B. O'Reilly. In the morning. A table-lamp, cer-

tainly.

—

Wave. From the friction of their lower parts against the

beach as they approach the land. There is no " easy " way of

working out moon-rise, which, in any accurate form, is a very com-
plicated piece of calculation. Of course, it must be computed
afi'e.«h for each locality. It is given for London in Whitaker's
Almanack, but the vol. for 1885 is not yet out.—F. L. Armitage.
See Lommel's " Optics and Light" in the International Scientific

Series.—T. R. C. sends me a prospectus of "The Society of

Science, Letters, and Art of London," which seems to give concerts,

conduct examinations, grant hoods, gowns, and decorations or

badges (or, I suppose, the right to wear them), furnish lecturers,

ic, for literary, musical, and scientific evenings, and require funds
to meet expenses. F.R.S.L. means Fellow of the Royal Society

of Literature.—A. S. Orr. " Five of Clubs" is, unfortunately, at

present on the other side of the Atlantic.—A. Roberts. In these

latitudes, jnst prior to the spring equinox, the inclination of the

ecliptic to the horizon is very considerable. Moreover, the moon's
orbit is inclined some 5° to the ecliptic, so that she may be 5° north
of that again, and the line joining her centre and that of the suu
seemingly nearly perpendicular to the horizon after sunset. Hence
the diameter passing through her cusps lies pretty nearly horizontal

when she is very young, and she seems to " lie ou her back " in the

western evening sky. The idea, however, that this is a cause or

sign of rain is as utterly baseless as that her so-called " changes"
affect the weather.— H. C. S. wants details and an explanation of

the Berkeley-square Ghost. I am unfamiliar with either myself.

Can any reader furnish the necessary particulars?—J. B. Findlay.

The information contained in every one of the astronomical works
advertised by the Messrs. Longmans, on p. viii. of the advertisement

sheets in Knowledge, for Sept. 19th, is brought up to the very latest

date. See, too. Ball's "Astronomy," by the same publishers. New-
comb's " Popular Astronomy," published by Macmillans, or Sir

Edmund Beckett's excellent "Astronomy without Mathematics,"
issued by the S.P.C.K. The hypothesis that Alcyone is the centre

of the visible universe (a mere fancy of Miidler's, of which Sir John
Herschel at once pointed out the improbability) has been definitely

shown to be groundless by the study of the proper motions of the

stars in different regions of the heavens. The latest and most
trustworthy theories on the subject of variable stars are those of

Professor Pickering. See the " Universe of Stars," for the struc-

ture of the heavens. I think that Todhunter's books on Trigono-

metry are, perhaps, as good as any yon can get ; but Spherical Trigo-

nometry is not an easy subject to get up without a tntor.—A. J.

Harvey. I doubt if there is a single astronomical reader of

Knowledge who is ignorant of Schwabe's discovery of the perio-

dicity of sun-spots. His period, however, has since been shown to

be erroneous.— T. K. H. Received. No time to deal with your
charming little problem now.—Pso Liberis. See reply to " Anony-
mous" on p. 247.—E. L. T.iylor, S., K. H., S. B. Partridge,

G. D. Evans, F. ,S. Thompson, W., and many others who send

answers to the Figure Puzzle. Thanks ; but the two letters printed

contain at once a reply to and an explanation of the theory of the

question.

—

Colonel Herscuel. Tour interesting letter was, of

course, marked for insertion. Replies in this column are mainly

confined to correspondents whose letters are not intended to appear.—Dr. E. Geoth. I failed to lay my hand upon the proof to which
1 referred, and am very much too busy at this instant to be able to

devote an hour or two to hunting it up. Meanwhile may I suggest
for vour considtration the millioTi? of venrs which it must, ex ne-.i-
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sitafe, occupy for tbe fragments of any 8inf,'lo body (which must have

solidified before disruption) to diverge into such wholly different

orbits as those described by the planetoids, the very wide

scattering of their nodes, and their sorting into separate

groups, and invite you to study what Sir William Thomson
says as to the limits of the antiquity of our solar system. For-

give me for saying that you seem to resent the assumption that

Olbers was wrong, as though yon wish to make a personal quarrel

of the matter! If you insist on believing that the 2.50 known
(and X undiscovered) bodies travelling between Mars and Jupiter

in such very diverse orbits, are fragments of one large one, I am
not concerned to undeceive you.—C. E. Doyle. The "Notes on

Mapping" will be resumed later on. There is a great press of

matter on our columns just now.

—

Telegraphist. The series of

articles on electrical measurement did not cease where you imagine,

but was continued into Nos. 75 and 77 ; and the articles, so far as

they went, were complete. The interest and importance attaching

to the subject are certainly great, and Mr. Slingo will probably

further augment the series at an early date ; at least we hope space

will permit him to do so.

<9nv CfjfsiS Column*

By Mephisto.

SELECTEB PROBLEM, No. 130.

By E. N. Peankex.stein.

(A masterpiece.)

Black.

Whitb.

White to play and mate in three moves.

CORRECTION.

Problem No. 129, p. 248.

A black Pawn ought to be placed on Black's KKt4.

SOLUTIONS.

Ending p. 228.

1. RxP PxRor QxR
2. BxKt QxB QxQ RxQ
3. Q to K8(ch) mate B x Kt and wins

or wins

If Kt X Q 2. R X R mate.

If R to QBsq 2. R to Q4 and wins.

Problem No. 128.

By Clarence.

1. QtoB7, BxKt.
KtxP
B toB5

2. Q to R7 mate
2. PtoB3 „
2. Kt to B3 ,,

Carlton Chess Club, 12, Bell-street, Edgware-road.
Sir,—Being desirous (jf having a Chess club under the above

name, we should be glad if you would help us by giving us a few
simple rules and hints as to how it should be conducted, and how
we should proceed when challenging another club. Can you tell ii'-

the names of any minor Chess clubs we could play for a start ? Vn-

have several very good players. Caelton C. C.

[Elect committee and officers, draw up the usual rules, or copy
those of the City of London Chess Club, which you may get on
application. Having formed the club, arrange a handicap tourna-

ment for the winter season, in which, if the number be not too

large, each player (properly handicapped) plays one game witli

every other man. As to inter-club matches, there has been a

meeting of the secretaries of London C. C. this week, at the Ludgate
Circus C. C, at Oliphant's Cafe in St. Bride-street, for the purpose

of settling matches for this season, but we have no doubt that :»

written or personal application to the secretary will give you any
particulars you may require. The nearest club in your neighbour-

hood is the C. C. of the Railway Clearing-house in Seymour-
street. Perhaps, though rather strong, they might accept a

challenge. Any further information as to conduct of a club you
will, no doubt, obtain from the courteous secretarj' of the City of

London C.C., Newgate-street, E.C. If you wish your Club to

prosper, give it as much publicity as you can by sending notices of

your doings to the press. We understand that a new weekly paper
—the WeeMy Echo—will shortly be started with a Chess Column,
a part of which will be especiallj- devoted to the London Clubs.—

Mephisto.]

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
„*, Please address Chess Editor.

F. J. D.—Thanks for communication. We are pleased to hear

from yoQ again. Have you anything original ?

A. E. R.—Problem received, with thanks. Pray excuse thi-

alteration, as otherwise 1. Q to Kt sq (ch) would solve it.

W. Hanrahan.—The author's solution of No. 127 is the most

decisive.

J. K. Milne.—Ton are mistaken about the rule of Pawn takes

Pawn in passing. Supposing

—

mm

In this position the white Pawn moves two squares. Then thp
black Pawn has the right to take the white Pawn, as if the latter

had only moved one square. But if the position is like this :—

then the white Pawn can advance two squares, and the black

Pawn has no right of taking the white Pawn.
Correct Solutions received :—Problem No. 127 : S. B. C. :

No. 128: J. K. Milne, M. T. Hooton, A. W. Overton. Problem No.

129 solved by Geo. W. Thompson, H. A. N., W.
W.—We are very much afraid you have cooked No. 129. Tour

solution is as complete as it is correct; pray note correctioD

above.

Geo. W. Thompson, S. B. C.— Solutions incorrect.

H. Smith.—The proposed tournament at the Divan will be open

to all comers.
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GAMBLING, SHOW-PRAYING, AND
LECTURING AT SEA.

By Richard A. Proctor.

MR. THOMAS HUGHES, Q.C., the author of "Tom
Browii's School days at Rugby," arrived in New

York on August 31, on the City of Rome, e/a route for

Rugby, Tenn. He was intei-viewed by a reporter of the

Nev Yorh Herald, who reports that Mr. Hughes was fired

with enthusiasm, not so much in relation to the new Rugby
and its proposed school, as about a disturbance which had
occurred on the steamer coming over.

The following is the report of the interview :

—

" There are on the deck of the steamer," Mr. Hughes
explained, " two rooma—one a smoking-room, and one a

reading-room. The reading-room is supposed to be for the

use of the ladies as well as the gentlemen. Monday, the
third day out, they turned the room into a card-room and
smoking-room, going on with cards, draughts, kc, all day.

Well, I went off to the smoking-room, and found that

there had been a baccarat bank started there. A man
from Australia—a perfectly good, honest fellow he was,

but he made his living that way—had started the game
with three other men, all middle-aged. The bank was a
perfectly square one and the play was entirely honest, so

far as I know and believe.

"This was kept up all day, and up to the time of

putting out the lights and going to bed, and every day
after that, from eleven o'clock in the morning till bedtime,

this baccarat bank was kept going ; and there was much
of the time a row of players five or six deep around the
game. Many of these were mere boys, lads of twenty or
less, who were allowed to punt their shillings or dollars,

or more. The stake was sometimes up to £f>, I believe.

"Now, I do not object to the baccarat going on, but
what I did object to was its being carried on openly, and
boys being allowed to join in the game. And I objected,

as many others did, to the reading-room being made inac-

cessible to the ladies. So one of the passengers, a friend
of mine, drew up a memorial, and I led the signatures with
my own. It was signed by a large number of the
passengers.

"This paper was lying on the saloon table, and the
passengers were signing it in great numbers, when I was
told that a fellow named Lord was up on deck talking
about it and telling all sorts of lies about what we were
doing. I went right up and spoke to him. I asked him
if he had read the memorial, and he admitted that he had
not. Then there was some sharp talk, and a friend of mine,
a young American gentleman, struck one of the other side.

Of course, we stopped them at once, but there were some
sharp discussions afterward and a great deal of bad feeling.

"Since we landed," he continued, " we have presented
the memorial to the agents here, and they say they do not
propose to do anything about it, so I want the press to take
it up. It is going to do a great deal of hurt if our youth
are to be exposed to this temptation. A great proportion

of the travellers on these steamers are mere boys, and I do
not think it right or proper that tliey should be admitted
to any game of this kind. Baccarat is not allowed at our
clubs in London, and it seems a jiity that it should be
played openly on the steamers "

" Capt. R. D. Monroe, the commander of the ship," adds
the New York Herald, " said that many persons at sea like

to pass the time by playing cards for money. The amount
of gambling on the City of Rome's last trip was not serious.

The trouble, he thought, was caused by a young man of

twenty losing more money than was convenient, but the
circumstances were not such as would justify Capt.
Monroe's interference. He thought that his refusal to

permit prayer-meetings to be held in the saloon had some-
thing to do with the memorial. He did not hear of the
paper till the vessel reached quarantine."

I made my own last journey to America in the City of
Ro77ie, and although I made certain betting transactions

which took place on that ship the theme of a short article

on the inaneness of the method for passing time to which
Capt. Monroe refers, I must say the gambling on board the

City of Rome was not greater than usual. In the saloon,

indeed, there was less gambling than usual—all the whist,

for instance, being for " love," whereas usually a good deal

of high play takes place in a quiet way. (I remember a
case, nine years ago, in which a young New Yorker of

moderate means, playing with three merchants who made
the points a sovereign apiece with a five-pound note on
the rubber, lost a much larger sum in an evening than he
could probably earn in a month.) I heard of much poker
being played in the smoking and reading-rooms ; but as I

was never in the former and only in the latter to get and
return books for my family, I can onlv speak from hearsay.

I take it, poker is as busy a gambling game as baccarat

;

only the latter seems regarded as .suitable for clubs, till

forbidden by law, while poker seems an appropriate game
for cowboys et id genus omne.

I must confess I rather pity the captains of ocean

steamers, when the rival claims of gambling and show-

piety are brought before them. Only, if Capt. Monroe did

right, as he unquestionably did, in not allowing the use of

the saloon for prayer-meetings, he would have done right

in forbidding the use of the smoking-room for a baccarat

bank, supposing always be was asked to do so. The saloon,

smoking-room, and reading-room of an ocean steamer are for

the use of the passengers as a body, not for any particular set.

If a large majority of the passengers agree to the use of any

of these rooms for a special purpose—the captain and

purser assenting—it is fitting for the minority to yipld.

For instance, there is always a certain minority opposed to

the use of the saloon for entertainments, dramatic, musical,

and otherwise : but they generally put up readily enough

with what is to them an annoyance so long as it lasts. As
regards prayer-meetings (on week-days), they are never
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supported by more than a siiiiU minority, usmlly consisting

of the steadiest members ol the community—excepting only

the gambling set. It has always seemed to me as if they

started their show-piety just about the time when every

fellow-passenger had thoroughly recognised their position as

the gloomiest and wor.st-tempered members of the company.

They very seldom find a captain willing to listen to them.

The gambling set usually g<t what they want, by not

asking too much. Here and there in the saloon you see a

table round which three or four low-browed fellows—some

rapacious-looking, others looking more or less idiotic—sit

playing for " chips," which represent in reality tolerably

large sums of money. In the smoking-room you see more

of this crew. There, also, wagering on the ship's run, on

the number of the pilot, his complexion, tlie leg he first puts

on board, and other such absurdities, may be watched by

those who take interest in noting the lower instincts of

humanity. You generally hear towards the close of the

journey that a certain number of the more foolish have lost

" more money than is convenient," as Capt. Monroe plea-

santly puts it. But pity is wasted on these foolish folk.

"If wilful will to water wilful must wet,"—that is all that

can be said.

When, however, it comes to setting up a baccarat bank,

or any other systematic gambling trap, in smoking-room or

reading-room, the case assumes a difl'erent complexion. The
majority of the passengers ought not, however, to trouble

the captain or purser in such a case, unless either has given

special permission to the swindlers to start their nefarious

business. (I reject utterly Mr. Hughes's assertion or ad-

mission that the men were honest who started the baccarat

bank, or that their system was fair and square ; there is

no such thing as honest gambling.) They should have

claimed their own rights. A sufficient number of ladies

and gentlemen should have occupied the reading-room and

its neighbourhood ; a sufficient number of gentlemen should

have broken up the baccarat bank in the smoking-room
;

and both sets of well-meaning members of the community
temporarily brought together should have expressed before

the wrong-doers—as occasion arose—their sense not only of

their own rights, but of the blackguardism of the attempt

to introduce their evil v/ays into a company of respectable

persons. Writing memorials can be of little use in such

cases. But a large number of those who will gamble
among gamblers are ashamed to go on gambling in the

presence of ladies and gentlemen, and in face of their

openly expressed contempt for such practices.

A minority even can effectively maintain their rights

when these are invaded. I remember hearing of a case on

board the Arawata, a New Zealand steamship, where
an inexperienced lecturer who—strange to say, actually

wanted to lecture during a sea journey !—was beaten by a

small party of passengers who, finding that no one really

desired his discourse, continued talking and laughing in his

neighbourhood so that none could hear him. A lecture on
board ship is a nuisance any way—at any rate to an unfortu-

nate being who is asked to give one. This happened to me in

five out of my first six ocean journeys, despite entreaties

to be let off. It shows what straits a ship's company may
be reduced to for amusement, when nine-tenths of the

passengers ask, as a favour, for what certainly only one-

tenth of the general community on land would desire. It

puts a lecturer in rather an uncomfortable position. If he

accedes to the request, a few who object are sure to suppose

ho has put himself in the way of the work—preposterous

though such an idea is in the case of any lecturer having

an established position in his profession. If he declines,

many consider it must be from churlishness, preposterous

though that idea should be, also. On the whole, however,

I have had no reason to complain ; and I believe the few
lectures I have given on board ship have been found unex-
pectedly free from the dry-as-dust quality supposed to be
proper to astronomy. Yet a very small minority would
always have sufficed to stop any lecture I had been
announced to deliver. If a fourth or a fifth, even, of the

company object to the use of any of the ship's public rooms
for such a purpose they have a right to maintain their

objection. I have never known, however, a case wljere a

minority has acted in such a case otherwise than by keeping
away. I have known a case where a majority acted very
decisively that way. Indeed, wheie any one on board
ship obtrudes himself either by undertaking to pray for

less devout passengers, or by offering gambling facilities, or

Viy proffering a discourse or a lecture, he can expect (and
deserves) no other treatment.

But in all such cases, the passengers should act for them-

selves. Neither pui'ser nor captain should be unnecessarily

troubled. Each has enough to attend to without being

worried about matters which the right-minded members of

the community can settle by their own action. The case

illustrates aptly Mr. Thomas Foster's discussion of " The
Morality of Happiness." A due regard for the rights of

self should be corrected by a just appreciation of the rights

of others, and vice versd. The unduly complaisant are

almost as mischievous by neglecting to claim just rights, as

are the unduly egotistic by claiming what they are not

entitled to. The latter try to injure by wronging the rest;

but the former may do just as much harm by failing to

take their proper part in the work of resisting such wrong-

doing.

PLEASANT HOURS WITH THE
MICROSCOPE.

By Henry J. Slack, F.G.S., F.R.M.S.

THERE are many cases in which it is not wise to trust

to the old adage that seeing is believing, and the micro-

scopist should make himself acquainted with the sources of

fallacy. The difficulties of interpretation are most trouble-

some where high powers, large angled glasses and con-

densers of the same nature, are employed. Every student

of minute forms is delighted, for example, with diatoms,

and not a few microscopists go mad over them, look at

nothing else, and deserve the nickname of diatom-maniacs.

But while we laugh at them, we should confess that they

have rendered an important service in continually demand-
ing more and more approach to perfection in the construction

of objectives and means of illumination. For thirty years

and more they have studied their pet objects, and again and

again some enthusiast has imagined he had quite settled tht ir

structure, but the battle still rages, and no one can see

when it is likely to end. There are many points to be

decided. First, are certain round markings elevations or

depressions ? Are they really round or hexagonal ? How
many distinct or distinguishable layers make up the sili-

ceous skeleton of the little plants or animals, or borderland

creatures, as the inquirer may prefer to call them 1 Again,

are certain aperture-looking dots real holes or sham ones ?

The student of natural histofy in other departments, and

of physiology and minute anatomy, may care little for

diatoms, or the disputes of the diatom-maniacs, but he meets

with the same sort of difficulties that bewilder them, and

often cannot, for the life of him, tell when seeing should be

believing.

For a low-power experiment introducing one of the

difficulties, take a three-inch objective and a lady's silver

thimble. There is no doubt concerning the thimble's struc-
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ture, its dipressions and borders, separating one from

another, are as plain as the cells of a honeycomb, but if

viewed at night, and strongly illuminated from one side, it

is very likely to look as if every depression was an eleva-

tion. Sometimes if this effect is produced with one-eyed

vision, a right view can be obtained by a binocular one,

but sometimes not. There are many cases in which
depressions look like elevations. Examining the moon
through a telescope leads some folks, not inft-equently, to

see all the crater hollows as projecting mounds, and when
the eye has once been deceived, the false view is apt to be

excessively troublesome. Nasmyth's admirable moon
slides for the lantern frequently puzzle observers, and
their difficulty in seeing the hollows lower than their elevated

surroundings is increased if slides with shadows to the

right succeed others with shadows to the left. Hollow
casts of gems in plaster of Paris, or sulphur, can easily be

made to look like cameos, either by help of a magnifying

glass or a simple hole, a quarter of an inch in diameter,

cut through a blackened card. The experimenter with the

thimble can usually arrange the light, itc, as to show the

true structure, but if the eye has once caught a wrong
picture, it may refuse to have it corrected. Besides looking

at the thimble itself, impressions in black and red sealing-

wax should be examined.

To take another instance : a transparent film, such as one

of colloid silica, which cracks in drying on a glass slide,

may be (mployed. Very clear gum or thin white varnish

will perhaps do as well. The cracks arc easily recognised

by holding the slide against the light. One, perhaps, begins

with a pretty wide fissure, and thins out to a very narrow
one. The narrow part will seem, when magnified one or

two hundred times linear, to be elevated like a slender

rod superposed upon the slide. This will show how
cautious the observer should be when studying many
classes of objects.

Similar to the disputes about diatom structure are those

about scales of butterflies and moths. The questions are

how many membranes go to form a scale. Is there one
under and one upper, or more ? Are the ribs between the

membranes or growths in their structure 1 Are the minute
markings composed of dots of pigments, or of other shapes?

In what plane or planes do the several formations lie 1 ifcc.

When high powers are employed, and it is desired to ascer-

tain in a very thin object what structure is on the surface

and what others in successive planes below, the fine adjust-

ment usually fitted to a microscope is not nearly so delicate

as it is advisable to have it. Dr. Pigott in such cases

adapts a second wheel, moving with a wonderfully fine

screw of his own cutting, to the one sent out with his

Powell and Lealand microscope. He can show that with a
l-16th or a l-2.3th objective and a delicate object, a change
of 100-lOOOths of an inch in the focus produces a notice-

able alteration in its appearance.

Mr. Washington Teasdale devised an excellent test-slide,

helping us in these matter?. One he kindly ruled for the
writer consists of ten groups of parallel lines, at the rate

of 2,000 per inch, disposed in a symmetric pattern of

eccentric radials. The lines are ruled with a conchoidal
ftacture, and not a clear cut, so as to give a maximum of
brilliance. This slide is to be illuminated by a spot-lens, or

dark ground arrangement of condenser. If the light is

exactly centred, all the bands are made to glow with equal
lustre. Any slant of the light beams brings out those
more plainly which lie at right angles to its Hue of inci-

dence. Instead of spot-lens, or condenser, obtain a dark
ground illumination from the sub-stage mirror turned
strongly on one side, and then rotate the object and note
the changes that ensue.

The observer will soon find that with one illumination

certain bands will appear as if on a ))lane above the other.s,

but by a change in tlie angle t f illumination, can be made
to look in one below them.

Most of your readers will have seen compound vibration

patterns ruled with two pendulums, or with more com-

plicated apparatus. When done on glass, on a smaller scale

for viewing under the microscope, they are instructive

as well as beautiful. Having been amply supplied with

admirable specimens by Mr. Teasdale, the writer has been

able to exhibit the wonderful perspective effects to be

obtained by varied modes of illuminating them. Trial

slides and damaged ones are very instructive, as any
rough edges come out with so much force as to mislead the

eye about their relative position.

The figure—one of Mr. Teasdale's—appended hereto,

shows a pattern which is very deceptive under the

microscope. It is impossil)le to avoid the impression

that the observer is looking at a hollow object

Perspective effects, without shading, are perhaps more
striking to persons who are accustomed to watch them out

of doors, and also as exhibited in outline etchings A very

slight guidance induces the eye to accept the idea the

artist wishes to convey, and when similar guide-lines occur

in a piece of mechanical ruling, their intimation is imme-
diately followed. The subject is a very interesting one,

partly optical and partly psychological. To the micro-

scopist its study is of great importance if errors of inter-

pretation are to be avoided. When the optical aspect is

of doubtful trustworthiness, resort should be had to reason-

ing from analogy.

For example, the structure to be made out in the

coarsest butterfly scales may help to guide to what is pro-

bable in others more difficult, and with delicate organs of

insects, rotifers, &c., it is prudent to doubt any appear-

ance that seems to contradict the general rule of such

organisations. This doubt, however, must not be carried

too far, and the happy mean can only be reached as the

result of long study and experience.

The largest organ in the world lias just been completed by
Walck, of Ludswigburgh, and placed in the cathedral Church of

Eiga. The colossal instrument measures 3Gft. in width, 32 ft

from back to front, and 65 ft. high. It contains no less than 6,826
pipes, distributed among l'2\ sounding stops.
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DREAMS

:

THEIR PLACE IN THE GROWTH OF PRIMITIVE
BELIEFS.

By Edward Clodd.

IX.

MORE graceful is the conception which makes the soul

sjiring up as a iiower or cleave the air as a bird.

It is, of course, the purified survival of the primitive

thought which did not limit its belief in an indwelling
spirit to man, but extended it to brutes and plants, and
even to lifeless things. For the lower creatures manifested
the phenomena from which the belief in the spirits was
inferred. They moved and breathed, their life ceased with
their breath ; they cast shadows and reflections ; their

cries, which to the savages seemed so like human speech,*

awakened echoes ; and they appeared in dreams. Among
the western tribes of North America, the phantoms of
all animals are supposed to go to the happy beasts' grounds,
and in Assam the ghosts of those slain become the property
of the hunter who kills them ; whilst the custom of begging
pardon of the animal before or after despatching it, as
among the Red Indians, who even put the pipe of peace in

the dead creature's mouth, further evidences to barbarian
belief in beast-souls. Although such belief has now
no place in serious philosophy, the belief in the immor-
tality of brutes has been a favourite doctrine from
the Kamchadales, who believe in the after-life of fiies

and bugs, to the eminent naturalist Agassiz, who advocates
ihe doctrine in his " Essay on Classification ;

" and in a
list of 4,977 books on the nature and future of the soul
given in Mr. Alger's elaborate critical history of the
subject, nearly 200 deal with the after life of animals. The
advocates have often felt the difficulty of granting this after
life to man and denying it to creatures to which he stands
so closely related in ultimate community of origin ; but
science, while it finds links of sympathy with the ideas of
rude races respecting the common life of all that moves,
and presents evidence in support of the common destiny,
lends no support to the doctrine of the immortality of
oysters. The custom of apologising to doomed brutes is

practised in regard to plants. If they exhibit the phe-
nomena of life in a lesser degree, enough are shown to
justify the accrediting of them with souls. Besides flinging
wavy shadows and reflections (and it cannot be too often
enforced that to the barbaric intelligence motion is a prime
sign of life), they are not voiceless. Murmurs are heard in
their leaves

; sounds echo from their hollow trunks, or
tremble, Eolian-like, through their branches ; and in their
juices are the sources of repose or frenzy.

" The Ojibways believed that trees had souls, and in
pagan times they seldom cut down green or living trees,
for they thought it put them to pain. They pretended tii

hear the wailing of the trees when they sufiered in this
way. On account of these noises, real or imaginary, trees
have had spirits assigned them, and worship oflFered to
them. A mountain-ash, in the vicinity of South Ste.
Marie, which made a noise, had offerings piled up around
it If a tree should emit from its hollow trunk or branches
a sound during a calm state of the atmosphere, or should
any one fancy such sounds, the tree would be at once
reported, and soon come to be regarded as the residence of
some local god."t As expressed in Greek myth, purified
in this case from grosser elements, we have the Dryades,

* " To the ear of the savage, animals certainly seem even to
talk. This fact is universally evident, and ought to be fully
realised."—Im Thum's " Guiana," p. 351.
+ Dorman, pp. 287, 8.

who were believed to die together with the trees in which
their life had begun to be, and in which they had dwelt.
As expressed in folk-lore and its poetic forms, it is in the
growth or blossoming of flowers, or the intertwining of
branches, that the idea survives. In the ballad of " Fair
Margaret and Sweet William "

—

Out of her brest there sprang a rose,

And out of his a briar ;

They grew till they grew unto the church-top,
And there they tyed in a true lover's knot ;*

in the story of " Tristram and Ysonde," " From his grave
there grew an eglantine which twined about the statue, a
marvel for all men to see ; and, though three times they
cut it down, it grew again, and ever wound its arms about
the image of the fair Ysonde ;"t while the conception often
lends itself to the poet's thoughts, from Laertes' words over
Ophelia :

—

Lay her i' the earth,
And from her fair and unpolluted flesh

May violets spring,

to Tennyson's

And from his ashes may be made
The violet of his native land.

In Grimm's " Teutonic Mythology " a number of Ulastra-

tions are supplied of the vagaries of popular imagination,
which picture the soul as a bird flying out of a dead
person's mouth, and, as a cognate example from rude cul-

ture, we find a belief among the Powhatans that " a certain

small wood bird received the souls of their princes at

death, and they religiously refrained from doing it harm

;

while the Aztecs and various other nations thought that all

good people, as a reward of merit, were metamorphosed at

the close of life into feathered songsters of the grove, and
in this form passed a certain term in the umbrageous
bowers of Paradise." J But many chapters might be filled

with examples of varying conceptions of the soul, the

major number of which (for the idea of it as a mouse,
snake, Sic, must not be forgotten) have as their nucleus its

ethereal natui-e and freedom from the limitations of solid

earth, although round that nucleus gather some more
concrete ideas for the mind, desiring something more sub-

stantial than symbols, to grasp. The belief that inani-

mate things as well as animals and plants have a dual

being is not so obvious at first sight, and yet, given the

reasons for the latter, there are as good grounds, because

like in kind, for the former. The Algonquins told Father
Charlevoix that " since hatchets and kettles Lave shadows,

as well as men and women, it follows that these shadows
must pass along with human shadows into the spirit-land."

When the tools or weapons are injured or done with, their

souls must cross the water to the Great Village, where the

sun sets. Besides, spears and pots and pans, as well as

men and dogs, appear in dreams ; they throw shadows and
images in the water, they give forth a sound when struck,

and, as the Fijians also argue, " if an animal or plant die,

its soul goes to Bolotoo ; if a stone or anything else is

broken, it has its reward there ; nay, has equal good luck

with men and hogs and yams. If an axe or a chisel is

worn out or broken up, away flies its soul for the service

of the gods." Logically, the savage who believes that in

the other world

The hunter still the deer pursues.

The hunter and the deer a shade,

must put in the hands of the one a shadow spear. So when
an Ojibway chief, after a four days' trance, gave an account

* Grimm's " T. M.," p. 827.

t Cox and Jones, " Pop. Romances," p. 139.

J Brinton, p. 107.
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of his visit to that land of shadows, he told of the hosts

whom he had met travelling there laden with pipes, and

kettles, and weapons. These primitive ideas explain once

and for all matters which have too often been explained by

fanciful theories, or cited as evidences of the benighted con-

dition of those places which on missionary maps of the

world are painted black. Tliey disclose the reason why
food, and utensils, and weapons were broken and buried

with the dead ; why tires were lighted round the grave
;

why animals were slain on the death of a chief ; why the

Greenlanders, when a child dies, bury a dog with him,

because the dog, they say, is able to find his way any-

where ; why North American Indian mothers in pathetic

custom drop their milk on the lips of the dead child ; and

why, what seemed so inexplicable to the early missionaries

to the East, ignorant of tiie practice of widow-sacrifice

among the ancient peoples of the West, as the Gauls,

Teutons, and others, wives and slaves were burned on the

funeral pyre. Among the Mexicans sometimes a very rich

man would go as far as to have his chaplain slaughtered,

that he might not be deprived of his support in the other

world.

In their initial stage all these gifts are made, all these

rites performed, for the supposed need of the dead. Every-

thing had its manes, which followed him into the next

world, and, lacking which, he would be as poor as if in

this world he had lacked it. The spiritual counterpart

of the offerings was consumed by his spirit, just as the old

deities were thought to enjoy the sweet-smelling savour of

the burnt sacrifices ; the tires were kindled that the soul

might not grope about in darkness. So the obolus was
put into the mouth of the dead, that its manes might be

payment to Charon for the ferry of the Styx, as money is

put in the corpse's hand or mouth among the German and
Irish peasants to this day ; so the warrior's horse was slain

at his tomb and the armour laid therein, that he might

enter Valhalla riding, and clothed with the tokens of his

right to enter the abode reserved for those who had fallen

in battle.

Any explanation of customs like the foregoing, persistent

as they are in kind, however varying in expression, is

defective which does not take into account what large

parts the emotions play in all that is connected with death,

and how they infuse such practices with vitality. The
bereaved refuse to believe that those whom they have lost

have no more concern in the interests of life once common
and dear to both. As among the Dacotahs, when a mother
feels a pain at her breast, they say that her dead child is

thinking of her. The place where the body lies becomes
the connecting link between it and the soul which is still

the solicitude and care, or, it may be, the dread, of the

living; succouring and protecting, or, on the other hand,

avenging.

The element of dread undoubtedly comes into play early.

The awe which we feel in the presence of death, or in

passing in the dark through a churchyard, takes in the

savage the form of terror. The behaviour of the ghost in

dreams, its ability to do what men still in the flesh cannot

do, quicken the belief in occult power, and the desire to pro-

pitiate it. The articles placed in the grave as gilts for the

dead become sacrifices laid on the altar to appease malig-

nant spirits ; the mound or tomb becomes a temple, and

awe passes by easy degrees into worship. The prevalence

in one form or another of ancestor-worship has led Mr.

Spencer to the conclusion that it is the rudimentary form

of all religions ; even sun, moon, volcano, river, &c., being

feared and adored because they were believed to be the

dwelling-places of ancestral ghosts. The facts are against

this theory. It is to the larger, the more impressive pheno-

mena of the natural world, the sun in noontide strength

and splendour, the lightning and the thunder, that we
must look for the primary causes which awakened the

fear, the wonder and the adoration in which lie the germs

of the highest religions. Such causes are not only

sufficient, but more operative on the undeveloped intelli-

gence than the belief in ancestral spirits of the mountain

and the sea, which involves a more complex mental action.*

The one is contributory, but subordinate, to the other. It

is, as M. Reville remarks, " The phenomena of Nature

regarded as animated and conscious, that wake and stimu-

late the religious sentiments, and become the objects ot the

adoration of man If Nature-worship, with

the animism that it engenders, shapes the first law to

which nascent religion submits in the human race, anthro-

pomorphism furnishes the second, disengaging itself ever

more and more completely from the zoomorphism which

generally serves as an intermediary. This is so every-

v;here".+

THE PHILADELPHIA INTEENATIONAL
ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION.

THIS Exhibition was opened by Prof. Eowland on the

2nd ult. Referring to it, the Scientific American

says :—Probably at no other exhibition held in this country

was foreign workmanship so readOy distinguished from

domestic. We are a practical people, and we are not always

disinclined to boast of this practicality, but as we look over

the European exhibits in this exposition, observe the nicety

of the philosophical apparatus and instruments of precision,

consider the carefully worked-out theories and laws upoE.

which they are constructed, and then turn to our own ex-

hibits, confined as they are almost exclusively to practical

applications for money-getting, it seems after all as though

we had been better off' were we not quite so practical, and

loitered a little more in the paths of pure science.

The arc and incandescence lights of the various systems

which ornament the pillars and hang iu festoons from the

walls have resulted from the application of laws discovered

by Faraday and Oersted ; and while the inventors of these

applications have deservedly won no little fame and are

credited with making a deal of money, the men without

whose eff'orts such applications would have been impossible

gained little of the former and scarcely enough of the latter

to insure them a livelihood.

The principal objects sought by that admirable society,

the Franklin Institute, under the auspices of which the

present exhibition is given, might, perhaps, be fairly laid

down as— 1. To give the American electrician the oppor-

tunity to compare his work not only with the latest

European models, but also with the handiwork of his

fellow on this side the water. 2. To exhibit the excellence

of American electrical applications.

In regard to the first, it is well known that many

practical and ingenious workmen are in the habit of

keeping to themselves for fear their ideas should be taken

from them. That this is, in great part, a mistake is well

illustrated by the small number of really successful appli-

cations in electrical science compared with the number of

workmen that have struggled tirelessly over what has not

given, nor is likely in the future to give, much promise of

success. These men, or some of them, are searching for

that which is not, or for that which the interposition of a

* Cf. Kxon-LEDGE, Sept. 21, 1883.

t
" Hibbert Lectures," 1884, pp. 39, 40.
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natural law prevents them from finding, at least in the

manner they have proposed to themselves.

The opportunity of seeing what has gone before, what

has already been done, and for mutual comparison of work,

is likely to be of inestimable advantage, and the collection

at one point, as at the present Electrical Exposition, of

working models of the best construction up to date must,

for reasons so obvious as not to require demonstration, be

of incalculable assistance to the struggling and ambitious

electrician and mechanician. As to what may be regardtd

as another principal reason for the exposition, viz., the

exposure of domestic wares to a foreign audience interested

in enterprises for which they are designed, much might also

be said. Novelties require more than a casual introduction

into a new market. A supply will not always insure an

immediate demand. There was no demand for india-

rubber goloshes, but the practical demonstration of their

usefulness begat a demand. The case of the telephone is a

striking illustration of this. Though now known to be a

commercial success in the broadest meaning of the term, its

usefulness, speaking from a purely commercial standpoint,

remained for a long time unrecognised abroad. More than

fifty million dollars had been invested in this country in the

telephone plant ere it really went into general use abroad.

For these and other reasons the jiresent exposition is

likely to further the interests of American electricians,

mechanics, and manufactuiers, and they have reason to

congratulate themselves that it was planned and is now
being managed by so estimable a society as the Franklin

Institute.

THE EARTH'S SHAPE AND MOTIONS.
Br EiCHARD A. Proctor.

CHAPTER IV. {continuedfrom p. 235).

THE evidence already obtained respecting the earth's

figure points so clearly to its being a globe, that the

observer would now direct his attention simply to deter-

mine the size of other circular sections than those he has
already traversed. He first starts eastward or westward
from different parts of the north and south line he first

surveyed; and then he starts northwards or southwards
from difTerent paits of any of his east and west journejings.

P

By doing this he obtains the most complete and satisfactory

evidence of the true figure of the earth ; because he finds

every northand-sonth journey, as P a P', P J P', P c P', &c.

(Fig. 1), indicating a circular section having a radius of

about 7,900 mile.s, and every east-and-west journey, as n a',

ff, g g\ ifec , indicating a circular section having a radius

proportioned to the distance from the axis P P'.

Now it must be remembered that, though no person ever

carried out such a aeries of journeys as I have described.

yet the various measurements and journeyings made by
men over the earth amount even to a more exact and con-

vincing demonstration of the earth's figure. In all parts

of the world, in the southern as well as in the northern
hemisphere, there have not only been .scientific investiga-

tions directed to the determination of precisely those points

which we have imagined our observer to have inquired

about, but the theory of the earth's globular figure has

been submitted even to more crucial tests. The sailor

voyaging in the southern seas, for instance, estimates his

progress strictly according to those results which follow

from the globe-figure of the earth. When, for days
together—as frequently happens—the sky is so clouded as

to give him no opportunity of observing the celestial bodies,

he trusts altogether to his estimate of the rate and direction

of his voyaging, combined with his knowledge of the shape
and size of the earth. If there were any error in the esti-

mates which astronomers have made on this point,* it

would be more fatal to the seaman than the most terrible

storm-seasons could possibly be.

But, after all, it is to the careful observations carried on
by men of science, according to the principles involved in

our observer's plan of voyaging, only with a degree of

nicety which no single observer could ever hope to obtain,

that modern views respecting the true figure of the earth

owe their exactness. The measurement of degrees in longi-

tude or in latitude means nothing more than the comparison

between the distances travelled either north and south or

east and west, with the observed change in the elevation of

the pole of the heavens or in the moment of the stars'

meridian passages. Our observer effected this comparison

roughly—he trusted to a simple contrivance for estimating

the elevation of the pole, and to a single chronometer carried

from place to place for his estimate of absolute time. But
modern astronomy determines these things with an accuracy

which is inconceivable by those who have not studied the

appliances by which it is secured. The mural circle by which

the astronomer measures the elevation at which a star crosses

the meridian, has occupied as much attention as the finest

piece of machinery ever erected for manufacturing pur-

poses. I can imagine no greater treat for an appreciative

mechanical mind than the examination of the multiplied

contrivances by which perfectly accurate movements are

imparted to the heavy mural circle of a large observatory.

The exceeding delicacy of the means by which the instru-

ment's indications are read off is equally surprising and

interesting. Then the transit^instrument by which the

time of a star's passing the meridian is taken is well worth

studying. The easy swing of the instrument in the

meridian-plane, the perfection with which it sweeps out

that plane, the delicate spider-webs by which the passage

of the star across the field of view is measured—all these,

and many other matters, serve to show how anxiously the

astronomer aims at exactness.

By observatories set up all over the earth, by voyages

expre.ssly undertaken to determine the figure of our globe,

and by a long and patient scrutiny of all the evidence

obtained, the modem theory of the earth's figure has been

established. I have hitherto spoken of that figure as

globular, and very delicate observations indeed might be

* A paradoiist, who should be the prince of his peculiar people,

seeks to prove that the earth is plane, with only one pole—the north

pole—and for his purpose it is necessary that the latitude-circles in

southern regions should be very large. So he extracts a passage

from Ross's "Antarctic Journeys," in which a bottle is said to

have floated so many miles in travelling between two places some
120 deg. apart ; and thus the length of a degree is calculated on a

conveniently large scale. A'o «ie7i(io7i at all is made of the fact

that Koss distinctly speaks of the hottle having been carried the

long way round !
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made over the whole surface of the earth without proving

^inything beyond this. But the observations made by

astronomers luive attained to great a degree of delicacy as

to show how far the e;irth's shape departs from the figure

of a true s|ihere. Slight differences in the rate of elevation

or depression of tiie pole as tlie north and south journeys

have been carried out, have shown that the curves P a P',

P b V, ic. (Fig. 1), are not true circles ; though differing so

little from the circular figure, that if their true shape were

drawn down on pajer, a very sharp eye indeed would be

required to detect the difference between their figure and a

perfect circle. They are slightly elliptical, P P' being the

shorter axis of each. In other words, the earth is somewhat
ilattened at the poles.

My aim is, however, to give an exact account of the

simpler features of the earth's figure, rather than to deal

with minor peculiarities, and as the departure of the earth's

figure from the true sphere belongs to the latter order, I

need not discuss this feature farther.

I conclude this chapter by mentioning certain phenomena
which afford tolerably clear evidence of the globe figure of

the earth, though I may remark, in passing, that nothing

but the complete survey described above can be held to be

a satisfactory proof.

Every one who has ever been at the sea side on a fine

day, has noticed how clear-cut the horizon-line is, how it

forms a well-marked line against the sky. How this cir-

cumstance rightly understood gives very forcible evidence

that the visible part of the earth's surface is globular. If,

on the contrary, it were plane, then, however little the eye

were raised above the surface of that plane, yet every part

of the plane wiuld be visible; and the appearance of a

well-defined hoiizon-line would imply that we were look-

ing at the actual limits of the plane in that direction, which

is obviously absurd. If the plane had no limits within the

range of vision, the appearance presented would be that of

a gradual fading away up to the horizon level.

When, however, we find further that at the sea side

ships )iass that apparently well-defined borderline, and

gradually seem to sink out of view, no doubt can remain

that the visible surface is not plane. For we see di-tinctly

the clear-cut water-line across the equally well defined

masts and sails of the ship. We know, therefore, that the

ship is beyond the water-line, and as we know that it has not

crossed a limit of any sort, no other explanation is available

than that it has sailed over a oontinuoubly curved surface.

The conviction thus arrived at hardly admits of being

strengthened, but those who have ever used a powerful

telescope at the sea side find a certain new interest in

observing this well-known phenomenon. It may seem a

simple amusement for a student of astronomy, but often

when I lived by the sea side, I used to watch with my -tin.

achromatic the gradual disap|)earanoe of a ship beyond the

sharply cut border-line of the sea wiih much interest and
pleasure. Souietimes the air would be so clear that a tall

-ship would sink until her upper masts would be out of

focus when the sea horizon was brought into focus, and
vice versd. A slight motion of the tocussing rack-work
would bring either the sea-waves or the masts and ropes

into focus, as might be wished : a very pretty and simple

proof, by the way, of the relative distances of the sea

horizon and the ship, and a supplementary evidence of the

«arth's globular figure, which so far as I am aware has

never yet been noticed.*

* Perhaps I should not have had my attentiou called to the fact

that the distance of the visible sea-horizon is measurable in this

simple way, had it not been for the blatant assertions of a well-

.known charlatan, that a telescope will bring a ship into sight which
lias passei hryond the visible horizon. Certainlj- this man never

Another proof of the globular figure of the earth has

been derived from the shape of the earth's shadow as seen

during a lunar eclipse. 'This proof is not perhajis very

striking, because the curvature of the earth's shadow as

seen on the moon is by no means so well marked as many
suppose. The shadow has not a well-defined edge, the

circle it belongs to is much larger than the moon, and
finally the moon's surface is marked with so many varia-

tions of brilliancy as to confuse the border of the umbra.

Tlie real evidence derived from lunar eclipses is, how-

ever, much more striking when it is i)roperly studied. Let

it be remembered that the astronomer calculates the minute

at which a lunar eclipse begins, and the place at which the

earth's shadow at first makes its appearance on the lunar

disc, on the hypothesis that, the earth being a globe, the

section of the shadow-cone where the moon crosses it is a

circle of a certain size, and in no single instance has his

tiust in this hypothesis been confounded by the eclipse

either occurring at the wrong time, or commencing at the

wrong part of the moon's disc.

Fig. 2.

A peculiarity noticed by balloonists seems at first sight

strikingly opposed to the theory that the earth is globular.

When a balloon has risen high above the earth on a

clear day, the latter appears to the aii'ronauta to be shaped

like a basin beneath them, the sky assuming also an

appearance of concavity (more flattened than usual),

facing the earth's apparently hollow surface. Many bal-

loonists have been so struck by this appearance, which

is represented in section in Fig. 2, as to think there

must be something wrong about the theory of the earth's

globular figure. In reality, however, the appearance is

precisely what was to have been expected. The balloonist,

even after rising four or five miles, has scarcely caused the

visible horizon to appear appreciably below his level It

is, in fact, lowered some 3i degrees, but the unaided eye

cannot recognise so small a depression, whereas the vast

gap which separates the observer from the earth beneath

him is very obviously presented to the eye. Therefore the

effect is as though the horizon were on a level with the

eye, and the earth's surface under the observer far below

that level.

Of course if the peculiarity proved anything, it would

show that the earth is basin-.-^haped, certainly not that it is

plane. As yet, however, no one has claimed for the earth

the figure of a basin.

{To be continued.)

did a bolder thing than in coming to a sea neighbonrhood, and
there making an assertion so easily disproved. He told the Ply-

mouth people that he could show them the Eddystoue Lighthouse

as clearlv from the foot as from the summit of the Hoe, and on a

certain clear, calm morning in autnmn he carried out the experi-

ment. Of course, he tailed. But if that were all I should have

left the story untold. The best is to come. One might suppose he

would have blamed his telescope, though it had shown the Eddy,

stone nicelv from the summit of the Hoe. He was too sharp for

this, however. It happened that the atmospheric refraction (which

is well known to be variable) was unusually weak that morning,

and so the lantern of the lighthouse was altogether out of sight,

when, according to the Admiralty instructions (calculated for

average refractive effects), it should have been partly visible.

Here was a means of escape. " I promised to show you the Eddy-

stone," he argued, " though the Admiralty says all but the lantern

would be ought of sight. Well, you see the Admiralty is wrong;

not even the lantern can be seen. Is it not obvious that the

received theory is false .' " I am told he even published this argu-

ment in a book.
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DICKENS'S STORY LEFT HALF TOLD.
A QUASI SCIENTIFIC INCJUIET INTO

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DEOOD.
By Thomas Foster.

{Contimied from page 258.)

TO return to the conversation between Grewgious and
Jasper.

Jasper asks, " What is Miss Landless's state 1" To this,

Grewgious replies at once, " Defiance of all suspicion and
unbounder] faith in her brother." And, when Jasper pre-

tends to pity her, Grewgious turns, as if in disgust with

Jasper, from the subject. " It is not of her that I came
to speak," he says. " It is of my ward." And he pro-

ceeds to tell Jasper of the dissolution of the engagement
between Edwin and Rosa. Now, here I notice a singular

thing. Every reader knows why Jasper is overwhelmed
by this intelligence. Jasper learns that he has murdered
Drood uselessly, and, murderous villain though he is, he

is horrified. But no one seems to notice that Grewgious
has no special reason, unless he is certain that Jasper

believes himself to be the murderer of Drood, for supposing

that Jasper will be startled by the news he brings. Yet
he does suppose so. He says, " Mind ! I warn you that I

think it will surprise you," which, from Mr. Grewgious,

means a good deal. Again, it is " with a compressed aud
lU termined mouth " (which, from Diekens, means a good
deal), with provoking slowness and internalnes?, with fixed

look on Jasper, never changing either his look or action

in all that followed, that Grewgious tells Jasper what,

unless Grewgious knew of Jasper's assault on Drooil,

would seem to him a matter of very little moment at such
a tiiue,—savouring of triviality in the presence of the pre-

sumed fact that Drood was dead.

That no one should notice the strangeness of this expec-

tation on Mr. Grewgious's part seems to me even more
singular than the circumstance, which nevertheless is to

me very singular, that few seem to be struck by the
strangely brutal behaviour of Mr. Grewgious—or rather

by what would be its strange brutality if he were not

certain that Jasper was a murderous hypocrite. It is to

be observed that Blr. Grewgious's intense dislike to Jasper,

shown in this interview aud afterwards, has sprung into

existence full-grown. There is no trace of it in the earlier

and only other meeting between the two. On the contrary,

in that meeting, after answering rather sharply a remark of

Jasper's which had seemed unnecessaiy, Mr. Grewgious
says, all earnestly and sincerely, " Come, Mr. Jasper, I

know your affection for your nephew, and that you are

quick to feel on his behalf." "You could not speak more
haudsomely," Jasper says; on which Mr. Grewgious nods
his head coutentedly. 'The rest of that interview is

friendly and pleasant ; and we note especially that Mr.
Grewgious shakes hands with Jasper at its close, as he
says of Drood and Rosa, " God bless them both !

" But in

the interview on Deo. 27, just after Jasper has had so
terrible a blow in the loss of the nephew whom Grewgious
supposed him to love so much, Mr. Grewgious, so far from
sympathising with him, treats him as the "brigand and
wild beast" he afterwards calls him. He tells him news
which

—

somehow—he knows will horrify him, and as

Jasper sinks under the blow he looks on unpitying. He
tells him how Edwin and Rosa grew to the idea that
they should rather he as brother and sister than as
husband and wife ; desciibes how they met for the
purpose of interchanging their discoveries ; notes how
" one of the couple, and that one your nephew," showed

such consideration for Jasper as to be enabled to inflict on
him the shock of hearing of the parting : and as item after

item is slowly brought before him the villain reels and
staggers under the successive blows. Then finally he is

struck to the earth by hearing that the parting he had wit-

nessed (Grewgious must have learned this after Edwin's
disappearance) was final—so far as their ill-advised rela-

tion was concerned. As Jasper falls with a terrible shriek

in a ghastly heap upon the floor, Grewgious shows no pity— " not changing his action even then, he opens and shuts

his hands as he warms them, and looks do'wn at it."

Is it possible to explain this except on the assumption

that Grewgious knows Jasper to be the murderous hypocrite

he is ? Without hesitation, I say, it is not. Nor can he
possibly have known this except from Edwin Drood
himself.

Now note that when Jasper comes to he finds Grewgious
watching him, as calmly as before. " A man," Grewgious
remarks, " cannot have his rest broken, and his mind
cruelly tormented, and his body overtaxed by fatigue,

without being thoroughly worn out." " I fear I have
alarmed you," says Jasper. " Not at all, I thank yon."
" You are too considerate." " Not at all, I thank you."

(Words full of meaning here.) Mrs. Tope gets wine and
food ready, and invites Mr. Grewgious to wait till Jasper

has taken it. He replies, "with a snort which might mean
yes, or no, or anything, or nothing, and which Mrs. Tope
would have found highly mystifying, but that her attention

was divided by the service of the table," but which the

average reader, whose attention is very readily divided,

finds not mystifying at all, but simply passes without con-

sidering it as worth noticing. Then Jasper asks Grewgious
to eat with him. " I couldn't get a morsel down my
throat, I thank you," answers Grewgious. He will not

eat at the same table with Jasper, whose hand but a few

days before he had been willing to take. He sits " with a

hard kind of imperturbably polite protest all over him."

This again is full of meaning. He is all hardness, and
shows no trace even of sorrow, still less of sympathy.

After his meal, and a few minutes' meditation, Jasper

begins to see that a part of his plot will fail, unless he can

bring new evidence against Neville. He tests the matter

by submitting to Grewgious the idea that Edwin may have

been moved by hLs changed position to go away from

Cloisterham. Nor does Grewgious reject the idea. He
purposely assents to it, waiting to see what the villain aims

at. This soon becomes clear. Crisparkle enters, and
Jasper suggests the same idea to him, with an air of fair-

ness which thoroughly deludes the simple and kindly-

hearted clergyman. Crisparkle immediately opens his

heart, and tells Jasper what was doubtless no news to him,

but what—once made public—must tell heavily against

Neville. He describes the hopeless love entertained by

Landless for Rosa. Jasper turns paler as this love is

spoken of, but we feel that he had known of it before. He
repeats that he will cling to the new hope ; and that if no
trace of Edwin is found, he will cherish the idea that

Edwin ' might have absconded of his own wild will."

And now follows a passage which, like many of the most

significant passages in the story, has been very little

noticed, if noticed at all :

—

" It fell out
'—whenever Dickens begins thus we know

something important is coming (as 1 could show by a

hundred instances)—" it fell out that Mr. Crisparkle, going

away from this conference very uneasy in his mind ....
took a memorable night walk." Observe, a memorable

walk—though nothing seems to happen, except that strange

thoughts come into his mind. "A familiar passage in his

reading, about 'airy tongues that syllable men's names,'
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rose so unbidden to his ear, that he put it from him with

his hand, as if it were tangible." He can neither see nor
hear aught unusual ; yet he has "a strange idea that some-

thing unusual huug about the place." He strains his keen

ears and his hawk's eye.*. Nothing in the least unusual

was remotely shadowed forth." But he resolved that he

would come back early in the morning.

In the morning he finds the watch, chain, and pin. In

a sense, his walk overnight was made memorable by tlie

morning's discovery. But was that all which made
the walk memorable 1 He mij^ht have found these

things without that night walk. I take it the walk

was memorable for other reasons. Jasper was there.

Probably Grewgious, too, was there, watching Jasper, when
Crisparkle had that strange sense of something unusual.

Jasper waited till Crisparkle had gone, and then,—under

the very eyes of Grewgious,—placed the watch and chain

anong the interstices of the timbers, and flung the shirt-

pin into the pool. If it could be proved that the watch

was kept unwound from Christmas night when it ran down
to midnight on the 27th, much would be made thereafter

o: the events of that memorable night.

{To be contitmcd.)

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

XVIII.—THE SOFTENING OF WATER—(conitnued).

AMONGST the many processes that have been invented

to superinduce the condition through which hard

witer is fitted for manufacturing purposes there are a cer-

tain number still in general use which call for some notice

ill connection with the subject of these reviews, because

they are calculated to retard the progress which it has

been the aim of the modern inventor to substantiate.

Water ought to be preeminently soft to be of the greatest

value to the engineer, and when we recorded the results of

Mr. Porter's improvements on Dr. Clark's softening pro-

cess we intended to convey the notion that its utility lies in

the fact that it eliminates the causes of hardness in accom-

plishmg its results, and does not seek to do so by merely

correcting the evU influences of a pernicious supply.

The ineflicient methods to which we have just alluded

iuay be classed together as auticrustation reagents, which

act in two ways—viz., either mechanically or chemically.

To the former group belong clay, sand, powdered glass, itc,

which are introduced directly into the boilers ; they are

there held in suspension by the ebullition of the water, and

are useful, inasmuch as they prevent the consolidation of

such salts as are apt to accumulate into a compact in-

crusting layer. They are to be discarded, because of

their tendency to add to the local heating of boiler-

plates, to waste of fuel, and to increased wear and tear of

the internal parts of the engine. These disadvantages are

but slightly modified in the employment of dissolving or

emulsifying solutions such as of potato-pealings, starch,

dextrine, ic. ; or of tannin-bearing compounds, particularly

of logwood, cashoo, sumach, tan, and chicory. Other re-

agents, which enforce a precii>itation of dissolved salts an 1

thereby prevent incrustation have also been used ; amongst
them are salts of baryta, caustic alkalies, and alkaline

carbonates, which are introduced at intervals or continu-

ously into the boilers along with the feed water. It is

true that tliey prevent incrustation, and by so doing enable

tlie boilers to be easily cleansed ; but insuperable objections

arise in the corrosion of taps, and the formation of soap

and priming. Innumerable patents have been taken from

time to time, with a view to prevent the dangers arising

from the use of hard waters, but although some of them
are more valuable than others, they are all alike to be

condemned on the score of treating an evU, or rather of

permitting an evil which could be obviated. One of the

most recent and successful appliances used, however, deserves

mention on account of its novelty. It is known by the name
of Field's Electrical Scale Preventer, and, as its title

implies, the formation of adhesive crusts is prevented by
the precipitation and immediate removal of the causes of

hardness along currents induced by means of electricity.

So serious in its results has the hardness of water been,

to engineers, that they have even resorted to the modifi.-

cation of their machinery ; to the superaddition of separate

depositing vessels, and to the employment of feed water-

heaters or economisers to relieve them. The only rational

system, however, which cannot by any possibility be open

to objection, ought to be looked for in a sufliciently

inexpensive process for the removal of the undesirable

impurities.

Scarcely a year has passed since 1849 without the intro-

duction of some patent for the softening of water, and that

alone sutlices to prove the importance of the case. The
principal aims of such a process are efliciency and cheap-

ness, and that they have at length been attained is attested

to by the existence of the Porter-Clark, Atkins, Gaillet

and Huet, and Maignen's processes, all of which difi'er from

one another in the working out of details rather than in

essentials, and all of which are based on Professor Clark's

original researches, an excerpt of which we gave in our

last.

An excellent condense of the Atkins, and Gaillet and

Huet processes* is given in Mr. Baldwin Latham's paper,t

read to the Society of Arts Water-Supply Conference,

recently held at the Exhibition ; and for the benefit of our

readers we shall conclude our remarks for the present by

quoting Mr. Latham's observations in their entirety.

" The Atkins' Process is also a modification of the Clark

process, by which the space formerly required is reduced.

The lime is put into a vessel where lime-water is formed,

and this water is allowed to mix in its proper proportion

with the water to be softened in a specially-arranged mixing-

vessel, after which it passes into a reservoir of small dimen-

sions. From this reservoir it is conveyed to filtering vessels

which contain a special arrangement of filter, consisting of

a series of chambers mounted upon a central hollow shaft,

these disc-chambers being covered with prepared canvas,

upon which the deposit of chalk, ic, adheres, and through

which the softened water filters. These filters are cleaned

by means of revolving brushes. The apparatus does not

require power to maintain it while at work, the only power

used being that necessary to give motion to the brushes

when the apparatus is cleansed. The system may be seen

at work at the Henley-on-Thames Waterworks and at other

places."

" The Process of Jlessrs. Gaillet and Huet.—In this pro-

cess, which was patented in February, 1883, the patentees

make use of certain known agents, the patent itself apply-

ing to the apparatus used for the purpose of producing the

results after the chemicals have been applied. The agents

they propose are lime and caustic soda. Whenever the

water contains organic matter, they use salt of alumina or

iron in addition. Iron, however, is not recommended in

* A full account of which may be found in a small pamphlet

on "The Softening of Water," by Andrew Howatson, C.E., 11,

Queen Victoria-street, London, 18S4, being an extract from"fitnde

sur les Eaux Industrielles et leur Epuration," by Gaillet and Huet.

t " Softening of Water," July 25, 1884, Health Exhibition Con-

ference.
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any case where the water is required for washing purposes.

The apparatus consists, virtually, of a series of tanks in

duplicate, in which the chemicals are mixed, and these

enter a vertical pipe in proper proportion to the water to

be softened, and which communicates with the bottom of an

upright chamber divided by a series of sloping shelves

through which the water gradually works up in a zig-zag

path. These shelves slope in one direction, and are of V
shape, so that as the deposit takes place, it accumulates at

one point, at which there is an opening ordinarily closed

by a tap, and when any tap is open the deposit on the

sloping shelf communicating with it is washed out. The

apparatus appears to be extremely simple in its design, but

its efiiciency has yet to be tested, although it is at work at

Messrs. DuncanV, Victoria Docks."

OPTICAL KECREATIONS.
By a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society.

{Continued from j). 199.)

SO far, we have spoken as though vision were confined

to a single eye ; but, of course, under all ordinary cir-

cumstances, we have, and employ, two. Let us then see

whether this makes any difference (and if so, what diffe-

rence) in our perception of external objects. Speaking

discover that one of these images is referable to the right

eye, and the other to the left one. The fact is, that by
adjusting the eyes for distant vision we have thrown the

images of the pencil upon different points of the two
retinse, and in order that they should coincide they must
be made to fall upon identical points in each eye. A more
instructive experiment still, however, in connection with

binocular perspective, of which we are immediately about

to treat, may be made with a thin book. Holding such a

one as near to the eyes as is consistent with distinct vision,

exactly half-way between them, and with the back of the

book towards us, and first shutting the right eye, we shaJ

see the image L (Fig. 27) with the left one

—

i.e., the back

and left-hand side of the book. Closing the left eye nov
in turn, and opening the right one, we shall see the

image R, or the back of the book and the right side of it

Now here we have made a discovery. It is this : that ths

images of an object, at a short distance from the observer,

are dissimilar, and yet that the eyes unite these two dis-

similar images into one, which appears soiid as well a»

single. A little attention will show us what it is that gives

us this impression of solidity ; and this being compre-

hended, the principle of that pretty toy, the stereoscope,

becomes intelligible at once. If, first, as in the case of oui

pencil, we look at the opposite wall of the room, or at the

distant landscape, we see two separate books. Next, if wfr

look at the part of the book furthest from us, the two

FiK. 27. Fig. 28.

off-hand, anyone who has never had his attention especially

directed to the subject would say that vision with two eyes

is essentially the same as that with one, for that we only

see one image of any given object, whether we regard it

with the right eye, the left one, or both together. But a

little attention will suffice to convince us that this is by no
means the case, and that binocular vision supplies us with
a means of estimating solidity, distance, &c., which is

wholly wanting in the case of sight with a single eye. Ob-
serve especially though that llie two eyes 7nnsi act together

f(s one inntrument. A dragon-fly has an immense number
of eyes (some 24,000), but they are looking different waysand
forming images of different objects, so that the advantage
and peculiarity of binocular vision proper is wholly lost.

In order that it may be enjoyed, the images formed by
lioth eyes must be superposed, and caused to coalesce into

one. Now, so entirely accustomed are we to this coalescence

i>f the optical images formed by our two eyes, that it

requires a certain amount of thought to perceive and con-

vince ourselves that we really do see everything in reality

double. As a preliminary experiment to show this, let the

reader hold a common drawing-pencil a foot or eighteen

inches in front of his face, and look, not at the pencil

itself, but at the further side of the room, or at the

horizon, and he will at once see two pencils. By first

closing one eye and then the ether, he will immediately

images will unite, but the book will seemingly have two
backs. While, lastly, if we direct our attention fixedly to-

the back of the book, we shall see only one back ; but the-

part furthest from the eye will now become double. If,

however, we take, so to speak, a general view of the book,

the eyes will range rapidly over it, and the result of suc-

cessively combining the images at various distances will be

to impress us with the conviction that the book is a single,

solid object In making this experiment carefally, the

student will note that the eyes converge, or he has to

squint, more to cause the images of the part nearest to his

eye to coalesce than he has to cause the combination of the

more distant one ; such convergence decreasing as the parts

recede from the eye ; so that at a certain distance no con-

vergence at all is needed to unite the two separate images

of any given object. It will also be noticed that the farther

an object is from the eyes the less dissimilar the images

they respectively form become, until beyond a certain

distance they are sensibly identical. And here we are

in sight of the principle of the stereoscope. As
far as the eyes are concerned, it matters nothing whether

they see two slightly dissimilar images of the same object,

or whether two images from two separate objects are

presented to them, so long as the latter resemble the

former in all respects. All that is needed is that by appro-

priate means these two images should be caused to overlap
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and coalesce. This may be eflFected in the case of drawings

or photographs, after a little practice, by squinting. Fig. 28

will illustrate this. It represents a truncated cone, or cone

with its sharp end cut otT, as seen by tbe right and left

eyes re.spectively. If now the reader will get a strip of

cardboard (preferably of a dead black) about a foot long,

and place it on end half way between L .and R in our

iigure, with the other end against liis forehead and the root

of his nose, so that R is visible only to the riglit eye and L
to the left one ; then, on looking, so to speak, at a point

far on the other side of this page, the two images will be

seen to run suddenly into one, and a startlingly solid little

cone will seemingly rise out of the paper. As we have said

above, the little circles require greater convergence to make
them coalesce than the larger ones, and so are felt to be

nearer to the eye, the result being the illusive conviction

that we are actually regarding an objective skeleton cone.

A careful examination of a photographed stereoscope-slide

I

M R

Fig. 29.

Fig. 30.

will show the dissimilarity of the images of objects in the

immediate foreground, and their absolute identity in distant

ones. What we have effected by squinting, the lenticular

form of stereoscope devised by Sir David Brewster (with

which, at all events in its outward form, probably every

reader is familiar) does in an even more simple and con-

venient manner. If the reader will turn back to page 46
and trace the course of a sheaf of rays through a convex
lens, he will be prepared to understand the principle of

this stereoscope at once. For we simply take a convex
lens, like A C in Fig. 19, cut it in half across a diameter
B C, and so set the two halves in a frame, the width of the
eyes apart, that the sides A and B shall be inward, or next
the nose. The left-hand part of Fig. 29 represents the lens

as \'iewed from the front before its halves have been
separated. The middle one shows the two halves in plan
m the position they occupy as the eye-pieces in a stereoscope.
The right-hand diagram exhibits them in section, and shows

how they act. Turning to Fig. 18, p. 40, for an illii.stra

tion of the course of a ray of light through a prism, it

will be seen at once in Fig. 29 that a ray coming from the
lef1>hand picture L will be refracted hy the prism A C D to

/, and, of course, be referred by the left eye to M ; while
the ray from the right-hand picture R will, in like man-
ner, be refracted to r by the prism BCD and equally re-

ferred to M by the right eye, the illusive impression of
solidity from the coalescence of the two slightly dissimilar

pictures thus seemingly both emanating from a single object
at M being perfect. It is needless to pursue this branch
of our subject here, enough having been said to show
how it is that we derive the impression of solidity from
binocular vision, and how perfectly the sense of sight may
be deceived by the presentation to the two eyes of accurate
simulacra of the images which they would receive from a
material object.

A ridiculous deception incident on our seeing two images
was described by Mr. T. Foster
on p. 244 of our first volume, to

which the student is referred for

an experiment as instructive as
it is absurd in its effect. An-
other peculiarity of vision, or
properly of the retina and optic
nerve, is at the bottom of

several familiar optical pheno-
mena and visual deceptions.

We refer to the retention on
the retina, for something like
the tenth of a second, of the
impression of an object, after

that object has passed away or
been otherwise hidden. Ob-
serve particularly that it is by
no means necessary that any
given object should remain be-
fore the eye for such an interval
for its original perception. So-

far from this being the case,

we distinctly see a flash of
lightning, whose duration was
shown by Wheatstone to be
less than a single thousandth
of a second. Once seen, how-
ever, the image persists for
the time first specified. Pro-
bably the bestknown and
commonest results of this is

that when we wink we do not
lose sight of the objects at

which we may happen to be looking
; their images con-

tinuing to impress the retina for the very short fnterval
during which the eyes are closed in the act. It is, of
course, this temporary persistence of the images of external
objects which is an integral element in the explanation of
the illusions we experience with such toys as the magic
Wheel (Knowledge, vol. i., pp. 198, 199, and 247), tbe
Strobic Circles (Id, p. 422), and the so-called Zoetrope (or
Wheel of Life), in which such figures as those shown on
pp. 199 and 247 of our first volume are placed round tbe
interior of a cylinder, in which slits are cut, and the figures
viewed through these slits from the outside as the cylinder
rotates, thus dispensing with a looking-glass. The boy's
experiment of whirling a lighted stick about, and producing
the semblance of a, continuously-curved line of light also-

depends upon this property of the eye, wbieh may be
further illustrated by a very simple contrivance (shown in
Fig. 30), popular in the days of our fathers, and known
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as the thaumatrope. It consists of a circular disc

of stout white card, upon one side of which we have shown
a drawing of a mouse, and on the other one of a cage,

which must be drawn upside down, as referred to the first

figure. At the sides of the discs are two strings, which

are held between the forefinger and thumb of each hand,

and twirled rapidly round, the eflfect being that we see the

mouse in the cage. We may, of course, draw in the same
way a man on one side and a horse on the other, a tight-

rope dancer and his rope, and so on. We may add that if

the strings by which the card is twirled be not on a dia-

meter, so that the card does not rotate about its principal

axis, the figures will be displaced, so that we may have our

mouse either on his cage or under it instead of in it, by a

suitable arrangement.

GRASS OF PARNASSUS.
By Grant Allen.

VS we have been going in lately for a course of coin-

cidences in Knowledge, I will begin this paper with
a sufficiently curious one which happened to me during my
summer holiday the other day in Norfolk. I had walked
over by the breezy clifl' path from Cromer to Beeston
Common, and had been diligently investigating for a whole
sunny afternoon the exceptionally rich boggy flora of that

pretty bit of deep, waterlogged moorland scenery. The
ground, for acres together, was covered with pale yellowish-

green rosettes of tufted butterwort, and tall lush trefoils

of beautiful buckbean, and golden clusters of belated marsh
marigolds, blossoming still out of due season. But the

prettiest flower in all the wide stretch of swampy vege-

tation was the white grass of Parnassus, whose exquisite

veined blossoms starred the soil on every watery patch in

the most astonishing jjrofusion. I stood for a long time
watching the flies buzzing idly around them, and then
picked a number out of pure wantonness, to take home
with me as an appropriate tribute to a great poet who was
staying in the neighbourhood. As soon as I got back, I

put the drooping flowers in water, and proceeded to ojien

the letters which were waiting for me on the parlour table.

The first one at which I looked had been forwarded to me
by the Editor of Knowledge, and it ran as follows :

—

SiK,—Would Mr Grant Allen or any of your botanical con-
tributors kindly state what useful object (if any) is attained in

Pamassia palustris by the very curious development of its imperfect
stamens, and oblige A Student of Botany ?

Clearly this was the finger of fate. Farnassia jmlustris,

with its abortive stamens, was staring me in the face from
the glass in front of me ; and I had been spending all the

afternoon in watching the flies in the very act of being
taken in by the deceptive staminal organs in question.

First of all, then, let me begin by briefly describing this

grass of Parnassus. It is a marsh-land plant, of the saxi-

frage family, having some affinities with the sundew, but
even more (as has been recently shown) with the true saxi-

frages and chrysospleniums. From a small tuft of heart-

shaped, glossy-green, radical leaves, a rather tall scape rises

abruptly, enclosed half-way up by a curiously clasping leaf,

and bearing at its summit a single, large, snow-white flower.

The blossom has five petals and five perfect stamens ; but the
place of the five inner stamens (which occur normally in
the saxifrages) is taken by some very strange abortive
organs, at the base of the petals, split up into eight or ten
short, spreading filaments, and terminated at the end,
where the anther ought to be, by a little, yellow, shining,

globular gland. So very bright and glassy are these tiny

balls that they look for all the world exactly like a drop of

liquid ; and the imitation goes so far that even when one
has touched them with one's finger it is difficult to believe

they are not really glistening drops of limpid honey. These
are the organs whose use and function " A Lover of

Botany" wishes to learn about.

It was Hermann Muller who first pointed out the true

meaning of these odd staminodes. They are really decep-

tive organs, which attract flies and other insects by the

fallacious appearance of a store of honey. " The yellow

knobs placed at the ends of the hairs," saj-s Miiller, " look

so extremely like drops of fluid that it needs close examina-
tion to convince one they are thoroughly dry. An observa-

tion of my son's proves that even flies are taken in by the

appearance of liquidity. He saw from a short distance a
specimen of ErintaJis nemorum trying to lick these bodies

for a long time, until at last it flew away on his coming
closer." I myself observed exactly the same thing several

times over at Beeston Common ; the flies alighted on the

disk of the pistil, and tried hard to lick honey, over and
over again, from the small, dry glassy bulbs.

We have thus, as Miiller remarks, in grass of Parnassus

an excellent example of a deceptive flower, which deludes

the foolish flies by ofTering them a number of conspicuous

but sham drops of honey. At the same time, the deception

is not quite absolute, for the staminodes have a broad base,

which secretes two small lots of nectar in two shallow

depressions on its inner side. This honey is suflacient to

prevent the flies from altogether discovering the im-

position, and giving up the hunt in futvire as useless.

After long and vain attempts to find nectar in the decep-

tive glands, they are at last rewarded for their pains by a

much smaller store laid by in the depressions at the base

cf the staminodes.

The perfect stamens lie at first with their anthers coiled

up over the immature pistil, and they ripen slowly, one at

a time, each anther as it begins to shed its pollen bending

over outward, so as to come into contact with the head and
shoulders of the fly who is busily hunting for nectar among
the false staminodes. As soon as all the stamens have shed

their store, the stigmas of the pistil become fully mature,

so that the flies, in visiting the younger flowers, collect

pollen on their heads and legs, which they finally rub oiT

upon other blossoms in the second or female stage. This,

of course, is a common and familiar device for ensuring the

benefits of cross-fertilisation.

It is worth notice that such deceptive flowers occur most
especially among the species which lay themselves out to

attract the true flies (Diptera). Flies appear to be far

more stupid and unintelligent than bees, sand-wasps, moths,

and beetles, and therefore more liable to be taken in by

simple forms of floral deception. Thus the carrion-flies are

imposed upon by many reddish flowers (of which the great

oriental Eafflesia Arnoldi may be taken as a type)—flowers

that imitate putrefying meat in colour and odour, and so

induce the flies to lay their eggs upon the surface, and

incidentally to cross-fertilise the alluring plants. In the

common English arum, again, a very small fly is tempted

by the odour to imprison itself behind a chevaxix-defrise

of hairs ; which also happens somewhat difierently to

another species in the long tube of the south-European

birthwort Muller notes other instances of pure deception

in Ophrys, Paris, Stapelia, and a few more flowers, every

one of them designed to take in various species of Diptera.

There can be very little doubt that this consensus of

condemnatory evidence points to an exceptional degree of

stupidity on the part of the two-winged order.

On the other hand, the esthetic taste of the flies is dis-

tinctly high. The colours of the flowers which we owe to
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the selective action of Diptera are generally pretty ; and
the grass of Parnassus in particular, which is a creation of

the (Jrone-fly group [Syrpliidcc), is one of the most beautiful

and gracefully marked of English flowers. A still more
curiously variegated and dappled ally, which also owes its

colouration to the selective action of the same family, is the

pretty little London Pride of our rockeries and flower

gardens. Hardly leas delicate is the sky-blue germander
speedwell of our hedgerows, yet another production of the

lively flies. As in so many other cases, the taste for colour,

produced by the search for food among bright blossoms, has

re-acted through sexual selection upon the general aspect of

the insects themselves ; and several of the Syrphidie are

noticeable among all Diptera for the unusual brilliancy and
variety of their dainty hues. In fact, wherever in nature

we find bright plumage or metallic lustre, we may be

almost certain that the creatures which display it feed

among crimson and purple flowers, or else among red and
yellow tropical fruits.

THE POLYTECHNIC.
By W. Slingo.

WHATEVER pangs one might have experienced when
the closing of the old Polytechnic Institution was

announced, they cannot fail to be materially blunted when
the scope, aim, and influence of the work now being carried

on in the building which is occupied by the Polytechnic

Young Men's Christian Institute is considered. The great

results which have been secured are due in the main to the

munificence, combined with the energy and tact, displayed

by Mr. Quintin Hogg. Although it is neither in ac-

cordance with our rules nor with our purpose to enlarge

upon the religious side of the work, it may perhaps

be mentioned that considerable eflbrta are put forth

in this direction, howbeit on broad lines. The result

must certainly be satisfactory to the founder of the insti-

tution, as he has an average attendance at his Sunday after-

noon class of no less than 5.50 persons. It reflects the

greatest honour and credit upon Mr. Hogg and his co-

workers that their second, if not their first, idea is to

foster and promote every feeling, every exercise, every train

of thought which is calculated to help a man in his eflfort

to become a good citizen and an honour to his race. That
a very large measure of success attends his labours is

beyond doubt. The most cursory inspection must con-

vince the most sceptical on this point.

Apart from religious work, the Institute may be divided

into three sections, which attend to relaxation, physical

exercise, and mental culture respectively.

Upon the first head we need say but little. Reading-

rooms, sitting-rooms, "social" rooms, and so forth, are

provided on an extensive scale ; they are all well patronised,

and as the guiding principle is unobtrusive persuasion, or

rather enticement, they are likely to remain so. The
rooms are open to members of the Institute upon pay-

ment of a nominal svibscription, which also admits at

reduced fees to the classes and other branches of the

institution where non-members are admitted. The number
of members is, for obvious reasons, limited, the present

limit being 3,000, but for a long time past there have been
some 1,200 names on the books waiting their turn for

admission.

Physical exercise is regarded as one of the necessities of

a healthful, happy, and contented life ; and accordingly

neither expense nor pains are spared to keep this portion of

the Institute's work in a state of efiiciency. Athleiic clubs

are formed, and a large and excellently-equipped gymnasium
is provided. The gymnasts, it is mentionable, gave a very

clever and well-received display at the Healtheries last

week. One of the latest additions is a swimming-bath (the

tank measuring 76 ft. by 30 ft.) exceedingly well built

and artistically decorated. The cost of the bath was £8,000,

which amount has been provided by Mr. Hogg, who has

also purchased a cricket-field, twenty-seven acres in extent,

or three times the size of Lords', at Merton Hall,

Wimbledon.
It is, however, to the educational work that attention

is here mainly drawn. Classes are formed in an almost

endless variety of subjects useful to the masses of our City

in the pursuit of their labours. As it is one of the rules

of the Institution that at least eighty per cent, of the

members shall be hond-fide mechanics or artisans, it follows,

as a natural sequence, that the general tone of the classes

should be more or less technical. Amongst the trade

classes are two devoted to tailors' cutting, conducted by

Dr. Darwin Humphreys, the able editor of " The Record

of Fashion," and other well-known works. These classes

are eminently successful, and we learn that a certificate

of proficiency from the doctor is regarded by the trade

as one of the highest and most valuable recommenda-

tions. The plumbing class is also an excellent one, the

pupils having gained the first three medals in the City and

Guilds Institute competition. A class is to be started in

the coming session in watch and clock making, under the

tuition of Mr. J. Herrman. Every eflTort is being put

forth to make this the most efficient and successful in the

kingdom, and there is little doubt but that these efforts

will be crowned with success.

The technical classes are very numerous, amongst them

being one in Photography, taught by Mr. E. Howard
Farmer, whose last year's pupils gained all the seven medals

oflered by the City and Guilds Institute. Mr. W. Hibbert,

F.C.S., a gentleman by no means unknown in scientific

circles, is to start a series of classes in Electrical Engineer-

ing (telegraphy, electric lighting, and electrical instrument

making). A well-equipped laboratory is provided, and there

is little doubt but that great things will here be accom-

plished. Failure, should it result, will not be due either to

the institute or its teacher. Boot and Shoemaking is a new
subject, to be studied under Mr. A. Hannibal.

The science classes are also very numerous, and the

teachers evidently the best in the market, while the appa-

ratus provided is of the highest order. A school of

art has been in existence for some time, and is in an

admirable state of efiiciency. It is noticeable that although

the " General " section is very extensive, it only comprises

two languages other than English. Those two, however,

are the most useful, viz., French and German. It is

thought, and, I imagine, wisely, the Latin and Greek are

languages very useful and desirable in their way, but

altogether beyond the scope of an artisan's requirements.

Music has also a large share of attention and patronage.

The fees charged are remarkably low, and well within the

means of those for whose benefit the classes are intended.

It is worthy of mention that at the City and Guilds

Technical Institute examinations, held in May last, the

Polytechnic headed the list in the number of successful

students, 47 first class and 53 second class certificates

being awarded, and, in addition, 14 prize medals, offered in

competition to the United Kingdom. In the science

examinations, out of 385 candidates who presented them-

selves for examination, 83 per cent, were successful, being

63 per cent, above the general average. The following

prizes, oflered in competition to the United Kingdom by

the City Company of Coachmakers, were also won by
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Polytechnic students, viz. :—First prize, silver medal, and

£3, for the best perspective drawing of a Victoria ; second

prize, the Company's bronze medal and X2 ; the Company's

prize medal for full-sized drawing of a phaeton; and the

Company's certificate and £2 for prize essay on "Carriage

Draught."
The total number of individual students enrolled during

last winter session amounted to 5,519.

In addition to the many attractions above referred to, a

weekly journal, called " Home Tidings," containing sixteen

pages of very readable matter, is published, which cannot

fail to considerably increase the members' interest in the

doings of the Institute.

We have of late heard a good deal about the way things

are managed on the Continent, but there does not appear

to be anywhere an institution comparable with the Poly-

technic, concerning which Mr. Woodall, M.P. (Member of

the Royal Commission on Technical Education), stated, at

a, public meeting held last June, tbat " he had, in con-

nection with the Royal Commission, visited nearly all the

technical training schools on the Continent, and he could

safely say he had not s-een one in which such a thoroughly

practical system was followed as at the Polytechnic Insti-

tution."

For my own part, all that I can say is in praise of the

Institution and its various departments. Like the School of

Submarine Telegraphy in Hanover-square, it is unique, in

its own sphere it stands alone, without a peer and almost

without a rival. It is earnestly to be hoped that many such

jtnay spring up throughout the country, to teach our fellow

men that labour i.s honourable, and, honestly pursued,

speedily brings its own reward.

THETHE INFINITELY GREAT AND
INFINITELY LITTLE.

By Richard A. Proctor.

AT first there is a sense of relief in turning from the

vast>depths of star-strewn space to contemplate the

minute, as revealed by the microscope. One may be said

to pass from the infinitely great to the infinitely little.

Even the domain of the telescope, though really finite, is

for us practically infinite ; moreover, the domain of the

telescope is obviously but the threshold of a far vaster

domain beyond ; every increase of telescopic power has

(Shown more and more stars, more and more of that filmy

lustre which indicates the presence of stars beyond tele-

scopic range. In like manner the microscope reveals the

infinitely minute, or what is practically such for us; while

manifestly tlie range of the microscope towards minuteness

is but a step towards that ultimate structure which may be

regarded as representing absolutely infinite minuteness.

Every increase of microscopic power has shown more and

more minute details of structure. No astronomer supposes

for a moment, now that he has learned so much of the

vastness of space, that he can ever know of more than the

merest point, in extent compared with the infinity which

is ; no microscopist hopes tbat he can ever even approach

the recognition of the ultimate structure of the objects

which come under his scrutiny. We have in fine the same

oppression of infinity in studying the minute as in studying

the vast.

But this lesson has its parallel when we consider the

realms of time, and when we consider the bearing of what

we study in our recognition of law throughout the

universe. We cannot but perceive that with increase of

scale—to consider that point alone, for the moment

—

comes (on the whole) increase of the duration of the

various processes constituting what may be termed life-

time. The duration of the animal is far shorter than that

of the world, the duration of the world far shorter than
that of a system of worlds, the duration of the system of

worlds far shorter than that of systems of suns. And as

with the duration or totality of life, so is it with the

processes belonging to life ; the circulation of an animal's

blood, the rotation of a planet, the cycles of planetary revo-

lution, the movements constituting what may be termed
the circulation of a galaxy of suns^these various processes

extend longer and longer in duration the larger the region

of space constituting the domain of that which exhibits

them. So, in turning to the minute objects revealed, or in

part interpreted by the microscope—so far as we can follow

these we see that (speaking, of course, with the broadest

generality) tlie minuter objects have the shorter lives and
the most rapid life-processes. While on the one hand we
have evidence of material life lasting for periods which to

us are practically eternal, we see on the other hand creatures

whose whole lives pass before us so quickly that mere
instants must be assigned to the undiscernible life-processes

belonging to such creatures. Beyond the range of our

telescopes on the one hand and of our microscopes on the

other, we see " Actual Eternity " and the " Real Instant
"

as certainly, though we can conceive neither, as we see the

infinitely vast and the infinitely minute, which are equally

beyond our powers of conception.

But, strangely enough, while all who think at all are

ready to admit that the study of the vast and the minute
bring before us as realities the mysteries of the infinitely

great and of the infinitely small, of infinitely long and in-

finitely short duration of time, many do not seem to admit,

or even to consider it right to admit, the extension of law

to the infinitely great or small in extent and in duration.

No man now rebukes the astronomer for asserting that

the universe is infinitely vaster than that which in former

ages men supposed to be the universe, nor is any one

troubled (at least, I suppose not) when the microscope

reveals millions of millions of tiny objects and minute

forms of life of which men in former ages knew nothing,

and which in no sense entered into their ideas of creation.

So—but perhaps not quite in the same degree—with regard

to time : I suppose it may be truly said now that no one

with competent power of thinking refuses to recognise the

evidence of a practical infinity of time past and to come,

during which even that which is has existed, or, on the

other hand, to admit that in the duration of a single breath

lives begin and end of whose very existence men in past

times had no idea. But to extend the operation of law to

the vast and the minute, in space and in time, is regarded

by many as absurd, if not wicked. They cannot seemingly

understand that there is nothing more remarkable in the

operation of law throughout infinity of time and space,

and down to the minutest atoms of matter, than there is

in the operation of law on a scale more within our scope.

If we admit that a tree grows from the seed, or an animal

from tbe germ, we need not be surprised to find evidence

that a world or a system of worlds grows in like manner,

or that the tiniest creatures have been developed, even as

science recosnises that the various kinds of animals and

plants have been developed, through multitudinous phases

of evolution. At a first view it may seem that in some of

the wonders of minute life, the eye of a fly, the tongue of

a moth, and so forth, we have objects presenting great dif-

ficulties in the way of the general doctrine of evolution.

How, it may be asked, could a fly's eye, with all its thou-

sanus of separate facets (or rather eyes) have been deve-

loped 1 Yet so soon as we consider how it has actually
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formed, under the very eyes of science so to speak, we find

;i mystery quite as overwhelming as the mystery tbat that

very process of foiniation is itself a development, or the

still more impressive mystery that evolution itself, as

science deals -with it, is a product of a higher process of

development.

—

Neiucastle Weekly Chronicle.

eiiitorial (gos(£{ip.

If any fresh illustration were needed of the gullibility of

the British puWic, it might well be found in an advei'tise-

ment which I have met with at once in the columns of the

London morning papers, those of the provincial press, and
even of, at least, oue scientific journal. Here it i.«, with

the address, of course, obliterated :

—

Violin for Bale, magnificent solo tone, suit lady or gentleman,
labelled Antoniua Stradvams Cremona, 1690, lock-np case and
i)ow, 25s. Sent on approval willingly.

It would, though, be more correct to say one of the

addresses, as the disinterested po.ssessor of this treasure

seemingly changes his (or her) residence every week or ten

days, and latterly has even modified the name in the instru-

ment. Need I tell any one who ever heard of the old

Masters of Cremona that a real Stradvarius violin would
instantly be gladly snapped up by Mr. Hart, Mr. "Withers,

(ir any other dealer, at a hundred times the sum at which
this fiddle is ofl'ered. Nay, a genuine " Strad " would find

scores of delighted purchasers at £250. There must have

been a large number of these things sold, or it would not

have paid to repeat the advertisement. Meanwhile the

incipient violinist may remember that comparatively few

instruments altogether were made by the Amatis, Strad-

uaiius, or Guarnerius, and that, as I have just intimated,

were a genuine cne by either of the.se great artists to come
into the market, hundreds of pounds (instead of a score or

so of shillings) would scarcely buy it.

A REVIEWER expressed an opinion on p. 243 that astro-

nomers ought to be able to procure Mr. J. E. Gore's capital

Catalogue of Variable Stars by purchase. I am glad to

learn, from Mr. Gore himself, that it is obtainable at

Williams & Norgate's for a very small sum.

Dean Oaklet has been denouncing, none too strongly,

what has been well described as that "fool's argument,"
betting. For the tone and temper of those who indulge in

this form of gambling is scarcely caricatured in the anec-

dote of the man who, after ofl'ering to take his oath to a

certain alleged fact, refused to wager half-a-crown that it

was true ! Here, though, my purpose is rather to invite

attention to the matter in its sociological aspect, and to

point out the gross injustice of the law which permits a lad

to cripple his patrimony and permanently straiten the

circumstances of a widowed mother or orphan sisters with
impunity, so long as his bets are made at Tattersall's, or in

"the Ring " on any racecourse, while his inferior in social

i-ank, who does identically the same thing " in any street,

road, highway, or other open and public place " may be
convicted and sent to gaol as " a rogue and a vagabond "

under 36 and 37 Yict, c. 83, s. 3. And yet we are often
gravely assured that there is not " one law for the rich and
ar.other for the poor."

sight it looks like a mere grim joke, may possibly, and even
probably, be genuine :

—

A Lady, whose hnsband has lost his income through mortgages
on the estate and agricultural depression, is desired by him to

work, as he cannot any longer maintain her ; she has endured a
very rough and toiling life, and is ready for anything that turns

uppermost ; excellent health, good sailor and nurse ; highest

references.—Address, ic.

There are doubtless a few dukes, mine-owners, and manu-
facturers to whom the res angusta domi represents little

but a phrase ; but the fact remains that the landed classes

were never so badly oft" as they are at this instant, and that

the domestic economy of many a stately mansion would
very considerably surprise the outside world could they

obtain the means of viewing it from within.

Here is another contribution to sociological science, in

the shape of an advertisement, which, although at first

BfbirtDSf*

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

The Jlysleiy of the Universe our Common Faith. By
Joseph Wm. Retsolds, M.A. (London : Kegan Paul,

Trench, it Co., 1884.)—We think it not impossible that

Mr. Reynolds's book may prove convincing—to those who
were previously in agreement with its author. That, how-
ever, it will carry conviction to the mind, or in any sense

alter the opinion of a single reader whose sole end is to

examine the question it discusses in an absolutely impartial

and judicial spirit, we gravely doubt. It has all the

faults of the Duke of Argjll's book, which we reviewed on

p. 162 of our last volume, superadded to many others

specially pertaining to itself. Thiit its author mistakes

assertion for proof is a very euphemistic way of describing

the dogmatism which pervades the entire volume. Even
had the work been anonymous, it must unhesitatingly have

been ascribed to a clergyman, so obviously does it proceed

from the pen of a man who is accustomed to make cate-

gorical statements in absolute security from interruption or

contradiction. Pulpittin olet. We disclaim any intention

of employing the term in an offensive or discourteous

sense, but a more purely professional book has seldom

come under our notice. The difliculties which beset the

earnest student of science in connection with current theo-

logy do not arise (as our author over and over again

insinuates, even where he does not actually assert) from

moral obliquity, or innate wickedness and absolute disin-

clination to learn the truth ; but from a reasonable feeling

that evidence, and not assertion, must form the groundwork

of our belief. For however strenuously theologians may
deny the fact, it remains a fact that belief is not voluntary.

A man can only really believe a thing as it seems to him.

If the salvation of the writer of these lines depended upon

his believing that the pen with which they are committed

to paper was an oy.-^ter, he must be damned, no power on

earth could save him. We may juggle and quibble with

words as we please, but we cannot evade this result of one

of the most elementary facts in human psychology. The
philosophical doubter of the infallibility of orthodox inter-

pretation requires that his sober arguments shall be met in

a similar spirit, and a>ks for logical demonstration, and not

the turgid rhetoric to which he is treated in the work

before us. Foi-, sooth to say, it is sermonising throughout.

Page after page of bombast, thickly interlarded with poetry

(a good deal of it "altered" or "slightly altered") usurps the

place of that dialectical treatment for which we are entitled

to look in a book like the present one. Its author would

seem to have read, and to some extent marked (albeit he

has by no means either learned or inwardly digested), several
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modem works on science, and he parades scientific termino-
logy in his pages in a way which is well calculated to delude
the superficial reader into the belief that he is listening to
the utterances of a man who has so far made science his

special study as to be familiar with the most recent results

of research. How far Mr. Reynolds is entitled to make
such a claim, we may gather from the calm way in which
he pooh-poohs the conclusions of such intellectual giants as
Herbert Spencer, Huxley, Owen, Darwin, Wallace, Romanes,
Grant Allen, Lubbock, Geikie, Lewes, Lyell, Tyndall,
Lankester, Hfeckel, Schmidt, Semper, Wilsou, ic, ic, and
quotes with approbation from the anonymous author of
such washy nonsense as "The New Truth and the Old
Faith." Moreover, a spirit of disingenuousness materially
impairs the value of, what we suppose we must call, his

arguments. In a foot>note on page 150, he speaks, for

example, of the perturbations of the planets, ic, as
affording exceptions to the rule of uniformity in the solar

system, suppressing or ignoring the fact that every
one of these perturbations is a direct and immediate
result of the same law of gravitation which sustains
the planets in their orbits ; and that hence such uniformity
remains absolutely unbroken. Again, on p. 160, he implies
that men of science assert that "man descended from the
gorilla," when he knows, or might know, that what is

really alleged is not that man descended from the gorilla,

but that man and the gorilla had a common ancestor. So,
further, with his allegations about "the most eminent
scientists," on p. 205. How can he possibly exclude from
this category such names as those which we have mentioned
above; and dare he, for his purpose, include them in it?
His very superficial acquaintance with geology, and
especially with paL-eontology (pp. 233 to 260 passim)

;

his chronological quibble on p. 34; and his arrogant
charge of "ignorance and presumption" against all who
presume to contravene his oracular utterances (p. 379),
may be taken almost at random as indications of his
fitness for his self-imposed task, and the spirit in
which he has approached its performance. "Capable
thinkers "

(p. 123) are those who agree with him ;
" lower-

class minds "
(p. 1 29), those whom his inflated oratory fails to

convince. Such grave difliculties as that presented by the
indubitable fact that primceval man was a savage, are never
touched upon, nor even hinted at. With that portion of
the work having special reference to dogmatic theology we
are, perforce, silent here.

A System of Logic. By John Stuart Mill. People's
edition. (London: Longmans, Green, k Co., 1884.)—It
may seem rather late in the day to notice a book of such
•world-wide reputation as Mills' " Logic," and we only do
so here to note its appearance in a form and at a price
which places it within the reach of all. No excuse now
exists for unfamiliarity with the magnum opus of one of
England's greatest thinkers. Those familiar with the
earlier editions of Mr. Mill's classical work will find
important additions in the present one to the chapter on
"Causation" as treated in connection with the modern
doctrine of the Conservation of Energy. No educated
Englishman can aflFord to remain ignorant of the conclusions
of our great departed philosopher.
We have also on our table The Poetical ^Vorks of Long-

fellow, Illustrated, London : Cassell & Co., Society, The
Medical Press and C'ircidar, Our Monthly (Rangoon),
Naturen,Bradslreet's, The Tricyclist, Ciel et Terre, Technical
Education for Millers and Bakers, by W. Jago, F.C.S.,
Tlie Dyer, The Medico-Legal Jozirnal (New York), The
Bailicay Bevieiv (Chicago), The American Druggist, and an
Arabic scientific journal of which, we regret to say, we are
wholly unable to decipher either the title or the contents.

TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE MOON ON
OCTOBER 4.

WE may add tliat there will be a Total Eclipse of the Moon
during the evening and night of October 4, the Moon

remaining totally immersed in the shadow of the Earth for more
than an hour and an half.

We append particulars of the times of the various phases of the
eclipse :

—

H.

First contact with penumbra 7
First contact with shadow ... 8
Beginning of total phase 9
Middle of the eclipse 10
End of total phase 10
Last contact with shadow ... 11
Last contact with penumbra 12

Magnitude of the eclipse (Moon's diameter = 1), 1'525.

The first contact of the shadow occurs at 83° from the northern-
most point of the Moon's limb towards the east.

The last contact, 118° towards the west ; in each case as viewed
with the naked eye.

[The above paragraph was accidentally omitted last week from
" The Face of the Sky," on p. 265.]

M.
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" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfbed Tenntsom,

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possibly be »n-

aerted. Correspondents must not he offended, therefore, should their

letters not appear.

All Editorial communications should he addressed to the Editor o?

Knowledge; all Business communications to the Publishers, at the

Office, 74, Oreat Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended to

DELAYS ARISE FOB WHICH THE EDITOR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should be nuule

payable to Messrs. Wtman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No COMMUNICATIONS ABE ANSWERED BY POST, EVEN THOUGH STAMPED

AND DIRECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

SOLUTION OF FIGURE PUZZLE (13?8).

[1423]—Let X be the number. Writing the figures in order

B C D E F A is equivalent to multiplying x by 10, adding A and
subtracting 10' A.

/. 10!t + A-10«A = 3a;.

DK. LARDNBR AND TRANSATLANTIC NAVIGATION.

[1419]—May I be permitted to point out that the late Dr.

Lardner gave an emphatic denial to the statement (which I have

before heard, and which he takes pains to rebut as a popular

error), i.e., that he asserted Atlantic steam navigation to be im-

possible. He says that at the British Association Meeting in 1836,

he advocated one of the projects. At p. 118, Vol. X., of the Museum
of Science and Art, appears an extract from the Times of 1837,

showing his ideas on the subject, which were simply that too much
should not be immediately expected, and that caution should be

used. I do not know if he ever held a different opinion, but it not,

I consider it only fair to his memory to notice these facts. He
adds :

—" What l" did .affirm and maintain in 1836-7 was, that the

long sea voyages by steam which were contemplated, conld not at

that time be maintained with that regularity and certainty which
are indispensable to commercial success, by any revenue which
could be expected from tratBo alone, and that, without a Govern-
ment subsidy of a considerable amount, such lines of steamers,

although they might be started, could not be permanently main-

tained." He then goes on to notice what was the actual subse-

quent fate of the earliest Atlantic steamers, which quite corroborates

what he had advanced. He likewise mentions that, " long ante-

cedent to the epoch now adverted to, the Atlantic had actually

been crossed by the steamers Savannah and Cwrofoa."
Simplex.

ORTHOGRAPHIC MAPS.

[1420]—In an oblique orthographic map of a hemisphere, if

yon cross the ellipse that represents the equator, by an equal and
similar one, turned the contrary way, this ellipse will pass through
the foci of all the traces of meridians, and afford a wonderfully

ready way of both finding their ends and striking them all with

one trammel. I should like to see this demonstrated. E. L. G.

THE WICKED PLEA.

[1421]
—" The Wicked Flea" and all other insects hate creosote'

which I find is more effective than Keating's Powder.
John Alex. Ollaed.

AN INVALID ON THE COVENTRY CHAIR.

[1422]—If Mr. Browning could put himself in the place of an

invalid, I don't think he would talk of the " Coventy chair " super-

seding the present Bath chair. He would know that " a crawling

pace of about two miles an hour " is more suitable to the nerves of

an invalid than the tearing pace of a tricycle. Besides, the

"Coventry chair" would be excluded from the parade and the

pier favourite resorts of invalids at seaside places—and would

have to keep in the road, where the fear of collision with horse-

vehicles is very distressing to an invalid who cannot stir from his

place, whatever happens. If he wishes to go only in the roads and

streets, he had better go for a drive in an ordinary carriage, which,

being of a larger size than a Bath chair or tricycle, can hold its

own against other vehicles. I speak feelingly, for, even in this

quiet place, I am always in a state of trepidation till my chair

reaches the parade. E- C. H.

Worthing.

Similarly,

C =

7x=(10«-l) A

30x + B-10« B = 2ac

14ai D = 562

A=

B

E

999999

^_28a_

999999
35a;

999999 999999
But F-i-lO E-^10=D^10' C + 10'B-HO^ A = ^!;

999999

„ ^ 999950

F =
999999

49 7r

999999 142857
Now F must be an integer less than 10, and 7 is prime to

142857 .'. j; must= 142857.

.". 142857 is the number required. Kit.

[1424]—About a fortnight ago a friend sent mn the puzzle given

by E. Bidders in letter 1398. It appeared, I think, in the Liverpool

Courier.

I recognised it as a curious property of the number formed by

the recurring decimal representing the vulgar fraction f

.

i=i42857
AB C DE F

ABCDEF = 142857 = the number
BCDEFA = 4 28571 = 3 times the number
CDEFAB = 285714 = twice

DEFABC = 857142 = 6 times „

EFABCD = 571428 = 4 times „
FABCDE = 714285 = 5 times „

R. B.

[Correct solutions, mainly, it would seem, by the system of trial

and error, have also been received from E. C. H., H. K., C. J. B.,

F. B. Whitmore, F. G. S., P. P. G. Goolden, E. 0. H., G. H. Howe,

J. McD., T. K. H., and others.—Ed.]

COINCIDENCES.

[1425]—Seeing in your issue of July 25th last a letter headed

" A Coincidence," it has struck mo that an experience of mine m
the same direction may amuse some of your readers.

One night several years ago I went to a dance in town. I dressed

at a well-known hotel, only going there just before the dance, gave

no name, left my luggage, on which there was no name, and

returned to sleep about 3 o'clock. Next morning, on commg dowjn,

a porter addressed me by name, and handed me a card. It bore the

printed name of a man whom I only knew by name. Over the

name was written in pencil my name, initials all correct, and on

the back, also in pencil, a direction to an address curiously like

mine (the number identical, and one being Old Square and the

other Old Jewrv). and in a very similar handwriting to t^i^t of, and

signed with the initials of, a man whose whereabouts I did not

know and whom I was anxious to see. I asked the porter how he

knew it was for me ; he said it had been left while I was out for a

gentleman who was expected that night, and I was the only one

who had come.
Now I never was in that hotel before or since. I only made up

mv mind to go ten minutes before I went. The card was meant

for some one "else, who bore (as I found out by a directory) my
exact name in initials and only with a small variation m full. That

person was expected there that night and did not come. The card

belon<red to a man of whose existence I Imew. The writing on the

back Resembled that of, and the initials were the same as those of

a man whom I wanted to see, but who was then in India (as 1

found out later), and the address given was curiously like mine.

And yet my connection with the whole thing was a pure accident.

A document so going astrav in a play or novel would be set down

as an improbability ; but this was what did happen m the case of

this card. I may add that none of the names were common ones,

and one is a particularly uncommon one. It seems to me to be a

nest of " coincidences." EssUL.

years since, I was waiting for a train to arrive at

arge town, that I might go on by it. I saw an
[1426]—A few

;

the station of a large , „ „ -, , j i, j i
elderlv gentleman, whose face struck me and who looked iiard at

me. We soon recognised each other, though we had not met for

forty-two years. After talking for some time of old days, the train
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came in, and we were then sfanding at the door of a compartment
which 1 intended to enter, and in which were two or three ladies,

one seated close to the door. I then said, " What became of that

beauty, Miss , who married ? " naming a very pretty

but fast young lady. Instead of answering me, he walked quietly

away, and, on my joining him, said, " That was her in the carriage

close to you, and she must have heard yon."
I had heard of her marriage soon after I left England, more than

forty-one years before, and, about four years after, I heard of her

husband's death. From that time I had not heard of her, neither

did I know if she was living.

Does not this strange coincidence prove that " truth is stranger
than fiction ?

"
S.

Moral, Ang. 22.

[1427]—Apropos to the numerous coincidences reported in your
columns, I send you a true story, which, however, hardly comes
under the term coincidence. At Darjeeling, early in 1864, a few of

us banded together and formed a club, the main object of which,
barring social intercourse, was to play upon an ancient and chroni-

cally.frozen wooden billiard-table. As the Derby drew on it was
proposed that we should have a lottery, and settle matters finally

on a future day. As I cared not an atom for racing, 1 had no
intention of joining; but, strange to say, that night, and the one
following, I had the same dream or revelation most vividly im-

pressed upon me—"Join the lottery, and you will draw Cam-
buscan." I thought this so strange that I mentioned it to my
friends in the club, stated my determination to join the lottery,

and my fixed expectation of drawing Camboscan. Of course, my
vaticination was greeted with credulity or derision, and more so

when the drawing-day came, and I declared my determimation to

draw last, in fall confidence that my ticket would bear Cambuscan.
So it was ; each drew, and one paper remained in the hat, which I

took, and it bore the name " Cambuscan." "I'll give you R300 for

your ticket," cried a member. " No, thank you, I expect the whole
lottery," I greedily answered. But Cambuscan did not win the
Derby, but ran second. K. F. H.

GIVING DP THE GHOST.

successive intermediate modes of fpelling bo as to carry ns over
the inevitable transition state—whether these are beneath notice 1

must leave you to determine.
I would not claim that the Reform must grumble if crowded

out, nor yet if opposed by fair debate ; but to be treated witli
contempt, based merely upon misapprehension, by one po impartial
as yourself, demands an effort to remove the misunderstanding,
which yon will, doubtless, approve. J. Geeetz Fisube.

[1428]—Mr. Lodge in his ghost story [1379], recorded in a re-

cent issue of your useful publication, states that in America General

Winyard beheld at the same hour as his brother died in England, a
" figure " that " bore the strongest resemblance " to him.

Allowing for the difference of time, if Mr. Lodge's story be " A
Fact," as stated, the ghost must have appeared in America at

least more than four hours before the General's brother died in

England.
Did the General's brother know beforehand the precise hour he

should die ? Could his ghost (supposing he had one) have crossed

the Atlantic several hours before his death ?

Can ghosts at one stride cross over thousands of miles ? Can
they from afar discern the one they seek and instantaneously

appear to hina ? If so, who would not be " a ghost ?
"

0. E.

THE BEAN-FLOWER.
[1429]—I shall be glad if Mr. Grant Allen can inform me what

insect it is which pierces a hole through the calyx of the bean-

flower on its upper side and close to the junction with the recep-

tacle. I thought at first it might be bees; so watched, and saw
several bees visit flowers, but in all cases they rejected those which
were unpierced, and sucked the honey through this hole. What
insect frequents the bean-flower, and so fertilises it ? I have
always been told that bees are very fond of this flower, but, for

my own part, I have never found them visit the bean except as

above stated. E. W.

PHONETIC SPELLING.

[1430]—I am much obliged to yon for going 60 far in the

direction of qualifying your previous opposition to the improvement
of spelling. May I say that it would have been most unreasonable

on my part had I urged the adoption, or even the partial introduc-

tion, of improved spelling in your journal. Its discussion, how-
ever, is another matter. The study of phonetics is unquestionably

a branch of the great domain of science, and as such would, 1 sup-

pose, come within the scope of your publication. Even the practical

ijuestions of the e.arly invention of alphabetical writing on phonetic

principles by a gradual evolution from a hieroglyphical system, the

improvements naturally necessitated by its transference to fresh

languages, and the degradation and restoration of the forms and
values of the letters, would also appear to merit consideration.

Whether the double invention (1) of a suSiciently complete alphabet

for the representation of our speech by separate signs for each
Tvell-marked sound, and (2) the devising of a graduated series of

PHOSPHORESCENCE OF THE SEA.

[1431]—On Sunday, Sept. 2, during a passage from Hnll to
Antwerp, I witnessed a brilliant display of the above phenomenon.
On the day mentioned we were in the midst of a severe cyclonic
storm, and as night closed in, the waves, which were of considerable
proportions, became luminous to a remarkable degree. So bright
were these lights that our pilot, knowing that we were near the
coast, but being unable to detect the Dutch lights from amongst
so many, and afraid of venturing nearer, anchored until daybreak.
Are such brilliant displays of rare occurrence in the North Sea?
Am I correct in thinking that the luminosity in question was
caused by myriads of Noctilnca miliaris ? A. Peaeson.

TRANSPORT OF PUMICE-STONE BY OCEAN CURRENTS.
[1432]^—Here, at a missionary station, whither news does not

arrive with much speed or regularity, 1 have jnst read in your isene

of April 18, an article on "The Spread of the Krakatoa Dust-
Cloud," which gives the astonishing rate of 1,700 miles a day for

the conveyance of hght dust in the air from east to west. 1 am
able to supply an analogous fact with regard to the rate of the
associated pumice-stone, probably from the same eruption, through
the water. Late in June, I was at Zanzibar, when the western

coast was suddenly observed to be lined at high-water mark with

great quantities of this substance, of all sizes up to that of a child's

head, extending for at least four miles south of Zanzibar, and 1

think I heard of it twenty miles north. Hearing Java suggested

as the source of the phenomenon, I made a rough calculation of

the intervening time and distance by ocean current, which ap-

peared to give a rate of about twenty miles a day, or less than a

mile an hour—a rate almost as surprising for its slowness as that

of the aerial dust for its rapidity, but I suppose by no means in-

consistent with it. I crossed the channel to the mainland a few
days ago, and expected to find a similar lining along this coast at

Payani, which is about 1° N. of Zanzibar (i.e., 5° S. of Equator) ;

but I only found a single small specimen.
In February last, I noticed green halos round the moon, which

was itself similarly tinted. Tours faithfully

A. H. Hamilton.
Mkuzi, East Africa, July 24, 1884.

IS COLOUR OBJECTIVE?

[1433]—The contention in my letters was not for a change of

common parlance, but of scientific language ; nor do I see how yon

can consistently object to that, as you have by your own admission

found it necessary to impress the non-externality of colour on the

readers of Knowledge. My contention was, that the erroneons

conception of the externality of colour has led to endless mistakes

in attempts to expound the theory of the harmony of colour, and

notably on that special point of the so-called primaries and
secondaries.

The belief in the externality of colour has led artists and writers

to imagine that the student has to study some outer objective

harmony, some relations of the prismatic spectrum, instead of the

laws of his own sentient nature. It has also led to the phenomena
of the accidental colours of the ocular spectra being treated even

in professedly scientific works as external realities when they have

no externality whatever, and to many other mistakes too nnmerons
to mention. It is from the aesthetic point of view that the nomen-
clature of the text-books on colour are so misleading. Men who
are accustomed to abstract reasoning do not require the fact, on

which I have laid so much stress, to be repeatedly pressed home to

them, but with the artist it is a different matter. Even quite

recently I met with a painter lecturing on colour, who was as

confident of its externality as of that of the canvas and frame of

his picture.

But to resume my argument in respect to primaries and
secondaries, it must be clear that we cannot treat the sensations

themselves—those which we name red, green, and violet— as

primaries. It must be something in the nature of the wave-

lengths, which cause those sensations, that wonld give them the

right to this distinction. But Brewster affirms that no single wave
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uf the prismatic spectrum can be decomposed ; ever}- wave in tliia

aeries is therefore of an equally indecomposable rank ; but he also
.states that in some instances similar sensations of colour can be
produced, by compoundinij two waves, to those produced by single
waves in other positions of that spectrum, but that, in these cases,
the two original waves niaj- be resolved by the prism, showing
thereby that there is no such thing as a secondary vibration in
the natural series of wave-differentiations. W. Cave Thomas.

SLAUGUTERIXG ANIMALS.
[l-J3-l]^If yon will allow mo to add to yonr remarks anent tie

use of the poleaxe as an effective means towards " Euthanasia for

i ho Lower Creation," I would say that the method of poleaxing
admits of modification so as to be easily applied in the case of the
smaller animals, as sheep, pigs, etc., when being slaughtered. If a
piece of steel rod or wire—not larger than a i inch diameter—be
tixed at right angles to a short handle of wood, we have an instru-

ment which, if placed over the proper point of the animal's
cniuiuni, and struck with a short heavy stick, will deprive the
anim.al of sensibility as quickly and as surely as the poleaxe does
in the case of oxen. Norfolk Fabmek.

MIND AND BRAIN.

[U35]—If the Rev. 8. F. B. Ferrin will read the first volume of

"The Mechanism of Man," by the late Mr. Serjeant Cox (Longmans,
li vols.), he will find, I believe, an answer more or less satisfactory

to the question he raises in his letter. No. 140-1.

To embody in a letter the contents of nearly five hundred pages
is impossible, but it may suflice to say that the dominant idea of

the writer is that three forces direct the mechanism of man

—

•namely, Life, mortal, beginning and ending with earthly existence.

-Ifind, the aggregate action of all the intellectual and emotional
powers of the brain. Soul, the self, the ego, the conscious I, the

man, unlike the body, unchangeable, imperishable; the brain and
the nerves being the material medium through which the soul

receives by the senses communications from external nature, and
by the will transmits its mandates to the body, and manifests itself

to the outward world.

M. Louis Figuier, in his " Day after Death," considers that man
consists of three elements. The body, the life, and the soul, but he
deals with the future of the last, rather than with the question

under consideration. Eve-Witness.

LIFE AFTER DEATH.
[1436]—Seated one afternoon a few weeks ago in a room over-

looking an arm of the sea, I witnessed a scene the incidents of

which re-aroused in ray mind certain thoughts concerning the here-

after, which for years had slumbered.

Half a mile or so out when it first caught my eye, was a punt
with one occupant. He was pulling easily shorewards, and shortly
drew up close to the stops loading on to the pier. There was a
strong tide running, and the water was very deep. The oarsman,
evidently a novice, clumsily endeavoured to bring his punt into a
position to enable him to leap ashore, and when, as he thought,
sufficiently near, he jumped, but fell backwards into the water.
There were a number of people about, who endeavoured to assist

the drowning man ; but as the boat had drifted away with the
tide, their efforts were unavailing, and he sank for the last time.
Just after, a man arrived from a short distance with a boat-hook,
and, quite at random, not knowing where the body had sunk,
tproped about in the water. By an almost miraculous chance, he
succeeded in catching a portion of the submerged man's clothing,

and so hauled him to land, and after a time, by the application of

suitable means, life was restored.

I interviewed the victim some days after, and elicited the fact

rhat practically he had been dead. He had suffered all that ho
could suffer from the drowning process, and had become totally

oblivious of any sensation whatever. His body was so much
drowned as to have stopped thought and destroyed consciousness.
He knew and felt nothing whaiever, and lay at the bottom of the
water, to all intents and purposes stone dead.

Now, sir, if there is, as some teach, a life after death, why was
no sign of it manifested here ? Those who teach the doctrine of a
hereafter, aver that death does not destroy the mind. If this be
true, why was this man unconscious of everything ? He recked not
<tf this world or the next. It is, of course, impossible to ask those
who die and do 710/ return to life, whether, during the passage from
this life to the life supposed to be hereafter, a state of absolute
oblivion intervened, and how long it continued. But in the case I

have just related, the man was practically killed, his body was
bereft of breath and motion, and this physical state produced a
total suspension of his mental and physical faculties, a state of
things which, so long as he eonlinued dead, manifested no symptom

0/ change ivhatever ; no throb of another life animated his mind or
his sonl, and the probability is, that if he had continued unhelped,
and remained under water till his body had been decomposed
utterly or eaten by fish, no change or reawakening in his mental or
spiritual faculties would have occurred, but that ho would have
remained as he was, dead—body, soul, and spirit—for ever.

I do not, sir, with all deference, think I am, by introducing this
subject, trenching on the limits you have wisely indicated with
regard to theological questions. Theology I have long since and
utterly discarded and put aside, as far as I am personally con-
cerned. I only present the subject as an effort to obtain know-
ledge, and I do hope to hear from some of your extremely able
correspondents on tho matter. I take a deep interest in the ques-
tion of a future life. I do not believe there is such a thing, but,
on the other hand, I do not inoic. I often feel as if, like the two
disciples of an ancient philosopher who heard of immortality for
the first time, and immediately and violently " shuffled off this
mortal coil," I would like to put an end to a somewhat troublesome
existence from mere curiosity, and so solve, for myself at least, the
great riddle. But there is no need for this. I think the question
may be settled otherwise.—I am, Selw^'n Thoene.

[The very curious and momentous question raised in Mr. Thome's
letter must bo discussed in these columns from a purely scientific
point of view alone. We have had more than enough of the
odium theologicum lately. A few (fortunately a very few) readers
never see anything here conflicting with their particular form of
orthodoxy without i>Titing letters—which, of course, I never print—not obscurely hinting that I am an infidel and an atheist for
permitting anything to appear that runs counter to the views of
that most straitost sect to which they may happen to belong.
Whatever such writers may think, it is both hurtful and offensive
to me to be branded in such untruthful fashion. Hence my deter-
mination that while science shall not interfere in Knowledge with
dogmatic theology, neither shall dogmatic theology interfere with
science.—En.]

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
[Owing to some muddle among various post-offices, one packet

of redirected letters has gone entirely astray. Perhaps corre-
spondents whose communications are neither noticed here, nor
appear in our correspondence columns within three weeks, will
kindly write again.]

A. H. R.E., T., Ed. Walkek, Alfked Bess, Thos. Waed, Robert
Moore, H. Hcber, A. G. H. S., M. Smith, H. Minchin, Jessie H.
HowAT, CnAs. J. Wetherill, Pi, G. J. Pilchee, E. W. GnNDBY,
B. Gleam, and a large number of other correspondents, send solu-
tions, some mathematical and some empirical, of Mr. Bidder's
figure puzzle.— Daniel Dewar. Received. — Nigel Doble. In
making observations it is customary to attach a number to each,
expressive of its accuracy or trustworthiness; 10 representing a
perject observation and 1 a worthless, or practically worthless, one.
Such a number is technically known as the " weight " of the
observation to which it is appended.

—

Ignoramus. See " Mars in a
Three-inch Telescope," vol. Y., p. 140.—W. J. Harding. The
notice (which you will find elsewhere this week) was omitted from
" The Face of the Sky " last week by an error. No directions
for finding the new comet can be given until its elements are
computed, and an ephemeris calculated from them. It is, I fancy,
in Cygnus.

—

John W. Staniforth points out that Encke's Comet
was seen on Aug. 20, 1881, by Dr. Hartwig and Prof. Winnecke at
Strasburg ; on the 24th by O. Struve at Pulkowa ; and on the 28th
by Lohse at Dunecht. In September it was observed on the 20th
at Nash%'ille, Tennessee, and five days later by our own correspon-
dent, " F.R.A.S." Many thanks for the infoi-mation.—T. Hartley.
Delayed for several days, owing to your addressing your letter to
"the Editoi-." It is the Publishers -mho supply copies of Know-
ledge.—W. Franklin. I regret that I can afford no space in
these columns for the discussion or exposure of that exploded
imposture spiritualism.—B. Gleam. "Five of Clubs" is on the
other side of tho Atlantic. Can any whist-playing reader give
the name of the publishers of the " Westminster Papers," and
say if the back numbers are now procurable.^—H. L. I have
never even heard of the system you speak of. Pitman's leaves
nothing to be desired.—A. Steele. Doubtless the act of the cat
was prompted by the conviction that it had done wrong. Its pro-
genitors had been punished for acts of theft, and it seems more
than probable that what we call " instinct " is merely inherited
memory. In this sense each successive generation of domesticated
animals may improve in morality.

—

Ignoramus. No wonder the
M.Il.C.S. laughed at such an assertion. That editor and you might
pair off as you suggest.—A Geologist. The facts, certainly not the
inferences. The "publicity" of which you speak was doibtless a
mistake.
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(f^ur CfefSe! Column*
By Mephisto.

THE GAMBIT DECLINED.
(Continued from p. 228.)

THE easiest -way of declining the Gambit is by playing 1. P to

K4, P to K4. 2. P to KB4, B to B4. Of conrse White cannot

play 3. PxP, on account of Q to E5 (ch). A similar bad resnlt

would follow 3. B to B4, for then Black would play B x Kt.

4. R X B, Q to R5 (ch). 5. K to B sq., Q x P (ch), &c. Positions,

however, often occur in this Opening and the Vienna Game when

the check on E5 is disadvantageons for Black. Thns, for instance,

if White plays 3. QKt to B3, it would not be good to play as before,

ie 1. P to K4, P to K4. 2. P to KB4, B to B4. 3. QKt to B3,

B X Kt. 4. K X B, Q to R5 (ch). 5. P to Kt3, Q x RP. 6. R to

Kt2. Now the Q dare not play to R sq., as she would there be

sadly out of play, if Q to RG, White can play 7. PxP with a strong

centre and an open game, or he may first play 7. Kt to Q5, followed

by P X P and Kt to B4.

The Q is often lost in this variation. It follows that discrimina-

tion is required before (ch) on R5 is given in this Opening. It is

mostly good if Black has the chance of doing so after the White

KB has moved.
In reply to 3. Kt to QB3, Black plays :—

3.
Black.

t i t i

^ s
lit

P to Q3.
Kt to KB3
P to B3
Q toK2

4. Kt to B3
5. B to B4 (a)

6. P to Q3
(threatening P to Q4)

7. Q to K2 B to Kt5
8. B to K3 Kt to Q2
9. Castles QR Castles QR

and the position is fairly even.

(a) White would jeopardise

his position if 5. P x P, PxP.
6. Kt x P, Q to Q5. 7. Kt to Q3,
B to Kt3. Although a P ahead.

White has a very bad position

S. Q to B3, B to KKtS, followed

by Castles with a strong attack.

Instead of P to B3 Black may
on his 5th move play Kt to B3

in the main variation, when the following might result, 5. Kt to B3.

6. P to Q3. We have now a main position which occurs in another

variation of the Gambit Declined, when White plays 3. Kt to KB3,
and which is also brought about by a transposition of moves in the

Vienna game, i.e.

:

—

White.

P toK4
2. P to KB4
3. Kt to KB3
4. B to B4
5. P toQ3
6. Kt to QB3

P to K4, or

B to B4
P to Q3
Kt to KB3
Kt to QB3

1. P to K4
2. Kt to QB3
3. P to B4
4. Kt to B3
5. B to B4
6. P to Q3

PtoK4
B to B4
P to Q3
Kt to QB3
Kt to B3

Buck.

It is therefore of more importance to know the main features of

an Opening, than merely to commit certain lines of play to memory.
A player who understands the principle of each opening (which we
endeavour to show) will, if he plays with judgment, mostly find the

right way of steering clear of danger, though the attacking moves
be varied.

Now we are certain that in this position many a game has been
lost by Black playing Kt to Kt5,

or that White (if he be a careful

player) in order to avoid the

position, crippled his game un-

necessarily, for in reality Kt to

Kt5 by proper defence will re-

sult in improving White's game,
i.e. :—

6. Kt to KKt.5
7. Q to K2 B to B7 (ch)

8. K to B sq. B to Kt3
9. P to KR3 Kt to B3

10. P to Bo Kt to KR4
11. Q to K sq.

to be followed by P to KKt4, and
White's game will be well-

Whitb. developed. Instead of 6. Kt to

Kt5 Black may Castle without
much danger or play B to KKtS. White may adopt another line

of play, i.e., I. P to K, P to K4. 2. P to KB4, B to B4. 3. Kt to

KB3, P to Q3. 4. P to B3. To this. Black would reply with

!1"

t
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THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY.
By W. Mattieu Williams.

XLIV.—THE COOKERY OF WIXE {continued).

THE paternal tenderness with which wine is regarded,

both by its producers and consumers, is amusing.

They speak of it as being " sick," describe its " diseases
"

and their remedies as though it were a sentient being ; and
its diseases, like our own, are now attributed to bacilli,

bacteria, or other microbia.

Pasteur, who has worked out this question of the origin

of diseases in wine as he is so well known to have done in

animals, recommends (in papers read before the French
Academy in May and August, 1865), that these microbia

be " killed " by filling the bottles close up to the cork,

which is thrust in just with sufficient firmness to allow the
wine on expanding to force it out a little, but not entirely,

thus preventing any air from entering the bottle. The
bottles are then placed in a chamber heated to temperatures
ranging from 4.-i" to 100° C. (113° to 212° Fahr.), where
they remain for an hour or two. They are then set aside,

allowed to cool, and the cork driven in. It is said that

this treatment kills the microbia, gives to the wine an in-

creased bouquet and improved colour—in fact, ages it con-

siderably. Both old and new wines may be thus treated.

I simply state this on the authority of Pasteur, having
made no direct experiments or observations on these

diseases, which he describes as resulting in acetification,

ropiness, bitterness, and decay or decomposition.

There is, however, another kind of sickness which I have
studied, both experimentally and theoretically. I refer to

the temporary sickness which sometimes occurs to rich

wines when they are moved from one cellar to another, and
to wines when newly exported from their native climate to

our own. The wines that are the most subject to such
sickness are those that are the most genuine—the natural,

unsophisticated wines, those that have not been subjected
to " fortification," to " vinage," to " plastering," " sulphur-
ing," &c.—processes of cookery to be presently described.

This sickness shows itself by the wine becoming turbid,
or opalescent, then throwing down either a crust or a loose,

troublesome sediment.

Those of my readers who are sufficiently interested in

this subject to care to study it practically should make the

following experiment :

—

Dissolve in distilled water, or, better, in water slightly

acidulated with hydrochloric acid, as much cream of

tartar as will saturate it. This is best done by heating

the water, agitating an excess of cream of tartar in it, then
allowing the water to cool, the excess of salt to subside, and
pouring off the clear solution. Kow add to this solution,

while quite clear and bright, a little clear brandy, whisky,

or other spirit, and mix them by shaking. The solution will

become " sick," like the wine. Why is this 1

It depends upon the fact that the bitartrate of potass, or

cream of tartar, is soluble to some extent in water, but
almost insoluble in alcohol. In a mixture of alcohol and
water its solubility is intermediate—the more alcohol the

smaller the quantity that can be held in solution (hydro-

chloric and most other acids, excepting tartaric, increase its

solubility in water). Thus, if we have a saturated solu-

tion of this salt either in pure water or acidulated water
or wine, the additioit of alcohol throws some of it down in

solid form, and this makes the solution sick or turbid.

When pure water or acidulated water is used, as in the

above-described experiment, crystals of the salt are freely

formed, and fall down readily ; but with a complex liquid

like wine, containing saccharine and mucilaginous matter,

the precipitation takes place very slowly ; the particles

are excessively minute, and become entangled with the

mucilage, kc, and thus remain suspended for a long time,

maintaining the turbidity accordingly.

Now, this bitartrate of potash is the characteristic

natural salt of the grape, and its unfermented juice is

saturated with it. As fermentation proceeds, and the sugar

of the grape-juice is converted into alcohol, the capacity of

the juice for holding the salt in solution dimini-shes, and it

is gradually thrown down. But it does not fall alone. It

carries with it some of the colouring and extractive matter

of the grape juice. This precipitate, in its crude state

called arrjol, or roher iceinstein, is the source from which
we obtain the tartaric acid of commerce, the cream of

tartar, and other salts of tartaric acid.

Now let us suppose that we have a natural, un-

sophisticated wine. It is evident that it is saturated with

the tartrate, since only so much argol was thrown down
during fermentation as it was unable to retain. It is

further evident that if such a wine has not been ex-

haustively fermented, i.e., still contains some of the original

grape-sugar, and, if any further fermentation of this sugar

takes place, the capacity of the mixture for holding the

tartrate in solution becomes diminished, and a further pre-

cipitation must occur. This precipitation will come down
very slowly, will consist not merely of pure crystals of

cream of tartar, but of minute particles carrying with it

some colouring matter, extractives, ifec, and thus spoiling

the brilliancy of the wine, making it more or less turbid.

But this is not all. Boiling water dissolves a of its

weight of cream of tartar, cold water only ^a^, and, at

intermediate temperatures, intermediate quantities. There-

fore, if we lower the temperature of a saturated solution,

precipitation occurs. Hence, the sickening of wine due to

change of cellars or change of climate, even when no
further fermentation occurs. The lighter the wine, i.e.,

the less alcohol it contains naturally, the more tartrate it

contains, and the greater the liability to this source of

sickness.

This, then, is the temporary sickness to which I have

referred. I have proved the truth of this theory by
filtering such sickened wine through laboratory filtering

1 aper, thereby rendering it transparent, sind obtaining on
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the paper all the guilty disturbing matter. I found it to

be a kind of argol, but containing a much larger proportion

of extractive and colouring matter, and a smaller propor-

tion of tartrate than the argol of commerce. I operated

upon rich new Catalan wine.

This brings me at once to the source or origin of a sort

of wine-cookery by no means so legitimate as the

Pasteuriog already described, as it frequently amounts to

serious adulteration.

The wine-merchants are here the victims of their cus-

tomers, who demand an amount of transparency that is

simply impossible as a permanent condition of unsophisti-

cated grape-wine. To anybody who has any knowledge of

the chemistry of wine, nothing can be more ludicrous than

the antics of the pretending connoisseur of wine who holds

his glass up to the light, shuts one eye (even at the stage

before double vision commences), and admires the brilliancy

of the liquid, this very brilliancy being, in nineteen samples

out of twenty, the evidence of adulteration, cookery, or

sophistication of some kind. Genuine wine made from

pure grape-juice without chemical manipulation is a liquid

that is never reliably clear, for the reasons above stated.

Partial precipitation, sufficient to })roduce opalescence, is

continually taking place, and therefore the brilliancy

demanded is obtained by substituting the natural and
wholesome tartrate by salts of mineral acids, and even by

the free mineral acid itself. At one time I deemed this

latter adulteration impossible, but have been convinced by
direct examination of samples of high-priced (mark this,

not cheap) dry sherries that they contained free sulphuric

and sulphurous aoid.

The action of this free mineral acid on the wine will be

understood by what I have already explained concerning

the solubility of the bitartrate of potash. This solul^ility

is greatly increased by a little of such acid, and therefore

the transparency of the wine is by such addition rendered

stable, unaffected by changes of temperature.

But what is the effect of such mineral acid on the

drinker of the wine ? If he is in any degree predisposed

to gout, rheumatism, stone, or any of the lithic acid

diseases, his life is sacrificed, with preceding tortures of the

most horrible kind. It has been stated, and probably with
truth, that the late Emperor Napoleon III. drank dry
sherry, and was a martyr of this kind. I rej eat emphati-

cally that high-priced dry sherries are far worse than cheap
Marsala, both as regards the quantity they contain of

sulphates and free acid.

Anybody who doubts this may convince himself by
simply purchasing a little chloride of barium, dissolving it

in distilled water, and adding to the sample of wine to be
tested a few drops of this solution.

Pure wine, containing its full supply of natural tartrate,

will.become cloudy to a small extent, and gradually. A
small precipitate will be formed by the tartrate. The
wine that contains either free sulphuric acid or any of

its compounds will yield immediateh/ a copious white
precipitate like chalk, but much more dense. This is

sulphate of baryta. The experiment may be made in a

common wine-glass, but better in a cylindrical test-tube, as,

by using in this a fixed quantity in each experiment, a

rough notion of the relative quantity of sulphate may be
formed by the depth of the white layer after all has come
down. To determine this accitrateli/, the wine, after apply-

ing the test, should be filtered through proper filtering

paper, and the precipitate and paper burnt in a platinum
or porcelain crucible and then weighed ; but this demands
apparatus not always available, and some technical skill.

The simple demonstration of the copious precipitation is

instructive, and those of my readers who are practical

chemists, but have not yet applied this test to such wines,

will be astonished, as I was, at the amount of precipitation.

I may add that my first experience was upon a sample
of dry sherry, brought to me by a friend who bought his

wine of a most resjiectable wine-merchant, and paid a high
price for it, but found that it disagreed with him ; since

that I have tested scores of samples, some of the finest

in the market, sent to me by a thoroughly conscientious

importer as the best he could obtain, and these contained

sulphate of potash instead of bitartrate.

My friend, the sherry-merchant, could not account for

it, though he was most anxious to do so. This was about
three years ago. By dint of inquiry and cross-examination

of experts in the wine trade, I have, I believe, discovered

the origin of the sulphate of potash that is contained in

the samples that the British wine-merchant sells as he buys,

and conscientiously believes to be pure. I will state par-

ticulars in my next.

FLIGHT OF A MISSILE.

By Richard A. Proctor.

{Continued from p. 253.)

I
PROCEED to follow the simpler course employed in

dealing with the flight of a vertical missile.

If V is the velocity, ; the elevation, v sin £ the vertical

velocity, then the time t^ of ascent or of descent = '

the height attained h = !l_^' = AM, Fig. 2.

The missile starts, then, from O in the real direction Op,
with velocity V ; and the resolved part of this velocity in

direction O / (in both figs.) is V. cos p I, or

\/r- cos- e + u- + 2 ui- cos £ cos o.

Suppose now a point to travel uniformly along I, Fig. 2,

with this velocity V cos pO I, while the body pursues its

course along the path O A a starting with velocity V,
and under the influence of terrestrial gravity (which, so far

as this motion is concerned, may be supposed to result

from the whole mass of the earth concentrated at S). Then

Pig. 1.

throughout these movements the missile travelling along

A a and the point travelling along 0/6 sweep out equal

areas, and each the same area per unit of time, around S.

Hence if the moving point reaches h when the missile

arrives at the ground again at a, we have

Area S A a=sector S J

.•. area A a M= sector Sab
Or, appreciably, | O a . A M*=i S a . ab

or a b=± O a . -=f 6.-
r r

* It is clear that, for such an area as O A a mnst necessarily be,

the relations between a parabolic area such as A a (A M the axis)

and the enclosing rectangle, mnst be approximately folfilled, the

curve O A a not differing appreciably from a parabola when so

small an area as O A a is taken.
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approximately, because, as compared with O M «, ab may
be neglecti'd.

Now O J=2<, . V cos p OJ
= 2<jn/i)- cos- t-|-it-+ 2 It I' cos t . cos u

Hence we have
406. A

a 6=-
3 1

3 r(j
v~ sin -£ V t;- cos -t -^ It"+ i m t; cos t cos a

Fig. ?.

Now, in Fig. 3, let 01 ab represent the path O I ab of

Fig. 2, and let O //( X represent the latitude-parallel O mX
of Fig. 1. Put O k to represent the distance traversed by
O along this latitude parallel, in time 2<,,owing to the

earth's rotation, so that the point O is carried to k by the

time the missile has descended to a. Then k a is the real

range of the body ; and obviously k h is the range calculated

in the usual way, for in determining b we supposed the

We have already obtained the value of ab / and we hire

Im V cos £ sin a
tin ^ O ni = TTj=—

T

^ ^ —- =—
U I ^/^•2 ^.Q^:: i^u-+2 UV cos £ COB «

Om V cos £ CCS u-\-u
CCS I O »i=—-T ^

—

-— —-.
—

•J ' \ v- COS- ! + It- + 'I It V cos £ COS n
Hence we have, finally

—

I'l ., . ,

S. Dispt ^6 ?i^5— V" sin- £ ccs t sin «^ 3r(/

8
= :;- <, /( u cos £ sin o

W Di.-pt. =(i?i= .-T— (i;' sin- t cos £ cos n + »! '• sin- t)

= o~ 'i /< (« cos £ COS a -fw).

A portion of the westerly displacement is indejitndnit i f

the angle of inclinaticn of the plane of flight lo the latitude-

parallel through the point of projection, and dejends only

on the time of flight, the elevation, and the latitude. TJih

last-named, we rememl>tr, is connected with it by tie

relation

M= 2 TT r cos ,\-^no. of sees, in sidereal day.

Substituting this value for jt, and putting P for the

number of seconds in a sidereal day, we have

.nr i 1 1- 1 i <,/t /8i! cos £ cos a , 16-C0SX\
Westerly displacement =-1- i -)- ^ — I

or the missile is projected vertically, we

16<,/t

When £ = 90°

have

horizontal velocity constant during the time of flight.

Thus, drawing a n perpendicular to b m, we see that the

point a actually reached by the missile lies south of b,

the point calculated in the usual way, by the distance b n,

and west of b \y the distance a n.

Thus we have
Southerly displacement of ihe misbi'e= a i s-in /O?/; [ See
Westerly displacement =a 6 cos 10m j Fig. 1

Westerly displacement
cos ,\,

the value obtained in the first number of vol. IV.

It will be observed that both in the expression for thp

southerly and westerly displacements, cos £ is always
positive; for £ is the angle of inclination with the hon-

zontal line, and is always le.^s than 90°. But a being the

angle of inclination with the latitude-parallel on the eastern

side of the point of projection, is measured (as angles aie

always measured) in the direction contrary to that in

which the hands of a watch move : this angle may have

any value from 0° to 3G0°. If « is greater than 180°, or

the projectile has a southerly direction, the expression for

the southerly displacement becomes negative, or the dis-

placement is northerly. In the southern hemisphere these

relations are net reversed, a projectOe directed nortl-

watds from a point in the southern hemisphere having

southerly displacement, while a projectile directed sonth-

waids has northerly displacement. A projectile directed

vertically has no displacement in latitude.

If a is between 0"^ and 90°, or between 270° and 360°, in

othei- words, if the projectile is directed towards the east

(in either hemi.epheie), both terms of the westerly displace-

ment are positive. But if n is between 90° and 270°, or

the projectile is directed towards the west, the first term is

negative. The second term is always positive. In this

case the easterly displacement corresponding with the

negative first term may be equal to or greater than

the westerly displacement corresponding with the

positive second term. The relation which shculd hold for

these displacements to balance each other, is manifestly

obtained by equating the above expression for the westerly

displacement to zero, giving

•lirr .

V cos t COSa =14= —-- cosX
p

If o^O, or the missile is projected at an angle i with tie
hcrizcn due west, we have

rcos f=.U
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or the horizontal i-esolved part of the missile's velocity

westwards is equal to the velocity of the point of projection

eastwards on account of the earth's rotation. In this case,

and in this case only, the range of the missile is the same
(apart from atmospheric resistance) as that given by the

usual formula.

In order that a missile should fall exactly at the point

of projttction, we must have, manifestly, the northerly

range (estimated by the usual formula) equal to the

southerly displacement, and the easterly range equal to the

westerly displacement, giving the equations

8
2<iv cos £ sin a =— tjiv cos t sin a (L)

3r
Q

and iliV cos e cos a =— tihOv cos e cos a + u) (il)
3r

(i.) is satisfied if £ = 90°, or if a = 0°; or if /t=-r
4

3r
(ii.) cannot be satisfied if t= 90° or if h =

i

(ii.) is satisfied if

3r . V cos J =4/4(1; cos £+?«);

which may be written in either of the forms

ihu

If a = 0.

(iiL)

V cos £ =

and h =

Sr- 4/t

Srv cos £

(iv.)

(V.)
4(i) cos £ + m)

(iv.) Shows what the horizontal velocity (east) should be
it the missile is projected to a given height, /( ; and (v.)

shows what the height should be if the missile has a given
horizontal velocity (east) ; in order that a projectile should
fall back to the place of projection.

In all cases of actual missiles or projectiles, h is very
small compared with r, the earth's radius, and v cos £ is

very small, compared with u ; so that

—

(iv.) may be written i^ cos £=—^=-l/t cos \ (vi)
3?- 3P ^ '

and (v.) may be written 7i=
3ry cos f 3P v cos £

4ti Ss- cos \
which is the same as equation (vi.).

To illustrate the application of (vi.) ; suppose /t=l,000ft.,
and X= 0, or the point of projection is on the equator.
Then v cos t, or the resolved part of the velocity of pro-

jection parallel to the horizons
8000x3-1416

/„gj^„
3x24x60x60^ "

ordinary instead of a sidereal day),

_251j328_2.51-32S

108x24 2592
or the horizontally resolved part of the velocity of projec-
tion is less than the 10th of a foot per second. The
velocity of projection may be regarded as identical with
the vertical velocity, giving

i;2=2^A= 32200
or X =180 ft. per second very nearly.

Hence the angle of projection is so nearly vertical that the
vertical part of the velocity exceeds the horizontal more
than 1856 times. The inclination to the vertical would be
almost exactly 1' 50", or £=89° 58' 10".

TiiE Ht. Petersburg Berald reports that Capt.iin Kosztowitz is
building at Okhta a large cigar-shaped balloon, 200 ft. in length and
80 ft. in height, including the car, which he has furnished with a
screw and also with wings. He considers that he will be able to
take a crew of sixteen men and 250 lb. of ballast, at the rate of
forty German miles an hour, and the experimental trip is expected
to take place early next month.

EMIGRANTS' PROSPECTS IN
CANADA.

FROJI AX ENGIXEEE'S POINT OF VIEW.

By W. R. Browne, M.A.

{Continued from page 237.)

IF Canada offers no field for English engineering, it does

not follow that it oflTers no field for English engineers.

The rapid development of the country, agricultural and
otherwise, cannot but create a demand for manufacturing
and repairing shops, and therefore produce favourable

openings for capital in those directions. But capital is

scarce in Canada, and what there is goes, most naturally,

into the two great staples—land or timber. There are

hundreds of young men now in England with a good
engineering training, industrious habit«, and a small capital

to fall back upon, who yet find it almost impossible to get

any suitable opening in Great Britain. Such a man might
do worse than betake himself to Canada, and content him-
self for a year or two with earning journeyman's wages

—

say, 8s. a day—in some good country shop, keeping in view
the hope of becoming a partner, in that or some similar

concern, as opportunity offered. A sketch of one such
country machine works, to which I paid a brief visit, will

show the nature of the prospect thus offered. The works
in question are situated at Sherbrooke, one of the most
thriving and prosperous towns in what are called the
" eastern township.s " of the province of Quebec. In great

measure it owes its prosperity to the fact that the River
Magog, after passing through a succession of lakes, acting

as natural reservoirs, here falls into the St. Francis in a
succession of picturesque cataracts, having a total height

of about 200 ft. It is only a small section of the fall with
which we are concerned at the moment

;
yet this is

sufficient to give, day and night, summer and wint«r, a

continuous supply of not less than 700-horse power, which
is utilised by an arrangement of high-speed turbines for the

needs of a large three-storied building. One part of this

building is occupied by the machine works now to be

described ; another by a mill for rasping up soft wood and
converting it, by the addition of water, into a sort of fine

gruel, which is afterwards pressed between rollers and
turned into paper pulp. Yet a third part is occupied by a

number of light tools for turning out bobbins of all shapes

and sizes ; and a fourth by the shops of a general joiner

and undertaker. To return to the engineering works.

They were founded about thirty years ago by an artisan

from the United States, the present proprietor, whom I

found working steadily at his vice among his hands, Hke
an English millwright of the olden time. His son, who
acts as outdoor manager and general foreman, took us

round, and was ready to answer any questions. The fitting

shop was occupied with a variety of machines, entirely of

American or Canadian construction, but not wanting in

solidity or excellence of finish. This was specially

noticeable in a shaping-machine by Mackenzie and
Bertram, of Dundee. Modern improvements were not

wanting. For instance, a lathe, by the Putman Manu-
facturing Company, had an emery wheel mounted
alongside the bed, which was traversing along it and
rapidly polishing a roll for a paper-mill. A good deal

of work is done in repairs for paper-miUs, which form a

considerable industry in this neighbourhood, and also in

the repairs and erection of saw-mills and other wood-
working plant. In addition, the firm contract—at day
rates—^to do all the repairs for two lines of railroad in the

district. These are among the many new roads brought
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into existence by the recent improvement in the fortunes

of Canada, and are not yet sutiiciently developed to have

set up rej)<iiring-shops of their own. The work to be done

for these includes the casting, boring, and pressing on

of car wheels, the machining of locomotive castings, the

boring out of cylinders, ifec. If to this we add repairs to

brewing plant, Ac, and the erection of boilers and engines

for various other tracks, it will be seen that there is

enough to keep a shop of forty to fifty hands in full

activity; and so, in fact, we found it. The castings turned

out—from Scotch pig—were very good in quality, and the

foundiy was sufficient to run four or five tons })er day.

The boilers are, of course, chiefly adapted for burning

wood, and are made with the large grates extending almost

the whole way under the boiler ; the gases return through

tubes to the front, and thence pass by brick flues along the

sides to the chimney. On the whole, the impression given

by the general appearance of the works was that of a

prosperous, increasing, and, above all, of a tolerably steady

trade. The journeyman's wages, when in the shop, are

2 dols.— 8s. 4d.—for a day of ten hours, and overtime is

reckoned throughout at time and a half. Apprentices are

taken, though without formal indentures, generally for a

period of three years.

It must not be supposed that the building here men-

tioned contains all, or nearly all, the manufacturing enter-

prise of Sherbrooke. Lower down on the river is another

and larger machine-shop—which, however, we had not time

to visit—besides a file manufactory and other works.

Higher up is the Paton Woollen Mill, on a scale which
would not look small even in Bradford, running a large

number both of looms and mules—the former mainly of

American make, the latter bearing the familiar name-plate

of Piatt Brothers—and making excellent homespun cloth

from Canadian wools, as well as finer qualities from South

American, &c. With such mills, and with the aid of steam

tailoring establishments, which are already in operation,

there seems no reason why Canadian settlers should much
longer have to pay more for their clothing than those they

leave behind in the old country.

Hard by the woollen mills we inspected the fire-station

of the town, whose complete appointments and spacious

premises would have gladdened the heart of Captain Shaw
himself. It was tenanted by some half-dozen magnificent

Canadian horses, whose numbers are supplemented when
required, in virtue of an arrangement made with the

authorities having the care of the streets. It contained

—

besides hand machines—two steam fire-engines, one of the

familiar Merryweather type, the other resplendent with
nickel sheeting, &c., and bearing an American name-plate.

We also inspected a " lumbering " establishment, placed at

the very head of the fall, where there is a convenient site

for a timber pond. The trees floating in this pond are

brought up to the front of the works, where they are

attached to an endless chain, and at once dragged up an
inclined plane to the level of the sawmUl. Here they are

rolled on to a s-aw-bench, and presented to a large saw,

which deals with them in a number of minutes which, if

stated to an English audience, would hardly be credited.

To reduce a good-sized log to rough H in. planks seemed to

require scarcely longer time than is needed to describe the

operation. I was not able to learn the exact speed of

travel, but am certain that it was at least 50 per cent,

greater than that which is usual in English mills. Other
saws were at hand—some large, some small, some hung on
vertical, some on horizontal arms—for the purpose of re-

ducing the rough planks to the various dimensions required.

Planing machines, kc, were also forthcoming, together
with special machinery for making " shingles " and " clap-

boards "—the former going to cover the roofp, and the
latter the sides, of the timber houses which form the
general type of Canadian homesteads. As others' educa-
tion, like my own, may be in default on the subject of

clapboards, I may explain that a clap-board is a light

strip of wood, about 4 ft. long, 6 in. wide, and triangular in

section, varying in thickness from }, in. at the back to

nothing at the front. When laid in strakes, even lapping
each other by .3 in., ^^^th the thick edge downward, and
well painted, they form an admirable and economical
casing to a " frame house," as the luxurious dwelling of

the modern Canadian farmer is termed, in opposition to

the log hut of the early settler.

It will be seen even from this slight description that an
English engineer coming to Canada will undoulitedly have
something to learn—probably something also to unlearn

;

but it may be safely affirmed that, if only steady and ener-

getic, he will never want employment, and that he will

have opportunities of advancement open to him, such as it

has long been hard to find in what, for good and for evil,

is emphatically the " old country."

THE ENTOMOLOGY OF A POND.
By E. A. BuTLEB,

THE BOTTOM (continued).

WE have now to consider the life-history of caddis-

worms. The parent insect, a moth-like creature

living amongst the vegetation at the edge of the pond,

deposits her eggs in the water, srimetimes actually descend-

ing below the surface, and attaching them to the leaves of

water-plants. But it is very seldom that they have been
detected doing this. Mr. McLachlan speaks of having
seen females of Phryganea grandis, one of our largest

species, " on a calm summer evening on the surface of the

water, with wings expanded and trembling, causing a com-
motion on the surface like that occasioned by a drowning
insect; and as they took up the position voluntarily, and
were evidently in no danger of drowning," he naturally

came to the conclusion that they were depositing their

eggs. But, again, on the other hand, females are some-

times found with their wings soiled, as though they had
had a muddy bath, and had been contaminated thereby

;

so that in all probability there are different methods of

conveying the eggs to suitable situations. The eggs, when
first extruded, are enveloped in a gelatinous mass, and
before being deposited in their final resting-place are often,

for some time after actual extrusion,

carried by the mother attached to the

; V end of her abdomen. When in the

water the gelatinous substance swells

by absorption of the liquid, and attains

twice its former diameter. The eggs

soon hatch, but the young larv» re-

main two or three days enveloped in

the jelly ; then leaving their cradle,

which by this time is almost in ruins,

they begin life on their own account,

each constructing a tube for itself,

proportionate to its infantile dimen-

sions, and each species, even at this

early age, manifesting the power of

selecting appropriate materials for its

domicile.

The larva (Fig. 1) has a pale, soft body, which is, no

doubt, a tempting morsel to fish ; and hence the necessity

Fig. 1.
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for the protective case. The head and front segments,

however, are hard and horny, as tliey are the only parts

exposed when the creature is crawling. The head carries

a pair of stout jaws, oftfn notched at the tips. To the

three segments immediately succeeding are articulated

three stout pairs of legs, which have a wonderfully tenacious

grip. To different parts of the body are attached in some
species isolated threads, and in others bundles of the same,

which are respiratory in function, i.e., they contain branches

of the tracheae, and the interchange of gases is effected in

the same way as previously described in the case of the

dragon-ily larva'. At the end of the abdomen of those that

construct movable dwellings, there are two short, recurved

hooks, by means of which the case is kept in position and
dragged along. The larval stage is the great feeding-time

;

the insect takes no nourishment during pupahood, and

probably very little in its adult stage, its only business

then being the reproduction of its kind. But the larvM

seem to be able to endure prolonged fasting, and it would
appear that they must pass the winter almost without food.

After some months sjient in the larval condition, the time

for pupation arrives. The two ends of the case must now
be closed sufficiently to guard the helpless being within

from foes, but, at the same time, not so closely as to prevent

the access of water for breathing purposes. Some species

construct at each end a sort of grating of silken threads,

others fix a quantity of vegetable debris in the same posi-

tion. Some take a further precaution still. There is one
called Micropterna seqiiax, which inhaljits clear running
water. This insect, before pupating, elongates its case by
adding stones to one end, and then sinks it vertically

in the mud, until it is almost entirely imbedded. To do this

the larva turns round in its case, a gymnastic feat no doubt
difficult of performance, but still rendered possible by the

flexibility of its body and the dimensions of the case—and,

thrusting its head and legs out at the wrong end, digs a
hole and so lets itself down ; this done, it resumes its ordi-

nary position and patiently awaits its coming change. In
three or four days the pupal stage is entered, and the

creature is thereby much altered in appearance. It is no
longer a caterpillar-like being ; but all the organs of the
adult insect appear—wings, legs, and antennre being neatly

folded down by the side of the body, each wrapped in a

separate portion of the pellicle which enshrouds the whole
creature. The peculiar arrangement of its limbs gives it

a most amusingly sanctimonious expression. It is generally

free in its case, though its only movements consist of oscil-

lations of the body. When the time arrives, some two or
three weeks after, for making its final transformation, it

ruptures the grating at the larger end of its case, darts out
of its prison cell with great speed, swims rapidly through
the water by aid of its still encased legs, and on its back,
like a water boatman, and thus makes its way to some dry
place, where its thin pupal skin splits and allows the soft

imago to creep out ; some, however, do not take the
trouble to leave the water, but, like gnats, merely float on
the surface, and efl'ect their transformation there, using the
old pupa case as a raft on which to dry their wings.

Caddis worms are particularly careful not to expose
more than the well-armed part of their body whUe walking,
and even then, if an intruder appears, they will instantly
and sharply retreat into their cases, when the only part
exposed to attack is the hard head, and even this is not to

be reached without entering the case. But, notwithstand-
ing all their precautions, they do not succeed in escaping
the attacks of those inveterate foes of insect life, ichneumon
flies, and from one species also has been bred a two-winged
fly belonging to a group well known for their habits of
parasitism.

Though caddises are, as a group, aquatic in the larval

state, there is one sjjecies the larva of which lives in moss
at the roots of trees far removed from water. Nor are the

insects absolutely confined to fresh water. One marine
species has been reported from North America, and
another from New Zealand, the latter of which formed
a straight tubular case of fragments of coralline sea-

weed.

We may here notice some allied insects, the
larvae of the Ejihemeridce or Mayflies. These crawl-

ing things, which may easily be recognised by
the three bristle-like appendages at the tail, and a
number of leafy projections at the sides, do not make
cases, but burrow in the muddy banks of ponds and
streams, and constitute what is known to anglers as " bank-
bait." The burrows are tubular, and, after running straight

for a little distance, bend back upon themselves in the form
of a (J, and open into the water at both ends, so that the

insect has no need to turn in its burrow, but can enter at

one end and make its exit at the other. Small though they
are, they are said to live two or three years in the larval

condition, a remarkable contrast to the extreme brevity of

their adult life, which is measured by hours, or at most by
days. The pupa is similar to the larva, except that it ex-

hibits traces of wings. When about to change into the

winged form, it quits the water and " shuffles off its mortal
coil," after the manner of several other insects already

referred to ; having so done, it looks like a perfect insect,

and might fairly be exjsected to be such, but, marvellous

to relate, it has yet another change to undergo—another

skin to cast—before it reaches maturity. This is remark-
able as being the only instance in the whole class of insects

in which a change of skin is effected after the assumption
of the winged form. So perfect is this last rejected vest-

ment, when left sticking to the stalk or leaf which formed
the disrobing place, that, like the cast armature of a cray-

fish or lobster, it might easily be mistaken for the complete

animal itself.

(To he continued.)

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

XIX.—THE SOFTENING OF WATEE—(co«cZ«d«d).

IT now remains for us, in conclusion of our notes on the

softening of water, to give an outline of the process

devised by Mr. P. A. Maignen, which has been adopted by

the Executive Council, and may be seen in operation at

the aquarium tanks of the Exhibition.

The apparatus employed may be adapted to the wants of

the household, or to the treatment of vast quantities. Fig.

33 is an explanatory drawing of the instrument now in use

at the Exhibition. The upper left-hand corner of the

engraving shows an automatic reagent precipitator. Fig.

34 is a diagrammatic drawing to represent the mode of

action of this ingenious contrivance. It may there be seen

that the water from the main works a paddle-wheel, which,

in its turn, causes a revolution of the feed arrangement.

Provision is thus secured for a supply of the reagent to

the water to be treated, in proportions exactly suited to

the requirements of each individual instance. The modified

water is somewhat turbid through the precipitation of the

lime salts which cause the hardness ; it is, therefore, con-

veyed to an asbestos filter shown at the right-hand side of

Fig. 33, and this filter is constructed upon the principle of

the " Filtre Rapide." Thereafter the water, deprived of
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its hardness, and cleansed of all its other impurities, passes

on to the supply pipes.

The reagent used has been patented under the specific

name of " Maignen'a Anti-Calcaire." It consists of an

admixture of lime, soda, and alum in proportions suitable

to the requirements of each case. The inventor claims,

with perfect j ustice, that when this powder is made to act

upon hard water, it not only precipitates the carbonates,

thereby correcting the temporary hardness, but also eliiui-

nates the sulphates, and thus gets rid of the permanent

hardness. In passing through the indestructible asbestos

filter, on to which the precipitated materials settle in such

Fig. 33.

a way as to form a more jierfect strainer, the water is ad-

mirably fitted for the use of manufacturers and engineers.

A small portion of the carho calcis added to the filter frame
vvill deprive the filtrate of every other impurity, and render

the supply a good potable water. We find that the "Anti-

Oalcaire," supplemented by the Filtre Rapide, is quite

adequate to the production of a supply of the highest

value to both the householder and manufacturer.

^^rz*

MAICNENS
(REClSTEflEO)

IjIWATER SOFTEt>llNpJ

PAN

Fig. 34. FiL'. 35.

The next matter of importance is one of commercial sig-

nificance—viz , its price. It is stated* that one pound of
" Anti-Calcaire " powder suffices to soften from 300 to 500
gallons of water, that pound being retailed for the sum

* "Water, Preventable Disease and Filtration." By P. A.
Miignen, 22 and 23, Great Tower-street, Loudon, E.G., 1884. p. 30.

of 6d. It may also be interesting to know how it can be

turned to account in the economy of an ordinary home

;

we therefore quote the following extracts for the benefit of

our readers :

—

" M. Alexis Soyer says that the quantity of tea which gives three

cups with hard water will make five cups with soft water; so that

a family which consumes 1 lb. of tea per week, say at 33. per lb.,

would spend £7. IGs. per annum with hard water, whilst with soft

water they would only require 32 lb., at 3s. per lb.—cost, £4. 16s.

Thus the chalk present in the London water costs a family of five

persons a loss of £3 a year in tea alone. To remove this chalk by
our new system of softening water would only cost 3d."

" To soften 100 gallons London water with washing-powders and
so.ip, the cost would be, say, washing-powders 5d., and soap (2i lb.

at 4d.) lOd.—total, Is. 3d. To soften the same quantity by oar
precess would cost about 2d."

"The boilers, which would last ten years with soft water, are

often worn oat in two years with hard water; so that in the former
case it is sufficient to deduct 10 per cent, for depreciation every
year. In the latter, upwards of 50 per cent, must be deducted, to

say nothing of the stopping of engines and loss of time. Hard
water takes 8i minutes to boil, whilst soft water boils in

6 minutes." *

Fig. 3.5 shows a convenient form of water-softening pan
which is suited to the wants of a household. Into this

small reservoir the " Anti-Calcaire " may be introduced,

either automatically or by being merely thrown in. If the

latter operation is resorted to, it will, during the course of

a night, have acted sufficiently to convert the hardest into

quite a soft water. Another household convenience which
we would strongly recommend to the notice of our readers

is the softening ewer, respecting which we are told to put
" as much ' Anti-Calcaire ' powder as will go on a shilling,

fill with water, and allow it to rest all night." The water

in the morning will come out of the tap soft and clear.

In our next communication we propose to treat of the

purification of water in its relation to the pollution of rivers,

and trust to be able to show how the great questions of

sewage contamination and the utilisation of waste products

from the habitations of man and his industries ought to be

dealt with, by an examination and brief review of the so-

called sanitary sections of the Exhibition.

NOTES ON COAL.
By Richard A. Proctor.

(Contin,ued'_, from p. 255.)

IT is, in the first place, a remarkable circumstance that

although vegetation was certainly not limited to the

carboniferous period, yet it was in that period that all the

chief coal-fields were formed. There are exceptions, no

doubt, t3 this rule. In the times which preceded the car-

boniferous period, some coal-seams were formed, and some
well-known coal-fields belong to later geological periods.

There are beds of true coal belonging to the tertiary period

(the latest of the main geological periods) ; and, passing

from the oldest tertiary period to our own time, we find

instances of the deposition of enormous quantities of lignite

and brown coal, as well as of the formation of peat, which

must be regarded as only needing submersion and conse-

quent pressure to become, in the lapse of time, either true

coal or verj- near akin to it.f Yet, it remains true that

* Loc. cit., p. 30.

t"Xear the surface," says Professor Ansted, "this substance

(peat) is light-coloured and spongy, and the vegetable matter is

little altered ; deeper, it is brown, dense, and decomposed ; at the

bottom, it is black, and nearly as dense as coal." As a fuel, how-
ever, peat contains much ash. The same is true of lignite and
brown coal. Moreover, brown coal is injured by exposure to the

weather, which is not the case with true coal. Lignite splits in the

air ; brown coal falls to powder.
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the carboniferous group is the coal-group far excellence

;

and when to this consideration is added the enormous

thickness of the series of strata included in this group,

we seem justified in concluding that this long period

was characterised by some remarkable and distinctive

peculiarity.

Now, whether we consider the lower portion of

the carboniferous series remarkable for the masses of

limestone derived chiefly from animal substances, or

the upper, where the coal - seams or vegetable layers

abound, we find evidences of the presence of enormous

quantities of carbon. In the upper part, the mere exist-

ence of a most abundant vegetation implies the presence of

vast quantities of carbonic acid gas in the air. It seems

not unlikely that this gas escaped from subterranean regions

through the outlets formed by volcanoes ; and the idea is

suggested that the carboniferous period was one of great

volcanic energy. In the older periods, there was probably

a greater degree of subterranean activity, and from the

carboniferous period onwards, even until our own, move-

ments of the earth's crust have been probably more irre-

gular and violent. But it would seem likely that, in the

carboniferous period, an intermediate state of things pre-

vailed when, owing to the greater heat of the earth's crust,

and consequently the greater relative thickness of the

plastic subterranean portions of the crust, the movements
were more steady, and aflected wider regions than at pre-

sent, while the relief given by volcanic craters, instead of

being intermittent as at present, was aflibrded uniformly

and on a grander scale.

If this were, indeed, the case, then, towards the close of

the carboniferous period, great disturbances of the earth's

crust might be expected to have taken place, since that

would be the time when the chief volcanic vents ceased to

relieve the pent up subterranean forces. This accords well

with the condition of the geological record. " The termi-

nation of the carboniferous formation," says the author of

the " Vestiges of Creation," " is marked by symptoms of

volcanic violence" (by which he evidently means simply

subterranean violence), " which some geologists have con-

sidered to denote the close of one system of things and the

beginning of another. Coal-beds generally lie in basins, as

if following the curve of the bottom of the seas ; but

there is no such basin which is not broken up into pieces,

some of which have been tossed up on edge, others

allowed to sink, causing the ends of strata to be, in

some instances, many yards, and, in a few, several

hundred feet, removed from the corresponding ends of

neighbouring fragments. These are held to be results of

volcanic movements below, the operation of which is

further seen in numerous upbursts and intrusions of fire-

born rock (trap). That these disturbances took place

about the close of the formation, and not later, is shown
by the fact of the next higher group of strata being com-
paratively undisturbed. Other symptoms of this time of

violence are seen in the beds of conglomerate which occur

among the first strata above the coal. These, as usual,

consist of fragments of the elder rocks, more or

less worn from being tumbled about in agitated water,

and laid down in a mud paste, afterwards hardened.* It is

* "Volcanic disturbances," adds our author in a note, "break
up the rocks ; the pieces are worn in seams, and a deposit of con-
glomerate is the consequence. Of porphyry there are some such
pieces in the conglomerate of Devousliire, three or four tons in

weight." It is evident from this note, following, as it does, on the
above passage as to the older rocks, that the vrriter is speaking of
subterranean disturbances, not volcanic action, properly so-called;

for volcanic action does not break up the older rocks ; that is the
work of earthquakes.

to be admitted for strict truth " (rather a desirable object,

by the way, in all such inquiries) " that, in some parts of

Europe, the carboniferous formation is followed by superior

deposits, without the appearance of such disturVjances be-

tween their respective periods ; but apparently this case Ls

exceptional. That disturbance was general is supported by
the further and important fact of the destruction of many
forms of organic being previously flourishing, particularly

of the vegetable kingdom."
It may be remarked in passing that the coal-seams are

strikingly deficient in the fossil remains of animals. It is

natural to ask, says Sir Charles Lyell, whether there were
not air-breathing inhabitants of those forest regions where
the accumulations of vegetable matter produced the coal-

beds ; but, if abundance of carbonic acid gas in the air

were a main condition of the great vegetable wealth of the

carboniferous period, the probability would seem to be that

air-breathing creatures would be few, and those few of the

lower orders of animal life. Certain it is that the poverty

of the coal-seams in remains of animals has long been com-

mented upon by geologists. We find footprints of a

monstrous newt, or rather of an animal resembling

the tadpole of the newt* These creatures were truly

amphibious, however, sharing the dominion of the water

with the ganoid fishes—an association wliich " reminds

us," says Lyell, " that the living " creatures of the same

order " in America frequent the same rivers as the ganoids,

the bony pike?." They were undoubtedly powerful swim-

mers, Professor Huxley considers ; and, indeed, the main

evidence we have of their having been air-breathers is the

circumstance that they left footprints on the sand. If they

had been walking under water, their weights would have

been so much reduced that they would have left no im-

pressions, or only faint ones, whereas these are deep and

distinct. They are not unlike the impressions which would

be left by a small and rather plump hand. It is by no

means clear that this creature ever made its way into the

ancient forests, or could be in any proper sense regarded as

their inhabitant, t

I have mentioned impressions left in sand belong-

ing to the carboniferous period, and the ingenious way

in which geologists have explained the features of these

impressions. There is, however, a record on the sand-

stone of this period, which is, perhaps, even more

significant. Impressions of rain-drops have been de-

tected in carboniferous sandstone by Dr. Dawson, Sir

Charles Lyell, and, more recently, by Mr. Brown, in

Australia ; and these rain-marks are, on the average,

about as large as those which are produced by the rain

of our own period. As Lyell well remarks, "the great

humidity of the climate of the coal period had been

* The reader will be reminded of the suggestive remarks, by the

author of the " Vestiges of Creation," on similar tracks left by the

Xahyri-nUxoAont ol Owen: "That massive batrachian which leaves

its handlike footsteps in the new red sandstone, and then is seen

no more. Not for nothing is it that we start at the picture of that

strange impression—ghost of anticipated humanity—for apparently

it really is so." It need hardly be said, however, that this is no*

the view at present entertained by naturalists.

t Owing to the circumstance that in our books on geology this

creature is called a batrachian, many popular writers have been

led to assert that a monstrous frog inhabited the ancient forests

whence the vegetation of the coal-seams was derived. But the

order of batrachians includes other animals than the frog and toad.

According to the views at present adopted of the batrachian of

the carboniferous period (as well as of a kindred bnt later species

called by Professor Owen the labyrinthodont), this creature was
further removed even than the newt from the common frog. It

probably resembled in structure creatures still existing (but on a

much smaller scale), which have four limbs like the newt, but have

gills as well as lungs.
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previously inferred from the number of its ferns, and
the continuity of its forests for hundreds of miles; but
it is satisfactory to have at length obtained such positive

proofs of showers of rain, the drops of which resembltd in

their average size those which now fall from the clouds.

From such data, we may presume that the atmosphere of

the carboniferous period corresponded in density with that

now investing the globe, and that dillerent currents of air

varied then, as now, in temperature, so as to give rise, by
their mixture, to the condensation of aqueous vapour."

(To be continued.)

DICKENS'S STORY LEFT HALF TOLD.
A (Jl-ASI-SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY INTO

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD.
By Thomas Foster.

(Continiied from page 277.)

SIX months pass and we find Crisparkle waiting at the

office of the Haven of Philanthropy for Mr. Honey-
thunder. We notice in this interview enough to show that

Grewgious has not yet confided to Crisparkle his knowledge
of Drood's safety. If we could feel any doubt on this point

it would be removed by the interview between Crisparkle

and young Landless. The interview between Crisparkle

and Grewgions is much more significant however. We
find that Grewgious is keeping a watch upon Neville Land-
less, obviously in the young man's interests. Can one doubt

—seeing this—that Grewgious knows that about the dis-

appearance of Drood which no one but Drood himself could

have told him 1 In passing note that Mr. Grewgious could

not possibly maintain this watch alone, and that un-

doubtedly Bazzard would be the man he would employ to

share the work with him,—which would fully account for

what he afterwards tells Rosa about Bazzard being " oflF

duty in the office.'' Grewgious sits at the window watch-

ing, and even while Crisparkle is with him, detects the

slinking figure of Jasper, who has followed Crisparkle to

town. The two agree that Jasper's object is to keep a

watch on NevUle, haunting and torturing his life, and
exposing him to perpetually reviving suspicion. Grewgious
begs Crisparkle to leave him,—for " I entertain," he says,

" a fancy for having our local friend under my eye to-

night "—as well as Neville, and )Wt in Jasper's interests.

Mr. Grewgious's watch is maintained till late. Even when
he retires to his bedroom, he looks out on Neville's cham-
bers. Grewgious is thoughtful and anxious about Neville,

and looks at the stars as if he would have read from them
something that was hidden from him. He feels naturally

anxious after what Crisparkle has told him about Neville's

state, and after what they have both seen of Jasper's pur-

suit of him. Is it purely accidental that the next words

—

the opening words of a new chaptei-, bring Datchery—the

most terrible of all Jasper's foes—upon the scene 1 I

cannot think so.

" At about this time," we read, as if partly in pursuance

of Mr. Grewgious's plans for relieving Neville, a " stranger

appeared in Cloisterham ; a wliite-haired personage with
black eyebrows,"—who describes himself as " a single

buffer living on his means," and to the jackass Sapsea as
" a diplomatic bird." In passing, I remark that recog-

nising Datchery as Drood, all that relates to him is full of

fun (save for here and there a touch of pathos), but re-

garding him as any one else is stupid and unmeaning. If

Bazzard were Datchery, the " Datchery assumption " is

worse than unmeaning, it is bad literary workmanship. If

Datchery is a mere professional detective (a view which
Dickens himself enables us to reject), the Datchery matter

is dull and heavy. Datchery can be no one else, unless he

is Drood. But regarding him as Drood, every line about

him is in Dickens's beat manner,—and the character of

Drood is very cleverly maintained, with just such modifica-

tion as the terrible experience through which he has passed

would render necessary. The " Mystery of Edwin Drood "

would be worth reading if for nothing else but this clever

bit of writing.

Datchery cleverly leads the waiter at the Crozier to

suggest Mr. Tope as a likely party to tell him what he

wants, or even to let the very lodgings he wishes to occupy
for his watch on Jasper. On his way he becomes be-

wildered, boggling around the Tower, as if he felt " hot " in

his search when he saw it, and " ' cold ' when he didn't

see it." This, of course, is to prevent the ordinary reader

from recognising Drood in Datchery ; for Drood might

be expected to know his way to Topes's. Yet any one who
has wandered through the back streets of Cloisterham

(Rochester) knows that even a resident might easily be

bewildered there, and Drood was not a resident. The
Crozier, we are expressly told, was a hotel of a most retiring

disposition. But the description may easily be regarded as

applying only to what Mr. Datchery seemed to do. It

would have had a most susiiicious appearance if, as a

stranger in Cloisterham, Mr. Datchery had found his way
too readily. Asking the way from the Deputy would

serve a double purpose, nay a triple one ;— 1, testing his

disguise ; 2, starting an acquaintance with that useful

little imp ; and, 3, confirming the idea that he was a

stranger in Cloisterham (for the Deputy was likely enough

to talk at the Travellers' Rest).

The scene which follows is worth careful studying.

Edwin Drood tries his Datchery assumption on four per-

sons any one of whom might be expected to have recog-

nised him unless his disguise were very perfect,—on Mrs.

Tope, on Mr. Sapsea, on Durdles, and on Jasper (though

Jasper assuredly had good reason for knowing, as he sup-

posed, that, whoever Mr. Datchery might be, he could

not possibly be Edwin Drood—Jasper in fact would be

likely to be as blind to the truth, here, as the average

reader whose ways Dickens so well understood). No
wonder we find Datchery saying at the close of his after-

noon's work, that " for a single buffer, living idly on his

means, he has had a rather busy afternoon." Were he

other than Drood the afternoon's work would have been

easy enough.

Datchery's confu.sed knowledge " of the Drood mystery,

and the necessity under which he places Mrs. Tope to

correct him in every detail," would be a little overdone

were not Mrs. Tope so foolish a woman. His talk with
" The worshipful the Mayor " is irresistibly funny when we
think of him as Drood, but would be silly enough for any

other detective. " Might I ask his Honor," he says,

" whether that gentleman we have just left is the gentleman

of whom I have heard in the neighbourhood as being much
afflicted by the loss of a nephew, and concentrating his life

on avenging the loss 1
" (Only a few minutes before Mr.

Datchery had told Mrs. 'Tope he knew scarcely anything

about the matter in which he now expresses so much inte-

rest). "That is the gentleman, John Jasper, sir." "Would
his Honor allow me to inquire whether there are strong

suspicions of anyone 1
" " More than suspicions, sir,"

returns the Jackass Mayor ; "all but certainties." " Onli/

think now/" cries Mr. Datchery. There is a world of

meaning in this Droodlike and Dickenslike reply.

Later we have a touch of Dickens's observant manner,

in the way in which Datchery puts his hand to his head,
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" as if with some vague expectation of finding another hat

upon it." Dickens himself, when taking part in private

theatricals, must often have clapped his hand to his be-

wigged head that way.*
In the talk with Durdles, and again with Deputy, we

catch a part of Edwin Drood's jilan for punishing the man
who has dealt so murderously with him. Truly he had had
" a rather busy afternoon " of it.

(To he continued.)

ELECTRIC LIGHT DANGERS.

By W. Slingo.

THE very sad accident which occurred last Saturday
week at the Health Exhibition, is one which will not

be lost sight of for some time to come, and there is no
doubt but that the champions of the gas interest will do
their best to draw from it a moral which, it is to be feared,

will be only too readily received by the great number of

people ignorant of the circumstances. It will be remembered
that the main features so far known to pertain to the

accident were as follows :—Henry Pink, aged 21, an
attendant employed in the dynamo shed, had oie haml o i

one of the brushes of a 25-arc light Hockhausen machine
(generating a ctirrent having an electro-motive force of

several hundred volts). By some means he got his other

hand either on the other brush or on another part of

the machine, with the result that a part of the current
passed through his body, and so caused his death ; not
instantaneously, however, but after a lapse of some
minutes. It transpired at the inquest, which was held on
the 1st inst., that strict instructions had been given to each
employe not to allow both his hands on the dynamo at the
same time. Such injunctions, however, are not always of

very great utility, and we may easily suppose tl »', in a
moment of absent-mindedness, or when, perhaps, the
existence of a small amount of vanity may infuse into

the mind of a young man a desire to make an impression
upon a wondering and wide-mouthed throng of sightseers,

the injunction may be forgotten. It is to my mind a
matter of wonder that accidents of this nature have not
happened before. We know, too, the old saying that
"familiarity breeds contempt," is as true in the treatment
of dangerous commodities as between one person and
another. One unused to the sight or to the work cannot
but be impressed with the apparent recklessness with which
many occupations are carried on— such, for example, as the
manufacture and storage of explosives. In these occupa-
tions, however, the employers do their utmost to prevent
accident, arising either from miscarriage in the process
employed or negligence on the part of the workmen. But
have we any evidence that such precautions have been
systematically, or even occasionally, adopted for the protec-
tion of the men employed in electric light installations 1 I
think we might search the whole country in vain ; and yet
what is easier, what more efficacious, than to provide
an indiarubber glove for the one hand, leaving the other
free to do that work which rarely, if ever, calls for
both hands at the same timel Or, again, should
there be any difficulty in placing a guard between the
brushes of the machine which would permit the hand to
be placed on or near one brush, but would not allow it to
work round too close to the other t Guards might also be

* In Wilkie Collins's little story, "Love's Eandom Shot," a
kindred use is made of theatrical knowledge.

very easily devised which would, by imparting, say a slight

prick, indicate that one is approaching dangerous ground.

It is most imperative that every possible precaution

should be taken to guard against the recurrence of such
an accident as this which has so rudely awakened us to the
dangers to which many, perforce, young labourers are

daily subjected.

But the question arises, What are these dangers 1 It is

well known that the ordinary incandescent machines may
be handled with impunity in their most powerful parts;

To the untutored mind this is inexplicable. Nor is the
reason so very clearly defined in the minds of more learned
men. It is, nevertheless, a notorious fact that a current

of as much as 200 volts can do little harm, while a curreni

thrice as intense is more than dangerous. There are two,

or even three, theories now current to explain the fact.

One man supposes that only currents of very high electro-

motive force are capable of producing death, and in proof

of this, deaths Irom lightning and from currents

received from arc - lamp machines are quoted.

Another man maintains that it is the strength or

volume of the current which wreaks the damage; and, ia
proof of this, it may be pointed out that while the electri-

city produced by such a machine as the Holtz may have
an electro-motive force of several thousand volts, the very
high resistance in the circuit prevents it attaining the
necessary strength, and so nothing more serious than a

twitch or a jerk ensues. There is yet a third theory, which
is well put by M. Gariel, in our Parisian contemporary,
L'Electricien, in referring to the fatal accident which
occurred two years since at the Tuileries. It appears that

a well-insulated circuit was established, but that at a
particular j)lace one of the wires was enveloped in insulat-

ing material, while the other was bare, but supported on
porcelain insulators. Two men, named Kenarec and Martin,

respectively, came in contact with the bare wire, and they

were both killed. According to M. Gariel—" The condition

of double contact seems to have been produced in both

cases. It appears from the autopsy that both the hands of

Kenarec bore distinct traces of burning, and that in the

case of Martin the cheek, the neck, and the ear, on the one
hand, were distinctly burnt by contact with the wire,

whilst on the other, the left hand presented a mark which
may likewise be attributed to a burn.

" We are, therefore, led to the opinion that death re-

sulted from a derivation of a part of the current through

the body. The intensity of the derived current thus pro-

duced could be only a small fraction of the total current,

for the resistance offered to the passage of the electricity by
the organised parts traversed is enormous in comparison

with the resistance of a copper wire six millimetres in

diameter, and of a length of a few decimetres, which repre-

sents the distance between the points where the derivation

was established. But it is far from being proved that, in

the action of electricity upon organised beings, it is the-

imeasity of the current—that is to say, the quantity of elec-

tricity— which determines the results produced. Perhajs
even the fall of potential has to be taken into account.

Perhaps, also (and we should be personally inclined to

admit that it is so), it is the energy which determines the

magnitude of the action, i.e., the product of the quantity of

electricity by the fall of the potential."

From the foregoing it is quite evident that we are still

a long way from a knowledge of the quality of the elec-

tricity which kills a man. Nor are we much nearer a

perception of what the effect is upon the system. There
is little doubt but that death often results from such a
shock to the nervous system as to bring about a stoppage
of the heart, but where actual death results, when there is
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Fi?. 1.—New French Stem-Wheel Gunboat.

(c^UJ^DLea
FiL'. 2.—Plan of the Vessel.

not the slightest evidence of a shock having been imparted,

we, or rather doctors, are still toUilly at sea in explaining

the disaster.

There is, however, sufficient evidence to enable us to

determine what does and what does not constitute a danger.

Where there is a low electro-motive force, say, of 100 volts

(as in machines for supplying incandescent lamps),

however low the resistance of the dynamo, even if it be
" decimal nought, nought, nothing," do harm can accrue

because of the high resistance offered by the human body.

Consequently it matters little, so far as personal safety is

concerned, what the connections are or where they are

made. With machines of high electro-motive force, how-

ever, the case is different. Bare wires should rarely if

ever be permitted. The Paris accident above quoted clearly

establishes thi;'. Further, a complete metallic circuit should

be insisted on, that is to say, the circuit should never be

completed through the earth, otherwise danger attends

every operation.

With proper care in planing and fitting, supplemented

by average intelligence on the part of attendants or users,

there is not more—nay, rather there is even less—danger

to be apprehended from the adoption of the electric light

than from gas. Nothing is here said about the many other

advantages pertaining to illumination by electricity, my
object being rather to point out what dangers really exist,

and how easily they may be counteracted.

NEW STERN-WHEEL GUNBOATS.

OUR engraving gives a general view of one of the ne^v

stern-wheel gunboats that the Minister of the Navy
and Colonies has lately built for service on the rivers Ton-

kin and Gaboon. These vessels, five in number, were con-

structed by the Societe des Anciens Etablissements Clara-

pede. They bear the names of Henry Riviera, Carreau,

Gamier, Berthe de Villers, and Pionnier. As they are de-

signed to run upon Chinese and African rivers, whose

waters are often very low, their maximum draught is

70 m., and their minimum speed is nine knots. They are

provided with a 250 h.p. motor.

Each vessel consists of a flat-bottomed float of Bessemer

or Siemens-Martin steel, of the first quality, thoroughly

zinced. It is provided with three false keels, and the

deck is surrounded with a rail. Upon the deck, and under

a roofing are established cabins for the commander and

crew. Above the roofing there is a platform arranged in

such a way as to receive all the vessel's armament. The
latter consists of two 90 mm. guns, one fore and one aft,

and four Hotchkiss revolving guns. There are six places

provided on the platform for three of these revolving guns,

the fourth being stationed at the top of a hollow steel mast

located amidship. The interior of the float is divided

into twenty-eight compartments that contain the various

store-rooms and magazines, as shown in the plan in Fig. 2.
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The length of each vessel between perpendiculars at the

load water-line is 37 2 metres ; the width amidships is 7 '4

mfetres ; and the dejith is 1 '3 mfetres.

The engine, which is of the compound type, is a surface

condensing one, without expansion apparatus. It has two
horizontal cylinders and direct connecting-rods, and deve-

lops, at a minimum, a 250 indicated horsepower, at a

velocity of fifty-five revolutions per minute. Four of these

gun-boats are designed for the Tonkin, and one for the

Gaboon.

—

La Nativre.

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.
A WEEK'S CONVEKSATION ON THE PLURALITY OF

WOELDS.

By Mons. de Fontenelle.

with notes by richard a. peoctoe.

(Continued from p. 257.)

THE THIRD EVENING.—PARTICULARS OF THE WORLD
IN THE MOON, AND PROOFS OF THE OTHER
PLANETS BEING HABITABLE.

THE Marchioness was so intent upon her notions, that

she would fain have engag'd me next day, to go on
where I left oft'; but I told her, since the moon and stars

were become the subject of our discourse, we should trust

our chimajra's with no body else. At night we went again

into the park, which was now wholly dedicated to our

learned conversation.
" Well, Madam," said I, " I have great news for you

;

that which I told you last night of the moon's being in-

habited, may be otherwise now. There is a new fancy got

into my head, which puts those people in great danger."
" I cannot suffer this," said she ;

" yesterday you were
preparing me to receive a visit from the Lunarians, and
now you would insinuate there are no such people in

nature. You must not trifle with me thus ; once you
would have me believe the moon was inhabited. I .sur-

mounted the difficulty I bad, and did believe it."

" You are a little too nimble," I reply'd ;
" did I not

advise you never to be entirely convinc'd in things of

this nature, but to reserve half of your understanding
free and disengag'd, that you might admit of the contrary

opinion, if there be any occasiou '(

"

" I care not for your suppositions," said she, " let us

come to matter of fact. Are we not to consider the moon
as St. Dennis 1

"

"No," said I, "the moon doth not so much resemble
the earth as St. Dennis does Paris : the sun draws from
the earth and water, exhalations and vapours, which
mounting to a certain height in the air, do there assemble

and form the clouds ; these uncertain clouds are driven
irregularly round the globe, sometimes shadowing one
country, and sometimes another : he then who beholds

the earth from afar ofi", will see frequent alterations upon
its surface, because a great country, overcast with clouds,

will appear dark or light, as the clouds stay, or pass over

it ; he will see the spots on the earth often change their

place, and appear or disappear as the clouds remove : but
we see none of these changes wi'ought upon the moon,
which would certainly be the same, were there but clouds

about her ; but on the contrary, all her spots are fix'd

and certain, and her light parts continue where they were
at first, which truly is a great misfortune ; for by this

reason, the sun draws no exhalations or vapours above
the moon ; so that it appears she is a body infinitely

more hard and solid than the earth, whose subtile jiarts

are easily separated from the rest, and mouut upwards as

soon as heat puts them in motion ; but it must be a

heap of rock and marble, where there is no evaporation :

besides, exhalations are so natural and necessary, where
there is water, that there can be no water at all, where
there is no exhalation ; and what sort of inhabitants

must those be, whose country aflfords no water, is all rock,

and produces nothing 1

"

" Tery fine," said she; "you have forgot how short a
time .since you assur'd me, we might from hence distinguish

seas in the moon. Pray, what is become of your Caspian
Sea, and your Black Lake 1

"

"All conjecture, madam," replied I: "tho' for your lady-

shiji's i-ake, I am very sorry for it ; for those dark places

we took to be seas, may perhaps be nothing but large cavi-

ties ; 'tis hard to guess right at so great a distance."
" But will this suffice, then," said she, " to extirpate the

people in the moon 1
"

" Not altogether," I replied ;
" we will neither determine

for, nor against them."
" I must own my weakness (if it be one)," said she ;

" I

cannot be so perfectly uudetermin'd as you would have me
to be, but must believe one way, or the other ; therefore

pray fix me quickly in my opinion, as to the inhabitants of

the moon : preserve or annihilate them, as you shall think

fit ; and yet methinks I have a strange inclination for 'em,

and would not have 'em destroy'd, if it were possible to save

•em."
" You know, madam," said I, " I can deny you nothing

;

the moon shall be no longer a desert, but to do yon service,

we will repeople her. Since to all appearance the spots in

the moon do not change, I cannot conceive there are any
clouds about her, that sometimes obscure one part,

and sometimes another
;

yet this does not hinder, but
that the moon sends forth exhalations, and vapours.

The clouds which we see in the aii' are nothing

but exhalations and vapours, which at their coming
out of the earth, were separated into such minute
particles, that they could not be discern'd ; but as they

ascend higher, they are condens'd by the cold, and by the

re-union of their parts, are render'd visible ; after which
they become great clouds, which fluctuate in the air,

their improper region, 'till they return back again in

rain to us : however, these exhalations and vapours

do sometimes keep themselves so dispers'd, that they are

imperceptible ; or if they do assemble, it is in forming

such subtile dews that they cannot be discerned to fall

from any cloud. For as it seems incredible that the moon
should be such a mass, that all its parts are of an equal

solidity, all at rest with one another, and all incapable of

any alteration from the efficacy of the sun ; I am sure we
are yet unacquainted with such a body. Marble itself is

of another nature ; and even that which is most solid is

subject to change and alteration ; either from the secret

and invisible motion it has within itself, or from that

which it receives from without. It may so happen, then,

that the vapours which issue from the moon may not

assemble round her in clouds, and may not fall back again

in rain, but only in dews. It is sufficient for this that the

air with which the moon is environed (for it is certain she

is so,* as well as the earth) should be a little diflerent from

our air, and the vapours of the moon be a little different

from those of the earth, which is very probable. Here-

upon the matter being otherwise disposed in the moon than

on the earth, the effects must be different ; though it is of

no great consequence whether they are or no ; for, from the

* Some of the confidence of lialf-knowledgo is here shown by
our worthy author.—R. P.
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moment we liave fouud an inward motion in the parts of

the moon, or one jiroduced by foreign causes, here is enough
for the new birth of its inhabitants, and a sutliciint and
necessary fund for their subsistence. This will fuinish us

with corn, fruit, water, and what else we please, I mean
accordiug to the custom or manner of the moon, which I

do not pretend to know, and all proportioned to the wants

and uses of the inhabitants, with whom I pretend to be as

little acquainted."
" That is to say," replied the Marchioness, " you know

all is very well, without knowing how it is so, which is

a great deal of ignorance founded upon a very little know-
ledge. However, I comfort myself that you have given

the moon her inhabitants iigain, and have wrapped her in

an air of her own, without which a planet would seem but

very naked."
" 'Tis these two different airs, madam, that hinder the

communication of the two jilanets : if it was only flying, as

I told you yesterday, who knows but we might improve it

to perfection, though I confess there is but little hopes of

it ? The great distance between the moon and the earth

is a difficulty not easy to be surmounted
; yet were the

distance but inconsiderable, and the two planets almost

contiguous, it would be still impossible to pass from the air

of the one into the air of the other. The water is the air

of fishes ; they never pass into the air of the birds, nor the

bii'ds into the air of the fish ; and yet 'tis not the distance

that hinders them, but both are imprisoned by the air they

breathe in. We tind our air consists of thicker and grosser

vapours than the air of the moon; so that one of her in-

habitants arriving at the confines of our world, as soon as

he enters our air will inevitably drown himself, and we
shall see him fall dead on the earth.

(To be continued.)

TRICYCLES IN 1884.

By John Browning,

Chairman of the London Tricycle Clvb.

A NEW TWO-SPEED GEARING.

HIRST, of West Croydon, the well-known maker of

specially-light tricycles, has just perfected yet

another Two-speed Gearing. This arrangement, proposed
in the first place, I believe, by Mr. Rich, seems to be as

simple in plan and efficient in action as such a contrivance

can well be made. It is like several other arrangements
intended for a similar purpose,—to a certain extent, a

modification of the well-known sun-and-planet action.

When the machine is geared to travel at speed, a small-

toothed wheel is locked in the centre of the lower chain-

wheel, and the whole of the parts work together without
extra friction. When it is desired to drive with more
power, but, of course, at a lower speed, a slight turn of a

spade-handle unlocks the toothed wheel, and a movement
forward shifts the chain-wheel, so that a hollow toothed

ring inside the chain-wheel engages into the teeth of the

small central cog-wheel previously referred to. In this

condition the chain-wheel is driven through the inter-

mediation of the cogs, and I may say at once that it

performs well.

Before saying this I have had opportunities of testing

the contrivance severely, as I have had it applied to my
small Sociable made by Hirst, which is one of the most
perfect machines I would ever wish to ride. I have tried

a machine belonging to the maker, and Mr. Grace has
kindly placed the first machine of the kind, which was
made specially for him, at my disposal. My own machine

was geared exceptionally low, and the maker's rather un-

usually high. Mr. Grace's machine was geared to 39 in.

for power and 52 in. for speed, a combination exactly

suited to my requirements. 'This machine is a front-steerer

with 40-in. driving wheels, having ^in. rubber tires, and a
20in. steering-wheel with 1-in. rubljer tires. The machine
weighs 82 lb., but it was weighted with touring requisites

so as to weigh about 90 lb.

I started with this machine, and rode thirteen miles, of

which about ten or eleven miles were up-hill ; then I rode

it with the high-speed gearing up a long and tolerably

steep hill, and immediately, without resting, changed to

the power gear, and rode it up another hill still longer and
steeper.

Under all circumstances, both the machine and the gear-

ing arrangement acted admirably. I could not suggest

any alteration in them which would be likely to improve

them.

My own small Sociable, the first Cobweb made, I have

ridden 150 miles, accompanied by my wife, with the new
gearing on it, and this has behaved just as well.

One ride we took from Reigate to Worthing, and on to

Littlebampton, in one day, and the next went on to

Arundel and Chichester. 'The last stage of this ride, about

eleven miles, includes, I should think, eight miles of short,

rather steep hills. Just before we reached Arundel it had
been raining hard for several hours, so that the roads were
very heavy, and we had a strong wind against us

;
yet we

rode the eleven miles in one hour and three quarters with

only one dismount, and walked less than a quarter of a mile.

Had the machine not been provided with this excellent

hill-gearing, we must have dismounted nearer a dozen

times and walked through the mud for several miles.

There is, I regret to see, a strong disposition on the part

of many writers to undervalue the usefulness of two-speed

gearings. It is, I think, unfortunate, as it acts against the

spread of tricycling that nearly all the articles written on

the subject are written by athletes who have for years

ridden bicycles and tricycles, and who can, by the aid of

strong muscles and incessant practice, drive nearly any

machine along at the rate of from ten to twelve miles an

hour. From such a rider I received a letter a few days

since, in which he says :
—" How dtfierently we are con-

stituted ; most of us, when we have a two-speed gearing,

never think of using it ; we prefer using a little more
muscle, and making progress to show with it."

Of course, this is a hint that all other riders should do

the same. The advice is very like the Dutchman's direc-

tion, "You must go along the road as far as you can, and

then you must go a little further."

For the pace to be satisfactory, a high-gearing must be

used, say from 5-1 to 57. Let the rider of a machine so

geared come on to very rough or muddy roads, or against a

high wind, and he must either walk or submit to slavery.

But if the machine has two-speeds, with a lower-gearing to

fall back upon, then the high gearing has not this drawback

to contend against.

About a fortnight ago I rode 631- miles on my two-speed

Rucker in 6 h. 57 m., over a right-away road, and left ofi'

fresher than I began. I did not dismount for any hill in

the whole distance. I was accompanied by my friend Mr.

Arthur Salmon, who took the time and checked the distance

with maps, road-books, and a cyclometer. I feel certain

this ride would have been impossible for me without a

two-speed gearing. Seven miles an hour is as much as I

care to ride for a distance of fifty or sixty miles on an

ordinary machine ; the pace of over nine miles an hour was
only achieved entirely by the use of the double gearing.

When racing on a prepared path, two-speed gearings are,
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of couHe, unnecessary, but I tbiak it cannot be too clearly

understojd that road-ridiag and path-racing have nothing

in conimou with each other ; one is a sport, the other is a

healthful recreation. They are as little connected with

each other as horse-riding and horse-racing.

In describing the Emperor tricycle in my last paper, I

unwittingly did the machine some injustice by stating that

it required an arrangement iir tightening the chain, in

the event of its becoming slack, owing to strain or wear

and tear. I find that it is provided with a very simple

and efficient contrivance for tightening the chain, so in-

geniously contrived and well made, that it easily escapes

notice ; the upper part of the lower chain-wheel bracket

turns on a hinge, and counter-nuts, on a cantilever rod,

secure it in any position.

Since the above was written, 100 miles have been ridden

by Mr. George Smith over right-away roads on a Kangaroo

safety bicycle in 7 h. 10 m.—that is at the rate of fourteen

miles an hour. The bicycle driving-wheel was only 36 in.

in diameter, and it weighed '10 lb., yet it was driven faster

than any machine with a 60-in. wheel has ever been ridden

100 miles before. Can anything more be wanted to show

the absurdity of fitting up tricycles with -IS-in. driving-

wheels 1

Mr. Webb, of the London Tricycle Club, has ridden the

same 100 miles in 7 h. 35 m., and he would have ridden in

Jess time but for an accident.

Mr. Webb rode a Humber tricycle with 42 in. driving-

wheels, which weighed about 48 lb. ; if Mr. Webb's

Humber had had 36-iu. wheels, the weight of his machine

might have been reduced several pound-s and it is quite

possible that he might have beaten the bicycle, instead of

being beaten, as a very few pounds dillerence in weight

would have made from 20 m. to 2-") m. difference in a 100

miles' ride.

eiiitoiial (gosisJip.

I HAVE discovered (experimentally) a very real source of

danger in mountain climbing—I mean that arising from a

sudden gust of wind striking you when you are on a narrow

and precipitous ridge. You may possess the best imagin-

able "head"—be able tslook down a sheer precipice without

feelicg giddy, and be, normally, as firm on your feet as need

be ; but to be twisted laterally by a sudden squall may not

impossibly result in your losing your balance, and making a

facilis decensus which you will never repeat on this earth.

The opinion which I pronounced here, colloquially, on
^' the Healtheries," some time ago, has since been uttered

more authoritatively by Herr Hartmann, of Berlin, in his

report of that show to the meeting of tlie Society for Health

Technics at Frankfort. In it, speaking of the Health

Exhibition, he says :
" Indeed, from a scientific point of

view, it was simply pitiable." If the Commissioners of the

Exhibition of 1851, and the other Highnesses and Mighti-

nesses at South Kensington ever reid such an essentially

common poet as Burns, they will recollect his prayer for the

gift " to see oorsel's as ithers see us."

them were present to listen to the very edifying address in

which this astonishing dogma was propounded. It is stated

that the church-going farmers felt this to be " the un-

kindest cut of all," inasmuch as their crops of hops were
no whit better than those of their Konconformist neigh-

bours.

As everyone knows, at present, the initial meridian from
which longitudes are reckoned varies with the nationality

of the ephemeris-computer or map-maker, although, from
the wide diffusion of the " Nautical Almanac," Greenwich
is a very generally accepted one. The Geodetical Congress
last year was practically unanimous in the recommendation
that it should be univer.sally adopted ; and I had hoped
that the existing confusion might have been abolished by
the universal acceptance of that recommendation. The only
dissidence at all to be expected was from that neighbouring
nation whose entire metrical system is founded on an
erroneous measurement of a local arc of the meridian, and
whose action towards other countries generally in matters
scientific, literary, social, and political, is modelled on that

of the militiaman, who, on being reminded by his left-hand

man that he was out of step with the whole battalion,

replied, " Change your'n, then !
" France now declines to

support the proposition, but favours a so-called neutral

meridian throughout the Azores or Behring's Strait, as a
means of defeating the choice of Greenwich.

I SEE by the English papers that the curate of a parish

in one of the home counties, a week or two ago, attributed

(from the pulpit) the shortness of the hop-crop to the fact

that the farmers in the locality, which he must at once

:adorn and illuminate, did not come to church ! A fact

which he emphasised by pointing out that only three of

I DO not fancy that astronomy can be much cultivated

in the Isle of ]Man, as I learn from a correspondent of un-

questionable veracity that recently it was determined to

hold a bazaar for Church purposes, at a village on the

western side of the island ; and that an old inhabitant

reputed to be learned in the stars was consulted as to the

probability of fine weather. After pondering the matter

for a night and a day, he returned this oracular response :

" Oh ! yes, have the bazaar, the day will be fine ; the planets

are favourable. Juniper and Vesuvius are in conjunction."

What an acquisition this prophet of Mona's Isle would be

to the Solar Physics Committee, to be sure !

I SHALL look out curiously for accounts of Observations

of the Lunar Eclipse of last Saturday night. At the place

whence I write the effect at the time of totality differed

from any which I have ever previously witnessed. Ordi-

narily, at the time of greatest obscuration, the moon has

assumed the appearance of a huge glowing coppery-red ball

hung up iu the sky. On Saturday she was barely visible

as an ill-defined ring of a sickly green hue. If, as is prac-

tically certain, the usual ruddy tinge of the moon when
totally eclipsed has its origin in the refraction of the sun's

rays through our own atmosphere into the shadow-cone,

that atmosphere must have been laden with something which

acted as a dense screen to them on the night of the 4th.

Are we here once more brought face to face with the cause

of the persistent haze in the sun's neighbourhood, and of

the wonderful fore and afterglow?

il. C. Flamm.\riox has received anonymoasly a sum of 5,000 f.

to be awarded as a prize to the author of the best project for the

reform of the Calendar. Doubtless, a competition is the beet

method of finding out the difiicalties of such a reform ; as also the

direction it should take without upsetting established customs.

The editor of L'Astnmomie has therefore opened a competition, in

the hope that those savants who will undertake the task will be
able to produce some simple, definite method appreciable to all

nations. Papers must be sent in by Oct. 1, 1885, to if. Flamma-
rion, 36, Avenue de I'Observatoii-e. A committee will read the

papers, award the prize, and propose the reform to an international

congress.
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Jlfbiftofi!*

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

International Health Exhibition Handbooks :
—" Athle-

tics," " Infectious Disease and its Prevention," " Diet

in Relation to Health and Work," "Healthy Nurseries

and Bedrooms," " Health in the Workshop," " Alcoholic

Drinks," " Healthy Furniture and Decoration," " A'^enti-

lation. Warming, and Lighting for Domestic Use,"
"Accidental Injuries," "Dress, and its Relation to Health
and Climate," " Healthy and Unhealthy Houses in Town
and Country." (London: Wm. Clowes it Sons. 1884.)

—

These handbooks form a continuation of that series of

remarkable shilling's-worths which we noticed on p. 13.

One and all excellently done, we may perhaps single

out such of them as INlessrs. Eassie & Field's " Healthy
and Unhealthy Houses," Mr. Cantlie's " Accidental

Injuries," and Mr. E. W. Godwin's "Dress," as pos-

sessing an interest which will survive when the Health
Exhibition itself has sunk into oblivion. We do not, how-
ever, desire to make invidious di.stinctions where all have
performed their work so well ; and the reader who takes an
interest in any of the subjects indicated in the list of titles

above may invest his shilling w ith the certainty that he
will get his money's worth for his money.

Teclinological Examinations of the City a7id Guilds of
London Institute. (London : Gresham College. 188i.)

—

From the report whose title heads this notice we observe

that out of 3,C35 candidates who presented themselves in

May last for examination in various branches of technology,

only 1,829—or, as nearly as may be, one-half—succeeded in

passing. Moreover, we note that the percentage of failures

has risen from 37-5 in 1883 to 497 in 1884. The reasons

for this are set down fairly and candidly in the reports by
the various examiners. Want of .kill in drawing seems
to be a very fruitful source of "plucking" among the

-competitors. 2Ialgri: this, the institute seems to have done
good useful work, and had it only stuck to the loale in

which so much of that work has been accomplished and
devoted, the money so shamefully wasted (in the interests

of a jobbing clique) on the costly and inconvenient building

at Brompton, and to the endowment of technical education
at King's and University Colleges, its sphere of usefulness

might have been indefinitely extended.

TI^. <£• A. K. Johnston's JVatural History Plates. (W. &
A. K. Johnston : Edinburgh and London.)—We have seen

nothing so far to excel, if, indeed, we have seen anything
to equal, these beautiful engravings, which are produced
of a large size for wall prints. The three before us, of the

elephant, camel, and domestic cat, respectively, are excel-

lent reproductions of the animals they pourtray ; the print

of the elephant, in particular, being really admirable. No
better way could be devised of teaching the rudiments of

zoology to children remote from menageries than that
afforded by such plates as these.

ir. (t A. K. .Johnsto7is History Chart. (W. & A. K.
Johnston : Edinburgh and London.) — Here is another
remarkable essay in the way of boiling down history ! In
a table, or set of tables, extending over four sheets, the

student may see, almost at a glance, the leading facts in

the histories both of England and Scotland. Nay, he may
even familiarise himself with the personal aspects and
manners of the various sovereigns who reigned over these
countries from the time of the Norman Conquest ; both
as separate Kingdoms, and, subieqi ently, as an united
one !

THE FACE OF THE SKY.
Feom Octobee IOtii to October 24th.

By F.R.A.S.

SIGNS of activity in the shape of spots and faculae continue to

appear on the Sun, whicli sliould hence be examined by the
student daily. The night sky is portrayed on Map X. of " The Stars
in their Seasons." There will be minima of Algol (" The Stars in

their Seasons," Map I.) at Ih. 12m. in the early morning of the
18th, at 10 p m. on the 20th, and at 6h. 49m. p.m. on October 23.

A minimum of Mira Ceti, too (Map XII. of same work), may be
looked for on the 2Uh. Mercury is a morning star during the suc-

ceeding fortnight, and but indifferently placed for the observer.
A'enns is a morning star, too, shining brilliantly over the eastern
horizon before 2 a.m., and being still a very conspicuous object.

Mars is invisible, and Jupiter, as a morning star, does not rise until

an hour at which the ordinarj- amateur would scarcely care to
look for him. Saturn, though, rises between four and five minutes
past 10 o'clock to-night, and about 9h. 12m. p.m. at the end
of the fourteen days. Hence he may be fairly seen by mid-
night, and a beautiful spectacle he presents. He is a little above
Z Tauri (" The Stars in their Seasons," Map I.). In the eastern
confines of Taurus, too, Neptune may be picked up now, but
needs an equatoreal for that purpose. Uranua is invisible. The
Moon enters her last quarter at 2h. 29"2m. p.m. on the 11th, and
is new at 314 minutes after midnight on the 18th; so that
very little will be seen of her practically until the end of the fort-

night we are considering. Only one oceultation, at anything like a
convenient hour, will happen during that period : it is that of the
6th Tnag. star, A' Cancri, which will disappear at the moon's bright

limb at half-past twelve o'clock on the night of the 12th, at an angle
from her vertex of 345', and reappear at her dark limb 28min.
afterwards, at an angle of 281° from her vertex. The moon, situated

at noon to-day in the confines of Orion and Gemini, passes into the
latter constellation very shortly afterwards. She quits Gemini for

Cancer at 3 a.m. on the 12th, continuing in the last constellation

until 5 p.m. on the 13th. Then she travels into Leo, descending at
6 p.m., on the 14th, into Sextans, but re-emerging in Leo at 10 o'clock

the next morning. She finally quits Leo for Virgo at 11 a.m. on the
16th ; and it is not until 7 p.m., on the 19th, that she has completed
her journey across this great constellation and entered Libra. At
8 p.m., on the 21st, she leaves Libra for the narrow northern strip

of Scorpio, passing out of this into Ophiuchns at 7 o'clock the next
morning. At 5 a.m., on the 24th, she crosses into Sagittarius, and
there we leave her.

WOLF'S COMET.

THE following Ephemeris (if employed in conjunction with
either the "New Star Atlas" or the "Larger Star Atlas"

of the conductor of this journal) will enable the observer to follow

the Comet in its passage through the sky during the next twelve

days. It is slowly increasing in brightness :

—

At Berlin midnight : i.e., llh. 6m. 251s. p m. Greenwich
Mean Time.

October

10
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" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfeed Tennybob.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possibly he in»

eerted. Correspondents must not lie offended, therefore, should their

letters not appear.
All Editorial communications should he addressed to the Editor of

Knowledge ; all Bi(si7\ess communications to the Publishers, at the

Office, 74, Qreat Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended to
DELAYS ARISE FOB WHICH THE EDITOR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should be made
payable to Messrs. Wyman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No communications are answered by post, even THoroH stamped
AND directed ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

SHOOTING STARS AND METEORS.
[1437]—Permit me to remark, in reply to " Eye Witness," that

in the first place, it is certain that all shooting stars, and probably
a good many meteors, which are not heated to luminosity approach
so near the earth that its attraction must, for the time at least, be
much more powerful than that of the sun. This attraction must
materially alter their orbits, and, with regard to those which enter
our atmosphere, a further alteration is caused by its resistance.
In the next place, considering the great velocity of the earth in its

orbit and the very considerable depth of its atmosphere (the
resistance of which increases the further the shooting star advances
in it), the motion of the meteor in rushing through the atmosphere
may be so retarded that the solid body of the earth has cleared its

track before it reaches the point where a collisionwould have occurred
if the original velocities were unaltered. This, I think, would pro-
bably occur if the meteor was vaporised. Vaporisation by itself
would have no tendencj- to arrest the motion of the meteor, but the
moving vapour would be much more retarded by the resistance of
the atmosphere than the moving solid. Thirdly, it is no explana-
tion of what becomes of the vaporised meteors to describe them as
disintegrated. The question is, what happens afterwards ? We
can hardly suppose them to remain in their gaseous condition in the
atmosphere, after the great heat which converted them into vapour
has passed away. If not, they must again sohdify, and either fall

to the earth (probably in fine dust) or else get clear of the atmo-
sphere and pursue a course in space, which can hardly coincide
with their former orbits. But where did the meteors which formed
the great star-showers of 186G and 1872 fall ? And if they did not
fall, where are they now ?

The ring-system of Saturn may have originated in the manner
which " Eye-witness " suggests, but whether other planets would
be similarly affected is by no means clear. The formation of such
a ring would probably depend on several causes—the mass and
volume of the planet, the extent and resisting power of its atmo-
sphere, its distance from the sun (which by lessening the sun's
attraction would render it more easy for the planet to attach the
meteor system to itself), the relative velocity of the planet, and
the meteors, and the angle at which their orbits intersected ; but,
above all, ou the number and mass of the meteors, whose orbits
intersected that of the planet. Our greatest star-showers arise
from the meteors attached to comparatively insignificant comets.
If the orbit of a great comet intersected that of Saturn, under
favourable circumstances, a ring might naturally result. Such a
ring, however, could hardly be formed within the limits of the
atmosphere of any jilanet, owing to the resistance of the latter to
its motions. • W. H. S. Monck.

THE AFTERGLOW AND ITS CAUSE.
[1438]—1 differ entirely from " F. G.S." as to the cause of the

afterglow. I beg to state that, according to the incontestible
assertion of an influential member of the Krakatoa Defence Com.
mittee, I kicked up my dust into space far above the limits of the
earth's atmosphere ; it consequently remains suspended in space.
The earth has again reached that portion of space : hence I, and
no one else, am clearly the sole cause of the beautiful phenomenon
which delights the eyes of thousands all over the world.

Krakatoa.
[What can be more convincing ?

—

Ed.]

[1439]—The sunsets and afterglow are now being repeated with
an intensity equal to those of last year. The first, more remarkable
than usual, was on the 18th of this month succeeded by others on
the three following days, that on Saturday, the 20th, being equal
to anything seen here last year. TUl last evening, the sky has been
overcast at sunset. The afterglow then and this evening lasted
till 6.40 and 7 respectively, the colour being red and orange, shading
off to pinky purple at the outer edge of the glow. Last evening,
the whole eastern horizon was, during the afterglow, spanned by a
pink arch, shading off to pinky purple, the glow on the higher
mountains being at the same time very remarkable.
The halo or haze round the sun has been more conspicuous this

month, and of a deeper copper hue. On the evenings of the 1st,

2nd, and 3rd, the moon had a similar halo. I may add that I have
never once this year seen the sky of the intense bine us»al here,
and that I have been unable—on some days apparently clear—to
detect Sirins and other stars at transit, usually distinctly visible by
day in my instrument. On these days the solar haze seemed to be
of a deeper copper.

Notes of last year's snnsets and afterglows observed by myself
and others were sent by me privately to another scientific jonmal.
but having been made the subject of insulting editorial comment—
the editor's apparent wish being to prove Krakatoa responsible for
the afterglow—I prefer on this occasion to send them to Knowledge.
in the hope that they may be acceptable as helps towards a solution
of the afterglow difficulty. M. F. Ward.
PS.—I omitted in my letter yesterday to state that whether seen

from the plain or from a height of 2,000 ft. or 3,000 ft. above it, the
colouring of the afterglow is the same, the evening haze or mist
which exists in the plane not affecting it in the least.

Partenkirchen, Bavaria, Sept. 27, 1884.
[I have received another letter from Captain Noble on the same

subject, which is too long for insertion here. In it he quotes from
a second communication recently received by him from jlr. Neison.
the Government Astronomer at Natal, in which that eminent man of

science reiterates the expression of his great surprise that any of his

confreres in Europe should attribute to the Krakatoa dust a pheno-
menon occurring repeatedly under circumstances which rendered it

impossible that the Javan Volcano could have had anything to do
with it; in point of fact, long before the eruption ever took place
at all.—Ed.]

VISUAL PHENOMENA.
[1440]—Referring to letter 1,296, by Mr. P. J. Beveridge, on

" Squinting," I should like to make a few remarks which may not

be altogether irrelevant.

As regards the eye becoming tinted with the complementary of

the colour at which it looks fixedly, I have observed that this effect

becomes so marked if the stare be continued, that if a person gaze
steadily at anything, keeping his eyes fixed on one point all the
while, he will soon see nothing. This remark would seem to
answer the question put in the second paragraph of above-men-
tioned article, and I think that the fact of our becoming deaf to a

continued sound, and blind to a continued scene, may be all referred

to the principle, that we can only be cognisant of any fact, idea, or
impression by its difference from that which preceded it (we only
judge by comparison). Thus, we see that monotony causes oblivion

of ideas, as seen in the case of persons who have been lost in some
mammoth cave, being foimd in a temporary state of insanity,

attributable to the oppressive silence reigning in these places.

Respecting the ([uestion asked by Mr. Beveridge, whether any
one had effected a super-imposition by divergence of the eyes to a

more distant point, I may mention that this is my regular practice

with stereoscopic views, and could, therefore, not understand the

object of the wicked destruction recommended, until reading the
last paragraph. I think any one could succeed in doing this with a

little practice. All

LIFE AFTER DEATH.

[1441]—"Eye-Witness" represents soul as an entity, distincr

and independent of the body. Now, may I ask where is or was this

immortal entity before the body came into existence ? what did it

do? where are all the souls "yet to come into bodies " not yet

born? Or can "an immortal" thing be born? The idea of im-
mortality appears to me to be born of the wish for it.

Again, I see with my eyes, smell with my nose, hear with my ears.

feel with my nerves, think with my brain. What can the soul do
without the body and the senses ? All these organs are, as science
teaches us, entirely destroyed in death, and used up—every atom of

them—to build up other and similar lives and living bodies. The
.soul, therefore, having no senses, again I ask what can it do ? It

can't see, bear, smell, feel, or think. What does it do ? How does
it occupy its existence ?
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Mr. S. Thome's letter completely expresses my thoughts and
ixperience on this important matter. When we are asleep, in

sound, dreamless sleep, conscionaness of soul is gone. Where ? As
it often hajjpcus when men are severely injured, they are un-
conscious, soulless for periods of weeks and months ; that whole
time is a perfect, entire blank to them when consciousneas returns,
although all other life functions went on as usual. All this

appears to point to tlie same conclusion, that mind and soul are
functions of the brain and nerves, which cease with death.

r. W. H.

[1442]—Will you allow me to put to Mr. Thorne the common-
sense question which must have risen to the lips of hundreds as
they read his extraordinary letter in your last issue ? Was the
man dead, or was he not ? Mr. Thorne hardly ventures to say he
was, but talks about his being "practically" so. The idea that a
man really dead could by ordinary methods be brought to life

again is so utterly unscientific that f am driven to suppose that
llr. Thorne would, if pressed, admit the second alternative. Life

was, therefoi'c, merely suspended. If this be so, the case was
exactly the same as we find in ordinary unconsciousness, or even
in sleep when without dreams. As far as tlie mind is concerned,
there is no conceivable difference. And does any reasonable man
think of the future state as one which may be visited during a
mere temporary suspension of consciousness ? The only future
state I ever heard of is one which is entered by the soul when it

lias finally and irrevocably quitted the body.
A classical student, debarred reference to a higher authority, is

tempted to point to Socrates, whose strong faith in the hereafter is

better evidence than a hundred arguments like Mr. Thome's. But
if your correspondent wishes for true science, let him turn to a
book to whose high character you, sir, have lately testified most
emphatically—I mean Mr. Drummond's " Natural Law in the
Spiritual World." He will find there the question dealt with from
a strictly scientific standpoint, and if it does not convince him, I

think you will have judged him more severely than I should venture
to do here.

I most cordially agree with you, sir, as to the necessity of
excluding theology from your pages. But perhaps you will permit
iiie to remind your readers of the advantage it gives to the
' heterodox " side— I object to the term, but use it for shortness'

sake. The attack can be made with purely scientific weapons.
The full force of the defence can only be felt when arguments are
admitted from a wider sphere. If this be remembered, I object to

nothing that science has to say. For myself I like to think of

theology and science as separated by a very vague dividing line. I

liave not "discarded" either of them, and never shall. On the
>ontrary, I feel more and more the power of a scientific theology
;iud a theological science. And it was this cause that I was so

grateful to you for advancing in your review of the book I have
referred to. J. H. Mocltox.

King's College Cambridge, Oct. 3, 1884.

[1443]—Surely a complete answer to yotir correspondent, Mr.
Selwyn Thorne, is to be found in the fact that his " victim " of
drowning was not dead. Had he been so he could not have been
interviewed as a living man by Mr. Thorne some days after, unless
by a miracle. Death is the separation of the sonl from the body,
and here it is clear no such separation had taken place. The
" victim " could not have been really bereft of breath, although he
may have been of motion, and his mental and physical faculties

(save that of breathing) totally suspended. But how does this

state differ from that of a person in a trance, or even in sleep ? and
yet we do nttt expect these on awaking to bring us news of the
next world. F. C. N.

["Keductio ad Absurdum," "W.," "P. J. L.," " Edwd. B.
Morton," "T. W.," "Chas. E. Strong," " Naturalist," and many
others, substantially reiterate " F. C. N.'s" argument, in language
more or less varied. " Naturalist " suggests the fluidity of the
blood as a test of vitality, and alleges that if the drowned man's
hand had been held so that sunlight or candleUght shone through it,

a ruddy glow would have been seen, showing that the blood re-

mained fluid in the vessels.

—

Ed.]

BRAIN POWER.

[1444]—I send you a suggestion, which you may not think alto-

gether unworthy of your consideration. May not great mental
power arise from the harmony that exists between the several parts

of, rather than from the size and weight of, the brain ? Phrenolo-
gists assign different functions to different parts of the brain. Let
7 represent the maximum development of any of the parts of the

brain. Would not a man, all the parts of whose brain marked 5,

produce greater effect, be a greater genius, in fact, than the

man whose brain had 3 parts each equal to 7, but all the

rest varying from 1 to 4 ? If there is any truth in my sug-

gestion, then a woman's brain, though lighter than that

of a man, might, under proper cultivation, owing to the

greater harmony of its parts, produce as high intellectual effects

as those now produced by men. Up to this time men have
shown their superiority in every department of mental effort. The
best poem, the best statue, the best picture, the best history, the

best musical composition, the best of every mental production, has

come from the brain of a man. But woman has not had the same
care bestowed upon the development of her brain as man has had.

What public school or college in olden time was ever endowed for

her benefit ? There may be in woman's brain such potential

powers that, hereafter, she may produce, alternately with man

—

when, through several generations, she has received the instruction

that man has received—the best of every mental work. May it

not be the haraiony of the parts and not the size of the brain that

produces intellectual greatness f W. H. Jones.

THE INFLUENCE OF MOONLIGHT.

[1445]—A friend of mine, who has resided many years in China,

told me the other day, as an article of his belief, that sleeping in

the moonlight in the tropics is most dangerous, as it leads to blind-

ness or to the face being " drawn " permanently into strange

shapes. He also added that mackerel, among other food, becomes
perfectly putrid in one night if exposed to the moonlight. He
believed this entirely! and added that a friend of his had his face

permanently disfigured by so sleeping on the deck of a ship. To
me the statement was as novel as it was amusing ; but I did not

care to combat it, as I was without information on the subject.

Moreover, I saw plainly that any attempt to shake his faith would
be useless. But I since find that the idea is generally known, and
often believed in ; and therefore ask you whether you could devote

a short article to exposing the origin of the myth, for apparently

there must be some accidents or incidents that have given rise and
a colourable support to the theory. If you do not think it of snfla-

cient importance or interest for an article, perhaps you would
kindly say where I shall find any reference to the matter.

Littleton Hay.

Balhousie, Southbrook-road, Lee, Kent,
Sept. 14, 1884.

[The idea that moonlight causes putrefaction is as old as Pliny

and Plutarch ; and is, as our correspondent asserts, very common
in tropical climates. My own impression is that the evil effects

attributed to moonlight have their origin in exposure to the clear

sky, under which radiation takes place rapidly, and dew is

copiously deposited. Moisture in conjunction with heat is a most

fertile agent in decomposition, and I suspect that the mackerel

would go bad just as rapidly on a clear starlight night as they

would when the moon is above the horizon. There may, however,

be some other explanation of the effects produced on the human
system, and I insert Mr. Hay's letter in the hope of eliciting it.

—Ed.]

FERTILIZATION OF BEANS.
[1«6]—" Bean " is a very indefinite word. Will '• E. W." kindly

inform me on what particular sort—French bean, scarlet runner,

broad bean, &c.—his observations have been made, and I will do

my best to investigate the matter. But it will want another season

now, in all probability. Gkaxt Allen.

HARE-LIP.

[1447]—To what is a hare-lip a reversion ? and in what degree

is it hereditary ? E. W. A.

TEA AND COFFEE.

[1448]—Mr. Carus-Wilson's letter with this heading in year

number for September 19 is doubtless valuable as giving his own
experience, and detecting a source of evil not yet acknowledged

by public opinion.

Let me say, in support of this view, that twice in my life it has

happened that neither tea nor coffee passed my lips during a space

of several months, and upon my resumption of tea, though I had
made it weak, and drank it early in the afternoon, I was kept awake
for several hours at night.

But before we can accept Mr. Carns-Wilson's theorem as proved,

he ought to tell us how his tea was made. I mean, what length

of time usitally elapsed between the boiling water meeting the tea-

leaves and the pouring out from the teapot into his cup ? I have
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good reason for this qnestion, founded likewise upon my own
experience. Tliis i will state, with your permission, when we have
received his reply. D. A. Be.wfort.

FUNGOID GROWTH FROM DEAD FLY.

[1449]—I should like an explanation of the following. I found
a fly on its b;\ck, dead. In a circle around it were a multitude
of spores (r). It seemed as if this appearance of dust had been
shot out of its body. I enclose drawing same size. I have before
seen flies with fungus growing over them, but this is different.

The fly appears free from the dust that is all around it. It recalled

to my mind a description of a small-pox patient " shooting out
deadly spores in all directions." St. John.

[The drawing simply represents a fly surrounded by a circle of

dust of approximately five times the fly's length in radius. The
dust is thicker laterally, and it is in the direction of the axis

of the insect's body.]

VACCINATION.
[1450]—I am one of a family of twelve, of whom ten were born

before 1802, and inoculated as was then the prevailing custom. I

was bom in 1804, and my father was induced to have me vacci-

nated. But in consequence of ray suffering severely from glandular
swellings in the neck, when the twelfth child, a son, was born, he
was inoculated. Now, of all these children, I alone had the small-

pox, when I was about twenty-five years old ; and this I caught
from a neighbouring clergyman, who, N.B., had been carefully
vaccinated by an eminent London surgeon, Sir A. Cooper, his

uncle.

N.B.—Within the next four years two other clergymen in Hemel
Hempstod had the small-pox. Both had been duly vaccinated, and
both suffered notably. F. S.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
Thos. Radmoke. As the eclipse was simply caused by the

passage of the moon through the earth's shadow, you will, I think,

see that neither the " fore " nor " afterglow " can be referred to it

in any way. Thanks for P.S.— E. C. Chapman. Certainly not.

Facts right enough, the rest rubbish.

—

John Hampden, ily dear
sir ! Do not excite yourself so needlessly ; and use such strong
not to say libellous—language.—W. F. CcETls sends a long accoutit

of a child five or six years old, whose skull was so frightfully frac-

tured bj- the kick of a horse that the brain actually oozed over his

face and neck. Given up by the doctor as fatally injured,' the
clergyman of the parish baptised the boy (that rite never having
been previously administered), supposing him to be in articuto

mortis. The sprinkling of the water, however, so far revived him
as to cause the facial muscles to twitch ; whereon he was taken to

the Coventry Hospital, and eventually recovered. My correspcn-
dent forwards this apropos of the question of " Two Brains " (p. 22!*),

but the connection appears to me somewhat remote.—W. Waring. A
matter with which the Editor has nothing to do. You should
advertise them.

—

Dr. Davey. It may or may not be that the
functions of the brain are susceptible of localisation, but certainly
all modern research goes to negative the mapping out of tlie

cerebrum into areas of the size of a shilling or a florin, as in the
system of Gall and Spurzheim. In the case of the cerebellum they
were demonstrably wrong, and " mesmeric " experiments count for
nothing, on the hypothesis that the mesmeriser influences the mind
of the mesmerisee ; since, if the former possesses the power
claimed for him over the mind of the latter, and believes that he is

touching (say) the organ of " acquisitiveness," his patient ought
to feel himself "acquisitive" straightway. I do not know the
address of the gentleman whose name you put on your pamphlet.

—

H. D. HiNDE. I cannot remember whether Kant's " General
History of Nature and Theory of the Heavens" has been translated
into English, and am very far from books of leference where I

write. Look at a list of " Bohn's Libiaries" if you can.— F. W.
Halfpenny. I fancy that the plant which curf s the bite of the
rattlesnake has its origin in novelists' licence. Perhaps some
toxicologist, though, can say if there is any truth in

the notion. — Dr. Wilson. 1 do not think that the barely
conceivable possibility is denied (granting, of course, a sufiicient

number of millions of years). It is the reasonable probability that
has to be shown. If your paper does that, and is not too long, I

will do as you suggest.—G. I cannot say, off-hand, how far tidal

influence is felt above London Bridge. Locks, (tc.,must complicate
the matter.—W. Cave Thoma.s. Any letter within reasonable limits,

explaining your views, will be inserted. You must not, however,
expect to escape criticism. I fail to understand what you mean by
colour not being " attributed to the ether waves." I always fancied

myself that the sensation of colour had its origin in the variation
in the length and frequency of the waves impinging on the retina.

—E. S. PniLLip.s, Yet another solution of Mr. Sedden's problem.

—

Piccolo asks if Mr. ilattieu Williams classes cocoa among stimu-
lants ?—F. Heeley sends me some remarkably economical outline
maps for filling in by students of geography. As they are seem-
ingly executed by one of the "graph" processes, they are, of
course, very much cheaper than any engraved ones.

—

Frank H.
Geierson thinks that spectral analysis, as applied to the hearenly
hodies, must be a work of spirit !

—

G. R. Griffith. Will be noticed
in due course.— Miss Stuart. The price of Knowledge was raised
to threepence per copy on March 7, 18S4. See concluding para-
graph (in capital letters) at the head of correspondence column.

—

J. H. D. Is not your contention just open to the charge of logo-
machy ?

—

Robert McMillan. I acknowledged the receipt of your
letter when it reached me ; but, np to this present writing, " Pro-
fessor " Manville's paper has never turned up at all.

—

An Original
Subscriber. The effect to which j'ou refer would probably co-

operate with that described in producing the effect of concavity.

—

Excelsior. Von will see that " F.R.A.S." does furnish' an
Ephermeris of Wolf's comet this week on p. 303. Of what earthly
use would it be for hira to occupy space by the mention of comets
visible only in very large telescopes as small, dim nebula;, of which
a 3-inch telescope would show no trace whatever?— A. E. Coxte.
Forwarded to publishers, who deal with such matters, with which
the editor has nothing to do.

—

John Towers. I was really inte-

rested by your letter and its enclosure. The young astronomer has
no reason to be ashamed of his work. Floreat semper.

—

Amy
Newland.— If you intend to devote yourself to the observation
and measurement, &c., of double stars, obtain the largest refractor

you can afford. If, on the other hand, yon propose to study
solar, lunar, and planetary detail, star clusters, nebulae, 4c.,

by all means purchase a reflector. Aperture for aperture,
reflecting telescopes are very much cheaper than achro-
matics, and, for studying the heavens generally, yon get so

much more for yonr money.— J. Elgis. Far away from a single

book of reference, I can answer you but vaguely. (1) The method
of measurement is too uncertain for us to predicate definitely which
star is approaching ns the most rapidly. Besides (as in the case of

Sirius) recession may be converted into approach — and vice versu.

(2) The glorious cluster to which you refer, is 33 (Herschel) Persei

;

it is commonly known as " The sword-handle of Perseus." (3) No
large meteoric stones have recently fallen in England. (4) On
November 13 (after midnight), and again on the 27th.

—

Alpha.
Your telescope is not sufficiently powerful to show Saturn. At best

it could only exhibit him as a misshapen star. He is a little to the
left and above ^ Tauri, and is so much brighter and more con-

spicuous than that star as to be unnnstakable. Midnight is none
too late to observe Saturn now ; in fact, he does not south until

between four and five o'clock in the morning. Ball's " Astronomy,"
published by Longmans, is excellent. For books on special

departments of astronomy by the conductor of this journal,

see Messrs. Longmans' announcement in our advertising columns.
•

—

Roland Ellis. The axis of the earth's shadow lies in the
plane of the ecliptic to which the moon's path (from right to

left across the face of the sky) is inclined. She was travelling, as

it were, don-nwards—as well as from west to east—on Saturday
night : hence the seeming direction taken by the shadow across his

surface. It is the refraction of the sun's rays through our atmo-
sphere which bends them into the shadow cone and dimly lights the

moon's surface. Were that atmosphere removed, she would wholly

disappear in a total eclipse.

—

Maximilian Strong. The date of the

birth of Our Lord is not known with absolute certainty. I am un-

aware of any calculations of Sir Isaac Newton's having referenci-

to this point. I will look up the question of Tiberius Ccesar on
my return to England. You will see that the figure puzzle ha.'i

been solved by a very large number of subscribers.—W. Had your
solution of the figure puzzle arrived earlier it would have been in-

serted. I have had reams almost of answers, which I have had
perforce to suppress. " Coincidences " possess a certain amount of

value in a mathematical point of view, and, undoubtedly, they seem
to interest a multitude of readers.

Forestry having changed hands, Mr. Francis George Heath h&s

retired from the editorship.

A NEW small motor actuated by explosion of small charges of gun
cotton has been made by Mr. E. Sturge, and is said to be applicable

wherever small powers are required.

The Russian Customs Department has issued an order, dated

Sept. 3, 1S84, that goods bearing trade marks with eSBgies of the

Holy Virgin, Saint George, or other saints, will not be admittefJ

into the Russian Empire.
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0UV WBln^t Column.

SIR,—The illustration given by " Five of Clubs" in Knowledge
of Sept. 12 appears to mo unsound, for Y must make two

tricks if he does 7io( discard his winning Spade, but plays what is

manifestly the proper card, i.e., the Club three, keeping the Heart
(ive, so as not to have to lead up to the tenace in Clubs. Thus i

—

Trick 1.—4 leads Diamonds—Queen; F plays Club three. 'Won
by A.

Trick 2.

—

A leads Spade. Won by T, with Queen. B plays

Club two.

Trick 3.

—

T leads Heart five. Won by B, with Queen.
Trick 4.—B must lead a Club, and 1' must make his Knave.

If, at trick 2, A leads his Heart, I" must still make his Club
Knave and Spade Queen.— I am, sir, &c., Konge.

UNSCIENTIFIC AMERICAN WHIST.

When I wrote in Loiigman*.^ Magazine an article on the science

of the game of Poker—which maybe called a thoroughly American
game—many journalists in America expressed their doubts whether
I should not be altogether beaten at the game itself by men who
know nothing of the scientific principles which are really involved

in the game. I think this not unlikely, considering that I have
never taken a hand at the game—to which I may add that I am
never likely to do so, the game being a purely gambling one, and
gambling, in my opinion, is a degrading practice for any above the

condition of the savage. But, during my recent stay in America,
I have had occasion to play pretty frequently at the more scientific

game—Whist, and I have been led to notice certain peculiarities

in the way in which Americans play this game (growing gradually
in favour among them) which shows that they have still much to

learn. Of course nothing of what I am about to say is intended to

apply to those Americans who know and appreciate what may be
called the European method of playing Whist ; only to those, ninety-

nine I think out of a hundred, who regard themselves as good
Whist players, but are not acquainted with—or despise—the con-
ventional language of the game.

I note, first, that Americans very sensibly object to the part which
honours play in Whist at home. The utmost they will allow honours
to count is one-half our estimate. That is to say, if two partners

hold three honours out of the four, they count "one" only instead

of "two"; if they hold all fourthey count "two" instead of "four."
But most Americans prefer to count nothing for honours. In one
sense this is good, for it makes more depend on skill, and Whist is a

game of skill; in another sense, however, it rather injures the game,
because it eliminates those pretty positions which frequently arise

where the saving of a game or of a point depends on making a
certain number of tricks, counting before honours, already declared
against you. Looking keenly out for the honours, or indications of

their position, a good player sees that such and such tricks must
be made to save the game, and plays entireh- to make them, entirely

changing his tactics perhaps for the purpose.
Again, Americans prefer long Whist to short, and here again the

game loses certain points of great interest, arising when the play
depends on details of the score.

But the chief point which is noticeable in American Whist play
is that which Deschapelles (far and away the greatest Whist
player ever known) called the most detestable fault a Whist-player
can have : Americans at Whist are inveterate " players of their

own hand." They will not admit, or cannot see, the advantage (in

nine cases out of ten) of that system by which each player regards
his own hand and his partner's as one—a system by which the
game is made really scientific. For this system the general rule
holds that it is better to inform your partner than to deceive the
enemy. The American who considers himself strong at Whist
adopts, instead, the principle that it is best to play a dark
game. He reasons that by playing dark he hides his own hand
from the adversaries, while, if they play the open game, he
knows something about their hands—a manifest advantage, if his

unfortunate partner had no part to play. But as the partner is

equally deceived, and so far from helping is like to obstruct, the
mischief much outbalances the advantage of the dark game. This
I had known theoretically long since. But never till I played
Whist in America did I have such clear proof of the fact as I have
recently had. I hare played repeatedly with a partner who knows
the Whist language, against two partners, each of whom plays his

own hand with considerable skill. Repeatedly I have been per-
plexed by the play of one or other of the adversaries, and occa-
sionally I have .seen that they have been able to make use to their
advantage of those indications by which I and my partner indicate
the cards we hold in particular suits. But I have satisfied myself

that at least one trick in ten is gained in the long run (by which I

mean that ten tricks are made for nine) by playing the open game,
the two partners working together against two adversaries working
separately.

Among the methods of play arising from this one-hand (or my-
own-hand) system, is the practice of leading from a short-suit or
a singleton, if no suit has much strength. This Americans do
((uite irrespectively of the (luestion whether they hold few or many
trumps. It is bad enough to lead thus, even when yon hold only
two or three trumps; but to lead from a singleton or a two-card
suit, when you hold four trumps, is surely a Whist atrocity of the
first magnitude. You get your anxiously-desired ruff, and presently
find that your partner has a fine suit which only needed that fourth
trump of yours to be brought in : instead, however, the enemy lead
trumps, get the command in them owing to your cleverness, bring
in their good suits, and make a great game. To which must be
added that while, by leading from a very short suit, you fail to tell

your partner which is your long suit, you quickly disclose to the
whole table which is your weak suit : you omit to give your partner
the only kind of information which, as a rule, can really be of use
to him, and give the enemy just that kind of information which is

most useful to them. For, as double dummy shows, there is no
information at Whist more useful than that which tells where the
weak suits of the enemy lie.

It will be understood that Americans like to play a ruffing game,
and are in their glory when they get a cross-ruff. (In fact the
only excuse for leading from a singleton is the chance of estab-
lishing a cross-ruff.) I roused intense wrath in an American
partner when, after he had estahhshed a cross-mff, I broke it by
leading trumps. I had five, and a strong suit which had been
established ; he had led me a suit which I had been obliged to
trump, and I could have led him twice from a suit ho could ruff.

We should thus have made by the cross-ruff five tricks, but no
more, and two of these wonld have been sure ones anyhow. But
of course I played no such game. I led trumps to stop the croas-
ruff ; got out all the trumps (making three tricks in that suit be-
sides the two ruffs), brought in my strong suit, making three tricks
in that—or eight instead of five. Yet he never ceased to rebuke
me for stopping a cross-ruff which would have ruined us.

—

Neiccastle
Weeily Chronicle.

One of the most attractive objects at the Nice Exhibition is

said to be a Chinese clock, which is stated only to date back to
800 B.C.

A DESPATCH from Washington recently stated that an Australian
syndicate proposes to lay a cable from Brisbane, Australia, to San
Francisco, and that the Government of the Hawaiian Islands will

probably grant a subsidy towards the enterprise, amounting to
£4,000 per annum for fifteen yeai's.

Ixc.iNDESCEXT electric lamps are being used to show how things
are getting on in a temperature of 600° Fah., in Messrs. Perkins &
Sons' bakers' oven at the Healtheries. The oven door contains a
sheet of plate glass, through which the whole of the oven is

distinctly visible.

A Red Sol.4R H.\lo.—M. Forel, a French savant, has observed
a remarkable reddish halo round the sun from a position in the
Bernese Alps on August 20. At an altitude of 1,000 metres the
phenomenon was visible, at 1,500 metres it was quite distinct, and
at 3,000 metres it appeared of striking splendour. The effect was
repeatedly seen by M. Forel about this time and at different places
in Switzerland, such as Grimsel, Innert-kirchet, and the Glacier du
Rhone. The phenomenon was also observed in July by M. Forel at
Saas-Fee at an altitude of 1,800 metres ; and he does not hesitate

to affirm that during the months of July and August last a red
halo or corona surrounded the sun, which, though difficult to see at

low altitudes, became quite brilliant at 2,000 metres above the sea.

It would be well if aeronauts would keep a look-out for this pheno-
menon.

—

Eng ineering.

PuRcn.\sED Titles.—M. Jules Claretie, in the Tertips, exposes the
operations of an Italian agency that offers to supply titles of every
degree of nobility for a fixed sum. The circulars of this novel
bureau are usually addressed to bankers and flourishing financial

agents in every part of Europe. The informant has become pos-

sessed of one of the missives, which is couched as follows :
—" Sir,

—

Knowing the high position j-ou justly hold in the financial world,
and wishing you to profit by the same, either in the interests of
your business or those of your family, through resources of nobility,

I have the honour to inform you that I can, against an amount
officially fixed, obtain for you either certain decorations or a title,

which would doubtless facilitate the transactions which you have
undertaken. Title of prince, 75,C00 francs ; duke, 59,000 francs

;

count, 25,000 francs ; baron, 20,000 francs. All warranted, and
in good form. Trusting to the favour of an early answer,—I am,
sir, &c."
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0\iv C6C52! Column*
By Mephisto.

PROBLEM No. 131.

(Selected.)

Black.

^wyj tm *

«^ - M m

m w.

Whitb.

White to play and mate in two moves.

A FEW CRITICISMS ON PROBLEM No. 130.

A most distracting problem.—F. J. D.

A very pretty problem, and ver}' difficult.—G. W. Thompson.
Truly, as you say, a masterpiece.—II. A. N.

Certainly a masterpiece. I had some difficulty in not believing

that 1. Q to Kt2 was the actual move.—W. Furnival.

SOLUTIONS.

Problem 129, by J. G., p. 248.

Position.

White (7 pieces) .—K, QKt8. Q, KR8. B, KB8. Kts, QG and
QB2. Ps, K3 and QR4.
Black (12 pieces).—K, QB4. Q, KKt7. R, KKt-l. Kt, Q sq.

P's, QR3, QB3, 5, 6, K3, 4, KB3, and KKtl.

Solution.

1. Q to R sq., threatening, if Q x Kt, 2. Kt to B8 mate ; or, if

Q, R, or Kt moves, 2. Kt to K4 (cli) (K to Q4, Ktx QBP mate)

K to Kt3. 3. Q to Kt sq. (ch), K to R4, Q to Kt4 mate.

1. Q X Q, or (a)

2. P to Kt
(Threatening Kt to B8 mate)

If Q to Kts (ch), 3. Kt to Kt7 (double ch), K to Kt3. 1. B to B5
mate.

QxP
3. Kt to B8 (ch) K to Q4
4. Kt to Kt6 (ch) mate.

(a) If 1. K to Kt3, 2. Kt x P mate; or if 1. K to Q4. 2. Kt to

Kt4 (ch), K to B4. 3. Kt to B8 mate ; or if

1. P to K5, or (b)

2. Kt to B7 (ch) K to Q4
If 2. K to Kt3. 3. Q to Kt sq. (ch), K to R4. 4. Q to Kt4 mate.

3. Kt to Kt4 Mate
(b) Ifl.PtoR4. 2. KttoK4(ch),KtoKt3. 3. Q toKt sq. (ch).

K to R3. 4. Kt to B3 mate, &c.

Problem No. 130, by E. N. Fkankenstein, p. 268.

1. Kt to B4 R X Q, or 1.

2. Kt to Q2 (ch) K to Q5 2. Q to B6
3. Kt to K6 (ch) mate 3. Kt x P

(a)

1. P to B7, or 1.

2. B to Q5 (ch) R X B 2. B x R (ch)

3. QxR Mate 3. QxR

P X Kt (a)

PxP
Mate

B to R2
RxB
Mate

SPECIMEN OF OLD PROBLEM COMPOSITION.

Sir,—The enclosed problem was the invention of M. Calvi, of

Paris. It was first introduced to the Chess Club of that capital as

a problem of more than ordinary difficulty, and was not solved

during the meeting. M. Alexandre, author of the " Encyclopaedia
of Chess," was the first to discover the solution, but this was not
until the morning after the meeting of the club. It was first

published in this country more than forty years ago. I send it to
you in the hope it may prove sufficiently interesting to your
" Chessists " for you to give it a diagram.

Whitb.

1. Q X KP (ch)

2. Kt to Q6 (ch)

3. P to B4 (ch)

4. P to K8
Becoming Kt mate.

1. Kxl>
1. KxKt
3. KxKt

William GonnEN.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

jt*» Please address Chess Editor.

Eugene Hamburger.^—The Problem 130 is right enough, but we
must apologise for mistake in answering " S. B. C." last week. If

1. Q to Kt2, then R to Q5 (a very fine defence), followed by R(K6)
toQ6.

Scribbler (Chelsea).—If in No. 130, 1. Q to K4, Kt to Q3. 2. Kj
to Kt5(ch), K to K4, and there is no mate. See above reply. D^i

you really expect any honest Christian to make out your signature '

Q. T. \'.—See first reply.

A. E. R.—Received with thanks.

Correct solutions of Problem 130 received from M. T. Hooton, W.
Fumival, H. A. N., Geo. W. Thompson.
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OUR TWO BRAINS.
By Richard A. Proctor.

(Continued from p. 230.)

THE next point on which Dr. Wigan insisted, was the

fact that among insane persons we often recognise two
diiferent minds, either one sane and the other insane, or

both insane but in different degrees. No one who has

studied the literature of insanity can fail to recall instances;

but I shall venture to quote in illustration a passage from

an American narrative, " The Hoosier Schoolmaster," based,

I am assured, on an actual case which came under the notice

of the author of that pleasant story.

" Ralph stood looking into a cell, where there was a man
with a gay red plume in his hat and a strip of red flannel

about his waist. He strutted up and down like a drill-

sergeant. ' I am General Jackson,' he began ;
' people

don't believe it, but I am. I had my head shot off at

Bueny Visty, and the new one that growed on isn't nigh so

good as the old one ; it's tater on one side. That's why
they took advantage of me to shut me up. But I know
some things. My head is tater on one side, but it's all

right on t'other. And when I know a thing in the left side

of my head I know it' " (This illustrates a point on which
Dr. Wigan specially insisted. An insane patient knows he

is insane. He will put forward insane ideas, and imme-
diately after ha-dng put them forward he will say, " I know
they are insane." " The lunatic is at one and the same
time perfectly rational," says Brown-Sequard, " and per-

fectly insane." Dr. Wigan concluded, like the poor lunatic

of the Indiana worldiouse, that in such cases one-half of the

brain is normal and the other half diseased ; one-half em-
ploys the faculties in a normal way, the other half employs
them in a wrong way.) The crazy pauper is called on to

give evidence, or rather he introduces himself to the judges,

with the remark that one side of his head being " sound as

a nut," he " kin give information." He refuses to be
sworn, because "he knows himself." "You see when a
feller's got one side of his head tater, he's mighty onsartin

like. You don't swear me, for I can't tell what minute the
tater side'll begin to talk. I'm talkin' out of the lef side

now and I'm all right. But you don't swar me. But if

you'll send some of your constables out to the barn at the

poor-house and look under the hay mow in the north-east

corner, you'll find some things maybe as has been missin'

for some time. And that a'n't out of the tater side neither."

The exactness of the information, with the careful refer-

ences to locality and time, as also the suggestion of the

proper course of action—not merely " go and look," but

send some of your const;ibles, Ac.—all this illustrates well

the perfect coutrast often existing between the two states

in which a so-called lunatic exists.

There are cases, however, which are even more interest-

ing, in which two different mental conditions are presented,

neither of which presents any indication of mental disease,

except such as might be inferred from the completeness of

the gap which separates one from the other. Dr. Brown-
S^quard gives the following account of a case of this kind.

" I saw a boy," he says, " at Notting-hill, in London, who
had two mental lives. In the course of the day, generally at

the same time, but not constantly, his head was seen to fall

suddenly. He remained erect, however, if he was standing, or

if sitting he remained in that position ; if talking, he stopped

talking for awhile ; if making a movement he stopped moving
for a while ; and after one or two minutes of that state of

falling forward or drooping of the head (and he appeared

as if falling asleep suddenly, his eye.s closing), imme-
diately after that his head rose, he started up, opening his

eyes, which were now perfectly bright, and looking quite

awake. Then, if there was anybody in the room whom
he had not previously seen, he would ask who the persoa

was, and why he was not introduced to him. He had seen

me a great many times, and knew me very well. Being

with him once when one of these attacks occurred, he lifted

his head, and asked his mother, " Who is this gentleman ?

Why don't you introduce him to me ^
" His mother intro-

duced me to him. He did not know me at all. He
shook hands with me, and then I had a conversation

with him as a physician may have with a patient. On th&

next instance, when I was present during an attack of thLs

kind, I found that he recognised me fully, and talked of

what he had spoken of in our first interview. I ascertained

from what I witnessed in these two instances, and also (and

chiefly, I may add) from his mother, a very intelligent

woman, that he had two lives in reality—two mental lives

—one in his ordinary state, and another occurring after

that attack of a kind of sleep for about a minute or two;

when he knew nothing of what existed in his other Ufe,

In his abnormal life, the events of his normal life were

forgotten—his ordinary life became a blank.* He knew

* I have been compelled slightly to modify the report of Dr.
Brown-Sequard' s statement. Thongh manifestly a report taken by
shorthand writers, and intended to be verliatim, there are places^

where it is clear that either a part of a sentence has been omitted

or some words are wrongly reported. I speak from experience in

saying that even in America, where lectures are much more care-

fully reported than in England, mistakes are not uncommon. Th&
enterprise of the New Tori Tribune, in taking full reports of

lectures considered noteworthy, is a well-known and most ereditr

able feature of American juurnalisra. But it is a mistake to sup-

pose that reports, even if actually i-erhatiin, can exactly represent

a lecturer's meaning. A speaker, by varieties of inflection,

emphasis, and so on, to say nothing of expression, action, and illus-

tration, can indicate his exact meaning whilst using language which,

written in the ordinary manner, may appear indistinct and con-

fused. Thus a most exact and carefully-prepared lecture may
appear loose and slipshod in the report. This applies to the caso

where a lecturer speaks at so moderate a rate that the shorthani?

writers can secure every word, and is true even when in writin;,-

out their report they make no mistake, though it seldom happens,

as any one will readily understand who is acquainted with the

stenographic art. But the case is much worse if a lecturer is :i

rapid speaker. A reporter is compelled to omit words and-

sentences occasionally, and such omissions are absolutely fatal to.
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nothing during the second state about what had occurred

in previous periods of that same condition ; but he knew
full well all that had occurred then, and his recollection of

everything was as perfect then as it was during his ordi-

nary life concerning the ordinary acts of that life. He had,

therefore, two actually dit-tinct lives, in each of which he

knew everything which belonged to the wakeful period of

that lite, and in neither of which did he know anything of

what had occurred in the other. He remained in the

abnormal—or rather the less usual state, for a time which

was extremely variable—between one and three hours, and

after that he fell asleep, and got out of that state of mind

pretty much in the same way that he had got into it. I

have seen three other cases of that kind, and as so many
have fallen under the eyes of a single medical practitioner,

such cases cannot be extremely rare."

The circumstances just described will probably remind

the reader of cases of somnambulism, during the recurrence

of which the person aifected recalls the circumstances which

had taken place during the previous attack, of which in

the intervening wakeful state he had been altogether

oblivious. Dr. Carpenter, in his fine work on " Mental

Physiology," records several instances.* Forbes Winslow
cites cases in which intoxication has produced similar

effects ; as, for instance, when a drunken messenger left a

parcel in a place which he was quite unable to recall when
sober ; but, becoming drunk again, remembered where it

was, and so saved his character for honesty through the

loss of his sobriety.

It may fairly be reasoned, however, that the actual

duality of the brain is not demonstrated or even suggested

by cases such as these last. In fact, it is not difficult to

cite evidence which, if interpreted in the same way, would

show that we have three brains, or four or more. Thus Dr.

Rush, of Philadelphia, records that " an Italian gentleman,

who died of yellow fever in New York, in the beginning of

his illness spoke English, in the middle of it French, but on

the day of his death only Italian." It is manifest that the

interpretation of this case, and therefore of others of the

same kind, must be very different from that which Brown-

S^quard assigns, perhaps correctly, to the case of two-fold

mental life above related. Knowing as we do how greatly

brain action depends on the circulation of the blood in the

vessels of the brain, we can be at no loss to understand the

cases of the former kind, without requiring a distinct brain

the effect of a lecturo, regarded either as a demonstration or as a
work of art. Still more unfortunate will it be for a lecturer if he
should be carried away by his subject, and pour forth rapidly the

thoughts which have come uncalled into existence. Take the most
eloquent passage from the pages of Sir J. Herschel, Tyndall, or

Huxley, strike out as many words, not quite necessary to the sense,

as shall destroy completely the flow and rhythm of the passage,

omit every third sentence, and leave the rest to be slowly read by
a perplexed student, and the effect will correspond to the report of

passages which, as delivered, formed the most effective part of a
lecture. The result may bo a useful mental exercise, but will

surely not be suggestive of fervid eloquence. The student of such
reports will do well to read, as it were, between the lines, taking
what appears as rather the symbol of what was said than its actual

substance. So read such reports are of great value.

* One of these, however, is scarcely worthy of a place in Dr.

Carpenter's book. I refer to the narrative at p. 596, of a servant-

maid, rather given to sleep-walkiug, who missed one of her combs,
and charged a fellow-servant who slept in the same room with
stealing it, but one morning awoke with the comb in her hand.
" There is no doubt," says Dr. Carpenter, " that she had put it

awny on a previous night without preserving any waking remem-
brance of the occurrence ; and that she had recovered it when the
remembrance of its hidiug-place was brought to her by the recur-

rence of the state in which it had been secreted." This is not
altogether certain. The other servant might have been able to
give a different account of the matter.

for the different memories excited.* In the same way,
possibly we might explain the well-known case of an insane
person who became sane during an attack of typhus fever
at the stage when sane persons commonly become delirious,

his insanity returning as the fever declined. But we seem
led rather to Dr. Brown-Sequard's interpretation, by a
case which recently came under discussion in our law
courts, where a gentleman whose mind had become diseased
was restored to sanity by a fall which was so serious in its

bodily consequences as to be the subject of an action for

damages.
(To he continued.)

DREAMS

:

THEIK PLACE IN THE GKOWTH OF PRIMITIVE
BELIEFS.

By Edw.\rd Clodd.

X.

THE existence of the ghost-soul or other-self being un-
questioned, the inquiry follows, where does it dwell ?

Like the Trolls of Noz'se myth who burst at sunrise, the

Hitting spirit vanishes in the light and comes with the

darkness ; but what places does it haunt when the quiet of

the night is unbroken by its intrusion, and where are they ?

The answers to these are as varied as the vagaries of

rude imagination permit We must not expect to find

any theories of the soul's prolonged after-existence among
races who have but a dim remembrance of yesterday and
but a hazy conception of a to-morrow. Neither, among
such, any theories of the soul abiding in a place of reward
or punishment, as the result of things done in tlie body.

S])eaking of the heaven of the red man. Dr. Brinton re-

marks that " No contrast Ls discoverable between a place

of torment and a realm of joy ; at the worst but a negative

castigatiou awaited the liar, the coward, or the niggard."

Ideas of a devil and a hell are altogether absent from the

barbaric mind, since it is obvious that any theory of retri-

bution can arise only when mans moral nature had so

developed as to awaken questions about the government
of the universe, and to call another world into existence

to redress the wrongs and balance the injustices of

this. His earliest queries were concerned with the

whereabouts of the soul more than with its destiny,

and it was, and stiU is among the lower races, thought

of as haunting its old abode or the burial-place of its

body, and as acting very much as it had acted when in the

flesh. The custom of placing articles whose manes would
serve its supposed needs is an evidence of this. The shade

of the Algonquin hunter chases the spirits of the beaver

and the elk with the spirits of his bow and arrow, and
stalks on the spirits of his snow-shoes over the spirit of

the snow. Among the Costa Ricans the spirits of the

dead are supposed to remain near their bodies for a year,

and the explorer Swan relates that when he was with the

North-Western Indians he was not allowed to attend a

funeral, lest he offended the spirits hovering round ; whilst

the Indians of North America often destroy or abandon
the dwellings of the dead, the object being to prevent the

ghost from returning, or to leave it free so to do. But it is

* "No simple term," says Sir Henry Holland, "can express the

various effects of accident, disease, or decay, upon this faculty, so

strangely partial in their aspect, and so abrupt in the changes they

undergo, that the attempt to classify them is almost as vain as the

research into their cause." The term "dislocation of memory"
was proposed by him for the phenomena of complete but temporary
forgetfulness.
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needless to multiply illustrations of a belief which has been
persistent in the human mind from the dawn of speculation

about the future of the soul to the present day. The bar-

barians, who think that the spirits of the dead move and
have their being near the living, join them on their journeys,

and sit down, unseen visitants, at their feasts (to be driven
off, as among the Eskimos, by blowing the breath), are one
with the multitudes of folks in Euroj)e and America who,
sorrowing over their dead, think of them as ministering

with unfelt hands and as keenly interested in their

concerns.

We meet them at the doorway, on the stair,

Along the passages they come and go,

Impalpable impressions on the air,

A sense of something moving to and fro.

The Ojibway, who detects their tiny voices in the insect's

hum, and thinks of them as sheltering themselves from the
rain by thousands in a flower, as sporting by myriads on a
sunbeam, is one with the Schoolmen who .^peculated on the

number of angels that could dance on a needle's point, and
with Milton in his poetic rendering of the belief of his time,

that
Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth
Unseen, both when we wake and when we sleep.

The Hottentot who avoids a dead man's hut lest the ghost
be within, is one with the believers in haunted houses, in

banshees, wraiths, and spectres. Such as he should not be
excluded as " corresponding members " of the Society for

Psychical Research in the invitations which its committee
issues to folks who have seen apparitions, and slept, or

tried to sleep, in the dreaded chamber of some moated hall

of mysterjT.

If we look in vain for any consistency of idea or logical

relation in barbaric notions, our wonder ceases at the
absence of these when we note the conflicting conceptions

entertained among intelligent people. But the underlying
thought is identical. The examples given in a foregoing

paper on the belief in the passage of the soul into other
human bodies, into animals and stone.s, strengthened as

this is by the likeness in mind and body between children

and dead relatives, by the human expression noted on many
a brute, by the human shape of many a stone, show how
the theory of the soul as nigh at hand finds manv-sided
support. In this belief, too, lie the germs of theories of

successive transmigrations elaborated in the faiths of
advanced races, when the defects of body and character
were explained as the effects of sin committed in a former
existence.

Next in order of conception appears to be that of the
soul as living an independent existence, an improved
edition of the present, in an tinder or upper world, into

which the dead pass without distinction of caste or worth.
The things dreamed about respecting the land of spirits

and their occupations are woven of the materials of daily

life. Whether to the sleeping barbarian in his wigwam, or
to the seer banished in Patmos ; whether to the Indian
travelling in his dreams to the happy hunting-ground, or

to the apostle caught up in trance into paradise ; earth,

and earth alone, supplies the materials out of which
man everywhere has shaped his heaven. Her dinted
and furrowed surface ; valleys and mountain-tops;
islands sleeping in summer seas, or fretted by winter
storms ; cities walled and battlemented

; glories of sunrise
and sunset

;
gave variety enough for play of the cherished

hopes and imaginings of men. If we collect any group of
barbaric fancies, we tind, speaking broadly, that a large
proportion have jiictured the home of souls as in the west,

towards the land of the setting sun. Seen from many a

standpoint to sink beneath river, lake, or ocean, which
for untutored man enclosed his world, it led to the
myth of waters of death dividing earth from heaven,
which the soul, often at perilous risk, must cross.

Such was the Ginnunga-gap of the Vikings, the great water
of the Red Indians, the Yaitarani of the Brahmans, the

Stygian stream of the Greeks, and the Jordan of the
Christians, that flows between us and the Celestial City
" where the surges cease to roll." The sinking of the sun
below the horizon obviously led to belief in an under-
world, whither the ghosts went. Barbaric notions are fuU
of this, and the lower culture out of which their beliefs

arose is evidenced in the Orcus of the Romans, the Hades
of the Greeks, the Helheim of the Norsemen, the Sheol of

the Hebrews, and the Amenti of the Egyptians, the solar

features of which last are clearly traceable in their doctrine.

Among the Hebrews, Sheol (translated, curiously enough,
thirty-one times as " grave," and thirty-one times a.s

" hell " in our Authorised Version) was a vast cavernous
space in which the shades of good and bad alike wandered—"the small and great are there, and the servant is free

from his master." It is akin in character to the Greek
Hades, where they "wander mid shadows and shade, and
waU by impassable streams." As ideas of a Divine Rule
of the world grew, its manifestations in justice were looked
for, and the mystery of iniquity, the wicked " flourishing

like a green bay tree," led to the conception of a future

state, in which Lazarus and Abraham would change places.

Sheol thus became, on the one hand, a land of delight and
repose for the faithful, and, on the other hand, one of
punishment for the wicked.

Persian, and still older, influences had largely leavened
Hebrew conceptions, and local conditions in Jtidea added
pungent elements. The Valley of Hinnom, or Gehenna,
" the place where lie the corpses of those who have sinned

against Jehovah, where their worm shall not die, neither

their fire be quenched ;
" the dreary volcanic region around

the Dead Sea, with its legend of doomed cities, supplied

their imagery of hell with its lake of fire and brimstone.

And, as the belief travelled westward, it fell into congenial

soil. The sulphurous stench around Lacus Avernus, the

smoke of Vesuvius, Stromboli, and Etna, wreathed them-
selves round the hell of Christianity, and the under-world

of barbaric myth, and from Talmudic writer to classic poet,

to Dante and to Milton, the imagination exhausted the

material of the horrible to describe the several tortures of

the damned. The hell of our northern forefathers remained
below the flat earth, but the cold, misty Xiflheim melted

away before the fiery perdition of Christian dogma. And,
in the region bordering thereon, the limbits patriim, the

linibus infantiun, ic. , we have the survival of belief in

separate hells characteristic of the Oriental religions, and
of the sub-division of the lower world in more rudimentary
religions.

Beyond the narrow horizon which bounded the world

of the ancients, lay the imaginary land of the immortals,

the Blessed, the Happy, the Fortunate Isles. But as

that horizon enlarged, the Elysian Fields and Banquet
Halls were transferred to an upper sphere. In the wonder
aroused by the firmament above, with its solid-looking

vault across which sim, stars, and clouds traversed ; in the

place it plays in dreams of barbarian and patriarch, when
the sleeper is carried thither ; in its brightness of noonday

glory as contrasted with the dark sun-set under-world, we
may find some of the materials of which the theory of an

upper world, a heaven (" the heaved ") is made up. There

the barbarian places his paradise to which the rainbow and

\ the Milky Way are roads ; there he meets his kindred, and
I lives where cold, disease, and age are not, but everlasting
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summer and summer fruits. There, too, for the concep-

tioQB of advanced races are drawn from tl)e same sources,

the civilised peoples of Europe and America have placed

their heaven. And, save in refinement of detail incident

to intellectual growth, there is nothing to choose between

the earlier and the later ; the same gross delights, the same

earthborn ideas are there, whether we enter the Norseman's

Valhalla, the Moslem's Paradise, or the Christian's New
Jerusalem.

PLEASANT HOURS WITH THE
MICROSCOPE.

By Henry J. Slack, F.G.S., F.R.M.S.

THERE is no class of animals which exhibit a more
curious variety of mouth organs than the insects, and

some of the most remarkable belong to the dipterous, or

two-winged grou]i, roughly known as flies. They all feed upon

fluid matter, but their habits are so different, as to require,

or to speak more philosophically, to result from, peculiar modi-

fications of the mandibles, maxilla', lips, tongues, &c. The
dipters are extremely numerous in species and individuals

;

many of them being the most annoying and mischievous

plagues. Of the whole lot it may be said that their two
•wings cannot be folded, and are accompanied at the base

by a pair of little expansions called alulets, and that they

have two poisers, filaments terminating in knobs, which

represent the lower or absent pair of wings, or at least are

generally thought to have that character.

The divisions of insects into orders founded upon pecu-

liarities of their wings bring together species whose mouth
organs are strikingly different, and this is very conspicuous

amongst the dipters. A gnat, for example, is a pumper or

sucker, its mouth apparatus includes instruments for

making holes in its victims, and tubes to suck up their

blood. Common house-flies, bluebottles, and many others

are lickers or lappers ; and the most wonderfully provided

with a lapping tongue is, so far as the writer has seen, the

daddy-longlegs {Tijiula oleracea), grouped with the gnats

by entomologists. The bee is a lapping insect, but it does

its feeding work with a sweep of its mopping tongue, as was
explained in a former paper. The blow-flies, or bluebottles,

and flies more or less like it, lap in a different way. Fig. 1

shows in outline the horse's head sort of shape presented

by its proboscis when its two lobes are pressed together.

Fig. 2 shows them when they are opened to lap up a fluid,

as may be easily seen by putting one in the tubular live-box

Fig. 2.

xlescribed in a former paper, and supplying the creature

with a drop of honey, or syrup, or blood. The blow-fly

does not possess by any means the simplest form of this sort

of proboscis, but it is a good one to study, because the

insect is very common, and very ready to exhibit its mode
of using the instrument.

A studetit will do well to mount one of these organs in

Canada balsam, after carefully washing it, but avoiding
opening and spreading out its two lobes. It should be well
examined in this position, which shows it to be supplied

with a number of tubes, at first sight like the breathing
trachere, but the rings are not complete. There are gaps in

them which allow a fluid to enter.

It is well worth while to buy one of Topping's beautiful

preparations of the blow-fly proboscis, with the lobes open
and extended. It is a work of gi-eat skill to produce any-
thing so perfect in its way, and the object is singularly

beautiful with dark-ground illumination. It is also desir-

able for the student to prepare slides with the lobes ex-

panded, and he will then see parts which Topping cuts

away to make others plainer. Each lobe has thirty

])Seudotrachece, broad at their commencement, as they spring

from larger tubes, and getting gradually slender towards
their tips. No published drawings of the proboscis, in

accessible books, can be regarded as satisfactory. It would
take a clever artist a good whUe to make a good likeness,

and the engraving would be difficult to execute in a satis-

factory way. Fig. 3 shows portions of the pseudotrachefe

magnified about 500 times linear, and re])resented in plan.

In a perspective view the tubular character would appear.

Each pseudotrachea may be likened to a gutter, but the two
edges can be brought closer together when the two lobes are

in contact.

Fig. 3.

Common flies and bluebottles are omnivorous feeders

upon things that are either fluid or easily dissolved. If

they attack a bit of sugar, they can scrape it with teeth.

When the proboscis is spread out with the lobes open,

these instruments are seen in the median line. Mr. Lowne,

in his book on " The Anatomy of the Blow-fly," says there

are from fifty to sixty of these bidentate tools, and Mr.
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Suffolk, whose paper will be found in the Monthly Micro-

scopical Juurnal for April, 18G9, saw marks of their work

upon sugar comfits with which he fed them. Their scraping

action is accompanied with an outflow of saliva by which

the sugar particles are dissolved. The smaller pseudo

tracha- are connected with larger ones, and the fluid that

is sucked up runs into the mouth.

I

Fig. 5.

At this time of the year, large flies, looking so much
like drones that they are commonly taken for them, are

frequently found on the windows of country houses. They
are drone flies, with a larger and difl^erently shaped pro-

boscis to that of the blow-fly. A rough outline of its

appearance is shown in Fig. 5. The pseudo-trache:B

are much finer and more numerous. They are also

nearer complete tubes than in the blow-fly, and I

think act as such when the two lobes are in con-

tact. This insect is not omnivorous. It would not touch a

droplet of meat soup as a blow fly would have done, but

worked vigorously at one of honey. The blow-fly thrusts

its proboscis forward in front of its head in feeding.

The drone fly likes to work it at right angles to the line

of its body. Putting the insect in a wide test-tube, is a

good way of seeing the proboscis in action. When the

lobes are open and pressed against the glass to lap up
the honey, a ripple is distinctly seen round its margin.

When a certain quantity is taken up, the instrument is

drawn back, and the lobes brought together. This must
cause a pressure on the tubes, and drives the fluid into the

mouth.
The drone-fly is furnished with piercing and pumping

tools to get at nectar which the proboscis could not reach.

I do not know what flowers it operates upon in this way.

It is fond of the Michaelmas daisy, and reaches its nectar

by thrusting the proboscis down the tube of the flower.

When engaged at its meals it is not readily frightened, and

a quiet observer can stand by and watch the process with

a long-focussed lens.

If formed by a gradual process of development, a long

time must have elapsed before so complicated an organ as

the proboscis of the common flies, blowflies, and drone-

flies came into being. If we look to what advantage this

form of mouth-apparatus bestows upon the creatures, we
find the pseudo-traohere act as filters as well as conduits.

Unlike the biting insects, the beetles, no solid particles

suit these creatures, and the varying delicacy of the pseudo-

tracheae adapts them to diflerent fluids. Perhaps the

blow-fly and his relations may take up thicker fluids than

the drone-fly, and the daddy-longlegs, to which reference-

will be made in the next article, only dines upon those

which are very limpid.

DICKENS'S STORY LEFT HALF TOLD.
A QCASI-SCIENTIFIC IXQCIKT INTO

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD.
By Thomas Foster.

(Continued from page 298.)

THE next chapter brings us to Rosa again, at Miss
Twinkleton's. We may remark here, that no note in

the opening music suggests the tragic tone which we should

expect were Rosa sorrowing for Edwin's death. We pre-

sently find her full of horror at Jasper's pursuit, but even

then there is no suggestion of any feeling that Drood is

dead. On the other hand, there are passages strongly

s\iggestive of the contrary. She speaks of fearing to open
Edwin's " generous eyes," of keeping the truth from him
" for his own trusting, good, good sake," as though he were
still alive. Of course the words would serve well enough
were he dead

;
yet is there a subtle distinction between

them and those she would more naturally have used if she

had deemed him dead. Just as, later, when she says to

Grewgious, " His uncle has made love to me," we feel that

she would not have said this, but " Mr. Jasper has made
love to me," were .Jasper's nephew really dead : so in this

interview we feel that Rosa knows Drood to be alive :.

though she does not know how Jasper had dealt towards

the man whom he pretended to love so warmly.

The next chapter—" Rosa's Flight"—is still more signi-

ficant. After showing the state of Rosa's mind in regard

to Jasper, it tells us that she determined to go to her

guardian, and to go immediately. She knows that he has

the power not only to protect her against .Jasper, but to

check the vile scheme which Ja.sper has threatened to

carry out against Neville Landless. Noting in passing that

she finds Mr. Grewgious at the open window, his shaded

lamp placed far from him on a table in a corner—manifestly

maintaining his watch over Neville—we see her appealing

at once to Mr. Grewgious for protection. Let us look a

little carefully into this part of the story. He asks her

how she came, and on her telling him, he asks why she

had not written to him to come and fetch her. Clearly it

had been arranged that if any new development required

it she was to write to him. Her answer is remarkable :

" I had no time. I took a sudden resolution. Poor, poor
Edihj .'" And Mr. Grewgious's reply is as strange. " Ah,
poor fellow, poor fellow !" He has asked her why she

came, and she says, " Poor, poor Eddy." Yet he finds the

reply full of meaning, and instead of asking her how it

bears on his ciuestion, simply echoes her thought ! What
can this mean ?

" I had no time. I took a sudden resolu-

tion. Poo i; poor Eddy !" Clearly there is reference here

to something which had been arranged beforehand between
Rosa and Mr. Grewgious. Doubtless when he told her

Edwin was alive, but that ^he must keep the knowledge of

this to herself, he told her also of the love for her which

had sprung into existence in Eddy's heart with the recog-

nition of her real nature. She, not Eddy, had decided that

she and Edwin could never be man and wife. If Mr.
Grewgious had told her, as he doubtless did, that Edwin
loved her, she must have answered that she loved him onK'

as a brother. But, if 'Sit. Grewgious had suggested that

perhaps with time a warmer feeling might find growth in

her heart, and that did this chance be would wish he? to
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tell him that one day Edwin might be more to her than a

brother, she would not have rejected the thought, though
her own heart might say nay to it. Doubtless there was a

reference to some such thought when Mr. Grewgioua asked
why she had not written to him. " Poor, poor Eddy !

"

from her meant that her sudden resolution had no relation

to Edwin's love ; and, " Ab, poor fellow, poor fellow !

"

from Mr. Grewgious was the natural answer to what her

sorrowful words implied, for he, too, had loved one so like

Kosa that he had just mistaken Rosa for her (" I thought
you were your mother "), and loved without hope, like

Edwin.
And then she goes on, without further question from Mr.

Grewgious, to say why she has suddenly come to him. " His
uncle" (the uncle of the living Edwin you are sad for)

" has made love to me. I cannot bear it. I shudder with

horror of him, and I have come to you to protect me and
all of us from him, if you will 1 " Not, " if you can." She
knows he can, for she knows he can at any moment an-

nounce Edwin Drood to be alive. But, " if you toiU."

And Mr. Grewgious makes no pretence of want of j>ower to

save Rosa and all of them. " I will," he says. " Damn
him !

" Confonnd hia politics.

Frustrate his knavish tricks,

On Thee his hopes to fix

—

Damn him again "

(The whole of this scene between Rosa and Grewgious is

worthy of Dickens's very best days, for quiet humour and
pathos, fun and feeling

)

He is not even in a hurry to learn further particulars

about Jasper's threats, so sure is he that he holds him
safely. After the extraordinary outburst, in which he
shows at once his detestation of Jasper and his contempt
for the villain's plots, we have the laughable talk about
Bazzard. Most certainly Dickens does not wish us to sup-

pose tliat change of employment from clerkly duties to

detective work (though no doubt Bazzard is employed in

detective work) has suddenly changed the character of

Bazzard. Throughout the talk with Rosa (" Let's talk,"

says Grewgious, quaintly) Bazzard is presented as the selfish,

conceited dolt he had shown himself during the conversation
with Edwin.

Then, after three pages of talk, Grewgious says, " And
now, my dear, if you are not too tired to tell me more of

what passed to day—but only if you feel quite able—able
"

[observe how Dickens emphasizes Grewgious's coolness

about Rosa's news] " I should be glad to hear it. I may
digest it the better if I sleep on it to-night." As she gives

the account, it is to be noticed that Mr. Grewgious pays
special attention to the part relating to Helena and Neville,

which parts he " begged to be told a second time." He
thanks her, takes her to the open window, showing her
where Neville and Helena live " (and showing the attentive

reader that, at the beginning of the scene, when Rosa
entered, he had been keeping watch on them), and in re-

sponse to her very natural request that on the morrow she
might go to Helena, answers, doubtfully, " I should like to

sleep on that question to-night." This last point is note-

worthy, for it shows how largely the thought of the Land-
lesses enters into the plans of Mr. Grewgious—which are
those of Edwin Drood—for bringing Jasper to a very bitter

reckoning.

(To he continued.)

The International Prime Meridian Conference re-assembled on
Monday, and adopted a resolution in favour of Greenwich as the
.standard meridian. The representatives of France and Brazil did
not vote, and the San Domingo Delegate voted against the
resolution.

THE EARTH'S SHAPE AND MOTIONS.
By Richard A Proctor.

CHAPTER v.—THE EARTH'S ROTATION.

I
HAVE often been asked what is the most striking and
convincing proof of the earth's rotation. My answer

has always been—the earth's revolution. The fact that the
earth revolves round the sun is founded on much stronger

evidence than any we have respecting the earth's rotation,

considered separately. If there is one fact in the whole
range of science which has been more completely demon-
strated than any other, it is that of the earth's revolution.

Now, accepting that fact, we are forced to accept with it

the earth's rotation, because it is obviously absurd to sup-

pose that while the earth revolves in an enormous orbit

around the sun once in every year, the whole solar system,
including the sun himself, revolves round the earth once in

every day.

But the various facts of astronomy are so interwoven,
that one is compelled, whatever order one may select for

exhibiting them, to present some first, which in reality owe
their establishment to others that must be dealt with later.

I could not conveniently deal with the earth's revolution

before considering her rotation, because before I consider

those motions of the sun and planets which establish the

fact of the earth's revolution, I must set apart, so to speak,

the motions due to the earth's rotation.

Fortunately, however, there are many direct evidences

of the earth's rotation, which, while not so striking as that

founded on her revolution, are yet sufiiciently convincing

when rightly apprehended. These proofs are :—First, the

diurnal motion of the heavens ; secondly, the varying effects

of gravity ; thirdly, observed peculiarities in the descent

of bodies from great heights ; fourthly, observed pecu-

liarities in the motion of a free pendulum ; fifthly, experi-

ments with the gyroscope ; sixthly, precession and nutation

;

and lastly, the rotation of the planets. I shall take these

proofs in their order, dealing with them at greater or less

length, according as their importance may seem to warrant
First, then, as respects the diurnal motion of the

heavens :—We have seen what the natvire of this motion
is. It is perfectly regular for the fixed stars, slightly

variable for the planets, the sun, and the moon ; but un-

doubtedly, so far as the question of the earth's rotation is

concerned, these slight irregularities may be neglected.

We have only to consider that regular and persistent rota-

tion which the stellar motions present to us, and to in-

quire whether it is more probable that the earth rotates

from west to east, within the sphere of the fixed stars, or

that the sphere of the fixed stars rotates from east to west

around the earth.

Now, in the first place, we have proved that our earth

really is a sphere, whereas, though we speak of the sphere

of the fixed stars, we have no knowledge at all what the

actual figure of the sidereal system may be. So, in so far

as sphericity is suggestive of rotation, we have far better

reason for believing that the earth rotates than that the

stars do. But, secondly, we have proved that the earth is

very small indeed compared with the distances which

separate her from the fixed stars. So that as far as that

explanation is more probable which accounts for observed

appearances by the smallest expenditure of motion, we
again have much better reason for believing that the earth

moves within the star system, and not the star system

around the earth. And, thirdly, we know that the earth

is hanging suspended in space, not attached at any part

of its surface to any other object, and therefore free to

rotate. We may note also in passing that the minutest

I
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force applied tangentially to such a globe supposed
initially at rest would cause it to rotate uniformly
—however slowly—and if no new force were applied

this rotation would continue until time should be

no more. At least, then, we have a simple account

to give of the earth's rotation ; but when we consider the

rotation of the sidereal scheme we find no simple expla-

nation available. Are the stars rigidly bound together in

some way t Then indeed they can rotate with the uni-

formity observed in their diurnal motion. But then we
become immediately perplexed by the sun, moon, and
planets, which, while partaking of the uniform diurnal

rotation, have, superadded to this, motions peculiar to them-
selves. We must have for each of those bodies a separate

sphere rotating about the same axis as the stellar sphere,

each body being within its own proper sphere. If the stars

are not thus bound together, then each travels uniformly in

its proper circle, and at its proper rate [round the polar

axis ; and instead of a single rotation accounting for the

whole system of stellar motions, we require that each star

of the thousands we see should travel independently on its

proper diurnal path, and that path millions of miles in

circuit, even by what we have already learned.

This is sufficiently difficult to believe ; but when we add
to this the evidence atforded by the telescope, the idea that

the stars revolve diurnally round the polar axis becomes
altogether incredible. In the first place, for every star

visible to the naked eye, the telescope reveals thousands,

each following the same law of motion which is observed

among the lucid stars. Secondly, the careful telescopic

examination of the heavens has revealed the fact that the

so-called fixed stars have certain minute motions—a circum-

stance which suffices to show that they are not rigidly

attached together in any way ; so that we are compelled to

dismiss the only possible conception by which the uniformity

of their rotation seemed explicable. Lastly, the telescope

reveals the existence of pairs of stars revolving around each

other—-a circumstance which yet more clearly proves that

the stars, like the earth, are suspended in space, free to

circle around each other or to sweep onward in solitary

state, upon their several orbits.

The second proof of the earth's rotation is founded on
the varying attraction of gravity in different parts of

the earth's surface. We have seen that the earth's figure

is that of a somewhat flattened sphere. Now without
assuming the theory of gravitation as Newton propounded
it, we yet know quite certainly that the earth's mass exerts

an attraction upon all terrestrial bodies. A thousand
experiments convince us that this attraction is appre-

ciably uniform in any given place. The swing of a pen-

dulum, the flight of a projectile, and many other obvious

circumstances serve to prove this. Therefore, quite

independently of Newton's theory, we can look on terres-

trial gravity as not only an established fact, but one
from which we can glean useful information.
Now, if a pendulum be set swinging at a considerable

height above the earth, and its oscillation be compared
with that of a pendulum at the earth's surface, gravity

is found to decrease according to a certain law.

Suppose, then, we carry a pendulum from the polar

regions to the equator, so that (according to what we have
already learned respecting the earth's flgure), the distance

of the pendulum from the centre of the earth continually

increases. Then it is not difficult fer the mathematician
to determine according to what law gravity ought to

diminish in consequence of this increased distance. I do
not enter into a consideration of the mode of calculation,

because it depends on principles rather too abstruse for

these pages. Suffice it to say, that these principles are

thoroughly well established and certain, and that they lead

to the conclusion that gravity at the equator should be

about l-289th less than gravity at the poles, if we merely

took into account the earth's shape.

But instead of this, gravity at the equator is found to

be less than gravity at the poles (or rather than

gravity as calculated for the pole from the observed

gravity in high latitudes), by fully l-19.^)th part Whence
then can the difierence arise 1 This difference is equal to

M95-1-289, or 1-599, and is not much less than half the

estimated decrease, so that it is a quantity far too im-

portant to be neglected.

Now, it is really calculable that the diminution of weight

due to the centrifugal force at the equator, if the earth really

rotates once in a sidereal day, is exactly l-599th part In

other words, if the earth were a perfect sphere, a body at

the poles would weigh more than a body at the equator in

the proportion of 599 to 598, supposing the earth really to

be rotating. We see that this relation actually holds :—

A

body at the equator weighs less by 1-59 9th than it should

weigh on the supposition that the earth does not rotate.

Thus we have direct evidence of great weight, in favour of

the view that the earth does rotate.

The evidence derived from the descent of bodies from a

considerable height is one of the most interesting of all

the proofs of the earth's rotation. It is also, I believe, one

of the least known.
The general principles on which this proof depends are

very easily explained. Let B be a

point on the earth's equator, O the

centre of the earth. A a point verti-

cally above B. Then, clearly, the

point A moves faster (if the earth is

rotating) than the point B. We see,

for instance, that in the time occupied

by A in passing to C, B only passes

to D, and A C is obviously greater

than B D. Hence, if a body be let

fall from A, it will not fall directly towards B, but will be

carried by the excess of its motion, somewhat towards D.

In fact, if we suppose that while the body is falling from A
to the ground near B, the point A is carried to C, then the

point B will have been carried to D, and our falling body

will have reached a point E, such that BE=AC. The

small displacement D E will be all that will be noticed by

the observer ; and when we remember how very small the

distance A B must be in all real cases, when compared with

B O, it will be seen at once that D E must always be very

small indeed. Still, it has been found possible, by very

delicate appliances, to render sensible the displacement of a

falling body towards the east (the direction of the earth's

rotation). Before describing the experiments made on falling

bodies, it may be well to consider the minuteness of the

results to be looked for. Suppose we consider the case of

a body at the equator, let fall from a height of 1,000 feet

;

then, according to the usual formula, the time of falling is

V2000 ,^ ,
. .,__- (taking gravity at 32 for convenience); that is,

the time is rather less than

on the equator travels about

8 sec. Now, in S sec.

25,000 X 8

a point

250
miles :=Y^24 X 60 X 60

miles=:2-3 miles or thereabouts. And in order to see how

much farther a point 1,000 feet above the level of the earth

would travel, we have only to take the same portion of 2-3

miles, that 1,000 feet is of the earth's radiua. Thus we get

4,000x1760x3 ,, ^, ^ .
2-3

(in miles) 2-3-4-
^-^qq

roughly ; that is, —It. :

or not quite 7 inches. Now, the slightest breath of air when
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the falling body was so far from the ground would suffice

to cause such a disi)lacement as this. And since it has
never been found possible to secure so great a height with
perfect freedom from disturbing causes, the displacement
which has commonly had to be looked for is one measurable
not by inches but by lines. Even the resistance of the air

tends largely to diminish it.

JSfewton suggested this method of proving the earth's
rotation, and Dr. Hooke, then Secretary of the Royal
Society, carried out the first experiment. He dropped a
number of balls from a height of 27 ft., and found that they
fell towards the south-east. This result, however, though
accordant with theory, cannot be depended upon, since the
theoretical deviation for this height is only about a fiftieth

part of an inch.

Guglielmini, 113 years later, next tried the experiment
in the tower Degli Asinelli at Bologna. The fall was
about 300 ft. ; but he found that his experiments were
interfered with during the daytime by the vibrations
of the tower. He therefore worked at night, and only
when the air was perfectly calm. The suspended balls
w«re examined with a microscope until it was found
that all oscillation had ceased ; then they were liberated by
burning the thread which held them. They fell on a cake
of wax. So truly were the experiments conducted that
the greatest deviation between the holes made by the balls
did not exceed half a line. Guglielmini then had to deter-
mine where the true vertical would fall, and for this pur-
pose lie dropped a plumlt-line in August, 1791. Some idea
of the difficulty of the problem and of the delicacy of the
o[>erations necessary to secure success, will be suggested by
the fact that he had to wait half a year before his plumb-
liae came to perfect rest. He found, then, that the devia-
tion of the balls be had dropped (16 in all) was 7 4 lines
towards the east, and .5 27 towards the south.

The mathematicians set to work to inquire whether this
result accorded with theory. They found the deviation
should have been but about five lines towards the east, and
none towards the south. On inquiry it was found that the
diftereuce might fairly enough be ascribed to two circum-
stances—first, the fact that the walls of the tower were
perforated in different places, and the air consequently
disturbed by currents

; secondly, the fact that whereas the
balls were dropped in the summer, the plumb-line was let
fall in the winter, and the tower would doubtless be
affected by the difference of temperature.
But while these considerations explained the observed

discrepancy, they rendered the experiments valueless. If
scientific men were like the paradoxists they would have
stuck to it through thick and thin that the experiments
proved their position

; but, fortunately for the interests of
truth, scientific men are more modest, more truthful, and
more patient They quietly abandoned the experiments as
practically a failure, and forthwith instituted new trials
with new precautions and new contrivances to render the
results more trustworthy.

The successful experiments finally conducted on New-
ton's method are full of interest and instruction.

(To he C07itinued,^

_ _
On Saturday last, Mr. J. H. Adams, ridiug a -iG-in. " Facile

"

bicycle, accomplished the astonishing distance of 266i miles within
•the twenty-four hours, thus beating all previous records. The route
was from Devizes, i-id Marlborough, Hungerford, Slough, Rickmans-
worth,and St. Albans, to Biggleswade, and returning by same route as
far as Hungerford, thence to Swindon and back, and completing the
time on the London road. This performance has caused considerable
excitement in cycling circles. On the same day Mr. E. Oxborrow,
3.S0 riding a " Facile," accomplished 234 miles over the same route.

BRITISH SEASIDE RESORTS.
FROM AN UNCONVENTIONAL POINT OF VIEW.

By Percy Russell.

(Continued from p. 216.)

GREAT as is the interest attaching to Peel and Douglas,

Castletown, known in Manx as Balhy Cashlal, or the

town of the Castle, far exceeds them both in its historic and
antiquarian associations. It stands on the margin of a bay
of the same name, and clusters about Castle Rushen,
originally a Danish fortress of extraordinary strength.

Some of the almost Cyclopean walls of this famous fast-

ness of the Danish tiaies are six yards thick. They are

constructed of very hard limestone, and such is the almost
imperishable character of the masonry that the marks of
the mason's chisels still remain in many cases distinctly

visible, although the work is not much less than a thou-

sand years old. The castle wa.s originally founded by
Guthred II., and has been added to during succeeding
epochs, so that it is in some measure a visible and most
instructive record of British castle architecture. Robert
Bruce once besieged the castle for six months, in or about
1313. On the shore, not far from this fortress, is a mound
surmounted by the remains of what was once the place of

execution in this ancient seat of Manx Government, and
here William Christian, who makes so striking a

figure in Walter Scott's " Peveril of the Peak," was
put to death by order of Lord Derby for sur-

rendering Castle Rushen to the Parliament. The
hihtory of the Isle of Man carries us far back in its

early authentic phases to a line of wild Welsh
Kings, who reigned from the sixth century for several

generations. A line of Norse Kings succeeded, until the

Manxmen, weary of their rulers, appealed for protection to

Edward I., and, by a formal document, submitted the

island to the British Crown, retaining, however, all their

local laws and customs. The government of the island was
eventually granted in perpetuity to the House of Stanley,

and the Earls of Derby were long Lords of Man. Even-
tually, by marriage, the island descended to the Athol
family, and in 1806 the sovereignty was bought of the

Duke of Athol by the British Government, and some privi-

leges he still retained were subsequently sold for a large

sum. Once on a time, the Isle of Man was undoubtedly a

great Druid station, and this is attested by numerous
archajological remains. The Isle of Man now forms a

separate Bishopric, believed to be as old as the year 447
A.D. The island, as is popularly known, has its own con-

stitution, laws, and courts ; and the House of Keys, self-

elective until 1866, is one of the most curious legislative

bodies in Europe.
Few parts of the British Isles thus far north possess so

fine and equable a climate. This is the result, no doubt,

of the position occupied, sheltered at once by Irish, Scotch,

English, and Welsh mountains ; but the wild, rocky shores

are scourged by terrible tempests at times.

Myrtles, Portugal laurel, the arbutus, and other plants

usually associated with a very much warmer latitude thrive

well, and in an orchard at Castletown a single apple-tree

yielded in one season 16,000 excellent apples. In the

winter, however, there are heavy snowstorois, and the pas-

toral interest suflfers severely at times. Some beautiful

larch-trees have been planted in places, but the sea gales

are very unfavourable to their growth. The oak thrives

well, and one lovely glen conducting from Douglas to the

interior should be visited by every tourist who has a soul

for sylvan beauty. This pl.ice is known as Glen Darrah.
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In the novthern districts wheat is raised, and oats and

liarley are freely grown. Flax is raised, too, and wrought up
liy many of the cottagers, both for home use and for export.

A race of very hardy ponies is peculiar to the island, and

partridges and hares abound, as do also woodcocks and

snipe. In olden days falconry was much practised, and,

indeed, the falcons of Man were much celebrated. It has

lieen frequently remarked that no poisonous creature is

found, but thi.s, I fancy, is rather apocryphal. Red deer

once roamed over the mountains, and the skeleton of the

elk has been found in quarries. The land-teiiure system is

worth studying, especially in these days, when the English

landlords are on their trial. " We do not hold farms," a

Manxman will remark, " as is done in England ; there they

pay for them and return them to the proprietor ; ours are

our own, and we bequeath the whole." There are, however,

jiumerous exceptions ; and, indeed, for so small a commu-
nity, there is ample variety in the existing modes of land-

tenure. The selling of the island to England by the Duke
of Athol was a most unpopular proceeding, and a current

rhyme among the people declares that :

—

The babes unborn will rue the day
That the Isle of Man was sold away.

Formerly the Bi'itish Navy was largely recruited from
among the is'anders, and Manxmen were and are held in

high esteem by British naval officer?. One man, pressed

•out of Douglas, rose to be first lieutenant to Nelson in the

Victory at Trafalgar. There are a good many native

•domestic manufactures and industries worthy of notice, but
the fisheries enqiloy a large number of the inhabitants, and
the departure of the great herring fleet is a sight that once
seen is not easily forgotten. The people are healthy and,

as a rule, long-lived, and as a body are superstitious to a

•degree. They are a religious people, as may be inferred,

and it is to their credit that the Manx language does not
inchide any words at all equivalent to those oaths
which, unfortunately, abound in our Anglo-Saxon. I

don't know how this may be just now, but not many
years ago, when an ill - advised emissary of some
Infidel propaganda landed in the island to distribute tracts,

a sensation was produced among the people as though a
man-eating tiger had made its appearance, and yet I must
confess that with all this the Manxmen are rather addict-d
to drunkenness. They are, like most Celts, fond of music,
and pay great respect to their various ancient remains,
their circles and crosses, and other legendary monuments
One trait strikes a stranger much, and that is the singular

fondness of the people for law. Formerly, love of litigation

was so great that persons are said to have gone for redress

in the courts of law for sums amounting to only one
shilling, which, by the way, used to be the ordinary day's

earnings of an industrious Manxman. As is the case with
their Celtic cousins in Ireland, indolence is a characteristic

o£ these simple and generally amiable islanders, and most of

the workmen observe the custom of taking not one but two
hours as an interval of rest in the middle of the day.

Like the Irish, the Manxmen are hospitable, but to English
notions this hospitality goes rather far, since even the
passing beggar, on presenting himself at the door of a
house and asking for board and bed, could not be denied
bis " simple boon," and at one time the plague of sturdy
beggars was a serious evil.

The Manxmen have really no literature, except some
very melancholy songs in the style of Ossian, and, like

most Erse poetry, indicating consciousness of vanished
national power. The first book ever printed in Manx
was issued by Bishop Wilson as late, comparatively speak-
ing, as 1699. Subsequently, village libraries were formed,

and real progress made in removing the reproach of

illiteracy from this corner of the British Islands.

One of the best views in all the island is from Ramsay
Bay, in the north. The coast at this point forms a fine

semi-circular sweep, flanked by the huge precipices of

Maughold Head and by a range of red clifls. Right in

front is the fine and loftj' ]Mull of Galloway, with its grey

cliff's and storm-worn aspect. The innumerable sea-fowl,

too, which breed among the clifis of the island, give a very
striking character to the coast, and assimilate them greatly

to some of the western islands of Scotland. Taken all in

all, for persons seeking entire freshness of scenery, com-
bined with great natural beauty, and desirous of combining
studies of primitive rural British life witli seaside recrea-

tion, the Isle of Man forms an excellent resort, and its

historic and archreological reminiscences and remains abound
in permanent national interest. It now remains to deal

in detail with the very extensive coast line of Scotland,

which, as I shall show in my next, possesses some very

extraordinary and deeply interesting features.

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

XX.—ANTISEPTICS AND DISINFECTANTS.

AS preliminary to an inquiry into the present aspect of

the sewage question, the pollution of rivers, and the

utilisation of house refuse, we propose to give a brief

review of the principal methods which have been introduced
for the purpose of securing those conditions which are so

important to the maintenance of healthy homes, where the
accumulation of waste products, and their outcome of filth,

cannot conveniently be avoided. To check the spread of

disease arising from dirt, and the consequent growth and
multiplication of evil germs, is the work of the purely
antiseptic reagent. But there are many drawbacks to the

exhibition of such preparations as carbolic acid, tar, turpen-

tine, ic, the chief of which lie in their deleterious effects

upon the vitality of living things, and tneir own offensive

odours. Their mode of application, too, in the form of

powders or soaps for general use is, to say the least, far

from desirable ; for, in the former instance, the accumula-
tion of dust is aggravated, and, in the latter case, they
cannot be employed with any degree of convenience and
comfort. Powders and soaps, however, are both of great

value in special instances, and we are delighted to find that

the new Carbolic Sanitary Company, of Hackney Downs
railway-station, have produced a carbolic powder under the

name of " The Government Disinfectant," which is a com-
bination of various agents, carbolic acid predominating,
and which acts as a deodoriser in addition to its other
antiseptic and disinfecting properties.

To fulfil the requirements of a good disinfector, the
material employed ought to be odourless, free from stain-

ing propensities, non-poisonous to man and the higher
animals, non-corrosive, and capable of being both generally

and specially applied with the greatest degree of con^

venience and a minimum of expense. There are many
such preparations now in the market, amongst which the
more notable may be viewed and tested in the Eastern
Annexe of the Exhibition.

" Condy's Fluid " claims our prior attention as having
been the pioneer of this class of disinfectants. It is pre-

pared from the permanganate of potash, and acts as a
powerful oxidi-ser of organic matter. The varied uses to

which it can be applied may be gathered from a little
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pamphlet issued by the Company,* in -which a large

amount of useful information is incorporated. There are

two qualities of the Fluid—one crims-on and the i.ther

green ; both have the same properties, but difler in degree

of strength, the crimson being the more potent of the two,

and better adapted for general domestic purposes than the

green.

A preparation called " Martin's Crimson Salt " deserves

special mention here because it fvilfils, in their integrity,

all the requirements of a good disinfector, which we have

noted above. As its name implies, it is prepared in form

of a readily soluble salt, a shilling bottle of which will

make 300 gallons of crimson fluid of a strength sufficient

to supi>ly the wants of any ordinary case where disinfection

may be necessary. It thus comes within the easy reach of

even the poorest householder, and we therefore strongly

recommend it to the notice of those who are desirous of

promoting really valuable sanitary measures.

"McDougall's patent Carbolic and Sulphurous Disin-

fectants, in Powder, Fluid, and Soap ; or, in other words,

the most potent Antiseptic with the best Disinfectant," is

the title of a descriptive and illustrated price-list issued by
Messrs. McDougall Bros., of 10, Mark-lane, in which a

large variety of excellent preparations, each adapted to

some special want, is given. Amongst other things, we
may draw attention to the " Fluid Carbolate,"—a combi-

nation of carbolic and sulphurous acids in the strength of

1 per cent, each, which is an antiseptic of value for healing

purposes, being applicable both externally and internally.

It is a neutral solution of carbolate of lime and sulphite of

magnesia, and combines all the valuable qualities of both

carbolic and sulphurous acids without any of their objec-

tionable properties. We shall have occasion to notice

these exhibits once more in connection with improved
appliances for disinfection, fumigation, itc.

The old-fashioned plan of burning sulphur and charcoal

in the fumigation of infected dwellings has not been aban-

doned. It is, indeed, a most effective method of operation;

its only drawback lies in the fact that it is inconvenient.

We are glad to find, however, that this really useful process

bids fair to be revived in the compact sulphur disinfectant

cakes brought into use by Mr. Charles Gander, Sanitary

Inspector of Alcester, aud now being exhibited by Mr.

Overbury. One of the cakes can be carried by the sanitary

inspector in his pocket, and lighted in the house after the

patient has recovered sufficiently. It is estimated that the

fumigation of one house would by this means cost about

Gd., so that we consider it to be, from every point of view,

a decided advantage over all former methods.

Under the fanciful name of "Affinitan," an excellent

disinfectant, manufactured by Mr. A. J. Shilton, F.C.S.,

of 40, Paradise-street, Birmingham, is now being exhibited.

The inventor claims that it "is entirely fiee from smell,

and does not stain. All foul odours are instantly destroyed

by it, and as a means of preventing the spread of disease it

is unrivalled." Its cost brings it within the reach of all.

Anti-Microbe t is another valuable disinfectant. It is

said to act as much on ammoniacal aud sulphuretted

hydrogen gases, as on organic matters which are subject to

decomposition, and this it does without any disagreeable

odour. These combined with its non-poisonous properties,

place it in the foremost rank of modern disinfectants.

A novel device is the Austin Porous Disinfector,* of

* "The Book of Directions for the U.se of Condy's Fluid."

Condy & Mitchell (Limited), 67 and 68, Tornmill-street, E.G.

t To be obtained from J. E. Meihe, 15, Abchurch-lane, London,
E.G.

I Called after its inventor, Mr. Austin, 61, Wool Eschange, Cole-

man-street, London, E.G.

which the following quotation will give a stifficiently

explicit outline :

—

" They require no fixing, as they can either be suspended
or placed at the bottom of the cistern. There are no
mechanical parts whatever in them, as the disinfector con-
sists merely of a box of a porous material, through which
the disinfectant passes after the crystals are dissolved by
the action of the water. They will deodorise the water in

the w.c.'s drains for fourteen months, and prevent zymotic
diseases. The crystal disinfectant contained therein is

inodorous, non- poisonous, and non corrosive." We consider
that every household ought to be pro\'ided with one of

these useful disinfectors.

VACCINATIOISr FOR YELLOW FEVER.

DR. FREIRE, of Rio Janeiro, in a recent letter to the
Sanitary Neics, writes as follows :

—

In compliance with your request, I will give you an
account of the chief points of interest connected with my
studies on yellow fever. I can, of course, give you only a
very brief summary, and for further information may refer

you to my two memoirs—"The Cause, Nature, and Treat-

ment of "Yellow Fever" and "The Contagion of YeUow
Fever." An extended report on all the theoretical and
practical bearings of my researches is now in press, and a

copy will be sent to you as soon as issued.

The method of culture which I have followed is Pasteur's.

I withdraw blood, or any other organic liquid, from per-

sons sick with yellow fever, or from the bodies of the dead,

using the most scrupulous precautious, and introduce these

liquids into Pasteur's flasks, pre^'iously sterilised, and con-

taining a solution of gelatine or beef " bouillon." In these

conditions the microbe develops abundantly, and becomes
of itself attenuated by the action of the air, which filters

through the tampion or amianthus with which the flask is

corked. The purity of these cultures is demonstrated by
microscopic examinations, of which you will find a good
illustration in my memoir, " Experimental Studies on the

Contagion of Yellow Fever."

The microbe appears in the form of little black points,

like grains of sand (780 diameters) ; in the mature form it

presents the appearance of round cells with an ash-grey or
black rim, containing in their interior yellow and black

pigment and some granulations which will be the future

spores. These cells burst at a ^iven moment, and pour

out their contents, i.e., the spores, the pigments, and a

nitrogenous substance composed of ptomaines, which I

have isolated not only from vomited matter, but also from

the blood itself, and from the urine. The yellow pigment,

being very soluble, produces the icteric infiltration of all

the tissues by a sort of tinctorial imbibition which may go

on even after death ; the black pigment, as well as the

detritus, resulting from the rupture of the cells, being

insoluble, is carried into the general circulation, and pro-

duces obstructions in the sanguine capillaries, whence the

apopleptic symptoms so common in yellow fever and in

the urinary tubules, whence the suppression of the urine, a

very frequent and terrible symptom in this disease.

I have described this microscopic organism under the

name of Cryptococcus xantliogeniciis ,: its development re-

sembling that of this genus of alga>.

After having demonstrated the contagious nature of

yellow fever by experiments upon barndoor fowls (see my
memoir), I made experiments in preventive inoculations,

first upon animals and afterward upon men : I did not fear

to do this, because a multitude of experiments upon animals
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had previously convinced me of the perfect safety of inocu-

lation with attenuated cultures.

Up to this date I have vaccinated 4.50 persons, for the

most part foreigners recently arrived. Freedom from yellow

fever has been pronounced among those thus vaccinated, for

they have passed through a quite severe epidemic, and only

six deaths have occurred among the 450 vaccinated persons

—that is to say, less than two in a hundred—while more

than a thousand deaths have occurred among the non-

vaccinated, the mortality of the non-vaccinated sick being

about thirty to forty per hundred. Thus, if we take one

hundred vaccinated persons, under the most favourable

conditions as regards receptivity, we have only two deaths

during the entire epidemic ; if we take one hundred non-

vaccinated sick, we have thirty to forty decedents, which

gives a mortality fifteen times greater among the non-vac-

cinated. Even if the mortality were only ten times or five

times less great among the vaccinated, the preventive mea-

sure would be worthy of adoption. The protective inocu-

lation for charbon gives an immunity to one-tenth, and

that of vaccination for smallpox guarantees an immunity

to one-fifth, according to the calculations of Bousquet.

Dr. Domingos Freire,

Professor in the Faculty of Medicine of liio Janeiro,

President of the Central Junta of Public Uygiene.

I

"ENGLISH AS SHE IS SPOKE" IN
AMERICA.

By Richard A. Proctor.

MANY Americans believe that English is only spoken

in its purity under the Stars and Stripes. Possessed

by the notion that every English-born person systematically

drops his h's where they are wanted, and inserts them

where they ought not to be, the American is apt to regard

the peculiarity as typical of the difierance between English

English and American English. If this view were sound,

it would be interesting for Englishmen to inquire how the

language which, after all, is theirs, is spoken beyond the

Atlantic. There is work for a new grammarian in this

direction. For, if Americans, as a whole, are more careful

than EnglLshmeu about their aspirates, they assuredly have

some very original notions about other matters not less

important Thus in the new grammar, if based on the

language of the immense majority of Americans, especially

out West, we should find the following new form of the

imperfect tense of " To be "
:

—

I was, he was, we was, you was, they was.

We should, furthermore, have rules justifying the expres-

sion, "There aynt no." The past tense of "do" and

"come" would be found to be "done" and "come" in

this new grammar

—

as, " I know he done it," " we knew
you'd do it when you come along." The new language

would have no verb " to lie," except as signifying " to tell

a lie "
; so that " let it lay there " would replace our bad

English " let it lie there "
; with many other changes of an

equally original nature.

Whether, with the further progress of time, still stranger

changes would not have to be made may be reasonably

asked. For much of the atrocirus grammar used in

America has arisen from the habit of imitating negro talk.

And already you hear white folk say, not "he did it," as

we benighted Englishmen do, nor " he done it," as the

more grammatical Americans still try to say, but " he gone

done it," and so forth.

To what grammatical lengths our kinsmen in America

may go, if they encourage their present taste for novelty,

is painfully suggested by a little story in the Century for

September. Consider the following speech (made by a

well-to-do farmer) :
—" Young people, 'special females, owes

it to theirselves to be monst'ous, streemous keerful and

particklar who they take up with in that kind o' style
"

(he is talking about marriage), and " special in the pints o'

prop'ty. For it's a lieap easier, and it's a heap convenanter,

and it's a heap comfortabler to start with some prop'ty

than it is to work an' prqjeck, and deny a body's self the

lugiieries, an' the comforts, an' sometimes the very need-

cessities of life, which, in course, a person'd like to have

'em, but which, when they start po' " (nigger English or

American for poor) " they has to wait for 'em, an' which,

ef they'd wait an' look around keerful, the chances is some

of 'em" might do better than what they been a expectin'."

On the whole, I prefer English English to nigger English,

but this may be a weakness on my part.

—

Nevcasth Weekly

Chronicle.

THE NEW YORK FIRE DEPARTMENT.

ALTHOUGH the single swing of a pendulum only

measures a second of time, yet each one of these

periods may be so intimately and directly connected with

events of such vital interest as to become of the greatest

importance. It is doubtful if there be any moment, in any

calling, in which so many movements bearing immediately

upon the result are crowded as in the fire department when

an alarm is received. The ease with which an incipient

fire can be extinguished, and the fearful rapidity with

which it spreads and gets beyond control, compelled the

adoption of every device and method that would in any

way lessen the time intervening between the alarm and the

arrival at the fire. Consequently, each fraction of a second

is carefully guarded lest it escape before having seen the

performance of some step tending toward the accomplish-

ment of the main object The seeming confusion, the

apparent mixing up of men, horses, and machinery, is the

outcome of persistent study aided by a thorough ac-

quaintance with the wants, and with even the minutest

detail that could be made subvervient.

All the fire-alarm boxes in this city are connected by

wires with the headquarters of the fire department, and

are all numbered. When the hook in a box is turned

down, the alarm is made only at the headquarters, where

the operator, by the aid of a switch-board, instantly sends

the number of that particular box to every fire company

in the city. In each company's house, near the door, are

placed the gongs, recording apparatus, telephone, &c.

(The position of the various instruments, the location of

the engine and stalls, and of the poles by which the

men descend from the upper floors, and the method of

hanging the harness so that it may be placed upon the

horses in less than a second, are all plainly shown in

in our view of the interior of the quarters of Engine

Company 33, on Great Jones-street) The first alarm is

sounded'upon a small gong, familiarly known as the joker,

and the first stroke sets iu motion a train of mechanical

movements which, though in operation but an instant,

produce most strange results, and change a scene of

quiet into one of startling activity and of absorbing interest

to the stranger who chances to be present The first im-

pulse of electricity passing over the wires attracts the

armature of a magnet, which releases a small weight sliding

on a rod placed beside the gong. This weight strikes the

arm of a lever that permits the fall of a heavy weight
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The Water Tower.

located below the floor, and which is so connected as to

withdraw the bolts holding the halters of the horses, who
dash forward to their places under the harness. The same
impulse of electricity has sounded the alarm upon gongs
in the sleeping apartment on the second-floor and in the

reading-rooms on the third floor, and the men come sliding

down the brass rods. The time of receiving the alarm is

recorded by a small clock that is stopped at the first stroke.

Before the gong has ceased ringing the harness has been
dropped and clasped, the driver is belted to his seat, and
the men are waiting for the doors to be rolled back.

So far each company in the department has gone
through these operations, since all are compelled to hook
up at every alarm. The boiler of the engine is directly

connected with a coil of pipe in an ordinary egg-shaped
stove placed in the basement. Low down upon the rear of

the engine are two pipes which are attached by telescope

joints to two pipes leading up from the coil. When the
engine is to go out, two valves which prevent the escape of

water from the boiler are closed by moving a lever, and a
rod pressed down through a hole in the floor. This rod
operates four valves ; two which close the pipes leading
through the floor, and two which open pipes leading to a

small tank in the ceiling, in order that the coil may be
supplied with water during the absence of the engine. The
rod also raises the lid of the stove to deaden the fire.

The strokes upon the joker might be compared to a series

of dots and dashes sounded quickly—thus, two strokes and
a pause, three strokes and a pause, and five strokes would
indicate that the alarm came from box numbered 235.
These strokes are repeated two or three times by the joker,

and are then told oflT, but much more deliberately, upon the
large gong. This arrangement is to save time, and while
the men are hitching up they are counting the strokes,

and if there is any doubt about the number they wait
until the signal is given by the big gong. But it

generally happens that the engine is on its way to the
fire lefore the second gong has begun its work.
After the exact number has been ascertained, all those
companies which are expected to respond to that
number start for the scene of the fire, while the other

companies, after waiting a short time, unhook the horses

and place the ajtparatus in the condition it was before the
alarm was struck. We thus see that one stroke places the^

entire force of the department on the alert, and fifty-four

engine companies (nine of which are double ccmpanies, and
are provided with an extra engine and a large number of

men), seventeen hook and ladder companies, and the tw&
water towers are ready to turn out at every alarm. Many
of the companies are frequently out of their houses in three,

four, or five seconds, and at the last horse show in Madi-
son Square Garden, this city. Engine Company 33 hitched

up once in 1| sec, once in l|sec, atd once in 1| sec.—or

three consecutive times in less than two seconds.

The most important item in the time question is getting

the horses in harness. The horses are placed in staUs as

near the pole as practicable, and are kept bridled. The
harness is attached to the engine, and is raised to such a
height that the horse has no difliculty in passing to his place

beneath it. It is suspended from a Y-shaped frame of tubing,

at each end of which is pivoted a downwardly-curved hook,,

upon which the harness rests. The reins pass through a

catch in the centre of the frame, so that by pulling them
the hooks are released and the hirness allowed to fall upon
the backs of the horses. The collars are hinged at the

middle, and one free end is provided with a bolt which

enters a socket in the other end, in which it is held by a

S[iring catch. The hinge is made wide so as to prevent

lateral movement and insure the entrance of the bolt when
tlie ends are brought together.

The forward fire-engine shown in the illustration is from
the Clapp i Jones works, and is what is known as second

class. The plunger is 4| in. in diameter, and the engine?

(double) are 8 by 7 in. The boiler is 6-i in. high, 35 in. in

diameter, has 120 drop water pipe tubes, and 40 smoke
flues. It is capable of throwing three streams, two side

ones 2A in., and a centre one 3^ in. in diameter. It is

not necessary to notify the engineer of the amount of

water required, since the quantity can be controlled by

the man in charge of the nozzle. In the nozzle is a conical

shaped plug that can be moved longitudinally by turning

a screw collar, and by this means a stream can be obtained
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L Interior View of a Model Fire-Engine Hoase.

I

varying from the size of a pin to the full capacity of

the pipe. In case the nozzle is reduced or is completely

shut off, the engine is relieved of all liability to serious

strain by the action of an automatic relief valve designed

by Mr. Pallet, of Engine 24. This valve is placed beside the

pump, to which it is connected at two points, one above

and the other below the plunger. The connecting passsage

is interrupted by a valve held upon its seat by a spring in

such a way that the pressure necessary to raise the valve

can be regulated at will. When the full power of the

engine is required, the valve is screwed down ; but, for

ordinary work, it is set at about 80 lb. As soon as the

water pressure in the pipes is increased beyond this point,

by partially closing the nozzle, the valve is lilted, and com-

munication made between the top and bottom of the pump-
chamber ; when the nozzle is completely closed, the valve

is raised clear of the passage, and the pump churns the

water round and round. The engineer is relieved of all

care, and the control of the water is placed in charge of

the one who best knows the quantity required. The spray

nozzle consists of a cylinder, one jjoition of which is

thickly studded with small holes, and upon which slides a

collar wide enough to cover the perforated section when a

spray is not desired.

The sleeping quarters of the officers and men are on the

second floor. Through the floor, in locations so as to be

most quickly used, are three openings, in the centre of each

of which is a smooth brass rod leading to the floor below.

Upon the third floor are the billiard-room, lockers, drying-

room, which has a zinc floor, and, together with the bath-

room, is heated by a furnace in the basement, and feed-

room. Hay and grain are raised from the rear. The grain

bins are connected with the lower floor by tubes, and the

hay is passed down through chutes, so all the dust is con-

fined to one small room.

When fighting a fire, it sometimes becomes essential t€>

throw a powerful stream into the upper stories of :>

building, and to give the most satisfactory results tbf

nozzle should be elevated and brought in close proximity to

the window. This is accomplished by the water tower

(shown in several positions in the first view), which con-

sists of a large pipe so mounted u| on trunnions that it can

be quickly raised to a vertical position. The lower end of

this pipe is connected by a flexible pipe that extends under

and to the rear of the trunk, where it terminates in four

3-in. inlets, each of which may be coupled to a hose leading

from an engine. Each inlet is furnished with a swinging

valve, operated by the pressure of water in the pipe.

Various lengths of pipe can be screwed upon the upper

end of the trunnion pipe, giving the following lengths :

single, 29ft.; long single, 36 ft.; two short lengths,

43 ft. ; two long, 50 ft. Between the end of the pipe

and the end of the nozzle is inserted a s-hort piece

of flexible pipe that moves between two side flanges.

Projecting from each side of the nozzle is a stud that enters

a groove in the flange. The nozzle is connected by a light

wire rope with a small drum placed on the body of the

truck, from which location all the movements of the tower

are guided. By winding up this rope the nozzle will be

depressed, and will deliver water in a downward direction.

The short connecting-pipe bends upon a curved frame that

prevents wrinkling. The elasticity of the pipe and the

force of the water are sufficient to raise the pipe when the

rope is unwound. To stay a long length of pipe there is a

stout wire rope extending from the top to a drum at the

base. This rope is extended by braces hinged to the

length.?. The vertical pipe may be moved upon its own

axis. The stream may be delivered at any height below

a certain limit, and directed up or down or to either side.

A distributor to be attached to the end of a hose con-
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sists of two curved hollow arms, one at each side of the

closed end of the i)ipe. Upon the hub of each of these is a

pinion engaging with a gear on the pipe. When water
under great pressure is sent through these arms, they are

rapidly revolved upon their own axes and at the same time

about a common axis, so that they send a shower of water
in all directions.

Water tower No. 3 is located in the same house with
Hook and Ladder Company 3, on Thirteenth-street. Few
people have any conception of the number of implements
forming the equipment of a hook and ladder company, and
fewer people still have any understanding of the uses of

these tools. The truck here referred to carries the following

tools, the use of which we briefly mention :—Two Bangor
extension ladders, one 65, the other 45 ft. long, so con-

structed that they may be made any length up to the

extreme ; two ladders 35 ft. long, one 33 ft. long, one 25,

one 20, one 15, one 12, one hook 20 ft. long, one 15, one

12, two 10, and six G ft. long. Two Babcock fire ex-

tinguishers, used upon small fires when required. One
battering ram weighing C4i lb., and formed with a thick

wooden section terminating in an iron shoe at one end, and
having a short rod at the other; this is manned by six men;
its use is apparent. Six tubular hand-lamps, four rubber
buckets, seven forcible entrance tools. The iron shutters and
doors upon the buildings of New York, being secured upon
the inside, are most serious obstacles placed in the way
of firemen, who, in order to effect a quick entrance, are sup-

plied with crowbars and jimmies made of the best steel and
after the most approved pattern. One 10-pound steel maul.

Four cotton hooks, four hay forks, and two shovels for the

removal of loose material. Four axes for cutting through
floors, roofs, and partitions, and two picks for entering

walls. One crow-bar, ten wrenches and belts, including a
gas-pipe wrench for shutting off' the gas when necessary

;

one roof rope 125 ft. long; two horse blankets ; one whip.
One respirator, by which the wearer is enabled to enter

dense smoke and to encounter noxious vapours. One dis-

tributor, described above. One four-way connection. One
length 3|in. combination hose. One copper pipe 3| in.

Three nozzles. One iron pipe holder. One calcium
light, with oxygen and hydrogen tanks and fittings. This
is found most useful in lighting up the scene of opera-

tions. Two danger flags, to signal trains upon the elevated

railroads, one patent horse-shoe, one butting-stick, one
brass gong, two cushions. One cellar pipe, lij-in. nozzle,

which is used to direct a stream to any part of a cellar, up
or down, when thrust through a lower window, and which
is of the utmost advantage in situations where the ordinary
nozzle could only be made to deliver a downward stream
One cross bar and chain. Three scaling-ladders of the
following lengths and weights : 16 ft., 35 lb. ; 18 ft., 39 lb.

;

and 1-1 ft., 271b. These are wooden poles backed with a
strip of iron, and having steps at about every fourteen
inches. To the upper end is secured a right-angled arm,
which is notched upon the under side, and which ends in

an angle piece. The hooks so formed are long enough to
extend to the inner side of the widest window-sills. The
ladder is raised and the hook thrust through the window
when the fireman ascends. Another ladder may be handed
to him and by him hooked in the second window, and
another in the third window, until a string of ladders
reaches the roof, or he may support himself upon the sill,

raise the ladder he came up by to the second wiudow, and
so on to the roof. One life-line, 150 ft. long, and three
coils of life-saving rope. The total weight of the tools is

2,7181b., and these, together with the twelve men who go
with the truck, and the truck itself, weigh 9,756 lb.

—

Scientific American.

^fbttitiS*

Analysis of Milk, Condensed Milk, and Infanta' Milk
Foods. By Dr. N. Gerbek. (London: Tiiibner k Co.)

—

This laboratory guide to exhaustive analysis of all kinds of
milk derives, if possible, additional interest and importance
from a recent decision of one of the London Police

Magistrates, refusing to fine the vendor of tinned Swiss
milk which was found to be deficient in cream. Dr.
Gerber's book furnishes the most explicit instructions for

the testing and analysis, chemically, microscopically, and
physically, of every kind of milk—human, animal, con-

densed, preserved, and in the form of so-called milk-foods
;

treats of milk as the cause of disease ; of Government con-
trol over its supply, ic, &c. This is a book which should
be in the hands of every analyst and sanitary inspector in

the kingdom.
The Safe Use of Steam. By An Engineer. Fifth

Edition. (London : Crosby, Lockwood, k Co. 1884.)

—

The ignorance exhibited by a far too great proportion of

those in charge of steam-boilers is something awful ; and
that what the author of this most excellent and practical

little work before us rightly speaks of as " the appalling

results " of steam-boiler explosions are not even more fre-

quent than they unhappily are, may well excite the wonder
of all who have ever seen how those belonging to thrashing-

machines and traction-engines in agricultural districts are

attended to. With the very plain and explicit directions

contained in this small pamphlet, once mastered, a boiler

accident ought to be, humanly speaking, impossible.

Comic Readings, English and American. (London : W.
Kent <t Co.)—Performers at " Penny Readings " (a form
of entertainment still surviving in some agricultural

districts) will find suitable subjects for their elocutionary

efforts in this little volume.

Architecture and Public Buildings. Their relation to

School, Academy, and State in Paris and London. By
William H. White. (London : P. S. King k Son.)

—

Among the things which " they manage better in France "

the author of the work before us would give a very promi-

nent place to the supervision of the erection of public

buildings. He attributes the artistic superiority of Paris

to the existence of the Academy and of the School of the

Fine Arts there, and to the fact that a State hierarchy of

direction and control, consisting mainly of architects of

position, has the \artua! superintendence of every public

building and monument in the French metropolis. He is

very severe upon our own Royal Academy for its derelic-

tion of duty in the matter of architecture, and essays to

prove how dismally our Department of Public Works and
Buildings breaks down in the absence of competent, dis-

interested, professional architectural advice. He endeavours

to show that were the Government only to appoint a species

of consultative council, to be drawn (although Mr. White
rather implies than asserts this) from the Royal Institute

of British Architects, public buildings would be erected

better, more economically, and, above all, much more beau-

tifully and artistically than they are under the present

system. He tries to discuss his theme more or less judi-

cially, and to keep his personal proclivities in the back-

ground, but here and there they peep out, as in his ill-dis-

guised expression of contempt for the Gothic revival. On
the whole, though, his book is worth reading by all who are

concerned for the beauty and utility of our Government
buildings, and his c.rpos'e of the utterly irresponsible cha-

racter of the supervision supposed to be exercised over

their erection may well be laid to heart by the British

taxpayer.
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PRACTICAL DIETETICS.

[C0MMr>-ICATED.]

SOME time ago I promised some tables, the result of practical

experiment, as opposed to the theory of foods. The following
tables are taken from the XXVI volame of the Jonmal of the
Statistical Society, article "Dr. Guy on Dietaries."

** A series of eight experiments were made, consisting of six (the

first three and last three) on groups of ten prisoners variously con-
stituted of men and women at different ages, and of boys and girls

about 13 or 14 years of age ; and of two larger groups of 21
and 20 respectively, of which the greater number were adult males.
The particulars of the eight dietaries, with the average weights of

the prisoners at the end of the month (each dietary being continued
for that period) are given in the table annexed :

—

at Millbank. The facts are given on the authority of the Governor
of the Devizes House of Correction. The dietary consisted of

—

Bread 196 onnces per week.
Potatoes 112 „ „

Total solid food 308, and gruel 7 pints.

On two days in the week, a vegetable soup was substituted for the
potatoes ; but there was no meat whatever in this dietary, and no
milk, or other animal matter. Nevertheless, the governor was able

to report that this dietary agreed well with the prisoners, that no
loss of strength was noticed, and that no prison could be more
healthy. And he added, ' There is not now, nor has there been,

any " case of scurvy." ' It should also be observed that this exclu-

sively vegetable diet, having been adopted in an English prison

must have been strange to most of the inmates, who, before they

Experiments at Glasgow Bridewell 1840.

I

Oatmeal
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the eighth series of Glasgow experiments. The ten prisoners -were

fed for one mouth on G lb. of potatoes per diem, and at tlic end of

that period had increased in weight, one with another, no less than

3i lb., or only i lb. less than the average gain in the first and second

experiments of that series.

These are the only examples that I have happened to come
across of a purely vegetable diet—a diet from which not merely

meat, but every animal product, even milk, was excluded. But I

have already, in this paper, given several examples of dietaries

from which meat was wholly excluded, the only animal element

being milk made into porridge with oatmeal, and into pudding

with Indian meal. I ask your attention again to the exceptional

dietaries, of which I am able to give yon two notable examples. In

the report on military prisons (1861) the diet for military prisoners

in solitary confinement for periods less than 56 days is shown to

consist of

Bread • 56 oz. per week.

Oatmeal 56 ,,

Indian meal 42 ,,

Total solid food 154 oz. with lOJ pints of milk.

And the penal class diet of Millbank Prison comprises :
—

Bread 8 1 oz. per week.

Oatmeal 70 „

Indian meal 70 ,,

Potatoes 56 ,,

Total solid food 280 oz. with lOi pints of milk.

The diet of military prisoners given above does not encounter

objection on the part of the governors or medical ofBcers whose

views are stated in the report, and it may, therefore, be assumed

to be sufficient for the support of robust men in confinement for

periods less than fifty-six days ; and this view receives strong

confirmation from a passage in Dr. Tufnell's report from Dublin.

He says :

—" To the increase in the dietary, and especially its

alteration, I have ever been, upon principle, opposed, because I

found that I could, upon the old scale of dietary, maintain the men
in the most perfect condition." Of the sufficiency of the more
liberal penal class diet of Millbank, not merely for prisoners under-

going short terms of imprisonment, but for those who are in close

•confinement and under punishment for many months together, I

am able to furnish the most convincing proofs. This dietary was
favourably reported upon by my predecessor, Dr. Baly, in 1858,

and in my own report for 1859. It has stood the test both of

experimental weighings and more general observation of the state

of health of the prisoners ; and I have recently had occasion to

report cases of men whose health has been maintained on this diet

for seven, nine, eleven, fourteen, seventeen, and eighteen months.

The women who are on this diet are weighed every month, and the

results are quite satisfactory.

I have no hesitation, then, in expressing an opinion in favour of

the sufiiciency of a dietary from which the meat element is wholly

excluded. I have no doubt that health may be preserved, and

with it capacity for labour, on a diet consisting of milk and vege-

table food ; and I should have no hesitation in prescribing for all

•criminals under short terms of imprisonment a diet consisting

ivholly of bread and potatoes. I think that the experience acquired

at the Devizes House of Correction, at Stafford, and at Glasgow
-ivould be complete justification for such a dietary."

These are a few examples of a non-flesh dietary, and later on

I may be able to adduce more of recent date, showing that health,

strength, &c., can be kept up without flesh. I also hope that our

prisons and workhouses may be supplied with such diet, for the

thousands of vegetarians in this country show that flesh is not a

siecessity.—By T. K. Allin.son, L.R.C.P.

THE RECENT ECLIPSE OF THE MOON.
WRITING from Broughty Ferry, " Senex " tells us that all the

earlier phases of the eclipse were only seen there through
thick cloud and mist. The sky, however, cleared somewhat by
'.)h. 4^Tm., after which my correspondent goes on to say:—"And
we saw the Moon as a whitish blotch with the naked eye, but as a

•complete disc of dirty white in the telescope ; no red colour, and
the ' mares ' quite black. About 10.20 p.m., the north-east limb

began to show brightness, and ther. the copper colour crept over

the Moon, and remained visible until the close of totality, and was
then replaced by a beautiful blue arc, delicately shaded, which
continued for ten or fifteen minutes, and then vanished. After

this the shadow gradually receded ; but, owing apparently to the

iiaze, the edge of it was quite ragged."

"Hallyards," dating from Pornic (France), says :—" The sky

here was extremeh- clear during the whole time; the Moon did
not disappear entirely (as sometimes) nor did her whole disk
remain visible, as usual, during the whole of totality, but a very
trifling part, that nearest the limb of reappearance, and even this
did not uniformly extend up to the limb ; so that an |ill-defined,

varying, nebulous patch seemed hung up aloft ; a new comet or
nebula. At the beginning of totality, the light flickered about the
disk like a dying candle for some time. Once only, for a moment
or two, I saw the whole circle of the disk (naked eye all the time).

After enough of the disk had reappeared to cast a shadow, I still

saw the copper-coloured segment, which had remained visible

all the time. This I mention as a test of eyesight. As
seen from the Moon, the Earth is surrounded by a bril-

liant ring of light—refracted sunshine in our atmosphere.
(Will not the solar corona also afford a notable contribution ?)
This is the cause of the moon not disappearing always totally ; but
this cause (or two causes) must give a coytntant amount of light.

What, then, is the reason of the Jlickerinj of the light on the lunar
disk? May it be due to an auroral self-luminosity of our atmo-
sphere ? Why is the Moon sometimes entirely invisible ? Sap-
posing her even in the centre of the shadow, and at perigee while
we are in aphelion, would it not still be probable that our ring of
sun-lit air would be bright enough to show her in some degree ?

—

considering that the light of the crescent earth does so sometimes
—and a continuous ring of refracted sunlight should be surely
stronger than a half-earth of reflected light."

A correspondent, who signs himself "E.G. H.," writes as
under :

—

" Sir,—I watched the eclipse of last Saturday from WorthingPier,

and was much struck with its difference from other lunar eclipses

that I have noticed, though the difference did not seem to be per-
ceived by the friends who were with me at the time, or by those
whom I have spoken to about it since. It was certainly the darkest
eclipse I ever saw, and the moon, when entirely covered by the
shadow, instead of assuming the ' appearance of a huge, glowing,

coppery-red ball hung up in the sky * (to use, Sir, your words in

Knowledge for Oct. 10), was visible only as a patch of dull, ashen-
gray ; I should hardly describe it as ' sickly green,' it was too

neutral-tinted for that. This was the appearance as seen -with the

unaided eye ; when I looked through a binocular glass that I had
taken with me, I could make out the moon's circular shape, as I also

could a little before totality, bat not long before."

[The interesting point in the above communications lies in the

fact of the faint, sickly-green hne of the visible limb of the Moon
at the time of totality, and the change of the tint of the Earth's

shadow to copper-colour at a later stage of the eclipse. (The
latter change "Senex" says (writing subsequently) was not
seen at all in Arbroath, Forfar, Dundee, &c., when the sky
was clear. Hence he is disposed to refer to it in some way
t) the hszi prevailing at Broughty Ferry.) This suggests

the idea that during the first half of the eclipse a densely cloud-

laden atmospheric ring must have surrounded the Earth in a direc-

tion at right angles to the Sun's rays ; but that the Earth's rota-

tion must, later on, have brought a more transparent annulus into

the same position. Obviously, were our atmosphere filled -with

dense clouds, no refraction of the solar light into the umbra could

take place, and the Moon would seemingly disappear entirely.

—

En.]

GovERN^^E^'T Inspectors.—A return has been issued by the Home
Oflice of the number of inspectors in the employ of the several

departments of the Government, and the amount of the fixed salaries

paid to them. It is as follows :—England.—Privy Council Office

—

Agricultural Department, 27, £5,-12u ; Education Department, 259,

£105,075; Education (Scotch) Department, 48, £29,070; Science

and Art Department, 4, £1,865. Home Ofiice.—Inspectors of Fac-

tories, 56, £21,088 ; Inspectors of Mines, 26, £15,642 ; Inspectors

of Fisheries, 2, £953 ; Inspector of Burial Grounds, 1, £500 ; In-

spectors of Reformatories and Industrial Schools, 3, £1,386; In-

spectors of Constabulary, 4, £3,300 ; Inspectors of Explosives, 3,

£2,400; Inspector under the Cruelty to Animals Act, 1, £210;
Inspectors of Anatomy, 3, £1,060 ; Inspector under the Habitual

Drunkards Act, 1 ; Inspector of Rivers Pollution (Scotland), 1,

£50. Board of Trade.—Railway Department, 4, £4,-lO0 ; Marine
Department, 121, £41,980; Commercial Department, 3, £365;
Inland Revenue, 53, £28,310 ; Local Government Board, 56,

£39.080; General Register Office, 2, £1,180 ; Charity Commission,

3, £2,400; total, 684, £297,634. Scotland.—Fishery Board, 3,

£1,165 ; General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy, 4, £3,200

;

Board of Supervision, 3, £1,400; total, 10, £'5,765. Grand total,

094 inspectors, and £303,399 salaries.
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Me. W. Crookks F.K.S., and Drs. W. Odling and C. Meymott
Tidy, reporting to Colonel Sir Francis Bolton, official water examiner
for the metropolis, on the composition and quality of daily samples
<->{ water supplies to London last month, state that of the 168
samples derived from the mains of the seven metropolitan water
rompanies taking their supply from the Thames and the Lea, " the
\\"hole were, without exception, clear, bright, and well filtered. The
excellence of the water supplied to the metropolis during August
>vas indicated by its state of aeration, and by its freedom from
lolour and from any excess of organic matter. Further, its per-
fect filtration was evident by the absence of even a trace of sus-
pended matter in any one of the numerous samples submitted to

I'xamination."

The experiments on the relative efficiency of different illumi-
uants for lighthouse purposes which are being carried out by the
Trinity Brethren, aided by the observations of the captains of the
mail packets, the Peninsular and Oriental liners, pilot vessels of
different nationalities using the channel, trading vessels plying
lietween England and foreign ports, and by several French cruisers
have in some respects been completed. They support the conclu-
sions previously arrived at. So far as has been ascertained at
|iresent, there seems to be very little difference for all practical
pitrposes between gas and paraffin oil. The gas-light, if any-
thing, is slightly superior in fine weather, and the electric light is

uverwhelmingly superior to both the other lights. The crucial test
(f the electric light, however, will be in hazy weather, and it is

stated that in some experiments which have alreiidy taken place
when the weather was rather thick the light did not hold its own
.igainst the other luminants. Important tests will take place
during the autumu, into which the experiments will be extended,
when hazy weather and a greater variety in the conditions of the
atmosphere may be expected.

ExTEXT AND RESOURCES OF Geeat Bkitain.—Those who are
lucking for statistics may find some rather startling figures in the
.iddress recently delivered by Sir Richard Temple on " Economic
Science and Statistics " before the British Association at Montreal.
<>n this authority it appears th.at the area of the British Empire is

eight and a half million square miles. Including countries poli-

tically under its control, such as Egypt, Zululand, and Afghanistan,
the total amounts to ten million square miles, or one-fifth of the
habitable globe. One-(iuarter of this area has been topographically
surveyed. The total coast-line is 28,500 miles, with 48 large
harbours. Only one-fifth of the area is cultivated or occupied.
There is room enough in Canada and Australia to support a popu-
lation of 200,000,000. The total population of the empire amounts
to 315,000,000, of which 39,000,000 are Anglo-Saxons and
188,000,000 are Hindoos. The annual revenue amounts to
£203,000,000 of which sum £80,000,000 come from the
United Kingdom, £74,000,000 from India, and £40,000,000
from the colonies and dependencies. Only one-forth of the
total revenue is derived from land taxation. Including local
taxation the revenue is .^;264,000,000, and amounts to £1. 5s. 4d.
ior head per annum. The numberof men trained to arms amounts
to 850,000, about 700,000 of these being of the fair and dominant
race. The defensive armaments by sea and land cost £41,000,000
.innnally, which is less than that shown by any great State in the
world except in the United States. There are 560,000 policemen
iu the empire, 1 to every 571 inhabitants and to every 16 square
miles. There are 246 war-vessels, and 30,000 merchant ships
manned by 270,000 sailors. The factory steam power in the
world is represented by 7,500,000 horse power; of that total

2,250,000, or about 30 per cent., is British. If the main elements
of national industry' be taken together—namely, commerce,
manufactures, mining, agriculture, carrying trade, and
bankin—the total £2,000,000,000 and upward annually is

about the same for the United Kingdom and the United
.States. Bub the United States are advancing the fastest, and
are already passing ahead. There are 675,000 persons convicted
annually of crime in the empire, of which number more than
nineteen-twentieths pertain to India. The number of ])anpers in

the United Kingdom under relief amounts to 1,000,000, or rather
less than one-thirtieth of the population, and the cost of their
uiaiutenance is £10.000,OCO sterling annually. In regard to the
Post-Office, the letters posted annually in the world are
5,200,000,000; of this total 1,500,000,000, or 34 per cent., are in
the British empire. Respecting education, there are 5.250,000
pupils at schools in the United Kingdom, 860,000 in Canada,
611,000 in Australia, and 2.200,000 in India, making a total of
.s.921,000 pupils in the British Empire,

" Let Elnowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alibed Tennysob.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possibly be in-

serted. Correspondents must not le offended, there/ore, should their

letters not appear.
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Knowledge; all Business communications to the PuBLisnERS, at the

Office, 74, Oreat Queen-street, TU.C Ip this is not attended to
DELAYS ARISE FOE WHICH THE EdITOB IS NOT BESFONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should be made
payable to Messbs. Wvmas & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

Kg COMMtTNICATIONS ARE ANSWERED ET POST, EVEN THOCGB STAHPED
AND DIBECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

THE LUXAB ECLIPSE OF OCTOBER 4.

[1451]—That well-known Belgian astronomer, my friend M. Ad.
de Boe, of Antwerp, sends me an account of so remarkable and
interesting an observation of his own of the eclipse of Saturday
week that I am induced to hope that you will find space for a precis

as short as I can make of it.

Briefly, then, at the stage of the ecUpse represented in the
annexed slightly exaggerated diagram the arc of the earth's

shadow was quite decidedly peaked at a instead of being rigidly

circular, "II n'ya (says M.de Boe) dans cette observation aucune
illusion. Deux personnes presentes la constaterent immediatement."
Now, at the time of the phase indicated, the moon was on the

horizon of the Cordilleras, while when she was half eclipsed she

was similarly placed as regards part of the Pacific Ocean. At this

time, however, all traces of the peaked appearance had absolutely

vanished, and the periphery of the shadow was sensibly circular.

Can the curious deformation figured have been the shadow of the

Cordilleras, or had it its origin in the form of the lunar surface ?

From all my friends abroad and at home I hear of the curious

phosphorescent green tint of the earth's shadow during totality, a

phenomenon which struck me forcibly in observing the eclipse

myself. William Noble.
Forest Lodge, Oct. 13, 1884.

INFLUENCE OF MOONLIGHT.

[1452]—The following, partly for its bearing on MJr. Hays'
letter (1445), partly to elicit information on the subject mentioned.

A fellow tourist last summer, noticing that I had slept with my
bedroom windows open, greeted me with '' You will some day catch

an ophthalmia." In further conversation on the subject I was told

that an inquiry had been made by French surgeons as to the cause

of ophthalmia, which had been noticed to be prevalent among
French soldiers in Algeria while camping out. It was found that

the sufferers were in general men who, not liking their small close

tents, would sleep out in the open. Since the inquiry the men are
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allowed to sleep outside their tents, provided they wear a warm
protective bandage over the eyes. My informant was a stranger to

me, but 1 have no doubt the above is in the main correct.

That a sleeper in tlie moonlight runs the risk of waking blind, or

with his face distorted is a very prevalent belief among sailors.

Probably the fact that the face of the sleeper is cold—perhaps very
cold—for some hours together is a sufficient reason for the effects

occasionally observed.

As regards the mackerel, however, although, as the Editor

remarks, moisture in conjunction with heat is a most fertile agent
in decomposition, it is difficult to see how cold, whether produced
by radiation or otherwise, can be damaging ;

perhaps germs
settling down in the still air with the dew may be the culprits, if

any ; or, perhaps, Pliny and Plutarch notwithstanding. King
Charles's fish question is pertinent. A. Le Suecr.

"LIFE AFTEE DEATH."
[1453]—Before we can even reasonably speculate as to what

happens at death, it would seem advisable to find out, if possible,

what really happened in cases such as the one referred to by Mr.
Thome and in analogous cases. And it would be well if the expe-

riences were kept clearly distinct under the heads of subjective

and observed.
In the hope that some good will come of this suggestion, I give

my experiences nnder the heads of drowning, aniesthetics, sleep,

fainting from weakness, effects of a violent blow. I may say these

are entirely subjective experiences ; what I have observed I reserve

as being in my opinion not so im])ortant.

I make no inferences, as I hold that at present we know too
little of the subject to enable us to do so with any approach to

accuracy. The sensations or feelings are given in the order of

occurrence ; but I have no consciousness of the relative length of

time elapsing for each particular sensation.

A.—Immersion in water until " loss of physical power, thought,
and consciousness ensued :—1. Violent physical struggle to obtain
air; 2. Mental consciousness of danger, and vivid action of

memory in recalling the actions of life ; 3. Sense of weight, dark-
ness, and cold ; 4. Loss of physical power to move and feeling ; 5.

Loss of power of continuous thought ; G. Loss of consciousness.
B.—Under an-.esthetics -.—Change begins with No. 3, and follows

the same order, but in several trials 1 do not remember ever to

have lost consciousness of being, although having no power to

reason or even form a concept of what was taking place. This par-
ticular phenomenon is more apparent in my case under the action
of nitrous oxide than with chloroform.

C.—Sleep : I cannot at present separate the order of feelings.

They seem from Nos. 3 to 6 instantaneous.
D.—Fainting : Change begins with No. 3, very marked, but

there seems no interval between this and 6.

E.—There is no interval between consciousness and loss of con-
sciousness where the blow is unexpected.

It is worthy of notice that in all these states there are two things
common. The action of the heart has never entirely and totally

ceased, and the limit of phenomena, except in B, is the same—viz.,

" loss of consciousness," andtherefore I fail to see why A is death
any more than C, D, or E.

If this is correct, why draw conclusions from A that cannot be
drawn from the other states ? Until we know more of the nature
of life and mind, it seems hopeless to expect to unravel the problem
of the effect of the cessation of life on mind. Supposing mind to

have a separate existence from physical life, it seems hardly likely

that the cessation of this life will affect it. If mind and physical
life are one, then death must destroy both. It seems to me, there-

fore, the solution of Mr. Thome's problem depends on the solution

of the questions relating to the nature and relationships of life and
mind. J. C. H.

[1454]—Your correspondent " Selwyn Thorne" appears to

imagine that he has made an important case against those who
believe in a life after death. But he has done so by being singu-
larly illogical. Negations are usually regarded as somewhat diffi-

cult of proof ; but he has undertaken to prove a negation by a
mere assumption. He assumes that which every sane man will

doubt, that the math was dead, and says, "he lay at the bottom of

the water, to all intents and purposes stone dead." I believe that
there is not one single instance recorded in medical experience (of

course, I am not spealcing now of Biblical cases) where total death
has taken place and the patient has been resuscitated. Medical
men tell us that the heart beats and there is some sort of circula-

tion long after apparent death ; but here there was no length of
time, or resuscitation would not have taken place. To argue that
because this man saw or pretended to know nothing, that, there-
fore, something does not exist is very rich indeed. Besides, his

experience is certainly different from the bulk of those who are
recovered from apparent death (for it is in such cases only appa-
rent) from drowning. I have known and conversed with several
who have been drawn from the water in a similar state, and their

testimony is unanimous in describing not a total suspension of the
mental faculties, but an extraordinary state of intromission, in

which, while dead to all around, they lived over again, in a moment
of time, the events of years of their lives. The logic of the fourth
paragraph is certainly beyond my comprehension, especially in its

conclusion. We shall require something more than Mr. Thome's
" probability" to induce us to accept his position. E. M.

[I have myself conversed with a professional rowing man who
was " drowned," and who described this " intromission," or
crowding of the events of his life into a seemingly few seconds, as
preceding total insensibility.

—

Ed.]

[1455]—The instance cited by Mr. Thorne is one of restored
"sensation" (vitality), not of restored "animation" (soul endow-
ment) ; in common parlance, the one expression conveys the same
meaning as the other, although there is a wide distinction. Chloro-
forming, under certain conditions, may occasion sensations similar

to death by suffocation. It results (first stage) in suspension of
sensation. Keep the patient too long under chloroform and death
(second stage) ensues in addition to insensibility.

The " drowned " man had reached the first stage—the half-way
house—but not the second stage—" the undiscover'd country from
whose bourne no traveller returns."
Apply M. Figuier's definition (quoted immediately above Mr.

Tliorne's letter), " Man consists of three elements—body, life, and
soul." The life had gone out of the " drowned " man, but not the
soul. He had no " post-mortem " experiences to record ; had he
remained as many hours nnder water as he did minotes, and then
been able to narrate his experiences, they wonld have been original

and interesting. C. J. T.

[1456]—The question which Mr. Thome has raised in your issue

of Oct. 3, concerning an " after-life" may, I think, be satisfactorily

answered in the affirmative from a purely scientific point of view,

if yon will allow me a few lines to explain a theory which, althongh
it may be wrong, appears to me somewhat conclusive.

Mr. Thorne tells us that the person whose restoration from an
apparently drowned state he witnessed could remember nothing
from the time of his dying last effort until the moment of returning

consciousness, that is to say, he had no idea as to the duration of

time, and (to his senses) the moment his faculties failed, the self-

same moment came the dawn of returning life. This is important.

Now, let us suppose (as the opponents of after-life ideas would
have us suppose) that man is a chance production of " force" and
" matter," the " mind " or " life " bearing the same relation to the

physical forces as the body docs to the substantial elements

—

namely, an elaborate and intricate compound, death being the

severance of these, or the want of unison between them, the same
natural forces existing after death, just as the chemical elements of

the body remain intact after death, although assuming different

forms and compounds.
It must be evident, then, that, by the natural laws of " chance,"

at some futme time (a long time, I will admit, but science can
place no limit to time), these elements (physical and chemical)

must inevitably be brought together in exactly the same com-
pounds and positions as formerly, the only requisite being sufficient

time, just as (on a colossal scale) a number of coloured balls,

placed in a bag, when drawn out at random, are capable of pro-

ducing ten thousand different orders of succession, any given

order must recur and recur again indefinitely if the balls be drawn
out a sufficient number of times.

If, then, a person is unconscious of time after the moment of

death, as we must admit, this resuscitation must come upon him
almost instantaneously, despite the enormous extent of time which
may have elapsed. We have all heard, at one time or another, of

persons who, during illness, have remained unconscious for many
days together, and, upon returning to their former self, have not a

faint idea of the lapse of time.

If there is auy error in this reasoning, I hope to be enlightened,

as I fail to see any. Trusting this letter may prove interesting to

some of your readers, Alex. Mackie.

[1457]—I think no satisfactory answer can be given to the main
question in Mr. Selwyn Thome's letter, No. 1436, concerning the

future life. Whether we believe in such a state or not, no one can

lino^v.

Analogous to heat and light, the materialists regard the

phenomena of thought as a form of motion of the molecules of the
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brain. Possibly such motions may play a part in the creation of

thought and emotion, but 1 incline to tho idea that behind the
brain there must be an intelligence, a soul, to take cognisance of

and to control these motions.
The body during life is always dying, the lost materials being as

constantly renewed. At death the elements of which it is com-
posed, may according to its disposal, from a few moments to a
lengthened period, form parts of the bodies of numberless plants

and animals, including man himself. Xever permanent, but under-
going diffusion from birth to death and after, the belief in the
resurrection of the body cannot be entertained.

If there bo a mortal soul, or no immortal soul, death ends all.

If, on the other hand, there be an immortal soul, the belief

generally accepted, the offspring partly of early training, and one
supported too by the inborn craving man has for knowledge, a
powerful argument in favour of the belief, pointing as it does to

some benefit or use which is to be made of such acquirements here-

after; the question arises, what becomes of this soul ?

For my part, I think it has a future untramelled by a material
body, with enlarged powers of intellect, locomotion, and senses.

But at best this is only speculation—an opinion ; we have nothing
to guide us.

Referring to the incident that gave rise to Mr. Thome's letter, I

do not see how the experience of an apparently drowned man can
throw any light upon the question of a future state. This man,
after suffering from the drowning process, in from one and a half

to three or four minutes becomes oblivions. He is asphyxiated.
Thought and consciousness are at an end, he knows and feels

nothing whatever. He appears to be stone dead, but he is really

alive ; asphyxia being only an abnormal phase of life.

For six or eight hours out of the twenty-four, when in health,

we are all, during sound sleep, putting aside the suffering attending
drowning, and the cessation of the heart's action, in the same state

—that is, absolutely without thought and consciousness, knowing
and feeling nothing whatever.
How can a person in such a condition obtain anyiusight into any

subject, much less in one so abstruse as the unknown attributes of

a future life ?

What we want is what we shall never get—the experience of

some one who has passed the portal we call death, not that of one
who has only approached it, practically as unconscious as a sound
sleeper.

Whether science will ever directly satisfy the natural curiosity

all feci regarding the after-life, who can tell ? There appears
little hope of any direct evidence on the subject ever manifesting
itself. It seems rather destined to remain enveloped in mystery.

EVE-WITXESS.

[1458]—Of course, the obvious rejily to Mr. Selwyn Thome's
letter (1136) is, that the man was never really dead. But, admitting
the supposition that, had he died, he would have been unconscious

of any further sensation, it would hardly have proved there is no
life after death. Tho instance given rather proves that sensation

can be totally suspended for a time, and reproduced with all its

former effects. Tho majority of religious systems which deal with
the question of a life after death, provide a material body of some
kind in which the spirit may dwell, and on which it may exercise

its influence.

Most thinking men of the present day, irrespective of creed, are

divided into two classes— materialists and spiritualists—those

who believe that matter itself contains the power which alters its

form, and those who believe that matter itself is dead, and the
power -which gives it motion and life is outside. The materialist

merely sees in the human body a combination of particles which
produces what is called life, and as soon as that particular combi-

nation is broken up, life is destroyed. The spiritualist, on the other

hand, sees a force acting on a certain combination of particles, and
so long as that combination continues, so long does tho force act

on it. When the combination is broken up, the force ceases to act.

But some spiritualists further believe that the same force, after

remaining dormant in the meanwhile, may, at some future time,

act on a similar combination of particles, and resuscitate in the

new combination sensations which were felt in the former com-
bination.

Xothing can be proved for or against either supposition. For
my own part I find it easier to believe in spirit acting on matter,

than in matter endued with life ; and, with the imperfect knowledge
I have of science, there appears to me an impassable gulf between
so-called dead and living matter ; for physicists tell me that the

composition of a man's body, just killed by a bullet in his heart, is

the same as it was a moment before, when he was full of life and
strength. I can understand a watch stopping when the mainspring
is broken, because the power in the mainspring is an external power,
transmitted to it when the watch was wound up. But, unless some

external power winds up a man in the same way, I cannot under-

stand why stopping the action of the heart should destroy life in

tho rest of the body. Life is not sensation, life is not consciousness,

and life is not intelligence. All these and each can be destroyed

and life continue ; but once destroy life and it cannot be restored.

Sensation may come back, consciousness may be renewed, and
intelligence may return after many years' absence, but on this

earth, except by a miracle, life once lost can never be found again.

Jos. W. Alexander.

[1150]—Admitting the hypothesis that the man was really

dead, and that his spirit existed for awhile apart from his body, is

it in accordance—I will not say with psychological, a science but
little understood—but with physiological teaching, to suppose that

a brain dead to all thoughts and nerves, dead to all sensations,

could reproduce the thoughts or emotions experienced in a spiritual

state of existence ? A. E. S.

DEATH BY LIGHTNING.

[1460]—On reading the paper in Knowledge, p. 258, which pur-

ports to be derived from one by Dr. J. Rouyer in La Nature, it

appears to me that some of the statements are much at variance

with all that we know of the effects of lightning.

I do not at all dispute the correctness of the assertion that in

many of these cases death is so sudden that the attitude of the

moment when death occurs is retained for a time after. But I

think No. 4 is very doubtful, and No. 8 is so entirely improbable
(viz., the sudden resolution into a heap of ashes) that it would
have been well to add a note to the effect that the statement must
be taken cum grano ^alis, and then that it would be difficidt to

swallow. Geo. D. Brown, F.L.S.

THE "WESTMINSTER.PAPERS."
[1461]—At p. 287 of Knowledge a question is asked as to

whether the " Westminster Papers" are now procurable, &c. The
last issue was dated April 1, 1879, the publishers being the Civil

Service Printing and Publishing Company, Limited, 8, Salisburj--

cotirt. Fleet-street, and Kent & Co., Paternoster-row. I cannot say
whether all or any parts of these papers are now procurable. I

possess the whole series of eleven volumes, and value them too

much to be induced to part with them, except at a price that would
probably be prohibitive.

I should think it will be difficult to purchase a complete set.

Geo. D. Brown.

ANIMAL (?) AND MINERAL MAGNETISM.
[1462]—As is well known, Reichenbach describes an experiment

in which the needle of a compass was moved by the finger of a so-

called " sensitive," merely pointed at it, and he argues from this a
connection between mineral and animal magnetism. The possibihty

of such a thing has been strenuously denied by the scientific

world in general, and I am far from maintaining it ; but there is a
somewhat similar experiment which I have frequently performed,

and which may have tempted Reichenbach to a rash conclusion.

It is this : By passing my finger (sometimes only once) over the

glass cover of the compass, and in contact with it, one end of the

needle may be made to adhere to the glass. If now my finger is

brought near it when in this position, the needle will certainly be
moved, that is to say, it will be repelled from my finger.

I should imagine that this phenomenon admits of a very simple

scientific explanation. I presume that the needle adheres to the

glass because the latter has been electrified by the previous friction,

and that then the change of temperature produced by the

proximity of the finger repels the needle- Is this a correct and
sufficient explanation ? Certainly the finger does not act as a
magnet, for it repels equally either end of the needle.

It seems to me that the experiment is interesting, if only as

tending to explain how the idea of '" animal magnetism " may have

originated. A. Eubule-Evans.

BREEDING IN AND IN.

[1463]—Some weeks ago an article appeared in your paper which
broached the theory that the poor unfortunates to whom sight

with its boundless joys, and speech in which to give them utterance,

are denied, owe their ills to the thoughtlessness or sin of their

parents marrying within the proscribed degrees. I have come
across some facts, probably known long since, bearing if not upon
this issue, still upon one having an analogy to it.

At farmyards cats are absolutely necessary. One well-known to

me in boyhood became the home of a splendid tortoiseshell cat.

She found no rivals. In the country dogs and lads often form
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stabler offensive leagues against the feline race than ever Christian
emperors can against their neighbours. However, the new cat un-
doubtely found lovers. In due course she founded a clan seemingly
destined to rival the British race in number. But fate, or rather
nature, ruled otherwise. Continued inter-breeding did its work.
At one time the family numbered some forty. Here the decline

began. Snifters, as the disease is locally and onomatopojiacally
called, appeared—a complaint in which, I believe, breathing
becomes difficult, and, as a consequence, the poor animals grow
thin and mangy. Eating entails torture. Awhile they linger, and
deaths comes, a welcome relief.

Maimed specimens were common. Many wanted ears and tails,

wholly or in part (can the Isle of Man cats owe their hideous
deformity in any way to this ?). One had no nostrils.
On the same farm a mare, which had been unwittingly placed in

a field along with a half-brother on the male side, gave birth to a
foal deformed in various parts. Besides wanting ears and nostrils,
one of the legs was only half the proper length, no hoof, but clean
off as if amputated and then healed.

I mentioned Manx cats. Did it ever strike you that etymolo-
gists, being word-twisters, have overlooked the obvious significance
of the name "Isle of Man?" Why go back to the names of
ancient kings for the derivation ? Take the plain Anglo-Saxon
Man, the human race. May it not be a remnant of the truth 'i

May not the island have been the scene of the slow transition of
present man from a more ancient type ? The cats are tailless. May
man not have at least lost his prehensile tail in Mona's bright glens,
or on her bleak mountains ? Tails would be useless, for Jlona
sorrows in her scarcity of trees. Please don't call this a paradox.
Accept my wishes for the increased usefulness of Kxowledgk, and
for continued health to yourself. To me the greatest charm in
Knowledge is the close connection between yourself, your con-
tributors, and your readers. All form as it were a vast literary
co-operative society, knit together by friendship.

Jas. Horxell.

A PLIGHT OF HAT.
[1464]—June 17, 1884, very fine weather, wind N.E., just strong

enough to turn the sails of a mill, a good deal of hay passed over
my house. Some fell, other lots sailed on; two large armfuls I
watched as far as the sea—half a mile. They took about five
minutes to do it, so the wind may be put at six miles an hour.
They did not seem any lower in the air.

I suppose that the air, heated in the hollow stalks, and also in
the mass of hay, had become so much lighter than the surrounding
air, that, a gust or eddy having started them from some field to
windward of me, they could not sink. But I never saw a similar
occurrence in my life before. Hallvari.s.

MIND A2s'D BRAIN.
[1465]—May I be allowed to supplement previous letters on the

above subjects with a few remarks ? SumI is the Anglo-Saxon
word sf//, and is er(uivalent to the whole person ; it is also a term
used to represent animal life. Spirit is that which we breathe, and
contains pou-er to develope thought out of brain-substance in a
suitable organisation. When a man ceases to breathe he ceases to
think

;
this proves the dependence on each other of breath and thought.

The thoughts that spring from a living person are common to all
mankind, and are as natural as the spirit (or breath) that generates
them or enables them to be generated. Hence, neither soul, nor
Ufe, nor spirit is necessarily immortal, for they are part and parcel
of the nature common to all created things, these remarks do not
apply to the " power that maketh for righteousness," which, being
eternal, must necessarily be the " same yesterday, to-day, and for
ever." j. C. H.

[But if it be true that " when a man ceases to breathe he ceases
to think," a diver must be unconscious until he comes to the top of
the water again.

—

Ed.]

BEAIN POWER.
[1466]—Mr. W. H. Jones, in his letter (No. 1444), which

appeared in your issue of Oct. 10, is opening up a wide question

—

to wit, the true nature of "genius." Is "genius" to be defined,
with Johnson, as implying " large general powers accidentally
determined in some particular direction ?

"

Is it possible to say that, with a different training, a Shakespeare
might have become a Napoleon, or a Titian might have developed
into a Bismarck ? Or shall we be nearer the mark if we say that
genius is always one-sided; that a man's brain is of such a nature
that its possessor can achieve the foremost rank in one department
of knowledge, and one only ?

Surely this latter theoi'y has more inherent probability than the

former; and if so, "the man whose brain had three parts each
equal to seven, but all the rest varying from one to four," would in

all probability "produce greater effect, be a greater genius," than
the " man all the parts of whose brain marked five."

A. F. O.SEORNE.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.

E. SwiNN. From the bending of the sun's rays within the
shadow cone by refraction in the earth's atmosphere.—Ax U.vdee-
GRADL'ATE. TouTs is One of the seventy or eighty letters which
have reached me contending that no one can be said to be dead
who is susceptible of resuscitation. Mathematics take their turn
with other subjects, as K.nowledge addresses a very large clientele

of the most diverse possible tastes. Thanks for friendly wishes.

—

Protea. It is very probable indeed, though not absolutely certain,

that Dr. Huggins has succeeded in photographing the corona of the
uneclipsed sun. The strongest piece of corroborative evidence is, I

tliink, to be found in the occurrence of a rift in one of Dr. H.'s
photographed coronae, which was seen during an eclipse which was
elsewhere total at the time the photograph was taken. It is im-
possible in the existing state of our knowledge to say what is the
mass of the 250 planetoids already discovered, and, a fortiori,

of those which still remain to be found. The total mass,
however, must be relatively very small.

—

Thomas Thomas and
J. Kexxedy Esdaile. Forwarded to publishers. For the
twentieth time, the Editor does not supply copies of this journal.

—J. W. Keartox. Your otherwise excellent and thoughtful
letter does not help much towards the solution of the difficulty.

—F. S. L., Q. T. v., W. J. W., and others continue to send solutions

of Mr. Sidder's figure-puzzle.

—

W. A. The calculation of each
eclipse requires a considerable amount of mathematical knowledge,
and is very operose indeed, involving the taking out of whole
columns of logarithms. If a sufficient number of readers cared, how-
ever, for an explanation of a graphical method of approximately pre-

dicting the details of a Lunar Eclipse, I might perhaps give it in these

columns.

—

Jas. N. Kirbt. "Tricycling for Ladies " is published by
Iliffe & Sod, 98, Fleet-street, London.

—

May Kexdali. Many
thanks for your really charming translation of the Prologue to
" Faust," but the mere press of scientific matter on these columns
would prevent the insertion of poetry at present, even were such inser-

tion customary.—W. J. W. Your hint about barometric indications

shall be considered.—A. C. M. T. Write to E. W. Maunder, Esq.,

Royal Observatory, Greenwich.

—

The Ghost of a little Dog. Tonr
jeu d'esprit leaves the formidable objection of " C. R." quite

untouched.—T. E. Welleh. Narrating the experience of a

brother who was drowned and resuscitated, says that, lying at the

bottom of the water, the drowning man seemed to be surrounded by
coruscations of light prior to becoming insensible. This is one of

the most familiar sensations attendant on congestion of the brain,

and is said to occur in a certain £tage of intoxication, and in

hanging. I have experienced it myself while inhaling chloroform

for experimental purposes, and we all know how a blow on the head
causes its recipient to " see stars."—W. Jerome Harrison, F.G.S-

Received with thanks. The pressure on our space just now,
though, is so tremendous (we have a hundred columns of matter up
in type waiting for insertion) that it must, perforce, be some time

before it can possibly appear.— Halltabds. Two letters of yours

of scientific interest are marked for insertion; to reproduce the

rest of your curiously miscellaneous matter would almost necessi-

tate a supplement. I am more in accordance with you on the

question of Royalty than you think. Your American friend who
stated that the conductor of this journal is not a Cambridge
graduate told you a deliberate (Well, let us say it may bo

expressed by a Saxon word of three letters). Thanks for your

vindication. The paragraph to which yon take exception dealt

with much more than a mere misprint. Read it again. I hope that

you haven't been overburdened with poetry in Kxowledge lately.

I have received very different criticisms to yours on the Fontenellc

papers. As to reproducing the Almagest ' the laborious work of

Copernicus, or Kepler's wild dreams and fantasies here—where is

the space to come from ? " Venus in Sole Visa " has already been

well translated, and appeared in a compendious form in English.

I have noticed a few of your points, but am rapidly emptying my ink-

bottle too.—S. W. Goodeve's volnme in Longmans' " Text-books of

Science" ought to suit you. You will also find a quantity of useful in-

formation on the subject of mechanics generally in "The Student's

Mechanics," by the late lamented Walter R. Browne. I have not seen

Prof. Cotterell's book.—T. W. Cave. Quot homines, tot sententia. I f

you can elucidate the subject from a scientific point of view, you

need not fear that your letter will remain unread.

—

Ekasmvs
Betxox suggests, with reference to the case of a man insensible

from drowning, illness, Ac, that, as the brain is, pro tempore, non-

recipient, so it can give nothing out ; can have no new sensation to
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reveal on recovering to its normal state, and " consequently the

soul caunot put itself in evidence."—Miss L. W. Tojii.iNsox and
others send accounts of the afterglows, which appear to be once

more increasing in intensity.—W. H. H.vrrison. Many thanks, but

our columns are crowded to an extent in excess of any previous expe-

rience. The puzzle is really what to do with matter already in type.

B. M., F.R.C.S., M. C. X., E. W. J., Rev. F. S. Lka, C. E. D., W. C.P.,

F., A. E. S., A. Be>-nett, W. H., H. B. L., W. H. S. Monck, W.,
and others writing on the subject of " Life after Death," one

and all reiterate, in various forms, the argument from the

analogy of the condition of the drowned man to that of a person

unconscious from sleep, the effect of narcotics or ana,'sthetics,

or from disease.

—

John Bell. Your letter on the same subject

is excluded by its length. This remark applies, too, to the very

clever and well-reasoned letters of Lancashire Mox, Chas. Rose,

W. T. E., and J. T. Routledge. The present pressure on our
limited space is tremendous.—T. Common. You run dangerously

near the boundary liuo—even if you do not actually cross it.

—

H'sETT tells a story of a wealthy Jew who won a bet of £10, and
£80 besides, at poker of a Califorcian gambler while crossing the

Atlantic.

—

Alfred Kitson. You ignore the fact that I most care-

fully investigated tlie subject for myself. I will not waste too

precious space by admitting its discussion here. Vour attempt to

do so indirectly is shrewd enough, but " I think not," said the

Iamb.

—

Dr. Cory. I inserted the letter of " F. S." solely on the

principle Audi alteram partem, albeit I am absolutely in accord

with you that vaccination is "one of the most benificent medical
appliances that has ever been used." I wish that you could see

your way to a material condensation of your argument, as the

great length of your communication entirely precludes its inser-

tion. With—as I have said elsewhere—100 columns of matter
actually standing in type ; with " Editorial Gossip," Reviews, lic,

hopelessly crowded out, it will be impossible, for some time to

come, to insert any letters but those very briefly worded.

—

Chas. J.

Ryan. Undoubtedly. A small spectroscope fitted to a 5i in.

reflector would show you the lines in the solar prominences. A
rainband one would do so perfectly. Yon might even see the pro-

minences themselves if you chose to risk blinding yourself.

Alcyone is not " the central sun round which the solar system re-

volves."—A. E. CoNTE. Your postal order and stamps forwarded to

the Publishers. The Editor has nothing to do with such matters.
—Nigel Dohle. No, the data are insufficient. Y'ou cannot even
find the hour angle of a star from the meridian without knowing
the latitude and its declination, as well as its altitude. Given the

declination of a star, its hour angle, and the latitude of the place,

though, its altitude and azimuth may be determined.

—

Theodore
Bell. No, the motion of the sea or air might be converted into

heat, bat the converse is impracticable. Difference of temperature
is a nine qud non in the development of mechanical energy. If

every part of a steam-engine, for example, were equally heated, it

would cease to act.—W. I had many scores of solutions of the

Figure Puzzle, which I wish, with all my heart, now had been sent

to " The Family Tea-tray." Any succinct explanation of its theory
would have been inserted, but noue such reached us. With refer-

ence to "Coincidences" it may—or may not—be that the two
multitudes were identical. This in no way affects the fact that

they were, or are, multitudes.

—

Knowledge addresses readers of

the most diverse possible tastes. One man wants it to consist

mainly of mathematical papers ; another thinks it should be tilled

with tricycling ; a third (with, I fear, much more reason) that

geology is neglected, and so on. Do you remember the fable of the

old man and his ass ?

[The "Life after Death" controversy must now terminate, as

it is seriously encroaching on our space, to the exclusion of other

subjects of interest. A few more letters (already marked for inser-

tion, on account of their containing more or less novel contributions

to the discussion) ,will appear, but none subsequently received will

do so.]

The International Electrical Exhibition at Philadelphia, which
was highly successful, the receipts largely exceeding the expenses,

was closed on Saturday night.

Errata.—Page 302, first paragraph of Editorial Gossip, for
" decensus " read "descensus." Page 303, Review of "Techno-
logical Examinations, &c.," delete comma after "devoted," and
read " devoted the money "

; delete also the word " and " after
" Brompton." Page 306, column two, " Ephermeris " should be
"Ephemeris"; and, in reply to Roland Ellis, "'his surface" is

printed for "her surface." In footnote to Letter 1449 (p. 306),
delete the comma after " laterally," and for " and it is in " read
" than it is in."

COr Jnbrntors' Column.

So great is the nuniber of inventions now patented that many good
things are comparatively lost in the crowd. A succinct account,
therefore, by an Expert, of all inveyitions of really popxUar interest
and utility must be advantageous both to the public and the
Inventor, enabling persons to hear of inventions already desiderated
by them, and thus acting reciprocally as a stimulant on supply
and dimand.

AN IMPROVED SASH-FASTENER.
Irrespective of the want of security in ordinary window-

catches, they do not even exclude draught or prevent the sashes
from rattling. Wedges are clumsy and inconvenient contrivances,
and the proper remedy is undoubtedly an invention like one
patented by Mr. John Bennett, of 149a, Great Hampton-row, Bir-
mingham. The device in question is simple enough. The knob of
the ordinary fastener is converted into a screw-nut, which cannot
become detached, and by merely turning, draws the sashes together
so closely that a sheet of tissue-paper cannot be interposed. This
arrangement is absolutely thief-proof and draught-proof. It is,

moreover, very cheap, and should come into universal household
use.

IMPROVED GLAZING.
SKTLionTs of all kinds are notoriously troublesome, on account of

leakage, notwithstanding the many patented systems of improved
glazing. Mr. George Deacon, of 103, Lower Thrift-street, Northamp-
ton, has, however, invented a method of glazing suited for all kinds
of roofs and horticultural buildings, which is claimed to be a perfect
remedy for all the evils incidental to ordinary skylights. In this
invention the rafters to carry the glass are made with a circular
groove down the centre of the top edge, to carry off any water that
may force a passage between the squares of glass which are laid
down edge to edge on the centre of the rafter. The glass is secured
by means of a galvanised iron, or, it may be, a brass, nut, provided
with an indiarubber washer underneath, to prevent the breaking of
the glass under pressure. The panes are made to pass the screw
for the nut by cutting off the top corners under the lap. The ver-
tical glazing is secured by a small round-headed screw. The glass
butts each way. Under this system any leakage is said to be
impossible.

AN IMPROVED SPANNER.
A NEW spanner is now being introduced by Messrs. Turner,

Naylor, & Marples, of Leeds, and is claimed to be superior to the
ordinary screw-wrench in several respects. Fitted, as it is, with
the Clybnrn-spanner motion, it can be adjusted to the work in hand
with ease and correctness, and, when so adjusted, it cannot be
shifted bj- being laid aside or thrown down. In the ordinary
m-ench the screw on the leg and the cutting in the body to admit
the ring, weakened the tool where strength is most required. In
this wreuch these weaknesses are avoided, and the whole strength
of the tool is made available. Another defect of the ordinary
appliance is avoided, we are told, in the improved wrench by
making the handle fast to the body, thus giving the user a firm grip
of the tool and a thorough command of his work. The jaws are
not cut, and the wrench can, consequently, be applied to bright-
work without injury.

PATENT TROUGHS F(iR HOLDIN"G AND KEEPING CUT
GRAPES.

Mb. George Ward, the well-known grape-grower of Bishop
Stortford, has patented an invention which entirely abolishes the
objections of the "bottle" method, and relieves the grower of
grapes of every kind of difiiculty in properly keeping grapes after
they are cut. This invention is characterised by extreme simpli-
city. The troughs employed are oblong in shape, and about 17 in.

long, and are made single and double, of glazed earthenware, which
possesses the advantage of being non-porous, cleanly, and cheap

;

but they could be made in many other materials. Each trough
has a flange or ledge, against one of its sides in the single trough,
and in the middle of the double trough. The manner of using
them is as follows :—The trough is filled with water nearly up to
the brim. The shoot bearing the bunch of grapes is cut from the
vine suflBciently long to admit of the bunch hanging free of the
trough in its natural position, while the end of the shoot is in-

serted under the ledge or flange. The shoot acts as a lever
working on the edge of the trough as a fulcrum ; the weight of
the grapes thus presses the end of the shoot firmly up against the
ledge or flange, and the bunch then holds itself in position without
any tying or fastening whatever. All grape-growers will appre-
ciate this invention.
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(Bnv Cf)f2i£f Column.

By Mephisto.

(for if 8. Kt to KB3, Kt to Kt5) 8. Kt x B. 9. B x P, R to Kt sq.

10. B X Kt, Q to E5, with the better game. Therefore

7. P to Q4 P to Q3
8. BxKt PxB

Now White can play either Kt x P or B x P (ch), or Q to B3 or

K5
PROBLEM No. 132.

By W. Furnival.

Black.

WniTB.

White to play and mate in three movc.i.

THE EVANS GAMBIT.

1. P to K4, P to K4. 2. Kt to KB3, Kt to QB3. 3. B to Bl,

B to B4. 4. P to QKt4. The sacrihce of this Pa«-n enables White,

to develop his game very freely, and to obtain almost endless

varieties of attack. Trne, the theorists maintain that -with the

best defence, Black ouf,'ht to be able to keep an advantage, and

Zukertort has given this view practical expression by betting a

player large odris in off-hand games on condition that he has to

take the move and play the Evans G.ambit. Nevertheless, we con-

sider this opening formidable, and dangerous to meet. We may

mention that both at the Vienna and the London Tournaments

Steinitz lost against the Evans attack played by Tchigorin, the

talented Russian player. Moreover, our opinion is further con-

drmed by the fact that Zukertort—than whom there is no greater

authority on this opening—contrary to his expressed opinion, did

not accept the Gamhit against Tchigorin, but declined it, and won.

We therefore follow in the footsteps of a great master in giving

wise preference to discretion before valour. We will examine the

result of declining the Gambit, before dealing with the Opening

"^''^-
4. B to Kt3

Black. The only safe way of playing,

and which ought to yield Black a

f.air defence. White has now two
moves at his disposal, viz. :

5. P to QR4, or P to Kt5.

If 5. P toQR4 P to QR3
G. Castles P to Q3
7. P to R5 B to E2
8. P to Kt5 P X P
9. B X KtP Kt to K2

10. P to Q4 P X P
11. Kt X P B to Q2

with a fair game.
White can vary his play on the

sixth move in this variation by
playing 6. P to B3, Kt to B3.

7. Q to Kt3, Castles, Ac, but

with careful play Black ought to obtain a safe game. It is, how-

ever, different if White adopts the more attacking move of 5. P to

Kt5 ; although this gives rise to complicated positions, yet with

best play Black ought to obtain an advantage.

5. P to Kt5 Kt to R4
6. Kt X P

Now Black would not do well to play B to Q5, as the following

variation will show : 6. B to Q5. 7. Kt x BP, Q to B3. 8. Q to

K2, Kt X B. 9. Kt X R, B x R. 10. Q x Kt, Kt to K2. 11. P to

QB3, and White will remain with a P more.
6. Kt to R3

White would not do well to play now the likely-looking move of

7. B to Kt2, for then Black plays P to Q3. 8. Kt to Q3 (best)

1 h.^
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THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY.
By W. Mattieu Williams.

xlv.—cocoa and the cookery of wine.

A COERESPONDENT writes to the Editor asking

t\. whether I cla«s cocoa amongst the stimulants. So
far as I am able to learn, it should not be so classed, but I

cannot speak absolutely. Mere chemistry supplies no
answer to this question. It is purely a physiological

subject, to be studied by observation of eflfects. Such
obsevations may be made by anybody whose system has

not become " tolerant " of the substance in question. My
own experience of cocoa in all its forms is that it is not
stimulating in any sensible degree. I have acquired no
habit of using it, and yet I can enjoy a rich cup or bowl
of cocoa or chocolate just before bed-time without losing

any sleep. When I am occasionally betrayed into taking
a late cup of coffee or tea, I repent it for some hours after

going to bed. My inquiries among other people, who are

not under the influence of that most powerful of all argu-

ments, the logic of inclination, have confirmed my own
experience.

I should, however, add that some authorities have attri-

buted exhilirating properties to the theohromine or nitro-

genous alkaloid of cocoa. Its composition nearly re-

sembles that of theine, as the following (from Johnstone)
shows :

—

Theine. Theobromine.
Caibon 4980 46-43
Hydrogen 508 420
Nitrogen 2883 3585
Oxygen 16-29 1352

100000 100000

It exists in the cocoa bean in about the same proportion
as the theine in tea, but in making a cup of cocoa we iise

a much greater weight of cocoa than of tea in a cup of
tea. If, therefore, the properties of theobromine were
similar to those of theine, we should feel the stimulating
effects much more decidedly.

The alkaloid of tea and coffee in its pure state has been
administered to animals, and found to produce paralysis,
but I am not aware that theobromine has acted similarly.

Another essential difference between cocoa and tea or

coffee is that cocoa is, strictly speaking, a food. We Ao
not merely make an infusion of the cacao bean, but eat it

bodily in the form of a soup. It is highly nutritious, one

of the most nutritious foods in common use. When
travelling on foot in mountainous and other regions, where-

there was a rifk of ^pending the night al fresco and
supperless, I have usually carried a cake of chocolate in my
knapsack, as the most portable and unchangeable form of

concentrated nutriment, and have found it most valuable.

On one occasion I went astray on the Kjolenfjeld, ha

Norway, and struggled for about 24 hours without food or

shelter. I had no chocolate then, and sorely repented my
improvidence. Many other pedestrians have tried chocolate-

in like manner, and all I know have commended its great

"staying" properties, simply regarded as food. I there-

fore conclude that Linnwus was not without strong justifi-

cation in giving it the name of theohroma (food for tlie-

gods), but to confirm this practically the pure nut, the

whole nut, and nothing but the nut (excepting the milk

and sugar added by the consumer) should be used. Some-

miserable counterfeits are offered— farinaceous paste,

flavoured with cocoa and sugar. The best sample I have-

been able to procure is the ship cocoa prepared for the.

Navy. This is nothing but the whole nut unsweetened^

ground, and crushed to an impalpable paste. It requires

a little boiling, and when milk alone is used, with due
propoi'tioa of sugar, it is a theohroma. Condensed milk
diluted and without farther sweetening may be used.

In my last I promised the results of my investigations-

concerning the source of the sulphate of potash that I

found replacing the natural tartrate in so many samples of

sherry.

At first I hunted up all the information I could obtain

from books concerning the manufiicture of sherry, learned

that the grapes are usually sprinkled with a little powdered'

sulphur as they are placed in the vats prior to stamping.

The quantity thus added, however, is quite insufficient to-

account for the sulphur compounds in the .samples of wine
I examined. Another source is described in the books
—that from the sulphuring the casks. This process con-

sists simply of burning sulphur inside a partially-filled or
empty cask, until the exhaustion of free oxygen and iis

replacement by sulphurous acid renders fut'ier combnstioii

impossible. 'J'he cask is then filled with the wine. This-

would add a little of sulphurous acid, but still not sufficient.

Then comes the " plastering," or intentional addition of

gypsum (plaster of Paris). This, if largely carried out, is

sufficient to explain the complete conversion of the naturaif

tartrates into sulphates of potash, but such plastering is

admitted to be an adulteration or sophistication, and the-

best makers deny their use of it. I obtained samples of

sherry from a reliable source, which I have no doubt the-

shipper honestly believed to have been subjected to no suchi'

deliberate plastering ; still, from these came down an ex-

travagantly excessive precipitate on the addition of chloride

of barium solution.

At last I learned that " Spanish earth " was used in the-

fining. Why Spanish earth in preference to isinglass or-

white of egg, which are quite unobjectionable and very-

efficient 1 To this question I could get no satisfactory:

ans-wer directly, but learned vaguely that the fining pro^

duced by the white of egg, though complete at the time^

was not permanent, while that effected Vjy Spanish earth,,

containing much sulphate of lime, is permanent. The
brilliancy thus obtained is not lost by a.%e or variations of
temperature, and the dry shen-ies thus cooked are preferreti.

by English wine-drinker.*.

Here, then, is a solution of the my.'-tery. The su?pilat»'
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o£ potash which is thus made to replace bitartrate is so

readily soluble that neither changes of temperature nor in-

crease of alcohol, due to further fermentation, will

throw it down ; and thus the wine-merchant, without any

guilty intent, and ignorant of what he is really doing,

sophisticates the wine, alters its essential composition, and

adds an impurity in doing what he supposes to be a mere
clarification or removal of impurities.

I have heard of genuine sherries being returned as bad

to the shipper because they were genuine, and had been

fined without sophistication. Are we to blame the wine-,

merchant for this ? I think not.

My own experience of genuine wines in wine-growing

countries teaches me that such wines are rarely brilliant
;

and the variations of solubility of the natural salt of the

grape, which I have already explained, shows why this is

the case. If the drinkers of sherry and other white and

golden wines would cease to demand the conventional bril-

liancy they would soon be supplied with the genuine article,

which really costs the wine-merchaut less than the cooked

product they now insist upon having. This foolish demand
of his customers merely gives him a large amount of un-

necessary trouble.

So far, the wine-merchant ; but how about the consumer?

Simply that the substitution of a mineral acid—the sul-

phuiic for a vegetable acid (the tartaric)—supplies him
with a precipitant of lithic acid in his own body ; that is,

provides him with the source of gout, rheumatism, gravel,

stone, (fee, with which English wine-drinkers are prover-

bially tortured.

I am the more urgent in propounding this view of the

subject because I see plainly that not only the patients,

but too commonly their medical advisers, do not under-

stand it. When I was in the midst of these experiments

I called upon a clerical neighbour, and found him in his

study with his foot on a pillow, and groaning with gout.

A decanter of pale, choice, very dry sherry was on the

table. He poured out a glass for me and another for him-

self. I tasted it, and then perpetrated the unheard-of

rudeness of denouncing the wine for which my host had
paid so high a price. He knew a little chemistry, and I

accordingly went home forthwith, brought back some chloride

of barium, added it to his choice sherry, and showed him a

precipitate which made him shudder. He drank no more
dry sherry, and has had no serious relapse of gout.

In this case his medical adviser prohibited port and
advised dry sherry.

The following from "The Brewer, Distiller, and Wine
Manufacturer," by John Gardner (ChurchiU's "Technological

Handbooks." 1883), supports my view of the position of the

wine-maker and wine-merchant. " Dupre and Thudicum
have shown by experiment that this j)ractice of plastering,

as it is called, also reduces the yield of the liquid, as a con-

siderable part of the wine mechanically combines with the

gypsum and is lost." When an adulteration—justly so-

called—is practised, the object is to enable the perpetrator

to obtain an increased profit on selling the commodity at a

given price. In this case an opposite result is obtained. The
gypsum, or Spanish earth, is used in considerable quantity,

and leaves a bulky residuum, which carries away some of

the wine with it, and thus increases the cost to the seller of

the saleable result.

Having referred so often to dry wines, I should explain

the chemistry of this so-called dryness. The fermentation

of wine is the result of a vegetable growth, that of the

yeast, a microscopic fungus {Pencilliwm glaucum). The
must, or juice of the grape, obtains the germ spontaneously

—probably from the atmosphere. Two distinct effects are

produced by this fermentation or growth of fungus : first,

the sugar of the must is converted into alcohol ; second,
more or less of the albuminous or nitrogenous matter of
the must is consumed as food by the fungus. If uninter-
rujjted, this fermentation goes on either until the supply of
suflicient sugar is stopped, or until the supply of sufficient

albuminous matter is stopped. The relative proportions of

these determine which of the two shall be first exhausted.
If the sugar is exhausted before the nitrogenous food of

the fungus, a dry wine is produced ; if the nitrogenous food
is first consumed, the remaining unfermented sugar pro-
duces a sweet wine. If the sugar is greatly in excess, a
vin de liqueur is the result, such as the Frontignac, Lunel,
Rivesaltes, (fee, made from the muscat grape.
The varieties of grape are very numerous. Rusby, in

his " Visit to the vineyards of Spain and France," gives a
list of 570 varieties, and as far back as 1827 Oavalow
enumerated more than 1,500 different wines in France
alone.

From the above it will be understood that, cateris paribus,
the poorer the grape the drier the wine ; or that a given
variety of grape will yield a drier wine if grown where it

ripens imperfectly, than if grown in a warmer climate.

But the quantity of wine obtainable from a given acreage in

the cooler climate is less than where the sun is more
effective, and thus the naturalli/ dry wines cost more to

produce than the naiurallt/ sweet wines.

This has promoted a special cookery or artificial drying,

the mysteries of which will be discussed in my next.

NOTES ON COAL.
By Richakd A. Pboctoe.

{Continued from page 297.)

IF we now turn to the consideration of the extent of the

earth's surface occupied by those particular strata

which belong to the coal period, we find evidence of the

existence of enormous quantities of available coal. Pro-

fessor Ansted mentions that a quarter of a million of sqjiare

miles of the earth's surface " are covered with sandstones

and shales of the carboniferous period among which coal is

buried ; and this coal is for the most part accessible." Now
there are upwards of three million square yards of surface

in a square mile ; and, assuming an average total thickness

of ten yards for all the distinct seams of each coal-field, we
find for the total number of cubic yards of available coal

the enormous figure 7,500,000,000,000. As a cubic yard

of coal weighs nearly a ton, we may say that there are in

round numbers seven billions of tons of coal available for

the use of the human race. If we took the average number
of human beings living at each moment during the next

3,500 years to be 2,000,000,000, and the annual consump-

tion for all purposes to be at the average rate of one ton

per human being, the supply would last for that enormous

period.

But let us consider what portion of this vast supply falls

to the share of this country—not including, of course,

those coal-fields which lie in countries forming British ter-

ritory, but not forming part of the British Isles ; and let

us compare our store of coals with our present rate of con-

sumption and with the probable rate of consumption during

coming years.

Some difficulty arises at the outset in determining what
portion of the coal-fields actually existing in the British

Isles may be regarded as available. We might, indeed,

render the question more complicated by setting as a neces-

sary part of the inquiry the determination of the actnal
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expense per ton for mining, carriage, aud so on, according

as different parts of the coal-fields were being worked. But
for obvious reasons this would not be the place for dealing

with the subject in so general or so complete a manner.

The sole point I shall here touch on, as bearing on the

availability of the various coal-stores, Li the probable depth

to which coal-mining operations can be pushed.

It was held by many, in 1860-64,* that the coal-mines

might be worked to a depth far exceeding the greatest which
had then been reached. " The difficulties in the way of deep

mining," wrote Mr. Leonard Lemoran, Surveyor of Mines,
" are mere questions of cost. It is important to notice

that the assumption of 4,000 feet as the greatest depth to

which coal can be worked, on account of the increase of tem-

perature is purely voluntary. The increase has been calcu-

lated at a rate for which there is no authority ; and whOe
we are saying our coal-beds cannot be worked below

4,000 ft., a colliery in Belgium has nearly approached that

depth, and no inconvenience is experienced by the miners."

But, unfortunately, this sanguine view has not been sup-

ported by recent researches. It will be known to our

readers that in 1865 Commissioners were appointed for

discussing the whole subject of our coal supply. Among
their ranks were several of the most eminent geologists, as

well as some of the highest authorities on the practical

questions involved in the subject. The question of the

possible depth to which our mines could be worked was
necessarily one to which the Commissioners were bound to

give very close attention ; and we may fairly accept the

result of their inquiries as representing the most trust-

worthy conclusion which has yet Vjeen reached on this par-

ticular point. Now, they stated that, according to the

ordinary method of working, the depth at which the tem-

perature of the mine would reach blood-heat (or 98° Fahr.)

is about 3,000 ft. They expressed a belief that, by the
" long-wall " system of working, a depth of 3,420 ft. might
be reached before this temperature was attained : but
whether this will prove to be the case or not remains to

be seen. Now, although the human frame can bear for a

while a greater heat than 100° or even 200° Fahr.,! yet it

would be impossible to carry on such labours as are

required in coal-mining, at a higher temperature than

blood-heat, without great suffering and the loss of many
lives.

Accordingly, although before the Commissioners began

their labours, the total quantity of available coal in Great

Britain was reckoned at 200,000,000,000 of tons, it is now
generally admitted that, so far as known coal-fields are

concerned, the quantity probably available must be reckoned

at something less than 150,000,000 000 of tons. The Com-
missioners themselves found that in 1871 he had " an
aggregate of 146,480,000,000 of tons, which may be reason-

ably expected to be available for use."

It will be observed that this quantity is about a forty-

eighth part of the quantity probably available throughout
the whole world ; so that Great Britain possesses for her

area a singularly large supply of the mineral.

Yet the consumption of coals in this country is so enor-

mous that, although we are thus exceptionally well

supplied, statisticians have already begun to look with
anxiety upon the rapid exhaustion of our stores.

* This essay, as originally written, appeared in 1872, bnt it has,
of course, been modified considerably.

t Brewster mentions that Chantrey's workmen used to enter the
furnace which the sculptor employed in drying his moulds when
the temperature was as high as 340", " walkiiag over the floor with
wooden clogs, which are, of course, charred on the surface."
Chantrey himself and five or six friends stayed for two minutes in
the furnace, bringing out a thermometer which stood at 320°.

The questions at issue are exceediogly simple. Let
it be granted that our total available supply amounts
to 150,000,000,000 of tons. Then at the rate of con-

sumption in 1872, amounting nearly to 120,000,000 tons

per annum, this supply would last the nation 1,250 years.

But large as our consumption is, it is not the actual rate

which is alarming, but the annual increase of rate. Year
by year our consumption is increasing. In 1860-64 it was
under 84,000,000 tons, and the average rate of increase

during the next ten years was more than 3,500,000 tons.

Taking it at only 3,000,000, the supply, as estimated in

1872, would not last 280 years. For the increase at the

supposed rate would, in 280 years, be no less than

840,000,000 tons, making a total annual consumption of

060,000,000. The mean between this and the rate in 1872
amounted to 540,000,000 ; and it will be found that 280
times 540 is greater than 150,000.

But startling as is the theory that our coal-supply will

be completely exhausted in less than 270 years from 1884

—a period corresponding to that between the commence-
ments of the reigns of Elizabeth and our present Queen

—

there are those who entertain an even more disheartening

view. According to them it is not even the rate of increase

of the annual consumption which forms the most threatening

feature of the case, but the rapidity with which this rate of

increase is itself increasing.

Thus Mr. Hull, dealing with the coal supply as I have

just done, took 1,500,000 tons for the average annual in-

crease (admittedly, however, a low estimate). We have

seen that the average annual increase ten or twelve years

ago could not be set at less than 3,500,000. How, if in

twenty years the average annual increase should have risen

to ."1,000,000 1 in half a century later to 10,000,0001 and

so on. It is clear, at least, that if changes such as these

take place in the rate of increase, we have greatly over-

estimated in the above calculations the probable duration

of our coal-supply.

Mr. Stanley Jevons, in discussing the subject in 1863,

took the increase of increase into account with very

startling results. He said :
" We, of course, regard not

the average annual arithmetical increase of coal consump-

tion, but the average rate per cent, of increase, which is

found by computation to be 3-26." Now, to illustrate the

difference between this method and the other, we shall not

take the actual figures, which are inconvenient for ready

computation. Instead of doing so, we shall compare two

simple progressions. One is the series 100, 110, 120, 130,

140, 150, and so on, increasing by ten at each step ; the

other is a progression increasing at the rate of ten per

cent, and runs thus:—100, 110, 121, 133 (not counting

fractions), 146, 161, and so on. It will be observed that

the corresponding terms of the two series differ more

and more from each other as we proceed : the difference

is but one at the third term, and amounts to eleven at

the sixth. It wUl be found to increase marvellously

with a few more steps. Now, the difference between

Mr. Stanley Jevons' method and Mr. Hull's is precisely

analogous ; only that whereas the rate per cent, just con-

sidered is tin, it is in the actual case about three and a

quarter.

The fact really is, that the rate of increase corresponds

precisely, in one case, to that of a capital of 120,000,000

sterling, increased each year by simple interest at the rate

of 3| per cent., while, in Mr. Jevons' method of calcula-

tion, the increase is as that of a capital of 120,000,000

sterling, increased by compound interest at the rate of 3^

per cent, per annum. To give an idea of the actual differ-

ence as respects the consumption at some distant epoch, let

us take the year 1950. Then, according to the former
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method of viewing the matter, the tonsumjitioii in that

year will be .373.', millions of tons ; accordiug to the

latter, the consuiuptiou would be no less than 1,446

millions.

Startling as this result may seem, the commi.«sioners

found that in the last year of the five during which their

labours continued, the consumption corresponded much

more closely with the anticipations of Mr. Jevons than with

the theory of an arithmetical rate of interest. And they

remarked thereon that, though "every hypothesis must

be speculative, it is certain that, if the present rate of

increase in the consumption of coal be indefinitely con-

tinued, even in an approximate degree, the progress towards

tke exhaustion of our coal will be very rapid."

This will readily be believed when we mention that,

according to Mr. Jevons' method of calculation, adopting

3-26 as the rate per cent, of increase, 150,000,000,000 of

tOQs as the total available supply of coal, and 120,000,000

as felie present annual consumption, our coals would not

last us quite 127 years from 1872.

I venture, however, to indicate reasons for believing

that the rate of increase here contemplated cannot possibly

continue during many years, and that even the assumption

of an arithmetical rate of increase at the present mean rate

over-estimates the annual consumption for any time far

removed from the present.

(_To be continued.)

THE ENTOMOLOGY OF A POND.
By E. a. Butler.

ABOVE THE SURFACE.

THOSE insects that make their home in the pond in

their early life only, when fully grown still haunt

the neighbourhood, never straying far from the scene of

their juvenile associations. Their movements will, of

course, be very largely determined by the functions they

have to perform. Those whose only business it is to found

new families, and which so thoroughly devote themselves

to this work as to have but little thought about their own
sustenance, will evidently have no temptation to leave

the arena of their family labours, but will hover about

close to the pond till they have fulfilled their task,

and then, after but a brief stage of enjoyment in

the performance of parental duties, either die of old

age, or more probably fall victims to the voracious

appetites of predatory insects, or of insectivorous birds or

fish. Such as these will either be found executing merry
dances just above the surface, lurking amongst the rank
vegetation that fringes the banks, or resting on over-

hanging trees, from which positions they may easily be

dislodged by disturbing their place of retreat. But those

that are destined for a longer existence, and so have to

make vigorous onslaught upon nature on their own account,

as well as to give birth to new generations, will often take

foraging excursions into neighbouring woods and fields,

though the procreative instinct will with them, too, suggest

a speedy return to the water which is to be the nursery of

their expected brood.

Coming under the former category are first the Ephe-
meridcc, or May-flies, whose larvse formed the subject of

part of our last paper. There is no mistaking a May-fly
(Fig. 1). A most fragile creature, with four membranous
and reticulated wings, of which the hinder pair are very
much smaller than the others, and sometimes, indeed,

absent altogether, with two or three long filaments at the

tail generally ujuch longer than the insect itself, and with
the organs of the mouth in the most rudimentary con-

dition possible—such is the insect that, in consequence
of the sudden appearance and the as sudden disap-

pearance of its myriad swarms, and the extraordinary
brevity of its adult life, has attracted popular atten-

tion from the times of Greeks and Romans, to the
present day, and has, more often than almost any other
insect, been used to point a moral to human kind. The
name Ephemerid;e, a Greek word meaning living for a day,

indicates what is usually considered to be the extreme
duration of their perfect existence. In captivity they
have, it is true, been kept alive for upwards of a week

;

indeed Stephens reports having kept one for more than
three weeks ; but there is no doubt that, in a natural con-

dition, this longe^-ity would not have been attained, and in

the majority of cases the perfect existence seems to last

little more than a few hours. They have no power what-
ever of taking food, and are utterly defenceless, so that they
have no chance of holding their own against the numerous
foes that with hungry eyes are looking longingly upon
them. Their sole business is to become mated and lay

their eggs, and this exhausts all their energies. The
antenna; are extremely short, but, as if to counterbalance

this, the forelegs are sometimes extraordinarily long.

The wings have a number of nervures running longi-

tudinally at short intervals, and the spaces between

Fig. 1.

them are divided into tiny quadrilateral figures by num-
bers of short transverse nervures, so that the whole surface

of the wing is composed of minute enclosed areas which

are largest in the centre and smallest at the outer edge.

Several species of these insects are known to inhabit the

British Isles, but their preservation is a matter of con

siderable difliculty. Their texture is so fragile that such

parts of the body as are of most importance in the sepa-

ration of the sjjecies shrivel up to mere shapeless masses

after death, if they are simply allowed to dry as is usually

done with insects. A collection of them, therefore, is of

but little value to a systematist unless they are preserved

in spirit into which they have been plunged when fresh

and soft.

They are remarkably regular in their times of appearance,

and immense swarms arrive at maturity at almost the same

instant, and few phenomena have excited more admiration

and wonder than the sudden appearance of myriads of these

insects where a few moments before not one was to be seen,

and where their presence would be hardly likely to be

expected ; for, owing to their mud-loving propensities, they

are seldom noticed during their long larva- and pupa-hood,

and thousands may be close at hand without anyone except

those who specially search for them being any the wiser.

To the naturalists of a century and a half ago, coming

fresh to the observation of nature at first hand, when, as

yet there was but the most scanty literature on the subject,

the sudden appearance of these gigantic swarms was matter

of such intense interest, excitement, and delight, as in these

more matter-of-fact days of ours, with the charm of novelty

destroyed by an abundant literature, can scarcely be credited,
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and it is delightfully refreshing to place oneself for a

time in conimunication -with these great spirits of old and

try to see things with the eyes with which they saw them.

The renowned French naturalist, Reaumur, gives a most

minute and graphic account of the first swarm of May-flies

he witnessed, aid the details are so remarkable that they

are worthy of rt capitulation, if for the thousandth time. It

was in the year 1738 that the experience occurred to him.

His garden was situated on the bai ks of the Marne, and
on August 19 a fisherman informed him that on the

previous day ihc flies had begun to appear along the river;

or, as he expiessed it, the " manna had begun to fall"—

a

metajihor commonly used to express the advent of the

swarms. The illustrious naturalist, therefore, being deter-

mined to have a near view of the hatching of the

creatures, gi t into a boat about three hours before sunset,

and, proceeding down the river, detached from the banks

great masses of earth which contained abundance of

pupre, transferring them to a tub of water he had taken

with him. Having stayed out till about eight o'clock,

intently watching both banks and tub, but without seeing

very many flies, he bethought him that, as a storm seemed

to be brewing, terra firma would be preferable to an open

boat. He therefore landed, and had the tub conveyed into

his garden. But just at thi.s moment the insects began

to emerge from the tub in vast numbers, crowding up
from the water on to every exposed piece of earth, in order

to shed their skins and put on their wings. The scene

must have been a most entertaining one ; but, in the midst

of it all, the rain came on so severely that the observer,

ardent as he was, was obliged to beat a retreat, not, how-
ever, before covering up the tub with a cloth, that he might

not lose his precious insects. The storm soon abated, and he

again visited the tub, when he found the crowd of insects

much increased, many of them having been drowned through

their inability to find .sufficient standing loom under the

cloth. By this time it was quite dark, so that the obser-

vations had to be conducted by torchlight ; but the light

proved a strong attraction to the multitudes of flies that

were now emerging from the river, and they flocked

round in such numbers that they roon completely covered

the cloth which had again been thrown over the tub, and
might even have been taken up in handfuls. The delighted

naturalist and his attendants now made their way to the

river, and here the spectacle was far more astonishing,

for, as he says, " the myriads of ephemera which filled

the air over the current of the river and over the bank
on which I stood are neither to be expressed nor con-

ceived. When the snow falls with the largest flakes,

and with least interval between them, the air is

not so full of them as that which surrounded me
was full of ephemer.T. Scarcely had I remained in

one place a few minutes, when the step on which

I stood was quite concealed with a layer of them
from two to four inches in depth. Many times I was
obliged to abandon my station, not being able to bear the

shower of ephemera?, which, falling with an obliquity less

constant than that of an ordinary shower, struck con-

tinually, and in a manner extremely uncomfortable, every

part of my face. Eyes, mouth, and nostrils were filled with

them." Multitudes, of course, were drowned, but as fast

as the stream carried them away, new ones were ready to

take their place. The swarms continually increased in

density till between 9 and 9.30, when they reached their

maximum ; but in the succeeding half-hour their numbers
rapidly diminished, and by ten o'clock the marvellous

spectacle had completely vanished ; the vast hosts that

had filled the air so short a time before, having ful-

filled their destiny, were now numbered with the dead.

Other batches came forth some nights afterwards, bnt not

again in such enormous numbers. The fishermen reckon

three successive days for the greatest " fall of the manna,"
and during this time, of course, the fish hold a grand

carnival, gorging themselves on the delicate morsels as they

fall into the river.

It is remarkable that in Ceylon there is a species of

May-fly the abdomen of which is luminous—sutficiently so,

indeed, to enable one to capture the insect, even on a very

dark night.

(To he continued.)

I

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.

A WEEK'S CONVEESATION ON THE PLUEALITY OW
WORLDS.

By Mons. de Fontenelle.

with notes by richard a, proctoe.

THE THIRD EVENING.—PARTICULARS OF THE WORLD
IN THE MOON, AND PROOFS OF THE OTHER
PLANETS BEING HABITABLE.

( Continued from p. 301.)

SHOULD rejoice," says the Marchioness, " at a

wreck of these lunar folks, as much as my neigh-

bours on the coast of Sussex. How pleasant would it be

to see 'em lie scattered on the ground, where we might

consider at our ease their extraordinary figures."

" But what," said I, " if they should swim on the out-

ward surface of our air, and be as curious to see us, as jon

are to see them ; should they angle or cast a net for us as

for so many fishes, would that please you 1

"

" Why not," said the Marchioness, smiling. " For my
part, I would go into their nets of my own accord, were it

but for the pleasure of seeing such strange fishermen."

" You would be very sick," said I, " when yon were

drawn to the top of our air ; for there is no respiration in

all its extent, as may be seen on the tops of some very hjgh

mountains ; and I admire, that they who have the folly to

believe that fairies, whom they allow to be corporeal, and

to inhabit the most pure and refin'd air, do not tell us that

the reason why they give us such short and seldom visits

is, that there are very few among them that can dire

;

and those that can, if it be possible to get through the

thick air where we are, cannot stay half so long in it as

one of your diving fowls can in the water. Here, then,

are natural barricades, which defend the passage out of

our world as well as the entry into that of the moon ; so

that, since we can only guess at that world, let us fancy all

we can of it. For example, I will suppose that we may
there see the firmament, the sun, and the stars of another

colour than what they are here. All these appear to us

tliro' a kind of natural opticks, which change and alter the

objects. These spectacles, as we may call 'em, are our air,

mix'd as it is with vapours and exhalations, and which

does not extend itself very high. Some of our modern
philosophers pretend of itself it is blue, as well as the

water of the sea, and that this colour neither appears in

the one nor in the other but at a great depth. The firma-

ment, say they, where the fix'd stars are placed, has no
peculiar light of its own, and by consequence must appear

black, but we see it through the air, which is blue, and

therefore it appears to us blue ; which, if so, the beams of

the sun and stars cunnot pass thro' the air without being

tirg'd a little wiih its colour, and losing as much of their
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own. Yet, were the air of no colour, it is very certain

that through a great mist the light of a flambeau at some
distance appears reddish, tho' it be not its true natural

colour. Our air is nothing but a great mist, which changes

the true colour of the sky, sun, and stars ; it belongs only

to the celestial matter to bring us the light and colours as

they really are in all their purity ; so that, since the air of

the moon is of another nature than our air, or is diversiiied

by another colour, or at least is another kind of mist, which
varies the colours of the celestial bodies. In short, as to

the people of the moon, their spectacles thro' which they see

everything are changed."
" If it be so," said the Marchioness, " I prefer this abode

before that of the moon, for I cannot believe the celestial

colours are so well suited as they are here. For instance,

if you put green stars on a red sky, they cannot be so

agreeable as stars of gold on an azure firmament."
" To hear you, one would imagine, madam," said I, " you

were chusing a petticoat or a suit of knots ; but, believe

me, nature does not want fancy. Leave it to her to chuse
colours for the moon, and I '11 engage they shall be well

sorted. She will not fail to vary the prospect of the uni-

verse, at every different point of sight, and always the
alteration shall be very agreeable."

"I know very well," said the 3Iarchioness, " her skill in

this point ; she is not at the charge of changing the objects,

but only the spectacles, and has the credit of this great
variety without being at any expense : with a blue air she
gives us a blue firmament ; and perhaps with a red air she
gives to the inhabitants of the moon a red firmament, and
yet still it is but the same firmament, nay, I am of opinion
she has plac'd a sort of spectacles in our imagination, thro'

which we see all things, and which to every particular man
change the objects. Alexander look'd on the earth as a
fit place to establish a great empire ; it seem'd to Celadon
a proper residence for Astrrea, and it appear'd to a philo-

sopher a great planet in the heavens cover'd with fools. I
do not believe the sights vary more between the earth and
the moon than they do between one man's fancy and
another's."

" This change in our imaginations," says I, " is very sur-
prising; for they are still the same objects, tho' they
appear different; when in the moon, we may see other
objects we do not see here, or at least not see all there we
do see here. Perhaps in that country they know nothing
of the dawn and the twilight, before the sun rises and
after the sun sets : the air which encompasses, and is

elevated above us, receives the rays, so that they cannot
strike on the earth, and being gross, stops some of them,
and sends 'em to us, tho', indeed, they were never naturally
design'd us ; so that the daybreak and the twilight are a
favour which nature bestows on us : they are lights which
do not properly belong to us, and which she gives us over
and above our due. But in the moon, where apparently
the air is more pure, and therefore not so proper to send
down the beams it receives from the sun before his rising,
and after his setting, they have not that sight of grace (as
I may call it) which, growing stronger by degrees, does
more agreeably prepare them for the arrival of the sun

;

and which growing weaker, and diminishing by degrees,
does insensibly prepare them for the sun's departure : but
they are in a profouud darkness, where a curtain (as it

were) is drawn all on a sudden, their eyes are immediately
dazzled with the whole light of the sun in all its glory and
brightness

; so, likewise, they are on a sudden surprised
with utter darkness, the night and the day have no medium
between them, but they fall in a moment from one extreme
to the other.

(To be continued.)

ELECTROPLATING.
By W. Slingo.

XII.—SILVERING SOLUTIOXS.

ONE cannot but be struck with the great beauty and
variety of the works of art observable in any good

electroplater's show-room. Nor can there be any doubt that
the discovery and pursuit of the art of depositing silver

electrically, has given a considerable impetus to the trade
in silvered goods. As an involved consequence of the
profit at first made, competition speedily Het in, the result
being a cheaper article with the maximum amount of
tasteful embellishment. At the present moment, the in-

dustry has developed into truly gigantic dimensions, tons
and tons of silver being utilised in th<> process.

The beauty of the work produced lends naturally a great
charm to the process from an amateur's point of view. Nor
are the experiments accompanied by an undue amount of
trouble, while with the adoption of fitting precautions,
failure is an unlikely result.

The first thing to be done in starting on a small scale is

to prepare the solution which is to be placed in the electro-

lytic bath. Of course, the expense is greater than that
involved in the deposition of copper, but it is not so great
as to present a serious obstacle even to one of very re-

stricted means. The chief outlay is at the beginning. A
solution once made should last a long time in use without
seriously deteriorating. The duration is practically governed
by the quality of the ^^ingredients. The silver which is

deposited on the plated article appears at the expense of

the silver plate used as the anode or positive electrode in

the bath, because, although the particles of metal cannot
be said to traverse the solution, there is, nevertheless, a

particle dissolved oft the plate for every particle that finds

its way from the solution on to the article forming the

cathode or negative electrode.

The last few lines render it almost superfluous to say

that the silver employed should be of the finest. Impure
silver or alloys will not do, but if no other is available, a

purifying process must be resorted to. The simplest consists

in dissolving the impure metal in nitric acid, adding the

alloy grain by grain, until the whole is dissolved. Do not

use too much acid, but start first with a very small quan-

tity, and then, should it prove insufficient to dissolve all the

metal, add a little more. When the solution is completed,

add a little cold water, at the rate of half a pint to an

ounce of metal. Then drop in a few pieces of copper,

which the acid will take up, setting free the silver.

This silver is then jireeipitated in a pure state on the sur-

face of the copper, just as copper is precipitated on iron,

when a piece of that metal is immersed in a sulphate of

copper solution. The supernatant liquor which now con-

sists of nitrate of copper, instead of nitrate of silver, mixed
with nitrates of the various impurities, is next poured

off carefully, and the deposited silver well washed lu clean

water.

Having procured the pure metal, dissolve, say an ounce

of it, little by little, in a mixture consisting of rather more
than an equal weight of good nitric acid (specific gravity

1-420) and about a quarter of an ounce of water. A "word
to the wise " is, however, necessary here. In the first

place, nitric acid is exceedingly corrosive. Coat sleeves

and trousers vanish beneath it in a sometimes alarming

fashion, and its effect upon a mahogany dining-room

table is anything but entertaining, except In the eyes

of a young " destroy - all." If it comes into con-

tact with the skin it destroj-s it, turning it a yellow

colour, which only disappears as the skin wears off.
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This burning of the skin is accompanied with considerable

heat and more or less pain. It is, therefore, necessary to

be careful with it, to prevent it spilling. As it is volatile,

the bottle containing the acid should be kept stoppered, and,

as heat accelerates its evaporation, it should be kept in a

cool place. There is, however, no fear of explosion, except

with the most powerful acids, more powerful, in fact, than

are likely to be procurable. Another point to be borne in

mind is, perhaps, more important than either of those

hitherto mentioned, and that is, that when a metal is dis-

solved in nitric acid, fumes of a most unpleasant and some-

what injurious character are evolved.

The merest tyro in chsmical manipulation knows that

when a metal, such as iron or zinc, is dissolved in sulphiu-ic

acid, a sulphate of the metal is formed, and hydrogen gas is

liberated. This results from the metal taking the place of

the hydrogen in the acid. The exchange is expressed

thus

—

Zn + SOjH; = SO,Zii + H2

Zinc and='^'P^']^'<= produce ^^"^'P^^^f and hydrogen.

With nitric acid the case is somewhat different. The
metal, copper, for instance, first decomposes the acid

forming the nitrate. Thus :

Cn + 2XO3H = (S0;);CU0,. + H;
Copper and nitric acid produce nitrate of copper and hydrogen,

but this hydrogen does not escape, owing to the unstable

nature of nitric acid. A further decomposition takes

place, in which the hydrogen splits the acid into water and
oxide of nitrogen. Thus :

3H., + 2XO3H
nitric

40H.,

Hydrogen and nitric acid produce • -, and water.

This oxide escapes into the air and combines with an
additional quantity of oxygen, forming nitrous anhydride

and nitric peroxide, which appear as pungent brownish

fumes. They are intensely irritating to the throat and
nostrils, and this portion of the experiment should be con-

ducted in a chimney with a good draught, or, failing that

in the open-air. In the case of silver, a series of changes

takes place similar to the above. The primary reaction of

a metal on an acid may be considered identical in all cases,

and to consist in the formation of the corresponding salt

and hydrogen ; the secondary reactions which occur, and
which generally consist in the reduction of a further

portion of the acid, depend entirely on the nature both of

the acid and the metal employed, on the state of concentra-

tion of the acid, and on the temperature at which the

reaction takes place. Thus, by the action of various

metals on nitric acid, we may obtain at wDl either

ammonia, nitrogen, nitrous oxide, nitric oxide, or nitric

peroxide.

To return to the nitrate of silver solution, the whole of

the silver being dissolved, a gentle heat is applied to drive

off any superfluous nitric acid that may remain. The
nitrate being evaporated almost to dryness, half a gallon of

distilled or (faOing that) rain water is then added. A pure
nitrate of silver solution results. Ordinary drinking water
is not available because of its impurities.

II. Beetz has made a standard cell, which is a modified form of

Latimer Clark's mercurous sulphate cell. It consists of a tube in

which a compressed cake of mercurous and zincic sulphates is

placed ; at one end of the cake the zinc pole is placed, and at the
other end the mercury pole. On short-circuiting the following
results were obtained :—Five minutes, l--i40 volts ; one hour,
1'439 volts ; four hours, 1'439 volts ; six hours, 1'437 volts ; twelve
hours, 1-434 volts; forty-eight hours, 1-408 volts. The resistance
was 15'700 ohms.

CHATS ABOUT GEOMETRICAL
MEASUREMENT.
By Richakd A. Proctor.

A. There are few subjects which seem more mysterious to

me than the measurement of the lengths of curves, the areas

of surfaces bounded by curves, and the determination of the

volumes and surfaces of solid figures bounded by.curved

surfaces. Surely in all such cases you can suggest approxi-

mations to the real values, not those values themselves I

M. Well, in one sense, all mathematical results are

approximations. We cannot even draw a straight line

which really corresponds with the definition of a straight line.

We are obliged to assume the existence of lines, sui-faces,

shapes, and so forth, which we cannot actually picture.

A. That is not what I mean. I am well content with

the geometry of Euclid, which I regard as exact. What I

like, indeed, in Euclidean geometry is the exactness of aU

its methods and results. Isow, if I understand rightly

what is signified by non-Euclidean geometry, it is a system

of approximation to the truth, and not exact, like the

geometry of Euclid.

M. I think you mistake altogether. What do you

understand by non-Euclidean geometry ?

A. Why, geometry dealing -with matters outside those on

which Euclid enters.

M. That is a mistake. The awkward term non-Euclidean

geometry is not applied to geometry beyond or outside

Euclid's, but to geometry inconsistent with ordinary geo-

metry. Non-Euclidean geometry requires at our very entry

into its domain that we should abandon the axioms, nay,

the very definitions of Euclidean geometry. A straight

line, for instance, in non-Euclidean geometry, by no means
" lies evenly between its extreme points."

A. I have indeed been mistaken, then, on that point. I

certainly want to hear no more about thai geometry. The

kind of geometry I was thinking of is geometry dealing

with matters outside those dealt with by Euclid. We do

not find in Euclid any reference to limiting values, infinity,

vanishing quantities, and other such matters, which—to my
mind—make the geometry of approximations (if I may
invent an expression) unsatisfactory.

M. Are you fjuite sure of this \ I think you are mis-

taken here also. To turn to the veiy beginning of his work,

how does Euclid define parallel lines 1

A. H'm—h'm. Well, certainly in a sense he does seem

there to introduce the idea of infinity.

M. So I think. And does he not introduce the idea of

limiting quantities in the twelfth axiom 1

A. I cannot say that I see what you mean. He says that

two lines referred to in the axiom will meet if produced far

enough.
21. Yes ; but he implies that no matter how small the

deficiency of the " two angles taken together " from two

right angles, those two straight lines will meet on that

side where the angles are thus less than two right angles.

The idea of a limiting value is here obviously introduced.

A. I see now what you mean. Let us consider this

axiom for a moment. It has little to do, perhaps, with the

subject we are upon; but I should like to have your

opinion about this troublesome axiom. I suppose you

agree with those who consider that is not in reality an

axiom ^

21. Certainly it is no axiom. The converse is demon-

strated in the 1 7th proposition.

A. How so ^

21. In that proposition it is shown that any two angles

of a triangle are together less than two right angles. This
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might be put tlius : If two straight lines falling upon a

third straight lino meet, the two inferior angles made by

tlietu with tliat third line, on the side towards which they

oieet, are together less than two right angles.

A. That is obviously the converse of the twelfth so-

called axiom. And the 32nd proposition may obviously

be regarded as proving hy hov) much the two inferior angles

fall short of two right angles—viz., by the angle at which

the two straight lines are inclined to each other. But how
could all this be corrected %

M. It is manifestly an incongruity to have definitions

which imply propositions, and propo.sitions which are the

conTerse of axioms ; and it is always undesirable to increase

the number of axioms. It appears to me that the number
of simple propositions should rather have been increased.

After all, the ideas underlying the definition of parallel

lines and axiom twelfth are simple enough. By accepting as

admisaible the definition of a right angle (for clearly there

mast be some position in which the angles on either side of

the finite line are equal), and the axiom that two straight

liaes cannot enclose a sjiace as really axiomatic, we can

arrive, I think, at both the definition of parallel straight

lines and at the proposition involved in the twelfth axiom,

without any difficulty—without even assuming that new
axiom which Simsou proposed. Through a given point only

one parallel can be drawn to a given straight line.

A. How would you do this %

M. I would deline parallel straight lines as straight lines

at right angles to the same straight line ; and I would
^rove their fundamental property thus :—Let AB (Fig. 1)

r H
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—say, SQialler than it. Now let this other or third sphere,

and the second, be supposed concentric, the second being the

outermost. Euclid shows then (in his spider-web problem,

which no one now ever seems to read) that there may be

•enclosed within the outer sphere a polyhedron (call it P^)

not touohiog or cutting the inner one. Let a similar poly-

hedron be enclosed within the first sphere, and call this

polyhedron P,. Then if S„ S., S^ be the volumes, and Dj,

D.,, and D^ be the diameters of the three spheres, we have,

from an already established property of polyhedra,

But
P, : p., :: D/'

S, : S3 :: B,^

Si : S3 :: P^

S^ : P, :: S3

D/, by our hypothesis :

P2

P2

But Si is greater than the enclosed polyhedron P, ; there-

fore S3 is greater than P^, or a sphere is greater than a

polyhedron within which it wholly lies : which is absurd.

Hence the sphere Sj bears to the sphere So the same ratio

which the cube of the diameter D| bears to the cube of the

diameter Do.

J. Ah! Thanks. I think I follow you. But I hope

the demonstrations of arc-lengths, surfaces, volumes, &c.,

will be simpler.

M. Nay, if you have followed me at all attentively, the

proof is simplicity itself. However, the demonstrations

we have now to consider will be direct instead of indirect,

and simplified by the introJuction of certain considerations

not noted by Euclid. They will also, of course, be properly

illustrated. Next time we meet we will enter upon them.

A. Willingly.

(To be continued.)

SEAT AND FOOT-BOARD
ROWING-BOATS.

FOR

THE slidiug-seat of the usual construction slides between
two tracks held on a suitable frame. From the back

•of the seat projects a rod whose rear end is pivoted to the

•apper end of an upright lever pivoted to a bar projecting

irom the rear of the frame. A spiral spring, surrounding
the bar, is held between the rear of the seat and a cross-

piece. The foot-board is secured to a cross-piece sliding in

longitudinal grooves formed in plates in the boat. The
lower end of the kver is connected by rods with the foot-

board. The pressure of the spring can be varied by a

collar on the rod back of the seat.

When the oarsman makes a stroke, the seat is moved
back and the spring is compressed, and the rod is moved in

the same direction, when, by means of the lever, the foot-

board is moved in the opposite direction. As the oarsman

recovers, the spring expands, and pushes the seat back,

while the footboard is drawn forward, thereby relieving

the oarsman of the necessity of pulling back the seat, and
enabling him to expend all his force and power on the

stroke. The recovery being very rapid, fast rowing is

admissible.

This invention has, says the Scientific American, been

patented by Mr. James J. Turpel, of Halifax, Novo Scotia.

HOW TO RIDE A TEICYCLE.
By John Browning,

Chairman of the London Tricycle Club.

HOW to ride a tricycle easily, that is what I mean. In
the early spring of this glorious summer, I was

walking with my wife on the esplanade at Brighton, and
looking towards Hove I saw a gentleman riding towards
us on a rear-steering tricycle. His legs were going up and
down like the beams of an engine, and his shoulders were
working as hard as his legs, fie was an immensely power-
ful man, standing little, if anything, short of 6 ft. in

height, and weighing about 16 st. I said to my wife "He
will tear that machine to pieces before long," but I had
little idea how soon my prediction would he fulfilled, for

within a minute of the words being spoken, he fell oS the

machine, and, on going to his assistance, I found that he

had torn the iron seat ofi' the spring. Part of the metal-

plate had given way, the bolts were wrenched ofi", and one
of the strong metal straps had broken. Yet, with all the

strength he was exerting, he was not travelling at more
than six miles an hour. Had the same amount of strength

been skilfully applied, it would have urged him along at

the rate of twelve miles an hour, at least I have never

before or since seen so bad a rider ; but there are very

few riders who apply their strength to the best advantage,

and obtain the speed they should get in proportion to the

work they are doing.

Many riders have complained to me that, while they can

ride eight or nine miles in one hour, they cannot, without

great difiiculty, ride more than about forty miles in a day.

Should they be possessed only of the most moderate staying

power, if they will act on the following hints they will

soon find the distance they can travel greatly increased.

They will then know that they have tired so soon because

they have not studied how to ride easily :

—

First, I would recommend all those who wish to

thoroughly enjoy riding, and to obtain the utmost benefit

to their health from the exercise, to restrict their pace to

about five or six miles an hour on a Sociable, or six to

seven miles an hour on a single machine, and the distance

they ride to from thirty to forty miles in a day on a

Sociable, and from forty miles to fifty miles in a day on a

single machine.

I have known of two or three cases of people giving up
riding, after a very short experience, because they found

that they could not ride at the rate of nine or ten miles an
hour " for even half a day." They had been misled into

believing that this would be easy work for them. Appa-
rently it had never occurred to them that, as they would
have to climb up many bills, and travel over rough roads,

and, at times, drive against the wind, their pace would
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often be reduced to bttween five and six miles an hour,

and that, therefore, to drive at the rate continuously of

nine or ten miles an hour they must, to compensate for

this reduced speed, make a pace a great part of the way of

from twelve to fifteen miles an hour, and this although

they were only novices in riding.

Nothing in my experience hinders a novice in his pro-

gress to good riding so much as trying at once to ride very

fast. Let him strive only to ride as easily as possible, and,

after a time, if he rides a good machine, the pace will come
without proportionately increased exertion.

Even if you intend to ride quickly, never start quickly

;

do not start at more than five or six miles an-hour for the

first few miles, particularly if you start directly after break-

fast, and purpose riding for the whole day.

As I have mentioned rough roads, let me say at once

that the way to ride those as easily as possible is to have

good large rubber tyres on your wheels. No tyres should

be used less than | of an inch in diameter for the driving-

wheels of single machines, and ^ths are better. The small

wheels should have tyres Jth larger than those on the

driving-wheels. The rubber tyres of the Sociables should

be Jth larger than the sizes I have recommended for single

machines.

Large tyres will be found advantageous in many ways

;

they will not be nearly so liable to come ofi" as small tyres,

and they will not be cut to anything like the same extent

by sharp stones. Their durability will, therefore, be found
very great.

Mud is, of course, a great obstacle to easy riding. I have
only one hint to give in connection with it. If the mud is

stiff—not slushy—ride where the mud is the wettest. I

constantly see people riding on the driest part of the road
under these circumstances, where the work is twice as

hard.

Hill-riding is, of course, hard work; but practice and
skill in time make it comparatively easy.

Two-speed gearings are the greatest boon to those who
wish to ride easily. My advice is, never ride any machine
without one. In former articles I have described those I

consider the best.

If you wish to ride without fatigue, 'never pitU at your
handles. Whenever you are on rising ground, or working
through mud, or over loose stones, or against wind, lean

well forward, resting on your handles, instead of pulling at

them. This position has the great advantage for hill-riding

that there is no fear of the machine capsizing backwards

;

and for making progress against the wind it is the best,

because it diminishes considerably the surface of the body
presented to the wind.

Whenever you find that leaning forward does not give

sufiicient power, rise from your seat or saddle and stand on
your pedals, if you have not far to go under such difficulty;

but if you have, dismount at once, for you will find pushing
the machine much easier than riding, and the change of

motion acts as a rest.

In dismounting on a steep hill, do not trust to your
break, as there are very few breaks which will stop a
machine when it is running backwards. Lean well forward
and stop by pedalling forwards if it commences to run
backwards, steering at the same time, so that the tricycle

will turn straight across the hill.

Clutches are a great assistance to easy riding, and help
a rider considerably in surmounting short, steep hills,

especially if there is a short, steep down-hill before coming
to them.

When the machine has a clutch, or clutches, the feet can
be held still at any tioie and the pedals act as foot-rests.

In running down a slight incline, the pedals may be driven

quickly at intervals, and the machine may be made to

travel at a good pace, and yet the rider may rest himself
the greater part of the time.

An illustration will best show the use of the clutch.

Riding one morning near Croydon, a tricyclist overtook me
and passed me, evidently using some exertion to do so.

I have made it a rule never to race with any one, so I

did not quicken my pace, but after a time I came up with
the rider at the top of a steep hill ; having a clutch on my
machine, I pedalled very quickly just at the top of the hill,

then held my feet still until I was three-quarters of the way
down, and at this point pedalled again quickly, and rode
all the way up the opposite hill without difficulty,

probably at the rate of seven or eight miles an hour. I

could not with safety have taken my feet ofi" my pedals and
caught them when rushing down the hill, ily antagonist

tried to pedal fast down the hill, and missed his pedals, and
letting his machine come nearly to a standstill, he came on.

dead-centres about half way up the hill, and had to dismount
and push up the rest of the way, and he did not attempt to
pass me again. I doubt if I should have got away from
him had it not been for my clutch.

Clutches are invaluable on a Sociable when you are riding

with a lady, for it frequently happens that a lady tires

quickly, and then, if she cannot pedal as quickly as the

gentleman, she actually helps to stop the machine ; with a

clutch this is impossible.

The last hints I can give here a.i regards easy riding, are

to ride on a saddle well over your cranks, and to use a
crank with a short throw. The first Sociable I had was
furnished with a crank nearly 6i in. long ; now I am riding

with a crank barely 4 in. long. Short cranks are not nearly

so tiring as long ones, unless the machine is geared too

high. Of course, for working up a steep hill long cranks

are the best, but the excessive motion of the legs con-

tinuously, to so great an extent, becomes fatiguing. For
this reason, using plenty of ankle-play, so as to reduce the
rise and fall of the knees, will be found very advantageous.

On a future occasion I may write a short article on pedal-

ling, as I cannot at fitting length refer to it here.

If my readers e.xpect me to tell them how to ride fifteen

or sixteen miles in an hour, and a hundred miles within

ten hours on a right-away, give-and-take road, I am sorry I

cannot assist them. Two or three members of my club can

do this, and I know half-adozen men altogether who can

accomplish it ; but I doubt if they could help any one else

to do it, if they wished to. Their great pace is the result

of youth, health, strength, and incessant practice, and
coupled with these a determination, whenever they ride at

such a rate, to spare neither themselves nor their machines,

come what will.

DICKENS'S STORY LEFT HALF TOLD.
A QUASI-SC1E.\TIFIC INQUIKT IXTO

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD.
By Thomas Foster.

(Continued from p. 314.)

THE next chapter is one of the most interesting in the

book, and is worthy of Dickens's best days. It con-

tains several points well worth noticing in reference to the

development of the plot.

In the first place, we note that Crisparkle has come up
"by the very first train to be caught in the morning," so

that there is no fear lest Jasper should be in town too, for

he must stay for the morning service at Cloisterham. He
has consulted with Mr. Grewgious. It is noteworthy, by
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the way, how thoroughly Grewgious takes the niiinagenient

of everything at about this time. They all defer to him, and
his whole manner sliows that he is master of the situation.

A visitor is announced, and Crisparkle, not knowing
whom it may be, is for not seeing him. But Grewgious
advises that, whoever it may be, he should come in. " It

is a business principle of mine," he says, " not to close up
any direction, but to keep an eye on every direction that

may present itself I could relate an anecdote in point,

but that it would be premature." What is clear from
this, is that a time is approaching when Mr. Grewgious
will have a good deal to disclose. What is not cleai-, is

the nature of the special experience he refers to. It bears of

course on the Drood mystery, or its disclosure could not be

spoken of as premature. But,,among the scores of things it

Qiiight be, one cannot well guess what it was. Possibly Mr.
Ctrewgious refers to the unexpected use he had found for

Bazzard, or perhaps to the events which had suggested the
" Datchery assumption." Be this as it may, Mr. Grewgious
is obviously preparing for disclosures which will astonish

many, and crush Jasper to the ground.

The meeting of Tartar and Crisparkle is a rare bit of
" Dickens." So also is the behaviour of Grewgious at this

point ("I am proud to make your acquaintance. I hope
you didn't take cold. I hope you were not inconvenienced

by swallowing too much water. How have you been

since?" This is as funny as anything in Pickwick, though
not—like so much in Pickwick—overdrawn). Mr. Grew-
gious presently has an idea. He has seen that Tartar is

(he very man to help Neville and Helena. He is the very

man too to defeat "our local friend" ("on whom I beg

to bestow a passing but hearty malediction, with the kind

permission of my reverend friend ").

We learn here that Grewgious's watch of Neville has

led him to suspect, possibly to know, that Jasper employs

some " hanger-on of Staple " to watch Neville during his

own absence at Cloisterham. I am half inclined to imagine

—though I must confess I have scarcely any evidence to

support the notion—that Grewgious has cleverly arranged

matters so that Bazzard has fallen into Jasper's way, and
been employed by him on this very service. If Jasper had

so met Bazzard, hanging about after his manner, and had

.suggested such work to him, we can imagine that Grew-
gious's first idea when he heard of it would have been to

tell Bazzard indignantly to reject the proposition ; but on
second thoughts he might have found here " a direction

which had chanced to open," and had applied his business

principle of keeping his eye on every direction presenting

itself. In such a case that would assuredly have been " an
anecdote " very much " in point," but which it would have
been premature to relate. And this would have been a

detail thoroughly in Dickens's style,—Jasper trusting

Bazzard with full knowledge of his own whereabouts (and

Grewgious seems better able to follow Jasper's movements
than otherwise we could expect), employing him to traduce

Neville to Landless, and, in tine, delivering himself up,

not knowing what he was doing, to an employe of his

enemies. This would be good. But I think I see my way
to something better yet, and still more in Dickens's style.

What if Bazzard tried to play a double game, something

after the manner of Silas Wegg, whom, of all Dickens's

characters, he most resembles, and if Grewgious allowed

this to go on in such sort that the discomfiture of Bazzard
became as interesting a minor feature of the denouement
as the discomfiture of Silas Wegg in the denouement of

" Our Mutual Friend." However, this is necessarily mere
guesswork ; not, like most of the considerations I have
brought foward, a direct result of the analysis of the

evidence.

The closing parts of thi.s chapter and the whole of the

next bear strongly on the development of the story.

Tartar's rooms are placed at Rosa's service for her inter

view with Helena, and also, be it noticed, at the service of

such "comers and goers", as Mr. Grewgious may wish to

visit the Landlesses without being seen by Jasper's spy.

Tartar undertakes to visit Neville daily, to see whether
Jasper—in his plan for isolating Neville from all friends

and wearing his dailj' life out grain by grain—will com-
municate in some way with Tartar to warn him off from
Neville. We see opportunities here for abundance of in-

teresting matter. Indeed, one wonders how Dickens was
to have got into the other half of the work all that seems
promised in the later parts of the first half.

Of course, it is made clear that Rosa and Tartar have
fallen in love at first sight. We know certainly too that

this love is to " end well," though its course may not run
smoothly all the way. But even in entering on this part of

the story, by which the fortunes of Rosa, the chief heroine,

are to be disposed of, Dickens does not fail to throw some
sidelight on the main plot of his story, though they are

only to be caught by the keener-sighted. Thus just after

we have been told, in Dickens's fashion, that Rosa thinks

more of Tartar than Edwin were he still atfianced to her,

(or did he still love her though no longer atfianced) would
approve (I mean in the words relating to Rosa's hat), the

two start, arm in arm, Crisparkle walking in front. If

Edwin is dead, or Rosa so supposes, this would not be an
occasion for thought of him, especially as Rosa had no
reason up to the time of Edwin's disappearance, to suppose

he loved her more than otliers did. But if Edwin is

alive and Rosa knows it, if further Edwin has told

Grewgious and Grewgious Rosa that he—Edwin—now
loves her, but she has been unable to respond as he

would wish (though not saying that she can never care

for him except as a brother),—this moment, when she

is just entering "the country of the magic beanstalk"

the dreamland of love, would bring Edwin to her

thoughts. As Helena, a little later, recognising Rosa's

love for Tartar, " seemed to compassionate somebody "

—

that somebody being Neville—so Rosa, recognising, though

half unconsciously, her nascent love would at the moment
compassionate another—that other being Edwin. " ' Poor,

poor Eddy !
' thought Rosa, as they went along." Consider

how full of meaning all this is. Dickens was not so poor

an artist as to throw in the thought of Edwin's mys-

terious disappearance, or even his supposed death, at the

moment of Rosa's incipient love for Tartar. It is certain

that Rosa thinks of another's love, not of another's death,

at this moment. She must know, then, that Edwin loves

her and—now, for the first time—that his love is hopeless.

She must know, therefore, that he is alive. All this

corresponds well with what we have already become

assured of, and therefore is not new. But it is worthy of

notice how Dickens multiplies sidelights for observant

readers, and how little he fears lest the careless reader

should detect his meaning.

Helena's love for Crisparkle is shown in the second of

these two chapters relating to Rosa, Tartar, and Neville

Landless. " I could believe any such thing of Mr. Cri-

sparkle," she says, with a mantling face, supjjosing Rosa to

have spoken of Crisparkle saving Tartar's life (" more

blushes in the beanstalk country "). We learn from this

way of speaking, not only that Helena loves Crisparkle (we

already know he loves her), but that their love, like that of

the other pair, is to end well. For Neville, then, and for

Edwin, we have no such promise. Yet we feel that the

end of these two, though both are unfortunate in love, is

not to be the same. Neville is to die, Edwin is to remain
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unmarried. The sympathy of Grewgious for both these
young men is in great part due to bis own past hopeless
love for Rosa's mother.

If the pen had fallen from Dickens's hand just here, all

that need have been known to make the drift of the story
clear would have been told. We should be certain that
Jasper was to be brought to condign punishment, Neville
to be cleared though he was to die young, Edwin to become
the valued friend of Tartar, Ciispaikle, Helena, and Rosa,
and these four to enter on that "happy marriage " condition
which has been regarded from time immemorial as the ap-
propriate fate of the heroes and heroines of happUyending
novels. We should regret our loss in the absence of those
chapters in which the progress of events to this happy end
would have been pleasingly narrated. But as to the general
nature of the denouement we could have no manner of
doubt.

More, however, was written, and in what was written we
have evidence even as to some of the details which would
have appeared in the closing chapters.

(^To be conthiued.)

ZODIACAL MAPS.
Br Richard A. Proctor,

"'[T' E give this week both the day sign and the night sign

V V for the month, one showing the zodiacal sign now
high in the heavens at midnight, the other showing the
region of the zodiac athwart which the sun pursues his.

course at this part of the year.

Cats at Elevated Stations.—Notwithstanding the affection of
cats for the tiles, they do not thrive at great heights. A scientific
observer, who has recently tested the matter at a lofty station
(12,000 ft. above the sea) on the Wahsatch Monntains, in Utah,
finds that cats become subject to fits at such heights. The affec-
tion is partly due to the increased action of the heart and lungs,
partly to the direct effect of diminished pressure.

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

XXI.—ANTISEPTICS AND DISINFECTANTS (continued).

IN our last communication we gave a brief account of

some of the more important inventions which come
under the title of our present subject. Their mode of

application, in a few instances, calls for the assistance of

specially constructed apparatus, and amongst these James
Robertshaw's " Improved Disinfecting Tripod " * is note-

worthy as a remarkably convenient instrument for the

application of sulphurous acid gas in cases where the fumi-

gation of tenements is imperative. The instrument con-

sists of three wooden rods arranged somewhat after the

fashion of a photographer's tripod camera-stand. To the

summit is affixed a brass rod crowned with a pan-shaped

holder for the re-agent, and the entire system is so con-

* Of 3 and 5, Simpson-street, Manchester.
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structed that the pan may be elevated to a height of about

11 ft., and securely locked, so that it cannot possibly

become displaced. The slide, moreover, can be fixed in

any desired position by means of a wheel-nut, •nhich

works on a screwed taper portion inside the nut ; this

taper portion of the slide is cut into .«ix divisions, and by

screwing the nut down, it causes the taper [lortion to con-

tract and grip the slide, thereby holding it in any position.

An item of the utmost value in the exhibition of sul-

phurous acid for fumigating purposes is secured by the use

of this appliance. It may be raised close to the ceiling of

the room with absolute safety, the re-agent may then be

ignited, and the fumes will descend, in virtue of their

gra^•ity, to do their work of disinfection. We may sum \ip

the advantages to be gained by its use by calling it simple

in construction, portable, eflfective in employment, and free

from all the dangers which prevail when sulphurous acid

gas is ordinarily u.?ed.

Two other fumigating methods of value are those intro-

duced by McDougall Brothers, of 10, Mark-lane. The
first of these provides for a generation of carbolised vapour;

it consists of a small petroleum oil stove that burns without

smell and requires no chimney, but yet suffices to produce

the slight heat required for the expulsion of the carbolic

vapour. It is designated a germicide.

McDougall's apparatus for the application of sulphurous

and carbolic fumes in combination, is worthy of the atten-

tion of everybody interested in sanitary reform. He has

introduced two methods for the fulfilment of his design.

The first consists in the admixture of two powders, termeeJ

" McDougall's Disitfecting Powder " and "Acid Powder,"

respectively ; no ignition is required, and the whole process

is economical, trustworthy, and free frt.m all dangers-.

The other plan we do not think quite so good as the fore-

going, inasmuch as it requires the use of liquid sulphuric-

acid and a powder, the application of which in the hands

of servants is apt to become somewhat dangerotis ;
yet

.

nevertheless, it is an advance on all former methods.

In conclusion, we would direct the attention of our

readers to the exhibit of the London Patent Automatic

Disinfector Company, of 53, Queen Victoria-street, Londor

,

E.G., whose apparatus for the healthy maintenance of soil-

pipes in houses deserves more than ordinary mention.

Appended we give a quotation from their prospectus:

—

The invention of this antomatic apparatus fully supplies a want

long felt in every household, however good may be the sanitary

arrangement as regards closets and drains ; indeed, its advantages-

must be patent to the most casual observer. The application of

the apparatus effectually neutralises and destroys the foul gases,

while disinfecting and deodorising all objectionable matter, and nor-

only deodorises, but is a test of the cleanliness of the closet itself,

as well as the purity of the water in the cistern ; and by copiously

flushing the drains' with a powerful disinfectant every time tht--

w.c. is used, and always leaving disinfectant remaining in the pan,

all germs of disease are destroyed that would otherwise inevitably

escape into the house.

The apparatus is applicable to any kind of closet or urinal, is

fixed entirely out of sight without disturbing the pipe, the cost of

which is £1. 12s. 6d. It will contain sufficient disinfectant for

10,000 gallons of water, which, under ordinary circumstances.
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would be more than sufficient for one year, and can be re-charged
in less than five minutes at a cost of 2s. 6d. without disturbing the
woodwork of the w.c. It is specially valuable for private houses,
hotels, public offices, factories, ships, and railway stations, hospitals,

schools, public institutions, &c., for which special prices will be
'juoted when taken in large numbers.

Carbolic, or anj' other soluble or liquid disinfectant which may
be desired, can be used. It is of the most simple character, can-
not possibly get out of order, and, being made of copper and brass,

will last for many years.

'';,The importance of the subject of disinfectants and anti-

septics to the inhabitants of this vast metropolis and other
large communities need not be urged. It is part and
parcel of the great sewage question which has of late dis-

turbed ns. We are of opinion that an e^-il of such magni-
tude cannot be suppressed by extraordinary measures; no
discussion in the Houses of Parliament, no voting of large

sums of money can be adequate to the wants of the case.

We are confident that nought but a careful cooperation of

the householders and landlords will avail. If each one
would apply himself to the healthy conduct of his abode,

to the application of the remedies we have discussed under
the head of disinfectants, the annoyance would be abated.

Thereafter a gradual process of reform might be introduced
in the construction of healthy houses, and we may rest

assured that ere long a trustworthy and lasting system of

sanitation will be established in our midst.

In our next we shall enter into the details of some of

the most valuable advances that have been made with
r«gard to the protection of our homes from filth, infection,

and disease.

" OUR BOYS " IN THE ARENA.

IT has been sagely remarked that " all work and no play
makes Jack a dull boy." Now, owing to cer-

tain misgivings of our own as to his identity, we are
imable to consult the author of this trite remark in the
matter, yet we have no hesitation in saying that the appli-

cability of the adage may be extended to boys generally,
even though they may not rejoice in the possession of so
thoroughly downright a name as Jack. However that may
be, the spirit of the proverb has been liberally accepted Ijy

the directors of the Polytechnic Institute for Young Men,
the aims and objects of which were discussed in an article

recently printed in these pages.

We do not propose here to revert at any length to the
educational advantages ofiered to yotmg men by the Insti-

tution ; the soundness of that portion of the scheme pro-
jected by Mr. Quintin Hogg and his coadjutors was suffi-

ciently demonstrated in the article above referred to, and
may at present be dismissed with a confirmation of Mr.
Slingo's assertion, that the " idea is to foster and promote
every feeling, every exercise, every train of thought, which
is calculated to help a man in his eflbrt to become a good
citizen and an honour to his race."

Our special object is to draw attention to the social ad-
vantages held out to young men as inducements to them
to become members of the Institute ; for it appears to us
that the ultimate success of the undertaking is to a great
extent dependent upon the maintenance of a spirit of
camaraderie amongst its members. This was readily per-
ceived by Mr. Hogg and his friends, and their untiring
efforts have been directed to the formation of various clubs
in connection with the Institute, each one of which is cal-

culated to form a strengthening link in the chain of com-
panionship which binds the members to each other.
Already there are clubs in full swing for swimming,
rowing, cricket, football, lawn-tennis, and bicycling ; there
is an excellent gymnasium ; a Volunteer company has been

recruited ; and the members of the Institute have also

established three bands—brass, drum and fife, and
orchestral. Besides these, there are, of course, the usual

chess and draught clubs, debating societies, kc.

At the first blush it may perhaps be thought that there

are " too many irons in the fire," but this supposition

vanishes when we consider that three thousand members
are enrolled on the books of the institute. These numbers
are quite sufficient to warrant the hope that the clubs will

be, to a great extent, self-supporting, aud, as a matter of

fact, all of them are now in a flourishing condition. It

would be strange, too, if this were not the case, consider-

ing the munificent help rendered by the patron of the

scheme. For instance, a swimming-bath has been provided
by Mr. Quintin Hogg at an outlay of £8,000, the same
gentleman having also purchased a cricket-field for the

members, of such a size that Lord's ground sinks into

complete insignificance in comparison with it

Nor are these athletic and other amusements pursued at

the expense of the more serious work. On the contrary,

it is manifest that, being properly managed, they can but
act as incentives to study. The annals of our Univer-
sities aSbrd abundant testimony to the pre-eminence as

scholars of those who were foremost in the field and on the

river. It can hardly be denied that the activity of the
brain is promoted by a healthy condition of the body : and
this being so, opportunities for recreation should be doubly
welcome to those who are studiously inclined. In short,

the importance of physical exercise cannot too strongly be
impressed upon the young men of to-day. Then, again, it

must not be overlooked that the existence of these clubs is

in itself a security for constant attendance at the classes of

instruction, simply through the esprit de-corps thereby pro-

moted amongst the members. For these, as well as for

other equally important reasons, the value of these branches

of the Institute cannot well be over-estimated ; and, there-

fore, we are glad of the opportunity of oflering a few words
of encouragement to those directly concerned.

A few evenings since we were present, at the Royal
Albert Hall, during a performance given by members of

the Institute gymnasium, the popularity of which latter is

amply testified to by the fact that upwards of sixty members
took part in a programme consisting of the usual features

—

singlestick and dumb-bell exercises, vaulting, horizontal

and parallel bars, boxing, fencing, ic. We must say that

the proceedings were carried out in a manner highly

creditable to aU concerned ; indeed, it is no exaggeration

to assert that some of the items on the programme could

not easily have been excelled by professional gymnasts.

We were much struck by the smart and picturesque

evolutions performed during the " maze," and the

vaulting over the " horse " was also very efiective.

But where all was so well done, it would be invidious

to further particularise, so we will content ourselves

on this head by acknowledging the evident ability of

the gymnasium instructor. Colour-sergeant Barber. As
we watched him in the arena, strictly and impartially

using his judgment, and witnessed the near approach to

perfection displayed by his pupils, we mentally invested

him with Artemus Ward's oft- reiterated description

of the gentleman in " black close," who brought the

skittish Octoroon under his notice ; for (having regard, of

course, only to his capabilities for his post) Mr. Barber was,

to our mind, " apeerently as fine a man as there was
ennywhares." We wish the gymnasium and its kindred
institutions all success.

No excuse need be oSered for presenting these remarks,
even to those of our readers who are not personally inter-

rested in the matter ; for surely we are merely writing in

I
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furtherance of our motto, " Let knowledge grow from
more to more," in thus making widely known the induce-

ments—nay, let us rather say enticements—oflered to

youths by the Polytechnic Institute to enable them to

qualify as valued members of society. Those of our

readers, on the other hand, who may desire further parti-

culars, should read, if they have not already done so, the

article on the subject which appeared in No. 153 of

Knowledge, or make application to the secretary of the

Institute, Mr. Mitchell, who will gladly enrol candidates

for admission into the ranks of " Our Boys," as the

members are felicitously designated by those who have
their welfare at heart.

We cannot, in conclusion, refrain from again insisting

on the undoubted advantages offered to young men by Mr.
Quintin Hogg and those who assist him in carrying on

this great work. No more fruitful or attractive enjoy-

ment can be found for a youth's leisure time than is

to be obtained under their auspices ; and if, he cannot

derive tangible advancement from becoming a member of

the Polytechnic Institute, where he can obtain for a trifling

fee the best possible instruction, technical as well as theo-

retical, in many departments of study, combined with the

comfort to be found in really sociable surroundings, then

all we can say is, " Jack " must be a very " dull boy "

indeed.

(editorial (gosi£(ip.

I HAVE seen with regret that Dr. Kinns, author of a

work entitled " Moses and Geology," (which I have not

read) has been troubled by remarks which the acting

editor made, in all good faith I am well assured, on his

lucubrations. In rejecting, however, as utterly inadmis-

sible, the line of reasoning followed by Dr. Kinns, I am
quite at one with my friend the acting editor. Dr. Kinns

submitted to me, when Knowledge was as yet very young,

the outline of his reasoning, and a most stupendous mis-

calculation of the probabilities in favour of his particular

interpretation of the real meaning of the account of the

creation in the first chapter of Genesis. Those who are

curious in the matter can find (I cannot) my reply to Dr.

Kinns in some of the earlier columns of "Answers to

Correspondents." Suffice it that I did not give insertion

to reasoning which seemed to me most obviously illogical,

and that—probably—the glimpse of his idea which Dr.

Kinns then gave me prevented me from even thinking of

reading the work which he subsequently brought forth.

—

R. P.

I CAN hardly imagine a more serious attack on the ac-

count in Genesis, than that which Dr. Kinns has in efiect

made while seeming to defend it. To suppose the account

erroneous in several important respects implies only that,

whether inspired or not in matters relating to religion, the

writer of the book of Genesis was not inspired in regard to

scientific matters ; but to suppose the account can really

be interpreted as Dr. Kinns suggests, is to suppose that a

person (not Moses, whoever he was) inspired with know-
ledge of all the fixcts, was so unskilful as a writer that every

single reader had misunderstood him till Dr. Kinns came
along with his help to clear up the meaning of a divinely-

inspiied penman. This, of course, is monstrous on the face

of it.—R. P.

But while I am thoroughly at one with the gentleman

who has kindly acted as editor for me during my absence

from England, in rejecting unhesitatingly the argument
which runs through Dr. Kinns' work (as I understand),

I saw with regret a charge of ignorance brought against

Dr. Kinns, and with pleasure its ultimate withdrawal. For
my own part, I should feel loth to accuse any one of

ignorance, being so thoroughly ignorant myself—in multi-

tudes of special departments of science. Every man living,

however well informed he may be in some subjects, is

grossly ignorant in a much greater number. I do not even
know an astronomer who is not ignorant in some depart-

ments of his own subject, nor any chemist, geologist,

botanist, entomologist, or other specialist who—if really

a master-—will not admit that there are departments of his

special subject about which he knows very little. How
much more ignorant must he be of subjects outside the few
he can have made his own.—R. P.

The only ignorance which is really contemptible is that

crass ignorance which can see no knowledge worth having

outi^ide the petty domain which any one man can conquer. It

was such folly, not mere ignorance about thi^ or that sub-

ject, to which Moliere referred in the well-known lines :

—

J'ai cru juaques ic! que c'etait Tignorance
Qni faisait les grands sots, et non pas la science

—

Vons avez cru fort mal ; et je vous suis garant
Qu'un sot savant est sot plus qu'un sot ignorant.

—K. P.

I HAVE found that even my " Easy Star Lessons " and
" The Stars in their Seasons " require to be supplemented

by a simpler guide to a knowledge of the heavens. My
" Half-Hours with the Stars," originally prepared for my
friend Mr. Hardwicke, as a simpler version of my " Con-

stellation Seasons," is rather rough, and not quite simple

enough. It was never intended as more than a test of

the young student's requirements in that direction. I

propose now to bring out fortnightly (or rather twice a

month) a series of still simpler star-maps, showing the posi-

tion of all stars of the first three magnitudes, over the

whole heavens for every night in the year. With 24 such

maps for the year, the student can always find a map
showing the stars as they are actually situate, within lest.-

than half-an hour of the moment of observation. These

maps will thus form a series which might be very correctly

called " Half-Hours with the Stars," seeing that if the

observer continues his survey on any night in the year

for half-an-hour, he will be able to select a map showing

the stars precisely as they are at some part or other of that

half-hour. The series will be called, however, " First Star-

Lessons." The maps will be drawn for the latitude of

mid-Britain. They will commence in November, so that if

any alterations of plan suggest themselves, the complete

series on such improved plan may begin next January.

—R. P.

I HAVE by no means forgotten my promise respecting

maps showing the stars with constellation figures. But
all things cannot be done at once. I have an immense

amount of astronomical mapping to get through before I

have completed my proposed work in that direction ; but

those who follow the progress of Knowledge patiently wiU

find all done—if I live—in due course.—R. P.

Errata.—In the " Face of the Sky," on p. 303, the times of

rising of Saturn are erroneously given. They should really be 8h.

10m. p.m., on October 10. and 7h. 15m. p.m. on the 24th.—Letter

1457, last paragraph, " Whether science will ever directly," read
" indirectly."
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EfbittDS*

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE

The A Ipiiic Winter Cure. With notes on Davos Platz,

Wiesen, St. Moritz, and the Maloja. By A. T. Tucker
Wise, M.D,, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., l-o. (London : Bailliere,

Tindall, it Cox. 1884.)—Within the memory of a very

large proportion of the readers of these lines, consumptive

patients were invariably dispatched to a warm climate for

the relief or cure of the fell disease with which they were

attacked. Now the pendulum has swung to the opposite

extremity of the arc, and intense dry cold appears to be

the latest remedy for phthisis. Dr. Wise's book is a guide

to a few winter resorts in the Engadine, and he decides in

favour of the Maloja as the most salubrious spot, and that

furnished with the greatest number of conveniences and

appliances for the patient afflicted with incipient con-

sumption. He gives exhaustive meteorological details in

connection with this locality, and explicit directions for

getting there. The sufferer from incipient phthisis who is

prepared to face an occasional minimum temperature of

7-5 Fah. may consult his little book with advantage.

In the Watches of the Night. By Mrs. Horace Dobell.

Vol. III. (London : Remington & Co., 1884.)—Since the

publication of the second volume of verses, which we
reviewed on p. 75, Mrs. Dobell (like the woman in Mark)

seems to have "nothing bettered, but rather grown worse."

Opening her third volume, as we did it-i predecessor, abso-

lutely at random, the first words our eyes light upon are

these :

—

The Blue Moon.

Oh, yellow moon, of whom our poets sang,

Hast thou, then, altered thy fair face of old ?

Now as a cheese in a pink sky to hang

;

A Stilton cheese—all covered with bine mould.

This may be poetry, but, for the life of us, we cannot

discern it.

The Art of Solving Problems in Higher Arithmetic.

By Rev. J. Hunter, M.A. (London : Longmans, Green,

&Co., 1884.)—In this very well-executed work Mr. Hunter

explains and illustrates various devices applicable to the

solution of the more intricate types of arithmetical problems

:

artifices, of course, akin to those by which algebraical

equations are solved. His book may be commended to all

who wish to work questions in Higlier Arithmetic at once

with intelligence and facility.

Leaves from my Note Book. By Thomas Allen Reed.

(London : R Pitman. 1884.)—This is a history of Mr.

Reed's own life as a reporter, printed in reporting phono-

graphy, beneath which apjiears a verbatim transcrijit in

" language nnderstanded of the people." One catches

something of the author's enthusiasm for his art from its

perusal.

We have also on our table Society, The Medical Press

and Circular, The American Naturalist, The Journal of
Botany, Bradstreefs, The Raihvay Review, The American

Drugyist, The Gardening World (a new and, apparently,

excellent paper), The Tricyclist ; from Messrs. Cassell i Co ,

An Old Testament Commentary, by the Bishop of Gloucester

and Bristol, European Butterflies and Moths, History of the

Franco-German War, The Library of English Literature,

The Countries of the World, Cassell's Household Guide,

Cassell's Popular Gardening, and The Book of Health. Also

The Hindu Excelsior Magazine, The Church of England

Temperance Chronicle, and a Catalogue of the Exhibits from
the Department of Education of Japan.

THE FACE OF THE SKY.

Feom Octoeee 24th to November 7th.

By F.R.A.S.

THE student will not neglect his daily watch on the Sun for

spots, faculae, &e. Maps X. and XI. of "The .Stars in their

Seasons " may be consulted for the configuration of the night sky.

Mercury is a morning star during the succeeding fortnight, but is

approaching the Sun and getting into a bad position for the

observer. In fact, he comes into superior conjunction at 8 o'clock

at night on November 4. Venns is a morning star, too, and a

brilliant object before sunrise. Mars is invisible, but Jnpiter is

coming into view now in the east in the early morning, rising about
56 minutes after midnight to-night, and about a quarter past twelve
o'clock on the night of November 7. No phenomena of his satellites

occur at anything like convenient hours for the ordinary amateur
during the next fourteen days. Saturn is visible during all the

later working hours of the night, and is in every respect a splendid

object now. He is, as stated a fortnight ago, still a little above

J Tauri, which he is approaching. Uranus has left ns for the

season. Neptune has scarcely moved perceptibly from the position

in which we left him. The Moon enters her first quarter at

•th. 54'4m. a.m. on the 27th, and will be full on November 3

at 8h. 37.8m. a.m. No less than eight occnltations of stars

will happen at convenient hours during the period covered
by these notes, so that the juvenile or incipient astronomer
who possesses a telescope has a treat in store for him. On
October 27th the 6th mag. star 8 Aquarii will disappear at the

moon's dark limb at 8h. ^Im. p.m. at an angle of 109° from her
vertex, to reappear at her bright limb at 9h. oOm. p.m. at a vertical

angle of 343°. On the 30th, 11 Piscium, a 6^ mag. star, will

disappear at the dark limb of the moon at 7h. 26m. p.m., at a
vertical angle of 120", reappearing at her bright limb at 8h. 37m.,
at an angle of 274'' from her vertex. Later on on the same night,

at lOh. 27m., 14 Piscium, a 6th mag. star, will disappear at

the moon's dark limb, at an angle from her vertex of 152°, and
reappear at her bright limb at lib. 35m. p.m. at a vertical angle of

302°. On November 4 63 Tauri, of the 6th mag., will disappear

at the moon's bright limb at 9h. 40m. p.m., at a vertical angle

of 66^ reappearing at her dark limb at lOh. 44m. p.m., at an
angle from her vertex of 2-16', two minutes after the occultatiou

of 63 Tauri (i.e., at 9h. 42m. on the same night; the 6i mag.
star B.A.C. 1351 will disappear at the bright limb at an angle
of 3G° from the vertex of the moon, reappearing at her dark
limb at lOh. 3Sm. p.m., at an angle from her vertex of 278°

On November o, 115 Tauri, a 6th mag. star, will disappear at the

Moon's bright limb at lOh. 2m. p.m., at an angle of 101' from her
vertex, and will reappear at her dark limb, at a vertical angle of

194°, at lOh. -lem. p.m. Lastly, on November 7, 68 Geminorum, a
star of the SJth mag., will disappear at the bright limb of the
Moon at llh. 14m. p.m. at an angle of 35° from her vertex, to re-

appear at her dark limb at 12h. 14m. p.m., at a vertical angle of
237°. The Moon in Sagittarius all day to-day, to-morrow, and until

6h. 30m. p.m. on October 20, when she enters Capricomus. This
she crosses by noon on the 27th, and passes into Aquarius. She
continues in Aquarius until 10 a.m. on the 30th, when she enters

Pisces, her passage across which great constellation is not com-
pleted until 11 a.m. on November 2. She then passes into Aries,

which it takes her until midnight of the 3rd to cross. Entering
Taurus at this hour, she travels through it until 9 a.m. on the 6th,

entering at that hour the narrow northern strip of Orion. Leaving
this at 8 o'clock the same night, she passes into Gemini, in which
constellation she still remains when these notes terminate.

THE ECLIPSE OF THE MOON.

DR. WILSON writes from Chester:—"In Chester, eclipse on
Oct. 4 was different from any I ever witnessed. The

moon's brightness and light, which were specially clear, were not
sensibly diminished during the time she was in penumbra, but in

umbra she was as effectually obscured the whole time, as if blotted

out of existence, although the sky was quite clear, and on emergence
into penumbra she shone out again with full brilliance. But
at Broxton, only about twelve miles S.S.E. from Chester, she was
distinctly seen of the usual copper colour all through the umbra.
A brilliant meteor, of greenish colour, was seen here last night
(Oct. 12) in N.W. at 10.30 p.m."
Dating from Worthinff, Mr. Ernest Overington says :

—" I com-
menced observations about half an hour before the first contact
with the shadow, and continued them up to half-past eleven. Dur-
ing the first part of the partial phase, the part of the moon in the
shadow was faintly visible in my instrument (a three-inch achro-
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matic) with just a faint tinge of green. As it approached totality

it grew a little brighter, but the green tinge disappeared and gave
way to the usual coppery colour. During the total phase the moon
was faintly visible, and both to the naked eye and through the

telescope appeared of a coppery colour, which colour she retained

np to the time I discontinued observations, the only time she ap-

peared green being for a short time after the commencement of the

eclipse."

From Wellington College, Mr. P. H. Kempthorne writes :

—

*' Having observed, in more than one account of the eclipse of

Saturday week, that the moon was said to be'invisible, or nearly so,

during totality, I think it may be worth while to state that here

the outline was visible to the naked eye at all times. The disk was
of a dull coppery hue. My 8^-in. mirror showed a fair amount of

detail. The surface, in colour, was that of a bright copper-kettle

somewhat irregularly tarnished by common use. The darker por-

tions did not altogether correspond with the darker portions of the

lunar orb."

And E. C. li., from County Meath :
—"The eclipse was well seen

here as in most places, and several observers who saw the com-
mencement tell me that they were unable to see the moon at all

when they looked for it between 9.30 and 10 that night. This

seems strong evidence to show that none of the light usually seen

on the eclipsed surface of the moon is due to phosphorescence
caused by its long exposure to sunlight."

[Here, again, we have the most curious discrepancies as to the

visibility of the moon during totality, and the colour of the earth's

shadow. That some of them had their origin in local atmospheric

causes is pretty obvious ; but this explanation is far from recon-

ciling them all.

—

Ed.]

iiflisircllnnra.

Camels are, it is said, to be employed as the motive power on
the last section of the railway built by Russia through the Trans-

Caspian desert, toward India.

It may be mentioned that on the 10th inst. a twelve-coach

Midland Scotch express ran clean through Bedford station before

it was stopped, in consequence of the failure of the leak-off vacuum
brake.

It is stated that Mr. W. F. Brearey has succeeded in inducing

the authorities of the International Exhibitions at South Kensington
to include aeronautics in the programme for next year, and it is

probable that some experiments in balloon steering will be made.
The Earl of Kosebery is to be the first president of the projected

Scottish Geographical Society, and the inaugural address will be
given in Edinburgh towards the end of December by Mr. H. M.
Stanley. The promoters of the society will aim at establishing a

magazine which shall be a popular record of the leading geogra-

phical events of each month.
Royal A'ictoria Hall and Coffee Tavekn, Waterloo Bridge-

KOAD, S.E.—The committee of the above hall have been enabled to

arrange another series of penny science lectures. On Tuesday,
Oct. 28, J. W. Groves, Esq., will lecture on " Plant and Animal
Mimics," and on Tuesday, Nov. 4, the Rev. W. Tuckwell will lecture

on "A Bank Holiday on the Hills."

The London and Xorth-Western Railway now includes four

separate lines laid upon 11-1 miles, and three lines upon 28 miles of

its railway. The Midland Company has 6G miles of four lines, and
21 of three lines. The Great Northern is laid with four lines for

24 miles, and with three lines for 30 miles. There are now over
400 miles of railway in England laid with three or more sets of

rails, and the estimated cost of the widening has been twelve

millions.

At a meeting of the Birmingham Tame and Rea District

Drainage Board held last week, the Works Committee announced
that thirteen contracts had been entered into for various operations,

ten of which were already completed and the others far advanced.

Alderman Deykin stated that the Board had now practically

arrived at the close of their operations, and that at that moment
the whole of the sewage of Birmingham was flowing into the river

Tame in a perfectly innocuous condition.

Lecture.s ox Saxitarv Matters.—Miss Barnett, of the National

Health Society, -14, Berncrs-street, W., has again started on a lecturing

tour in the provinces. Manchester, Carlisle, Keswick, Workington,
Cockerniouth, and many other towns are to be visited. Her subjects

are likely to prove attractive at a time when sanitary precautions

are more than ordinarily needed ;

—
" How to oppose the Cholera,"

" Prevention of the Spread of Infectious Diseases," " Air and Ven-
tilation," " Good Food," " Sensible Dress," " Management of In-

fants," and kindred subjects, are all treated in a simple, practical

manner, and we cannot help wishing that such teaching could be

constantly and thoroughly carried out in every town and village of

the United Kingdom. That " Prevention is better than care," is a

motto we should all do well to remember.
A New CAOUTcnorc.— It is reported, says Engineering, that the

attention of the Indian Government has been drawn to a tree in

Southern India, from which largo supplies of caoutchouc can be

drawn. This is the " Tuchmig " of the Chinese, or Prameria
glandulifera of botanists. Unlike the South American tree, from
which the caoutchouc is tapped by piercing the bark, the gum is

obtained from the new source by breaking the boughs and drawing
it out in filaments. If the new caoutchouc is at all equal to the

old in insulating properties, it will form a timely discovery, for the

introduction of electric lighting has created an increased demand
for india-rubber coated wires. Indeed, several inventors have
lately been engaged in trying to manufacture a substitute for

gutta-percha and india-rubber out of oxidised oils, that is to say,

oils treated with chloride of sulphur, mixed with asphalte, ozokerit,

and other insulating substances.

A Singular Experiment.—The Fish Culture Journal states that

the truth of the assertion recently made by an American authority

to the effect that brandy acts as an immediate means of revivifying

fish on the point of expiration, has been completely vindicated by
Mr. W. Oldham Chambers, secretary of the National Fish Culture

Association, who conducted an experiment in the presence of

several gentlemen at South Kensington on the Ist inst. Taking
two Prussian carp from the tanks of the Aquarium, he deposited

them in separate dry cans, adorning one with blue ribbon to

distinguish it from the other, which was selected for the ad-

ministration of spirituous liquors. After a lapse of four honrs
the fish were placed in water, evident signs of expiration being

apparent in both cases. A small quantity of brandy and
water was then given to the carp selected for the imbibi-

tion of intoxicating liquors through the medium of a feather,

and no sooner was the fish replaced in water than it was quickly

restored to vigour and strength. The carp enlisted under the

banner of the " Blue Ribbon League" to all appearances died half

an hour after its more fortunate associate, and was taken out of

the water and thrown on the ground. About four hours later,

however, the fish was picked up by Mr. Chambers, who observed

it by appearance to be in rigor mortis. He at once operated on
the seemingly inanimate fish by opening its mouth and pouring a

dose of brandy and water down its throat and again putting it in

the water, when, to his astonishment, he noticed slight signs of

animation. For five minutes the unfortunate object of the ex-

periment floated helplessly on its side, when presently, to the still

greater amazement of Mr. Chambers and those who watched the

experiment, it gradually asserted itself in the water, and with con-

siderable effort made use of its fins—feebly at first, but afterwards

energetically. Both the resuscitated fishes, who show no signs of

their late prostration, are now in the tanks as usual. [These experi-

ments, however, although remarkable, are not altogether new,

similar ones having been performed by the authorities of the

Brighton Aquarium.—Ec]
Railroads of the United States.—The seventeenth annual issue

of " Poor's Railroad Manual," which has just appeared, fully main-
tains the high reputation heretofore attained by this publication.

It is a complete compendium of information touching the railroads

of the United States, giving their length, equipment, share capital,

funded and floating debts, cost of roads and equipment, traffic

operations, earnings and payments, <S:c. All who have investments

in such property, or w^ho think of thus employing their means,

cannot fail to do so with a better understanding after looking over

the facts presented in this volume. There were 0,753 miles of rail-

road built in the United States in 18S3, making a total length of

121,592 miles of road built up to the 1st of January last. America
has nearly half the railroad mileage of the world, Germany, Great
Britain, France, Russia, and Austria following next in order, but the

length of American railroads considerably exceeds that of all the

European lines combined. The total amount of liabilities of American
railroads, on account of stock and debts, is now 7,495,471,311 dols.

—an enormous amount, certainly; but it appears that their net

earnings for 1883 were 4'49 per cent., which is an extremely good
average, when it is remembered how largely their stocks

and bonds have been watered. The "Manual" estimates the

actual cost of these railroads at only about one-half of the amount
of their funded and floating debts, and that they are thus really

paying an annual interest equal to 9 per cent, of their cost. The
railroad freight transported in 1883 amounted to 400,453,439 tons,

the value of which, at only 25 dols. to the ton, would have exceeded

10,000,000,000 dols. The total length of all tracks was 149,183

miles, of which 78,491 miles were laid with steel rails. The number
of locomotive engines emploj-ed was 23,823 ; of freight cars,

748,661 ; of passenger cars, 17,899 ; of baggage, mail, and express

cars, 5,948.
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" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfbkd Tennyson.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possibly be in-

serted. Correspondents must not he ofended, therefore, should their

letters not appear.
All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editoe oi

Knowledge ; all Business commimications to the PuBHSHEEs, at the

Office, 74, Qreat Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended to
DELAYS AEISE FOE WHICH THE EdIIOB IS NOT BESFONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should be made
payable to Messes. Wyman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.
No COMMnNICATIOKS AEE ANSWEEEB BY POST, BTEN THOUGH STAllFED

AND DIEECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

MIND AND BRAIN.

[1467]—I see that your correspondent, "F. W. H.," "in the
interest of trnth only," has attempted an answer to the query
which I put in my former letter. In the same interest, I could
have wished that the answer were more satisfactory, and more to
the point. For where, I ask, lies any true analogy between the
purely mechanical action of light waves passing through a prism,
so producing colour, and the production of intangible thought from
the brain by the conscious effort of the human will ? Such similes
are, almost, proverbially dangerous and misleading. "F. W. H."
has entirely missed my point. If his comparison has any bearing
whatever upon the subject, the lecture which he supposes, on
geology, or astronomy, or theology, might be likened to the ray of
light which, being brought to bear upon the prism of the brain,
produces certain differently colom-ed thoughts, so to say,
in its passage through the brain of the hearer. Bnt my
question is, whence come the stimuli when the force of ex-
traneous circumstances fails to account for them ? Whence
comes the power, which, in the form of will, uses the brain as its

instrument, and compels it, without any assistance from external
surroundings, to vibrate in such a manner as to do the particular
work, to produce or evolve the special chain of thought which I
will it to do ? Whence, in a word, arises this dominating power of
will over the vibrations of the brain in the production of thought?
The letter of F. W. H. has thrown no light whatever upon this
question. S. F. B. Peppin.

Does the thought produce the vibration of the brain, or does the
vibration of the brain produce the thought ?

WOLF'S COMET.
[1468]—During a short interval of clear sky, I picked up the

new comet last night in my 2J-inch. It is conveniently near £

Pegasi now, and appears like a nebulous patch. A. N. S.

[1469]—I obtained a good view of this object last night. With
6-in. reflector it appeared as a slightly elongated nebulosity with
central cx)ndensation, and perhaps just a suggestion of a tail.

Determining its position from i Pegasi, I found it approximately
R.A. 21° 33' (N.B., 12° 26', instead of 12° 5' as given in the
Dunecht circular quoted in Knowledge). The declination was
corrected for the time given, viz., llh. 6m. p.m., and is, I feel sure,
correct within an outside error of 2'. E. S. Beaven.
Warminster, Oct. 12, 1884.

SHOOTING STABS AND METEOES.
[1470]—Mr. W. H. S. Monck seems to misunderstand my letter

(1405).

I did not say that under the conditions alluded to the orbits of
t he shooting stars would not be altered ; on the contrary, I believe
they would. I only submitted on ocular grounds that the earth
could not be their centre.

I think it is generally supposed that the great bulk of meteors
which enter the earth's atmosjjhere, after disintegration by vapori-
sation, solidify in the form of dust, and so imperceptibly reach the
earth's surface, while a small remainder, undergoing a trifling dis-

integration fall in a soUd heated mass as aerolites. Eye-\vitxess.
j

INFLUENCE OF MOONLIGHT.
[1471]—As I can speak from personal experience, I shall have

much pleasure in giving you my opinion uijon the subject. When
a youngster, twenty years ago, I had the same impression as your
correspondent's friend had, and implicitly believed that sleeping
under the direct rays of the moon caused blindness, and I remem-
ber reading of a girl that, I believe, quarrelled with her parents
and slept in a corn-field all night, and it was said that she became
blind, during the night, from the action of the rays of the moon,
but I cannot vouch for the truth of it . My opinion was completely
modified when I was forced, from too much company in my bunk
(of the heavy dragoon tribe), to seek rest on deck for six weeks,
whilst the ship I was in was at Hong-Kong and Foo-Chow (I was
a sailor then), and I remember I used to try to get where the moon
did not shine upon me fair, but I never conld, for what with the
swinging of the ship and course of the moon, I repeatedly awoke
with the moon shining full in my face, and suffered no ill-effects of
the same. My opinion is that, if the sleeper has his eyes closed,
no harm will come to him ; but, if in the habit of sleeping with his

eyes open or partially open, then the rays of the moon may have an
injurious effect, for the bright light in Egjpt causes ophthalmia. I

can say nothing about the fish not keeping. I may mention that
the dew fell very heavily, and that nearly all the crew slept on
deck, but not one that I knew was affected.—I remain, dear sir,

yours truly, K. J. Symonds.

[1472]—In reply to the {|uestion of yonr correspondent at p. 305,
as to the influence of moonlight, it is one to which I have given my
attention as a medical man, resident in India over twenty years,
and during several voyages there and back. I have never been able
to make out that the light of the moon had any influence whatever,
but came to the conclusion that all the evil effects attributed to it

arose from muscular rheumatic affections produced by sleeping

—

not in the moonlight—but in a draught or cold air. Sailors who,
after a hot day in the tropics, lie down to sleep with their heads in

an open port, are subject to attacks of the kind, and if the moon
should have happened to shine in on their faces they attribute all

the results to it, instead of to the effect of the cold air. What is

called in the tropics moon-blindness, is quite a different matter.
This occurs among weakly and badly-fed natives from other very
obvious causes, and is a weak condition of the eye, which prevents
them seeing well after dnsk. B. M., F.H.C.S.

THE ECLIPSE OF THE MOON.

[1473]—In reference to your remarks in " Editorial Gossip," in

your last number, on your own observation of the lunar eclipse,

permit me to state I observed the same phenomenon, excepting the

green-tinted ring. I did not observe the ingress, being engaged
within doors. A friend entered and said the eclipse was total. I

immediately went out and found that my friend did not clearly dis-

tinguish the difference betwixt umbra and penitinbra, which I never
before saw so clearly defined. Just before totality I again went
into my room, not staying there more than two or three minutes,

when, on returning to the garden, I had some difficulty in finding

the exact place of the moon, so thoroughly was she obscured—any
trace of light was absent. 1 have previously observed during an
eclipse the moon's peculiar hue, but on this occasion I could not see

the dark body of the moon without considerable effort. The skies

were cloudless.

During egress, I could well observe that the diameter of shadow
was much larger than the diameter of moon, but when about six-

tenths of moon's disc only was in shadow, the segment of moon's
bright side did not appear as any part of a circle, but rather of a

parabolic curve.

Was this appearance an optical illusion, or was it more likely to

arise from defective vision ? Pardon my intrusion.

William J. Daties.

[The moon's diameter may be taken to be 2,160 miles ; that of

the earth's shadow at the moon's distance from us on the night of

the 1th, as 5,879 miles. Does Mr. Davies mean that the moon's
limb or the edge of the shadow on her surface showed parabolic

curvature ?

—

Ed.J

EXPOSITORY THOUGHTS ON THE CREATION.

[1474]—I have read the very tmfair and indiscriminate critical

notice of this my book, in your number of August 29 last, and in

common justice to me I hope yon will be kind enough to insert this

letter in answer thereto, in an early issue of your periodical.

Passing by yonr general summary of the work as " hopeless non-
sense," as scurrilous in the extreme, to say the least of it, I beg to

Bay that I do not in my preface " deprecate adverse criticism on the
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somewhat incoherent grounds that the work was written when the

writer was but temporarily engaged in liis calling ; that neither

leisure nor learning properly so called has been brought to bear

upon it ; that the life experience of its writer has been mainly gained

in another and far different sphere—viz., in a department of the

legal world ; and to a consequent lack of sufficient knowledge of

natural history and other branches of learning and research ;
" nor

do I " put forward my ignorance of the subject on which I treat as

a reason why I should be tenderly dealt with."

The words in the jDreface, "when the 'writer was but tempo-

r.arily engaged in his calling," refer to the time when the work was
uritten ; the statements, respectively, that " neither learning nor

leisure (properly so-called) has been brought to bear upon it, and that

the life-experience of its writer has been mainly gained in another

and far different sphere," &c., are, inter alia, adduced as reasons for

the admission made that the writer " lacked sufficient knowledge of

natural history and other branches of learning and research neces-

sarily involved in his >vide-ranging subject," to deal thereioith in a
comparatively e^vhaustive manner.

I refer the critic to the preface, and ask his candid acknow-
ledgment whether this my construction of it is not a fair one.

I do not put forward my " ignorance of the subject " as a reason

why the book should be tenderly dealt with, but, rather, some of

the various circumstances which were unfavourable for enabling

me to treat the matter fully, and as an entirety ; and, by-the-bye,

I do not ask for tenderness, the words are " in the hope that it will

meet with a fair, and favourable, and even a liind reception.

Lest yoiu- readers should be misled by what the critic styles my
" polytheistic exordium," I would merely say that the first chapter

of the work states that "the teaching of revelation respecting God
is that there are tliree persons, all equal, save in point of age, who,

together form the God-head

—

i.e., the Christian triune God, the

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit," and that such first chapter also

gives in evidence of such statements various texts of Scripture.

Respecting the criticism of the meaning of the word " day," I still

adhere to my opinion that each day was an Age, and each Age was
100,000 years in duration.

I may hereafter, in another work, present my views with respect

to the words, "the evening and the morning were the first (and
each succeeding) day;" but I do not calmly put Exodus xx.—8, 9,

10, and 11 verses out of sight altogether ; on the contrary, I, in

effect, affirm in Chapter ii. that the seventh day referred to in

Exodus was sanctified as a memorial time of rest from usual labour,

exercise, and occupation.

The critic then (professing to give a sequence of my factn) asserts

that the female deitj , by a corporeal act, originated the compound
elements of nature, which are five in number (and he names them),
and states that " then the wind, salt, &c., began moving and
rotating. Globules were poised in space." Now, I submit with
all confidence and firmness that such assertions are inaccurate in

an eminent degree ; such statements present a garbled distortion

of facts, and tend to pervert the judgment of the public respecting

the book, and to injuriously affect the reputation of the author

of it.

The work really states that the corporeal act was wrought con-

jointly by God the Holy Spirit and God the Son, and that its result

was the poising in space of a number of globules, &c. (or the

origination of the compound elements of nature), and that these

compound elements or these globules (see p. 23) immediately began
to move rotatorily and in circles from left to right, or west to

east, &c.

The air, at first thin, the critic says, became thick ; the book says,

after a lengthy period, gradually the temperature rose from the

intense coldness which first prevailed, and the air became more
dense, and that still 61/ steps advancing in its density it reached its

ultimate degree of thick unctuous vapour.

The critic then says '"the sea began to be developed, and that

by virtue of the generating elements composing it, and those of

air being in constant and two-fold motion, there gradually started

into being multitudes of animalculse, and microscopic life." The
book gives the gradual natural steps by which the unctuous vapour

iiradually formed the seas, and then (in the fifth chapter), it states

that " immediately the sea began to be developed, or soon after, by
virtue," &c.

Then with an audacity most unbecoming his official capacity, the

critic states, " With this start, the transition to shell-fish, and
many marine creattu*es. . . . who attained unto immense size"

presents no difficulty at all, or, at all events, as little as the method
in which their deposits formed at last by far the greater portion

of the earliest earth-crust, namely, that composed of chalk and
lime ; whilst the book says, " As the sea gradually further formed,

larger and hiijher creatures in natural and gradiiated order, stich as

zoophiles, mollusca, and radiata, became evolved," and that " hefore

the close of the first era, there doubtless became evolved many

marine creatures (now extinct) who attained unto immense size,

and that in course of many thousands of years the deposits o
such marine living creatures, and the remains of such as died

would constitute a vast amottnt of matter, which, decomposing and
disintegrating would go to form at last by far the greater portion

of the earliest earth-crust," lic.

The critic then makes contemptuous reference to the assumption
that the icthyosauri, plesiosauri, and megatheria existed during the

third age. I submit that I have endeavoured to give a sequen-

tiality of reasoning in the work in evidence of my contention.

The critic's equally supercilious reference to the alleged mode by
which the air was formed does not produce in me any change of

opinion respecting it ; in fact, I am convinced that I am right.

I notice, however, that he omits a by no means unimportant point

respecting the component globules or vesicles, viz., their form.

The book states their form was twofold—spherical and spheroidal.

The critic then proceeds to make the erroneous statement or

implication that, according to the author, the sparrow and redpole

were created on the third day (or era), with certain other species

of birds which he names. The book makes no such statement

;

but says, in guarded language, that there existed during, or at the

end of such age, the first species of the penguin tribe, the .first

species of the petrel genus, the fir.st species of the crane tribe (or

ancient Diuorni), and the first species of small aerial birds in-

cluded in the iusectivora genus, ending in the ultimate forms of

sparrow and redpole in the fifth species, &c. The first species of

the small aerial birds is described in the seventh chapter as being

white of two varying shades, like the binary-coloured ^earth-crust

of the period (the author submits that such species was the

plovers)

.

If the critic had carefully read and well considered the work, he
would have discovered that only one species (of five) is declared to

have been evolved in one age ; therefore, the sparrow and redpole

(being the fi.fth species of the small atirial birds) would not be

evolved until the present (or seventh) age.

Pursuing his disdainful way, the critic next sceptically questions

the sequence or locality (or both) of the formation of the primordial

metals of the three several genera, and, instead of giving reasons

for his scepticism, he emphasises the metal, brass, by adding three

points of exclamation thereafter, by way of showing, as I assume,

and that bombastically, his own superior intelligence to that of the

writer.

The writer, nevertheless, is not shaken in his views respecting

the metals, which, he submits to the public, he has put forth clearly

and in well-defined language in his treatise.

Then the critic, towards the close of his review, makes a curt and
scornful allusion to the natural evolution or generation of Adam
solely by a female gorilla, and also to that of Eve as set forth by
the ^vriter. The writer, however, notwithstanding such despisal

thrown upon his views concerning such evolution, begs to say that

he holds them as firmly as before, because he is convinced that they

are really trne, distasteful and humiliating as they may appeamO'W,

after thousands of years, to many of the excellent, the refined, and

highly cultivated of our race.

After indulging in some general scurrilous and vulgar abuse, the

critic ends by proffering the writer certain gratuitous advice, and
refers him to JIatt. xv., 1-i. Having been obliged to make this

letter inconveniently long, the writer does not propose to animadvert

upon such abuse ; and, with respect to the advice, as it is of no
service to him, the writer declines to take it, but suggests to the

critic that, as in its appropriateness it rightly belongs, or is more
suitable, to him, that he should keep it, and may it do him good.

J. R. Smith.

[An apology may seem necessary for occupying so much space

with the above letter ; but I am moved to insert it by two con-

siderations. The first is the unfairness of condemning any man
unheard. The second, the opportunitj- it affords the readers of the

original review of judging for themselves, in the light of Mr.

Smith's verbal emendations, how far the severity of his critic was
justified. Mr. S. seems to consider that he proves an assertion by
reiterating it. His wonder that the reviewer put three notes of

admiration after brass as a "primordial metal," may possibly

diminish when he learns that brass is an artificial alloy formed of

copper and zinc by human hands, and that it never occurs in a

native state. The oily and watery globules, the wind and salt, &c.,

may safely be left to speak for themselves.

—

Ed.]

FUNGOID GROWTH ON DEAD FLY.—THE ECLIPSE.

[1475]—Probably the fly, about which " St. John " wants an

explanation (Letter 1419), died from an attack of its fungoid

parasite, Empusa muscat.

The insect in question would likely be glued to the ceiling by a
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viscid fluid exuding from the tubular hairs surrounding its pulvilli,

and which ordinarily enables the fly to walk in any position, but
continues to flow after the victim, from the destruction of its

riscera, Ac, has become too weak to more ; it then becomes covered

with a white powdery efflorescence, consisting of the stems and
sporangia of the fungus.

The fly has dropped from some cause, fallen upon its back, and
scattered the fungoid growth about the place where it struck.

Empusami(sc(B appears to be the aerial form of Sapsoleijnia fcra,T,

the fungus which has caused so much destruction to salmon in

many rivers of late years ; hence, those who have aquaria should

on no account feed fish with flies, as this practice may introduce a

supply of germinating spores certain to kill the inhabitants.

Anent note on eclipse of 4th inst., p. 302, " Editorial Gossip,"

here at Newcastle-on-Tyne, the moon's place at totality could only
be distinguished by a faintly luminous spot. A field-glass was
required in order to bring the dusky disc into view. The night

was fine, with some haze, but the more conspicuous stars were all

visible. il. H. Robson.

[14V6]—Your correspondent, St. John, in the last number of

KnowleiiGE, mentions haWng found a dead fly surrounded by a

multitude of spores. He may be interested to know that flics at

this time of year are often killed, as his evidently was, by a fungus
(Empiisa musca-). This fungus attacks house-flies and completely
fills their bodies, which become very much swollen with its spawn
or mycelium. The segments of the body are stretched far apart,

and the fungus protrudes through the thin connecting membrane,
which is thus studded by numberless small, transparent bodies,

shaped much like a child's ninepin, but with no neck, packed close

together. When ripe, the head or spore is apparently thrown off

with some little force, and forms the dust-like ai^pearance round
the fly. I was examining a fly, attacked by this fungus, under the
microscope the other day. Between the segments were white bands
about the same width as the segments, which were entirely covered
with these little glass-like ninepins, and formed a very beautiful

object. G. S. S.

FOOD OF THE DRONE-FLY.
[1477]— Mr. H. J. Slack in " Pleasant Hours " for this week,

Oct. 17, speaking of the drone-fly says :
" Unlike the biting insects,

the beetles, no solid particles suit these creatures."

I should like to caU Mr. Slack's attention to the fact that all the
members of the drone-flj- group (Syniihido:), eat the pollen of

flowers. The pollen, though small, is I think, quite solid. I have
in my possession micro-slides showing the stomachs of various
flies of the Synphidac, containing pollen of various flowers on which
the flies have fed. In dissecting dung-flies, and very large blue-

bottle-flies that have fed upon dung, I have noticed very small

particles of solid matter in the stomach. If Mr. Slack has not
noticed this fact, I shall be pleased to send him a few micro-slides

for inspection upon receipt of Mr. Slack's address. John Moore.

ESTIMATING DISTANCES.

[1478]—With reference to the excellent method quoted in 3-our

paper lately from La Nature of finding distances by a silhouette

cut to size, 1 find an easy way of measuring distance wheu any
people are in sight is to reckon a furlong distance to a man of
average height when he appears half a degree high

—

i.e., the
breadth of either the sun or the moon against the sky. Half a moon
high^will, of course, mean double the distance—viz., a quarter of a
mile. C. T. B.

LIFE AFTER DEATH.
[1479]—I read with much pleasure the letter of yonr corre-

spondent, Mr. Selwyn Thorne, fori, too, take a deep interest in the
question of a future life. But I do not see how Mr. Thorne could
solve the problem, even for himself, by *' shuffling off this mortal
coil." He could only know that there is a future Vife, if there i.'i

;

if there is not, he would not know that he had ever wondered or

questioned about the matter at all, or, indeed, that there had ever
been a he to wonder or a q^ieslion to be solved. To quote the
words that Mr. Howells, the novelist, puts into the mouth of one
of his characters, " if we awake, we shall know it ; if we do not
awake, we shall not even know that we have not awakened."
A boy was drowned while bathing here at Worthing a few weeks

ago. His body was brought to shore after it had been some time
in the water. Every means were taken to reanimate it ; but, un-
like the case spoken of by your correspondent, these means were
quite unavailing. Now, are we to believe that in the one instance
the soul or spirit of the man was merely dormant within his body,
while, in the other case, the boy's spirit was alive and awake, and

conscious outside his body ? If so, at what moment did he awake ?
Was he, perhaps, looking on at the futile efforts of those engaged
in trying to bring him back to life in this world ?

It would be pleasant to be able to believe something of this sort,
but as you say, sir, in your review of Mr. Reynolds's book, " belief
is not voluntary" ; in spite of the preachers there is no such thing
as wilful itnhelief. A man has no choice but to believe what seems
to him to be true. M. T. H.

[1480]—We would have no cause to complain of your very
wholesome rale which excludes theological subjects from the pages
of Knowledge, if that rule were impartially enforced. I trnst you
will excuse me if I say (since I say it in no unfriendly spirit), that
while you exclude the theological, yoa insert much that is anti-
theological, and, in this, I think that we who believe at once in
religion and in science, have some cause of complaint. The letter, for
example, which appeared under the above heading is distinctly of
this class. It is plainly an attack upon theologians—"those who
teach the doctrine of a hereafter." Now, is this fair ?

But more on this subject, as on every other, the scientific man
and the theologian take entirely different methods. Yonr corre-
spondent has adopted the theological, not the scientific, method,
and then 3'ou, Mr. Editor, in your note, tie our hands and tell ns
that we must not reply by the same method. Science bases its

conclusions on phenomena. Theology bases its conclusions partly
on phenomena, but chiefly on testimony. Now, the reasoning of
Mr. Thome is altogether founded on testimony, and that of the
most unsatisfactory and unreliable kind

—

negative testimony. We
have some positive testimony on the same subject, but your rule
excludes it—it is not " purely scientific." Neither is the reasoning
of your correspondent.
Now, meeting Mr. Thome, not on his own ground, but on the

ground which you say must be occupied in this discussion, let me
present some considerations both for him and for your readers.

1. The scientific conclusion from all that Mr. Thome relates

(admitting the correctness of his relation) is that the question
remains untouched. As regards the mind and soul, there are no
phenomena, therefore science gives no judgment in the matter.

It could not be otherwise, for

—

2. Admitting for the moment that the man was really deed.
and that he had actually passed into another life, we can only
argue here from analogy, and analogy would lead us to believe

that in the time he would have gained no knowledge, and that
his memory would retain no impression of that new life. For,
in this world, at all events, it is only when impressions have
been often repeated that the mind is affected. The mind of the
newly-born infant does not even receive the idea of light for

some time. In after years the mind is able easily to receive im-
pressions of comlinations of objects which have been made
already familiar by repeated presentation; but, as far as we can
know, if an unfamiliar phenomenon were to appear once, and
only once, it would make no impression whatever either on mind
or memory. And this is exactly what must have happened in

the supposititious case before us. The man received no impression,

because the mind was not prepared for such a sudden change.
3. But, as a matter of fact, the man was not dead. He was only

unconscious. It is simply ridiculous to say that because a man is

in a faint he is practically dead. If so, the number who were dead
and have come to life again would be large indeed. I have mj-self

gone through the process more than once. We would find, too,

that it is not in every case that the mind in returning has no
account to give of its period of seeming absence from the body.

4. To persons who, like Mr. Thorne, form their opinions on this

subject from the evidence casually obtained on occasions like that

which he narrates, we may fairly adduce the testimony of those

who declare that they have been visited by deceased persons at the

time of, or immediately after, death. Such evidence is at least as

trustworthy as the merely negative testimony that " no symptom
of change whatever" passed over the man who was unconscious. To
ns (poor theologians, who cannot argue scientifically) who believr

that there is something more certain on which to found our belief

than the testimony of unconscious or hysterical individuals, it

matters little whether we receive such evidence or not.

Ballyboy Rectory, King's Co. John Healy, Clk., LL.D.

[By " much that is anti- theological," I can only conceive that

Dr. Healy must refer to scientific conclusions opposed to his own
views. How many scientific men, who are entitled to be listened

to, now dispute the great antiquity and primitive savagery of the

human race, and the doctrine of evolution ? All of which my
correspondent would doubtless regard as "anti-theological" in a

high degree. Yet in this they have facts and not merely testi-

mony to appeal to. I say boldly that there is no evidence in ex-

istence as so the appearance of a deceased person, upon which a
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magistrate would dare to send the veriest tramp to gaol for

fourteen days. For the rest, Dr. Healy's argument is temperate

enough, and"worthy of all serious attention, and on that account I

insert his letter at length.

—

Ed.]

[1481]—The following question seems to me to need an answer

l)ofore it is possible to enter into the discussion initiated hy Mr. S.

Thorne, with any hope of its being a fruitful one.

Briefly this :—Let atoms of hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon,

phosphorus, and so forth, be arranged in precisely the positions

they occupv in a human body—let motions be communicated to

them precisely similar to the vibrations which the molecules of a

normal human body are executing—will, or will not, the result be

a sentient being ?

I am unwilling to obscure the issue involved in the bare question

by adding any hint at present with reference to my own opinion on

the subject. F. G. S.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.

P. XEVtLL. Thanks for cuttings ; but the connection seems some-

what remote.— F.. K. H. Oh, dear, no, it can " not be said that

there were no oecultations visible," as there were thirty stars

between the 0th and 11th magnitudes over which the moon
passed. But, cui bono ' That rising of Saturn was a slip

of " F.R.A.S.'s" to which his attention has been called.—J.

B. DiMBLEEV. Thanks; but your chronological vagaries occupy

too much space in your account of the Eclipse.—W. Jennings

and W. Waksop. Delayed through your omission to address the

Publisher!!.—J. H. B. I can quite understand "the leading organ

of the wine trade" being irate with Mr. Mattieu Williams for his

articles on the Cooking of Wine ; nor do I suppose that the said

organ loves me much more for my reproduction of some very

remarkable items from a certain " Trade Circular" some time ago

in " Editorial Gossip."—F. J. W.\edale. The second edition of

"Orbs around us" expresses the matured views of the conductor

of this journal on the subject. See concluding paragraph (in

eapital letters) with which the Correspondence Column is headed.

—E. S. Beaven suggests the Conservation of Mental Force as a

contribution to the (now closed) question of Life after Death.

Many thanks for the addendum to your letter.—R. Webe. Mr.

Baker, 244, High Holbom, London.—E. Bkadsh.aw considers that

Transmigration supplies a solution of the Life after Death difficulty.

—Thomas J. George. Mr. Proctor has entirely ceased to lecture.

See Knowledge for July 18, p. 62.—H. A. Bulley. If you merely

mean to indicate that psychical phenomena are influenced

by the size, texture, and, notably, by the intricacy of the

convolutions of the brain — yes ; but there is a long step

from this to the system of Gall and Spurzheim. — J. B.

Smith. — Your letter marked for insertion. — John C. A.
Stewart sends an account of a boy named Carroll, one of the crew
of the ill-fated Europa, who refused to go in the ship on the day
she sailed, on account of a dream that she sank after a collision

(which, of course, she did).

—

Augcstine Lee. You talk about
'magnetic" sleep. &c., as though it was an objective, instead of a
purely subjective phenomenon. You leave the question just where
you found it.

—

More Light. You are quite right as to Dr. K.
ignoring the refracted light from the photosphere. That from the

Corona could not possibly illuminate the Moon's surface sufBciently

to admit of its being analysed spectroscopically.—C. E. Doyle,
T. H. S., F. W. H., and Jas. Spiers. You will see that the

enormous mass of correspondence received on the subject has
compelled me to close the controversy.— E. C. R. sends a list

of the colours of prominent afterglows observed in County
Meath between January 7 and October 11. They seem to

have varied from white through red and pink to crimson.

—

Inquirer.—Undoubtedly a man reads English from his ou-n left

hand to his right : the only legitimate sense in which that word can
be used. Y'ou surely would not say that (in a northern latitude)

the sun travels from right to left from his rising to his setting ?

—

J. X. D.AWsoN. Write to Messrs. Watsons, 313, High Holborn.

Thanks for offer of the cricket score, but we are utterly over-

burdened with matter.—E. Howabth. See reply to " E. K. H."
above.

—

Arthtr A. West. Thanks, but as yon will see, already

sufficiently replied to.—Rev. C. Carus-Wilson writes that he cannot
definitely answer Mr. Beaufort's question, as he does not make his

own tea ; but that, weak or strong, the effect was the same.

—

Chas.
Rice. Yes ; but the onlj- thing requiring elucidation is the
mathematical reason why.—M. B. The system is really genuine,

and would. I believe, be of service to you.

—

Selwyn Thorne,
Rev. Wm. Fitzgerald, C. Ridley, Dr. Dyhteb, and others, will see

from the announcement with which this column concludes on
p. 329, that the " Life after Death " controversy has now termi-

nated. Such thoughtful letters as Mr. Ridley's, and one or two

more which liave reached me, cause me to regret that they did not
arrive before these pages were closed to them.

—

Thos. Radmore.
The only possible interpretation that I could place upon yotir

original communication was that yon imagined that the fore and
after-glow were—or would be—in some way affected by the Lunar
Eclipse. If you intended to express the exact converse of this I can
only deplore that my limited knowledge of English prevented me
from understanding you. Unless there is some novelty in yotir

observations I should hardly care to insert them merely in corrobo-

ration of others already published, considering how much of inte-

rest is at present crowded out of our pages.

—

James Gillespie,

105, St. Michael-street, Dumfries, once more sends me an exposi-

tion of his " theory," filling a penny memorandum-book. This is,

at least, the third time I have acknowledges the receipt of

these essays here, and once or twice 1 have even pointed out the
egregious fallacies underlying Mr. G.'s assumptions. It is, how-
ever, pretty evident that he does not read Knowledge, and expects
a reply by post, which neither he—nor any other correspondent

—

will ever receive. If any of our readers are acquainted with Mr.
Gillespie, they will confer a favour upon the Editor of this journal

by inviting that gentleman's attention to this reply.

—

Sampel P.
Cheeseman. Received.—J. N. A. We do not give the prices of

books. They must be sought in advertisements proper.

—

Patrick
McMananim. The article you send me is simply a very clumsy repro-

duction of the famous Lunar Hoax, of which the details will be
found in " Myths and Marvels of Astronomy." There is no such
a person as " Dr. Blendmann " in the Berlin observatory. No
lunar photograph could by any possibility be taken through an
object glass blackened with camphor smoke ; nor would the most
perfect one yet obtained bear magnification to the extent of 55 feet.

There is not a scintilla of truth in the rubblish reproduced by the
Mayo paper.—W. I am really grieved that my omission to insert

your lengthy communication has made you so very angry.

—

Delta.
The succession of the strata, the distances, magnitudes of the
heavenly bodies, &c., are all correct, and this is all. As for the deduc-
tions from these, I am still thoroughly in agreementwithyou.

—

Pal.
" Eye-Witness " treated the question from a purely scientific point
of view, and, from such, quite fairly. Are you unable to distin-

guish between faith and knoicledge ?—Otto Ovebbeck. Thanks ;

but while certain of your subjects are foreign to those to which
these pages are devoted, those which are more appropriate are
already in the hands of competent members of our regular staff.

—

A Pheenologist. Wait until the series of articles is completed.

—

Eve-Wit.vess. The mind and brain discussion must cease ; it is

drifting into a theological stage.

—

Faciebat. Yours is the only
request, so far, received for an explanation of a graphical mode of

representing the details of a Lunar Eclipse. 'The existence of a
large amount of carbonic acid in the atmosphere during the epoch
of the coal vegetation has been disputed, but certainly never " ex-

ploded." No ; the " Workshop at Home" articles are not finished.

The next will appear almost immediately.

—

Edwaed Preston.
Received.

Whist.—Clcb Decce. Undoubtedly a misdeal.

€>\\x fnbrntors' Column.

So great is the number of inventions now patented that many good
things are comparatively lost in the croicd. A succinct account,

therefore, by aji Expert, of all inventions of really papular interest

and utility must be advantageous both to the public and the

Inventor, enabling persons to hear of inventions already desiderated

by them, and thus acting reciprocally as a stimulant on supply
and demand.

IMPROVED LAMPS AND LANTERNS.
Ms. Joseph Rogers, of 16, Hanover-sqnare, London, has patented

an improved make of lamps and lanterns, in which, it is claimed,
colza, or other vegetable or animal oils, may be burnt with a per-
fectly steady flame without the use of a chimney-glass, whUe at the
same time a much more brilliant light is obtained than with the
ordinary lamps with a less consumption of oil and wick. For this

purpose a plate is slid into the bottom of the lamp upon which is

an oil reservoir, preferably of the kind known as a bird's fountain,

which supplies the oil to a wick tube projecting some distance up
from the plate. Surrounding the wick tube is a tubular enclosure,

also fixed to the plate, to the top of which is hinged a cap having a
slit or opening arranged at such a height as to be a certain distance
above the top of the wick. In the annular space between the en-

closure and the wick-holder numerous perforations are formed in

the base plate through which air can pass into the annular space,

and in passing upwards the air is heated to a certain extent by
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contact witli the heated wick tube and enclosure, and is then
caused by the cap to impinge against the fiame, tlius ensuring
perfect combustion and a very brilliant, steady, and practically
smokeless flame. The bottom of the lamp is formed with per-
forations for the entrance of the air, and perforations are likewise
made in part of the base-plate surrounding the enclosing tube
of the burner.

A NEW BAG CLIP.

Messes. John Soutiigate & Soks, of 75 and 76, Watling-street,

London, have invented a new clip for the well-known " Gladstone "

and other bags, designed to take the strain off the centre of the
lock by holding the ends of the bag together. The originally-

designed clip, wliich consisted of a metallic disc at each side, which
was turned down so as to tighten upon the bag, was always untrust-

worthy, because it Avould work loose at any time ; and then, again,

anybody could easily and quickly undo it. An improvement on
that was a sliding clip catching a hasp like that of a lock inside.

This hasp constituted one of its defects, as also its liability to work
loose, so as not to keep its place at all when tilted up. Messrs.
Southgate & Sons, have now invented a clip which is claimed
to be an improvement on anything else of the kind. It

consists of a hinge on one side of the bag, which catches
by pressure over a metallic catch or fastening on the other
side, and to be undone requires the two sides of the bag
to be pressed tightly between the finger and the thumb. It

acts exactly like a spring-latch, one spring being in the upper part
of the hinged clip, which resists slightly the attempt to push it

down, and the other consists in the resisting power of the bag's
mouth itself, which is sufficient to act as a permanent spring.

AN IMPROVED LAWN-MOWER.
What is claimed to be an improvement in lawn-mowing machines

has been invented by Mr. Thomas Knowles, of Turtin, near Bolton,

in the county of Lancaster. The inventor says, in effect, that his

invention is designed to produce a machine capable of cutting

grass growing at the edges of lawns, or even the grass in borders
or verges. To effect this purpose revolWng blades, acting in con-
junction with fixed knives, are placed on opposite sides of the

frame of the machine. To ,this frame are secured bearings sup-

porting an axle rotating therein, and carrying rollers at the ends.

This shaft or bearing is connected with suitable gearing, or chain
and gearing combined, so that motion can be iransmitted from the
axle carrying the rollers to the shafts on which the knives are

mounted. The machine is propelled in the usual way by a handle.

The rollers rotating the knives are placed in such a position that
the blades operate on the grass to be cut previously to the drums
pressing on the grass, and this, the inventor claims, gives facility

for cutting grass on edges and narrow borders.

dBur Cfifsisf Column*
By Mephisto.

ENDING FROM ACTUAL PLAY.
White.

Black.
White.

1. R to KKtG
2. RxP
3. R X RP (ch)

4. Q to Etc (ch)

5. Q X P (ch)

6. Q X R (ch)

7. Q X Q check mate.

Black.
P X R
QtoK2
PxR
K to R sq.

Qin.
Qin.

The following amusing game
Purssell's :

—

Eemote White's
White.
Mephisto.

1. P to K4
2. P to Q4
3. B to QB4
4. Castles
5. P to K5
6. PxKt
7. E to K sq. (ch)

8. PxP
9. Q to R5

10. Q to QKto
11. B to Kt5
12. Kt to Q2
13. Q to QB5
14. Q to Q5
15. Kt to K4
16. Kt to B6 (ch)

17. R to K8 mate

at odds was recently played at

King's KxicnT.
Black.
Mr. S.

P to K4
PxP
Kt to KB3
Kt to B3
Pto Q4
PxB
B to K3
BxP
Q to B3
QR to QKt sq.

Q to Kt3
P to QE3
KB to KB sq.

KR to KKt sq.

BxQ?
K to Q sq.

PROBLEM No. 133.

Bt B. G. Laws.
Black.

White.

White to play and mate in three moves.

1. K to B3

SOLUTION.
Peobiem 131, p. 308.

K to Q4 2. Kt to Kt4 mate
B X Kt 2. K X P „
Kt moves 2. K moves „
P moves 2. K moves „
P to K4 2. P to Q5 „

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
f*^ Please address Chess Editor.

M. Strong.—A pawn can only be taken en passant immediately
after moving two squares, not afterwards. Although we can put
eight Queens on the board without checking each other, we do not
know the rule by which it is done. Perhaps some of our readers
may know.
H. W. Sherrard.—Problem received with thanks. With your

kind permission we shall make use of it somewhere else, as no sui-

mates are to appear in Knowledge.
Correct solutions received.—Problem 131, Donna, M. T. Hooton,

A. W. Overton. No. 132, J. J. Cridlan, John Watson, H. A. N., W.,
Geo. W. Thompson.
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IVY.

By Grant Allen.

THOUGH every one of us has been perfectly familiar

with common ivy from his boyhood, upward, I wonder
how many jieople have ever noticed its pretty bunches of

thickly-clustered, pale yellowish-green flowers that form
such large and prominent masses in the early autumn.
They are just now in full blossom, and are attracting, as

usual, the flies and bees in great numbers to their abundant
store of easily-accessible honey. Let us stop for a while

beside some knotted stem that clambers close against some
low wall, and examine this old, familiar favourite in the

new light cast upon it by the discoveries of modern bio-

logical science.

Ivy is a native English evergreen creeper, one of the

very few large-leaved evergreens really indigenous to our

islands ; for though the laurels, and aucubas, aud laurus-

tinuses, and rhododendrons of our shrubberies have made
us now perfectly at home among the class by naturalisation,

yet almost all our true British evergreens are more or less

needle-leaved conifers, such as the Scotch fir, the yew-tree,

and the juniper. Holly, an undoubted native of England,
and box, which is very probably an introduced alien, are

its chief compeers in this respect. In its truly wild state,

the lower branches of ivy creep along the soil, while

the main stems climb up trees, walls, or rocks, to

which they adhere by means of small fibrous root-

like excrescences. This is one out of the many
ways adopted by comparatively feeble plants to raise

themselves, half parasitically (so far as support alone is

concerned, I mean) up the stout trunks of other and more
sturdy woodland competitors. Compare it, in this respect,

with the straggling arched-branches of the common black-

berry bramble, loosely festooned by means of their curved

and hooked prickles over the blackthorns and May-bushes
in the wastes and hedges ; or with the little sucker-like

supports of the Virginia ci'eeper, clinging fast to the tiny

crannies and asperities of a brick wall here in England, as

it clings in its native woodlands to the chinks and rugosi-

ties in the bark of trees ; or with the twining tendrils of the

pea, really abortive leaflets, that twist twice or thrice or even

oftener round the twigs and branchlets of the supporting

bushes; or with the curling leaf-stalks of the canary creeper,

where the petiole of a true and active leaf performs the same

clasping function. In every case, the end to be attained is

the same—the plant endeavours to raise itself by means of

some tree, shrub, or bush, above the competing mass of

foliage on the ground below, and to reach the open air and

free sunlight overhead ; but by what an immense variety

of means it attains in various cases this desired result !

Ally trick of habit, be it hooked hair (as in goosf grass),

or twining stems (as in convoh-ulus), or mouth-like suckers

(as in dodder), or twisted leaf-stalk (as in clematis), that

happens to aid in this object, is immediately seized upon

by natural selection, and developed and encouiaged into an

organic peculiarity of the whole species. In our little

English flora alune, to go no further, it ia an interesting

study to look at all the cases above enumerated, side by

side with those of bryony, tamus, wild madder, dog-rose,

cinquefoil, vetches, hop, and periwinkle, whose diverse

modes of obtaining this single end should be noticed in

detail by the country walker.

The leaves of ivy form by far the most conspicuous part

of the plant to most ordinary outside observers. Their

shape is very characteristic, so much so that the epithet

" ivy-leaved " has been given to many other plants, such as

the ivy-leaved ranunculus, the ivy-leaved veronica, and the

ivy-leaved toadflax. It is a noteworthy fact, too, that all

the plants possessing foliage of this peculiar broadly-lobed

form are trailers or climbers ; and in most of them the

leaves habitually form a single layer—lie one deep only

—

over the wall, or tree-trunk, or soil on which the plant is

creeping. In short, this form of leaf seems specially

adapted for climbing plants ; its angles dovetail neatly

into one another, and the tip of each tills the hollow at the

stalk of its neighbour, so that every leafobtains the full benefit

of the sunlight on all its parts, without interfering with the

equal illumination of its like-minded fellows. I do not say

that this is the only, or even the best, way for obtaining

that result; but it is one way, and a suflicient way; and

that is all that natural selection can, as a rule, succeed in

securing. One has only to look at a mass of wild ivy

creeping up a wall or tree in order to see how admirably

the whole body drapes the entire space it covers, leaving

very few interstice.^, yet seldom casting a shadow over any

part of its own surface. I say " wild ivy," because many
of the cultivated exotic varieties in our gardens, being

grown for the sake of their luxuriant leafage alone, under

artificial conditions, in richly-manured soil, produce copious,

masses of over-lapping leaves very diflerent from the native

parsimony of the indigenous field species.

Observe, however, that the leaves upon the upper flower-

ing branches are extremely unlike in form to those which

cover the naked wall with their bright verdure. These

upper shoots rise freely into the air, and have rounded or

oval leaves, not at all "ivy-shaped," disposed pretty equally

on every side, so as to catch the open sunlight into which.

they have raised themselves. The upper leaves often some-

what resemble lime leaves or laurustinus-leaves in general

outline ; and they clearly show how much the shape of the

foliage depends upon the surrounding conditions of air and

sunshine. Where these conditions of growth are supplied

one-sidedly, as on the wall, the foliage is all turned out-

ward, and so shaped as to economise every portion ; where

they are equally diS'used all round, the foliage grows out

alike on every side, and avoids mutual interference by its

spiral arrangement along the central axis. Very starved

ivy, on a dry wall, has usually very reduced and deeply-

divided leaves, with finger-like lobes ; very luxuriant ivy,

when it oveitojis its support, ha? usually very full and
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rounded leaves, often with no perceptible lobes, and some-

times almost circular in shape.

Why is ivy evergreen 1 I believe for this reason. It is

not a plant of very cold countries : it won't grow in North
Germany, Russia, or Siberia, and Britain is almost its

nortliern limit. Southern Europe, Northern Africa, and
Western Asia are its favourite dwelling-places. In the

wild state, it is chiefly a woodland plant, clambering up the

trunks of trees in the great forests. Hence it is shaded

during a greater part of the year by the leaves on the

deciduous trees, and it has to lay by the material for its

growth and flowering and fruiting in autumn, winter, and
spring, when the boughs above have lost their foliage. As
a matter of fact, even in England, its growth is most
luxuriant in late autumn, it flowers in October and
November, it goes on putting forth fresh leaves and wood
as long as the season permits it, it ripens its berries through

the winter, and it begins leafing again as soon as the spring

is once more with us. In more southern countries it

works uninterruptedly from October to May, and lies by
almost dormant during the long dry summer. It is thus

essentially a winter plant, and that, I take it, is why its

leaves are evergreen.

The curious and pretty yellowish green flowers are worth

a moment's consideration. They have each five small

petals, and five stamens, with a very broad disk in the

middle, surrounding the central stigma. This disk secretes

quantities of honey, which stands in little drops upon its

surface, and can be readily distinguished with the naked

eye and tested with the tongue. The honey attracts

large numbers of flies, bees, and wasps, but especially

the hive-bee, which, in England at least, is certainly

(so far as I have noted) the chief fertiliser, though

Continental observers give this rule in Italy and France

to the flies and beetles. The stamens mature first, so

as to prevent fertilisation from the same flower ; and in

this state the petals are simply expanded, and the honey
abundant. Bees visiting such flowers carry away pollen on

their heads for the next they visit. Afterwards the

blossoms reach their second state, the petals roll backward,

the stigma ripens, and the honey decreases greatly in

quantity. Bees visiting these maturer flowers rub ofi' upon
them the pollen they have brought from the ripe stamens

of neighbours in their first state. Inconspicuous as the

blossoms are, individually, their habit of massing in large

clusters, and their smell of honey, seem to stand them in

good stead of brilliant petals ; for they are much resorted

to by all the insects that still fly about in late autumn.
After fertilisation, the berries begin to grow as best they

may thro\igh the winter ; but they do not ripen or assume
their bluish-black tint till the next year. They are then

much eaten, and their seeds dispersed, by birds, which find

these dusky hnes very attractive, as in the sloe, the black-

berry, the whortleberry, and the privet. A southern variety

in our gardens, however, has prettier berries of a bright

yellow colour.

OUR TWO BRAINS.
By Richard A. Proctor.

(Continued from p. 310.)

BUT perhaps the most remarkable illustration of a

double life is one which was brought before the

notice of the scientific world a few years ago. I refer to

the case published by Dr. Mesuet, and mentioned in Dr.

Huxley's remarkable lecture at Belfast on the hypothesis

that animals are or may be automata. I do not purpose to

quote Huxley's account in full, as no doubt many of my
readers have already seen it, but the following facts are
necessary to show the bearing of the case on Sequard's

theory :
" A sergeant of the French army, F —, twenty-

seven years of age, was wounded at the battle of Bazeilles,

by a ball which fractured his left parietal bone. He ran
his bayonet through the Prussian soldier who wounded
him, but almost immediately his right arm became para-

lysed ; after walking about two hundred yards his right

leg became similarly affected, and he lost his senses.

When he recovered them, three weeks afterwards, in

hospital at Mayence, the right half of the body was com-
pletely paralysed, and remained in this condition for a
year. At present, the only trace of the paralysis which
remains is a slight weakness of the right half of the body.

Three or four months after the wound was inflicted,

periodical disturbances of the functions of the brain made
their appearance, and have continued ever since. The
dLsturbances last from fifteen to thirty hours, the intervals

at which they occur being from fifteen to thirty days.

For four years, therefore, the life of this man has been

divided into alternating phases, short abnormal states

intervening between long normal states."

It is important to notice here that although this case

somewhat resembles that of Brown-Sequard's two-lived

boy, we have in the soldier's case a duality brought about

by a difierent cause, an accident affecting the U/'t side of

the head—that side, as we shall presently see, which is

regarded as ordinarily if not always the seat of chief intel-

lectual activity. The soldier's right side was paralysed,

confirming the theory that so far as the bodily movements
are concerned the left brain chiefly rules the right-hand

organs of the body, and vice versd. But the man had

recovered from his paralysis, so that either the left side of

the brain had been partially restored or else the right brain

had acquired the power of directing the movements of the

right-hand organs. But the periodical disturbances came
on three or four months after the wound was inflicted,

that is, more than half a year before the paralysis dis-

appeared. We have, then : 1st, three weeks of unconscious-

ness, during which we may suppose that the left side of

the brain was completely stunned (if ws may apply to the

brain an expression properly relating to the condition of

the man) ; secondly, we have three months during which

the man was conscious, and in his normal mental condition,

but paralysed; thirdly, we have more than half a year

during which a double mental life went on, but the left

side of the brain was still so far affected that the right

side of the body was paralysed ; and lastly, we have more

than three years of this double mental Ufe, the bodily

functions in the man's normal life being, it would appear,

completely restored.

Assuming, then, Wigan's theory for the moment, we
have to inquire whether the man's normal condition implies

the action of the uninjured right brain, or of the restored

left brain, and also to determine whether the recovery from

paralysis has resulted from a more complete restoration of

the left brain, or from the right brain having acquired a

power formerly limited to the left brain. The fact that

the man's normal mental condition returned as soon as

consciousness was restored does not show that this condi-

tion depends on the action of the left brain, for in the

unconscious state both brains were at rest. Rather it

might seem to imply that the right brain was the brain

active in the normal mental state, for the continued paraly-

sis of the right side showed that the left brain was not

completely restored. Yet it has been so clearly .shown by

other and' independent researches that the left brain is the

chief scat of intellectual activity that we seem forced to
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adopt the opinion that this man's normal condition depends
on the action of the left brain. And we may jieihaps

assume, from the length of time during which the right

side remained paralysed after the left brain had resumed a

portion of its functions, that the other portion—the control

of the right-hand oigans—has never been recovered at all

by the left brain, but that the right brain has acquired the

power, a result which, as we shall presently see, accoids

well with experience in other cases.

It would almost seem, on Wigan's hypothesis—though I

must admit that the hypothesis does not explain all the

difficulties in this very singular case—that the right brain

having a.ssumed one set of functions belonging to the left,

from time to time tries, as it were, to assume also another

set of functions belonging to the left—viz. the control of

mental operations, the weakened left brain passing tem-
porarily into unconsciousness. The matter is, however,
complicated by peculiarities in the bodily .state, and in

sensorial relations during the abnormal condition. The
whole case is, in fact, replete with difficulties, as Professor

Huxley well points out,* and it seems to me these difficulties

are not much diminished by Wigan's theory.

Let us consider some of the facts of the man's twofold
life :
—" In the periods of normal life the ex-sergeant's

health is perfect ; he is intelligent and kindly, and performs
satisfactorily the duties of a hospital attendant. The com-
mencement of the abnormal state is ushered in by uneasi-

ness and a sense of weight about the forehead, which the

patient compares to the constriction of a circle of iron ; and
after its termination he complains for some hours of dulness

and heaviness of the head. But the transition from the

normal to the abnormal state takes place in a few minutes,

without convulsions or cries, and without anything to indi-

cate the change jto a bystander. His movements remain
free and his expression calm, except for a contraction of

the brow, an incessant movement of the eyeballs, and a

chewing motion of the jaws. The eyes are wide open, and
their pupils dilated. If the man happens to be in a place

to which he is accustomed he walks about as usual ; but if

he is in a new place, or if obstacles are intentionally placed

in his way, he stumbles gently against them, stops, and
then, feeling over the objects with his hands, passes on one
side of them. He offers no resistance to any change of

direction which may be impressed upon him, or to the
forcible acceleration or retardation of his movements. He
eats, drinks, smokes, walks about, dresses and undresses
himself, rises and goes to bed at the accustomed hours.

Nevertheless, pins may be run into his body, or strong
electric shocks sent through it without causing the least

indication of pain ; no odorous substance, pleasant or un-
pleasant, makes the least impression ; he eats and drinks

with avidity whatever is offered, and takes asafretida, or

vinegar, or quinine, as readily as water ; no noise affects

him ; and light influences him only under certain condi-

tions. Dr. Mesnet remarks that the sense of touch alone

seems to persist, and indeed to be more acute and delicate

than in the normal state ; and it is by means of the nerves

* I may in passing note that the case of Brown-Sequard's donble-
lived boy throws some light on the question whether the soldier is

conscious in his abnormal state. Professor Huxley says justly that
it is impossible to prove whether F. is conscious or not, because in

his abnormal condition he does not possess the power of describing
his condition. But the two conditions of the boy's life were not
distinguished in this way, for he was perfectly rational, and could
describe his sensations in both conditions. The only evidence we
can have of any other person's consciousness was afforded by this
boy during his abnormal state. But what strange thoughts are
suggested by this twofold consciousness—cr, rather (for twofold
consciousness is intelligible enough), by this alternate unconscious-
ness ? To the boy in one state, what was the other life ? Whose
was the life of which he was unconsciona ?

of touch, almost exclusively, that his organism is brought
into relation with the outer world."

Such are the general phenomena presented by this curious

case. As respects the details of the man's behaviour under
particular circunustances, I refer the reader to Professor

Huxley's paper in the Forliurjldlij lieiicw for November,
1874. But one peculiarity is so noteworthy, and, rightly

understood, gives so special an interest to Wigan's hypo-

thesis, that I must quote it at length, together with the

significant remarks with which Professor Huxley intro-

duces the subject. " Those," he says, " who have had
occasion to become acquainted with the phenomena of

somnambulism and mesmerism, will be struck with the

close parallel which they present to the proceedings of F.

in his abnormal state. But the great value of Dr. Mesnet's

observations lies in the fact that the abnormal condition is

traceable to a definite injury of the brain, and that the

circumstances are such as to keep us clear of the cloud of

voluntary and involuntary fictions, in which the truth is

too often smothered in such cases. In the unfortunate

subjects of such abnormal conditions of the brain, the dis-

turbance of the sensory and intellectual faculties is not

unfrequently accompanied by a perturbation of the mora!

nature which may manifest itself in a most astonishing

love of lying for its own sake. And in this respect, also,

F.'s case is singularly instructive ; for, although in his

normal state he is a perfectly honest man, in his abnormal
condition he is an inveterate thief, stealing and hiding away
whatever he can lay hands on, with much dexterity, and
with an absurd indifference as to whether the property is

his own or not. Hoffmann's terrible conception of the
" Doppelt-ganger " is realised by men in this state, who
live two lives, in the one of which they may be guilty of

the most criminal acts, while in the other they are eminently

virtuous and respectable. Neither life knows anything of

the other. Dr. ^lesnet states that he has watched a man
in his abnormal state elaborately prepare to hang himself,

and has let him go on (!) "until asphyxia set in, when he
cut him down. But, on passing into the normal state,

the would-be suicide was wholly ignorant of what had

happened."

If Wigan and Sequard are right in regarding the changes

of opinion with which most of us are familiar as differing

only in degree from the duality of a lunatic's mind who has

sane and insane periods, and mental indecision as differing

only in degree from the case of a lunatic who " is of two
minds," knowing that what he says is insane, a curious

subject of speculation arises in the consideration of the

possible duality of the moral nature. The promptings of

evil, and the voice of conscience resisting these promptings,

present themselves as the operation of the two brains, one

less instructed and worse trained than the other. " Con-

version " is presented to us as a physical process, bringing

the better trained brain into action in such sort as to be

the only or chief guide of the man's actions.

(To le continued.)

Theemal-Colouked Kings.—M. Decharme, whose experiments

on the flow of cnrrents in pipes and their hydro-dynamic analogy

to electric currents have attracted much attention, has also recently

drawn attention to the fact that thermal-coloured rings bear a

striking resemblance to electro-chemical-coloured rings. When a

copper plate is erposed to the flame of a spirit lamp or a Bnnsen

burner, an irisated or rainbow-coloured corona is produced about

the heated point. Under good condifons these colours are fixed

and unalterable in the air. These rings are, according to M. De-

charme, quite similar to Xobili's electro-chemical rings ; like the

latter, they succeed each other in waves, the colours being m the

same order, namely, that of Newton's rings viewed by transmission.

—Engineering.
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THE WORKSHOP AT HOME.
By a Working Man.

IN treatiDg of tlie dovetail joint on p. 233, I mentioned

the "mitre and key :" I shall begin to-day by saying

something about mitreing. Now, a mitre-joint in carpentry

means one in which the faces in contact are at an angle of

45° with the length and width of the article in which they

occur, as in Fig. 20, where T is the top and S the side of a

^

Ti". 20. Fis. 21.

picture-frame, each bevelled off at the angle shown. If

each bevel is perfectly accurate, it is easily seen that each

of the four pieces of the frame will be truly square to the

adjacent and parallel to the opposite one. We have, then,

first got to cut them truly to this angle, and then to finish

them with a plane without destroying it. They are usually

cut in what is called a mitre-box, or mitre-block. Fig. 21

shows a mitre-block which the amateur can make for

himself. In it B B is a sound piece of li inch deal, with

its upper surface planed up very true and flat. This may
be a foot long and 7 inches wide. A block of beech-wood

preferably (but deal will do) of the same length, but

measuring 31 inches in width and depth when finished,

must also be very carefully planed up, with its sides

accurately at right angles, the square (Fig. 7, p. 154) being

•repeatedly applied to test it as the work proceeds. This

being worked up true is firmly attached to the face of the

base board by glue and screws, as shown at M M, with

•which, as seen, it forms a step. It must here be particu-

larly remarked that the depth from the top of the block,

M M, to the bottom resting on B, though given above as

3|iu., must not quite equal the depth of the blade of our

tenon-saw. Hence, if the latter measures less than this

from the teeth to the metal rib at the back, the height of

M M (not its width) must be reduced. It now remains

to make two saw-cuts (or " kerfs," as workmen call them),

as guides for our saw. The plan of the mitre-block shown
in Fig. 22 will explain the way of doing this. First, by the

uid of our rule, square, and pencil, we draw the two squares

shown in the figure, of which each side will obviously be

Si in. long (that being the width of M M) upon it, and join

the two corners of these squares, I m, Im, by straight lines,

each of which will quite evidently be at an angle of 45°

with the top of the block. We now place the square

adjacent to the points 1 1, and draw the perpendiculars, I /',

1 1', on the back of the block. Finally taking a sharp

saw, of which the blade is perfectly flat, we saw with

the utmost care down m 1 1\ through the block, M M
(the use of screwing as well as gluing now becomes
manifest), and a little way—say | in. or \ in.—into

B B. If now we want to cut a mitre, we simply

hold the piece of wood tightly against the face, /"/, of the

block, pass the saw into either of the guide-lines, and saw
right through it. By fitting a diagonal stop at the end
of a piece of board, as shown in Fig. 2-j, and turning a

trying plane on its siue, with its bottom against the edge
of the board, the sawn ends may be smoothed up quite

true.

As an easy lesson in mitreing, the beginner may try to

make a small picture-frame out of the cheap moulding to

be bought in many parts of London. Having determined

the dimensions of his frame, he must mark them off on the

moulding, and saw them in the mitre-box, as explained

above, lie must carefully study the direction of his mitres

though, noting that the inner edges of his frame must be

the shorter ones, or he may find that he has sawn two
parallel to each other on the same piece of wood ! In the

absence of the special cramps of the professional picture-

frame maker, he may nail strips of wood on to a plank, three

of them actually in contact with three of the sides of his

fiarae, and the fourth a little way from the other, and very

slightly inclined to it, driving a wedge-shaped piece of

wood, planed to a corresponding slight slope, between this

and the frame, after the latter has been glued up and put

together on the plank. When the glue is dry, a sawkerf
may be made in each comer, and a bit of glued veneer

driven in just as in our " mitre and key " work, on p. 233.

It may be taken that, for the purpose of the ordinary

amateur, the tenon and mortice, the dovetail and the mitre-

joints are the only ones he is at all likely to have occasion

for.

DICKENS'S STORY LEFT HALF TOLD.
A QUASI-SCIENTIFIC IXqClRY IN'TO

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD.
By Thomas Foster.

{Continued from p. 342.)

THE scenes within the Billickin serve to show how little

of his humorous power Dickens had lost—indeed,

they are as good as anything in the same style he ever

wrote : but they throw no light on the development of the

story.

But the chapter significantly called The Dawx Again
(the first is called The Dawn, but one is the dawn of the

plot, the other the dawn of the discovery) is full of light.

It shows us, first, Crisparkle and Jasper face to face,

Jasper as the denouncer and pursuer of Neville Landless

and Mr. Cri.=parkle as his consistent advocate and protector.
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Jasper is mocdy, solitary, aud reticent. The frank Minor

Canon cannot at'proach him. Mr. Crisparkle cannot guess

whether Jasper supposes he has terrified Ro«a into silence,

or supposes, on the contrary, that she has imparted to any

one the particulars of hLs interview with her. The follow-

ing sentences seem to be intended to convey the precise

truth about the views of Rosa, Crisparkle, Neville, and

Helena, on the question of Jasper's guilt :

—" The dreadful

suspicion of Jasper which Rosa was so shocked to have re-

ceived into her imagination, appeared to have no harbour

in Mr. Crisparkle's ; if it ever haunted Helena's thoughts

or Neville's, neither gave it one spoken word of utterance."

Compare this with what is said of Grewgious, noting that

to have said more would have been to reveal all he meant
to conceal :

—" Mr. Grewgious took no pains to conceal his

implacable dislike of Jasper, yet he never referred it, how-

ever distantly, to such a source ; but he was a reticent as

well as an eccentric man ; and he made no mention of a

certain evening when he warmed his hands at the Gate-

house fire, and looked steadily down upon a certain heap

of torn and miry clothes upon the floor."
1

The scene at the opium-eater's den introduces the dawn
]

of the day of reckoning for Jasper. He has been so long

away that the old woman has forgotten him. He used to

go there for comfort ;
" When I could not bear my life I

came to get the relief and I got it," he says :
" it was one !

It w.\s one ! " He has come for relief again, and we may
be sure he was to come at least once more. " The Princess

Puffer has learned how to mix the drug so as to make him

talk." " I heard ye say once when I was lying where

you're lying," she says, " and you were making your specu-

lations upon me, unintelligibly. But don't ye be too sure

always : don't ye be too sure, beauty !
" All this enables

us t) anticipate her share in bringing Jasper to justice, and

enables us also to guess what Drood wants, to make Jasper's

punishmeut complete. It must be i-emembered that though

Edwin knows more than any one, except Mr. Grewgious,

about Jasper's vilianv he does not know all. In particular

he has still to learn whether Jasper attacked him in a

suddiin access of fury or whether the crime was premedi-

tated. He knows Jasper was lying when he pretended

love for " his dear Ned ; " he knows Jasper loved and loves

Rosa after the evil manner of his kind : but he does not

know that Jasper had planned murder for months and had

gone the journey which was so pleasant to the villain,

" hundreds of thousands,—what do I say ?—millions and
billions of times." On the question of premeditation much
will depend ; but we may be sure that when Edwin learns

with what intensity of premeditation Jasper had gloated

over the crime, he will be ready to inflict on the villain the

full horror of that punishment which lies within his power.

I pass over the light thrown upon the mystery itself by

Jasper's words when under the influence of opium ; for I

have already considered his wanderings in this aspect, as

the matters to which they relate arose. The chief impor-

tance of the scene lies in the light which it throws on the

denoueyiient.

I am inclined to think that the place in Aldersgate-

street where Jasper puts up, would have turned out in the

sequel to be Bazzard's home. But there is no direct

evidence on this point.

The opium woman's pursuit of Jasper brings her to

Cloisterham, and to the very gateway where Jasper enters
;

but she only sees " a postern staircase on one side of it,

and on the other side an ancient vaulted room, in which a

large-headed, grey-haired gentleman is writing, under the

strange circumstances of sitting open to the thoroughfare

and eyeing all who pass, as if he were toll-taker of the

gateway : though the way is free. ' j\Ir. Datchery's watch

on Jasper is close, but it is no such watch as a professional

detective would have kept. We note in passing that his

" low voice " as he says " Halloa !
" when he sees her,

suggests that he has seen her befure.

The burst of triumph in which she thanks him when
she learns Jasper's name and office and that she can see

and hear him in the Cathedral, does not escape the watchful

Mr. Datehery, anv more than it would have escaped his

other self Edwin Drood. He thinks something may come

of this and lounges after her, clasping " his hands behind

him, as the wont of such bufiers is," in other words, making

himself as much like the sauntering listless young lad she

had met near that self-same spot as a grey-haired man
could look. It is clear that in some dim unconscious way
she is reminded of the Eddy she had so earnestly warned

half a year before. His hands are presently taken from

behind him with a purpose. " His purposeless hands

rattle the loose money in the pockets of his trousers."

Whenever Dickens speaks of an action as purposeless, we-

may be sure he wishes to draw attention away from its

purpose. Not sufi"ering our attention to be thus withdrawn

we see at once what Mr. Datehery wanted. " The chink

of the money has an attraction for her greedy ears."

She asks for money for her "travellers' lodging." "You
know the place," he says (who had reason probably

to know it well himself ), " and are making directly

for it," and, still rattling his loose money, he asks " if she

has been often in Cloisterham." " Once in all my Ufe."

"Ay, Ay?" (These " ays " are as significant as those of

Mr. Grewgious, in his conversation with Mr. Crisparkle in

Chapter XVII.—they mean earnest attention, though

intended to suggest the idea of an abstracted mind.) They

have now reached the entrance to the monk's vineyard,

and the place where the former interview had taken place.

" An appropriate remembrance is revived in the woman's

mind." (These are Dickens's own words.) She stops at

the gate and says energetically, " By this token, though

you mayn't believe it, that a young gentleman gave me
three and sixpence as I was coughing my breath away on

this very grass : I asked him for three and sixpence and he

gave it me." " Wasn't it a little cool in you to name your

sum?" hints Mr. Datehery, still rattling. "Isn't it cus-

tomary to leave the amount open. Mightn't it have had

the appearance, to the young gentleman—only the appear-

ance—that he was rather dictated to?" If it is not

Edwin Drood who talks thus quaintly, the passage was not

written by Dickens. The old woman somehow feels that

it is the same person, and asks for the same sum, t«lling

him this time what she wants it for. He changes counte-

nance when he learns that it is for opium, but he does not

recognise the full significance of the fac. (This appears

presently.) He counts the money very slowly, to give her

opportunity to talk. I repeat the scene which follows,

because it is so full of significance that it cannot be too

often studied by those who wish to know the real plot of

this interesting story :

—

" It was Christmas Eve, just arter dark, the once that I was
here afore, when the yonng gentleman gave me the Three and

six."

3Ir. Datehery stops in his counting, finds that he has counted

wrong, shakes his money together, and begins again.
" And the young gentleman's name," she adds, '*was Edwin."
Mr. Datehery drops some money, stoops to pick it up, and

reddens with the exertion as he asks

:

I

" How do you know the young gentleman's name ?
"

" I asked him for it, and he told it me. I only asked him the

two questions, What was his Chris'en name, and whether he'd a

sweetheart ? And he answered, Edwin, and he hadn't."

Mr. Datehery pauses with the selected coins in his hand, rather

as if he were falling into a brown study of their value, and couldn't

bear to part with them. The woman looks at him distrustfully, and
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with her anger brewing for the event of his thinking better of the

:^ift ; but he bestows it on her as if he were abstracting his mind
from the sacrifice, and with many servile thanks she goes her way.
John Jasper's lamp is kindled, and his lighthouse is shining

when Mr. Datchory returns alone towards it. As mariners on a

dangerous voyage, approaching an ironbound coast, may look along

the beams of the warning light to the haven lying beyond it that

may never be reached, so Mr. Datchery's wistful gaze is dii-ected

to this beacon and beyond.

I am unable to understand how any one can read thia

scene without feeling certain that Mr. Datchery is Edwin
Drood, that he has purposely recalled the scene of which
Drood alone knew anything, that he is moved when his own
old name is mentioned, and still more when the thought of

Rosa is brought before him. I feel for my own part as

certain of this as though Dickens had said as much in so

many words. What a detective would have had to do with

such ideas as trouble Datchery, or how they can be asso-

ciated with Bazzard's dull seltishness, or in fine with any
one except Drood himself, passes my comprehension.

{To he continued.)

DREAMS:
THEIE PLACE IN THE GROWTH OF PRIMITIVE

BELIEFS.

By Edward Clodd.

XI.

IT would exceed the limits and purport of these papers

to follow the extension of the belief in spirits to its

extreme range ; in other words, to belief in controlling

spirits in inanimate objects, which were advanced pari
passu with man's advancing conceptions to place and rank
as the higher gods of polytheism. Such belief, as already

indicated, is the outcome of that primitive philosophy
which invests the elements above and the earth beneath
with departmental deities, until, through successive stages

of dualism, the idea of a Supreme Deity is reached, and
the approach is thus made towards a conception of the
unity and unvarying order of nature.

The arbitrariness with which the gods are credited will

have reference when the part played by dreams as media
of communication between heaven and earth, and as warn-
ings of coming events, is dealt with. Now, the intervals

which have passed between the appearance of former
chapters make it desirable to fucus the conclusions which
thus far have been reached, and to ask whether the evidence
gathered together has justified them.

It has been shown that races have existed, and exist

still, at so low a level that their scanty stock of words has
to be supplemented by gestures, rendering converse in the
dark next to impossible. Such people are bewildered by
any effort to count beyond their fingers ; they have no idea
of the relation of things, or of their differences ; they have
no power of generalisation by which to merge the acci-

dental in the essential. They believe that their names
and likenesses are integral parts of themselve.s, and that
they can be bewitched or harmed through them at the
hands of any one who knows the one or has obtained the
other. As an im|5ortant result of their confusion between
the objective and the subjective, we find a vivid and
remarkable belief in the reality of their dreams. The
events which make up these are explained only on the
theory that if the body did not move from its sleeping
place, something related to it did, and that the people, both
living and dead, who appeared in dream and virion did in
very presence come. The puzzle is solved by the theory of

a second self which can leave the body and return to it.

For the savage knows nothing of mind. The belief in thia

other self is strengthened (possibly, more or less created)

by its appearance in shadow or reflection, in mocking
echo, in various diseases, especially fits, when the sufl'erer

is torn by an indwelling foe, and writhes as if in his

merciless grasp. The belief in such a ghost-soul, as to

the form and ethereal nature of which all kinds of

theories are started, is extended to animals and lifeless

things, since like evidence of its existence is supplied by
them. The fire that destroys his hut, the wind that blows

it down, the lightning that darts from the clouds and
strikes his fellow-man dead beside him, the rain-storm that

floods his fields, the swollen river that sweeps away bis

store of food—these and every other force manifest in nature

add their weight to the influences rude man has drawn.

The phenomena which have accounted for the vigour of life

and the prostration of disease account for the motion of

things in heaven above and the earth beneath, and the bar-

baric mind thus enlarges its belief in a twofold existence

in man to a far-reaching doctrine of spirits everywhere.

Step by step, from ghostrsoul flitting round the wigwam to

the great spirits indwelling in the powers of nature, the

belief in supernatural beings with physical qualities arises,

until the moral element comes in, and they appear as good

and evil gods contending for the mastery of the universe.

Passing by details as to the whereabouts of the other self

and its doings and destiny in the other world which the

dream involves, and following the order of ideas on scientific

lines, two queries arise :

—

1. Does the evidence before us suffice to warrant the

conclusions drawn from it as to the serious and permanent
part which dreams have played in the origin and growth of

primitive belief in spirits ; in short, of belief in super-

natural agencies from past to present times 1 In this place,

the answer is brief.

If dreams, apparitions, shadows, and the like, are sufiicing

causes, then, in obedience to the Law of Parsimony (as it is

termed in logic), we need not invoke the play of higher

causes when lower causes are found competent to account

for the efiects. If it seems to some that the base is too

narrow, the foundation too weak for the superstructure, and

that our metaphysics and our beliefs regarding the invisible

rest upon something wider and stronger than the illusions

of a remote savage ancestry, the facts of man's history

may be adduced as witness to his continuous passage

into truth througli illusions ; to the vast revolutions

and readjustments made in his correction of the first

impressions of the senses. There is not a belief of

the past, from the notions of savages about their dreams

and ghost-world to those of more advanced races about their

spirit-realms and its occupants, to which this does not

apply. In the more delicate observations of the astronomer

he must, when estimating the position of any celestial

body, take into account its displacement through the

refractive properties of the atmosphere, and must also

allow for defects of perception in himself due to what is

called " personal equation." And in ascertaining our

place in the scale of being, as well as in seeking for the

grounds of belief concerning our own nature, we have to

take into account the refracting media of dense ignorance

and prejudice through which these beliefs have come, and

to allow for the confirming errors due to personal equation

—fond desire.

2. Does the theory of evolution iu its application to the

development of the spiritual nature of man, and to the

origin and growth of ideas, find any breach of continuity ?

In its inclusion of him as a part of nature, in accounting

tor his derivation from prehuman ancestry by a process of
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natural selection, and of his unbroken ilevelopment from

the embryo to adult life, it embraces the growth and

development of mind and all that it connotes. In the

words of Professor Huxley, " As there is an anatomy of

the body, so there is an anatomy of the mind ; the psycho-

logist dissects mental phenomena into elementary states of

consciousness, as the anatomist resolves limbs iuto tissues,

and tissues into cells. The one traces the development of

complex organs from simple rudiments ; the other follows

the building up of complex conceptions out of simpler

constituents of thought. As the physiologist inquires into

the way in which the so-called ' functions ' of the body

are performed, so the psychologist studies the so-called

' faculties ' of the mind. Even a cursory attention to

the ways and works of the lower animals suggests a com-

parative anatomy and physiology of the mind ; and the

doctrine of evolution presses for application as much in

the one field as in the other."*

Any coherent explanation of the operations of nature

was impossible while man had no conception or knowledge

of the interplay of its several parts. Now, by the docti ine

of continuity, not only are present changes referred to un-

varying causes, but the past is interpreted by the processes

going on under our eyes. We can as easily calculate

eclipses backwards a.s forward ; we can learn in present

formations of the earth's crust the history of the depo>ition

of the most ancient strata ; we read in a rounded granite

pebble the story of epochs, the fire that fused its organic

or inorganic particles, the water that rubbed and rolled it

;

we reconstruct from a few bones the ancestry of obscure

forms, and find in the fragments the missing links that

connect species now so varied. And the like method is

applied to man in his tout ensemble. His development is

not arbitrary ; what he is is the expansion of germs of

what he was.

Till these latter days he has, on the warrant of legends

now of worth only as witnesses to his crude ideas, pre-

sumed on an isolated place in creation, and excepted his

race from an inquiry made concerning every creature

beneath him. The pride of birth has hindered his admis-

sion of lineal connection between the beliefs of cultured

races and the beliefs of savages, and pseudo scientific

writers still confuse issues by assuming distinctions

between races to whom spiritual truths have been re-

vealed and races from whom these truths have been with-

held. But the only tenable distlnctiou to be drawn nowa-

days is between the scientific and pre scientific age in the

history of any given race.

TRICYCLE EXHIBITIONS.
By John Browning,

Chairman 0/ the London Tricycle Cluh.

WITHIN the last few days a statement has been pub-

lished that a meeting of tricycle manufacturers
has been held, and that it was decided by a majority of

07ie not to support either of the tricycle exhibitions next
year. Seventeen firms voted against supporting an exhi-

bition, and sixteen in favour of doing so. An agreement
was drawn up and has been signed by the seventeen firms

pledging themselves not to exhibit at any show of tricycles

in London in the spring of next year.

I have taken the trouble to ascertain the opinions of

many well-known tricyclists on this subject, and I have
found that, without exception, they view it with regret and

* Home, p. 50.

disappointment, and I might, without exaggeration, say

with consternation.

I am at a loss to understand why the manufacturers

have come to such a decision, unless it be that they are

dissatisfied with the arrangements which have been made
for them by those who have organised and conducted pre-

vious exhibitions.

If this be the case, it is a ])ity they did not appoint a

committee of their number to arrange for an exhibition to

be carried out on their own lines.

Of course, there are strong temptations to avoid the Ios.s

of time and trouble, and the expen>e of sending machines to

such an exhibition, if they can arrange with their com-

petitors in trade to stay away. But they cannot arrange

that tricycle dealers and agents and makers of inferior

machines shall also stay away. The result will almost cer-

tainly be that we shall have one or more poor exhibitions,

instead of good ones.

Agents will be more likely to exhibit second-class

machines than first-class, because there is generally a much
larger profit to be made in dealing in them ; and in conse-

quence, the first-rate manufacturers and the cycling public

will both be sufierers, which cannot surely be what they

desire.

In any case, it is obvious that the manufacturers

who do not exhibit will lose a numher of orders.

Many people who already have tricycles are looking

forward to the exhibition for the opportunity of obtaining

what they anticipate will be better ones ; and unless they

see all the new machines and are able to compare them,

they wOl content themselves with their old mounts, and

that amount of business will be sacrificed.

I know personally dozens of riders, mostly of considerable

means, who come to London from great distances for the

purpose of attending the tricycle exhibitions. A goodly

number of these make purchases either at the time or not

long after. The opportunity and the temptation being

removed, they will keep their money in their pockets.

Two-speed gearings and Tandems will, no doubt, be

largely in demand next season, but this demand would be

greatly increased if they were well exhibited.

For these reasons, it is to be hoped that the leading

manufacturers may yet reconsider their decision, and not

pursue a course which will check the progress of cycling

and the improvement of cycles, disappoint their patrons,

and play into the hands of their less worthy competitors.

THE EARTH'S SHAPE AND MOTIONS.
By Eichard A. Proctor,

CHAPTER Y.—THE EARTH'S ROTATION.
(Continued from page 316.)

IN 1820, Dr. Benzenberg began a series of experiments

in St. Michael's Tower in Hamburg. The height he

was able to command was 340 ft. But he preferred to limit

the fall to the portion of the tower which was completely

closed, and thus be commanded a range of fall of about

235 ft. only. The balls he used were H in. in diameter,

made of an alloy of equal parts of lead and tin, and a small

proportion of zinc. They were carefully turned and polished,

so that there might be no irregularity of figure to occasion

any departure from the line of fall. He tested them specially

for this purpose, by floating them in mercury, and rejected

all those which showed any tendency to float in one posi-

tion rather than in another. So carefully did he consider

all the possible sources of error in the result that he would

not even aUow the liberation of the balls to be effected by
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'burning the thread, as Guglielmini had done, lest slight

draughts of air thus occasioned might cause the ball to

oscillate before being detached. The mode of liberation he
actually employed was ingeniously devised to prevent the

balls from being in any way influenced by the act of libera-

tion. The suspending thread passed through a vertical

aperture in a block, aud was elapsed above by nipper.'',

opening in an horizontal plane.

He dropped, first, a number of balls experimentally, to

gauge the requirements of the problem. At last, when all

the arrangements had been made which these expeiiments

suggested, he dropped 31 balls. Of these

21 fell towards the east.

8 ditto west.

2 neither towards the east nor west.

16 fell towards the south.

1

1

ditto north.

4 fell neither towards the south nor north.

The actual deviations carefully summed gave the follow-

ing results :

—

Sum of deviations towards the north 464 lines,

Ditto ditto south 92 6 ditto

Ditto ditto east 174-5 ditto

Ditto ditto west 505 ditto

Balance of deviations towards the south 46 2 ditto

Ditto ditto east 124-0 ditto

As there should be no deviation towards the south, we
must take the observed deviation in that direction as

measuring the probable errors in the series of experiments.
This leaves to be accounted for an obvious tendency
towards the east—that is, in the direction according with
the theory of the earth's rotation. The mean deviation

1 94.
towards the east is _^, or four lines. Calculation shows

31

that the mean deviation should have been 3-85 lines, so

that theory and observation agreed very closely.

But Benzenberg thought the southerly deviation too
considerable to render his experiments satisfactory. He
therefore made new experiments in an abandoned coal-pit

at Schlebusch, in Westphalia, with an available fall of
:S62 ft. He carefully covered the entrance of the pit, and
blocked up all its lower passages before commencing hi.s

experiments. He then dropped twenty-nine balls. The
results were as follows :

—

Sum of deviations towards the north, 124 lines

Ditto ditto south, 103 ditto

Ditto ditto east, 189 ditto

Ditto ditto west, 42 ditto
or a mean northern deviation of 7 lines and a mean
easterly deviation of 5 1 lines. The calculated easterly
deviation for a fall of 202 it. is 4 6 lines ; so that in this

experiment, as in the preceding, theory and observation
agreed very closely together. As in these experiments,
also, a balance of deviation towards the north was observed,
while in the former the balance of deviation was towards
the south, we see the more reason to regard northerly and
southerly deviations as the result of those errors which can
never be altogether avoided in experiments of the sort.

Lastly, a long and most convincing series of experiments
was carried out on the same plan by Professor Reich in the
mines of Freiburg. He was able to drop balls to a depth
of no less than 488 fc, and he made no less than 106 ex-
periments. There was a balance of southerly deviation of
48-76 lines, and a balance of easterly deviation of 109392
lines

; so that the mean deviation towards the south was
but 0-46 lines, while the mean deviation towards the east
was 10-32 lines.

Here, then, we have in all a series of 166 experiments,

with a result pointing very definitely to an easterly devia-

tion in bodies falling from a great height. We are com-
pelled to conclude that this cannot be accidental. It must
arise from some real cause or other. The earth's rotation

accounts most satisfactorily for it, whereas no other ex-

planation seems to suggest itself as even possibly explain-

ing the phenomenon. Thus we are again led to the

conclusion that the earth rotates upon its axis from west
to east.*

The evidence of the earth's rotation, derived from the

oscillations of a free pendulum, is also .singularly powerful

and interesting. But this has been already fully considered

in a former number (see Knowledge, June 0, 1884, p. 413.)

I

MATCH-LORE.

N Shelley's wonderful version of the Homeric Hymn to

Mercury, we learn that

Mercury first foond out for human weal,
Tinder-box, matches, fire-irons, flint and steel.

We can give no further particulars of these early inven-

tions, but our readers may be interested in tracing the

lines of modern improvement. Old folks can remember
when " Any matches to-day ; buy my matches," were
common London cries, and the articles offered for sale were
strips of deal about six inches long and more than half an
inch wide. They were pointed at each end, and dipped in

melted brimstone. A piece of greasy rag well charred by
partial burning, constituted the tinder, usually kept in a

circular tin box with a cover that held a candle, and accom-

panied with pieces of black flint, and a steel implement like

a miniature hoe with a horizontal handle like a flat-iron.

This was held in the left hand, the flint struck smartly

against its edge, and a shower of sparks sent down
upon the tinder. The performer blew gently upon the

first portion that ignited, put the match to it, and set

the brimstone alight. A round tin damper was then

pressed upon the timber to put it out, and the operation

was finished. It was an easy one for most folks to learn,

but some clumsy hands boggled over it, and could elicit

neither spark nor flame. To this day some smokers use a

flint, and Amadou tinder, made of a fungus, Polyporus

fomentarius, beaten out and steeped in a solution of salt-

petre ; but few of these, or of the old operators in our

grandmother's kitchens ever knew that they were pro-

ducing objects well worth seeing under the microscope.

* For a complete account of the theory of the method here con-

sidered, the mathematical reader should refer to Worms' admirable

treatise on " The Earth and its Mechanism," to which I have been

indebted for most of the above facts. It is worthy of notice that

in all the 1G6 experiments considered above, there was not a single

instance in which a ball fell either exactly below the point of sup-

port, or exactly where it should have fallen, according to theory.

We can very well understand this, of coarse, when we remember
the multitude of circumstances (individually minute, yet collectively

appreciable) which affect the progress of a falling body, let our pre-

cautions to ensure accuracy be what they may. It will be admitted

that the balls let fall in these experiments had a much better chance

of falling undisturbed than a ball fired in the open air from a gun
of any sort, fixed in a vertical position, could have of rising straight

to its highest point, and then falling straight down again. Yet the

paradoxist " Parallax " gravely assures his pupils that he once fired

forty balls from an air-gun tied in a vertical position, and that two
of these fell back into the muzzle of the gun. I would not be so

rude as to say with Dante, " lo non vidi, ne credo che sia ;
" rather

would I imitate the politeness of the Frenchman, who, on a similar

narrative being related to him, said : "Aha! my good sir, thanks;

you have seen this, therefore I believe it. I would not have be-

lieved it had I seen it myself." For all I know to the contrary,

the similar narrative was " Parallax's" famous canal experiment.
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If a shower of 8i)arks, struck with flint and steel, is caught

on a sheet of i>aper, and the particles viewed as opaque

objects in a strong light, a numlier of bright metallic balls

will be seen. They are portions of steel melted by the

heat of the concussion, and they cause the timber to ignite.

The first attempts to obtain a substitute for the tinder-

box by chemical means was made with matches like the

common lucifer, first dipped in brimstone, and then in a

mixture of chlorate of potash and lump-sugar. Chemists

used to sell them in square tiu receptacles, usually orna-

mented by washing the metal over with dilute nitric acid

to make it crystallise in fern-like patterns, and then covering

with a transparent varnish of gold or ruby tint. In front

of the match-holding part was a smaller compartment to

hold a little bottle, at the bottom of which was some
fibrous asbestos moistened with sulphuric acid. The match
was lit by bringing it in contact with the acid.

The next plan was to make Prometheans, as they were

called, by rolling up in the end of a paper spill a tiny glass

vesicle containing sulphuric acid, and surrounding it with a

little lump sugar and chlorate of potash. A slight blow

broke the vesicle and ignited the preparation. These

things were neither cheap enough nor handy enough to

become popular, and they soon disappeared to give place to

deal matches, coated at their tips with brimstone overlaid

with chlorate of potash and sulphuret of antimony. These

could be ignited by drawing them briskly through a folded

card to which sharp sand was glued. Phosphorous matches

succeeded these, and for many years the sort in general use

was made at the cost of terrible injury to the workmen
making them, as continuous exposure to phosphorous

fumes causes disease of the jaw-bones and other evils.

Phosphorous is one of those curious substances which

can exist in what are called allotropic states ; that is to

say, their molecules are capable of arrangement in different

patterns, with variations of their properties. Common
yello*ish-white semi-transparent phosphorous is highly

poisonous, as well as extremely inflammable. It can be

crystallised from its solutions. By keeping it melted in an
atmosphere of carbonic acid for many hours, it is turned

into red amorphous phosphorus, which is much less inflam-

mable ; does not flame at ordinary temperatures ; and does

not poison the workmen. There are other modes of pro-

ducing this condition ; and in one of its states phosphorus
is black. All the best makers now use the innocent

varieties of phosphorus for their matches, and the safety

kinds have the phosphorus on the black cards stuck on the

boxes, or supplied with them. Neither the match nor

the phosphorus in this state can be ignited by accident, but
when they meet with the excitement of friction, a quick

blaze is obtained.

Although not belonging to match-lore, two interesting

substitutes for matches may be noticed in connection with

them. In 182-1 Professor Dubereiner discovered that

platina, in a finely-divided state, ignited a mixture of

hydrogen with oxygen, or common air, on coming in con-

tact with it. This gave rise to Dobereiner's lamp, still

seen in some chemists' windows. It consists, as now made,

of a small glass vessel inside a larger one. Hanging down
towards the bottom of the inside vessel is a piece of zinc.

Dilute sulphuric acid is put into the outer vessel, and rises

up in the inner one. The chemical action which ensues

evolves hydrogen, which fills the inner vessel, expelling the

dilute acid. On turning a stop-cock connected with the

hydrogen reservoir, the gas escapes and strikes against a

little ball of platina-sponge, which ignites it. As soon as

any gas goes out of the reservoir a fresh supply of dilute

acid enters, and again acts upon the zinc until enough gas

is given off to drive out the fluid and stop the process.

This apparatus is so pretty and neat that it would, no
doubt, have been in much favour, but for the difliculty that

its action is very uncertain uidess the platina-sponge is new
and is perfectly clean.

Yolta appears to have invented a lamp that bore his

name, atjd consisted in an apparatus for the production and
storage of a small quantity of hydrogen, which was lit on
its issue in a fine jet by an electric spark obtained from an

electrophorus. We recollect seeing one of these lamps

many years ago. It was in the form of a handsome
mahogany box, about fourteen inches high, with a little

brass dragon mouth for the flame to come out of. At the

bottom of the box was a drawer containing an electrophorus,

to be excited by striking it with a foxtail. The hydrogen

part of the apparatus was analogous to that of the Dober-

einer lamp. On turning a key the gas was allowed to

escape, and, at the same time, the electrophorus yielded its

spark. In a very dry country such a muchine would work
well, but in our damp one the electrophorus did not keep

its power. S.

RAMBLES WITH A HAMMER.
THE GEOLOGY OF CRICCIETH AND PWLLHELI.

By W. Jerome H.-vrrison, F.G.S.

IT is, I regret to say, fully two years since the appear-

ance in Knowledge of my papers on the geology of

Llandudno and Rhyl. Still, the delay has not been with-

out its advantages, for it has enabled me to examine more
carefully the region which I am now about to describe

—

Criccieth having been my headquarters for a few weeks

during the summer of 1883, and Pwllheli for a similar

period during the present year.

Iloiv to Get There.—The two picturesque Welsh towns

whose names stand at the head of this article lie snugly

within the northern curve of Cardigan Bay. They are

well sheltered by hill ranges—mountains they may be

fairly called—on the east, west, and north, but the coast

slopes southwards to the sea, while the waves which lave

the shore can trace their parentage to the Gulf Stream.

Criccieth is rapidly becoming fashionable. Artists found

it out long ago, and this year it has been crowded with

visitors. But Pwllheli, the termiuus of the Cambrian

Railway, is a typical Welsh town. It is rather hard on its

worthy inhabitants to wish that it may remain compara-

tively unknown and unvisited, yet there is a strong tempta-

tion for those who know it well to—keep their knowledge

to themselves. Travellers from the North or from the

Midlands will reach either town most expeditiously by

travelling through Chester to Bangor. From Bangor a

branch of the London and North-Western runs due south

to Atbnwen, a little junction where there are no houses.

Criccieth lies about four miles east of Afonwen, and

Pwllheli the same distance to the west, each forming stations

on the railway—the Cambrian—which encircles Cardigan

Bay. Another route is to travel by the Great Western

from Ruabon to Barmouth (through most lovely scenery),

and then northwards from Barmouth by the Cambrian line.

But, whatever route the traveller adopts, his ride will be a

long one if he proceeds direct from any of our great towns.

Yet is the long journey not without its compensation, for

the "cheap tripper" is left behind, and the negro minstrel

troubleth not.

The Geologist's Equipment.—Let the man who means to

examine Welsh rocks provide himself with a stout pair of

thick-soled, wide-across-the-toes, lace-up boots ; a good
" shooting boot," with a feiv nails, answers well. Flannel,

next the skin of course, with a stout, dark, tweed suit.
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soft hat, large mackintosh, and a good large bag to carry

his specimens. I use a gamekeeper's bag, although it

sometimes attracts undesirable attentions. Two hammers

are desirable— a heavy one, weighing about 3 lb., and pro-

vided with a long ash handle to cope with the massive, tough,

and often rounded rocks, and a light i lb. trimming hammer,

to reduce specimens to shape in the field; geological hammers

are square in the iace, and should be made of good steel.

A cold chisel (as the solid iron chii)ping tool is called) is

useful for detaching fossils from the rocks, while a magni-

fying glass (Browning's platyscopic lens is the best) is very

necessary to examine minerals, &,c. Of other requisites,

the coloured map of the district, executed by the Geological

Survey is most useful ; Sheet 75 (in four parts or " Quarter

Sheets," price 3s. each) includes the district in which we

are more directly interested. A pocket-compass is very

useful in this rather lonely region, where it is quite the

exception to find a labourer or field-hand who can speak

English ; the compass may form part of a clinometer, an

instrument with which we can measure the dip or slant of

any set of rocks. A tape-measure is handy, when it is

desired to measure the thickness of the strata, or the depth

of the rock-sections exhibited in clitfs, cuttings, &c. A
note-book and pencil ought certainly to be carried, in order

to note down, on the spot, the particulars relative to each

quarry or other exposure. All these articles may be procured

from Mr. Gregory, of Charlotte-street, Fitzroy -square.

How to Collect Hocks.—Every specimen collected ought

to be capable of identification, as to the exact locality from

which it came, at any futuie time. Such particulars may

be noted in pencil upon the paper in which the rock,

fossil, or mineral is wrapped, or upon a slip of paper placed

with the specimen ; liut a better plan is to carry a series of

gummed and perforated numbers, and to attach one of these

to each specimen as it is secured, copying the number in the

note-book, and adding the locality, date, itc. Each specimen

sliould be wrapped up separately (best in thin, tough brown

p'per) so that it may not grate against and scratch its

lellows. Remember that small angular bits of rock are of

little use; try to obtain neat, oblong specimens—3 inches long

by 2 broad, and 1 inch thick is a useful size—and let them

be of fresh unweathered stutl" taken from the middle of a

block, and as far below the surface as possible.

There is only one book which treats specially of the

rocks of Carnarvonshire—Ramsay's " Geology of North

Wales," Stanford, 21s. ; but it is a splenflid work of 600

pages and many illustrations. The author. Sir A 0.

Ramsay, late head of the Geological Survey, knows the

ground well, having either mapped, or aided in mapping, a

large portion of the district : and although we may not

always agree with his theories, yet his facts are numerous

and reliable.

Rocks of the Lleyn Peninsula.—The projecting mass

which forms the northern horn of Cardigan Bay and the

western half of Carnarvonshire, is known as the Lleyn

Peninsula. Viewed broadly it consists of certain extremely

hard rocka, usually called igneous, because they are supposed

to have been at one time liquefied by the action of heat,

surrounded by softer sedimentary strata which mantle

round the unstratified igneous bases, forming an undu-

lating plain. The geological age of all these rocks is indi-

cated in the following table, the oldest or first-formed being

nlaced at the bottom.

Bala Beds, 1,000 feet? (
Arenig Slates, 300 feet ?

^

Tremad:c Slates, to 200 feet "^

Lingu'a Flags, 1,200 to 2,000 feet )

Schistose Rocks, rorphyritic ) PreCambgias
Pelstcces, &c., thickness unknown ) Form.4t;on.

LoWEK
SiLCKLAN

Formation.

Cambria.v
Formation.

Pre-Cambrian Rocks.—A fierce conflict has long raged,

and is still raging, as to whether there are any rocks in

Wales of older date than the Cambrian strata. Strange to

say, the dispute has resolved itself into one between
" olficial " and "non-official" geologists. The new chief of

the Geological Survey—Professor A. Geikie—upholds the

views of his predecessor (Sir A. C. Ramsay), and is sup-

ported by his colleagues in arguing against the existence of

such rocks ; while Dr. Hicks, with Professors Hughes,

Bonney, Lapworth, Blake, Callaway, and others, ardently

assert that at various points—as around St. David's, in

South Wales, and at several spots in North Wales, and
Anglesea—very ancient strata do exist, comparable in age

with the Archsean Gneiss of the Hebrides, and the

Laurentian Rocks of Canada, the very bottom beds of the

earth's crust.

But, it may be asked, if the officers of the Geological

Survey deny the existence of pre-Cambrian rocks in Wales,

what age do they assign to the rock-masses whose
claim to that high antiquity was first upheld by

Dr. Hicks? To this the reply would doubtless be,

that each case, each locality where such rocks are said

to occur, must be dealt with separately, for the explanation

that might be applicable to one example would very pro-

bably not answer elsewhere. Still, the Survey views of the

so-called pre-Cambrian rocks may be .summed up under two

heads :—(«) They are altered Cambrian strati Cambrian

rocks which have been so baked and pressed, and altered

by chemical action at some former time when they were

deep down, far below the surface, that their appearance has

been quite changed, and any fossils which they may once

have contained have been destroyed ; or (h) they are intru-

sive, igneous rocks which have invaded, while in a liquid

state, the strata lying above them. The first explanation

would be used when the " pre-Cambrians " are of a schifl-

tose or slaty nature ; the latter, when they are felsitic or

granitic in appearance. Let us examine such of the rocks

that lie within an easy drive of Pwllheli or of Criccieth, as

would probably be classed by the " new school " with their

pre-Cambrian beds.

The little town of Nevin lies seven miles north-west of

Pwllheli, with which it is proposed to connect it by a rail-

way, although it is difficult to see where the traffic to pay

dividends on such a line is to come from. The mail-car

affords a ready means of transit between the two towns,

leaving Pwllheli at eight in the morning and returning

from Nevin between four and five in the afternoon ;

or a trap may be hired from the Madryn Arms
at a very reasonable rate. Reaching Nevin the geo-

logist finds himself on the shore of Carnarvon Bay,

and overlooking the splendid natural harbour of Porth-

Dinlleyn. From the western side of this bay a^ rugged

promontory juts into the sea. The rocks of this head-

land are marked as "serpentine" on the Survey Map ;

but Prof. Bonney has lately shown them to be compact

diabases, very probably ancient lavas. In such a case as

this we must remember that the Survey Map was executed

thirty or forty years ago, when the modem method of

investigation of rock structure by means of the microscope

was unknown. In the case of this Porth-dinlleyn rock it

is chiefly by the study of slices cut to the one-thousandth

of an inch in thickness that we are able to ascertain its

real nature.

The beds traversed by these lavas are volcanic breccias,

consisting of dust ejected from some vents then in activity,

but also containing innumerable angular blocks of all sizes,

all non-compacted with a greenish, patchy-looking rock.

South of Porth-Dinlleyn, green and grey compact schistose

rocks, traversed by numerous veins of white quartz, extend
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for twelve miles from Edeyrn to Braich-y-pwll. The beds

incline to the westward, dipping at angles of from thirty

to fifty degrees. This strip of i)re-Cambrian rocks is from

two to four miles broad. On the west and south is the

sea, while its eastern boundary is marked by a dislocation,

or line of fault, so that the true relations of the strata to

the succeeding Cambrian beds cannot be traced. On the

Survey Map the entire strip is coloured as " altered Cam-
brian," but it is difficult to conceive of any agency which

could so completely alter so great a thickness of strata, in

addition to which there is clear evidence that these most

ancient rocks are largely volcanic in their nature and

origin, while the Cambrian rocks of Wales exhibit no traces

of such action.

Bardsey Island consists of similar hard schists to those

of the mainland, all much contorted. It is best reached by

boat from Aberdaron.
{To be continued.)

THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
EXHIBITION.

XXII.—THE PRESENT ASPECT OF THE SEWAGE
QUESTION.

THAT the old adage, " prevention is better than cure,"

seems at last to have gained ground as a principle of

the first importance amongst modern sanitary eugineers, is

amply testified to by the many valuable measures which have

of late been brought into operation, and prominently placed

before the notice of the public at the Exhibition which has

just come to a close. ..'Jt

" The Rivers Pollution Prevention Act, 1876," enacts
" that any person who causes, or knowingly permits, any
noxious or polluting liquid proceeding from any factory or

manufacturing process to fall, flow, or be carried into any
stream shall be deemed to have committed an oflence

against that Act." As an outcome of this measure, a

company, entitled the " ^Manufacturers' and Mill-owners'

Mutual Aid Association," has been instituted, under the

presidency of the Hon. C. W. Wentworth Fitzwilliam,

M.P., of Alwalton, Peterborough. It has been expressly

established to provide means whereby manufacturers, mill-

owners, and others may be enabled to cari-y into effect the

provisions of the Acts in force for the prevention of pollu-

tion of rivers ; and we would here call the atteution of

sanitary authorities, riparian owners, occupiers of factories,

mills, mines, and other analogous industries to the advan-

tages held out by the Association.

Taking it for granted that the majority of the manufac-
turers are at a loss how to proceed in the elimination of

noxious liquid matters proceeding from their works, and
how to counteract the evils by a judicious outlay, the

company have established a skilled stafi", supplemented by
an adequate capital, to supply their wants. A sample of

the eflluent water may be sent to them for reporting upon
at an agreed rate, and the result of investigations will

include an estimate of the cost for the entire prevention or

mitigation of the nuisance ; at the same time an explana-

tion is given of the advantages likely to accrue through the

working of the process in each special instance. The
Association, moreover, either performs the required work,

or advances money for its fulfilment.

We may add that the process which has been applied by
them for many years, with the highest degree of success,

is one of ordinary straining, conducted in such a way as to

retain and separate all fluids of an oily nature, in addition

to solid particles. The straining is carried on through a

succession of frames, with suitable filtering cloths stretched

upon them, and has been in operation at Messrs. S. H.
Johnson &, Co.'s exhibit for the Association in the grounds

of the Exhibition. Numerous models and actual machines

for the purification of rivers and streams, with samples of

water before and after treatment, and many valuable

])roduct3 gained therefrom, testify to the worth of the

processes employed. We may also remark that the filter-

case of the excellent Carbon Paper Water-Filter of Messrs.

Johnson, of Stratford, E., has been constructed upon the

jirinciple of their larger straining apparatus, now adopted

by the Association.

We thus see how easily a compliance with the Act of

Parliament for the prevention of Rivers Pollution may be

established ; and we trust that all those interested in the

question may be led to inquire more particularly into the

details of the benefits to be derived from the Association,

by an application to its secretary at 5, The Sanctuary,

Westminster, S.W.
Sewage contamination, such as that which flows into the

Thames and other rivers of importance, has for some time

past been a sore subject of discussion. Many are the plans

that have been suggested from time to time to eflect a

complete cure. Amongst these, the extension of main
sewer.s to carry away the oflensive products far out into

the sea, the distribution of the sewage over the land, ic,
have failed to attract any attention, because they are cal-

culated to overcome the evils by a substitution of enormous

ex|)enditure without any adequate return.

We believe that the qiiestion admits of solution in a

mitigation or abatement, rather than in a wholesale pre-

vention. In the instance of diseased conditions, the en-

lightened physician does not seek to make a radical cure

of the case he has diagnosed, but rather to adopt a process of

gradual reduction. Here we have a kind of sewage dis-

ease which has been going on year after year for a consider-

able period of time, and we hold that the treatment, to be

eflTectual, must involve a process of time, so as to keep up

an equilibrium in the administration of benefits for the

public ; in short, Peter must not be robbed to pay Paul.

Dwelling-houses are being erected in every direction

around London with marvellous rapidity. Why cannot

the Local Boards of each district compel each new builder

to dispense with sewers fur exorementitious matters, and

make use of the earth-closet and ash systems of the Man-
chester Corporation, Morrell, and others? The waste pro-

ducts would certainly entail an increment in the stafi' of

their dustmen ; but then it can be clearly shown that they

may be turned to profitable account, and thus add to the

available funds of each district for the benefit of its poor

and helpless. In course of time the suburbs would become

healthy without aggravating the evils of the metropolis,

and there would then only remain the sewers cf the latter

to contend against. Then, too, extensions of the systems

could in time be put into operation, so as to lessen the

sewage, by a disuse of the water-system in existing houses

and the introduction of the earth and ash processes.

Gradually the reform would work inwards, until the great

centre of the city itself is subjugated.

In the meantime, however, other methods of value are

available, and if they are also brought into use, we cannot

really see why the Thames water should not be rendered

permanently wholesome. Amongst these, we may mention

that of the Native Guano Company (Limited), of 29, New
Bridge-street, Blackfriars, E.G., called the " A.B.C. process

for the prevention of pollution of rivers by the purification

and utilisation of sewage," exhibited under group 3, class

22, at the Exhibition. The Company deservedly obtained

a Gold Medal and Diploma of Honour at last year's
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" Fisheries Exhibition." We had occasion at the time of

that display to accord them a favourable notice in these

pages ; but for the benefit of our readers we may briefly

allude once more to tlieir system :

—

It consists of the addition of their patented " A.B

C

mixture to the sewage, with the result that all the offen-

sive products are precipitated and subside. The water

then is permitted to flow ofl", freed from smell and perfectly

innocuous. The precipitated products are next collected,

dried, and sold under the name of native guano. Of the

value of this last-named product, we can only speak from
what we have seen at the Exhibition, where a goodly

supply of vegetables, ike, grown on a soil manured with

the native guano, daily decorated the flanks of their stalls

We have no doubt that the company would be glad to

forward their large pamphletful of testimonials to any
anxious inquirer. So we find that there is a process of

considerable value open to the Board of Works in dealing

with the sewage question—a process which would not

involve any but initial expenses, and which, we are

assured, would ultimately be both valuable to the com-
munity at large, and become eventually eminently
lucrative.

We hope in future to continue these articles in the form
of papers which shall deal with this and other unnoticed

departments of the Exhibition in detail, and which may be
of interest or value to our subscribers.

consideration respectively of thought-reading, mesmerism-
Reichenbach's experiments in regard to a peculiar sensitive-

ness to electric currents, apparitions and haunted houses,
physical phenomena, and the collection and collation of
existing materials bearing on the history of these subjects.

Of their several reports, those of the committee on thought-
reading, or thought-transference, as they call it later, are
the most striking. The significance of the term " thought-
transference " is limited to the communication of a vivid

impression or a distinct idea from one mind to another,

without the intervening help of the recognised organs of

sensation. No account is taken, very naturally, of ex-

periments in which there is physical contact between the
persons concerned, or in which there is the slightest possi-

bility of conveying information by sight or hearing. The
extreme perfection to which a code of signals may be
brought leads the committee to distrust all observations
where two particular persons are necessary for the results

THE SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL
RESEARCH.*

THE four reports of the Society for Psychical Research
which have been issued at intervals during 1882 and

188.3 have now appeared in the form of a handsome volume,
and it cannot be denied that they constitute a formidable
body of evidence in favour of certain beliefs which have
hitherto been looked upon with peculiar suspicion and
distrust. A brief resume of the testimony does not do it

justice, for it derives its weight from the cumulative efl^ect

of its large amount. No one who is interested in brinsins
fresh regions of ignorance under the domain of scientific

investigation should fail to read the proceedings for himself.

The society was organised on Feb. 20, 1882, but several

of its members had been engaged in private research in the
SBme direction for some years before. Its object was stated

to be the investigation of an important body of remarkable
phenomena, resting upon the testimony of many competent
witnesses, Including observations recently made by scien-

tific men of eminence in various countries, and primd facie
inexplicable on any generally recognised hypothesis. The
distinction of its founders is such as to completely disso-

ciate it from the race of the long-haired, and to insure at

once respectful consideration for whatever facts it vouches
for. They include such names as Balfour Stewart, Arthur
Balfour, Professor Barrett, Edmund Gurney, F. W. H.
Myers, Archbishop French, and Professor Henry Sidgwick
(the president). The members are not committed to any
theory, and are not advocates of any cause. It is their in-

tention to remove, if possible, what they justly say is a great
scandal, the existing state of absolute doubt as to whether
phenomena testified to by a large number of generally credible
witnesses, and of great scientific importance if true, can be
properly authenticated or not Their experiments are con-
ducted with the most rigid precautious against deception
and mistake, and, what is equally important, recorded with
scientific precision. Six committees were formed for the

* From the Scientific American Supplement.

Original. Beprodnction.

Inner circle begun at point marked + , and then carried roand in
one continuous line from left to right.

obtained. Their most remarkable subjects for thought-
transference have been found in a family in Derbyshire,

that of Mr. Creery, a clergyman of high-character, whose
integrity has, as it happens, been exceptionally tested.

He has five daughters, of ages between eleven andl

eighteen, all thoroughly healthy, and as free as possible

from morbid or hysterical symptoms. All these children,

except the youngest are able to designate correctly, without
contact or sign, an object fixed on in the child's absence

—

not, indeed, every time, but far more frequently than pro-

bability would allow as the result of chance. The child,

ou returning to the room, stands close to the door, amid
absolute silence, with her eyes on the ground ; often she

does not return, but guesses from the adjoining room, with

the door closed. The children have been experimented
upon at their home by the committee, by Professor Barrett,

by Mr. and Mrs, Sidgwick, and by Professor Balfour

Stewart, as well as at the houses of difTerent members of

the committee at Cambridge and at Dublin. The objects

guessed have been chiefly cards from a full pack, and
numbers between ten and one hundred, but remarkable

success has been obtained, also, in guessing names chosen

at random, as in the following list :

—

William Stubbs :
" William Stubbs."

Sophia Shaw :
" Sophia Shaw."

Timothy Taylor: " Tom Taylor—Timothy Taylor."

Isaac Harding: " Isaac Harding."
Albert Snelgrove :

" Albert Singrore—Albert Grover."

Tom Thumb :
" Tom Thumb."

Cinderella :
" Cinderella."

Chester :
" Manchester—Chester."

Pipe: "Plate—paper—pipe."
Cork: "Fork."
Corkscrew :

" Corkscrew."
Tongs: "Fire-irons—poker."

From the summary of results, it api>ears that, out of

every 610 trials with playing cards, there were 118 correct

guesses on the first trial, and 76 on the second; or that.
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counting tlie first trial only, there was 1 correct guess out

of every 5'17 instead of 1 out of every 52, as would be given

by chance alone. Of 260 numbers, 68 were guessed cor-

rectly the first time, and 35 the second time, or on the first

trial, 1 out of every 3 82; whereas from chance would have

given only 1 out of every 90. Where the trial is counted

as a failure, it frequently happened that the suit, or the

number of pips of the card, or one figure of the number,

was guessed correctly. The partial sucoes.^es, as in the

guesses for " pipe " and " tongs " given above, .strike us as

Original. Reproduction (Three Attempts).

even more remarkable, and more likely to throw light upon

the subject, than the complete ones. The children, when
questioned, agree in saying that two or three ideas of

similar objects come before their minds, and that, after a

moment's reflection, they select that which stands out with

the greatest vividness. Their power, instead of improving

with use, has been gradually diminishing. At first, espe-

cially when they were in good humour, and excited by the

wonderful nature of their guessing, they seldom made a

mistake. They have been known to name seventeen cards

right in succession.* Their gradual decline of power some-

what suggests the disappearance of a transitory pathological

condition. On the other hand, a larger number of good

subjects has been found than there was reason at first to

look for.

Much more remarkable than experiments with cards or

numbers, where there is at least an appreciable chance of

getting right by accident, are those in which an impression

of a drawing is conveyed from one mind to another, without

contact or any conceivable use of the ordinary means of

communication. In these experiments, Mr. Blackburn, an

associate of the society, who is described as a very pains-

taking and accurate observer, is the operator ; and Mr.

Original. Eeproduction. Original as Mr. Black-
burn remembered it.

Smith, a young mesmerist of Brighton, is the subject. Mr.
Smith is seated, blindfolded, at a table in one of the rooms
of the society ;

paper and pencil are within his reach,

and a member of the committee is seated by his side.

Another member of the committee leaves the rooat, and
outside the closed door draws some figure at random.
Mr. Blackburn is now called out, the door is closed, and
the drawing is held before his eyes for a few seconds.

Closing his eyes, Mr. Blackburn is led back into the

room, and placed, standing or sitting, Ijehind Mr. Smith,

at a distance of some tveo feet from him. After a

* The chance of doing which, by accident, is as 1 to 52'',

brief period of inten.se mental concentration on Mr. Black

burn's part," Mr. Smith takes up the pencil, and, amid

the absolute silence of all present, reproduces as nearly as

he can the impression he has received. Mr. Blackburn keeps

his eyes closed (sometimes they are bandaged as an aid to

concentration) ; and he has not touched Mr. Smith, and has

not gone in front of him, nor in any way within his possible

range of vision, since he re-entered the room. Sixty pages

of the drawings and reproductions are given—facsimiles of

the originals, from which they have been photographed od

the wood blocks. The reproductions are rude copies of the

Original. Reproduction.

Mr. Smith had no idea that the original was not a geometrical

diaTam. He added line b some time after he had drawn line te,

' seeing a line parallel to another somewhere.'

drawings such as a child might make, blindfold, of a picture

he had just seen ; but in every case the resemblance is

recognisable, and sometimes it is very exact. A particularly

good one was made, when, with a view of removing all

doubt as to possible auditory communication, Mr. Smith's

ears were stopped with putty, a bandage was tied round

his eyes and ears, a bolster-case was fastened over his head,

and over all was thrown a blanket, which enveloped his

entire head and trunk ; and ^Mr. Blackburn sat behind him

as still as it is possible for a human being to sit who is not

concentrating his attention on keeping motionless to the

exclusion of everything else. To profit by a code of signals

in this case, Mr. Smith would have had to extract the

putty from his ears, and still smothered in bolster case and

blanket to detect periodic variations in Mr. Blackburn's

breathing imperceptible to the committee, and to interpret

them into a description of a very irregular figure. This

hypothesis seems to the committee an extreme one, but

they intend to meet it by still further varying the con-

ditions of future experiments.

Original. Reproduction.

The record is given of another set of experiments made

upon two young ladies at Liverpool, under the strictest con-

ditions, by Mr. Guthrie and Mr. Birchall. The following

were among the guesses :

—

A gold cross :
" It is yellow— it is a cross."

An egg :
" Looks remarkably like an egg."

A penholder, with thimble inverted on the end :
" A column, with

something bell-shaped turned down on it."

Letter Q. :
" Q."
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A dark-crimson apple :
" It is round—a dark-red shade—like a

kuob of a door 'i

"— " It is an apple."
A key :

" A little tiny tliing, with a ring at one end, and a little

Hag at the other, like a toy-flag." Urged to name it, replied, " It

is very like a key."
A pair of scissors standing open and upright :

" It is silver ?
"

—

" No ; it is steel."
—

" It is a pair of scissors standing upright."

The usual phenomena were obtained by the committee on
mesmerism, but with the utmost precaution against collusion

and fraud. The cases which do most to stagger a cultivated

scepticism are those in which the subject remains in a per-

fectly normal condition, with the exception of loral eSvcta

produced on him without contact, and without any possi-

bility of expectation on his part. The following experiment
was repeated thirty or forty times without a single failure.

The subject was blindfolded and seated at a table on which
his ten fingers were spread out before him. A screen

formed of thick brown paper quadruply folded was placed

in front of him, extending far beyond him in all directions.

Two of his fingers were then selected by one of the com-
mittee, and slightly pointed out to the mesmeriser, who
proceeded to make very gentle passes over them ; and, to

prevent the communication to the subject of a sensation of

change of temperature or a current of air, a member of the
committee made, as nearly as possible, similar passes over
two others of his fingers. After a minute or less, the two
fingers mesmerised proved to be perfectly stiff and in-

sensible ; the points of sharp instruments might be plunged
deep into them, or a lighted match might be applied to the
sensitive region around the nail, without producing a sign
or a murmur.

It is diflicult to suppose that an ordinary youth, sitting

with relaxed limbs in quiet unconcern, would be able to
control, by the exerci.se of his will, every sort of reflex start

or twitch when a naked flame is applied to one of the most
sensitive parts of his person. To meet such an objection,

however, the experiments were repeated with other subjects
with equal success—one of them a delicate woman, whose
shrinking from pain was such that the prick of a folk on
one of her unmesmerised fingers would cause a half-hysterical

cry. The hands of the subject may even be mesmerised
when he is in the mesmeric sleep ; and then the usual clap
and call restore him to consciousness, but do not permit
him to remove his hands from the sofa, to which they seem
to be glued, until after they have been separately released.

We pass over the report of the Reichenbach committee,
of the literary committee, and of the committee of haunted
houses, but not because they do not contain a great deal of

very interesting and striking matter. The addresses of the
president, too, are models of clear, careful, and forcible

writing ; and the proceedings, as a whole, cannot fail to

produce a strong eft'ect upon a reasonably unjirejudiced
reader, especially when it is considered that all this is in

addition to the varying amount of testimony and experience
that has been for years in the possession of nearly all of

us. In no other subject has there been such a long
•dispute over the reality of the phenomena; even the
witnesses to globular lightning have gained credence for

themselves at last. No other subject, as is perfectly
natural, has been so inextricably mixed up with fraud and
chicane, and has fallen, in consequence, under such a
weight of obloquy. There has usually been, besides a
peculiarly " unwashed " flavour about the possessors of
these mysterious powers which are denied to people in
.general. The travelling mesmeriser has not been an
attractive specimen of humanity, and to that fact has been
allowed more than its due effect. In other undecided
scientific questions, -weight of authority has counted for

something, but not the weight of a man's family connec-
tions. Even when it was said that such unexceptionable

witnesses as De Morgan, and Wallace, and Crookes hswl

become convinced that certain facts not generally admitted
were really facts, one could not help believing that they
differed in some way from the ordinary sane scientific man,
and that some peculiar crookedness of mental vision was
the source of their strange belief. Another refuge of in-

credulity has been national and sectional distrust ; it was
chiefly outside of the centres of learning that such things

went on. Mr. Sidgwick was once told by a German, that

they happened only in England or America, or France or

Ital}', or Russia, or some half-educated country, but not
in the land of geisi. If this society does not at once con-

vince all the world of the truth of its phenomena, it has

at least accomplished the feat of suddenly elevating them
into the region of respectability ; and hereafter any one
can admit his belief in them without shamefacedness. Now
that mesmerism and mind-reading have ceased to be ex-

clusively the property of travelling shows and after-dinner

entertainments, and have become a subject of experiment
in laboratories, it is to be hoped that their extent and
limitations will be speedUy defined, and that the vagueness

and haze in which they have hitherto been enveloped will

soon be replaced by definite knowledge.

BRITISH SEASIDE RESORTS.
FROM AX UNCOXVEXTIOXAL POINT OF VIEW.

By Percy Russell.

{Continued from p. 317.)

I
STATED in my initial paper that the total coast-line

of England and Wales approximated nearly to two
thousand miles, or a fourth of the diameter of the globe.

If, however, we add to this the still more sinuous coast-line

of Scotland, we shall find that the length reaches 2,700,

obviously very greatly in excess of England, a country

double the size of Scotland ; and if, again, we add for the

very indented coast of Ireland over 2,000 miles more, it

will be perceived that to thoroughly explore the very irre-

gular coast-line of these islands is nearly equivalent, in

point of extent, to a direct journey across half the world at

the equator

!

The character of all coast-lines naturally depends on the

geological formation of the land itself. Wherever immense
masses of mountain offer a hard front to the sea, there the

coast must necessarily be bold and wild, with great

headlands, and probably promontories. If the shore, how-

ever, lies low, and is composed of soft alluvial deposits,

then the tide will generally hollow a bay, more or less

crescent in form, and a bioad and strong river flowing

through such flat land to the sea is sure to produce

estuaries : while if the water comes from mountains that

terminate only with the shore, we have the fiords of the

Norwegian peninsula or the great sea-lochs of Scotland.

The shore of North Britain, abounding in deep indenta-

tions, and having on its western side a large number of

precipitous, rocky islands, tells its own wild story of

elemental warfare, and of the strenuous endeavours of the

stormy seas of the north to cut not only into but through

the land. Indeed, so numerous are the creeks, bays, and

Firths, that in no part of Scotland is the sea more than

forty miles away.

The aspect of the shores varies greatly on the east and

west. On the latter side we find great mountain masses

stretching out at sea into grim peninsulas of terrible rocks,

and having a great many openings, long, but narrow, in

which the sea rushes with the form of a river and the
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force of the ocean. On the east, the coast-line is very much
shorter, and the character of the land is much less harsh.

Sandstones and clays abound, and, although some of the

clifl's are mountain-like, the aspect of the shores is infiuitely

less wild and romantic, and there is an absence, too, of

those islands which form so prominent a feature on the

west. To some extent, indeed, we have here much of the

contrasts found between the shores of western England,

Wale.s, and the eastern counties ; but in Scotland it is

much more marked, as we here enter a zone of fiercer

tempests and of wilder storms, while the sapping action of

frost is, of course, much more marked.

From the Solway Firth to the terrible and appositely-

named Cape Wrath, the coast is swept by the Atlantic,

and, in a great measure, protected by the various great

islands and groups of islands which, in fine and warm
weather, imparts an indescribable charm to our own
archipelago, which, if it wants the historic associations of

the isles of Greece, possesses undoubtedly very great

beauties of its own, and not a few majestic memorials of

the historic past.

The Solway Firth and the Firth of Clyde are both

remarkable for beauty, but the latter is in many respects

unsurpassed. Passing seawards from Greenock, in the

distance may be discerned the grand amphitheatre of the

Argyllshire and adjacent mountain opening ever and anon

into stupendous gorges, between which the sea flows into

many a far-off Highland vale.

Right out in the Firth of Clyde lies Arran—a mass of

movmtains and heath, and soaring northwards into

singularly grand, jagged peaks. The culminating point is

Goatftll, known in Gallic as Gaoth Bheinn, or Beinn

Ghaoith—in other words, the Wind Mountain, a well-

merited name, and forming somethicg like a pyramid

2,865 feet high. Down the sides of this great land and

sea mark are the wild, picturesque, beautiful glens of Eosa
and Sannox, and at the foot is Brodick Bay. The prin-

cipal harbour is Lamlach Bay, the best, perhaps, on the

Forth, and having very good hotel accommodation. In

the vicinity may be seen a mass of fine columnar basalt, a

thousand feet high ; and southwards are some good water-

falls, one fall a hundred feet high. South-east lies Kildonan

Castle, and all along these stately basaltic formations are

huge caverns, in one of which, tradition says, Robert the

Bruce lay concealed a considerable time.

Geologically, Arran is full of special interest, as here

may be seen, and easily too, a greater succession of strata

than in any other region of the United Kingdom of like

area. Devonian sandstone, trap rocks, carboniferous strata,

Silurian rocks, and oolite, may all be studied to great ad-

vantage, and beside all this grandeur of rock and precipice,

there are many sheltered fertile spots of singular beauty.

Rivers, properly speaking, there are none, but the mountain

torrents are numerous, and one of them makes a splendid

leap into the sea of 300 feet over a perfect preci[jice.

Various antiquities abound. There are plenty of cairns,

monoliths, and Druid remains, and in the ruins of Loch

Ranza Castle may be seen what was a residence of Scotland's

ancient Kings.

The Mull of Cantyr forms another remarkable feature

of this wild and romantic coast. It is a promontory form-

ing the extreme end of a peninsula some forty miles long,

and, in places, only half a mile wide, and reaching to

within nearly twelve miles of the Irish coast. Then comes

Islay, westward still, with its spine of mountainous hills,

rising from 800 to 1,-500 feet high, and its great distilleries,

which give a special character to this region ; and passing

Islay we reach the noble Firth of Lorn, which, sheltered

from much of the fury of Atlantic gales by the great
,

island of Mull, corresponds to the vast Moray Firth of the

east coast, and, ultimately, contracts into Loch Linnhe,

which, in its turn, narrows into other lochs.

Mull, after the Isle of Skye, is the largest of all the

Inner Hebrides, and includes great part of Argyllshire,

while off its we^tern extremity lies the most famous, in

many respects, of all the western isles of Scotland, lona

—

which is believed, by the way, to have obtained its name
through the mistaken reading cf n for u, the original word

Joua—the island ; further yet out in the Atlantic Ls

Staffa, that wondrous table-land, with its steep cliffs, its

basalt columns and extraordinary caverns, the most famous

being, of course, Fingal's Cave, with its mighty nature-

built arch, its ocean floor flashing strange lights against

the calcareous stalagmite of the marvellous roof.

Scott, some of whose poetry has been called, with a con-

tempt that is, in reality, very great praise, a guide-book to

the Highlands, alludes to this part of the west coast in a

well-known passage, where he speaks of

—

Ulva dark and CoIoDsay,

And all the group of islets gay
That guard famed Staffa round.

Let it not be supposed that the word " gay " is merely in-

serted for the sake of rhyme. There is reason, too, and, set

in the bright sunny seas of summer, few places in Great

Britain are more worthy to be called gay. On lona, for

example, the land is so fertile that barley, sown prior to

June 15, is ready for the sickle in August, and, in the dark

acres, the prolific crops reaped from these western islands,

whenever the inhabitants bestirred themselves, were gene-

rally held as miraculous testimonies to the holy labours of

St. Columba in these wild find barbarous regions.

Mull is triangular in form, and has an area of 237,000

acres. The surface is chiefly mountainous, and there ar

many lakes, while Ben More rises to the height of 3,185 ft.

There is much fine moorland, and woods exist in the north;

but during the fierce gales that blow over from the Atlantic,

it is not, it must be confessed, quite the place for ordinary

tourists.

The Hebrides, or Western Islands, are really the Ebudse

of Ptolemy, and were first colonised, it is said, in the ninth

century from Norway. The Gulf Stream greatly mitigates

what would otherwise be a rigorous climate, and snow

rarely lies long on the ground near the sea-level. The

Islands number nearly 500, but not more than 130, at

most, are inhabited, and the entire area has been roughly

estimated at 3,000 square miles. In few places, if any, in

the three Kingdoms is such sublime and imposing scenery

to be found. Skye, which in Gaelic is expressively called

sManach—i.e. winged—presents a most remarkable ap-

pearance against the horizon. The Coolin mountains

stretch from north-east to south-west, and soar up into the

lofty peak of Scoor-nan-Gillean, 3,183 ft. above the sea-

level. Here is to be seen the famous Loch Coruisk, which

is nearly walled in by mountains 3,000 ft. high. Justly,

indeed, does Scott speak of " Skye's romantic shore, where

Coolin stoops him to the west." Glen Sligachan is often

cited as being the grandest glen in all the Highlands, and

between Loch Staffin and Rhu-oam-Brarin the coast is

marked by a splendid series of fine basaltic formation,

which, in reality, surpasses the Giant's Causeway or Staffa

even, but which is, popularly speaking, even now little

known. These magnificent cliffs are interrupted by many

beautiful waterfalls and abound in cave?, besides the historic

cavern, near Portree, which sheltered Prince Charles. The

only drawback to the full enjoyment of these lovely islands

of the western coast of North Britain arises from the fre-

quent heavy mists and rains; but in fine weather the tourist
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will feel that he who has not seen the Hebrides knows

not the principal mountain beauties of the British isles.

The Orkney Islands, divided from the north of Scotland

by the tempest scourged Pentland Firth, have a much

milder climate than is popularly ascribed to these far-away

regions. The Gulf Stream even here exercises considerable

thermal power, and for a series of years the mean temper-

ature of even January and February has been no lower

than 39°. The rocks, which form the prominent features

of these strange islands, are of the Old Eed Sandstone for-

mation, except only in a granitic district near Stromness.

The group numbers about seventy islands, and, as in the

case of the Hebrides, many of them are uninhabited.

Some of the islands are low, and the steep cliffs generally

rise to the west, and the heights of Hoy are justly

reckoned as among the most remarkable sea-cliffs in all

Scotland. The Shetland Islands, over a hundred in num-

ber, are far away in the terrible North Sea, fifty-six

miles north of the Orkney group. They are for the

greater part simply heaths, forbidding and inexpressibly

dreary, fenced as well as they need be against the terrible

Atlantic gales by giant cliffs.

Returning again to the mainland from Duncansby Head
to Cape Wrath, the shores present much the same wild,

rugged front, cleft l)y deep fissures, and jutting out wher-

ever the cliffs are hardest, into grim, fortress like promon-

tories. The east coast is chiefly noticeable for the Moray
Firth and the Firths of the Tay and Forth. The Moray
Firlh is a great indentation of the German Ocean ; another

estuary of the Tay forms with it the two great striking

features of the east coast, until proceeding south we reach

the famous Firth of Forth—the great estuary of the River

Forth, which lies between the counties of Clackmannan,

Perth, and Fife, on the north ; and those of Sterling,

Linlithgow, Edinburgh, and Had-lington on the south.

Close to Tantallon Castle the Firth is fifteen miles wide,

and it encloses the isle of May, the historic Bass rock, and

receives into its broad waters some of the most famous of

Scotch rivers. The mo.st fertile and richly-cultivated lands

in Scotland lie along its shores, and the whole region is rich

in romance and history.

I have specified some of the great headlands of the

coasts of Scotland, but not all ; and I here give a

list of the principal, which, taken alphabetically, are,

—^Ardnamurchan Point, in the west of Mull ; Buchan

Ness, Aberdeenshire ; Cape Wrath, Sutherlandshire ; Dun-

cansby Head, Caithness ; Dunnet Head and the Ord, in the

same county ; Fife Ness, the eastern extremity of Fifeshire;

fvinnaird Head, Aberdeenshire, north of Buchan Ness
;

Mull of Cantyre, already mentioned ; and the Mull of

Galloway. Then there are Tarbet Ness, north of the

entrance to the Moray Forth, and Whiten Head. On
the extreme southeast, St. Abb's Head marks the first

headland of Scotland north of the English shore.

Such are the salient natural features of the physical

geography of North Britain, taking a very rapid and

slight survey of the coast generally. It is impossible but

that such a swift flight should be in many ways full of

omissions. Much that is worthy of great detailed notice

has been unavoidably passed over with, perhaps, a word of

•.illusion. This remark applies indeed to the general sketch

given of the shores of England on the west. The object

of the writer will be fully gained, however, if some readers

.ire induced by these papers to seriously consider the ques-

tion whether, before seeking foreign shores for the pic-

turesque, the new, and the grand, they have really made
themselves familiar with the many beautiful and, in some

cases, extraordinary features of their native coasts.

(To he continued.)

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.
llaMdhookfor the Dominion of Canada. Prepared for

the Meeting of the British Association at Montreal, 1884.
By S. E. Dawson. (Montreal : Dawson Bros.) 1884.—
Although this capital handbook is stated to have been
prepared for this year's meeting of the British Association
at Montreal, it happens, fortunately for the reviewer into
whose hands it falls so late, that its interest is scarcely of

the ephemeral character which its title would seem to indi-

cate. In fact, Mr. Dawson has produced a guide-book
which will prove invaluable to the Canadian traveller after

the memory of the visit of the British Association to the
Dominion shall have become but dim and faint. The
history, geology, botany, and meteorology of Canada are all

discussed. The fullest details as to railways, steamers, and
other modes of conveyance given ; numerous plans for

excursions furnished ; full descriptions of the chief cities

and towns given, with hotel charges, cab fares, lists of

churches, restaurants, and amusements, <tc. ; in fact, every-

thing that is necessary to enable the tourist to visit the

countrj' with pleasure, profit, and economy. The maps are
very good.

An Important Qiustion in Metrology, <L-c. By Chas.
A. L. ToTTEN, M.A., 1st Lieut 4th F. S. Artillery.

(London : Triibner i Co.).—It is really pitiable to find a
man possessing a certain amount of ability, like Mr.
Totten, wasting precious time in the way involved in the

compilation of such a book as that before us. For he is

one of those Pyramid fanatics, who find in the great Tomb
and Observatory at Gbizeh, an inspired canon of weights

and measures for all time. The way in which he juggles

with figures, suggests the familiar feat of keeping a number
of knives and gilt balls in the air all at once ; which,

glittering and flashing before the eyes of the spectators,

appear to be multiplied by twenty. A single example,

taken at random, will sufiice to show the physicist how
utterly untrustworthy our author is in the most simple of

his facte. Opening his book at p. 98, we find him alleging

that the mean height of the atmosphere is 5 2414828
miles ! Did he, we ask in some wonder, ever hear of

twilight, of meteorites becoming incandescent on entering

our atmosphere, or of the aurora borealis ? The charac-

teristic feature of the whole of the farrago before us, how-
ever, is what—for want of a better name—we must term
its " cock-sureness." Mr. Totten knows the mean density

of the earth better than Baily or anyone else, and is

familiar with her dimensions within a hair's-breadth. May
we venture to recommend him carefully to read the recent

address of his illustrious countryman, Prof C. A Young,
to the American Association for the Advancement of

Science, whence he may gather that we do not yet know
the size and shape of our globe with anything like rigid

accuracy. He is very severe, in places, upon Mr. Proctor,

whom he invites to disprove certain assertions ; intimating

in effect that if the conductor of this journal does not

straightway refute them they must perforce be true. We
would humbly submit that Mr. Totten himself might not

be able at once to offer disproof that the inhabitants of

Venus subsist on Bacon's " Novum Organum " and stewed

eels, but that such disability would hardly afford irre-

fragable evidence that the dwellers (if ary) in the planet

of Love were so nourished. The whole work is a saddening

example of the circulus in probanda.

Our Insect Allies. By Theodore Wood. (London

:

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. 1884).

—

We may commend Mr. Wood's pleasantly-written and very
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readable little book to all—and they are but too many

—

who ref:;ard insects merely as things to be knocked down,

trodden on, crushed, or otherwise killed as soon as may be.

For the interested reader of his pages (and we venture to

(iredict that every reader of them will be interested) will

learn what real and enduring service is remicrtd to man-

kind by many despised and insignificant creatures, which he

has probably heretofore only regarded as pests and nuisances,

and objects for immediate destruction. In successive chapters

Mr. Wood treats of burying-beetles and their kin ; the

blowfly, and the flesh-fly ; dor beetles and their work
;

scavengers of the water; "blight" and its enemies ; pre-

daceous insect.s ; wood-boring beetles and their allies ; and

in a " Miscellaneous Chapter," of various other insects.

This little volume is suited to readers of all ages, and will

be perused with pleasure and profit by every one who
opens it.

The, Eton Frnirh Tramlatoi: Selected by H. Tauver.

(London : Edward Stanford. 1884).—M. Tarver has, in

the work before us, made a capital selection of very hetero-

geneous e.\tracts from various French writers, for trans-

lation into English. They are of ail degrees of difliculty

—

from the simplest narrative prose to the most technical and

idiomatic descriptive writing. The advantage of this to the

student will be appieciated by all who are familiar with the

present mode of conducting examinations in French for

military and civil appointments.

Fareirp./l Discourses delivered at South Place Chapel,

Finsbury, London. By Moncure D. Conway, M.A.
(London: E. Waller. 1884.)—The seven sermons or dis-

courses which make up Mr. Conway's volume were

seemingly those with which he concluded his ministerial

career at South Place Chapel. That they are absolutely

heterodox goes without saying. That they are eloquent,

interesting, and very readable is equally undeniable ; and

that they contain many a pregnant passage calculated to

stimulate thought and inquiry, the reader will speedily dis-

<_:over for himself. He may, though, be warned that Mr.

Conway never hesitates about treading upon the theological

or social corns of anybody whatever.

The Orif/in of JJan. By Edward B. Aveling, D.Sc.

(London : Progressive Publisliing Company. 1884.)

—

When Dr. Aveling confines himself to the purely scientific

aspect of the evolution c f man, we have nothing whatever

to say against his little pamphlet. On the contrary, as a

precis of the cumidative proofs of human evolution it leaves

little to be desired. But he is not content with leaving

his indi9])utable facts to speak for themselves ; he must
needs interlard his exposition with small sneers at what au

immense majority of mankind hold as sacred. No better

illustration of the pettiness of these could be given than

that afforded by the fact that the name of the Deity is

spelt with a small " g " ! Were the blot to which we
refer removed, his little book might be confidently recom-

mended.
Landlords Rights and Englishmen's Wrongs. By Alfred

McDonnell. (London: W. Reeves.)—Here is another of

the " Whole-hog " type of disputants, who, in common with

the Vegetarians, Anti- Vaccinators, Teetotallers, et id genus

omne—imagines that carrying out hi.s own " fad " is all

that is needful to secure the lasting happiness and pro-

sperity of society in this country. His assertion that land

(and we would here confine ourselves to agricultural land)

does not bear its due share of taxation, will be estimated

in its true light by all those who know how the charges for

roads, police, education, the relief of the poor, itc, &c., fall

one and all on the land. Should Mr. McDonnell live until

land in England ceases to be private property, Methuselah
will be a bibv tn him !

iBifirrllanrn.

The Metropalitan Asylums Board is advertising for tenders for

lighting by electricity the three hospital ships now moored in the

River Thames at Long Reach, nour Dartford, and the Administra-

tive buildings on shore. The specitication has been prepared by
Dr. J. Hopkinson, F.R.S.

M. Ml'eseler's and M. Marsaut's safety lamps have been pro-

nounced bj' the Committee of the Jlidlantl Institute to be, when
fitted with " bonnets " or protectors, the only safety lamps which
are perfectly safe under all condilions. The results published have

been determined with currents of tire-damp moving with a velocity

of thirty-five feet per second.

The Quee.n has been pleased to accept a copy of the new
edition of the work entitled " Pottery and Porcelain: a Guide to

Collectors," by Mr. Frederick Litchfield, the well-known expert

in London pottery. That the book has come as a boon to collectors

of old china is proved by the fact that since its first publication by
Messrs. Bickers & Son, in 1880, two editions have been called for.

To remove ink-stains from carpets, Boettger recommends the use

of a concentrated solution of sodium hypophosphite. Recent

stains should be thus easily removed, old ones must be rubbed with

the solution for some time. For old ink-spots, the carpet may be

moistened with hot water (and, if convenient, kept over boiling

water, and finely-powdered oxalic acid rubbed upon the spot).

Ammonia water should be in readiness, and the acid neutralised, if

the original colour of tlie carpet is affected. In the case of

marking-ink stains, the fabric may be soaked in a solution of

calcium chloride and rinsed in ammonia water.

Snow-Watee iMPiRrriEs.—Under the heading of "' The Beau-

tiful Snow," the Microscope points out the kind of organic impu-

rities found in snow, which, added to what we recently quoted on

the same subject, very conclusively shows the fallacy of the idea

that melted snow forms a good substitute for distilled water. The
impurities are as follows : Living infusoria and algoe, bacilli and
micrococci, mites, diatoms, and great numbers of fungi spores

;

also fibres of wood, mouse hairs, pieces of butterfly wings, skin of

larvaj of insects, cotton fibres, pieces of grass, epidermis, pollen

grains, rye and potato flour, grains of quartz, minute pieces of

roofing tile, and bits of iron and coal

!

The Royal Courts of Justice were to be reopened on Friday,

the 2-lth inst., but the eleccric light was not ready for use on that

day. It had been expected that the new machinery for generating

the current, in the course of erection under the Central Hall,

would be completed in time, and consequently the entire plant

previously in use was disposed of and removed by the OfBce of

Works ; but it was afterwards discovered that it would be impos-

sible to set the new machinery in motion until some weeks had

elapsed after the reopening of the Courts, so that the Central

Hall, the various courts, and the corridors had to be lighted by
candles and temporary lamps.

A PAPEK was read at Montreal "On the Liquefaction of Oxygen
and the Density of Liquid Hydrogen," by Professor Dewar, F.R.S.

The problem of liquefying oxygen and hydrogen, and consequently

others of the so-called permanent gases, having been solved by
Cailletet and Pictet, the author has since been employed studying

the physical characters of these gases in the condensed state. The

critical pressures and temperatures at condensation have been

determined, and the relation of one to the other is shown to be

constant. The merits of various cold-producers th,at could be em-

ployed in the process were discussed. Condensed ethylene he con-

sidered the best, then condensed nitrous oxide and carbonic acid.

The lowest temperature that could be obtained bv' carbonic acid is

about 115° C, and by nitrous oxide 125° C.

The Moox Eclipse.—The discrepant reports of the appearances

of the moon during the late eclipse, indicate a great difference in

the local atmosphere of various places, besides suggesting puzzling

questions of other kinds. At 420 feet above sea-level, in Ashdown
Forest, when viewed with the naked eye, Gi withdrawing tele-

scope, or good opera-glass, the shadow was smoky black; no

copper tint anywhere, and the brightest parts completely blotted

out of recognition. Not an outline of Aristarchns could be seen in

the telescope as soon as the shadow crept over it. At this height,

after the eclipse, the moon looked to the naked eye like a rather

dull comet that had lost its tail.

The So.ng of Sixpence.—Perhaps many who often repeat " Sing

a song of sixpence," have never heard this explanation of its mean-

ing :—" The fonr-and-twenty blackbirds represent the twenty-four

hours. The bottom of the pie is the world, while the top crust is

the sky that overarches it. The opening of the pie is the day dawn,

when the birds begin to sing, and surely such a sight is fit for a

king. The king, who is represented as sitting in his parlour
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coantinj? his money, is the sun ; while the gold pieces that slip

through his fingers as he counts them are the golden sunshine. The
queen who sits in the dark kitchen, is the moon, and the honey
with which she regales herself is the moonlight. The industrious

maid, who is in the garden at work before the king—the sun—has

risen, is day dawn, and the clothes she hangs out are the clouds,

while the bird, who so tragically ends the song by ' nipping off her

nose,' is the hour of sunset. So we have the whole day, if not in a

nutshell, in a pie."

Attituhes after Death.— On Sept. 12, 1G42, Cinq-Mars (Henri

d'Effiat, JIarquis of Cinq-Mars, Grand ficuyer of Franco) was
beheaded for high treason at Lyons. The official e.t:ecutioner

having broken his leg, the job was done by a day-labourer of the

town with a butcher's cleaver. He made Cinq-Mars kneel and
clasp the block, which was a substantial stump of a post, firmly in

his arms, and, bending his body down, placed him so that his neck

was well situated on the summit of the stump. The executioner

then went to his left side, drew his cleaver from a bag, and delivered

a blow which all but severed the head, leaving only some of the

skin of the throat, which was divided by a second blow, the execu-

tioner, for that purpose, laying hold of the head by the hair. Then
he threw the head on the scaffold, but it rolled off and fell to the

ground. It was remarked that between the two blows of the

chopper, the body, still remaining on its knees, rose stark up
against the block or post, and continued in that position until the

headsman with great difficulty removed the arms from the block,

to which they held the body as firmly attached as if they had been
coils of rope.—" Memoirea de FontraiUes."

The Action ok Moonbeams.—The cases in which moonlight has
been imagined to cause blindness to persons sleeping in its beams,
so far as I have seen, always relates to exposure in the open air.

On bright moonb'ght nights there is great radiation, and conse-

quent chill of exposed parts. Possibly the light may stimulate

the eye, and make it more susceptible of injury from this cause.

It cannot be affirmed that moonlight is always found injurious to

open-air sleepers. For example, Mr. Washington Teesdale in-

forms me that, during many years of surveying in India, he was
in the habit of sleeping outside his tent or bungalow, often in full

moonlight, and never experienced injury from it. With regard to

the moon's action in promoting the decomposition of fish or meat,
the fact seems established that the exposed articles do spoil, but
the why must be a subject of hypothesis until accurate experiments
are made. Probably the cause of the mischief is the deposition of

dew containing spores of microferments. Clear skies occur when
the moon is out of the way, and the light of the moon might be
admitted to a bit of meat or fish and the dewfall excluded. A few
careful experiments suggested by these coincidences would eluci-

date the matter.
An Ancient Tunnel.—The Governor of Samos, Abyssides

Pasha, has at last succeeded, after years of work, in uncovering
the entrances to a tnnnel of which Herodotus speaks with admira-
tion as the work of Eupalinos and Megaira, and which, according
to the same authority, was built during the tenth century b.c. The
tunnel, about 5,000 feet long, was intended to secure a supply of

fresh water to the old seaport town of Samos, and consists of three
parts. They are the tunnel proper, 5| feet high and 6 feet wide ; a
canal about 5 feet deep and nearly 3 feet wide, which runs in the
middle or on the side of the base of the tnnnel ; and the aqueduct
running in this canal. The aqueduct consists of earthen pipes,

each 2i feet long, 32 to 33 inches in circumference, the sides
averaging about Ih inch in thickness. Every other joint has a
hole, for what purpose has not yet been fully explained.
Mr. Stamatiades, a Greek arcbajologist, believes that they were
intended to facilitate the cleaning of the pipes, and to make
the flow of water easier. The canal is arched over, but twenty-
eight manholes were provided to admit the workmen who
were charged with cleaning and repairing the aqueduct. The tnnnel
is not quite straight, forming an elbow about 1,300 ft. from one of
the entrances. This elbow, according to Mr. Stamatiades, was
caused by a mistake in the calculations of tlie engineers, who had
none of the instruments used in tunnel-building nowadays. The
tunnel starts near a small water-course, which may have been quite
a stream in olden times, pierces the mountain Kastri, which was
formerly crowned by the fort Samos, and ends a few hundred yards
troni the old town of Samos, about 10 ft. below the surface. From
the mountain slope to the city, this subterranean aqueduct is pro-
fected by a massive stone structure, ending within the walls of the
present convent of St. John. The pi-eservation of this work—which
is truly wonderful, considering the imperfect mechanical resources
at the disposal of the builders—for nearly three thousand years is

probably due to the care taken by Eupalinos, who, in all cases
where the rock did not seem of sufficient firmness, lined the tunnel
with several layers of brick, running on the top into a peaked
arch.

—

Iron.

a^uv Jnbrntors' Column.

So great is the number of inventions now patented that many go' d

things are comparatively lo^t in the crowd. A siiccinct account,

therefore, iy an Expert, of all inventions of really popular interest

and utility must ie advantageous ioth to the puilic and the

Inventor, enabling persons to hear of inventions already desiderated

by them, and thus acting reciprocally as a stimulant om supply

and demand.

A PORTABLE SANITAET BUNGALOW.

At the late Medical Exhibition there was exhibited an interesting
and seemingly a good invention, known as the Portable Sanitary
Bungalow, for which some very important advantages are claimed.
In the construction, rows of dwarf pillars, standing on separate
stones, support a gridiron of creosoted balk girders, sustaining a
platform of elate slabs, or other material. Shallow grooves in this
receive the bottoms of the walls, formed likewise of slabs placed
edgewise, and strengthened by inside and outside skirting, screwed
together and into the floor. Similar mouldings above receive the
tops of the walls, form the cornices of the rooms, and act as hori-
zontal tie-rods. Others placed vertically divide the walls into
panels, and bind them down to the foundation; the ceilings are
wooden, the supporting joists form panels ; these can be adjusted
to the exigencies of the climate. Iron is need wherever practicable

;

the joints are secured by fish-plates, and by screwing home on a
stay wool-packing are made air-tight. The drainage goes into a
tank on wheels. It is claimed that this building is fixe-proof, as
there is nothing to burn, and it is damp-proof, being off the ground.
In like manner it is free from vermin, and if erected on leasehold
land does not revert to the freeholder ; it is also virtually ever-
lasting. The cost is stated to be very low. By increasing the
height of the supporting foundation pillars good storage room
can be obtained below. Further information may be had of the
inventor, Mr. W. V. Brock, 82, Warwick-gardens, Kensington, W.

VENTILATED CAEKIAGES.

We need no doctors to tell ns how much illness, and sometimes
with fatal result, is due to carriage draughts—a sort of penalty
generally exacted on those who keep iheir own vehicles. The fact

is, close carriages have no ventilation, and when shut up with tight

windows are nnwholesome to a degree, especially if full. Happily,
a remedy for this evil has at length been found in the shape of an
invention of Messrs. Hill & Sons, the well-known carriage-makers
of London, Dover, and Folkestone. The invention consists mainly
of a ventilating tube or shaft of a taper form, fixed immediately
under the roof, from front to back, the narrowest end being in front.

Along each side are arranged, obliquely, a series of apertures or air

passages, which are covered at each end with sheets of fine gauze
about an inch apart, so that each sheet being separated by a vacant
space, intercepts any sudden rush of air that might enter the shaft,

and, if not so interrupted, cause a down-draught ; at the same time
they allow the vitiated air to be drawn through the openings
without hindrance. A small protected opening is made in front of

the body of the carriage, and a larger one at the back, protected

by a specially constructed metal plate, so made as to prevent
wind or rain finding its way through the opening. By this arrange-
ment and the peculiar form of the shaft, on a forward movement
of the carriage, a current of fresh air passes through the shaft

from end to end, and by its velocity and action tends to form a
vacuum at each side aperture, causing the impure air to be sucked
or drawn through the aperture into the shaft, whence it is expelled by
the current of fresh air, through the widest or hind end of the shaft.

For admitting fresh air to take the place of that carried off, small

openings are made under the glass frames, concealed by curved
shields of ornamental design to protect the occupants from draught,

as well as to direct the fresh air against the surface of the windows
to prevent the vapour which generally accumulates on them when
the windows of a carriage are quite closed. Another great advan-
tage is that when closing the door with all the windows up, the air,

which would otherwise be compressed, escapes through the venti-

lating shaft, and so diminishes the concussion hitherto resulting

from the sudden shutting of the door. This applies more especially

to carriages where slam locks are used. The extra cost of this

admirable apparatus to a new carriage is very moderate, and it is

by no means large if it be required to apply it to existing carriages.

At Messrs. Hill & Sons establishment, 17, Baker-street, Fortman-
square, London, the system can be inspected.

I
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" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfbed Tennyson.

Only a rnnall projaortion of Letters received can possiily he in-

serted. Correspondents must not le offended, there/ore, should their

betters not a/ppear.

All Editorial communications should he addressed to the Editob 01

Knowledge; all Business communications to the Publishers, of the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, TT.C. If this is not attended to

delays AKISE FOB WHICH THE EdITOE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should he made
payahle to Messrs. Wtman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No COMMTNICATIONS ARE ANSWERED BY POST, ETEN THOUGH STAMPED
AND DIRECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

" THE TRUTH ABOUT KOCH'S CHOLERA GERM."

[1482]—The able and brilliant expose of " official " science in

Ciermany by Professor Ray Lankester in the Pali Mall Gazette of

October G {Pall Hall Budget, October 10) is worthy of special note.

Dr. Robert Koch, as an official scientist, makes a " dogmatic

"

declaration to the effect that a certain micro-organism is the

specific organism that is the immediate exciting cause of cholera.

A " dogmatic " declaration this, because the chain of causation

involved in the question has not been displayed in the only recog-

nised efficient manner, that is by the "culture test." Professor
Lankester delivers judgment thus ;—" The pressure upon him [Koch]
urging him to announce a definite result was irresistible. He has
formulated such a result on the most flimsy grounds ; his Govern-
ment has rewarded him, and for some time official science in Ger-
many will not dare to expose the worthlessness of his theory."

Has ever before the " endowment " of scientific research faced such
a crushing, even damning, indictment ? A scientist having a

grand record of able work done yields, according to Professor

Lankester, to the "irresistible" pressure of the string-holders of

the endowment-purse, under whose c^gis he has elected to work,
and formulates on flimsy grounds, and at a critical moment, a

theory having possibly momentous social and international bearings.

This is indeed serious, but worse follows. The debasing cegis of

the endowment-purse is irresistible, according to Professor Lan-
kester ; for he himself does not believe there is a single fearlessly

honest " official " biological microscopist in all Germany. He
writes :

—" For some time official science in Germany will not dare
to expose the worthlessness of his [Koch's] theory." The implica-

vion is, indeed, damning to all endowment of research. The impli-

cation being that whenever an " official " scientist formulates a
theory on flimsy grounds all other " official " scientists of the same
nation will not " dare " to expose the worthlessness of such theory.

Whether Professor Lankester's case against Dr. Koch be good or

(as for many good reasons may be hoped) bad does not affect this

matter of the debasing tendency of endowments. For, obviously,

his case depends on his knowledge of the tone and tendency of mind
amongst European " official scientists," nearly as much as on facts.

And few Englishmen are better positioned than he to have snch
knowledge.
Somewhat oddly, in the midst of this tremendous indictment of

endowment of research, there are sandwiched three numbered
paragraphs that read best if the whole article be viewed as an
elaborately, solemn, cynical joke. In the first paragraph. State

authorities are actually advised to undertake the study of the rela-

tions of bacteria to disease ! The second paragraph contains a
congratulation (that reads beautifully from the cynical joke point

of view) that the Indian Government is actually " officially " inves-

tigating the cholera germ matter. And the third paragraph, a

(comically cynical) warning to all on the "flimsy" "official"

theory of Dr. Koch. But, read seriously, these three paragraphs
have no logical connection with the rest of the article, so they may
be taken for what they are worth.

Fred. W. Foster.

IfIND AND BKAIX.
[1483]—Mr. Peppin is not satisfied with my answer, which, in

fact, had reference only to Mr. Peppin's assertion that Biichner
mistook cause for effect. But clearly, Mr. Peppin's letter (1467)

shows his own uncertainty whether the thought produces the vibra-

tions, or the vibrations thought; in fact, he puts to myself the

tiucstion he had previously decided. The simile I adduced cannot,

and was not meant to be, "absolutely" true. But it appears to me
that in the case of transmission of light to the prism and sound to

the ear, the process in both cases is purely mechanical. Further
the effect of the transmission of these vibrations is in both case

intangible ; or does Mr. Peppin consider colour something material,

that can be weighed or measured ?

Whence comes the power of the brain to transform sound into

thought—exactly whence the power of a prism to transform light

into colours comes from ; it is their innate property—in fact, it is

their nature to.

In the case of the lecture, I should say that its influence, i.e., the

thoughts produced in our brain through the vibrations caused by
the sound of speech from the will, which is certainly not indepen-

dent of it. F. W. H.

THE LUXAE ECLIPSE.

[1484]—Allow me to corroborate the testimony of M. de Boe,

given in Captain Noble's letter (1451). While watching the eclipse

through an SJ in. Calrer's reflector, I observed a peaked appearance

exactly at the spot and the stage marked in his diagram. In my case

also there was surely no illusion, since four of us all saw it dis-

tinctly, and it was noticeable with a smaller hand-telescope as weU
as with the larger. TTas the moon on the horizon of the Cordilleras

at that moment ? A rough calculation which I made at the time

seemed to show that the shadow of part of the ocean was then

being cast upon her, but I suppose I was wrong. Can the appear-

ance have been due to any peculiarity in the atmosphere on the

horizon .'

1 should have described the colour during totality as dusky
ashen-grey, rather than phosphorescent green.

Liphook, Hants, Oct. 21. C. W. Leadbeater.
[The calculation of the position of the Cordilleras was seemingly

made by M. de Bot; himself, whose mathematical attainments are

quite equal to his observational powers. I have no time to recom-
pute it.

—

Ed.].

[1-185]—After reading what you say in a recent number, it occurs

to me to say that in the " dirty white " of the moon's disc during

totality, there was, as seen here, I think, a faint taint of green,

but I know nothing to compare it to, except a sodden poultice of

flour

'

I asked Dr. Copeland, of Dunecht, what he saw, and he replies

that he and his assistant were too busy watching " occnltations

during the total phase to permit of studying the colour of the

moon. 1 only recollect that about the end of totality the moon's
limb was of a lovely primrose colour, and that many of the

markings were visible." I did not see this. Wm. Millar.

THE RECENT ECLIPSE—y AQUIL^—THE AFTERGLOW.

[1486]—Premising that I and two friends here—we all three

obtain our own copy of Knowledge, and are therefore entitled to

three votes—shall be verj- glad to read an account in your columns
of a graphic method of predicting eclipses, I would say that we in

Tonbridge saw the last eclipse splendidly. The points we noticed

were :

—

1. The dark aspect of the moon during totality.

2. The sharp termination of the umbra of the earth's shadow.

The constellation Aqnila is very full of interest to the amateur
observer, but what is the colour of 7 Aquila? ? We consider it to be
a dark red, but it is not marked as snch in your new " Star Atlas."

Our telescope was a very good achromatic, but, after neglect for

some time, it is anything but a good achromatic now. Would such

a defect in the telescope be sufficient to account for the red colotir ?

We anxiously await the new maps announced in the last edition of

Kxowlehge.
As I write, the brilliant colours of the sunset attract my atten-

tion. They have changed from pink to red ; thence to a brighter

golden colour, and then pink again. E. A. TiNDALL.

[7 Aqnila; is yellow.

—

Ed.]

MAY-FLIES.

[1487]—With great interest I read Mr. Butler'spaper on the above.

In spite of their short period of existence, 1 have, when fishing, ob-

served these ffies settle upon my coat and there shed their skins

completely, i.e., covering of wings included. At the close of the

day I have been plentifully sprinkled with these whitish cast-off

' coverings. Is not this an exceptionul peculiarity with respect to

these flies ? F. W. Halfpenny.
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.SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY.

[1488]—You mistake entirely what I mean by anti-theological.

It is somewhat ungracious of me to be fault-finding, seeing that your
pages have given me, in common with your many readers, so much
pleasure, and that there is after all so little room for finding fault.

Bui perhaps you will allow me to point out what I mean. It is of

more importance than a mere personal explanation—it is the state-

ment of a misunderstanding which has long existed between scien-

tific men and theologians—a misunderstanding that in the interest

of both parties ought to be cleared up. Let us take up the current

number of Knowledge. I object to (as anti-theological) the

assumption (p. 345) that Moses was not the author of Genesis.

The question is open to debate, but we may fairly object to

anyone who has not made a special study of the subject

settling it for us in this off-hand style. Again, I con-

sider it anti - theological to have so many views of works
like that of Mr. Smith's (referred to in letter 1474), as if

these were representative of theological literature. A religions

journal might as well take the theories about the Great Pyramid
and the Scientific Societies for the investigation of ghost stories as

representative of the minds of the great scientists. And, again, let

ns take the note which you append to my letter in your last issue.

Because I am a clergyman you assume that I must reject scientific

doctrines which have facts and not merely testimony to appeal to.

Now, as a matter of fact, I do not reject these doctrines. I can
scarcely say I believe in them, for I have not given these

subjects sufficient study ; but, for the present, I am quite con-

tent to bow to authority and accept these conclusions if they are

accepted by the majority of " scientific men who are entitled to be
listened to." But when the scientific men tell me farther that I am
on their authority (since I have not the leisure nor the ability to

make the investigation for myself) to give up all my old beliefs and
hopes, then I say that they are asking too much. They are seeking
to become my religious teachers as well as ray scientific directors ;

and 1 most strongly object to them as the former, though I am
quite ready to admit them as the latter.

I once wrote a paper on the theological aspect of Darwinism, and
read it at an assembly of clergymen. It was an appeal to theo-

logians for the independence of science. I wish I could induce
you to relax your rule sulBciently to insert it in Knowledge, for it

also advocates the independence of theology. Nothing can possibly

be gained by a theologian telling a scientific man that he is an
atheist ; nor, on the other hand, should a scientist say to a
theologian that he objects to scientific conclusions (particularly

when he does not object) simply because they are opposed to his

own views. John Healy, Clk. LL.D.
Ballyboy Kectory, King's Co.

[Would that all theologians exhibited the impartial and judicial

spirit of Dr. Healy. I venture to think, however, that he is

mistaken in his view that scientific men (legitimately so-called) ask
him to give up all his "old beliefs and hopes." All that men of

science claim is the right to pursue their investigations untram-
meled by any consideration of whither the results may conduct
them ; and that no thought of such results being—in theological

language—"opposed to revealed religion" should be suffered for a
single instant to operate in influencing decisions to be arrived at
strictly by the study of evidence. That, however, which they
demand for themselves, they must in common juEtice grant to the
theologian. I am only prevented from inserting Dr. Hcaly's
proffered essay by the certainty that it would call forth a flood of

correspondence of a very pronounced anti-theological character,
which I conld hardly, in fairness, refuse to insert.

—

Ed.]

VACCINATION.

[1489]—In your impression of October 10 appears a letter b}'

"F. S." under the head of "Vaccination."
I have read it several times with the object of discovering why

it was written, and have only so far been able to guess.

I can see nothing wonderful nor useful in the information that

out of a family of twelve, eleven were inoculated with small-pox
and only one was vaccinated. Nor do I see anything extraordinary
in the fact that this one, along with two or three unfortunate
clergymen, subsequently took the disease.

Although it tends to do so, vaccination does not prevent small-

pox—not even in clergymen—but it does form an almost perfect

safeguard against death from that disease.

In the old days inoculation produced the disease in a more or
less mild form, and the subject was, of course, not liable to any
recurrence ; but the deaths from small-pox, when this was prac-
tised, increased to an alarming extent, as the practice itself spread
the disease, everywhere creating new centres of infection.

During the months of last December to April a village of more
than a thousand inhabitants was attacked by emall-pox, and came
jirominently under my notice.

Thirty-six persons were taken ill. Of these three were unvacci-
nated, and died. The remainder, who were vaccinated, all recovered.
(Think of that, "F. S. "!)

It is interesting to notice in villages and towns attacked how-
sluggish is the spread of the disease, how few it attacks, and how
very few of that number are young children.

Thanks to vaccination, and the fact that young children are morr-

immediately under its influence. W. Seebee.

ANOTHER FIGURE PUZZLE.

[1490]—Can you explain the enclosed problem ? I cannot make
it out at all. You will see there is a curious superstition connected
with it, and I should be extremely obliged if you can elucidate the
mystery for Lovek of Things Occtlt.

814901493

1492 2 7

3 1495 1488
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mynas, parrots, aud starlings, which are social birds, all fly fast,

and by cleaving—they never soar.

The wagtails have a jerky, cleaving flight, as if -they were always
winding up for a fresh exertion ; it consists of dips and rises.

That singular bird the Darter or Snake bird {I'lotus anhir)ga(?)),

quite at home in the water, is equally at sea on the wing, flying

clumsily and laboriously, and resting repeatedly in soars. Our
egrets, as a rule, fly leisurely, with steady flap, but 1 have seen
flights of them adopting the soar as well, as if the exception ran in

families.

Dragon-flies flap and soar, the former when on the feed, and the

latter when sunning themselves. Flying-fish both soar and flap;

pea and guinea fowl flap awkwardly in rising, and soar on alight-

ing; white ants flap in swarming. Bnt some birds, strange to say,

eeem to progress by soaring, i.e., apparently irrespective of

momentum, and this power is exhibited in these in an astonishing

manner. Take any one of the many instances I can adduce, and
iAye phenomenon is equally marvellous.

A bright, cold-weather day, and a cobalt sky above you, and
perhaps half a mile up in the ca^rulean, you see a couple of adju-

tants and half a dozen condors and vultures soaring, their keen
eyes the while watching the earth. Watch the adjutant. Having
lost his momentum he flaps his enormous wings once or twice and
then treats you to circles and circles of soar, apparently endless,

until you marvel whence his power comes. And so with his

companion condors and vultures.

On one occasion I was travelling eastward by rail, and noticed

;in adjutant soaring towards the line, and half a mile off on my
left, when he had crossed above, and I again looked out on my
right, he was still soaring, and certainly had not flapped in the

interval. What is this wonderful power ? It is difficult to believe

that a mile soar is the momentum of one or two flaps of powerful
wings. It may be so, for on riuod ice you may momentumise a mile

with a few good fla])S, so to speak, of your skate-clad feet, and
that, too, in the face of friction.

Then, too, these soarers have a less 'dense resisting medium at

their favourite heights, and so a powerful flap gives a prolonged
momentum. The poisers are very wonderful in their action, and
are best illustrated by the kingfishers ; the adjutants overcome
gravity by soaring ; another vastly smaller and weaker bird do so

by poising, which consists of a stationary position, secured by
rapid and invisible flutter-flapping, the points of the wings being
directed upwards. The extraordinary thing is that, with this

immense display of muscular power, they should remain absolutely

stationary until the plunge; so stationary that you can cover the

kingfisher with your gun for a minute or more. Another wonderful

thing is its power of instantly overcoming momentum ; thus,

baffled in the plunge, the kingfisher will take two or three bounds
in flight, and tlwn instantig jioi.s(> exactly at the right clerafion.

Toms poise, but not so steadily and persistently as the kingfishers,

nor with the same muscular action.

Other poisers are the sun-birds and moths, while probing flowers

for honey, but their movements arc not so) striking as those of the
kingfishers. R. F. H.

LETTEKS RECEIVED AND SHOET ANSWERS.

Ghost of a Lhtle Boy. Such a slip as that of — 5 hours for

+ 5 hours in no sense invalidates the argument of "C. R.," that for

a ghost to appear at the instant of the death of its owner it must
do so at a different hour in America to that at which such owner
gave it up in England.—A. R. Paxn'ett. The British Association

Catalogue has been for years out of print, and is only procurable at

a very high price indeed. Jlr. Wesley, of Essex-street, Strand,

London, would be the likeliest man to procure you a copy. I do
uot know where "Jliidler's Comet Catalogue" is to be had, but
there is a very good one in Chambers's " Descriptive Astronomy."
—G. PixxixGTO.x (23, Chichester-street, Chester) should forthwith

aiake the acquaintance of J. Murray (of Newcastle), and exchange
views with him. " Pompey and Caesar am berry much alike, 'spe-

cially Pompey."—Miss tie Jersey Moore. The conductor of this

journal is so dunned for his autograph that he has been reluctantly
compelled to make a rule to refuse it ; and regrets, extremely, that

lie can make no exception in your particular case.— J. B. Do
you seriously suppose that the conductor of Knowledge would
suffer his name to appear continually were it not true ?

—

J. McLagax. " Physical science " is such an extremely compre-
hensive term that the only reply I can give to your query is the
form in which it appears is : All. Lyell's " Students Elements of
Geology" ought to suit you for the purely geological part of your
subject, which, though, is now made a very heterogeneous one.

—

n. C. Halle. Tide letter by B.M., F.R.C.S.—William Ruxiz.
I am wholly unable to help you. I have never heard of the person

yon name publishing anything bnt the grossest and most scurrilous

abuse. See concluding paragraph (in capital letters) at the head
of the correspondence columns.—F. H. " Better late than never "

sends the seventieth or eightieth answer received to Mr. Bidder's
Figure Puzzle.— S. E. TnoEXTox. The best college in which you
can studj' to become an Electrical Engineer is the School of Sub-
marine 'Telegraphy and Electrical Engineering, 12, Prince's-street,

Ilanover-square, W.

—

William Millar. We need not trouble Mr.
Mattieu Williams. It is merely a form of puffing advertisement. The
moon -was in her descending node at the time of the recent eclipse.

—

Veritas. I cannot undertake to answer questions which should be
submitted to a solicitor. Law can only find a place in these
columns in its aspect of a branch of sociology.

—

Fleming, Wilsox,
& Co. Mr. Ganga Rani's pamphlet was reviewed on p. 75 of the
current volume of Knowlebge.—Some Anontmous Correspondent
sends me two religious rhymes utterly inappropriate to these
columns, either for insertion or review.—J. Luky asks Mr. Browning
to describe the various two-speed tricycle gears now in use, with
their weight, mode of fixing, Ac. He also seeks a definition of " a
steep hill," as understood in the Eastern Counties.—J. O'Neill.
Thanks. It will be utilised.—J. P. B. I know of no single cheap
Encyclopedia of the comprehensive character you require. Nichols'
" Cyclopaedia of the Physical Sciences " is an excellent book of refer-

ence in a small compass, and 1 have some idea that its publishers
also issued a corresponding one of the Natural Sciences. Maunder's
" Treasury of Knowledge " contains a Gazetteer, a precis of his-

tory, and a mass of other information. Perhaps, though, your best
plan would be to try and get a second-hand copy of the old " Penny
Cyclopaedia." It is a perfect repertory of information, although
the Physics are not quite up to date.

—

Maximilian Strong. Out
Lord was undoubtedly bom four years before the " Anno Domini "

of the calendar. Suetonius says that Tiberius was born 42 K.v.
;

and, as he was 54 when he became emperor, his reign must have
commenced A.n. 12.

—

Ferr.^rius. Tour quotation is from Pope's
" Essay on Criticism." "Pierian" was an expression applied to

the Muses, &c., from Pieria, a tract of country in Thessaly.—W.
Stringfield. Dr. Gerber's book was sent to us for notice by the
Messrs. Triibner, whose name was printed on the title-page, whence
the Reviewer copied it.—L. P. asks if any of our readers have
tried the Hamiltonian method, and, if so, with what results ?—
Henry Morley. You can no more multiply a sum of money into
itself than yon can trees by trees, or paragraphs by chimney-pots.
—W. H. K. S. You are confusing in a very odd way " a refusal

to consider evidence" with wilful unbelief. A man ignorant of
evidence cannot be said, in any legitimate sense, to have any belief

at all. What is meant is this. The object before me possesses the
attributes of whiteness, flexibility, semi-transparency, and so on,
and the sum of these I call a sheet of paper. Suppose now that
you were to tell me that my salvation depended on my belief

that it was really (say) a roast goose. If this were so, my
damnation must be inevitable ; and yet this is scarcely
an exaggeration of what is often described from the pulpit as
" wilful imbecility."—W. Received.—C. Carus-Wilson. I regret
the blunder, for the rectification of which steps have been taken.
—E. W. Young protests against the Tulgarism of " don't " being
used for '* doesn't," iu connection with a singular nominative.—T.

Harrisox. " Fontenelle " will be continued. I condole with j-ou

sincerely on having to Usten to such stuff as that of which you
send the report. The person you refer to will get no more unpaid
advertisements in these columns.—C. Hunter. I regret my
inability to supply Knowledge to your League gratis. If I began
by doing so there are numerous associations throughout the king-
dom who might equally claim to receive it for nothing.—J. M.
Coates. As yours is one of several requests for a description of
a graphical method of predicting a Lunar Eclipse, one shall

appear in due course.

—

Dr. Davey. Your book shall receive atten-
tion.

—

Thos. Radmore. Thanks for your friendly letter. I shall

always be glad of any original observations of interest.

—

Thos.
Baugh. Certainly uot. How could the subject himself, or any
spectator (real or imaginary) be examined or cross-examined ?

Science cannot possibly deal with such a case.—W. S. C. I should
scarcely think that a patent is now in existence for the mere use
of asbestos in a gas fire. Gas fires are no* " all unhealthy."

—

C. H. Kesteven. Doubtless the fish decomposed from radiation
and moisture.—A. M. D. I have never iu my life heard either of

the man or of his " philosophy."

—

Nemesis. Shall receive imme-
diate attention.

WHIST.—J. E. BucKBARRow. You appear to refer to (what I

imagined was as dead as Queen Anne) Long Whist. With regard
to the question you raise, the law was explicit :

" Honours can only
be called at eight points, and then only by the player whose turn it

is to play." The fact of his adversaries standing at nine points
does not affect this rule, one way or the other.
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#iir Cftess Colnmiu

By Mephisto.

THE CHESS SEASON".

After a pcriinl of natural reaction followinf^ upon the excitement

f the London Tournament, Chess seems to be gaining an increased

hold upon the popular fancy. This conclusion is based on the all-

round activity and enterprise manifest in Chess circles at the

present time.

The Chess season of 1884-83 has set in. From aU sides notes of

martial ardour are sounded. Challenges have been issued and
accepted, and the first matches have been contested. In London
there are two trophies to be played for by the Tarions local clubs,

viz., the Staunton Medal, offered by Jlr. Edw. Marks, and the

Baldwin Hoft'er Challenge Cup.

The City of London Chess Club has taken possession of new
rooms at the Salutation, Newgate-street, and has arranged its

annual handicap of 100 players. The Club has also challenged the

St. George's Chess Club to a match of twenty players aside. This

challenge has been accepted, and the interesting contest will take

place on January 19, 1885. M. Rosenthal, of Paris, having paid a

visit to this country, has played 24 members of the Norwood Chess

Club simultaneously, and has also given similar performances at

Manchester. Zukertort has made his first public appearance in

this country after his return from America by playing 24 members
of the City Club. We believe the Club has made arrangements for

similar exhibitions by other players.

Eeports from the provinces announce the meeting of the Surrey,

Sussex, Sheffield, 'i'orkshire, and Scottish Chcja Associations, also

of various other Chess clubs, all reports show signs of increased

vitality and ^^gour. The great event up North will be the match
between Yorkshire and Lancashire, which will be played at Man-
chester on Nov. 8. The competing teams will be composed of

160 players. Finally we ho])e to see the newly-formed British

Chess Association show signs of life this season, and thus contribute

its share to rendei'ing the next few months—what to all ai^pcarances

they will be—productive of enjoyment and recreation to Chessists.

PROBLEM No. 131.

By F. Healey.

(A problem that will never lose its charm nor fade from our
memory.)

Black.

"White.

White to play and mate in three moves.

SOLUTION.

Problem 132, by W. Fckxival, p. 330.

1. R to KR sq. 1

2. BxP
3. R to R5 mate

3. Kt to B5 mate

P X P, or

K X B (a)

(a) if K to B3

1. P to R4
2. B to B sq. P moves
3. B to B4 mate

The following interesting termination occurred in a game
recently played at Gatti's between two strong players.

Position after Black's 19th move.

Mr. Weightman.

Black.

i^m^i if]
^^'

White.

Me. Laws.

The game proceeded as follows :

White. Black.
20. Q to K3 R to K4
21. C^ toB3 QxP

(It will be well to remember that taking the opponent's QKtP in

the middle of the game, mostly pnts the Queen ont of play—as in

this case, a frequent source of danger.)
22. Kt to Kt4 R to K sq.

23. R to K4 R to KB sq.

24. Kt to B4 QxP (ch>

25. K to Kt3
(White is playing a bold but deep game; he has some sinister

designs on the Black R by Kt to Kt6 (ch), or maybe he is trying to

compose a problem.)

26. R to QB4
(With the object of gaining Qo)

K to Kt sq.

Q X KtP
R toB2
P to QKt4

27. Q to Qo (ch)

28. Q to K6
29. Q to Kt6

(A powerful stroke, threatening destruction by Kt x P (ch),

K to R sq., Kt X R (ch), ie.)

Kt to K4
(This looks very good; it is, however, of little use. If 29. K to

B sq. 30. Q X Kt, P x R. 31. Kt to Kt6 (ch), K to K sq.

32. Q to Kt8 (ch), K to Q2. 32. Q x R (ch), &c., would be equally

bad. Now White forces the game in an ingenious and vigorous

manner.)
30. Kt X P (ch) K to B sq.

31. Kt to KB (ch) K to K sq.

32. Kt X KtP (ch) K to Q sq.

(K to B sq. would onlv have delayed the issue for a few moves.)
33. KtxR'(ch) KtxKt
34. Kt to K6 (ch) K to K sq.

35. Q to Kt8 (ch) K to Q2
36. Q X Kt (ch) K to B sq.

37. Q mates.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
^*# Please address Chess Editor.

Correct solutions received:—M. T. Hooton, A. E. R., W. Parker-

Geo. W. Thompson, John Watson, S. B. B., A. W. Canard, W.
H. W. Sherrard.—Thanks.
W. Parker.

—

The Chess Players' Chronicle.

Problem, No. 133, by B. G. Laws, p. 352.—This problem admits.

of several solutions, and is therefore incorrect.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY.
By W. Mattied Williams.

XLVI.—THE COOKERY OF WINE-DRYING.

THE reader •will understand, from what has already been

stated concerning the origin of the difference

between natural sweet wines and natural dry wines, that

the conversion of either one into the other is not a diffi-

cult problem. Wine is a fashionable beverage in this

country, and fashions fluctuate. These fluctuations are not

accompanied with a corresponding variation in the chemical

composition of any particular class of grapes, but somehow
the wine produced therefrom obeys the laws of supply and
demand. For some years past the demand for dry sherry

has dominated in this country, though, :is I am informed,

the weathercock of fashion is now on the turn.

One mode of satisfying this demand for dry wine is, of

course, to select a grape which has less sugar and more
albuminous matter, but in a given district this is not always

possible. Another is to gather the grapes before they are

fully ripened, but this involves a sacrifice in the yield of

alcohol, and probably of flavour. Another method, obvious

enough to the chemist, is to add as much albuminous or

nitrogenous material as shall continue to feed the yeast

fungus until all, or nearly all, the sugar in the grape shall

be converted into alcohol, thus supplying strength and
dryness (or salinity) simultaneously. Should these be

excessive, the remedy is simple and cheap wherever water

abounds. It should be noted that the quantity of sugar

naturally contained in the ripe grape varies from 10 to 30

per cent.—a very large range. The quantity of alcohol

varies proportionally when the must is fermented to dry-

ness. According to Pavy, " there are dry sherries to Ise

met with that are free from sugar," whDe in other wines

the quantity of remaining sugar amounts to as much as 20

per cent.

White of egg and gelatine are the most easily available

and innocent forms of nitrogenous material that may be

used for sustaining or renewing the fermentation of wines

that are to be artificially dried. My inquiries in the

trade lead me to conclude that this is not understood as

well as it should be. Both white of egg and gelatine (in

the form of isinglass or otherwise) are freely used for fining,

and it is well enough known that wines that have been

freely sulijected to such fining keep better and become drier

with age, but I have never yet met a wine-merchant who
understood why, nor any sound explanation of the fact in

the trade literature.* When thus added to the wine

already fermented, the effect is doubtless due to the pro-

motion of a slow, secondary fermentation. The bulk of

the gelatine or albumen is carried down with the sediment,

but some remains in solution. There may be some doubt

as to the albumen thus remaining, but none concerning the

gelatine, which is freely soluble both in water and alcohol.

The truly scientific mode of applying this principle would

be to add the nitrogenous material to the must.

I dwell thus upon this because, if fashion insists so im-

peratively upon dryness as to compel artificial drying, this

method is the least objectionable, being a close imitation of

natural drying, almost identical ; while there are other

methods of inducing fictitious dryness that are mischievous

adulterations.

Generally described, these consist in producing an imita-

tion of the natural salinity of the dry wine by the addition

of factitious salts and fortifying with alcohol. The sugar

remains, but is disguised thereby. It was a wine thus

treated that first brought the subject of the sulphates,

already referred to, under my notice. This, although sold

to my friend at a good price, was a concoction of the

character known in the trade as Hambro' sherry. It con-

tained a considerable quantity of sugar, but was not per-

ceptibly sweet. It was very strong and decidedly acid;

contained free sulphuric acid and alum, which, as all who
have tasted it know, gives a peculiar sense of dryness to

the palate.

The sulphuring, plastering, and use of Spanish earth,

described in my last, increase the dryness of a given wine

by adding mineral acid and mineral salts. In a paper

recently read before the French Academy by L. Magnier

de la Source (" Comptes-Rendus," vol. 98, page 110), the

author states that "plastering modifies the chemical cha-

racters of the colouring matter of the wine, and not only

does the calcium sulphate decompose the potassium hydrogen

tartrate, with formation of calcium tartrate, potassium sul-

phate, and free tartaric acid, but it also decomposes the

neutral organic compounds of potassium which exist in the

juice of the grape." I quote from abstract in Journalofthe

Chemical Society of May, 1884.

In the French Journal of Pharmciceutical Chemistry,

vol. 6, pp. 118-123 (1882), is another paper, by P. Carles, in

which the chemical and hygienic results of plastering are

discussed. His general conclusion is that the use of gypsum

in clearing wines " renders them hurtful as beverages:"

that the gypsum acts " on the potassium bitartrate in the

juice of the grape, forming calcium tartrate, tartaric acid,

and potassium sulphate, a large proportion of the last two

bodies remaining in the wine." Unplastered wines contain

about two grammes of free acid per litre ; after plastering,

they contain " double or treble that amount, and even

more."

A German chemist, Griessmayer, and, more recently,

another. Kaiser, have also studied this subject, and arrive

at similar conclusions. Kaiser analysed wines which were

plastered by adding gypsum to the must, that is to the

juice before fermentation, and also samples in which the

gypsum was added to the "finished wine," ie., for fining,

so called. He found that " in the finished wine, by the

* The wine trade has two rival magazines, both very high priced,

exclnsively devoted to its interests, besides others that are partially

30.
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addition of gypsum, the tartaric acid is replaced by sul-

phuric acid, and there is a perceptible increase in the

calcium ; the other constituents remain unaltered." His
conclusion is that the plastering of wine should be called

adulteration, and treated accordingly, on the ground that

the article in question is thereby deprived of its charac-

teristic constituents, and others, not normally present, are

introduced. This refers more especially to the plastering

or gypsum fining of finished wines (Biedermann's Central-

hlatt, 18S1, pp. 632 and 633)
In the jiaper above named, by P. Carles, we are told that

" Owing to the injurious nature of the impurities of

plastered wines, endeavours have been made to free them
from these by a method called ' deplastering,' but the

remedy proves worse than the defect." The samples

analysed by Carles contained barium salts, barium chloride

having been used to remove the sulphuric acid. In some
oases excess of the barium salt was found in the wine, and
in others barium sulphate was held in suspension.

Closely following the abstract of this paper, in the

Journal of the Chemical Societtj, is another from the French
Journal of Pharmaceutical Chemistri/, vol. 5, p. 581-3, to

which I now refer, by the way, for the instruction of

claret-drinkers, who may not be aware of the fact that the

phylloxera destroyed all the claret grapes in certain

districts of France, without stopping the manufacture or

diminishing the export of claret itself. In this paper, by J.

Lefort, we are told, as a matter of course, that " Owing to

the ravages of the phylloxera among the vines, substitutes

for grape-juice are being introduced for the manufacture of

wines ; of these, the author specially condemns the use of

Vieet-root sugar, since, during its fermentation, besides

ethyl, alcohol, and aldehyde, it yields propyl, butyl, and
amyl alcohols, which have been shown by Dujardin and
Audig^ to act as poisons in very small quantities." In con-

nection with this subject I may add that the French
Government carefully protects its own citizens by rigid

inspection and analysis of the wines offered for sale to

French wine-drinkers ; but does not feel bound to expend
its funds and energies in hampering commerce by severe

examination of the wines that are exported to " John Bull

ft son lie," especially as John Bull is known to have a

lobust constitution. Thus, vast quantities of brilliantly-

coloured liquid, flavoured with orris-root, which would not
be allowed to pass the barriers of Pari.i, but must go some-
where, is drunk in England at a cost of four times as much
as the Frenchman pays for genuine grape-wine. The
coloured concoction being brighter, and skilfully cooked, and
duly labelled to imitate the products of real or imaginary
celebrated vineyards, is preferred by the English gourmet
to anything that can be made from simple grape-juice.

I should add that a character somewhat similar to that of
natural dryness is obtained by mixing with the grape-juice

wine a secondary product, obtained by adding water to the
,iia,rc—i.e., the residue of skins, &c., that remains after

pressing out the must or juice ; a minimum of sugar is

dissolved in the water, and this liquor is fermented. The
i-kins and seeds contain much tannic acid or astringent
matter, and this roughness imposes upon many wine-
driukers, provided the price charged for the wine thus
cheapened be sufficiently high. After this, according to

Gardner (Churchill's Technological Handbook, " The
Brewer, Distiller, and Wine Manufacturer "),

" the same
marc is treated in a similar manner with a fresh quantity
of sugar solution, and sometimes undergoes as many as
three or four separate macerations, each successive infusion
occupying a rather longer time. It will be easily under-
stood that wine thus prepared costs less than very small
beer, though its retail selling price may be regulated by the

" etiquette " or label (from which I suppose our word
ticket is derived) that is finally pasted on the bottles.

The special bouquets and curious flavours demanded by
connoisseurs can be more easily added to mixtures largely

composed of these second and third runnings than to
simple grajie-juice having its own grape flavour, just as the
juniper flavour is more easily added to " silent spirit " than
to whisky or cognac. We may thus obtain a clue to the
mysterious fact that the market is well supplied with
wines bearing the names of celebrated vineyards, of which
the whole produce is bought by special contract by certain

continental potentates. Many of these chateau vineyards
are so small that they cannot actually produce one-tenth of
the wine that is commercially derived from them.

FERTILISATION OF BROAD-BEANS.
By Gkant Allen.

THE bean inquired about by " E. W. P.," he now writes,

is the ordinary garden broad-bean, Vicia faba. He
is sure that whatever insect pierces the corolla, bees do not.

But bees is almost as indefinite an expression as beans.

There are many beans and many bees, belonging to many
genera and species. The common garden bumble-bee
(Bombvs fwrtorum) is the most frequent visitor of the
broad-bean in England ; though several other Bombi also

enter it in the proper manner, and suck the honey which
is secreted at the base of the tube formed by the petal-

claws. These are the legitimate callers, and they fertilise

the flower in the ordinary fashion, by rubbing off pollen

from one blossom, and depositing it on the stigma of
the next one visited. The great hairy bumble-bee,
however {Bomhus terrestris), not taking the trouble

to enter the flower by the front door, as he ought
to do, bites a hole through the tube formed by the calyx
and corolla, and extracts the honey through it—of course,

without correspondingly benefiting the flower. Miiller has
caught him positively in the act, both in the case of Vicia

faba and of Vicia sepium ; and I have personally verified

either observation. Bonxbus terrestris, indeed, is a very
powerful and lazy bee, much given to thus cutting the
Gordian knot by biting holes and stealing honey, instead

of getting at it by the mouth of the corolla, in the regular

fashion. Miiller records a case in which he watched
" a female bumble-bee (B. terrestris) examining a colum-

bine ; she made several vain attempts to suck the honey,

but after awhile, having apparently satisfied herself that

she was unable to do so, bit a hole through
the corolla. Having thus secured the honey, she

visited several other flowers, biting holes through
them, without making any attempt to suck them first

;

conscious apparently that she was unable to do so. He
also observed a similar instance in relation to Primula
elatior" (Lubbock). In my own garden, this eame Bomhus
frequently bites holes through the long spurs of the common
" nasturtium," or Indian cress (Tropceolum majus), and
less often through the analogous curved organ in the Canary
creeper (T. Caivxriense). As to the true hive-bees l^Apis

mellifica), they are comparatively rare visitors of the broad-

bean, and they almost always eflect their entrance through
the holes previously bitten by the hairy bumble-bee. If
" E. W. P." will get any local entomologist to point him
out Bombus terrestris (one of the most marked and most
easily recognised of our wild bees), and will then watch
carefully whenever he sees one hovering about his broad-

beans, he will probably succeed in tracing to their real

source the bitten holes which he notices in the blossoms.
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CHAPTERS ON MODERN DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.

I.—INTRODUCTION.

IN the vicinity of the delightful gardens at Kew, as

doubtless elsewhere in suburban London, many
beautiful villas of moderate proportions are now being

erected. We were attracted to one of these tenements by

a board, set foith in prominence at its outer gate, upon
which, in black and white, the architect announced his

commercial shrewdness by stating that the house in

question was constructed upon the principle of the " Sani-

tary House " at the late Health Exhibition.

The placard invited inspection, and, impelled by a curio-

sity adequate to the boldness of the enterprising builder,

we entered. Our surmise was that the vaunted building

was extremely similar in outward appearance to its neigh-

bours, which were flourishing long before the Health
Exhibition sanitary abode was even in embryo. We confess

that we were delighted to find the essential sanitary details,

such as the di'ainage from the roof, the position of the soil,

pipes, cisterns, ic, exactly what they "ought to was," as

little Bouncer would have had it (Cuthbert Bede) ; but

we were somewhat disappointed with those minor, yet never-

theless, essential things, which in their totality go to make
np a comfoi-table, and, f^rgo, a healthy home. Freedom
from draughts, one of the necessities of a modern dwelling,

is to a very large extent dependent upon the suitable con-

struction of the windows, doors, and fireplaces. As a soli-

tary example, let us draw attention to those brethren of

costermongers who vend sausage-shaped " ropes of sand,"

enveloped in crimson cloth by way of heralding " Father

Christmas, ' to keep out the cold. They at once point to

the inethcient structure of the accepted and prevalent

type of window-frame ; and, again, when the lower sash of

the window is raised, the inevitable consequence is a violent

gust of wind, caused through the narrow instead of a deep

bead on the window-cill. Door draught-preventers, suitably

devised hearth-stones and fireplaces, and adequate venti-

lating apparatus, aie other items which call most urgently

for attention, and here we invariably find one and all are

almost shamefully neglected.

It shall be our duty, in our observations upon the frame-

work of the modern dwelling to lay great stress upon all

those measures, the greater number of which are the out-

come of recent inquiries, and which tend alike to economy,
cleanliness, and health. In doing so we shall have occa-

sion to notice all the most valuable inventions, whether
new or old, that are considered to be of importance from a

sanitary point of view, and we invite the suggestions and
co-operation of our friends to enable us, through their

remarks, to make these articles of the highest possible

practical value to our subscribers.

It is an incontrovertible fact that, next to a thoroughly
sound and healthy abode, the questions of dress and foods

aiTect the well-being of civilised communities most pro-

foundly. Of the first of these, there is scope for almost
illimitable research. We are at the outset made aware of

the fact that our bodies, or rather the average human
frame of modern Europeans, has through many generations

been contorted to adapt itself, from time to time, to the

extravagances of what is popularly called the ' fashion of

the times." The remarks of tlie talented director of the

British Museum in Nature and elsewhere, under the
heading of " Fashion in Deformity " (we here quote from
memory), are familiar to all students of biology. That a
tendency towards rational reform is not far distant may be
gathered from the numerous dress associations that have
lately come into existence. Not only shonid the form of the

habiliment be considered, but the texture of the material

employed to meet the requirements of each special case is

almost as deserving of inquiry. And here we have ample
scope for noticing some truly valuable innovations.

Foods act more directly upon the health of our bodily

economy than either houses or dress Without encroach-

ing upon the ground of our valued contributor, Mr. Mattieu
Williams, we hope to be able to adduce evidence as to how
the various organs of the body are affected by diets in

those minute interchanges which constitute the histological

physiology of life ; to give an outline of the morphology
and physiology, or the correlated structure and functions

of the substances which are commonly used as foods and
stimulants upon the organs and tissues of the human
frame, and to criticise the most deserving of those prepara-

tions which have recently been brought forward for the

benefit of the public.

" On earth there is nothing great but man. In man
there is nothing great but mind,"* such was the motto of

the distinguished metaphysician of the .school of Edinburgh,

the late Sir Wm. Hamilton, Bart The culture of the

mind depends to a very considerable extent upon the

manner of inculcation, especially with regard to the young.

In household economics, therefore, it is imperative that

parents and guardians ought to be cognisant of the many
advances that have recently been made in this department,

so that they may be enabled to extend to their children

the most approved and tested methods for their highest

benefit. The very furniture—the desks, seats, tables, and
books ; their shapes and sizes, are all matters of no incon-

siderable importance ; and we shall have a good oppor-

tunity of placing before the public some of the most reliable

information which it has been our good fortune to compile

upon this interesting sulject. Thus will our endeavour
have been fulfilled ; w-e sincerely trust with some degree

of benefit to the readers of our " Chapters on Modem
Domestic Economy."

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.
A WEEK'S CONVEESATION ON THE PLURALITY OP

WORLDS.

By Mons. de Fontenelle.

with kotes by richard a. proctor,

( Continued from p. 336.)

" rriHE rainbow likewise is not known to the inhabitants

J. of the moon ; for if the dawn is an effect of the

grossness of the air and vapours, the rainbow is formed in

the clouds, from whence the rain falls ; so that the most
beautiful things in the world are produced by those which
have no beauty at all. Since then there are no vapours
thick enough, nor no clouds of rain about the moon,
farewel dawn, adieu rainbow. What must lovers do for

similies in that country, when such an inexhaustible maga-
zine of comparisons is taken from them 1

"

" I shall not much bemoan the loss of their similies or

comparisons," says the Marchioness, " for I think them
well enough recompensed for the loss of our dawn and
rainbow ; for by the same reason they have neither thunder
nor lightning, both which are formed in the clouda How
glorious are their days, the sun continually shining ! how
pleasant their nights, not the least star is hid from them I

They never hear of storms or tempests, which certainly are

plain effects of the wrath of Heaven. Do you think then
they stand in need of our pityl"

" You are describing the moon," I replied, " like an

* Ought this not to be :
" On earth there is nothing so great as

man : in man there is nothing so great as mind " .'
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enchanted island ; but do you think it so pleasant

to have a scorching sun always over our heads, and
not the least cloud to moderate its heat 1 Tho' I fancy

'tis for this reason that Nature hath made great cavities in

the moon : we can discern 'em easily with our telescopes,

for they are not mountains, but so many wells or vaults in

the middle of a ])laiii ; and how do we know but the in-

habitants of the moon, being continually broil'd by the

excessive heat of the sun, do retire into those great wells 1

Perhaps they live nowhere else, and 'tis there they build

'em cities ; for we still see in the ruins of old Kome that

that part of the city which was under ground was almost

as large as that which was above ground. We need but

take that part away, and the rest would remain like one of

these lunar towns ; the whole people reside in wells, and
from one well to another there are subterraneous passages

for the communication of the inhabitants. I perceive,

madam, you laugh at me
;

yet, if I may be so free with a

fair lady, you deserve it much better than I : for you
believe the people in the moon must live upon the surface

of their planet, because we do so upon ours ; but quite the

contrary ; for, as we dwell upon the superficies of our

planet, they should not dwell upon the superficies of theirs.

If things differ so much in this world, what must they do
in another V

" 'Tis no matter," said the Marchioness, " I can never
suffer the inhabitants of the moon to live in perpetual

darkness."
" You wOl be more concern'd for 'em," I reply'd, " when

I tell you that une of the antient philosophers long since

discover'd the moon to be the abode of the blessed souls

departed otit of this life, and that all their happiness con-

sisted in hearing the harmony of the spheres, which is

made by the motion of the celestial bodies. And the

philosopher pretending to know exactly all they do there,

he tells you that when the moon is obscured by the shadow
of the earth, they no longer hear the heavenly musick,
liut howl like so many souls in purgatory ; so that the

moon, taking pity of 'em, makes all the haste she can to

get into the light again."
" Methinks, then," says the lady, " we should now and

then see some of the blessed souls arrive here from the

moon, for certainly they are sent to us."
" I confess, indeed," said I, " it would be very pleasant

to see different worlds. Such a voyage, tho' but in imagi-

nation, is very delightful. What would it be in reality 1

It would be much better, certainly, than to go to Japan,
which at best is but crawling from one end of the globe to

t'other
; and after all to see nothing but men."

" Well, then," says she, " let us travel over the planets
as fast as we can. What should hinder us 1 Let us place

ourselves at all the different prospects, and from thence
consider the universe. But, first, have we anything more
to see in the moon ?

'

"Yes, madam," says I, "our description of that world is

not quite exhausted. You must remember that the two
movements which turn the moon on herself, and about us,

being equal, the one always presents to our eyes that
part of which the other must consequently deprive us, and
so she always to us wears the same face. We have then
but one moiety of her which looks on us ; and as the
moon must be supposed not to turn on her own center, in

respect to us, that moiety which sees us always, and that
which never sees us, remains fixed in the same point of

the firmament. When it is night with her, and her nights
are equal to fifteen of our days, she at first sees but a
little corner of the earth enlightened, after that a larger

spot, and so almost by hourly gradations spreads her light

till it covers the face of the whole globe ; whereas these

same changes do not appear to us to affect the moon, but
from one night to another, because we lose her a long
time out of our sight."

" I would give anything that I could possibly fathom
the awkward reasonings of the philosophers of their world
upon our earth's appearing immoveable to them, when all

the other celestial bodies rise and set over their

heads within the compass of fifteen days. It is

plain they attribute this immobility to her bigness,

for she is forty times larger than the moon ; and
when the poets have a mind to extol indolent Princes,

I doubt not but they take care to compare their inactivity

to this majestic repose of the earth : however, this opinion
is attended with one difficulty ; they must very sensibly

perceive in the moon, that our earth turns upon her own
center. For instance, suppose that Europe, Asia, and
America present themselves one after another to them in

miniature, and in different shapes and figures, almost as we
see them upon maps : now this sight must be a novelty

to such travellers, as pass from that moiety of the moon
whicli never sees us, to that which always does. Ah ! how
cautious would they be of believing the relation of the first

travellers, who should speak of it after their return to that

great country, to which we are so entirely unknown !

"

" Now, I fancy," says the Marchioness, " they make a

sort of voyage from one side of their country to the other,

to try to make discoveries in our world, and that there are

certain honours and privileges assigned to such as have
once in their lives had a view of our great planet."

" At least," replied I, " those who have had this view
obtained the privilege of being better lighted dtiring their

nights. The residence in the other moiety of the moon
must of necessity be much less commodious in that respect.

But now let us continue the journey we proposed to take

from one planet to another, for I think we have had a

pretty curious survey of the moon ; at least you have seen

all I can show you."
(To he continued.)

THE ENTOMOLOGY OF A POND.
By E. A. BuTLEB.

ABOVE THE SURFACE— (coM^iimed).

THE caddis-flies, which we left a short time ago, just

emerging from pupahood, may now engage our atten-

tion. Of these insects we have upwards of 150 species

already recorded from the British Isles, but, no doubt,

others exist which have not yet fallen into the hands of the

very small band of entomologists specially interested in

the group. The larger kinds, which in some cases reach

an expanse of wing of almost two inches, are nocturnal in

habits, concealing themselves by day amongst herbage and

on the trunks of tree?. But many of the smaller ones

may be seen during the daytime flittiug backwards and

forwards with an uncertain kind of movement just above

the surface, seeming sometimes to be trying how near they

can approach the water, without actually touching it. All

these insects are delicate in texture, their four membranous
wings being easily damaged, and their soft bodies, Uke

those of the May-flies, shrivelling up in an unsightly manner
after death, a peculiarity which does not tend to lessen the

diflSculties that, at the best of times, beset the discrimina-

tion of the species. The wings, which are always some

shade of brown or black, are sometimes, like those of

moths, adorned with patterns, and as, in many respects,

they closely resemble the latter insects, for which, indeed,

they are often mistaken, it will be beat first of all to point
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out the differences between the two orders, Lepidoptera
(moths) and Trkhojitera (caddis-flies).

On placing examples of each side by side, with wings
expanded, a superficial glance will detect little more
difference than that the wings of the caddis-fly, especially

the liind pair, have a semi-transparent and somewhat glossy

and iridescent appearance which is absent from those of the

moth, and the most important structural difl'erences will

need microscopic work for their complete determination.

Applying the microscope tirst to the wings, we find that in

the moth the pattern is due not to the colour of the wings
themselves, but to innumerable minute appendages in the
form of tiny scales attached to the wing by the pointed
end only, lapping over one another like slates on the roof of

a house, and producing by their different colours a sort of

mosaic pattern, the elements of which are so small that

the mosaic effect is lost when viewed simply by the

naked eye. On removing the scales, which can be done
by gently brushing with a camel's hair brush, we find that

the true wing consists of a transparent, colourless mem-
brane with nervures forming its framework. Examining
the caddis-fly in the same way, we see that the nervures

are more numerous, and that such pattern as there may be,

which is generally not a great deal, is produced partly by
the coloration of the membranous wing itself, and partly

by minute hairs, not scales, scattered more or less thickly

over the surface. These differences will generally suffice

for the separation of moths from caddis-flies ; but there are

a few moths that, so far as appearance and clothing of

wings are concerned, approach very near to the Trichop-

terous type, the wings being semi-transparent, glossy, and
iridescent, and the scales attenuated to such a degree as to

be scarcely distinguishable from hairs, a condition best

exemplified in the common pale brownish moth, Nudaria
mundana. The antennrc of a caddis-fly are generally pro-

portionately longer and stouter than those of a moth and
are carried, pointing straight forward in front of the

head. In the organs of the mouth (Fig. 1) there is a

?>!-\

A B

Fig. 1.—Side view of head of moth (A) and caddis-fly (B) ; a,

base of antenna^; ?y, labial palpi; m, maxiU;t;; my, maxiUarj-
palpi.

great difference. The moth carries a pair of long,

flexible appendages closely applied to one another, and
curled up in a flat coU which is placed in a vertical

plane underneath the head ; no such coiled apparatus exists

in any other kinds of insects. On each side of this coil is

a jointed organ, clothed more or less thickly with scales,

the pair of which form between them a sort of groove, into

which the coil fits. These two pairs of organs are called

respectively maxillaj and labial palpi, and are the principal

organs of the mouth in the Lepidoptera. The maxilla^, which
can be ttncoiled at pleasure, carry along their inner edge,

which is grooved, numerous short hooks, those of one side

interlocking with those of the other, and thus forming a
central tube, up which the liquid food taken by the insect

must pass in order to enter the mouth, an aperture between
the bases of the maxillre. In the caddis-fly the only organs

distinctly perceptible are two pairs of delicate, jointed

appendages, the maxillary and labial palpi. Though its

larva ])osses.sed a pair of stout jaws, and was able to make
good u.se of them, the perfect insect is, equally with the

moth, entire!}' destitute of any such organs : the moth's

coiled maxilla', however, sufliciently distinguish the insect.

In a few moths the maxillae are quite nidimentary, the

palpi being almost the only recognisable mouth organs :

this manifesth- approximates the mouth in ap]iearance to

the Trichopterous type, and there is a noteworthy instance

in which even competent entomologists were for a time

misled by this condition. The insect in question is a small,

whitish moth, called Acentropv.s niveus, which, as it is a

genuine lover of ponds, will come in for more lengthened

notice later on ; it was bandied about from one order to the

other, at one time being considered a caddis-fly, at another

a moth, till, the discussion having waxed hot and strong,

it found a final resting-place amongst the Lepidoptera.

Some of the caddis-flies, viz., those of the family Lepto-

ceridcF, are remarkable for the enormous length of their

antennw, which are sometimes four or five times as long as

the body. It is these little creatures, some of them soot}-

black in colour, that form dancing groups just above the

surface of the water. By entomological beginners they are

sure to be mistaken for moths, especially as there is a

well-known family of moths of the same size, of similar

shape, with equally disproportionate antennfe, and with

their colours, too, sometimes not unlike those of the Lepto-

ceridie. Attention to the structural characteristics men-

tioned above will, however, infallibly lead the observer to

their true systematic position. It should constantly be

borne in mind that mere superficial resemblances count for

nothing to the systematist ; insects that look something

alike in general appearance are not necessarily at all related,

for there are numerous instances of mimicry between

species belonging to altogether different orders : an exami-

nation, therefore, which pays more attention to general

effect than to matters of detail, will often fail to detect

either real points of similarity or of disagreement ; and

students of entomology should be very careful in forming

an opinion as to an insect's systematic position without the

closest scrutiny of all essential parts, assisted by at least a

hand-lens, and, if necessary, even by the compound micro-

scope.

Caddis-flies are to be found during the summer months.

Thev fly with a heavy, zigzag sort of flight, and when in

the net often simulate death, bringing the wings close along-

side the body (the hind pair, which are much larger than

the fore, being folded up Uke a fan), relaxing their hold,

and falling over on their side. But any attempt to secure

their persons will speedily convince them of the futility of

this pretence, and elicit spasmodic struggles for liberty.

There are some other water-frequenting, winged crea-

tures, such as the stone-flies, willow-fly, and alder-fly, that,

like the caddises, are used as bait by anglers, and are there-

fore sometimes confounded with them. These, however,

though in habits resembling the subjects of the present

paper, are pretty easily seen, by examination of the wings,

not to belong to quite the same group ; their wings are

more or less closely reticulated by means of a number of

tra7isrerse nervures in addition to the longitudinal ones

(those of caddis-flies being chiefly longitudinal), and are

only reri/ slightly hairy, generally, indeed, imperceptibly so,

without considerable magnification ; and, in consequence,

are more transparent than those of caddis-flies. Most of

them, too, carry two long filaments at the tail, which the

true caddis-flies never do. These insects, together with a

number of others, such as May-flies, dragon-flies, snake-flies,

and lacewing-flies, constitute the wonderfully mixed assem-

blage known as the order Neuroptera—a group with which
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some people associate the caddis-flies. The stone-flies and
willoiv-fly, together with the angler's " Yellow Sally," con-

stitute the family Perlidcp., a group of that section of the

order called Pseudo-neuroptera. The alder-fly belongs to

the Sialhla, a family of another section called Planipennia,
which contains also the beautiful lacewing-flies, or "goldeu-
eyes." But a more detailed notice of these must be reserved
for our next pappr.

{To he cnnfinv.ed.)

FRENCH BALLOON EXPERIMENTS.
By Richard A. Peoctor.

I
HEARD with suspicion rather than surprise of the

apparent success of Captains Renard and Krebs in

directing a balloon against the wind. It is so manifest that

the balloon is unsuited for atrial navigation that I took it for

granted there could have been very little wind, if any.

Possibly, even, an upper current in a different direction

from the lower one favoured the aeronauts during that
first experiment. When there was a breeze worth men-
tioning, and its direction adverse, the experiment failed,

as it was bound to do. When we consider the nature of
the task which a balloon director has to achieve, we
readily see that the problem is a hopeless one. To sup-

port the weight of a man, a balloon must have more than
a thousand times a man's volume. To support an engine,
the balloon must have at least six thousand times the
volume of the engine. To support several men and an
engine equal in weight to several more, the balloon must
have theoretically a volume of forty or fifty thousand
cubic feet ; but really a much greater volume, because of

the weight of the balloon itself, the necessity of carrying
ballast, and so forth. Again, the hydrogen is not pure,
and it is not at atmospheric jn-essure, but at greater pres-

sure, as the distension of the balloon shows. A spherical

balloon would have to be nearly 60 feet in diameter to
contain 100,000 cubic feet, or thereabouts, of gas. Such a
balloon would present to the wind an eSective resisting

surface of about 2,700 square feet, and certainly no force
of propulsion which any engine carried by such a balluon
could produce for more than a few minutes, would suflSce

to resist the action of the wind on such a surface when
there was anything of a breeze. By giving to the balloon
a fish-like shape, as Captains Renard and Krebs did, the
propulsion of the balloon directly in the teeth of the wind
is of course made easier; but, as in the great majority of
cases there would be no advantage in going directly
against the wind (it is always as unlikely that that would
•be the best course, as a course directly with the wind), the
fish-like shape is disadvantageous rather than otherwise, for

it enormously increases the resisting surface when the
^wind is abeam. A great mistake, indeed, is made by those
who compare the movements of a balloon in the air with
the movements of a fish in the sea. They seem to suppose
that the fish shape will be a help against the action of the
wind ; but this is as absurd as it would be to suppose that
a fish placed in the midst of a current or river carrying it

bodily along would l>e helped by its shape to resist the
action of that current The fish can swim athwart the
current or river, but all the time it shares the motion of

the stream in which it is placed. Until it is shown to be
possible to urge a mon,strous balloon through the air at a
rate considerably exceeding that of a stiff breeze, nothing
is to be hoped for from balloon-supported propellers. Of
course, this is hopeless ; but a propulsive action, much less

effective, would suffice to keep afloat a flying machine sup-

ported (as a condor or an albatross is supported) by a
widely - extended horizontal surface.

—

Newcastle Weekly
Chronicle.

ELECTRO-PLATING.
By W. Slingo.

Xni.—SILVERING SOLUTIONS {continued).

THE process of dissolving silver in nitric acid may be
dispensed with by purchasing the nitrate of silver

prepared in the crystalline form. It is a rather dear way
of going to work, but if a good price be paid at a good
shop, purity may be relied upon, and this is more than can
always be said for an amateur's work. Experience, how-
ever, would very speedily put matters right in this direc-

tion. Care should be taken that the nitric acid is of good
quality, as impurities are certain to lead to waste, if not
disaster. Hydrochloric acid, one of the more generally

present impurities of nitric acid, precipitates a portion of
the silver as the chloride, which portion is consequently
wasted.

Having prepared the nitrate of silver solution, a solution

of cyanide of potassium is added gradually ; the latter

solution being made by dissolving about a quarter of a
pound of cyanide of potassium in a pint of water. The
effect of the cyanide of potassium upon the nitrate of

silver is to convert it into the cyanide of that metal,

which, being insoluble in water, falls to the bottom
of the vessel. The liquid then becomes nitrate of

potassium instead of silver. Care must be taken not to

add too much of the cyanide of potassium solution, in con-

sequence of its having the power of dissolving the cyanide

of silver. If too much should be accidentally added, it is

best to neutralise it by the addition of an extra quantity of

nitrate of silver solution. These operations are best con-

ducted in a glass vessel, bo as to enable the progress of the

precipitation of cyanide of silver to be carefully watched.

When the precipitation ceases, and the whole of the silver

has been allowed to settle at the bottom of the vessel, the

clear supernatant liquid is gently decanted, and the pre-

cipitate washed a few times. The washing process consists in

simply pouring a quantity of water on to the cyanide of silver,

and, after allowing a settlement, pouring it off again. It

is advisable to " test," or try, the solution as the cyanide is

added. Although the white cyanide of silver forms a some-

what dense precipitate, it nevertheless takes some time to

settle, the worker is consequently liable to mistake the

degree to which he has converted the silver solution.

One tolerably sure indication that the necessary amount
of cyanide of potassium has been exceeded is that, where

the superfluous cyanide passes, it clarifies the solution by
redissolving the suspended particles of cyanide of silver. The
safest plan, however, is to allow the sediment to settle, and
then to remove a little of the clear supernatant liquid, and,

placing it in a test-tube or other small glass vessel, add a

drop or two of the cyanide of potassium solution ; the

.slightest cloudiness supervening is a sure indication that

some of the silver remains unprecipitated, and accordingly

more of the cyanide of potassium solution should be

added to the main bulk of the nitrate of .silver solution,

and after a short time a further test should be taken in

the manner above indicated. Should it happen, however,

that the addition of the cyanide to the teat-tube fails to

precipitate any silver, there may possibly be already pre-

sent an excess of the cyanide. This will be proved if, on the

addition of nitrate of silver, cloudiness ensues. Of course,

more nitrate must be added than would be necessary to

I
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neutralise the few diopa of cyanide added for testing pur-

poses.

A little stronger solution of cyanide of potassium is now
poured gradually over the precipitated cyanide of silver until

the whole of it is again dissolved, a glass stirrer being

continually used to facilitate the solution. A small quantity

of the cyanide of potassium—say about three-quarters of

an ounce— is then added to expedite the subsequent solu-

tion of the silver anode. The solution is next diluted with

about a gallon of water, and then filtered to remove any
impurities that may be present. It is then ready for the

bath.

As hinted in the previous article, the amateur may expe-

rience some difficulty in procuring the cyanide of potassium,

but a double salt—viz., the ferrocyanide—he should expe-

rience no difficulty in getting. With this he may make
his own cyanide. The following is the process generally

adopted :—Take a quantity of ferrocyanide of potassium,

pound it fine, and gently heat it in an iron pan, with con-

stant stirring, until quite dry ; treat a quantity of the best

carbonate of potash in a similar manner. When they
are perfectly dry, add about three parts of the car-

bonate to eight parts of the ferrocyanide, and thoroughly
mix them ; heat the mixture rapidly in an iron ladle or

crucible, until it melts into a clear liquid, when gas will be
evolved from its surface. It should be niiintaiued at a
moderate or dull-red heat about fifteen or twenty minutes,

and until the end of a cold iron rod dipped into it shows a

white sample. The fusion should not be continued until

the evolution of gas ceases, or the product will be of a grey

colour. It should be kept covered as much as possible.

By allowing it to stand undisturbed a few minutes at the

latter part of the operation, and occasionally tapping the

sides of the ladle or crucible, the iron of the ferrocyanide

will settle at the bottom as a fine black powder. The
colourless cyanide of potassium may then be poured off

into a cold iron pan, or upon a thick and cold iron

plate. It should be broken up while still warm, and pre-

served in a well-stoppered jar. The black sediment, which
contains much cyanide of potassium, should be scraped out

of the vessel while it is still hot and carefully preserved, as

water will at any time dissolve out the cyanide. If the

process has been well conducted, the product will be of a
clear, white colour, or at most but very slightly grey. A
larger proportion of cyanide of potassium is obtained by
this process than when ferrocyanide alone is employed,
because in the former case one-third of the cyanogen (that

which was combined with the iron) combines with the

potassium of the carbonate of potassium ; whilst, in the

latter case it is lost. The cyanide produced by the fusion

of the ferrocyanide of potassium alone is of a greyish-black

colour, and is termed " black cyanide.''

Except where special preparations are made to produce a

deposit having a bright surface, a dead or unpolished sur-

face is produced, and if a bright surface is required,

mechanical means are resorted to in orJer to obtain it.

For some work, however, a dead surface is preferable, and
it decidedly has beauties of its own. For such purposes a

good solution is made by converting an ounce of silver into

the nitrate by the method described in the previous article,

and dissolving the crystals in three pints of distilled water.

The silver is then precipitated (as the chloride of silver) by
the addition of a strong solution of common salt. Having
well washed the precipitate, it is next dissolved by the

addition of a strong solution of cyanide of potassium, care

being taken not to add much more than will dissolve the
chloride of silver. The liquid is then filtered through
two or three papers, and sufficient distilled water added to

make one gallon of solution.

This solution answers very well, as above-mentioned, for

dead work ; more especially is this the case when the solu-

tion contains a larger proportion of water than that above-

mentioned, when the battery power is weak, and when the

anode is small. The deposition of silver under such cir-

cumstances would be much slower, and the particles would

adhere more firmly to the object being coated.

A bright surface is imparted to the silver as it is

deposited in the following manner :
— An ounce of

bisulphide of carbon is put into a jiint bottle containing

a strong silver solution with more cyanide of potassium

than is necessary to dissolve the silver. The bottle,

after being well shaken, is stood aside for a few

days, and is then ready for use. A few drops of the

solution may be poured into the plating bath occasionally,

until the surface of the deposited silver attains a sufficient

degree of brightness ; care being taken, however, to add

the bisulphide solution very sparingly or the depositing

solution may be spoiled. This process is most applicable

where bright surfaces are required, but which, owing to

their irregularity, or to the fragile nature of the object,

cannot be burnished in the manner to be presently

described.

CHATS ABOUT GEOMETRICAL
MEASUREMENT.
By IlicH.\RD A. Pkoctor.

(Continued from page 339.)

A. I suppose geometrical measurements relating to

curves, surfaces, volumes, &c., begin with the lengths of

arcsl

M. We may begin with them, though the simplest

methods and the best illustrations relate to surfaces.

A. How is that]

J/. You will see if you consider what has to be done in

the two cases. Always in measuring curved figures we
have to conceive them divided up into great numbers of

small parts, these parts being not affected by curvature.

Now an arc cannot really be divided into straight lines ; for

no parts of it are straight. But we can divide a plane

surface bounded by curved lines into great numbers of

rectangles, triangles, &c. So we can divide a volume

having a curved surface, into prisms, pyramids, parallele-

pipeds, itc. A curved surface is as awkward in this respect

as an arc, for no part of it is plane.

A. Can you give me illustrations of your meaning]

M. Readily. In fact we must start from general illus-

trations of these peculiarities.

Fig. 3.

A. What then is the difficulty with arcs?

J/. Suppose A E B (Fig. 3) is an arc we have to measure.

We cannot divide this arc into straight portions no matter

how small. If we set a number of points C, D, E, F, G,

along the arc, we see that the straight lines A C, C D, D E,

E F, F G, G B together, come nearer to the true length of

the arc than A B. For while these straight lines together
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are less than the curved lines A C, C D, D E, ic, together,

—that is, less than the arc A E B—they are greater than

A B, and so come nearer to the arc in length. So, if we
divide the arc A C into a number of small ones, the chords

of these together will be nearer in value than the chord

A C to the arc A C. And so of the other arc D, D E,

E F, &c. Thus we get nearer and nearer to the length of

A B, by taking a greater and greater number of chords

along its length. Still this does not prove that we can

approach the length of the arc within any quantity, how-

ever small, that may be indicated. For you may draw

nearer and nearer to a quantity yet always remain separated

from in by a finite quantity.

A. That sounds paradoxical.

M. WpII, take the quantity -3. Suppcse you take 1, add

i to that, I to the sum, J to that sum, and so on con-

tinually. Are you not continually approaching the value

3 (or indeed 4, or 5, or any number over 2) 1 Yet as your

sum never exceeds 2, you are always separated from 3 by

the finite quantity 1.

A. Still in the case illustrated by Fig. 3 it really looks

as though you could get as near as you please to the length

of the arc A E B, by increasing sufficiently the number of

chords.

J/. It looks so, and it is so
;
^but you cannot easily

prove it.

A. I observe in your figure a number of straight lines

AH, H K, K L, L M, M N, NO, OB outside the arc

A B. What do they mean 1

M. They are tangents at A, C, D, E, F, G and B. It

is tolerably obvious not only that A H, H K, K L, L M,
M N, N O, and O B together are greater than the arc A B,

but that by increasing the number of such tangent lines,

we can approach the length of the arc A B as nearly as we
plpase.

^1. Yes ; only you approach it from the other side, from

outside, as it were. The real length of the arc lies between

tlie sum of the chords and the sum of the tangents.

M. Precisely ; and if we can show that these sums draw
nearer and nearer to each other, and are finally separated

by a length which may be made less than any that can be

assigned we shall have obtained a satisfactory way of

measuring arc lengths.

A. And I notice that so far as the set of outside lines

are concerned we may be said to be following the natural

way of measuring. For if we wished to measure the

length of such a curved arc as A E B we should apply to it

a fine string or a delicate chain, extended from A to B

;

and diminishing the number of our tangents AH, H B,

&c., corresponds exactly to making the links of our

measuring-chain shorter and shorter, which would naturally

make the chain a more and more delicate measurer. But
now can you prove that the outer and inner sets of short

straight lines approach each other indefinitely X

Fig. 4.

M. It will go near to be thought so presently. Let

A C, Fig. 4, represent the A of Fig. 3, A H the tangents

at A and C (not necessarily equal). Draw H P square to

A C, and with centres, A C, describe circular arcs, P k^ P /,

to the lines AH, H C. Then obviously the two lines H A,
H C together exceed A C, by the sum of the two short

lines H h, and H I. But since the arc A C, by the very

nature of a curved arc, changes continuously through alj

the directions included within its length, the angles H A 0,
II C A, may be made as email as we please by bringing C
near enough to A in Fig. 3. We can always magnify it to

any size we please in Fig. 4. But P H is a tangent to the
circles of which Vk and P^ are arcs ; and it is obvious that

the nearer we bring A H and C H to A C, the smaller h H
and I H must become, and they can be made as small as

we please, while A H and H C never become less than
A P and P C. Therefore the excess of A H, H C together

over A C may be made indefinitely small compared with
A C. So that the sum of the excesses of AH, H K, K L,

L M, ic, in Fig. 3, over A C, C D, D E, E F, &c., may be
neglected compared with the sum either of A B, C D, D E,
E F, ic, or of A H, H K, K L, L M, i-c.

A. But may not these little " excesses," as you call them,
though each is very small, made up an appreciable quantity

through their number. As you increase the number of

divisions you get more of these little bits.

M. That makes no difference. We make the ratio of

each such pair as H ^, HZ in Fig. 4, to each part as A 0,

exceedingly small,—as small in fact as we please. The
ratio of all of them together to all such lines as A C, C D,
ic, together, cannot be greater than the ratio of the

largest pair, like H A, H Z to the chord corresponding to

AC.
A. Illustrate this numerically. •

M. Suppose you break up the number 1,000,000 into

a million small parts pretty nearly equal, each therefore

about equal in value to unity. Now, if from each of

these quantities you take off a very minute fraction, say,

one-millionth, you have a very large number—a million

—

of these millionths of unity (or thereabouts) ; but all

together they cannot amount to more than one, a very

small proportion of your original number. If you increase

the number of parts of your original number to a billion,

and take oflT a trillionth of each part, the sum of these

billion trillionths will be just a trillionth of the original

number. It matters not how great the number of these

parts you take ; if the ratio of each to that from which

it is taken be very small, the sum of all of them will bear

just that small ratio to the original total.

A. Is there any assumption at all, then, in your reason-

ing about arc lengths ?

M. There is ; though no one can really doubt its fair-

ness. I have assumed that A H and H C together, are

greater than the arc A Q G within these lines and touching

them at A and 0.

Fig. 5.

A. But obviously they are greater. Why, you can draw
a tangent T Q T' to some point Q in the arc A Q C (Fig. .5).

Then the broken line A T T' C is nearer to the arc A Q
than the broken line A H C, and is manifestlv less than

A H C (since T Q T' is less than T H, H T' together). Then
we can draw the shorter tangents < R <', T S T' ; and so on,

getting continually nearer and nearer to the arc A R Q S C,

and at each step diminishing the total length of the tangent

chords.

J/. Your reasoning is accurate. But still you require

finally an assumption, when your drawing of tangents

comes to an end. However I think we may fairly regard

the assumption that any tangents as A H, H C are together

less than the arc A t,) C as to all intents and purposes

axiomatic.
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A. We have had a good deal of trouble over our preli-

minary inquiry into arcs. Can plane surfaces bounded by
curved lines, and solids bounded by curved surfaces be

more easily dealt with '!

J/. Much more easily. We will take them next ; and
consider also the more difficult case of curved surfaces.

After that preliminary inquiry we will consider a number
of cases of interest, in the measurement of various curves,

surfaces bounded by curves, volumes, curved surfaces, and
so forth, taking very simple cases first.

A. But will you not give me some examples of measuring
arcs.

M. I must first explain how, instead of the chords and
tangents shown in Fig. 3 we have usually to employ other

approximations to the length of curved arcs.

(To ie continued.)

GBAPniCAL PROJECTION OF AN
ECLIPSE OF THE MOON.

IN compliance with a request preferred by several sub-

scribers, we propose to explain the method of graphi-

cally projecting a Lunar Eclipse from the details given in

the Nautical A Imaiiac : and, in order to render the prin-

ciple perfectly intelligible, we have given all the successive

steps (including the simple calculations) in the production
of the subjoined diagram of the recent eclipse of Oct. 4,

which has attracted so much attention.

First let us see what the Nautical Almanac furnishes us

with. Turning to page 401, we find :

—

Elements.

tireenwieh Mean Time of Opposition in R.A., h. m. s.

Oct. 4 10 8 5-1

iWoon's Right Ascension 44 2502
o / //

Moon's Declination N4 57 57"9

Sun's Declination S 4 46 33-6

Moon's Hourly Motion in R.A 34 135
Sun's Hourly Motion in R.A 2 167
Moon's Hourly Motion in Declination N 10 52'9

iiun's Hourly Motion in Declination S 57'7

Moon's Equatorial Horizontal Parallax .59 23-0

Sun's Equatorial Horizontal Parallax 8'9

Moon's 'True Semi-diameter 16 125
Stm's True Semi-diameter 16 2'4

V

of the earth's shadow ^ Moon's horizontal parallax + Sun's

horizontal parallax - Sun's semi-diameter

—

i.e., in this case,

5° 9' 17"-1 -i-8"-9 - 16' 2"-4 or 43' 2,3"-6. To this we must
add l-60th, say, 43"-4, on account of the earth's atmosphere,
and we shall finally get 44' 7" for the semi-diameter of the

shadow. Take, now, any scale of equal parts (one of 40 to

the inch, or IJ inch to 1°, was employed in constructing

our diagram above), and with 441 of them as radius, from
centre C describe the circle A D B R. This will represent

a section of the shadow of the earth at the Moon's distance.

Draw the diameter A C B to represent a parallel to the

equator, and make CG perpendicular to it= 11' 24"3, the

difference between the Moon's declination and that of the

centre of the shadow. We must be careful to take G above

0, because the Jloon's centre is north of that of the shadow.
The beginner will note that, as the Sun's declination is

south, that of the earth's shadow must be north. Taking
the hourly motion of the Sun in R A from that of the

Moon (2' lG"-7 from 34' 13" 5) we get 31' 56"-8 or 1916"-8

as the hourly motion of the Moon in R A from the sun,

which we may now consider a fixture ; but it must first be
reduced to the arc of a great circle by multiplying by the

cosine of the Moon's declination. This is done in three lines

by logarithms. Thus :

—

1916"-8 log. 3-282.5768
4" 57' 57" -9 cos. 9 9983668

1909"-6 or 31' 49"-6 3 280943G

B^Now then to begin our figure.

First, the figure of the earth is a spheroid, and not a

sphere, so that her shadow is not rigidly circular. Hence,

to have a mean radius, we will reduce the Moon's horizontal

parallax to a latitude of 45''. This reduction we find to be,

in the proper tables, 5"
-9, so from 59'23"0 we take 5"-9,

leaving the reduced parallax 59 ' 17"-1. The semi-diameter

So we make 0=31' 49" -6, and C P, perpendicular to it,

= 9' 55"'2, the Moon's hourly motion from the centre of

the shadow in declination, observing to place P above 0,

because the Moon was going northward with reference to

the shadow. Join O P, and parallel to it, through G, draw
the line N G L. This gives us the Moon's path with
respect to the shadow. On N L let the perpendicular

OK fall. Now, at lOh. 8m. 5"ls. the Moon's centre was
at G. To find where it was at lOh. (marked X on
NGL) we say as 60m. :8m. 5-ls. ::0P toGX. We take

the corresponding measure ofi" our scale, and, extending it

from G, so find X. Then, in a perfectly obvious way we
set oft" the distance P on either side of our 10 o'clock

point, and sub-divide these hours so graduated as minutely

as we choose. Those in our figure might be so divided into

60 mins. each, without difiiculty. Then will the times

corresponding to E K and
H represent the beginning,

middle, and end of the

eclipse respectively. Cir-

cles described round E K
and H, with a radius

=

the Moon's semi-diameter

(16' 12"-5), will show the

position of the Moon at

these instants. R T shows

what is known as the mag-
nitude of the eclipse. If,

with C as a centre, and a

radius = C B—the Moon's

semi-diameter, we describe

a circle cutting L N in S T,

the instants of the Moon's

reaching these points are those of the beginning and end

of total darkness.

Erkatum.—In the reply to "W. H. K. S.," column 2, p. 373,

in our last number "wilful imbecility" should be "wilful un-

belief."
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THE FISH RIVER CAVES, NEAR
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.

By J. E. RicHTER.

THESE caves are situated about 80 miles west of

Sydney, Australia, and are some 3,000 ft. above sea-

level, in an interesting mountainous locality. They were

first discovered by a party of settlers in 1866, while in

pursuit of bushrangers.

Apart from the cave sights, that attract so many visi-

tors, the locality surrounding affords an interesting study

to the geologist and student of nature. A wall or ridge of

limestone, hard as flint, and several hundred feet in height,

stretches across country for several miles, sometimes as a

ridge, at other places as an arch or biidge spanning streams.

One of these creeks, containing a stream measuring several

square feet in section, disappears under the limestone,

embouching again a mile or so further down. Its subter-

ranean course has never yet been traced. Contiguous to

its course, little doubt exists of many undiscovered caves,

possibly surpassing in beauty those at present shown to de-

lighted visitors. In ages past this ridge of liruestone, now so

high above the sea, and eighty miles from it, was the bottom
of the warm ocean, the abode and regenerative ground of

the myriad tribe of shell-fich. Unearthing a detached piece

of limestone from the red soil, different forms of shell

are discernible over the surface of it, a substance in the soil

eating or corroding certain parts of the limestone more than

others, leaving the shell forms raised above the surface of

it. Viewing these forms, it is significant that none of the

shells originally forming a part substance of this limestone

were larger than one and a half inches in any section. The
line of junction of the limestone with other rocks is visible

at several places. On the we&tern side an indurated

Silurian schist formation closes in upon it. At the other,

softer schists. Another creek, after having worn out a

passage for itself through this wall of limestone, imme-
diately joins the stream beforementioned ; and it is near

the junction of these streams the caves are situated, so

far discovered, and as shown to the visitor by the caretaker

—the caves having been wisely reserved by the Govern-
ment of New South Wales from any private proprietary

speculation or interference. Where these streams have
bored a passage through several hundred yards of this wall

of limestones, traces are left sufficiently numerous to show
that said streams had originally worked through at a much
higher level ; in after ages grinding deeper to the present
bed.

These caves are singularly attractive. The intricate gal-

leries, halls, and passages in their subterranean scenes are

so truly magnificent that a person having once seen them
is desirous of viewing them again and again, new features

being presented to his view at each visit and at every turn.

The strange forms that have been assumed by the drippings
from the limestone are almost infinite, and are in beauty
unsurpassable in their own character elsewhere. When
lighted up by the incandescent magne.sium wire, or other
strong light, these sublime chambers, so strangely formed
by Nature's hands, present a gorgeous spectacle, filled as

they are with drooping sprays, coral growths, delicate

pendants, gigantic columns, handsome shawls, huge cur-

tains, and shadowy arches of the most fantastic kind. There
is a good coach-road from the railway at Tarana to the
caves, thirty-six miles.

The cavernous limestone of the Fish River is bluish-

brown in colour, compact and hard ; fractures easily under
the hammer, leaving an edge sharp as that of flint. It is

capable of taking a high polish, almost equal to that of the

New Zealand greenstone, so much used in jewellery orna-

mentation at the present time in Australasia. At different

places about the caves, where the configuration of the sur-

face has forced the many animals of the kangaroo species,,

large and small, to travel on any narrow trail, the lime-

stone is worn so smooth and polished by the feet of these

indigenous animals that the face (f the visualist is reflected

to him as in a mirror at favourable spots.

The length of the numerous caves in their various turLS

and curves, ascents and descents, would probably measuj-e

several miles, taking about three days to view, while the

student may spend three days more to advantage inspecting

the many strange overground features of the neighbour-

hood, including the unique surrounding woodland scenepy,

typically Australian.

The fissured condition of some of the limestone in this

locality is due to volcanic upheaval disturbance. Many
uf the smaller fissures have been filled since the upheaval

by silicates and spar, some coloured, denoting the pre-

sence of oxides of iron and probably other metals, from

which also the hard carbonates deposited in such lovely

and various forujs on the walls, or dependent from the

domes and arches of the caves below, have obtained their

variegated and diversified colours. Some of these silicates

present an example of that rare combination, stratification

and crystallisation.

For two or three years after discovery the more accessible

caves were partly despoiled by iconoclastic-inclined visitors

breaking away the best stalacites and cairying them off t(y

adorn their homes. Then the Government assumed charge

of these marvels of nature, since which time the caves-

are locked at their various entrances by iron gates, and

can now only be seen by the guidance of the caretaker,

whose service is free of charge, the material for display-

ing light and cost of sustenance while there being the

only charges made. Much improvement has been and is-

being made throughout to enable visitors, including ladies,

to better see the many wondrous sights without the-

physical exertion that was necessary in former years.

Trenches ha^•e been dug in many places, so that one can

now walk along upright where once it was necessary to-

crawl along on hands and knees, or wriggle along, cater-

pillar fashion, through passages that measured but 10 or

12 inches from floor to roof. Bridges have been thrown

across chasms and pools, wire-ladders and stairs have been

fixed at difficult ascents or descents, iron or wire-rope rail-

ing guards the more dangerous side-lines and pits, and

rocks and other obstructions have been cleared away.

It would be difficult, as it would be unwise, to compare-

these caves with the Mammoth Caves of Kentucky or the

more recently-discovered Luray Caves of Virginia, each

having its own characteristics—the Mammoih, for their

vastness and rosette-covered walls ; the Luray, for their

tessellar pendent features; the Fish River, for their spiked

and filigree glasswork and shawl-draped roofs and walls.

The student of nature, accustomed to find the most

exquisite symmetry, form, and colour where light and

warmth are in most abundance, is surprised to find here, as

in other caverns, that the most charming forms, figures,

and colours have been slowly created in these underground

corridors, in a temperature not more than 60° Fahr., and

in darkness as intense as that of some parts of the Black

Tartarus, as believed in by the ancients. This silent,

enduring evidence rather upsets the assertions of those

theorists who assert that the richest colours are not

producible except by the aid of light or heat, or both

conjointly.

In soQje of these caves we were often confronted by what

at first sight has the appearance of the filigree work of the
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k

*-

1 Lolly Cave. 2. Nelly's Grotto, Imperial Cave. 3. Lucinda's Columns. 4. Columns, Nettle Cave.

5. The Shawl Cave. 6. Crystal Salt Pass.

glass-blower, as if a member of that craft had traversed it I not snow, but a soft fungus or down closely resembling it :.

_.., , ,, i.__ -_j i,_j :_ .1 1 J «„„i,;— A „^i;ta o few mimitpa' fall of snow. IS the graauai
with a portable apparatus, and tad in a haphazard fashion

practised his art here and there in the most whimsical

places, on walls, stalactites, in niches, on the arch under

one's feet, and on the dome 50 ft. above.

In some places our attention was attracted to side floors,

apparently thickly strewn with potatoes or turnips, covered

by a half-inch of what appeared newly fallen snow. It is

and, unlike a few minutes' fall of snow, is the gradual

growth or decay of ages, no doubt the product of dis-

integrated carbonates, the potatoes being concretionary

nodules, probably formed from the same substance. Near

these and at other places the walls present the appearance

of an irregular patchy Beton concrete work, or the white-

washed dab plastering to be met with on the outside walls
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of the houses of the German peasant—at other places, as

if boys had been throwing small snowballs at the walls,

which had stuck there, white as snow, a portion of it as

soft too.

As illustrating the indestructibility of matter, the lime-

stone, extremely hard though it be, wastes away in the

presence of aqueously-saturated air, and under certain

conditions on contact with water, and is deposited at lower

levels in all those strange and curious forms that so exult

visitors.

The caves that have their entrance from outside are but

four or five in number : the Elder Cave, Nettle Gave,

Lurline Cave, Lucas Cave. The Imperial Cave, the finest

of all the number, was discovered but two years ago. All

other caves are but sub-caves of these. The Lucas Cave is

singular in its form, winding downward as it does until, at

its further end, we find ourselves directly under the entrance

portion, but 200 feet lower.

Let us ])ause a little, and think over the evidently extra-

ordinary sluw growth of that grotto of stalactites before us.

From long continued observation, extending over a century,

in the limestone caves of Europe and America, the results

go to show that it takes a thousand years to make a foot in

length of the slowest forming stalactites. It is equally cer-

tain, however, from the results of observations in the same
caves, that the same length has been aggregated in 100 or

i200 years, but the conditions under which each was formed
being different. From one falls a drop of water but once

in two or three minutes, much of the water previous to its

falling as a drop being evaporated on its coming in contact

with air or a current of air. From the other the water falls

in an almost continual trickle. At the Fish River Oaves
the only observation as yet taken was by the guide, who
informed us that, at the entrance to the cave, and previous

to the path being lowered, he had accidentally broken the

tip off a stalactite 8 in. long by striking it with his head
sixteen years ago. The new growth, the growth of sixteen

years, was but f in. in length by J in thickness, the thick-

ness of the stem where broken off being about g in. At
the time of our visit, one to two minutes elapsed between
the falling of each drop of water from it. At this rate it

must have taken 360 years to form this stalactite of 8 in.

length previous to its breakage.

At one place, measuring about 150 squai-e feet, we
counted 36 stalactites to the square foot, from an inch to

15 inches long, making about 5,000 delicate pendants in

this sequestered nook. The longest stalactite noted in

these caves was about 20 feet or less*, and the tallest stalag-

mite about 10 feet, many of the latter assuming most
peculiar shapes, as of human-like figures, hooded monks and
nuns, of robe:l statues and statuettes, of fish standing on
their heads or tails, of candlesticks, as in Fig 2, to the

right in Nelly's Grotto.

Throughout our subterranean travels, number of pools

and basins from 4 inches to 20 feet in diameter, filled with
water as clear as the distilled element, continually met our
view, and in the strangest and most unexpected of places,

too ; on top of a mound, on shelves or ledges, on terraces,

or in niches ; while in vicinity of Fig. 6 is a sheet of water
usually less than 6 inches in depth, 100 feet long, its bottom
glistening with pearls and other concretionary forms like

nodules, marbles, birds' eggs, ifec, intersper.<-ed with patches
of diminutive coral forms, a sight so dazzling to the eye that
if continued becomes almost painful.

The Shawl Cave, Fig. 5, Nature has devoted to the dis-

play of shawls, and there are curtains from ten to twenty
feet long, quarter to half-inch thick, and two to five feet

wide. Some are nearly white, while others are more or
leas beautifully striated in white, pink, yellow, and brown,

like the markings visible in agates and other precious

stones. A light placed behind these curtains reveals some
to be opaque, others translucent, and all extremely hand-
some. A tiny stream of water trickles down the edge of

each shawl.

The Crystal Salt Pans, Fig. 6, are a number of shallow
basins filled with beautiful semicircular sheets of gleaming
water (basins dry when photographed), each basin being a

terrace, and catching the overflow of water from the one
above it. It was only after a second investigation that we
could realise that the ruffled margins and corrugated brims
to these calcareous pools were built up by deposition of

material contained in the water itself, the deposit strangely

taking place only at the point of overflow. These basins

are sometimes dry, when they present the appearance of a
number of evaporated salt-pans at a salt factory, the
bottoms of the basins being then covered with .shining

crystals. Viewing the pillars to the left reminds the
visitor of the ruined monumental columns met with in

Italy, Palestine, or Greece.

Fig. 1, Lolly Cave, is an overcrowded curiosity shop, the
most splendid gems hidden from view by inferior articles.

Nelly's Grotto, Fig. 2, is an assemblage needing no
comment.

Solidified or petrified cascades and waterfalls are numerous
throughout the caves. A few are spotless white in colour,

others leaden blue, some striated in various shades of white,

pink, and yellow, while more are of a transparent black

or brown. The latter is also the prevailing colour about
the diamond wells, where the carbonates are coated with a

surface of crystals, the crystals being large.

—

Scientific

A merican.

DICKENS'S STORY LEFT HALF TOLD.
A QCASI-SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY INTO

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD.
By Thomas Foster,

{^Continued from p. 358.)

AFTER the interview with the opium-eater, Datchery

returns to his lodging, but merely to get his almost

superfluous bat, that he may go out and seek the Deputy.

He hails this ])romising youth by his seldom-used nickname
Winks ; and we find that the acquaintance between the

two has been established on a familiar footing. ("Always
kindly," Drood was, we were told in Chapter XIV.) " We
two are good friends ; eh, Deputy 1 " he says. " Jolly

good." "I forgave you the debt you owed me when we
first became acquainted, and many of my sixpences have

come your way since ; eh. Deputy?" "Ah! and what's

more, yer ain't no friend o' Jarsper's. What did he go

a histing me oft' my legs for ?
" " What, indeed ? " says the

quaint and Droodlike Datchery, whose talk here reminds

one of Dickens's own talk with a little Irish boy, as

described in a letter to Forster. Datchery gives Depnty
a shilling to find out where the old opium woman lives.

Hearing that she is going to the Cathedral in the morning,

he " receives the communication with a well-satisfied,

though a pondei'iug face." As yet he has learned little from

his meeting with the opium woman, except that she knows
Jasper, that she is not very friendly towards him, and that

opium is the secret of the strange resemblance he had noted

six months before between her look and Jasper's. He
opens the cupboard where he keeps the score of his reckon-

ing against Jasper. A few uncouth streaks only are

chalked on its inner side. He sighs over the contemplation

of the poverty of the score, and is uncertain what addition
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to make to the account. What he haa learned may be of

use to him, but he cannot yet see his way to profiting by it.

"'I thiuk a moderate stroke,' he concludes, 'is all I am
justified in scoring up,' so suits the action to the word,

closes the cupboard, and goes to bed."

It is very difl'erent with the events of the following

morning. Observe the contrast between Datchery's feel-

ings in the two cases. We have just seen that he sighed

at the jioverty of the score in the evening, yet with some
doubt whether he mvjhl not be justified La attaching import-

ance to what he had discovered. After the morning's

experience, we are told in the very last words Dickens ever

wrote that, before sitting down to his breakfast, Datchery
" opened liis corner cupboard, took his bit of chalk from its

shelf, added one thick line to the score, extending from the

top of the cupboard door to the bottom ; and then fell to

with an appetite." No sigh now at the poverty of the score,

no moderate stroke added thereto, but a thick stroke from

top to bottom of the cujiboard door. Surely a statement

inviting our most careful attention to the events which have

led to Datchery's satisfaction.

Let us see, then, what happened that morning :

—

Mr. Datchery attends the morning service at the

Cathedral, and from a stall glances about him for " Her
Royal Highness the Princess Puffer." The service is well

advanced before he " has made her out in the shade." She
is behind a pillar, carefully withdrawn from the Choir-

master's view, but regards him with the closest attention."

All unconscious of her presence, he chants and sings. She

grins when lie is most mv.sicaVy ferrid, and— i/es, Mr.

Datchery sees Iter do it .'

—

shakes her fist at him behind the

pillars friendly shelter." Mr. Datchery looks again to

convince himself. Yes, again. She hugs herself in her

lean arms, and then shakes both fsls at the leader of the

choir. And at that moment, outside the grated door of

the choir . . . Deputy peeps, sharp-eyed through the bars,

and stares astonishedfrom the threatener to the threatened."

Mr. Datchery has learned that the old woman knows Jasper

for a hypocrite, and for some reason hates him (even

more intensely than " good Mrs. Brown hated Mr. Carker");

and observe how carefully Dickens shows 1st, that

Datchery learns this for the first time, and 2ndly, that

it is news also and strange news to the Deputy. If

Deputy had not stared astonished (as Datchery noted) at

the old woman's demonstrations, he might have doubted,

as Datchery might, whether Deputy had not told her how
Jarsper had ill-treated him, and so excited her sympathies

on his behalf ; but we see that Datchery recognises in her

an entirely independent knowledge alike of Jasper's evil

nature and of some at least of his evil deeds. What the

extent of her knowledge may be, he now inquires :

—

" Well, mistress," he says, " you have seen Mm ?
"

" I've seen him, deary; I've see him !

"

" And you know him ?
"

"Enow him ! Better fak than all the Reverend Paesoxs put

TOGETHER KNOW HIM."

Here is ihe end. So much learned about the opium-

eater's knowledge, Datchery's doubts and anxieties of over-

night are replaced by satisfaction and good hope of success

in his scheme for the punishment of Jasper.

It is clear that Datchery's plans depend on such informa-

tion as he now sees that the old opium woman can obtain

for him. Overnight he had no reason to suppose that she

knew more of Jasper than that he was a slave to opium.

Now he sees that in some waj', doubtless through the effects

of that drug, she has learned much about Jasper, and knows
him to be the villain he is. From her, then, he may now
hope to learn what he wants,—how far Jasper's attack was
premeditated, what was the precise nature of his plot in all

its details, and precisely in what way Jasper's punishmen
may be made most terrible.

It remains only that we consider what was the course

thus indicated as that along which the main plot of the

story was to have run. What was the particular punish-

ment which Edwin Drood and iMr. Grewgious were

preparing to inflict upon the hypocritical villain, who,

pretending love for Edwin, had endeavoured not merely to

kill him but to destroy all trace of him.

But first let it be noticed what a favourite idea with

Dickens was the thought of a watch kept on a villain or a

hypocrite by one whom he despised as powerless to injure

him. Even in this specific form, the idea appears at least a

round dozen of times in Dickens's novels, while the general

idea of an unsuspected patient watch may be identified

about twice as often. In " Bamaby Piudge " we have the

murderer Rudge watched for years by the brother of the

murdered man (on whom suspicion of the murder had been

cast). In " Nicholas Nickleby " Ralph is watched to the

last and all his plans foiled by the de.*pised Brooker. In
" Martin Chiizzlewit " the favourite idea appears in two
important parts of the plot,—we see Jonas Chuzzlewit the

murderer tracked to his doom by Nadgett whom he regards

as little better than an idiot, and Pecksniff the hypo-

crite watched by old Martin whom he supposes to be

decrepit and a dotard. Dombey is watched by the con

temned Carker, Carker is tracked to the death by the

despised Dombey. Blandois-Rigaud is hunted down by
Cavaletto, Mademoiselle Hortense watched night and day

by Mrs. Buckle, and Magwitch by his hated fellow-convict

Compeyson. The " Tale of Two Cities " turns wholly on

a patient watch maintained by despised folk on the de-

scendants of those who had oppressed them. In " Our
Mutual Friend " a man supposed to be dead watches the

actions of more than one wrongdoer ; in " Hunted Down"
a murderous hypocrite is patiently watched to the death

by one whom he supposes to be dying ; in " A Trial for

Murder,' a murderer is watched by the spirit of the

murdered man ; and in " No Thoroughfare '' the murderer

(as he himself supposes) is confronted at the end by his

supposed victim.

We need not wonder if it shall appear that the denoue-

ment of Edwin Drood was to turn on the watch kept on a

murderer by a man supposed to be dead and not merely

buried but destroyed in his tomb. The culminating horror

of " a dead man rising from the tomb to confront him on

which Dickens dwells in the last scene of .Jonas Chuzzle-

wit's villany, was to be actually wrought into the plot of

"Edwin Drood."
{To he continued.)

H.M.S. AGAMEMNON.

THIS vessel, which is an armoured citadel turret ship

of the Inflexible type, has recently been ordered to

proceed to the Mediterranean. She has been hurriedly

prepared for sea service after being nearly nine years in

process of construction and undergoing alterations and

modifications of various kinds. Her estimated cost has

been enormously exceeded, and we recommend any member
of Parliament, who wishes to learn something really worth

knowing of how money is spent upon our ships of war,

to move for a return of the estimated and actual costs of

all the ships recently added to the Navy, with the cost

also of alterations and additions made to the vessels now
in progress. This information would show how much of

the present wasteful expenditure is caused. The Aga-

memnon is one of those vessels which has enormously ex-
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ceeded her original estimates, aud lias been nearly nine

years building instead of the four—the time at first esti-

mated. It may be supposed by some tliat an approxima-

tion to perfection is reached as a result of all this vast

expenditure of time and money. This is not the

case, however, with the Agavnemnon. She is going

upon active service with steering power so defective

as to make her a terror to her officers, and dangerous, in

some circumstances, to herself. Her movements are of a

very erratic and uncontrollable character, and she cannot

be kept properly in command by the holm. Steering is

one of the most important qualities for a fighting ship to

possess, and constitutes one of the prime elements of

efficiency. The Agametmion is being sent upon active

service with this essential quality disgracefully and dan-

gerously deficient. It is said that if the ofiicers find that

they can do nothing with her she is to put into Malta for

alterations. How can Malta do what it has been impossible

to do here in nine years 1 or, if not impossible, why was it

neglected here 1 The cause of the defective steering is

plainly to be seen in the form of the stem, which is so

ingeniously contrived that the water is j)revented in almost

every possible manner from properly acting upon the screws

and rudder. We commend a study of this stern to naval

architects as an example of what should be avoided in

designing the after-part of a ship. A model should be

obtained for every naval museum.

—

Engineering.

Krfaifhjs.

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for the

Year 1882. (Washington : Government Printing Office.

1884.)—Anyone who may feel even a lingering doubt as to

the ample sufficiency of private enterprise and munificence

for the encouragement and development of scientific

research, may surely have that doubt dispelled at once by

the perusal of the massive volume now lying before us :

for its 829 closely printed p'ges contain records of inves-

tigations, e.xplorations, and researches of the greatest pos-

sible importance ; of the distribution of publications

invaluable to tlie student of science ; and of what may fairly

be termed the efTfctive general superintendence of the

various branches of physical and natural science in the

United States by an Eclectic Council, without any appeal

to the national exchequer at all. Apart, however, from

its instructive character in this respect, the latest Smith-

fonian Report may well be read for the vast mass of

matter of the highest value contained in its appendix,

which is made up of reports on recent progress in every

department of science, besides papers specially relating to

anthropology. Everybody who wishes to be au con rant

with the present condition of scientific knowledge should

read this magnificent tribute to the wisdom and generosity

of James Smithson.

Tlie Church of England Sunday Service Book. Con-

tinuously arranged for 1885. Morning. (London : Henry
Frowde, Oxford University Press. 1884.)—This is neither

more nor less than a sequence of the complete services for

the fifty-two Sundays of the forthcoming j-ear exactly as

they will be read in every church in the kingdom. All

church-goers are familiar with the perfectly needless trouble

inflicted on them by having to turn backwards and for-

wards through the ordinary Prayer-book, and will doubt-

less welcome this very much more simple and intelligible

arrangement. The very low price at which the work
under review is issued, places it within the reach of all.

Results of Rain and River Ohservations in Nevj South
Wales daring 1883. By H. C. Russell, B.A., F.R.A.S
(Sydney : Thos. Richards. 1884.) Aev} South Wales :

Physical Geography and Climate. New Double Stars.

Same author.—In the two first works, whose titles head
this notice, Mr. Russell deals exhaustively with the

climate of New South Wales, and furnishes information

of interest and importance to the settler. His " Cata-

logue of 130 New Double Stars" forms a valuable contri-

bution towards our, at present not very perfect, knowledge
of the Southern Heavens.

The AmaU;ur Review. No. 1, October, 1884. (Crouch
Hill: S. C. Collins. 1884.)—Abundantly justifies its

title.

The Voice, Musically and Medically Considered. By
Armaxd Semple, B.A., M.B. Cantab, &c. (London

:

Bailliere, Tindall, k Cox. 1884.)—Every one who sings, or

who proposes to acquire that delightful accomplishment
should read Dr. Sample's instructive little pamphlet. Pro-
fessing in this, his first, part to deal with musical considera-

tions alone, our author yet interpolates something as to the

anatomy and physiology of the human vocal organ. He
classifies the various voices from bass up to soprano-

sopracuto ; discusses " timbre," the various registers, and
the common defects of the voice ; and points out in simple
language the methods of rectifying them. He has given
the musician a very useful little book indeed.

Reed Farm. By Mr. Robert O'Reilly. (London

:

Hodder i Stoughton. 1884.)—In these days of exaggerated
and but too often prurient sensationalism, it is a positive

relief to a healthy mind to take up a book so purely
natural in its story and so innocent in its teaching as this.

" Reed Farm " is a story about simple working people and
their surroundings. As we turn its pages, the scent of the

spring blossom, of the .summer hay, and of the autumn
fruit seems to fill the air around us ; whUe we realise the
individuality of each of the characters throughout the tale.

" Chris" might be an elder brother of "Tiny Tim;" indeed,

his ioten'iew with Aunt Betsy (unfortunately, too long for

extract here) reminds us strongly of the master who
created the poor little crippled child of old Scrooge's clerk.

One conspicuous merit of this really charming book is,

that while a reverent spirit pervades it from end to end,

the "goody-goody" element is wholly eliminated from it

It would be hard to find a more attractive birthday present
for young [leople verging on manhood and womanhood than
this.

Heath's Fern Portfolio. By F. G. Heath. (London :

Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, it Rivington. 1884.)

—

Nothing more beautiful in the shape of botanical illustration

than these life-sized and life-like drawings of the fronds of

our British ferns has ever been issued. To the fern-col-

lector Mr. Heath's work is indispensable, if it be merely
on account of the facilities which it affijrds for the identifi-

cation of varieties not very commonly met with. In fact,

so admirably are the figures drawTi and coloured as to be,

for all practical purposes of comparison, equivalent to the

plants which they copy with such minute fidelity. Even
as an ornament for a drawing-room table the book is not
without its value.

Oar Difficulties and Wants in the Path of the Progress

of India. By Syed Mohammad Hossain, M.R.AC, of

Lucknow. (London : W. H. Allen &, Co.)—This work of

a thoughtful native, written in excellent and readable

English, will, we hope, find its way to the India Office. It

is impossible to govern any country upon purely theoretical

principles, and the practical lessons to be learned from the

study of grievances from the point of view of the persons
aggrieved are never lost upon the true statesman. Accept-
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ing Mr. Hossain's statements as in the main correct, there

is apparently much that calls for reform in the details of

our local Indian administration.

The Botany of Ilermuda. By General Sir J. H. Lefroy,
F.R.S. (Washington, 188-1:.)—This is a cakdorjue raisonne

of the whole of the vegetable productions (fungi excepted)

of Bermuda, by its quondam Governor, and forms a very

useful contribution to botanical science.

Public Examination Scripture Mamials. The Church
Catechism. By Arthur R:ches, F.R.A.S. (London :

Relfe Bros.)—Toe chief value of Mr. Riches' little book
lies in the detailed explanation it gives of the various

questions in the catechism, and of the replies to them ;

the illustrations of which are abundant and complete. The
Revised Version of the New Testament is quoted through-

out.

We have received, too. Dr. H. E. Armstrong's Address
On the Teachinfis of Natural Science, delivered at the

Health Exhibition on Aug. 5, in wh'ch the author, as we
think legitimately, finds grave fault with the existing

system of science teaching, and offers eminently practical

suggestions for its improvement. Although Dr. Armstrong
derives his illustrations from that branch of science with
which he is especially identified, chemistry, yet his remarks
may well be laid to heart by teachers of other scientific

subjects.

THE FACE OF THE SKY.
Fkom No\'e.vbee 7th to Kovember 21st.

By r.K.A.S.

THE sun will be examined on every clear day with the telescope
for the spots and groups of spots and faculcc which still con-

tinae to appear. Map XI. of " The Stars in their Seasons " shows
the aspect of the night sky. On the night of the 15th, a maximum
of X Cygni will occur (" The Stars in Their Seasons," Map IX.). At
and after midnight, from the 12th to the 15th, and especially on the
13th, watch should be kept for the shower of shooting stars which
seems to radiate from a point to the right of K and y Leonis (" The
Stars in their Seasons," Map IV.), hence called the " Leonids."
Mercury is, for all practical purposes, invisible during the next
fortnight. Venus continues to be a morning star, but rises later

and sets sooner evei'V day. She is still very Virilliant before sunrise.

Mars is invisible. Jupiter rises about a quarter past 12 at night on
the 7th and at llh. 22m. p.m. on the 21st. Hence he is incon-
veniently situated for the ordinary amateur observer. We shall

not give any details of the phenomena of his satellites until they
begin to occur before midnight. Saturn is visible during practically
the whole of the wurking night ; he is still a little to the north of

? Tauri (" The Stars in their Seasons," Map. I.). Uranus cannot
be seen ; but Neptune may be fished for in the confines of Aries and
Taurus, in a blank region of the sky. The moon enters her last

quarter at llh. 22-4m. p.m. on the 9th, and will be new on the 17th
at 6h. ll'7m. in the evening. Hence but little will be seen of her
during the succeeding fourteen daj-s. She will occult two stars

only at convenient hours during that time. The particulars of the
first occultation were given a fortnight ago, but we will repeat them
here. To night, then, at llh. 14m. the SJ mag. star, 68 Geminorum,
will disappear at the moon's bright limb at an angle from her vertex
of 35", reappearing at her dark limb 14 minutes after midnight at a
vei-tieal angle of 237'. To-morrow night (the 8th) B.A.C., 2,872,
a 6th mag. star, will disappear at her bright limb at 12h. 16m.
p.m., at a vertical angle of 50°, to reappear at her dark limb
at Ih. 18m. the next morning, at an angle of 213' from her
vertex. The Moon is in Gemini to-day, but crosses into Cancer
at nine o'clock to-morrow morning (the 8th). Her passage across
Cancer takes her until 11 p.m. on the 9th ; when she enters Leo .

Through this she travels until 5 a.m. on the 11th, when she
descends into Sextans ; re-emerging in Leo at 4 o'clock the same
afternoon. She does not finally quit Leo for Virgo until 5 p.m. on
the 12th. It is 2 a.m. on the 16th ere she has traversed this great
constellation and entered Libra ; her passage across which occu-
pies her until 3 a.m. on the 18th. She then enters the narrow
northern strip of Scorpio, leaving it at Ih. 30m. the same afternoon
for Ophiuchus. This she traverses by 1 p.m. on the 20th, when
she crosses into Sagittarius. She is still in Sagittarius when these
notes terminate.

iHtgrrllanfa.

It is stated that Lieut. Greely is about to visit England with the
view of publishing here his work on " Arctic Exploration."

The only Gold Medal for maps gained by any British exhibitor
at the International Health Exhibition, South Kensington (Class
48, Education), has been awarded by the International Jury to Mr.
Edward Stanford's exhibit in the Royal Albert Hall.

M. Alph. Favre has, says the AVicno:um, constructed a map of
the erratic phenomena and ancient glaciers on the northern slope
of the Swiss Alps, and of the Mont Blanc range. This map is

drawn to the scale of 1 : 250,000, and indicates the extreme
development of the old glaciers, the glacial drift, erratic bonlders,
and moraines deposited during the period of glaciation.

Mr. Eltringham, boiler-maker. South Shields, has just lighted
his works by means of twelve Brush arc lamps, driving the dynamo
machine from his works engine. The work has beea carried out
by the Hammond Electric Light and Power Supply Company, and
groat satisfaction is expressed as to the way the installation has
been made.

Professor Milne in the Transactions of the Seismological Society
of Japan publishes a paper " On Earth Tremors," in which he deals
with natural tremors aud such as are artificially produced, and he
describes the instruments constructed to record these minute move-
ments. These motions appear to be more regular than earthquakes,
and as yet the two disturbances cannot be connected. The new
branch of science which is directed to the observation of these
minute tremors is to be called micro-seismology.
"Put in a Penny and Pcll oct a Post-cakd Company."—

A

correspondent writes to the Morning Post:—" Will you allow me,
through the medium of your columns, to thank the directors of the
'Put in a Penny and Pull out a Post-card Company ' for their
excellent invention, by means of which anybody can, by dropping
a penny into the machine, obtain a post-card ? Anxious to instruct
a cousin of mine in the working of this invention, I yesterday
dropped the required coin iuto a machine in the Central Gallery of
the Health Exhibition, and was pleased to find that I was re-
warded for my trouble by receiving no less than seven post-cards.
I trust that more of these interesting and useful conveniences may
shortly be scattered over the metropolis."
The editors of Dickens's correspondence have ascertained that

a most interesting record of his connection with the Daily Xev:s
is still in existence. This is a d-'ary kept by the sub-editor, Mr.
Dudley Costello, containing the directions given by Dickens from
day to day as to the conduct of the journal. The subjects for lead-
ing articles are noted, and directions are given as to the persons
by whom they are to be treated, and the manner of treatment.
As the editor of Household Words and All the Year Round Dickens
is known to have been most careful in selecting subjects and
supervising his contributors, and it now appears that he had been
equally vigilant when editing the Daily Xews. When these fresh
particulars are made public, an interesting view will be given of
a part of his career about which comparatively little is set forth
in his biography.
Snake Mortality in India.—From a Government return issued

within the last few days it appears that in the year 1882, 19,519
human beings lost their lives through the bites of venomous snakes
in the presidencies and provinces of British India alone. This is a
higher number than any reported in the previous seven years, but
the increase may be more apparent than real, and due to the
returns from outlying districts being more complete. The highest
number of deaths is reported from Bengal—9,191 ; next come the
North-West Provinces and Oudh, with 5,680 ; Bombay, with 1,190 ;

the Central Provinces, with 1,058! the Punjab, with 929; and
Madras, with 920. During the same year rewards amounting to

£1,487 were paid for the destruction of 422,421 snakes.

—

Medical
Press and Circular.

Death from Lightning.—At a recent congress of German
medical men, held at Magdeburg during the end of September, a
paper was read by Herr Heusner on the effects of lightning stroke

on human beings, and the author showed that when the lightning

discharge passed through the skin its passage was much easier, that

is to say, the internal organs are much more conductive than the
epidermis. This fact was pretty well known, but it is not so well-

known that the brain and spinal cord are apparently conductors,

and hence a lightning stroke on the head does not materially injure

the brain beyond shattering the nerves, and causing temporary
derangement. Most persons struck by lightning do not remember
anything about the stroke ; but others describe a sensation such as

would be caused by their being struck a heavy blow, and some have
likened the shock to what they would be supposed to feel if torn

into small pieces. The subject is an obscure one, but happily it is
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now beginning to engage the attention of physiologists as well as

physicists."

—

Entjineerinrj

.

The success of the Health Exhibition was not assured from the

outset. But curiosity to know what it would be like helped it in

its early days. The opening ceremony was performed to time ;

but the inflow of visitors, thi'ough the incompleteness of the ar-

rangements and the known arrears, was slack. The third week of

May, however, found the public current flowing in on a par with
the like period of the year before. From this time forward the

popularity of the Healtheries exceeded that of the Fisheries. In
June the weekly totals were 154,000, as against 73,000 in the

previous year. From June to the end of Jnly the superiority of

numbers became still more marked, the weekly totals rising to

170,000, as against 94,000 in 1883. In August the average weekly
totals were 171,000, as against 115,000. The proportion in Septem-
ber rose yet higher, being 187,199 to 107,103. Since then the

ratio of the totals has been further increased, the three weeks to

October 18th averaging 216,615, against 127,698. The following

week's total was 200,575. The grand total of the Fisheries returns

was 2,703,051 at its close on October 31st. The grand total of the

Health Exhibition returns up to the close amounts to 4,167,683.

Royal Victoria Coffee Hall, Waterloo-bridge-road, S.E.—
On Tuesday, 28th ult., a lecture was given by Mr. J. W. Groves at

the above hall on " Plant and Animal Mimics," S. Morley, Esq.,

M.P., in the chair. The lecturer explained that the mimicry in

question was unconscious, and its end was usually either to pro-

tect the animal or to enable it to reach its prey unperceived. Thus
the lion was the colour of the desert sands, so was the camel.
The tiger was striped so as to be hidden among the brownish
leaves and stems of the bamboo. The leopard's spots made it

diflicult to be seen among the shadows of foliage. Turning
to fish, the flounder, sole, and many others were marked and
coloured like the sand and shingle. Among birds, the ptar-

migan was not only coloured in summer bo like the heather that

the dogs pass close to her without perceiving her, but her winter
plumage was white like the snow, and the colours of most hen birds
were adapted for concealment while they are sitting. But in the
insect world protective resemblance was carried to its highest per-

fection. The leaf insect was hardly distinguished from the leaves
it frequents, and the stick insect, used in the manufacture of arti-

ficial flowers. Some insects were protected by having such an
unpleasant taste or smell that the birds learned to leave them
alone, while others, without the unpleasant taste, were protected
by being shaped so like the others that they were mistaken for

them. A large number of photographic lantern illustrations were
shown. The next lecture will be on Nov. 4 by Rev. W. TuckweU,
the subject, " A Bank Holiday among the Hills." Some unusually
good ballad concerts have been arranged for the Thursdays in

November at the above hall. On Nov. 6 Mdme. Evans Warwick
win give the concert, in which the talented Mdme. Adeline Paget,
as well as other popular artistes, will take part.

A FEW days since a little girl, whilst attempting to cross the road
in Northgate, Hartlepool, was run down and killed by a steam
tramcar. Every effort was made by the driver to warn the child

of her danger, but without avaU, and her body was dreadfully
mutilated. There is no reason on earth why this sort of result

should follow such an accident, and if tramway vehicles were
properly guarded it would be impossible ; and such fatal results

would not accrue if due and proper precautions were taken by
oramway managers. Of late a number of similar fatal accidents
have occurred in different parts of the country, and which
would not have proved fatal if proper means had been adopted
to prevent those who happen to be on the line from passing
under the car. At one time no attempt was made to pro-

vide cars with any guard by which any obstruction wonld
either be carried along or pushed off the rails, instead of being
run over. Latterly, on some lines guards have been affixed

to cars in certain towns, which would in most cases push
a person along or off the rails, but these are not yet attached
to all. Considering the nature of tramcar traffic, whether
horses or steam motors are employed, it should be considered
imperative, if onlj- in the interests of tramway companies, that the
best means of preventing fatal accidents should be provided. In
very few cases, however, has this been done, and it can hardly be
looked upon as less than criminal negligence that this should be the
case. A guard which would be effective in preventing even a child
from passing under a car or tramway engine from the front could
be made by almost any mechanic who might be asked to do it, and
it is high time that all tramway companies should be called upon to

provide all cars and tramway engines with such a guard. There is

nothing to prevent the application of a form of cow-catcher to all

tramway vehicles, and it should be within the power of the Board
of Trade to call upon all tramway owners to adopt such a thing
under compulsion.

—

Engineer.

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Altbed Tenntook.
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WINE COOKERY.
[1493]—The revelations of Professor M. Williams in your pages

are deeply interesting. Will he kindly supplement them by other
instructions in elementary analysis of wine ?

Some years ago I experimented, according to " Griffin's Wine-
testing," upon various kinds as to their alcoholic strength, acidity.

and saccharine matter ; but that system gives no help in detecting
adulterations. So, after reading your articles of the 10th and
24th inst., I made a saturated solution of barium chloride in dis-

tilled water, and added a little to test-tubes containing different

wines. The effect on choice dry sherry was a caution ! Madeira
showed only a slight turbidity, hock slightly more, and claret

hardly any. Is this substance as good a test for these other wines
as for sherry ? And does it follow that there must also be a pre-
cipitate in the process of digestion ?

As to the late ex-Emperor, it was said that his favourite wine
was champagne rather than dry sherry ; and I have heard it stated
that one danger of the former is that it may be only rhubarb wine
in disguise, because that means oxalic acid ; and where much lime
(whether in water or in food solids) is taken simultaneonsly, that

means a deposit of oxalate of lime, or calculus, the disease to which
Louis Napoleon succumbed. Supposing this to be true—of which
I know nothing—it wonld seem to be prudent in the male sex to

avoid rhubarb as a vegetable altogether.

There are, no doubt, many of your readers who, like myself, find

they are better with a little (a very little) wine, than without ; and
Professor Williams would earn our best thanks by telling us how to

detect deleterious substances (other than Bulphuric acid) in the
wines commonly met with. Yile Pot.ibis.

COCOA V. TEA.

[1494]—Supplementary to Mr. Mattien Williams, my own expe-

rience of the relative effects of tea and cocoa may be not without
interest. Up till about February of the present year it was my
custom to take cocoa daily about 5 p.m., falling asleep at nights

within half-an-hour of retiring. For seven months after that

period (till a fortnight ago, in point of fact) I substituted tea for

the cocoa, with the result, as I now know, of inabiUty to attain

somnolency within IJ to 2 hours after going to bed. The cause

was suggested by certain correspondence which of late has

appeared in the pages of Knowledge. It is almost superfluous t

add that the cause has been removed ; I have reverted to cocoa-

drinking, and once again enjoy a respectable quantum of " tired

nature's sweet restorer." John Bell.

EUCLID'S THEORY OF PARALLELS.

[1495]—In your "Chats about Geometrical Measurement," p. 337,

line 5 from end, you say that EucUd's 12th Axiom is " no axiom,"

as " the converse is demonstrated in the 17th Proposition." If

this were the logical "converse" of the axiom, so as to follow

immediately from it, there would be some absurdity in making the

first statement an axiom and the second a theorem. Bat this is not

so. The two statements are of the form "allX is Y," and "all

Y^ is X ; " and it is so far from being the case that, if one of these

be axiomatic, the other is axiomatic, that it may easily happen that

one is axiomatic, while the other is not even trae.
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Again, at p. 338, col. 1, last line, yon say " it is evident that

K L = C H." If this were once granted, you would not need the

diagram in col. 2, you need only say " join H K. These triangles

have all their side? equal. Therefore angle C K H is equal to angle

K H L. Therefore the three angles of the triangle H C K are

equal to the three angles K C H, H C K, K H L, i.e., to two right-

angles. But any given right-angled triangle may be treated like

this, and any triangle may be divided into two right-angled trian-

gles. Hence the angles of any triangle are equal to two right-

angles." This proves Euc. I. 32, after which all is easy.

Again, in col. 2, you claim to have 'proved Sirason's axiom that

two lines through a point cannot both be parallel to a third line.

But you have only proved this for "parallels" as you define them,

viz., "lines which have a common perpendicular," and so have not

proved Simson's axiom at all. This is, I fear, a logical flaw in your

argument. C. L. Dodg.son.

Ch. Ch., Oxford.

"WHAT LARGE EYES YOU HAVE, GEANDMAMMA!"
[1496]—Whoever walks through a good collection of fossils,

arranged according to strata, or turns over many engravings of

them, is likely to be struck by one distinction, I think, between the

majority of animals prior to a certain date and all those since.

Those that now have eyes, or that had them in the Tertiary, the

Cretaceous, or the Wealden times, have those organs very small

compared to the great eyes prevalent of old both in the vertebrate

and lower classes. If our crocodile be descended from the ichthyo-

sanr, for instance, or our shrimp or crayfish from a trilobite, might

not these moderns address to their ancestors Ridinghood's exclama-

tion to her sham grandam ? Is any reason yet suggested for this

seemingly sudden and unique change of fashion between the Oolite

and Wealden days ? If not, I can propose one; but would like to

hear first of any existent theory. E. L. Gaebett.

MAY-FLIES.

[1497]—Mr. F. W. Halfpenny's query (1487) will be found

answered in Knowledge for Oct. 10, p. 294. May-flies are the only

insects that cast the skin after acquiring wings.

E. A. Butler.

THE ECLIPSE OF THE MOON OF OCT. 4.

Morar, Oct. 5, 1884.

[1498]—I have witnessed many total lunar eclipses, but for im-

pressiveness, completeness, and length, none approach that observed

last night.

In every sense of the word it was a total eclipse, the moon being

almost obliterated from the sky for an hour and a half. To the

naked eye, a mere nebulous blotch remained, recognised with difli-

ctilty, and a powerful binocular only just revealed the disc.

The totality I have hitherto observed has always been confined to

a rusty or smoky veil, through which the lunar surface was dis-

tinctly traceable. In the present instance, an inky pall veiled the

orb entirely, and its nature was revealed at first contact, for it was
at once apparent that the moon was caught in the umbra, the

penumbra being barely visible (Fig. 1). During totality, you could

dimly discern through the inky pall a still blacker configuration.

Fig. 2.

as if of two triangular continents connected by a lengthy isthmus

(Pig. 2). This eclipse was further characterised by a combination,

I fancy, of rare occurrence, and that was an occultation. The
behaviour of the star was qnite new to me, for it certainly

descended (apparently) behind the moon, from its position to her

N.E., as regarding the top of the moon as N. I did not witness

emergence.
Kindly let me know if you noticed at home the blackness of this

eclipse, and what I have advanced regarding the occultation.

K. F. Hutchinson-, M.D.
[Dr. Hutchinson's observation, made at a distance of upwards of

4,500 miles from Greenwich, as measured on a great circle, possesses

high interest ; as showing that the extraordinary obscuration of

the moon during the late eclipse, so far from being local, was seen

over a very large area of the earth's surface ; and lending addi-

tional weight to the idea that it must have had its origin in the

existence of some semi-opaque material in our own atmosphere

which hindered the ordinary refraction of the solar light into the

earth's shadow. The markings shown in Dr. H.'s sketch of the

totally-eclipsed moon I am unable to explain. Numerous minute

stars were occulted in England during the eclipse, but, of course,

parallax would carry the moon wide of these as viewed from

Gwalior.

—

Ed.]

TWO-SPEED GEARINGS.

[1499]—C. Webb can have Hirst's two-speed gearing applied to

his front-steering tricycle. The increase in the weight of the

machine would be about 5 lb. to 6 lb. The change can be made best

from speed to power while travelling. The same crank will answer

if there is length suflicient to take the lower clutching apparatus.

As regarding price, I must refer Mr. Webb to the maker.
Jonx Bkowning.

A NEW PHOTOMETER.

[1500]-=-The foUoiving is, I believe, an entirely new discovery,

and, at all events, sufficiently important to bring before your

readers. It is due to Dr. Gorham, of this town. It is a well-

known fact that the iris performs the duty of regulating the amotint

of light which passes into the interior chamber of the eye by en-

larging or contracting the diameter of the pupil. But has it ever

occurred to any one before that the eye can be used as a photo-

meter ? By means of a little instrument of his own invention. Dr.

Gorham is able to measure the diameter of his pupil, and has

proved, by a series of measurements, the number, of which he

reckons by thousands, that, for the same kinds of light, the mea-

surement of his pupil is invariable. The gradual diminution of the

size of the pupil as dawn gives way to daylight, and the increase

as daylight gives way to evening twilight—the minimum being

reached about an hour or an hour and a half after midnight—on

each successive day, combined with numerous experiments on

candle-light, gaslight, and other lights seems to place it beyond

doubt that Dr. Gorham's pupil photometer is an accurate way of

comparing the intensities of various sorts of light. Is it not a

curious thing that this fact was not discovered years ago ? To my
mind, this photometer far excels those of Rumford or Bnnsen.

Tonbridge. E. A. TindALL.

[That Dr. Gorham's "Pupil Photometer" will ever supersede

those of Rumford or Bunsen as a quantitative measurer of light, is,

I think, very doubtful. Will Dr. Gorham—or Mr. Tindall—favour

us with a more detailed description of it, though ?

—

Ed.].

TRADUCING A TALISMAN.

[1501]—The "potent talisman" in letter 1490 is only our old

friend the " magic square " thinly disguised.

8

13

10
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" Nights with a 3-inch Telescope," you will find all the leading

double stars and nebulfc, which are well within the power of such

an instrument, are described and a large proportion of them illus-

trated.
—" F.R.A.S." writes that he is only waiting until the in-

explicable haze which has surrounded the sun for so many months
disappears, to complete his series of papers with a drawing and
description of Mercury.—Jonx Sewell. In these columns.—H. D.

I have never heard of the publication of any work on the arrange-

ment of facts. Why do you not get a shilling memorandum-book, and
divide it into sections headed. Philosophy, History, Politics, Theology,

Literature, Science, &c. ; subdividing the latter into Mathematics,

astronomy, physics, natural history, and soon; and enter your facts

under their appropriate headings. I regret that your former
letter was overlooked, as it very well may have been, among the

hundreds received.

—

Wm. J. Davies. I cannot understand how
brilliance, however intense, could convert the visible portion of the

moon's limb into a seemingly parabolic curve. I should rather

refer this illusion to the intersection of the two arcs of different

curvature, those, I mean, of the moon's limb and of the periphery

of the earth's shadow. See Knowledge, Vol. I., p. 70.—A Country
Lad. I have never even heard of the book you mention, which is

assuredly «oi a "standard " one. The second person you mention
is a mere ranter, and is not the very slightest authority on any
scientific question whatever. — Musafie. See reply to " The
Ghost of a Little Boy," on p. 373. The latter half of your
letter has been anticipated in a hundred cases, as you
will ere this have learned. — Jos. W. Alexander. Very
much too long for insertion : a thing to be regretted,

inasmuch as you advance something worthy of serions attention,

conld you only compress it into about a tenth of the space.

—

ENQriREE. Probably your "Man-frog" did swallow some water
with his cake. The performance is quite genuine. Beckwith, of

London, Reddish, of Liverpool, and others continue to do the same
thing.—W. H. S. M.\EK. The subject has been sufficiently discussed.—John Bell. They will be re-published in abook-form, upon their

completion here.

—

Ignorance. From the most elementary proper-
ties of numbers. See any book on the higher arithmetic. The date
of the submersion of oak in bogs varies. In Denmark, the fir-tree

seems to have flourished in immediate succession to the last Glacial

Period. This was succeeded by the oak, which was coeval with the
" bronze age " of anthropologists, as that was in turn by the
beech. Sir Charles Lyell ("Antiquity of Man," p. 17) says that

there is nothing in the growth of peat opposed to the conclu-

sion that the Danish bogs may be 16,000 years old. I know
nothing specifically of the Xewmarket " Devil's Dyke ;

" but it is a
name applied all over the country to Roman and other fortification

hnes.

—

Thoma.s Willcocks and R. Coupland Thomas. You will

see from the announcement on p. 329, that the " Life after Death "

controversy is now closed. Yours are both letters which cause me
to regret that they did not reach me sooner. Quires of corre-

spondence on this subject found their way into the waste-paper-
basket.—A. G. There is nothing to wonder at when we remember
that refraction raises an object really on the horizon nearly 3'5 (or

more than the diameter of the sun or moon) above it. Had our
atmosphere been removed, the eclipsed moon would have set before
sunrise.

—

George R. Saundees. Visible occultations of planets by
the moon are not very common, but are by no means the rare

phenomena you imagine. For example, A'enus was occulted on Feb.
29th of the present year (see Vol. V. of Knowledge, p. 131) ; Mars
was occulted on June 3, 1878, &c. For the dates of such occultations

I can only recommend a hunt through back volumes of the Nautical
Almanac.—Z. If by "names of the Stars" you mean their Arabic
names, you will find these appended to the maps published in our
earlier volumes, and reproduced in " The Stars in their Seasons."
It would crowd the projected maps to an extent rendering them
scarcely intelligible were the name of each individual star printed
against it.

—

Lancashire. No reward has ever been offered for

the trisection of an angle or arc. Besides, if there had been,
yours is not a solution. The problem is an impossible one, if you
are confined to the straight line and the circle. For approximate
mechanical methods, see Vol. I. pp. 117 and 166.— G. H. Dann
sends me a copy of the Port Elizabeth Telegraph (South Africa),

with carefully-writ ten local " Astronomical Notes " for October.

—

De. Groth. I have read your pamphlet entirely through. Forgive
me for saying it is full of fallacies from beginning to end. (1)
Gravitation cannot possibly be identical with electrical action. The
latter takes a perfectly measurable time to travel ; the action of

gravity must be instantaneous. If not, you, with your mathe-
matical attainments, must see at once how the motion of the earth
in her orbit would be affected. (2) Orbital motion, per sc, could
never cause axial rotation. (3) 'The idea of the sudden recession

of the earth from the sun at the epoch of the flirting off of each
successive interior planet is wild in the extreme. The mass of

Venus is toIoTs^^i a°d ^^^^ o^ Mercury ^sdaia^th, that of the sun!

What sensible or appreciable difference conld the abstraction of
these infinitesimal fractions of the sun's mass have upon hia

attractive power at the earth's distance? (4) Your assumption of
the snn'B fluidity, when he was even hotter than he is now, is per-
fectly unwarranted. See " The Sun a Bubble," in " Science
Byways." (5) Your dynamics are not as the dynamics taught
at Cambridge in yoor view of the formation of the planetoids.
Your alleged cause is wholly inadequate to produce any such
effect. (6) Your " Glacial Period " theory postulates the creation
or projection of Mercury from the sun within the human period on
the earth ! (7) " Phosphorescence " is not seen on Venus " near
the time of the planet's greatest elongation," but when she is in

inferior conjunction. (8)—But need I proceed ? Ex uno disce
omnes.—Some Anontmois Correspondent sends me " La Petite
Republique Francjaiee," with a pretty severe historical retrospect
of the niartjTdom of jStienne Dolet. Men consigned their theo-
logical opponents to material fires in those days. Now, they con-
demn them to an immaterial conflagration ; but the old spirit

survives.—A. H. Somerscale.s forwEirds a cutting from a Hul)
paper of the most remarkable tides which have been observed at
Hull during the week ending Nov. 1, and what seems in some way
to have been referable to the very heavy N.W. gale which blew on
October 26. On that day it was high water at lOh. 40m. a.m. and
8h. 40m. p.m. Moreover, after flowing for Ih. 20m. after its

theoretic time, it held up for three-quarters of an hour. A
similarly anomalous condition of things appears to have
prevailed up to October 29. — Dr. Davev sends me a
small volume of his own " On the Nature and Proximate Cause
of Insanity," published in 1853, in which reference is made to a
paper by the author in the Lancet for 1844. Forty years ago we
find Dr. Davey insisting on the duality of the brain, and pointing
out that the doctrine is as old as Boerhaave, and possibly even as
Hippocrates 1 I intimated on p. 2S7 that a packet of re-directed

letters had somehow gone astray. This was written at the end of

September. This morning (Nov. 3) the packet has turned up

!

having been delayed by carelessness so utterly scandalous as would
have ensured the dismissal at once of any one in private employ-
ment, but which is simply " regretted " by the Post Oflice. Luckily,

beyond a Post Office-order sent by J. Kennedy Esdaile, it contains

nothing of great importance. Had Mr. E. only addressed his letter

to the Publishers, this would have reached them some five weeks
sooner.—W. B. writes on " Brain and Mind."

—

Albert Willan,
Thos. J. Hogg, Protea, H. D.4vey, and E. H. Trower all send
solutions of Mr. Sidder's figure puzzle.

—

An Ano.ntiiocs Wrfter
who wants a book reviewed, is informed that it only does mischief

to give wide publicity to rubbish.—N. S. gives an account of a meteor
seen in Guernsey on Sept. 18th ; and John E. Stewaet of another
observed at Dundrum on Sept. 22nd. Thanks to Mr. Fawcett's

subordinates, these communications are a little out of date now.

—

PrZZLEHEAD, FRANKLIN J. SoNNENSCHEIN, T. B. S., JAS. SmITH,

Chas. G. Dewberry, G. Woodcock, Hen'ey Peters, Fred. D. Hen-
derson, F. G. S., J. C., and C. L. Dodgsox, one and aU point out

that the " problem " contained in Letter No. 1490 (p. 372) is

nothing but our venerable friend, the Magic Square. No one, how-
ever, attempts to show the connection between the figtires, and the
power they are alleged to possess " over demons, fairies, and en-

chanters."

—

Edward Irving. I regret that you should be so

severely exercised by the expression " undoubtedly." Be this as

it may, there can be very little question that the existing date is

wrong. Thanks for the kindly conclusion of your letter.—W. Cave
Thomas. If it be the fact, as you allege, that you " have killed

long since " the theory of three primary colours, I would suggest

that you should forthwith communicate with Lord Eayleigh, the

Professor of Experimental Physics at Trinity College, Cambridge,

in order that he, Mr. Glazebrook, and a few others tisually accepted

as leading authorities on physical optics, may hold an inquest on
the remains of the deceased hypothesis. Have yon ever read

Nood's " Modem Chromatics," in the " International Scientific

Series " ?—A. M. D. Thanks for your very friendly letter.—H. N.
Smith. I am wholly ignorant of the extent to which the late Mr.

David Urquhart cooked himself in the Turkish bath, or what was
the maximum heat he there endured. Chabert, the " Fire King,"

remained in an oven while meat was cooked, but, of course, he
stood upon felt or some other non-conducting material, while the

meat lay upon heated metal. A surreptitious test of his oven,

though, showed the temperature to be 220° Fahr., and the steak

was grilled on concealed charcoal embers.—J. R. Smith. I accorded

yon all the space at my disposal on pp. 348 and 349, and can

assuredly spare you no more, merely to reiterate, without one

fragment or atom of proof, that brass was a " primordially formu-

lated metal "—and so on. You entirely ignore the offence (not to

say disgust) given to a large mass of readers who really possess

some knowledge of the rudiments of science, by the insertion of

such utterly wild and fonndationless guessing as yours.
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(Buy Jnbrntor5' Column.

So great is the number of inventions noiv patented that inany good

things are comparatively lost in the crowd. A succinct account^

therefore, by an Expert, of all invent ioiis of really popular interest

and utility must he advantageous both to the public and the

Inventor, enabling persons to hear of inventions already desiderated

by them, and thus acting reciprocally as a stiinulant on supply

and demand.

A GOOD GREENHOUSE BOILEE.

We are now iu full view of those night frosts which occasion

such anxiety to all who have choice plants in their conservatories

and greenhouses. Such horticulturists as may not be satisfied with
their existing warming arrangements will, doubtless, be interested

to know that Mr. J. Watson, florist, of St. Albans, Herts, has
invented what is known as Watson's Patent Double-Action Suspen-
sion Arrangement. It is stated that quite half the usual cost in

fuel is saved by using this boiler, which is claimed by the inventor

to possess all the good qualities of the single-action patent (of

which about 200 have been sold, without a failure), while it has

nearly double the heating surface in the same size boiler. The cost

of this boiler is economised, it is stated, in fuel, and it is claimed
to be far superior to the saddle and wedge for large quantities of

piping. It is manufactured, we understand, from the very best

i-iii. wrought iron, and has the additional advantage of requiring

the most simple setting. Orders for those boilers should be sent

to Messrs. S. E. Ransome, 10, Essex-street, Strand, who are, we
understand, the sole agents for \\^atson's well-known patent hot-

water apparatus.

AN ECONOMISER WATERING-CAN.

Many persons fond of gardening, more particularly invalids

having indoor plants, would, we fancy, like to know of a can that

does not spill water over the ground or carpet, and which is capable

of entire regulation as to flow with perfect ease. Messrs. J. Kaye
& Sons, of 93, High Holborn, have invented a watering-pot of this

description, for which the following advantages are claimed :—

A

neat and handy shape, favouring the admission of the pot (without

catching) over and between plants closely arranged. Repeated
tilting is needless, as the flow is let off by a touch of the valve,

and the water can be so controlled (measured practically to the

drop) that no overflow occurs nor does the foliage get wetted. The
flow can be so regulated that vexatious and unsightly stages from
the displacement of soil of newly-potted things may be entirely

avoided. There is a total absence of " flushing." Then, again,

secondary advantages accrue from the foregoing, as the saving of

water and carrying ; dry floors, so essential in winter, and desirable,

too, in summer, until the watering is finished, in order to keep
the feet dry. Among those for whom these improved watering-

cans are specially calculated to be really serviceable are ladies

and amateurs who wish to avoid the annoyance of escaping

water, also those growing plants in carpeted rooms. The pro-

fessional gardener, too, will find it a handy pot for such things

as orchids, ferns, &c., requiring moisture carefully given. Finally,

invalids, who so much enjoy the pastime of flower-growing, -will

find it the very article they need.

AN IMPROVED LAMP-BURNER.

Messks. Hixks & Sox, of Birmingham, and the Holborn Viaduct,

London, have invented an interchangeable, lever-action, duplex

burner (Joseph Hinks's patent), which supplies a facile means of

lighting and trimming a lamp without removing the cone, globe, or

chimney. The new burner possesses neither spring, bolt, hinge, nor

other complication, so that it cannot readily get out of order, while

it will accurately fit any of Hinks's ordinary past or present duplex

lamps. A slight turn of the lever-key causes cone, globe, and
chimney to smoothly ascend, thus giving free access to the wicks

for trimming and lighting. The movement being perpendicular,

the danger of o%'er-balancing, breakage of glass, smoking of cone,

or straining of mechanism (inseparable from all tilting or hinge

arrangements), is obviated. With this arrangement a full light is

maintained to the last drop of oil. By removing screws from
bottom of slide-rods and of lever-rod, the burner can be taken to

pieces. All persons using ordinary lamps will appreciate this in-

vention, and accept it as a long-sought desideratum.

FURNACE SLAG AS A FINE ART MATERIAL.
What is claimed to be a marvel of inventive science has just

formed a rather prominent exhibit at the late Brewers' Exhibition,

and consists in a, utilisation of that waste product, blast-furnace slag,

into a material capable of being wrought up into a variety of art
works. Slag is a mixture of minerals and silicates fused by the
furnace, and so beautifully coloured by metallic oxides as to rival

the finest marbles. Its extraordinary hardness, however, defied all

tools, and it was only after seven years of experiments that a
German chemist invented the means for softening the slag chemi-
cally, and while thus plastic, forcing it into steel moulds under
hydraulic pressure. The substance then, while taking the finest

art forms, retains all its delicate grain and variegated markings
which constitute its special beauty. The Artistic Pottery Com-
pany, of Churson Works, Western-road, Wood-green, N., have taken
up the conversion of slag into a great variety of ornamental and
artistic articles, and as these range in price from sixpence to five

guineas, it may be inferred that the range of the company's pro-

ductions is very wide.

THE "CESTUS" BOILER.

At the recent Brewers' Exhibition, among the new inventions

exhibited was one known as the " Cestus " boiler, for which the
following important advantages are claimed ;—Simplicity of con-

struction, facility of access for examination or repairing, and,
finally, great evaporative efficiency, and, as a resultant, economical
use of fuel. Details may be had of the sole licensee, Mr. H.
Fletcher. The only agents iu London for these boilers are Messrs.
Stevenson & Davies, of 11, Queen Victoria-street, E.G.

A PORTABLE KITCHEN.

Maltum in Parvo is undoubtedly a guiding principle with much of
the invention of the day, and it is very emphatically the case with
the '* Patent Compactum Cuisine," the invention of Mr. Alfred
Parkes, of Zoar Works, Wolverhampton. This is quite like a
conjuror's puzzle, for in a neat case resembling a rather large tin

collar-box there are stowed away a saucepan and a kettle, each
holding two pints, a basin, a frying-pan, a stand for lamp, tea and
sugar caddies, tea-strainer, two cups, two teaspoons, a spirit-flask,

two enamel plates, two knives, two forks, a water-pail, a spirit-

container, a matchbox, and last, but by no means least, a "Hecla"
lamp, with measure. This lamp is a well-constructed article, made
of yellow metal ; by the peculiar action of the methylated spirits,

it produces a gas which is practically unextinguishable by wind or

rain. The "Compactum" contains, in point of fact, just 25
articles, all well made and thoroughly fit for use.

LIFE-SAVING APPLIANCES.

Th.1T deaths from drowning—one of the most preventible forma
of casual mortality—multiply is well known, and this fact has hap-
pily stimulated invention to furnish means for minimising water-
risks. Cork has hitherto been greatly relied on, but it is not, we
think, generally known that that material loses its buoyancy when
exposed to damp. Even and granulated cork, so much relied on,

loses, soon after immersion, one-fourth of its sustaining power.
Mr. Joseph Sexton, of 3 and 4, Great Winchester-street, London,
E.C., uses vaselin to treat cork, and by this simple means renders
its buoyancy permanent. He encloses the cork, too, in waterproof
cylinders, thus doubly protecting it. Experiments with life-belts

made upon Mr. Sexton's principle have been tried at several of our
sea-ports, and have given the most satisfactory results, the testi-

mony of all who witnessed the tests being emphatically in favour
of these belts. Mr. Sexton has also perfected an improved deck-

seat on this principle for use in passenger vessels.

AN IMPROVED UMBRELLA.

Greatly as umbrellas have been improved of late years, there is

still room for further progress. For one thing, umbrella-sticks are

never strong enough to resist a really high wind properly unless

when, on quite a clumsy scale, inadmissible in the case of those de-

signed for ladies. Mr. William Temple Stephens, of 115, Wood-
street, Cheapside, London, has, however, invented what seems to

be a decided improvement in the springs and attachments of the

same to the sticks or canes of umbrellas, parasols, or sunshades.

The improved spring, of iron, steel, brass, or other metal, may be
flat or round, and is secured by simply drilling two holes in the
stick. One end is passed through one hole and rivetted in the usual

manner. The spring may lie along the stick, for neatness, in a
shallow groove, its other end terminating in a hook, shorter than
in general to enable it to work in the other hole, which is slightly

slanting and pierces the stick only for two-thii'ds of its diameter.

The usual stop-wire is put across to keep the spring in position.

The point of this invention is that the improved spring obviates the

necessity for cutting the ordinary slit, which so greatly weakens
the stick. This invention can be adapted to any size of umbrella,

parasol, or sunshade.
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(But Cf)t£(5 Column*
By Mephisto.

PROBLEM No. 135.

By J. Bergek.

^From his collection of problems.)

Whitb.

White to play and mate in three mores.

it A.

~\

THE EVANS GAMBIT.

{Continued from p. 330.)

1. P to K4, P to K4. 2. Kt to KB3, Kt to QB3. 3. B to B4'

B to B4. 4. P to QKt4, B x P. 5. P to B3. Black has two moves

at his dispoaal, Tiz., (a) B to B4 and (b) B to E4.

(o) 5. B to B4
6. Castles P to Q3
7. P to Q4 P X P
8. P X P B to Kt3

This is one of the main positions in this opening, and may also be
brought abont by a slight trans-~
position of the moves, such as

6. P to Q4, P X P. 7. P X P,

B to Kt3. 8. Castles, P to Q3

;

or, also, if Black plays 5. B to

R4.
White now has a strong centre

position and the better develop-

ment as compensation for the

Pawn.
The continuations at White's

disposal are, indeed, numerous.
We shall content ourselves with

giving a few of the principal

attacking variations

:

9. Kt to B3 B to Kt5
Steinitz played 9. Kt to R4
instead of B to Kto against

Techigorin, which, however, resulted in a bad game.
10. B to QKt5 (a) K to B sq.

Should White play 10. Q to R4, then Black must retire his B to Q2
(see a). Now follows 11. B x Kt, P x B. 12. P to K5, B x Kt.

13. PxB, PxP. 14. B to R3 (ch), KttoK2. 15. P x P, Q x Q.

16. R X Q, K to K sq., with a good defence.

(a) 10. Q to R4, B to Q2. 11. QtoKtS, KttoR4. 12. B x P (ch),

K to B sq. 13. Q to B2, K x B. White obtains a very strong

attack, but nevertheless the sacrifice of the piece is unsound. White

would continue with 14. P to K5, K to B sq. 15. R to K sq.,

Kt to QB3. 16. B to Kt5, Q to K sq. 17. P to K6, Q to Kt3.

18. Q X Q, P X Q. 19. P X B, Kt to B3. 20. P to Q5, Kt to K4.

21. Kt X Kt, P X Kt, threatening B to Q5 with a good defence, as

the White P's on Q5 and 7 are weak.

We have given the above variation at length to show how
dangerous are the attacks in this opening. Returning to theposi-

tion in the diagram, we now proceed with 9. P to Q5, which is the

continuation most frequently adopted.

9. P to Q5 Kt to R4
10. B to Kt2 Kt to K2 (best)

Of course if Kt x B, White recovers the piece by Q to R4 (ch).

XJ, '_i ,j::\
">^

WnrrE.

Or, if now White should play 11. B x KtP, Black will obtain a verj-

strong attack by playing 11. R to Kt sq., followed by 12. Kt x B,

and on the White Q checking bv 13. Q to Q2 threatening the
sacrifice of the R by 14. B x P (ch) and 15. Q to R6 (ch), &c.

11. B to Q3 Castles

12. Kt to B3 P to QB3
and although White has a good position. Black ought to be abk-
to defend his Pawn. If on his 9th move White plays

9. R to K sq. B to Kt5
with a fair defence, for if 10. Q to Kt3, Kt to B4, or if 10. B to

QKt5, K to B sq., or B X Kt, &c. White can likewise play
9. B to R3 Kt to R4

10. B to Q3 Kt to K2
11. P to K5 Castles, &c.

Another continuation for White is

9. B to Kt2 Kt to B3
10. P to Q5 Kt to K2

White would not do well to take the KKt and open the Kt's filt-

for the action of the R, therefore 11. Kt to B3, Castles. 12. Kt to

K2, Kt to Kt3, &c.
Finally we give a charming little game played by the late Grand

JIaster Anderssen against Lowenthal, the first eight moves being
identical with the position in the diagram.

Wbitx. Black.
Aoderssen. Lowenthal.

9. P to KR3 Kt to B3
(Kt to B4, dislodging the B. is considered best)

10. Kt to B3 Castles

11. B toKKtS PtoKE3
12. B to R4 P to Kt4

One of the tricks worth knowing is to give np the Kt for two
Pawns in a similar position, as the pinned Kt on B3 mosth
succumbs to the attack brought to bear upon it and the erposed K.
But considering that if White plays 13. Kt x KtP, P x Kt.

14. B X P, Black has the apparently good defence of B x QP. Black's

move seemed safe enough. If, in spite of this. White sacrificed his

piece, it shows what a wonderful power of penetration and deep
combination Anderssen did possess.

13. KtxP PxKt
14. BxP BxQP
15. Kt to Q5

!

Very fine if now B x E. 10. Q x B first, followed by Kt x Kt (ch),

with a strong attack.

16. R to Kt sq.

Black is quite helpless, if B x Kt.

17. R to Kt3
18. B « Kt
19. Q to R5 (ch)

20. R to Kt3 (ch) and wins

(7*0 be contimtcd.)

B toK3
R to Kt sq.

PxB, winning a piece.

K toR2
BxB
K to Kt sq.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

„*, Please address Chess Editor.

G. W. iliddleton.—Ton can place eight Queens on the board

without attacking each other, as follows :—Q on KR3, KKto, KB2,

K8, Q sq, QB7, QKt4, QR6.

Littlehampton.—If 1. R to QKtsq, B to Ksq, 2. Q to K4, B x Kt,

and there is no mate.

Clarence.—Many thanks for letter, game, and problem.

Q. T. V. and A. W. Overton.—Solntions correct.

Correct solutions of 134 received from W., W Fnmival, E. Champ,

U. W. Sherrard, and Scribbler.

Middlesbrough.—No. 133 is incorrect.
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DREAMS:
THEIE PLACE IN THE GEOWTH OF PEIJIITITE

BELIEFS.

By Edward Clodd.

XII.

IN these times, when many run to and fro, and know-
ledge is increased, we forget how recent are the tre

mendous changes wrought by the science that

—

" Reaches forth her arms
To feel from world to world, and charms
Her secret from the latest moon."

Dulled by familiarity, we forget how operative these

changes are upon opinions which have been—save now and

again by voices speedily silenced—unquestioned during

centuries. It is, in truth, another world to that in which

our forefathers lived. Even in science itself the revolution

wTOUght by discoveries within the last fifty years is enor-

mous. Our old standard authorities, especially in astronomy

and geology, are now of value only as historical indices to

the progress of those sciences, while in the domain of life

itself, the distinctions between plant and animal, assumed

under the terms Botany and Zoology, are effaced and made
one under the term Biology. Sir James Paget, in a pro-

foundly interesting address on Science and Theology, has

pointed out that it was once thought profane to speak of

Ufe as in any kind of relation or alliance with chemical

affinities manifest in lifeless matter ; now, the correlation

of all the forces of matter is a doctrine which investigation

more and more confirms. It was believed, many believe it

still, that an impassable chasm separated the inorganic

from the organic, the latter being attained only through

operations of a vital force external to matter. That chasm
was imaginary. Even the supposed difference between
plants and animals in the existence in the latter of a

stomach by which to digest and change nutritive sub-

stances, vanishes before the experiments on carnivorous

plants. And not only do the observations of Mr. Darwin
go far to show the existence of a nervous system in

plants, but examination of crystals shows that a " truly

elemental pathology must be studied in them after me-

chanical injuries or other disturbing forces." And is

man, " the roof and crown of things," to witness to

diversity amidst this unity

!

If we hesitate to believe that our metaphysics have been

evolved from savage philosophy, that our accepted opinions

concerning man's nature and destiny are but the improved

and puritied speculations of the past, we must remember
what long years had elapsed before the spirit of science

arose and breathed its air of freedom on the human mind.

The Christian religion wrought no change in the attitude

of man towards the natural world ; it remained as full of

mystery and miracle to the pagan after his conversion as

before it. When that religion was planted in foreign soil,

it had, as the condition of its thriving, to be nourished by

the alien juices. It had to take into itself what it found

there, and it found very much in common. Although it

displaced and degraded the Dii majored of other faiths, it

had its own elaborated order of principalities and powers
;

it had as real a belief in demons and goblins as any pagan

;

and it was, therefore, simply a ijuestion of baptising and

re-christening the ghost-world of heathendom, substituting

angels for swan-maidens and elves, devils for demons, and

retaining unchanged the army of evil agencies, who as

witches and wraiths swarmed in the night and wrought

havoc on soul and body.

The doctrine of continuity admits no exceptions ; it

has no " favoured nation " clause for man. Its teaching

is of order, not confusion ; of gradual development,

not spasmodic advance ; of banishment of all catas-

trophic theories in the interpretation of the history

of man as of nature. In its exposition nothing

is "common or unclean;" nothing too tri\-ial for

notice in study of the growth of language, of law, of

social customs and institutions, of religion, or of aught else

comprised in the story of our race. The nursery rhyme and

the " wise saw " embodied the serious belief of past times :

ceremonial rites and priestly vestments preserve the signi-

ficance and sacredne*s gathering round the common when
it becomes specialised. And in this belief in spiritual

powers and agencies within and without, the line uniting

the lower and the higher culture is unbroken. Nor can it

be otherwise, if it be conceded that the sources of man's

knowledge do not transcend his experience, and that

within the limits of this we have to look for the origin of

all beliefs, from the crudest animism to the most ennobling

conceptions of the Eternal.

" This world is the nurse of all we know,
This world is the mother of all we feel."

And yet we find scientists shutting their eyes to the light

The Theistic philosopher, trembling at the bogey of human
automatism, creates an Ego, " an entity wherein man's

nobility essentially consists, which does not depend for its

existence on any play of physical or vital forces, but which

makes these forces subservient to its determinations."*

The Biologist, shrinking from the application o! the theory

of evolution to the descent of man, argues that " his ani-

mality is distinct in nature from his rationality, though

inseparably joined during life in one common personality."

His body " was derived from pre-existing materials, and

therefore, only derivatively created ; that is, by the opera-

tion of secondary laws. His soul, on the other hand, was

created in quite a different way, not by any preexisting

means external to God himself, but by the direct action of

the Almighty symbolised by the term " breathing. ''f As

* Dr. Carpenter's " Mental Physiolojry," p. 27.

t St. Geo. llivart's " Genesis of Species," p. 325. In the 2nd

edition of this work, Professor Mivart cites with satisfaction the

authority of S. Thomas Aquinas and of Cardinal Newman on the

matter.
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this compound nature of man is defended in a scientific

treatise, and Knowledge is concerned with its scientific side

alone, the question that leaps to the lips is, when did

the direct action take place—in the embryo, or at birth,

or at the first awakenings of the moral sense? Readers of

that eccentric book, " The Unseen Universe," published

some eight years ago, may remember that the authors

bailt up a spiritual body whose home lay beyond the

visible cosmos.* Their argument was to the following

effect :—Just as light is held to result from vibrations of

the ether set in motion by self-luminous or light^reflecting

bodies, so every thought occasions molecular action in

the brain, which gives rise to vibrations of the ether.

While the efiect of a portion of our mental activity is to

leave a permanent record on the matter of the brain, and

tiius constitute an organ of memory, the efiect of the

remaining portion is to set up thought-waves across the

ether, and to construct by these means, in some part of the

anseen universe, what may be called our " spiritual body."

By this process there is being gradually built up, as the

resultant of our present activities, our future selves ; and
when we die our consciousness is in some mysterious way
transferred to the spiritual body, and thus the continuity

«f identity is secured.

Eternal form shall still divide

Th' eternal soul from all beside.

We may well quote the ancient words :
" If they do

these things in a green tree, what shall be done in the

dry t" The physicists, who thus locate the soul in limits-

less space, and call it vibrations ; the mathematician, who
said it must be extension ; and the musician, who said, like

Aristoxenus, that it was harmony; the Cartesian philosopher

who locates it in the pineal gland ; the Costa Rican, who places

it in the liver ; the Tongans, who make it co-extensive with

the body ; and the Swedenborgians, who assume an under-

lying, inner self pervading the whole frame—these have
met together, the lower and the higher culture have kissed

each other.

The tripartite division of man by the Rabbis, the Platon-

ists, the Pauiinists, the Chinese, the medifeval theories of

vegetal, sensitive, and rational souls—what are these but
the " other self " of savage philosophy writ large! Plato's

number is found among the Sioux : of their three souls

one goes to a cold place, another to a warm place, and
<iie third stays to guard the body. Washington Matthews,
in his " Ethnology and Philology of the Hidatsa Indians,"

says :
—" It is believed by some of the Hidatsa that every

human being has four souls in one. They account for the
phenomena of gradual death, when the extremities are

apparently dead while consciousness remains, by supposing
the four souls to depart, one after another, at difl'erent times.

When dissolution is complete, they say that all the souls are

gone, and have joined together again outside the body. I

have heard a Minsutaree quietly discussing this doctrine

with an Assinneboine, who believed in only one soul to

each body."

Let it not be thought that because science explains the
earthborn origin of some of man's loftiest hopes, she makes
claim to have spoken the last word, and forbids utterance
from any other quarter. The theologian is not less free to

assume such miraculous intervention in man's development
as marks him nearer to the angel than to the ape, only his

assumptions lie beyond the scope of scientific inquiry. And
it should be noted that whilst science takes away, she gives

• For criticism of this pseudo-scientific theory, see Professor
Clifford's brilliant paper in " Lectures and Essays," Vol. I., pp. 228,
St. ; and a review of " The Unseen Universe," by the present
writer, Fraser's Magazine, January, 1876.

with no niggard hand, so that the loss is more seeming
than real.

When belief in the earth's central and supreme place in

the universe was surrendered at the bidding of astronomy,

there was compensation in the revelation of a universe to

which thought can fix no limits. And if man is bidden to

surrender belief in his difference in kind from other living

creatures, he will be given the conception of a collective

humanity whose duties and destiny he shares. That con-

ception will not be the destruction, but the enlargement, of

the field of the emotions, and, in contrasting the evan-

escence of the individual with the permanence of the race,

he may find a profounder meaning in the familiar words

—

" We are such stnff as dreams are made on.

And our little life is rounded with a sleep."

PLEASANT HOURS WITH THE
MICROSCOPE.

By Henkt J. Slack, F.G.S., F.R.M.S.

A DADDY-LONGLEGS is not an insect treated by
ordinary observers with much respect. Children

laugh at it, and wonder at its readiness to leave a few
legs in their fingers. Older folks find nothing elegant in

its appearance, or graceful in its short snatches of flight

across the grass. To the gardener and farmer it is an object

of dislike on account of the damage its grub does to

lawns and grass-land. Curtis, in " Farm Insects," says

of it: "This universally - distributed and mischievous

gnat, by dropping its eggs in the field, garden, and
pasture - land, annually causes serious losses to the

cultivator by the destruction of various crops as well as

flowers." "rhe ravages committed by it are sometimes
enormous, whole fields of mangel-wurzel falling a prey to

it, besides the ruin of potatoes, beets, cabbages, kc. There

are upwards of thirty British species of Tipula or Crane-

flies, the Daddy-Longlegs being the biggest. Their grubs

are tough, hardy things, standing any amount of wet, and
called in some country places Leather Jackets. Out of

thirty species, Curtis only identified three as positively

known to be a serious nuisance.

The profile of these insects shows how they got their

name of Crane-flies, from the projection of the mouth
organs, which, however, make a snout rather than a neck.

The male of Tipula okra^ea, the Daddy, is easily known
from the female by the end of its abdomen being blunt and

thick, while that of the female is tapering and pointed.

Mr. Curtis says, " The eggs are laid by the females, I appre-

hend, as they fly, or when they rest amongst the herbage,

and are propelled as from a popgun." This may be so

when the nature of the ground suits, but the creature is

supplied with an ovipositing apparatus consisting of two

parts, one adapted, like certain forceps used by surgeons, to

enlarge an orifice, and another to guide the eggs into the

hole thus made. Fig. 1 represents these organs separated
;

the shorter one, which conducts the eggs, is opened wide to

show its hollow jaws. The female often seems stuffed full of

eggs, which, according to Curtis, may amount to three hundred

or more at one time. The maggots are footless things, with

black heads and good jaws. They change to pupse from

August to September, and are furnished with spiny rings,

which enable them to work their way to the surface of the

ground, and, when their emerging time comes, he says,

thousands of empty cases may be seen sticking half out of

the earth amongst the grass. The wings of the perfect

insects, though long and fairly broad, do not make them

I
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Fitr. 1. ri<r. 3.

r^y^

Fis. 2. Fig. 4.

Fig. 1. Ovipositing Apparatus of TiptiZa oleracea.—A, ovipositor; B, forceps to move the ground and make room for the eggs (xlO)-
Pig. 2. Tongue of ditto ( xGO).—Opening it to show strncture, broke the large psendo-trachese ; A, B and C, D formed two curved
vessels in their natural state. Fig. 3. Some pseudo-tracheie in centre of the organ, the small ones springing from the larger;
the large one omitted on right (x600). Fig. 4. A, Proboscis of Rhingias rostrata ( x 10) ; B, Portion of tip (x320).—The htkirs and
ornamental leopard spots are omitted. The lateral trachere are twenty-six on each lobe.

good flyers. Their outer margins are set with thick spines,

the inner with larger and fioer one?, and the intercostal

spaces covered with minute hairs. The poisers are very

conspicuous, and look like long-handled battledores. They
are well worth mounting in Canada balsam, and are more
winglike in aspect than those of most other flies.

The antennfe are long ; composed, according to Westwood,
of from thirteen to sixteen joints. Those of a female now
before the writer has the former number. Mounted in

balsam, they show each joint to commence with a slight

bulge from which spring four bristles. All the joints are

covered with numerous fine hairs springing from trans-

parent spots, which have a pretty efiect in a good light or

with dark ground illumination. The snouty projection is in

front of the antennae, and carries at its tip two four-jointed

palpi and the remarkable tongue. The last joint of the

palp is beautifully ringed.

The tongue is the most marvellous specimen of the blow-

fly pseudo-tracheal sort the writer has met with. It is

short and broad. On each side is a thick, fleshy cushion,

covered with bristles on its outer surface ; inside are very

numerous groups of pseudo-trachea?, and in the centre a

thinner portion also abounding in them. The Blow-fly, or

the Drone-fly proboscis opens and shuts its two lobes, much
like the opening and shutting of a book. The tipula tongue
is more like the form obtained by the curve of two haman
hands holding a big apple within their grasp. The general

shape is shown in Fig. 2, sketched from a specimen mounted^
without squeezing, in a shallow cell of Canada balsam. It
is slightly altered in appearance by being forced open^
which has broken the large pseudo-trachere in the central

portion, and put the two halves a little way apart. Rg. S
shows a few of the pseudo-tracheoe in the centre of this

organ, as seen with an oil immersion y\th and "A" eye-

piece.

It is difiicult to count all their pseudo-trachese, as, when
the tongue is whole and in its natural state, many are not

visible from the superposition of parts, and taking it to

pieces accurately requires much patience and skill—more
than the writer can boast of. The number, however, seems
about 300, and for our present purpose a few more or less

do not matter. There is an enormous advance in the

complexity of this organ, not only from such a ample
form as that of Rhingias rostrata, but also from that

of the Blow-fly or the Drone-fly. Of what advan-

tage it to the Daddy - Longlegs to possess
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such an elaborate and complicated feeding machine ?

Does anybody know 1 The writer confesses complete

ignorance, and will not venture a guess. Books are so

generally mere compilations, one from another, that it is

little wonder that those ordinarily accessible contain no

account of this organ ; but it is curious that its complex

structure seems to have escaped Westwood at the date

(1840) of his excellent " Clas-sification of Insects." From
his sketch it is evident he had only seen the tongue with a

very low power. Figuier, in his " Insect World," says of

the Tipulce :
—" The perfect insects, at first sight, resemble

gnats ; but are without a trunk, or rather their trunk is

extremely short, terminating in two large lips. The sucker

is composed of two fibres only." Where did he get this

notion 1 If any reader has met with a good description of

this tongue I should be glad to know of it.

A curious question arises with respect to an organ of

this character in reference to the theory of development :

What did the ancestors of the present creatures do while

the thing was developing f A comparison of the mouth-
organs of various dipters may throw light upon the Daddy-
Longlegs case. The Tabani (breeze-flies) and others have,

besides the proboscis, piercing and cutting tools and a

pump. If in any insect the latter became gradually ob-

solete or imperfect while the former was growing, no incon-

venience would arise. The gnats are piercers and pumpers
;

smd perhaps remote progenitors of Daddy-Longlegs had
as good lancets, saws, and pumps, while the proboscis

passed from simple stages to the marvellous development
of the Tipula. Fig. 4 shows the tongue of Kliingias

rostrata, like dentist's forceps, with few and very short

lateral tracheae, and if we could find an early ancestor of

the Daddy, his proboscis might afford still simpler exhibi-

tion of this kind of organ.

With regard to my paper on the Drone-flies, let me
thank Mr. John Moore for his kind ofier, and his remark
that their food is not exclusively liquid, as he finds pollen

in their stomachs. I have no doubt he is right, but
their regular diet is, I think, obtained by sucking the

nectar of florets, and I have examined many which had
not swallowed pollen or other solid matter.

NOTES ON COAL.
By Richard A. Proctor.

(Continued from p. 334.)

IN all such progressions as we are here dealing with,

statistics indicate a wave-like alteration. Just as in

the shape of a wave's front, we see a gentle slope, then a
more rapid slope, and then, up to the wave's summit, a

gradually diminishing slope, so, in statistical progressions,

we recognise a gradual increase at first, then a more rapid

increase, then a diminishing increase, until the absolute

maximum is reached, after which comes a gradual decrease.

But the rear of such a statistical wave may be altogether

unlike the front—in other words, the rate and manner and
variations of decrease may be quite unlike the rate and
manner and variation of increase. It is so with the pro-

giess of epidemics, with changes of population in the com-
plete history of a nation from its rise to its decadence,
with the growth of a trade, with every known subject to

which statistical research has been applied. There may be
alternate wave like rise and fall, there may be so slow a
rate of increase or decrease that the crest or valley of the
wave seems long in passing, and the decrease after increase,

or vice versd, may so far differ from the preceding phase as
to be almost imperceptible ; but in every case there is to be

recognised, either once or more than once, the wave form
of rise or of fall.*

Now, the consumption of coal is at present, and for very
obvious reasons, passing through the more rapidly-ascend-
ing portion of its wave of increase. For many years after

the first recognition of the value of coal as fuel, the mineral
crept slowly into use. With its employment, fresh uses

for it were found, the very usefulness of the mineral sug-

gesting new wants. Chief among the results which sprang
directly from the use of coal as fuel, was the application of

the steam-engine to a number of ]jurposes which had before

been either unthought of or unattainable for want of proper
fuel. The spread of manufacture, of trade, of travel, and
general intercommunication, followed in due course, at once
directly and indirectly necessitating a continued increase in

the quantity of coal employed throughout the Kingdom.
These causes are still in full operation ; and it is to be
expected that, while this is the case, there will not merely
be a steady annual increase in the use of coal (for such an
increase would follow from the mere expansion of the uses

already discovered for the mineral), but an increase of that

increase, on account chiefly of the progress of invention

and discovery.

That this state of things will continue for several years

to come may fairly be anticipated ; that for many years to

come the average rate of increase in the coal-consumption

will be fully equal to that at present observed may also be

expected ; but that, before many years are passed, the rate

of increase (then higher than now) will be beginning to

diminish, thenceforward returning towards its present rate,

and passing eventually below its present rate, is to be

looked forward to as the natural order of events in the

future. Let it be remembered that such a result would by
no means imply a falling-ofF in the commercial and manufac-

turing acti\-ity of the country. The extension of the em-

ployment of coal for known uses has, in several instances,

already nearly approached a limit. In other cases, such

extension, though still proceeding, is not proceeding

at an increasing but at a decreasing rate. This must
happen in turn with all the known applications of coal,

the extension of its use perhaps attaining a rate cor-

responding nearly to that of the actual growth of our

population.! Such a change would imply a continual

increase of national commercial prosperity, not (as at first

view might seem to be the case) a gradual decadence. It

is as though a merchant, whose gains, already large, had

been increasing year by year, say by £1,000, should find

them still increase year after year by £900, £800, £700
(the change occupying many years), until, at length, the

• Let any one try such an experiment as the following, and he

will readily understand what is here meant by wave-like progres-

sion, and obtain also very convincing evidence of the fact in ques-

tion. Along a horizontal line let equal spaces be measured, and let

a set of vertical lines be pencilled through the divisions on the

horizontal line. Now, from the weekly records of health let the

number of deaths due to any disease, or form of disease—as, for

instance, diarrhoea, or the class of diseases included under the head

zymotic—be noted from the commencement to the end of some
period in which such diseases may have been particularly active,

and let the nnmber of deaths in successive weeks bo represented on

any convenient scale on the successive vertical lines, measuring

upwards from the horizontal line. [For example, say that fifty

deaths shall be represented by one inch, and other numbers pro-

portionately.] Then through the summits of the lines thus drawn
let a curve be swept. It will be found that this curve has the

wave-figure spoken of above.

t The population is increasing at an increasing rate at present

;

but as this rate is much lower than that at which the consumption

of coal is increasing, this consumption, in changing to the rate at

which population is increasing, must diminish its rate of increase.

Moreover, the increase of the rate at which the population of this

country is increasing, grows less, decade by decade.
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annual increase settled down to some constant or nearly

constant sum, such as (say) £200. The prosperity of such

a merchant could hardly be regarded as failing ; for his

gains, large at first, would have grown larger and larger

throughout, and in the final stage they would still be grow-

ing larger and larger from year to year. So it would be in

the case of those uses of coal which are already known.
Already large, they would grow larger and larger (on our

supposition, which we believe to be in accordance with all

experience) ; they would not throughout the change fail to

increase; and, at the last, they would settle down to a

nearly constant rate, not of consumption, but of increase of

consumption.

So soon as such processes begin to operate freely (and,

as we have said, they are already operating to some extent)

they will reduce the rate at which the whole consumption
is increasing. Operating against them would be the pro-

gress of invention, by which fresh uses for coal are continu-

ally springing up. Yet this cause would not act solely to

increase the consumption ; for many of the inventions

which require directly or indirectly the employment of

coal, operate to remove or to reduce some other cause also

requiring the consumption of coal. Nor is it at all unlikely

that before long inventions will be so directed as to reduce

in a very marked manner the consumption of coal in

certain departments of trade and commerce.
Now, if this view of the future is just, we can no longer

apply a percentage of increase after Mr. Jevons's method,

except for so moderate a number of years that the monstrous
annual consumption indicated for 1950 (for example) is no
longer in question. For the next ten, twenty, or even
thirty years, it is not vitally important whether we take

Mr. .^evons's method or Mr. Hull's. There would, indeed,

be a considerable difference in the annual consumjjtion at

the end of the ten, twenty, or thirty years ; but still the

main difference would be that a certain consumption would
be reached so many years sooner in one case than in the

other.*

Thus, taking 120 millions of tons as the anniial

consumption in 1S72, and 326 as the rate of increase per

cent, per annum, the annual consumption in 1882 would
have been estimated at 1-59 millions of tons if the actual

increase remained constant, and 165 millions of tons if the
percentage of increase remained constant ; at the end of

twenty years from 1872 the numbers would be respectively

185 millions and 227i millions ; at the end of thirty years

from 1872 they would be 218 millions and 314 millions.

The difference in the last two cases is no doubt consider-

able
; yet it is seen that the consumption in 1892, on Mr.

Jevons's hypothesis is the same as the consumption in 1905
on the other ; and it can readily be calculated that the con-

sumption in 1902, on Mr. Jevons's hypothesis, is the

same as the consumption in 1922 on tie other. The advance

* In my original paper, which appeared in 1872, and has, of

conrse, been modified above, I wrote as follows :
—" It mil be very

soon in our power to decide whether one or other hypothesis be
correct ; nor will it be long before it will be possible to decide
whether the hypothesis advocated by myself is not sonnder than
either. I venture to predict that before the year 1890 the per-
centage of increase will be markedly below Mr. Jevons's estimate

;

and that before the year 1900 the actual increase will be below its

present value (3,500,000 tons)." The consumption appears now (in

1884, and judging from the records for 1883) to be about 1C4 millions

of tons, which is considerably below Mr. Jevons's estimate, and shows
that the first part of my prediction was sound ; whether the latter

part will be confirmed remains to be seen. As the average increase
in the 11 years, from 1872 to 1883, has been nearly 4,000,000 tons,

it is evident that when due account is taken of the reserved diminu-
tion of the rate (not the amount) of increase, the tendency of

events is towards the fulfilment of this part, too, of my antici-

pations.

to that rate twenty years earlier or later is a matter of very
little importance compared with the question whether Mr.
Jevons's view will be justified during after years.

If, on the contrary, as I believe, the present increasing

rate of increase will be ch.mged long before even thirty

years have passed into a decreasing rate of increase—if

such a consumption as 250 millions of tons is not reached
until long after the time when even the present rate of

change, continued uniformly, would have brought it—we
need not fear that the exhaustion of our coalfields is so

near at hand as either Mr. Jevons or Mr. Hull has
supposed. And we may recognise this further cause of

hope in such a view, that, whereas the prospect of the

exhaustion of our coal within 150 or 200 or even 300 years

would imply little less than the prospect of approaching
national bankruptcy, the continuance of our supply for 800
or 1,000 years would sufiice to put ns on a secure and stable

footing. During all these years the power and wealth of

the nation would be increasing, so far as the cause in ques-

tion is concerned (since our assumptions imply a continufd

increase in the consumption of coal) ; inventions and dis-

coveries would have multiplied on all sides ; means might
even have been devised for accomplishing, without coal,

the greater part of the work which coal now does for us

;

and at the worst we should be in a position to obtain

abundant supplies of coal from other countries. It is not,

however, too much to say that, even if these hopes were
not justified, 1,000 years of prosperity is a future which
this nation might contemplate with satisfaction. What-
ever our pride in our country—in her past history, her
present condition, or her future prospects—we are to

remember that it is not given to any nation to endure for

ever. As the most powerful nations of antiquity passed

into decadence, so one day must it happen with this country,

though we, her children, may well believe that that day is

far off, and that the might and prosperity of this nation

will rather undergo a change of form than a complete

destruction—not perishing, but being merged in the might
and the prosperity of one or other of the nations which
have sprung from ours.

A LECTUKE was delivered on Tuesday at the Royal Victoria Hall,

by the Kev. W. Tuckwell, Rector of Stockton Rugby ; the subject

being a Bank Holiday on the Hills. The lecturer supposed his

hearers to accompany him to some hill within reach of London by
excursion train, and to spend the holiday upon it. He led them
through roads and fields fringed and carpeted with summer flowers

to the hillside, resting for a while beside a rustic home to look at

the cottager's bees, and hear from him a delightful history of their

culture. Past bogs blue with forget-me-not, yellow with asphodel,

gleaming with sun-dew; through a wood where the squirrel and the

wood-pigeon sat aloft, the golden-rod and foxglove waved below;
along the hillside with its bracken, its whortle-berries, its heather,

and its staghorn moss; the party climbed to the top, sat down
to enjoy the sights and sounds, measured the height ascended
by means of an aneroid barometer, discussed the geological

formation of the hill itself, read chapters of English history

in the view from its summit. In the walk which followed

the flowers all around, pimpernel and St. Johnswort, and
Lady's Bedstraw and club - moss, were made to yield their

legends and associations ; the viper, the burying beetle, the

gossamer, the wasp's nest, suggested curious talk; a pond'

revealed mysteries of the stickleback's nest, and the dragon-

fly's transformations, and the transparent water-flea, and the

house-building ililicerta ; a stone quarry exhibited Ammonites and
Saurian remains and Coprolites of a million years ago, while flint

implements from a gravel-pit told their tale of earliest man.
Finally, a farmhouse gathered the excursionists to tea and country

fare, and the happy day found its end, with certainty that its

thoughts and feelings would penetrate the dust and heat of town.

life like a refreshing breeze from the hills themselves, a reminder

of pleasures past, a provocative to renew them on many a future

holiday.
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"CRACKLE" GLASS.

THIS variety of glass, which has become so fashionable

on account of its effective and crackled appearance, is,

according to the Glassware Reporter, very easily made.

It is produced by covering one side of a piece of plate-

glass with a thick stratum of a flux or readily fusible glass,

mixed with coarse fragments of glass. In this condition it

is placed in a muffle, or an open furnace, where it is

strongly heated. As soon as the flux is melted and the

glass itself has become red-hot, it is removed from the

furnace and rapidly cooled. The flux (or fusible glass),

under this treatment, cracks and splits, leaving innumer-

able fine lines of fracture over its surface, having much
the appearance of scales or irregular crystals, which cross

and intersect each other in every direction, producing very

striking and beautiful effects when the light falls upon its

surface.

The rapid cooling of the fusible coating is effected either

by exposing the heated mass to the action of a current of

cold air, or by cautious sprinkling with cold water.

By protecting certain portions of the glass surface from

the action of the flux, these portions retain their original

smoothness and polish, and form a striking contrast to the

crackled portions of the surface. By this means inscriptions

or decorative designs of every description are produced
-upon a colourless or coloured ground.

A modification of this method of producing crackle glass

is the following : A coarsely granular flux is strewn upon
the surface of a gla=s cylinder, while the latter is red hot,

until the flux melts. It is then removed and rapidly cooled

either by the use of water or by waving it about in the air.

The stratum of melted flux is then caused to crack as above
described. The cylinder is then cut, flattened, and brought

• to a level surface in the usual manner.

DICKENS'S STORY LEFT HALF TOLD.
A QDASI-SCIENTIFIC INqmKY INTO

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD.
By Thomas Foster.

{Concluded.)

I
HAVE purposely kept to the last what I take to be
the most striking proof of all that Edwin Drood was

not really slain and that he communicated at once with
Grewgious—a proof plain and striking, yet somehow
entirely overlooked by all who have examined the story

(except Mr. Proctor and myself, who take the same view
- of the plot).

When Mr. Grewgious had given the ring to Edwin
which had been removed from the unconscious hand of

Rosa's mother, he was sad and out of spirits. " I hope I
have done right," he says : " it was hard to lose the ring,

and yet it must have gone from me very soon." "He
• closed the empty drawer with a sigh, shut and locked the
-escritoire, and came back to the solitary fireside. ' The
-ring,^ he went on, ' will it come back to me 1 My mind
'^hangg about her ring very uneasOy to-night. But that is

•explainable. I have had it so long and prized it so much.'

"

This much-prized memento of his dead love was, he
knows, in Edwin's possession when he disappeared. The
watoh, chain, and breast-pin which were also in Edwin's
possession are found in Cloisterham Weir. Is it conceivable
that Grewgious would have made no inquiry whatever
about the ring he valued so much if he had supposed—as

so many readers imagine he did—that Drood had been
made away with 1 Is it conceivable that when feeling

and duty alike (and with almost equal strength, we may
say, when we consider that duty was a passion with him)
urged Grewgious to seek for the ring, he would have over-

looked his duty and set his feelings on one side, as he
actually did, if he knew no more than the ordinary reader
supposes 1 I answer unhesitatingly that this is not con-

ceivable. It is absolutely certain that Mr. Grewgious had
the ring again in his possession many hours before the
watch, chain, and pin were found in the weir 1

But we are told that in resolving to restore this very
ring to hin breast, Edwin was unconsciously preparing " a
chain, riveted to the foundations of heaven and earth, and
gifted with invincible force to hold and drag." The idea

is suggested that the ^ring was to be found in the tomb
when Edwin himself and his very clothes had disappeared

through the action of the quicklime. But this idea a score

of reasons have compelled us to abandon. How are we to

reconcile what was said about the ring and our knowledge
that Jasper is to be condemned to death for murder, with
what we know to have happened to Edwin and with what
we know to have been planned against Jasper.

Very easily, if we consider the course which Edwin's
plans would naturally take after he had discovered what
the old opium-eater knew or might learn. Among the

revelations he was awaiting must inevitably have come the

discovery that Jasper's main idea in removing the watch,

chain, and pin was that they might afford no evidence

against him in the tomb. So soon as Edwin and Grew-
gious had learned this, their power to inflict a very terrible

punishment on Jasj)er would at once be manifest. They
would see that the use of the watch, chain, and pin, to bring

suspicion on Neville, was only an afterthought. They
would feel that Jasper had planned to remove all trace of

his guilt from the tomb into which he had flung his victim;

and they would force on him the completion of his purpose.

Edwin had himself removed from the tomb the only object

which could have resisted the action of the quicklime. But
of that ring Jasper had known nothing. What horror fell

upon his guilty mind when he learned that he had unwit-

tingly left a fatal witness of his crime, within the very tomb
of his victim ! His sense of security is at once utterly

shaken. He broods over his danger, while he shudders at

the thought of the only possible way of removing it. But,

struggle as he may to resist, he is compelled at last to take

this dreadful yet only available course. He is forced to the

tomb itself, nay to the very dust of his victim, that he may
there grope in darkness and horror for the evidence of his

crime.

We may feel sure that a part of Jasper's penalty was to

have been this,—to be driven by terror for his life to face

the ghastly terror of his victim's tomb. Further, I have

myself no doubt that the course of his fate was to have

been so guided that his visit to the tomb was made on the

same day of the year on which his attack had been made,

and at the self-same hour of the night.

Creeping down the crypt steps, oppressed by growing

horror and by terror of coming judgment, sickening under

fears engendered by the darkness of night and the charnel-

house air he breathed, Jasper opens the door of the tomb
and holds up his lantern, shuddering at the thought of

what it may reveal to him.

And what sees he ? Is it the spirit of his victim that

stands there, " in his habit as he lived," his hand clasped

on his breast, where the ring had been when he was mur-

dered 1 What else can Jasper deem it 1 There, clearly

visible in the gloom at the back of the tomb, stands Edwin
Drood, with stem look fixed on him,—pale, silent,

relentless !

With a shriek of horror (the ghost of that awful cry had

,i
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Told Story is invented.

been heard beforebyDurdles*), Jasper casts downthe lantern

and flies from the tomb. But even as he rushes forth he is

faced by two men, from whom he turns (utterly unnerved
by the horror of the tomb) to seek the only path of escape

—the winding staircase of the Tower. They follow him
closely, Neville first, Tartar close by him, Drood himself

but a few steps behind Tartar, and Crisparkle following.

Seized by Neville at the top of the staircase, Jasper turns

and struggles fiercely with the man he hates. Neville

receives his death-wound (but lives long enough to know
that his name has been cleared), Tartar, Drood, and
Crisparkle capture Jasper, and the villain is cast into

prison, but not till he has been confronted by his supposed

victim and by Grewgious and made to feel how, while he

supposed himself safe, every movement of his had been

known to them and watched by them. In the knowledge

that Tartar loves Rosa and is loved by her, Jasper's

punishment is complete.

Very little of this suggested close of Dickens's Half-

Dickens himsalf told very nearly

all of it, in what the story itself

discloses unmistakably,! in what
he said to Forster and to Miss
Hogarth, and finally in the in-

structions to Mr. Fildes respecting

the illustration?.

With regard to these illustra-

tions, we know that a picture

showing Jasper in Rochester gaol

was to have appeared towards the

close of the book. But there were
earlier indications in Mr. Fildes'

work under Dickens's in-

structions (and not explained

to Mr. Fildes, of course, so

far as their bearing on the

story was concerned) which
are full of meaning. Yet,

strangely enough, they seem
to have been quite overlooked by
most readers. Or perhaps most of

these read from the cheaper editions,

in which the

old illustra-

tions of the

paper covers

to themonthly
parts were not

reproduced. I venture to give two
of the small pictures from the love

side of the cover, two from the

murder side, and the central picture

below, which presents the central

horror of the story—the end and
aim of the " Datchery assumption"
and of Mr. Grewgious's plans

—

showing Jasper driven to seek for

the proofs of his crime amid the

dust to which, as he thought, the

flesh and bones, and the very clothes

of his victim, had been reduced.

J

Nothing more sensational had ever been invented in

* A dog was certainly to have been introduced into the story

—probably it was to have been Neville's (Crisparkle would advise

Neville to pet a dog-friend) : and the "howl of a dog" was doubt-
less heard by Durdles after Neville's death, a few minutes after

Jasper's shriek of horror.

t I include among these indications such remarks as Neville

Landless's, that " He hoped he might live " to see himself cleared.

Any one who understands Dickens knows as certainly from this

fiction than the terrible punishment devised for Jasper.

Yet amidst the gloom and horror even of that part of the

story there would have been found room for touches of

humour and pathos after Dickens's best manner. When
we consider the course of the other events which were to

have led to the denouement, we feel still more what a

loss the missing half of this fine story has been to litera-

ture. The relations between Tartar and Neville would in

particular have been full of interest. In the earlier part

of the story we see Neville roused to fiery wrath with
Drood,—but not because of rivalry. We feel that Neville,

though proud and fiery, will not be moved to wrath by
Tartar's love for Rosa ; nay, that his own love for her will

cause him to sympathise with the earnest love of the brave

and honest sailor. The relations of Helen and Tartar

would also have been a fine subject for such a pen as

Dickens's, She would quickly feel that Tartar was worthy
of Rosa, and both she herself and her brother, in their

love and esteem for Crisparkle, would be naturally drawn
towards the man who had saved Crisparkle so gallantly in

early boyhood.

But most difficult to deal with,

and therefore worthiest of Dickens's

pen, would have been the relations

of Edwin, after his identity had
been revealed, with Landless and
Tartar. Neville would have been

more in sympathy with Edwin
Drood — earnestly loving Rosa,

loving her like himself without

hope—than even with Tartar ; and

Edwin would now thoroughly

sympathise with the feel-

ings which had driven

Neville to an outbreak of

wrath against himself. Puri-

fied by trial, strengthened

though saddened by his

love for Rosa, Edwin would

have been one of those characters

DickMis loved to draw—a character

entirely changed from a once care-

less almost

trivial self,

to depth and
earnestness.

Neville was
to have died,

but we may
had learned

be sure not before he
to understand the

change which Edwin's character had
undergone. Between Tartar and
Drood, though rivals awhile for

Rosa's love, a warm friendship was
to grow, in which Rosa, Helena, and
Crisparkle were to share—while aU
were to join in changing the ways of

dear old Grewgious from the sadness

and loneliness of the earlier scenes

to the warmth and light of that

kindly domestic life for which, angular though he thought
himself, his true and genial nature fitted him so thoroughly.

that Landless will live so long and no longer, as if Dickens had
said as much. In a similar way (to cite one from hundreds of
cases when we are told in his " Wreck of the Golden Mary," that Mr.
Karx " iej?f his secret,") we know certainly that Mr. Ean is

marked down for death, early though the remark comes in the story.

X Above are shown Durdles's spade and bundle, and the great
key of the tomb, from which we learn that near Durdles and the
tomb the central meaning of the mystery is to be sought.
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RAMBLES WITH A HAMMER.
GEOLOGY OF CEICCIETH AND PWLLHELI {continued).

By W. Jerome Harrison, F.G.S.

IL

PRE-CAMBRIAN ROCKS.—Of these rocks, of which

it is in some degree doubtful whether they are (a)

older than the Silurian strata which now surround them,

or (b) of later date than such beds, being, in fact, intrusive

in them, there are several examples near each of the towns

to which this article refers. The picturesque old castle at

Criccieth is built on a mass of columnar felspar—porphyry.

It is a compact pinkish rock, in which distinct felspar

crystals are here and there visible. About four miles west

of Criccieth, the headland of Pen-y-chain gives a most

interesting section. Approaching it by the shore from the

Afonwen side, we meet with (1) a compact felsitic rock

resembling that of Criccieth; (2) a dark-coloured rook,

such as the older geologists called " greenstone "
; (3) a

remarkably laminated bed, the laminic (about the tenth

of an inch in thickness) being alternately green and

white in colour (this may be a schistose gneissic

rock or a laminated volcanic ash ; it requires micro-

scopic examination); (4) another bed of "greenstone;"

(5) a beautiful breccia — either a volcanic agglo-

merate or a shore conglomerate little rolled, consisting of

masses of a pale felsitic rock like (1) embedded in a

dnrk matrix like (2). The included fragments increase in

size as we cross the strike of the bed from the size of a

marble until they are a foot in diameter, and the larger

the fragments are the less of the dark matrix is seen

between them, until at last they are almost in contact with

one another. Continuing in a westward direction we
cross (6) a platy felspathic rock, and then in a little cove

we find a very remarkable mass of (7) chalcedonic nodules,

the sizes varyiug from a fraction of an inch to several

inches in diameter. (Similar nodules occur in the little

promontory of Careg-y-defaid, two miles south-west of

Pwllheli.) Beyond this comes more of (8) the platy fels-

pathic rock, and finally (9) more of the compact felsite,

forming precipitous cliffs from which sea-fishing with the

rod may be carried on.

All the nine varieties of rocks which we have described

are lumped together by the Geological Survey in their map
and memoir as " felspar porphyry " intrusive in Silurian

strata. My own opinion is that they are in part, at all

events, of immensely greater antiquity, and very probably

of Pre-Cambrian age. The fragments in the breccia bed

(5) must have been in their consolidated and hardened

state when they were broken up to form the layer in

which they now lie. This breccia bed is, therefore, of later

date than the felaites from which its materials were
derived. All these beds appear to be of volcanic origin,

and of contemporaneous volcanic action of this kind the

Bala beds (as those Silurian rocks are called which rest upon

the flanks of Pen-y-chain) of Lleyn offer few or no traces.

Walking on four miles more—still westward—to Pwllheli,

a remarkable section is exposed in the deep cutting through

which theroad passes to the little villagesof Llanov andDenio.

Here shivery slates of Bala age are broken through, and
cast into wonderful contortions by a felspathic rock which

forms a bold ridge several miles in length. Here it might
appear that we have clear evidence of a mass of molten
rock (for the felspathic rook is clearly of an igneous

character) having burst through the Silurian slates, and I

cannot say (in the absence of fuller investigation than time

permitted me to give) that such is certainly not the case.

But what puzzled me was the slight evidence of alteration

afforded by the slaty strata. They did not appear to be

more indurated near the junction, and fossils could be

found in them quite close to the felspathic rock. It is,

then, possible that the disturbed junction between
the two rocks may be a line of fault, and that the

felspathic rock, already in a hardened state, was forced,

like a wedge, through the newer overlying slates. The
occurrence in this cutting of a brecciated bed, in which

fragments of a pale rock were embedded in an

ashy matrix, a bed which apparently belonged to

the felspathic rock, strengthened this belief. In this

case it is probable that all this ridge of hard rock

is of the Pre-Cambrian age. At the south-west end of

Pwllheli, near the old turnpike gate, there is an exposure

of a volcanic ash or breccia, which may be a continuation

of the breccia-bed just named. Prof. Ramsay writes that

it is " the only rock in Lleyn of an ashy or brecciated

character
;
" but in view of the magnificent breccias at

Pen-y-chain and Porth-dinlleyn this is certainly an error.

The other masses of igneous rock north and west of

Pwllheli and Criccieth— coloured red on the Survey Maps,

and considered by the professional geologists who made
those maps as intrusive masses in the Silurian strata—all,

or nearly all, are claimed by Dr. Hicks as Vielonging to his

immensely old Pre-Cambrian rocks. But if these hills

—for the hard, igneous masses all stand up boldly

above the softer Silurian slates— are Pre-Cambrian,

where are the Cambrian strata, which ought to lie betvjeen

the Pre-Cambrian beds and the SOurian strata ? Dr. Hicks

accounts for the absence of Cambrian strata round Mynydd-
y-cennin, Yr Eifl, the Nevin, and Boduan Mountains, &c,
by calling in the aid of faults, by which, he says, the

Pre-Cambrians have been thrust upwards while the Cam-
brians are left below. This may be, and no doubt very

frequently is, the case. A further explanation may be

found in the overlap of the Silurian beds which has some-

times covered over and hidden from view the junction of

the Cambrian and Pre-Cambrian strata (Fig. 1). Our
knowledge of the Pre-Cambrian beds of Lleyn is, however,

as yet extremely small, and much work must be done before

their true nature, extent, and relations are made clear.

Fig. 1.—Overlap of Silurian strata (3, 3) by which they abut

npon the Pre-Cambrian rocks (1) at x , thereby entirely hiding from
view the Cambrian beds (2)

.

The landlocked harbour of Pwllheli owes its existence

to the great boss called the "Gimlet Rock" (Welsh,

Carregy-rimbill), which lies at the entrance to the harbour,

and serves the purpose of a pier or breakwater. It is a

very handsome rock, a diabase, composed of the minerals

felspar (white) and augite (black). Beautiful crystals of

quartz occur in the fissures by which the rock is traversed.

There ore large quarries here whence excellent paving-setts

are obtained, and similar quarries may be seen at many
points round the coast, as at Llanbedrog, Nevin, and

Porth-y-nant. The stone is largely shipped to Liverpool,

but at present the demand for it is but small, and several

of the quarries have ceased working.

(To he continued.)
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THE WORKSHOP AT HOME.
By a Working Man.

{Continued from p 356.)

WHEN I was explaining the way of making a simple

picture-frame on p. 356, I recommended the

amateur to clamp it up by strips of wood nailed down on to

a plank ; and this method will serve very well if he is only

going to make one or two. Should he, however, take a

fancy to this kind of work, he hid better construct the

simple kind of clamp which I am going to describe, and
which is shown in Fig. 24. He will find it very handy for

-4Ar-

A, h
Fig. 24.
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T>aj Sign for the Month.

spending pieces being cut out of the others. A very little

study of the sketch will show that if these are truly cut,

when the top and bottom of the frame are laid notches
downwards, and in the notches of the sides, the whole
frame will fit flush together, like one solid piece of wood.
If the inside edges of the notches are 6 in. apart on
our longer pieces, or sides, and 4 in. apart on our shorter
pieces, or top and bottom, we shall have a solid frame
measuring G in. by 4 in. inside. We will look it over and
Bee which face looks the best, and that shall be the front of
our frame. Now our photograph is 6^ by 4i in., so by
aid of the marking-gauge (Fig. 8, p. 154), we must mark
a "rabbet" or rebate on the inside of the frame, ^in.
wide, and | in. deep. First marking our fitted strips

with pencil, in order that we may restore them
in their order, we take the frame to pieces, and, with a
knife or chisel, cut the rebate out. If we now replace the
pieces we shall, of course, have a depression at the back of
the frame, '-inch larger each way than the front inside
measurement, and |-inch deep. Into this subsequently
will drop the glass, the picture, and the thin bit of "scale-
board," which will keep it in its place. And, as far as
merely holding the picture is concerned, we may regard
our frame as finished ; but we want to have it ornamental
as well as useful, so we must proceed to the more decorative
part of the work. So far it has all been pretty plain
sailing ; but I am rather afraid that at this stage the
incipient mechanic will find that, in the words of a vulgar
proverb, he is "like a young bear, with all his troubles
before him." For he has now got to do the chamfering.

which is far from an easy job ; in fact, he may very
possibly spoil his first frame altogether at this stage of its

manufacture. He must begin by marking the edges of the
chamfer on the front and sides of his pieces of wood ; and
then it is not a bad plan to saw nearly down to the lines at
short intervals. This enables the initial part of the work
to be done more cleanly. If, having marked out your
chamfers and determined their length you go straight at

them with a chisel, the chances are that after taking off the
first few thread-like cuts from the sharp angle of the wood,
the chisel will, as joiners say, " find its own way " into

the wood far below the proper level of the bevel, and
so ruin the whole affair. The secrets of bevelling are

to find the right way of the grain of the wood, to
use a very sharp, thin chisel, and to turn it bevel-side

next the wood. It is much less likely to dig in then.

When the bevel in the wood is long enough, one of the

little American " bull-nose " planes, which only cost a
shilling or eighteen-pence, may be used with advantage to

make the central part of it. There is also what is called

a " chamfer shave," which may be similarly used. The
" stopped " ends, though, must be carefully finished with

the chisel. Fig. 25 will serve as a pattern for the learner.

Four little knobs or pins will be seen at the points of junc-

tion of the ends and sides of the frame. These are simply

for ornament. I turn them myself out of old tooth-brush- or

knife-handles, &c., when I am using dark-coloured wood, and
out of ebony when the wood is of a light colour. I have
endeavoured to make this description as intelligible as pos-

sible ; but no amount of pictorial illustration can ever
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sound and general principles, brought up to the require-

ments of the times, which characterise the labours of the

cultured architect. The planting of D-traps, the dissocia-

tion of the household from the closet-cistern, the know-
ledge that a damp-proof course ia useful ; these are the

utmost that we have found attended to in the most ad-

vanced types of the dwellings now under consideration.

By way of an example we propose to consider an
averagely well-constructed house of moderate proportions

;

auch a one as would realise an inclusive rent of about £oO
a year. The capitalist endeavours to expend his funds to

the beat advantage, to erect a house which shall last for

the period of his tenure of the land and no longer ; and
yet, through the excessive competition of his rivals, he is

forced to make out that his commodity, if we may be here

allowed to substitute such an expression, is all that could

be desired. The would-be tenant, who is not only wholly
ignorant of the geological structure of the chosen district,

but also quite uninformed as to the suitable construction of

a healthy house, is made to appreciate sundry innovations

which are carefully pointed out to him, and he thereafter

lives, happy and contented, in the midst of a disease-pro-

ducing or aggravating neighbourhood, until its pernicious

influences have done their deadly work. And yet all these

evils are in vogue when only a slight excess of outlay
could wholly obviate their existence.

The small capitalist, with his foreman to guide and
direct him, invests in bricks of the commonest quality

;

fortunately cheap bricks are nevertheless reliable—at least,

for the kind of work we are at present considering. He
buys ingredients for mortars and cements ; and once again

the expenditure is a primary motive power. He is quite

regardless of the nature of the sand used ; it is probably
sea-sand, thoroughly impregnated with the hygrometric
chlorides which abound in salt water, and which, when
mixed with mortars, is a perpetual cause of damp walls.

The walls themselves are but a brick and a-half thick
;

they have scarcely time to dry, and aggravated by the
employment of inexpensive and inefficient materials, result

in a humid and cold suite of apartments, instead of a
healthy and comfortable set of rooms.
Every house has a foundation, that could not very well

be avoided. Every house, however, does not possess a

suitably-constructed area of ground underneath it. It has
long been known that swampy lands are unsuitable for

building purposes ; the consumption death-rate on clayey
soil is far greater than that on dry pervious strata, and it

can only be lowered by careful drainage. The causes of
pulmonary and other deadly diseases have only recently
been discovered; the researches of Pasteur, Koch, Lister,

Ewart, Watson Cheyne, and others, in the domain of
microscopical biology, have shown that those diseases are
attributable to the growth and multiplication in the tissues

of the lungs and other organs, of minute schizomycetous
ip\a.nts^Bacilhis tuhcrculosiis and its allies. These plants
only thrive under suitable conditions of temperature and
moisture, and it therefore stands to reason that houses
built on swampy or badly-drained lands are susceptible to
the invasion cf the germs which cause zymotic diseases.

Now, although the unsuitable geological aspect of a tract

of land, which is conveniently situated for building pur-
poses, can be succepsfully modified by drainage so as to
become adapted to the erection of homesteads, there is

another thing which ought to be borne in mind by every
builder :—His house, to be freed from the possibility of
damp arising through the basement floor, ought to be built
upon an impervious layer of cement, concrete, or asphalte.
A substratum of this nature affords immunity from three
dangerous or undesirable things, viz., when the joists of the

floor rest upon a consolidated area— (a), damp is avoided
;

(/>), suitable ventilation becomes easily and perfectly

possible, and dry rot ia thus prevented
; (y), vermin, such

as rats, mice, ifec, are efiectually excluded. Amongst the
numerous houses which we have lately examined, whether
completed or in progress, we have not found a single good
example

;
yet, the greater number of houses near London

are built upon clayey soil, but imperfectly drained, as i8

clearly attested to by the pools [of water which remain in
the roads for several days together after a shower of rain.

In ancient times, when our ancestors built walls several

feet in thickness, they thereby diminished the possibility

of damp houses ; but in the present day, when economy
regulates the thickness of a wall, something else must be
done. Apart from hygrometric mortar, damp is very
liable to rise in the walls of a building, and make it un-
healthy, for reasons which we have already indicated. It
is necessary to extend the impervious layer beneath the
basement floor, through the walls. Such an extension, or
damp-proof course, as it is technically termed by modem
builders, 'ought to be specially well constructed. When
architects first became aware of the value of the damp-
proof course, their attempts, although valuable, were
capable of vast improvement ; the counteracting influence

of expenditure again became manifest in the introduction

of a thin layer of tarred felt as a preventive to the rise

of damp in walls. Many houses which we have inspected

have no damp-proof course at all ; the more enlightened of

the aforesaid foremen use the tarred felt, but we are

sorry to state that we have not yet discovered a single

abode in which an efficient protection from damp is secured.

The damp-proof course ought, if anything, to be more
rigorously looked after than the impervious sub-basement

;

it ought to be perfect, especially at the exposed corners of

houses, where damp is most liable to rise.

The circulation of fresh air without draughts underneath

the basement, is only second in importance to its introduc-

tion, under analagous conditions, into the inhabited apart-

ments. In small and moderate-sized rooms, such as those

which constitute the class of houses we are at present dis-

cussing, an efficient fireplace and suitably-constructed

windows are amply suflicient. The frames of the upper
and lower sashes of each window ought to be very accu-

rately fitted ; the meeting rails, especially those at the

middle, should be broader than the accepted inch or inch

and a half; and the bead on the window-sill ought to be
deep instead of narrow. The value of a deep bead may be
said to be two-fold, (i), when the lower sash is raised, the

inrush of air is directed ujjwards instead of directly to the

door or fireplace, thereby acting as a ventilator instead of a
draught>producer. This simple form of ventilator becomes
all the more efficient when the upper edge of the deep bead

is cut at an angle of 45°, or somewhat less; (/i), when the

lower sash is raised during a shower of rain, the fresh air

can gain access to the apartment to the exclusion of the

wet ; this is particularly desirable in a bedroom.

We shall continue the subject of ventilation in our next
communication, and follow our remarks by a notice of some
of the most reliable contrivances that have hitherto been
brought forward, in practical illustration of our foregoing

observations. In this way we hope to point out what ia

desirable in the framework of a modern dwelling-house,

and show our readers how those desiderata may become
available.

The paragraphs on " The Moon Eclipse" and on " The.Aotioa of
Moonbeams," which appeared as quasi-editorial ones among oar
"Miscellanea" on pp. 369 and 370, were received from cor
esteemed contribntor, Mr. H. J. Slack, F.G.S., &c., and should hav9
borne his signature.
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[OUR SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIES.

By \V. Slingo.

GAS AND ITS USES.

I.

—

Man'cfacture.

THIS series of papers will obviously take a wide range

of subjects—subjects, too, in which our readers must
be more or less directly interested. The object in view is

to present in as readable form as possible some of the very

many commercial pursuits which are largely based on

scientific principles. At first thought it might appear that

no industry would be outside this category ; but a little

consideration will render apparent the fact that very many
of our industries are not only weak in scientific bases, but

that they are frequently more opposed than conformable to

science. The end and aim of Knowledge, however, is not

only to disseminate scientific information, but also to indi-

cate new paths for scientists to tread. Consequently,

reference to unscientific industries will occasionally be

necessary, if only to point out the way in which the

teachings of science may be advantageously applied.

The gas industry has been chosen as the first upon which

to expatiate, not because of its paramount importance, but

rather because it is one which appeals directly to every-

body and which is of considerable interest in many
directions.

Notwithstanding all that has been said and done in the

way of promoting the electric li2;ht since the inauguration

of the Paris Exhibition of 1878, it is manifest that the

extent to which the new illurainant has been adopted is

but a shadow—and that only a faint one—of what was

so fondly hoped for by the crowd of too-enthusiastic pro-

moters. Several hundred thousand pounds have been

risked and lost in the venture, and doubtless many more

will, ere long, share the same fate. Nor is this much more
than might have been expected, even had attention only

been directed to the fortunes and misfortunes which have

attended the introduction of any novelty in previous times.

George Stephenson had much more trouble in all directions

than have waited upon electricians before he was able to

demonstrate the real worth that lay hidden in his ideas.

Amongst the many adversaries contending with him and

many other progressive luminaries, ignorance, prejudice,

and scepticism were not the least hurtful, but the day when
such enemies may testify their potency has gone, and surely

the electric light has sutifered but little from either. All that

electricians have to do is to prove that their apparatus

can do what they claim it to be capable of doing, and

that it shall do it at a price somewhere near what we
are now pa3dng for similar benefits derived, may-be less

pleasantly, from other sources. There are many points

about which electricians have been less careful than they

should have been. They seem to have run away with the

idea that, being able to demonstrate that light could be

produced by the agency of electricity, they had done their

share in introducing the new system. The troubles and
reverses suflered by them during the past six years, how-

ever, have been sufficient to impress them with the neces-

sity for making their system a practicable one. Nor can

there be any doubt that, the position having been realised,

they have stirred themselves in earnest to do that which

hitherto they neglected. The past summer has shown us,

in a great measure, what the electric light is capable of

doing, and how great are the facilities for adopting it at

the shortest notice. We have only to turn back, in our

mind's eye, to the display made at the recently closed

Health Exhibition for ample evidence on this score.

Great, however, as are the capabilities of electricity for

illuminating purposes, it will doubtless be many a long day

before a sufficient amount of confidence is placed in it to

warrant its general adoption. In the mean time, coal-gas

will continue to fill with ever-increasing efficiency that

sphere which it has so ably occupied for the greater part

of the present century. Coal-gas is not only an illumi-

nant, but it is also a proved source of energy ; it is

capable of driving powerful engines, of heating stoves and

conservatories, and of being applied in a great number of

other ways—ways in which electricity, notwithstanding

all that certain learned professors may say to the contrary,

has not yet been proved practicable. Electricity as a

motive power still requires the feeding-bottle, nor are

storage batteries far out of the cradle. Visions of their

maturity loom before us, but they appear only in the dim,

dim distance. The sooner their development is brought

about the better. We should all benefit by the change,

and even holders of gas shares might, by exhibiting be-

coming discretion, profit by it. For cooking purposes the

application of electricity has scarcely been suggested, and

there is every indication that, for this purpose alone, the

consumption of gas will continue to increase with gigantic

and constantly-augmented strides. The possibilities of the

distant future, however, should not deter us from studying

matters as they are, but should rather prompt us to be-

come better acquainted with the present order of things,

that we might be duly prepared to receive and welcome the

change.

It is, then, with the conviction that gas is an old and

faithful servant, but that the time will come when as

an illuminant it will be superseded, that I venture to

describe, first, the general principles involved in the manu-

facture of gas, and then one by one the many ways in

which it is applied to satisfy our daily wants.

To commence with, a few historical remarks may not be

out of place. The word " gas " is believed to have been

derived from the Flemish " geest," a spirit (the term then

generally applied to all things invisible). It was intro-

duced by Van Helmont, a native of Brussels, born in 1577,

who, in one of his experiments, burnt seventy-one pounds

of charcoal, which yielded but one pound of ashes, and he

concluded that the other seventy pounds served to form a

" spirit," which he found to diffi^r entirely from atmospheric

air.

Very little, however, was derived from this, so far

as the discovery of coal-gas and its properties are con-

cerned. " Burning fountains, arising from inflammable

gas issuing from the earth, have existed from remote ages,

and, being attributed to supernatural agency, they were

worshipped as emblems of the Deity." Records are also

left of springs of " boyling water " that " did burn like

oyle ;
" but perhaps the most interesting is the account of

the discoveries and experiments of the Rev. Dr. John
Clayton, who, towards, the close of the seventeenth century,

had his attention drawn to one of these burning springs.

It is stated that, " having caused a hole to be dug, on a

candle being put down into the hole, the air catched fire,

and continued burning." Dr. Clayton's interest was evi-

dently excited, for he says, " I got some coal and distilled

it in a retort in an ojien fire. At first there came over only

phlegm" (steam), "afterwards a black oil, and then likewise a

spirit " (gas) " arose, which I could in no ways condense, but

it forced my lute, and on coming close thereto to repair it I

observed that the spirit which issued out caught fire at the

flame of the candle, and continued burning with violence

as it issued out in a stream, which I blew out and lighted

alternately several times. I then filled a good many blad-

ders therewith, and might have filled an inconceivable
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number more, for the spirit continued to rise for several

hours and filled the bladders almost as fast as a man could

have blown them with his mouth, and yet the quantity of

coals was inconsiderable. I kept this spirit in the bladders

a considerable time, and endeavoured several ways to con-

dense it, but in vain, and, when I had a mind to divert

strangers or friends, I have frequently taken one of the

bladders and pricked a hole therein with a pin, and, com-

pressing gently the bladder near the flame of a candle till

it once took iSre, it would then continue flaming till all

the spirit was compressed out of the bladder, which

was the more surprising because no one could discern

any difference between those bladders and those that

are filled with common air." In 1733 an interesting

communication was made to the Royal Society by

Sir James Lowther on the inflammable air issuing from

the shaft of a coal-mine near Whitehaven. " The work-

men were surprised, on sinking to a depth of forty-two

fathoms, to find a rush of air taking place, which caught

fire from the flame of a candle, and burnt with great in-

tensity, making a blaze about 3 feet in diameter and 6 feet

high At length the heat communicated by the

fiame was found to be very inconvenient, as it warmed the

pit to a high degree, and it was necessary to have recourse

to water in order to extinguish it The part of the

pit at which the gas escaped was afterwards securely walled

off, and a tube about 2 inches in diameter extended up the

shaft to a height of 12 feet above the surface of the

ground. Through this tube the gas was allowed to

escape into the open air, which it continued to do in un-

diminished quantity for several years. Many observations

and experiments were made on the gas which was thus

discharged from the extremity of the tube." One of

the fathers of modern chemistry. Dr. Priestley published in

1790 his "Experiments and Observations of different Kinds

of Air," in which he says, " There are different kinds of

inflammable air, as has been observed by most persons who

have made experiments with air. That which is commonly

observed is, that some of them bum with a flame which

may be called a ' lambent flame,' sometimes blue, some-

times yellow, and sometimes white, like the flame from

wood or coal, or a common fire It is observable that

when wood is heated in an earthen retort the first portion
"

{of inflammable air) " burns with a lambent white flame, like

that from burning wood in an open fire." This brings us

very near to the introduction of gas for illuminating pur-

poses, for it is recorded that Mr. William Murdoch, an

engineer of Redruth, in 1792 actually lighted his own
house and office with gas derived from coal distilled in iron

retorts, the gas being conveyed through tinned iron and

copper tubes to a distance of seventy feet.

(To be continued.)

Some idea of the amount of engineering employment afforded by

brewing trades may be gathered from the following statistics :—
England is at the head of all beer-producing countries with 27,000

breweries, and a product of 990,000,000 gallons annually ; while

Germany, with 25,000 breweries, makes 900,000,000 gallons yearly.

The United States, with only 3,000 breweries, makes about

€00,000,000 gallons per annum. Then comes France, with 3,000

breweries, and a production of 157,500,000 gallons ; and Austria

and Hungary, with 2,093 breweries, but a production of

280,000,000 gallons. Belgium has 1,250 breweries, which produced

last year 210,250,000 gallons; Holland, 500 breweries, producing

34,000,000 gallons ; Russia, 480 breweries, producing 8,000,000

gallons ; Switzerland, 423 breweries, producing 13,500,000 gallons
;

Denmark, 250 breweries, producing 28,000,000 gallons; Sweden,

220 breweries, producing 21,000,000 gallons; and Italy, 150

breweries, producing only 4,000,000 gallons. Nearly 80,000 per-

sons are engaged in brewing lager beer in the United States.

{ n 53 a 6 g u.

There is every prospect of next year's Exhibition being

a great success. It is stated that the number of applica-

tions abready sent in represent more than twice the available

space.

There are rumours that the net proceeds of the Health
Exhibition amount to something like £40,000.

For those who find pleasure in pomp and pageantry, the

passage of the London Government Bill would be neither

more nor less than a gigantic calamity; and, judging from

the immense crowds of people who thronged to witness the

Lord Mayor's Show on Monday, such people are wonder-

fully numerous.

The fine weather helped materially to swell the enor-

mous multitude, which is conceded on all sides to have been

the largest ever brought together in London. The general

bearing of the sightseers was exceptionally good, and be-

tokened considerable respect for the outgoing and incoming

magnates. Of course, there was the usual exhibition of

horseplay by such gentlemen as sweeps in uniform and
coal-heavers in full canonicals.

The Lord Mayor succeeded in introducing an instruc-

tive element into the display, which made it more ac-

ceptable than one could have deemed possible. He has

the satisfaction of knowing, too, that his efforts were highly

appreciated. It is to be hoped that he will experience at

lesist as peaceful and prosperous a term of oifice as was

enjoyed by his predecessor.

From a paragraph which appears in another part of this

page, it will be seen that Englishmen [maintain the

position of " the greatest beer-drinkers in the world," but,

after all, they are probably wiser than other nations, if we
may judge from the remarkable revelations made by Mr.

W. Mattieu Williams in his articles on " Wine Cookery."

SRefaifiDS*

SOME BOOKS ON OTJR TABLE.

Hygiene ; a Manual of Personal and Public Health.

By Arthur Newsholme, M.D. (London : Geo. Gill k Sons.

1884.)—This is a succinct Encyclopiedia of Hygiene, from

which details as to sanitary diet, clothing, and employment;

the construction, drainage, and ventilation of houses

;

water supply ; the prevention and cure of diseases ; acci-

dents and their treatment, itc, ic, may be found in

abundance, and studied with profit by all who wish to be

healthy and wise,

A New Method of Recording the Motions of the Soft

Palate. By Harrison Allen, M.D. (Philadelphia: P.

Blakiston &. Co., 1884.)—By the aid of a copper wire rod

passed up the nostril, so as to touch its anterior border, the

free end of such rod impinging on a carbon-covered rotating

cylinder. Dr. Allen has succeeded in graphically registering

the movements of the soft palate, during the acta of

swallowing, sneezing, coughing, the pronunciation of various

vowels and consonants, and even sentences. The interest

and importance of this, alike to the physiologist and the

student of acoustics, cannot fail to be apparent
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Nerves and Nerve-Troubles. By J. Mortimer Gran-

ville, M.D. (London: W. H. Allen & Co. 1884).—

Dr. Mortimer Granville has written a little book which

should be procured forthwith by everyone who has arrived

at the years of discretion. In language as simple and

perspicuous as it can be, he points out the nature and

origin of so-called "nervous" disorders, and gives the

soundest advice as to their treatment, and efpecially as to

their prevention. The chapter on " What is ' a cold 1
'

"

will convey some novel information to the mass of those

who read it.

The History and Mystery of Sacrifice. By St. George
St. Clair, F.G.S. (Birmingham : Cornish Brothers.)

—

With a considerable portion of Mr. St. Clair's pamphlet,

we are precluded from dealing here ; referring as it does

to a fundamental dogma of the Christian faith. We may,

however, say that the part in which he deals with the

origin of sacrifice possesses a considerable amount of in-

terest from an Anthropological point of view, and may be

read, not without profit, by many who will wholly refuse to

follow the author in his inferences fr-om it.

In the Watches of the Night. By Mrs. Horace
DoBELL. Vol. IV. (London : Remington & Co. 1884.)

—As we have spoken somewhat disparagingly of Mrs.

Dobell's previous volumes, we may in fairness say that the

poetical element is more conspicuous in her fourth one than

in its predecessors. But why will she be so utterly de-

pressing ? The book before us is one long-drawn sob from

beginning to end.

A Short Handbook of Natural History. (Charles G. R.

Griflatb.)—This is really the expansion of a programme
originally issued by the Chester Society of Natural Science

giving details of the Classification of the Animal and Vege-

table (with a glance at the Mineral) Kingdoms. It will

be found handy by any one wishing to possess such a classi-

fication in a compendious and portable form.

A Manual of Bee-keeping. By John Hunter. Fourth

Edition. (London : W. H. Allen & Co. 1884.)—It
aeems but as yesterday that the barbarous fashion of ruth-

lessly suffocating the busy little inhabitants of our hives,

for the purpose of obtaining their honey, prevailed through-

out the length and breadth of the land
;

yet now, the

ancient straw " skep " only lingers among a very few old-

world, benighted cottagers. How pleasant, profitable, and

instructive bee-keeping on the modern system is, let all

who practise it testify ; and assuredly no better guide to its

mysteries could be found than the ex-Honorary Secretary

of the British Bee-keepers' Association. Mr. Hunter's is a

book to make an Apiarian of the veriest urban dweller
;

and if bees could be kept in back-yards, no doubt its

perusal would have the effect of adding wooden hives to

other less pleasing objects which form the landscape visible

from the windows in rear of London houses.

A Few Remarks on Railway Permanent Way. By
Clement E. Stretton, C.E. (Leicester : The Author.)

—

Mr. Stretton points out the defective condition of a good

deal of our permanent way, and makes very practical sug-

gestions for its improvement. Among other illustrations

appears one (from a photograph) of the awful accident which

occurred at Huy&tetten, on Sept. 3, 1882, through the

failure of the permanent way and the " spreading " of the

rails.

The Queen and her Relations. (London : H. G. Davies.)

—Those loyal subjects who may feel an interest in tracing

the descent of her Majesty from Alfred the Great and
William the Conqueror, or who are desirous of possessing

a list of all the descendants of poor old mad George III.,

can do so by reference to the compendious little chart whose

title he;ids this notic.

Competitive Examination Papers in Arithmetic. By
N. 0. Potter. (London: Moffatt k Paige.)—Mr. Potter's

series of questions seem well-selected and carefully gra-

duated, involving tests of gradually increasing difficulty.

Any student who can work all his examples through, may
go with a light heart into the presence of an examiner.

The Social Emaiicipalion of the Gipsies, by James Simson.

(London: Baillifere, Tyndall, k. Cox. 1884.)—We have

tried very hard to understand this queer little pamphlet

;

we fear, however, with but scant success. Its author seems

to rank among the great unappreciated, and is irate seem-

ingly with the English press for its failure to estimate the

value of his conclusions that John Bunyan was a gipsy,

and that Mrs. Carlyle had gipsy blood in her. Really,

though, Bunyan is mixed up in such a way with snakes

swallowing their young alive for protection, ic, that we
speak with some diffidence.

Slyboots. By Beata Francis. (London : Hodder &
Stoughton. 1884.)—All little people who make pets of

domestic animals will be delighted with Miss Francis's

" Slyboots." The wily artifices of Slyboots to secure a

supper for his wife and family form the groundwork of the

introductory chapter, the succeeding ones being devoted to

the history and mystery, manners and customs, excellencies

and failings of the whole of the livestock of Mrs. Jerkins's

farm. The moral of these various stories, without being

obtruded, is rendered obvious enough. The repentance of

Miss Rosytoes for the troubles which her vanity brought

upon her lover, and the tragic ending of the close friendship

between Sandy the cat and Johnny the pigeon will be

among the most attractive parts of the story for the young

folks.

The Adventures of Oliver Ticist, by Charles Dickens.

(London: W. Kent ife Co.)—A cheap and daintily-printed

edition of our great English novelist's terrible and powerful

story. The very thing to take on a journey, as it may be

carried easily in the pocket.

Aunt Judy's Annual Volume. Edited by H. K. F.

G.\TTT. (London: Bemrose k Sons. 1884.)—Biography

and botany, songs, poetry, tales, essays, and sketches, as

bright and fresh as ever, will cause dear " Aunt Judy " to

be as heartily welcomed as of yore in the nursery and play-

room. Here is a perfectly delightful present for a good boy

or girl.

We have also on our table, from Messrs. Cassell k Co.,

European Butterflies and Mollis, History of the Franco-

German War, The Library of English Literature, The

Countries of the World, Cassell's Household Guide, Cassell's

Popidar Gardening, The Book of Health, Old and New
Edinburgh (very interesting, and modelled on their weU-

known Old and Neiu London), Cassell's Illustrated Alma-

nack for 1885, and Recent British Battles. Also The

American Naturalist, Science, Ciel et Terre, The Journal of

Botany, Mottoes and Motives, On the Manufacture of Gas

from Oil, The Medical Press and Circular, The Practical

Confectioner, The English Household Magazine, The Kansas

City Review of Scie7ice and Industry, Our Monthly, The

Life-Boat, The Hindu Excelsior Magazine, Bradstreet's,

Society, The Tricyclist, and The Gazette of the Travelling

Tax Abolition Committee.

JATA.—In " Graphical Projection of an Eclipse of the Moon,"

383, col. 2, line 3, for "5°9'17"-1" read "59'17"1." In
ErR.4

on p. 383,

the same column, lines 19 and 15 from the bottom, a comma should

have been inserted between the letters " E " and " K." In line

ten from bottom, for " R T " read " R I." In line 4 from bottom a

comma shonld have been placed between " S " and " T." In letter

1500, line 15, " midnight " should be " midday." In p. 382, col. %
second line from bottom, for " less " read "greater." In reply to

W. Cave Thomas, p. 392, col. 2, " Nood " should be " Rood."
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iWi£(ceIlaixfa.

As a contribntion towards the question of post-mortem attitndes,

a correspondent sends us the following extract from the evidence

given at the inquest on the body of Mrs. Ridley, who cat the throats

of herself and her children at Newcastle, on Oct. 31 :
—" The mother

was in a half-standing position, and leaning partly against a cup-

board and the wall. Her feet were towards the parlour, and her

hands were lield up before her face, as if, after she had cut her
throat, death had intervened so quickly that she had immediately
become rigid."

M. Ch. Mano brought before the Academic des Sciences at the

seance of September 29, the results of a careful survey of the

section of the Cordilleras traversing the Isthmus of Panama. He
is satisfied that the northern continuation of the Andes system
belongs to a more recent geological epoch than that of the Syenites

and serpentines of Choco and Antioquia, whence it appears to

branch off. It is also later than the porphyries of the Costa Rica
coast range, which belong to the system of the Rocky Mountains,
stretching thence northwards to the Polar Sea.

The Atherwexim, from which we copied last week a note with refe-

rence to Dickens's connection with the Daily Ncxvs, says :
—" The

volume in the possession of the proprietors of the Daily News
containing entries made whilst Dickens was editor of that journal,

is, we understand, of rather too technical a character to have much
interest for the general public, excepting a few passages. We
were in error last week in supposing the existence of such a volume
to be known to the editors of Dickens's correspondence. We may
further add that Mr. Dudley Costello, who made the entries in

tlie volume in question, was foreign editor, Mr. Wills being sub-

editor."

According to a foreign paper the international steel railmakers'

combination is arranged upon the following understanding, viz. :

—

That English makers shall receive 65 per cent, by weight of all

rail orders, Germany 27 per cent., and Belgium 8 per cent. Indian
orders are specially reserved for the English makers. A contract
for 11,000 tons for Italy has been recently allotted to the Bochnm
and Phosnix companies, near Dusseldorf. Consumers of rails may,
observes the Engineer (and we are at one with our contemporary on
this point), flatter themselves that they determine where their

orders are placed. If so they are simply deluding themselves. It

is all arranged for them by the railmakers themselves, and they
must submit to their fates unless they are prepared to accept other
than the lowest tender. It will be interesting to observe how long
this artificial state of things will last.

The Polytechnic Institute.—A series of Winter SaturdayEvening
Concerts has been arranged in connection with the above-named
Institute, which, judging from the large and appreciative audience
in attendance on Saturday last, bids fair to prove extremely suc-

cessful. These concerts are given in development of Mr. Qnintin
Hogg's scheme of making instruction attractive by running it

hand-in-hand with pleasure ; and much of their success is no doubt
due to the thoroughly liberal spirit of that gentleman (who, by the
way, is also Liberal in politics, and will stand as a Parliamen-
tary candidate for Westminster at the first opportunity). Mr.
Hogg readily perceived that to make the Institute successful as a
medium of education, he must first of all ensure its popularity,
and towards that end no expense or trouble has been spared. Not
the least interesting feature of these concerts is the manifest
feeling of good-fellowship evinced by all who "assist" at them.
Most people have at one time or another been present at
one of those so-called "grand," but depressing, evening concerts
which are generally promoted by local busybodies, ostensibly
for some good purpose, but really to display their own
importance ; and doubtless they retain painful recollections
of the barely-furnished building, the stony stare of superiority
bestowed by the five-shilling " exclusives " on the less-fortunate
one-shilling visitors, the "wooden" manner in which the arftrfcs

engaged went through their performances, and the self-complacent
air of having performed a duty which 'seemed to pervade the
audience when the programme had dragged itself to a close. No
greater contrast to this sort of thing could be found than is afforded
by the concerts at the " Poly." The members seem to vie with
each other in their endeavours to promote the comfort of their
visitors ; and this desire cannot but be conducive to the success of
the entertainments, which, however, should command extensive
support on their artistic merits alone. Last Saturday's programme
was extremely well chosen, and its items rendered by the performers
(who are all either members of the Institute or their friends) in a
very creditable manner ; special praise, perhaps, being due to the
military band of the Institute, which, under the direction of Mr.
T. Scamell, played several selections during the evening.

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."^AiJ'EBD Tenntsor.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possihly he in-

serted. Correspondents must not ie offended, therefore, should their

letters not appear.
All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editob o»

Knowledge j all Business communications to the Pcbliskees, at tht

Office, 74, Qreat Q;v.een-street, ir.C. If this 18 not at-tended to
DELAYS AEI8E FOE WHICH THE EdITOB IS NOT BESFONStBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should he made
payable to Messes. Wtman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspcndenis.
No COMMrNICATIONS AKE ANSWEEED BY POST, EVEN THOUGH 8TAHFES

AND DIBECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

DUALITY OF THE BRAIN.

[1502]—The duality cf the brain is a familiar theory. I have
never before heaid that the left brain was supposed to be the chief
seat of intellect. But I have always felt sure that it was so in my
own case. My left side is more than usnally inferior, both in

power and in prompt response to the semi-conscious impulses of
the mind. For ihirty years I was subject to frequent and severe
neuralgic headaches, nineteen in twenty of which originated in, or
were generally confined to, the left half of the head. But more
than this. When sleepless or fevered by intellectual labour, I fee!

the whole brain, feel conscious of its existence, and in some sense
its working. In a lesser degree I am almost always conscious of
the left brain, but not of the right ; conscious not exactly of its

working, but of its presence, as a sort of light weight inside the
head. Indeed, in quiet fancy or reverie I might well suppose that
the right half of the head was empty, and the left filled. And this

difference almost always increases with prolonged brain work, til)

it reaches the stage at which the whole brain is consciously
oppressed and uncomfortable.
Of the dual action of the mind, I have also had at times very

curious experience. A keen and eager partisan, strongly convinced
of the truth of the doctrines I advocate, there is frequently a sort

of contradictory intelligence with me, saying to me :
" Yon know

that thought is exaggerated ; the other cannot be true ; so many
of the wisest men, you know, differ from you about this third

point." Yet my conviction of their truth remains. I should say
that the left brain, the working one, was derived from one parent
the other— the critical, inactive, correcting brain—from the other.

I can well understand the demon of Socrates. It would need but
a little exaggeration of my own consciousness to make the correcting
intelligence a separate, external personality.

Still more curious is the fact that occasionally for a moment, in

waking from sleep—rather, perhaps, before waking—I feel myself
two persons—nevermore ; which coalesce, as by a flash of lightning,

before I become even half-conscious. This experience has not been
frequent ; but has occurred often enough to impress itself as a fact

upon my memory.
Finally, since a severe illness, which slightly affected the brain,

I have been far less conscious of any of these abnormal phenomena

;

but the only power that has deserted me, and that gradually, is

that of writing poetry. Terse I can still manufacture after a
fashion, but can never sustain the intellectual strain and absorption

necessary to earnest poetry for more than a couple of stanzas at a
time. It would seem as if that illness had equalised more or less

the power and activity of the two brains. Q. X. V.

[1503]—I have read with great interest yonr series of papers on
" Our Two Brains." Possibly the following experience may be of

some interest to you, and you might also be able to offer an ex-

planation of them. When being shown into a strange room, which
I am positively certain I never entered before, it often seems
strangely familiar to me, and I am dimly conscious of having been
there on some former occasion. Often in society I seem to have a
vague consciousness that I have listened to the same conversation
before. This sensation sometimes haunts me, even in the most
ordinary affairs of life, but it is only when my attention is roused
by something uncommon happening that I feel it most strongly.

Somehow or other I cannot suppose that I have fore-tnowledge
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of what was going to happen, as I seem invariably to forget

it, and it is only with the occurrence of the event that the

impression returns. Mr. Eudd, in letter 1181, in Knowledge
of April 11, suggests that one hemisphere is asleep while the

other- is awake. Admitting this, we have a verj' plausible

explanation. The faint impression passing through the single

brain, and immediately afterwards the vivid impression being

received by the two hemispheres, might cause the effect in

question. But of this yon are more able to judge than I.—I am, &e.,

W. S.

[The experience of " W. S." must be a familiar one to almost

everybody. So strong, on occasion, has been my own impression

that I was witnessing the repetition of a scene, or of a conversation

which had previously occurred at a remote date, that I have seemed
to know what was coming next.

—

Ed.]

[150-i]—I have been much interested in your articles on "Our
Two Brains." While reading 1 thought of what occurred under
my own eye a short time since. A young girl, about 13, had an attack

of hysteria, which lasted, more or less, for three weeks. At times

she would be for twenty-four hours in a state so far unconscious as

not to recognise her friends. While in these conditions she would
talk to any one of us quite reasonably, but persisted in calling us

by wrong names. I was called in anything but glowing terms, and
was always looked upon as a person representing her school-

mistress. Whenever 1 went in and saw her in this state, which
was frequent, 1 was without exception called by the same name. I

was frequently there when she was roused from her unconscious-

ness when I was at once addressed as Mr. T . This appears to

be a satisfactory answer to the question, have we two brains ?

When in a state of perfect consciousness, she would be wholly

ignorant of what she had been saying during her former state

;

but when returning she would answer any question put to her when
in a previous state without fail.

While writing the above, I will relate what occurred to myself

to-night. After tea I fell asleep, and while in that state I felt an

inclination to awaken myself— a feeling somewhat akin to the

nightmare. I succeeded, and experienced a violent palpitation of

the heart for about fifteen minutes afterwards. Could any of our

readers kindly explain 'i J. W. T.

FEMALE BRAIN-POWER.
[1505]—In 1444 Mr. W. H. Jones suggests that women are in-

ferior because they have been long uncultured, and that now that

things are different they may improve up to male level. This is

sorely a fallacy ; it is treating women as if they were a separate

race, like negroes, &c. Every woman must have a father ; what
reason can be given for her inheriting less of his natural and
acquired capacity than her brothers? What is true is, that the

cultivation of women will probably raise the level of all their

children. But then, the boys improving pari passu with the girls,

and having already a great start (ei-hi/p.), the girls will never get

up with them. Hallyaeds.

ECONOMY.
[1506]—One of the wonders of the present age is " How do

most people manage to live ? " We do not refer to the large per-

centage of those who, without any ostensible means of obtaining

an independent livelihood, are thrown for support upon the kind-

ness of their friends or relations, and who continue through life

to draw from that source what may be necessary to make up the

deficiency in their own incomes.

These are dfpeinieiif, but their friends are satisfied that it should

be so, and cheerfully contribute to their support, so that they are

somehow always enabled to make both ends meet.

The class to which we allude as the majority is that comprised

of people who may be considered to have done as well as they and
their friends could naturally have expected, and who have cer-

tainly reached as high a social status as they are ever likely to

attain to. These are in receipt of a settled income, uncertain,

perhaps, but, for the moment tangible, and it is at first sight sur-

prising that such apparently ample means should fall to the lot of

so many, and still more so that they should prove insufiicient to

meet the demands which are made upon them by the usages of

modem society. As a rule, the expenditure appears to be quite up
to, if not in excess of, the income, instead of being—were the dic-

tates of common sense only followed—somewhat or even consider-

ably under it, in order that provision might be made for the pro-

verbial rainy day or the age of the " sere and yellow."

Many a man at the end of the year is surprised at the amount
he has got through, and the little he has to show for it. Even
taking those who carefully avoid extravagance or the indulgence of

frivolous or expensive tastes or habits, it is the actual necessary

expenditure every day that runs away with the money, and it is

necessary because we are all obliged to conform to certain rules

and regulations which our position in society exacts, and which it

is high time some stand were made against, were it only to avoid a
state of universal bankruptcy.
We are convinced that the greater number of civilised beings,

no matter what their position, live quite up to, if not beyond, their

means. They are brought up with tastes and ideas frequently quite

unwarranted by their expectations.

Parents wish their children to have more than they had them-
selves, instead of instilling into them, when young, the principles

of self-denial and prudence. When they grow up they are accus-

tomed to regard as necessaries what their fathers looked upon as
luxuries, and the means which ought in their position to prove
ample, are not sufficient to cover their increased expenditure.

Society is hard upon those even in the middle class who are not
well dressed, whose table is homely, and who take no part in the
amusements which, though innocent enough in themselves, are
either expensive or occupy time which might be much more pro-

fitably employed in some remunerative occupation, or, what in the
end amounts to the same thing, the acquisition of knowledge.

Against the growing evil of impecuniosity, with which there is

no doubt we are all afflicted (excepting those who are born with
silver spoons in their mouths), we know of only one remedy, but it is

one that is open to all, and has been proved to be effective by juany.
" Time is money."
We want money—very badly some of us—and yet we waste and

spend it in the shape of time, throwing away the precious hours
which, if well employed, would ere this have afforded us a mine of
wealth.

No one can afford or has any right to be i^le, land were this

generally acknowledged and acted upon, a certain stigma would
attach to those who " lost their time" in doing nothing. Moderate
recreation and the duties of home are in themselves healthy and
necessary employments, and wo refer only to those-who are need-
lessly and absolutely iile.

Each one can tell the amount of iile time he has at his disposal.

Let him employ this as we have already suggested, in worliing or learn-

ing or teaching, and he will find that even if his income does not per-

ceptibly increase, his expenditure will certainly diminish, and he
will ere long learn to value at its full the advantage and comfort of

true economy. N.
[I print this letter (which reaches me all the way from South

America) as a contribution to a somewhat important problem in

sociology.

—

Ed.]

FIGURE PUZZLE.

[1507]—After the trouble caused you by the appearance of

Puzzle 1398, I hesitate again to refer to it ; but I may be allowed
to point out that the peculiarity shown was due to the position of

the number 7 in the decimal system. The same peculiarity exists

in regard to the fraction -jij, as shown below, in what may be
termed the converse of Puzzle 1,398, thus ;

—

076923 = ^'3 in decimal form.
769230 = 10 times the above.
692307 = 9 „ „
923076 = 12 „
230769 == 3 „
307692 = 4 „ „ J. C.

THE MOUTH ORGANS OF THE DIPTERA.
[1508]—A friend has recently brought to my notice a copy of

Knowledge containing a paper by Mr. H. J. Slack, on pages 312-13
of the present volume, on the "Mouth Organs of the Diptera,"
which, among other matter connected with the subject, treats in a
general way of the teeth of the blow-tly.

Having paid considerable attention to these particular organs in

the Diptera, perhaps you will permit me to fully confirm what Mr.
Slack has stated with regard to the dentition of the blow-fly, and
to add that, in addition to the genus Musca, these organs are to be
found in many widely divergent species of the Diptera. These
organs are not always of the simple type exhibited in Masca
lardaria, but that by gradations they can be traced to most diver-

gent forms.

I am at present engaged in contributing a series of short articles,

accompanied with illustrations, on this subject to the pages of

Science Gossip, which will, I think, show pretty conclusively there

is a wide field for research in this direction, and that the know-
ledge thus obtained will shed a new light upon a subject which has
as yet been comparatively unworked.
The number of teeth, their form, and manner of grouping, point
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in a very remarkable manner to the truthfulness of development ;

and perhaps, if agreeable to you, sir, I may, when my experience

is further extended, offer the readers of Knowledge a few remarks

on this very interesting subject.—I am, sir, yours faithfully,

W. H. Harris.

SUPERSTITIONS.
[1509]—Many years ago, when a very yonng girl, I was taken

to the bedside of an old lady, a connection by marriage of my
family, who had shortly before been seized with a slight attack of

paralysis. She was propped up in bed, and in a kind of semi-

conscious condition—that is to say, I remember doubting at the

time whether she completely recoenised me, though she had known
me from my earliest childhood. Iler bed faced the window, before

which was the usual toilet-table and mirror. To my astonishment,

the latter piece of furniture was covered with a large white cloth. On
my inquiring the reason of this I was told by the attendant that it

should always be done in the case of a sick or dying person ; it was
unlucky for them to see themselves in a looking-glass. The
invalid's sister seemed also to see it in this light. Is this idea an

universal one with the lower orders in England, or is it peculiar to

the Midland counties, where this occurred ? Cosmopolitan.

PKIMARY COLOURS AND PRIMITIVE COLOURS.

[1510]—After reading the articles Nos. 1326, 1388, and 1-133 in

Knowledge, it struck me that we are apt to confound the word
primary with prijnitivc^ when speaking of colours, and that the

former should be used to denote the tints which the atmosphere
produces in a ray of solar light in its passage to ns ; as for example,

under certain conditions when the rays of the sun strike upon a

waterfall we see a most brilliant rainbow between ourselves and
the cascade, if we move to one side or the other, the different

colours seem to ns to change their places as we change our position

with regard to the ray of light.

The word primitive as applied to colours, does not in this case

appear to be appropriate, this expression seems as if it should

rather be used when speaking of the three principal colours used

in painting, viz., red, blue, and yellow, whereof other colours can

be composed.
Being at the time absent from home, I had no works of reference

with me, and the matter had almost faded from my mind, when
an accidental conversation recalled it. At the first opportunity I

consulted Brando's " Dictionary of Science, Literature, and Art,"

to ascertain his opinion on the subject. He seems to have come to

a similar conclusion as myself, though couched in scientific

language.

Red, blue, and yellow may be called primitiix colours in another

sense also, for they are those which are not only preferred, but we
may say exclusively adopted, by primitive peoples—that is to say,

by certain races in Asia and in Europe, who, living in remote and
almost inaccessible districts, have remained very conservative in

their manners and customs. The following instances have come
under my own observation :

—

In the Spiti Valley, in the Himalayas, and in Ludakb , or Western
Tibet (both of these from their position and climatic conditions

shut off from the outer world during nearly half the year), the

women use these three colours in their dress and ornaments. The
upper garment of those of the former place is of dark blue cloth ;

red and yellow are introduced in the trimming, the latter very

sparingly. The ornaments of both these peoples are composed of

red cornelian, coral, rough turquoises, and amber, but some of the

richer women in Ludakh introduce small squares of green cloth

alternately with red ; on the inner side of the square of sheepskin

with which they cover their shoulders both in summer and winter ;

and when in gala-dress, they not unfrequently stick the small gold-

coloured seeds of some plant on their faces, at distances about half-

an-inch apart, which gives a singular eilect to their countenances.

When in India I observed that though the natives seem to have
an instinctive feeling for harmony of colour, as we see by the

carpets they produce, yet many appear to be unable to distinguish

between light and dark shades of the same colour. I have often

been assured by them that two pieces of brown woollen material

were identical when there was really many shades of difference

between them.
To turn to Europe. The women of some parts of Albania execute

embroidery in geometric patterns on white linen for the adornment
of their own under-garments. Even tiny girls of four or five are

adepts at this work. As far as I saw, they used cotton thread of

these three colours only. They have no pattern traced on the

material ; it is all done out of their own inner consciousness. So
also in northern lands. Races whom the position of their country
has shut off from communication with other peoples use them like-

wise. In the museum at Bergen, in Norway, are some specimens
of embroidery, perhaps a century or two old, which resemble, both

in character and colouring, the handiwork of the Albanian peasant
girls. Cosmopolitan.

[There can be no objection to " Cosmopolitan " using the word
" primitive " in the sense in which it is employed above—that
red, blue, and yellow are primary colours, though, it is a grave
error to suppose. Crimson-lake, gamboge, and Prussian blue (as
Rood points ont) suffice approximately to represent all colours in
painti7ig, though blue light and yellow light do not produce green
light, but white, and the mixture of red and green light produces
yellow. In the present state of our knowledge all evidence points
to the fact that the real primary colours are red, green, and violet.

—Eu.]

LETTERS EECEITED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
Henry Palmer. Thanks. Ton will see that it has been utilised

—E. L. G., Wm. Aston, J. H., Alfred Buss, J. T. Wood, J. Gbeevez
Fisher, H. Askey, M.A., W. Towler, J. E. Gore, and W. E. Sadk
write to say that the " Figure Puzzle" in letter 1490 is nothing but a
magic square. Mr. Towler adds a long extract from some article or
essay detailing bow the Egyptians and Pythagoreans held the magic
square in great veneration, dedicating it to the then known seven
planets, and engraving it on a plate of metal " in sympathy with
the planet." (I wonder how they managed this with Mercury?)
The square thus dedicated was enclosed in a regular polygon in-

scribed in a circle, divided into as many equal parts as there were
units in the sides of the square, with the names of the angles of
the planet (?) and the signs of the zodiac written on the void

spaces between the polygon and the circumference. No single

correspondent, however, attempts to show the connection between
the figures in the (quite obvious) " Magic Square," and the
tremendous magical power attributed to them, which I

understood to be the specific subject of the question of " Lover
of Things Occult."—H. W. Wilson (The Lyceum, Com-
holme, Todmorden). For the nth time Mr. Proctor has entirely

ceased to lecture. See p. 62 of the current volume of Knowledge,
and the paragraph (in capital letters) which concludes the heading
to the correspondence column.

—

Samuel Kinns. Forwarded to the
conductor of this Journal.—W. S. B. wants to know how, in the
" Game of Fifteen," to obtain the consecutive order when, after

arranging three rows, the last row reads 13, 14, 15 ?

—

Jas. Eraser.
Your object-glass is certainly not achromatic ; and hence not worth
spending any more money upou. Even, however, assuming that it

did transmit a colourless image, the eye-tube of an ordinary ter-

restrial eye-piece would give far too low a power for the observation

of Saturn's rings. These might be seen— or rather perceived—as

a single ring with a first-class two-inch objective and a power of 80.

You have been trying to view them with a very indifferent one on
a magnification of perhaps 8 or 10 !

—

Neo. No. The day can not

by any possibility have been lengthened since Neolithic times to an
extent which would have caused a difference of 6° in the point of sun-

rise; in fact it is a moot question whether it has ever lengthened at

all. Moreover, the length of the dayhasnothingtodowith the point

of sunrise, the only operative factor in changing which is the

alteration in the obliquity of the eclipse. Under any circum-

stances, however, this could merely shift such point a little over
2° in 0,000 years, and this, I fear, will not help you much. Too
must address any order for Knowledge to the publishers, and not

to me. You state that you "enclose stamps," which you do not.

—F. W. RuDLEB. Received with thanks.

—

Hallyards. Never
mind the phrase. Ars prohat artificem, and your fellow readers

will judge you by what appears in print from your pen. You are

too flattering. In connection with your American friend, I may
quote a dictum of a fellow-countryman of his, apropos of a man
who had made a certain statement in his presence, " I don't say he's

a liar, but if I met him walking down the Broadway of my naytyve
city of New York between Ananias and Sapphira I should say that

they were an uncommon nice family party !

"—A. K., Aifrei>

Buss, and W. Mathias further add to tie noble army of solvers

of the "Magic Square" in letter 1,490; Mr. Mathias pointing ont

in addition that the numbers, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 17, which occur

frequently, are (in connection with days) " turning points in all,

or most, human diseases ;
" whence the superstition of this ocult

power may have had its origin. He also suggests the following

problem. Arrange the numbers from 1 to 16 in a square, " so that

the sum of any row, column, or square of four numl>ers may be
34."

—

John G. Richardson forwards his subscription for one year

to the Editor, who has had in turn to send it back to the Publishers.

thereby causing wholly needless delay. I am almost tired of

reiterating that I have nothing, proximately or remotely, to do -with

the business management of Knowledge, and that it is not I, but

the Messrs. Wyman, who sell it. The other matter in your letter

shall have immediate attention.

—

Geo. Luff. Stamps sent on to

Publishers, to whom you ought to have addressed them, and not

tome.
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#ur Jnbrntor^' Column.

So great is the number of invent inns nmc patented that many good

things are comparatively lost in the crowd. A succinct account^

therefore, by an Expert, of all inventions of really popular interest

and utility must be advantageous both to the public and the

Inventor, enabling persons to hear of inventions already desiderated

by them, and thus acting reciprocally as a stimulant on supply

and demand.

THE "IDEAL" LAMP.

Although gas is now so general, and althongh gas is threatened

by the electric light, the lamp still holds its ground, and remains
the object of much inventive ingenuity. One of the leading

inventors in this line is Mr. C. F. A. Hinrich, of New York ; and at

the offices of Messrs. Zimmerman & Co., of 57, Farringdon-street,

London, may now be seen several remarkable inventions in the

form of new lamps. One of these is known as the " Ideal," and is

constructed wholly of nickel-plated brass, and any quality of

kerosine may be used mthout the slightest danger of an explosion ;

the oil also is kept constantly cool by the draught of cold air

which is continually circulating around the well. No shade or

chimney is required, but for the protection of the eyes while

reading a shade such as used on gas can be utilised. Whether the

lamp is turned at its full height or very low it will burn without

smoke or odonr. In fact, it replaces gas at a low cost. The
combustion is created by a fan attached to a clock in the body
of the lamp, made of the best steel with hard brass mountings,

perfectly noiseless, and wound by turning a rosette on the side to

a full stop, when they will run until the oil in the lamp is con-

sumed, or about ten hours. The clockwork is made very heavy

and open so that anyone can clean it without taking it apart. The
light is clear and steady, without the flickering or tremulous

shadow of gas ; it is bleached almost white by the constant supply

of air, without having any injurious qualities.

THE NEW PATENT "CAEEAGO" STEEL NOSE-BAND.

What is claimed to be a perfect cure for restive horses has at

last been found. Mr. Richard Winder, of Farningham, Kent, has

invented what is called the New Patent " Carrago " Steel Nose-

Band, which supersedes the bit, and is said to be greatly superior

thereto. It is fixed about two inches below the place where the

nose-bone separates from the skull proper, and, as a further check,

the " Carrago" should show just above the month. The secret of

the power which can be exercised over the horse by the " Carrago "

lies in the fact that the nose and cheek-bones are very sensitive to

pressure. This pressure is not exerted when the animal is going

quietly, and only slightly to guide him. An india-rubber pad
inside the curved part protects the nose from chafing. One of the

advantages of this appliance is that its use entirely supersedes

that of the bit, or a mouthful of bits, and these alone are a great

and prolific source of irritation to aU horses. Another advantage
claimed by the inventor is that the "Carrago" simply lies upon
the nose-bone, and weighs only some eight ounces ; as long as the

horse is driven by a light hand, it is practically unfelt, and only

becomes severe when the horse needs correction or coercion. The
guiding is performed by the thumb and finger only, so sensitive

is any horse to the side pressure. It is believed that the use of

this invention would prevent many accidents which the ordinary

bit and reins are powerless to avert.

THE PREVENTION OF "BLOCKING" IN PIANOFORTE
ACTIONS.

Nearly every advanced instrumentalist on the piano must at

times have suffered extreme annoyance from what is technically

known as "blocking"

—

i.e., the failure of the hammer to return

consequent on the repeating action being in some way defective.

Musicians who suffer from this cause will be interested to know
that Mr. James Semple, of North-park-terrace, Hillhead, Glasgow,
claims, by the improvements he has effected in pianoforte actions,

to effectually and completely obviate this source of annoyance by
securing a perfect repeating action, combined with a complete
check action which prevents any vibration or "blocking" of the

hammer.
TOT FOOTBALL.

Thk inventor of a new game, or even a good modification of an
old one, well merits the gratitude of all his fellow-creatures in

these high-pressure, overwrought days. What appears likely to

prove a highly popular game for long winter evenings has been
just invented by Messrs. Pomfret & Fox, of 54, Church-street,

Preston. The game in question is an ingenious application of foot-

ball for indoor recreation. Football pure and simple is a very

manly and hardy sport to which many object, but "parlour " foot-
ball, as will be seen, is free from fault of any kind, and deserves
the widest encouragement by reason of its ingenuity and ever-vary-
ing interest. The game is arranged to be played by two persons on a
board divided into 20S squares. Each player has 11 toy men,
consisting of 5 forwards, 3 half-backs, 2 backs, and a goal-keeper.
The mimic men can be moved forwards, backwards, or sideway,
either in a square or diagonally, under certain rules ; for instance,
the goal-keeper is allowed to move any number and to any square
between his goal-posts, and can kick out from one to six squares,
but can only retreat one square at a move, except in a "goal-kick,"
when he must kick 6 squares in any direction, and must return at
once to his goal. The ball is pushed or " kicked" from square to
square by the toy men according to the rules, and is put in motion
at the commencement by the centre forward. The object is to
work the ball from the centre and get it between the opposite'goal-
posts. There are " corner-kicks," " throws-in," " free kicks," and
"goal-kick," but that bone of contention—the off-side rule—is not
recognised. The duration of the game is thirty minutes each way,
but this time can be shortened or lengthened as convenience
demands; when "half-time" is called, no matter where the ball is,

ends must be changed, and the "kick-off" again taken from the
centre.

A NEW BLIND-PULLET.
Pulling down the blind often tries the temper, and is an

operation that should be performed by automatic means on touching
some simple contrivance for the purpose. Messrs. George Salter &
Co., of West Bromwich, have improved a blind-pulley of theirs,

which is now practically perfected. This eirrangement is self-

acting ; the movement being regulated by a steel spring enclosed
in the barrel, which adapts itself to the cord as it lengthens or
shortens with the changes of the weather. The strain on the cord
and the roller is thus very much reduced, and the risk of a falling

blind is almost entirely obviated. In construction, the article is

very strong and durable, and it has an elegant appearance, thns
rendering it suitable for any class of room. This pulley is also
made in iron, and in larger sizes for out-door use, such as for green-
house blinds, &c.

A NEW SHOE-TIE.

Englishwomen have not been remarkable for care and taste in

foot gear, but of late an improvement has been evident in that
respect, and ugly shoes and clumsy boots are now disappearing
rapidly in favour of more artistic patterns. Following out this

phase of fashion, Messrs. G. Hoby & Co., of 4, Great Queen-street,
Lincoln's-Inn Fields, have introduced an ingenious French inven-
tion for fastening shoe ties. The principle of the invention is a
kind of spring clutch, the lower jaw of which is laid under the bow
of the tie when the knot is made; the upper jaw then closes upon
the bow, and the roughened edges of the clutch keep the lace from
slipping or becoming untied. The appearance is highly orna-
mental, and its use would entirely remove the ugly look of many
ordinary walking-shoes, without becoming in any way an obtrusive
ornament.

A PATENT GREASE-TRAP.
Every householder who does not entirely ignore the kitchen and

its many vital details, knows the troubles and sanitary evils that
arise out of the construction of most sinks and their drains.

Messrs. J. and M. Craig, of the Hillhead and Perceton Fireclay
Works, Hillhead and Long Park Sanitary Pottery, Kilmarnock, are
now introducing a new patent grease-trap, which is in use at

Balmoral Castle, and when fixed between the waste-pipe from a
kitchen sink and the drain, entirely prevents the accumulation of

grease in the drain and the consequent chocking of the pipes. This
result is obtained by the use of a large central chamber or reservoir,

in which the grease collects, and from which it may be removed as

often as necessary without trouble. The same firm also manu-
facture enamelled sinks, which possess obvious merits of a sanitary
character, besides their comfort and convenience.

IMPROVED FIKE-GRATES.
Gkates and stoves have been, and are, the subject of a bewildering

list of patents, good, bad, and indifferent. An invention, however,
of Mr. John Bate, of Holborn-viaduct, E.G., machinery merchant,
seems ingenious, and should certainly conduce to great convenience
and economy of fuel. According to this invention, the fire-grate is

divided by a grating or grated partition, so arranged as to cut off a
hopper, or similar space or receptacle, preferably at the back or

sides of the fire ; and into this small coal, dust, cinders, or the
like, are placed, whilst the main body of fuel is placed outside such
partition or receptacle. This hopper-like space may occupy any
portion of the whole, and may be open at bottom in some cases.

The grate, moreover, may either be cast with such partition, or it

may have guides to receive a loose partition.
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(Bm CJ)CS!2( Column*
By Mephisto.

Game played Saturday, the 8th inst., in the match of Lancashire

V. Yorkshire, at the Athenaeum, Manchester.

French Defence.

White.
Mr. R. K. Leather. Mr.

(Liverpool.)

1. P to K4
2. P to Q4
3. Kt to QB.3
4. P to K5 (u)

5. QKt to K2 (b)

C. P to B.3

7. P to KB4
8. Kt to B3
9. B to K3
10. Kt to Kt3
11. P X P (en pas)

12. Kt to K5
13. B to K2
14. Castles

15. Q to Q2
16. B to B3
17. K to R sq.

18. QR to Kt sq. (d)

19. KR to K sq. (e)

20. BP X Kt
21. PxP
22. RxQ
23. B to Kt sq.

24. Q to QB2 (r;)

25. Q to R4 {h)

2G. Q X RP
27. P to KR3

And Black won.

NOTES.

Black.
R. M. Macmaster.
(Bradford.)

Pto K3
P to Q4
Kt to KB3
KKt to Q2
P to QB4
Kt to QB3
Bto K2
P to QKt4
P to B5
P to B4 (c)

KtxP
Q to Kt3
Castles

P to Kt5
R to Kt sq.

P to Kt3
P to QR4
Kt to Q2
Kt (Q2) X Kl
PxP
Q X R (/)
RxR (ch)

B toQ2
KR to Kt sq.

KtxKP
Kt to Q6
B to Q3 (i)

the move of P to K5

Black.

(a) The nsual continuation is B to KKt5
at this stage deserves attention.

(b) Preparinp; to support his QP against P to QB4.
(c) Black oQfjht to haye further proceeded on the Q's side ; this

move injures Black's position by enabling White to occupy K5, and
the KP is likewise weak.

((Z) Kt X QBP would not have won the P, for after P x Kt,
P to Q5 and P x Kt, the White P conld not be defended for long.

QR to B sq. would have been a better move, as it would have
provided against any farther proceedings on the Q side, and left

White free to act against the weakened Black K.

(e) Here 19. P to B5 seemed a better move, for if KtP x P
20. 13 to RG, but now Black could give up the exchange and have
two good Pawns, or he may likewise reply with QKtP x P.

(/) It is very difficult to judge when the exchange of the Q for

the two Rooks is good or not. It

is certain, however, that had Black
retired his |Q, White would soon
have obtained the better game.

(<7) This is worse than useless,

as it is clearly Black's intention

to doable his Rooks. It would
have been better to play P to

KR3 and K to R2 at once, or
play Q to K3.

(h) A grave mistake, and at

best an error of judgment, for

instead of trying to win a P,
White should have endeavoured
to disengage his pieces.

(i) Black has conducted this

game with a sound judgment
combined with a vigorous attack.

The record is, unfortunately, incomplete. If now 28. K to R2,
P to Rl. 20. P to KR4, P to Kt4, and Black must win.

p?yT^,
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STATISTICS OF BAEATARIA.
II.

By Grant Allen.

IF we look away from our imaginary instance of Bara-

taria, and apply the curious statistical facts we there

arrived at to actual cases of mixed population in the real

world, we sliall see how very misleading is that kind of

ethnology which bases itself entirely on historical or quasi-

historical data. Let us take, for example, the case of

England.

People often talk as though the ethnical elements in the

population of England must be the same at the present

day as they were shortly after the Norman Conquest. It

is common to hear thinkers of the purely historical school

take it for granted that the proportions which then

obtained must still obtain throughout the nation. I believe

this to be very far from the real truth. It seems infinitely

more probable, in the light of the statistics given by Mr.

Galton, that every race is always in a state of perpetual

liux ; that large numbers of families are always dying out

;

and that other families are always increasing and spreading

at an extremely rapid rate. If we could take a glance at

the England of the twelfth century, and enumerate all the

families it contained, it appears likely that we should ficid

ever so many of those families had died out utterly mean-
while, whereas the remainder had increased so greatly as

to form the bulk of the existing English people in our

own day.

Now, I don't want to press this argument here so as to

favour any one particular ethnological theory as to the

composition of the modern British nation. I don't believe

the time has yet arrived when it would be possible to do
this with even the slightest approach to rough accuracy.

In order to apply the idea here set forth to concrete

ethnology, it would be necessary to make prolonged and
systematic research among church registers and other

genealogical documents in all parts of the kingdom. But
what I want to point out at present is the fact that this

particular factor—the relative fertility of special families

and special races—is really all-important to the proper

study of ethnography. Let us suppose, for example, that

at any given period the population of Britain consisted

one-half of Teutonic Saxons and one-half of indigenous

Celts ; then, if the Sa.von women marry on the average at

seventeen, and have on the average nine children each, they

must have been rapidly increasing ever since ; while if,

conversely, the Celtic women marry on ihe average at

thirty-two, and have on the average some four children

apiece, they must have been steadily decreasing in number
ever since. But if, on the contrary (as is more truly the

case), the Saxons marry later and the Celts earlier, then

the Celts must have been gaining continuously upon the

Saxons, and must, in the long run, be gradually supplanting

them.

As a matter of fact, however, in every country where we
get varieties of race inhabiting contiguous districts, inter-

mixture continuous^ly goes on ; and this intermixture still

further increases the difficulty of arriving, by historical

research, at any definite result. Still, there is one way in

which some approximation may hereafter be obtained, as

regards the total of the several proportions, and that is by

observation and enumeration of surnames, so far as they

can be shown to indicate race. For though a daughter

who marries loses her father's surname, and so in mixed
marriages merges the marks of her own ancestry in her

husband's, yet, since as many mixed marriages are likely in

most cases to take place one way as the other (for example,

as many Celtic men will marry Teutonic women as Teu-

tonic men will marry Celtic women), the women on both

sides may be considered to cancel out, and we shall get

approximately correct results by reckoning the father's

side alone. In short, though a great many Smiths and

Browns may be very largely Celtic, yet an equal number
of Macphersons, Evanses, and O'Briens are no doubt very

largely Teutonic.

There are, however, a few cases where intermarriage has

long taken place on one side only. Take, for example, the

Turks in Europe. It is usual to talk of the Turks as

Tartars. So far as language and manners are concerned,

this may be true enough ; but, ethnologically, it is quite

untenable. For years Turks have habitually had in their

harems Circassian, Greek, and Slavonic women. Any so-

called Turk whose mother was Circassian is only half

Tartar ; if his father's mother was also Circassian, then he

is only one-fourth Tartar ; if his paternal 'grandfather's

mother was also Circassian, then one-eighth ; and so on in

a rapidly-vanishing pi oportion of Tartar blood. I say this

without political prejudice for or against Turks ; for,

so far as I have read, Tartar, Turk, and Circassian are

pretty much six of one and half-a-dozen each of the two

others.

It must be remembered, too, that in all times and at all

places town population tends relatively to die out rapidly,

while rural population tends to roll in upon the towns, and

swamp their original ethnical peculiarities. For example,

most of the great towns of Britain are situated in what was

(during eai-lier ages at least) the most Teutonic^^part of the

kingdom. But they are nevertheless saturated through

and through with Celtic immigration. Glasgow is full of

Highland Scots and Irishmen ; Liverpool and Bristol of

Irish and Welsh ; London of all three put together,

besides a strong contingent of Cornishmen and half-Celtic

Devonians. The rural districts of the Highlands, of Wales,

of the west country, of Ireland, are the great breeding

places for the modern British races. The people there

marry early and rear large families
;
part of their surplus

population finds an outlet in emigration, and helps to

people America, Australia, and the colonies generally

;

the remainder rolls back upon the towns, where it inter-

marries with the native?, and soon merges in the mass cf
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inhabitants, while still retaining all its original ethnical

peculiarities.

In short, the relative numbers at starting of any two
races which occupy the same country are comparatively
unimportant, ethnologically speaking ; what it really im-

ports us to know is how fast or how slowly each of the two
elements tends to increase. A constant supplanting of

families by families is always going on—an absorption of

one family by the other ; and this often in a way that

completely misleads us as to the true result. For, suppose

a stock with a Norman name—call it De Montmorency

—

to settle down among a Saxon population, and, from
generation to generation, to have one son only, who always
marries a Saxon woman. At the fifth generation, there

will still apparently be a De Montmorency, who will pass

current with all of us for a genuine unadulterated Norman.
But, in reality, though he traces in the direct line by heir

male back to the original De Montmorency, he will have
only Jj- of Norman blood, and f^ of Saxon. Put a negro
for the ancestor, and this truth will be immediately
apparent. For the first generation will be a mulatto, the

second will be a quadroon, the third an octaroon, and the
fourth will so entirely have lost the traces of African
descent as to be (in the old slave phrase) " white by law."

Nobody on earth could possibly detect in the fifth remove
the very slightest tinge of negro ancestry.

And this last example leads us up to the final point, to

prove which I have ventured to adduce the imaginary case

of Barataria. It seems to me that while historical data are

in the very highest degree misleading (because we can never
really ascertain for distant times the relative rates of in-

crease), the one certainty upon which the ethnologist can
repose is physical peculiarities. These, it has abundantly
been shown, do really repeat themselves with great persis-

tency, being truly characteristic of races and of their inter-

mixture, even down to the very fractions of each involved.

Nobody has any practical difficulty in distinguishing a

mulatto from a negro or a white man ; a quadroon from a
mulatto ; or an octaroon from a quadroon. One can say at

once, " This man is a pure-blooded Chinaman; this one is

half-Chinese and half-Malay ; this one is Malay with a
slight Chinese intermixture," and so forth. The physical

peculiarities of both races persist in the hybrids ; and
when we find a remote hybrid (like our person of negro
descent in the fifth degree) in whom one stock has com-
pletely overborne the other, it is because the remaining
fraction of the weakest blood has been practically bred out.

Such a person is, in fact, essentially a white man. In
British ethnology (to take a home case) the differences of

race are, of course, far less marked, but they are equally
persistent ; and the best way, therefore, to arrive at a just
conception of what blood preponderates in our modern
British people is not to follow the procedure of Professor
Freeman and the historical school, but to follow that of
Professor Huxley, Dr. Beddoes, and the scientific anthro-
pologists. Look not at the ethnical composition of Britain
in the ninth century, but at the skull and bones of the
modern Englishman, compared with those of the purest
discoverable old Celts and the purest discoverable old
Teutons.

Hek Majesty the Qneen has accepted a copy of Mr. Fayle's new
work entitled " The Spitalfields Genins ; a" Memoir of William
Allen," who was the coDfidential friend, the trustee, and the
executor of her Majesty's father.

Messrs. Hachette & Co., of Paris, will publish very shortly a
popular illustrated French editions of Dickens's works. The majority
of the illustrations are those by Barnard, but every volame will
contain a certain number of original designs by various English and
foreign artists residing in England. M. Joseph Tonnean will supply
the greater number of these.

—

Athencviim.

CHATS ABOUT GEOMETRICAL
MEASUREMENT.
By Richard A Proctob.

( Continued from p. 383.)

A. But can we always get a neat set of chords, like

AC, OD, DE, &c., in Fig. .3, or of tangent-lines like

AH, H K, K L, (fee, in the same figure, and so determine
the length of our arc ?

L

Fig. 3.

M. Unfortunately we cannot. We usually have to be
content with another device, the consideration of which ia

of some importance, since it brings before us the true idea

of tangent-lines. Indeed, I am not sure but that the
measurement of direction at difierent points of a cvm'e
ought not to have been the first point to l)e considered.

However, as we have been naturally brought to it along
the line we have followed, we may take it now as well as

earlier.

Fig. 6.

A. I am all attention.

3f. 'Tis well Let A D B (Fig. 6), be a small part of

some arc, A T the tangent at T. Join A B, AC, AD.
Then it is clear that these lines lie nearer and nearer in

direction to the tangent line A T. Moreover, since the

curve ha.s the direction A T at the point A, and changes
continuously in direction from A to D, C, B, &c., it is

evident that by taking points as C, D, and thence, along

the curve, successively nearer and nearer to A, we get

chords as A B, A C, A D, ic, drawing nearer and nearer

in direction to the tangent A T, until they differ from it in

direction by an angle less than any angle, however small,

that can be indicated. The angle like BAT made between
one of these chords and A T grows less and less up to

nothing as the other end draws nearer and nearer to A,
passing continuously through all values between the angle

BAT with which it may be supposed to have begun, and
the evanescent angle when the moving point merges
into A.

A. All this is clear ; but what this has to do with the

measurement of the length of an arc I fail utterly to see.

M. Nay, did I say you could see the connection ? But
I think you will as I proceed.

A. Again, I am all attention.

M. Suppose now that from B, C, D a series of parallel

lines are drawn making some finite angle B K T, C L T,

DMT with A T ; and produce the various lines as shown
in Fig. C. Then it is obvious that the ratios A B to A K,
AC to AL, AD to AM draw nearer and nearer to

equality as we take points B, 0, D nearer and nearer to A
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They may not do so at the beginning of our approach, but

they must do so to the end. For by similar figures these

ratios are the same respectively as A B to A K, A r to A K,
A rf to A K ; and eventually we get a line as A d but in-

clined to A T at an indefinitely small angle. Such a line

would be actually equal to A K, so long as the angle B K T
is finite. Hence such a ratio A B to A K becomes even-

tually one of equality when the point B is about to merge
into A. Nor does it matter if the lines drawn from C and
D, or have such positions as Gl, D in,—that is make
varying angles with A T,—so long as the angles B K T,

C ^ L, D 9»i M remain finite, no matter how small they may
become, the ratio of the chord like A D to the part like

A m cut off the tangent must eventually be one of equality.

For a finite angle, however small, is infinitely greater than
an evanescent angle. Thus from B, Fig. 7 on the line A B,

let a line B K L be drawn making a very small but still a

finite angle L B A with A B ; then it is manifest that if an

Fig. 7.

indefinite line A T be turned round the point A B (in the

plane of the figure) till it coincides with A B, the point of

intersection K will move up to and eventually coincide

with B, no matter how small the angle L K B : that is

A K, and A B will eventually be equal,—^just as A T, in

its motion around A, is merging into A B.

A. Now tell me how this helps us.

M. Why, instead of the chord A B in Fig. G, we may
take A K, a part of the tangent cut ofi" by any line such as

B K making a finite angle {let it he what it may) with the

tangent A T.

A. Can you illustrate the advantage of this?

M. In other words, can I show how the length of a

curved arc may be obtained, in some given instance, by this

method ? I can ; and much more readily than by taking

chords or tangents fitting round the curve as in Fig. 3.

A. Will you begin with the arc of an ellipse ?

M. Not quite.

A. And why not?
M. Simply because the case is too difficult. I will begin

with the arc of a cycloid.

A . I thought the cycloid was a curve of higher order

than the ellipse.

M. So it is. In fact, it is of infinitely higher order,

since, if expressed in the form of an equation between
X and y, the powera of these variables would be infinite.

But that need not concern us. It happens that the arc can

be easily obtained by a geometrical method.

Pig. 8.

A. To the charge, then !

M. Please observe that I am not going to do more, in

this or any other case, than give such suificient outline of

the proof as may enable you to satisfy yourself that the

relation dealt with is really demonstrable on the lines fol-

lowed. You must fill in details for yourself.

A. I will endeavour so to do.

M. Let A P D be a half cycloid, A B its axis, Aqp'R
half the generating circle. Through P, Q, two neighbour-

ing ]ioints on the cycloid, draw Pyj L, T Q (7 i- M. Join A q;
draw A k n p ; the tangent P T ; and the arc q n round A
as centre. Then, by a known property of the cycloid, T P
is parallel and equal to kp : q n is eventually perp. to A p,
when Q comes close np to P; and triangle (7/7 A' is even-

tually isosceles { /. q k p = L k p\i-=z A q p k, standing even-

tually on equal arc); hence A?i = 71/) ; or kp, i.e. F'T:='2np.
But P T is eventually equal to chord or to arc P Q since

Q T is inclined at a finite angle to the tangent P T ; and
np is the excess of chord A^) over chord A q. Thus if we
suppose the arc of the cycloid measured from A, while as

we take successively small increments of the arc (as we
have just taken Q P) we keep on taking the chord of Aqp B
farther and farther towards B, (as we have just passed

from the chord A 7 to the chord A})) the growth of the arc

of the cycloid will always be double the] gro\\ th of the
chord from A, to advancing points along the semicircle

A (? /) B. Since they start together from naught, then, the
cycloidal arc must always be just double the corresponding
chord. Thus,

Arc A Q P=2 chord A /)

;

Arc A P D= 2 diameter A B
;

And any arc QPE= 2 K r, obtained by describing the
circular arc </ ?i K round A, to meet chord A r.

A. That is strange,—a curved arc like Q R equal to

twice a straight line like K r, and that, too, in the case of

such a curve as the cycloid !

^f. Do you see any flaw in the proof 1

A. No; except that when P is very near A it can hardly
be said that the angle between P T and Q T is finite.

J/. You are right. But consider how much or how little

this affects our result. It amounts merely to this, that for

an indefinitely small part of the arc A P D, near A, our
proof fails ; that is, for a portion of this arc near A, which
may be made less than any distance which can be assigned,

the proof fails,—which is as much as to say that it does

not fail at all.

{To be continited.)

THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY.
By W. Mattieo Williams.

XLVII.—THE COLOURING OF WINE.

SO^IE years ago, while resident in Birmingham, an
_ enterprising manufacturing druggist consulted me on

a practical difficulty which he was unable to solve. He
had succeeded in producing a very fine claret (Chateau
Digbeth, let us call it) by duly fortifying with silent spirit

a solution of cream of tartar, and flavouring this with a
small quantity of orris root. Tasted in the dark it was all

that could be desired for introducing a new industry to

Birmingham ; but the wine was white, and every colouring

material that he had tried producing the required tint

marred the flavour and bouquet of the pure Chateau Dig-

beth. He might have used one of the magenta dyes, but
as these were prepared by boiling aniline over dry arsenic

acid, and my Birmingham friend was burdened with a
conscience, he refrained from thus applying one of the

recent triumphs of chemical science.

This was previous to the invasion of France by the
phylloxera. During the early period of that visitation,

French enterprise being more powerfully stimulated and
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less scrupulous than that of Birmingham, made use of the

aniline dyes for colouring spurious claret to such an extent

that the French Government interfered, atid a special test

paper named Q<]nokrine was invented by M]\I. Lainville

and Roy, and sold in Paris for the purpose of detecting

falsely-coloured wines. The mode of using the Qllnokrine

was as follows :—" A slip of the paper is steeped in pure

wine for about five seconds, briskly shaken, in order to

remove excess of liquid, and then placed on a sheet of

white paper to serve as a standard. A second slip of the

test-paper is then steeped in the suspected wine in the same

manner, and laid beside the former. It is asserted that

1-100,000 of magenta is sufficient to give the paper a violet

shade, whilst a larger quantity produces a carmine red."

With genuine red wine the colour produced is a greyish

blue, which becomes lead-coloured on drying. I copy the

above from the Quarterlif Journal of Science of April, 1877.

The editor adds that the inventors of this paper have dis-

covered a method of removing the magenta from wines

without injuring their quality, " a fact of some importance,

if it be true that several hundred thousand hectolitres of

wine sophisticated with magenta are in the hands of the

wine-merchants" (a liectolitre is=22 gallons).

Another simple test that was recommended at the time
was to immerse a small wisp of raw silk in tlie suspected

wine, keeping it there at a boiling heat for a few minutes.

Aniline colours dye the silk permanently ; the natural

colour of the grape is easily washed out. I find on referring

to the Cliemical Neiis, the Journal of the Chemical Society,

the Comptes Bend2is, and other scientific periodicals of the

period of the phylloxera plague, such a multitude of

methods for testing false colouring materials that I give up
in despair my original intention of describing them in this

paper. It would demand far more space than the subject

deserves. I will, however, just name a few of the more
harmless colouring adulterants that are stated to have been
used, and for which special tests have been devised by
French and German chemists :

—

Beet-root, peach-wood, elderberries, mulberries, logwood,
privet-berries, litmus, ammoniacal cochineal, Fertiambucca-
wood, Phytolacca, burnt sugar, extract of rhatany, bilberries;

" jerupiga " or "geropiga," a "compound of elder juice,

brown sugar, grape juice, and crude Portuguese brandy "

(for choice tawny port) ;
" tincture of saffron, turmeric, or

safflower " (for golden sherry) ; red poppies, mallow
flowers, itc.

Those of my readers who have done anything in practical

chemistry are well acquainted with blue and red litmus, and
the general fact that such vegetable colours change from
blue to red when exposed to an acid, and return to blue
when the acid is overcome by an alkali. The colour-

ing matter of the grape is one of these. Mulder and
Maiiraen^ have given it the name of amoctjan or irine blue,

as its colour, when neutral, is blue ; the red colour of

genuine wines is due to the presence of tartaric and acetic

acid acting upon the wine blue. There are a few purple
wines, their colour being due to unusual absence of acid.

The original vintage which gave celebrity to port wine is

an example of this.

The bouquet of wine is usually described as due to the
presence of ether, oenanthic ether, which is naturally
formed during the fermentation of grape juice,

and is itself a variable mixture of other ethers, such as

caprilic, caproic, &c. The oil of the seed of the grape con-

tributes to the bouquet. The fancy values of fancy wines
are largely due, or more properly speaking vere largely due,

to peculiarities of bouquet. These peculiar wines became
costly because their supply was limited, only a certain
vineyard, in some cases of very small area, producing the

whole crop of the fancy article. The high price once esta-

blished, and the demand far exceeding the possibilities of

supply from the original source, other and resembling wines
are sold under the name of the celebrated locality with the
bouquet or a bouquet artificially introduced. It has thus
come about in the ordinary course of business that the

dearest wines of the choicest brands are those which are

the most likely to be sophisticated. The flavouring of

wine, the imparting of delicate bouquet, is a high art, and is

costly. It is only upon high-priced wines that such costly

operations can be practised. Simple ordinary grape-juice

—

as I have already stated—is so cheap when and where its

quality is the highest, i.e., in good seasons and suitable

climates, that adulteration with anything but water renders

the adulterated product more costly than the genuine.

When there is a good vintage it does not pay even to add
sugar and water to the marc or residue, and press this a

second time. It is more profitable to use it for making
inferior brandy, or wine oil, huiJe de marc, or even for

fodder or manure.
This, however, only applies where the demand is for

simple genuine wine, a demand almost unknown in England,
where connoisseurs abound who pass their glasses hori-

zontally under their noses, hold them up to the light to

look for beesAvings and absurd transparency, knowingly
examine the brand on the cork, and otherwise offer them-
selves as willing dupes to be pecuniarily immolated on the

great high altar of the holy shrine of costly humbug.
Some years ago I was at Frankfort, on my way to the

Tyrol and Venice, and there saw, at a few paces before me,
'an unquestionable Englishman, with an ill-slung knapsack.

I spoke to him, earned his giatitude at once by showing
him how to dispense with that knapsack abomination, the

breast strap. We chummed, and put np at a genuine

German hostelry of my selection, the Gasthaus zum
Schwanen. Here we supped with a multitude of natives,

to the great amusement of my new friend, who had hitherto

halted at hotels devised for Englishmen. The handmaiden
served us with wine in tumblers, and we both pronounced

it excellent. My new friend was enthusiastic ; the bouquet
was superior to anything he had ever met with before, and
if it could only be fined—it wa.s not by any means bright

—

it would be invaluable. He then took me into his confi-

dence. He was in the wine trade, assisting in his father's

business ; the " governor " had told him to look out in the

course of his travels, as there were obscure vineyards here

and there producing very choice wines that might be con-

tracted for at very low prices. This was one of them ; here

was good business. If I would help him to learn all about

it, presentation cases of wine should be poured upon me for

ever after.

I accordingly asked the handmaiden, "Was fiir Wein ?

"

iSrc. Her answer was, " Apfel Wein." She was frightened

at my burst of laughter, and the young wine-merchant also

imagined that he had made acquaintance with a lunatic,

until I translated the answer, and told him that we had been

drinking cider. We called for more, and recognised the
" curious " bouquet at once.

The manufacture of bouquets has made great progress of

late, and they are much cheaper than formerly. Their chief

source is coal-tar, the refuse from gas-works. That most easily

produced is the essence of bitter almonds, which supplies

a "nutty" flavour and bouquet. Anybody may make
it by simply adding benzol (the most volatile portion of

the coal-tar), in small portions at a time, to warm, fuming

nitric acid. On cooling and diluting the mixture, a

yellow oil, which solidifies at a little above the freezing-

jioint of water, is formed. It may be purified by
washing first with water, and then with a weak solution

f
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of carbonate of soda to remove the excess of acid. It is

now largely used in flavouring as essence of bitter almonds.

Its old perfumery name was Essence of Mirbane.

By more elaborate operations on the coal-tar product, a

number of other essences and bouquets of curiously imita-

tive character are produced ; one of the most familiar of

these is the essence of jargonelle pears, which flavours the
" pear drops " of the confectioner so cunningly ; another is

raspberry flavour, by the aid of which a mixture of fig-

seeds and apple-pulp, duly coloured, may be converted into

a raspberry jam that would deceive our Prime Minister. I

do not say tliat it now is so used, though I believe it has

been, for the simple reason that wholesale jam-makers now
grow their own fruit so cheaply that the genuine article

costs no more than the sham. Raspberries can be grown
and gathered at a cost of about twopence per

pound.

AVith wine at 60s. to 100s. per dozen the case is dif-

ferent. This price leaves an ample margin for the con-

version of " Italian reds," Catalans, and other sound,

ordinary wines into any fancy brands that may happen to

be in fashion. Such being the case, the mere fact that

certain emperors or potentates have bought up the whole

produce of the chateau that is named on the labels does not

interfere with the market supply, which is strictly regulated

by the demand.
Visiting a friend in the trade, he offered me a glass of

the wine that he drank himself when at home, and supplied

to his own family. He asked my opinion of it. I told

him that I thought it was genuine grape juice, resembling

that which I had been accustomed to drink at country iuns

in the Cote d'Or (Burgundy) and in Italy. He told me that

he imported it directly from a district near to that I first

named, and could supply it at 123. per dozen with a fair

profit. Afterwards, when calling at his place of business

in the West-end, he told me that one of his best customers

had just been tasting the various dinner wines then remain-

ing on the table, some of them expensive, and that he had
chosen the same as I had, but what was my friend to do ?

Had he quoted 12s. per dozen, he would have lost one of

his best customers, and sacrificed his reputation as a high-

class wine-merchant ; therefore he ijuoted 5-ts., and both

buyer and seller were perfectly satisfied : the wioe-mer-

chant made a large profit, and the customer obtained what
he demanded—a good wine at a " respectable price." He
could not insult his friends by putting cheap 12s. trash on
his table.

Here arises an ethical question. Was the wine-

merchant justified in making this charge under the cir-

cumstances ; or, otherwise stated, who was to blame for the

crookedness of the transaction ? I say the customer ; my
verdict is, " Sarve him right !

"

In reference to wines, and still more to cigars, and some
other useless luxuries, the typical Englishman is a victim

to a prevalent commercial superstition. He blindly

assumes that price must necessarily represent quality, and
therefore shuts his eyes and opens his mouth to swallow
anything with complete satisfaction, provided that he pays
a good price for it at a respectable establishment, i.e., one
where only high-priced articles are sold.

If any reader thinks I speak too strongly, let him ascer-

tain the market price per lb. of the best Havanna tobacco-

leaves where they are grown, also the cost of twisting them
into cigar shape (a skilful workwoman can make a thousand
in a day), then add to the sum of these the cost of packing,

carriage, and duty. He will be rather astonished at the

result of this arithmetical problem.

If these things were necessaries of life, or contributed in

any degree or manner to human welfare, I should protest

indignantly ; but seeing what they are and what they do,

I rather rejoice at the limitation of consumption eifected

by their fancy prices.

THE EXPLOSIYENESS OF COAL-
DUST.

IT is the special merit of Mr. William Galloway, formerly

Government Inspector of Mines, now director of the

Dinas Colliery, near Cardiff, in South Wales, that he drew
the attention of mining engineers to the great danger of

dry coal-dust in fiery coal-mines, owing to its explosiveness,

in a paper, " Influence of Coal-dust in Colliery Explosions,"

read before the Royal Society of London in 1879.

Although its influence was already presumed by Faraday
and Lyell in 1844, after an explosion in the HasweU
Colliery, and also proved to have existed at explosions in

mines near Firminy and VUlars in 1855 and 1867, by M.
du Souich in France, it is to ilr. Galloway the credit is due

of having first demonstrated its action experimentally.

These experiments were later on repeated by the British

Commission on Colliery Explosions, the results corrobo-

rating Mr. Galloway's \-iews. As the opinions of some
French mining engineers and of the French " Commission
sur les Explosions du Grison " did not seem to tally with

the English experiments, the Prussian Government Com-
mission on Colliery Explosions deemed it desirable to have

these experiments repeated on a large scale and under con-

ditions which would be identical with those existing in

fiery coal-mines.

Thus, at the instance of one of its members, Director

HUt, of Aachen, the scientific technical committee of the

Government Commission decided upon erecting an experi-

mental arrangement for this purpose at the Government
colliery " Ka>nig " at Xeunkirchen, near Saarbriicken,

where natural fire-damp could be drawn in any quantity

from a " blower," by which the explosive gas escapes in the

mine from a bed of conglomerate.

At this mine, in an old burrow of stones, an adit level

was constructed under the special superintendence of Mine-

inspector Margraf. From its mouth to the head it has a

length of 167 ft, and it is timbered with elliptical rings of

double "J"
iron and lined inside with a layer of 2-in. pine

planks, which are tightly jointed. On one side this

structure is entirely buried up to the top in the old

bun'ow, while on the other its upper quarter is visible, and

is provided with thirty small windows of thick glass well

fixed in cast-iron frames. The head of this adit level is

formed by a heavy block of masonry, 12 ft. 4 in. long

and 9 ft. 10 in. wide, forming there a niche or recess

.3 ft. 10 in. deep. In this masonry seven small cast-

iron mortar guns, whose bores represent ordinary

blast - holes, are well fixed in such a manner that

two are close under the roof, three in the middle of the

head, and two somewhat above the floor. The direction of

their respective axes is such, that the upper guns converge

so as to cut the floor 10 metres from the head, while the

axes of the lower guns cut the roof at the same distance ;

the three middle guns, however, converge so that their axes

hit the middle of the floor at -5 metres from the head. The
inner end of the adit level is provided with stout wooden

frames, between which sailcloth can be fastened, so as to

form a series of chambers, of which the innermost has a

cubic space of about 20 cubic metres (706-3 cubic feet).

The firing of the guns is effected by electricity, in order to

produce an explosion of either firedamp or coal-dust, or of

both, and during the last couple of months over 200 of such

artificial mine explosions have taken place.
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On October 3 the trials were made with j)owder charges

of 8oz., these charges being 12 in. in length, and being
covered with a 19A in. tamping of clay or .small coal. A
gun fired with clay tamping gave a length of flame of 10 ft,

with small coal tamping of 26 ft., as could be observed
through the windows. Then the floor was covered for

131 ft with a layer of coal-dust IJin. thick, derived from
poor coal from the Union mines of Horsbach, near Aachen.
When the guns were fired under these conditions with clay

tamping, the flames became 18 ft, and with small coal

tamping 31 ft in length. After this bituminous coal-dust

from Pluto mine in Westphalia was placed in a like manner
upon the floor and fired at, when a heavy explosion occurred,

the flame rushing forth 23 ft. from the mouth of the adit

level and thus reaching a total length of 190 ft. from the
head, and that without presence of any firedamp. A repe-

tition of this trial gave a like result.

The experiments with fire-damp followed next. The
carburetted hydrogen gas was taken from a blower in the
mine, 394 ft below the surface above the Grolmann seam
from a coarse conglomerate, and conveyed in a pipe

3,608 ft. long to a gasholder on the surface, whence it

could be forced at will into the experimenting chambers of

the adit level A mixture of air with 5 per cent gas fired

at in the 20 cubic metre chamber with clay tamping,
showed a length of flame of 36 fc. The same mixture, with
a layer of coal-dust of only 65 ^ ft length, gave with clay

tamping a very heavy explosion with a flame of 171 ft
long, and much heavy after-damp. The violence of these

explosions may be gathered from the fact, that when coal-

dust from the Pluto mine, without any trace of fire-damp
in the adit, was fired at an iron tub or coal-wagon, weigh-
ing nearly 6 cwt., and standing outside before the adit
mouth upon a pair of rails rising 4degs., was pushed on
for 24 ft., and when fired with fire-damp as above it was
lifted from the rails and thrown a distance of 39 ft. In a
siding level a solid brattice work, 2 in. in thickness, was
entirely broken by the shock of the Pluto dust explosion
alone, and when rebuilt and fired at with dust and fire-

damp it was not only broken, but thrown a distance of
98 ft.

It is to be hoped that these interesting trials, conducted
under conditions which enable experiments to be made
without danger, may be continued with all possible varia-

tions, and that they may yield results, from which all con-
cerned in coal-mining may derive benefit and complete
immunity from such explosions as are under investigation.—Engineering.

THE EARTH'S SHAPE AND MOTIONS.
By Eichard A. Proctor.

CHAPTER v.—THE EARTH'S ROTATION.

(CoTitijvued/rom page 360.)

THE general principles on which the properties of the
gyroscope depend are sufiiciently simple, though the

theory of rotating bodies is one of the most difficult sub-
jectE in the whole range of mathematical inquiry. Newton
himself shrank from attacking it, where, in dealing with
the phenomena of precession and nutation, he found it

directly involved. He preferred to regard the protuberant
mass of the earth's equatorial regions as a collection of
bodies travelling around the earth, and to consider the
influence of external attraction on the orbital motions of
those bodies ; and then having found that such and such
changes would be produced, he showed how far those
changes would be modified when the bodies, being rigidly

attached to the earth, had to force her, so far as they
could, to participate in their peculiarities of motion. And
even modern mathematics, despite the wonderful power
which it gives us over the problems we have to deal with
in discussing the motions of the planets, yet leaves the
problem of rotating bodies one of enormous intricacy and
difficulty.

However, for our present purpose, all that is necessary
i.s that we should understand the general principles on
which the theory of the gyroscope depends.

First of all we must rememVjer that the figure of the
rotating disc has nothing to do with the observed pheno-
mena. A rotating sphere would exhibit them quite as

well, although there are reasons of convenience which
render the disc preferable.

Secondly, we must dismiss the notion that gravitation is

primarily involved in the observed phenomena. Gravity
is a force conveniently applicable to exhibit the pecu-

liarities of the gyroscope, but any other force will serve

equally well.

The fundamental property on which all the phenomena
exhibited by the gyroscope depend is simply this—that

when a body is rotating upon an axis, that axis tends to

maintain itself unchanged in direction, though free to take

up a new position jjaraUel to itself. Upon the speed of

rotation, and the mass of the rotating body, depend the

force with which the axis tends to maintain its direction

unchanged ; but let the body be ever so small and its rota-

tion ever so slow, some force is always required to change

the direction of the axis of rotation.*

Now, it is not difficult to show that this peculiarity is

merely an expression of the fact that when a body is

moving in a given direction, it cannot be made to move in

a different direction without an expenditure of force pro-

portioned to the mass of the body and the velocity of its

motion-

Let me explain clearly how I mean this to be taken.

If a body moves in the direction A B (Fig. 1), and we
wish it to move in the direction A C, we may effect this

by giving it an impulse in direction

A D, such that it would move from

A to D under that impulse in the

same time as it would take in moving

Fig. 1. from A to B if untouched. If it was
moving very fast at first, it would of

course traverse A B in a very short time, and we must give

a very sharp impulse, because we are to force on this body a

proportionately rapid motion in the direction A D. Had
the body been moving slowly towards B, a slighter impulse

would effect our purpose ; but even then, some impulse

would of course be required.

Now, if we consider how the different points in a ro-

tating mass are severally moving, we shall see why it is

that we find it so difficult to shift the axis of a gyroscope,

when the disc is in rai)id rotation.

Let A B D (Fig. 2) be the circle described by any par-

ticle of the rotating disc, about the axis E E' ; and suppose

we want to shift the axis to the position e e'. This is

equivalent to making the particle travel in the circle

o B c D. Now at a and c, the particle would be travelling

in the same direction as before the change, so that no diffi-

culty arises here. But at the common points B and D of

the two circles, a distinct change of direction has to be

* Foucanlt'a pendalnm experiments are in reality merely a case

of this great property, since a pendulum in swing is rotating about

a definite axis ; and if the whole change of position in the sup-

porting frame could be effected at the very instant when the

pendulum is at the limit of a swing, iindoubtedly the pendulum
would partake in the change of place.
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effected. The particle, -which, starting from r>, would have

gone in direction H T, must be solicited to travel in direc-

tion B t. Now, if we could impart to the particle at the

very moment it reached B, a certain force, in the direction

towards the plane of the paper (that is, from the observer),

it would (neglecting all consideration of its attachment to

the rest of the disc) proceed to move in the direction B t.

At D the particle would require an exactly opposite treat-

ment, in order to be made to move in the direction D t'.

As a matter of fact, however, the particle being rigidly

attached to the rest of the disc, we have to consider what
forces must be applied in order to change the position of

the plane of motion A B D to the position aBcD.
The natural idea would be to try to move the disc bodily

round the axis B D so as to shift the point A to a, the

point C to c, and therewith the axis E E' to the position

e e'. But so soon as this is attempted a resistance is expe-

rienced, and a movement in a direction not desired results,

as though the disc ABCD had been shifted round the

axis, AGE being carried down and E' up. A little con-

sideration shows why this is. We have not applied forces

of the right sort to the particles of the rotating disc. We
have tried to shift the direction of motion at A and C,

where no change is required, while we have applied no
force at all at B and D, where the change in the direction

of motion is to be gi-eatest. While the part near E goes

down and the part near E' up, is also clear. Since we try

to move A towards E, while its motion of rotation is carry-

ing it towards B ; it naturally takes a direction of rotation

towards some point on the arc B E, in other words the

plane of motion ABC tends to assume such a position as

AbC.
Let us, then, instead of following the seemingly natural

course in this matter, inquire what we really want, and so

let reason guide us to the right course of action.*

We want the point B to change its direction from B T
to B Z .• manifestly, then, B must be thrust /ro?rt us (as we
look at Fig. 2). Clearly any other points as F and ./' on

the semicircle ABC must also receive an impulse in the

same direction, but with less energy the nearer they lie to

A or 0. Obviously, then, we shall be giving the right

sort of impulse to all the particles along the arc ABC if

we try to turn the ring of particles ABCD round the

axis A C, thrusting the part ABC from us (as we look at

the figure) around AC. It is equally obvious that the

same action—by which we bring the part ADC towards

• So far as I know, this way of viewing the problem of the

gyroscope h.is not been hitherto adopted. It seems to me far the

ibest for making as clear as possible this not very difficnlt but still

not altogether obvions subject.

us—will give the required directions and degrees of impulse
to the particles along the semicircle ADC. This, then,

manifestly is what we have to do :

—

To make the disc A B c D, rotating in the direction

ABCD round the axis E E', assume the position a B c D.
rotating round the axis e >', we must act on it as if trying

to turn it around the axis A C, to bring the axis E E' to

such a position as i/y'.

If we consider a little, we shall see why the effect which,
were the rotating ring at rest, would be produced at B
and D—B moving from, and D towards, the eye—is not
produced when the ring of particles is rotating. B is

moving towards T with greater or less rapidity, according

to the rate of rotation, but always with some velocity

while the rotation lasts. Now this being the case, nothing
short of an infinite impulse applied to B at right angles to

B T, would make it move off at right angles to B T ; for

the motion in direction B T must always produce some
effect As a matter of fact, while the velocity of rotation

is very rapid, the impulse actually applied to a particle

momentarily at B, to make it move in direction square to

B T, is quite small compared with that which would be
required to make the particle move as fast in that direction

as it is actually moving in direction B T. Hence the

tendency to motion at B in the direction of this impulse is

slight compared with the motion already existing in the

direction B T.

(To iie continued.)

THE ENTOMOLOGY OF A POND.
By E. A. BuTLEE.

ABOVE THE SURFACE—(continued).

THE Perlidee are four-winged creatures of a brownish or

yellowish tint ; the wings are a good deal longer than

the body, and when folded, lie flat along the back, over-

lapping one another, and, of course, extending some distance

beyond the extremity of the abdomen. They are interesting

from a developmental point of view, since they manifest

more clearly than any other insects we have yet had to do

with, the composite character of the thorax. In all insects,

the thorax, in reality, consists of three segments succeeding

one another in longitudinal row, and called, respectively, in

order of position, prothorax, mesothora.x, and metathorax,

the prefixes signifying front, middle, and hinder. It is

is always the prothorax that carries the first pair of legs,

the mesothorax the second pair of legs and the first pair of

wings, and the metathorax the third pair of legs and the

second pair of wings. In most cases, one or other of these

segments is developed, at least on the upper side, to a far

greater extent than the rest, and so occupies a large pro-

portion of the thoracic region ; but it is not always

the same part that is thus enlarged at the expense

of the rest. In beetles and bugs, what is com-

monly called the thorax really consists simply of the

first thoracic segment, though a portion of the second is

visible behind this as the triangular piece called " scutel-

lum," which in some bugs is developed to so enormous an
extent as to cover the whole abdomen ; in the two-winged

flies the middle region preponderates, as being that which

carries the only pair of wings ; in bees, ichneumon flies,

butterflies and moths, or, in other words, in the Hymenop-
tera and Lepidoptera, the meso- and metathorax occupy
most of the space, the prothorax being reduced to very

minute dimensions. The caddis flies show all three parts,

though still the prothorax is small when compared with
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tlie other segments, but iu the Perlidw (and this is a point

which will help to distinguish them from caddis flies) all

three segments are very plainly visible, the prothoi ax being

quite as large as the other parts ; and, in fact, when com-

pared with most other insects, a stone fly seems as though

it had three distinct thoraxes. This separateness of the

thoracic segments, taken together with the rudimentary

condition of the mouth organs, and the fact that no

quiescent pupa stage intervenes between the larva and

perfect insect, indicates lowness of type.

The fore-wings are long and narrow, but the hind pair

broader and more nearly triangular. In most insects the

points of attachment of both pairs -of wings to the thorax

are, iu consequence of the fusion of the thoracic segments,

closely approximated ; but in the Ptrlid(t this is naturally

not the case, and the wings at their basfs not only do not

overlap, but are separated by a considerable interval, an

arrangement that suggests the idea of parts of two different

insects having been joined to make the complete creature.

In their larval form, most of the PerlidiK prefer swiftly-

running streams, at the bottom of which they conceal

themselves under stones, likc. Like the caddis flies, the

female carries her eggs for a time at the end of the

abdomen, as a little black globular bundle. The larvse

are very similar in shape to the adult insects, minus
wiugs, and, unlike the caddis worms, do not construct

cases for defence. They are carnivorous, preying upon
the larvaj of may-flies and other aquatic insects, but, not-

withstanding this, they are neither particularly active, nor
endowed with remarkably good ofiensive weapons. They
therefore secure their prey by the expedient of ambus-
cade, lurking behind stones or pond-weeds in order to

surprise their victims, and even sometime.s throwing a
little mud over themselves, in order to render their con-

cealment the more efl'ectual. This latter habit is practised

principally by those whose bright colour would otherwise

render them too conspicuous on the dingy muddy bottom
which forms their hunting-ground. The pupa resembles

the larva, except that it shows traces of wings When the

time comes for its final change, it leaves the water and
wanders about in the neighbourhood till it finds a place

suitable for its disrobement ; such a spot will be the sur-

face of a rock, or any other material that, by its roughness,

aflbrds a good foothold, without which it would be unable
to extract its limbs from their encasing skin. Having
chosen the site, it takes a good grip of the irregularities of

the surface, by means of its tiny claws, and then, as with
so many other insects, the skin splits along the back of

the neck, and the fully-formed being, which has already
become loosened from its skin by the passage of air under
the latter, gradually extricates itself from its investing
pellicle.

The flight of a stone-fly is heavy and direct, the weak-
ness of its wings preventing it from being able to " cut

Nemoura variesata.

capers " in the air. The slightest; touch is sufficient to
arrest its flight and precipitate it to the ground. But
this is no great disadvantage, for its winged life is of short
duration, lasting only a few days, the rudimentary character

of the mouth organs rendering the taking of nourishment
impossible. Fig. 1 represents one of the commonest of

our British stone-flies, and one, too, which inhabits stagnant

water as well as running streams. It is sometimes called

the willow-fly.

The Alder-fly or Orl-fly is called Slalis lutaria. It

belongs to quite a difltrent group from the preceding

insect, viz., the Neuroptera Planipennia, a secti<.n con-

taining about fifty British species. It Ls a lazy, blackish

creature, with a large number of extremely thick and dark
nervnres on its smoky wings, whereby it may at once be
recognised. There are plenty of insects with as many and
even more nervures, but none with them so thick and
conspicuous. In May the flies are often to be seen in pro-

digious numbers, sitting about on paling.s, stones, <tc., near

a pond. The female deposits an enormous number of eggs,

which she is said to lay one by one on rushes or other

aquatic plants ; they are attached side by side with great

regularity, and may be recognised by being terminated at

the top by a little pointed projection. They are generally

deposited in the immediate vicinity of water, but occa-

sionally at a distance therefrom that must necessitate a
considerable terrestrial journey on the part of the newly-
hatched larva before it can become properly domiciled^

The larva has its respiratory appendages reduced to slender

filaments ; seven or eight pairs are attached to the sides

of the abdomen, and by their rowing motion the creature

propels itself. At the close of its preliminary stages, it

quits the water, and, unlike the stone-flies, burrows in the

neighbouring bank, and forms a cell in which to pupate.

The pupa, though incapable of transporting itself from
place to place, yet has considerable powers of movement^
and vigorously twists its tail about when disturbed.

A B

Fig. 2.—Fore-wiDg of Sialis Intaria (A) and S. foliginosa (B)".

There are but two British species in the genus Sialis,

They are very much alike, and would be undistinguishable

to any but the expert, who knows just what differences to

look for. Mr. McLachlan has pointed out that there is

one little nervure in the fore-wings (Fig. 2 a), the position

of which, relatively to the surrounding ones, varies in the

two species ; but is so constant in each as to atTord the

easiest way of distinguishing them. Of course, this is not

the only difiTerence, or it could scarcely justify the separation.

of the species, but the others are less easy of recognition.

(To fee coniinved.)

AUTOMATIC VENTILATION, SO-
CALLED.

Now that the question of the public health, and all

matters appertaining thereto, are being brought into

such great prominence, it may, perhaps, not be uninteresting

to our readers if we attempt to dispel the " magic halo

with which would-be sanitary experts endeavour to obscure

the actions of some of the chief agents concerned in auto-

matic ventilation. In so doing, and even if we have occa-

sion to allude to the various physical laws which regulate

the results obtained from systems of automatic ventilation,

we shall endeavour to keep always before us our -watch-

word, " Science plainly worded, exactly described."
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The three chief agents to which we wish to call attention

are :— I. The wind. II. The luw of " cUtruaion of gases.'

III. The movements of the atmosphere caused by columns
of air of unequal weights.

I. The Wind.—Perhaps the agent which may, 2^'^'''

excellence, be said to regulate all our endeavours to venti-

late our houses, public buildings, house-drains, et hoc genus

omne, is that very uncertain customer, the wind ; and since

the movements in the atmosphere which are due to the

force of the wind cannot be perceived directly, it will be
best to fall back on some simile in order to establish a basis

on which to found our subsequent remarks.

Doubtless, each of our readers has, at one time or

another, been standing on the platform of a station when
£in express train has rushed by, and will probably have
noticed how every light particle in the vicinity was sucked

in towards the path of the rapidly-moving train. Now, the

raison d'etre of this auction is simply this : Before the

approach of the train, a given body of air was occupying a
certain place, the train rushes on, and (pushing before it

that body of air) occupies (temporarily) its place. After

the passage of the train more air rushes in, dragging with
it all light particles near, to fill the place vacated, else there

would be a vacuum or, in other words, a space containing

nothing.

The wind acts very much in the same way. A moving
body of air sets in motion all the air in its immediate
vicinity ; it drives air before it, and at the same time causes

a partial vacuum on either side of its path, towards which
all air in the vicinity flows at (or nearly at) right angles.

Here is the advantage to be reaped from the wind as a

ventilating agent, but, as we shall see presently, this

uncertain ally has also evil propensities, which must be
guarded against.

The wind, then, blowing over the roofs of our houses,

causes a current up our chimneys and ventilating shafts at

right angles to the direction in which it blows. Thus we are

able to form a very useful alliance with this natural force, if

we, at the same time, can onlymanage to keep the upper hand!

Sometimes the wind, however, may impede ventilation

by obstructing the exit of the " induced current " from any
particular opening, or by blowing down any chimney or

ventilating shaft. This is, indeed, one reason of our failing

so often in obtaining an efficient system of ventilation—all

may go well in a still atmosphere, but the pressure of the

wind has not been taken into account.* We are, in a measure,

indebted to Mr. Sampson Low, B.A., F.E. Met. Soc, for

showing the plan to be adopted in order to make the utmost

use of the wind as a ventilating agent, and at the same time

guarding against its ill eflects. Mr. Low has constructed

a "ventilator" or ventilating head, which, while affording

the wind a free passage over the orifice from which it is

intended to extract the air, prevents any downward wind-

pressure on that orifice. The accompanying diagram of

this instrument may enable our readers to more readily un-

derstand the following brief description. The ventilator

conaists of three essential parts—the "shaft," to which is

fixed the dome-shaped " wind-chest," and the " cap," which
surmounts the whole structure.

Now the "dome" and the cap are fixed on to one

another in such relative positions that at whatever angle

the wind strikes the dome, its upward curves direct the

current straight across the " extracting orifice," situated in

the dome of the ventilator.

Perhaps the most I'emarkable feature of this instrument

is the fact that if the wind strikes down vertically on the

* This pressure has been known to vary from one ounce to one
pound, as the rate of the wind varies from three and a half miles

to fourteen miles per hour.

cap, an exhaust current within the shaft is in the same way
set up. Though we say that this is " remarkable," yet we
think our readers will see at once the simplicity of the

principle involved, if they will but bear in mind our simile

of the " railway train"

The apparatus may be examined at Messrs. Sharp &. Co.'s

establishment, 11, Holborn-circus, London.
Passing from our discussion of the wind and Mr. Low's

ventilator, we come to other factors in this scheme of venti-

lation, without due attention to which, we venture to say,

not even Mr. Low's patent nor the vendors' exploitation

thereof will be found a very great success.

Concerning the diffusion of gases, it may be stated that

every gas diffuses (that is to say, tends to become inti-

mately mixed with another) at a certain specified rate

—

viz., at a rate "inversely proportional to the square root of

its density," or, to translate that somewhat high-sounding

phrase into plain English, we may state this stupendous

fact thus :
" Four volumes of the gas hydrogen will diffuse

through a porous partition in the same time that it takes

one volume of the gas oxygen to do so, oxygen being

sixteen times heavier than hydrogen,"

From this it will

be seen that there is

a constant escape of

any foreign gas into

the surrounding at-

mosphere. "This dif-

fusing tendency is so

great as to obtain

even through brick

and sione in every

room that is not air-
Section, tight" (Pettenkofer).

The amount of purification thus ob-

tained is, however, for all practical

purposes nil; and, moreover, organic

substances are not affected by it. It

is, therefore, only to be regarded as

a subordinate factor in ventilation.

With reference to movements pro-

duced bj' columns of air of unequal

weights, it may be said that we have

a very important agent to assist us if

we will (and to binder us if we
" won't " !), in' devising an efficient

scheme of ventilation. If the air in

a room is heated by the presf-nce of a

fire or animal life, or if it be impreg-

nated with moisture, such air will expand ; and, if there be

any outlet, a portion of it will escape, and tint which re-

mains behind will be lighter than an equal volume of the air

external to the compartment. This external air will then

rush in through every orifice until "equilibrium" is re-

established. But, as the fresh air which comes in gets heated,

it likewise expands and escapes, and there is, therefore, a

constant stream of air coursing through the compartment.

From the above considerations, we think it will be appa-

rent to our readers (we are, be it understood, treating

merely of cases where the external air is colder than the

air in the room) that there are, so to speak, two chief forces

concerned in the removal of vitiated air from our rooms or

buildings. They are the vis a fronte, or the suction-power

which the wind exerts by passing over our chimneys or

ventilating-shafts, and the ris a tergo, ox. the expansion and

consequent ascension of the gases within the room, aided,

to some extent, by that property of " diffusion " on whict

we have touched. There is one other agent which we have

not as yet alluded to, but it is one to which Messrs. Sharp

Elevation.
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NIGHT SKY FOR NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER.

First Map of Pair.

NoTember 7 at 10 o'clock.

November 10 at 9| o'clock.

November 14 at 9^ o'clock.

Showing the heavens as they appear at the following hours :—

November 18 at 9i o'clock.

November 22 at 9 o'clock.

November 26 at SJ o'clock.

November 30 at SJ o'clock,

December 4 at 8i o'clock.

December 7 at 8 o'clock.

& Co. give great prominence in their system. Briefly it is

known as the " Syphon Theory," which consists in the

followin" : where a compartment has to be ventilated

entirely from above {e.g., on ship-board), the fresh air will

descend the shorter shaft and the foul air will ascend the

longer, but, from experiments which have from time to

time been conducted, we should say this is modified by a

variety of causes, and is true in extreme cases only. How-

ever, the importance of extracting the foul air from the

highest available point in the room or building cannot be

too much insisted on. In conclusion, we would earnestly

ommend to the careful consideration of our readers the

subject of ventilation, whether of houses or ships, aot

for<Tetting, however, those necessary evils, house-drains ;

and it is to be hoped that the few remarks which we have

here offered may enable them to understand the modv^

operandi of the " Natural VentUation " schemes at present

before us.

T

FIRST STAB LESSONS.
By Richard A. Proctor.

IHE map of the stellar heavens, as
P^f^Jf'j^*'^^J^**^^

needs scarcely any explanation.
'"' " " " «!0"«>It will be observed
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NIGHT SKY FOR NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER.

Second Map of Pair.

November 22 at 10 o'clock.

November 26 at 9J o'clock.

November 30 at 9^ o'clock.

Showing the heavens as they appear at the following hours :

December 4 at 9J o'clock.

December 7 at 9 o'clock.

December 11 at 81 o'clock.

December 15 at 8i o'clock.

December 19 at 8i o'clock.

December 23 at 8 o'clock.

that the map has not, properly speaking, top, bottom, or
sides ; the centre represents the point overhead, the cir-

cumference marks the horizon. The stars of the first three

magnitudes only are shown, and the constellations are

numbered, not named. The numbering begins with the

Little Bear, to see which in its proper position the map
must, of course, be held with the " Northern Horizon "

downwards. The other constellations are taken as nearly
as possible in the order of their distance from the pole (a in

1 is the pole star), from Draco, the Dragon, which being
nearest the polar constellation is numbered 2, to Argo, the
Ship, which being the farthest from the pole of all those

included in this serifs of maps is numbered 45, the last

number in our list. The constellations are also taken

around the pole in the order of their right ascension,—or

in the direction in which the hands of a watch move,

around the north pole, which in the southern skies means
from right to left.

The constellations included in the set of maps are

numbered throughout as follows :

—

1. Ursa Minor, the Little Bear
(a, the Pole Star).

2. DracOjtheZhogon (ajThuhan)

3. Cepheiis, King Cepheus.

4. Cassiopeia, the Lady in the

Chair.

5. Persens, the Champion (/?,

Algol, famous variable).

[This List is continued on the next page.
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Auriga, the Charioteer (a,

Capella)

Ursa Major, the Greater

Bear (n, (i, the Pointers).

Canes Venatici, the HuntirKj

Doijs (a, Cor Caroli).

Coma Berenices, Queen
Berenice's Hair.

Bootes, the Herdsman (n,

Arcttirus).

Corona Borealis, the Nor-
them Crown.

Serpens, the Serpent.

Hercules, the Kneeler.

Lyra, the .Lj/re (o, Vcjn).

Cy<jnus, the Swan (a,

Arided ; j3, jliijtres).

Pejastjs, the Winged Horse.

Andromeda, the C/iai»e<2

Lady.
Triangula, the Triangles.

Aries, the Roin.

Ta«rits, the BuU (o, jlide-

baran; 7], Alcyone, chief

Pleiad)

.

Gemini, the Twins (a,

Castor ; (i, Pollux).

Cancer, the (Vab (the

cluster is the Beehive).

Leo, the Lion (a, iJejuin*).

FiV<70, the Virgin (o, Spica).

(J.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25. Libra, the Scales.

26. Ox'hiuchus, the Serpent

Holder.

27. j4(;«i!a,theEa5iJe(a,.4Ztetr).

28. Delphinus, the Dolphin.

29. ^(jitarius, the ITa/cr Carrier.

30. Pisces, the FisAes.

31. Cef«s, the Sea Jfonsfer (o,

Jftra, remarkable va-

riable) .

32. Eridanus, the itiver.

33. Orion, the Giant Hunter
{a, Betelgeu.v ; fi, Rigel).

34. Canis 3f'7ior, the Lesser Dog
(a, Procyon).

35. Hydra, the Sea Serpen* (a,

Alphard)

.

36. Crater, the Cup (a, Alkes).

37. C'orvMs, the Croit'.

38. Scorpio, the Scorpion (a,

.47i(are«).

39. Sagittarius, tlie Archer.

40. C'opricor/ius, the Sea Goa(.

41. Piscis Australis, the fioit-

themFish (a,Fomalhaut).

42. Lepus, the Hare.

43. Columha, the Cove.

44. Cants Jlfojoi-, the Greater

Dog (a, Sirius).

45. jlrjo, the Ship.

CHAPTERS ON MODERN DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.

III.—THE FEAMEWOEK OF THE DWELLING-HOUSE
(continued).

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTION.

IT is now generally understood that the admission of

fresh air into buildings and its maintenance therein

under suitable conditions of temperature and pressure, is

almost, if not quite, as important as the exclusion of damp
and the choice of a thoroughly sound foundation and sub-

basement.

Pure air consists of about 79 per cent, of oxygen,

and 21 per cent, of nitrogen by measure, with 1 part

of carbonic-acid gas in every 2,.500 parts of the atmo-
sphere. Air of this nature, at a temperature varjiog

from 55° to 65° Fahr., may be considered to be typically

perfect for the promotion of health in the average human
being. To secure and maintain such an atmosphere in the

dwelling-house is a practical impossibility, for reasons which
we shall give hereafter ; but it must not be imagined that,

because of this, an insalubrious state of affairs must in-

evitably follow. There is a margin, and a very wide
margin, within the bounds of which freedom from all evils,

arising from impure air, is available.

The process of slow combustion which goes on in the
animal body requires the presence of oxygen ; and the
nitrogMi of the air acts as a dilutant. A somewhat similar

combustion goes on more rapiilly in the employment
of fires, gas, and oil flames. The animal body, again,

throws off waste products from its other glandular organs,

such as the secretion of noxious liquids and gases, which
emanate from the skin, tegumentary organs, and mucous
membranes.
A qualitative analysis of the products of combustion in an

ordinarily-inhabited apartment would show that the air is

vitiated with carbonic acid, the vapour of water, waste
animal tissues, carbon in the form of smoke and soot, car-

buretted and sulphuretted hydrogen, and a trace of various
salts. To these must be added the indirect accession of

germs of putrefaction, and, may be, of disease, together

with vapours and ga.se8 from vegetable matters and the
external atmosphere.

It has been estimated that, on an average, the adult
human being inhales from about 15 to 20 cubic feet of air

during the course of an hour, and exhales almost an equi-

valent amount of carbonic acid gas. During that period,

also, about 2^ oz. of aqueous vapour, charged with effete

matters, are given off from the respiratory passages, other

mucous membranes, and the skin. It has also been calcu-

lated that a jet of gas, which consumes 5 cubic feet per

hour, uses up all the oxygen fiom 50 cubic feet of air, and
produces 5 cubic feet of carbonic acid, 10 cubic feet of

aqueous vapour, and an appreciable proportion of carbon
particles and carburetted and sulphuretted hydrogen. Yet,

nevertheless, the generation of impurities from any given

flame is not directly proportional to the size of the flame, for

a jet turned on to three-quarters of its full extent will con-

sume almost as much oxygen as one fully turned on ; so

that it is more advisable to employ a few burners fully

turned on, than a larger number partially turned down,
in the production of a given degree of illumiaation.*

From what has been stated, it is evident that the com-
bined influence of natural and artificial combustion tends to

render the atmosphere unwholesome, and that it does so

from a variety of causes. It hus, moreover, been found

that the quantity of carbonic acid gas in the atmosphere
serves as an index to the suitability of the latter ; not so

much on account of its direct action as a poison to the

respiratory system of animals, as being in constant associa-

tion with other more powerfully noxious elements. Physio-

logical biologists have shown that the processes of life in

both plants and animals are essentially the same. The old

notion that plants respire the products of exhalation from

animals is not strictly correct. The carbonic acid given off

in the process of animal respiration would act as a poison

upon that animal if it were re-inhaled ; but taken as a food

into the alimentary system, it would act beneficially. Kow,
that is exactly what happens in the vegetable kingdom

;

the carbonic acid resultiug from the expiration of animals,

and the decay of dank vegetable and animal matter, is

taken up through the stomata of the leaves of plants, which
are in reality a part of their assimilative system, and
through the metabolism which goes on there, the oxygen is

liberated, and the carbon appropriated, in the elaboration of

the sap. Thus a balance is secured, and the purity of the

general atmosphere remains unimpaired.

Decaying matters are always associated with the foster-

ing of germs, and the elimination of poisonous, foul-smell-

ing gases, the most deleterious of which is sulphuretted

hydrogen, easily recognisable by its characteristic odour of

putrid eggs. As we have already stated, however, the

quantity of carbonic acid in the air may be taken as a

reliable indicator of its purity or impurity. Wholesome
air ought not to contain more than about -06 per cent,

of carbonic acid ; the presence of 1 per cent, is harmful,

but when it reaches the proportion of about from 10 to 12

per cent., the air becomes absolutely )ioisonous.

In virtue of the laws which regulate the diffusion of

gases, the carbonic acid and other gases given off as the

products of combustion tend to spread themselves through-

out the apartment, although, bulk for bulk, the carbon

dioxide is one and-a-half times as heavy as ordinary air.

Its distribution is further accelerated on account of its

greater temperature, for it usually leaves the body at about
98° Fahr., and the flame of a lamp at a considerably higher

temperature, wherebj' it tends to rise towards the ceiling.

The course of circulation is as follows :—On reaching the

* " The Medical Annual." London, 1883-4, p. 119.
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ceiling the vitiated air passes horizontally to the walls of

the apartment, where, becoming cool, it descends to the

lower levels, to be rebreathed and consumed, and to escape

partially through the chimney. When the room is over-

heated, or the outer atmosphere is very much colder than

that within, the currents which descend along the walls,

especially along window - frames and unsheltered walls,

become suddenly reduced in temperatui-e, and in their con-

sequent rapidity of falling become a constant source of

draughts.

It is thus easy to understand how it is that unventilated

rooms which are more or less constantly occupied tend to pro-

mote every form of disease, from a simplelieadache and a sensi-

tiveness to cold to pulmonary consumption, fever, asphyxia,

and death. The introduction of fresh air and the ren.oval

of foul air, not only without tlie production, but with the

abolition, of draughts, combined with a due regulation of the

temperature of the room, must be regarded as indispensables

in the construction of a healthy house. To accomplish

these results at a minimum of expense has been the aim of

many inventors since " Tobin's Tubes " were brought into

use. It may interest our readers to learn that a most effi-

cient instrument has been devised for this purpost- at a

trifling cost by Mr. J. E. Ellison, of Leeds, the recipient of

Silver and Bronze Medals at the recent Health Exhibition.

The following is a brief description of his patents.
" Ellison's Patent Conical-Perforated Bricks and Air-

Grates " consist of red, white, or salt-glazed bricks of

standard dimensions. The thickness of the brick is per-

forated by a series of conical apertures, terminating by a

wide mouth at one, and bj- a narrow mouth at the opposite,

face. When used as inlets for fresh air, the larger opening

ought to be placed inside ; the incoming current of air is

by this means effectually radiated and diffused, so that all

draught is avoided. This may be readily demonstrated by
blowing a column of air through the conical aperture with

a pair of bellows.

Fig. 1 is an explanatory sketch of the " Radiator Venti-

lator," which has been constructed in such a way as to

admit air into any apartment without draught. It is one

of the best appliances that has hitherto been brought for-

ward ; it not only accomplishes the purposes for which it

was specially designed, but is worthy of the highest recom-

mendation, inasmuch as it comes within the reach of all,

and can be fixed to any existing dwelling-house. The
" Radiator " is composed of a flat disc, bearing divisional

planes placed crosswise behind its

surface, which, on closing the ap-

paratus, slide into the box, B,

Fig. 1, fixed in the wall of the

building. By means of its four

wedge-shaped compartments, the

air which is admitted through the

outer grate. A, is dispersed in all

directions in the apartment, as

shown by the arrows in the

figure ; and so effectually that

no draught is felt. The venti-

lator should be fixed preferably

from 4 ft. to 8 ft. above the floor

of the room, and in a position

free from obstruction for about a

foot on every side ; it ought not
to be opened more than about liin. If placed behind a
hot-water pipe, the incoming air is warmed : the same
result may be accomplished by supplying the air to the
ventilator through a shaft built in the wall, which can thus
admit of being suitably warmed. It thus fulfils all the
requirements of a perfect inlet ventilator.

I
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Fig. 1.—Ellison's
" Hadiator " Ventilator.

THE ANTIQUITY OF MAN.*

By Edwahd Clodd.

NUMEROUS as have been the discoveries of unground
stone tools and weapons, which are characteristic of

the Palaeolithic Age, in the valleys of the Thames, Lea, and
other rivers, there had been until the fall of last year no
fragment of man's skeleton found which could be referred
to that lemote period.

Various satisfactory reasons for this absence of human
bones are adduced, among others, the absence of bones of
other animals of corresponding size, the liability to decay,
or, if not burned, to being devoured by the hyasnas which
then abounded. But none the less was some evidence
desired which might enable us to know what were the-

physical features of these chippers of flint.

When, therefore, in the judgment of such an expert in
palteontology as Sir Richard Owen, the remains of a veri-

table man of the Ancient Stone Age have been unearthed,
the interest of the volume before us, describing and illus-

trating the subject, is manifest. It would seem that in the
course of some excavations at the East and West India
Dockworks, at Tilbury, in October, 1883, portions of a
human skeleton were found at thirty-four feet below the
surface in a bed of sand, and although these were more or
less detached and, in the case of the pelvis, smashed by the
navvy's pick and scattered by the shoveller, enough was
recovered by the care of Mr. Donald Baynes, the company's
engineer, for transmission to Sir Richard Owen. He iden-
tities them as having belonged to a male, the jawbone
indicating, by the loss of masticating teeth, that he had
reached, what was probably then exceptional, old age. In
a technical description, which thinly veils its humour. Sir
Richard says :

" The smooth, unbroken surface of the
molar tract tells plainly that the aged palaeolithic individual
went on labouring for his subsistence long after the loss of

his grinders, and putting such few teeth as remained to
their utmost powers of trituration."

With his heavy polished flint weapons he had slain the
mammoth or captured it in a pitfall. In the da}s of his

youth, "iron-jointed, supple-sinew'd," he had chased the
deer, the bison, and other wild beasts that roamed through
the thickets then covering the site above which West-
minster Abbey and the Tower of London stand. During
the short and special seasons of the variable climate
of that epoch his dainties would be the cral>

apple, the sloe, the hips and haws ; while for winter
store hazel-nuts, beech - nuts, and acorns would be
gathered. But as eye grew dim and natural force abated,.
" the preparation for swallowing raw and hard fruit

polished ott' the crowns of the few remaining teeth of the-

ancient, probably primitive, dweller of the Thames valley."

The report which Sir Richard Owen gives concerning
the cranial capacity of this specimen is of value, although
it affords no clue to connect it with any existing race, such
as, according to Professor Boyd Dawkins, we have to con-
nect the cave-men of the Old Stone Age with the Eskimos.
In shape, the skull approaches the dolicho-cephalic, or long-

headed, and " the contraction and slope of the low and
narrow forehead and the prominence of the frontal sinuses

are matched by low Australian and Andamanese skulls,"'

whilst the eminences and depressions indicative of cerebral

convolutions are few and feebly indicated. As the higher

* " Antiquity of Man, as deduced from the discovery of a Human
Skeleton at Tilbnry, North Bank of the Thames." By Sir
Richard Owen, K.C.B., &e. (London : Van Voorst. 1S84.)
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the aninjal, the more complex, more numerous, and irre-

gular are these creases or convolutions, the skull of this

pakeolithic man is of the character we should have ex|)ected.

and like indications of brute force are given by the rest of

the skeleton in tlie contrast of strong muscular characters

with the low cerebral ones.

The bones had derived a dark brown colour from the

powdery sand in which they were imbedded. Below this

is the gravel known as " ballast," and above it are succes-

sive layers of thirty feet in thickness, the time of deposition

of which is the measure of the period from the time of

Drift-man until now. The present level of the surface of

the banks of the Thames is about the same, geologically

speaking, as it was when it was forded at Corday-Stakes

by the second batch of Roman invaders (52 B.C.), and the

different and various soils from surface to sand have been

laid down tranquilly in keeping with that uniformity of

causation which excludes theories of rapid or violent

action. In the stratum just above the sand, fragments

of decayed and blackened wood were found, showing

the existence of vegetation Jong ago imbedded in

the overlaying mud. Above this, beds of peat, mixed

with clayey matter, alternate with layers of mud
till we reach the surface clay. Data for reckoning the

lapse of time in which years are " as moments in the

eternal silence " fail us, and we are, as Sir Richard

observes, unable to conceive the difference between the

recorded times "since the actual surface was first trod by
,

a Roman soldier, and the unrecorded time since the sandy

soil, eight strata and thirty feet lower down, was trod by
!

the man whese osteological characters are given above."
|

It is a question whether the sand is a more recent foun-

dation than the celebrated gravel-beds of the Somme
Valley in which M. Boucher de Perthes first discovered

unpolished stone implements, and revolutionised all past

ideas of man's place in geological time. Be it contempo-

rary or later, the Tilbury skeleton throws no light on the

presence of man in tertiary times, whether of Bomo alalus

i(dumb-man) in the Miocene age, or of Homo pithecantliropus

{ape-man) in the Eocene age. It is enough that this

skeleton adds confirmation of the already superabundant

evidence of the remote antiquity of man in western Europe,

and of his primitive condition as one inferior to the lowest

savages extant.

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

Geology of Weymouth, Porllavd, and Coast of DorsetsMre.

By Robert Damon, F.G.S. (London : Edward Stanford.

1884.)—The tourist or visitor to the Dorsetshire coast

•can have no better guide to its physical structure, its

•geological, palseontological, and archaeological history, or

its existing fauna and fiora, than Mr. Damon's excellent

work, the new and enlarged edition of which lies before us.

It is fully illustrated by maps, plans, and capital drawings

of the most common and characteristic fossil!-, and contains

an amount of detail on all the subjects treated of which

may fairly entitle it to be ranked as exhaustive. The

student who will spend a fortnight exploring the coast

between Swanage and Bridport with jNIr. Damon's book in

his hand, will acquire a more intimate knowledge of

geslogical phenomena, and realise in an infinitely more

impressive svay the strange history of past life upon our

globe, than he can by any possibility ever do by six months

of mere " grind " at the whole ot the South Kensington

cram-books put together. We cordially recommend it.

The Saxon Invasion, and its Infltunce on our Character

as a Race. By J. Foster Palmer, L.R.C.P., Ac. Trans-

actions of the Eojal IliMcii.t:.! S.ci. t_v. (L011.I..I). 18S4.)

—All Englishmen who are curious to know something of

the rock wheuce the}' were hewn, and the hole of the pit

whence they were digged, will find a mass of curious and
interesting information in Mr. Palmer's pamphlet. He re-

gards Voriigern, Arthur, Ilengist, and Hor.>;a, ic, as really

historical jiersonages, and not as the mtie myihs it is now
Jashionable to consider them.

London Water Supply. By Colonel Sir Fhaxcis Bolton",

C.E. (William Clowes .t Son. 1884.)—Thi.x is the third

volume on the subject of the London Water Supply which
has reached us for review since the opening of the Health
Exhibition, and it is the most exhau.stive of them all. As
a manual at once for the consumer and for the waterworks
shareholder, it leaves nothing to be desired ; in fact, it

may be regarded as a kind of en cyclopaedia of the subject.

The physicist, the mechanic, the statistician, and the
lawyer, as well as the householder may each find matter of

interest within the covers of Colonel Bolton's portly volume.
We fail to see how it can be sold without a serious loss at

the almost nominal sum charged for it

The Sjiitalfidds Genius ; the Story of Wm. Alien, F.R.S.

Re-told by J. Fayle, B. A. (London : Hodder k Stoughton.

1884.)—In a proem and seven effective chapters, Mr. Fayle
tells the interesting story of the life of the Quaker chemist

ot Plough-court, Lombard-street, who, boru in Spitaltields

in 1770, subsequently became famous as one of the most
popular lecturers on chemistry of his time, and whose
philanthropy was as extensive as his scientific knowledge.
How a business man in a dingy City court became the

friend and associate of men of the highest social rank and
of world-wide eminence, may be learned from the volume
before us, in which there is scarcely a dull or dry page to

be found. We will not spoil the reader's pleasure by any
attempted precis of its contents, but refer him to the work
itself.

The First Principles of Natural Philomphy. By W. T.

Lynn, B.A., F.R.A.S. Second edition. (London : J. Van
A^oorst, 1884.) As an introduction to physics for use in

schools, or for the self-taught student, Jlr. Lynn's excellent

little book appears to be particularly well adapted. In
simple and intelligible language, illustrated, wherever neces-

sary, by diagrams, our author expounds the fundamental
principles of Statics, Dynamics, Hydrostatics and Hydrody-
namics, Pneumatics, and Optics : treating of the nature of

Light and Sound in a concluding chapter. The only mathe-

matical knowledge presupposed on the part of the reader is

that of the first six books of Euclid, and some elementary

algebra. Should Mr. Lynn ever expand this work, some
reference to the conservation of energy might well find a

place Ln its pages.

Reasons for Dissentinyfrom t/ie Philosophy/ of M. Comte.

By Herbert Spencer. (London . Williams i Norgate.

1884.)—That Comte was one of the greatest thinkers that

this century has produced, it would be idle to deny. His
followers, however, are but indifferently contented with

I
this admission, and virtually claim that all exponents of

modern scientific thought are indebted to their apostle and
prophet for inspiration. Among others who have been

accused of borrowing from the " Philosophie Positive " of

the famous Frenchman is our own great English philo-

sopher, Herbert Spencer, an accusation which he sets

himself to rebut in the pamphlet before us. By the simple

method of placing quotations from Comte's writings and
from hia own in parallel columns, Mr. Spencer shows
triumphantly that so far from deriving his inspiration from

Comte, he differs from him, to/o coeJo, on the most vital

point.". Every one interested in the controversy should

read hia tract.
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iBisfrfllanra.

A Gigantic Oil Well.—On Saturday, October 11, the Christie

Brothers' drilling well at Phillips City, Bntler Co., Pa., struck the

oil-bearing sand and began to flow at a tremendous rate, gushing
forth the crude petroleum at the rate of 5,000 barrels per day, and
the well will go down in history as being one of the largest wells

ever struck in the oil region. The well is still producing at the

rate of 180 barrels per hour. This well of Christie Brothers is only
365 feet from the famous Phillips well, which was struck August 3U,

and is yet producing 2,200 barrels per day. These great wells have
paralysed the oil trade, and the oil market has sagged from 75 cents

to C2 cents per barrel.

International E.xhibition at the Ale.xandra Pal.u-e.—An
Imternational Eshibition is to be held at the Alexandra Palace next
year, commencing about March 31, and remaining open for six

months. Ten per cent, of the gross receipts from admission money
is to be set apart for distribution among the principal London
hospitals. For this purpose a committee has been appointed as

follows :—Chairman, Colonel Sir Herbert Sandford; vice-chairman,
Admiral Sir Edward Inglefield ; General Sir Michael Kennedy, Sir

Henry Pitman, Sir Andrew Clark, Mr. F. D. Di.xon-Hartland, and
Dr. George Johnson. The exhibition, like those at South Kensing-
ton, will not rely simply upon the attractiveness of the exhibits,

but will include amusements of a varied nature. The building

and grounds are to be brilliantly illuminated by the electric

light. Machinery is to be largely represented. A small charge
is to be made for space. Mr. E. Ray, 21, Queen Victoria-street, is

the secretary.

At a meeting of the Anthropological Institute, Xov. 11, Professor
Flower, F.R.S., President, in the chair, Mr. Francis Galton de-

scribed the object, method, and appliances of the late Anthropo-
metric Laboratory at the International Health Exhibition. He
stated that 9,344 persons passed through the Laboratory, each of

them being measured in seventeen distinct particulars for the sum
of 3d., in a compartment onh- ft. wide and 36 ft. long. The
popularity of the Laboratory was so great that its door was
besieged by far more applicants than conld be admitted, and many
persons made repeated attempts and waited long for their turn,

but at last gave up their attempts as hopeless. .So many applica-
tions have been made abroad and at home for duplicates of the
instrumental outfit that it was advisable that any suggested im-
provements in them shonid be considered before they became esta-

blished in nse. The present paper was to invite discussion.

Petrified Wood.—The petrified wood which is so abundant in

the United States territories of Arizona, Wyoming, and Rocky
Mountain regions is rapidly becoming utilised by the practical
American. In San Francisco there is now a factory for cutting
and polishing these petrifactions into mantelpieces, tiles, tablets,

and other architectural parts for which marble or slate is commonly
used. Petrified wood is said to be susceptible of a finer polish

than marble, or even onyx, the latter of which it is driving from
the market. The raw material employed comes mostly from the
forests of petrified wood along the line of the Atlantic and Pacific

Railway. Several other companies have also been formed to obtain
concessions of different portions of these forests. Geologists will

regret the destruction of such interesting primeval remains, and
some steps ought to be taken to preserve certain tracts in their

original state.

—

Engineering.

Mr. T. Mellard Reade, C.E., who has devoted much attention
ro chemical denudation of the earth's surface, in his presidential

address to the Liverpool Geological Society this session, dealt with
" The Denudation of the Two Americas." He showed that

150,000,000 tons of matter in solution are annually poured into the
Gulf of Mexico by the river Mississippi ; this, it was estimated,
would reduce the time for the denudation of 1 ft. of land over the
whole basin—which time has hitherto been calculated solely from
the matter in suspension—from 1 ft. in 6,000 years to 1 ft. in 4,500
years. Similar calculations were applied to the La Plata, the
Amazons, and the St. Lavfrence, Mr. Eeade arriving at the result

that an average of 100 tons per square mile per annum are removed
from the whole American continent. This agrees with results he
previously arrived at for Europe, from which it was inferred that
the whole of the land draining into the Atlantic Ocean from
America, Africa, Europe, and Asia contributes matter in solution,

which, if reduced to rock at two tons to the cubic yard, would equal
one cubic mile every six years. [In connection with this, the
attention of our readers is drawn to an article on " River Action on
Land," Knowledge Vol V., p. 270, in which such statistics are
shown to be unreliable.

—

Ed.J

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfred Tennyson.

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possiily he in-

serted. Correspondents must not le offended, there/ore, should their

letters not appear.

All Editorial communications should he addressed to the Editor o»

Knowledge ; all Business communications to the Publishers, at the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, fV.C. If this is not attended to

DELAYS ARISE FOR WHICH THE EDITOR 18 NOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should he made
payable to Messrs. Wyjun & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No COMMUNICATIONS ARE ANSWERED BY POST, ETEN THOUGH STAMPED
AND DIBECTED ENTKLOPE BE ENCLOSED.

SOME OF YOUR CORRESPONDENTS.
[1511]—It appears to me that if Mr. Fowler's facts are correct,

his explanation of the " talisman " is a sufficient one. The question

is not, " What connection is there between the figures and the

powers attributed to them ? " but " What connection did the

Egyptians or Asiatics, or any one else, suppose them to have ?
"

And it is quite conceivable that superstitious people would see
" magic " in the fact that the same total conld be obtained in

several ways. Why they saw it was probably because they knew
no better.

Mr. Mathias ivill find his "problem" abundantly answered in

letter 1501. If he will take the trouble to put four such squares

together in the form of a square (or arrange the numbers four

times over on a chess-board), he may obtain 34 in a sufficient

number of ways to satisfy him. Any consecutive four numbers in

a straight line, whether horizontal, perpendicular, or diagonal, will

cast to 34 ; and so will any square of four 'numbers, or the four

corner numbers in squares of 9, IG, 36, 49, or 64 numbers. And
there is a perfectly mechanical process by which he may produce
from this " magic square " a very large number of others having

precisely the same properties.

But, sir, would it not be well to stamp out the " magic square"
epidemic before it sets in badly. Some time ago we had a severe

attack of it, which was only cured by a rigid refusal to publish any
more squares. You stand a good chance of being deluged vrith

them for the next few weeks.
" W. S. B." tries to galvanise the long-defunct "Fifteen puzzle"

into life. " O ! W. S. B.," don't you know your question (in which,

by the bye, I suppose 13, 14, 15 is wrongly printed for 13, 15, 14)

has been asked and answered a thousand times ? If all questions

were answered as often, the world itself would not contain the

replies to correspondents that would be written. You want to

know how to get the numbers consecutive. There is one most
simple and effectual way. Carefully remove " 15 " from the box

and place it after " 14." Should you not be satisfied with this

method, invert the " 6 " and the " 9 " and work the puzzle over

again ; you will find it will come right.

If this will not suit you either, it will be time your friends should

look carefully after you, for your case will soon be hopeless. W.
[I entirely agree with " W." that we have had more than enough

of the " Magic Square " and the Fifteen game. Any future contri-

butions, be they letters or queries, on either of these subjects, must
be " declined, with thanks."

—

Ed.]

FOREGLOW.
[1512]—Tliere was a very fine foreglow here (Maidstone) on

Nov. 7, almost equal in brilliancy, if not in duration, to any seen

by me last winter. For some time the sky next the horizon was of

a deep orange colour. At 6.30 this band of orange became almost

white, whilst above this was the splendid crimson glow, almost an
equal-sided triangle in shape, the apex reaching half way to the

zenith. At 6.45 it quickly disappeared, there being no colouration

after that time. The rest of the sky was deep blue, absolutely no
clouds being visible on the eastern half. About 7.10 the sun rose,

but there was no red colouration.

It seems to me that these glows differ in two respects from a
usual dawn : that they occur and disappear some considerable time
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before the snu rises ; and that the criojsou tint is often apparently
upon the ground of the shy itself, and not upon clouds, as in an ordi-

nary sunrise. Opifer.

Nov. 10, 1884.

[It is, of course, the characteristic of these fore- and after-glows

that they appear long before the ordinary dawn and after sunset

:

showing evidently that the light must be reflected from something
at a very great altitude in our atmosphere. The interesting and
important question is : What is that something ? The cause,

whatever it is, has been in operation for at least a year and ten

months. There seems to have been a splendid foreglow visible in

Paris during the early morning of Nov. 10.

—

Ed.]

THE WEATHEE OF 1665 AND OF 1884.

[1513]—Have any of your readers noticed the similarity between
the weather of the present year and that described to have prevailed
during the great plague in London ? We are told that the summer
was unusually hot and fine, and the account of the afterglow and
the crimson glories of the sky would exactly describe what we have
seen during tlie last twelve months. We have had no plague, but
there have been the outbreaks of cholera in Egypt, France, and
Italy. Can this have been only a coincidence ? On the other hand,
the winter before the plague was very severe, and the atmosphere
appears to have been more dry and stagnant than it has been this

year. K.

A SPLENDID GROUP OF SUN-SPOTS.

[1514]—-As we have had of late much to interest us in the
activity displayed on the sun's disc—rather against "oflScial"

orders—I enclose the drawings of a splendid group that I have
done in the interval of three rotations, which is interesting from the
fine forms it takes from the straight to the undulating, then to the
more detached, still showing a relative affinity.

;\

tp.

Sept. 13, 3 p.m.

<y\"

, % - 'jti-

'g^f^^^^'H^: : .
?St, "

Oct. 5, 10 a.m. (Definition splendid).

Oct. 29, 9 a.m. (Screen definition not good ; air unsteady).

Change in a Group of Sun-spots, in the interval of three Rotations.
Drawn at the Screen. Power 120, Wray, 3^ in.

Geo. L. Bbown.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
Dr. Geoth. You invited my candid opinion on yonr theories, ami

I gave it. Now you modestly ask me to insert five sheets (!) of

your reasons for adhering to your own notions. I cannot possibly

afford the space. There is a growing evil to which a peremptory
stop must be put. It is this : that every one whose literary work
or pseudo-scientific guesses are unfavourably commented upon here
seems to have the idea that he is entitled to occupy columns of

Knowledge in reiterating his ideas. A little more of this, and no
paradoxical or quasi-paradoxical work will ever be noticed again,

and the authors of such must seek some other form of advertise-

ment.—Some CoRRESPOMiEM of artistic proclivities sends a picture

of " K. A. P." coming condignly to grief in—or out of—a flying-

machine. By way of emphasis, the liead of the said R. A. P.

is coloured green as he moves horizontally, and blue as he is

ascending. Like Peter, the policeman, in the " Bab Ballads,"

the limner " was a meny, genial wag, who loved a mad conceit."

—

Meteor. Scott's " Meteorology " in the " International Scientific

Series " is excellent. So is Buchan's " Handy-book," for practical

information. I do not fancy that readers, as a rule, seem to care
much for meteorology. The Weather Maps published in our earlier

volumes apparently excited but little interest. The solar promi-
nences are uprushcs of glowing gas, chiefly hydrogen. See
" The Sun," published by Messrs. Longmans & Co.—J. FEEcrsON.
The " Comozants," or " St. Elmo's Fire " of sailors, is simply a

i
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form of the so-called "brush discharge" of the ordinary electrical

machine. It is common enough at the mast-heads and yard-arms
of ships during thtrnderetorms.—Ax Ano.nvmols Corbespoxdext
sends me (in connection with Mr. Tindall's letter, 1500) a cutting
from "Industry" for May 13, 18S0, describing an eye-photometer,
the invention of Mr. William Ackroyd, dependent on the sudden
shortening of the rays from an artificial star, as the source of
light to be measured is approached.

—

Waltek G. Woolcombe.
Once more, Mr. Proctor has ceased to lectui-e for good and all,

and cannot relax this rule for atnjlody. Besides, he is not
iu England.

—

Axoxymous. Thanks for correction re p. 382.
It is noted elsewhere. —E. A. Tixdall. Will test the apparatus
when it reaches me.—Tncs. Allsop. The semi-diameter of the
earth's penumbra = the parallax of the moon + the parallax of the
Sun + the Sun's semi-diameter, I'.c. {ride p. 383), 59' 171" -<- 8'9" +
IC 2-4" or 1° 15' 28-4", add j'^th (say 1' loS") to this and we have
1° 16' 439". Now, in onr figure, the radius of the earth's shadow
= 44' 7" is 11 inch. Then we say 44' 7" : 1° 16' 43-9" :: 11
inch ; what we sh.ill find to be 1'9 inch ; so that we have only to

open our compasses to a width of 1'9 inch, and, putting one leg on
C in the figure, describe a circle round it. This will represent the
penumbra, the times of contact with which we shall obtain from
inspection by the aid of our hour-line, LN.

—

High Clemexts. No
more room to spare for details of your " Weather Cycle."

—

Hall-
yards. Nothing akin to M. Flammarion's observation has been
made anywhere else. He can not mean the penumbra ordinarily

80 called (see reply above) as it would be ridiculous to speak of
that as "egale i la 35'. partie de I'ombre de la terre." How,
though, he separated his penumbra from the real one does not
occur to me. Liais's observations of twilight in Rio gave a height
of about 200 miles as that of the atmosphere, so Flammarion does
not seem much out with his 224 miles, however he arrived at it.—A.
H. " The Herringand Sea Temperature " much too long for extract.

—G. D. EvAx.s. The only " Almanac Lessons " which have, so far,

appear, will be found on pp. 23 and 206 of our fifth volume.

—

MrsAFiR sends a curious story of his own seeming recognition of a
group of deserted buildings and enclosures upon which he came,
for the first time in his life, during a walking tour in the Eastern
Alps. He heads his communication, " Coincidences," but his

experience would rather seem cognate with many of those related
in connection with the discussion over Our Two Brains.

—

Old Moox
spins an amusing yarn about being knocked up by one of the crew
of a schooner which he commanded, while lying in Loch Inver to
see " two stars " which had faUen down and pitched on the " cross-
trees, one on each side !

" the said stars being a couple of
" Comozants " (vide reply to J. Ferguson above).

—

Chas. Rice tells,

at considerable length, how his drowned brother was resuscitated by
a man who inflated the boy's lungs with his own brandy-laden breath.
Many have been recovered in similar cases by artificial respiration.

The brandy had nothing whatever to do with it.—H. S. S. I, like

you, seem to remember a connected essay by Darwin on the mental
development of an infant ; but I forget where it appeared. Tiy
back volumes of Xature. He quotes observations on an infant of
his own, though, on pp. 151 to 153 of his " Expression of the
Emotions," &c.

—

Chas. Few. W. H. France. It is wholly needless
for you, and other correspondents, to continue to write that the
figure in letter 1490, p. 372, is a magic square. That is evident on
inspection. What a " Lover of Things Occult " wished to know

—

as I understood—was the connection between the figures he gave
and the supernal powers attributed to them, and this nobody but
Mr. Mathias has attempted to touch.

—

Axoxtmous. The headless
chicken of your paragraph is obviously a " Great gooseberry,"
from some American paper.—W. R. P. Tou must use your
own discretion. The fact of such a form of expression appearing
" in print " proves but little, indeed. What is to hinder a swimming-
master or a conjurer from dubbing himself "professor" ; the pro-
prietor of a middle-class day-school, held in one room, from calling
it a " college "

; or a man from advertising a common needle as
"a sewing-machine"?—J. Joxes. See Glazebrook's "Physical
Optics," published in Longmans' " Text-books of Science."—OxE
Who Waxts to Learx. " Whitaker's Almanack " is the best and
most trustworthy after the " Nautical," but, of course, it does not
contain the mass of information which the latter does. Tes; a
2^-inch telescope with a power of 180 ought to divide t' Lyroe, and
even theoretically t".—M. Weldox. The conductor of this journal
has nothing to add to his quoted expression of opinion. See
paragraph (in capital letters) with which the heading to the
Correspondence Column concludes.—W. TorxG. Received. Re-
gret my Inability to attend your conference. — Persifal M.
Yearsley. Is the story in any way authenticated ? or is it

merely a magazine novelette ? — Johx E. Chaster. The
Editor of this Journal does not buy back numbers with the
.advertisement sheets missing ! You must advertise them if you
want to get rid of them. Were any articles required on the subject

you mention, they would, of course, be committed to Mr. Slingo.

—

WiLLLAM Reid. Returned with thanks.—J. T. E. Thanks; but the
method you illustrate is " as old as the hills." Certainly, I was
familiar with it when I was fifteen. The figure looks more simple,
but, if you try for yourself, yon will find that the necessary calcula-

tions are certainly longer and more complicated.—J. DuxcAX. I

cannot engrave a figure here, but see Loomis's " Treatise on As-
tronomy" (not his "Practical Astronomy "), pp. 154 and 158 ; or
Brinkley's "Astronomy" (by Stubbs & Brvinnow), pp. 132 and 133,

though into the latter demonstration rudimentary trigonometr}-
enterg.—C. Roscoe's " Elementary Chemistry," published by Mac-
millan, and Ganot's " Physics," Longmans & Co.—W. Wroxg. I

really cannot afford the space merely to give the English names of

the letters of the Greek alphabet. See Cassell's " Elementary
Lessons in Greek."

—

Sharp <t Co. Delayed through being addressed
to the Editor, instead of to the Publishers. —A Casual Reader.
See answer to—well, to every initial in the alphabet

—

re letter
1490.—J. A. M. See Darwin on sexual selection iu his " Descent
of Man."

—

Nigel Doble. Put your eye-pieces 10 inches behind
the object glasses. There are two sorts of black colouring used in

optical instruments; the dead-black in the inside of eye-pieces,
tubes, and the like is made of lamp-black, mixed as thick as putty
with gold-size, then diluted with turpentine, and painted on with a
camel's-hair brush. Stages and outside brass work are generally
blackened with chloride of platinum, brushed on while they are
hot.

—

Starc h. The formation and evaporation of clouds is far from
being an uncommon phenomenon in daylight. It was seeing them
black upon the night sky which must have attracted your attention.
As to their shape, &c., see Vol. II. of Kxowledge pp. 278 and 32G.
—W. 6. World. No ; the focus of the object-glass falls between the
lenses of a Huyghenian eye-piece. A 6-inch objective should carry
powers from 20 (for comets and nebulce) to 600 (for very close
double stars only). I cannot recommend tradesmen. Read the
advertisement columns.—E. P. L. and X. Y. Z. both complain that
Mr. Clodd's papers trench, indefensibly, on purely theological
grounds. The difficulty of discussing the origin of primitive beliefs
—in fact, the origin of man himself—without offending theological
prejudices is doubtless very great.—A. Peaesox. Thome's " Struc-
tural and Physiological Botany " in Longmans' " Text-books of
Science," is excellent. I know nothing of what is demanded of the
advanced student in the wretched cram system at Brompton.
AxoxYMors (Ipswich).—Why do you not address the Chess Editor ?

A ii>iART trick has, says the Athenmum, been played Mr. Max
O'Rell by a Yankee firm. Before the sheets of "John Bull's
Womankind," sent in advance of publication to America, could be
got into type, the work had been translated from an early copy of
the French original, and issued by a New York publisher. The
author's chance of any profit from the American sale of his book is,

therefore, destroyed.

Christmas Presexts.—Doubtless for some very good reason,
Christmas-tide, now so rapidly approaching, has ever been associated
with the giving and receiving of presents. We do not propose,
however, to write a homily either in support of or against the
custom, though possibly a few adequate reasons from the latter
point of view would find favour in the eyes of Paterfamilias.
Knowing, however, how much thought is often wasted in selecting
suitable presents, frequently with unsatisfactory results, we venture
to offer to our readers a suggestion in this direction by again calling
attention to the unrivalled claims of photography as an attractive
and enduring amusement, not only for young folks, but, we make
bold to say, for all who may put it to the test. A day or so back we
had an opportunity of inspecting some of the newest sets of portable
photographic apparatus offered to the public by the London Stereo-
scopic Company, of 110, Regent-street, and we were struck by their
extreme suitability as presents. Sets completely fitted with all the
latest improvements devised for rendering photography a pleasure,
can be procured at prices to suit all pockets; the purchase of the
most expensive qualities, however, does not involve unreasonable
outlay. We may remind our readers, too, that buyers of the better
descriptions of apparatus are entitled to avail themselves of a
course of free lessons iu photography, given by competent in-

structors on the Company's premises in Regent-street. We
saw many desirable sets of apparatus during our visit to
the studio, but we can specially recommend to intending par-
chasers those known as the "Cychsts' J-plate," the "Company's
i-plate," and the " Company's whole-plate." These three sets are
of different prices, and manifestly of varying sizes ; but each is a
thoroughly reUable and complete apparatus which cannot fail to
please.
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So great is the number of inverttinns now patented that many good
things are comparatively lost in the crowd. A succinct account,

therefore, hy an Expert, of all iiiventions of really popular interest

and utility must be advantageous both to the public and the

Inventor, enabling persons to hear of inventions already desiderated

by them, and thus acting reciprocally as a stimulant on siipply

and demand.

AN IMPROVED PAINT-POT.

Paint-pots do not concern everybody, but the number of amateur
painters constantly increases, especially, as the " British workman "

grows more and more impracticable and independent. Those who do
use paint-pots at home should have them as perfect as possible, and
such may be interested to know that Messrs. Charles Winn & Co., of

Birmingham, and 41, Holborn-viaduct, E.G., are now making an
improved paint-pot, in which the [improvement consists of a corru-
gated ring just below the edge of the pot, which gives the neces-
sary strength without having to stiffen the vessel with a wire round
the rim. In the new pot the rim is continued after the corrugation
for a little distance, and then turned over flat, so as to leave a
sharp edge against which the brush can be scraped dry. The old
plan of the rounded wire did not wipe it dry, and tended also to
allow the paint to run down the outside. This pot is made without
solder, so that the old paint can be burnt out without spoiling the
joints.

A .SAFETY CAP FOR DRAUGHTSMEN'S INK-BOTTLES.

Technical education alone is adding enormously to the number of
our draughtsmen of all kinds, and for such habitually using Indian ink
or different washes of water-colour in bottles there is constant annoy-
ance occasioned by the accidentally upsetting of these bottles while
the cork is out, frequently spoiling their drawings and also losing
the ink or wash. It is difficult, too, to use up such inks or washes
when they get low in the bottle. If the bottle is at all narrow,
when tipping it and inserting the brush or pen to get at the fluid,

the brush gets stained higher up than necessary, and marks the
fingers, so that it is diSicult to keep a dramng clean and neat.
In view of this, Mr. P. Feon Almquist, of 100, Finborough-road,
South Kensington, has invented a contrivance, consisting of a
small cap of indiarubbcr, to do away with all this trouble. The
bigger end of the cap fits over the neck of the bottle. The cork
should first be bored with a small hole in the centre, enough to take
a glass tube, which is placed through the cork well down into the
bottle, leaving above a sort of cnp or receiver, to which the smaller
end of the indiarubber cap is fitted. The cork should have a
small slot previously cut in the side, so that when in the bottle
it forms a small air tube. In one side of the indiarubber cap,
is a small hole to allow egress to the air. When fitted upon the
bottle, it is only necessary to press the cap with the thumb so as to
cover the air-hole, and the finger on the other side with a pinching
action, so as to compress the air inside the bottle. This drives the
fluid up the little glass tube into the receiver at the top, from which
a supply is easily taken by brush or pen. The moment the pres-
sure upon the cap is released the air escapes, and the fluid retires
from the tube. As long as the cap remains on, the bottle may be
thrown about or knocked down with impunity.

A PATENT MARMALADE MACHINE.
Although preserving is mainly a factory business, there are

still many persons who prefer to make their own preserves, and
especially their own marmalade ; and in view of this contingency,
Messrs. Follows & Bate (Limited), of Manchester, have invented
an orange-cutter designed to prepare oranges for marmalade. The
fruit is placed in the hopper at the back of the machine, and by
simply working a handle backward and forward the oranges are
neatly sliced. This appliance is specifically for kitchen use, since
in factories pulping-machines and peel-cutters are required on a
large scale. The machine in question is strong and very simple,
and its cost is, we believe, exceedingly moderate.

THE PATENT SMOKE-PREVENTOR.
Few domestic nuisances are worse than smoky chimneys, and

yet how various are the so-called specific cures for this often in-

tolerable evil. At the recent International Health Exhibition there
were many examples of inventions designed to prevent chimneys
from smoking, and most decidedly among these was an ingenious
contrivance for entirely preventing smoke, and enabling coke,
bituminous coal, and even anthracite to be burned. This contrivance
s known as the " Patent Smoke-Preventor," and is applicable

to any existing grate. It is the property of the " Patent
Smoke-Preventor" Association, having offices at 16, Duke-
street, Grosvenor-street, W. The invention consists first of
an inner and loose fire-basket, a hood reaching entirely to the top
of the fire and excluding all cold air from the chimney, and a
swinging diaphragm within the hood. Now, the construction is

such that the loose fire-basket allows a channel for the passage of
air under and at the back of the fire, and it thus becomes highly
heated and creates a strong draught. The hot air and the in-

creased draught ensures nearly perfect combustion of the fuel, and
very little smoke is formed. The smoke and products of combus-
tion from the fire pass through and over the back of the loose
fire-basket and within the hood, and, mixing with the hot air whilst
at a high temperature, are eflectually oxidised. When the dia-

phragm is pressed forward—as regulated bj' the top nob of the hood
—the draught is increased, and the whole of the smoke and pro-
ducts of combustion are flrawn directly into the current of hot
air, and the diaphragm having gills at the back, these form
mixing chambers, and by compression the smoke is more com-
pletely destroyed. The door in the hood may be closed and opened,
and the rate of combustion is thereby regulated. It is claimed to
be a perfect cure for smoky chimneys, and any fuel can be burnt.
As there cannot be a down draught from the chimney, neither
chimney-pots nor cowls are needed. The main advantages of this

invention are cheapness, simplicity, thorough ventilation, a fine

blazing fire well forward in the grate, a maximum of heat from a
minimum of fuel, and, finally, perfect radiation. Another good
point claimed is that, with this arrangement, any kind of rubbish
and refuse can be burned without the least unpleasantness.

A NEW OCTAGONAL "SYPHON."
Stphon-bottles for aerated waters are now the order of the day,

and are in such increasing demand among all sections of the public
that any real improvement therein is of very far-reaching im-
portance. The invention known as the new Octagonal Syphon
(Vidie's patent), manufactured by Messrs. James Videl <t Son, of

the Pantin Glass Works, Paris, is externally like the usual syphon-
bottle, but the interior of the glaBS vase is blown into an octagonal
form by a new process. The result is a brilliant and sparkling ap-
pearance, while the strength is so increased that these new bottles

can bear double the pressure of the ordinary, and are therefore
twice as safe. The only agent for the United Kingdom and the

colonies is Mr. C. Melin, 37, Crntched Friars, Mark-lane, E.C.

THE BALL FILTER.
Filters are now very properly regarded as indispensable to the

proper furnishing and equipment of any well-regulated household,

indeed, filters are now found in very modest homes, and, pro-

bably in time will be common to all. Meanwhile, to many, the

question is chiefly, what filter is best ? Well, that is not a question

to be answered here ; but it will interest many to hear of an
ingenious invention, the 'production of the Revolving Ball Filter

Company, of G7, St. James' s-street, London, S.W., which is cer-

tainly worthy of full consideration. This filter may be briefly

described as consisting of a spherical metal case, containing a hollow

metal ball, filled with animal charcoal or other filtering medium,
through which all water designed to be filtered must pass, such

passage being secured by a washer, which forms a tight joint

around the ball ; all organic or other matter in suspense being

arrested and held within the filter. A specialty of the filter is

the simple method of cleansing, which is done by reversing the

ball within the case without removal from the tap, the first passage

of water thereafter cleansing the filter of all impurities. There is

also a straight passage for water not requiring filtration. Water,

after being compelled under pressure to pass into the filter, is again

compelled to spread through the filtering material.

SOMETHING NEW IN PERAMBULATORS.
Children are decidedly fortunate in the present age, when 80

much inventive ingenuity is concentrated on their various needs.

Mr. W. H. Dunkley, of Dean-street, Birmingham, has, we believe,

for over six years past devoted his thoughts to the improvement of

the perambulator, and his latest invention in this line is quaintly

known as the " Eclipse " perambucot, the body of which, of

papier-mach^, presents an elegant appearance. It is handsomely

upholstered, either in silk, satins, velvet, or carriage cloth, and
fitted with Dunkley's patent reversible handle. The perambucot
has been, we are told, the most successful child's vehicle ever

manufactured, Mr. Dunkley having sold 5,000. The bicycle-wheel,

with india-rubber tires, is now universally adopted by the manu-
facturer ; this, together with a recently patented spring, being

entirely free from vibrations, and also noiseless, is most conducive

to the comfort of the child. Mr. Dunkley has just opened show-
rooms at 76, Houndsditch, London.
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[" Five of Cluhs " has been ill moat of the time since his last

papers appeared, with malarial fever, and is but now beginning to
be himself again. He trusts that weekly or fortnightly games will

now appear regularly. They will chiefly bo fully annotated games
from the Westmintfter Papers. The following is a good game. Z
was onr esteemed correspondent Mr. F. H. Lewis.]

Thb Hands.
,f D. 5, 4, 3. C. 9, 8, 2.B
i S. K, Q, 10, 3, 2. H. A, 3.

SI:
' 1 H. Q. 0, 8, 7, C.

None.
Kn, 8, C,

Q, Kn, 4, 3.

Tr. D. Il-,i

y z
r-z, i.

A Iliads.

K, Q, Kn, 2. D.

4. S.I

10, 5, 4. H. I

K, 10, 6, 5. C.

.

10, 9, 8, 7, 0.

A, 9, 7.

B Z

O O O

O
O O »! O

+ ^^ +
* + W^ + +

V

®
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(J^ur Cfeess Column*
By Mephisto.

(«)

CO

SOLUTION.

Problem No. 135, by J. Bekger, p. 394.

1. B to Kt7 R X P, or (a)

2. Q to Q4 (ch) K or P X Q
3. B to QB6 or B4 mates accordingly.

1. E to K3, or (I)

2. RtoB2 PxK
3. Q to Q5 mate.

1. K to B6
2. B to QB6 Any
3. Qito Q4 mate

The following game, at the odds of a Rook, was played on the

14th inst., in the second round of the Handicap Tournament now
progressing at the City C. C. The quality of Black's play will be

found above the usual standard of Book players.

BemoTe White's Queen's Book.

King's Gambit Declined.

White
Mr. Gunsberg.

(Class I.)

1. P to K4
2. P to KB4
3. Kt to KB3
4. P to B5 (n)

5. Kt to B3
G. P to Q3
7. B to K2
8. PxB
9. Castles

10. K to B sq.

11. P to B4 (c)

12. B to K3
13. B to Q2
14. Q to K sq.

Black
Mr. GloTer.
(Class V.)

P to K4
B to B4
PtoQ3
Kt to KB3
P to B3 (1)
B to Kt5
B X Kt (ch) (c)

P to KR3
QKt to Q2
Q to R4 (d)

QxP
Kt to Kt5 (/)

Q to E6 (./)

P to QR4 {h)

Wbots.
Mr. Gunsberg.

(Class I.)

15. (4 to Kt3
IG. P to R3
17. PxKt
18. Kt to R2
19. QxP
20. R to Q sq.

21. QxP (l)

22. KttoKt4(H)
23. PxKt
24. Kt to B6 (ch)

25. PxP
26. P to Q6
27. KtxB
28. Q to B8

Blacz.
Mr. Glover.
(Class V.)

QKt to B3 (i)

P toR4
PxP (ch)

Kt X p : (j)

KtxB
Kt X P (A)

R to B sq. (m)
P to Q4 (o)

Q toK2
K to Q sq.

Q to B4 (p)
B to K sq.

B to Q2 (q)
BxKt

White mates in two moves.

NOTES.

(o) Here is a paradox for Mr. Foster to explain. Why should

good work be capable of injuriously affecting its author ? Instead

of accepting the Gambit with that courage, minus discretion,

characteristic of players receiving large odds. Black is actually pre-

pared to beat us with our own analysis, by playing the Gambit
Declined, previously analysed in these pages. 4. P to B5 is played

with the desire to lead Black off the beaten track, as much depends,

in giving the odds of a Rook, to gain an advantage in the opening.

Against even play, it is not a good move, as Black can attack the

P on K4, and thus break up White's centre, with the probable loss

of a Pawn.
(6) This move effectually disposes of White's chance to develop

his game ; he is now compelled to play P to Q3, which blocks in his

B. B to B4 would be bad, on account of P to Q4. This shows the

weakness of 4. P to B5. Moral—" Never make use of bad means."

(c) It is of some advantage to White to have the Black KB off,

that commanding diagonal. As a rule, a KB in the opening of a

game is more useful than the opponents QKt. Now, P to Q4 was
the proper move.

(d) White had fondly hoped that, having missed the opening,

Black would give him a chance in the middle game, by Castling

K's side.. Instead of which. Black aims at reducing the game by
simple liquidation. To win the BP has its drawbacks, as it mostly

puts the Q out of play in the early part of the game, but " a Pawn's
a Pawn for all that," especially when it gives Black a powerful

passed P.

(e) Preferable to P to QR3, as it blocks Black's advance.

(/) With a view to an attack.

(-;) To reach B4.

(k) Necessary, to prevent B to Kt4, but overlooking White's
next move.

(i) Black had an inconvenient alternative, to submit to Q x KtP,
but in playing QKt to B3, Black initiates a remarkable combination

to reduce the disadvantage of his position, arising from his loss of

time in capturing the QRP, also from his neglect to take advantage
of 4. I' to B5 by playing P to Q4 at the proper moment.

(j) A very good move. Black has opened his E on the White K,
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OUR TWO BRAINS.
By Richard A. Proctor.

{Continued from p. 355.)

AMONG the arguments adduced by Dr. Wigan in

favour of his theory of the duality of the brain is

the " sentiment of pre-existence " which most of us have
recognised. Dr. Wigan says that he has never met a person
who had not experienced it more than once ; and, though I

believe there are a few who know nothing of it, nearly

every one when the sentiment is described recognises it as

one with which he is more or less familiar. It is a sudden
feeling, as if some scene just witnessed had been presented
before in all its details, with " the same speakers, .seated in

the same positions, saying the same words, and uttering the
same senliments." As Dr. Wigan remarks, ''the postures,

the expression of countenance, the gestures, the tone of

voice, all seem to be remembered and to be now attracting

attention for tlie second time : never is it supposed to be
the third time."

The attempt has more than once been made to explain

the phenomenon we are considering as merely the repro-

duction of some early and all but forgotten impressions of

a scene more or less resembling the one actuallv before us
at the moment when the sensation is experienced. But no
one who rightly apprehends the nature of this " sentiment
of pre-existence " can for a moment adopt such an explana-
tion as this. When experienced in its full force it always
presents the person him.self who experiences it as of the
same mental capacity, with the same ideas, the same views,

as at the moment when the phenomenon is noticed. In
what seems a recollection, he sees siich and such persons
around him as persons familiar to him, he hears their

words, notices their actions, and (so far as the suddenness of
the conception will permit) considers their conduct, as he
could only do at the particular part of his life which he
has actually reached. It can be no recollection of long-

past events ; for at no long-past part of his life had he such
persons among his frit-nds, or such ideas and views as to

them and their actions. Or it may be that events are in

progress which cannot possibly have occurred before in the
experience of the person who yet seems to recollect them.

It is absurd to refer such cases to the recollection of events
which had happened in early infancy.

As an illustration of the weakness of this explanation, I
quote an interesting case, on which great stress was laid in
the article to which I refer; it is taken from Dr. Carpenter's
valuable work on " Mental Physiolof;y ' :

—" Several years
ago," he says, "the Rev. S. Hansard was doing clerical

duty fur a time at Hurstmonceaux, in Sussex; and while
there, he one day went over with a party of friends to
Pevensey Castle, which he did not remember to have ever
previously visited. As he approached the gateway, he
became conscious of a very ^ivid impression of having
seen it before ; and ' he seemed to himself to see,' not only
the gateinay itself, but donkeys beneath the arch and people
on the top of it. His conviction that he must have
visited the castle on some former occasion,—although
he had neither the slightest remembrance of such
a visit, nor any knowledge of having ever been
in the neighbourhood previously to his residence at
Hurstmonceaux,—made him inquire from his mother if she
could throw anj- light on the matter. She at once informed
him that being in that part of the country when he was
about eighteen montlis old, she had gone over with a large
party, and had taken him in the pannier of a donkey ; that
the elders of the party having brought lunch with them,
had eaten it on the roof of the gateway where they would
have been seen from below, whilst he had been left on the
ground with the attendants and donkeys." " This case."

adds Dr. Carpenter, " is remarkable for the vividness of

the sensorial impression (it may be worth mentioning that
Mr. Hansard has a decidedly artistic temperament) and for

the reproduction of details which were not likely to have
been brought up in conversation, even if he had happened
to hear the visit itself mentioned as an event of his child-

hood, and of such mention he has no remembrance what-
ever."

Here is undoubtedly an interesting case of early recol-

lection suggesting to a person in a particular place that he
had been there before. In this case the remarkable gate-

way of Pevensey Castle recalled the time when the gateway
had last been seen ; but so far back was that time that no
circumstances not immediately related to the aspect of the
gateway were recalled, nor could the observer tell to what
jiart of his past life his "recollection" had gone back, though
he felt assured he had himself witnessed what he recalled.

In other words the only " sentiment of pre-existence " in

question was the familiar idea that he had existed for some
time before. Beyond the early age to which Mr. Hansard's
recollection went back, his remembrance of the gateway
has no more scientific i interest, and certainly has no more
bearing on " the sentiment of pre-existence," than has
yout g John's remembrance in the "Professor of the
Breakfast Table ' that he had often in his past life been
occupied as he was at that moment,—to wit, smoking a
cigar. As might be expected too, in every case of mere
recollection, detaUs not actually pre.-^ent when remembrance
was brought back, came as vividly before Mr. Hansard as

the gateway itself. He saw with his mind's eye not the

scene before him but another scene : what has to be ex-

plained is the sudden and vivid perception that the very
same sights and sounds seen and heard at the moment had
been seen and heard before, as if in some previous state of

existence.

Still less available is the dream theory which Dr. Car-

penter himself seems to favour. He says that most per-

sons, however unimaginative they may be, have noticed

the reproduction of ideas which have previously only passed

through the mind in dreams; "for," he goes on, "almost
every one has had occasion, at some time or other, to say,
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' Did this really happen or did I dream it ?
'
" He cites a

remarkable case of a lady known to him who seemed

entirely unable to distinguish between her dreaming and

•waking experiences. But the "sentiment of preexistence
"

is more precise than any mere dream recollections, and is

always directly associated with some actual scene and

with a series of events actually in progress when it is

momentarily excited.

, 1 will take as an illustration of this remarkable mental

phenomenon the last occasion when it presented itself in my
own experience :

—

I was watching for the first time in my life one of

those remarkable political processions with which Americans

amuse themselves as the time for a presidential election

draws near. Before me were passing a number of men and

boya on horseback, bearing torches, and occasionally giving

vent to that singular noise—something between a .squeak

and a catcall—which does duty in America for a hurrah.

I was rather wearied with the noise and turmoil, and had

ceased to pay attention to the proceedings. Suddenly a

band of men forming what they call in America a "shot-

gun brigade," came along, and as they passed my house

(which my American kinsfolk, who have strong political

sympathies, had illuminated), they fired several volleys,

which roused me from my reverie. Suddenly it appeared

to me that at some remote time— thousands of years ago

—

all that was then passing had been experienced before. The

same procession in every detail had passed before me, lit up

by the same glow from an illuminated house behind ; my
wife and children had at that remote time stood beside me
as they stood beside me now. Persons whose acquaintance

I had only made a few weeks before were there then—
thousands of years ago—even as nnm : and stranger still, if

the matter be thought of a little, I had had the same views

about the events in progress and the persons standing by

me, then as at the moment of time when this sentiment of

pre-existence took possession of my mind.

No one who has ever seen an American procession, espe-

cially in the Far West, will for a moment imagine that I

Was deceived by the remembrance of some procession I had

seen in England, for there is no resemblance— especially in

the matter of that most objectionable " shot-gun brigade,"

at the thought of which my ears still tingle. Then I have

seen no torchlight procession since I was a boy, and when
I watched such a procession as a boy I had not, to the best

of my recollection, au American lady—my wife—beside

me, nor children of my own around me, nor assuredly was

a boy of mine disporting himself, as on this occasion, with

an American torch (quite unlike our English ones). Yet,

again, I rather enjoyed the noise and confusion of the

English procession, being but a boy myself, and therefore

necessarily in the savage stage of existence. I certainly

had not then the idea which filled my mind at the moment
when "the sentiment of preexistence ' came upon me, that

all such demonstrations—all waving of lights, and yelling

of\shouts, and beating of drums, and firing of guns—are fit

Only for people passing through the savage stage of their

I existence, whether as individuals or as a nation. Yet
everything belonging to the scene before me, and everything

belonging to my own conscious individuality at the moment,
was presented as part of an experience belonging to an
indefinitely remote past,

i •! rl know of no explanation of this sentiment of pre-

existence which has the least semblance of fitness to

account for the phenomena but that which Dr. Wigan has

advanced. He notes first, what I believe is in the expe-

rience of all, that " the delusion occurs only when the

mind has been exhausted by excitement, or is from in-

disposition or any other cause languid. The persuasion of

the scene being a repetition, comes on when tlie attention

has been roused by some accidental circumstance, and we
become as the phrase is ' wide awake.' " " I believe the

explanation to be this," he proceeds :
" only one brain has

been used in the immediately preceding part of the scene,

—the other brain has been asleep, or in an analogous state

nearly approaching it. When the attention of both brains

is roused to the topic, there is the same vague consciousness

that the ideas have passed through the mind before, which

takes place on reperusing the page we had read while

thinking on some other subject. The ideas Itave passed

through the mind before, and as there was not sufficient

consciousness to fix them in the memory without a renewal,

we have no means of knowing the length of time that had
elapsed between the faint impression received by the single

brain, and the distinct impression received by the double

brain. It may seem to have been many years." In my
own case it invariably seems to exceed enormously the

whole of my past life.

Dr. Wigan gives an example in his own experience

which is akin in some respects to the one I have just

cited, especially in being inconsistent with all explana-

tions which have been advanced respecting this interesting

mental phenomenon, and so far as I can see, with ary con-

ceivable explanation, other than that which regards the

phenomenon as depending on the duality of the brain.

He was present at the funeral of the Princess Charlotte,

an occasion of so remarkable a kind (if we consider the

circumstances attending that Princess's death, and the

feelings excited by the event) that assuredly none will

suppose he had ever had a similar experience:—"I had

been standing four hours," he says, "and on taking my
place by the side of the coffin, in St. George's Chapel, was

only prevented from fainting by the interest of the scene.

All that our truncated ceremonies could bestow of pomp
was there, and the exquisite music produced a sort of

hallucination. Suddenly, after the pathetic ' Miserere
'

of Mozart, the music ceased, and there was an absolute

silence. The coffin, which was placed on a kind of altar

covered with black cloth (united to the black cloth which

covered the pavement), sank down so slowly through the

floor, that it was only in measuring its progress by some
brilliant object beyond it that any motion could be per-

ceived. I had fallen into a sort of torpid reverie, when I

was recalled to consciousness by a paroxysm of violent

grief on the part of the bereaved husband, as his eye

suddenly caught the coffin sinking into its black grave,

formed by the inverted covering of the altar. In an instant

I felt not merely an impression, but a conviction, that I

had seen the whole scene before on some former occasion,

and had heard even the very words addressed to myself by

Sir Greorge Nay lor."

(To he eontinned.)

RAMBLES WITH A HAMMER.
By W. Jerome Harrison, F.G.S.

GEOLOGY OF CRICCIETH AND PWLLHELI (continued).

III.

THE CAMBRIAN FOEMATION.—Strata of Cam-

brian ace—the first rocks which yield us evidences of

life in the form of fossils—occur in the east and in the west

of our district. In the west of Carnarvonshire the lowest

Cambrian beds there exposed—the Lingula Flags—form

the promontory which extends southward of Abersoch and

Llanengan. Taking the mail-car from PwUheli to the
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former village, we walk across the sandhills which fringe

the beach to the rounded nioorlaad ridge of Penrhynddu,
where St. Tudwal's twin isles lie at our feet, their rocks
being an extension of those of the mainland. Walking
southwards along the precipitous cliffs, the little bay of

Porth-Oeiriad is soon reached. Here the Lingula Flags*
form magnificent cliffs S-JO ft. in height, the rocks dipping
to the east at an angle of 45deg. ; in the middle of the
bay they have been eroded down to the sea level, and the

hollow so formed is filled by a great mass of boulder
clay rising perpendicularly 80 ft. or 100 ft. above the
shore (Fig. 1).

550 FEtT

PENRHVN-DU

LI NCU LA FLAGS LINCULA FLAGS

Fig. 1.— Section in Bay of Porth-Ceiriad. Lingula Flags form
cliffs on the east and on the west ; the hollow between being filled

up by glacial deposits.

The stratified Cambrian rocks here consist of hard mica-

ceous sandstones (ripple-marked and showing worm-tracks

on the surfaces) with dark-grey and black slabs. Similar

beds extend westwards as far as the broad bay called

" Hell's Mouth," whose low shore is marked by a little

cliff of boulder-clay and fringed by green fislds which,

smiling in the summer-snn, belie the ominous name. But
woe to the sailing-vessel which gets becalmed between
its two projecting headlands ! Strong currents set

towards the beacli, and the projecting ribs and timbers

of wrecked ships mark their fatal ertect. A little girl, who
acted as my guide, told me that sealed bottles which had
been thrown overboard from ships in peril were not uncom-
monly found on the shore of Hell's Mouth, and I saw in a

cottage a number of West Indian seeds picked up there.

In the absence of fossils, the hard grits and shales— 1,200
feet in thickness—which we have just described, were long

considered to belong to the Ilarlcch Series, which lies at or

near the base of the Cambrian formation. But, in

1876, Professor Ramsay found specimens of the trilobites

Agnostus and Olenus, with the little brachiopod shell

Linguhlla lepis in roadside quarries near Porth-Ceiriad ; and
as these fossils are peculiar to the Lingula Flags, this fortu-

nate discovery at once settled the question of the true age

1)1 the strata.

Passing now to the north-east from Abersoch, through

Pwllheli, it is a distance of fifteen miles before we reach

the Lingula Flags, in the east of our district, where they
mantle i-ound the hill called Moel-y-gest, whose profile is a

gigantic Wellington silhouette. Here the whitish flaggy

sandstones form successive step-like terraces at the western

foot of the hill, whence they run down to the coast at

Ogof ddu, about a mile east of Criccieth. Their thickness

here is above 2,000 ft , forming a dome-shaped mass, of

which the northern half only is visible. The sandy beds

are surmounted Vjy black slates, and there are black slates

underneath them also, in which the caves at Ygraig-ddu

—

the Black Rick—have been hollowed out. Fossils are

numerous, but not easy to find or to extract ; the best

localities are Ogof-ddu, Penmorfa Church, Carreg-wen, and
Borth (south-west of Portmadoc).

"' This name is derived from the abundance of the brachiopod
shell LiiujnJa (now LinrjvIclUi) Davisii, discovered by Mr. Davis in

1845.

The Tremadoc Slates lie above the Lingula Flags,

between Portmadoc and Criccieth, but they decrease in

thickness from 3,000 ft. near the former, to 200 ft. near the

latter, town, and they probably die out altogether further
west, for there is no trace of them above the Liugula Flags

south of Abersoch. They derive their name from the pretty

little town of Tremadoc—which, in its turn, was christened

after its founder, a Mr. Jladocks, who flourished as a
notable land-reclaimer in this region, at the close of the last

century.

It is not possible for me to leave the Cambrian beds of

Carnarvonshire without acknowledging the great services

rendered in the study of these rocks by Messrs. David
Homfray and Ash, of Portmadoc, to the former of whom
I am personally indebted for guidance and information.

The late Mr. Salter did some of his best work down here,

about 18G0; but the main relations of the different beds
_had been ascertained by Sedgwick some ten years' pre-

viously.

Lower Silurian Formation.—The junction of the great

Cambrian and Silurian formation is marked by a bed o';

grit, well seen at Garth Hill, near Portmadoc, but only
10 feet thick where it runs out to sea at Ogof-ddu, east of

Criccieth. This grit forms the base of the Arem(j U'rotip,

which consists mainly of iron-stained black slates, con-

taining beds of pisolitic iron ore and a large collection of

fossils—the yraptoliles being especially numerous and note-

worthy. Arenig Rocks also occur in the western tract,

between Abersoch and Llanengan. Here, they dip north-
wards, and are se])arated from the Lingula Flags beneath
by a line of fault, whose direction, east and west, can be
clearly traced by the line of chimneys marking the numerous
lead-mines ; for the " fault " has been filled up with (among
other things) much galena (sulphide of lead) deposited by
the heated water which traversed the line of weakness,
resulting from the severance of the rocks. The rubbish
heaps and heaps of picked ore surrounding the mouths of

the shafts of the lead-mines form a fine collecting-ground

for the mineralogist. The pisolitic iron-ore, by which the
Arenig strata can be best recognised in this western portion

of Carnarvonshire, is only known to occur at one other
place in Lleyn, viz., at Trwyn-y tal, on the coast, about a
mile north-west of Yr Eifi.

If it be asked why the line of demarcation between two
great geological series is drawn at the base of the Arenig Beds,
the answer is to be found in the great change which there
takes place in the fossils—the remains by which we judge
of the life of the period. No fewer than fifty-five new
genera of animals make their first appearance in the
Arenig Beds, including the remarkable fossils called

graptolites, which Prof. Lapworth has .shown to be so

useful as marking by distinct species distinct beds of rock,

and so enabling us to identify the order of succession among
strata which may be hundreds of miles apart.

The Arenig Beds are also interesting, because they tell

us of the volcanic action on a grand scale which took place

daring the time of their deposition. In the Arenig
Mountains, the Arans, Cader Idris, and elsewhere, we find

the Arenig slates interbedded with enormotts masses of

old lava and beds of volcanic ashes. In the district we
are now describing, a bed of igneous rock of this age forms

the top of Moel-y-gest, and constitutes the grand precipices

north of that hill between Tremadoc and Brynkir (Fig. 3).

On the Survey Map it is styled greenstone, a name which
now means nothing save that some igneous rock is meant.
Modern petrologists would call the Moel-y-gest rock an
ancient basalt.

(To le continued.)
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DREAMS:
THEIR PLACE IN THE GROWTH OF PRIMITIVE

BELIEFS.

By Edward Clodd.

CONCLUSION.

REFEEENCE has now to be made to tlie part played

by dreams as supposed channels of communication
between heaven and earth ; as portents, omens, ifec. The
common belief among the nations of antiquity that they
were sent by the gods, and the like belief lurking in the

miods of the superstitious to this day, are the scarcely-

altered survivals of barbaric coufu.sion respecting them.

When man had advanced from the earlier stages of un-

defined wonder and bewilderment concerning the powers
around and above him to anthropomorphic conceptions of

them, i.e., to making them in his own image, the events of his

dreams were striking confirmation of his notions about the
constant intervention of spiritual beings, gods, chiefs, and
ancestors, in the affairs of life. That personal life and will

with which the rude intelligence invests the objects of its

awe ; waving trees, swirling waters, drifting clouds, whirlicg
winds, stately march of sun and star, seemed especially

manifest in dreams and visions. In their unrelated and
bewildering, or, on the other hand, their surpassingly clear

incidents, the powers indwelling in ail things seemed to
come nearer than in the less sensational occurrences of the
day, uttering their monitions, or making known their will.

They were the media by which this and that thing was
commanded or forbidden, or by which guidance and counsel
and knowledge of the future were given. To induce them,
therefore, became a constant effort. The discovery that
fasting is a certain method of procuring them is one reason
of its prevalence in the lower culture. Amongst all the
indigenous races of North America abstinence has been
practised as a chief means of securing supernatural inspi-

ration. It is believed that whatever is seen in the first

dream thus produced by fasting becomes the nianitou, or
guardian spirit of life, corresponding to the " daimon " of
Socrates. And whoever by much fasting is favoured with
dreams, and cultivates the art of explaining them as bearing
on the future, becomes the feared and consulted " Medicine
Man " of his tribe. His kee-kee-wins, or records, are
finally shown to the old people, who meet together an
consult upon them. They in the end give their approval,
and declare that he is gifted as a prophet, is inspired with
wisdom, and is fit to lead in the councils of the people.*
Very slender data were needed for the conclusions first

drawn from dreams ; let the death of a friend or foe be
the incident and the event happen ; let a hunting-path fill

the half-torpid fancy and a day's fasting follow ; let the
mother of a young sportsman dream that she saw a bear in
a certain place, and the son, guided by her account, find
the bear where indicated, and kill it, the arbitrary relation
is set up forthwith. As Lord Bacon says, " Men mark
the hits, but not the misses," and a thousand dreams un-
fulfilled count as nothing against one dream fulfilled. Out
of that is shaped, as dream-lore shows, a canon of inter-
pretation by which whole races will explain their dreams,

_

* The foUowing Mohammedan recipe for summoning spirits ia
given in Kunzinger's "Upper Egypt." "Fast seven days in a
lonely place, and take incense with yon, such as benzoin, aloes-
wood, mastic, and odoriferous wood from Soudan, and read the
chapter 1,001 times (from the Koran) in the seven days—a certain
number of readings, namely, for every day one of the five daily
prayers. That is the secret, and you will see indescribable wonders :

drums will be beaten beside you, and flags hoisted over your head^
and you will see spirits full of light and of beautiful and benio-u
aspect." °

never staying, when experience happens to confirm it, to

wonder that the correspondences are not more frequent
than they are. Where the arbitrary act was wrought, the
isolated or conflicting influences manifest, there deity or

demon was working. So the passage from the crude inter-

pretation of his dreams by the barbarian to the formal
elaboration of the dream-oracle is obvious. It was only
one of many modes by which the gods were thought to

hold converse with man, and by which their will was
divined. It was one phase of that many-sided belief in

power for good or evil inhering in everything, and which
led man to see omens in the common events of life, in

births, in the objects anyone met in a journey or saw in

the sky ; to divine the future by numljers, by the lines

in the hand, by the song and flight of birds (lurking

in the word OMgury), by the entrails of sacrificed

men and animals.* Sometimes the god sends the message
through a spiritual being, an angel (literally " messenger ");

sometimes he, himself, speaks in vi.-ion, but more often

through the symbolism of both familiar and unfamiliar

things. To interpret this is a serious science, and skill and
shrewdness applied therein with success were |)assports to

high place and royal favour. In this, we have the familiar

illustrations of Joseph and Daniel, and, indeed, we need
not travel beyond the covers of the Old and New Testa-

ments for abundant and varied examples of the importance

attached to dreams and visions, and of the place accorded

to dreams,! an importance undiminished until we come to

the literature of the centuries just before Christ. For
example, in the Book of Jesus the Son of Sirac, we read

—

Vain and deceitful hopes befit the senseless man,
And dreams make fools rejoice.

Like one who grasps at a shadow and chases the wind.
Is he who puts trust in dreams.

t

In the belief that through dreams and oracles Yahweh
made known his will, the influence of older beliefs and
their literature is apparent. Among the Accadians, a pre-

Semitic race in Babylonia, there existed a mass of treatises

on magic and divination by dreams and visions, and both

from this and from Egyptian sources, blended with survivals

from their barbaric past, the Hebrews largely drew.

In this, too, " there is nothing new under the sun."

Homer, painting the vividness and agonising incomplete-

ness of the passing %'isions, aflirms that dreams from Jove

proceed, although sometimes to deceive men ; Plato assigns

prophetic character to the images seen in them ; Aristotle

sees a divination concerning some things in dreams which

is not incredible ; the answer to oracles was sought in them,

as when the worshipper slept in a temple on the skin of a

sacrificed ram, and learned his destiny through the dream
that came. The Stoics argued that if the gods love and

care for men and are all-knowing, they will tell their

purposes to men in sleep. Cicero attaches high importance

to the faculty of interpreting them : their phenomena, like

those of oracles and predictions should, he contends, be

explained just as the grammarians and the commentators

explain the poets.

With the influence of these beliefs in the air, and with

the legend-visions of Scripture as authority, the divine

origin of dreams became a doctrine of the Christian Church.

Tertullian says that " we receive dreams from God, there

being no man so foolish as never to have known any dreams

come true," and in his Dc Anima reference is made to a

host of writers of dream treatises. For the most part they

are but names ; their treatises have perished, but enough

* In Roger's Thesaurus, Sect. 511, a curious and instructive list

of terms expressive of the different forms of divination is given,

t Numbers xii. 6; I. Samuel xxviii. 6, 15, &c.

1 Ch. xxxiv.
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remains for the perusal of the curious regarding ancient

rules of interpretation and the particular significance of

certain dreams. The current views of dreams in classic

antiquity are believed to be partly embodied in the

'Oi'ttfii)K()iTii:a of Artemidorus of Ephesus, who flourished

about the middle of the second century, and who reduces

dream interpretation to a body of elaborate rules, while

amongst Christian writers Synesius of Cyrene, who lived

two centuries later, holds a corresponding place.

Both classic and patristic writers supply copious details

concerning the classes into which dreams were divided, and

which have some curious correspondences among the

Oriental nations, as well as in our dream-lore : i'.;/., when
Artemidorus says that he who dreams he hath lost a tooth

shall lose a friend, we may compare with this a quotation

which Brand gives from the " Sapho and Phao" of Lily, a

playwright of the time of Elizabeth. " Dreams have

their trueth. Dreams arc but dotings, which come either

by things we see in the day or meates that we eat, and so

the common-sense preferring it to be the imaginative. ' I

dreamed,' says Ismena, ' mine eyetooth was loose, and that

I thru.it it out with my tongue.' ' It foretelleth,' replies

Mileta, ' the loss of a friend ; and I ever thought thee so

full of prattle that thou wouldst thrust out the best friend

with thy tatling.'
"

It is, however, needless to quote from Artemidorus and

others of their kin. They do but furnish samples of the

ingenuity aisplied to profitless speculations on matters

which were fundamental then, and around which the mind
played unchecked and unchallenged. Moreover, the subtle

distinctions made between dreams in former times were

slowly effaced, or sank to their proper level in the gossip of

chap books—our European kee-kee-ivins. But the belief in

the dream as having a serious meaning, and in the spectral

appearances in visions as real existences, remained as strong

as in any barbiiiian or pagan. In an atmosphere charged

with the supernatural, apparitions and the like were

matters of course, the particular form of the illusion

to which the senses testified being in harmony with the

ideas of the age. The devil does not appear to Greek
or Roman, but he sorely troubled the saints, unless

their nerves were, like Luther's, strong enough to over-

master him. Luther speaks of him as coming into

his cell, and making a great noise behind the stove, and

of his walking in the cloister above his cell at night

;

"but as I knew it was the devil," he says, "I paid no

attention to him, and went to sleep.' Sceptics now and
again arose protesting against the current belief, but they

were as a voice crying in the desert. One Henry Cornelius

Agrippa, in the titteenth century, a man born out of due
time, says, " To this delusion not a few great philosophers

have given not a little credit, especially Democritus, Aris-

totle, Sinesius, (fee, so far building on examples of dreams,

which some accident bath made to be true, that thence they

endeavour to persuade men that there are no dreams but

what are real.'"

His words have not yet lost theii- purport. For the

credulity of man, the persistence with which he clings to

the shadow of the supernatural after having surrendered

the substance, seem almost a constant quantity, varying

only in form. TJnteachable by experience, fools still pay

their guineas to mediums to rap out inane messages from

the departed, and send postage stamps to the Astronomer
Eoyal, asking him to "work the planets" for them, and
secure them luck in love and lawsuits. Nor is there any
cure for this but in wise culture of the mind, wise correc-

tion, and wholesome control of the emotions. By faith-

fully intending the mind to the realities of nature, as

Bacon has it, and by living and working among men in a

healthy, sympathetic way, exaggeration of a particular line

of thought or feeling is prevented, and the balance of the
faculties best preserved. For, adds Dr. Maudsley,* in

pregnant arid well-chosen words, " there are not two
worlds—a world of nature and a world of human
nature—standing over against one another in a sort

of antagonism, but one world of nature, in the

orderly evolution of which human nature has its

subordinate part. Delusions and hallucinations may
be described as discordant notes in the grand har-

mony. It should, then, be every man's steadfast

aim, as a part of nature—his patient work—to cultivate

such entire sincerity of lelations with it; so to think, feel,

and act always in intimate unison with it ; to be so com-
pletely one with it in life, that when the summons comes
to surrender his mortal part to absorption into it, he does

so, not fearfully, as to an enemy who ha? vanquished him,

but trustfully, as to a mother who, when the day's task is

done, bids him lie down to sleep."

Note.—The papers now concluded, as also the former series on
the " Birth and Growth of Myth," will, with the Editor's permis-
sion, and after revision and additions, be shortly published in one
volume under the title of "Myths and Dreams." The series of

papers ou " Evolution " already announced will, it is hoped, be
commenced at an early date.

DICKENS'S STORY LEFT HALF TOLD,

Now that Mr. Foster has explained his theory at

length, I should like to reply, as briefly as possible,

to some of his arguments.

In my former letter (1343) I quoted from the Century

Magazine, to show that Mr. Fildes' opinion was that Jasper

murdered Edwin Drood. The following extract is taken

from Forster's " Life of Dickens," which I have not till

lately read, viz. :

—

" The story, I learnt immediately afterward, was to be

that of the murder of a nephew by his uncle ; the origi-

nality of which was to consist in the review of the mur-

derer's career by himself at the close, when its temptations

were to be dwelt upon as if not he the culprit, but some

other man, were the tempted. The last chapters were to

be written in the condemned cell, to which his wickedness,

all elaborately elicited from him as if told by another, had

brought him. Discovery by the murderer of the utter

needlessness of the murder for its object, was to follow

hard upon commission of the deed ; but all discovery of

the murderer was to be baffled till towards the close, when
by means of a gold ring which had resisted the corrosive

effects of the lime into which he had thrown the body, not

only the jierson murdered was to be identified, but the

locality of the crime and the man who committed it. So

much was told to me before any of the book was written
;

and it will be recollected that the ring taken by Drood to

be given to his betrothed only if their engagement went on,

was brought away with him from their last interview.

Eosa was to marry Tartar, and Crisparkle the sister of

Landless, who was himself, I think, to have perished in

assisting Tartar finally to unmask and seize the murderer."

This in the main agrees with my article in the Cornhill,

which was solely based on internal evidence.

Forster adds that Dickens had a "fear that he might

have plunged too soon into the incidents leading on to the

catastrophe, such as the Datchery assumption in the fifth

number (a misgiving he had certainly expressed to his

sister-in-law)." "Forster mentions this without giving the

* Fortnightly Review, Sept., 1878, p. 386.
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slightest hint of Dickens having remodelled big idea since

explaining it in covjidence to himself. Had Datcliery

been Edwin Drood in disguise, would not Forster (speaking

as be does here) have told how it was that Dickens had

altered his original design ?

Which idea would an unprejudiced reader think the

more worthy of belief—that put forward by Mr. Foster,

or that supported by the testimony of Dickens's dearest

friend, and by Mr. Fildes, the illustrator of " Edwin
Drood," to say nothing of the evidence contained in the

tale itself ?

However, it is only fair to examine some of Mr.

Foster's arguments, .since it is impossible to examine all in

the course of a necessarily short letter. He quotes the

heading of a chapter, viz., " When will these three meet
again t

" and adds, "showing clearly that Neville, Drood,

and Jasper were to meet again." Where did Mr. Foster

learn logic 1

He insists that the tone taken by Grewgious towards

Jasper, at their meeting after Edwin's disappearance,

admits of but one interpretation, which of course is his

own. But what was there to prevent Grewgious being

present when Neville was fir.st brought back to Cloister-

ham 1 If he did so see him, he might draw his own con-

clusions from Neville's demeanour whether he was innocent

or not. And if he concluded Neville to be innocent, on
whom should his suspicion fall but on Jasper, whose atfec

tion for his nephew is certainly overdone 1 The very fact

that Grewgious did net call on Jasper directly, and that,

when he iHtl call, his behaviour was almost brutal, admit
of the interpretation that in the interval he had learnt all

that Rosa and Neville could tell him, and had formed an
opinion which he kept to himself for the present.

Mr. Foster has evidently a great belief in human credi-

bility. He asks us to believe thac Edwin is first of all

drugged by .Jasper (an expert in the art) ; then half-

strangled by the thick black scarf ; then thrown from the

top of the tower (albeit something conveniently breaks his

fall on the way); then placed in quicklime; and finally

locked up in the tomb in which the lime has been arrangfd.

Yet in spite of all this he asks us to believe that Edwin
(still half-strangled by the scarf) is able to shout loudly

enough to be heard and rescued by the drunken Durdles !

Is all this meant seriously, or is Mr. Foster laughing at

us 1 Why, cats with their nine lives are nothing to his

Edwin's one !

Again, what would Jasper's motive be in throwing
Edwin from the top of the great tower ? Mark the great .'

A body falling from such a height would to a certainty be
more or less mangled, and blood might be expected to

remain upon the ground, if nowhere else ; while Jasper in

the darkness would have no means of effacing any such
fatal traces. Supposing Mr. Foster's theory to be correct,

is it credible that a man like Jasper should run the risk of

leaving such tell-tale witnesses upon the tcene 1 Why not
strangle Edwin near the tomb, especially as he may be
supposed to have been drugged to make him less capable of
offering resistance ?

" We may suppose that Durdles dragged the body out
of the tomb and out of the crypt." So says Mr. Foster,
who has here convicted him>elf. He has before said that
Edwin's body was placed by Jasper in Mrs. Sapsea's tomb.
Now, had he read the book as one would expect such an
appreciator of Dickens's prose poetry to read it, he would
have noticed that Mrs. Sapsea's tomb was not in the crypt,
but in the churchyard ; as is shown in two different

pa83age.s of the book. This error has, of course, led Mr.
Foster into others, especially in the concluding papers.

Full half a year after Edwin's disappearance, Datchery

is introduced, and ^Nlr. Foster invites—nay, bullies us to

believe, that Datchery is Edwin disguised. Disguised !

but is it possible that in less than a year Edwin could have
changed so much that Jasper, the Topes, and others should
fail to recognise him 1 To completely disguise face, and
eyes, and voice, after so short an interval, would not be
easy ; and Datchery speaks in Jasper's presence.

When Datchery meets with the opium woman, and
" reddens " as he stoops to pick up the money he has pur-

posely dropped, he reddens when she mentions the name
Edwin. From this, Mr. Foster deduces that Datchery and
Edwin are one and the same person. But were it so, the

woman's former words (before this mention of Edwin's
name) alone would have enabled him to identify her with

the woman he had befriended on that Christmas Eve ; and
therefore Datchery's reddening vntli gurprise at the name
Edwin seems to me to be the result of his suddenly

obtaining a clue to the mystery. The scene, to my mind,

helps to prove that Datchery is not Edwin.
There are two or three questions that may fairly be

asked of Mr. Foster, viz :

—

Would Durdles be able to keep so momentous a secret

as that of having rescued a man who was locked in a tomb
and nearly covered with quicklime ? He could scarcely

have been so drunk as to forget, for he was sober enough
to effect the rescue ; and drunken men are scarcely the

ones to keep secrets. Would Deputy hold his tongue

—

especially if a reward for information were offered ]

How high is " the great tower "
?

And, hardest question of all to answer satisfactorily

—

How could Edwin in common fairness (if alive) have per-

mitted Neville Landless to bear for six months and more
the terrible suspicion of being his murderer 1 Also, would
not the reappearance of Edwin be somewhat of an anti-

climax, a mistake just as the bringing to life again of

Athelstane in " Ivanhoe " is felt to be a mistake ?

Mr. Foster's conclusion does not add much to be com-
mented on. Grewgious's conduct about the missing ring

admits of another interpretation to that there put on it.

Knowing that Edwin had the ring, he waits to see if by it

Edwin's body may yet be found and identified. Jasper, he

argued apparently, did not know of the ring ; and to find

the ring is to solve the mystery ; therefore, he is for awhile

silent about it. In Mr. Foster's account of Jasper's re-

opening the tomb, he again places it in the crypt, which I

have pointed out to be wrong ; hence the idea of the flight

up the staircase is at any rate incorrectly introduced.

The illustrations are certainly important evidence ; but

I fail to see that the figure in the tomb Tnust be Edwin.

The retribution would be terrible enough were it Neville

or anyone else, for .Jasper, in horrified surprise, could but

conclude it to be his victim brought to life to condemn him.

Mr. Foster might write column on column to support his

theory ; but when coolly and impartially viewed, I cannot

see how it can be pronounced to be more than a highly

ingenious but highly unsatisfactory attempt to graft upon

the facts as told by Dickeus a conclusion as imagined by

himself. H. L.

OPTICAL RECKEATIONS.
Br A Fellow of the RorAL Astrososiical Society.

{Continued from p. 280.)

"1117E concluded our last article on pp. 278 et seq. with

V* some account of the optical effects produced by

the persistence of vision for a very short time after the

image of the object viewed actually ceases to fall on the

retina. We propose to-day to describe a very interesting
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Fig. 31.

illusion referable to some extent to this property of reten-

tion which the eye potsesses, and to instruct the student

how to construct the nece.^sary apparatus for exhibiting

it. The toy—if it be a toy, and not rather a refined philo-

sophical instrument—was brought out a good many years

ago, under the name of tlie Anorthoscope, from two Greek
words signifying to set the vision right. That it is very

approi)riately named the reader will immediately see. It

seems hard to understand why it has so utterly fallen into

oblivion. As our object here is rather to provide the

student with striking and amusing illustrative experiments

than to enter into expositions of recondite optical laws,

we will proceed to our description at once. If, then, a

figure, distorted according to principles immediately to be

explained, is delineated on a disc, and tbis disc turned

round, while a black disc with four radial slots is caused

to rotate four times as fast, and in an opposite direction

in front of it, the spectator will see five stationary images

of this distorted figure, but restored to its natural pro-

portions !

Fig. 32. FiEf. 34.

First, then, to draw the figure, which we will suppose,

for the sake of illustration, to be a butterfly. We begin by
striking two circles (Figs. 31 and 32), dividing them by
radial liues at any convenient distance. In Fig. 31, such

division is made at every 5°. Only half the circle, or 180°,

is so divided in our figure ; but Fig. 32 was similarly

dividfd right round the circle for a reason which will be

immediately obvious. We also strike a series of circles

interior to our larger one to fix certain points in our
drawing. Very well ; incur first divided circle (Fig. 31)
we now proceed to draw the best butterfly we can, and,

having finished it, note with the greatest care where the
diSerent points of the figure fall. In copying it, we must
be careful to preserve the radial length or central distance

of each part with the utmost accuracy, hut v:e must expand
it laterally to Jive limes its orijinal angular dimensions.
For example, the tips of the butterfly's antennae are each in

circle 7, and the lines marking .">° on each side of the

median one. Hence, we must put the same tips in Fig. 32,

still in circle 7, but on the lines marking 25° {i.e., 5 x S^).

The upper corners of the wings fall on circle 6, and on the
lines mai-kiug 25°. The corresponding points in Fig. 32
are, of course, as before, on circle 6, but on the 125° (or

5 X 25°) lines ; and so with the markings and other leading

features.

It now only remains to join the points thus obtained,

rub out our division lines, and we have Fig. 32. Fig. 33
shows the disc of black cardboard with four radial slots,

which is to rotate before the diagram which we have just

produced, and Fig. 34 represents in section the apparatus

by the aid of which the necessary motion is given to them
both. Here S is a stout, square, wooden stem on a stind,

through which pass two axes

—

-f, a, a fixed axis, and m, a, an
axis moving with the wheel upon it. On the fixed axis

rotate two pulleys (or grooved wheels) p p'. obviously inde-

pendently of each other. A third pulley p" is immovably
attached to the axis in, a, so as to turn with it. These
three pulleys are all of precisely the same diameter. The
wheel u; also fixed to the axis ma, is four times the

diameter of ^^ p\p"- Hence it will be seen that if endless

cords ec, e, c, go round p',p" and w,p respectively, p will

rotate four times as fast as p. It will be noted that the

cord e' c is crossed iu order that p may turn in an opposite

direction to />' also. Finally we attach our black disc with
the radial slots, 33, to p and our distorted figure (32) to p',

light the latter well, turn the handle /;, and look through

the slots. The spectator who sees the five stationary butter-

flies for the first time, will, we venture to think, hardly do so

without an exclamation of astonishment Of course, any
figure whatever may be distorted on the same principle.

It is stated that the entire number of the cases of cholera, and
of the deaths from it, at Naples has now been computed. In the

city of Naples there were 12,402 cases and 6,629 deaths. In the

whole of the province of Naples there were 14,037 cases, and
7,576 deaths.
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E L E C T K - P L A T I N G.

By W. Slingo.

XIV.—PEEI'AEING THE OBJECTS.

IN the jiractice of electro-plating, one of the first

necessities is to ensure that the surface of the object

to be plated is clean, and this not in the ordinary accep-

tation of the term, but as a chemist understands it—that

is to say, the surface must be free from particles of foreign

matter of all kinds. The smallest particle of greixse or dirt

adhering to the object is quite sufficient to spoil the deposit,

for wherever that particle happens to be the deposit will be

little or nothing.

There is, perhaps, no species of work which calls so im-

peratively for absolute cleanliness. The touch of a finger,

tmless the skin be covered with some preventible material,

is sure to leave a very distinct impression ; and, even when
the surface of the object is chemically pure, there is some
danger of the deposit only partially adhering in conse-

quence of the intervention of a film of air between the

object and the solution. The film of air which associates

itself, more or less, with every object exposed to it, must,

therefore, be carefully and completely removed ; but of this

a word will have to be said presently. Then, again, there

are some metals which are so easily oxidised that a brief

exposure to the air of the clean surface is sufficient to cause

it to be coated with a thin film of oxide, and oxides are more
or less non-c >nductor3 of electricity.

The metals which are most likely to be called into

requisition for planting purposes are iron, lead, tin, copper,

brass, Britannia metal, and German silver.

Iron is a metal which has generally a somewhat exten-

sive supply of superficial impurities, to remove which it

)nay be placed in a weak acid solution consisting of 1 oz.

'if hydrochloric acid, and 4 oz. of sulphuric acid to the

i:>llon of water. After remaining in this solution for some
little time it may be removed and the surface rubbed with
a wet brush and a little sand. If this fails to cleanse the

surface, the iron must be re-immersed, and the rubbing
operation repeated until a clean metallic surface is pro-

duced.

Sometimes emery-cloth will be sufficient to remove the

dirt ; but the wet process is, perhaps, preferable, and has

the advantage of leaving a smoother surface, unless, indeed,

the degree of rust or oxidation is very variable—deep in

some places and very thin in others—when special means
must be resorted to in order to procure a level surface. It

must be borne in mind that the ultimate coating will pre-

sent a surface the very counterpart of that upon which it

is deposited, and that, therefore, it is necessary that the
surface of the object should be freed from all " foreign" or

undes'irable irregularities, including file-raarks, hammer-
marks, itc. The acid solution is very efficacious for the
removal of oxides of the metals, but must not be relied

upon for the removal of grease-spots, unless they are very
small, and likely to be so far under-eaten as to ensure their

being removed by the sand and brush. When a quantity

of grease is present, it may be removed by immei-sing the
object in a solution of caustic soda, which will effectually

dissolve away the troublesome fats. This should be done
prior to immersing the iron in the acid solution. The object'

having been suVjected to these cleansing processes, is then
well washed with clean water, and immersed in the electro-

lytic bath.

It is to be noticed, however, that a silver coating de-

posited direct upon iron is generally very unsatisfactory,

and likely to strip off. To prevent tkis, a thin layer of
copper is interposed. As, however, iron would be dissolved

in a sulphate of copper solution, the copper is best deposited
in a cjanide of copper solution of which there are several,

one of them being mentioned in apre-\-ious article. Another
one is very easily prepared by adding to a solution of
sulphate of copper a solution of cyanide of potassium,
adding it gradually until the whole of the copper is thrown
down as a greenish precipitate of cyanide of copper. After
allowing this precipitate to settle, the supernatant sulphate
of potassium solution is carefully poured off, and the cyanide
of copper washed several times with clean water, thus effec-

tually removing any trace of the acid solution that might
otherwise have clung to the precipitated cyanide, and sub-
sequeutly caused some little trouble by dissolving a portion
of the iron. The precipitate lias then poured over it a
solution of cyanide of potassium, until the whole of it is

again dissolved. In this, as it is not a solvent for iron, the
ferruginous object may be placed and connected with the
negative pole of a battery, the positive pole of which is

connected with a sheet of copper placed in the same bath
as the iron. In a short time a sufficiently thick coating of

copper will be deposited, when the object may be removed,
and, after being well rinsed, placed in the silver-plating

bath.

Zinc may be treated in a similar way, except that the
hydrocholoric acid may be omitted from the acid solution,

or the action will probably be too energetic for the
purpose.

Tin, lead, and Britannia metal should not be placed in

the acid solution, but should be immersed in the caustic-

soda solution, by which process oxides of the metals, as
well as superficial grease spots, ic, are removed.
On being withdrawn from the caustic-soda solution, such

articles should be transferred to the depositing-bath without
being subjected to the washing process. When very dirty,

it is advisable to rub them first with sUver-sand and water,

applied with a tolerably stiff brush. The deposition of a
preliminary or intermediate coating of copper is almost as

advantageous in the case of lead or tin objects as it is in

the case of iron. When this method is adopted, it is

necessary to prepare the surface of the copper-film by
slightly burnishing it, and then well rinsing it in

clean water. A high degree of finish to the burnishing

is, however, rather advantageous than otherwise, as

it is likely to render the deposit of silver more or less

non-adhereut. The necessary condition of the surface is

best produced by means of a " scratch-brush," which
consists of a number of bundles of fine brass wire fixed

round the edge of a flat wooden disc. This brush is

placed as a chuck on a lathe and made to revolve

rapidly, the metal to be brushed being pres-'cd against the

wires, while a small barrel or other vessel containing

a quantity of stale beer is fixed above the brush and
provided with a tap through which the beer is allowed to

run on to the object. It is not, however, necessary that a

lathe should be called into requisition for this purpose

There are any number of simple devices possible for attain-

ing the object quite as efficiently as could be done with a

lathe. Perhaps the simplest method is to attach a small

pulley-wheel to the side of the scratch-brush, and then, mount
ing them on a smooth metal spindle, connect the pulley

wheel by means of a gut or other band with a considerably

larger wheel, similarly mounted, at a short distance from, but

in the same plane as the smaller wheel. Very good results

may be obtained with apparatus of this kind. The scratch-

brush is a tool which is best purchased, and which is not

vei'y expensive.

German silver, if dirty or greasy, is first washed in a

solution of caustic soda, and then well rinsed. After this it

is treated with powdered bath-brick applied with a hard
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brush, the fingers holding the object being well provided

with a quantity of the powder to prevent their impression

being left on the article to the detriment of the silver sur-

face to be presently provided. When the surface is exten-

sive, it is very desirable that, in applying the bath-brick, it

should be worked as evenly as possible. It is a good prac-

tice to finish cleansing by rubbing the surface with a piece

of damp chamois leather, provided with some finely-

powdered bath-brick, the fingers Vjeing moved in circles.

In this way a tolerably smooth surface may be imparted.

When the bath-brick process is finished, the object is

thoroughly washed with clean water. Superficial im-

purities may bo removed by brief immersion in a solution

composed of equal quantities of sulphuric acid and water,

with a little nitric acid added. Verdigris is removed by the

application of a little hydrochloric acid.

AMERICAN FOREST FIRES.

THIS is the season for forest fires, and in many parts of

the country we hear of great destruction already from

burnt fields and forests. The New Bedford Evening

Standard, in an article on the subject, says :—Few
people realise how serious a calamity these fires have

become. Already in the most thickly-settled parts of the

country good working wood is becoming scarce and high,

althou^h there is often a glut of inferior grades, and there-

fore very low prices for them. The correspondents of the

lumber journals report from almost all quarters that the

demand for really good material is generally in excess of

the supply. The only hope for the future lies in economy

of what we have, and in whatever will encourage those

owning young timber to keep it and prune it, and thin it

out so as to bring it on to fill up the gap. But forest fires

destroy an amazing amount of the precious mature stock—

•

how much no one knows—but it is said by experts that

the amount destroyed probably equals the amount cut.

Now, we know that the sawed stutj (to say nothing of

fuel and charcoal, ties, telegraph, and l-.op poles, kc.)

reaches an annual value of over 230,000,000 dols. at the

mills, so that, counting other forest products besides sawed

stufT thus destroyed, it is, no doubt, within reason to say

this waste, largely needless, is not less than 300,000,000 duls.

a year. But this is not all, and very likely it is not the

worst. Such fires burn up a great amount of young

growth and of seed, and in some cases even the soil itself

is roasted to death, so that for a long time afterward it will

not bear anything of value.

Mr. Swan states that lie has obtained 5,800 hours as the life of

an incandescent lamp, and large numbers of the Swan lamps are

said to have reached 4,000 hours.

We hear that a Working Man's Club and Institute is to be

established in connection with the Royal Victoria Coffee Hall.

It will be supported by the subscriptions of the members
(minimum Is. per quarter), and the donations of those who are

interested in the movement. Mr. Robert W. Bowers, of 89, Black-

friars-road, will furnish any information needed by those who
may wish to co-operate in so praiseworthy an object.

A CnnscH Boilt from a Single Tree.—A redwood tree, cut in

this county, furnishes all the timber for the Baptist church in

Santa Rosa, one of the largest church edifices in the country.

The interior of the building is finished in wood, there being no

plastered wall. Sixty thousand shingles were made from the tree

after enough was taken for the church. Another redwood tree,

cut near Murphy's Mill, in this county, about ten years ago, fur-

nished shingles that required the constant labour of two industrious

men for two years before the tree was used up. The above state-

ments are vouched for as true by Supervisor T. J. Proctor.

—

Santa

Rosa {Cal.) RejytM ican

.

A TOTAL LUNAR ECLIPSE.

By KiCHARD A. Pkoctor.

THE recent total eclipse of the moon presented pheno-

mena of considerable interest ; and as usual with

lunar eclipses was made the subject of comments indicating

considerable misapprehen^^ion of the real circumstances of

such eclipses. So much more interest attaches to total

solar eclipses, that most of th<'ir phenomena are pretty

fairly understood ; but with lunar eclipses the case is

different. Thus in the case of the recent eclipse, even the

account given in the Times of Oct. 6, though obviously

written by official astronomers at Greenwich, contained

errors in regard to the physical phenomena of the eclipse.

It assigned as a reason for the darkness of the moon during

totality the (presumed) freedom of the earth's atmosphere

from vapour, which would indeed have explained the

absence of ruddiness, but would have left the darkness of

the moon during totality a greater mystery than ever. It

also repeated the well-worn mistake of assigning diversities

of illumination of the moon's disc to the passage of the sun's

rays " through parts of our atmosphere of different degrees

of saturation." Irregular diversities of illumination, such

as are actually observed during total lunar eclipses, cannot

possibly be explained in this way.

I propose to take this opportunity to discuss the circum-

stances of a lunar eclipse in a new way, which possesses the

advantage of being simpler than the customary plan, and is

also more instructive in regard to the physical problems

involved. I take the eclipse of Oct. 4th, but any other

total lunar eclipse would have served my purpose equally

well.

Every student of astronomy knows the usual way of

dealing with lunar eclipses, in which the passage of the

moon through the earth's shadow is considered*, and the

station of the observer is supposed to be on the earth, the

general elements of the eclipse being taken for the earth's

centre. Let us, instead, set our observer on the moon, or

for convenience at the moon's centre, and consider the way
in which the earth's disc would seem to pass athwart the

face of the sun.

The elements of the eclipse, as given in the Nautical

Almanac, are obviously translatable at once into the fol-

lowing (only differing in taking the motion i>f the earth's

centre, as seen from the moon's, as the exact opposite of the

motion of the moon's centre seen from the earth's) :

—

Greenwich Mean Time of Conjunction in R.A., h. m. s.

Oct. 4 10 8 5-1

Right Ascension of Earth and Sun 12 44 2502

Earth's Declination S 4 57 57-9

Sun's Declination S 4 46 33-6

Earth's Dailv Motion in R.A 34 13-5

Sun's Hom-ly Motion in R.A 2 16-7

Earth's Hourly Motion in Declination S 10 52'9

Sun's Hourly Motion in Declination S _ 57'7

Earth's Equatorial Serai-diameter 59 23'0

Sun's True Semi-diameter (seen from Moon)... 15 50'9

The only element here altered is the sun's semi-diameter,

which in the Nautical Almanac is given as 16' 2"4"
: this

of course has to be reduced as seen from the moon ; and to

reduce it, we have to use the only element omitted above,

viz., the solar parallax, or 8"-9
; for the moon's parallax

.59' 23" divided by the sun's gives the sun's distance as

compared with the moon's, or almost exactly as 400 to 1 ;

* This seems the most natural and obvious way of dealing with

the problem ; but it gives no information as to the cause of diver-

sities of illumination depending on the condition of various parts

of that zone of the earth's atmosphere through which the sun's

ays are refracted towards the moon.
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Fig. 1.—lUastrating the Geometrical Investigation of a Lunar Eclipse.

and we must subtract a -iOOth part from the sun's semi-

diameter as seen from the earth to get that semi-diameter

as seen from the moon.

With these elements our work is easy :

—

We note first that at 10 h. 8 m. 53. -1, Greenwich mean

time, the earth's centre i.s 11' 24"-3 (the difference between

the declinations given above) south of the sun's centre.

Draw then a straight line A S B, Fig. 1, to represent a

parallel of declination through S the sun's centre, and with

any convenient length A // to represent 5', take S E square

to A B to represent 11' 24:"-3 : then E of course represents

the earth's centre at the time of conjunction of earth

and sun, in R.A. Now it will be obviously convenient to

keep the sun's centre at S throughout our investigation ; so

instead of having both the sun and earth moving, we note

that the earth gains on the sun, hourly, in R.A. 31' 56"-2,

and in declination 9' 55"-2 (we get these by taking

the difference between the hourly motions of the sun and

earth tabulated above). Now if A S B represented a de-

clination-parallel farther from the equator we ought to note

that a degree in R A along A B is less than a degree along

the equator ; but as a matter of fact the difference i.s not

more than 1 -250th part, and need not here trouble us. So,

first making a little scale of arc-minutes along A B, we set

off along SA a distance S D to represent 31' 56"-2, and

along DF square to S A take D F=ll' 24"-.3, and F =
9'5.5"-2;or DG = 2ri9"-5: then EG represents the

earth's motion from the sun during the hour following

conjunction in R.A. We draw LEGN to represent the

track of the earth's centre ; and S C sq\iare to L N, gives

the position of the earth's centre C at the time of nearest

approach to the sun's, or the time of mid totality. E C
will be found to be about a tenth of E G the hourly

motion; that is, EC corresponds to about 6 min., and
central eclipse occurs therefore 6 min. before conjunction

in R.A.
It will be convenient to take K a point one-third of E O

to the right of C, corresponding to the position of the

earth's centre at lOh., and then to mark in, carefully, the

hour and minute divisions corresponding to the earth's

motiou already determined.*

Now describe round S a circle with radius 15' 59"'9 (1&
n-ill do well enough) to represent the sun's disc ; and round

C a circle with radius 59' 23" to represent the earth's ; thus

we have the relative position of the sun and earth, and

their relative dimensions, at the time of central totality,

—

the observer being supposed to be at the moon's centre.

We see that were it not for the refractive action of the

earth's atmosphere the sun ought to be entirely hidden ai

this time. This action brings the sun into view all round

(since C, the earth's centre, falls within the circle corre-

sponding to the sun's disc). But we note that more light

will be brought round the northern side of the earth than

* AJso, we have,

—

sc : SE :: SD : GE
or SC : Hi :: 32 : \/(32)-h- (lu)-, nearly enongh

(we have given approximate valnes to SE, S D, and F G). Or
SC = 1Hx32h-33J approximately.

.2ix32x
" 3
34x20

168

63
= lOJ' very nearly.
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round the southern, the actual maximum (apart from
cloudiness of the air) being at the jioint marked M, on C S
produced. The north pole of the earth is at P, supposed to
be on the face of the earth turned moonwards at this
moment. This face is shown in Fig 2.

Fig. 2.— Eartli's Fju-o tarneil Jlooiiwards at the time of Central
Eclipse.

Fig. 1 shows how the earth's centre, C, is situated with
respect to the centre of the sun, S. Both figures are for

the centre of the moon's earthward face. For other parts

of that face we should of course get different relations.

An observer on the moon travelling northwards or south-

wards from the centre of the moon's earthward face* would
shift the earth's centre southwards or northwards as from
C towards « or n respectively ; and it is easily seen he
could raise it no farther than s or n, where C .< or C n
represents the semi-diameter of the moon's disc in the

above table, reduced by one-400th part (because as the

earth's centre is shifted the sun's centre is shifted by about
one-400th part as much, his distance exceeding the earth's

distance 400 times). Travelling eastwards or westwards
from the centre of the moon's earthward face, the earth's

centre would be thrown eastwards or westwards,! by
distances which cannot exceed IG' 10" represented by C w
and C e. Thus we can describe the circle s eniv with
radius 16' 10" to show the area within which the centre of

the earth's disc would lie at the time of central eclipse as

seen from different parts of the moon's earthward face. It

will be seen that the eclipse was absolutely central for a
point on the moon corresponding to the position of S on
the di.'^c .« (' n n: This was not far from the place of

Tycho, shown at t. A lunar observer on Plato M-ould have
had the centre of the earth sittiate nearly as at p— outside the

disc SiS^Sj—and therefore would have had an arc of sun-

light round a part only of the earth's disc. In any other

place on the moon we have only to set the place in its

proper quadrant of the moon, as indicated by the letters

.<, e, n, w. We miyht make a map of the moon within the
circle sen lo (as suggested by the rays from Tycho), the

* Not the same as northwards or southwards relatively to the
celestial eqnator,—but nearly northwards or southwards relatively
to the ecliptic.

t Not westwards for an easterly movement, and vice rersil,

because as we face the full moon the eastward side is on the left,

whereas as an observer on the moon faces the earth the eastward
side of her disc is towards the riffht.

only difference from an ordinary map of the moon being
that our map would interchange east and west, or appear
as the usual map does when held opposite a looking-glass.

In Fig. 1, E, and E^ are the positions of the earth's

centre at the time of first and last contact with the total

shadow, and are obtained by describing an arc round S as
centre with radius C M— Cs -t- C S to cut L N in E, and Ej

;

Eo and E^ are the positions of the earth's centre when total

eclipse was just beginning and just ending, and are obtained
liy describing an arc round S as centre with radius equal
to C M - Cs - C S, to cut L N in E, and E,. S„ S„, S„ and
Sj, are the points where E„ S„ E„ S (produced), E^^ S
(produced) and Ej S meet the edge of the sun's disc. Lines
from parallel to tljese four lines meet the circle repre-
senting the earth's disc in the points e^, e.., e.„ and e„
corresponding to those parts of the edge of the disc which
give the part of the umbra (i) first seen on the moon's face,

(i
) j-ist completing totality by coming up to the moons

eage
;

(iii) just ending totality by leaving the moon's edge,
and (iv) last seen on the moon's face.* The corresponding
points are marked on Fig. 2, and ahso on Fig. 3, which
represent the " sun-view of the earth " for the time of
central eclipse. Only, of course, it will be noticed that as
both these maps are for 10 h. 2 m. Greenwich mean time
(p.m.), the aspect for the four epochs ju.st dealt with will be
considerably different. The times for these are respec-
tively :

—

(i) 8h. 15-2 m.-)
(iii IMi. 15-Sm.( „ . , ,. , X

(iii) llh. 48-Sm. (
Greenwich mean time (p.m.),

and (iv) 12 h. 472 m. )

and about Hi m. later for Greenwich solar time. It will

be easy for the student to make corresjionding projections

Fig. 3.—Sun view of th- Ea ih at t.'ie time of central Ec
Ocr. 4, 10.2 p.m. (G.M.T.)

ipse.

from Fig. 3, in which the longitude and latitude lines have
been left in for his guidance. For (i) the point A in Fig. 3
must be brought on the central meridian PP' ; for (ii) the
point B ; for (iii) the point C ; and for (iv) the point D.
Corresponding changes may be made in Fig. 2 ; but, as a

matter of fact, there is no occasion to use both projections.

* These radii, C M — C s + C S are deduced from the consideration

that the earth's disc (radius C JI) is just to touch the sun's disc

(radius C S) (i) externally (ii) internally, as seen from only one
]ioint on the moon's surface, that point being on the edge of the

moon's disc (radius C s).
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It will be seen that when M. Ad. de Boe, of Antwerp,
noticed the remuikalile a])pearance pictured at p. 325, the

Cordilleras were not at the edge of the earth's disc near (?„

as my friend. Captain Noble, sugijested. Probably the

projection at a in M. de Boij's figure corresponded with

cloud-layers above the western parts of the North
Atlantic, near the shores of French Guiana, and northern

Brazil (north of the mouth of the Amazon), or it may have

been an effect of irradiation only.

Fig. l.—The Luuar Eclipse of Oct. 4.

Many pretty problems will suggest themselves to the

student in connection with the outline of the subject here
presented. But the majority of our readers will probably
consider that space ought not further to be given to a

subject belonging wholly to the geometry of astronomy.

I shall take occasion shortly, however, to touch on the

way in which the sun, when geometrically behind the di>c

of the earth as seen from the moon, is brought into view by
refraction,—a matter about which much misapprehension
exists, even among professional (by which I mean official)

astronomers.

CHAPTEKS ON MODERN DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.

IV.—THE FKAMEWORK OF THE DWELLING-HOUSE

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF COKSTRUCTIOX.

TOBIN'S tubes, which we were led to mention inci-

dentally last week, whilst discussing the subject of

inlet ventilators, consist of wooden or metal tubes, a few
inches square and about five feet in length. They are
usually fixed in the corners of rooms, are open at the top,

and Gomoiunicate with the outer atmosphere at the bottom,
through air-bricks or gratings. It is sometimes advisable
to have the external portions of these pipes bent vertically

downwards, outside of the walls to which they are affixed—a method which diminishes the quantity of au--borne dirt

which is liable at all times to enter the apartment in spite

of every care. The tubes need not interfere with the
artistic arrangements of the room. Indeed, they may be
made to add to its general beauty

—

e.g., in the drawing and
dining rooms they may be introduced beneath bottomless
vases of Doulton ware, or in many other ways to harmonise
with the internal decorations.

A decided improvement upon these simple vertical tubes
is that known by the name of " Ellison's Expanding Venti-
lating Tubes." The principle of the " conical ventilator,"

noticed in our last communication, is here added to the

vertical tube in its expanding upper free extremity. Thi^
lias the effect of spreading the air over a large area, and
thus preventing draughtiness. These ventilatirs ought to be
inserted through the wall at the height—from 6 It. to 8 ft.

above the floor—at which they are to be fixed ; it is not
necessary, as in the long " Tobin's tubes," to carry them
upwards from the level of the floor. Mr. Ellison, the

inventor, recommends that they should be placed above

the spaces allocated to seats, or similar low pieces of furni-

ture. They are made of zinc, either with or without

closing and opening valves, and are to be recommended
on account of their cheapness, durability, and effective

action.

We have considered how fresh air ought to be conveyed

into the apartments of a house by simple passive means,

and it now remains to provide for the removal of the

vitiated air in the establishment of a rational system of

house-ventilation. A suitable outlet ought to be made
beneath the cornice, or at the highest available part, a few
inches below the ceiling in the smoke-flue, and a mica

ventilator, or other valvate arrangement, fixed therein in

such a way as to prevent the regurgitation of smoke and
its unpleasant passage into the house. Smoky and sluggish

chimneys, however, are very apt to give great trouble with

such an apparatus, which is best adapted to work in con-

junction with chimneys which have a good upward daught,

and are not exposed to tbe influence of the prevailing

winds through the use of well-devised cowls and protectors.

It is a very difficult matter to fix an outlet ventilator which

shall work with any degree of success in opposition to the

chimney in an opening made through an external wall,

otherwise the aerial circulation would be considerably

simplified.

The removal of heated air and the products of com-

but-tion from gas and other analogous illuminators can be

effected by the simple expedient of inverted tubes with

expanded mouths placed directly over the flames, and con-

structed in such a way as to lend a pleasing and artistic

aspect to the room. We shall give a few special illustra-

tions of this when we come to treat of the question of

domestic lighting.

It is a very common error to suppose that lofty ceilings

are conducive to good ventilation in projjortion to their

greater height. Such is not the case ; the contaminated

air, in consequence of its relatively high temperature,

ascends ; it goes on parting with its heat, aud, if the ceiling

is very high, it descends with redoubled speed iu virtue of

its greater specific gravity, instead of escajni'g through the

outlet ventilator, whilst its warmth is still sufficient to

cause it to ascend through the aperture in the chimney flue.

In a moderately low-ceilinged room the foul air escapes

readily, and the purity of the atmosphere is thus secured.

Hence it is advisable, volume for volume, to have breadth

and width rather than height.

The fireplaces in a house exercise an important influence

over its ventilation. As the kitchen fire is the one which

is most constantly employed, it often happens that its

action induces a down-current in the other rooms, which

may reach from the highest floor even to the very basement

It is, therefore, important to isolate the several apartments

and passages of a house as much as possible, in the event

of communicable disease from one room to another through

these general draughts.

We have laid great stress upon the ventilation of in-

habited apartments, because it is a subject which seems to

be almost universally neglected in practice. We have

endeavoured to show how all the benefits of a pure

atmosphere indoors can be easily gained, through the use

of simple and inexpensive apparatus, and we are confident
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that if our readers adopt the measures we have indicated,

they will bo aiuply repaid by the enjoyment of increased

bodily health, und freedom from the many ills which are

attendant oji a defective system of ventilation or an entire

absence thereof.

We presume that the majority of minor dwelling-houses

are devoid of any well-regulated system of ventilation ; the

holders of such abodes would do well to test the atmo-

sphere of their apartments, and improve their condition if

necessary. As the percentage of carbonic acid gaa usually

indicates the stale of atmospheric impurity, it is of advan-

tage to ascertain its relative quantity by some simple ex-

pedient, such as the following tentative test :

—

Conjecture the percentage of carbonic acid in the air to be
tested. Then take half an ounce of perfectly clear lime-water, and
agitate it, with the contained air, in a bottle holdin^^ the number of

ounces standing in the following Table opposite to the supposed
percentage. It' a white turbidity is produced, the air contains more
than the attributed quantity of carbonic acid, and the experiment
may be repeated for higher proportions. The first column gives

the content of the bottle, in avoirdupois ounces, including the

space occupied by half an ounce of lime-water ; the second column
gives the percentage of carbonic acid in the air.*

A.V. oz.

15-60
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of the earth] There are as many kinds of invisible as

visible creatures. We see from the elephant to the very

ant, beyond which our sight fails us ; and yet, counting

from that minute creature, there are an infinity of lesser

animals, which would be imperceptible without the aid of

glasses. But our magnifying glasses show us, that in the

least drop of rain-water, vinegar, or any other liquid, there

are great numbers of little fishes or ser[jents, [!] which

we could never have suspected there ; and philosophers

believe that the acid taste of these liquids proceeds from a

sharpness issued through the forked stings of these

animals, lodged under their tongues ; and further,

that by mixing certain things with any one of

these liquors, and letting them stand and corrupt,

will produce a new species of little animals. Several,

even of the most solid bodies, are nothing but an im-

men.se swarm of imperceptible insects. I)o but consider

this mulberry leaf : it ia a great world inhabited by multi-

tudes of these invisible worlds. It is to them a country

of a vast extent : what mountains, what abysses are there

in it ! The insects of one side know no more of their

fellow creatures on t'other than you and I can tell what
they are now doing at the Antipodes. Is it not reason-

able, then, to imagine that a great planet should be

inhabited t In the hardest stones, for example, in marble

there are an infinity of worms which fill up the vacuums,

and feed upon the substance of the stone. Fancy, then,

millions of living creatures to subsist many years on a

grain of sand ; so that were the moon but one continued

rock, I would rather she should be gnaw'd by these invisible

mites than not be inhabited.
" In short, everything is animated. Imagine, then, those

animals which are yet undiscovered, and add them and
those which are but lately discovered to those we have

always seen, you will find the earth swarms with inhabi-

tants, and that Nature has so liberally furnished it with

animals, that she is not in the least concerned for our not

seeing above one half of them. Why, then, should Nature,

which is fruitful to an excess here, be so very barren as

to jjroduce no living things in the rest of the planets 1"

" I must own," said the Marchioness, " you have con-

vince'd my reason ; but you have confounded my fancy

with such variety that I caunot imagine how Nature,

which hates repetitions, should produce so many different

kinds."
" There is no need of fancy," replied I. " Do but trust

your eyes, and you will easily perceive how Nature diversi-

fies in these several worlds. All human faces in general

are of the same model, and yet the Europeans and the

Africans have two particular molds : nay, commonly
every family has a different aspect. What secret, then, has

Nature to show so much variety in a single face. Our
world, in respect of the universe, is but a little family,

where all the faces bear some resemblance to each other
;

in another place is another family, whose faces have quite a

diflferent air and make. The difference, too, increases with

the distance ; for whosoever should see an inhabitant of

the mo m and an inhabitant of the earth would soon per-

ceive they were nearer neighbours than one of the earth

and one of Saturn. Here, for example, we have the use

of voice ; in another world they speak by signs, and at

a greater distance they do not speak at all. Here our

reason is formed by experience, in the next world expe-

rience contributes little towards it, and in the next to that

old men know no more than children. Here we are troubled
1

more with what is to come than with what is past ; in the

next world they are more troubled for what is past than
for what is to come ; further off they are not concern'd

with either—which, by the way, I think is much the

better. Here 'tis thought we want a sixth sense, which
would teach us many things of which we are now ignorant.

Tliis sixth sense is apparently in another world, where they
want one of the five which we enjoy. Nay, perhaps there
is a much greater number of senses ; but in the partition we
have made of 'em with the inhabitants of the other planets
there are but five fallen to our share, with which we are

well contented for want of being acquainted with the rest.

Our sciences have bounds which the wit of man could
never pass. There is a point where they fail us on a

sudden ; the rest is reserved for other worlds, where some-
what which we know is unknown to them. This planet
enjoys the pleasures of love, but lies desolate in several

places by the fury of war ; in another planet they enjoy

perpetual peace, yet in the midst of that peace know
nothing of love, and time lies on their hands. In a word,

that which Nature practices here in little, in dintributing

her gifts among mankind, she does at large in other worlds,

where she makes use of that admirable secret she has to

diversify all things, and at the same time makes 'em equal,

by com|iensating for the inequality.
" But is it not time, madam, to be serious ? How will

you dispose of all those notions ?

"

" Trouble not yourself," says she, " Fancy ia a great

traveller: I already comprehend these several worlds,

and represent to myself their different characters and
customs ; some of them, I assure you, are very extra-

ordinary. I see at this moment a thousand different

figures, tho' I cannot well describe 'em."
" Oh, leave them," said I, " to your dreams : we

shall know to-morrow whether they represent the matter
faithfully, and what they have taught you in relation to

the inhabitants of any of the planets."

(To be continued.)

^fbiehjsf*

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

A Treatise on the Priticiplee of Chemistry. By M. 31.

P.\TTisoN MuiK, M A., ic. (Cambridge : The University
Press. 18S4.)—This is a book worthy at once of its

author and of the channel through which it is given to the
world. As a systematic treatise on chemical |)hilosophy,

it has, probably, nothing at present to rival it in the
English language. Mr. Muir sets forth the principles and
laws of chemistry in a definite and perspicuous form,
treating of the theories by which the relations between its

facts are established, to a considerable extent from an
historical point of view. He begins with an exposition of
the atomic and molecular theory, and shows how it ia

ajiplied to explain the phenomena of allotropy, isomerism.
ic, and to chemical classification. Thermal, optical, and
physical chemistiy generally, make up the remainder of our
author's fir.st division of his work, to which he has applied the
title, " Chemical Statics." Under the head of " Chemical
Kinetics," the remaining portion of the volume is devoted
to dissociation, change, and affinity, and to the rela-

tions between chemical action and the distribution of the
energy of the changing system. All this is admirably
done. Great pains have obviously been taken to assign to

every worker his precise share in the advances effected in

the science. This is as apparent in the tracing of the atomic
theory through Richter, Fischer, Higgins, and Dalton, and
others, down to its latest development ; as in the careful
balancing of the proportion of credit respectively due to

those by whom the so-called " Periodic Law " has been
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established. It will be gathered fiom this precis that Mr.

Muir does not address the mere beginner. To the f-tudent,

however, already possessing a certain amount of familiarity

with chemical facts, his book will be found invaluable. As
we close the volume, the words of the writer of Ecclesiastes,

"There is no new thing under the sun," recurs to us, aud
we are struck by the strangeness of the reflection, that we
have been perusing a masterly exposition and defence of

that doctrine of atoms which, first formally enunciated by

Democritus 2,300 years ago, sank for more than two
chiliads into oblivion.

A mong the Stars. By Agnes Giberxe. (London

:

Seeley k Co. 1S85.)—Why Miss Giberne should imagine

that any sane English gentleman would christen his son
" Ikon " is not very apparent, but when we ignore, or get

accustomed to, the little bit of affectation which this in-

dicates, we find that she really does contrive to convey a

considerable amount of elementary astronomical knowledge
in the volume before us. What " Ikon " learned from

Herr Lehrer, Fraulein Stella, and Mr. Fritz, the young
reader must go to the book himself to discover. We may
pretty safely predict that, if it does not find him with a

taste for astronomy, it will leave him with one. The title-

page bears the date 1685; we trust, however, that so very

appropriate a Christmas present for good little children, for

whom it is proposed to provide a high and ennoblmg recrea-

tion, will be issued in time to be put to so legitimate a

use.

Healthy Manvfacliire of Bread. By Benjamin Wakd
Richardson, M.D. (London : Bailliere, Tindall, <t Cox.

1884.)—From time to time readers of the newspapers are

startled with revelations as to the condition of many of the

bakehouses in the metropolis and in other large cities and
towns, and learn, with disgust and dismay, that they are liable

to eat bread contaminated with alum, human perspiration

and exhalations, sewer gas, cockroaches, and other abomina-

tions incidental to its manufacture in closely-contined and
heated cellars. In the ordinary process of bread-makinrj

flour, potatoes, and yeast are mixed to form a " ferment,"

to which, at the end of six hours or so, a quarter of the

flour ultimately to be used is added, and this (now called

the " sponge ") is set further to rise. When it is ready, the

remaining three-quarters of the Hour are added, and the

whole kneaded into dough. This is cut into pieces of

proper size, put into the oven, and baked. Such, in the

briefest terms, is the process of bread-making carried on
sometimes, but happily more rarely than formerly, in over-

heated and ill-ventilated cellars, with occasional sewers

running beside or even through them. In these stifling

dungeons the pert-piring workmen knead the dough with

their hands or feet, and sleep in their clothes upon the
" boards " on which the dough is weighed out. Now,
the sole object of the fermenting process is to gene-

rate carbonic acid gas (the gas which makes soda-

water, champagne, and bottled ale sparkle)— the object

is, we say, to cause this gas to permeate the bread

in bubbles, and so make it light and spongy.

In Dr. Richardsc us book he shows how this may be done
by forcing the gas itself directly into the mixture of flour

and water, as efl'ected under Dr. Dauglish's patent : Dr.

Dauglish's process not only involving this manifest improve-

ment, but actually producing the loaf from the flour in the

sack without its being touched by human hands, until it

issues baked from the oven and ready for consumption.

This is the well-known and popular aerated bread, and it is

to an explanation of its mode of manufacture, and the

advantages accruing from its use, that our author addresses

himself. Every one who is concerned in procuring abso-

lutely pure :^rfl wholtsome I uari—Hnd who is not ?— should

read through the work whose title heads this notice from

cover to cover.

77(6 Principles of Parliamentary Eepreb-entution. By
Cdas. L. Dodgson, ma (London : Harrison &, Sons.

1884.)—Now that a redistribution of seats in Parliament

appears imminent, it behoves every one who has the welfare

of his country at heart to endeavour to ensure that such

distribution shall have the tflFect of aflfording the greatest

chance possible to each individual elector of being repre-

sented in the House. That every elector should be so

represented is, of course, impossible ; but the tendency of

legislation should be in the direction indicated. As a con-

tribution towards the attainment of this desideratum we
must afibrd unstinted ])raise to Mr. Dodgson's tract, which

lays down, on mathematical principles, the numbers of

voters to be assigned to each electoral district, and the

number of members to be returned. He treats also of

the mode of counting the votes, and gof s into other prac-

tical details, which cannot fail to be of the highest value

to all who approach the consideration of the subject

from a scientific—as contradistinguished from the merely

party—point of view. The party politician may look

askance at equations as applied to the question of repre-

sentation, but the wise man will read, mark, learn, and

inwardly digest this little book, with the result of find-

ing that its conclusions are at once sound and valuable.

Ethnology of Egyptian Sudan. By Prof. A. H. Keane,
B.A. (London: Edward Stanford. 18S4.)—With the

fate of that gallant heio, Gordon, trembling in the balance,

to say nothing of complications in connection with the

country itself, whereof no man may see the end, every-

thing concerning the Sudan at present is a matter of great

popular interest. In the woik before us that well-known

anthropologist and philologist, Prof. Keane, gives a

descriptive account of the various tribes who inhabit the

Sudan, furnishing details of what is known as to their

origin, language, &.c. Readers will be considerably sur-

prised to learn what a heterogeneous populatic.n inhabits the

area to the elucidation of the ethnology of which Mr.

Keane's pamphlet is devoted.

Flatland : a Romance of many Dimensions. By A.

Square. (London : Seeley k Co. 1884 )—The Jew d'esprit

whose title heads this notice is obviously the producti"n of

a follower of Lobatschewsky and Biemann—his end seem-

ingly being to familiarise his readers with the idea that it

may, after all, be only the shape of the space accessible to

our observation which binds us down rigidly to the concep-

tion of its possession of three dimensions, and three only.

The writer, whose universe is a plane, finds it utterly

impossible to imagine the existence of thickness prior to

his visit to this part of the cosmos, length and breadth being

the only ones recognisable. He gets a certain amount of

fun out of his description of " Flatland," in which the

lower classes (and soldiers) are isosceles triangles, the

middle classes squares, the upper middle with a tendency

to a pentasonal, or even hexagonal, forms, and the aris-

tocracy circles—the female sex in all classes being practi-

cally only straight lines. Nor does terrestrial sociology

escape numerous sly pokes in the descriptions of political

and domestic life in "Flatland." This daintily got-up

work will afford any one (and, notably, the mathematician)

half-an-hour's amusing reading.

Eon: to Live on a Shilling a ^eek. By One who has

Tried it. (London : T. i R. Maxwell, 1884 )—That men
leading sedentary lives would enjoy better health if a larger

proportim of their food were vegetable may readily be con-

ceded. To insist, however, that every human being shall

foithwith take to grazing, like a sheep (or Nebuchadnezzar),

is ihe verv redicctio ad ahs'irdnm, and is simply calculated
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to set people against vegetarianism, even in a modified

form, altogether. The author of the work before us, how-

ever, tells us how he and a small boy lived upon two
shillingsworth ot vegetables for a whole week—the " vege-

tables," by the way, though, including two quarts of skim

milk and three ounces of lard. It is needless to add that

this was all washed down by the beverage of the lowest and

most degraded races the world has yet seen—water. " One
who has Tried it ' overdoes the whole thing.

Mottoes and Motives. (London : Elliott Stock, 1884.)

—

"This," said the lamented Mrs. Gamp, "is my mortar,

which I sticks to." Would that she were at our elbow to

satisfy us as to which are the "mottoes" and which the

" motives," in the wonderful farrago before us ; inasmuch

as we are utterly unalJe to do so by the limited light

vouchsafed to us.

We have, too, on our table. Part VII. of Heath's Fern

Portfolio, with its exquisite plates of the Maiden-hair, Poly-

pody, and Bristle ferns, the venation in the latter being

starilingly natural. Also the Kansas City Revieir, a very

able Scientific Journal, Bradstreet's, The Medical Press and
Circular, The Tricyclist, The Sidereal Messenger, Society

(with its readable and exciting Christmas Number, and a

large cartoon of celebrities), and Tli^ American Druggist.

THE FACE OF THE SKY.
From Xovembee 21st to Decembbb 5th.

By F.R.A.S.

THE usual daily examination of the Snn's disc ivill be made for

spots and facnla>. Maps XI. and XII. of " The Stars in their

Seasons" may be consnlted for the aspect of the night sky.

Mercury is an evening star, but aa badly placed for observation as

he well can be. Venus is a morning star, and is still a bright

object before sunrise, though now somewhat shorn of her glory.

Mars is invisible. Jupiter rises about llh. 22m. to-night, and a
little after half-past 10 by the 5th pros., but, of course, he does
not attain sufficient altitude to be favourably seen during the
working hours of the ordinary amateur's night. On the night of

the 29th an eclipse of his third satellite may possibly be seen at

llh. 46m. 28s., a similar phenomenon occurring with his second
satellite on December Ist, at 12h. 4-lm. 8s. p.m. Satellite I. will

pass off his disc at llh. 15m. p.m. on December 4th, but he will be
very low down. Saturn continues visible practically all night long.

He is travelling away to the westward, to the north of ? Tauri.

He is a glorious object in the telescope. Uranus is invisible,

but Neptune is above the horizon all night long, and may be found
from directions previously given in these columns. The Moon
enters her first quarter at lOh. 15'9m. p.m. on November 25, and
is full on December 2nd, at 6h. 59'7m. in the evening. There will

be high tides about this date. FoiU' oecultations of stars will

occur at convenient times during the next fortnight. On the 25th,

6 Aquarii, a star of the 4i mag., will disappear at the Moon's dark
limb at 5h. 39m. p.m., at an angle from her vertex of 135°, reap-
pearing at her bright limb at 6h. 52m. p.m. at a vertical angle of
281*. On the 27th, a 6J mag. star, b.a.c. 8311, will disappear at
the dark limb at 4h. 19m. at a vertical angle of 104°, to reappear
at the bright limb of the Moon at 5h. 25m. p.m., at an angle of
252' from her vertex. On the 30th, 38 Arietis, a star of the 5th
mag., will disappear at the dark limb at 6h. 35m. p.m., at

an angle of 40° from the vertex of the Moon. It will

reappear at the bright limb at a vertical angle of 293° at
7h. 29m. p.m. Lastly, on December 3rd, b..\.c. 1930, of the

6i mag. will disappear at the bright limb at lOh. 20m. at a
vertical angle of 355°, reappearing at the dark limb at 10.51 p.m.
at an angle from the vertex of the Moon of 305°. The Moon is in

Sagittarius to-day and to-morrow, quitting it for Capricomus at
2 a.m. on the 23rd. At one o'clock that night she crosses into
Aquarius, through which she is travelling until 9 p.m. on the 26th.
She then enters Pisces, her journey through which large constella-
tion it takes her until 10 p.m. until the 29th to accomplish. At
this hour she passes into Aries. She quits Aries for Taurus at
noon on Dec. 1, and that in turn for the northern part of Orion at
7 p.m. on the 3rd. It takes her until G.30 the next morning to
traverse this and emerge in Gemini. She crosses the boundary
between Gemini and Cancer at G p.m. on Dee. 5, and we there leave
her. [The above was inadvertently omitted from our last issue.]

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfsed Tenkvsob.

Only a tmall proportion of Letters received can possiily be in-

terted. Correspondents mvst not le offended, therefore, should their

letters not appear.
All Editorial eommunicalione should be addressed to the Editor Of

Knowledge; all Business commvnications to the Publishers, at tht

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, W.C. Ip THIS 18 KOT ATTENDED TO
delays arise fob which the Editor is not responsible.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Ofice Orders should be made
payable to Messes. Wyman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.
No communications are answered by post, even though biakpkd

AND directed envelope be enclosed.

DOCTORING WINE.
[1515]—I see that Mr. Mattieu Williams, at page 331 of Know-

ledge, revives the old cry alxiut the dangerous properties of the
gypsum frequently used in the preparation of wine.

I think that the correctness of his chemical theory and opinion
on this point is very doubtful. In the first place, sulpliate of lime
is very slightly soluble in water, and so is bi-tartrute of potash

;

and it is contrary to the usual theory of chemical combination to
suppose that the constituents of these two salts would separate and
re-combine as sulphate of potash, which is more soluble than either,

unless the tartrate of lime which must be formed were absolutely
insoluble and at once precipitated.

If this were the result of mixing sulphate of lime and bi-tartrate
of potash in wine, the same result would ensue if bi-tartrate of
potash were added to hard water, which contains salts of lime, and
the water would be clouded and softened, which is not the case.

Again, as to the chemical effect in the body, would Mr. M.
Williams explain on what authority he asserts that sulphate of

potash or sulphuric acid is a precipitant of lithic acid ? The analysis

given in Miller's " Chemistry " shows that they exist together in

solution. If it did precipitate uric acid, the sulphate of lime in

hard water and the sulphate of soda in Carlsbad water would
have the same effect.

It seems to be a dangerous doctrine to say port is less productive
of gout than a dry sherry, because the latter may contain a trace

of gypsum, and I think the opinion of Dr. H. Dobell, in "Diet
and Eegimen," and that expressed in " From Vineyard to

Decanter," by Don Pedro Verdad, as to its harmlessness, is more
reliable. Gypsum.

IS GYPSUM IN BEEE INJURIOUS ?

[151Gj—At the recent Brewers' Exhibition, large quantities of

prepared gypsum, warranted " to dissolve freely in water," were
exposed for sale. It seems that brewers cannot make good beer
except with hard water, and that the hardness produced by gypsunx
is preferable to that produced by chalk. Possibly this addition is

not so injurious in beer as in wine, but I think we should all like

to hear Mr. W. Mattieu Williams's opinion on the subject.

John J. Scaegill.

PREVISION IN A DREAM.

[1517]—JIany years ago I had just joined the East India College,

Haileybury, in the winter term, and, the morning after my arrival,

was seated at breakfast with a friend—another freshman. I told

him I had had one of my curious dreams the previous night, and I

said; "I know there must be a cricket pavilion here with a
verandah round it, for I dreamed that you and I were sitting in the

verandah watching a match. Two men were standing in front of

us talking; one of them was tall and dark, and the other was short,

with red, curly hair. The former said so-and-so to the latter, and
addressed him aa ' Stumpvrich.' Was not that a queer name ? The
actual name was not this, but it was one quite as odd and unmean-
ing." Next day we were again in my room when I saw a man
crossing the quad, and I pointed him out to my friend, saying

:

" That is the man who was called ' Stumpwich '
; let us find out if
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that is his name." Other things put this matter out of our heads,
and we forgot all about it. However, one day during the summer
term following, my friend and I were seated in the verandah of the
cricket pavilion watching a match, and two men—who, of course,

wo know then—were talking in front of ns. As soon as they began
to converse I clutched hold of my friend and said ;

" Xow, listen !

You remember what I told you the first day last term ? " The
conversation we listened to was not .apropos of anything in par-

ticular, but it seemed all quite familiar to mo ; and the tall maa
addressed the man with curly red hair as " Stumpwich "—which, in

fact, was not his name, but his nickname. Now, I could not have
known anything of this before I dreamt it. There was no signifi-

cance attached to it ; but I have a witness now li\ing who can
prove that this prophetic dream was not an hallucination.—Yours
faithfully, H. B. L.

NO MATTER!

[1518]—Is the materialistic theory necessarily true ? Matter is

said to be composed of atoms—some say atoms of one kind only

—

others, atoms of hydrogen, oxygen, &e. In any case, these atoms
uever alter. An atom of hydrogen in a glass of water to-day was
an atom of hydrogen in the primeval nebula. Combinations of

atoms form molecules. Groups of molecules form solid liquid or

gaseous matter, according to circumstances. Different arrange-
ments of atoms produce different kinds of matter, but the atom
never alters. Can an atom which never alters have any poten-
tiality':' There is no growth in the atom. No power of evolution
iu itself. To say all atoms are mutually attracted or mutually
repelled is not true. The power, therefore, which arranges the
atoms is outside them. That no two atoms touch one another may
be taken as an axiom. But the distance between them may be
great or small ; our senses cannot perceive it so long as it remains
relatively the same in all matter. At one time it may be many
miles, at another but a few inches. So with time. Time may be
composed of small periods. In fact, the only rational conception
of continuous time is a number of small periods following

cue another. So again with motion. How does an atom
get from one place to another ? We can only imagine
it in one place one moment and in another the next.

It is not, therefore, an irrational conclusion to come to

that the universe is carried on by a system of destructions and
creations of matter. If so, the periods between the destructions

and re-creations may vary in length without our senses being
aware of it, and the terms "cause and effect" would have to be
substituted by " antecedent and consequence." The cause would
be outside. What that cause is is a matter of speculation. It may
bo the will of a single Deity, or of several demons, or of gods,

demons, and human beings working harmoniously or otherwise.
All I ask is. Is not the theory as probable as the purely materialistic

one, which results in a continuous cycle of endless eras, exactly
alike ? During the last ten years scii'nfijic and mat€riali:<tic have
become too nearly convertible terms. It is to the advantage of

neither science nor materialism. Jos. W. Alexaxder.

THE FAST OF TABERNACLES.

[1519]—Apropos of your editorial note (Vol. V., p. 272) wherein
you express surprise that the Christian Church, though still cele-

brating the Passover, should " somehow have gotten rid of that

particular fast" (of Tabernacles), it may interest you to know
that we in Scotland srill (as I believe) retain its equivalent.

Until within quite recent years the Church of Scotland cele-

brated the Holy Communion only twice a year, in spring and
autnmn; and in the great majority of parishes that is still the

case. Previous to the "Sacrament Sunday," a day was (and still

is) appointed to be "a day of solemn fasting, humiliation, and
prayer." There is reason to believe that these "Fast-days," as

they are termed, are much older than the Reformation.
Can you account for their being fixed for " the Thursday (in

some parts Wednesday) before the last Friday" in April and
October, instead of in March and September. CuEiors.

CHILDREN'S DRESS.

[1520]—About two years ago you favoured me by inserting in

your valuable Knowledge a letter on children's dress. I veuture

again to call the attention of your readers to this subject, for I do
not think that the reform is gaining ground as quickly as it

should, notwithstanding lectures, dress associations, and exhi-

bitions.

I find all my Liberal friends most conservative in dress, and,

although my persona! demonstration of the good resulting from

our reform convinces them that we are right, they will not (ex-

ceptions are so few) act upon their convictions. We may hope,

perhaps, that the introduction of Dr. Jaeger's sanitary system of

woollen clothing will do much to aid our cause. I am myself
deriving great benefit from the adoption of the all tvoollen materials,

even to sleeping in blankets, discarding linen and calico sheets

altogether ; and I do feel that if mothers would just read the

little book on " Health Culture" (by Dr. Jaeger), that they would,

for the comfort and well-being of their nursery inmates, at any
rate, adopt the principles of clothing therein advocated, and maybe
they would themselves become converts to what is rational, com-
fortable, and healthful in the fashion of dress.

Fearing to trespass on your limited space, I abstain from
further remarks, hoping the above suggestion, as a flying thought,

may stimxilato some one to try the innovation. E. Phillips.

THE SAMIAN TUNNEL.

[1521]—In No. 157 you reprint from Iron the account of the

re-discovery of this ancient monument. (Reading Herodotus
straight through for the first time I came on his account of it just

after reading your extract.) It seems to me especially valuable as
a test of the correctness of our ideas of ancient measures.
(Herodotus (iii. 60) says its length was 7 stadia= 4,245 ft. Iron

says about 5,000. Height and breadth S ft. ; Iron, 5t x 6. Canal,

depth 20 cubits ; Iron, about 5 ft. Width, 3 ft. ; Iron, nearly 3 ft.

The Greek foot was one-eighth of an inch longer than ours.

There were different kinds of cubits, but it is reasonable to

suppose that the Samian cubit is here meant. Now, it was 18i in.

—20.'. =30 ft. 5 in. The other cubits were greater than the
Samian. How can this enormous discrepancy be explained ? la it

possible that only one-sixth of the canal has been dug out ? That
seems iuiprobable, because the pipes have been discovered in situ.

It seems more likely that Herodotus, generally so exact, misunder-

stood the figure.

By the way, he says nothing to lead us to suppose it " a work of

the 10th centmy B.C." He mentions it after stories about
Cambyses, Polycrates, and Periander, all late in the 6th century
B.C. ; but there is no reason to suppose it was constructed then.

Is not the " peaked arch " of bricks a hitherto unknown feature

in Greek architecture ?

He says the mountain was 300 yards high, and mentions the pipes

without detail. Uallyakds.

FOSSIL AND MODERN EYES.

[1522]—Neither you nor any correspondent proposes a reason
for the contrast I remarked between the general size of eyes in the
elder fossil animals, from the Pala;ozoic strata up to the Oolite, and
the very reduced eyes of all later times ; and so I will, as promised,
suggest one. My notion is that the large-eyed creatures may
probably have flourished in the days before there was a sun.

Yon must be well aware how essential a point it is of the Kantian
or Laplace cosmogony now in vogue that the sun has to be held
younger, by vast ages, than any of his planets. The smallest

bodies are assumed to have condensed the first ; and our earth,

however diminutive among them, is the biggest body that we have
yet, remember, any ground for supposing partly solidified. Very
much of her crust, and even of her ocean, she must have had for

long ages before cm- day-star became aught more than a diffuse

nebula, somewhat like that in Andromeda. Calculate the light

that the brightest such nebula would yield us, if subtending an
oval, say of 20° by 40°—which, at the sun's distance, would imply
it to occupy about 200,000 times his present bulk—and you will

find it but a small fraction of our present daylight ; though it may
have radiated far more heat. Now, in process of ages, a time came
that this great fire-mist shrank down into its present compactness,
within its enclosing bubble of metallic liquids, and with its bril-

liant photosphere. Then, for the first time, did the other planets,

previously invisible here, and our moon, visible only as a black

spot transiting by day, become lights at night. And then, I sup-

pose, the big eyes of ichthyosauri, &c., no longer being needed or

advantageous, those creatures were superseded by such as the
iguanodon, &c., with eyes on no bigger a scale than the animals of

to-day have. E. L. G.\J£BETT.

Nov. 17, 1884.

[I fear that, in popular parlance, Mr. Garbett's theory " will not
hold water." The eyes of the trilobites differ in no material

respect from those of the recent dragon-fly, while those of the
Silurian Crustacea generally, the fish of the old red sandstone, &c.,

are certainly not abnormally large. Moreover, it is not easy to see

how the superabundant Carboniferous flora can have fionrished

without sunlight, dimmed as it may possibly have been by laige
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quantities of rapoiir ; while that the abundant Jurassic fauna could
have existed by the h'ght of a diffuse nebula will meet with scant
credence indeed among zoologists.

—

Ed.]

[Nov. 28, 1884.

A PROPERTY OF CERTAIN NUMBERS.
[1523]—Let 1! be ary number prime to 10; that is, any number

whose unit figure is 1, 3, 7, or 9.

Work out the decimal equivalent of _.
7)

Let A represent the first figure, n the remainder ; B the second
figure, b the remainder ; and so on. Finally, we shall get a figure
(say N) giving 1 as remainder. Clear'y the decimal will recur
after N.

Thus, - = .ABCD N,
71

And the successive remainders are

a, hj c, d, 1.

Now, " = .LiCD NA
n

(since gives B, and h remainder, &c)
n

And the remainders are h, c, il 1, a.

Similarly, - = .CD NAB,
n

with remainders c, il 1, «, ;..

And so on, using each of the remainders in turn as multiplier.

This is the whole mystery of the so-called figure puzzles 1398 and
1507, and of as many more as there are numbers prime to 10.

On referring to each of these '" puzzles," it will be seen that in

each case the multipliers are the swccidiive remainders in working

out the decimal equivalent of — or .

—

7 13
I have a8S]imed that all numbers prime to 10 give pure recurring

decimals. Readers may like to work out the proof of this for
themselves. It is not difficult. W.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
K. K. Thanks for your offer, but we are so over-crowded that

papers by members of our regular staff are now standing in type
because no room can be found for them.—H. F. sends an account
of the finding by a gentleman at Rnrutoa, an island in the South
Pacific, of a plate belonging to a Royal Mail steamer, no vessel of

that company's fleet ever having sailed within thousands of miles
of the place. Prior to this the brother of the finder, who was purser
on board of the Mexican R.M.S., went down on that vessel; and
the suggestion (for no proof is attempted) is that the plate may
have belonged to the lost steamer. He also forwards an account
of a Mrs. France, the wife of a betting-man in Button-street,

Liverpool, who, the night before the Derby was run in 1867,
dreamed that Hermit won it in a snowstorm—which, as a
matter of fact, he did under those meteorological conditions.

The " queer query " might more a]ipropriately go to the Family
Herald^ or some similar paper. I cannot insert mere arithmetical
puzzles.—E. W. Bakton. I am glad that our Reviews and In-

ventors' Column please you so. Lectures, unfortunately, irre-

vocably at an end.

—

Romeike and Curtice. If you conld see, for

one brief five minutes, the torrent of matter showered upon the
head of the unfortunate Editor of this paper, you would hardly
expect him to subscribe for auy addition to it in the shape of news-
paper cuttings.— F. W. RuDLER. Received with thanks.—H.
PiLLEV. If you will look at a globe, you will see that hour circles

all meet at the pole. Hence, the farther you go north or
south of the equator, the slower any star or heavenly body
seems to move in its path. Hence the reduction. I really

cannot define cosine here. Buy Hunter's " Elements of Plane
Trigonometry," in Gleig's School Series, published by Longmans.
O P is got by simply joining O and P ; directions being given
for finding C O and C P.

—

Starch asks whether either of the years
1479 or 2992 indicate some great historical era ? because, if so, the
square in letter 1-190 may owe its tremendous powers to the fact.

He omits to say whether he refers to the years B.C., Anno Mundi,
or what.—W. C. Gurlev. Many thanks. It is both curious and
interesting. The penumbra certainly arises from reflection from
the back of the plate.—J. Murr.iy. My dear sir, I know that it

must be my own stupidity, I feel it painfully ; but I cannot for the
life of mo make out how (even supposing, as you say, " a sudden
change of temperature were to set in, and making everything vice
verse ") our earth could ever become " as gentle at one end as it is

severe at the other." I am equally unable to grasp the idea of tem-
perature and the law of gravitation being "on one scale." While as
for drawing "a right angle line through the jierpendicular scale of
knowledge " (I) I can't do it—I can't, indeed.— H. Euwarus. Re-
ceived.—R. Knight. Light, ^jcr .sc, exercises no rt^pulsive influence.

H eat is the operative factor in causing the vanes to move in the radio-
meter.

—

Samuel Kix.vs. The Conductor of this journal is not in

England.—W'. Tour general proof will be utilised. In your hyper-
critical temper yon quite ignore the fact that a concrete arith-

metical example addresses and interests ten people for every
one who cares about the formula whence it is derived.

—

J. Mekcek. I believe that your method (which, by the way, seems
to save little or no work) was described in a back volume
cf the Eyiglish Mechanic. — Hexky Peter.s. The game you
describe has been a popular one in drawing-rooms any time
during the last two or three years. Undoubtedly the
operators, quite unconsciously and innocently, give indications

of their wishes to the subject. Presumably you have read the
published accounts of the performances of Mr. Stuart Cumberland,
Mr. Edwyns, and Mr. Irving Bishop.

—

Sam Beook. The thing to
which you refer was mentioned as a quasi-fraud. Even if I knew
its composition I would not communicate it to anybody ; bnt I do
not, and do not want to do. See concluding paragraph (in capital

letters) of those which head the Correspondence Column.

—

Nigei.

DoBLE. Yonr dream experiences are of a very common character.

—

Mark H. Judge. I entirely agree with you that the sooner the
British Museum is opened duringa portion, at all events, of Sunday,
the better.

—

Henry George. Politics, equally with theology, arc

excluded from these columns.

—

James Gillespie. I will not write.

The gentleman who says that Ursa Major was "right over head" in

Australia in June, lies— under some terrible mistake.— Joseph
HuDLEY. Received. — Anonymous. Thanks for kindly sending
The Christian Life.—W. T. BUBN Callander. I have received

your " Morven," but, my goodness mel what does it all mean?—Anonymous. The question of Stores r. Retail Traders
utterly foreign to our purpose.—W. A. says, apropos of letter 1503,

that his son writes from the southern hemisphere that he has
visited places which he had seen years ago in dreams.
The coincidence in the case of his own dream is hardly

sufficiently striking to deserve record.— John Goeham. A
paper descriptive of your remarkably ingenious and efficient

pupil-photometer will appear next week, containing the result

of personal experiments with it.—H. A. L. S. Forgive me, I

really h.ave no space for sums whose solution may be found in every
shilling elementary treatise on algebra ever published.

—

An Anony-
mous CoRBFSPONDE.VT Sends me some newspaper cuttings comment-
ing on the fact that, while the English "Fiue Art Society" have
been refused permission to photograph the pictures in the National

G.illery, a German firm, called Brann & Co., have been permitted
to do so. This affords but another illustration of the pure and
lofty patriotism of Ralph Rackstraw, A.B. of H.M.S. Pinafore,

who, " in spite of all temptations to belong to other nations,

remains an Englishman."

—

Enquirer. See p. 235.

—

John Her-
bert asks Mr. T. Foster to inform him (in connection with
"The Mystery of Edwin Drood"), first, whether the corre-

spondence between Dickens and Miss Hogarth and Mr. Forster

has been published or not ? Secondly, Where the engravings were
published which were reproduced on p. 401 't Thirdly, What
became of Drood's projected visit to Egypt ? And fourthly, Why
did the old Opium Woman follow Jasper down to Rochester -^ Mr.
Foster is at this moment travelling abroad, but I am pretty sure

that K.NowLEncE is posted to him from the office, so that Mr.
Herbert's queries will probably reach his eye sooner or later. The
pictures appeared on the cover of the monthly numbers as issued.

—J. A. KoESON. Tour first method is neither "legitimate nor

reliable. Try another example with different figures (say an obtuse-

angled triangle), and see where your formula will land you. There
is no more simple geometrical method than your second. If you
know the angles at the base of your triangle, it is needless to tell

yon that the side adjacent to either of such angles x its sine =
perpendicular.

—

Benj. W. Austin. The conductor of this journal

has been compelled to make a rigid rule to refuse his autograph :

applications for it being too numerous for him to comply with.

—

Buxtoxa. It is, I think, very doubtful whether the papers by our

contributor " Five of Clubs" will appear in a collected form before

next year.

—

Engineer. It is a purely medical question, on which I

am incompetent to form an opinion.

—

Dr. Groth. Your angeronly
tends to confirm my determination. I did not seek out your theory

to attack or assail it gratuitously. You, as I understood, wished
for my unbiassed opinion of it ; and, preoccupied a.i I was, I

actually read every word of yonr pamphlet before giving that

opinion. Of course, it may be a case of Athanasius contra mundum.
You may be right and all the rest of the world wrong, but then 1

am only one of the rest of the world.
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0m- {nbrntorc!' Column.

So great is the number of invent imis noiv patented that many good
things are comparatively lost in the crowd. A succinct accouiit,

therefore, by an Expert, of all inventions of really popular interest

and \itility must be advantageoxis both to the public and the

Inventor, enabling persons to hear of inventions already d^ffiderated

by them, and thus acting reciprocally as a stimulant on supply
and demand.

A XEW ITETHOD OF VENTILATION.

ALTHOUGn good ventilation is universally allowed to be the

cardinal condition of a really sanitary house, few buildings, as a

rule, are properly ventilated. Ventilation should be simple, as

nearly automatic as practicable, and independent of mechanical
aids. Mr. W. P. Buchan, sanitary enfjineer, 21, Renfrew-street,
Glasgow, has invented what is known as Buchan's Patent Induced-
Gurrent Fixed Ventilator, which is in all ways unique. The
ventilator normally has a square chamber in the body, the sides

being perforated in the middle.

Opposite each perforated portion there is a metallic double

baffle-plate, flat on the inside, but undulating or wave-lined on the

outside, thickest in the middle, and tapering off on each side

to a sharp edge. Between each two baffle-plates there is

a vertical opening. The wind or horizontal air current, in

lushing past and between the outside perpendicular plates
;i'id the body of the ventilator, draws out with it the
jiir contained within the ventilator, and so causes an up
iiiirent in the pipe or ventilating shaft upon which the

ventilator is fixed. They are free to work with the slightest

breath of air, and have shown the most favourable results in

experiments made between them and other ventilators. From
its construction the induced-current ventilator has not only a

strong exhaust power when acted upon by the passing wind,

but where there is an inclination to down-draught in the venti-

lating pipe, upon which it is fixed, this tendency is especially com-
bated. These ventilators are all fixed, and are not liable to get out

of order. They are made in a variety of styles, and to suit various

purposes.

Jlr. Buchan's ventilators and other sanitary appliances hold,

we are told, the highest position in the market, being patronised

by the Government Departments and the leading architects,

physicians, and sanitarians in the kingdom. At Balmoral Castle,

the Highland residence of her Majesty the Queen, his ventilators

and traps are both in use, the style of the former harmonising
remarkably well with the towers and turrets of the Castle.

NON-POISONOUS WATEE-PIPES.
PopuL.iR science has at length pretty well convinced the public

mind of the many perils incurred through defects, mechanical and
otherwise, in our ordinary water-service. Messrs. Quirk, Barton,

A Co., of 61, Gracechurch-street, E.C., have, by the invention of

their patent tin-lined lead-piping, insiu*ed to all users thereof an
absolute security against lead-poisoning. The piping in question is

an improved medium for the supply of pure water to dwellings,

affording absolute security from the danger of lead-poisoning. It

consists of an inner pipe of pure block-tin encased by one of lead,

the two metals being so united as to be inseparable by any contor-

tion. The highest medical and scientific authorities report upon it,

as the best and most advisable substitute for lead-pipe. The tin-

lined sheet-lead has obviously the same recommendation for lining

cisterns, <ic., for storing water or other liquids for dietetic

purposes.
A SMOKE PREVENTER.

Ax ingenious device has been patented by Mr. R. Wright Rich-

mond, of Yorkshire, for entirely preventing smoke in any open fire-

place. The means employed are simply a fine powder sprinkled on
the fire by the agency of an improved kind of dredger. The powder
is said to be composed of burned limestone and sea-coal compounded.

THE "UNIVERSITY" DUMB-BELL.

Now that personal hygiene is systematically studied in its mus-
cular aspects by so many among us, an improved dumb-bell is likely

to be in great popular demand. Messrs. Hardy & Padmore, of

Worcester Foundry, Worcester, have introduced a new invention in

this line known as the " University " Dumb-bell, -which really

supplies the users of dumb-bells with an article whose weight can
be increased as the arms become stronger. To effect this end, the
extremities of the dumb-bell are made hollow, and fitted with loose

screw-caps ; into these hollows weights of vai'ious diameters can be
fitted, so that if one only is used, no noise is heard. The weights

are half a pound each. These dumb-bells are well-balanced, and
obviously one pair can be made to suit a whole household.

DR. SPENCER THOMPSON'S ORO-NASAL STEAM INHALER.
To those needing vapourised medicines, the substantial comfort

of a really good inhaler can hardly be over-estimated. Dr. Spencer
Thompson's oro-nasal inhaler is now being introduced into general
use by Mr. W. Toogood, of Mount, St. Grosvenor-square, W., and
is, infer alia, of an unusually elegant form for an inhaler. It is

made in terra-cotta, and when nicely painted forms quite an orna-
ment for a bracket or the mantelshelf. The lip of the inhaler is cut
away so as to admit month and nose; and when filled with hot
water, plain or medicated, with mouth and nose in proper position,

and a handkerchief thrown round the crevices, it would be difficult

to prevent all the air passages from being filled with the vapour,
no exertion being needed to draw it to the desired spot. Inhalers
are likely to be in demand this winter, and this one has much to com-
mend it to popular use.

IMPROVED BOOT-LASTS.
There can be no question but that it is best, when possible, to

have all boots and shoes made to order, and when once a good fit is

thus obtained the use of the last renders this advantage permanent.
A difficulty hitherto in the way has been the objection of bootmakers
to give a small waist and heel with a broad tread, owing to the
extreme trouble experienced in getting such a last out of the boot
when the welt has been attached to the sole. In repairing boots,

too, full-sized lasts cannot be used with certain classes of work.
Messrs. Hartley, of 50, Abbey-road, Accrington, have now, however,
patented a shoemakers' last and stand specially designed to remedy
these defects. The lasts are divided vertically, or nearly so, and
in such a manner as to lock themselves fast in when in use, in place
of being, as heretofore, in one solid piece. Thus the separate pieces
may be inserted in the boot or shoe separately, and removed by the
agency of the usual last-hook. The frames are made to suit all

sizes, and the patent swivel, self-locking, riveting, and finishing
stand holds the last in any required position. This invention will

be found a great advantage to those persons who desire to have
boots or shoes mads to order, and sometimes in a special manner.

MIDLOTHIAN OAT FLOUR.
Messes. A. R. Sc ott, of 50, Crookston-street, Kingston, Glasgow,

claim to have an important dietetic invention in what is known as
Scott's Midlothian Oat Flour. The value of oatmeal is -well known
per se, and in this preparation both the husk and vegetable fibre are
entirely removed, this beneficial process being effected by machinery
of the most recent type, constructed Tvith all the latest improve-
ments, and with special attention to its adaptation to the production
of the finest and purest quality of floor. "To the elimination of the
innutritions portions of the oatmeal, Messrs. Scott have devoted
particular care, as maybe inferred when we state that the result of

a careful analysis made by Dr. William Wallace (the public analyst

of Glasgow, Perth, Ayr, &c., and for the counties of Lanark, Renfrew
and Sutherland), shows that the flour contains 80 per cent, more
flesh and bone-forming properties than the finest oatmeal. This is a
fact that is not generally known, but one that will not be lost on
those who value health, especially in the cases of yonng growing
children.

A TECHNICAL DRAWING APPARATUS.
DK.1CGHTSMAXSHIP is SO much on the increase in these days of

technics popularised, that many will be practically interested to

know that a technical drawing apparatus, patented by Messrs.

Cory & Barczinsky, is manufactured by Mr. W. H. Harling, 40,

Hatton-garden, London, E.C. It is a combination of square, set

squares of all angles, and protractor ; and besides doing the work
of each and all of these, it will divide circles or parts of circles

into any number of equal parts without calculation. The instru-

ment consists of a square (42 in. or 32 in ) with two stocks,

one of which is fixed and the other movable. The blade

of the square has two inverted grooves in which slides the

dial. This dial, which is made of brass, is graduated into half-

degrees, and is fitted with an indicator and arm, or ruler, also of

brass (these latter in one piece, and so arranged that when the

indicator shows a certain angle the ruler forms that angle with a
perpendicular to the edge of the square), at the important angles,

viz., 30°, 45', 60°, 67i°, and 90°. There are special divisions near
the edge into which a small knife fitted to the indicator drops and
fixes it firmly, the degrees being read through an aperture in the

end of the indicator. There is a small screw to lift the knife out
of the division when the angle is wanted to be altered. This

apparatus is made to divide circles into equal parts from two to

thirty-two; but it can also be constructed so as to divide circles

into more than 32 parts. The advantages of such an apparatus

are sufficiently obvious.
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(Pur ClKsis Columiu
By Mephisto.

PROBLEM No. 137.

Bt J. B. (of Bridport).

(Selected.)

Black.

Whitk.

White to play and mate in three moyea.

SOLUTION.

Problem No. 135, bt H. F. L. Meyee, p. 414.

1. E to KKt sq. K to Q6
2. R to R sq. K to K5 or 7, B5 or 7
3. Q to QKt sq., Q sq., or KB sq. mate.
1. (a) K to B4
2. Kt to B2 P X Kt
3. P to Kt4 mate.

1. (b) P X 11

2. Kt to B2 (ch) Any
3. Q to E7 mate.

In reference to this beaatifnl Problem and the remarks of

"Clarence," a correspondent informs ns that "Clarence" is not
quite correct in stating that the above Problem is after Healey,
though it is trne that Meyer improved npon Healey's idea by snb-

stitnting a move of the 13 for the R. The idea of No. 135 was
worked out both by Lloyd and Thinkman in two separate problems,
both of which, however, were incorrect. The following is the

Problem :

—

PROBLEM No. 138.

By H. F. L. Meyeb.

White.

White to play and mate in three moves.

One of thirty simnltaneons games played by Mr. Znkertort, at
Bradford, on the 20th inst. :

—
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THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY.
By W. Mattieu Williams.

XLVIII.—THE WEAR AND TEAR OF THE BODY.

IN the course of these papers I have repeatedly spoken of

the nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous constituents of

food, assuming that the nitrogenous are the most nutritious,

are the plastic or flesh-building materials; and that the

non-nitrogenous materials cannot build up flesh or bone or

nervous matter, can only supply the material of fat, and by
their combustion maintain the animal heat.

In doing so I have been treading on loose ground—

I

may say, on a scientific quicksand. When I first taught

practical physiology to children in Edinburgh, many years

ago, this part of the subject was much easier to teach than

now. The simple and elegant theory of Liebig was then

generally accepted, and appeared quite sound.

According to this, every muscular efibrt is performed

at the expense of muscular tissue ; every mental effort, at

the expense of cerebral tissue ; and so on with all the forces

of life. This consumption or degradation of tissue demands
continual supplies of food for its renewal, and as all the

working organs of the animal are composed of nitrogenous

tissue, it is clearly necessary, according to this, that we
should be supplied with nitrogenous food to renew them,

seeing that the nitrogen of the air cannot be assimilated by
animals at all.

But besides doing mechanical and mental work, the

animal body is continually giving out heat, and its tempera-

ture must be maintained. Food is also demanded for this,

and the non-nitrogenous food is the most readily combus-

tible, especially the hydro-carbons, or fats ; the carbo-

hydrates—starch, sugar, ic.—also, but in lower degiee.

These, then, were described as fuel food, or heat-producers.

This view is strongly confirmed by a multitude of familiar

facts. Men, horses, and other animals cannot do con-

tinuous hard work without a supply of nitrogenous food

;

the harder the work the more they require, and the greater

becomes their craving for it. On the other hand, when
such food is eaten in large quantities by idle people, they

become victims of inflammatory disease, or their health

otherwise suffers, according, probably, to whether they
assimilate or reject it.

Man is a cosmopolit.tn as well as an omnivorous aoimal,

and the variations of his natural demand for food in

different climates affords very direct support to Liebig's

theory. Enormous quantities of hydrocarbon, in the form
of fat, is consumed by the Esquimaux and by Europeans
when they winter in the Arctic regions. They cannot live

there without it. In hot climates some fuel food is re-

quired, and the milder form of carbo-hydrates is chosen, and
found to be most suitable ; rice, which is mainly composed
of starch, is an example. Sugar, also. Offer an Esquimaux
a tallow candle and a rice pudding, he will reject the latter,

and eat the former with great relish.

A multitude of other facts might be stated, all supportiug

Liebig's theory.

There is one that just occurs to me as I write, which I
wUl state, as it appears to have been hitherto unnoticed.

Some organs which act in such wise that we can see their

mode of action are visibly disintegrated and consumed by
their own activity, and may be seen to demand the per-

petual renewal described by Liebig. There are certain

glands of cellular structure which cast off their terminal

cells containing the fluid they secrete ; do their work by
giving up their own structural substance at their periphersil

working surface.

Where, then, is the quicksand ? It is here. If muscular
and mental work were done at the expense of the nitro-

genous muscular and cerebral tissues, the quantity of

nitrogen excreted should vary with the amount of work
done. This was formerly stated to be the case without
hesitation, as the following passage from Carpenter's
" Manual of Physiology " (3rd Edition, 1856, page 256)
shows :

" Every action of the nervous and muscular
systems involves the death and decay of a certain amount
of the living tissue—as is indicated by the appearance of

the products of that decay in the excretions."

More recent experiments by Fick and Wislicenus, Parkes,

Houghton, Kanke, Voit, Flint, and others contradict this

by showing that the waste nitrogen varies with the quantity

of nitrogenous food that is eaten, but not with the muscular
work done. For the details of these experiments I must
refer the reader to standard modern physiological treatises,

as a description of them would carry me too far away from
my immediate subject. (Dr. Pavy's "Treatise on Food"
has an introductory chapter on "The Dynamic Relations of

Food," in which this subject is clearly treated in sufiicient

detail for popular reading.)

It is quite the fashion now to rely upon these later ex-

periments ; but, for ray own part, I am by no means
satisfled with them—and for this reason, that the perspira-

tion from the skin and the vapour from the lungs were not

examined. It is just these which are greatly increased by
exercise, and their quantity is very large, especially those

from tiie skin, which are threefold, viz., the insensible per-

spiration, which is transpired by the skin as invisible

vapour, the sweat, which is liquid, and the solid particles

of exuded cuticle.

Lavoipier,^ and Seguin long ago made very laborious ex-

periments upon themselves in order to determine the

amount of the insensible perspiration. Seguin enclosed

himself in a bag of glazed taffeta, which was tied over him
with no other opening than a hole corresponding to his

mouth ; the edges of this hole were glued to his lips with

a mixture of turpentine and pitch. He carefully weighed

himself and the bag before and after his enclosure therein.

His own loss of weight being partly from the lungs and

partly from the skin, the amount gained by the bag repre-

sented the quantity of the latter ; the difference between
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this and the loss of his own weight gave the amount

exhaled from the lungs.

He thus found that the largest quantity of insensible

exhalation from the lungs and skin together amounted to

31 ounces per hour, or b\ lb. per day. The smallest

quantity was lib. 14 oz., and the mean was 31b. lloz.

Three-fourths of this was cutaneous.

These figures only show the quantity of insensible per-

spiration during repo.se. Valentin found that his hourly

loss by cutaneous exljalation while sitting amounted to

32-8 grammes, or rather less than 1;^ ounce. On
taking exercise, with an empty stomach, in the sun,

the hourly loss increased to 89 3 grammes, or nearly three

times as much. After a meal followed by violent exercise,

with the temperature of the air at 72° F., it amounted to

132 '7 grammes, or nearly 4i times as much as during

repose. A robust man, taking violent exercise in hot

weather, may give off as much as 5 lb. in an hour.

The third excretion from the skin, the epithelial or

superficial scales of the epidermis, is small in weight, but

it is solid, and of similar composition to gelatine. It should

be understood that this increases largely with exercise.

The practice of sponging and " rubbing down " of athletes

removes the excess ; but I am not aware of any attempt

that has been made to determine the quantity thus

removed.

Does the skin excrete nitrogenous matter that may be, like

urea, a product of the degradation or destruction of muscular

tissue %

The following passage' from Lehmann's " Physiological

Chemistry," Vol. ii., 389, shows that the skin picks up

plenty of nitrogen from somewhere :
—" It has been shown

by the experiments of Milly, Jurine, Ingenhouss, Spallan-

zani, Abernethy, Barruel, and CoUard di Martigny, that

gases, and especially carbonic acid and nitrogen, are likewise

exhaled with the liquid secretion of the sudiparious glands.

According to the last-named experimentalist, the ratio

between these two gases is very variable ; thus, in the gas

developed after vegetable food, there is a preponderance of

carbonic acid, and after animal food, there is an excess of

nitrogen. Abernethy found that on an average the collec-

tive gas contained rather more than two-thirds of carbonic

acid and rather less than one-third of nitrogen." But it

appears that less gas is exhaled when there is much liquid

perspiration.

Lehmann's summary of the experiments of Abernethy,

Brunner, and Valentin (Vol. ii., page 391), gives the

amount of hourly exudation, under ordinary circumstances,

as 5071 grammes of water, 25 of a gramme of carbon,

and 092 of a gramme of nitrogen. This amounts to

21| grammes of nitrogen per day in the insensible perspira-

tion; three-quarters of an ounce avoirdupois, or as much
nitrogen as is contained in 4^oz. of dried muscle, or more

than 1 lb. of natural living muscle.

That the liquid perspiration contains compounds of

nitrogen, and just such compounds as would result from

the degradation of nitrogenous tissue, is unquestionable.

As Lehmann says (Vol. ii., page 389) " the sweat very

easily decomposes, and gives rise to the secondary forma-

tion of ammonia." Simon and Berzelius found salts of

ammonia in the sweat, that the ammonia is combined

both with hydrochloric acid and with organic acids ; that

it probably exists as carbonate of ammonia in alkaline

sweat.

The existence of urea in sweat appears to be uncertain

;

some chemists assert its presence, others deny it. Favre

and Schottin, for example, who have both studied the

subject very carefully, are at direct variance. I suspect

that both are right, as its presence or absence is variable,

and appears to depend on the condition of the subject of
the experiment.

Favre describes a special nitrogenous acid which he
discovered in sweat, and names it hydrotic or sudoric acid.

Its composition corresponds, according to his analysis, to

the formula CioHsNOis.
I have summarised these facts, as they show clearly

enough that conclusions based on an examination of the

quantity of nitrogen excreted by the kidneys alone (and

such is the sole basis of the modern theories), are of little

or no value in determining whether or not muscular work is

accompanied with degradation of muscular tissue. The
well-known fact that the total quantity of excretory work
done by the skin increases with muscular work, while that

from the kidneys rather diminishes, indicates in the plainest

possible manner that an examination of the skin secretion

should be primary in connection with this question.

Seeing that this has been entirely neglected, I am justified

in expressing, very plainly and positively, my opinion of

the worthlessness of all the modern research upon which the

alleged refutation of Liebig's theory of the destruction and
renewal of living tissue in the performance of vital work is

based, and my rejection of the modern alternative hypo-

thesis concerning the manner in which food supplies the

material demanded for muscular and mental work.

I may be accused of rashness and presumption in thus

standing almost, if not quite, alone in opposition to the

overwhelming current of modern scientific progress. Such,

however, is not the case. It is modem scientific fashion,

rather than scientific progress, that I oppose. We have too

much of this millinery spirit in the scientific world just now ;

too much eagerness to run after " the last thing out," and
assume, with undue readiness, that the " latest researches

"

are of course, the best—especially where fashionable physi-

cians are concerned.

CHATS ABOUT GEOMETRICAL
MEASUREMENT.
By Richard A. Proctoe.

(Continued from p. 417.)

A. We come now to the measurement of areas bounded

by curves. Does this involve a new application of the

principle you have indicated, or are new principles in-

volved ?

J/. No new principles are involved. In all problems of

geometrical measurement you have to determine an amount,

and you must do it by dividing up the quantity you wish

to measure into parts which you can deal with simply and

add together conveniently,

—

A. But that sounds like a truism.

M. It is one. But you spoke too soon. As a matter of

fact, you cannot divide curved arcs or areas bounded by

such curves, or curved surfaces, or volumes, into such parts,

that is where the diiEculty comes in. You must adopt

some device by which though you necessarily leave out

portions of the quantity you are dealing with, you may yet

be able to show that those portions can be neglected,

became they may be made less than any quantity, however

small, which can be named.

A. Give me an example,—something concrete.

M. An area bounded by a curved line will be just what

you want :—Suppose M X, A Y, two lines at right

angles to each other ; A P B a curved arc ; B M perp. to

OX, and that the area you wish to determine is that

enclosed between the straight lines O A, M, MB, and
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the curved arc A P B. You can divide this area by a

series of such parallels as are shown in Fig. 1,—say equi-

distant parallels,—into spaces such as L P Q N, in which,

since P Q is curved, you would seem to have the same
difficulty to deal with as in the origical figure. But if you
complete the rectangles N /, L )*, you see that the area

P Q ^ is very small compared with either of these rect-

angles ; and you can easily see that if the strip P N is

made very narrow indeed the area P Q Z mi^ht be neglected,

compared with Q L or P N, either of which rectangles you
might take, instead of P Q L, without appreciable error.

Doing this for the whole area you have rectangles to deal

with, instead of surfaces bounded by a curved line, or by
curved lines.

A . Yes !—but—though you thus make each little area as

F Q I very small, you make the number of such areas very

large, and a very large number of very small things may
make an appreciable total.

J/. True ; but if each such part as P Q i is very small

compared with the total area P Q N L, must not the sum
of all such parts be very small compared with the sum of

all such areas 1—or in other words must not all the little

areas like P I Q, taken together, be insignificant compared
with the area A B M O 1

A. I cannot say I quite see this.
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as at La M 6, so that LcM its horizontal diameter meets

A Q D, D PA in L and M. Then the circle ahaMh is

equal to the figure A P D L. I join A D (passing,

obviously, through c). Then A P D Q is divided into two
equal parts, each equal to a semicircle FAG or F i G.

The spaces A K L, M N I), are equal ; and each is obviously

equal to either of the equal spaces K a M, L 6 N. Again,

any space like A P Q is equal to the corresponding segment

a qp,—Q qP p being parallel to A i>, B D. Also AK ^

Q

is equal to aTLT p ; and Q 9 L is equal to P ^ M. What
a number of odd relations, each one of which seems un-

provable directly, seem to come in !

M. You would find each one of these relations readily

demonstrable, independently of the general result. Con-
sidering such corollaries one often recognises simpler proofs

of the main proposition. You wUl find several examples
of this in my " Geometry of Cycloids."

A. I see that, reverting to Fig. 2, the area A P D J

must be equal to the semicircle A p B. Can this be proved
directly 1

M. It can ; bat I will leave this to you as an exercise.

Begin thus,—From P, R, draw P h, R i perp. to A b. Then,
noting that by a property of the cycloid the tangent at

P or R has ultimately (when these points come near

enough together) a direction parallel to A^, show that the

rectangle P i is equal to the rectangle hp. This you will

find easy by making a rectangle corresponding to P i, in all

respects, as shown at pi' : this rectangle and Lp are com-
plementary, and therefore equal. The rest should be easy.

But, should you fail, note that the next example, which will

relate to the area of a parabolic segment, will show the
method fully.

(To be continued.')

SUN-SPOTS, TEMPERATURE, AND THE
AFTERGLOW.

IN an excerpt from his " Memoirs of Life and Work,"
Dr. C. J. B. Williams, F.R.S., has published an

account of a series of observations made at Cannes which
possess sufficient interest to render some notice of them
desirable. After speaking of the beginning of 1883 as a
period of sun-spot maximum, he goes on to say :

—" But on
Feb. 28, 1883, I was surprised to find the sun without a
spot. On March 3 I observed again, and still found no
spot. The next day began a fall of temperature of 6° Fahi-.,

with a high wind from the north-east, which continued till

Maif^h 7, when there came on a heavy snowstorm, covering
the ground to the depth of eight inches, and causing great
destruction in my garden, bearing down and breaking many
valuable trees and shrubs. This was followed by a fall of

temperature to five, six, and seven degrees below freezing,

even in my sheltered situation : in more exposed places it

fell four and five degrees lower. Such cold had not visited

Cannes before for sixcy years ; and it was the more remark-

able as the previous part of the winter had been quite

mild, only two or three times reaching the freezing-point

This severe weather lasted till the middle of March, when
the sun-spoti began to re-appear, and the average tempera-

ture to rise in proportion." A similar fall in temperature,

we may note, occurred in the month of December, at a

time when the solar disc was free from signs of disturbance.

In order, however, to prove that this quiescence of the

sun's surface, and a merely local fall in terrestrial tem-

perature, stood in the relation of cause and effect, it would
be very desirable, if po.ssible, to collect data as to the

meteorological conditions at Cannes during the years 1870
(maximum period), 1878 (minimum), and so on ; and to

ascertain how far temperature was simultaneously affected

elsewhere.

Another statement of Dr. Williams's will certainly

possess the charm of novelty. We refer to his announce-

ment that Mr. J. F. Campbell, of Islay, has invented

what he calls a " Pictorial Thermometer, which marks
degrees of heat by certain changes of colour in Prussian

blue, Scheele's green, and other pigments." Assuming (in

the absence of any description) the indications of this in-

strument to be trustworthy, it is interesting to read :

—

" 1. That an area in a solar image, focussed on a sensitive

screen, in the proportion of ^, is much hotter thsin the

rest', as proved by colours which record temperatures.

2. It was clearly proved that sun-spots, while within the

hot area, radiate much more heat than the rest of the area.

Spots were seen to draw hot traces repeatedly. 3. The
same spot, when outside of that hotter area, radiates less

heat than the rest of the visible sun. Mr. Campbell
further informs me that he actually measured the heat of

the sun on the spotless day, December .5, which I have

recorded, and that it did not rise higher than 1100° Fahr.

;

while on many previous days, with many spots, it reached

1600° and upwards."

Here again, however, some check on or control of the

observations recorded would seem desirable. Dr. Williams'

observations of the afterglow diflfer in no material respect

from those of hundreds of others which have been made
all over the world. In opposition, however, to what he

excellently describes as the "sensational expansion of Mr.

Meldrum's hypothesis of volcanic dust," which appeared

in the Titties at the beginning of last December, he makes
the infinitely more rational and scientific suggestion that

it is icedust in the higher regions of the atmosphere whieh

has been the chief operative agent in the production of the

exquisite phenomena with which we are now familiar. It

is needless to point out that this, if accepted as a vera

causa, would explain the apparition of the afterglow at

the beginning of 1883, six months before the Krakatoa

eruj)tion ever took place at all !
(
Vide Knowledge, Vol.

v., p. 418.)

THE ENTOMOLOGY OF A POND.
By E. A. Butler.

ABOVE THE SUEFACE {continued).

THE transition from the obscure, sluggish, and inoffen-

sive stone-flies and alder-flies to the brilliant, active,

and rapacious dragon-flies, which are the most highly pre-

daceous of all the insect denizens of the air, is, indeed, a

passage from one extreme to the other, so far as habits are

concerned, and well illustrates the heterogeneous composi-

tion of the order Neuroptera, of which the dragon-flies are

usually regarded as forming the section Odonata. We
have already seen how these creatures comport themselves
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in their early days, and we left them airing their newly-

acquired wings just after exclusion from the pupa or

nymph-case. In general aj)pearance a dragon-fly is pro-

bably as well known and as easily recognised as any insect.

The glistening aspect of the four ample wings, the length

and slenderness of body, the brilliancy of colour, the vigour

of flight, are all characteristics which even careless observers

must have noticed again and again, and which, once seen,

are not easily forgotten.

We have about fifty British species of these insects.

Some of them are popularly called Horse-stingers, a

sobriquet which, suggested no doubt by the long, narrow
body and bold and ferocious aspect of the insects, and
apparently confirmed by their writhing contortions when
seized, and their attempts to reach with their tails the

hand that seizes them, is nevertheless an instance of most
absurd misnaming. They have no power whatever of

stinging, anj- more than any other of the Neuroptera, the

members of which order are, so far as any such power is

concerned, the most harmless set of insects imaginable.

The body is very generally narrow and cylindrical, but not

always so ; there are a few instances in whicli it is broad

aud somewhat flattened, and at the same time propoi--

tionately shorter than usual. It is at its broadest in the

genus Plateirum, the single species of which

—

P. depressum

—with its pale blue (male) or yellow (female) body, is one

of the most familiar of the whole group. Though so long,

the body does not consist of a larger number of segments

than usually compose this part of an insect ; tut, just as

there is the same number of vertebras in the long neck of

the giraflfe as in the short one of the elephant, so the

linear extension of the body of the dragon-fly is produced,

not by a multiplication of the number of the joints, but by

their individual elongation. To so great an extent is this

carried that in one exotic species we find a body of 6 in.

long, though the wings are only of ordinary size.

No doubt these long bodies are serviceable in guiding the

creatures in their flight, and they also render possible the

deposition of the eggs in suitable positions at some distance

below the surface, without the disagreeable expedient of a

dive on the part of the mother, though, in some cases,

maternal solicitude does not hesitate even to riin this risk,

if the supreme end cannot otherwise be attained. West-

wood says that he has also seen the females beat their

tails upon the surface of the water with rapid succession,

till the eggs form a ma«s like a bunch of grapes ; and another

author records having seen them beating the sand close by

the edge of the water, an operation which, it has been sug-

gested, ma}^ have for its object rather the covering of eggs

already laid, than the actual laying of them.

The thorax has a great vertical diameter, and thereby

acquires a hunchbacked appearance ; this is, of course,

necessary for the proper lodgment of the powerful muscles

that move the wings. The wings themselves are remark-

able for the enormous number of reticulations with which

they are covered. There are a few main nervures branch-

ing out from the base of the wing, and running more or

less longitudinally, and the spaces between these are divided

into a vast number of minute four-, five-, or six-sided

spaces, which are smallest at the tip and hinder edge. The
number of meshes is smallest, and the individual meshes

largest, in the smallest and most delicate and slender

species, the Agiionidre, while the Calopterygidae—i.e., those

whose wings are dark metallic blue or green—have the

greatest number of reticulations, extending to some l,-500

or more on each wing.

The head is difiereutly shaped in different families, but

tl e huge masses of compound eyes almost always occupy a

very large proportion of its surface. These insects are the

keenest possible of hunters, relentlessly pursuing to the

death any creature on whose tender body they have set

their gastronomic affections, and hence their remarkably

good eyesight, which, by giving them a wide range of

vision, enables them easily to descry their prey in the first

instance, and also to follow it in all the intricacies of its

movements, dodging it from place to place till it is hunted

down. There are few more beautiful objects in the whole

range of the insect world than the eye of a liviiig dragon-

fly, such as that which is often seen hawking about over

ponds or down the neighbouring woody glades, the

great ^Echna cyanea, one of the largest and commonest

of our native species, with clear wings, and body

prettily S[jotted with green and blue on a black ground.

Apart from the mere glistening of the surface, which

is in itself no slight adornment, there is a marvellous

play of colours in the interior as the light falls at

diflerent angles that altogether baffles description, and

must be seen to be appreciated ; unfortunately, no trace of

these beauties can be preserved after death, and the eyes

become little more than opaque brown masses, retaining

only the most shadowy relics of their former brilliancy.

The nature of the exterior, however, can be seen better in

the dead than in the living insect Very little magnification

is necessary to show that the surface is not uniform, but is

broken up into an enormous number of extremely minute

spaces, which greater magnification shows to be of hexagonal

form. The chitinous skin that covers the whole body of

the insect is continued over the eye as a transparent layer,

or—to use the terminology of vertebrate anatomy— cornea,

and it is this that is divided into hexagonal facets, each

one of which is generally somewhat convex on both its

external and internal surfaces, and contains in and beneath

itself all that is necessary to produce complete vision, and

this is what is meant when it is said that an insect's eye is

compound. But it no more follows from this arrangement

that an insect is gifted with multiple vision than that we

ourselves with our two eyes see double. The eyes in

our present insects form two rounded surfaces, which

occupy the whole of the sides of the head, and often

even meet above on the middle of the crown, thus

extending all round the head from one angle of

the mouth to the other. From that part of the

nervous system which, in an insect, to some extent does

duty for a brain, passes the optic nerve on each side into

the centre of the rounded space thus enclosed, and there

expands into a broad knob, fi-om which delicate threads,

surrounded with dark colouring matter, ai^d ending in

inverted cones of a highly-refracting medium, pass to the

inner edge of the facetted parts of the cornea. The latter

act as lenses, and produce the necessary convergence of the

rays of light, and thus at every point of this vast surface

light can be received and utilised for the production of

vision. What the exact nature of the image produced,

what the degree of accuracy with which it is perceived, who

shall attempt authoritatively to decide'? though it can

scarcely be doubted that vision is of a high order, else the

insect would hardly be able so readily and speedily to adapt

its own movements to those of the quarry it pursues.

In the centre of the head, at the inner edge of the

eye-masses, are two apparently bristle-like, but really

jointed, appendages, which are all the insect possesses in

the way of antennw, and they are so inconspicuous as easily

to escape notice altogether. Just below these, the c^ ntre

of the head bulges out into a rounded protuberance, below

which again are placed the organs of the mouth. These

are very complicated ; two flaps open above and below, and

then the jaws proper are seen working laterally. They are

armed with sharp-pointed and powerful teeth, which easily
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make havoc with the tissues of any insect that once gets

within range of their action. The head is attached to the

thorax by a very slender junction, and can, therefore, to

some extent, be rotated thereon. When the insect is dead,

this slendemess of attachment is a serious trouble to the

collector, as his dried specimens manifest great readiness

to part with their heads if at all rudely handled, or even

if suddenly jarred, and he is then fain to collect the scattered

members and gum them on again to the best of his ability.

With equal, or even greater, readiness do the long slender

bodies break off, and to guard against such a calamity,

collectors have been recommended to run a fine piece of

wire up the body while it is still fresh, and fix one end of it

firmly in the thorax.

The male carries at the end of his abdomen some ap-

pendages which are, no doubt, partly responsible for the

rustic theory of stinging, before alluded to ; but they are

simply clasping organs used by the gentleman for the

abduction of his bride ; for the courtship of these insects

is conducted in a most peculiar way. With his claspers

the lover seizes his betrothed by the neck, and the two
then fly about in line, one behind the other, tandem-fashion,

ever and anon dipping down towards the water till the

lady's tail just touches the surface, then darting up again

to resume their social flight.

When at rest, the wings are either spread out hori-

zontally, as is the case with the larger and stouter-bodied

kinds, or folded up over the back like those of a butterfly,

as with the smaller and more slender-bodied ones. Amongst
the larger species, an individual will often manifest a

remarkable predilection for some particular twig as a place

of rest, and notwithstanding repeated disturbances and

dislodgments, will persistently return to that small perch,

which seems to stand to it in place of home, though, so far

as the ignorant human biped, who is evidently no con-

noisseur in such matters, can judge, there are plenty of

others all round that seem equally well adapted for the

purpose. Here, however, the creature sits, motionless as

death, with its body placed at an angle with the twig, till

the spirit of adventure again seizes it, when it suddenly

darts ofi" on its dashing career, ever seeking whom it may
devour. Dragon-flies feed upon all sorts of insects that

are found in such numbers in the neighbourhood of water,

easily catching and devouring their prey on the wing.

Their voracity is great, and their appetite not easily satis-

fied, and in consequence they are favoured with a degree of

longevity greatly in excess of that of the rest of the

Neuroptera. On the continent and in America prodigious

swarms are sometimes observed migrating from one district

to another. Each swarm consists of insects belonging to a

single species, and so vast are their numbers that they

sometimes take many hours to pass a given spot. Pre-

daceous and courageous though they are, while thus
migrating many fall victims to the attacks of insectivorous

birds, which pursue them, nothing daunted by their

numbers. A tropical species of bee-eater is said to line its

nest with the wings of dragon-flies.

(To !)e confirmed.)

E.1EATUM.—Colamntwo.p. 443, "Table of Elements":—"Earth's
Daily Motion in E.A., 34'13"5," should have been " Earth's
Hourly Motion in R.A., 34'-13"-5."

It is proposed to establish a memorial to Dr. Rabbeth, who lost

hia life in attempting to save a child suffering from diphtheria, at
the Royal Free Hospital, on Oct. 20. Any who may wish to express
their practical appreciation of the brave and gallant conduct of
this most worthy and lamented young member of a noble profes-
sion, can send their subscriptions to Dra. Cromon and Hayes, or to
Mr. T. S. Short, at King's College.

THE WORLD'S FIRST MERIDIAN.

By Richard A, Proctor.

DESPITE the opposition of the French, Brazilian, and
Haytian astronomers (a rather singular combination),

the meridian of Greenwich has been adopted as the astro-

nomical and geographical reference meridian for the world,

and hereafter we may expect uniformity to prevail in maps
and charts, in nautical almanacs, and in tables of reference

alike for terrestrial and celestial computations. Of course,

there will be no noteworthy change in the ordinary mea-

suremeut of time in difierent countries or cities. At New
York and Washington, for instance, where when it is noon
in England it is only about seven in the morning, and only

seven in the evening when it is midnight in England, they

will not, because of the adoption of the Greenwich meridian,

call it noon or midnight when the sun gives them so dif-

ferent a time of day. Ordinary or civil time will always be

reckoned pretty nearly by the sun—not exactly, of course,

for the simple reason that in that case every journey east

or west would involve a change of clock time. Just as

Ireland has a difierent time from England, not because of

any native cantankerousness on either side of St. George's

Channel, but because the sun gives different hours, so in

the United States they must have their clocks and watches

agreeing tolerably well with the sun, and so must have

difierent local time from ours. In difierent sections of the

States they will have, also, times differing by a full hour

—

earlier and earlier for more and more westward sections

—

an arrangement by which no place will have time much
more than half-an-hour different from sun time. Half-an-

hour is not a matter of any great importance, as we may
know by the fact that no one in the business of life

recognises the circumstance that sun time changes by

more than half-an-hour in the course of each year in every

psrt of the world. If we set a perfect clock or watch

—

that is, one steadily recording day after day '2i true hours

of mean time, so that at the end of a hundred years or

more it would be as near sun time as at the beginning

—to show 12 noon when the sun was exactly south in

February, then, tested by the sun, that clock would seem

half-an-hour wrong at solar noon after about half a year

had passed, which would seem to show that in a year it

would be an hour wrong, and in six years would show six

o'clock at 12, and in twelve years would show 12 noon

for 12 midnight. Yet the discrepancy would be entirely

due to a want of uniformity in the sun's motion, to which

none except astronomers pay the slightest attention. In

like manner, in the United States there are places where,

judged by the sun (even when he is with the clock at

Greenwich), the clocks seem half an hour too fast or too

slow on the average all the time
;
yet business goes on

undisturbed. The same arrangements will continue, now

that the meridian of Greenwich is adopted as the reference

meridian, which were in vogue before, except' that possibly

the American hour system may be brought into corre-

spondence with Greenwich time instead of Washington time

—so that, for instance, a traveller from England to Xew
York or Washington would find his watch exactly instead

of marly five hours fast by New York or Washington time.

In this way the whole world may one day be divided into

hour zones, so that every change of time for a voyager

travelling westwards would be made by putting back his

watch exactly an hour, and every change for a voyager

travelling eastwards would be made by putting his watch

forward one hour exactly. Though, even then, at sea, the

present system would have probably to be retained, by

which each noon the approximate local noon is adopted.

I
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In what, then, it may be asked, does the importance of

the recent change consist i The astronomer and the geo-

grapher do not need to ask the question, knowing as they

do the multitudinous inconveniences which arise from the

use, in the astronomical computations, and the geographical

charts made in different countries, of tlio longitudes of

Greenwich, Vienna, Berlin, Paris, Washington, and so

forth. I take up, for example, in the old time of the con-

troversy about the transit of Venus, a treatise or paper

written by Puiseux at Paris, or by Newcomb at Washing-
ion, and I find that before I can compai-e properly the

results deduced or discussed by the French or American
astronomer with my own, or with others dealt with by
English astronomers, I must translate the French or

American longitudes and times into Greenwich longitudes

and times. Even iu the case of a single treatise, the time
thus wasted (there is no other word for it) is considerable

;

but when a great number of such works, on different

astronomical subjects, pass through an astronomer's hands
weekly or monthly, as is the case with nie, the nuisance

becomes quite serious ; and when we remember that this

is so in the case of one person alone, we see how large the

total waste of time and trouble thus arising must neces-

sarily be.

The geographer is similarly annoyed. In comparing
French, German, or American maps with English maps, or

geographical statements by geographers of other countries

with similar ones made in England, the geographer finds

that every detail depending on longitude has to be corrected

or translated before the full significance of the foreign

charts or statements can be appreciated.

In fact, this question of a meridian of reference may be
regarded as affecting our view of the earth from without,

as it were, more importantly than the view we take of the

earth as residents in this or that part of her surface. It is

the earth as a rotating planet which has now been definitely

marked for reference, so that all astronomers and all geo-

graphers measure from one and the same mark, not each

8et from a mark of their own. Just as astronomers use a

fixed meridianal marking on Mars by which to time the

rotations of the planet, so in future will astronomers and
geographers act with regard to the earth. Strange that

they should have assigned a fixed meridian to a planet

many millions of miles away, many years before they

assigned a fixed meridian to their own planetary home

!

It may be asked whether the adoption of a fixed

meridian for the whole earth will affect the question many
find so perplexing, as to what day of the week it is at parti-

cular places, and at particular times. Here it is to be

noticed that the usage of astronomers and the usage of

business folk mast of necessity difler. To the astronomer

there will now be, what hitherto there has not been, a

definite series of days, the same all over the world. What
people in England call, for instance, November 17, viz.,

the interval of time between midnight and midnight on
either side of that day whose middle is noon November 17,

has been for the English astronomer, and will hereafter be

for the astronomers of all countries, divisable into the last

twelve hours of November 16 (which ends for the astrono-

mer at noon November 17) and the first twelve hours of

November 17, whose remaining twelve hours, numbered
from 13 to 21, end at noon November 18, civil time.

So, all round the year,—December 25, for instance, in

astronomical time, will include tor all astronomers, the

twenty-four hours from December 25, 12 noon Greenwich
mean time, to 12 noon Greenwich mean time, December 2G.

But as to what day of the week it is at any particular

place and time, the difficulty, which many imagine to

«xist only along the meridian half-way round the earth.

west or east of Greenwich, has always existed, and will

continue to exist, all over the earth. It is true that when
we travel westwards or eastwards from Greenwich, we
have to make a change of a full day, one way or the

other, when near the meridian, which lies 180 deg. east

(or west) of Greenwich. But that is only because we
have not made the necessary partial change at each suc-

cessive stage of our journey west or east of Greenwich.

Or it might, perhaps, be rather said that small partial

changes are made stage by stage in passing westwards or

eastwards, which amount to half a day where two voyagers

travelling westwardly and eastwardly at equal rates

would meet ; and these changes being in opposite direc-

tions, the two half days must be made into a whole day

at the place where the voyagers cross each other, the west-

wardly voyager now taking the days (one ahead of those

he had been using) of the eastwardly voyager, and vice

versd. But the difficulty as to the day of the week exists

all along, and is actually felt (which is different) wherever

we pass across a line dividing two regions where diflerent

local time is u.sed. Thus, suppose we are on a train

travelling westwards from New York, and pass, at half-

past twelve at night, a place where, along that railroad

line, the change of an hour is made. It is, let us say,

Tuesday morning early (half-an-hour after midnight) before

we pass that place ; but so soon as we have passed the place

of change, it is no longer Tuesday morning but Monday
—night—half-past 11p.m. By passing to and fro across

the line of change, at any hour between 12 midnight and

1 a.m., for the eastward region, or (which is the same thing)

between 11 p.m. and 12 midnight for the westward region,

we can make the day of the week change as often as we
please, or have any number of Mondays and Tuesdays,

Tuesdays and Wednesdays, itc. (as the case may be),

in the course of a single hour. But the diflerence

of day in such a case as this is a matter of no mo-

ment, and needs no correction, whereas it would be a

matter of serious moment if every one who had circled

around the earth either eastward or westward remained a

whole day behind or in advance of those among whom he

lived. It is obvious that as the westward traveller keeps

on adding hour after hour to his time, he must add a fuU

day by the time he has gone completely round, and unless

he dropped a day somewhere, he would be a day behind the

friends whom he had left at home by the time he rejoined

them. The opposite change must be made by a traveller

going eastwards ; and clearly the proper place for the

change is when either is half-way round ; for by making

it there the discrepancy never exceeds half a day.

It is noteworthy, however, that the only place where the

day exactly corresponds with the Greenwich astronomical

day is along the meridian just westward of but touching

the meridian farthest from Greenwich. Thus, the astro-

nomical day—November Nth—runs from November 17th

noon to November 18th noon (Greenwich mean time)
;

and at a place just short of 180° west of Greenwich

November 17th also begins at noon November 17th (Green-

wich mean time) and ends at noon November 18th.

—

New-

castle Weekly Chronicle.

Is the December number of the " Miscellanea Genealogioa et

Heraldica" there is the facsimile of a very rare, perhaps unique,

funeral card ; the original is at Hardwick, among the collections

formed by Sir John Cullum, Bart. This card entitled the bearer
" to accompany the Corps of Mr. Thomas Moodij, from Armourers-

Ball in Coleman-Street, to the Burying Ground on Bun-Hill, on

Friday, May the ISth, 171C, by Five of the Clock in the Afternoon

precisely.—And bring this Ticket with you." Although the Bunhill

Fields Registers corroborate the date of Mr. Moody's burial, y«t

there is no monument now in existence to his niemorj-.
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OUR SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIES.
By W. Slingo.

II.—GAS AND ITS USES—MANUFACTURE— (co«ft7i«(;d).

IF anything were wanting to demonstrate the truth of

the old saying that " history repeats itself," we can

surely find it in the history of illuruinants. To-day it is

proposed, with all seriousness, to deliver at our doors daily

a source of electricity whence to derive the current to

maintain the electric light, and ninety years ago the self-

same proposition was urged, and more than urged, on behalf

of gas.

In the first days of gas manufacture it was collected in

bladders, leather, varnished silk, and metallic vessels pro-

vided with a small tube and stopcock, through which "the
gas issuing from a minute orifice was ignited and made to

serve as a lantern." Important as is the question of gas-

storage, it is scarcely more so than is the question of

orifices or burners, and we shall find that there are many
interesting features concerning them well worthy of

consideration.

Murdoch, to whom brief reference was made at the close

of the previous article, had some little prescience of the

value of the work he had taken in hand, and tried very

hard to induce James Watt, son of the James Watt, to

take out a patent with him for the process. But hi.s

eflforts were unavailing, and the process for obtaining an

illuminant from coal became public property, although in

France an engineer, Lebon by name, obtained in 1799 a

patent for a similar process. Exhibitions of the new light

were made by Murdoch at Birmingham in 1798, and on a

larger scale four years later. Lebon's experiments were
repeated in Loudon in 1804 by Winsor, who then and sub-

sequently strove very hard, albeit inetFectually, to prove

the priority of Lebon's invention. During the earlier years

of the century Murdoch appears to have been busily

engaged in erecting works for private houses, mills, ifcc.

One of the more important of these " installations " was
that in the extensive cotton-mills of Messrs. Phillips <fc Lee,

of Manchester. " The burners were of two kinds, one on
the principle of the argand lamp, the other a cock.-pur

burner, consisting of a small curved tube with a conical

end having three circular apertures or perforations about
one-thirtieth of an inch in diameter, cue at the point of the

cone and two lateral ones. The gas issuing through these

apertures formed three divergent jets of flame somewhat like

a fleur-de-lis. The whole of the burners erected in the
mills amounted to 271 argand", each of which gave a light

equal to four mould candles of six to the pound, and 633
cockspurs, each of which gave a light equal to two and
a quarter of the same candles. The quantity of tallow
consumed by each candle was at the rate of four-tenths of

an ounce per hour." Tlie cost of the gas even then was
computed at less than a third of that involved in the use of

candles. An account of this work having been communi-
cated by Murdoch to the Royal Society in 1808, he was
awarded the Rumford Gold Medal, and a year later Clegg,
another worker in the same field, was awarded a silver

medal fur a communication to the less exclusive Society of

Arts.

Winsor had, however, in 1804, obtained a patent for the
extraction of gas from coal, and, although Murdoch suc-

ceeded afterwards in proving his priority, his competitor
had the field very much to himself. The path of Winsor
was, however, no more bestrewn with ro>es than are those
which lay before the electricians of to-day. Prejudices
and interests of all kinds had to be confronted and borne
down ere the supremacy of gas over oil and tallow were

established. We are all well acquainted with the scarecrow
held up to the followers of Stephenson, whereby it was
gravely predicted that the breed of horses would diminish
in consequence of a decrease in the demand for those
animals. Some, in their enthusiasm, went so far as to
prophesy an almost total extinction of the breed, and to
express a fear that the time was not far dibtant when we
should regard the noble equine as a something relegated to
the pages of more or less ancient natural history. But even
worse evils were foreshadowed for those who would have
the misfortune to exist in post-oil days. The early portion
of this century was notorious for the victories of Nelson^
which demonstrated the naval supremacy of England, but,
said the opponents of the newly-introduced illuminant,
" if this (gas - light) becomes successful, then our naval
supremacy is gone, for at present we obtain principally

our artificial light from the Whale Fisheries. These are
the nurseries of our best sailors ; therefore, if we destroy
the one, the other roust be sfiected. If the fisheries no
longer exist, our navy must degenerate."

Great dangers to the community were anticipated in the
event of steam being adopted for locomotive purposes, as
also are they at the present day from electricity. Similarly
it was feared that the explosion of a gas-main under the
streets would destroy a town. Another parallel is, however,
unfortunately, discernible. As in the present day ignorant
and over-sanguine " electricians " have taken upon them-
selves to champion the electric light, and have tried their

hardest to make the world imagine that it is to be revolu-

tionised by the electric light, so likewise did many would-
be fathers of gas-lighting do a deal of harm, and bring
down upon the system ridicule and trouble. Even Winsor
himself could not keep to fair and truthful lines, for it is

recorded that he " often committed the most egregious errors,

at one time asserting that our atmosphere in its pure state was
too powerful, and that a mixture of coal-gas rendered it

more salubrious ; again, that gas would not explode when
intermixed with air, and that its adoption would purify the

atmosphere ; whilst the prospectus issued by him contained

most extraordinary exaggerated and fabulous accounts of

the enormous profits to be derived from gas-lighting."

However, progress was made, although, of course, less

rapidly than would have been the case had less extravagant
pretensions been urged, and in 1807 Pall Mall was lighted

with gas ; Westminster Bridge was similarly lighted in

1813, and in 1814 gas lamps were substituted for the oil

lamps in the parish of St. Margaret's, Westminster. In
the latter year, a great efiect was produced by illuminating

a pagoda erected in St. James's Park with 10,000 jets of

gas, lighted instantaneously, and forming " an immense and
brilliant fountain."

Many of these and other experimental displays were

made by a company formed by Winsor. The original

company was formed in 1808, and their object was to

obtain the exclusive privilege of lighting all the British

possessions with gas. And for this task they proposed to

raise a capital of £1,000,000 1 After several reverses

the " Gas-Light and Coke Company," with a capital of

£200,000 was established, and secured a royal charter in

1812, with privileges, however, far short of their original

ambitious desires, and teeming with disadvantages. They
were not allowed to extend their operations outside

London, and were not in the least degree protected agidnst

competition, should any possible rival have the temerity to

enter the field against them.

Under such inauspicious circumstances was the first gas

company started. They had many other troubles to con-

tend with, both inside and out, and the only wonder is that

they survived the ordeal. If it proves anything, it proves
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that there were good and substantial grounds for the pro-

moters to work upon, that the commodity they were
offering was valuable, and must ere long take its place,

and that a prominent one, in the market. A few years

served to demonstrate this, and in 1S20 nearly every town
of importance had made a start, the light having created in

the minds of the people a great feeling in its favour ; so

much so, that we read of a prominent Frenchman who, in

writing to a friend says, " Where gas-light exists there is

no night ; where gas-light is, there is continuous day."

Having said thus much on the early history of gas pro-

•duotion and lighting, it would best accord with the object

in view if attention is now turned to the manufacture as at

present carried on. There is one thing to be noticed, how-
ever, before quitting this portion of the subject, viz., that

before many months had passed over the heads of the Gas-
light and Coke Company they had competitors in the field,

and then began one of the most ruinous struggles for

supremacy ever known in the history of any industry.

The futility and cost of these struggles should read to us

to-day an important lesson. There was room for many gas

companies; in 1829 two hundred were formed in the

United Kingdom, and there was, doubtless, scope for

more. We have a few electric light companies, but they

are given up too much to fighting ; there is room for the

gas companies, as well as for them and for others too, but

they must learn how to discriminate between a good market
and a bad one.

THE TRICYCLE IN 1884.

By John Browning,

Chairman of the London Tricycle Clnh.

SAFETY BREAKS.

BEFORE the year closes I should like to say a few

words respecting breaks.

The break is one of the most important parts of a

tricycle. Since vertical pedalling—that is, sitting directly

over the pedals—has been the rule, the rider has lost

much of the power formerly possessed of arresting the for-

ward motion of the machine, whenever it is necessary, by

back-pedalling.

Again, many machines ai'e now ridden with clutches,

and these, of course, give the riders no power of back-

pedalling. In all such machines a most efficient break is

indispensabla

The band-break introduced by the elder Starley, the

father of the modern tricycle, has never been beaten in

efliciency. On one of the first Sociables he made I

descended the worst of the two hills at Westerham with

my wife, anc, although I have done this many times since

on various machine?, 1 have never had another Sociable in

which I could descend it so safely and easily, for, while

with every other Sociable I had to ride down carefully,

with the Starley machine I could let it run at tenor twelve

miles an hour, and pull it up on a steep part of the

incline in twenty or thirty yards.

Many Sociables I have tried for my friends have proved

efiicient in every other respect, but, the break being

ineffective, have caused them months of trouble and

anxiety.

Nearly the worst accident that can happen to a tricyclist

is for the break to give way on a steep hill.

When it does so, the best thing to do is to turn the

machine round, if possible, into the side of the road, be-

fore the pace becomes alarming.

I have done this once on a iSociable, and twice on single

machines without getting a scratch myself or in any way
injuring the machine.

On the last occasion I was descending from Chipstead

to Merstham, by what I suppose the parish authorities call

a road, but I should call a water-shoot, when it came on

to rain suddenly and heavily. I was on my small Humber,
which I was holding in by the break easily. But, after a

few minutes, I found my pace increasing in spite of the

utmost pressure I could apply to the break. As the

machine had a clutch in the lower chain-wheel, I could not

pedal backwards. I was at a sharp corner and heard the

sound of wheels below me, so immediately put my machine

into the bank, and the shock threw me off backwards,

unhurt.

My reason for mentioning this little mishap is that I

find few riders are aware that heavy rain will lubricate a

break so as to render it nearly useless. The moral, of

course, is that you should dismount if you have to descend

a steep hill when it is raining heavily.

I have long been of opinion that to avoid such mishaps

all tricycles should be provided with a second, or safety,

break. The first safety-break which I thought useful was

that introduced by Pausey, who put two breaks upon a

machine of the Humber type. They were two separate

baud-breaks, acting on the same drum, provided with

separate levers, one actuated by the right hand, and the

other by the left. As either or both of these levers could

be used without leaving go of the steering-handles, this

appeared to me an admirable arrangement, and I am sur-

prised that it was not generally adopted.

The Sparkbrook Tricycle Company have just introduced

a new safety-break specially adapted for the Humber
Tricycle. This is a band-break, working on a drum
attached to the lower chain-wheel, the band being acted on

by the step which is just behind the lower bracket. The
break is applied by placing the foot on the step. To do

this the weight of the rider must be thrown so far back

that it is contended that there will be no risk of his being

thrown over the handles.

I shall ceitainly adopt this as a safety-break on my small

Humber, if I can do so without relinquishing the excellent

two-speed gearing which Mr. Bown has just fitted to the

machine for me.

By far the simplest and most efficient safety-break yet

seen has just been introduced by Messrs. Lloyd Bros, on

their new Xo. 8 and No. 9 front-steering Quadrants.

Instead of attaching the mud-guard of the front wheel

as a fixture by the upper end, they have made it stout,

and attached it by a spring and hinge fixed at the lower

part. In case of need, the rider can place his foot on

the upper part of the mud guard and press it firmly against

the tire. As the front wheel in this machine is 26 inches

diameter, this would no doubt prove a sufficiently-power-

ful break even were there no other on the machine, but

with the band-break which Messrs. Lloyd Bros, put to

their roadsters, it might be said that the break arrange-

ments would be perfect, and an accident from deficiency of

break-power impossible.

According to the Drugman, the Japanese are threatened with

severe losses on acconnt of the extinction of the lacquer indnstry.

The tree from which the varnish is made is disappearing. An old

law compelled the people to rear lacquer trees, but it is not now in

force. Another law compelled every person who cut down any-

kind of tree to plant two in its place. This also has become a dead

letter, and the native newspapers fear the deforestation of Japan.

INTEKXATI0X.4L EXHIBITION.—Gold medal (highest award) has

been awarded to Messrs. Walker & Harrison, of the Phcenix

Biscuit Works, Katcliff-cross, London, E., for their new Phcenix

Carbonated Meat Biscuit for Dogs, &c.

—

[Advt.]
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THE EARTH'S SHAPE AND MOTIONS.
Br EicHARD A. Proctor.

CHAPTER VI.—THE EARTH'S ROTATION.

(Contimked from page 421.)

"WJ E note then that if a ring of particles A B C D
VV (Figs 1 and 2) is rotating in direction A B C D, and
we wish it to rotate in direction « B e D, we must apply

forces tending to carry B in a direction contrary to that in

which we wish A to be carried, and in the same direction

as we wish C to be carried. On the contrary D must be

thrust in the same direction as A ia to be carried and in the

direction contrary to that in which we wish to be shifted.

The rule may be thus stated :—Having a rotating disc

A B C D, whose plane of rotation we wish to change, so

that two opposite points as A and 0, in Figs. 3 and 4, may
be shifted in opposite directions, at right angles to the

disc's plane, the intermediate points B and D not shifting,

we must move the disc as if trying to make the points B
and D move in the direction in which C and A, respectively

a quadrant in advance of them (according to the direction

of rotation), are required to move.

The converse rule may be thus stated :—If a rotating

disc A B C D be so urged by impressed forces that were it

at rest the points B and D would be carried in opposite

directions at right angles to the disc's plane, the points A
and C not shifting, then will the jilane of rotation be

actually shifted as though the points A and C, a quadrant
behind B and D respectively, had been carried in the direc-

tions in which B and D are respectively urged.

In all such cases the bodily translation of the rotating

disc must be considered separately.

I have been careful to explain thus far the principles on
which the ordiuary experiments with the gyroscope depend.
They serve to show how and why the median plane of a
heavy rotating disc, spheroid, or sphere, resists any attempt
to change the position of its axis of rotation, and why such
change as does take place is at right angles to the direction

in which the external forces would move the axis of the
disc were it not rotating. ^loreover we can understand
why even considerable external forces acting on a heavy
disc rotating very rapidly, change very slightly the position
of its axis of rotation.

But in Foucault's experiment for exhibiting the
earth's rotation by means of the gyroscope, everything
was done to prevent the rotiting disc from being
externally influenced. In the first place, the gyro-
scope is made very heavy, and set in very rapid rotation.

This makes its power of resisting a pressure tending
to change the position of its axis very great. Then,

secondly, all possible care is taken to diminish the-

effect of the tendency which really acts upon it to change
the position of its axis. This force is the earth's rotation

acting upon the gyroscope, througli its supports, whatever
they may be. If we make the gyroscope as free as pos-

siVjle this force will be diminished as much as possible.

Now this is precisely what Foucault sought to do. In his

gyroscope for exhibiting the earth's rotation, there is first a
vertical ring suspended by a thread, and supported on a
pointed pivot which rests on an agate plane. So carefully

is this suspension managed that when the vertical ring is

loaded with the heavy disc (at rest), the merett breatb

causes it to shift its place. Next within the vertical ring

there is one jjlaced horizontally, supported on knife edges

which rest ou two suitable shoulders at the extremities of

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

the horizontal diameter of the vertical ring. Thu.s this-

ring can oscillate freely on a horizontal axis. Lastly within

the horizontal ring, and on an axis at right angles to the

la.st-named one and also horizontal, is the massive disc.

When the disc is set by suitable machinery in rapid

rotation, it tends, according to the principles already enun-

ciated, to preserve its axis of rotation in a fixed position.

If the earth were not rotating, it is clear that the axis of

the disc's rotation would preserve its posiiion unchanged

without any appreciable effect resulting. But if the earth

rotates, the axis of the disc can only maintain itself in an

unchanged position in space by an apparent motion withis

its supports.

Suppose, for example, that there is a gyroscope at a point

A in the rotating earth PAP' (Fig 3), with the median

plane of its heavy rotating disc north-andsouth, as shown

in Fig. 6 at N S. Let this gyroscope be carried by the

earth's rotation around her axis P O P', to the position B.
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Then if the gyroscope were not rotating the median plane

of the disc would still remain uorthand-south. Thus, sup-

posing t A }), the tangent northand-south line to the earth's

surface at A, meeting the earth's axis, produced, at p, the

median plane of the gyroscopic disc which had coincided

with < A ;> when the gyroscope was at A, would coincide

with t' B/) the northand-south tangent line through B,

when the gyroscope was at B. This would correspond with
the direction n C « in Fig. 6, a direction inclined to (or dis-

placed from) N S. But in the actual case of a heavy
rotating disc, there would be no such displacement, unless

the attachments of the axial supports were rigid, in which
case of course the rotating disc would be forced irresistibly

by the overwhelming power of the earth's motion to retain

its north and-south position. In the case of the delicately-

poised gyroscope of Foucault, the median line N S would
only be affected by such portion of the earth's action as was
conveyed through the suspending line, and at the knife-

edges supporting the internal ring, and this action—in

accordance with the principle we have considered—instead

of shifting X C S to the position u C * (Fig. 4), can only

slightly shift the uppermost point C towards c (the rotation

being in the direction indicated by the arrows), leaving the

points ?and k (corresponding to N and S) on a line parallel

to N S. Thus if a horizontal telescope is directed to the

median line of the disc, at X or at S, this line will appear
to move in a direction opposed to that of the earth's rota-

tion, the northern side moving towards the east as at I,

the southern side moving towards the west as at k.

Thus, when observed under telescopic power, the gyro-

scope is seen steadily travelling against the direction of the

earth's rotation, at the precise rate which calculation shows
to correspond to the latitude of the place of observation.

For the time being, the gyroscope is, so to speak, like an
independent planetary body vyith its oirn proper polar axis

directed constantly to the same point of the celestial

sphere.

We are led naturally to the proof of the earth's rotation

derived from the precession of the equinoxes. The earth's

mass in rotation is a species of gyroscope ; and were the

earth a perfect sphere it would rotate for ever with its

polar axis in a constant position. But the earth being

oblately spheroidal, external bodies have a sort of pull

upon it, in a manner precisely resembling that which we
have conceived as operating upon our experimental gyro-

scope as above illustrated. The proof of the earth's rota-

tion derived from the consequent slow change in the

position of the earth's axis is not, however, founded on
the accordance of the observed effects, with dynamical
theories—though this accordance is a very strong argu-

ment per se. It is the fact that by the precessional

motion of the earth's axis, and the similar but smaller

motion called nutation, all the stars in the heavens, and
the planets also, seem to be affected with a species of tremor,

which afibrds the most convincing proofs of the earth's

rotation. It is obviously unreasonable to suppose that the

stars and planets which we have already seen to be disasso-

ciated from each other as respects their principal move-
ments, should only resemble each other in the matter of

these strange, tremulous motions. When we see, on the

other hand, that a simple dynamical theory, the results of

which we can readily confirm by experiment, accounts for

all these observed tremors, as due to a peculiarity of the

earth's rotation, we can atford to smile at the philosophers

who hope to simplify astronomical conceptions by setting

the earth at rest in the centre of the universe. Indeed,

the proof of the earth's rotation thus derived is as effective

as the proof of the earth's revolution derived from the
aberration of the fixed stars ; it is not, however, so readily

rendered convincing to those unfamiliar with the abstruse
branches of mathematics.

Lastly, there remains to be mentioned the proof of the
earth's rotation derived from the observed rotation of the
primary planets. It has been established by the most
satisfactory modes of measurement, that the planets are
globes like our earth, some inferior to her in magnitude,
but others far surpasbing her. These bodies are seen to
be in rapid rotation upon their axis, those of them which
most closely resemble the earth performing a complete
rotation in about twenty-four hours. The argument deduced
from this circumstance is powerful in itself; but its force
will be more clearly seen when we proceed, as we are now
to do, to consider the proofs of the earth's revolution round
the sun.

(To be continued.)

GORHAM'S PUPIL PHOTOMETER.
THIS beautiful and most ingenious instrument, to which

our attention was first called by Mr. Tindall, in a
letter (1500) which appeared on p. 391, is as simple as it

appears to be effective. It consists of a piece of bronzed
tubing about 1-9 in. long, and 1.5 in. in diameter, with one
end closed by a disc, in which are a series of pairs of
minute holes pierctd on radii of the circle, and drilled with
absolute accuracy at distances varying from •O.'i in. to '28 in.

apart. A cap with a radial slot in it i-o narrow as only to

leave one of these pairs of holes visible at a time rotates

over the brass disc ; and round the cylinder just below the
edge of the cap the linear distance of each pair of holes is

engraved exactly opposite to it. Our first figure represent*

'' X|
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follows :—We set a Sugg's standard candle at a distance of

1 ft. from the eye, with a white surface (such as a sheet

of foolscap paper) behind it, in a room otherwise totally

dark. We now take the diameter of the pupil in the way
just indicated, and read it off from the scale. Leaving the

photometer intact, we substitute for the candle the source

of light whose intensity we wish to measure, placing a

white background behind it, as in the previous case. Sup-

pose that it is a duplex lamp which replaces our original

candle. If we regard this from a distance of 1 ft., as

before, we shall find our two discs of light, so far from
touching, will be pretty widely separated, and we must
slowly retire from the lamp until the circles have expanded
sufficiently to become tangent again ; when, of course, the

pupil will have regained its original dimensions, from the

light falling upon it being of identical intensity with that

of the candle. It only remains to measure the distance of

the lamp from the eye in feet and decimals of a foot to

find its illuminating power, which obviously will vary as

the square of the distance (vide p. 130), i.e., if we have to

retire to a distance of 1 ft. the lamp must give the light of

sixteen candles, and so on. In a foot-note to Mr. Tindall's

letter on p. 391, a doubt was expressed as to the efficiency

of Dr. Gorham's invention as a qiuxiititative light-measurer.

In connection with this we may mention that, as a pre-

liminary to penning this article we have been experi-

menting with a candle and a small reading-lamp, the
relative intensities of whose lights we measured in succes-

sion by Eumford's method (Fig. 2i, p. 130) and by the
instrument we are describing. By the former mode of

measurement we found that the lamp gave 7-1113 times
the light of the candle ; by the new photometer it came
out 7 '111! It would perhaps be idle to contend that no
element of " fluke " entered into this extraordinary coin-

cidence; but it may serve to show with what minute
accuracy the relative intensities of various illuminating

agents can be measured by this most simple apparatus.
The incipient user of it will find it politic to keep his

unused eye open ; as, if it be closed, and then opened
while the photometer is being employed, the stimulus of

the light on the freshly-exposed pupil will cause the one
viewing the hole itself to contract sympathetically ; and so
derange the measurement. Jlr. C. Coppock, of New Bond-
street, is the maker of this photometer.

THE STANDARD OF POLITICS IN
AMERICA.

THE Rev. Heber Newton, in the course of an eloquent
discourse on the low standard of moral ideas in

American politics, made the following remarks, which will

be read with pleasure by all who wish well to the great
nation of our kinsmen on the other side of the Atlantic :

—

" I have nothing to do," he said, " with the truth or falsity

of the charges preferred against the man who has barely
missed election to the highest office in the gift of our
people. But I would point out the danger which menaces
our country through the easy deflecting of the conscience
to party interests. Hosts of men have practically said :

' This is a big fuss about nothing. Our leader is not
charged with having directly stolen anything. The most
than can be said about him is that he has kept his weather
eye open to the main chance, and that he used his ruling
as a speaker as a plea on which to obtain private
wealth. Why should he not have done all these things ?

If he threw away good chances that did not involve
stealing to enrich him, the more fool he. Who of us

would not do what he has been accused of doing if we had
the opportunity 1. We like him all the better for not being
over scrupulous. The great American people believe in a
smart man.' I fear that a great body of by no means bad
men have followed a really able leader, not because they
believed him to be free from fault, but because they rather
like the faults alleged against lum. Lots of men regarded
him as the great American, becavise of his supposed acting

forth of those by no means noble qualities which unfortu-

nately characterise ns as a people—because of which we
ought to feel alarmed. If he really typifies our average
American idea of smartness, then again we have not merely
a sad feature of a political campaign, but a sadder symptom
of a low tone of honour—a sign of the times which it

behoves us to ponder. The sting of Dickens' cut at

American smartness yet remains. The Fortnightly Review
recently compared us to Russia, of which the Czar Nicholas
said :

—
' I and my son are the only people who do not

steal.'

"

CHAPTERS ON MODERN DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.

IV.—THE FRAMEWOEK OF THE DWELLING-HOUSE
{continued).

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTION.

THE laying of the parqueterie is, of course, best under-

stood by those whose special avocation it happens to

be. The parts of the house adapted to this kind of flooring

liave been decided upon through a long course of practical

experience, until a kind of standard or general routine to

be followed has been unconsciously established. The result

of our inquiries at Messrs. Howard it Sons' works in

Berners-street, W., may be briefly formulated thus :—In a

drawing-room the entire floor ought to be covered ; skins

and eastern rugs, which can be readily taken up and freed

from dust, will be found quite sufiicient, upon such a

groundwork, to satisfy the most fastidious aesthete. The
dining-room should be preferably bordered with parquet,

and the central portion carpeted. The bed-rooms ought to

be completely covered with this flooring, to which a rug at

the bedside may be superadded. The bathroom requires a

special lining of cork parquet, the thermal conductivity of

cork being such as to afford a comparatively warm sense of

touch to the feet on getting out of the bath.

The benefits to be derived from the use of these varieties

of flooring are chiefly of sanitary importance :— (1) freedom

from accumulations of dust
; (2) the ease with which they

may be cleansed
; (3) even when washed with a wet cloth

they do not absorb water, and hence are not liable to create

damp
; (4) they are beautiful and durable.

Although private dwelling-houses would be immeasurably

superior in every respect if floored with parquet work, the

system is particularly to be commended for public and
other large buildings. In ball-rooms the floors may be

polished with wax, and thereby rendered delightfully

smooth, in addition to their quality of being and remaining

absolutely level ; but for hospitals it is the flooring par
excellence. When Messrs. Howard were engaged in layiag

the floors of Westminster Hospital, they were obliged to

take up the boards and match them properly before laying

on the parqueterie. In doing so they discovered little

conical heaps of dust over every supporting joist between

the ill-matched floor-boards. It is needless to conjecture

the evil efi'ects of such a state of afiairs ; every time that

water was made use of in cleansing and scrubbing, the little

cones of dust, probably teeming with zymotic disease-germs,
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would be irrigated, and thus favour the special conditions

for the propagation and dissemination of the deadly
bacteria.

This leads us to observe that where the question of

outlay interferes with the employment of parquet floorings,

it is incumbent on the builder to pay special attention to

the construction of his floors. He ought either to have the

floor-boards accurately matched and fastened, to prevent the

after-effects of possible warping or shrinkage of the wood,
or he ought to have all the interspaces carefully caulked,

as on the deck of a ship. We shall revert to the employ-
ment of sanitary floorings in a subsequent chapter, wLea
we come to deal with the subject of house furniture.

Closely related to ventilation and the exclusion or ready
removal of dust and dirt from a house, comes the considera-

tion of dour and window construction. Where no special

provision is made for the introduction and outlet of aii', it

usually happens that the defective fitting of doors and
windows is forced to fulfil those functions in a peculiarly

disagreeable manner. Not only do they ventilate the

rooms by constant draughty currents of air, but they

permit of the entry of damp, dust, and dirt from the

passages of the house, and even from the streets ; so that,

when we come to apply a reform to doors and windows, we
must look to the adequate admission of fresh, and the ex-

pulsion of polluted, air. To a large extent, the average

door and window would suffice, provided that the ventila-

tion is well attended to. The air would in such a case find

its way into the room more readily through a well-devised

inlet than by means of the adventitious chinks of doors and
windows. Yet, to provide against the extraordinary incur-

sion of air, the fitting of the latter ought to be as perfect

as jjossible. This, however, is not so easy to accomplish as

it would seem to be at first sight. The enormous expendi-

ture involved in the necessary outlay for thoroughly well-

seasoned wood and skilled, careful workmanship would
swallow up the profits of the builder in the erection of that

class of houses, such as artisans' dwellings, itc, which bring

him in his most easily-realised income.

As a rule, the doors of houses, in the course of time, tend

to shrink ; and in such a way as to increase the space at

the bottom which has been left for the easy working of the

arrangement. Let us premise that the room or passage to

which the door gives access is provided with suitable ven-

tilators ; then the base of the door ought to fit so closely as

to prevent the entrance of draught, dust, or rain. Now,
apart from great expense, this is almost impossible to secure

in ordinary joinery, inasmuch as the wear and tear of the

floor would alone suffice to renew the evil in the course of

time. It is possible, however, to adapt a movable piece to

the basal edge of the door which shall be simple, self-acting,

not liable to get out of order, inexpensive, and quite effective.

Such an apparatus is Warhurst's " Automatic Draught
Preventer."

Mortality statistics show that, in London alone, no fewer

than 80 persons annually lose their lives through falling

out of wiudows. In the majority of instances, the primary

causeof death may be traced to the incaiitious cleansingof the

windows. Although it is possible to clean the outer face of the

panes of glass in an ordinary window from within the room,

it is so excessively awkward a task that the greater number
of servants and professional window-cleaners prefer the risk

of getting out on to the ledge, and they are thus often over-

balanced, and either killed or severely injured. To prevent

the possibility of such accidents, the sashes of the window
ought to be capable of a wicket, or revolving, as well as a

sliding, motion ; these not only serve to enable the operator

to clean both the inside and outside of each pane easily

without incurring any dangerous risk, but they afford a

space, when swung open, large enough to allow of the

admission of pieces of furniture which are too bulky for

removal through doorways and passages. Patent arrange-

ments, which incorporate the advantages which we have
indicated, and are in addition draught and dust tight and
not more expensive than those in general use, are now in

the market. Of these, Adams' " Anti-Accident " Window
and Penny's " Double-Action " Window-sash and Frame
are the most noteworthy.

The improvements in locks and fastenings for window-
sashes, doors, itc, have hitherto been devised chiefly as

protective measures against housebreakers. Although they

occupy but a subordinate place in the general structure of

the house, they are nevertheless well worthy of careful

consideration. Burglar-proof sash-fasteners and locks are

usually of superior quality and construction, and, as such,

secure a firm fastening which prevents rattling, and thereby

contributes to the sanitary condition of a house by ex-

cluding dust and dirt. In future chapters we shall give

examples of the several inventions which illustrate the

principles we have here noted, so that our readers may be
able to glean beuefits of a practical character from our
observations.

ivfbiehjs;*

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

EUmentary Text-book of Trigonometry, By R. H. Pin-

KERTOX, B.A., Oxon. (London : Blackie & Son.)—For
those who have the advantage of a tutor, we have little

but praise to give Mr. Pinkerton's little book, treating, as

it does, in a lucid form, of plane trigonometry as now
taught. One excellent feature is the number of numerical

examples supplied in it. It is surprising how much more
readily the beginner grasps the meaning of a concrete

example than he does that of the formula whence it is

derived. Our author's sole innovation, so far as we have

been able to detect, lies in the substitution of the word
" radian " for what we have hitherto been accustomed to

call " circular " measure. The two comparatively trivial

faults we have to find with the book are, first, the wasting

of more than a page by a description of the " Grade " and

its application, this form of measurement being now abso-

lutely exploded and disused ; and, secondly, the omission

of all reference to arcs iu the description of the trigono-

metrical ratios. This is all very well in the case of the

student with some preliminary knowledge of the subject,

or who has a tutor at his elbow ; but seems too abstract

for any one approaching it for the first time. The space

wasted on the " Grade " had better have been occupied

with the time-honoured circle of our fathers' days. The
learner would then have seen to ivhat certain lines were

tangents and secants, at all events.

Charles Daricin. By Edward Woodall. (London :

Triibner &. Co.)—This reprint (from the Transactions of the

Shropshire Archreological Society) of a succinct biography

of one of the (if not the) very greatest and most philo-

sophical naturalists the world has ever seen, supplies

material for thought to Englishmen of all ages, rousing, as

it must do, emulation in the young, far from unmixed

sorrow in their seniors, but pride in all. In this record of

a noble life we trace the grandson of the author of " Zoij-

nomia " and the " Loves of the Plants " ; from his birth

at Shrewsbury in 1807, through the Grammar School of

that town, the Edinburgh University, and that of Cam-
bridge, until, on the recommendation of Professor Henshaw,

he was appointed naturalist to the Beaijle expedition to
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South America in 1831. This was a turning-point in

Darwin's career ; and but few of those who will read these

lines can be ignorant of his narration of his own adven-

tures and observations in his " Journal of Researches." It

-was during this voyage that those observations were made

which culminated in the publication, in 1859, of his

imperishable work, "The Origin of Species." How this

was howled and thundered at from thousands of pulpits,

how it was derided and denounced by the Quarterly Heview

(which, nine or ten years later, had to eat its own words

with what relish it might), and how the theologians raved

against it at the meeting of the British Association in 1860,

will all be found recorded in Mr. Woodall's pages. Truly,

the record may make us blush as a nation that such igno-

rance, fanaticism, and bigotry should be rampant in

England during the latter half of the nineteenth century.

Of Darwin's subsequent works on " The Expression of the

Emotions," Orchids, and structural and physiological botany

generally, culminating in the remarkable one on the "Forma-

tion of Vegetable Mould " (by earthworms), this is not the

place to speak. It may suffice to adduce as an illustration

of his astounding patience aud love of truth that this last

volume was not published until the completion of an expe-

riment which lasted tioenUj-nine years. Probably, of no

one who has flourished during the past two hundred years

can it be more truly said than of Charles Darwin, that

Exegit nionumentum cere perennius.

The Stale and Education. By C. H. Schaible, Ph.D.,

M.D. (London : T. Hodgson. 1884.)—With true German

patience, and attention to minute detail, does Dr. Schaible,

in his 1 29 pages, discuss the whole system of State educa-

tion, from that of the Spartans and Cretans, down to our

own School-board epoch. He is, so to speak, a Mundella-ite

of the Mundella-ites, and would seemingly, had he the

power, give a gratuitous education—we mean, of course,

gratuitous so far as the pupils or their parents are con-

cerned—to a large number who now, righteously enough,

are compelled to pay for it. Why the half-pay officer or

the struggling barrister should have to pinch and deny

himself in every possible way in order to educate his

children, while the working man is not to do without a

single pint of beer or ounce of tobacco that his family

may be taught, is not immediately apparent to the man
who is no partisan. To all, however, who wish to see a

one-sided view of the question ably maintained, we may
say that they will find a mass of argument in the work

before us.

Drav-ing to Scale. (London : Moffatt & Paige.)—W^e

liave one solitary fault to find with this, otherwise excel-

lent, little tract. It is that in places ' and " are used for

feet and inches. These symbols signify minutes and seconds

of arc, and nothing in the world else ; and it is as legitimate

—or illegitimate—to employ them in this way as it would

be to make them stand for pounds and shillings, or gallons

and quarts.

The Season. (London : 1884.)—Professedly scientific in

our aim and purpose, Fashion, in the ordinary sense of that

term, is rather outside of our scope. We know not if there

be a science of dressmaking ; but, if so, it may, we should

imagine, be advantageously studied in the pages of the

profu.sely-illustrated magazine whose first number lies

before us, and which ought to be invaluable to ladies

whose maids are their milliners too.

The Asclepiad. By B. W. Eichardson, M.D. (London :

Cade & Caulfield.)—There is no falling-off in the interest

of Dr. Piichardson's journal, valuable as it is to the patho-

logist and physiologist. The number before us contains a

contribution to Dermatology, in shape of two coloured

photographs of a man's hand poisoned by bichromate of

potassa, so dreadfully natural (and nasty) as almost to

deter the layman from touching the page on which it is

depicted.

Natural Reason versus Divine Revelation. By Jvhiun.

Edited by Eobeet Lewins, M.D. (London: Freethought

Publishing Company.)—The rule which strictly excludes

theological subjects from these columns prevents any
criticism of the work whose title heads this notice ; and we
only refer to it here in connection with certain assertions

on its seventeenth and eighteent'u pages. We there find

statements categorically made with reference to utterances

in Convocation in 1870 of the then Bishops of Winchester,

Gloucester and Bristol, St. David's and Llandaff", which the

writer should either be compelled to withdraw, or which
demand the most serious consideration on the part of

churchmen and orthodox believers generally.

The Disk. By E. A. Eobinsok and G. A. Wall.
(London : Griffith, Farran, Okeden, k Welsh. 1884.)—
This weird little American story is full of that pseudo-

science which distinguishes more than one of the remarkaMe
romances of M. Jules Verne. It is unnaturally natural,

naturally unnatural—we hardly know in which way to

describe it—but it is not without interest and a fair modicum
of excitement. It is the very book to while away a railway

journey with.

Calvert's Mechanic's Almanack for 1885. (Manchester:
the Editor )—An exceedingly useful little hand book for

those engaged in the mechanical trades. This is the twelfth

year of publication.

Energy and Motion. By William Paice, M.A (London:

Cassell & Company, Limited, 1884.)—An admirably com-
piled text-book on elementary mechanics, designed and
eminently adapted for beginners. The author essays to

"lead up to the laws of motion from simple notions rather

than, beginning with those laws, to deduce simple notions

from them." One important feature noticeable about the

printing is that the laws, and other portions which would
ordinarily be set up in italics, are set up in an exceptionally

heavy type, and are made, therefore, what they ought to

be, the prominent and striking feature in an introductory

work.

E.vercises in Electrical and Magnetic Measurement. By
R. E. Day, M.A. New Edition. (London: Longmans,
Green, i Cc, 1884.)—There is no doubt that electricity is

now so far developed as to warrant its being included

amongst the exact sciences. Any work on the subject of

electricity that ignores or only deals superficially with its

measurements is seriously discounted in the eyes of electri-

cians. This book is of the greatest possible utility to the

student, and is full of exercises worked out in concrete

quantities, and deprived thereby of the forbidding blankness

that too often enshrouds purely algebraic formul;a The
book is highly commendable.

The Popular Guide to the Telegraph and Postal Service.

By William Lvnd. (London : Wyman i Sons, 1884.)

—

This, to those who purjiose devoting their attention to

postal and telegraph duties, affords one of the best possible

means of attaining that knowledge which is essential to the

work. We know of no other publication, except official

and therefore exclusive books, which may be resorted to

for the purpose. It cannot fail to find a ready market

Proceedings of the Perthshire Society of Xaliiral Science.

Vol. I. Part IV. (Perth : lS8i.)—T:he'Proceedings before

us show what a large amount of real, original, and valuable

work may be eflected in Natural Science by a local Society

devoting itself to an exhaustive examination of its own
district. The record of excursions made and papers read

is both interesting and instructive.
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THE FACE OF THE SKY.
Fkom December 5th to December 19™.

By F.R.A.S.

THE Sun, though low down in the sky, may still bo examined
for spots, &c. Map XII. of "The Stars in their Seasons"

ahows the aspect of the night sky. Mercury is an evening star,

but is, to all intents and purposes, invisible. Venus glitters still

in the morning sky before sunrise, but is losing interest as
a telescopic object. Mars is invisible. Jupiter is improving in

position for the observer. He rises soon after lOh. 30m. to-night,

and before 9h. 40m. p.m. by the 19th. By midnight now he is at

a sufficient height for the detail of his belts to be well seen. On
the night of the 10th (when, though he is very close to the
horizon) Satellite III. will begin its transit at lOh. 28m. Later,
Satellite I. will be eclipsed at 12h. 24m. 56s., and Satellite II.

will begin its transit at 12h. 34ra. Its shadow will pass oft at

Ih. 2m. a.m. on the 11th. On the night of the 11th Satellite I.

will begin its transit at lOh. 47m. ; its shadow will leave Jupiter's
disc at llh. 55m., and the satellite itself follow it at Ih. 7m. a.m.
on the 12th. On the 17th, the shadow of Satellite II. will enter
on to Jupiter's face at 12h. 39m., and that of Satellite III. pass off

at Ih. 12m. the next morning. On the 18th, the shadow of

Satellite I. will begin to cross the disc at llh. 28m. p.m., followed
by the Satellite casting it at 12h. 3Sm. The egress of both will

take place early on the following morning. Lastly, on the 19th,

Satellite I. will reappear from occultation 12 minutes, and
Satellite II. 29 minutes, after midnight. Saturn is visible all

night long, and is a splendid object in almost any tele-

scope. He continues to travel slowly away from J Tauri
in a westerly direction ("The Stars in their Seasons," Map I.).

Uranus is invisible, and Neptune is still in the blank region
in the eastern confines of Taurus. The Moon enters her last

quarter at llh. 30'5m. a.m., on the 9th, and is new at

Ih. 24"5m. p.m. on the 17th. Hence comparatively little will be
seen of her during the next fortnight. Only two occultations occur
during it. The first is of B.A.C. 3122, a Hi mag. star, which will

disappear at the bright limb of the Moon at llh. 38ni. p.m. on
Dee. 6, at an angle from her vertex of 95", reappearing at her dark
limb at 12h. 14m. p.m., at a vertical angle of 164° The next
night, the 7th, tt Leonis will have been occulted before moonrise.

It will reappear from behind her dark limb at lOh. 16m. p.m., at

an angle of 174° from her vertex. The Moon is in Cancer when
our notes begiu, but quits it at 6 a.m. on the 7th for Leo, through
which she travels until 11 a.m. on the 8th, when she descends into

Sextans, onl}', however, to re-emerge in Leo at 10 o'clock the same
night. She finally quits Leo for Virgo at 11 p.m. on the 9th. Her
passage through this great constellation occupies her until 8 a.m.

on the 13th, when she enters Libra. At 9 a.m. on the 15th she
crosses into the narrow northern strip of Scorpio, which at 8 o'clock

the same evening she leaves for Ophiuchus. At 5 p.m. on the 17th
she passes the boundary into Sagittarius, and is still in that con-
stellation when these notes terminate.

CROWS versus WOODCHUCK.
AWOODCHUCK (or ground hog) had its burrow in an elevated

piece of ground at the edge of a field of buckwheat stubble

along the public road between Monticello and Thompsonville, in

Sullivan County. It had been seen occasionally playing in the

Btubble. A few days ago a flock of crows took up their quarters

in a piece of woods near the field, and have since passed their time
feeding on the buckwheat, which they seem to find in abundance
in the stubble. The other day, a resident of Monticello was driving

along the road when he heard a great tumult among the crows. The
entire flock was centred about a certain spot in the field, and
individual members were darting up and down and to and fro,

and always returning savagely to the same spot. The noise

of the combined cawing of the fifty throats was deafening,

and of that peculiar character which always denotes that

the crow has more serious business on hand that the ordinary

duties of its every-day life. The man stopped his horse and
looked to see what the cause of the tumult was, and discovered

that the woodchuck had wandered unsuspectingly into the stubble,

and that the crows, taking oilence at his presence on their feeding-

ground, had attacked him in force. The woodchuck was trying to

make his way to his burrow, but, assailed on every side by the

sharp beaks and strong claws of the crows, he found his progress

exceedingly slow and painful. Now and then, goaded by some
especially savage dig from a crow, he would make a show of

fighting back, but this only increased the noise and the fierceness of

his assailants. Fortunately for the woodchuck, he had been surprised

by the jealous crows before he had gone far from his hole. If he
had been set upon in the middle of the field he would have been
killed, and doubtless eaten, before he got back to his home. Aa it

was, he gradually edged along toward the burrow. The air was filled

with flying fur and feathers. The woodchuck would have had some
show with a dog or two, but the sort of warfare carried on by the

crows was something that rendered his best tactics utterly worth-
less. After a struggle of ten minutes the poor animal succeeded in

dragging himself to the mouth of his hole, and it needed all of his

remaining strength to pull himself safely inside of it. The crows
circled around and around the spot where the woodchuck had dis-

appeared, filling the air with the most hideous cries, but whether
of disappointment or triumph the spectator was unable to say.

Finally, they all alighted on the ground, a few feet away from
the burrow, and apparently held a council of war. They cawed
and strutted about, first one and then another flying up to the

woodchnck's hole, and then back to the council. These movements
lasted for five minntes, and resulted in two old crows posting them-
selves on the fence directly opposite the woodchnck's hole, and only

a few feet away from it. The remainder of the flock returned to

their work in the field, and not a sound was heard from any of

them. The spectator was so interested in the proceedings that he
waited for half-an-hour to see if anything new developed. The two
crows on the fence, where they had been placed, evidently to give

notice if the woodchuck appeared again, remained at their posts as

dumb as oysters. No change in the situation taking place, the

spectator was about to drive on, when he heard a caw
from one of the sentinel crows. The man, supposing that

the woodchuck had been unwise enough again to venture out,

expected to see the entire flock once more hurry to the

scene. Such was not the case. In response to the cry two crows
left the flock and flew to the fence, took the places of the two
sentinels, and the latter returned to the field. The spectator,

unwilling to remain any longer for fear that he might see something
done that would not be believed when he told it, drove on. He
returned past the field an hour and a half later. There were still

two silent sentinel crows on the fence. Subsequently he returned

with another man to see what the result of the difficulty between
the crows and the woodchuck had been. There were no sentinels on
the fence. The men flushed the crows in the field, and the flock

took to the woods. A visit was made to the woodchuck's hole. It

had been " dug out." The man who had first seen the pro-

ceedings declared his belief that the crows had grown weary of

waiting for the woodchuck to come out, and had set to and un-

earthed him. There were about the spot, however, too many evi-

dences of the small boy and a dog for this theory to hold, and it was
abandoned.

—

New York Times.

Royal Microscopical Society.—At the last meeting of the above
society, a new "Lantern" Microscope, the invention of Mr. Lewis
Wright, worked out and manufactured by Messrs. Newton & Co.,

of 3, Fleet-street, was exhibited by the oxyhydrogen light to an
unusually large number of Fellows. The results obtained were, in

the opinion of Dr. Dallinger, F.E.S. (president). Dr. Carpenter,

Prof. Stewart, Mr. Crisp (hon. sec), and others, greatly in advance
of anything that has previously been obtained, far exceeding in

definition the " Giant Electric Microscope " exhibited last year.

Among other objects were exhibited the following:—Human thumb
(showing perspiratory glands), circulation of blood in living frog,

blowfly's tongue (showing spiral formation), &c., besides several

anatomical and other slides (echinus spines, lic.) mounted by Dr.

Carpenter and others, which were shown on the 14-ft. screen, in a

most brilliant and clearly defined manner.

Tee Eector and Fellows of Exeter College have, says the

Afhenceum, just obtained for their hall a fine portrait of the late

Sir Charles Lyell, the immortal author of the " Principles of

Geology." Lyell was an undergraduate of Exeter College from

1815 to 1819, when he took a second class in classics and graduated

B.A. He received the honorary degree of D.C.L. in 1855. The
present portrait is a copy in oils of that executed by Lowes
Dickinson two years before Sir Charles Lyell's death in 1875, now
in the possession of Mrs. Henry Lyell. Exeter may justly feel

proud of Sir Charles Lyell's connection with the college, and has

done well in giving a place of honour to the man who made Darwin
possible, and was at one time anathematised by society for his de-

molition of the Mosaic cosmogony. It is a pleasure to reflect on

the fact that the present Fellows of Exeter have taken pains to

place a really fine painting of Lyell on their walls ; for, as far as

we remember, the portraits hitherto serving to decorate the public

rooms of that seat of learning have been entirely devoted to the

glorification of second-rate ecclesiastical dignitaries, and are

eminently worthy of their originals.
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(Bnv Jnfafntorsf* Column.

So great is the number of inventions now patented that many good

things are comparatively lost in the crowd. A succinct account,

therefore, hy an Expert, of all inventions of really popular interest

and utility must be advantageous both to the public and the

Inventor, enabling persons to hear of inventions already desiderated

hy them, and thus acting reciprocally as a stimulant on supply

and demand.

A XEW SAFETY CASH-TILL.

A CASH-TILL designed to show the general takings, and yet keep
them safe from any frand, and so constructed that it cannot bo

run off with, is surely a desideratum to thousands engaged in

various forms of ready-money operations. Mr. A. J. Johnstone, of

140, Mill-street, Liverpool, has, we note, invented a cash-till which
is a decided preventive to fraud, is never in the way, and can
bo seen from any part of the shop. The invention consists of

a long, narrow box, having two drawers, the long one moving
at right angles to the counter, and the other, which is kept
locked, at right angles to the first or parallel to the counter. The
first drawer has two compartments for copper and silver respec-

tively. The top is of plate-glass. The small drawer runs below a

sliding platform attached to a handle at the side, which takes all

gold, notes, or surplus silver passed through the aperture in the

plate-glass forming the top of the whole till. Money put in this

compartment can remain for the customer to see, and then, by
moving the handle, it falls into the locked drawer beneath. On
drawing out the larger drawer containing the silver and copper a

bell rings, and this effectually prevents any secret tampering with
the till. The key of the gold compartment is kept by the
principal, who may from time to time transfer the surplus silver

from the compartment in which it lies into the dr.-iwer, and
thus the whole takings of the day need never be at the
mercy of any one in the shop. Another special advantage
of this improved till is the manner in which it is attached to the
counter. Two iron hooks are screwed into the under end of the
till below the handle door, so that the hooked part of the iron can
run under the edge of the counter. Through these hooks there
passes an iron cross rod, as long or short as the requirements of the
particular shop may need, and this is fastened to the supports of

the counter as far as the length of the rod allows. These tills can
be made in any style that may be desired.

DECORTICATING RICE, WHEAT, &c.

Veey few persons, comparatively speaking, know how much
inventive genius has been expended in the endeavours to remove the
outer cuticle of the wheat beny without at the same time depriving
it of any of its nutritious properties. Mr. J. H. C. Martin, of " The
Drive," Walthamstow, and of 16, Mark-lane, E.C., has invented a
machine for thoroughly decorticating rice, wheat, and other grains,

which is claimed to possess very great advantages. An emery
drum is employed, and made to revolve rapidly within a cylindrical

case and set obliquely, and bo adjusted that for wheat the machine
not only cleans thoroughly, and especially the ends of the grain,

but produces the condition needed for roller-milling, the skin in the
crease being left thicker than in any other portions, and thence
being more easily separated. It is contended that flour made from
wheat thus treated would be in preferential demand.

IMPROVEMENTS IN WINDOWS.
The window has long, we think, presented a prominent field for

the inventor, and now we observe that Messrs. Verity Brothers,
the well-known manufacturers and patentees of sundry special

ironmongery appliances for the building and other trades, of 5i,

Call-lane, Leeds, have patented several important improvements in

sash and other windows, whereby perfect ventilation and com-
plete security are secured. The windows, can be cleaned on
both sides from the inside, and are rendered perfectly safe by
means of Messrs. Verity Brothers' double-locking sash-bolt or
fastener. The following are some of the advantages explained :

—

1. The window can be opened for ventilation without being
unlocked or rendered insecure if so left. 2. The strength and
safety of the swinging pivots are secured in all positions from the
fact that—through the protection and steadiness of the outer sash
frame—no undue strain can be put upon them. 3. The above, in

combination with the rebate arrangement, renders it impossible for

the swinging sash to " tumble bodily into the street," as other con-

structions have been liable to allow. 4. The construction can bo
varied, so that the upper sash swings only, without sliding ; the
bottom sash alone being made to both slide and swing upon pivots.

or any other variation architects may suggest, or require. 5. The
chain opener and fastener has no notched bar or other overhanging
projection to become unsightly and objectionable when the window
is closed, and can be fixed at the side instead of centre.

CORK-DRAWING.

Although in many quarters screw-stoppers are coming into nsc
for most bottled drinks, the cork is very far from being dises-

tablished yet. Meanwhile, cork-drawing is often attended with
much trouble, not the least being the breaking off of pieces, which
crumble into the contents of the bottle. Mr. A. Muir, of 2, Wal-
brook, London, E.C., has, we believe, perfected a machine specially

designed for drawing corks with amazing rapidity, certainty, and
that by a single operation of the hand. The screw is constructed
upon the simplest mechanical principles, and being devoid of com-
plicated arrangements, cannot possibly get out of order, while the
leverage power is such that any lady, if need arise, can draw out

the tightest cork without effort. Another advantage is that the

contents of the bottle remain undisturbed.

THE "CARMICHAEL" PORTABLE BOOT-TREE.

There can be no doubt but that for those who study appearances
the boot-tree is an indispensable part of personal impedimenta
during a round of visits, &c. Boot-trees, however, are cumbroos
things, and some time since a cavalry officer conceived the idea of

making an india-rubber boot-tree capable of being carried in the
pocket, and, when put inside the boot, needing only to be inflated

to fill any boot out tightly and render shrinkage, however wet
the leather, impossible. This invention has obviously many special

advantages over the rigid wooden tree, and should come into very

general use. The sole agents for this invention are Messrs. W.
Sparkes &, Hall & Co., 308, Regent-street, London, W.

A NEW WATCH-KEY.

Stemwinding watches have not yet quite disestablished the old-

fashioned watch with its separate key. Many endeavours have
been made to produce that obvious desideratum, a key adjustable

to any watch without any trouble or preparation, and this is now
claimed to be accomplished by an invention of Messrs. Vale & Sons.

All that the person \vishing to wind a watch has to do is to press

the key into the winding-square of the watch, which it will at once

fit, no matter what the make or size of the watch. We understand

that Messrs. Vale & Sons were the very first inventors of a key to

wind any watch when, twenty years ago, they produced their screw-

adjustable key, and thus a special importance attaches to their new
self-adjustable watch-key. This will enable those watchmakers
who hold a stock of old-style watches to compete more readily vrith

the keyless variety.

THE NEW BOLANACHI CHOCOLATE.

The invention of a new food-drink, if we may use such a phrase,

is surely a matter of no small importance to the community. Some
time since M. Bolanachi, a Turkish gentleman, conceived the idea of

utilising the ceratonia bean, hitherto used only for cattle-food, and

after much labour he succeeded in producing thence a sweet, clear,

honey-like extract, the saccharine property of the plant. He next

proceeded to try this with chocolate in place of sugar, and as a result of

experiments, has now a manufactory of chocolate at Spa-road, Ber-

mondsey, where the cocoa bean, without husk and without flour or

starch, is used only with the syrup of the ceratonia bean for making
fine chocolates, which do not need boiling, and are claimed to be finer

and cheaper far than the ordinary kinds even of the best. The
Bolanachi chocolate is a very nourishing and pleasant beverage, and

won the highest award in its class at the late International Health

Exhibition. The city offices of the company are in St. Clement's

House, Clement's-lane, E.C. The new chocolate is a food-drink

equally good for the strong and the weak, and is particularly

digestive, while its flavour is delicious.

IMPROVED STAIR-ROD "EYES."

Stair-rod eyes of the common sort are often very troublesome,

continually coming out and frequently breaking. What is known
as Emery's New Patent Stamped Stair-rod Eye appears to be a

useful improvement on the old-fashioned cast stair-rod eyes. This

eye is fastened by two nails, and, being stamped out of rolled

brass, is stronger and cheaper than the ordinary kind. The eyes

are at the same time more ornamental. It is obvious that the

fixing is much simplified, and the liability to work loose is

minimised. Samples of these eyes may be obtained on application

to the patentee and manufacturer, Mr. S. C. Emery, 389, Lichfield-

road, Aston, near Birmingham.
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" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfred TENirysoN.

Only a small proportion of Letters recetr-ed can possibly be in-

lerted. Correspondents must not le offended, therefore, should their

letters not appear.

All Editorial communications should he addressed to the Editor oi
Knowledge; all Business commu7iications to the Publishers, at the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended io
DELAYS ARISE FOR WHICH THE EDITOR 18 NOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should be made
payable to Messrs. Wyman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opintoms of correspondents.

No COMMTTNICATIONS ARE ANSWERED BY POST, E^EN THOUGH STAMPED
AND DIRECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

IS TEA INJURIOUS?
[1524]—In reply to your correspondents, Messrs. Williams,

Gaubert, and Bell, I conclude the above-named gentlemen have
had sufficient time to eke out the essence of their subject, but allow
me to state the following fact:— viz., that my grandmother lived

till the age of eighty-four years, and her sister till ninety-nine years
and ten months, each had tea to three meals each day, and
both retained all their mental faculties till their decease ; and, for

my own part, I prefer tea. I also notice a very large proportion
of people in far advanced age, and they themselves state that it is

preferable to coffee or cocoa, as both the latter cause frequent
biliousness. If tea does not prevent longevity, I cannot conceive
how it can cause any mental incapacity whatever.

Joe E. Liddle.

DOCTORING WINE.

[1525]—In the last number of Knowledge, page 450, " Gypsum "

questions, on theoretical grounds, my inferences concerning his

misdoings in the manufacture of wine. My conclusions concerning
the substitution of tartrate by sulphates are not theoretical, but are
proved by the analysis of many eminent chemists. All are unani-
mous on this point. " Gypsum " says that " if this were the result

of mixing sulphate of lime and bitartrate of potash in wine, the
same result would ensue if bitartrate of potash were added to hard
water." An action corresponding to that which I described does
take place. Everybody who has used cream of tartar as a beverage,

or otherwise tried to dissolve it in hard water, knows that there

remains an insoluble residuum from which no more flavour of

cream of tartar can be extracted by adding more water. This pre-

cipitate is a compound of the tartaric acid with the lime

in the water; the potash of the cream of tartar having gone
over to the acid with which the lime was originally combined.
Cream of tartar dissolves in about 180 parts of cold distilled water,

very much less as the water is warmed.
I never attributed the mischievous action of plastered or other-

wise cooked sherry to " a trace of gypsum," being well aware that

the wine cannot possibly dissolve one-tenth of the quantity of

gypsum required to produce the precipitate I obtained from the

samples as described, and which any body else may obtain by fol-

lowiag my instructions concerning the use of chloride of barium.

There was free sulphuric acid in some, alum in others, sulphates in

all, substituting the natural organic acids, and organic salts of

simply fermented grape juice. The evil results of such substitu-

tion, either in food or drink, are too well known to demand any
further discussion.

I am not able to fully reply to the query of Mr. Scargill which
follows the above, not being able to understand how gypsum can
be made " to dissolve freely in water." It requires 400 parts of

water for its solution. As stated above, this quantity, either in

beer or water, can have but a trivial effect. When I first visited

Paris in 1842, the water commonly used was saturated with sul-

phate of hme. The weather was hot ; I drank much of it, and
suffered some inconvenience. An English resident-physician then
told me that sulphate of lime has the same aperient action as

its chemical cousin, sulphate of magnesia (Epsom salts). In
order, however, to take a dose of half an ounce, ten pints of

saturated water, or a corresponding quantity of saturated wine or

beer, must be taken. W. Mattieu Williams.

"STATISTICS OF BARATARIA."

[1526]—Some time ago, the Editor of Knowledge remarked
that a man's descendants, after some generations, had but a frac-

tion of his blood in them ; and this is repeated and amplified by Mr.
Grant Allen on p. 416, Knowledge, vol. vi. It occurred to me that

though this is mathematicaUy true, yet there are reasons for think-

ing it is not phj'sically so. It does not follow that because in the

fourth generation a negi-o's posterity are "white by law," all other

peculiarities are lost in other cases

—

c.ij., there may be different

results from cross-breeding and from in-and-in breeding. And in

his last paragraph Mr. Allen seems rather to modify what he says

in the preceding one. "The one certainty upon which the ethno-

logist can repose is physical peculiai'ities. These . . . repeat

themselves."
How can this be reconciled with (supra) :

" Nobody on earth

could possibly detect in the fifth remove the very slightest tinge of

negro ancestry " ? Why does not an occasional negro turn up in

such families, like the lips of the Polish princess in the Hapsburg
line ?

My belief is that the mothers do little to modify races, but that

general physical arrangement follows the patronymic. The Due
de Nemours is the picture of his ancestor, Henri IV. It would be

of some value if we could ascertain whether any of his brothers re-

semble in an equal degree any of their ancestresses.

My attention was fixed on this twenty years ago by a striking

circumstance. I knew the names of all my foremothers married to

paternal ancestors, up to the begiuning of the fourteenth century.

My mother was pure English ; my father's mother, pure Welsh ; his

father's, Anglo-Irish ; his father's, again, pure English. All before

that were pure Lowland Scotch ; but my ancestor of the thirteenth

century is said to have been Celtic, and for this reason we are

reckoned among the Highland clans, though our cradle lies south

of the Highland line. In 1863 I made the acquaintance of another

branch of our name, absolutely pure Scotch. To my surprise, I

found them repeat, not only in general likeness, but in small

details, my own near relations. I saw also a fine portrait of my
great-grandfather's grand-aunt (of my own name), which was, line

for line, that of my own sister, save the forehead. But the most

curious thing was that when I entered the room at a meeting of

the R.S.A.S., a Fellow remarked to another " What an extra-

ordinary likeness that gentleman bears to the of '

(naming the elder branch of my family, now extinct, whom he had

known in youth). How could a mongrel like me be instantly

spotted as a scion of a pure Scotch race, unless it be that—at all

events, within certain limits of race—the original paternal blood is

never washed out ; or, at least, not in two hundred years, for it is

just that since I had a Scotch ancestress.

As I get old I remind myself, more than of any one else, of my
mother-in-law, who was absolutely pure Highland, and not the

faintest relation. How can this be, unless I reproduce my last pure

Celtic ancestor, who was born certainly net later than 1250 ? These

facts are all the more strange when I add that I am also very

like my mother's father.

From the above date I would also draw a political moral. The
sovereign of a realm, however limited his powers, must always

exercise a very large influence over his people. Now the Prince of

Wales will, of course, to a great extent " take after " his august

mother. But the f'lture kings will repeat, not the line of Guelph,

with which we shall be done for ever, but those obscure Dukes of

Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, from whom spring the new line of double-

German kings.

If we wish to forecast what sort of Royal family we shall have

in ages to come, it is these sovereigns whose biographies we should

study. Yet there has been, I think, only one book published about

them ; and it does not seem much sought after. Halltards.

"EDWIN DROOD" (DICKENS'S STORY LEFT HALF
TOLD).

[1527]—I think you have recently expressed yourself as of one
mind with Mr. Foster on the subject of " Edwin Drood." Will

you, then, allow me to be " H. E.'s" ally in the argument. I may
be able to notice one or two things in defence of his theory.

Mr. Foster makes a great point of the sight which so horrified

Jasper when he was attacking Edwin on " the great tower." May
not this horrifying sight have been merely the ugly result of the

sudden and violent strangulation which Edwin was undergoing?
Jasper would have good cause to say he had never seen that before,

whatever else he might have seen "in his mind's eye" when
planning the murder.

Mr. Foster suggests that, when Edwin was flung into Mrs. Sapsea's

tomb, " the strong silk shawl with which Jasper had intended to

throttle him " was drawn over his face. According to this, Edwia
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must have stood a strong chance of being smothered as well as

throttled.

As to Datchery's resemblance to Edwin (in Mr. Foster's mind)

there is great ingenuity, but nothing sufficiently " commonplace "

to make the resemblance rational. Would a few months' mental

and bodily suffering change Edwin—the thoroughly English Edwin
—into a vindictive, calculating avenger ? And could he return to

Cloisterham, where he had been pretty well known, and assume a

very striking disguise of manner, speech, gait, and appearance

without expecting shortly to be exposed, and without being so

exposed ? Mr. Foster seems to make light of the fact that

Datchery's personal appearance is calculated to draw marked
attention, which attention must have discovered Edwin immediately.

Whereas a detective might happen to have a strange and striking

appearance—having reached a certain period of life—without

finding it interfere with his watching of Jasper. Indeed, it seems

to me that the open and persistent watching of the supposed mur-

derer is a means to frighten confession from his guilty conscience.

Fancy Edwin sauntering about Cloisterham with a large grey

wig on

!

That Datchery knows the Deputy's name to be " Winks " is not

surprising if Datchery is a detective ; he may also know the queer

names of a good many more persons who frequent the Traveller's

Rest. Mr. Foster contends that no one ever speaks of Edwin as

dead ; but then no one knou-s him to be dead. His death is only

assumed because his watch and other trinkets have been found,

while his body has not. When a person is missing, even under

strong presumptive evidence of foul play, or of suicide, his friends

long hesitate to speak of him as dead, or to acknowledge the proba-

bility of his fate. Rosa's conduct, and the silence of those around

her, is an instance of this.

I agree with " H. E." as to the illustrations which Mr. Foster

has produced. They prove nothing; for if they represent Edwin's

escape from his uncle's attempt on his life, Charles Dickens would

not have published them. Fearing—as we now know—that the

story was being unfolded too rapidly, would Dickens have assisted

his readers by showing at a glance what he would prefer to reserve

for several hours' reading ? As to Grewgious' manner, it was at

no time genial, excepting, perhaps, where Rosa is immediately

concerned. Of course, he cannot make up his mind about Landless.

He knows him to be a bad-tempered young man, who has savagely

quarrelled with Edwin. Of the two persons last seen with Edwin,

Landless is proved innocent : suspicion, therefore, is obviously to

be fixed on Jasper, and Grewgious, naturally enough, tests that

person in a deliberate and open manner. The result of the test in

the celebrated interview is that Jasper conclusively proves to his

keen opponent that he is the guilty man.
There is no reason why Deputy should not have betrayed Jasper

eventually ; but if Jasper was betrayed immediately after the crime

had been committed, he could not possibly have escaped. Before

Edwin—under the most favourable circumstances—could have

recovered sufficiently to intercede, Jasper would have been pointed

out as the would-be murderer, and would be locked up immediately.

Finally, if a murder is supposed to have taken place, how long

will the police and the press and the local busybodies permit

suspicion to fasten on an innocent man without sifting the matter

thoroughly ?

Even in Edwin Drood's time public opinion in all its branches

was not unknown, and nothing but the knowledge that the police

had not forgotten the crime, nor despaired of discovering the

criminal, would cause the matter to be so patiently treated by
Landless.

As to Edwin's reddening (to hark back a moment) when he

(see Mr. Foster's theory) heard the opium woman mention his

name, would not any man of Datchery's age and build redden when
he stooped ? J. B.

THE LUNAR ECLIPSE OF OCTOBER 4.

[1528]—May I be allowed to say, in connection with the

editorial remark on p. 446, that it was not I, but M. de Boii him-
self, who calculated the position of the Cordilleras with reference

to the earth's limb at the instant illustrated in the diagram in my
letter (1451) on p. 325. It never occurred to me to check the

results of one whom I knew to be so able a mathematician as my
learned Belgian friend. William Noble.

Forest Lodge, Kov. 28, 1884.

NOAH'S RAINBOW.

bow, and I have been asking ever since withont ever once coming
across one who was not ready to swear to having seen plenty.

This morning, at 6.30, I saw a complete bow with my own eyes.

Now, whom am I to believe ? I may add that not even the negro
children showed any astonishment at the sight. E. Nankivell.

P.S.—At 2.15 p.m. to-day (Nov. 5) I saw a succession of nearly
perfect rainbows.—E.N.

Port Royal, Jamaica, Oct. 27, 1884.

[1529]—In Mr. Garbett's letter in your issue of June 13 he says :

" I never met a Jamaica negro who had seen a rainbow, or had

more conception of it than snow." After reading this statement

I began asking some Jamaica negroes if they had ever seen a rain-

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.

G. St. Ci.AiE. Tour pamphlet does not lack ingenuity; but the
idea of more than one white is one which I fear 999 of every
1,000 studcLti of physical optics must hopelessly fail to grasp.

—

Alfred Sa.nuers kindly supplies the information that Darwin's
"Biographical Sketch of an Infant" was published in the number
of " Mind" for July, 1877.

—

Isidore. No; " the thought has " not

"occurred to" me "that if the Electric Light is persisted with
and becomes a general illuminant it will eventually bring about
darkness and destruction." Whether any of my " brother scien-

tists " have suffered under such an hallucination I am unprepared to

say.—E. A. Tixdall. There are difficulties in the way of increasing

the size of the star maps. With reference to your other criticisms the

general plan was decided on after very full consideration. To
adhere to a definite scale of magnitudes appeared the only con-

sistent way of proceeding. You will see that the pupil photometer
has been received.—P. A. R. Wood is petrified by the infiltration

of silica (the base of flint) into its tissues, which are replaced by
the mineral, just as in the case of other fossils. This is a process

which has gone on at a comparatively recent geological date at

or near the earth's surface. Coal has been formed by the bitu-

minous fermentation of vast masses of vegetable matter under great

pressure. Peat, cannel coal, Bovey coal, and the like, represent

stages in the formation of true coal.—NAxrRALisT. See MajTiard'a
" Manual ,of Taxidermy," sold by Triibner & Co., reviewed on

p. 292 of our last volume.—H. F. A. Young's " Strains on Girders,

Arches, and Trusses," published by Macmillans, ought to suit yoo.

See Knowledge Vol. V., p. 482.

—

Zero. When the moon is on the

horizon her angular diameter, as measured with a micrometer, is

actually less than it is when she is high up in the heavens. If yon
draw a diagram you will see that under the latter circumstance she

is really nearer to the spectator than under the former condition.

The whole thing is an optical illusion. In the open vanlt of the

sky you have nothing to compare ike moon with. When she is on
the horizon you have, as a rule, numerous objects of known size in

juxtaposition with her. A balloon affords just the same illusion. It

looks a very little thing as it goes overhead, but an enormous object

as it approaches the earth ; albeit it may descend at a considerably

greater linear distance.—J. Gillespie. Read any elementary

work on physical geography. Did it ever occur to you that the

melting of the snow on the equatorial ranges of Mils near the

source of the Nile had anything to do with its rise ?—A Reades of
' Knowledge." The (inappropriately) so-called " Harvest-Moon "

is the full moon which happens the nearest to September 21st, and
this can obviously never occur in August. Whenever the moon is

pretty close to the first point of -Vries, which, of course, is the case

during part of every lunation, she rises on each of two or three

nights running a very little later than she did on the previous one.

No one notices this when she is a crescent, bat when she is full it

becomes more striking. Now she is only full in Pisces and Anes
at the time of the autumnal equinox ; hence the harvest-moon.

—

W. H. Greene. Shall receive immediate attention.— S. J. H. I

regret that you should have had the trouble of sending an answer

to Letter 1398 all the way from India, when I have already

excluded some quires of repUes from English correspondents.

—

W. Aston. The projection of a solar echpse is very much too

complicated and operose a matter to be popularly explained, and

would occupy considerably more space than can be spared. More-

over, unlike an eclipse of the moon, it must be calculated separately

for every fresh station.—BiRD-STrFFER. A design for sticking 2,000

postage-stamps on to a fire-screen is more in the way of ilyra's

Journal than in that of a professedly scientific periodical like

Knowledge.—L. A. W. If the rays round the star disappear after

a little gazing, the fault is obviously in yotir own eye, and not in the

object-glass at all ; but, as you describe the image as only " tolerably

clear" after all, the objective may be faulty too. Too low a power

gives indifferent and glaring images of stars. Nothing surpasses the

admirable "Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes" of the Rev.

Prebendary Webb as a catalogue of all interesting objects. Neptune

is in a very blank region of the sky just now. The only direction I can

give yon for finding him by means of " The Stars in their Seasons"

is to refer you to Map I. of that work. On this yon must draw

a line joining S Arietis and 5 Tauri, find the middle of it, and fish
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with the telescope in the sky to the right of this middle point for

the planet. I may add that you will wholly fail to distmgnish him
from a small, dull, fixed star with a 21-inch telescope.—W.
Jkbome Harri.son. Both received; to appear in due course. I fear

that it will be some time ere we sliall have room for a description

of the gelatine plate process.

—

David lIorsTox. Accepted with
thanks.—W. R. Scanlax. The conductor of Knowledge is not at

present in England. An answer which applies equally to J. B.

HoDGKix and to K. S>nTH. Will the two latter correspon-

dents be good enough to read the italicised paragraph which
is printed at the end of these "Answers ?

"—W. JI. You may take

it that the point at which the eye will be placed must be
200 miles from either of the stations midway between which
at is situated ; and a line from it to either of such stations will

be a tangent to the earth. Regarding the earth as a sphere

with a mean radius of 3,950 miles, we have a triangle right-

angled at the station, with the base 3,056 miles long, and the

perpendicular 200 miles long ; so that we have only to square

3,956 and 200, and, after adding the squares of these together,

extract the square root of their sum, to get the length

of their hypothenuee, from which, if we subtract the

earth's radius, the remainder will be the height of the eye

above the surface of the earth (Euclid I. 47).—A. Fanatics always
have, and always will continue to, abuse those those who differ

from them. Deadly as alcohol is to individuals, the alcohol-con-

suming races have come prominently to the front in life's struggle,

and have conquered all the world. There was more in what you
complain of than met the eye. You are entirely right as to testi-

monials. My private impression is that the person to whom you
refer is not responsible for his actions. Certainly, for his own sake,

I hope so. I unfortunately cannot read Spanish.— S. O. See note

on p. 430. Under any circumstances, such reproduction will not occiu-

during the present year.-—G. H. L. The list of constellations fol-

lowing the maps on pp. 424 and 425 is a complete one, comprising all

those visible in England. Only a portion of these can be seen at

once, and those which can be so seen vary with the time of year.

During the November and December nights. No. 0, to which you
specially refer, is far below our horizon. Scientific astronomers of

all nations use the Latin names of the constellations ; but, of course,

their popular names vary in different parts of the Continent. As a
rule, however, they are simply translations of the Latin originals.

—

R. Ti'D-sBURY AND SoNs. Delayed through being addressed to the

Editor, instead of to the Publishers.

—

Believer. Look through the

list of publications issued by the Messrs. Clowes & Sons in connec-

tion with the International Health Exhibition. You will find all

you need there.—E. JLwo. See Knowledge, Vol. III. p. 262.

Probably " The Universe of Stars " would furnish the information

you require. Note the concluding paragraph (in capital letters)

which heads the correspondence column.

—

Matthew C. Oatfield.

See paragraph at the bottom of column one, p. 62, of the current

volume.

—

Dr. Williams. Many thanks ; but mere observations are

numerous and not of great interest. Some of your resiilts, though,

as yon will see, have been embodied in a short article. Your con-

trivance for viewing Solar spots is a familiar one. Vide " Elemen-
tary Astronomy," published by Cassells, p. 136, and p. 22 of Webb's
" Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes," &c.

In reply to numei-ous letters and cominnnications

addressed to the office of Knowledge, its Editor heys to

announce that he has concluded his Lecturing Tour, and

has, in fact, definitely ceased to lecture altogether. Should

he {which is very doubtful) at any future time resume

his lectures on Astronomy, due and ample notice will bg

jfiven of such resumption in these columns.

©\\v 2MI)isft Column.

By Five of Clubs.

DISCARDING.

FEW points of whist play are more important (and, it might be
added, few are more neglected) than the discard. An

original discard is like an original lead in its significance ; a forced
discard has a meaning akin to that of a forced lead ; it is as im-

portant to distinguish a forced from an original discard as to avoid

mistaking a lead from weakness for a lead from strength ; and
finally, to discard properly at the close of a hand often requires as
much skill as the art of rightly placing the lead at that stage of

the game.
When you have to discard to the first suit led, that suit being

plain, and no indication having been given of trump strength any-
where, your course is simple. If the plain suit is your partner's,

you discard from your shortest suit, unless in so doing you have
to unguard a King or Queen, when—unless you are very strong in

trumps— it is better to discard from the suit which needs least

protection : though of course you would unguard a King or
Queen unhesitatingly, rather than injure a long and strong suit of

your own. If the suit (plain) which you first fail in is your adver-

sary's, you equally discard from your shortest suit, in general;
but to the exceptions just noted maj- be added (i.) the case where
you have to leave an Ace single, and (ii.) the case of your shortest

suit being a singleton. For when an adversary's suit has been
exhausted, your weakest suit is likely to be your partner's best,

and it may be a matter of great importance later to give him a
lead in it. But if your own suit is strong as well as long, and you
are fairly strong in trumps, you may more safely uncover an Ace
or discard a singleton, for the close of the hand is more likely to

be under your control than under your partner's. You must weigh
the chances, and take your chance, just as you have to do when
forced to lead from a weak snit without knowledge how your
partner stands in it.

When trump strength has been disclosed, either by the signal or
by a lead, before the occasion comes for a discard, or when you
have to discard to trumps, the general rule is, discard from your
weakest suit if trump strength lies, or appears to lie, with you and
your partner, from your longest and best protected suit when
trump strength lies or appears to lie with the adversaries. (But so

long as there is a chance of bringing in your long suit, you should
not discard from it.) While doubt remains as to the position of

trump strength, avoid ung'aarding King or Queen, uncovering an
Ace, or discarding a singleton ; but when it is certain that your
partner has commanding strength in trumps you need be less

careful on these points, for there is little fear but that your partner
will get tlie lead when he wants it. Albeit, cases sometimes arise

where your long suit is worthless, and so much manifestly depends
on your giving your partner a lead, or keeping guarded a strong
card in his suit, that you must discard (even originally) from your
long suit. Suppose for instance the first two rounds have shown
that Clubs and Diamonds are the best suits of the enemy, and that

then the fall of trumps (led by your partner) shows that you and
he will remain with a long trump (a Spade) each, the first lead
outside trumps coming from your partner ; then if you hold Ace,
or King, or Queen of Hearts and a small one, along with weak
Clubs and Diamonds (of which you originally held three and four,

respectively), it would be absurd to follow the usual rule and
discard your small Heart : for thereby you lose the chance of

taking the first round in Hearts and returning your partner the
suit, or of helping to clear his stiit in the first round, ruffing Clubs
(having discarded in that, your second shortest plain suit) and then
returning Hearts. Common sense must guide you in such cases.

Remember, however, as a general rule for learners, that your
original discard indicates your shortest suit if trump strength is

not declared against you, your longest suit if it is. Subsequent
discards have no such significance. One of the most important
points in Whist training, is to learn to notice the original discard of

each player as carefully as you should notice his lead. Until you do
this you cannot properly be said to play Whist at all.

In the later rounds of a hand the question of the discard assumes
an entirely different aspect, just as does the question of the lead.

Y'ou have to consider what snit the enemy threaten to bring in, so

that if you have command in that suit you may retain it rehgiously

;

and to note what suit, if any, your partner may bring in, so that

if you have the command in that suit, in such sort as to be likely

to obstruct him, you may give it up by discarding your com-
manding cards.

"How to Play Whist," by " Five of Clubs," is now in the press.

It will be published, as a volume of the " Knowledge Library
Series," in a few days. It contains chapters on the Lead, Play
Second, Third, and Fourth in Hand, Returning Partner's Lead,
the General Conduct of the Hand, How to Play Trumps, the Dis-

card, Signalling, and the Last Tricks. Forty Illustrative Games
follow, each fully annotated (as in Knowledge). This is a new
feature, the games in Cavendish being only annotated, and that
slightly, from the point of view of one player. Then comes a
section called Whist Whittling, containing notes, stories, cuttings,

problems, and so forth. And the work closes with the Laws of

Whist, Whist Etiquette, a Glossary, and Solutions of Problems.
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#ur CftfSss Column*
By Mephisto.

PUZZLE No. 139.

By Zukertoht.

(From the Bradford Ohser'/er and Budcfet.)

Black.

SI Mt'MW W) i iw• ^1 iiiJ * •* a #!! i

Whitb.

White to play and mate in two moves.

THE EVANS GAMBIT.

(Compromised Defence.)

{Continued from p. 394.)

1. P to K4, P to K4. 2. Kt to KB3, Kt to QB3. 3. B to B4'
B to B4. 4. P to QKt4, B x P. 5. P to B3. In onr former
articles we have examined Blacli's reply of B to B4, which is safe

to play, as it limits the number of attacking moves at White's
disposal. We shall now proceed to discuss Black's reply of

5. B to R4
which move requires greater care on the part of the defendant
player.

6. P to Q4 P X P
7. Castles PxP

This is the compromised defence, which Zukertort and other
analysts pronounce to be sound. We shall hereafter proceed with
other variations arising from 5. B to E4. The usual continuation
of the compromised defence is

8. Q to Kt3 Q to B3
9. P to K5

KtxP would not be good, on account of 10. E to K sq., P to Q3.
11. Q to R4 (ch), K to B sq. 12. Kt x Kt, P to B7. 13. Kt to

Kt6 (ch) and mate.

Q to Kt3.
10. KtxP

Here B X Kt would lead to the following :—11. QxB, KKttoK2.
12. Kt to Kt5, Castles. 13. B to Q3 with advantage.

KKt to K2
Black.

l.i
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SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY.
By Richard A. Proctor.

WHILE thoroughly recognising the liberal and kindly-

spirit in which Dr. Healy (letter 1488, p. 372)
deals with the relations between science and theology,

I cannot but demur to the manner in which he compares
the two. He sets on the one hand the study of Science

and on the other the study of Theology, as if these were
different departments of research. Men of science, according

to his view, may become well acquainted with matters

belonging to their own department, but are ill-fitted to

express opinions on matters relating to theology ; and vice

versd.

Are men rendered more fit to understand religious rela-

tions by giving much time to theological study ? The
answer to this question will depend on what we understand

by theology. Dr. Healy seems to understand by it " our

old beliefs and hopes." He appears to identify "revealed

religion" -with "theology." But, if he is right in this,

he surely is wrong in reganling theology as a department
of research ; for not only in Christian teaching, but in

every form of religion claiming to be revealed, it has con-

stantly been held that to the unlearned, nay to those

who are as babes and sucklings, the truth has been
revealed which the wise and learned have been unable

to receive, or by study to understand. Those to

whom was entrusted religious teaching in old times

were for the most part not men who had given much
time, many of them had not given any time at all, to

theological study. If but a single one were so selected

of old. Dr. Healy's objection to men of science "who
seek to become his religious teachers " falls to the ground.

If a man who had been all his life a fisherman could

be worthily selected to become a fisher of men, I can

see no reason why a man who has given a large part of his

time to chemical investigations (let us say) might not be a

most potent or even a divinely-ordained teacher of religious

doctrines. I do not know that any man of science has ever

claimed to become a religious teacher, as Dr. Healy
appears to imply. I know of no man of science who has

ever asked the theologian or any man " to give up his

beliefs or hopes." But if any had done so, no one

would have a better & j'i'iori right to object to a man
of science who should speak about religious matters, than

the Scribes and Pharisees of old had to object against

Andrew and Peter, that "though quite ready to admit"

these twain as excellent fishermen, " they strongly objected

to them as religious teachers." There is nothing in the

study of God's universe, any more than there is in net-

making with Peter or tent-making with Paul, to render a

man objectionable as a religious teacher. It might be

urged with at least equal force that tlieolotjicnl training was
unsuitable for a religious teacher, seeing that not one of the

founders of widespread religions has ever selected a theo-

logian for apostolic work. Paul may be mentioned as an

exception. Yet, though he lived according to the straightest

sect a Pharisee, and though he had (or it was at least ob-

jected to him that he had) "much learning," and has given

theologians much to think about, there is nothing to show
that, according to the modern acceptance of the term, he

was a theologian.

It may perhaps be urged that in our time the teacher of

religion imiH be a theologian. I know not what would
have been said on this point by the apostles of the early

Christian Church. But those who know anything of the

system of education and training adopted for religious

teachers and theologians in the principal Christian churches

of our time, can hardly find that there is much in the

system to justify Dr. Healy's tone. I myself passed through

all the theological examinations at the University which

are required from men who are to become clergymen, except

that one which is notoriously the easiest of them all, besides

receiving a preliminary training at King's College (the chief

Church-of-England College in London) which put me at the
" head of my year '" in Divinity. Yet, so far as religious

teaching is concerned, I can see nothing in anything I

then learned that even approaches in its influence the effect

of those studies that bring before the mind the infinite vast-

ness of God's domain, its eternal duration, and the perfec-

tion of the laws which prevail throughout its whole extent

alike in Space and Time. What is really held by many
theologians to be anti- theological in science, is in reality

that which makes the teachings of science most solemn and
impressive : Science teaches that God's domain is not a

little circle of the earth's surface arched over by a star-

spangled dome which is the floor of heaven, and hiding

beneath it the sulphurous caverns of Hades, as appearances

once taught men to imagine, but infinite space strewn with

infinite multitudes of suns and sun-systems ; Science has

read from the earth (God's work, and therefore His word,

if we can but read it aright), that for millions, nay for tens

and hundreds of millions of years in the past, the laws of

that domain, as now revealed to u.s, have been maintained

—so perfect are they—without occasion for change or inter-

ference ; and science has learned to look as far forwards as

backwards. Science, in fine, presents the Universe of

God as aptly symbolising what we have been taught to

consider the attributes of God Himself. It is this that

so many theologians regard as anti-theological, because

narrow theologies have pictured God after their own image,

with which these infinite grandeurs are not consistent.

I am quite aware, however, that Dr. Healy himself dis-

claims any such feeling. He accepts the teachings of

science, but appears to imagine that science wishes to

emphasize the discrepancies which he finds between these

doctrines and his religious beliefs. I do not know oit any
man of science, or real student of science, who has done
more in this direction than simply to defend his scientific

teachings where impugned because of such imagined die-
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crepancies. A host of men, theologians and otherwise, are

ever ready to denounce scientific teachings on such grounds.

The trouble is that there is no avoiding their denunciations.

Those of the milder sort deny that they are troubled be-

cause of such objections as the more virulent and foolish

are ever ready to raise. But they swell the cry of the

opponents of science all the same. Dr. Healy may take

exception only to our review of the sillier anti-scien-

tific works as implying that the writers of such
works are theologians instead of the dolts and ignora-

muses he perceives them to be ; or he may only

be troubled because a writer on science (who may
have given this particular point much more careful study
than ninety-nine out of a hundred clergymen) speaks of

the Books of the Pentateuch as assuredly not written by
Moses (as if by the way tfds were in any sort or degree a

theological question ; and as if it had not been shown by
men who have thoroughly studied this archa;ological subject,

that Moses could not possibly have written those books as

they stand). But his objections come in company with
those of multitudes of persons whom we could not possibly

satisfy, even though we could satisfy Dr. Healy. Why, I

have been publicly objurgated for teaching that the stars

are suns lying in the midst of infinity (or what to us is

practically infinity) of space, in all directions around us

—

for no better reason than that in one of the books of the

bible we are told that the heavens are God's throne and the

earth His footstool (a statement which, so understood,

would require us further to believe that over Edom God
had cast out His shoe). By quite a large number I have
been asked whether it is not irreligious to accept the

teachings of astronomy, when, if accepted, they leave no
place for heaven, or for hell either,—an interpretation of

bible phrases which would leave it rather difiicult to

explain what was intended by the statement that to

produce the flood " the windows of heaven were opened."

It has only been in this sense, or rather through such
nonsense as this, that anything in the slightest degree anti-

theological can ever be said to have appeared in the
columns of Knowledge. Any man can accuse a writer of

being anti-theological who chooses to start a theological

school of his own, and to say that the teachings of science

about God's universe are inconsistent with his own narrow
ideas respecting the domain and the power of the Almighty.
Any one can educe from his own nature conceptions of

what God is and how God acts ; and because his own
nature is small and spiteful, or cruel and despotic, or con-

ceited and overbearing, may denounce the ever-widening
range over which Science extends its survey—seeing God in

all and through all, too great to be within our ken, too

powerful for us to be able even to conceive His might, too
"Wise for us to follow the workings of His mind. His
Infinite Comprehension of all things that are and have
been and will be throughout Eternity. But Science
has nothing to fear from such attacks. Her business
is to study God's universe without fear or anxiety,

lest suddenly she should discover soniething mean
or unworthy therein. She cannot fear lest " some hysteric
sense of wrong or insult should convulse the throne
where Wisdom reigns supreme." When She is told to take
the shoes from off her feet because the ground on which she
treads is holy ground. She answers that God's whole domain
is holy to them that rightly think of it ; not this thought
or that feeling, but all our thoughts and all our feelings

about the universe should be full of reverence, because all

things—the great and the small, the long-lasting and the
short-lasting—are full of mystery, instinct with infinite

wonder. In the words of the science poet, Goethe (quoted
to this effect by one of those most roundly denounced

by men regarding themselves absurdly as defenders of

religion) :

—

Gleams across the mind His light

Feels the lifted soul His might :

Wlio then dare deny His right

The AU-Eufoldcr ?

Who dare to name His name,
Or belief in Him proclaim

—

Clothed in mystery as He is,

The AU- Upholder?

PLEASANT HOURS WITH THE
MICROSCOPE.

By Henet J. Slack, F.G.S., r.E.M.S.

I
AM often asked to advise intending purchasers of micro-
scopes what they should look for, and the question is

just now very seasonable, as many parents are anxious to

make a really useful and handsome Christmas present to

their sons and daughters. No intelligent family should be
without a microscope, but the size and sort should be
decided by the use likely to be made of it. Medical
students find a small, strong, portable instrument of

simple structure the most useful for following histological

demonstrations, and the powers recommended as essential

are 1 in., ] or
J
in., with two eye-pieces. Instruments of this

sort cost from £5 to £G or £7, and they suiEce for ordi-

nary purposes ; but they are not adapted either for the

best display of beautiful objects or the exhibition of diffi-

cult ones. Many English makers follow French and
German patterns, and give their microscopes short tubes.

This is handy for a student's rough use, but for steady,

quiet work the English tube length of about nine inches is

to be preferred. It is brought up to ten inches when the

objective is added. The length of the tube determines the

amount of magnification to be obtained with a given eye-

piece and objective. The longer the tube the greater

the power, and many instruments are made with draw-

tubes for the purpose of obtaining this advantage to a

greater extent. It is chiefly applicable to the lower powers,

as with a quarter and upwards the performance is injured

unless the objective is used with the tube-length best suited

to it. In buying foreign high-powers this should be

thought of.

A microscope that can only be used in a vertical position

is not desirable, as looking through it keeps the head in

an uncomfortable and wearisome attitude. For prolonged

observation a horizontal position is the best, but for common
purposes the tube may slant at about 45 deg.

The range of movement given to the tube for focussing

varies with diflferent patterns. The best instruments allow

a 4-inch objective to be used for large olijects, and so much
pleasure and information can be obtained with this low

magnification that it is well to require a stand that will

permit its employment.

The amount of magnification obtained with various eye-

pieces and objectives is reckoned by comparison with their

apparent linear dimensions as seen by a sound and normal

eye without any assistance at ten inches' distance. The terms

four-inch, one-inch, quarter-inch, itc, mean that the com-

pound lenses of the objective magnify as much as simple

ones of the.'e focal lengths.

The cheapest form of microscopes has a simple up and
down movement of the slide-holder. A better and more
expensive sort enables the slide-holder to be readily moved
in any direction, and with best instruments there are two
rack and pinion motions at right angles to each other.

This is very handy, but not essential even for delicate
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work. The stage on which the slides or othei- object-

holders rest is often made to revolve. This is useful when
polarised light is employed, and also to exhibit the effects

of illuminating objects by light falling at different angles.

Thus the beautiful scales of Morphomenalaus exhibit a

fine blue tint when the light strikes in one direction, and
when the stage is partly revolved the colour is a brownish
drab. Many minerals—hypersthene, for example— show
brilliant colours in one position and none in another.

There is also a great convenience in a revolving stage, to

bring objects into a convenient position for studying or

drawing. Perhaps a rotifer is stretched out at an angle

that does not show it to advantage, and would appear
awkward in a sketch. The rotating stage enables it to be

seen upright

All mi.Toscopes are supplied with a mirror below the

stage to throw light up, and the best have two mirrors

—

one flat and the other concave. These should be mounted
so that they can be moved considerably on one side, and
slanted so that a very oblique light can be sent through
any translucent object, which then appears luminous upon
a dark ground.

An achromatic condenser fitting under the stage is of

great use for the best display of delicate structures. It is

jirovided with stops which keep out more or less of the

central rays, and little holes to let only small pencils

through. The cheaper instruments are not adapted to

carry this apparatus ; but, if the price can be afforded, it is

better to have one that will, though a beginner is better

without it until he has learned to make the best use of

the substage mirror. The condenser should give a good dark
ground field when required.

A binocular instrument costs more than a single one.

If the prism which diverts part of the light-beams to form
a second image is good, an object viewed, say, with half-inch

power, should be defined sharply and clearly whichever
tube is looked through. If intended for use with high
powers, Stephenson's pattern is the best Before deciding

on having a binocular instrument, the person who is to ijse

it should ascertain whether his eyes are an optical pair. A
slight difference does not matter ; but, when one focus is

considerably further off than the other, a binocular is of

little use. "When both eyes match, the effect is excellent,

and fatigue from continuous observation is less felt.

Beginnei-s 'are puzzled to know what is meant by the

angle of aperture of object-glasses, and what is the effect

of it.

Let A be the front lens of an objective, B C two rays of

light making an angle, B D C. That is the angle of

aperture, and it means that the objective is open to, and
can bring to a focus, rays of that degree of obliquity.

But it may be constructed to bring such rays at F G to a

focus, and their angle, as seen at E, is larger than that at

D. There are proportions between focal length and angles

of aperture which give the best definition. This is often
exceeded for the purpose of showing dotted and lined

objects, such as diatoms ; but naturalists and physiologists
condemn the plan on several grounds. Such objectives

are less accurate, and have little paietration—that is, they
cannot show both the surface of object and layers a
little below it. They also can only work very close to

an object in proportion to their magnifying power, and
this is extremely inconvenient, especially when living

creatures are under investigation. When it is considered
that a good microscope is a permanent treasure in a house,

it is worth while to begin with one as good as can be
afforded. The most costly instruments are luxuries. All
they can do can be done with simpler and much cheaper
means, but it is not wise, if it can be helped, to stop shoit
of what are reckoned good second-class stands. The objec-

tives should be of the best quality, and only advanced
studeiits will do any good with powers higher than \ or ;..

In all cases they and the microscope tube objectives should
be made with the universal screw.

OUR TWO BRAINS.
By Richard A. Proctoe.

(Continued from p. 436.)

THE remarkable phenomena presented in cases of dual

or intermittent consciousness appear to throw light

on the subject we are dealing with, because they can
apparently be interpreted in no other way (when all are

considered) than by the theory that the brain is double.

Let us consider a few cases of dual consciousness :

—

Brown-Sequard mentions the case of a boy at Notting-

hill who had two mental lives. Neither life presented an)"-

thing specially remarkable in itself. The boy waa a well-

mannered lad in his abnormal as well as in his normal con-

dition—or one might almost say (as will appear more
clearly after other cases have been considered) that the tiro

boys were qtiet and weU behaved. But the two mental

lives were ei t rely distinct. In his normal condition the boy
remembered nothing which had happened in his abnormal
condition ; and vice versa, in his abnormal condition he
remembered nothing which had happened in his normal
condition. He changed from either condition to the other

in the same manner. " The head was seen to fall suddenly,

and his eyes closed, but he remained erect if standing at the

time, or if sitting he remained in that position (if talking,

he stopped for a while, and if moving, he stopped moving)
;

and after a minute or two his head rose, he started up,

opened his eyes, and was wide awake again." While the

head was drooped he appeared as if either sleeping or falling

asleep. He remained in the abnormal state for a period

which varied between one hour and three hours ; it appears

that every day, or nearly every day, he fell once into his

abnormal condition.

This case need not detain us long, but there are some
points in it which deserve more attention than they seem
to have received. It is clear that if the normal and
abnormal mental lives of this boy had been entirely distinct,

then in the abnormal condition he would have been ignorant

and—in those points in which manners depend on training

—ill-mannered. He would have known only, in this con-

dition, what he had learned in this condition ; and as only

about a tenth part of his life was passed in the abnormal
condition, and presumably that portion of his life not
usually selected as a s\iitable time for teaching him, the

abnormal boy would of necessity have been much more
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backward in all things which the young are taught than the

normal boy. As nothing of tins kind was noted, it would

appear probable that the boy's earlier years were common
to both lives, and that his unconsciousness of his ordinary

life during the abnormal condition extended only to those

parts of his ordinary life which had passed since these

seizures began. Unfortunately, Brown-Sequard's account

does not mention when this had happened.

It does not appear that the dual brain theory is required

so far as this case is concerned. The phenomena seem
rather to suggest a peculiarity in the circulation of the

brain corresponding in some degree to the condition pro-

bably prevailing during somnambulism or hypnotism
though with characteristic diflferences. It may at least be

said that no more valid reason exists for regarding this

boy's case as illustrating the distinctive duality of the brain

than for so regarding some of the more remarkable cases

of somnambulism ; for though these differ in certain

respects from the boy's case, they resemble it in the

circumstances on which Brown-Sequard's argument is

founded. Speaking generally of hypnotism—that is, of

somnambulism artificially produced—Dr. Carpenter says,

" In hypnotism, as in ordinary somnambulism, no remem-
brance whatever is preserved, in the waking state, of

anything that may have occurred during its continuance

;

although the previous train of thought may be taken up
and continued uninterruptedly on the next occasion when
hypnotism is induced." In these respects the phenomena
of hypnotism precisely resemble those of dual consciousness

as observed in the boy's case. In what follows, we observe

features of divergence. Thus " when the mind is not
excited to activity by the stimulus of external impressions,

the hypnotised subject appears to be profoundly asleep ; a

state of complete torpor, in fact, being usually the first

result of the process just described, and any subsequent
manifestation of activity being procurable only by the

prompting of the^ operator. The hypnotised subject, too,

rarely opens his eyes ; his bodily movements are usually

slow ; his mental operations require a considerable time for

their performance ; and there is altogether an appearance
of heaviness about him which contrasts strongly with the

comparatively wide-awake air of him who has not passed
beyond the ordinary biological state."

It would not be easy to find an exact'parallel'to the case
of the two-lived boy in any recorded instance of somnam-
bulism. In fact, it is to be remembered that recorded
instances of mental phenomena are all selected for the very
reason that they are exceptional, so that it would be un-
reasonable to expect them closely to resemble each other.

One case, however, may be cited, which in certain points

resembles the case of Dr. Brown-Sequard's patient. It

occurred within Dr. Carpenter's own experience. A young
lady of highly nervous temperament suffered from a long
and severe illness, characterised by all the most marked
forms of hysterical disorder. In the course of this illness

came a time when she had a succession of somnambulistic
seizures. " The state of somnambulism usually supervened
in this case in the waking state, instead of arising, as it more
commonly does, out of the conditions of ordinary sleep. In
this condition her ideas were at first entirely fixed upon one
subject—the death of her only brother, which had occurred
some years previously. To this brother she had been very
strongly attached ; she had nursed him in his last illness ;

and it was perhaps the return of the anniversary of his death,
about the time when the somnambulism first occurred, that
gave to her thoughts that particular direction. She talked
constantly of him, retraced all the circumstances of his ill-

ness, and was unconscious of anything tiat was said to her
which had not reference to this subject. . . . Although her

eyes were open, she recognised no one in this state—not

even her own sister, who, it should be mentioned, had not
been at home at the time of her brother's last illness."

(It will presently appeal', however, that she was able to

recognise tliose who were about her during these attacks,

since she retained ill-feeling against one of them ; moreover,

the sentences which immediately follow suggest that the
sense of sight was not dormant.) " It happened on one
occasion, that when she passed into this condition, her

sister, who was present, was wearing a locket containing

some of their deceased brother's hair. As soon as she

perceived this locket she made a violent snatch at it, and
would not be satisfied until she had got it in her possession,

when she began to talk to it in the most endearing and
even extravagant terms. Her feelings were so strongly

excited on this subject, that it was deemed prudent to

check them ; and as she was inaccessible to all entreaties

for the relinquishment of the locket, force was employed to

obtain it from her. She was so determined, however, not

to give it up, and was ao angry at the gentle violence used,

that it was found necessary to abandon the attempt, and
having become calmer after a time, she passed off into

ordinary sleep. Before going to sleep, however, she placed

the locket under her pillow, remarking, ' Now I have hid

it safely, and they shall not take it from me.' On awaking
in the morning she had not the slightest consciousness of

what had passed ; but the impression of the excited feelings

still remained, for she remarked to her sister, ' I cannot

tell what it is that makes me feel so, but every time that

S. comes near me I have a kind of shuddering sensation
;

'

the individual named being a servant, whose constant

attention to her had given rise to a feeling of strong

attachment on the side of the invalid, but who had been

the chief actor in the scene of the previous evening. This

feeling wore off in the course of a day or two. A few
days afterwards the somnambulism again returned ; and
the patient being upon her bed at the time, immediately

began to search for the locket under her pillow." As it

had been removed in the interval, " she was unable to

find it, at which she expressed great disappointment, and
continued searching for it, with the remark, ' It imist be

there—I put it there myself a few minutes ago, and no one

can have taken it away.' In this state the presence of S.

renewed her previous feelings of anger ; and it was only

by sending S. out of the room that she could be c&.lmed

and induced to sleep. The patient was the subject of

many subsequent attacks, in every one of which the anger

against S. revived, until the current of thoughts changed,

no longer running exclusively upon what related to her

brother, but becoming capable of directions by suggestions

of various kinds presented to her mind, either in conver-

sation, or, more directly, through the several organs of

sense."

I have been particular in quoting the above account,

because it appears to me to illustrate well, not only the

relation between the phenomena of dual consciousness and
somnambulism, but the dependence of either class of

phenomena on the physical condition. If it should appear

that dual consciousness is invariably associated with some
disorder either of the nervous system or of the circulation,

it would be impossible, or at least very difficult, to main-

tain Brown-Sequard's explanation of the boy's case. For
one can hardly imagine it possible that a disorder of the

sort should be localised so far as the brain is concerned,

while in other respects affecting the body generally. It

so chances that a remarkable case, dealt with a few years

since by French men of science, forms a sort of connecting

link between the boy's case and the case just cited. It

closely resembles the former in certain characteristic
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features, while it resembles the latter in the evidence

which it affords of the influence of the physical condition

on the phenomena of double consciousnesa.

{To he c(yntintted.)

THE WORKSHOP AT HOME.
By a Working Man.

( Continued from p. 405.)

BY this time the amateur will have begun to aciiuire a

certain amount of mastery over his tools, and to

handle them much more familiarly, and to more immediate
purpose, than he did as an absolute beginner. We may
now treat ourselves to two tools not mentioned in the list

on p. 154, I mean a beading-plane and a brace and bitts.

The beading-plane has an iron of an approximately semi-

circular curve, corresponding with that of a slip of box-

wood, inlaid into the bottom of the plane ; so that if

carried along the edge of a board, it cuts a moulding
represented in perspective by A, and in section by B, in

Fig. 27. What is known as a ^--inch plane of this sort

A
Fig. 27.

will be found a handy size by the amateur. It is sur-

prising how much can be done in the way of effective orna-

mentation by such a simple tool. The brace and bitts are

shown in Fig. 28. The head, C, of the brace is pressed

T

against the workman's chest ; the shanks of the bitts, S,

fit into the square, so that, being retained in position by

the thumbscrew, T, their points are forced against the work

to be bored by the pressure, and the brace is turned round

by the ball or handle, H, which moves quite freely round

the iron; as does the iron again inside of the head, C.

The first bitt to the left is the ordinary centre-bitt for

boring clean cylindrical holes in wood. The point, p, is

inserted into the centre of the hole to be bored, the nicker,

cuts the hole truly circular as the bitt rotates, while

nicker, cuts spiral shavings within the space marked out

by the nicker. The second object is a spoon-bitt, also used

for boring cylindrical holes. The third figure shows a

rose-bitt which is employed to " countersink " the surface of

wood to admit the head of a screw. The fourth object

represents a countersink for metal. As the amateur can

buy one of these bitts at a time, adtling as it were bitt by

bitt to his stock, I need not pursue my description any

longer here. There is a costly form of wooden brace sold,

but the one shown in Fig. 28 is very cheap and just as

eifective.

To-day we will try and make a set of bookshelves. The
dimensions will, of course, depend upon the size of the

space which the maker has to fill. As an example I will

imagine that they are to fit into a recess in a room, and be

"hanging" shelves

—

i.e., are not forest on the ground

—

are to be 4 ft. high, 3 ft. wide, and 6 in. deep. To make
them we shall want 28 ft. of 1-in. wood G in. wide when
planed up, so that we must buy 7-in., or if procurable 6i-in.

stuff, 9 or llin. planking cutting terribly to waste for our

purpose. Fig. 20 represents our set of shelves completed

and erected. We first plane and square up all our board

the cutter, c, at right angles to the edge of the

Fig. 29.

carefully, and then mark off two 4-ft. lengths for the sides

of the shelves, as we do subsequently three pieces

2 ft. 101 in. long for the middle shelves on which the books

rest, and two pieces 3 ft. long for the top and bottom.

Having marked off these lengths with the square, and sawn

them off with the tenon-saw, we proceed to " bead " them

on both sides of what will ultimately be their front edges,

as shown in Fig. 30 both in plan and section. This gives

a wonderful finish to the whole thing when put together.

3 ft. of our remaining board we must divide longitudinally

into two pieces 3 in. wide each. These are to make a

slightly ornamental top to our shelves, to be presently

again referred to. Lastly, we must cut out two brackets

identically alike (B, Fig. 30), G in., of course, wide from

/ to b, and 1 ft. deep from 6 to e. The best way to do this

is to fasten the two pieces of wood side by side, if possible

in the bench-vice, draw the form of the bracket carefully

on one of them, and saw them both out together with the

frame-saw (Fig. 3, p. 1.54). Still keeping them fastened

together, the cut edges may be finished in succession by a

rasp, a piece of broken glass, and some fine sand-paper. To

make a nice neat job, the top and bottom should be dove-

tailed into the sides in the way explained on p. 233. This

will give us 3 ft. 10 in. clear in the inside height. Starting
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from the bottom of our frame which will be our bottom

shelf, we now measure 11 in. up inside of the sides, and

placing the square there, draw a line at that height on each

side, and another one parallel to it an inch higher up.

The wood must be carefully taken out of this to the exact

SV=U«=1

n

jiijiit..-

Fig. 30.

depth of the beading (i in.) as shown in the lower part

of the left-hand figure A in Fig. 30 above ; and then,

as the inside width of the frame is 3 ft. less 1 in. on

each side, or 2 ft. 10 in. ; and as the groves on each

side is J in. deep one of our shelves 2 ft. lOj in. will

accurately fit into the interval, when it may be glued,

nailed, or screwed if considered necessary. Eleven inches

higher another shelf may be fitted in precisely in the same
way. Our third shelf we will fit in at the same distance

above the second, and this will leave a somewhat less

interval between it and the top board, taking rather smaller

books. Out of our two 3-iu. strips we finally will make a

kind of open box as a top to the whole affair. This we do
by planing them up true, beading them on each edge, and
mitreing them (p. 35G) at the corners ; as in Fig. 31, where
C shows a corner, h h the beading, and m the mitre-joint

before it is closed up. Fixed on the upper board of the

shelves this really quite improves their appearance. But
white deal shelves don't look very pretty, so we will proceed

to impart a more ornamental appearance to them. To this

end, we must buy a bottle of one of Stephens's capital

" wood stains ;
" or, more cheaply still, get a pennyworth of

burnt umber at an oilman's, mix it with stale beer, and
colour our shelves by rubbing this stain into them, the way
of the grain, by the aid of a stLffish brush. An old nail-

brush, or even a tooth-brush, answers this purpose very

well. When the stain is thoroughly dry, we must size our

work

—

i.e., coat it thoroughly with hot size. And, lastly,

when the size is dry in turn, we must vai-nish every-

thing with oak varnish and a soft brush, taking care not
to drive the varnish too bare. Varnishing shoidd ahcaijs be

o o

Fig. 31. Fig. 32.

done in a hot room, like a kitchen. Cold chills it and makes
it assume a dull surface. A very tolerable imitation of oak
with the umber, or other wood, according to the (Stephens's)

stain used, may be made in the way just described. But
we have not finished our ornamentation even yet. We
shall require further four yards of the imitation leather

made like American cloth, and about sixteen dozen brass-

headed nails. As our " leather " is cut into strips 3 in.

wide, we only want as much as will make five such strips

;

in fact, as it is a yard wide, you would ouly buy lialf-a-yard

at the shop, out of which you will get six strips. The
bottom edge of this you must " scallop," as shown in Fig. 32,

and the top edge must coincide with the groove of the

beading as shown in the figure, the brass-headed nails being

driven in an inch apart into the flat part of the front edges

of the shelves between the grooves. Of course, as the

bottom edge of each shelf is hidden by the American
leather curtain, no absolute necessity exists for beading

that at all. With our shelves complete, it only remains to

fasten them against the wall. If they are, as I began by
supposing, to fit into a recess, screws or nails may go

through the sides into the sides of the recess; the brackets

being similarly attached. If, though, the shelves are to

hang clear, and their sides to remain visible, the brackets

must first be fastened to the wall by means of strong

screws driven through at the points s s (B, Fig. 30).

Mind that the holes for these screws are bored in the

proper direction—the top one slantingly, the bottom

one horizontally, and do not forget to countersink depres-

sions in the wood for the screwheads to enter. The
brackets once fixed, the bottom of the shelves will rest on

them all right enough. To support the top of the shelves,

I have found what are called " angle-irons," to be bought

at an ironmonger's for a few pence, very handy. They are

.simply flat bars of iron bent at right angles, with screw-

holes tlirough each arm of them ; the upright side being

screwed to the wall, the upper flat side to the under-side of

the top board. When books are on the shelves these are

not seen at all. And now our shelves are completed and
put up, I fancy that the amateur will be as pleased with

the economy with which he has produced an efiicient piece

of furniture as he will with the useful result of his labour.

He will have a good deal more left to buy books with to

fill his shelves than he would had he gone to a cabinet-

maker for them.
{To he tontinued.)

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.
A WEEK'S CONTEKSATION OX THE PLUKALITY OF

WOBLDS.

By Mons. de Fontekelle.

with notes by richard a. proctoe.

THE FOURTH EVENING.—PABxictiLAEs or the Worlds of

Venus, Mebccry, Mabs, Jih-itee, and Saturn.

THE dreams of the Marchioness were not very success-

ful ; they still represented to her the same objects we

are acquainted with here on earth. We were, therefore,

forced to conclude ourselves ignorant what sort of inhabi-

tants all these planets had, and content ourselves only to

guess at them, and continue the voyage we had begun thro'

these several worlds. We were come to Venus, and I told

her, that Venus certainly turn'd on itself, tho' nobody

could tell iu what time ; and consequently were ignorant

how long her day lasted ; but her year was compos'd of

eight months, because it is in that time she turns round

the sun. And seeing Venus is forty times less than the

earth, the earth appears to them in Venus to be a planet,

forty times bigger than Venus appears to us on the earth :

and as the moon is forty times lesser than the earth, so she

seems to be just of the same magnitude, to the inhabitants

of Venus, as Venus seems here to us.

" I see, then," says the Marchioness, " that the earth is
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not to Venus what Venus is to the earth : I mean, that

•the earth is too big to be the Mother of Love, or the

•Shepherd's Star to Venus ; but the moon, which appears to

^'enus of the same bigness as Venus appears to us, is

assigned to be the Mother of Love, and Shepherd's Star to

Venus ; for such names are only proper for a little brisk,

airy panet, bright and shining as the goddess herself. Oh,

blessed moon, how happy art thou to preside over the

amours of those gallant inha'oitanta of Venus, where all

they say is soft and moving, and perfectly refined !"

" O, without doubt," says I, " the very common people

of Venus are all Celadons and Silvauders, and their

most trivial discourses are infinitely finer than any in

Clelia ; their very climate inspires love ;
Venus is much

nearer than the earth to the sur, from whence she receives

a more vigorous and active influence."

" I fincl," says the marchioness," it is easy enough to

guess at the inhabitants of Venus ; they resemble what I

have read of the Moors of Grauada, who were a little black

people, scorched with the sun, witty, full of fire, very
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amorous, much inclined to music and poetry, and ever

inventing masques and tournaments in honour of their

mistresses."
" Pardon me, madam," said I ; " you are little acquainted

with the planet. Granada, in all its glory, was a perfect

Greenland to it ; and your gallant Moors, in comparison

with that people, -were as stu])id as .so many Laplanders."
" But what do you think, then, of the inhabitants of

Mercury 1 They are yet nearer to the sun, and are so

full of fire that they are absolutely mad. I fancy they

have no memory at all, like most of the negroes, that

they make no reflections ; and what they do is by
sudden starts, and perfect haphazard. In short. Mercury
is the bedlam of tlie universe : the sun appears to them
much greater than it does to us, because they are much
nearer to it than we : it sends them so vast and strong a

light that the most glorious day here would be no more
with them than a declining twilight. I know not if they
can distinguish olyects ; but the heat to which they are

accustomed, is so excessive, that they would be starved with
cold in the torrid zone. Their year is but three months

;

but we know not the exact length of their day, because
Mercury is so little, and so near the sun : it is (as it were)

lost in his rays, and is very hardly di.scovered by the

astronomers ; so that they cannot observe how it moves on
its centre ; but because it is so little, fancy it completes its

motion in a little time : so that by consequence the day there
is very short, and the sun appears to them like a vast fiery

furnace at a little distance, whose motion is prodigiously

swift and rapid, which is so much the better for them, as

it is evident they must long for night* ; and during their

night, Venus and the earth (which must appear conside-

rably big) gives light to them. As for the other planets
which are beyond the earth, towards the firmament, they
appear less to them in Mercury, than they do to us here,

and they receive but little light from them, perhaps none at
all

: the fixed stars likewise seem less to them, and some of

'em totally disappear, which, were I there, I should esteem
a very great loss. I should be very uneasy to see this

large convex studded with but few stars, and those too of

the least magnitude and lustre.

" What signifies the loss of a few fixed stars ? " says the
lady ; " I pity them for the excessive heat they endure

;

let us give them some relief, and send Mercury a few of

the refreshing showers they have sometimes four months
together in the hottest countries, during their greatest
extremity."

" Your fancy is good, ]\Iadam," reply'd I ; " but we
will relieve 'em another way. In China there are coun-
tries which are extremely hot by their situation ; yet in

July and August are so cold that the rivers are frozen :

the reason is, they are full of saltpetre, which, being ex-
hal'd in great abundance by the excessive heat of the sun,
makes a perfect winter at midsummer. We will fill the
little planet with saltpetre, and let the sun shine as hot as
he pleases. And yet, after all, who knows but the inhabi-
tants of Mercury may have no occasion either for rain or
saltpetre ? If it is a certain truth that Nature never gives
life to any creature, but where that creature may live :

then, thro' custom and ignorance of a better life, these
people may live happily."

(To lie continued.)

It is stated that the January number of the Cornhill Magazine
will contain an .irticle upon Charles Dickens, ivritten by his eldest
daughter, entitled " Charles Dickens at Home," -with special re-
ference to his relations with children.

* Only then their nights TTOuld be correspondingly short : bnt
perhaps they work at night and hide in caves by day.—R. P.

EAMBLES WITH A HA]MMER.
By W. Jerome Harbison, F.G.S.

GEOLOGY OP CEICCIETH AND PWLLHELI (continued).

ABOVE the Arenig slates we come to the Bala Beds—
coarse black and blue slates and shales, with occa-

sional bands of sandstone—which form nearly all the
surface of the Lleyn peninsula, except where they wrap
round, or are pierced by, rocks of an igneous character.

There are many exposures of the Bala beds in quarries,

cuttings, and clifls ; and in such spots it is almost always
possible, by patient search, to find such characteristic fossils

as corals, trilobites, and brachiopods. The roadside cuttings

near Pwllheli, the grounds of Boduan Hall, Crugan near
Llanbedrog, and Plas-hen, may be named as good localities

for fossil-hunting. The coarseness of the sediment and the

abundant evidence of contemporaneous life, indicate that

the Bala beds were deposited in a shallow sea. This sea^

bottom nas not so frequently disturbed by volcanic

eruptions as the part which lay further east, where—in

Snowdon, for example—we have alternotions of fossiliferous

strata of Bala age with lava flows and consolidated ash-

beds. But those igneous rocks, which in Lleyn are found to-

be connected with the Silurian strata, are intrusive in

them, cutting across the beds, and altering the rocks above,

as well as those below. Such intrusive masses must
necessarily be of later date than the strata -which they
traverse.

Fig. 1.—lloel-y-gest. 1. Lingnla Flags; 2. Tremadoe Slates;
3. Arenig Beds ; 4. Greenstone Intrusive in Arenigs.

The thickness of the Bala beds of Lleyn is unknown, but
is probably less than 2,000 feet. The strata have no
regular dip, but undulate over the surface of the peninsula,

so that they cover ajvery large area, hiding all but a narrow
fringe of the Cambrian and Arenig rocks beneath them,
and lapping round the harder masses of igneous rocks which
rise up as hUls. The efieet is very striking when we stand

on any of these eminences, and look across the low plain of
the Bala beds to the distant hills. All the high points owe
their present superiority in altitude to the greater hardness
of their rocks, which has enabled them to resist better the

wearing-down forces of sea and river, rain, frost, and
ice. The height of the hills is from 900 ft. (Cam Boduan)
to 1,887 it. (Yr Eifl), while the surface of the plain of Bala
beds from which they rise does not average more than
400 ft. above sea-level. The Bala beds are the newest, or

latest-formed, of the regularly stratified rocks which occur

in the peninsula of Lleyn.

The Surface Deposits.—Under the name of Drift we
include all the relics of the last glacial period—the stones,

clay, sand, ic, which formed the moraines of the ancient

glaciers. Some quarter of a million years ago, it appears,

from causes partly cosmical, but, perhaps, in part geo-

graphical, the northern ice-cap of this planet stretched

southwards to somewhere near lat. 50° in Western Europe.

The mountains of Wales then furnished a gathering ground
for important ice-sheets, which radiated in every direction

from the hills. But the glaciers of Cumberland were still

larger, and, sweeping southwards, they arrested and
deflected the northerly flow of the Welsh ice ; then, grinding

on southwards, they excavated a long narrow valley, which
now forms the Menai Straits; or, as Ramsay forcibly puts it,
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" the ISIenai Straits is nothing but a glacial groove on a

grand scale." The glaciers tore off the rough crags,

smoothed down the prominences into rounded hummocks,
and carried along with them all the debris, forming the

boulder-clay which is now visible at many points along the

coast, and which covers over the stratified rocks and renders

their examination difficult. In ordinary geological maps all

these surface deposits are supposed to be swept away, and the

various colours on the maps show the different beds of stra-

tified rock which are believed to lie beneath the drift ; but,

as a matter of fact, these glacial beds offer a great obstacle

to our study of the older underlying strata. It has at

last been resolved by the Government Survey to publish

a douhh set of geological maps ; the one (as in the present

maps) showing the regular stratified rocks only ; the other

giving the surface of the country as it actually exists, the

deposits of sand, mud, boulder-clay, &c., being indicated by
distinct colours—the stratified rocks only shown where
they form the actual s\irface upon which we walk. A few
such " Drift Maps " for jjarts of the eastern counties of

England have already lieen published.

The manner in which the ice (which, as Faraday and
Tyndall have shown, acts, when under pressure, like a

plastic substance) accommodated itself to the irregularities

of the surface, flowing down one side of a valley and up
the other, is strikingly shown by a large block of green-

stone built into the playground wall of the school at

Criccieth. Deep and broad grooves—effected by stones

frozen into the superincumbent ice, and carried along with

it—run along one face of the block, and are continued on the

next face, passing round the corner of the stone with scarcely

a break. Dr. H. W. Crosskey has noted similar examples

in basalt blocks from the Rowley Hills near Dudley, and
he found a block in a Swiss moraine showing exactly the

same thing. Many of the stones in the boulder-clay form-

ing the low coast cliffs west of Criccieth and in Forth- ceiriad

show grooves and striations, and their surfaces are often

smoothed. The included stones are mostly of local origin,

but along the west coast, as between Bangor and Clynnog,

fragments of granite which can be referred to the Lake-

district, are not uncommon.
After the retreat of the glaciers, the land appears to

have been depressed at least 2,000 feet. This is shown by

the patches of sand and gravel, containing shells, which

occur on the hill-side.'. At i\Ioel Tryfan, five miles south

of Carnarvon, there are slate quarries at a height of 1,150

feet, and from the gi-avels which here rest upon the eroded

surface of the slates Mr. Etheridge has identified fifty-five

species of shells of species such as now flourish in the seas

round Iceland and Greenland. This subsidence was fol-

lowed by an elevation, during which local glaciers again

fiUed the valleys, and more boulder-clay was formed

Fig. 2. — Slate Quai-ry on Moel-Tryfan. 1. Cambrian Slates

;

2. Sand and gravel, with sea slielU; 3. Boulder clay (after

Kamsay).

(Fig. 2). From that time down to the present day other

agents of denudation have" been at work upon the rocks of

Lleyn. The sea has hollowed out the softer strata into

bays and inlets ; frost has done its wintry work, detaching

block after block to form the " screes " which lie at the foot

of the " scars ;

" the rivers have made new valleys, remov-

ing a large part of the boulder-clay with which the ancient

valleys were filled up ; and the rain has aided all these

destructive agents in their task. By these means much of

the efiect of the levelling and smoothing-down done by the

great ice-sheet has been obliterated ; but although the

scenery of Lleyn is to-day full of the most charming

variety, yet the evidences of its bygone vicissitudes ai-e, to

the geological eye, written clearly upon its surface.

Pre-historic Man in Lleyn.—The stone implements,

which elsewhere mark the first appearance of man upon
the surface of the earth, occur but scantily in Carnarvon-

shire. Mr. Darbishire found a roughly-chipped stone celt,

or axe-head, at Penmaenmawr, another, not far off, at

Dwygyfylchi, and a net-sinker (an oval stone with a groove

round it) at Nantlle. Near Aber there is a large stone

called Carreg-y-saelhan— stone of the Arrows; it has

numerous scorings upon it, from one quarter to half an-inch

in depth ; but, although it was doubtless used for sharpen-

ing tools or weapons of some kind, Mr. Evans thinks it

belongs to the Metallic Age. In cairns which he opened

near Bangor, Colonel Lane-Fox found numerous rough

flakes and splinters of stone, some of which showed signs

of rubbing and use on their edges.

Of the Bronze Age—which succeeded the Stone Age—
we have a trace in the small bronze dagger-blade which

was found, together with a wooden bodkin, at Tomen-y-

mur, in an urn, also containing burnt bones.

But the fortifications on the hill-tops, and the cromlechs,

are the most striking remains of early man which this

region affords to us. The camp on Trer Ceiri—a peak of

Yr Eifl—is on a very extensive scale. A double or treble

wall of great thickness and extent, and still many feet in

height, encloses a number of circular, hut-like stone dwell-

ings. Professor Ramsay calls it, " by far the most striking

hold of the kind I have seen in any part of Britain, with

its broad parapeted unmortared walls, its flanking defences,

and its numerous ruined houses, chiefly circular, enclosed

within its bounds." Almost every prominent steep hUl-

top, as Moel-y-gest, Carn Madryn, Cam Boduan, &c., bears

traces of similar camps, possibly erected by the ancient

Gaelic inhabitants during the troublous times in the fifth

and sixth centuries, which followed the departure of the

Romans.
The cromlechs are, without doubt, the burying-places of

the chiefs of these early tribes. They are now seen as

broad stones, usually five or six feet square, supported by

three or four massive corner-stones, four or five feet in

height. Probably they were once covered completely with

a mound of earth, but this covering has been removed

by rain and frost, and by the eager hands of intruders in

search of gain, for the mounds, or tumuli, were formerly

considered to contain great treasures. There are two fine

cromlechs about a mile north of Criccieth. Two others

lie three miles north of Pwllheli, but one of these (the

northernmost) has only a single stone remaining (if it ever

had more, which is very doubtful). There is a fine crom-

lech near Clynnog, between the village and the sea-shore.

The geologist who visits Lleyn will never regret the

time spent there. The eastern part—between Criccieth

and Portmadoc— is most interesting to the lover of fossils

—the palajontologist—while the student of rooks (the

petrologist) will find the extreme west—the tract between

Pwllheli and Bardsey Island—a new land, full of problems,

which, if he can work them out, will lead him into the

eart of the most-debated topics of the geological world,

ut for every one this corner of Wales offers lovely
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scenery, the purest air, capital fishing, both in the little

trout streams and in the sea, with a combination of quiet

and comfort such as our " popular " seaside resorts know-
little about.

FIEST STAR LESSONS.

By Richard A. Proctor.

THE map of the stellar heavens, as presented this week,

needs scarcely any explanation. It will be observed

that the map has not, properly speaking, top, bottom, or

sides ; the centre represents the point overhead, the cir-

cumference marks the horizon. The stars of the first three,

magnitudes only are shown, and the constellations are.

numbered, not named. The numbering begins with the
Little Bear, to see which in its proper position the map
must, of course, be held with the " Northern Horizon

"

downwards. The other constellations are taken as nearly

as possible in the order of their distance from the pole (« in

1 is the Pole star), from Draco, the Dragon, which being
nearest the polar constellation is numbered 2, to Argo, the

Ship, which being the farthest from the pole of all those

included in this series of maps is numbered 4.5, the last

number in our list. The constellations are also taken,

around the pole in the order of their right ascension,—or
in the direction in which the hands of a watch move,.

[PdAc^oj^VV: VO^UOJI-UMrtfJrno^

NIGHT SKY FOR DECExMBER (First Map of P.ur),

Showing the lieavens as thej appear at the following hours :

—

December 7 at 10 o'clock.

December 11 at Of o'clock.

December 15 at 9i o'clock.

December 19 at 9i o'clock.

December 23 at 9 o'clock.

December 26 at 8J o'clock.

December 30 at 8i o'clock.

.Tannary 3 at 8J o'clock.

January 7 at 8 o'clock.

I
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around the North Pole, which in the southern skies means
from right to left.

The constellations included in the set of maps are

numbered throughout as follows :

—

3.

i.

5.

0.

7.

8.

0.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

IG.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Ursa Minor, the Little Bear
:

22.

(a, the Pole Star).

Draco, the Dro'ion (n, 23.

Thuban) ' 24.

Cepheus, Kinii Cepheus. 25.

CuKsiopeia, the Laihj in the 26.

Cliair.

Perseus, the Clmmpion (/^, 27.

Ahjol, famous variable). 28.

Auri^ja, the Charioteer (a,
j

29.

C'apella)
\ 30.

Ursa Major, tlie Greater 31
Hear (a, /i, the Pointers).

Canes Venatici, the Iluntinij

Doijs (n. Cor Varoli). 32,

Coma Berenices, i^ueen
\

33.

Berenice's Hair.
]

BoiJtes, the Herdsinun (a,
\

34.

Arcturus).

Corona Borealis, the JVor- 3o.

them Crou-n,

Serpens, the Serpent. 3G.

Hercules, the Kneeler. 37.

Lyra, the Xi/re (n, T'eya). 38.

Ci/<7Jiiis, the Siean (o,

ki-uFfiJ; /3, J (tires). 39.

Pegaius, the Winged Horse. 40.

j4«rfroTOeda, the Chained 41.

iady.
Triangula, the TnajijZcs.

^4rifs, the Z?a))!. 42.

Taurus, the J3uH (a, Aide- 43.

iiarau ; »j. ^it'i/07if, chief 44.

Pleiad).

Oemini, the Titiii.? (a, 45.

Cas(or ; /3, Pollux).

Cancer, the Crab (the

cluster is the Beehiee).

Leo, the Lion (a, Regulus).

Virgo, the Virgin (o, jSpica).

Libra, the Scales.

Ophiuchus, the Serpent
Holder.

Aquila, the Eagle (a,Altair),

Velphinus, the Co(p/itn.

.4i;i(«rii(s, the ITa^er Carrier.

Pisces, the Fishes.

Cetus, the Seo Monster (o,

Mira, remarkable va-

riable) .

Eridanus, the Pivcr.

Orion, the Giant Hunter
(o, Betelgeu.T; /3, iJijtci).

Canis J/mor, the X(7sscr Do^
(n, Procgon).

Hydra, the Sea Serpent {a,

Alphard).
Crater, the Cup (o, Jite.?).

Cort'«s, the Crow.
Scorpio, the Scorpion (a,

.4m/nres).

Sagittarius, the Archer.

Capricoruus, the Sea Goa^
Piscis Austral is, the Sou-

//leni. Jis/t (a, Jomni-
/muf).

Lepus, the Hare.
Columba, the Dove.

Cajiis Major, the Greater

Dog (a, Sirius).

Argo, the S/iip.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECREATIONS.
By W. Slingo.

THE winter, with all its dull and unpleasant accompani-

ments, is now upon us ; and to one who is fond of

the' pictures and workings of nature, the prospect is,

perhaps, not over gratifying. Eecent improvement in the

art and practice of photograjihy offer, however, pleasures

and enjoyments of no mean order. A writer ia this

journal pointed out a few months since the many pleasant

ways in which, during the summer, a set of photographic

a]iparatus may be employed to while away what might
otherwise be tedious and heavy hours, and this, in addition

to the satisfaction of having recorded by one's own work,

the many beautiful sights and views that may have pre-

sented themselves. The object here in view is somewhat
diflerent, being rather to indicate some few of the multi-

tudinous ways in which photography may be employed
during the duller and heavier months of the year. The
winter season is just that time when one may
opportunely turn his attention to the educational

advantages offered by the young art. It is then that

pictorial representations of geological speciicens may
be obtained without sacrificing those hours which might be

more pleasantly occupied in the fields of nature. It is

then that copies may be taken of the many views which have
been photographed in the summer. It is then that microscopic

objects may be pictured on a larger scale. It is then that

those marvels of beauty, photographic transparencies, may
be secured. It is then, and manifestly then only, that the

beautiful snow may be photographed, as it falls to the

ground, and provide a picture of surpassing glory. Such
are a few, and only a few, of the many attractions offered

by photography for usefully and profitably employing

leisure hours in winter, to say nothing of the satisfaction

which is to be derived from the exhibition of the pictures,

or, better still, of lantern enlargements for the edification of

the members of one's own circle, and, may be, for diffusing

the knowledge one has gained amongst our less learned

brethren. There is very little doubt that the art of photo-

graphy would for each and all of these objects have received

many more votaries than it has been favoured with were it

not that there exists in the mind of the great majority of

people a preconceived objection to it on the score of

dirtiness, uncertainty as to results, and the difficulty

of transportation. All these objections are, however, over-

come by the really gigantic strides which have been made in

the development of the art. There is also a somewhat
widespread feeling that photography is, to a considerable

extent, enveloped in mystery. This is true of all arts and

of all sciences until acquaintance with their minuti;i-

familiarises us with them. Now, to become familiar with

the mysteries of photography, and to acquire a sufficient

knowledge of the art to tuake its practice eminently easy

and sitisfactory, involve no serious difficulties, and it is-

worthy of mention that the managers of the London
Stereoscopic Company, to whom reference has been made
in these columns on more than one occasion, have perceived

the sphere that is open to any one who fittingly undertakes

to make matters clear to the tyro, and to help those who
have a mind to help themselves. The company have, there-

fore, taken the matter up in earnest, creating a department

for this special work, and making it one of their chief

features. Their plan is a simple one, viz., to make or

prepare such apparatus and appurtenances as the amateur-

(a term used in its widest sense) is likely to require, and
on selling an article to impart gratuitous private instruction

to such as require it. The fact that four lessons suffice, as

a rule, to convert an ignoramus into a j)roficient amateur,

thould make it apparent that the supposed mysteries and

difficulties are now reduced to an exceedingly low point,

and that they exist more in the mind of the uninitiatedi

than in reality.

It is not, however, my purpose to give a resume of the

instruction given, but rather, as above indicated, to enter

into a few of the many applications to which the art lendf-

itself.

To the naturalist and geologist, perhaps, more than to

any other student, photography is a great aid. The pre

servation of leaves and flowers is an excellent practice in.

its way, but the objects lose in the process their vitality,

and are often squeezed out of recognisable shape. There

can be no doubt that a good photographic image of a flower

taken in full bloom and full of life must possess many
features and many attractions of which the dead reality is

not susceptible. This, however, is more a class of work
for the summer season. The geologist may go on collecting

his specimens in the warm and more genial weather, de-

ferring until the cold season sets in the task of photo-

graphing them. The advantages of photography are too

self-evident to require further remark. But to the na-

turalist and the microscopist there are advantages which

are less apparent, but which are, nevertheless, equal, if noi

supeiior, in importance.

Fig. 1 will help to explain this feature. Let it be

supposed that the microscope has revealed to us some new
beauty, which we should like to be able to study and

admire subsequently, without the necessity of having to

resort to a microscope. The desire may be satisfied by first

mounting the object on a microscope-slide, and then su]\
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porting it iu a frame, B, ia front of the eye-piece. A, of a
microscope. C, is a reflector or lens, from or through which
(according as it is one or the other) a beam of light is sent
through the object and then through the microscope into

a long bellows camera, E, where it falls upon a sensitised

Fig. 1.

plate in the dark slide, F, at the back of the camera. If

C be a double convex lens, a paraffin lamp placed to the
right will give all the light that is necessary for imparting
to the plate at F, an enlarged photographic image of the
object, B. The development and fixing of the negative
taken at F is a matter of ordinary photographic detail.

The myriads of interesting objects that might be thus easily

photographed cannot fail to impress one with the fact that
there is here alone sufficient recreation for many a long
and, perhaps, otherwise tedious winter evening. But
when the photographer wishes to display his work
to a large circle of friends simultaneously, either at
home or in the lecture-hall, what can be better or easier

than to adopt the plan illustrated in Fig. 2, where

Fig. 2.

a transparent slide, B, is placed in the lantern, and an
enlarged projection of the picture thrown on the screen 1

For large assemblies, lime light or electric light apparatus
IS necessary

; but for drawing-room audiences, one of
many good oil-lanterns (and their name is legion) will
answer every purpose, while a white window-blind will
serve admirably as a screen. Nor need the amateur go far
for his transparencies, provided he has a goodly store of
negatives. A transparent slide may be easily produced by
laying a sensitised plate over the negative (in a dark
chamber, of course), and then passing the pair of plates a
few times before an ordinary paraffin lamp. The sensitised
plate being lifted from the other, the picture may be
fixed in the ordinary manner. It is noticeable that these
transparencies are being very largely employed on the con-
tinent for the purpose of house decoration, windows, more
especially those on the staircases, being frequently glazed
with them

; and I fancy this is a practice which might be
adopted nearer home with a pretty and pleasing efl^'ect.

What I have thus far said is, I imagine, amply sufficient to
demonstrate how readily photography may be made to

supply us with the means of pleasantly and profitably passing
our spare winter evenings. But photography in the present
sense of the word, that is to say the taking of negatives
during winter, is not altogether a species of Tom Tiddler'.s

ground. There are many views which the winter alone affisrds

—such, for example, as a snowstorm. It is, however, apparent
that in taking such a picture the work must be done
rapidly, or our flakes of snow will have rather the appear-
ance of icicles. Notwithstanding our comparatively poor
light in the colder period of the year, the number of rays
reflected by the snow is sufficient to imprint a picture in a
very brief space of time. The difficulty is rather to
adequately shorten the time during which the plate is

exposed. The obstacle is not, however, insurmountable.
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of what is at present the
best piece of apparatus devised (for ordinary purposes)

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

for mechanically limiting the period of exposure. It is

known as an instantaneous shutter. A is a shutter which is

attached by its upper edge to the inner side of the brass

rod, J K. An elastic band attached at one end to the knot
or button H passes a little way round J K, and is then

attached by its other extremity to another little button
near the end J (not shown). E is a small brass stud on
the shutter A, aud it is held by means of the above-

mentioned spring against the little steel pin seen to pro-

trude from the cylinder C. A sectional view of this

cylinder is shown iu Fig. 4, where a b represents the

cylinder, /( an india-rubber tube connected with a pneu-
matic ball (F, Fig. 3) ; (/ is an air-tight piston which
slides up and down the cylinder ; e/ are two steel pins,

the former fitting closely to a hole in the fixed cap of the

cylinder, while ./" fits as closely to the screw-cap c cl. It

is evident that if the ball ( F, Fig. 3) be squeezed, air will

be forced into that part of the cylinder above g, and
will consequently force the piston downwards, which
will also carry with it the pin e. Bemoving the

pressure produces a partial vacuum in the ball,
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whence air will rush out of the cylinder, and the piston

will be driven up again by virtue of the greater jiressure

existing beneath it. Reverting to Fig. 3, it will be seen

that a pressure of the ball, F, will cause the pin over the

brass stud, E, to be forced downwardi?, the elastic spring

connecting H with J K causes the brass rod to revolve,

carrying with it the shutter, A. The beam of light will

then pass through the opening, previously covered up by A,
and impress a picture on the plate waiting to receive it.

The revolution of A, however, allows another shutter, B, to

fall into its i)!ace, and so to close the orifice once more. A
flat spring on the side of the frame carries a small peg,

which, as B descends, is pressed into a hole in the side of

the shutter, so as to prevent it rebounding. L M N O are

small brass buttons, around which, when the duration of

exposure is required to be very brief, an elastic band is

passed, with the result that the rapidity with which B falls

is considerably accelerated. D is an indiarubber buffer

against which the shutter A strikes, thereby preventing it

coming into contact with the other shutter, B. P is a small

stud by means of which B may be raised to its ordinary

position. This piece of apparatus is wonderfully well-made,

and answers its purpose admirably, and if there is anything
which the company supplies that I should feel justified in

recommending, it is this n^ally instantaneous shutter. Its

rapidity in responding to the demands made upon it is

astonishing.

I have, perhaps, exceeded the limits usually prescribed

in this journal, but the increasing and deserving popu-
larity of the art, and the often-expressed desiie to hear of a

few of its many applications, aflford, I trust, ample apology.

One last word I would utter, aud that is a warning to

such of my readers as may feel disposed to provide them-
selves with a photographer's impedimenta, to deal only

with good houses if they really wish to ensure success. It

were, perhaps, somewhat invidiou.s to specialise any one
establishment, but since the Stereoscopic Company offer so

many exceptional facilities to the amateur, I may, perhaps,

be permitted once more to mention them.

CHAPTERS ON MODERN DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.

VI.—THE FEAMEWOEK OF THE DWELLING-HOUSE
(^continued) .

GENERAL PEIXCIPLES OF CONSTKUCTION.

THE almost universally adopted form of window frame,

with its upper and lower sashes balanced by means of

heavy lateral counterpoises, has many disadvantages ; so

many drawbacks are there, indeed, that it is a matter for

surprise why they have not long since been superseded by
some more rational contrivance. Like many other old-

established and defective systems, a sweeping reform can
scarcely be applied successfully here ; the type of the frame
has been taught to, and mastered by, the practical workman
until it has become part and parcel of his operative creed.

From a commercial point of view, also, the rapid progress

of valuable reform is undesirable, and accordingly receives

a jiowerful check. If the accepted type were abolished

suddenly, the demand for special pulleys, weights, sash bolts

and fasteners, and the sashes and frames themselves would
cease, and so much dead stock would crowd the market.

Again, the manufacturers of such wares would sutler di-

rectly, in being obliged to discard their present working
plant and adopt new models. Even partial innovations

make but tardy progress, or we would find sashes with

universal movement, such as those alluded to in our last

communication, more in vogue.

Windows ought to be constructed upon the following

principles:— (i), to assist ventilation
;

(ii), to exclude draft,

dust, and rain
;

(iii), to admit of being thoroughly cleansed

with safety
;

(iv), to be capable of being opened to the

full extent of the framework aperture without any incon-

venience ; and (v), to atiurd scope to the artistic designer.

All of these items ought further to come with the bounds of

reasonable expenditure ; that is to say, an outlay which
shall not exceed the limitation placed by architects upon
such structures. A window-frame which incorporates all

the advantages enumerated above, has not yet, to our
knowledge, been introduced to public notice. AVe shall

reserve our ideas, in special illustration of this subject, to a
future chapter.

A great many dwelling-houses are provided with a flight

of stone steps to their main entrances and doorways ; but
the majority of smaller abodes and shops have merely a
doorstone, slightly elevated above the street pavement. In
all cases, but especially where there is a constant traffic, as

at shop doors and greatly frequented public staircases, the

edges of the steps invariably give way after a few years of

incessant use, and may, in the course of time, become worn
to such a degree as to be positively dangerous. Something
harder and more durable than the ordinary building stones

now employed is, therefore, requisite, and we consider it to

be the duty of every modern builder to take advantage of

any invention that may secure immunity from prejudicial

wear and tear. Messis. Doulton & Co., of Lambeth, S. E.,

have introduced a valuable invention in their patent im-

perishable " Silicon Tread," which may be used with stone

or terracotta steps, either in or out of doors, and may be
readily adapted to any existing stone staircase or doorway
slab. We would draw the attention of tradesmen, and
owners of commercial buildings more particularly, to this

invention ; for, through its employment, they will secure a
doorstep made of a specially prepared clay, which produces

a tread so hard as to be practically everlasting. When
fixed in position it is immovable, and afl'ords a firm foot-

hold, on account of its longitudinally corrugated upper
surface.

We may now pass on to the consideration of the relative

disposition of the rooms and passages of the dwelling-

house, without, however, entering into any details of archi-

tectural design ; for we are here discussing principles

rather than examples. All the doorways into halls and
passages ought to be provided with adjustable fanlights ;

for these do not only serve to admit difi'used daylight, but

are accessories to a well-regulated system of ventilation.

The value of fanlights above doors leading into habitable

rooms has been much disputed ; a little reflection, however,
will soon convince one that they only act as ventilatoi-s

when the windows are open or the fires burning. At all

times they give access either by regular currents, or

through diffusion, to air from the hall and passages, which
is always open to possible contamination. On the whole
they are to be discountenanced, as violating one of the

most important principles of sanitary house construction,

viz., that which seeks to establish the utmost isolation of

the separate chambers in the building. Each room ought
to have its own special inlet for fresh air, and an outlet for

vitiated air ; and although this is not absolutely possible in

every dwelling-house, that is no reason why a contrary

state of affairs should be permitted to obtain.

Where a choice of position can be exercised the principal

windows of the house ought to face to the north. A north

light in this country is not only more agreeable, but it con-

tributes towards the preservation of such household fur-
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niture as may suffer from direct sunlight. To the naturalist

a northern window ia a boon, for, in studying the struc-

tural details of organic and inorganic nature, especially

with the microscope, nothing can be more disagreeable than

a strong glare of sunlight, nor can anything be more

delightful than a clear diffused northern light. The pre-

vailing winds ought also to be taken into account, but that

is a subject which is more nearly related to the s-pecial

design of the house, and each case must therefore be left to

the discretion of the architect.

The isolation of apartments and their efficient ventilation

having been provided for, their convenient relative positions

next demand a careful study. The lavatories, bath-rooms,

and closets, when included within the principal structure,

ought to be so situated as in each instance to afford not

only ready but unobtrusive acces?. In every case, the

free admission of fresh air and light ought to be secured.

The compartments allotted to closets should be most care-

fully guarded from the other rooms of the house. They

should, moreover, be floored with an impervious material,

to insure against the evil effects of accident to the pipes,

and occupy such a position as to ])ermit of the direct exit

of the soil-pipe through the external wall of the building.

The spaces set aside for housemaids' and scullery sinks

ought also to be well lighted, ventilated, and sub-externally

placed, so as to prevent unnecessary sources of damp.

Lastly, the cisterns for water-supply call for special atten-

tion in the less expensive houses, since they are almost

uniformly neglected. They are not only fastened in in-

accessible places, but often in positions which favour the

accumulation of filth of every description, not the least

harmful among these being that which accrues from the

connection of its pipes with, or its contiguity to and beneath,

the waste drainage-system of the household. We are thus

led to the irresistible conclusion that each individual section

•of a house, before it can be regarded as thoroughly whole-

some, ought to be well ventilated and lighted, free from

liability to damp and dirt, conveniently situated, and

capable at all times of the most searching scrutiny.

SRtfaiftoS*

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

A Systematic List of the J>utlcrJ!irs of Europe. By
H. C. Lang, M.D., F.L.S. (London : L. Reeve & Co.)—

This is simply indispensable to the Lepidopterist. An
edition is published in which the names are printed on

one side of the paper only, to serve as labels for a

collection.

Food. Edited by Percy Russell. (London : D. Bain.)

—Food is here treated of in its hygienic, historical,

culinary, and social aspects. This is a serial which,

considering the enormous public it addresses, should have

a very wide circulation indeed.

Vere Foster's Painting for Beginners Studies of Trees

in Pencil and in Water-Colours. By J. Needham.
< London : Blackie & Son.)—These constitute four volumes

of the series known as Vere Foster's Drawing Books. They

are all excellently got up, and should prove of inestimable

value in the hands of the rising generation.

The Fuhlisher and Booltbuyers Jourmd. (London :

Wyman i Sons).—The publisher has probably already dis-

covered the value of this serial for himself. It remains for

lis to point out such value to the bookbuyer, who will find

in it a mass of informatioti with reference to works

recently published or immediately about to appear. Short

reviews of books of the week form one feature of the

new serial, while no less than seventeen columns of literary

chit-chat present book news in an attractive and readable

form.

The Printer s Devil. By " Anglo ScoTUS." (London : -3,

York-street, Covent-garden.)—At a recent Sunday school ex-

amination, a like girl, asked to define " an unclean spirit,"

promptly replied :
" Please, teacher, a dirty devil !

" Were
we ourselves required to furnish an impromptu definition

of the author of this brochure, we should probably describe

him as being (like the historical demon of Edmonton)—

a

very merry Devil indeed. Certainly any one who wants an

innocent and hearty laugh (or rather succession of laughs)

should straightway invest the very few pence needed to

render him the possessor of this amusing collection of typo-

graphical blunders and curiosities. Moreover, if unre-

strained by ethical considerations, the reader may earn a

cheap reputation for wit by retailing as his own some of the

good stories with which the " Devil's " little pamphlet is

filled.

ILindhooh for Xeedlevoork Prize Associations. (London

:

Griffith, Farran, Okeden, k Welsh.)—This little book is

issued under the direction of the Executive Committje of

the London Institute for the Advancement of Plain Needle-

work, and contains the fullest and most explicit directions

for the management of local associations, with details as to

the nature of the work to be done in the various com-

petitions, the cost of materials, kc. All who think that it

is at least as important that a labourer's wife should be able

to make a shift for herself, or knit a pair of socks for

her husband, as that she should repeat bits of "Paradise

Lost " by rote, and parse sentences from " Rasselais," may
read it with advantage.

Rabbits, for Exhibition, Pleasure, and Market. By R. O.

Edwards. (London : W. Swan Sonnenschein & Co.

1884 )—Obviously the work of a thoroughly practical man,

and an enthusiast to boot. Mr. Edwards's well-written

and capitally illustrated volume may be unhesitatingly re-

commended to the incipient rabbit-fancier. Whether
rabbits are to be kept to show or to eat, our author may be

regarded as an absolutely trustworthy guide. His chapters

on hutches will interest the amateur mechanic ; while his

directions for feeding, breeding, and the treatment of dis-

eases, leave nothing to be desired. His details of the

various "points" of the rabbit which are noted in com-

peting from prizes, will be found very useful by the exhibitor

unused to the manners and customs of rabbit shows.

Museums of Natural History. By the Rev. H. H.
HiGGiNS, M.A. (Liverpool : D. Murphy k Co. 1884.)

—

As Chairman of the Museum and Mayer Collection Sub-

Committee of the Liverpool Free Public Museum, Mr.

Higgins speaks with authority and weight as to the arrange-

ment, classification, exhibition, and care of the objects

exhibited in that and allied institutions. His pamphlet

may safely be commended to those who are either about

to establish a Natural History Museum di> novo or who
may be engaged in an ineffectual attempt to render an

existing one popular and profitable in an educational point

of view.

Tobacco Talk and Smokers' Gossip. (London : George

Redway. 1884.)—A prettily-got-up little pocket-volume,

brimful of anecdotes concerning the " weed," which will

furnish the smoker with a store-house of arguments for his

favourite practice.

We have also on our table Andrew Marvel and his

Friends (Fourth Edition), by Marie Hall (London

:

Hodder k Stoughton) ; the Christmas Number (excellently

illustrated) of the Christian Million, The Medical Press

and Circular, T/ie Tricyclist, Bradstreet's, and The Season

(with a host of fashion-plates, kc
)
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THE ROWLAND HILL BENEVOLENT FUND.

WE have received the following communication from the Lord
Mayor;—"Sir,— 1 desire, with your kind permission, to

make a very special an<l earnest appeal to the public on behalf of

the Rowland Hill Benevolent Fund, of which I am a trustee, and
which has for its object the relief and assistance of Post Office

employes distressed from poverty, age, or infirmity, and of their

widows and orphans throughout the United Kingdom. When it is

remembered that the number of persona employed in the Post
<.)ffice is over 53,000. and that cases of distress are very frequent
and pressing, the absolute need of some such organisation as this

becomes apparent.
" It is not for a moment suggested that the remuneration given

to Post-Office employes is less liberal than it should be, but what I

venture to urge is that the necessary and unavoidable conditions
of the Service bring about, in many instances, distress and hard-
ships which, though unable to be alleviated by a public department
spending public money, might well and very appropriately be
dealt with through the charitable and compassionate aid of

the trading community, and of private donors throughout the

country. I 7nay mention incidentally that while such of the
employes of the Post Office as have served over ten years are
entitled to a pension on retirement, proportionate to the length of

their service, persons who have been less than ten years in the
department, and who through illness or other causes are obliged to

give up their situations, receive nothing but a small gratuity. In
the case of the pensioners, the grant absolutely ceases on the
death of the individual, and is in no case contiued to his widow or

orphans. It is obvious, therefore, that in such a state of things
very wide scope is afforded to public benevolence to deal with the
numbers of instances in which incapacitated Post Office servants
and their families, and the widows and orphans of former employes
are involved in great destitution and distress.

" I venture to think that owing to the peculiar conditions inci-

dent to the daily work of most of the servants of the Post Office,

their exposure to inclement weather and consequent tendency to

contract dangerous ailments, they have a special claim upon the

sympathy of the public. Again, the verj' fact of employment in

postal work betokens that the employes are persons of excej)-

tionally high character and honesty, and fit to be entrusted with
the delivery of those important communications so indispensable to

the conduct of trade and commerce throughout the country, and to

the requirements of family and public life.

" The Rowland Hill Benevolent Fund has hitherto been so

modestly conducted that perhaps its very existence, and, certainly,

its needs and merits, h.tve not come prominentU' before the

charitable public. Its annual income is only about £570, and the

donations last year amounted to £1U0. From these sources tem-
porary help was rendered to 74 apjilicants during the last twelve
months, but the small amount at the disposal of the trustees unfor-

tunately precluded them frotn dealing adequately with many
distressing cases brought to their knowledge.

"It is almost impossible to discuss any question bearing on
the Post - Office Department, especially in reference to the

welfare of its officers, without recurring to the great loss

recently sustained by that department by the death of the

late lamented Postmaster - General. The trustees of the

Rowland Hill Fund have, therefore, resolved to associate his

honoured memory with its object by setting apart a limited por-

tion of it—to be called '' The Fawcett Memorial Fund "—for the

benefit of those employes or their widows or orphans who may be
afflicted with blindness.

" In all these circumstances, I have thought it right to open
a. special fund at the Mansion House, to enable the public to con-

tribute to this very deserving charity; and I earnestly commend it

to the attention and sympathy of the country.—I am, sir, your
obedient servant, George S. Nottage, Lord Mayor.

" The Mansion House, London, Dec. 3."

Feesh Discoveries .it the Fish River C.^ves,—These natura'

.subterranean wonders, which more than rival the famous Kentucky
Caves, have had their name altered by the New South Wales
Government, and will henceforth be known as the Jenolan Caves.
The keeper reports that he has made another interesting discovery,

having found the entrances to several new caves, the existence of

which has hitherto been unknown. Having proceeded a short

distance into one of them, he was lowered down over a precipice,

at the bottom of which he found a number of fossil bones. Some
of the remains are stated to be those of an animal of the tiger

species, and the others are at present unknown. The exploration

of the interior of the caves was, however, retarded for the time
being, owing to their being Hooded by heavy rains.

iflisrellanra.

We hear that Dr. J. E. Taylor, F.L.S., &c., the Editor of Science

Gossip and author of nnnierous scientific works, is about to proceed
to .\ustralia on a lecturing tour. If he only contrives to import
the charm of his " Sagacity and Morality of Plants" into his oral

addresses, he can scarcely fail to secure very large audiences indeed.

I.v a volume recently issued by the United .States Census Bureau
there is an interesting survey of the history and present condition
of the American newspaper press. The list of daily papers in the

Union reaches the astonishing average of one for every 10,000 of

the population. The number of towns having 10,000 inhabitants
and no daily newspaper is declared to bo very small. In the

United Kingdom the average is one daily paper to about 120,000.—Athena-um.

The National Health Society, which has done so much during
the last thirteen years to improve the hygienic condition of the
population, and which may be fairly regarded as the pioneer in the

present great sanitary movement, appeals for increased subscrip-

tions. All who agree that it would be regrettable that so very
obviously useful an institution should be crippled for want of funds
may address the Secretary at 4i, Berners-street, W.
The Chairman of the Lancashire and Cheshire Telephone Com-

pany (Mr. Chas. Mosley), at a meeting held on Monday, said the
Company intended to open " call " offices in various parts of

Manchester, Liverpool, and other large to^vn^, as well as at railway
stations, and persons using them would be charged threepence per
message. Trunk wires would at once be laid which would open
communications between Manchester, Liverpool, and other Lan-
cashire towns, and non-subscribers would be able to use the com-
munication at a charge of sixpence for three minutes' conversation.

Arrangements had also been made with the National Company, the
effect of which would be that the whole of Yorkshire would be
placed in communication with Manchester and Lancashire gene-

rally. Stations would also be opened in districts around Man-
chester to bring in domestic subscribers to the exchange.

The first of a series of popular lectures upon the subject of

precautions—national, local, and personal—to be taken against

cholera was delivered on Monday evening, at the Parkes Museum
of Hygiene, by Mr. Ernest Hart, Chairman of the National Health
Society, who treated the subject in its national and international

aspect. Director-General Crawford, of the Army Medical Staff,

presided. The lecturer having sketched the history of international

law and custom on the subject, maintained that quarantine had
proved useless and mischievous ; it had never kept cholera out of

any European country or confined it to any district. Referring to

the epidemics at Toulon, Marseilles, and elsewhere, he pointed out

that those towns which had invited cholera by their neglect of the

first laws of sanitation had suffered the most severely. Rome,
with its pure supply of water and its relatively efficient drainage,

had remained free from cholera ; while Naples, with its ground soil

impregnated with sewage, and its filthy habitations and polluted

water-supply, had suffered most lamentable losses. He believed

that the recent outbreak in Paris was due to the temporary supply

of a highly polluted water to various districts. It had been

repeatedly demonstrated that the incidence of cholera was in exact

proportion to the pollution of the water-supply and the absence of

means of carrying off refuse. Cleanliness, in its fullest, widest,

scientific, and municipal sense, was the prime element of safety.

The new installation of the electric light at the Royal Courts
of Justice was successfully inaugurated on Monday, and the whole
of the lights were kept running until the rising of the judges. The
site of the plant is the vaulted basement beneath the Great Hall,

in which also is placed the ventilating and warming apparatus for

the vast pile of buildings. The electrical plant consists of two
single cylinder Galloway engines, each capable of indicating.'

110-horse power, and supplied with steam from two fine Lancashire

boilers. The dj-namos are of the Crompton-Burgin type, and eight

in number. One engine and one boiler only are employed in the

lighting service ; the other engine and boiler being in reserve, as is

also one of the dynamos. Two of these machines are employed on
the six Crompton arc lights which illuminate the Great Hall, and
the other five supply current to the 600 incandescent lamps which
light the various courts and corridors. The dynamos run at about

1,500 revolutions per minute, and give off llOampcres current with

an electro-motive force of 85 volts. The incandescent lamps are of

20-eandle-power light each, and the arc lights of 2,000 candle-

power each. The effect of the lighting is very good, and the power
of the one engine employed upon the present installation is suffi-

ciently ample to allow of a considerable addition to the lighting

being made when required.
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of the long-vanished race of Mexicans ; unless, indeed, the six

fingers and six toes were a mere sculptor's conventionalism, like the
protile eye in the Eg^-ptian bas-reliefs. Whether we shall ever have
a duodecimal system of notation until a sixth digit is developed on
the human hand and foot may well be questioned.

—

Ed.]

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfbbd Tenktsos.

Only a s^rjall fToportiori of Letters received can jjosfihly he in-

serted. Correspondents mvst not le offended, therefore, shovld their

letters not appear.

All Editorial commiinications should le addressed to the Editor oj

Knowledge; all Bus-.ness communications to the Publishebs, at the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended to

delays ABISF. fob which the EdITOB is not EESP0N8IBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Fast Office Orders should be made
payable to Messks. Wyman &, Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspcndents.

No commcnications abe answeeed by post, even though stamped
and dieected envelope be enclosed.

A STEANGE FORM OF AFTERGLOW.

[1530]—At 5.30 p.m. (local mean time) this evening, my atten-

tion was drawn to the abnormal appearance of the sea-horizon.

From the south to the west a lurid red f;lo\v extended at intervals

along the horizon for the complete quadrant. In three places the

glow was similar to that caused by largo conflagrations viewed from
a distance of some mOes. At the margins of these places what
seemed to be minute tongues of red flame flickered above the sea-

line. The sun set at 4.'19 p.m. (local mean time), and the evening
was dull and cloudy. Thermometer, 68° Fah. The barometer stood

at 30.35 in., and had been falling all the afternoon. At C.50 p.m.

the glow gradually faded and disappeared. We do not have much
twilight in these latitudes, and when I first observed the phenomenon
it was nearly dark. Hundredweight.

Papho, Cyprus, Nov. 17, 1884.

ECONOMY.
[1531]—No one will dispute the proposition of " N." (letter 1506)

where he says, " No one can afford, or has any right, to be idle, and
were this generally acknowledged and acted upon, a certain stigma
would attach to those who lost their time doing nothing." If, in

addition to those " doing nothing," we consider what a number of

persons are employed in assisting their employers in ' doing
nothing," it is well seen that with our present social system in the

matter of waste we make " assurance doubly sure." Take an
instance. A grant of £15,000 a year is expected shortly for an
individual who may one day occupy a position of doing nothing.

The amount of this grant reckoned as interest at 7 per cent, would
represent roughly a capital of £214,000, the consumption of which
in farming would require 21,000 acres, and absorb the energies of

nearly a thousand individuals working for the bare necessaries of

life. As facts should speak for themselves, no comment is required.

C. F. N.

DUODECIMAL NOTATION.
[1532]—From Mexico comes the announcement of the discovery

of some curious ancient rock dwellings, cut out of a hill of gypsum,
upon the walls of whose rooms are numerous hieroglyphics and
representations of human beings cut in the rock. A strange featui-e

of these incised figures is that all the hands have six fingers and
the feet six toes.

The reflection forced itself upon my mind as I read this : "How
changed would the arithmetic of this day be if our Asian fore-

fathers had had six fingers and toes, like these pictured ancient
Mexicans." It would involve the desired compromise between the
decimal and the duodecimal system. Our scale of notation would
then be duodenaiy, 12 digits instead of 10, and from this improved
decimal system would spring many practical advantages, among
the chief being that the decimal would then be divisible by 2, 3, 4,

and 6, instead of 2 and 5 only as present.

This looked-for change may yet come with a higher civilisation
;

but we may, perhaps, expect the new universal language first, and
the realisation of a few other ideas of the scientific Utopian.

R. CoupLAXD Thomas.

[" There's a divinity," says Hamlet, "that shapes our ends;"
and whicb seems to have acted curiously in this respect in the case

THE SENTIENT EYE THE ONLY COLOUR-BOX.

[1533]—Your correspondent, " Cosmopolitan," still clings to the
venerable notion of the ewtervalify of colour; and until the fact be
accepted that colour, precise!}' as sound, has no external existence
whatever, but as mechanical, vibratory action, there can by no
possibility be a consistent arrangement of the phenomena of
light, nor any intelligible science of chromatics. The phrase,
" the light is within us," is not only a scriptural metaphor, but
a literal, scientific truth. Light and sound are the phenomena
alone of the sentient eye and of the sentient ear. Light is the
tcrtium quid of the contact of vibratory action with the inner
optic sense, just as sound is of mechanical atmospherical vibra-

tions with the auditory sense. That which is actually perceived
by the sensorium is, indeed, merely a property or change of

condition of our nerves. Why a simple mechanical vibration

should in the ear produce sound, and in the eye the sensation
of light, will in all probability never be ascertained. But the fact

shows us that there are phenomena which defy scientific analysis.

It is a fact of which, it has always appeared to me, metaphysicians
might have made much. The action of vibratory bodies on the
organ of hearing is entirely mechanical. If the action of the
mechanical cause on the ear be of continued duration, the sound
is also continued, and when caused by a rapid succession of

uniform impulses or vibrations, it produces a musical sound ; but
the unthinking attribute externality to the sound, and to the
note, just as they do to light and to colour. The undnlatory and
mechanical theory of light does not posit more than that the
different periodicities of the mechanical vibrations produce in us
different sensations cf light, different sensations of colour. If a

mechanical vibration, plus something else, were required to pro-
duce a sensation of colour, the undnlatory theory, as it stands,

would be insufficient.

External agencies can give rise to no kind of sensation which
cannot also be produced by internal causes. Colour, light, and
darkness may be perceived independently of all external exciting

causes. The appearance of light and of luminous flashes may be
excited in the closed eyes independently of any external causes.

Everyone is aware how common it is to see bright colours while the

eyes are closed. These phenomena are very frequent in children

after waking from sleep. And even a person blind from infancy,

in consequence of opacity of the transparent media of the eye,

must have a perfect internal conception of light, colour, provided

the optic nerve be free from lesion.* Light and colours are innate

endowments of our nature, and merely require a stimulus to make
them manifest. By the corpuscular or emissive hypothesis, colours

might be supposed to be inherent in the corpuscules ; but we can-

not entertain the same notion with respect to the corpuscules of

the ether waves, for, if we did, the ether particles, chameleon-like,

would have to change their colour to adapt themselves to the dif-

ferent periodicities of their vibrations. This shows very forcibly

that light, colours, can by no possibility have externality other

than as vibratory action, and that the eye itself is the only colour-

box in nature. This admitted, the whole science of chromatics, as

popularly understood, has to he reconstructed. The fact, indeed,

is admitted by all thinkers on the Continent, and by a few thorough

scientists in England. Nevertheless, the science of chromatics

lingers on in the sloughs of error by the misleading of the New-
tonian nomenclature and false hypothesis. Primaries, secondaries,

&c., come of the thinking founded on the dead Newtonian hypo-

thesis, not on the undulatorv theory. W. Cave Thomas.

53, Welbeck-street, Nov. 26, 1884.

NO MATTER.

[1534]—Respecting the letter by Mr. I. W. Alexander on
"Matter," (1518, p. 451) it is very confusing, if not irrational, to

say that matter never alters, and then to maintain that it can be
destroyed

—

i.e., reduced to nothing, to be re-created afresh out of

nothing ! The materialistic idea, as explained by Haeckel
(" Pedigree of Man," page 231), is;

—
" We must hold that atoms

are the smallest separate particles of masses, having an unalterable

nature, separated one from another by hypothetical ether. Everj-

atom has an inherent sum of force, and is, in this sense, gifted

* There are many other facts which might be adduced to show
that the eye itself is the real seat cf light and colour.
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with a soul. Without tlie acceptance of an atom-soul, the com-
monest, the most general phenomena of chemistry are inexplicable.

Pleasure and displeasure, desire and loathing, attraction and repul-

sion, must be common to all masses of atoms; for the movements
of atoms which must occur in the formation and decomposition of

every chemical compound, are only explicable if we impute to them
sensation and will," Ac.

Mr. Alexander will see that materialism needs not an "outside"
power; it places " force " within the atom as its innate property.

Besides, matter is nowhere "isolated." Atoms exert force on
one another incessantly. F. TV. H.

FOSSIL AXD MODERN EYES.

[1335]—Your correspondent, E. L. Garbett, probably never saw
a mole which lives underground in darkness. Its eyes are so small

that they are scarcely perceptible. That would prove that creatures

living— if such a thing could be thought possible—before there was
a sun, light, and warmth, should have had no eyes, or at least very
small, diminutive ones. F. W. H.

[1536]—In suggesting that big eyes in animals of the earlier

times might imply them to have lived in the days before there was
a sun, I should have said this was on the assumption of their optic

nerves having somewhat our own relative sensitiveness to the

variously refrangible rays. We must bear in mind that rays which
are Hyht, and rays which are not Ught, are a distinction pui-ely

human, or having reference to human physiology. There may be
animal eyes ever so near us, even the dog's, to which the yellow

maybe obscme, and those we call "obscure heat," or "obscure
actinism," be the brightest. We cannot tell, of any eyes but our own,
that a boiling kettle is less luminous than a candle to them. There
may be eyes to which the kettle's rays are light, and the candle's

no more so than the ultra-violet actinic rays are to us. To them
also the Andromeda nebula may be brighter than Sirius, and things

in the starry heavens that are the brightest to them may be for

ever invisible to us, though, perhaps, to be photographed on some
chemical yet unknown. Far more, then, may there have been,

when the sun was a nebula, ner%-es to which rays that we should

call dark heat served as light, and the co-existence of small eyes

with the abnormally large ones can prove nothing. Trilobites'

eyes appear to have resembled in structure those of modern insects,

but in scale they greatly exceeded those of their present equals in

bulk, whether as near them in class as shrimps and crayfish, or as

distant as birds or mice. E. L. Garbett.

Nov. 30, 1884.

[Save in the case of the ichthyosaurus, it cannot be said that

any fossil type of animal was distinguished by abnormally large

eyes. I had two beautifnl specimens of trilobites before me as I

wrote, and assuredly their eyes were not so big relatively as those

of the modern dragon-fly. Xo physiological warrant whatever
exists for Mr. Garbett's ideas of what " may be." They are as

pure and absolute guesses as the speculation of the negro meta-

physician :

—

*' 'Spose that I was you, and 'spose that you was me.

And 'spose we all was somebody else—I wonder who we should be ?
"

^__J_ —Ed.]

LETTERS RECEIVED AXD SHORT ANSWERS.

IsiDOEE. Unfortunately for your hypothesis, the phenomenon
has been just as striking when the sun has been in apogee.

—

G. W. M. The difficult}' of reproducing the lectures in a book-form

arises from the fact that they were extemporaneous. Your com-
plaint that subjects are commenced in these columns and not

finished is not wholly without foundation. On the other hand,

correspondents complain of the length of some of the vei"y series

whose non-completion you resent. "Almanack Lessons" and
"Star-Mapping" will be resumed, and "Papers on Spectrum
Analysis" commenced, all in good time. Your reference is an
erroneous one.

—

Charles Bloomiield. Surely in asking for hints

for a " small" observatory "50 feet high (!) and 12 diameter" there

must be a lapsus calami ?—F. Y'elwoc. If you wish my candid

opinion, I should say that it is impossibfe.

—

Hawthoexs. Assuming
the coin to be a genuine and unweighted one, the first four tosses

in no sense whatever affect the probability that of the remaining

eight four will be beads and four tails.—J. S. B. Address the

Secretary, 11, Deau's-yard, Westminster, S.W.—J. W. Howell.
Many thanks for the trouble you have kindly taken, but the ques-

tion has been already answered {vide column two, page Hi).—
C. F. N. Your mental experience in connection with a neuralgic

attack unfortunately only too common a one.—W. H. Stoxe

writes, concerning the paragraph on " Non-poisonous Water

Pipes" (column one, page 453), that he is the original

inventor of tin-lined lead piping ; that he pointed out the
advantage of it to Messrs. Davidson & Armstrong, of Man-
chester, thirty or forty years ago, and that, between the years 1848
and 1852, that firm laid down pipes so tin-lined for the Manchester
Corporation.—F.W. Eidlee. Received with thanks.—J.E. Fcit (?).

Delayed through your addressing the Editor instead of the

Publishers.—W. St. C. Bosc.<.wex. Letter received, but no tickets

enclosed.

—

Mr. Wallace. " Richmond of " was apparently a mis-

print for " of Richmond." A letter addressed to Mr. Wright,

Richmond, Yorkshire, would probably elicit the required infor-

mation. See concluding paragraph, in capital letters, which heads

the Correspondence Column.

—

Oakley. There is not the very
slightest grotind for the belief that the Star of Bethlehem will

reappear in 1887. No temporary star of the appearance of which
any authentic record whatever exists, could in the least fulfil

the conditions of the phenomenon to which Matthew ii., w. 2, 9,

and 10 refer. Ideler long ago suggested that a conjunction of

Jupiter and Saturn, which occurred B.C. 7, would do so ; but this

view was speedily shown to be untenable. As for " total eclipse of

Sun and Moon said to take place about the same time," this is

much too vague ; as eclipses of the sun total over certain parts of

the earth's surface, and total eclipses of the Moon, visible wherever
she is above the horizon, are common enough. There was an
eclipse of the Moon 3 ex., March 13. The position of a star or

planet in the day-time can only be found by setting the circles of

an equatorially - mounted telescope. Two things will prevent

Wolf's Comet being seen from Kimberley : the strength of

the present summer twilight, and the comet's recession from
the earth.— Coxstaxt Reader. No explanation has ever yet

been given of the modus operandi of Maskelyne & Cooke's

automata ; nor can I personally make any guess that would be

worth listening to.

—

Rev. C. H. Cope. Thanks. Your tracing is

from a sketch of contorted strata of the "Millstone Grit" (a

group in the Carboniferous formation). These strata, originally

deposited horizontally, have been crumpled by lateral pressure in a

way which you may understand if you put pieces of coloured cloth

one on another with a book on the top of them, and then press

them strongly at the sides. Such convolutions are by no means
tmcommon. I heartily agree with you, though, as to the

utilitarian spirit of the age. The finest view, the most
precious archaeological relic, the most interesting geological

section—nothing is sacred to a "board" or a jobbing builder.

—T. L. Crawford. Much too long for insertion.—H. Han-
cock writes, in connection with the effect of the moon's rays,

that while in India in 1857-3S, a shipmate who slept by hia side on
deck had a moonstroke; his head swelling so fearfully that the

locality of his eyes was only discernible by his eyebrows ; while the

left side of his mouth was drawn nearly up to his ear. Medical

men subsequently informed our correspondent that blindness,

epilepsy, paralysis, and idiocy often supervened on such an attack.

Mr. Hancock himself has had sunstroke, and earnestly cautions

everyone who may have been affected either by the solar or lunar

rays to abstain from subsequently drinking spirits.—H. A. (if I

understand him, which is, to say the least, questionable) thinks

that, just as mustard-seed or an acorn extracts its proper nutriment

from the soil which surrounds it, and developes into a bush or an
oak tree, as the case may be, so a soul may extract its nourishment

from " spiritism," of which he alleges that " not more (nay, less)

universal is air itself."—F. J. Waedale. Clausins and Thomson
have shown that pressure must raise the melting-point of

solids ; at least, such solids as expand in becoming liquid. In

the extremely few which contract (like water) the reverse is

the case. Comparatively nothing is known of the internal

temperattire of the earth.—R. F. H. No "local inundation"

could by any possibihty submerge a mountain 500 ft. high

!

Extremely slow subsidence might do so in the course of ages,

but then the mountain would remain submerged. On June 16,

1819, a tremendous earthquake occurred at Cutch, on the

delta of the Indus. By this convulsion the Eastern Channel of the

Indus, which had been only one foot deep at low water, was deepened

to IS ft., at which it remains. Of com-se, the disturbance was con-

fined to a limited area. Water always, as you say, " finds its own
level ;

" hence, for it to overflow a mountain or anything else, the

latter must be depressed. I am, I regret to say, wholly ignorant of

naval architecture.

In the lead production of different countries, Spain holds

the first place, the amount reaching some 120,000 tons in one
year, or one-sixth more than America, which comes next on the

list, while Germany follows with 90,000. Of Spain's total produc-

tion, some 67,000 tons are derived from one district, that of

Linares, in which more than 800 mines are registered.
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(JF>ur $nbrntor5* Column.

So great is the number of inventions noiv patented that many good

things are comparatively lost in the crowd. A succinct account,

therefore, hy an Expert, of all inventions of really popular interest

and utility must he advantageous hoth to the puhlic and the

Inventor, enabling persons to hear of inventions already desiderated

hy thcTn, and thus acting reciprocally as a stimulant on supply
and demand.

THE MULTIPLE CLOCK.
Clocks having more than one face have liitherto been among the

greatest difficulties in horology. The advantage of an ordinary
clock with two or three faces is for many positions obvious.
Messrs. Blnmberg & Co., of Paris and London, have now patented
an invention which marks an entirely new departure in clock-
making. This invention is known as the "multiple" clock, and is

claimed to surpass all known methods of working a clock with a

number of dials, inasmuch as it possesses but one movement,
which may be placed in any part of the case, and not necessarily
in juxtaposition to the dial or dails. It is therefore obviously
possible to place the " multiple " clock in positions, and to appi}- it

to purposes not practicable for clocks provided with the ordinary
mechanism. Patterns of the " Multiple" clock are now to be seen
at the warehouses of the manufacturers in London, at 2, Cannon-
street, and in Paris at G4, Rue de Bondy. They are prepared to

supply the clock in a large number of designs to suit a variety of
requirements, including use in private houses, hotels, reading-
rooms and public institutions, railway stations, offices, banks, and
ships' saloons. The " Multiple " clock is also made to be suspended
from the roof or ceiling at any elevation, a simple mechanism
allowing it to be drawn down for winding or cleaning, &c. The
"Multiple" clock maybe made, too, so as to show the time in

different parts of the world simultaneously.

IMPROVED DOOR-KXOBS.
Neaely everyone has had irritating experience of the imperfect

way in which door-knobs are usually connected and fastened to the
spindle, the fastening being generally quite an infinitesimal quantity
of screw, which soon ceases to " bite" after a little wear and tear.
Mr. E. V. Bailey, of Birmingham, has invented what is claimed (o
be an improved form of connection, suitable for most kinds of door-
handles, but particularly the movable knobs of lock spindles and
cupboard turnlocks. In this invention a knob is fixed at one end of
the spindle, at the other end to the spindle the knob is movable.
The hole in the neck of the movable knob is screwed at the back
with a screw-thread for taking upon the screwed end of the spindle.
The front of this hole is square or angular. For determining the
position in which the movable knob can be passed on to the screwed
end of the spindle a sliding-collar is used, which has a square or
angular bush, to match or fit the square or angular hole in the neck
of the movable knob. To fix the handle the rose is secured at the
end of the spindle, inserted through the dcor. On the protruding
screwed end of the spindle the sliding-collar is passed until it reaches
the door. The movable knob is screwed up, and a peculiar pattern
of rose-plate screwed on to the spindle to prevent the knob being
withdrawn from the spindle.

REGISTERING THE FAMILY MILK SUPPLY.
There is no end to the ingenuity of inventors in these days. It

is well known by all housekeepers that milk is frequently tampered
with after delivery, and the blame cast unjustly on the milkman.
A London dairyman, to obviate this e^-il, has invented an appliance
for receiving and registering the quantity of milk daily supplied to
a family. The apparatus has the further advantage of a great
saving of cans to the milk vendor. The appliance consists of a
framework and stand, which is fixed on the inside of the door, and
communicating with it on the outside is a dial-plate numbered 1 to
12, with a hand for pointing, and below this an opening, consisting
of a pipe, through which the milk is poured into the vessel placed
inside to receive it. The inner outlet of this pipe has a movable
plate that passes to and fro over it as required, and there
is a certain amount of simple mechanism connected with
it. Each figure on the dial represents quarts, and dots between
h.ilf-pints, and it is presumed the dial is sufficient to indicate a
vpeek's supply. Presuming the dial to stand at ?!!7, and the domes-
tic being ordered to set it at Fig. 1, representing a quart, she
moves the hand, which is actuated by means of a spring, and can
only be turned in one direction to that figure, and places the jug
upon the stand formed to receive it. This stand is connected with
a chain and balance-weight, which in its turn acts npcn the plate
that moves over the spout, and the weight of the jug depresses the

stand, causing the balance-weight to rife, and the plate to movo
aside, and so open the spout, ready for the milki;ian to deliver the
quantity registered on the dial. This operation is repeated prior t'l

each delivery, and at the week's end the supply received is noted,
and the dial reset for the following week.
The manufacturers of this article are Messrs. Bodill, Parker, A

Co., of Great Hampton-row, Birmingham.

A NEW COPYING APPARATUS.
I.\ these busy days, the demand for cheap and effective copying-

machines is ever on the increase. Several appl.'ancee of this kind
have recently reached us from the Continent, and one known as the
black autocopyist has just been introduced from Germany. Thi
apjiaratus in question is simple in make, and c-jnsists of a wooden
frame in which a prepared parchment sheet is fixed. This sheet
must be soaked in water for a few minutes, which is effected on the
frame itself, after which the original is placed for a minute on the
parchment-sheet. By aid of a printing-roller copies can then £-.

once be taken. The frame is fitted with two springs, which span
the parchment, and reclean it when necessary. The process i'

simple and easy, and requires no special training on the part of th"
copyist, while the precision of the co|iics taken is undoubted, an'
the facsimiles closely resemble those obtained by lithography. The
autocopyist is introduced by the Autocopyist Company, of 72,

London-wall, London, E.C. Circulars, notices, price-lists, music,
»Vc., can by its means be reproduced, and the striking feature i^

that the original is easily written with an ordinary pen.

IMPROVED GLAZING.
The skylight, and for the matter of that, glazing in general, aro

open to great improvement, and for one thing we should like to see

putty disestablished together with the barbarous " hacking" knife,

required as often as a new pane of glass has to be put in. The
British Patent Glazing Co., Limited, of 21, Finsbnry-circns, hav»
introduced a system of patent glazing patented by Mr. Joseph H
Mackenzie, lately of Glasgow, which appears to have many advan-
tages. It not only supplies the means of securing the glass without
the aid of putty or other plastic fixing, but forms part of the frame-
work of the construction. The glazing bar or sash bar is what if

known as a composite one, formed of solid rolled malleable iron of :i

X form, inverted, having the cross well rolled into a U shape, thus
forming gutters in each side of the vertical part of the bar, for

carrying off any moisture or condensation. The iron is coated

with a good anti-corrosive paint, or a bituminous substance, if

desired, after which it is enveloped in sheet lead or other soft

ductile metal or alloy.

The composite bars are fixed at convenient distances apart, th-

glass is laid upon the soft metal, which acts as a cushion

and prevents breakage through shocks or vibrations. Channels
are provided in the bar for carrying away the moisture, and
the sectional strength of the bar is increased by giving th'-

cross web an arch form. The work can be done in any weather,

and no periodical outlay for putty and paint is necessary. There
are other advantages claimed for what seems to be a decidedly

improved system of glazing.

A HYDRAULIC DOOR-SPRING.
TnE shutting of doors is, in many cases, a matter of some iir.

-

portance, and one that, doubtless, should be as nearly as possible

automatic. Messrs. Archibald Smith i Stevens, of the

Janus Works, Queen's-road, Battersea, London. S.W., furnish some
interesting particulars of what is known as .':rtevens & Major'?

patent hydraulic spring and check for swing doors, and for regt:

-

lating the closing of doors so as to prevent banging. The spring:

is made to fix flush with the floor, and can be even covered with a

carpet, and acts as a hinge also. Assuming that this invention

docs efficiently what it professes, it should prove very useful. The
patentees give the following general description of the principle oi

action :
—" The spring is placed within a small pump barrel. On

opening the door, a charge of oil is drawn from the containing-bo^

into the pump. The spring, while closing the door, has to expel

this charge of oil through a small apertttre, the size of which is

adjustable, and the rate pf closing is controlled by the speed a:

which the oil is allowed to escape. All parts are of metal, and, i,--

oil is constantly passed through, every part is always perfectly

lubricated." Simple means of regulating the action for faster or

slower closing are provided.

Collier.'; .\xd theib L.4mps.—It is stated that at Walker Colliery,

near Newcastle, the miners have been asked to take down Marsair.

lamps instead of the old Clannyand Davy lamps, but have objected,

and have struck to the number of 300, leaving the colliery idle
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<Bm- WiWt Column.
By Five of Clubs.

ERE is the preface of the new treatise on Whist, by " Five of

Clubs," called " How to Play Whist," now in the press :

—

Preface.

The following chapters ou the Theory and Practice of Whist
originally appeared in Knowledce, and there had the advantage of

clie criticisms and suggestions of some of the finest exponents of

the game. Thes? ci-iticisnis have in many cases led to important

modifications and improvements. The treatise has no claim to

novelty as regards Whist principles; in fact, outside the modern
signalling systeni and the absolute rejection of the singleton lead,

there is very little difference between the Whist of to-day and the

Whist of Hoyle and Matthews.
The method of presenting the leads here adopted is mnch more

easily followed than that usually employed. Learners are deterred

liy the multitudinous rules for leading from such and such hands,

but grasp at once the rules for leading such and such cards. The
gain in simplicity is great. For instance, there are hundreds of

hands from which the Ace is " the correct card " to play, while

there are only two conditions under which Ace should be lead

originally; moreover, when these two conditions have been noted,

the meaning of an Ace lead is recognised at once. So it is with
the two original King leads, the one original Queen lead, and so

forth. In less than half an hour, by the method supplied here,

the right card to lead and the right meaning of the each lead, can
be fully learned. I have extended the same method, as far as

possible, to play second hand and third hand.
As regards the general conduct of the game the chief point of

novelty in this work is that I have been careful to correct the

common error that, because scientific Whist involves the long suit

system at starting, therefore the whole play of each hand should

proceed on that system. Many of the rules which l)eginners learn

are suitable only for the long suit method
; yet there is scarcely

one hand in ten in which one side or the other has not to give up
(sometimes quite early) all idea of bringing in a long suit. If I

were asked what 1 regarded as the most valuable working quality

in a partner, I should answer—Readiness in determining whether
an aggressive game, aiming at the introduction of a long suit,

should be entered on, or a defensive policy pursued. The original

discard tells your partner which line you are taking.

With regard to the system of signalling, I sympathise with the

objections which have been urged against it by many fine players;

but the system must be learned by all who wish to play Whist
successfully. It must be learned for defence if not for attack. A
player is not much worse off than hia fellows it he determines
and lets his partner knoichc has determined, never to ffsc the Trump
signal, the Echo, or the Penultimate. He may even safely deter-

mine never to respond to the Signal,—indeed with too many part-

ners this is a most necessary precaution. Yet he can never escape
the duty of noticin-i the signals. If he fails to do so, he will ere

long find himself forcing the enemy's weak Trump hand and
omitting to force the strong (mistaking a response to the signal

for an original Trump lead) or committing some other "W^hist

enormity. But I incline to judge from the objections of Pembriige,
Mogul, and other strong players, to the signalling system, that

they have not noticed its full meaning. For they speak of the

Echo and Penultimate as if these signals were seldom available,

instead of coming in—either in their positive or negative form

—

far oftener than the Signal for Trumps itself. Especially is the
Penultimate Signal of frequent use. Scarcely a hand is played
without it. If my partner always leads the lowest but one from a

five-card suit (not headed by cards requiring a high card lead)

then if he leads a Two, or a card which is shown by the play of

the others or by my own hand to be the lowest of his suit, I know
that he has not more than three cards left in the suit ; and if the

lead is not a forced one, 1 can infer pretty safely that he has just

three left. This may prove most important knowledge, not only

by showing the limits [of his long suit, but by guiding me as to

forcing the enemy in that suit. If the Penultimate is not played
in this negative way by my partner, it will probably be so played
(or played in the positive form) by the adversaries. I put myself
and my partner at a disadvantage, then, if I fail to observe this

signal.

The full importance of the signalling system c^n only be under-
stood when we recognise sir signals—thus :

—

1 If )
*> IT lei I

^^^ have commanding strength in Trumps, and at

least one long and strong suit ] , ? '."
, ! for trumps.

i. Unless ]
y°" '"^^^ "' '«"«' ^""^ Trumps

f ^^
„""

echo )
'"

response either to the signal or to your partner's Trump lead.

6 Unless \
^°° have at least five cards in a suit play the

newest but one > , . ,i, , ,• j u ^i i

) lowest card
except wnere the leading cards are such that

a high card has to be played.

So understood, signalling goes on in almost every game. But I

cannot too carefully warn the learner to be most chary of display-
ing the Trump signal ; and especially to reject, as altogether un-
suitable for /lim, Pole's rule, that you should always signal from
five Trumps.
My own experience has been that the various signals, so far from

taxing the memory, serve greatly to help it. This had been
already noticed in the case of the customary rules for leading,
discarding, returning leads, and the like. Every act of attention
to a rule helps to record the play in the mind. I cannot, indeed,
understand why there should be any more effect in noticing signals
than in trying to ascertain in other tcays (as by examining your
hand at starting) your prospects of success or failure.

The learner will soon find that at times he must go counter to

the customary rules if he would win or save a game. Hand XXVII.,
p. 158, is a remarkable case in point. Here Mr. Lewis neither led
Trumps from five, nor Ace from Ace four others in his long plain
suit ; because to have followed either rule would have been running
counter to the only rule of play which is absolutely general

—

Pl.^v

TO Wi.v.

The forty illustrative games are nearly all from actual play.
They are chiefly intended to illustrate Whist principles, the way of
forming inferences at Whist, and so forth. Several are fine

examples of Whist strategy. A few have been selected as examples
of bad play. They differ from any such series hitherto published
in being fully annotated,* and in having the fnll hantl of each
player displayed (with score, trump card, &c.), as if set round the
Whist Table itself. The games (contributed to Kxomleiige origi-

nally) by Mr. Lewis are particularly valuable.

The Whist Whittlings include Whist stories, maxims, notes,
curiosities, and problems.
To make the work complete, the Laws and Etiquette of Whist are

added, and a Glossary of Whist Terms in more or less common
use. "Five of Clubs."

As an instance of rapid telegraphy, says the Japan Mail, the
following item from the record of the Yokohama telegraph ofiice is

not without interest :—A telegram was handed in at Yokohama at
3.10 p.m., and was received in London at 8.27 a.m. (time of trans-
mission, two hours thirty-seven minutes). An inqtiiry arising
from the message was given in at London at 10.43 a.m.. and
received in Yokohama at 8.40 p.m. (time of transmission, thirty-
seven minutes, deducting nine hours twenty minutes, the differ-

ence in time between London and Yokohama). The reply wa.s
forwarded from Yokohama at 9.50 p.m., and reached Lontion at
3.21 p.m. (time of transmission, two hours fifty-one minutes). Thus
the whole transaction— forwarding the telegrams, the receiver in
London making further inquiry, the examination at this end before
replying, and the delay occasioned b}- the messages having to wait
their turn for transmission—occupied as nearly as possible the
time of the sun's passage between the two places.

ALIS.4NDEKS, Or Alexanijeks.—It is commonly believed that this
old pot-herb has long been extinct ; but in mary Midland districts,

especially where mining is a leading industry, it will be found in

the cottage gardens, and is regularly emjiloyed in the flavouring of
soups. Amongst a similar class on the Continent the plant is in
equal favour, and, in fact, it takes the place of celery where this

better plant is not grown. It is a British plant that may often be
met with on waste ground near the sea, and seems partial to ruins.
It is the Smyrniuni olusatnim of the books, a plant of ancient
renown for its mild aromatic flavour. When in vigorous growth
the leaves reach a height of two to three feet, the stems are stont
and deeply furrowed, the leaves alternate, a vivid green colour, the
whole plant very closely resembling celery. It does not flower the
first year, but iu the second puts up a head of yellowish-green
umbels, which are followed by black seeds or nuts. Although
belonging to the suspicious umbelliferous order, every part, root
included, is perfectly wholesome, and when put into soup communi-
cates a flavour sintilar to that of celery.

—

A7nateur Gardeninrr.

* Of the five games given by Prof. Pole, two are nnaoand, the
play approved being bad ; two are merely examples of play from
overwhelming strength, and the fifth (.and last) is merely a Whist
curiositv.
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(But COesiei Coluimu
By Mephisto.

PROBLEM No. 140.

By B. G. Laws.

BtiCK.

Whitb.

White to pl.ay and mate in four moves.

SOLUTIONS.

PaoBtEM No. 137, p. 45-1-.

1. P toQ6.
1. P to K4. 2. Q to QR7, K to K3, Kt3, B3. 3. Q to Q7, K7,

B2, m.ite.

1. K to K4. 2. Q to B uq., K to Q5, B4. 3. Q to B3 or
Kt5 mate.

1. K to B3. 2. Q to B5, K to EG. 3. Q to B2 mate.

Problem No. 138.

1. B to R8 ! K to R2
2. Qto QRsq. K to Kt2
3. Q to Kt7 (oh) Mate.
1. if K to B2
2. Q to B2 (cli) .\ny
3. y mates.

ENDING FROM ACTUAL PLAY.

Black played

—

Whitb.

Q X Kt

!

R X tt (ch)

Kt to Q7 !

Kt to B8 (ch)

Kt to K7 (oh)
Kt (B8) to Kt6 (ch)

R to R8 (ch)

Kt to B6 (ch) ?

BxQ
K toK2
Q to B3
K to Kt sq.

K to R sq.

K toE2
Mate.

Gamk played at Bradford between Mephisto and a member of the
Bradford Club :—

Two Knight's Defence.
PUok.

Mephisto,

P toK4
Kt to QB3

1.

White.
Amateor.
P toK4

2. Kt to KB3
3. B to B4
4. Kt to Kt5
5. P X P
6. B to Kt5 (ch)

7. PxP
B toK2
Kt to KB3
Kt to K5
P to Q4 («)
KtxP
P to KB4
Castles

15. BtoKt4(ch)(t)KtoKtsq
16. Q to B3 (r) Kt x B
17. QxKt
18. PxB

K to R sq.

B to Q2 (d)

B to B3
22. Q to K2
23. P to QKt3

10.

20.

21.

Kt to B3
P to Q4
Kt to QR4
P toB3
PxP
PtoKR3
P to K.5

B to Q3
I' X P(en pas;

Qto B2
B to R3
Castles (QR)

BxKt
B to B4 (ch)

RxP
Kt to B5
P to B3
KR to Q sq.

Kt to K6

White.
Amatenr.

24. R to Kt sq.

25. B to Q2
Black,

Black.
Mpphisto.

r
^

k^ )%^
^\ UITE,

E (Q sq.) to

Q5 (.0
26. R to Q sq. (g) Q x P (ch)

27. K X Q R to E5 (ch)

28. K to Kt sq. Kt x R (ch)

Resigns.

NOTES.

(a) Hero the book recommends 11. P to KB4.
(Ii) Results in loss of time and weakness; White ought to have

tried to bring out his pieces by Kt to B3.
(c) This breaks up his position, having given a useless check.

The best he could do was either to retire his B to B3 or play
K to R sq.

(d) White thought it was inadvisable to capture the KtP, and
tried to make up for lost time by bringing out his pieces.

(f) Black is playing for something big, as he might have won at

least an exchange by Kt to Q8,

(/) Q to K4 would have resulted in a substantial gain, but this

move possessed more attraction,

(</) A necessary precaution, although of little avail. E to K sq.

was better than this. The likely-looking move of 26. Q to B3 would
also lose by Q X P (ch). 27. K x Q, R to E5 (ch). 28. The Q must
interpose, then Kt to Kto (ch), A-c.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

,*» Please address Chess Editor.

W.—Tou are quite right ; the position is analogous to Pearson's
Problem, but it is altogether impossible, which upsets the whole
" apple-cart," as the White B could not possibly be on K8.
H, A. L. S,—We did not publish the above as a Problem.
A. W. Orr,—There is no harm in 2, P to QB4. You need take

no notice of it, but play B to B4 or Kt to B3 as usual.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY.
By "W. Mattieu Williams.

XLIX.—THE MODEEN THEORY OF FOOD.

IN my last I summarised Liebig's theory of the source of

vital power, and its supposed refutation by modern
experiments, but had not space to state the substituted

theory. I will now endeavour to do so, though not without

difficulty, nor with iatisfactory result, seeing that the

recent theorists are vague and self-contradictory. All

agree that vital power or liberated force is obtained at the

expense of some kind of chemical action of a destructive or

oxidising character, and is, therefore, theoretically analogous

to the source of power in a steam-engine ; but when they

come to the practical question of the demand for working

fuel or food, they abandon this analogy.

Pavy says (Treatise on Food and Dietetics, page 6) :
—" In

the liberation of actual force, a complete analogy may le

traced between the animal sjstem and a steam-engine.

Both are media for the conversion cf latent into actual

force. In the animal system, combustible material is

supplied under the form of the various kinds of food,

and oxygen is taken in for the process of respiration.

From the chemical energy due to the combination of these,

force is liberated in an active state; and besides manifesting

itself as heat, and in other ways peculiar to the animal

system, is capable of performing mechanical work." In

another place (page 59 of same work), after describing

Liebig's view, Dr. Pavy says, " The facts which have been

already adduced (ihose described in my last paper) suthce

to refute this doctrine. Indeed, it may be considered as

abundantly proved that food does not require to become

organised tissue before it can be rendered available for

force-production." On page 81 he says :
—" While nitro-

genous matter may be regarded as forming the essential

basis of structures possessing active or living properties,

tJte non-nitrogenous principles may he looked upon as sup-

plying the source of power. The one may be spoken of as

holding the position of the instrument of action, while the

other supplies the motive power. Nitrogenous alimentary

matter may, it is true, by oxidation, contribute to the gene-

ration cf the moving force, but, as has been explained, in

fulfilling this office there is evidence before us to show that

it is split up into two distinct poriions, one containing the

nitrogen ichich is eliminated as useless, and a residuary non-

nitrogenous portion which is retained and utilised in force-

production"
The italics are mine, for reasons presently to be ex-

plained. The following pages of Pavy's work contain

repetitions and illustrations of this attribution of the

origin of force to the non-nitrogenous elements of food.

Then we have a statement of the experiments of Joule
on the mechanical equivalent of heat, connected with
experiments of Frankland with the apparatus that is used
for determining the calorific value of coal, kc.—viz , a little

tubular furnace charged with a mixture of the combustible

to be tested, and chlorate of potash (better a mixture of

chlorate and nitrate). This being placed iu a tube, open
below, and thrust under water, is fired, and gives out all its

heat to the surrounding liquid, the rise cf temperature of

which measures the calorific value of the substance.

From this result is calculated the mechanical work
obtainable from a given quantity of different food mate-

rials. That from a gramme is given as follows :

—

Beef fat 27,778 •) Units of wort.
Starch (arrowroot) 11,983^ or number of

Lamp SBgar 10,254 1 pounds lifted

Grape sugar 10,038^ one foot.

In Dr. Edward Smith's treatise on " Food," the foot

pound equivalent of each kind of food is specifically stated

in such a manner as to lead the student to conclude that

this represents its actual working efficiency as food.

Other modern writers represent it in like manner.

Here, then, comes the bearing of these theories on my
subject. A practical dietary or menu is demanded, say, for

navvies or for athletes in full work ; another for sedentary

people doing little work of any kind.

According to the new theory, the best possible food for

the first class is fat, butter being superior to lean beef in

the proportion of U,421 to 2,820 (Smith), beef fat

having nearly eight times the value of lean beef. Ten
grains of rice gives 7,45-l: foot pounds of working power,

while the same quantity of lean beef only 2,829 ; accord-

ing to which 1 lb. of rice should supply as mnch support to

hard workers as 2^ lb. of beef-steak. None of the modern
theorists dare to be consistent when dealing with such

direct practical applications.

I might quote a multitude of other palpable incon-

sistences cf the theory, which is so slippery that it

cannot be firmly grasped. Thus, Dr. Pavy (page 403),

immediately after describing bacon fat as " the most effi-

cient kind of force-producing material," and stating that

"the non nitrogenous alimentary principles appear to

possess a higher dietetic value than the nitrogenous,^' tells

us that "the performance of work may be looked upon as

necessitating a proportionate supply of nitrogenous alimen-

tary matter," and his reason for this admission being that

such nitrogenous material is required for the nutrition of

the muscles themselves.

A pretty tissue of inconsistences is thus supplied

!

Non-nitrogenous food is the best force-prcducer—it corre-

sponds to the fuel of the steam-engine ; the nitrogenous is

necessary only to repair the machine. Nevertheless, when
force-production is specially demanded, the food required is

not the force-producer, but the special builder of muscles,

the which muscles are not used up and renewed in doing

the work.

It must be remembered that the whole of this modern
theoretical fabric is built upon the experiments which are

supposed to show that there is no more elimination of

nitrogenous matter during hard work than during rest.
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Yet we are told that " the performance of work may be

looked upm as necessitating a proportionate supply of

liitrogenous alimentary matter," and that such material " is

split up into two distinct portions, one containing the

nitrogen, which is eliminated as useless." This thesis is

proved by experiments showing (as asserted) that such

•elimination is not so proportioned.

In short, the modern theory presents us with the follow-

ing pretty paradox :—The consumption of nitrogenous food

>M proportionate to work done. The elimination of nitrogen

is W)t proportionate to work done. The elimination of

Eitrogen is proportionate to the consumption of nitrogenous

food.

I have tried hard to obtiin a rational physiological

view of the modern theory. When its advocates compare

ciur food to the fuel of an engine, and maintain that its

combustion directly supplies the moving power, what do

i hey mean %

They cannot suppose that the food is thus oxidised as

food ;
yet such is implied. The work cannot be done in

the stomach, nor in the intestinal canal, nor in the mesen-

teric glands or their outlet, the thoracic duct. After

leaving this, the food becomes organised living material,

the blood being such. The question, therefore, as between

the new theory and that of Liebig must be whether work is

effected by the comhuslmi of the blood itself or the degrada-

tion of the working tissues, which are fed and renewed by

the blood. Although this is so obviously the true physio-

logical question, I have not found it thus stated.

Such being the case, the supposed analogy to the steam-

engine breaks down altogether ; in either case, the food is

assimilated, is converted into the living material of the

animal itself before it does any work, and therefore it must

be the wear and tear of the machine itself which supplies

the working power, and not that of the food as mere fuel

material shovelled directly into the animal furnace.

I therefore agree with Playfair, who says that the

.modern theory involves a "false analogy of the animal

-body to a steam-engine," and that " incessant transforma-

won of the acting parts of the animal machine forms the

oondition for its action, while in the case of the steam-

engine it is the transformation of fuel external to the

machine which causes it to move." Pavy says that " Dr.

Playfair, in these utterances, must be regarded as writing

behind the time." He may be behind as regards the

fishion, but I think he is in advance as regards the truth.

My readers, therefore, need not be ashamed of clinging

to the old-fashioned belief that their own bodies are alive

throughout, and perform all the operations of working,

ifeeling, thinking, ic, by virtue of their own inherent self-

-contained vitality, and that in doing this they consume

their own substance, which has to be perpetually replaced

hj new material, the quality of which depends upon the

2nanner of working, and the matter and manner of replace-

cnent. We may thus, according to our own daily conduct,

fee building iip a better body and a better mind, or one

that shall be worse than the fair promise of the original

germ. The course of our own evolution depends upon our-

selves, and primarily upon the knowledge of our own
{)hysical and moral constitution, and their relations to the

external world. Of such knowledge even the humble

element supplied by "The Chemiatry of Cookery" is one

tWt cannot be safely neglected.

Intimately connected with the preparation of the

ir.aterials that internally sustain and renew our bodies, is

ihat of protecting them externally. I have accordingly

arranged with Mr. Proctor to follow this series (which I

hope to conclude in my next) with another—necessarily

^h'oitei-—on " The Philosophy of Clothing."

CHATS ON
GEOMETRICAL MEASUREMENT.

By Richard A- Proctor.

{Continued from p. 458.)

THE CO NIC SECTIONS.
A. I have been thinking over the method of treating

areas which we considered in our last conversation. It

seems to me that while the method is sound enough, it is

in some degree artificial. Take for instance the example

you gave, that of the cycloidal area ;—by a certain arrange-

ment you were able to compare the area with that of the

generating circle. But, in any case, taken at random, how
can you till that this or that particular method of slicing

up your area will avail to make the several parts of it com-

parable with the several parts of some known area ?

M. Well ; how can you tell that any particular method

of dealing with a complicated algebraical or trigonometrical

expression, will result in simplifying it t In geometry, as

in other matters (even in business matters), we can but try

such methods as seem likely to help us.

A. But I am told that analytical methods are sure, in

these cases.

^f. That is far from being the case. When you deal

with an area by analytical methods, yoa get an algebi-aical

or trigonometrical expression,—let us say,—for one of the

minute elements into which you have sliced up your area,

and you very often see at once from this expression that

the area can be obtained by the process known as integra-

tion. But often enough the expression you obtain is not

one you can deal with as it stands Then you have to

apply tentative processes, which may or may not lead to a

solution. Of course, the more you know about the ana-

lytical treatment of various expressions, the more likely

you are to succeed quickly by the analytical methods : but

a similar truth holds in regard to geometrical work also.

Moreover, you will find that there is no surer help to

success with analytical methods, than a knowledge of the

various geometrical methods, and practice in their applica-

tion. These underlie, in rea'ity, the analytical methods,

and later on in your studies you will find great interest in

taking your analytical work and seeking the geometrical

interpretation of every process, nay of every line in it.

However, let us resume our subject.

A. You promised to take the area of a parabolic segment

next.

M. I did. But on consideration, we had better begin

with the more familiar curve, the ellipse.

A. Can we afterwards go on to the hyperbola t

M. Hyperbolic areas are not to be dealt with geometri-

cally quite EG easily as the ellipse and parabola. In fact, it

is impossible to make any exact geometrical statement

about the area of a hyperbolic segment. It has been sug-

gested—but, perhaps, mistakenly—that Shakespeare had

been working on some hyperliolic area when he wrote the

impatient words, " Out hyperbolical fiend ! why vexest

tlioi this man ?
"

A. It seems not unlikely. But had we not better turn

to the ellipse 1

M. Let A6 A'6' (Fig. 1) be an el'ipse, axes A A', bV, and

let circles be described having these axes as diameters.

Now, if any radius as Qq Q is drawn to these concentric

circles, then, by a well-known property, Q M and q m (pro-

duced) meet at P, a point on the ellipse. We may con-

veniently take this property for use in dealing with the

area of the ellipse. Complete the diagram, and mark in

letters, as in the figure. Now, P M bears to Q M the same

ratio that C q bears to C Q, or C i to C B. Hence, if we
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regard P M as a strip of the semi-ellipse A h A', and Q M
as a strip of the spmi circle A 1! A', we have

Strip PM : strip QM :: C6 : CB,
aud the like with all such strips into which the areas

A 6 A' and ABA' may be divided by a multitude of

parallels to B B', indefinitely near each other. Hence,

since each strip in A 6 A' bears a constant ratio to the

corresponding strip in A B A', all the strips in A 6 A'

together, bear that tame ratio to all the strips in ABA'
together : that is to suy,

\ ellipse Ah A.' : ! circle A B A' :: 6C : B C,

or ellipse A J A' 6'=
. circle AB A' B'.

^ BO
In like manner, beginning with the ratio

P?;j : q m :: QC : qC,
BC

we can prove that ellipse A b A' 6'=:y-p . circle a b a' V.

bG
It is also evident that area P A P' = BC area Q A Q'

j

,
bC

,
BC ,

,

area P A' P =-j7p area Q A' Q' ; area P bp = 5-p qb q ;

BO
and area P b' il= -r-pr area q b' q'.

Fig. 1.

A. I see that you have here taken the lines P P', Q Q',

P p', and q q' to represent elementary strips of the areas

you are dealing with. Can you always do this ?

J/. You can do it in all such casfS as this, where you

know that the strips in one area are of the same breadth

as the corresponding strips in the other. Here they are

so by the nature of the construction itself. But in other

cases—in dealing with the parabola, for example—they

are not so. In such cjses you must consider the breadth

as well as the length, and therefore you cannot use the

lines as in the last case—for a line represents length, not

breadth.

A. The ellipse seems easy enough to deal with. I

wonder why there should be more trouble with the hyper-

bola, which resembles the ellipse in so many properties.

How is this'?

jy. You say the elli]3se is easy to deal with. Have
you satisfied yourself on this point 1

A. Why, have we not just determined its area 1

M. We have shown that its area bears a certain pro-

portion to the area of certain circles. But is the deter-

mination of the area of a circle so eaty a matter ? I

imagine that the quadrature of the circle has been con-

sidered a problem of some difficulty.

A. Still it has been dealt with so thoroughly that w*
know the area of a circle of given radius as cloi-ely as we
can ever want to kn6sv it.

J/. Quite 60. And if we had as familiar a knowledge' oif

the curve which biars the .'ame relation to a hyperbola thaA
the circle bears to the ellipse, we ."should be able to deal as
easily with the hyperbola as with the circle.

ii.mi

A. What curve is that ?

"

J/. What else but the rectangular hyperbola? The
circle is an ellipse with equal axes, the rectangular b'yp'eir-

bola is a hyperbola with equal axes.

A. Then, in point of fact, all we have done with ths
ellipse has been to show what relation the quadrature 61

the ellipse bears to the quadrature of the circle.

J/. Precisely. And it is just as easy, as a moment's cor>

sideration will show you, to see what relation the quae)'

rature of a hyj)erbola with unequal axes bears to th»
quadrature of a rectangular hyperbola. "'

f'"'

'

A. Will you take a momen;'s consideration for Jne, and
show me this !

J/. Suppose in Fig '1, C A and C B are the .', axes of a
rectangular hyperbola AQK; OA and 6 those of tW
non-rectangular hjperbola AP^ ; ODE F, C de f, asyiajv

totes; DA, EQPN, FK/.M perp. to CM. Theo we
know that

PN:QN::/.:M:KiM::CB:C6.
Hence, as in the case of the ellipse.

Area A AM: area AKM::CB:C6;
and if we had dealt as freely with such areas as A K M^
(that is the areas of the segments of rectangular hyper-
bolas) as we have with the areas of circular segments, this,

would solve as completely the problem of hyperbolis
quadrature as the preceding investigation solved ths
problem of elliptic quadrature.

A. That is far from satisfying. Allow me to say witii

Shakespeare, " Out hyperbolical fiend." Let us turn to the
parabola.

(To he continued.)

THE ENTOMOLOGY OF A POND,
By E. a. Butlee.

ABOVE THE SURFACE {continued).

IN a former paper a small family of moths was referretJ

to as having aquatic caterpillars ; these will form th>^

subject of the present paper. They aie called the H}dro-
campidse, or China Marks, and are common adornments of

weedy ponds. They are but a feeble baud, the British-

species being only five in number, distributed amongst
almost as many genera. The largest is but an inch in

expanse of wings, aud the smallest little more than half

that size. The wings are rather narrow, and often mosi
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elegantly adorned with a delicate tracery of brown or

black on a satiny white or creamy ground. Like most of

the Pyrales—the section to which they belong—they liave

long slender legs and a narrow body, extending considerably

beyond the hind wings. To find these beautiful little

beings, seek out a jiond where tall plants, such as the Burr-

reed, the Arrow-head, the Flowering Rush, and the Water
Plantain rise in stately columns straight out of the water,

and where the water itself is well stocked with pond-weeds;

watch the luxuriant growth for a time, and you will see at

any rate some of the Hydroeampidaj playing "hide-and-

seek," as it were, amongst the forest of stalks and leaves.

Some of their delicate forms are sure to be seen floating on

the water in a more or less disintegrated condition—the

corpses of such as have either been accidentally drowned,

or have perished in the ordinary course of nature, and
fallen into the water on their decease. Good specimens of

the living insects may easily be secured by sweeping

amongst their hiding-places, or by netting them as they

dart out from amongst the herbage.

When at rest, the fore-wings are placed nearly horizon-

tally, just covering tlic liind wings, aud giving the whole
insect an outline resembling that of an isosceles triangle.

The attitude of rest is a matter of importance to the

systematic Lepidopterist, for often special attitudes are

characteristic of special families. Thus we find that some
moths spread out all four wings horizontally, closely

applying them to the object on which they are resting
;

some turn them up over their back, as butterflies do ; others

wrap them alongside the body so as to give themselves a

cylindrical appearance ; some rest with head close to the

ground and tail in the air, others in just the reverse posi-

tion, while, as regards the slope of the wings, there is every
cjnceivable degree of inclination between horizontal and
perpendicular, and, as a consequence, an infinite variety

of triangular outline. But, to return to our China
Marks. The prettiest of the family is Hydrocampa
stagnalis, the "Beautiful China Mark" (Fig. 1). The

Fig. 1.—Hydrocampa stagnalis.

ground colour of the wings is satiny-white, and the
markings consist of double, twisted lines of a rich brown
colour. Beautiful to the naked eye, it is simply exquisite
when viewed by reflected light with a low power of the
compound microscope

; the satiny scales lying row upon
row on the wings, and standing erect on the head like regal

plumes, glisten with dazzling brightness, tempered only
by the warm brown tints of the wavy lines that form the
pattern. Sloping back at the sides of the thorax, and con-
cealing the junction of wings with body, are two plume-
covered tippets, found in all Lepidoptera, but of unusually
large proportions in this group. The antenna} are most
elegant. To the naked eye, they are but fine threads;
but under the microscope (Fig. 2) each is seen to be

rig. 2.—Ponion of antenna of Hydrocampa stagnalis, highly
magnified.

composed of a series of joints carrying on their outer side
a little tuft of scales similar to those on the win?, and on

the inner side a number of fine thort hairs standing erect

like velvet pile.

But it is not in their perfect state that the principal

interest attaches to the Hydrocampid;e ; they are re-

markable as being the only family of the Lepidoptera that

are aquatic in the larval condition. Their caterpillars feed

on water-plants and form cases, not like caddis-worms, of

ve;;etable debris, but of the fresh leaves of the plants on
which they feed, and within these they constantly remain
beneath the surface of the water. That a caterpillar should

construct a case for itself out of the leaves of its food-plant

is nothing extraordinary, there being numerous instances of

it amongst the Lepidoptera ; indeed, one large family of

minute moth.«, the Coleophorida;, or "case-bearers," have
been so named from their indulgence in this habit ; but
tint a Lepidopterous caterpillar should habitually live in

water is an altogether anomalous fact, as submergence i.s

generally very fatal to these insects. Like those of the Lepi-

doptera generally, these caterpillars are worm-like beings,

with a hard head armed with powerful jaws, and with six

short legs in front, and claspers, or false legs, on the hinder

segments. The eggs are laid on the leaves of pond-weeds,

and in some cases, at any rate, the young grubs, when first

hatched, instead of at once making cases, mine their way
into the substance of the plant, and thus protect themselves

while devouring its interior. The duration of this internal

life seems to vary with the season ; those that are hatched

late in the year remain in their burrows all through

the winter aud do not form cases till the next spring,

when the freshly-growing plants afibrd them suitable

materials. But others have been observed to mine for only

a few days, and then to emerge and begin to construct

cases. The case is made of two pieces of leaf joined at the

edges. In order to construct it the caterpillar, by means
of its claspers, first seizes a leaf firmly near its edge, and
then bites a narrow, curved channel through the leaf,

beginning at the edge, and working its way round by bend-

ing its head to one side. Having then gone over the same
ground again, but in the reverse direction, widening the

channel, it shifts its claspers to the fixed part of the leaf,

and continues the curve almost to the edge again, repeating

this operation also a second time. The strip of leaf is now
attached only by a narrow isthmus. The caterpillar next

transfers itself to this almost detached portion, severs the

connecting bridge, and floats away as on a raft. In this

way half the case is made ; then, seizing some fixed leaf in

its forelegs, and guiding itself thereby, it crawls about in

fearch of a suitable leaf from which to cut a piece for the

other half. Having found one to its taste, it hauls itself

and raft under the chosen leaf and makes the detached

piece fast to the underside by fixing it with silk at intervals

along the edge, all the time keeping itself snugly ensconced

between the two. Having thus laid the foundation, as it

were, it uses the lower piece as a tracing model, cuts out

the upper by biting round the edges of the lower, and thus

finishes the dwelling, no doubt satisfied enough with the

economy of its arrangements, which have combined in the

most pleasurable way the taking of a meal and the building

of a domicile.

From the open end of this case it can easily feed on the

plants around without unduly exposing its defenceless

body. But even the best-made cases will grow old, and

caterpillars, too, will grow stout, so that there is constant

need for the manifestation of constructive genius. The
larva^ are by no means fastidious as to the kind of leaf

used for the case, and sometimes the two halves even will

be of diflTerent materials. Sometimes only half the case is

changed at a time, a new roof or floor being put on as

occasion may require ; but care is always taken that the
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new piece sball be a trifle larger than tte old, ar.d in this '

way the case itself gradually grows and keeps pace wiih

the requirements of its owner. Sometimes, however, espe-

cially after a moult, the caterpillar literally " turns over a

new leaf," discarding the old case, and starting afresh with

an entiiely new outfit. Inside the rejected abode may be

found the cast skin, stretched out at full length along the

door, and attached by some silken thread;-'. The chrysalis

is formed inside the case, and -vihen about to assume this

•-tate the larva is obliged to moor its dwelling to some plant,

for it would be far too dangerous to leave it floating about

with its precious freight, the tport of winds and waters.

Most of the above particulars apply specially to the larva

of Ilydrocamjia injmpliralis, a species rather larger and of a

browner colour than II. stagnalis, but in other respects very

similar to it.

(7'o he conlinucd.)

POLITICAL LIFE IN AMERICA.

By Eichard A. Pkoctor.

HA.VE had an opportunity of noting what Americans
have described to me as absolutely essential to a right

understanding of the dignity of freedom in America— the

jirogress of a Presidential election. Let me try to record

ihe impression which this event has produced on an

Englishman who certainly views American institutions

with no unfriendly feelings— nay, i-ecognises as in progress

here the most hopeful attempt at self-government in which
any great nation has ever been engaged.

In the first place, the fact is forced upon one nio&t

emphatically at such a time that the best Americans keep

out of politics, so that the nation is obliged to select her

chief officers from an inferior class. The very name
" politician " has long been akin here to a term of reproach.

I have even heard men described as " mere politicians and

scallawags '' as if one term were about as contemptuous as

the other. For this the persons responsible are those " best

men in America " who avowedly avoid the political arena

for more or less selfish reasons. They could, if they would,

keep the inferior men out.

Secondly, one cannot but notice that while in the heat

of a Presidential contest, the most virulent abuse is poured

on the rival candidates, while every offence in their poli-

tical or private career is displays . and exaggerated ; and

while words of the foulest sort are applied to them, there is

a disposition (scarcely less unworthy) to forget altogether

after election the known defects or evil proclivities of the

men selected for high offices. I have before me as I write

a paper in which the offences of one of the Presidential

candidates have been abused for months in terms implying

that a gaol rather than the White House at Washington
would be his proper place. But the election being now
over, this very paper speaks of the contest as a friendly

and fraternal one. Again, consider the election of 1880.

Few names are now professedly held in higher honour in

America than that of President Garfield. His career

from Log Cabin to White House is followed by young
Americans with nearly as much admiration as the career

of a Washington or a Franklin. Doubtless, something of

this is due to the circumstances of his death, which were

such as to excite the sympathy of the whole nation, and

so to disarm adverse criticism. But ask any tiuthful

American—Democrat or Republican—what was really

Garfield's record before he became President, and you find

it that of a man with whom no honest statesman in Eng-
land would have associated. He had accepted for 5,000

dollars the" duty of attorney in an important matter

brought before a committee at Washington, of ivMck A;

was himself chairman, and the decision of the committe3

had been set aside for this canse by a court of justice, no
appeal being made, cr indeed possible, against a decision

which in England would have been utterly fatal to his

reputation. It was clearly proved, again, that on another

occasion he had received a bribe of 326 dollars—so clearly

that his friends could find no other defence than that " he

did not know better." All this and more was brought

against Garfield while the election was pending, with cus-

tomary exaggerations and intensifications, and abuse such

as we in England can hardly imagine. This was an ex-

treme fault on one side, but surely it was an extreme fault

on the other side that his election to the Presidency

(imagine its being possible) should cause men to forget all

this, and a still more serious fault that because his death

chanced to have been brought about in a most tragic and
painful way, his career should be held up as an example to

young Americans. Neither exaggerated abuse nor mis-

applied applause is worthy of a great nation of grown
men.

—

Nciccastle Weekly Chronicle.

A MARVELLOUS LITTLE STREAM.

AT a distance of thirty miles south of the River
Diamante our route passed by a natural object of

considerable interest—a stream, or rather rDl, of yellowish

white fluid like petroleum issuing from the mountain side

at a considerable height, and trickling down the slope till

lost in the porous soil of the valley below. The source

from which it flowed was at the junction where a hard

metamorphic rock, interspersed with small crystals of

agnite, overlay a stratum of volcanic tufa. It was formed

like a crater of a volcano, and full of black, bituminous^

matter, hot and sticky, which could te stirred up to the

depth of about eighteen inches.

Floundering in it was a polecat or skunk {Mephitis

various), having been enticed to its fate by the desire of

securing a bird caught in the natural bird lime, till a bullet

from the revolver of one of the party teiminated the skunks
struggle to extricate himself from the warm and adhesive

bath in which it was helplessly held captive. The overflow

from this fountain was, as described, like a stream of petro-

leum two or three feet wide, trickling over a bed of pitch

or some such substance, which extended to a much greater

width along the edge of the running stream at its contact

with it. The material was of a very sticky nature, becoming

gradually harder as it spread further out, assuming the

appearance of asphalt when it became mingled with the

loose sand of the adjoining soil.

While engaged in examining this natural curiosity, we
came upon two small birds, caught in the sticky substance

at the edge of the stream ; they were still alive, but upon
releasing them both the feathers and the skin came off

where they had come in contact with the bituminous matter,

so that w e had to kill them to put an end to their sufferings.

No doubt they had been taken in by the appearance of

water which the stream presented and had alighted t^

drink, when they discovered their mistake too late. Theij,

fate suggested the idea that in a district so devoid of wate

others of the feathery tribes must constantly become victim

to the same delusion in a similar manner, and upon a clcs

inspection of the margin of the stream the correctness o -

this inference was established by the discovery of numerous

skeletons of birds imbedded in it ; nor were those of smal

quadrupeds unrepresented, among which we recognised the

remains of a fox.

—

South American Traveller.
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THE EARTH'S SHAPE AND MOTIONS.
By EicHARD A. Proctor.

CHAPTER VI.—TUB EARTH'S EETOLUTIOX ROU.ND THE
SUN.

ALTHOUGH the fact that the earth rotates upon her
axis is one of the most striking revealed to us by

astronomical researches, it i.s far surpassed in interest by
the circumstance that the earth speed.s with inconceivable

velocity on a widely-extended orbit around tlie sun. Once
we have become couvinced that the earth is a globe, freely

fiuspended in space, we are prepared to learn that this globe

Riay rotate upon its axis. But nothing save long faniiliatity

with the idea can reuder the theory of the earth's revolution
round the sun otherwise than surprising. That this earth

on which "we live and move, and have our Leing," this globe
which we are accustomed tj regard as the very emblem of

stability and ti.tediiess, is rushing through space with a
velocity far exceeding tint of the swiftest motions know to

va, is aa amazing fact, and one which men can only be
forced to believe by the clearfst and most convincing evi-

dence. Our swiftest express trains travel with about one-
ihousandth part of the velocity that astronomers assign to
'the earth's revolution around the sun ; the velocity witli

which sound travels is but as rest compared with that of

the onward rushing earth ; light itself, though its velocity

is so enormous that it courses in a single second over a

space that would eight times circle the earth, yet does not
travel so many times faster than the earth but that her
notion bears to that tremendous velocity an appreciable
proportion.

To establish the fact of the earth's revolution, then, we
must have irresistible evidence, for the probabilities against
that theory seem irresistible.

We must for a while forget that the earth's rotation has
been established, iu order that the more imposing fact of
her revolution maj' be grounded on independent evidence.

The main proof of the earth's revolution is derived from
the motions of the .sun, moon, and planets, upon the celes-

tial sphere. Regarding this sphere as marked with a
number of index-points—the fixed stars—for our guidance,
we have to consider what the motions of the sun, moon,
and planets upon that sphere actually are. Let the student
remember that many of the facts now to be mentioned are
«ucfa as he can abundantly verify for himself. Whatever
opinion men may form about the explanation of these facts,

there the facts are ; and no theory can be accepted which
d^oes not give a satisfactory account of them.*

Let P E P' E' (Fig. 1), represent the celestial concave;
POP' the polar axis about which it appears to rotate.
Then the sun appears to circle once in a year round a
circle, E E' obliquely situated. His motion in this circle is

not absolutely unifurm, being fa.-ter in one part as near E,
and slower in the oi>))osite part as near E'. But 5 ear after
year his motion is repeated in the most regular manner, the
velocity in any part of the circle E E' being always the
eacie, as, year after year, he returns to that pait "of his
course. Again, as his apparent magnitude is not appre-
ciably altered to ordinary vision, we conclude that tbrough-

* Singolarly enough, the most striking of all these facts, the
peculiar paths of the planets, have been left wholly undealt with
bj- the paradoxists. Whether those people are, in truth, altogether
anaware of the difficult problem presented by the apparent motions
of the planets, or whether they cautiously and wisely eschew a
difficulty which is too great for them, I cannot say. "it is to be
feared that many of the'paradoxists know much more than it is con-
venient for them to admit ; but, on the other hand, we mu.^t, in all
fairness, concede to most of them an enormous—nay, a portentous
ignorance on the subjects they arc so eager to instruct tjie ivorld
about.

.'......,.-.

out his CDurse he U always at about the same distance from
the earth. Carefully meisured with telescopic appliances,
however, he is found to be slightly larger when near E than
when near E'. Hence we conclude that he is slightly nearer
at the former than at the latter part of bis path.

Now, here at once we have an important fact to deal
with. We know this at atiy rate for certain, that either

the snn goes once in a year round the earth, or the earth
goes once in a year round the sun. One or other 7mist

move. Observed appearances can also be accounted for, it

is true, by making bath bodies move round a common centre,

but this is an hypothesis that has nothing in it to invite
our attention.

Fig. ].

If we knew the distance separating us from the sun we
could tell at once whether he or our earth were the larger

body, and therefore which was most probably at rest. The
estimate of the sun's distance involves considerations of too

great comphxity to be conveniently availaV)le here. I may
mention, however, that it is rather in appearance than in

reality that the jjroof of the sun's distance is mixed up with

the theory of the earth's revolution ; so that even on the

Ptolemaic theory the facts df alt with in oiscus.sing transits

of Venus can only be interpreted by accepting it as a

demon.strated fact that the sun is upwards of 90,000,000
miles from us. Those of our readers who have given that

suliject the thoughtful attention it so well merits, will see

that the estimate of the distance of Venus dfpends simply
on the fact that, viewed from the ends of a measured base-

line, the planet was seer in positions differing by such and
such an angle. So that /ler distance comes out from the

simplest trigonometrical considerations at so many millions

of miles, whether the sun or the earth be in motion. Again,

the proportion between the distance of Venus and that of

the sun from us, though deduced by astronomers from

Kepler's laws, yet follows immediately from the range of

her apparent motion on either side of the sun.

We might, then, at once proofed to consider the enormous
improbability that the sun, whose deduced magnitude

exceeds that of our earth more than a million times, should

be circling round an orb relatively so minute. For the

present, however, I prefer to confine myself simply to the

question of observed motions and their interpretation.

The moon, the second body we have to consider, travels

also round and round the celestial sphere in a continuous

manner, and with a velocity only slightly variable. But
here the resemblance between her motions and the sun's

ceases. He follows always the same path; the moon

—

travelling much more swiftly, so as to completed a circuit

in a mouth instead of a year— travels on a path continually

changing. In any single circuit her path appears to

resemble the sun's, being apparently a circle inclined about

five degrees to the circle E E'. But in reality it does not
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Te-enter. The circle is continually shifting in position,

though always inclined at about the same angle to the circle

E E' (Fig. 1). The mode of shifting is very complex. It
fnay be thus generally described :

—

N

Fig. 2.

Suppose S N S' N' (Fig. 2) the sun's path on the celestial

sphere, M N M' N' the moon's path at any moment—by
which I mean the path she would follow if she performed
a complete circuit without any shifting of her plane of

motion. Now the two paths intersect in a line N E N', and
this line it is which is continually shifting. Sometimes the

end N travels towards S, sometimes towards S' ; but on the

whole a motion in the former (or retrograde) direction pre-

vails ; and in the course of about nineteen years the line

N E N' has shifted completely round in the plane S N S'

until it has the same position as at first.

Here, then, we have another set of facts to explain.

Either the moon travels round the eaith, or the earth

travels round the moon.
In considering which view is the more probable, we may

fairly take into account the estimates which have been
formed respecting the moon's distance and magnitude

;

because at a very early epoch astronomers obtained reliable

information on this point. It has been proved that the

moon is somewhat less than a quarter of a million miles

from the earth, and that consequently her apf)arent mag-
nitude indicates a real magnitude falling far short of the

earth's. Her diameter is, in fact, little more than a quarter

of the earth's, and her volume rather more than one-

fourteenth.

So far as the evidence goes, therefore, we are led to

recognise a real motion of the moon round the earth as a

more satisfactory interpretation of her apparent motion,

than a real motion of the eaith around the moon. And as

we have as yet decided nothing about the sun's motion, we
are led to infer that probably the sun also goes round the

earth ; because it seems more reasonable to assume that

where two out of three bodies are certainly in motion, the

body at rest is the centre of bdli motions. I think it not

unlikely that it was from being able to show that the earth

is ])robab!y the centre of the moon's motion, that the

ancients were led to believe that she is in all probability

the centre of the sun's motion also. At any rate, until we
get fuither evidence, this is the view suggested by the

observed facts.

It remains to be seen how far the motions of the planets

confirm this view. If we had only the sun and moon to

deal with, the astronomy of Ptolemy would have no un-

satisfactory basis to rest upon, setting aside, of course, the

more delicate modes of modern observation, and the facts

revealed by them.

The planets also go round and round the celestial sphere,

each in its proper period. If they only travelled round in

circles, they would confirm the impression that the earth is

the centre of their motion. But from the very commence-
ment of astronomical observation, it was observed that the

planets follow very peculiar paths.

Every planet moves, speaking generally, in this wise :

—

It travels along as if it were about to describe such a circle

as the sun or moon describes. But gradually it moves
more and more slowly, until at length it stops altogether.

Then it retraces its path, first with continually increasing,

and then with continually diminishing velocity, until it again

stops. Then it advances again ; ai d so on continually.

The backward motion covering a smaller range than the for-

ward motion, the planet advances on the whole—that is,

travels in the same direction as the sun. And again, the

backward motion not being exactly on the same track as the

advancing motion, the path of the planet forms a succession

of loops or convolutions. And not only has each planet its

own general way of forming loops, but each loop of a planet's

path has its own peculiar character.

Saturn, for instance, forms nearly 30 loops in going

once round the celestial sphere, the space between the loops

being about equal to the loop itself. Jnpiter makes about

11 loops in going once round, the loops being larger than
Saturn's, and the space between them larger yet. Mars
makes a loop, and one much larger than Jupiter's, then
sweeps more than once round the heavens and makes
another loop, and so on continually. Venus gnes more
than once and a half round the heavens between successive

loops. Mercury, however, travels along a looped path

more resembling that of the outer planets, making about

three loops in going round his circuit. Fig". .3 to 7 show-

how these loops vary in shape and size.

But the successive loops made by the same planet,

though exhibiting about the same range, yet vary sin-

gularly in figure. The seven figures (Fig. 8, next

page), for example, exhibit a set of loops traversed by

Jupiter in about half a complete revolution.

it will easily be seen how, in the other half revolution,

the loops change back into the first figure.

We have in these peculiar motions a problem which must

be solved by any theory pretending to exhibit the true

character of the scheme formed by the earth, the moon, the

sun, and the planets. The ancient astronomers, in forming

their theories, recognised this fact in full ; and we must by

no means compare the thoughtful and careful way in which

they tried to master the problem, imperfect as their results

were, with the egregious folly of the modern charlatan, who
puts forward theories not in themselves much more imper-

fect, but differing altogether in this, that they are not con-

structed with even the vaguest reference to the observed

celestial motions.

Let us inquire whether all the complicated loops and

convolutions above described admit of being disentangled.
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It will be granted tliat a theory which leaves no loop or

part of a loop without an explanation at once complete and

simple, well deserves all the admiration which men have so

ling awarded to the labours of Copernicus, Kepler, and
Xewton.

(To ie continued.)

E L E C T R - P L A TI N G.

By W. Slingo.

XV.—PREPAEIXG THE BATH, &c.

G1
ERMAN silver articles having been subjected to the

r cleansing processes, require jet another operation

prior to immersion in the depositing bath. This consists

in dipping them into a tolution of nitrate or cyanide of

mercury. The former is more generally adopted, and is

prepared by dissolving an ounce of mercury in nitric acid,

diluted with three timf s its volume of distilled water. The
quantity of acid rr quired varies with its quality. As it is

desirable that there should not be either too much metal
or tco much acid, the best plan, perhaps, is to place the

mercury in a vessel, and then pour the dilute acid over it

until the whcle of the metal is dis>olved and converted
thereby iDto nitrate of mercury. When this is accom-
plished, water is added iintil the bulk is increased to one
gallon, when a littlo additional nitric acid may be poured
in. The immersion of the German silver articles in this

solution results in a film of mercurv, of a greyish or
blackii-h colour, being deposited upon them. The charac-

teristic brightness is produced by brushing the film softly.

As mercury oxidises sonjewhat n adily, it is essential that
the article should be immediately transferred to the deposit-

ing bath. In the event of the paits of an article being
soldered or leaded together, yet another process is

necessary. By simply sulijecling the solder, &c., to the
abovementiontd operation it lemaiLS obdurate, and will

rarely take a deposit of silver. If, however, a stronger
mercury solution is applied to the solder or other joint, the
necessary metallic film is deposited ; but a better way,
perhaps, is that recommended by Watt. The edge or joint
is immersed in a s lution of sul[jhato of copper, and one end
of a rod of iron being held in the hand, the other end is made
to touch in succession the various parts of the joint. By

so doing, electrolytic action is set up, the sulphate of copper

is decomposed, and a bright metallic cojiper film is deposited

upon the solder. After well linsing, it is ready for the

silvering bath. Another plan which answers well, more
particularly if we have a joint other than an edge to deal

with, is to attach one or two thin iron wires to the handle

of a camel-hair brush, and moistening the latter with a

weak solution of sulphate of copper, pass it slowly over the

joint. The iron wires should be bo arranged that, travelling

with the brush, they come into contact with the successive

parts of the soldering immediately after they have been

wetted by the brush. The same action then takes place as

would result from immersion in the sulphate of copper, a

copper film being deposited on tlie solder.

To coat brass or copper with a deposit of silver, the same
series of operations should be gone through as in the case of

German silver.

Turning now to the electrolytic cell, the presence of the

cyanide prevents the use of that form recommended for

the sulphate of copper solution, and it would be the best

economy to procure an earthenware bath. However, as

has been previously pointtd out, the adoption of the ortho-

dox rectangular form is not in any way obligatory, and
vessels of other shapes may be more cheaply purchased.

They will, in all probability, require a somewhat larger

quantity of solution, but that is of no great moment, seeing

that it does not materially deteriorate. The relative

dimensions of the bath must to some extent be determined

by the shape of the object to be plated, so that it would be
well for the student to make up his mind as to the kind of

work he contemjilates turning out before he provides

himself with his bath. Fer some objects he would require

a tall, long, and narrow bath, for others a sliort, wide one,

while other?, again, might as well be suited l>y a circular

bath as by any other.

Having determined the kind of work to be done, and
procured the bath, the next thing is to procure a couple, or,

if necessary, more, bright brass or copper rods, about two
inches longer than the bath and a quarter of an inch in

diameter. To one end of each rod should be attached a
binding-screw, for the purpose of making connection, by
means of copper wire, with the terminals of the battery.

If the student has the facilities, he may accomplish this

object by tapping one end of each rod, and then making a
screw to fit. The wire may then be clamped between the
screw-head and the end of the rod.

These rods then become the terminals of the battery.

From one of them—that is, from the one in connection

with the copper, or positive, pole of the battery—must be
susjjended the silver plate or plates intended to form the

anode of the electrolytic bath. Only fine silver should be

used, as impurities may impair the deposit, and they will

certainly injure the solution. The number and form of

the silver plates must depend upon the shape of the article

to be plated. They should, however, be of considerable

thickness, for it must be borne in mind that for every atom
of silver deposited upon the object, a corresponding atom
should be dissolved from the plate connected with the

battery. If this docs not take place, then the atom de-

posited is withdrawn from the solution, and, no compen-
satirg action taking place, the solution cannot fail to be

proportionately weakened. In fact, were this to continue,

we should soon find hydrogen or some other metal accu-

mulating over the surface of the object instead of silver. In

the case of a flat bath, used for plating medallions or such-

like objects, flat plates of silver answer best. When the

bath is long as well as narrow, it may be advantageous to

uf e a number of such plates, but all should obviously be

suspended from the same rod. It is hardly necessary
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to intimate that so far as the proper circulatioa of

the current is concerned, the number of plates is of no
moment. The student mu&t not forget, as it is known
many are apt to, that the shape of the plate, or its divisions

into any number of parts (all of which are metalically

connected) is immaterial. What really governs the

strength of the cui-rent is the amount of surface exposed
;

the larger the surface, the stronger the current, the more
silver will there be dissolved, and the more deposited. It

is, nevertheless, not always advisable to have a large sur-

face exposed ; this must be governed by the size of the

object, and by its composition. There is one point to be

observed in connection with the suspension of the silver

plate from the brass rod. The contact must not only be

sure, but the greatest precaution must be taken to guard
against the solution becoming impurified by means of the

wires used to suspend the silver. If copper-wire is used,

its connection with the plate should be at a point well out

of reach of the liquid. Lead and other metals are used for

this purpose, but perhaps the best method is to have one

or more lugs or extensions from the silver plate which
shall be long enough to bend over the brass rod, and so

allow the silver plate to haug down and make the necesary

contact in virtue of its own weight. When the silver plates

are cast, this method may be easily adopted; but if sheet-

silver is used, the adoption is still possible. In this case

the plate should, instead of being cut square or rectangular,

have one or two lugs or exteni-ions left on of the necessary

length. When the metal is too thick to bend, it may be

attached to the rod by means of a stout clamp, or binding-

screw. If it is wished to plate two sidts of an object

simultaneously, it may be done, if the current is strong

enough, by using three parallel rods instead of two, and
suspending silver plates from the two outer ones. These

two rods should be placed in connection one with the other.

If a round object is to be plated, it may be more advan-

tageous to use a cylindrical .silver plate. However, in such

cases the student must be guided and controlled by the

exigences of circumstances. The objects themselves must
be suspended from the rod in connection with the zinc or

negative pole of the battery. Tliey may be suspended by

copper wires, which should, however, be only just thick or

stout enough to support the objects in the solution. If

thick wires are used, there is great probability that an un-

pleasantly-striking dark line will be left round the part of

the object covered by the wire. The object to be coated

should manifestly be entirely immersed, otherwise only a

portion of it will receive the deposit. That part of the wire

which envelopes the object and is immersed in the solution

receives also a deposit of silver, but this is rather advan-

tageous than otherwise.

Great care should be taken to prevent pieces of foreign

metal falling into the solution. Should, for example, a

piece of copper wire fall in, it would enter into chemical

action with the liquid, precipitate a qu mtity of silver, and
be itself dissolved. This would probably cause a deal of

trouble. Nor should the objects be immersed before the

other portion of the circuit is completed, otherwise con-

siderable trouble may ensue. If a copper object were

immersed and left hanging without a current being sent

through, a portion of it would be dissolved, and a corre-

sponding quantity of silver would be deposited, which,

however, would be of a non-adhering nature, and conse-

quently it would be found that the subsequently properly

deposited coating of silver would peel or strip oU'. Even
with this precaution, however, the "stripping" will some-

times occur, due generally to a want of proper care in

regulating the strength of the current. It is advisable, more
especially in early experiments, to remove the object from

the bath, and apply the scratch-brush to it. If it is inclined

to strip, this operation will show it. This, though, is a little

anticipatory. Another precaution worthy of notice is to

avoid placing a fresh object in a bath in which a partly

finished object is being deposited upon. Should this be

done, there is a chance of local action being set up between

the fresh and the partly-finished objects, as we should have

two different metals immeised in a liquid and connected

externally by a metallic rod (all the conditions necessary to

set up a current of electiicity between the metals).

On first placing the objects in the bath, the silver plate

should be lowered gradually until a thin film of silver

covers the whole of the object, when the plate, otherwise

known as the anode, may be lowered to its full extent.

The amount of surface then exposed should not, however,

exceed approximately the suiface of the object. If the

first film of silver is deposited very rapidly, the current is

demonstrated to be too strong, and, in that case, there is

great danger of the deposit stripping, whence the necessity

for gradually introducing the anode ; that is to say,

gradually increasing the strength of the current from the

minimum until the requisite strength is obtained. When a

considerable thickness of silver is required, as is the case

with objects likely to be subjected to considerable wear and

tear, the articles are taken out after a few hours' working,

and their sui faces scratch brushed, by "which means a more

or less crystalline deposit, is, to a great extent, if not

entirely, prevented. Were the oViject allowed to remain in the

solution continuously until a very strong deposit had accu-

mulated, it would most likely be of a crystalline character.

The occasioual scratch-brushing and subsequent immersion

may prevent this.

It is, of course, easy to ascertain how much silver is

being deposited by first weighing the unsilvereJ article, and

then weighing at each i-emoval from the solution, until the

requisite quantity of silver is recorded as having been

added.
{To hs continued.)

AUTOMATIC ARCTIC EXPLORATION.

THE Chicago Current says :—Probably the most wonder-

ful thing in connection with the whole sad history of

Arctic exploration is the lecent discovery of an ice-floe in

the waters of Davis' Strait—west of Greenland—which had

drifted from a point in the Arctic Ocean north-east of the

Lena delta—where the crew of the Jeannette divided into

three parties and took to the open waters—to the southern-

most point of Greenland, and north again to Bafiin's Bay.

Upon this floe were a corpse and many indubitablerelicsof the

expedition, including an article of wearing apparel marked

with the name of Seaman Noros, who, it will be remembered,

in company with Seaman Kindermann went a few miles ahead

of poor De Long, and lived to write the most extraordinary

experience ever penned by a human hand. Had these two

simple seamen been able to tell, in the Siberian tongue, that

their comrades were only eleven miles back, the whole De
' Long party would have lived to join Melville and Danen-

hower.

Now, the floe discovered by the Greenlanders has, perhaps,

crossed directly over the North Pole. From the Jeannette

floe to the southern point of Greenland, in a direct line

across the Pole, is 3,.500 miles, but bjrway of the northern

shore of Asia and Europe—past Cape Northeast, Nova
Zembla, Spitzbergen, and Iceland, and north again into

Baffin's Bay—would be a distance of at least 6,000 miles.

Scientifically, the life of amoving ice-flae for so many years,

and its migration from one side of the world to the other,
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ought to furnish suggestions and data more valuable than

all the other fruits of Polar research combined. Self-

registering meteorological apparatus, and possible gauges of

the miles travelled, may in the future reveal to the inves-

tigators what the sacrifice of thousands of lives has other-o
wise failed to discover.

be mistaken for immature or bastard oats, although a

moment's Inspection would reveal its true character. Tb*

seed, particularly, would serve to emphasise its unlikeness

ZODIACAL MAPS.
By RicHAKD A. Peoctor,

TT 7 E give this week both the day sign and the night sign

VV for the month, one showing the zodiacal sign now
high in the heavens at midnight, the other showing the

region of the zodiac athwart which the sun pursues his

course at this part of the year.

A SHEEP-DESTROYER.
By John R. Coryell.

GROWING on our Western plains is a pretty-looking

kind of grass, resembling oats, and which is called,

popularly, weather grass or needle grass—botanically, Stipa

spartea. What may be its special sphere of usefulness to

man or in the economy of nature, granting that it has

such a sphere, is hardly worth considering in the light of

its evil works.

Looked at casually, while in its growing state, it might

to its useful cousin, and it is this seed which, as a seemingly

insignificant but really potent agent of destruction, claims

our attention.

The seed in general conformation, but cot otherwise, is

like the oat. Its base is tipped with a tiny point as sharp
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Night Sign of the Month.

and hard as that of a pin. Almost hiding this tip, and
extending upward to nearly half the length of the sted, is

a soft, silky, hair-like giowtb. The remainder of the seed,

which has a total length of about three quarters cf an
inch, is bare, smooth, and tlinty. A minute depression,

made by the unfolding of the edges of the case, runs the

entire length of the seed.

From the upper end of the seed runs a long awn or beard,

varying in length from four to seven inches. This awn is

a simple but beautiful piece of mechanism, designed appa-

rently for the sole purpose of enabling the seed to sow
itself. It is tightly twis-ted, screw-like for two-thirds of

its length, and then turns abruptly into a light angle, the

remaining one-third beiug untwisted. They who are

acquainted with the so-called animated oats or the wild

oats will be familiar with the action of the twisted awn
under the iifluence of wet or dry weather. The awn
unloosens or tightens its twist according as it comes uiider

the iLfluence of wet or dry conditions, and the untwiited,

right-angled er.d remaining quiescent enables the seed to

writhe and turn and burrow deeper and deeper into the

earth.

This application of its mechanical powers to the proper

end of saving its life is both beautiful and pleasing ; but,

unfortunately, those power's, being mechanical, act with

equal vigour to an improper end. Caught in the seemingly

impenetrable wool of the sheep, and there subjected to the

influence of alternate moisture and dryness, the awns do
their work, and, incredible as it may seem, propel the seed

so far as to cause the needle to penetrate the hide of the

animal. The awns break ofi", and the needles penetrate the

vital parts of the sheep, causing painful death. The harn>

less-locking silky growth en the needle, tending backward

from the point as it does, acts as a barb to prevent any

retrograde movement of the intruding needle.

The points, too, not only enter the body of the sheep ia

this way, but also stick in the nostrils, nose, and lips.

where, however, they do less harm than when eaten and

swallowed into the itomacb, in which event death must

follow.

The tendency to underrate the work of weak agents may
lead to the thought that no material damage can be done

by means of the iSf-ipa spartea to sheep. How eironeous-

such a conclusion would le will be seen frcm a statement

of Mr. Henry Stewart, who, in his work, " The Shepherd's

Manual," says, refeiring to sheep in the Noith-Western

district, that "the most frequent losses are caused by a

native grass, which bears exceedingly sharp awn cr beards,

and called popularly 'needle grass.'"

Sheepmen guard against loss from this cause by frequeni

examination of the sheep during the period when Stipyt

sparfea is ripe, and by buming the pasture in Jute, ai

which time the deadly grass has just commenced its

growth. Prevention in this instance, as in others, ia

better than cure, for it is no easy matter to examine

every sheep of a large herd so carefully that all the-

needles can be detected and withdrawn. — Scierdijh-

American.
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CHAPTERS ON MODERN DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.

VII.—THE FEAMEWOEK OF THE DWELLING-HOUSE
{continued)

.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF CONSTEUCTION.

WE have hitherto taken it for granted that the entire

household arrangements are included within the

principal j^hell or framework of the building, and such may
possibly happen to obtain within the more centrally

situated portions of this metropolis ; they may also be

found in the larger suburban tenements, and in a few
country mansions. In this respect, however, the two last-

named types compare unfavourably, and yet favourably,

with their humbler neighbours. Unfavourably, because

the most unwholesome refuse of the abode may be said to

be included within the building, whereas in the smaller

houses it is consigned to the garden or back yard. Favour-
ably, because the form of apparatus used is more expensive

and, ergo, in most cases, more efficient than that provided

in the aforesaid backyard ; in other words, what is gained

in location by the latter is lost in practical utility through

a cutting down of expenditure. It may therefore be
allowed that, provided all other things are equal, the out-

house system, although not quite so convenient, is un-

deniably the healthiest and best.

In rural districts, and even in moderately large-sized

towns, out-bouses are almost universally the rule ; this may
be said more with regard to the midland and northern
counties of England than elsewhere. Unfortunately, how-
ever, it is the sewage system that is applied, in most of

these cases, to the removal of excrementitious waste pro-

ducts from the house. There are, however, a few note-

worthy exceptions to this rule, and to them we shall refer

in the course of our remarks upon this all-important

subject.

The principles to be observed in the erection of out-

houses, may be briefly formulated thus :— 1°. The water-

closets ought to be situated in as convenient a situation as

possible ; freed from damp by a suitable floor of concrete,

asphalte, or other impervious material, raised somewhat
above the level of the ground, and sheltered from the wind,
rain, or open-air discharge water pipes. The water-supply
ought to be conducted thereto, by pipes from a specially-

isolated cistern, and the entire arrangements so disposed as

to prevent the escape of deleterious products, and especially

of sewer-gas. 2°. Receptacles for other waste products
ought to admit of a rational subdivision ; e.g., house-
sweepings, ashes, and garbage may be placed in one, and
such things as broken glass and crockery-ware, old tins,

&c , in another compartment of the dust-bin. The dust-

bin itself ought to be of moderate size, and of such a shape
as to permit of being readily cleared. The best kind of bin is

one which can be emptied about once a week, and that by
being simply turned over into the dustman's coUectiug-pan.
A non-corrodible metal bin may be used with advantage.
One caution of importance is here necessary, and that is

with regard to the kind of dust-bin now most generally
employed. It is usually furnished by the builder, and con-
sists of an immovable structure after the shape of an
imperfect dog's kennel, with a lid above, and a small door
at one side, below. It is very often made to fit into the
corner of a building, presumably to save the trifling cost of
extra wooden boards for one or two of its sides. Its size
is comparatively enormous, as if intended to store the ofikl

of a large community rather than that of a single house-
bold.

^
What, indeed, would kitchen-midden-hunting

geologists of a future age say of such heaps as these

!

From a sanitary point of view such a dust-bin ought to be

condemned, because it gives rise to what we might aptly

term contamiuatcd damp of the adjacent wall of the house,

and to a mass of putrefying filth which is both disagreeable

and harmful.

This leads us naturally to a question of amendment.
There can be no doubt that the sewage system of London,
and other similarly-constructed towns, coupled with the

prevalent and very defective provisions for the removal of

household rubbish, is one of the problems of the present

day which calls most urgently for attention. It has been
repeatedly stated that the evil has become so widespread

that extensive reformation cannot be effected without an
immense outlay. In its earlier days London suffered even
more than it does now from an unwLolesome condition of

things ; the house refuse was allowed to collect and fester

in cesspools, and, indeed, anywhere, or rather everywhere,

so that at length it became a question in which the authori-

ties of the nation itself were obliged to interfere and to

act with promptitude. Irrespective of expense, they sought

to remedy the evil, and their efforts were crowned with
partial success in 1871—the year of the completion of the

present hydraulic system of sewerage, at a cost of from four

to five million of pounds sterling. It has been shown that

12,000 lives have been annuallysaved throigh this provision.

The marked mitigation of evil which followed directly upon
the innovation, naturally tended to satisfy the promoters o'

the sewage scheme, and they little expected to find that

the disinterested advance they had made for the welfare of

the people was not only far from p"rfect, but, in reality,

very defective, and but tran.sitorily beneficial. The bulk

of the sewage—about 150 million gallons—is daily dis-

charged into the river Thames from large reservoir?, twelve

miles below London. Not only does this seething mass of

pollution move onwards to the sea, but, in virtue of the

tides, it flows backwards towards the city itself, where the

water is further contaminated from sundry minor outlets.

The danger that is liable to arise from the persistence of

such a state of aflfairs, more particularly during the warmer
periods of the year, has been commented upon by almost all

of our daily contemporaries. Commissions, even, have been

appointed to inquire into the actual condition of things,

and, if possible, to institute adequate and speedy remedies.

So far as we are able to judge, there is but one practi-

cable way out of the difficulty ; it is founded on the surest

and best principle, viz., prevention. In a former number*
we pointed out how the sewage questicn might be solved

satisfactorily. The well-known proverb of the " old man
and the bundle of sticks " is peculiarly applicable here. If

the entrusted committee wish to attain to a happy and
speedy issue without being forced to seek extraneous aid

from the public funds, and a consequent increase of the

rates, why do they not begin at once by taking the initia-

tive step in the promotion of the "dry earth" and "ash"
systems? Whilst they recognise the efficacy of the last-

named processes, no progress whatever in relation to those

systems has been made, on the score of the overwhelming

introductory expense that would be incurred by its uni-

versal application. It has been estimated that 10,000 carts,

horses, and dustmen would about suffice to carry out the

details of such a plan for London alone. We observed before,

and, by way of emphasis, we repeat again, that it is quite

possible to substitute the reform we have alluded to in the

course of time. New suburban houses ought to be erected

with the necessary fittings ; and, as the resources of each

parish stand, old ones may be cut off from the existing

sewage ducts. We have reason to believe that, on this

• See th^s journal, Oct. 31, 1884, p. 363.
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limited scale, the necessary labour for the remrival of

refuse would not be increased ; in fact, if judiciously

applied, there is in reality naught to preveiit its decrease.

Tiien, sgain, the utilisation of house-refuse wovild add to

the local funds and afford provision for similar exiensions

city-wards. In the meantime, preventive measures, such

as those now being carried out, would at first be negatively

advanced through tlw suppression of the outflow from
growiug neighbourhood-, and aftfrwaids positively aided hy
the natural growth of the reform, until the whole system
has been completed, and London, like Manchester, would
be sewageless.

In our next communication we shall give an outline of

the principles upon which outhouses, in conforuiity wiih
the requirements of the earth and ash systems, ought to be

constructed, and show how they may add most materially to

a domestic economy of the highest possible standard.

THE TRICYCLE IN 1884.

By John Browning,

Chairman of the London Tricycle Club.

V L G AN I Z E D RUBBER TYRES.

THE possibility of tricycling on our, in many districts,

imperfect roads depends on the application of vul-

canized rubber as tyres for the wheels.

Dr. Richardson has stated that the most important
consideration in tricycling is the reduction to the utmost
of vibration. There is no method of doing tliis known to

me so simple and efficacious as the adoption of large

vulcanized rubber tyres.

Everything that tends to the reduction of the size of

the tyres is likely, therefore, to prove injurious to tri-

cyclists, and to the spread of tricycling.

A short time since I saw a statement in a cycling paper

that vulcanized rubber tyres of large diameter are prejudi-

cial to the speed of tricycles. In proof of this statement,

some particulars were given of an experiment made by
the elder Starley, from which it appears that he rode two
tricycles of similar make, one having large tyres and the

other small, down the same hill, and that the machine
with small tyres ran the quicker of the two.

I would not lightly impugn the accuracy of any result

arrived at by Starley ; but he was, of course, not infallible.

For instance, in his well-known machine, the Salvo, which
was the progenitor of all front-steering, double-driving

tricycles, he used a small front-steering wheel, and placed

it as close as possible to the driver. It has been abun-
dantly proved by those who have experimented in this

direction, that by using a large front wheel and throwing
it one foot, or even more, fiirther forward, that vibration

is much decreased, and the going of the machine improved.

Unfortunately, the makers, who are aware of this fact,

cannot make their machines on the improved plan, for fear

the public should decline to purchase them, as they raise

what they consider the fatal objection " that a machine
with a larger front-steering wheel thrown further forward
does not look so nice !

"

Probably a similar reason will prevent larger vulcanized

rubber tires from being used, though anyone who tries

them will fiud they possess great advantages.

Paradoxical as it may seem, they are more advantageous
on light machines than on heavy ones, for the machine may
be made much lighter in the frame if the wheels are pro-

vided with large rubber tyres.

The Surrey Machinists Company were the first to tike
advantage of this, and by making their Invincible machines

on this jilan they have reduced their weight from one-

quarter to one-third, without impairing their durability.

For instance, when they first introduced their Invincible

Sociable, the lowest weight of any front steering Sociable in

the market was from about 140 to 150 lb., and this with

-J-iuch rubber tyres, while the weight of the Invincible

Sociable witli one-inch rubber tj'res did not exceed 100 Ih.

Mr. Smith, the manager of the company, told me nearly

two years since that he had had considerable experience iu

riding machines with large rubber tyres, and that, the
weight being equal, he considered machines with large

rubber tyres the fastest. This is also Mr. Grace's con-

clusion, and it is mine.

Now, it is easy to make the weight of two such machines
equal, because what is added to the weight of the wheels
may easily be taken out of the frame.

The machine of Mr. Grace's, which I recently described

as being one of the fastest machines I have ever ridden,

has rubber tyres Jths diameter on the driving-wheels, and
1 in. on the fr^nt wheel.

My experience is that small tyres are the fastest on very

good roads, but on rough roads the large tyres have a great

advantage. But it is just on rough roads, where the

machines run heavy, that we long to be eased of some of

the work, and should, consequently, prefer the large tyres.

I think it will be geneially agreed that it is a good machine
which goes well en a rough road.

But, besides this excellent quality of travelling easily

under the most unfavourable conditions, large rubber tyres

possess many other important advaLtages.

They do not come off the rims of the wheels nearly so

frequently as small tyres do.

They increase the durability of the machine.

They reduce, most materially, the vibration to the rider,

and they wear infinitely longer.

I speak within bounds when I say that a tyre one inch

iu diameter will last twenty times as long as a tyre half

an inch in diameter with the same work.

A great number of the readers of Knowlkdge are

tricyclists, and I shall feel much indebted to them if they

will write stating how far their experience agrees with my
own on these points.

The Electkic-Lightixg Act.—The suggestion made by the

President of the Board of Trade to the deputation which
recently waited upon him, that clauses should be submitted to the

Board of Trade embodying the desired modifications of the Electric

Lighting Act and Provisional Orders, is to be acted upon, and a
committee consisting of representatives of the various electric

lighting interests is being constituted to draw up such clauses.

Some rich mineral discoveries in the Illawarra district. New
South Wales, have just been reported by Mr. Hardy, mining engi-

neer, who has been prospecting for coal in the Calderwood Moun-
tains, about tlu-ee miles and a half from Dapto. The prospectors

have found no less than five seams of first-class coal, which range

from 4 ft. to 17 ft., together with an excellent sha'e seam. The
coal and kerosene shale will, it is estimated, last upwards of 200
years. Besides the above-mentioned, Mr. Hardy has discovered

a large seam of ironstone about 20 ft. in thickness.

A Loro chorus of complaint is at present going up of the physiea

and mental injury and disquietude inflicted on dwellers near rail-

way stations by the incessant shrieking of the engine-whistles. So
far' as we know, however, no one has so far pointed out the even

more serious evil, that whistling by the drivers of locomotives has
become so common as to have practically ceased to be regarded as
any indication of danger. No one who has ever visited powder-

mills can fail to have been struck with the fact that all conversa-

tion is carried on there in so low a tone as to approximate almost to

a whisper. A shout or a loud call is but too well understood to

mean imminent peril; and all whose ears it reaches at once look

out for their own safety. If a cognate principle were only acted

on in the daily routine of railways, the life of many of their most
valuable servants might be annuallv saved.
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CUSTOM AND MYTH.*

By Edward Clodd.

[kisst notice.]

^"^HIS is a book, or, to deficp it more accurately, collec-

tion of papers, of remarkable value and interest.

Mr-. Lang's numerous contrihuticns, both in vigorous

|)rose and "aeryligbt" verse, to current literature are

well-known, and the daintiest essay from his pen wears
easily that grace of scholarship of which his Homeric
t'anslations, as well as the original poem, "Helen of

Troy," are such solid, and withal delightful, credentials.

His articles on the Family and on Mythology in the
new edition of the " I^>ncyclop:edia Britannica," charged
as they are with the true historic spirit, led us to expect
that independent and masterly analysis of the generally-

accepted method of comparative mythology known as

the "solar," which the volume before us, and, in a
lesser degree, his introduction to the new version
of Grimm's stories (" Kinder und Hausniiirchen ")

supply. But although controversial matter, therefore,

enters largely, and of necessity, into the present work,
it obscures neither the constructive material in it, the
foundation of which is well and truly laid, nor the illustia-

tions thrown freely and felicitously on every page. Speci-

mens of the varied range and scope of these will be given
presently, meanwhile the prominence which Mr. Lang
aa^igns to adverse criticism of the solar theory requires that
the measure of success or failure attending that criticism be
first discussed. Remembering what a veil hung over our
knowledge of the movements of races in times geologically

recent, but historically remote, and especially concerning
the ancestors of the Eunpean rations, we cannot easily

over estimate the value of the results which Bopp, Grimm,
Schleicher, and later scholars (working on Schlegel's early
^lypothesis), obtained by the comp:Hri.son of the languages
grouped under the general term I[}do-European or Aryan.
The descent of the languages spoken by cur composite
Kiglish race, and other leading European peoples, also by
Hindus, Persian?, and some smaller peoples in Asia, from
an ancestral tongue ; one key to the earlier form of which
i^ supplied in the Vedic Sanskrit, being demonstrated,
^philologists were enabled to pass from words to the things
which they connoted, and to construct a vivid sketch of
old Aryan life at a time when the congeries of tribes were
scattered over the uplands of Central Asia, or the plains of
Central Europe, for the exact site remains undetermined.

Although the vivid picture (f their mode of life thus
constructed out of the immaterial relics of speech is now
uenerally admitted to have been over-coloured, chiefly from
<he tendency to read modern meanings into the ancient
rt'ords, the importance of the discovery remains undi-
minished. It led to the extension of the method to the
c imparison of the leading mythologies of the Indo-
jKuropean family, whereby common elemen's were traceable
within them, and some semblance of order imported into
.vhat had been confused, disconnected, and misunderstood.
An additional motive for inquiry was furnished by the
incongruous, often coarse and disgusting features of these
mythologies, explanation of which appeared to be supplied
in the analysis of the proper names composing the dramatis
fiTsonce of the myth. The meaning of these names once
''determined, the key t<) the meaning of the story was clear,

,

* "Custom and Myth." By Andrew Lani;, M. A. (Longmans.
aS81.)

bfcause, it is contended, they were the germs, the oldest

surviving part of the story. Mr. Lang and other autho-
rities contend, on the other hand, that the meanings are not
determined, and that the names are much younger than the

stories; but upon this more presently.

The analysis of the names, the solar mythologists say,

proves that they were originally " appellations," applied to

the powers of nature, chiefly and extensively to the sun,

the dawn, and the other ever-varying phases incident to

his daily path across the sky. In the early stages of

language the same object would be called by different

names, and the same name given to different objects,

according to the onlooker's mood or standpoint ; the most
strikingly descriptive names becoming the most permanent.
Although the primitive meaning in the course of time
faded away, the words remained with changed meaning, no
longer figurative, but literal ; no longer fluent, but crystal-

lised. The sun, the dawn, the cloud, carae to be regarded

as gods, " the nomina became nvmina, and out of the

inextricable confusion of thought which followed, the belief

in canniba', bestial, adulterous, and inces'uous gods was
evolved." This is due, Professor Max Miilier (ihe ablest

exponent of the theory in this country) says, to a disease

of language

—

i.e., to the confusion ari.sing from forgotten

meanings, and with that explanation most of us have long

remained content.

But the mythologists who regard the comparison of

groups of allied languages as the only key to the intel-

lectual condition of men in the past, shut their eyes, and, as

with Professor Max Miilier, wilfully, to every other kind of

evidence. If the Aryans were a primitive race, there would

be good reasons for trusting the Vedas as the record of

men's earliest thought, for picturing them as passing each

day in shuddering anxiety as they watched the varying

fortunes of the sun—now strangling the cloud-serpent,

now running his c urse like a giant, now plunging into the

leaden sea ; and for refusing to compare the myths of

barbaric, and therefore degraded races, with such refined pro-

ducts of the human mind as Aryan myths. But the Aryans
were very far from being primitive men ; relatively to these

they are but of ytsterday, and their mjths are the more or

less polished survivals of a remote ancestral fancy spelling

out the mi aning of the ancient heavens, and working on

the crudest, most confused knowledge of the earth. More-

over, although the method of the comparative philologist is

uniform, the outcome varies much. Even where there is

agreement as to the etymology there is difiVrence as to the

meaning of the word. This would not matter greatly if

the general principle which makes the essential feature of

a myth depend on the appellation was surrendered. But
where this is retained the dissidence is fatal.

Professor Max Miilier has contended that the irrational

element in mythology can be accounted for only in one of

two ways, either by taking it as a matter of fact, as an

actual occurrence, or by referring it to the influence of

language on thought, " so that many i f the hgends of gods

and heroes may be rendered intelligible if only we can

discover the original mfaning of their jtroper names."

According to the ^first method, the mvth of Daphne
changed into a laurel tree by the gods when nearly over-

taken by Phcebus is a poetic version of the flight of a girl

from the wooer she dislikes, and her concealment behind a

lanrel-tree.

This is the Euhemeristic method, so named after Euhe-

merus, who degraded the myths to commonplace history,

contending that the gods were originally men who had

distinguished themselves as warriors, culture-heroes, and

the like, or who were ignoble drovers or freebooters. Mr.

Spencer's theory of mythology, under which every form of

J
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it and of rtlij.ion is based on ancestor- worthip, is a purified

Euliemerisiu.

According to the nfcuiid method, Daphne the laurel tree

was an old name for the dawn, and Phccbus one of the

many names for the sun, who pursued the dawn till she

vanii-hed liefore his rays.

Mr. Lang shows a third and "more excellent way."
His method, recognising the light which the many-sided

science of iiuthropology throw.s on tlie operations of the

human mind at low stages of culture, is, in his own
words, "to place the myth which is unintelligible when
found among a civilised r<ice beside the similar myth which
is intelligible enough when it is found among savage.=. . . .

The conclusion will usually be that the fact which puzzles

us by its presence in civilisation is a relic surviving from
the time when the ancestors of a civilised race were in the

state of savagery. Ly tliis method it is not necfs?ary that

some sort of genealogy s-liould be established between the

Australian and the Greek narrators of a similar myth ; the

hypothesis will Le that the myth is common to both races,

not because of original communitj' of s'ock, not because of

contact and borrowing, but because the ancestors of the

Greeks passed thrcuoh the savage intellectuil condition

in which we find the Australians" (pp. 2-5, 26).

In this view, the name is not the earliest feature, but
often the latest ; it is accidental and local ; the idea being

essential, universal ; witnessing to like explanations of like

surroundings at corresponding levels of culture.

In reviewing the several methods, it seems surprising

that there should be any divided opinion about the matter

among these who recognise the myth making stage as

a necessary attitude of man's early thought. Where the

theory of primitive jjurity and complete mental equipment

at the outstt is held, such a fdU from gi'ace as

decay or disease of language assumes is logical, but,

the ascent of man from a lower to a higher once

granted, m evidence as to the ide^s of savage races

extant, and fs to any corresponding idea traceable in

civilised races should be unv^'elcome. Yet it is this

evidence which the solar mytholngists, for the most part,

refuse to take into account ; evidence preserving for them,

like fly in amber, the coarse and ludicrous which are

enwrap|)ed within the purer element of myth. In this

" Aryan heresy," as the late Mr. Crawfurd, on other

gi'ounds than the jjresent, humorously termed it, the

doctrine of continuity is denied. So much the worse for

the heretics ; their doctrine is doomed, and they had better

recognise it, lest they find " no place of repentance though

they seek it carefully with t-^ars."

The an'hropological method exhibits no such discordant

results as the philological. In the serifs of chapters

following an introductory explanation of grounds of dissent

from Max Miiller, Kuhn, and others of the same school,

Mr. Ling selects typical illustrations s-ho^ving survival of

savage customs (therefore beliefs of which they ai-e the

outwai'd and visible sign>-) in classic mysteries ; of savage

ideas about the heavens and earth corresponding to those

in Greek myth ; of savage beliefs in descent from animals

surviving in Greek and other ieligion=, and generally of

the numprou<; analogues between the lower and the higher

culture. Under th's wise extension of the comparative

method the myth of Cronus supplies excellent material, as

our next paper will show.

SOME BOOKS OX OUR TABLE.

Economical Cookery for the Middle Classes. By Mrs.

Addisok. Third Edition. (London : Hodder & Stoughton,

188i.)— Mis. AdJitoii's little! Look is not only what it ]iro-

fesses to be, a large collection of formu'.-e for cooking fish,

meat, and entrees, and making soups and sweets at a small

cost, but it possesses the not verycommoi merit in cookery

books of furnishing a considerable number of entirely

new recipes. Our authoress would seem to have spent

the greater part of l.er life abroad; hence Spanish, Portu-

guese, and even Cipe dishes figure amorg them, for whose
preparation she gives explicit directions. All seeking for

some new thing in the shape of a flivour should lose no
time in expending the extremely modest sum at which Mrs.

Addison has appraised her verj' practical volume.

Sltahespeare and Shorthand. By Matthias Lew.
(London: Ja?. Wade. 188i.)—This is an attempt to show
that the corruptions of the text in the earliest copies of

Shakespeare's Plays had thdr origin in the fact that such

plays were produced from shorthand notes taken down
from the mouths (i the actors. Incidentally, a quantity

of information is conveyed with reference to the history of

stenography in England fiom the Tudor times downwards.

Wheeling Annual. (London : Harry Etherington.

188-5) —Verily the "wheelman," be he bi-, tri-, quadri-, or

omiii cycli.st, gets his money's-worth for his money in this

"Annual." A historical restime oi cycling in 1884, and

tables of amateur bicyclirg and tiicyciing records ; similar

ones of professional achievements; jokes, essays, conun-

drums, tales (thiilling and otherwise), acrostics, poems, and

narratives of tours, are a few subjects selected absolutely

at random from the bulky book Ijing before us. Pre-

sumably every cyclist in the kingdom will furnish himself

with a cop3'.

Elemeutarij Te.et Tieioh of Zoology. General Part and

Special Pait. Protozoa to Insecta. By Du. C. Cl.\us.

Trantlated and edited by Adah Sedgwick, M.A. and F. G.

Heathcote, B a. (London: W. Swan Sonnenscliein &
Co., 1884.)—It is not often that a work so entirely fulfils

its expressed object as does that whose title heads this

notice ; for it would be hard to find a better introduction to

practical zoology than it afl'ords. The volume before us is

the first of the two into which Dr. Claus'a excellent treatise

is divided. Should the second one, which has yet to appear

in its English dress, only equal this instalment, the biolo-

gical student will be furnished wiih a concise zoological

cyclopaedia which will leave but little to be de.'-ired indeed.

The first 179 pages are devoted to an exposition of the

natui-e of organised (and notably animal) life generally. It

begins by explaining the difference between organised and

unorganised substances ; goes on ti point out the salient

distinc'ive features of plants and animals; and then, begin-

ning with the individual cell, explains how by its aggrega-

tion every jiarticle of the animal frame is built up. The

correlation and connection of organ.", and ihe structure and

functions of compound ones are treated of in succession.

Anatomical and physiological details are given with

regard to the special organs of sense: the nature of Intel-

ligence and Instinct discussed, and Reproduction, Develop-

ment, the Alternation of Generation, Polymorphism, and

Heterogamy dealt with. After this a historic precis of the

various systems which have been devised from the time of

Aristotle to that of Darwin and Lyell serves as an intro-

duction to the modern system of classification, and the

masterly and philosophical way in which the doctrine of

descent is subsequently applied to it, must be nad to be

appreciated. Following the Introduction comes the special

or descriptive part of the work; and this ranges from the

Prot 'zoa to the Insecta; from the amorphous lump of

sarcode which constitutes the entire animal in some of the

Rhizopoda, to the comparatively complicated anatomy of

the hive-bee. Numerous typical examples in succession of

the Plot zD.i, the Coeler.terata, the Eel inodermata, the
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Vermes, and tbe Arthropoda are described and illustrated

with a mass of beautiful and artistic woodcuts, of which no

less than 491 adorn the present instalment of tbe woik.

This volume is alike creditable to its author, translator,

and publisher, who seem to have vied with each other in

rendering it not only valuable but attractive.

A BiblioQrapliy, Guide,, and Index to Climate. By
Alexander Ramsay, F.G.S. (London: W. Swan Sonnen-

schein k Co. 1884.)—To the meteorologist who may wish

to learn what has been written on the subject of climate,

Mr. Ramsey's thick volume will be found to possess value,

containing, as it does, a good deal of information. With
reference to what has been denominated " Sunspottery,"

however, its author seems to have confined his search for

authorities to a great extent to our contemporary Nature,

and to have avoided or ignored any and every scientific

periodical which has shown the fallacy of a hypothesis that

has been vigorously advocated form merely interested and
pecuniary motives. Any one confined to the list of the

literature of this subject in the volume before us, might

well conceive that the connection between sunspots and the

weather has been irrefragably established, instead of being

repudiated by the very Meteorological Department itself !

Scientific Romances. No. 1 .• What is the Fourth

Dimension ? By C. H. Hinton, B.A. (London : W.
Swan Sonnenschein it Co. 1884.)—It was only on p. 449

that we reviewed the romance of " Flatland," and here, by
a " coincidence " as odd as the majority of those which

have recently appeared in our Corre.spondence columns, we
have Mr. Hinton essaying a reply to the question. What is

the Fourth Dimension 1 Prior to the perusal of his excel-

lent little tract we should hardly have fancied it possible

for the discussion of so purely an abstract geometrical

question as this to have been made so i-eally interesting as

our author has contrived to make it. So far from being (as

might, a priori, have been anticipated) dry or dull reading,

Mr. Hinton's small pamphlet will arrest the reader's atten-

tion at once, and we venture to predict that any one who,
being impressed with the idea that space can only possibly

possess the attributes of length, breadth, and height or

thickness, will take that pamphlet up, will scarcely lay it

down until ho has read it to the last page.

First Lessons in EngUsh Grammar. By S. E. GuERlKi.

(London : Wyman & Sons. 1884.)—If it be possible to

make grammar pleasing and attractive to children, Mr.
Guerini has certainly succeeded in doing so. The elemen-

tary rules are stated in a plain and simple manner, and the

examples are precisely of the kind to arrest the learner's

attention. Our author shows his wisdom in asking his

pupils to parse such sentences as " this pig went to market,"
or " he put in his thumb, and pulled out a plum, and said

what a good boy am I," rather than the long-winded
phrases by which small incipient grammarians are usually

scared from their subject.

We have, too, on our table, from Messis. Cassell it Co.,

the Book of JJealth, to Part VIII. of which we would
invite especial attention, containing, as it does, the begin-

ning of a series of papers by Dr. Crichton Browne on
" Education and the Nervous System." Some recent reve-

lations iu the matter of over-pressure in Board Schools
confer notable interest upon Dr. Browne's essay just now.
CasseU's Foptdar Gardening, CasseU's Household Guide,
the Countries of the World, the Franco-German War, the
Library of English Literature, and European Butterflies

and Moths. Also the American Naturalist, Ciel et Terre,

Bradstreet's, the .Journal of F.otany (with a life-like photo-
graph and biography of the late George Bentham, F.R.S ),

Society, the Tricyclist, and Night and Morning.

THE FACE OF THE SKY.
Fbom December 19th, 1884, to Jaxcaey 2nd, 1885.

By F.E.A.S.

LOVt down as the Snn now is, and struggling throngh the haze
of the winter horizon, he may jet be examined whenever it

is sufficiently clear for spots and facala;. The night sky will be
found delineated in Map XII. of the " Stars in their Seasons."
Mercury is an evening star, but is much too low down, even when
on the meridian, to be fairly v.'siblo. Venus, slowly diminishing in

lustre and getting into a worse and worse position for the observer,
continues to be a morning star. Mars is invisible. Jupiter rises
a little before 9h. 40m. to-night, and about 8h. 43m. p.m. on the
2nd of next January. Hence he is becoming visible daring all the
later part of tbe working hours of the night. He is almost due
east of p Leonis. To-night, 12m. after midnight, his 1st Satellite
will reappear from occnltation, as will Satellite II., at 12h. 29m.
p.m. On the 22nd the shadow of Satellite IV. will enter on to
his disc at lib. -Wm. p.m. It will not pas.s off until haU-past
four o'clock the next morning. The next phenomenon happening
at a convenient hour for the amateur is the eclipse of Satellite II.

at 9h. 50m. 27s. p.m. on the 26th; but Jupiter will be very
near the horizon. Later on the same night Satellite I. will b«>

eclipsed at lOh. 39m. 83. On the 27th the shadow of Satellite I.

will leave Jupiter's disc at lOh. 10m. ; the satellite casting
it following it at lib. 14m. p.m. On the 28th the egress
of Satellite II. will happen at 9h. Zira. p.m. ; but again
Jupiter will be very low down. Afterwards Satellite III.

will emerge from behind the body of the planet at llh. 26m. p.m.
Satellite IV. will reappear from occultation 29 minutes after mid-
night on the 31st. Finally, on the night of Jan. 2, 1885, Satel-

lite II. will be eclipsed at 12h. 26m. 34s., and Satellite I. a little

later, at 12h. 32m. 10s. Saturn is now visible all night long, and
afEords an all-repaying spectacle, alike to the observer with the
moderate telescope and to the possessor of the largest and most
powerful instrument. Ho continues to travel in a westerly direc-

tion away from J Tauri. Uranus is invisible. Neptune may be
fished for in the blank region to the south-east of c and ? Arietig.

The Moon enters her first quarter at Ih. 21m. 2b. in the afternoon
of the 25th, and will be full at 263 minutes past 5 o'clock in the
early morning of Jan. 1, 1685. Five occnltations of stars will

occur at convenient hours during the next fortnight. On the 23rd,

B.A.C. 798G, a star of the Gth magnitude, will disappear at the
Moon's dark limb at 71i. 52m. p.m., at a vertical angle of 131°;

reappearing at her bright limb at 8h. 58m. p.m., at an angle from
her vertex of 339°. On the 29th, 63 Tauri, a 6th mag. star, will

disappear at the dark limb of the Moon at 8h. Ziva. p m., at an
angle of 77° from her vertex. It will reappear from behind
her bright limb at 9h. 45m. p.m., at a vertical angle of 287°. A
little later the Gtth mag. star B.A.C. 1351 will disappear at

the dark limb at 8h. 40m., at an angle of 46° from the vertex of the

Moon, reappearing at her bright limb at 9h. 36m. p.m., at a vertical

angle of 317°. On the 30th, 115 Tauri, of the 6th mag., will dis-

appear at 8h. 27m. p.m., at the Moon's dark limb, at a vertical angle
of 77°. It will reappear at her bright limb at 9h. 34m. p.m. at an
angle of 245° from her vertex. Lastly, on January 2, 1885, B.A.C.

2872, a 6tli mag. star, will disappear at the bright limb at 7h. 10m.
p.m., at an angle from her vertex of 344' ; reappearing at 7h. 36m.
p.m. at her dark limb at a vertical angle of 283°. The Moon,
which is in Sagittarius when our notes begin, passes into Capri-

corntis at 8 o'clock tomorrow morning. This she quits at 4h. a.m.

on the 21st for Aquarius, across which she is travelling until

6h. am. on the 2-lth, when she enters Pisces. It is 8h. a.m. on the

27th, when, having traversed this great constellation, she crosses

into Aries, which she quits at 10 o'clock the next night for

Taurus. 'Travelling through Tatirus,'she arrives at 6h. 30m. a.m.

on the 31st, on the confines of the northern strip of Orion. She
traverses this in between 10 and 11 hours, and emerges in Gemini.

At 6h. a.m., on January 6, she leaves Gemini for Cancer, through

which constellation she is still passing when our notes terminate.

We have received a copy of Messrs. King, Mendham, k Co.'s

new and reduced ]>rice-list of electric apparattis, which is the

largest, and probably the best, list ever published, treating exclusively

of electric apparatus. In it will be found descriptions of batteries

used, {ill kinds of experimental apparatus, including an improved

pattern of the Wimshurst Influence Machine, and the firm's new
and useful Standard Ohm Coil. Parts of apparatus for amateurs'

use, and a revised wire table, giving the resistance and weight of

copper and German silver wires, form special features of the Cata-

logue, as well as a section at the end giving information as to

electrical terms, proper arrangement of batteries, and formula; for

winding bobbins, A'c.
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iHiEfrrUnnfa.

The Soeiete Internationale des Electricieus Ijas decided that an
exhibition sliall te hold in January, 1885, on the occasion of its

tirst general assembly, not only to bring into prominent notice new
ajipliances up to date, but also to Bum up the progress made by
means of lectures given by eminent electricians.

ilK. Cabpf.nier is reported to hare stated, in a lecture delivered
at tlie Victoria Coffee Hall, in the beginning of this month, that
' Sun-spot maxima .... are accompanied by a maximum rain-
fall all over the world." He can hardly have read the report of
the Astronomer Koyal to the Hoard of Visitors of the Royal Obser-
vatory on June 12, 1884, before making so very questionable—not
to say baseless—an assertion.

. The organisation of the whole of the Paris pneumatic postal
service is now completed. This great work, costing more than a
million francs, and involving over 60,000 metres length of pipes,
was inaugurated by II. de Cochery. The charge for carrying a
letter to any place within the fortifications has been fixed at 3d.
The two extreme points in the service are about 11,000 metres
apart, and the time required for the delivery of a letter to the
remotest place in the most unfavotu'able circumstances, and in-

cluding its conveyance from the nearest station, will be withm one
hour.

Overhead Wires.—Sir Charles Dilke attended last week's
meeting of the Chelsea Vestry, of which he is a member, and
authorised a statement to be made with reference to overhead
wires. The vestry of St. George's (Hanover-square) had addressed
to the Local Government Board a memorial urging that Board to
bring the erection and maiutenaiice of overhead wires under due
control by some adequate local authoritj', and expressed the hope
that Chelsea would concur with them in the matter and adopt a
similar course. Sir Charles gave the Hon. Conrad Dillon per-
mission to mention that the Local Government Board were
pledged to move for a committee on the subject of overhead wires,
and it was hoped that on the report of that committee a bill would
be brought in by the Government earlv next session.

Criminal Ph:mbixg.—The trial of "Thomas C. Holland, plumber,
of this city (New York), for criminally negligent work, was held
before Special Sessions, November 6, and resulted in the imposition
of a fine of 250 dels. In default of payment Holland was sent to

prison. Dummy rent-pipes from washbasin traps had been run
into partitions and there terminated. The ends of these vents had
been roughly battered together, but were, of course, not tight, and
allowed foul air to escape into the partitions. The whole arrange-
ment was designed simply to deceive the Board of Health inspec-
tors ; and, to assist in carrying out the deception, a dummy ter-

minal-pipe, supposed to be the end of a ventilating pipe, was
fastened to the roof. The dummy ,had no connection with any
hond-fide pipes iuside the house.

—

Scientijic American.
International Inventions Exhibition.—It is stated that the

applications for space have now all been examined hy sub-com-
mittees of the Council, and a selection has been made of the most
promising. The number of applications has been so great that it

has been decided to limit very strictly the admissions in those
classes which may be considered to have been fully represented in

the Exhibitions of the present and past year. The Council will,

therefore, be obliged to refuse many valuable exhibits in such
classes as those relating to food, clothing, and building construction.

It will even be a difficult matter to accommodate those which have
been selected, and it is feared that the list will have to be still

further reduced. As soon as possible information will be sent to

those who have applied for space ; but the enormous number of
applications, far in excess of what was expected, have made it

impossible to do this up to the present. The guarantee fund now
amounts to £48,280, a sum considerably in excess of that subscribed
for the Health Exhibition, or for the Fisheries, the amount for the
former being £26,518, and that for the latter £26,656.

51k. a. Tvlok read a paper before the Linnoeau Society on Dec. 4,
" On the Growth of Trees and Protoplasmic Continuity," his chief
object being to show the principles that underlie the individuality

of plants, and to prove that plants hare a dim sort of intelligence,

and are not merely an aggregation of tissues responsive to the direct
intluence of light. Not only this, but that the tree as a whole
knows more than its branches, just as the species knows more than
the individual, and the commimity than the unit. The result of
Mr. Tylor's experiments, which have extended over many years, has
been to show that many plants and trees can adapt themselves to

unfamiliar circumstances, such as avoiding obstacles artificially

placed in their way, by bending aside before touching, or by alter-

ing the leaf arrangement so that, at least, as much voluntary power
must be accorded to such plants as to certain lowly-organised
animals. Finally, Mr. Tylor contends that a connecting system, by

means of which combined movements take place, is to be found in

the threads of protoplasm which unite the various cells, and that
this connecting s^'stem is found even in the new wood of trees. He
has observed that most new wood points upwards, but year after

year it changes its position, showing great mobility even in old

wood.

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Aweed Tekntsob.

Only a email proportion of Letters received can possihly be in-

serted. Correspondtnti mvst not le ofended, there/ore, Bhovld their

letters not appear.

All Editorial ccmmunications should be addressed to the Editoe of

Knowledge j all Business communications to the Publishers, at the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, W.C. Ip this is not attended to

delays arise fob which tee Editor is kot besfonsible.

All Rimittcnces, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should ie made
payable to Messes. Wvman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the cpinicfis of correspondents.

No coumcmcatioks are answered by post, even though stamped
and directed envelope be enclosed.

IS TEA INJURIOUS ?

[1537]—Instead of three weeks only, as suggested by Professor
Williams (for which I beg to tender him thanks), I have abstained
three months. Without filling up your valuable space with details,

suffice it to say that I find myself so much batter without this

beverage, that I have resolved never again to return to my " first

love ;
" this in spite of my former strong attachment.

Mr. Liddle's [1524] facts are hardly convincing, for who has not
heard of old folks who have been habitual " tipplers " all theii

lives ? Cocoa, when only taken occasionally, has a tendency to

cause biliousness, but soon loses this effect when used frequently.

A. Gacbeet.

WINE, TEA, Ac.

[1538] — Doubtless your correspondent's gi-andmother (" J.

Liddle," p. 471) and millions of other people's grandmothers, as

well as ten times the number of healthy men and women all over
the world, have, during the greater part of their lives, consumed
tea and coffee and wine and beer with impunity—and with ad-

vantage. But nowadays, because there is, here and there, a
wretched being who has no command over his own appetite, who
never knows when he has had enough, all these millions are to dis-

continue—forsooth ! the use of everything that is pleasant to the

taste, as if the human body was a mere machine, to be kept going
with the smallest possible quantity of the cheapest fuel that can be
found. It is not as if excess and drunkenness were on the increase

—

the reverse is the fact ; our forefathers undoubtedly drank to

excess ; but such a thing as a gentleman the worse for liquor is a
sight almost unknown at the present time, and those who assert

that drunkenness is on the increase among the lower orders forget

that this impression is probably produced by the faciUties afforded

by the telegraph and cheap newspapers of knowing things which,

forty years since, were unheard of beyond their immediate localities.

I have often been struck with this fact in noticing the large number
of deaths from lightning that we read of in late years. It is not
that lightning has now a habit of striking people more frequently

than formerly, but, in old times, the news of such occurrences

never reached us.

In Australia especially, the common drink of the settlers is tea,

of which they consume immense quantities, and in the most objec-

tionable form (i.e., without milk), yet we never hear of any ill-

effects of tea-drinking among the colonists.

Now if the faddists—who, for some inscrutable reason, prefer

water which has generally come through miles of pipes, and is

loaded with all sorts of impurities—would blow off their super-

fluous steam in endeavouring to get the adulteration laws properly

carried out, they would do some good to their kind. Our fore-

fathers, who survived their hard drinking, did so because they had
pure liquor. There is the great secret. There is one comforting
reflection, that these people, who wish to regulate our diet on the

principle of the fox who had lost his tail, disagree among them-
selves to that extent that sane people may safely take the average
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of their ideas as their guide, and they will find that the best thinR

to do is to eat and drink what they like, without taking too much
of anything. Corn.Tro, who is the model of moderate people, con-

sumed as much as be felt he wanted of soup, bread, eggs, &c., and

fourteen ounces of wine daily. We can't do better than follow his

example, especially with regard to the &c. A friend of mine not

long since entertained for a day or two a couple of gentlemen of

the total abstinence persuasion. They were lecturing in an ad-

jacent town. At dinner my friend, who was not a teetotaller, con-

sumed one glass of claret with water ; the total abstainers put

within them during that meal—one, six large cups of strong coffee,

the other, seven of tea ! ! ! Let me ask Mr. Mattieu Williams

which of these would {caterU paribus) be considered the healthiest

lives it they applied at a life assurance office, my friend of the glass

of claret or the abstainers with the tea and coffee ? Mr. M.
Williams deserves our thanks for instructing us in the art of

detecting adulterations, but in the matter of cutting off one by one
every article of food or drink that is pleasant to the palate, I do

—

and I am sure also will many of vour readers—implore him to
" draw it mild."

"

B. M., F.R.C.S.

YEGETABLE.S v. MEAT.
[1539]—In the September number of Knowledge, Mr. W.

Mattieu Williams alludes to a retired colonel, aged eighty-two, who
dwelt fifty-two years consecutively in India, and was a vegetarian.

Now, I want to know where—oh, where did the aforesaid gentle-

man live, that he was able to procure vegetables all the year round r

Not in Naapur, surely ! unless he was content to subsist on Irish

peasant diet, and partake of potatoes and milk.

And such potatoes ! Why one would be ashamed to offer them
to pigs in Ireland.

During the six hottest months of (his year our pretty wooded
station here, so far os them ome'er readings went, kept ahead of

the rest of India, except on a few occasions when Jacobabad in

Sind shot in front of us with a rash spurt, and wildly registered

(if I remember rightly) from 113° to 117° in the shade. Now
while this hot weather lasted, tie mtmbers of our lousthold ale

meat three times a day, had ravenous appetites and enjoyed

glorious health. We had no vegetables, barring the afore-men-

tioned apology for the potalo, and, honestly, we were none the

worse for the vaLt, though occasionally, I must admit, we had
hungry longings ior something green, and moist, and cooling, such
as a fresh salad from Covent Garden Maiket, or a dish of mtirrow-

fat peas—nay, even a cabbage from a coster's barrow in the New
Cut would not have been despised ; but it was Hobson's choice

with us, and we had to go without.
Granting, as we all must, the wholesome and refreshing quali-

ties of vegetables as part of our daily dietary, might I suggest to

Mr. Williams the possibility of there being persons, even in a

tropical clime, who are all the better for partaking of a fair share
of meat at their meals ?

Short as has been my stay in this country— a little over nine

months—I could not help noticing how much the Hindoos—a pulse,

grain, and vegetable-eating race—seem wanting in backbone in

comparison with the flesh-eating Mohammedans.
When Mr. Williams spoke so slightingly of "condiments,"

surely he must have had his memory or his palate full of the

delicious nutty flavour of a roast shoulder of Southdown mutton,
or of the succulent juices of a prime piece of Scotch beef

—

luxuries, alas ! quite unknown to us benighted Nagpnrites. What
would he say to mutton tasting like the flesh of a sick goat, and
beef with no more sap in it than mahogany chips !

I, for one, though no craver after spices or condiments, am
grateful to our clever Indian cooks, who by their aid (in modera-
tion, be it said) can make palatable and inviting dishes out of

food that would be otherwise all but uneatable.

L. O'Sbe.4 Dillon.
Nagpnr, Central Provinces, India, Nov. 19, 1884.

NOAH'S RAINBOW.
[15-10]—The negroes whom I remembered as ignorant of this

meteor were in or near Spanish-town, the tenth year from emanci-
pation, and all were ex-slaves, and some (perhaps all) of African
birth. Soon after writing, I foimd that Sir Hans Sloane, in his
account of Jamaica, considered it a conntry rather more favourable
than others to rainbow production. Of course, they are common in

that latitude at sea (not, indeed, at hours like 2.15, wherein most
rain-squalls break, but with any exceptionally early or late daylight
ones), and Port Royal may practically be called a sea islet, being
never approached along the eight or ten miles of narrow sandspit
that alone connects it with land.
The whole matter was shown, in your number of Jnne 27, to

have no bearing on Noah's story whatever ; as we see there are
readers to whom (as to U. Powntrec) Genesis never suggested the

idea of the rainbow having been new to cither the world or Noah'
Our teachers in childhood made us think it so; but might, with just

as much, or as little, ground, have said thorns have only grown since
Cain's sentence, or donkeys have only had a cross on their back (as

some Catholics have been taught) since the crncifixion, or that the
ram Abraham found in the thicket was the first he ever saw. My
negroes, who knew not what a " bow in the cloud " meant,
supposed some sort of lightning ; and, of conrse, a " token of the
covenant" might have been made of that, or of anything accom-
panying storms, however familiar before.

The point I argued was the entire naturalness and correspondenco
of Noah's story with extant facts; and should have proceeded to

another, if allowed— the manifold incompatibility of the Lyellian

pseudo-geology with them, both when hatched forty years ago anJ
ever increasingly since. E. L. Garbett.
[What Mr. Garbett patronisingly calls "the Lyellian pseudo-

geology" will have to be attacked by much stronger and more
philosophical arguments than ever Mr. G. has himself employed, if

it is to be shaken in the least.— Ed.]

RETINAL IMAGES—THE DUALITY OF THE BP.AIN.

[1541]—Will you, or some of your correspondents, kindly furnish

me with an explanation of the following peculiar sensations, which 1

hare often experienced ?

When 1 first awake in a morning it often happens that on opening
my eyes I see very vividly a network of black lines, something like

the branches of a river, or thus:—

By shutting my eyes again, and re-opening them, I am enabled

to see the figure six or seven times. Undoubtedly it has something
to do with the fibres of the optic nerve, but why I am able to see it

at certain times I cannot imagine.

I should mention that I sleep facing the windows, and with the

blinds usually drawn up.

Anent your articles on "Our Two Brains," I may mention a
curious example of what I consider to be the separate workings of

the two brains. Sitting in an easy chair before the fire on Thursday
last, I fell asleep, and, as is my custom when asleep, I dreamed.
The scene of the dream lay near a wood, and I perfectly remember
a footbridge over a stream which I was about to cross. Awakening,
I gradually approached consciousness—and, indeed, was so far

conscious as to say to myself, " It is a dream," and still I saw the

footbridge before me, and at the very same time, and apparently for a
few seconds, I knew that I was sitting in my chair, and had the fire

before me. The two scenes were present together, my eyes were
still shut, the bridge was there, and yet I knew the fire was there

also. I struggled to awake, which I soon did, but could not forget

the curious sensation. It seemed as though the two brains for the
time being refused to coalesce.

The "sentiment of pre-existence " I have often experienced from
my earliest days, and used in vain to strive to recollect where the

event had really happened to me before ; and I endorse what you
say, that the scenes are often those which could not have appeared

to us at any previous time. W. W. S.

[What our correspondent sees is not the fibres of the optic nerve,

but the shadows of the blood-vessels of the retina (" Purkinje's

figures, ' as they are called), ride p. 1£9 of the current volume of

Knowledge.—Ed.]

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
Jasies Cram. Very many thanks; but, as far as an overwhelming

majority of our readers are corcerred, the interest of the subject is

exhausted.— Naturalist. An instant's reflection will show you
that if we compare the aspec of any celestial body viewed at

the Cape, it must appear inverted as seen from a British station.

At Greenwich, the "Metropolitan crater" of the moon, Tycho,
appears at the bottom of the moon ; at Cape Town, it is seen at the

lop. Hence your diffieulty.- J. Farrar. A girdle : the lelly-bantj

of a saddle.—R. McMillan. The "professor's" aslro-meteoro-

logical system is utter, hopeless rubbish, and any time spent in

reading his exposition of it merely wasted. The gentleman to*

whom you refer does cwn a place in Missouri.—R. A. Peacock.
" Saturated Electric Steam" a little beyond us.

—

Anonymous (H.J

-

Browne ?). These columns are not a refuge for destitute essays ;

nor can Knowledge print papers which have been refused by learned

societies, either here or at the Antipodes.—T. J. Baenaedo. " Night
and Day " are only dealt with in their astronomical relations in these.
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colnmns.—F. G. As far as I can comprehend your requirements,

Goodero'a " Principles of Jlechanics," and bis " Elements of

Mechanism," and Sir J. Anderson's " Strength of Materials and
Structures"—all published in Longmans' "Text-books of Science,"

—oipht to suit you. In fiction, read all Dickens's works, and those

of Charlotte Bronti', and "George Eliot."—M.D. I have not read

the work from which you quote, but, quite obviously, we can
simultaneously experience many sensations. A reply to the second

part of your query will best take the form of an illustration. I am
conscious of the optical sensation of a flickering light, of the tactile

one of warmth, of the aural one of a slight roaring sound, and the

sum of these states of consciousness make up my concept of a fire

burning in the grate by my side.—P. M-iCLEOD Yeabslev. I myself

literally no more believe in the existence of ghosts than I do in that

of the phoenir, or the hippogriff. Whether any of our readers may
have reason (good, bad, or indifferent) for being more credulous

I do not know. Several (second or third- hand) ghostly experiences

have already been recorded in these columns.—W. A. Cooper. A
map of the Moon appears on p. 223 of Vol. III. of Knowledge.—
¥. W. Bellamy. England is not a bran-new country in process of

colonisation ; and I am firmly convinced that the plan you advocate
would be attended with the worst results. If all men were secured

absolutely against want, and if every one possessed a cultivated

intellect of the highest order, a Republic might quite conceivably

exist without the glaring and deplorable abuses which at present

appear inseparable (in practice) from that form of Government.
It will be time enough " to solve your problem " when " the highest

state of civilisation " has been attained.—J. Murray. You must
not be angry with me if I fail to grasp the idea that bodies " would
move from the up to the down by the only motion Nature has,

and that is Time." Nor, if I fail to form a definite conception of

your notion, " If our earth is passing through the deluge of solar

time, how easy it is to understand if it were passed through the

rest of the way in a sudden sort of way." I am in the same pre-

dicament, too, in connection with your hypothesis concerning " the

Earth's motion towards the Sun, which it reduces every lap of its

orbit itself and every other thing by the gain of one-quarter

day every year, which is the cause of such a winter now,
and such winters about ten thousand years ago, when tempera-
ture was about ten times as strong." You see, when I come
across such passages as these, I am myself apt to " pass through
the rest of" a letter "in a sudden sort of way."

—

Isiokia. The
earth rotates on her axis, in twenty-four hours, from west to east.

Suppose that the mean sun is on the meridian of Greenwich ; then
it will have been due south at every place 15°, or one hour, east of

the prime meridian one hour previously ; in other words, it will be
1 p.m. at all such places. Similarly, one hour west of Greenwich
it will be 11 a.m. Mark the result. It is noon on Dec. 19 at

Greenwich. Now let us travel eastward. It is 1 p m. (or there-

abouts) at Stettin, 2 p.m. at St. Petersburg, 3 p.m. at Aden, -1 p.m.

in the Aral Sea, 5 p.m. at Baikul, and so on, to 12 p.m , or midnight,

of Dec. 19, in the Friendly Islands, through which the 180th meri-
dian passes. Let us now, though, travel round the earth in a
westerly direction. One hour west of Greenwioh it is 11 a.m. ; two
hours, 10 a.m., at Cape Breton, 8 a.m. ; at Philadelphia, 7 a.m. ; at

New Orleans, C a.m. (all be it noted in the early morning of the
19th), so that by the time we reach our ISOth meridian in this

direction it is midnight on Dec. 18. Hence the navigator's change
of date. In answer to your second query, No. Only torpid.

—

CiTiiot's. Purely a medical question, to be decided by personal
examination.—H. S. Dove. A 6-inch reflecting telescope would
be very much more effective than a 3-inch refractor; but the
reflector would cost about £30, and the achromatic £15.

—

Edward
Browm. I regret my inability to present you with the works you
ask for. Mechanics' Institutions, Workmen's Clubs, and now, in

your case, a Bible-class, from time to time appeal for gifts of books
by the conductor of this journal. Such have hitherto invariably

been refused, and I regret that no exception can be made in your
case.—T. Hcktley & Son. Delayed through being addressed to

the Editor instead of to the Publishers.—F. S. Donaldson. I know
nothing of the date of Charles Wesley's birth, beyond the fact of

its having occurred in the year 1708.

—

Science Teacher asks for

the address of Professor David Hrghes, the inventor of the micro-
phone, ic.

—

Dr. E. W. Prevost. "Thanks, but its length excludes
your contribution in the present crowded state of our columns.

—

A. M. Triibner & Co., London.—C. B. Ajiding and D. Pitcairn.
Was unfortunately unable to avail myself of it.—T. May. I can only
feel gratified at your appreciation of it.

(Buv I-nbrntors' Colmnn.

So great is the numler of invenfinns noii: patented that many good
things are comparatirely lost in the croud. A succinct account,
therefore, by an Expert, of all inventions of really popular interest

atid itiilittf must he advantageous both to the public and the
Inx'cntor, enabling pei'Sons io hear of inventions already desiderated
by them, and thus acting reciprocally as a stimulant on supply
and dirmand.

SANITARY TRAPS.

The Engineer notes that about 1 per cent, of all the gas used in

New York, or about 55 millions of cubic feet annually, is used in

thirty of the largest theatres. This, at 8s. per thousand, ought to

offer electricity a fine field.

" TRAP.^i," as is well known, are often insanitary in a very serious
sense icdeed. Mr. William Henman, of 38, Bennett's Hill, Bir-
mingham, has invented what seem to be decided improvements in
sanitary traps. In this invention the outer arm of the trap is elon-
gated, funnel-shaped, and made in one piece, with, or attached to,

a length of vertical pijie, so that no " lodgment " is allowed for
sewer-gas. There are, moreover, no "made" joints, and thence great
security is obtained against the admission of sewer-gas into a
building. The traps may be of any suitable size, and be made of
iron, earthenware, or any suitable material.

LACTO-GLYCOSE.
Mr. G. Melun, of the Marlborough Works, Stafford-street,

Peckham, London, S.E., is the inventor and manufacturer of what
is claimed to be a very remarkable mi:k food for infants and
children. One of the features of this preparation appears to be
the entire absence of all farinaceous properties which do not con-
duce, contrary to some popular teaching, to infants' health. Starchy
foods, indeed, are not good for children, and the closer the approxi-
mation to milk itself the better. Mellin's Lacto-Glycose, may be,
indeed, looked upon, when dissolved in water, as a solution of
Mellin's food in cow's milk, with this difference—that the peculiar
organisation of the caseine in the cow's milk has been destroyed
simply by mechanical means, viz., by the prolonged stirring and
trituration of the cow's milk with Mellin's food during the process
of evaporation at a low temperature. The milk is obtained from
the best country sources, and as large quantities are always mani-
pulated, a certain average milk is obtained, which is, no doubt,
more stable in composition than milk from one cow, so often
recommended. It can easily be inferred how well adapted this
form of food must be for hot climates, where milk is generally
more or less in a state of decomposition, or on board ship, where
good milk cannot be obtained for the feeding of infants.

AN AUTOMATIC BOLT AND AN UNPICKABLE DOOR-
LOCK.

WiiXT is known as Hancock's Patent Invisible Automatic Bolt
and Unpickable Door-lock is an invention having for its object
improvements in fastenings for street and other doors and windows,
and other similar openings. In this invention there are three long
bolts, radiating from the centre to the circumference of the door.
One of these bolts, which may be called the main bolt, is placed in
a horizontal line with the lock of the door, and the other two bolts
are placed perpendicularly—one fastening into the centre of the
frame at the top, and the other into the pl-ite beneath. The handle
is fixed in the centre of the door, from which the bolts are worked
by means of a cog-wheel placed upon the spindle of the handle, and
acting upon a rack upon each of the several bolts. A slot cut into
each bolt, and which works backwards or forwards upon a stud,
holds the bolt firmly in gear against the cog-wheel. The mechanism
being inside the panels of the door, is out of sight, and the handle
itself, which is secured to a disc, can, if necessary (together with
the spindle and cog-wheel), easily be removed.

Should it be considered desirable to retain the usual lock in

addition to Hancock's invention, an important feature in this
appliance consists of a slotted plate upon the main horizontal
bolt, which plate, being shot over the ordinary keyhole, renders the
lock unpickable. By turning a small key in the disc of the handle,
all the bolts can be thrown into or out of gear with the central
cog-wheel, which in turn forms also a rachet-wheel, to which a
catch, held in position by a spring, is attached, thereby holding the
bolts rigidly in position until released by means of a proper key.
For asylums and other public institutions, theatres, b^nks,

strong-rooms, oSices and warehouses, as well as the doors of private
houses, the cabins of ships and yachts, and, indeed, for all purposes
where absolute security and safety are required, this invention is

obviously of the highest consequence, and will doubtless command
the attention its importance deserves. It is also applicable to
existing doors, and being exceedingly simple ia coastruction is not
likely, we think, to get easily out of order.
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(Buv Cf)C2(£f Column*
By Mephisto.

PROBLEM No. 141.

By C. Planck.

Black.

ill 2 I

Whitb.

White to play and mate in three moves.

SOLUTION.

PCZZLE No. 140.

Black's last move might have been P (Q2) to Q4. White plays

1. P X P en passant, discovering check, and mate next move.

Whithy, December 7, 1884.

Dear Sir,—My problem referred to by your correspondent in

this week's Knowlkdge was originally published in the lUusfmfcd

London Neu-s for Dec. 30, 1854. It was, as far as I know, and as

yonr correspondent says, the first

problem in which the R makes
way for the Q. In my problem
the R is moved twice before the

ch with the Q takes place. Four
move problems were more in

vogue thirty years ago than they

are at the present time. The
problem, unfortunately, admitted

of another solution, in four

moves. Mr. Staunton, who was
at that time Chess Editor of the

Illustrated London News, and who
frequently took the law into hig

own hands with regard to young
composers, preferred the " cook "

to the original solution, and
published it instead of mine. I

remember about that time Mr. S.

writing to me and also to J. B., of Bridport, stating that the pro-

prietors of the lUtistrated London News objected to our sending

problems to what Mr. S. called the "small fry," alluding to

"Cassell's Penny Illustrated Paper," " Ilome Circle," &c.

Although our names did not appear in those journals, for some
time after that we used to contribute for some time under the

nom-de-plume of "Domino," J. B., and "Modestns" myself.

I was always a great admirer of Mr. Healy's clever and world-

famed Bristol problem, but it appears that as far as ideas in Chess
problems are concerned, there is " nothing new under the sun.

N. Grimsiiaw.
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COMETS AND METEORS.
By Richard A. Proctor.

rriHERE is a marked contrast between our present know-

X ledge respecting meteors and that which astronomers

possessed before 1866, when Professor Kewton, of Yale

College, announced that the earth would pass through a

rich part of a certain meteor-system on the night of the

13th-14th November, 1866. I am not here referring to the

recognition of the nature of meteors as extra-terrestrial

bodies. Too often the credit of this recognition is assigned

to the astronomers who, during the last quarter of a century,

have done so much to advance our knowledge beyond that

point. But, in reality, Professor Olmsted, of Newhaven,
Conn., had proved conclusively that meteors are non-telluric

bodies, long before the modern school of meteoric astro-

nomers had entered on their labours, and to him the whole

credit of that part of the work of research must be assigned.

His reasoning was perfectly demonstrative, though he did

not succeed in convincing many of his contemporaries, or

even in attracting their attention in any marked degree.

Many in his day followed a custom which is common
enough now, and regarded as suggestive of eminent caution

and scientific prudence. Carefully avoiding any real

expression of opinion, tliey remarked safely that " Prof.

Olmsted's reasoning was worthy of careful consideration,

though we are far from admitting that the startling theory

to which hia reasoning seems to point is a sound one : pos-

sibly the facts on which he insists may be explained in

some other way." That theory had, however, been in

reality demonstrated ; and it now forms part of the basis

on which meteoric astronomy stands.

An outline of his reasoning can be easily and bripfly

presented :—The lOth-llth of August and the 13th-14th of

November are days on which meteor-showers may be looked

for. But a particular day in the year is the time when
the earth reaches a particular part of her orbit. Therefore

certain parts of our earth's track are, as it were, infested

by meteors. Now there is no possible way in which this

can be brought about but by the passage of meteors,

in flights or systems, across the track of the earth at those

particular places. In the striking words of Alexander

Humboldtj who (though he was never much of an astro-

nomer) was keen-sighted enough to see the force of

Olmsted's reasoning, which many astronomers overlooked,
" the metecirs before their encounter with our earth may
be described as ' pocket planets.'

"

The argument needed no clinching, but Olmsted clinched

it. He gave another demonstration as perfect as the one

he had already supplied :—The falling stars seen during a

great display seem to radiate at any given time from a fixed

point
;
just as parallel lines are foreshortened in perspective

to a series of lines radiating from a point. Therefore the

tracks of the meteors are parallel. But the point from

which the tracks of shooting stars seem to radiate shifts its

position from hour to hour with respect to the horizon and

the cardinal points. It moves icith the stars and remains

stationary among them. Therefore the meteors had been

travelling on parallel paths before reaching our atmosphere,

and the fiery tracks left by them as they rush through the

air form a set of parallel lines difl'erently situated in the

air as the earth rotates into different positions, but directed

always to the same point on the remote concave of the

celestial sphere.

As a piece of pure reasoning, educing from observed facts

their full and true significance, nothing can be more perfect

than Olmsted's argument ; the credit of the achievement

should not be lightly assigned to others because many
careless professional astronomers of Olmsted's day failed

to realise the force of his reasoning, or even to pay any
attention to it.

Professor Newton's prediction of the display of Novem-
ber 13-14, 1866, started a new series of inquiries. It has

always struck me that that prediction was one of the

boldest ever made, and (considering the uncertainty which

still hangs over all the problems of meteoric astronomy)

one of the most fortunate. We know now that the

meteors about which he spoke had been 33| years on their

course, which carries them far outside the orbit of Uranus,

or twenty times our distance from the sun : but in 1866 not

even this was known. Professor Newton had a choice of

no less than five paths to account for what was then known
about the November meteors ; and of all the five the true

path seemed to him the least probable. Yet he ventured

to predict the time of the earth's transit through the

meteor-cloud for the morning hours of November 14, 1866,

in the Eastern States of America, and he was not wrong

by more than about a quarter of a day, the actual display

of falling stars occurring in the morning hours of the 14th

in Europe, and being over by the time that the eastern

seaboard of America had swung round to the side on which

the meteors had been falling. American observers were

disappointed so far as the expected shower of falling stars

was concerned ; but American astronomers had every

reason to be proud of the success of their calculations.

Science owes to Professor Adams, of Cambridge, the

demonstration of the real path of the Leonids, as the

November meteors are called (because they seem to radiate

from a point in the constellation Leo). By as pretty a

piece of mathematical work as has ever been done, he

showed that the slight change of position which has been

observed during the last few centuries in the crossing-place

of the earth and meteors, can only be reconciled with a long

oval orbit, 33| years in period, which carries the meteors

within the disturbing influences of Jupiter, Saturn, and

Uranus. Thus the average interval of rather more than

33 years between the great displays of November meteors,

is to be explained by the existence of a rich portion—the

"gpm of the meteor -ring" it has been prettily called

—

which returns to the neighbourhood of the earth's orbit

once in rather more than 33 years, or about

thrice in a century. Then came the singular
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coincidence by which a comet— discovered in that very

year 18G6—was found to travel in precisely the same

orbit which had thus been assigned to the meteor-system.

Already astronomers had suspected the existence of a con-

nection of some sort between comets and meteors. Schia-

parelli had shown that it the August meteors follow in the

track of the conspicuous comet of 1862, which passed

very near the part of her orbit traversed by the earth on

Aug. 10, their paths would seem to radiate, aa they

actually do, from a point in the constellation Perseus. Bat
this might have been a mere coincidence. The agreement

between the 7;«</ts of the November meteor-system and
Tempel's comet (Comet I., 1866) was a very different

matter. If the garrison in a beleaguered city found

several cannon-balls falling on the same place and from

the same direction, they might guess that these had all

come from the same ' gun—but they could not be certain.

If, however, they could determine the exact trajectories of

two of these bodies, and found them exactly alike, they

could no longer doubt that the same cannon had projected

them. Now the exact paths of the November meteor-

system and of Tempel's comet have been determined, and

are found to be the same (within the narrow limits of

errors of observation) : no doubt then can exist that the

meteors and the comet have had the same origin. The
same has since been shown in the case of other comets and
other meteor-systems.

It has been customary to repeat Schiaparelli's explanation

of this peculiarity,—that a flight of meteoric bodies ap-

proaching the solar system after a journey from interstellar

.space, had chanced to approach so near one of the giant

planets as to be diverted from its original course to an
elliptical path around the sun, the path always thereafter

intersecting the orbit of the disturbing planet. Slight dif-

ferences in the velocities thus assigned to the meteors

would account, said Schiaparelli, for the gradual trailing

of many of the meteors behind the main body. This main
body would be the comet, the laggards would be the

meteoric train (this train being entirely distinct it

will be understood from the comet's tail, indeed

T,empel's comet had no tail worth mentioning).

Sthiaparelli's theory was accepted by some astronomers

well able to have examined it effectively, without

sufficient inquiry. For it is in truth altogether untenable.

It can be shown in the first place that a meteor-flight would
have to approach a planet much more closely than is at all

likely, to have its path changed in the necessary degree.

But what is more important, it can be shown that if a meteor-

'flight did approach a planet thus closely its various members
would be very differently affected, and so would be spread

into a scattered, widely-ranging flight altogether unlike the

^,existent meteor-streams. There is curious evidence, I may
'.'

y;ei3Qark in passing, of the carelessness with which Schiapa-

.'r'elli's explanation was accepted. Even astronomers of

V rgpute have repeated the statement that those meteors

which were most delayed as the flight passed the disturbing

p.l£ynet would lag behind the rest. As a matter of fact

those which were least delayed would be the laggards, par-

doxical though it may sound to say so. If our earth were
checked in her course so as to lose a considerable part of

her velocity she would complete her next circuit round the

sun in a much shorter period (it would of course be much
diminished in extent), i.e., she would return ahead of time:
but if she were hastened in her course she would be much
longer in completing her next circuit. Nay, if the earth's

actual velocity of about 18 miles per second were increased

to 25}j miles per second she would never complete another
circuit, the range of her path being increased infinitely.

So with the meteors of Schiaperelli's imagined flights, those

most delayed would come back soonest to the place where

they had been disturbed, and be ahead of their fellows.

But we need not consider minor flaws in a theory which
is in truth entirely untenable.

To replace this unquestionably erroneous theory respect-

ing the common origin of comets and meteors by a true

one, would not be easy. The probability is that we have

to look back into depths of time .so remote that we can hope

for no clear view of the processes by which comets and
meteors came into existence. I must confess I see little

hope in that outlook into interstellar space to which

Schiaparelli, Hoek, and others have invited us. It seems

to me far more likely that comets and meteors have, for

the most part, belonged to our system since it began to be,

than that they have been gathered in from that vast un-

known region which separates our sun from his fellows.

I imagine that comets and meteors are either the " frag-

ments that remain " from the vast mass of nebulous matter

or cosmic dust out of which the solar system was gradually

formed,—or else they had their origin from the various orbs

forming that system when as yet those orbs were in the

sunlike state. Only one member of the solar system

is now in that state—the sun himself ; though the

giant planets retain more sunlike characteristics than

many imagine. Now the sun does unquestionably eject

matter from his interior from time to time, with ve-

locities sufficing to carry such matter for ever away from

him : he has been caught in the act Again, the micro-

scopic examination and the chemical analysis of certain

meteors have agreed in showing that these bodies were

once aggregations of liquid globules in a hydrogen atmo-

sphere of considerable density—or, as Sorby the minera-

logist and Graham the chemist agree in putting the matter

these bodies once existed under conditions such as belong

only to sunlike bodies. If the sun still gives birth to

meteor-flights, one can see no reason why the giant planets,

ivhen they were suns, should not have done likewise : but,

on the contrary, strong reason to believe they would have

done so. The comet families of the giant families travel

on orbits indicating such an origin, and a flight of meteoric

bodies ejected from Uranus millions of years ago, would

travel on precisely such an orbit as that of the November

meteors. Such seems to me the most reasonable interpre-

tation of the facts, and the one most consonant with all

the evidence we have.

<

RAMBLES WITH A HAMMER.
OVER CHAENWOOD FOREST.

By W. Jerome Harrisox, F.G.S.

CHARNWOOD FOREST ! How many of my readers

know the place? Perhaps there are some who do

not even recognise the name. And yet Charnwood occu-

pies thirty square miles in the very heart of England.

Look for it in the north-west corner of Leicestershire.

There lies the craggy region of old rocks—between

Leicester and Loughborough on the east and Ashby-

de-la-Zouch on the west, with the Trent running alongits

northern base—which it is my purpose now to describe.

The very came tells us of the nature of the district

—

" Quern-wood," the w^ood whence hard stones suitable for

the querns or old hand-mills in which corn was ground could

be obtained. The hard stone is there still, but the trees

are nearly all gone. In Bradgate Park the picturesque,

stunted, bossy oaks still flourish, but, as for the rest of the

" forest," the fatal Enclosure Act, which came into opera-

tion la 1829, has destroyed much of its wildness and
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beauty. Attempts have almost everywhere been made to

oiltivate the poor, thiu, stony soil, with the result that,

while nature has been spoiled, man has gathered but a

scanty reward for his toil.

It is probable that, if our grandfathers could have fore-

seen that spread of a love for the study of nature among all

classes which now exists, together with the great increase

ill the wealth and population of this country, instead

of "enclosing" and "disafforesting" Charnwood, they

would have retained it as a national park, have planted it

and cared for it, and preserved it as a safe refuge for all

tliat is wild and free in the native fauna and flora of our

country. Charnwood is encirckd by railways. On the

east the Midland main-line runs from Trent to Leicester

;

and, by getting out at either Silel>y (six miles north of

Leicester), Barrow-on-Soar (noted for its lower lias lime-

stone), or Loughborough, we shall find ourselves within a

moderate walk (two or three miles) of the area in which

the old rocks rise to the surface. (Fig- 1-)
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Kjir. 1.—Map of Charnwood Forest, with the Narborongh

Distrist. HorizoDtal shadmct= slatey rocks; cross 8hading=
igneous rocks; dotted lines= railways.

On the west side of the forest there is the ilidland

branch line from Leicester to Burton, which actually

touches the forest at Bardon Hill station ; while the circuit

iscompl'ted by the little railway lately opened between

Coalville (the next station to Bardon) and Loughborough,

which skirts the northern and north-western edges.

There are two very pleasant villages in Charnwood where

the tourist will find good accommodation, Woodhouse Eaves

on the eastern side, and Newtown Linford (beloved of artists)

on the south. At the Forest Rock Hotel (in the north-west

corner, near Bardon Hill) I have found good quarters, either

for the crowd to lunch (and the onslaught of the parties of

geologists whom I have led from time to time requires

some preparation), or for the solitary knight of the hammer
who is belated while puzzling over the intricate rocks of

Peldar Tor and High Towers.

The maps required will be 63 N.E. and 63 N.W.,
published by the Geological Survey ; but let the student

remember that these maps were made twenty-five years

ago, and that we have " learned much since then." As a

corrective to the map, nothing can be better than the

admirable papers by Messrs. Hill and Bonney.* During
the eight years for which I was curator of the Leicester

Museum, I devoted some time to the investigation of the

Charnwood rocks, and the results of my work are embodied
in a " Geology of Leicestershire," which is published by
Messrs. J. & T. Spencer, of the Market-place, Leicester.

The Leicester Museum contains— or did contain, for I have

not visited it lately—a very fine series of Charnwood
rocks and minerals ; but I was also able to send typical

sets to the British Museum (South Kensington), the Jermyn-

street Geological Museum, and most of the provincial

museums, and I should advise those who mean to visit

Charnwood to previously inspect these collections if

possible.

To most travellers who study scenery, the Charnwood
Hills come as a pleasant surprise. Rising to heights of

four hundred or five hundred feet above the surrounding

plain, they have all the aspect of a miniature mountain-

range, such as one little expects to find planted among the

soft clays and sandstones of the Midlands. The highest

points are Bardon Hill on the west, 902 ft. above sea-level;

and Beacon Hill on the east, 840 ft.

Nor is the surprise of the geologist abated when he walks

over the ground, and minutely examines the rocks in the

quarries and on the hill-sides. In the first place, there are

coarse slates, and finer workable slates, with volcanic ashes

and agglomerates of a most remarkable nature and appear-

ance. Apparently breaking through these sedimen-

tary rocks are great bosses of syenite and granite,

yet the junction between the two sets of rocks—the

stratified or slaty, and the unstratified or syenitic—is

hardly anywhere visible, so that it has been argued by a

certain school of geologists that the latter rock (the

syenite) is really only the fame thing as the coarse slate,

but that it is slate which has been so greatly altered by

heat and other agencies (metamorphosed) that it has

become a crystalline rock. By careful search I have, how-

ever, been able to find sections which entirely disprove this

view, and which show that the syenites are truly igneous

rocks which have come up from below in a melted state,

and have forced themselves through the slaty beds. From
this it follows that the slates aie the older of the two.

But what is the age of the Charnwood slates 1 That is a

very difficult question, and one which has hitherto been

little more than a matter of conjecture. Quite recently,

however, discoveries have been made, not in the Forest

region itself, but at some little distance from it, which

throw much light upon the question.

When Profes.sor Sedgwick examined Charnwood in 1833,

he considered the strata to be of " Cambrian " age, and he

was followed in this by Professor Hull (of the Geological

Survey), who mapped the country in 18G0.

From the romarkab'e similaii'y of the rocks to the

" Green Slates and Porphyries ' of the Lake district. Pro-

fessor Bonney was at one time led to assign the Charnwood

beds to the Lower Silurian period, but he has since acknow-

ledged that the discovery— by Dr. Hicks—of a great series

* "Quarterlv Journ.al of the Geological Society,'

p. 75t ; vol. 3i, p. 199 ; and vol. 36, p. 337.

vol. 33,
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of rocks of volcanic origin underlying all the other rocks of

Wales, and therefore of Pre-Cambrian age, has led him to

consider that the Churuwood rocks, too, may be of this

enormous antiquity. From the study of the Silurian rocks of

the Lake district, I, too, once believed them to be identical

with our Leicestershire strata, but I now feel certain that

the latter are of Pre Cambrian age. Is it possible that any
mistake can have been made in mapping the strata in Cum-
berland and Westmorland, and that they, also, are of this

high antiquity ?

{To he continued.)

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.
A WEEK'S CONTERSATION ON THE PLURALITY OF

WOBLDS.

By Mons. de Fontenelle.

with notes by richard a. proctor.

THE FOURTH EVENING {rontinued).

" A FTER Mercury comes the sun ; but there is no pos-

Lx. sibility of peopling it, nor no room left for a

wherefore. By the earth which is inhabited, we judge

that other bodies of the same nature may be likewise

inhabited : but the sun is a body not like the earth, or any
of the planets ; the sun is the source or fountain of light

;

which, tho' it is sent from one planet to another, and
i-eceives several alterations by the way, yet all originally

proceeds from the f-un : he draws from himself that

precious substance which he emits from all sides, and which
reflects when it meets with a solid body, and spreads from
one planet to another those long and vast trains of light

which cross, strike thro', and intermingle in a thousand
different fashions, and make (if I may so say) the richest

tissues in the world.
" The sun likewise is placed in the center, from whence,

with most convenience, he may equally distribute, and ani-

mate by his heat. It is then a particular body, but what
sort of body, has often puzzled better heads than mine. It

was thought formerly a body of pure fire ; and that opinion

passed current till the beginning of this age : when they
perceiv'd several spots on its surface. A little after they

had discover'd new planets (of which hereafter), which
some say were those spots ; for those planets moving round
the sun, when they tiirn'd their dark half to us, must
necessarily hide part of it : and had not the learned, with
these pretended planets, made their court before to most of

the princes in Europe, giving the name of this prince to

one, and of that prince to another planet, I believe they
would have quarrell'd who should be master of these spots,

that they might have nam'd them as they pleas'd."*
" 'Twas but t'other day," says the lady, " you were

describing the moon, and call'd st-veral places by the names
of the most famous astronomers. I was pleas'd with the
fancy : for since the princes have seiz'd on the earth, 'tis

fit the philosophers (who are as proud as the best of 'em)
should reserve the heavens for themselves without any
competitors."

" Oh ! trouble not yourself," said I, " the philosophers
make the best advantage of their territories ; and if they
part with the least star, 'tis on very good terms : but the
spots on the sun are fallen to nothing. 'Tis now discover'd
that they are not planets, but clouds, streams, or dross,

which rise upon the sun, sometimes in a great quantity,
sometimes in a less ; sometimes they are dark, sometimes
clear ; sometimes they continue a great while, and some-
times the 7 disappear as long.

* Thoy called them the Bourbonian stars,—R. P.

" It seems the sun is a liquid matter ; some think, of

melted gold (!), which boils over as it were continually

and by the force of its motion calls the scum or dross on
its .surface, where it is consum'd, and others arise. Imagine
then what strange bodies these are, when some of them
are as big aa the earth. What a vast quantity must there

be of this melted gold ! and what must be the extent of

this great sea of light and fire which they call the sun 1

"Others say, the sun appears thro' their telescopes full

of mountains, which vomit fire continually, and are joined

together like millions of Etna's. Yet there are those that

say, these burning mountains are pure vision, caus>'d by a

fault in the spectacles ; but what shall we trust, if we mtist

distrust our telescopes, to which we owe the knowledge of

80 many new objects ? But let the sun be what it will, it

cannot be at all proper for habitation ; and what pity that

is ! for how pleasant would it be ! You might then be at

the center of the universe, where you would see all the

planets turn regularly about you ; but now we know
nothing but extravagant fancies, because we do not stand

in the proper place. There is but one place in the world,

where the study or knowledge of the stars is easily obtain'd,

and what pity 'tis there is nobody there !

"

" You forget yourself, sure," says she ; " were you in

the sun you would fee nothing, neither planets nor fixed

stars : doth not the sun efface all ? So that could there be

any inhabitants there, they might justly think themselves

the only people in Nature."
" I own," said I, " my mistake : I was thinking of the

situation of the sun, and not of the effect of its light : I

thank you for your correction ; but must take the boldness

to tell you, that you are in an error as well as myself : for

were there inhabitants in the sun, they would not see at

all ; either they could not bear the .strength of its light, or

for want of a due distance, they could not receive it ; so

that things well consider'd, all the people there must be

stark blind, which is another reason why the sun cannot

be inhabited. But let us pursue our voyage."

{To le con<tn««<».)

PLEASANT HOTIKS WITH THE
MICROSCOPE.

By Henry J. Slack, F.G.S., F.R.M.S.

IX holiday times it is well to make experiments and

observations which are sure to interest the young folks.

One of the best that can be suggested is to form a so-called

lead-tree, portions of which make very pretty objects for

the microscope. The proceeding is very easy. Get a clear,

round, glass bottle, holding six ounces. Take two drachms of

acetate of lead, and dissolve in six ounces ot distilled water. If

the water is pure, it will dissolve the salt without milkiness
;

but it is seldom pure enough for this. The solution, if not

quite clear, should be allowed to stand until a deposit

settles to the bottom, and the clear part may then be poured

off for use. Take a thin strip ot zinc, about a quarter of

an inch wide, which should be made bright by rubbing with

a little sand or Flanders brick-dust, or by wiping with a

rag moistened with dilute hydrochloric acid. Make one

end of the zinc sharp, and force it into a cork that fits the

bottle. The strip of zinc should be long enough for one

inch of the metal to be immersed in the fluid. The acetic

acid of the lead salt immediately attacks the zinc, forming

a soluble acetate of that metal. The lead is precipitated in

a beautiful feathery foim. As soon as an elegant little

t'lft is seen, withdraw the cork, and scrape oflf the lead on
to a piece of blotting-paper. As soon as it is dry, select a
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pretty piece to view with an inch or lower power under
the microscope. When a piece worth preserving is obtaiued,

mount it in Canada balsam, which will keep it from
tarnishing.

The curk with the zinc attached to it should be quickly-

replaced in the bottle, which must be left quite free from
shaking for a day or two. It is very interesting to watch
the gradual formation of the lead tree with a magnifying
glass. The tree will last for sume time if not disturbed,

and when it falls to pieces the smaller crystalline leaves

should be placed under the microscope. If melted lead is

slowly cooled, it forms octohedral crystals. In the experi-

ment just described the forms are arborescent, like the

frost figures with which a cold winter adorns our window-
panes. The exact character of the lead tree figures varies

according to the strength of the solution. The proportions

mentioned give the prettiest effect—that of large metallic

leaves composed of smaller feathery deposits. All the

soluble salts of lead are extremely poisonous, including the

acetate. It must therefore be used with care, and not

placed where inquisitive children may be tempted to ta-ste it.

A still more beautiful experiment may be made with the

formation of a silver tree. This metal crystallises in

arborescent forms as native silver, and sometimes in cubes

or octohedra. For our present purpose, get a solution of

five grains of crystallised nitrate of silver in one dram of

distilled water. If the water is quite free from chlorides

and certain other impurities, the solution will be clear, and
will keep for any length of time in a stoppered bottle.

Neither cork nor any other organic matter should be
allowed to come into contact with it. It is highly poisonous.

Melted and cast in sticks, nitrate of silver is the lunar

caustic of the doctors. It is also the active ingredient in

marking-inks, and stains the skin black, besides destroying

it, unless it is very dilute. A slate-blue man is still occa-

sionally seen, bearing for life that sad tint, the evidence of

having been doctored with this salt.

To obtain a silver tree, take up a drop of the solution on
a glass rod, and transfer it to the centre of an ordinary

glass slide, placed on the stage of the microscope, which
for this purpose should be horizontal, to prevent the drop

running. Focus the drop with an inch power, and then

put in the middle of it a piece of copper the size of a small

pin's head, which can be cut from a bit of bell wire.

Instantly the nitric acid will attack the copper, setting

free the silver, which forms numerous branches, something
like a Selaginella, and exquisitely brilliant in reflected light.

A dram of the solution will enable the experiment to

be repeated scores of times, and there are few that are more
striking. A fresh and bright particle of copper should be
used on each occasion. I do not sive a figure of the silver

tree, because its beauty depends very much upon the fine

colour of the pure metal, which no engraving could repro

duce. When quite dry the piece of copper should be
removed, and the tree can then be mounted in Canada
balsam ; but, unless the covering-glass is very gently super-

posed, the crystals are scattered and the beauty lost.

THE GAMBLING SPIRIT IN AMERICA.
By Eichard A. Proctor.

AT Monte Carlo the gambling spirit has shown itself

during the past few years in such a way as to startle

even those who have not been accustomed to regard gam-
bling with special horror. France, which encourages a

national system of gambling ; and Britain, whose betting

ways have long put her among the very foremost of the

gambling races, look on with pain and sorrow at a system
of gambling which seems dwarf-like compared with the

system of lotteries in France and British betting on
races. So easy is it to see the mote in another's eye while

a beam in our own is overlooked ! But, much as all

European nations are given to gambling in various

forms, Americans seem to have gone altogether beyond
them. In America boys of ten or twelve bet as resolutely

as bookmakers at a British race. Everything seems to

afford fit subject for wagering in America, insomuch that

betting expressions have become part of the language.

A man can hardly express agreement with another in

America save by saying, "You bet," or "you may go your
pile," or " bet your bottom dollar," or the like, " on that."

The progress of the Presidential election brought out the

betting element in a marked way throughout the length

and breadth of America. In every State of the Union,
north and south, east and west, betting men—by which one
may be said to mean nine out of ten of all the men and
boys iu America—backed their favourite candidate at the
current odds. These were publL'hed in the papers as

systematically, though not as exactly, as the betting on
races in England. A fibulous amount of money changed
hands over the results of the election, and preposterous

though it may seem, it is nevertheless true, that a large

part of the energy with which the results of the New
York election were canvassed had its origin simply in the

anxieties of betting men to get a good chance of hedging.

I can imagine no worse sign in a community than the

general prevalence of the gambling spirit. It is so rife in

my own country that I am making no attack specially on
America, or any vaunt respecting England, in saying this.

The gambling spirit is evidence of an immoral, unprin-

cipled nature. Those who find themselves possessed by it

should be as anxious about so evil a symptom as a man
would be who should find himself spitting blood or giving

other evidence of a disease affecting his whole physical

nature. A nation in which the gambling spirit is seen to

be prevalent is in a dangerous way, though it may well be

that the difference between one nation and another in this

respect is only apparent, and due to the circumstance

that in one nation gambling folk take a more prominent
position than in another. Just as one who had travelled

much in America might be disposed—if in England he

belonged to the classes which take no part in trade—to

imagine that a much larger portion of the American popu-

lation are engaged in business than in England, so may
the opinion be quite as mistaken that betting is very much
more prevalent among Americans than among ourselves.

We know that business men and tradesmen take a better

position and mix more in society in America than at home,

so that they are much oftener met. May it not well be

that the real fault in America (for serious fault there must
be somewhere) in regard to betting lies not in the much
greater prevalence of betting-folk, but in the circumstance

that they are suffered to intrude iu America into circles

whence in England they are excluded (unless they happen

to be titled or wealthy persons, when they are too easily

admitted into the company of the better - principled

portion of the community). American political life is

not only open to immoral and unprincipled men, but, as

has been only too strikingly shown of late years, honest

men are withdrawing themselves more and more care-

fully from it. Among the various office-holders and

dependents on office-holders in America, an immense

proportion are of just the class from which the betting

community is formed. Nay, poUtinal life in America is

itself a lottery, and a man must be very strongly imbued

with the gambling spirit to become a politician in the
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United States. After entering on political life in America,

a man's best chance of becoming rich lies in the judicious

application of his political iniluenca to furthering, at a

price, Buch finauoial schemes as come in his way. Politi-

cians in America see nothing wrong in this employment of

their influence. I have no douVjt Mr. Blaine was quite in

earne.st in saying that he had no reason to be ashamed of

anything which came out respecting his correspondence with

Mr. Fisher, though an English statesman (if one could con-

ceive anything of the kind happening in England) could

never have raised his head again after such a disclosure.

Nor do most other American politicians appear to have
been much surprised or ashamed at anything which
appeared in those Mulligan letters.

It seems tolerably manifest that we can make no com-
parison between American and English morality in matters

political, until we have an opportunity of observing how
matters proceed when the best classes in America take to

politics, and thrust to their deserved position in the back-

ground the adventurers who now disgrace the nation. It

may well be that then the gambling sjiirit will be found to

be no more widely prevalent in America than in oiir own
country. At present, it unquestionably is much more
obtrusive.

—

Newcastle Weekly Chronicle.

AN INTERESTING FAMILY.
By David Houston, F.L.S.

NOT at all uncommonly in the still, clear water of open
drains or sheltered ditches may be found a floating,

elongated, ragged, or sac-like net of green, buoyed one end
uppermost by a mesh-entangled bubble of gas evolved by
the living moieties of the singularly complex organism.
The net, as will be readily observed, varies considerably in

size ; but three or four inches long and one to one and
a-half inches deep may be taken as a typical full-growth
measurement.

-" Water-Net (HydroJic'yon), natural size.

Cooke.

This peculiar vegetable growth (Fig. 1) is an algal family
of very many individuals, each individual simply consisting
of an elongated or oblong cylindrical rod (Fig. 2) about a

Fig. 2.- A tiiigle cell or imiividual (very mucli enlai-ged) from the
Water-net colony.

line or so in length, brightened in the season of active
growth with a light or vivid green colour. Structurally,
each rod is made up of a mass of protoplasm enclosed in
an exceedingly thin cellulose wall forming a single histo-
logical element or cell. The green pigment or chlorophyll
is confined to the protoplasm, and to that part of the

protoplasm that lies immediately within the cell-wall,

leaving a slender, colourless portion in the central region
of the tiny plant.

Instead of living a life of comparative isolation, like a
great many unicellular and other simple alg.-e, these inte-

resting organisms elect to form special groups, or families,

and share together the seasonal ups and downs of quiet

vegetable life in the drainage-water of an unpolluted ditch.

In the formation of a colony, either end of any individual

cell meets one of the ends of each of two other cells, and,

as a geometrical result, meshes averaging about one-sixth

of an inch are constructed, each space being bounded by

Fig. 3.—One of the " Meshea " of Water-Net (magnified).

Cohn.
After

five cells (Fig. 3). The presence of a gelatinous substance
adhering to the outside of the cell walls—and, perhaps,

arising from a slow disintegration of the material of the
wall itself— is of very common occurrence among members
of the class of alga'. It is by virtue of the existence of this

jelly-like matter that the individuals of this family can
remain closely, although not organically, attached, and form
a net-like floating communitv, or sisterhood.

The plant, or rather the assemblage of plants, is known
" vulgarly " as the " water-net," while its scientific, generic

name of Hydrodictyon (Gr., hudor, water ; diktuoii, a

fishing-net) expresses exactly the same idea as tSe common
or simple one. There is—so far as is at present h.^own

—

only one species of Hydrodictyon (lf>jdrodict>jon lUricu-

lalum). It is distributed throughout the pure fresh waters

of Europe and North America, never, it seems, attaining

in any locality a size beyond a length of twelve inches, with

meshes of a third of an inch in diameter. Like all chloro-

phyll-bearing plants, the water-net is able to manufacture
starch under the influence of solar light and heat out of the

chemical elements of carbonic acid gas and water ; but, as

there is more oxygen proportionately present in the dioxide

of carbon and monoxide of hydrogen than in the molecules

of starch, a considerable quantity of pure oxygen is liberated

during the hours of sunshine, and it is from this source

that the gaseous body above referred to is kept in existence

day by day throughout the plant's active period of vegeta-

tive growth. The manufactured starch may be discovered

in the form of minute grains lying in the peripheral or

greenish region of the protoplasm ; but their presence can

be rendered clearly visible by treatment with solution of

iodine, under the action of which the grains will assume

a dark blue colouration. It is, of course, from this starch

and from protinaceous substances formed through the vital

activity of the plant, together with certain ever-essential

inorganic salts obtained from the drainage water, that the

protoplasm derives its constructive material or food, and

out of which it is able to build up new protoplasmic sub-

stance, enabling it to increase itself in size, and, in due

time, to attain an adult condition.

After a course of purely vegetative growth, during

which all the energies of the plant are directed to its
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nutrition and general self-interest, the different individuals

in the net like colony enter into a reproducuve stage,

whereby the preservation of the race will be secured after

th<3 death of the now-existing family. The changes about
to take place within the cell at this period are preceded by
a loss of the bright green colour so characteristic of the
organism, the starch also disappears, while a vast number
of little clear specks arise throughout the now quickly

modifying cell-contents. In a short time the protoplasmic
mass is broken up into a very great number (7,000 to

I'O.OOO) of roundish grains ((/onidia), which for a space of

half-an-hour or so move with a tremulous motion within

OOo

4.

^OO'x) ^-or^fTOGT^T^OOOP

—Portion of a cell of Water-net (magnified 400 times),

showing the formation of Micro-gonidia. (Cobn.)

the cell (Fig. 4). When they come to rest, they arrange

themselves by force of heredity, after the \isual plan of

cell-grouping observable in the adult colony ; then when
the old wall of the mother cell is finally absorbed, or other-

wise destroyed, a brood of cohering sister Hydrodictyon
plantlets escape to lead an independent existence in the

surrounding water. The individuals rapidly elongate, and,

still continuing to remain attached by their ends, the

group soon assumes the appearance of a miniature water-

net. After this, cell enlargement proceeds most actively
;

and, at the end of three or four weeks, the colony will have
attained full size and maturity.

©©J®

Fig. 5.—Single ilacro-gonidia (magnified COO times).

There is another, but less usual, way by which the

Hydrodictyon plant multiplies itself. Each individual

ceil, instead of breaking up its contents into the compara-

tively large gonidia (hence known as macro-yonidia), abov
ceferred to, resolves its protoplasmic mass into an enormou

iig. G.—Portion of cell (magnified 30U limes), slio>>ing escaping
ilicro-ganidia. (Cohn.)

number (30,000 to 100,000) of inconceivably small gonidia

{micro-r/onidia), which, instead of cohering amcng them-
selve?, rem*in perfectly free from one another and t. vcntnally

escape (Fig. G), as unwalled and ciliate spores (Fig. 7), by
the rupture of the old mother wall. By the agency of their

cilia they are able to move hither and thither throughout
the water and mix with similar t-pores, set free from the

cells of other water-nets. It would seem that these motile

bodies (generally described as zoospores) are of sexual phy-

^rt
Fig. 7.—Single Micro-gonidia (magnified 600 times).

siological importance, and tHat they conjugate with one
another during their brit-f period of activity. Toe con-

ditions under which the act of conjugation is effected are,

of course, entirely against the chances of self-fertilisation,

and thus the well-known benefits of a "cross" are fully

secured to the next succeeding algal generation. Imme-
diately upon conjugation beinij completed the dual mass
draws in its cilia, rounds itself off, forms for itself a resist-

ing cell-wall, and falls to the u.ud at the bottom of the

ditch, within or on the surface of which it lies in a still

or dormant condition fur a period of three or four months.

On the approach of spring vital activity is again resumed,

and for the next few months growth and development are

strictly confined to an enlai-gement of the cell. When
the cell has attained its maximum size, its contained

protoplasm breaks up into three, four, or five large

ovate zoospores that generally escape and move freely

through the surrounding water. But they soon become
motionless, and develop into single, mauy-sided cells,

from the angles of which long, horn-like processes in-

variably grow. Finally, the contents of each polyhedron

resolves itself into a group of two or three hundred gonidia

enclosed in an extremelj- delicate sac that protrudes ifc-elf

from the burst side of the containing cell, and these, after

about half-an-hour's tremulous motion, come to rest and
arrange themselves into a miniature net-like structure

which, eventually bursting the womb, escape, and, still

remaining attached to one another, gradually increase in

size and grow into a mature Hydrodictyon, only differing

from a noQ-sexually produced "net" in having a fewer

number of cells. But, such cells or individuals as these

that are the resulting offsprina; of a sexual act have had

their vital energies as it were renewed ; their constitutional

vigour and reproductive powers have been considerably

increased, and they have acquired a potential of growth

and multiplication that will enable them to run through

Eeveral non-sexual generations before they have exhausted

the present stock of available hereditary energy.

Tabulating, then, by way of a summary, the entire

possible life-history of Hydrodictyon, or water-net, we
have :—

•

Non sexDal generation multiplying by the formation of macro-

gonidia repeated for many generations.

Sexual generation multiplying by formation of micro-gonidia or

zoospores.

Coiijugation.

Resting spore.

Renewal of growth and enlargement of cell.

Conversion of entire cell-contents into 3—5 large zoospores.

Development of these into " polvhedra."

Formation of nnmerons gonidia within the polyhedra.

Arrangement of gonidia into an ordinary net colo y.

Non-sexual generation multiplying by maero-goni :a repeated for

many generations.

We are asVed to state that Mr. Higgins's book, " Museums of

Natural History," which was reviewed on p. 4S8, is published by
D. Marples & Co., of Liverpool.
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OUR TWO BRAINS.
By Eichaud A. PiiocTOR.

(Continued from p. 479.)

THE case of dual consciousness now to be considered is

a remarkable one. The original narrative of M.

Azam is somewhat prolix,—the following account is from an

article by Mi'. 11. J. Slack, in which the account has been

skilfully abridged.

The sul.jtct of the disorder, Felida X , was born in

Bordeaux in 1843. Until the age of thirteen she differed

in no respect from other girls. But about that time

symptoms of hysterical disorder presented themselves, and

although i-he was free from lung-disease, she was troubled

with frequent s-pitting of blood. After this had continued

about a jear, she for the first time manifested the pheno-

mena of double consciousness. Sharp pains attacked both

temples, and in a few moments she became unconscious.

This lasted ten minutes, after which she opened her

eyes, and entered into what M. Azam calls her second

state, in which she remained for an hour or two,

after which the pains and unconsciousness came on

again, and she returned to her ordinary condition.

At iutei vals of about five or six days, such attacks

were repeated ; and lier relations noticed that her

character and conduct during her abnoimal state were
changed. Finding also that in her uiual condition she

remembered nothing which had passed when she was in the

other state, they thought she was becoming idiotic; and
presently called in M. Azam, who was connected with a

lunatic as)lum. Fortunately, he was not so enthusiastic a

student of mental aberration as to recognise a case for the

lunatic asylum in every instanee of phenomenal mental

action. He found Felida intelligeiit, but melancholy,

morose, and ticiturn, very industrious, and with a strong

will. She was very anxious about her bodily health. At
this time the mental changes occurred more frequently than

before. Nearly every day, as she sat with her work on her

knees, a violent pain shot suddenly through her temples,

her head dropped upon her breast, her arms fell by her

sides, and she passed into a sort of sleep, from which neither

noises, pinches, nor pricks could awaken her. This condi-

tion lasttd now only two or three minutes. "She woke up
in quite another state, smiling gaily, speaking briskly, and
trilling {fredonnant) over her work, which she recommenced
at the point where she left it. She would get up, walk
actively, and scarcely complained of any of the pains she

had suflered from so severely a few minutes before. Sbe
busied herself about the house, paid calls, and behaved like

a healthy young girl of her age. In this state she remem-
bered perfectly all that had happened in her two conditions."

(In this respect her case is distinct from both the former,

and is quite exceptional. In fact, the inclusion of the

consciousness of both conditions during the continuance of

one condition only, renders her case not .strictly speaking
one of double consciousness, the two conditions not being
perfectly distinct from each other.) " In this second
life, as in the other, her moral and intellectual

faculties, though different, were incontestably sound.
After a time (which in 1858 lasted three or four

hours), her gaiety disappeared, the torpor suddenly
ensued, and in two or three minutes she opened her
eyes and re-entered her ordinary life, resuming any work
she was engaged in just where she left off lu this

state she bemoaned her condition, and was quite uncon-
scious of what had passed in the previous state. If asked
to continue a ballad she had been singing, she knew
nothing about it, and, if she had received a visitor, she

believed she had seen no one. The forgetfulnesa extended
to everything which happened during her second state, and
not to any ideas or information acquired before her illness."

Thus her early life was held in remembrance during both
her conditions, her consciousness in these two conditions
being in this respect single ; in her second or less usual
condition she remembered also all the events of her life,

including what had passed since these seizures began ; and
it was only in her more usual condition that a portion of

lier life was lost to her.—that, namely, which had passed
during her second condition. In 1858 a new phenomenon
was noticed as occasionally occurring—she would some-
times wake from her second condition in a fit of terror,

recognising no one but her husband. The terror did not
last long, however ; and during sixteen years of her mar-
ried life her husband only noticed this terror on thirty

occasions.

A painful circumstance preceding her marriage somewhat
forcibly exhiVjited the distinction between her two states of

consciousness. Rigid in morality during her usual con-

dition, she was shocked by the insults of a brutal neigh-

bour, who told her of a confession made to M. Azam diuing
her second condition, and accused her of shamming inno-

cence. The attack—unfortunately but too well founded as

far as facts were concerned—brought on violent convulsions,

which required medical attendance during two or three

hours. It is important to notice the difference thus indicated

between the character of the personalities corresponding to

her two conditions. " Her moral faculties," says M. Azam,
" were incontestably sound in her second life, though dif-

ferent,"—by which, be it understood, he means simply that

her sense of right and wrong was just during her second

condition, not, of course, that her conduct was irreproachable.

She was in this condition, as in the other, altogether respon-

sible for her actions. But her power of self-control, or rather

perhaps the relative power of her will as compared with

tendencies to wrong-doing, was manifestly weaker during
her second condition. In fact, in one condition she was
ojipressed and saddened by pain and anxiety, whereas in the

other she was almost free from pain, gay, light-hearted, and
hopeful. Kow I cannot altogether agree with Mr. Slack's

remark, tbat if, during her second state, "she had committed
a robbery or an assassination, no moral responsibility could

have been assumed to rest upon her with any certainty, by
any one acquainted with her history,'' for her moral faculties

in her second condition being incontestably sound, she was
clearly responsible for her actions while in that condition.

But certainly, the question of punishment for such an offence

would be not a little complicated by her twofold personality.

To the woman in her ordinary condition, remembering
nothing of the crime committed (on the supposition we are

dealing with), in her abnormal condition, punishment for

that crime would certainly seem unjust, seeing that ber

liability to enter into that condition had not in any degree

depended on her own will. The drunkard who, waking in

the morning with no recollection of the events of the past

night, finds himself in gaol for some crime committed during

that time, although he may think the punishment he has to

endure severe measure for a crime of which in his ordinary

condition he is incapable, knowsat least that he is respon-

sible for placing himself under that influence which made
the crime possible. Supjjosing even he had not had suf-

ficient experience of his own character when under the

influence of liquor, to have reason to fear he might be guilty

of the ofl'euce, he yet perceives that to make intoxication

under any circumstances an excuse for crime would be most
dangerous to the community, and that he suffers punishment
justly. But the case of dual consciousness is altogether

different, and certainly where responsibility exists under both
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conditions, while yet impulse and the restraining power of

will are diflerently related in one and the other condition,

the problem of satisfying justice is a most perplexing one.

Here are in effect two different persons residing in one
body, and it is impossible to punish one without punishing

the other also. Supposing justice waited until the abnormal
condition was resumed, then the offender would probably

recognise the justice of punishment ; but if the effects of

the puni.shment continued until the usual condition returned,

a person would suffer who was conscious of no crime. If

the offence were murder, and if capital punishment were
inflicted, the ordinary individuality, innocent entirely of

murder, would be extinguished along with the first, a mani-

fest injustice. As Huxley says of a similar case, "the
problem of responsibility is here as complicated as that of

the prince-bishop, who swore as a prince and not as a

bishop. ' But, your highness, if the prince is damned, what
will become of the bishop 1' said the peasant."*

(To he continued.)

CHAPTERS ON MODERN DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.

VIII.—THE FRAMEWORK OF THE DWELLING-HOUSE
(continued).

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTION.

A MODEL outhouse, designed to work in conjunction

with the dry-earth or ash system, or a combination of

both, ought to be constructed in such a way as to provide

an arrangement which shall be wholesome and economical.

Its mechanical parts should embrace :— (i) An apparatus

for separating the ashes from the cinders in such a manner
that the former shall find its way into a hopper-box, from
which it can be discharged in suitable quantities over the

fiBcal matters by means of a crank and pull-handle, whilst

the cirders are entirely and automatically thrown into a

compartment, from whence they can be readily removed for

future use. (ii) The waste soil ought to be received into a

pail of such a shape and size, and so placed, that the earth

or ashes shall completely cover its contents ; an intervening

mechanical partition, made to screen the soil, is desirable,

though not iudispensaVjle. Of course, the pail ought to be

capable of being easily removed ; or, it a vault be used, it

should admit of being thoroughly cleared with the utmcst
facility, (iii) A separate receptacle or bin ought to adjoin

the outhouse for the reception of house-sweepings, garbage,

<fec.

Experimental researches have shown that the water

system of sewage is not only defective, because of its bane-

ful influences over our water supply and the general health

of the public, but that it is wasteful, almost to an alarming

degi-ee. The soil becomes impoverished of those ingre-

dients which nature seeks to restore through an equalised

balance of plant and animal life, but it is in a great

measure thwarted by this intervention of man. Most of

the valuable constituents of the soil are practically lost

;

they only help to induce contamination of the atmosphere,

instead of re-taking their part in the enrichment of the

earth. When the process of mechanical separation is

* Should any doubt whether these conditions of dual existence

are a reality (a doubt, however, which the next case dealt with
in the text should remove), we would remind them that a similar

difficulty unmistakably existed in the case of Eng and Chang,
the Siamese twins. It would have been almost impossible to

inflict any punishment on one by which the other would not have
suffered, and capital punishment inflicted on one would have
involved the death of the other.

applied, the sludge that remains behind is almost valueless,

because it is deprived of many essential components which
cannot be replaced except by artificial means. Fortunately,

there are chemical processes which deal adequately with
sewage, and these ought always to be called into use where
they can be conveniently applied. In former issues we
drew the attention of our readers to the ABC process of

the Native Guano Company ; we are glad to be able to

record that their efforts to utilise sewage have been duly
recognised and rewarded by the Councils of both the

"Fisheries" and the "Health" Exhibitions with the

highest possible awards.

What we desire to point out now, however, is, the way
in which the waste matters of a household can be best con-

verted into valuable material, in a thoroughly wholesome
way. Those who possess moderately large sized gardens

would do well to adopt the earth and abh systems of treat-

ment without delay, and without applying to the necessarily

tardy local authorities for any assistance. They will find,

by the use of Moiile's " Patent Earth System " or Morrell's

"Patent Self-acting Cinder-sifting Ash-closet System,"

that they will be able to secure an adequate supply of

mould of the very best manurial quality for their own
grounds, and at the same time completely cut themselves

ofl'from foul sewers, with their innumerable disadvantages,

necessitating costly trajped drains with inspecticn pipes and

orifices, which, if we may be allowed to speak figuratively,

have a kind of predisposition to get out of order periodically.

Moreover, they can secure all these advantages at but a

moderate outlay for new out-houses and s| ecial earth-

closets. In our descriptive notes, to follow hereafter, we
shall give a few specific examples of the best forms of

apparatus already introduced.

The dry earth system is undoubtedly the best from a

sanitary aspect. Earth of a loamy nat'ire, perfectly dry

(yet not so dry as to fly into a dust when u.sfd), and finely

sifted, ought to be employed ; if these precautions are taken,

not only will it act as a perfect deodoriser and disinfectant,

but, in combining with the waste soil, form a paiticularly

rich manure, which can be used to the greatest advantage

in the garden, and when produced in excess, can always be

sold fcr a good price. Sand should never be used, as it is

neither absorbent, deodorising, nor disinfectant. We Jiave

no doubt that if a large body of householders in each

suburb of this city were to decide to use the earth system,

the local authorities would very sron commence to send

their collecting carts round frequently and regularly ; or, if

they do not do so, ihey would net be at a loss to find

capitalists to collect and tj pay for house refuse of such

good quality.

It may be urged by some persons that finely-sifted and

dried loam cannot be readily procured, but we have no

hesitation in stating that the authorities or other collectors

would find it worth their while to supply the required

earth in place of the valuable manure. Then, there is

another very weighty argument in its favour. Let ns sup-

pose that suitable earth cannot really be obtained ; an

unfailing supply of ashes are to be found in every house-

hold, and will, under Morrell's ashsystem, be found amply

adequate to the requirements of the C2se. By that pro-

cess the ashes are carefully separated fiora the cinders;

the former is substituted, either wholly or in part, for the

earth, whilst the latter, which are undesirable in a manure,

are stored for reburning. There is no waste, whilst the

refuse is doubly utilised in this application of the one to the

other ; the sum total being an actual diminution in quantity

of house refuse, with the manufacture of a valuable and

saleable product.

Ashfs mixed with the manure have been repe&,tedly
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condemned by agriculturists; but we think that most of

such observations are founded upon an iraperfeot knowledge
of the process*, and its slovenly application in experiment.

Thus, the ashes must be deprived of their associated par-

ticles of cinders, for the latter favour deoompositiou and
are injurious to plants in a manure. The analyses of

various samples of coal-ash, on tlie c ntrary, show that they

are (^f great value in the enrichment of the soil. Dr.
Stockhardt, in his address on the " Chemistry of Agricul-

ture," says :
—" Notwithstanding that this ash is frequently

so little valued as to be thrown away, it deserves to be
made use of in agriculture, in the first place because it

contains, besides small quantities of alkalies, lime and
sulphuric acid (gypsum), consequently direct sustenance
for plants ; in the second place, because from the same
circumstance, as also from the clay it contains, it has the
power to deprive putrefying substances of their odour, and
to fix their ammonia, so that it cannot evaporate." This is

practically substantiated by the evidence given some time
ago in the Quarterly Review, as follows :

—

A correspondent of the Paria Journal of Agriculture, seeing the
amount of ashes thrown away annually, and considering that Sir
Humphrey Davy and other chemists have found by analysis that
ashes contain many substances which contribute to vegetable life

—such as sulphate of potash and lime, alumina, and silica—has
made some interesting experiments. In the autumn, he filled three
flower-pots with coal-ashes, without any admixture vrith any other
substaiace ; in the one pot he sowed wheat, in the other oats, and
iz the third strawberry-seeds. The pots were then placed in a
garden, and left to themselves. In the month of March the plants
were in a very thriving condition ; and in April were luxuriant.
The wheat and oats ripened perfectly, the grains being large and
heavy, and the straw, in the case of the wheat, fifty-five inches, and
that of the oats forty-three inches high. The strawberry-plants
continued to flourish until October, when it was necessary to trans-
plant them, and, after being planted ont on the open ground, they
succeeded so well that the writer saya they surpassed all other
seedlings.

, Thus we find that there are methods open to us whereby,
with a decreased aggregate expenditure, we are enabled to
free our houses from their greatest source of evil, the
sewers, and, in doing so prevent the pollution of rivers
and other water-supplies, upon which the hi-alth of the
community so largely depends ; and the best of all this is,

that it can be accomplished \ty the utilisation of refuse
products In the instance of new houses, not already
provided with the water-closet system, we would strongly
recommend the builder to adopt the provisions we have
described, and thus to save himself a heavy outlay, and at
the same timn help to commute the sufferings of the people
from an already too-polluted conditiou of things.

"The Pern Portfolio" Volume.—The Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledije will publish, as a Christmas-book, the com-
pleted volume of Mr. Francis (Jeorge Heath's " Fern Portfolio,"
which will ificlude upwards of sixty figures, life size, coloured from
nature, and comprising all the species of ferns found in the British
Islands.

The Anti-Tivisectionists.—It is hardly necessary for us to say
that the anti-vivisectionists and auti-vaccinationisis do not stop
at equivocation, or even at deliberate lying, in their desire to in-
fluence public opinion. Two of them have, wo are glad to see
been brought to book. One Ernst Weber has recently been sen-
tenced to eight weeks' imprisonment for having, in the journal of
which he is ediior, published, under the heading " Vivisection of a
Man," a statement that about eight years ago a Jewish physician
had made a po»t-mortem examination of a man while only ap-
parently dead, and therefore had performed vivisection on him.
Dr. I'elz, who had performed tlio poat-mcirtem in question, sum-
moned bim before a court of justice with the above result. A
clergym.an of Miinater also, who was the author of the article, was
sentenced to six weeks' imprisonment.—ifedtca! Press and Circular.

FIRST STAR LESSONS.
By Richard A. Peoctor.

THE constellations included in the set of maps are

numbered throughout as follows :

—

22. Carreer, the Crab (the
cluster is the Beehive).

23. Leo, the Lion (a, Regulus).

24. T'iri;o, the Virgin (o, Spica) .

25. Libra, the Scales.

26. Ophiuchus, the Serpent
Holder.

27. Aquila,theEagle(a,Altair).
28. Delphinus, the Dolphin.

29. ./iiji<an'ii«, the Water Carrier.

30. Pisces, the Fishes.

! 31. Cetu.<!, the Sea Monster (o,

Mira, remarkable va-
riable).

32. Erida/ius, the River.

33. Orion, the Giant Hunter
(a, Betelgeux ; /3, Rigel).

34. Canis Minor, the Lesser Doj
(a, Procyon).

35. Hydra, the Sea Serpent (a,

Alphard).
36. Crater, the Cup (a, Alices).

37. Corvus, the Crow.
38. Scorpio, the Scorpion (a,

.4n tares).

39. Sagittarius, the Archer.

40. Capricornus, the Sea Goat.

41. Piscis Australis, the Sou-
thern Fish (a, Fomal-
haut).

42. Lepus, the Hare.
43. Columba, the Dove.

44. Canis Major, the Oreaier

Dog (o, Sirius).

45. Argo, the Ship.

1. Ursa Miner, the Little Bear
(a, the Pole Star).

2. Draco, the Dragon (a,

Thuban)
3. Cepheus, King Cepheus.
4. Cassiopeia, the Lady in the

Chair.

5. Perseus, the Champion (/3,

Algol, famous variable).
G. Auriga, the Charioteer (a,

Capella)
7. Ursa Major, the Greater

Bear (a,
ft, the Pointers).

8. Canes Yenatici, the Hunting
Dogs (o. Cor Caroli).

9. Coma Berenices, Queen
Berenice's Hair.

10. Bootes, the Herdsman (a,

Arcturus).
11. Corona Borealis, the Nor-

thern Croun,
12. Serpens, the Serpent.
13. Hercules, the Kneeler.
14. Lyra, the Lyre (a, Vega).
15. Cygnus, the Swan (a,

Arided ; ft, Albires).

16. Peganus, the Winged Horse.

17. Andromeda, the Chained
Lady.

18. Triangula, the Triangles.

19. Aries, the Ram.
20. Tatirus, the Bull (a, Alde-

baran ; rj, Alcyone, chief
Pleiad).

21. Gemini, the Twins (a.

Castor ; ft, Pollux).

THE RACERS OF THE SEA.

WHETHER or not there shall be such rapid strides io

the improvement of navigation on the ocean in the
next three hundred years as there has been since 1543,

when Captain Blasco de Garry, of the Spanish navy, tried

a vessel of 209 tons at Barcelona, Spain, the motive-power
of which consisted of a cauldron of boiling water and a

movable wheel suspended on each side of the vessel, remains
to be answered by future generations. It does, however,

seem that it can hardly be possible that as great improve-

ments can be made in the next sixty-five years as there

have been since the rudely-constructed American steamship

Savannah made the passage from Savannah to Liverpool,

in 1819, in twenty-six days with the aid of sails and 8team>

Since the Guion Steamship Line put under its flag the pala-

tial aud fleet steamship Arizona, which was the first of the

sevend-iys ships to be run in the New York and Liverpool

trade, those interested in the transatlantic steamship traflie

have put forth their energies to exceed the fii-st eflTorts bj
building a little larger and faster vessels than their neigh-

bours. This interest is not alone confined to builders and
owners, but extends to the difference in models and ton^

nage of these fast vessels. Many inquiries are made as to

the quickest trips across the Atlantic ; the fastest average

trips ; the greatest distance in twenty-four hours, and so

forth.

Since the Arizona made a revolution in ocean speech,

there have been the following large and fast vessels built

for the transatlantic trade :—The Alaska and Oregon for

the Guion Line, the latter since transferred to the Cunard .

the America for the National Line ; the Austral and City
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December 23 at 10 o'clock.

December 26 at 9J o'clock.

December 30 at 9 i o'clock.

NIGHT SKY FOR DECEMBER (Second Map of Paik),

Showing the heavens as they appear at the following hours :

—

January 14 at 8J o'clock.

January 18 at 8i o'clock.

January 22 at S o'clock.

January 3 at 9^ o'clock.

January 7 at 9 o'clock.

January 10 at Sf o'clock.

of Rome for the Anchor Line ; the Gallia, Servia, Aurania,

and TJmbria for the Cunaid Line ; the Elbe, Em?, Fulda,

Werra, and Eider for the North German Lloyd ; the Ham-
monia for the Hamburg-American Line ; the Normandie
for the French Transatlantic ; the AVesternland and Noord-

land for the Red Star Line ; and the Chateau Yquem and

the Chateau Margaux for the Bordeaux Line. The
Britannic and Germanic, of the White Star, and the City

of Berlin, though not inchuled in the list of those built since

the Arizona, may be included among the fast vessels, as

they have made remarkably quick passage?. For the pur-

pose of comparison the time made between New York and
Southampton of the North German Lloyd, the distance

being 3,100 miles ; and the time made between New YorB:

and Plymouth, and New York and Havre, of tie Hamburg-

American steamers, a distance of 2,980 and 3,150 miles

(maritime miles) are given herewith.

As to the fastest average passages made in the past

three years, the Aiizona is entitled to claim the pennant,

while the Oregon has made the fastest average trips of

the past twelve montlis. The Oregon h?s also made the

quickest time, 6 days 10 hours and 10 minute?, from

Sandy Hook to Queenstown. This is with four hours and

tweuty-two minutes difference of tim? between the two

points added. The distance made was 2,861 miles, an

average speed of 181 (maritime) miles an hour. Tlie
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Oregon has also made the best day's run on record, on
April 19 last covering 472 miles in twenty-four hours, an
average of 19| maritime miles, or 22 /^ land miles, an
hour. A sea mile is 6,080 running feet, and a land mile

5,280 feet.

The following table will .show at a glance a comparison
of speed of each vessel, and also the quickest trip which
each vessel has made both ways :

—

Steamera. Line.

Oregon Canard .

America National 6
Alaska Gnion G
Anrania Cunard 6
Servia Cunard 7
City of Eorae... Anchor 7
Arizona Gnion 7
Britannic White Star... 7
Austral Anchor 7
Umbria Cunard
Germanic Wliite Star... 7
City of Berlin. ..Inman 7
GaUia Cunard 7

Kew Tork
to

Queenstown.
d. h. m.
6 10 10
6 14 18
G 18 37
R 22 50

00 55
1 00
3 38
12 41

00

Queenstown
to

New York,
d. h. m.

12 54
15 41
21 40
21 55
2

2

G

15 17
15 48
18 32

27
00
7

7 11

6 00
11 00
11 37
14 12

16 32

Speed
per
hour.

18-5

180
17-5

171
16-9

16-9

166
lG-4

IGl
159
158
15-6

15-5
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savage, in the presence of recurring light and darkness, of

the clouds lifting and dispersing before the sunrise, has his

legend of a time when this was not so, but when heaven

and earih were closed in, one upon the other, till some hero

thrust them apart. And, to his rude intelligence, the con-

ception of night as a devouring monster might easily "start

the notion of other swallowing and disgorging beings."

This is, however, subordinate to the explanation which Mr.

Lang's method gives. " Just as the New Zealander had

conceived of heaven and earth as at one time united, to the

prejudice of their children, so the ancestors of the Greeks

had believed in an ancient union of heaven'and earth. Both
by Greeks and Maoris, heaven aud earth were thought of

as living persons, with human parts and passions. Their

union was prejudicial to their children, and so the children

violently separated their parents.*

E.c uno disce omiies. Such rational explanation of the

irrational element in the myth of Cronus is equally appli-

cable and conclusive in regard to myth all the world over,

nor to myth alone, but to the old theologies in which the

gods are associated with animals and worshipped under
their forms. Of this Mr. Lang finds pertinent illustrations

in Apollo, among whose many names is Smintheus, which

may be rendered " Mouse Apollo," or " Apollo, Lord of

Mice." Some of the Greek gods were sculptured with
animal heads, although more often the images of the

animals consecrated to them were placed in their hands, or

the creatures themselves were kept in the inner sanctuary.

So striking was the contrast between the insignificant mice,

and the glorious, powerful sun-god A|jo11o, that the connec-

tion of the two jiuzzltd the Greeks, and was accounted

for in divers ways. The mouse was said to be endowed with

the gift of projihecy, and was in consequence associated with

the god who possessed wisdom as great as that of Zeus him-
self Or, as Welbeck suggests, Apollo, as prototype of the

Pied Piper of Hameliu, had freed the land from a plague of

vermiu, for deliverance from whose ravages the German
peasants crowd their churches to this day. Of course, the

solar theorist's, " darkening counsel by words without

knowledge," see in the presence of the mouse in ancient

shrines of the sun-god a further proof of polyonomy. But
space must not be wasted on more than this bare reference,

since the explanation which Mr. Lang suggests, although

only as conjectural, seems conclusive. Seeking for

parallel illustrations in both the Old and New World,
their value increasing with the square of the distance,

he finds the most striking one in the ancient Peru-

vian religion. The dynasty of the Incas boasted of

descent from the sun, and the worship of that orb

became the State religion, but, like Christianity with

_ Paganism, it so far tolerated the older animal-worship
which it supplaijted as to collect the tribal animal gods

into its temples, so that side by side with the Master of

Life and the Sun were creatures small and great. "Just
as in Peru the tribes adored ' vile and filthy ' animals

;

just as the solar worshi|) of the Incas subordinated these;

just as the huacas of the beasts remained in the temples

of the Peruvian Sun ; so, we believe, the tribes along the

Mediterranean coast had at some very remote pre historic

period their animal pacarissas. These were subordinated

to the religion (to some extent solar) of Apollo, and the

huacas, or animal idols, survived in Apollo's temples."t

That is to say, Apollo as mouse-god is totemic. The
barbarous ancestors of the Greeks believed, as do bar-

barous races still, in their descent from animals or

plants, known as their totem—a belief which profoundly

affects their social relations and customs, preventing

* Pp. 49, 50. t Page 107-

unions between sexes of the same totem-name, and
the eating of the creature from which descent is claimed.

Of the belief in their mouse-ancestry among primitive

Greek tribes, proofs occur both in place-names and badges,

and although there is an alternative explanation of the con-

secration of mice to Apollo as votive ofierings, it can
scarcely be entertained in face of the corroborative evidence

of like survivals in remote religions, and among different

races. Of these survivals another and very curious example
is the use of the same instrument in the Bacchic customs
attending the worship of Dionysus, and in barbaric ritual

This instrument consists of a piece of wood sharpened at

both ends, to one of which string is fastened. Twisted
about the finger and whirled round and round, it makes
a booming din dear to the noise-loving boys, by whom it

was known as the " bull-roarer." But among botli ancient

and modern barbarians it acquired a sacred and magic
character. It is found in use at this day among barbaric

tribes in both hemispheres as a signal summoning the men
together for performance of certain mysterious and secret

celebrations, and at the same time waving ofl' the women
under pain of death. Mr. Lang cites evidence of its use in

the Dionysiac mysteries from classic and patristic authori-

ties, and draws the conclusions which the anthropologist

must endorse— that, if we find so easily-invented an instru-

ment as the " bull-roarer " in the mysteries of the most
civilised of ancient peoples, the most probable explanation is,

that the Greeks retained both the mysteries, the bull-roarer,

the habit of bedaubing the initiate, the torturing of boys,

the sacred absurdities, the antics with serpents, the dances

and the like, from the time when their ancestors were in

the savage condition.* Space does not allow other than

meagre reference to the chapters on " Star Myths,' the
" Divining Eod," and the " Moly and Maudragora." In

the first of these the names of stars (the finding of which
was to the old lady a greater marvel than the ascertainment

of their constitutions and distances), both singly and in

groups, retained on our celestial charts and globes, con-

stellations in which we can see no likeness of anything in

heaven above or earth beneath, are shown to be the

survivals of savage conceptions of the heavenly bodies as

living beings. In the latter of these chapters the lingering

superstitions in virtue, arid even consciousness, residing in

sticks and grotesque-looking objects, are illustrated witb

abundance of apposite fact.

The chapter entitled " A Far-Travelled Tale " should be

read in conjunction with Mr. Long's introduction to
" Grimm's Stories,"! as dealing with the intricate and

interesting subject of the mode of diffusion of tales wide-

spread as the myth of Jason. For behind that subject lies

the larger question of the movements and intermixture of

races, upon which the possession of legends common to

them all may throw light.

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

Tables and Memcrrandafor Mechanics, Engineers, Archi-

tects, d-c. By Francis Smith. (London : Crosby Lock-

wood & Co. 1885.)—Into a tiny volume 2| in. long,

1| in. -wide, and | in. thick, Mr. Smith has contrived to

pack an enormous amount of information, of daily and even

hourly use among those for whom it is intended. Weights,

measures, " quantities " of all descriptions, surveying,

trigonometry, agricultural memoranda, rules and memo-
randa in connection with steam-engines and boilers, knots

and splices, and even " useful suggestions in cases of acci-

dent or illness," are a few of the multifarious subjects

* p. 77.

t rid." Grimm's Household Stories.'' 2 vols. Bell & Sons.
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dealt with in a book which may be easily carried in the

waistcoat pocket.

Derital Caries. By Henry Sewill, M.RO.S. and L.D.S.

(London: Baillicre, Tindall, & Cox. 1884.)—We have

heard a dentist declare that, fifty years hence, there will not

be a man, woman, or child in the kingdom with a sound set

of teeth in his or her head. Even if we regard this as a

species of professional hyperbole, the fact remains that

caries (or decay) of the teeth is becoming most alarmingly

common, and hence the interest of Mr. Sewill's book, not

only to the members of his own profession, but to millions

in every rank of life. He deals in great detail with the

whole subject, explaining the causes, symptoms, and effects

of caries in a very intelligible manner. Probably, though,

the chapter on " The Prevention of Dental Caries " is that

which is of the more immediate importance to the non-

professional reader, to whcse perusal we commend it.

Methods and Results. Report of a Conference on Oravitij

Delerminations. (Washington : Government Printing-

office. 1883 )—In consequence of a letter addressed by

Lieut. -Colonel Herschel, R.E., to the Superiotendent of the

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, relative to the

best method of prosecuting pendulum observations, and

their scientific value, a conference met at the Coast Survey

Office in May, 1882, the report of which lies before us.

Of the great importance of the results of accurately-con-

ducted pendulum experiments to the Geodesist, the Phy-

sicist, and even the Geologist, it is needless to insist here
;

and the very practical suggestions in this Report cau

scarcely fail to be of the highest value to all who are either

(jersonally engaged in such experiments, or may afterwards

have to employ their results either for study or calculation.

Destiny; or Man's Will-means and Will ends. By
Arthur Young. (London: Houlaton & Sonc.)—This

astonishing work consists of thirty-one diagrams, with

accompanying (we hardly like to call it descriptive) letter-

press. Diagram 1 looks like the Union Jack reposing on

a circular diatom ; on each of the eight arms of which

is written the name of some axis— " spirit," or tlie like.

Then, after the repetition of this arrangement in diagram •_',

we have a series of black crosses, studded with discs, con-

taining eight armed crosses, each arm, or rather each

opposite pair of arms, being inscribed with the name of

some science, art, mode of feeling, &c. As a specimen of

the extremely intelligible character of the explanation (?) of

these marvellous hieroglyphics given by their author, we
quote, absolutely at random, from the bottom of page 7 :

—

^' G. The Deductive-Explications of Man's Intellect means-

•of-space, as Po.sitive Pole of his Will-Necessity-Means, con-

clude this reading, and give us the Generalisations and

Classifications of the Will-Means of Analogy as Concomitant

of his Trinity (Father, Mother, Child) of C.jllectivity's Voca-

tions of Aspiration,"— Need we quote further .'

The Assay and Analysis of Iron and Steel. By
Thomas Bayley. (London : E. ik F. N. Spon. 1884 )—
In a volume so compact and portable that it may be easily

carried in the pocket, ]Mr. Bayley has furnished the metal-

lurgist and assayer with a most valuable little manual on

the analysis of iron and steel. No one possessing a modt rate

acquaintance with practical chemistry need be at a lo^s for

a single instant with this work in his hands. The direc-

tions are as plain and perspicuous as they can be, and are

supplemented by woodcuts of all the apparatus employed,

tables of atomic weights, itc. Mr. Bayley has produced an

extremely useful book.

Origin of Cultivated Plants, by Alphonse de Candolle,
International Scientific Series. (London : Kegan, Paul,

Trench, k Co., 1884.)—Indispensable to the professed

botanist. M. de Cmdolle's exhaustive work must com-

mend itself to a wide circle of more general readers from
the mass of information it contains on a subject in which
we have all so direct a ])ersoi)al interest. No less than 247
species of plants are traced to their origin in the volume
btfore u^", which displajs an amount of erudition, to say
nothing of painstaking labour, which cannot fail to im-

press the reader, and give him confidence in the conclu-

sions of tlie author. Many of his results are sufficiently

striking. We learn, for example, that while wljeat, beans,

lentils, the tig, millet, the olive, and rice have been in culti-

vation for many thousands of year;*, the potato, the Jeru-

salem artichoke, tobacco, the capsicum, the pineapple, and
the tomato have only been cultivated within a compara-
tively I'ecent period ; while many of our ordinary vege-

tables occupy intermediate positi'ms in the chronology of

the subject. The study of a book so worthily sustaining

the reputation of its predecessors in the same series cannot

fail to indue economic botany with a new and additional

interest ; and to all who wish to learn the origin and
history of many of their mort familiar forms of food,

clothing, medicine, Ac, derived from the vegetable world,

we can commend M. de Candolle's book. His discussion

of the history of flax (pp. 119 to 130) will serve as an
example ot the thoroughnes,s of his research.

Madness and Crime. By Clark Bell. Reprinted from
the Medico-Legal Journal, New York, 1884.—The mad
doctors (we humlily apologise, we mean the "Professors of

Psychological Medicine ' ) seem to be making a strenuous

elTort, at the present moment, to interfere with the adminis-

tration of criminal justice in a fashion which we venture to

think is opposed to some of the most rudimentary principles

of our jurisprudence. These gentry appear to hold a tacit

theory that no man ever commits a murder when he is

sane ; that tlieir dictum is to settle the question of the

amount of insanity which, so to speak, absolves a prisoner

from responsibility, and, in fact, that a judge and jury are

rather incumbrances and hindrances than otherwise, when
the qviestiou of punishing a more than usually savage

murderer is concerned. Of course, they do not say this,

totidem verbis. Their utterances are much more euphe-

mistic ; but they are certainly putting forth claims in the

direction at which we have hinted, the recognition of

which can scarcely fail to do serious mischief. If it goes

forth that eccentricity is an excuse for murder, no man's

life will be safe. The sole object of capital punishment is the

protection of society ; and if hanging one murderer s Jtfering

under a delusion (always supposing that he knows that he

is committing a crime) will save the lives of half a dozen

peaceable citizens only, then should he be hanged straight-

way and without compunction.

Brickwork. ByF. Walker. (Wf ale's Series.) (London:
Crosby, Lock wood, &, Co. 1885.)—This is an admirable

practical manual for the bricklayer ; one of its di-tinctive

recommendations residing in the fact that it not only gives

explicit directions for the merely manual operations of

bricklaying, but explains the theory of theai as well. The
advantage to the artificer of not merely knowing how to

do a thing, but why to do it, is inestimable. The i hapter

on Geometry as applied to the art cannot fail to be useful

to the workman who aspires to excel in it. Nor is this

little volume without its value for every one about to build

either on a large or small scale ; as the explanations given

of the mode of getting out foundations, of the various

forms ot " bond," &c., may enable the owner to detect

scamping, and the improper use of the material employed.

A Synopsis of Elementary Results in Pure and Applied

Mathematics. By G. S. Carr, M.A. (London : F. Hodg-
son. 1884.)—Sections X., XI., and Xll., of Mr. Can s

first volume lie before us, and include a miss of examples
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in the Calciihis of Variations, DilFerenlial Equations, itc,

(ike. ; comprising propositions, formul.-f, and methods of

analysis, with abridged demonstration. The mathematical

student will derive real assistance from this synopsis, which

is the outcome of an obviously enormous amount of honest

work.

Evolution in History, Language, and Science. Four
addresses delivered at the commencement of the Twenty-

fifth Session (1884-85) of the Crystal Palace Company's
School of Art, Science, and Litei-ature. (London : Crystal

Palace Company. 1884.)—The addresses collected under

the above title were delivered by Dr. ZeifB, the Rev. W.
Hales, Mr. H. E. Maiden, and the Eev. R. Thornton, and
tleal respectively with the study of general history, the

scientific study of geography, hereditary tendencies as ex-

hibited in history, and vicissitudes of the English language.

Those who have the interests of education at heart, as con-

tradistinguished from the detestable system of cram now in

vogue, may profit by the perusal of these lectures. If they

afford anything like a faithful reflex of the system and
character of the instruction in the schools whence they

issue, then may the Crystal Palace Company congratulate

itself on worthily ministering to the educational wants of

the'country.

Christmas Gleams. Edited by W. E. Hodgson. (Glas-

gow : David Bryce & Son. 1884.)— Poems, ghost stories

(satisfactorily cleared up), and other tale?, by such contri-

butors as Mr. W. H. JIallock, Mrs. Lynn Linton, Lord
liosslyn, &c., make up this Christmas number.
Romance and Reality. By Francis Ne.vle. (London :

J. W. Palmer i Co.)—This is the biography of a man
who, beginning as a child by selling for sixpence a blue

Cape triangular postage-stamp, which he picked up in the

street in Hackney, has become one of the largest stamp-

dealers in the woild.

The Coinpendioits Calculator. By Daniel O'Gormax,
corrected and extended by J. E. Young. 26th Edition.

Revised by C. Norris. (London : Crosby Lockwood i Co.

1885).—This is the twenty-sixth edition of that well-

known work, O'Gorman's " Intuitive Calculations," a fact

testifying, perhaps, as strongly to its value as any that

could be adduced. It would be difficult to exaggerate the

usefulness of a book like this to every one engaged in com-

merce, or manufacturing industry. Crammed full as it is

with rules and formula' for shortening and employing cal-

culations in money, weights, and measures of every sort

and description. Without selecting an example from
either of the divisions devoted to a special trade, we will

pick one out at random from what we may term the more
general part of the work. To multiply by any number of

jiines. Rule : Add as many ciphers to the right-hand of

the multiplicand as there are nines in the multiplier, and
from the result subtract the original multiplicand, the

remainder will be the product. Multiply 2368 by 999.

2368000
2368

Product 2365632

The whole work is full of similar " dodges " for shorten-

ing and simplifyiug calculation.

Before I Began to Speak. By a Baby. (London : Fleet

Printing Works.)—The particularly precocious infant who
relates his prelocutory experiences in this little tract, gives

numerous hints as to the management of babies generally,

which may be studied with profit by all to whose charge

they are committed.
We have also on our table. In the Watches of the Night,

Vol. 5 (Remington .fc Co.), Our Monthly (Rangoon), The
Tricyclist, and the Medical Press and Circidar.

i¥li5rfllanra.

A New Process of Photographic Printing.—The idea of coat-
ing paper with a gelatino-bromide of silver foUowed obviously
enough on the successful employment of the same compound for
the production of negatives, and many attempts [have been made
to produce in this manner a paper which might give results equal
to those of the process which is always known as silver printing,
and at the same time be so sensitive to light as to allow the image
to be impressed on it in a few seconds, instead of requiring an
exposure often of hours The difficulty of procuring
warmth of tone and consequent brilliancy in the picture seems
now to have been overcome in a new material which Messrs.
Marion, the photographic dealers of Soho-sqnare, have produced
and are about to supply commercially The paper is

obviously coated with a gelatine emulsion of some sort, and in

all probability rival experiments will before long find out its

precise nature. As regards the results producible by its means,
their value does not seem to admit of much doubt.
No industrial process can properly be termed successful
till it has stood the test of regular commercial work

;

but it is at all events safe to say thet no improvement of such
promise has been introduced into photography since the advent of

gelatine plates. . . . The whole process of producing a couple of

dozen prints need not take an hour. Allowing time for washing,
mounting, and finishing, an energetic man can, if required, supply
his customers with their likenesses the next day after the portraits

are taken. In these dark, short, winter days, it may be weeks
before a photographer gets light enough to print a batch of

pictures; but by Messrs. Marion's invention the whole thing can
be done by gaslight. The process of working the paper is quite

simple. As may be supposed, the image has to be " developed"

—

that is, no visible image is produced by the exposure to light.

Consequently, the exposure has to be estimated, as it has in taking

a portrait or a view. The development is effected in very much
the same way as if an ordinaiy gelatine plate were under treat-

ment, the developer being a weak solution of ferrous oxalate.

After development the image is of a rich purple ; but as this

would change in the final, or ''fixing" bath, it is necessary to
" tone " the picture, as is done with an ordinary silver print, in a
solution containing gold. After this the picture is "fixed" in the

usual manner. Considerable variety of tone can be produced, the

tints ranging from a warm red brown to a purple or even black.

—

Abridged from the Times of Nov. 24.

Anti-Vaccination Curiosities.—The anti-vaccination craze is by
itself one of the most instructive and at the same time amusing
developments of nineteenth-century seutimentalism ; but it also

affords an unpleasant study in the sordid relations it is forced into

by those who promote it as a means of livelihood. Could we
entirely separate it from this connection, and regard it solely as

the possession of well-meaning but uninformed enthusiasts, it

would be possible to tolerate it without any very great feeling of

disgust ; but since the movement has been adopted, like its com-

panion delusion anti-vivisection, for merely trade purposes of

advertisement, it has necessarily become degraded from the level

it might easily occupy as a phase of eccentric mental activity.

We have recently been delur-ed with the literature of sub-

scription-loving agitators in reference to this subject, but the most

recent of these productions is so startling in its intention, and

so decidedly original in conception, that it almost deserves to be

rescued from the oblivion which is the usual fate of such emana-

tions. The communication is illustrated with the heading, " The
Government Censured;" but adherents of the Ministry will recover

from the momentary shiver induced by these ominous words when
they discover that the censuring body is the " London Society for

the Abolition," ic, which, it appears, recently assembled to pass the

following resolution :
—" That the conduct of the Medical Depart-

ment in encouraging the profession to ignore vaccination os a cause

of death in certificates and at inquests ; and in their creation of

unnecessary panic during the slight prevalence of small-pox, with

the view thereby of inducing weak-minded persons to submit to

vaccination and revaccination, merits severe condemnation by

the Government." Accustomed though we are to the absurdi-

ties of conduct necessarily imposed on agitators who havejo
appeal for support to the unthinking and ignorant classes of the

population, still this precious idea of "censuring" the Government

strikes us as a master-stroke of policy. There are hundreds, nay,

probably thousands, of deluded parents who will accept it as a vital

blow to vaccination, and, in cnnsequeuce, will submit themselves,

their children, and their neighbours to the risk of infection, in the

mistaken belief that their " rights " are being defended with

success by the Society which receives their pennies. But its

most vicious effect will be found in the false feeling of security
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encouraRed by the insinnation that small-pox is a bogey, and the
further explicit declaration that pro-vaccinators are " weak-
minded." If there is anything the foolish among mankind dread
more than anotlier, ifc is the very charge of possessing a " weak "

mind, and the "Society'* has sliown a most crafty vpisdom in
selecting it as a weapon with which to wound its wavering adherents
and compel them to submission.

—

Medical Press and Circular.

dBuv Infafntorjs* Column.

So great is the numher of inventions now patented that many good
things are comparatively lost in the crowd. A succinct account,
therefore, hy an Expert, of all inventions of really popular interest
and utility must he advantageous loth to the public and the
Inventor, enailing persons to hear of inventions already desiderated
hy them, and thus acting reciprocally as a stimulant on supply
and demand.

A SELF-LIGHTING GAS-BUENER A2JD TAP.

Many, and, sometimes—as in the present instance— almost
magical, are the domestically-directed inventions of the day.
Prominent among these must be numbered the |Patent Self-
Lighting Gas-Burner and Tap, recently invented by Mr. Kinnear.
This appliance obviates the necessity of relighting the gas, the
turning of the tap at once effecting the purpose. The invention
consists in the employment of a lighter or auxiliary burner for
automatically lighting the main burner when the tap is turned
on. By this operation the auxiliary burner, which allows only
a mere pin-head jet of gas to "burn, is shut off, while,
when the tap is turned on, the main light is extinguished
and the tiny flame of the auxiliary burner again lighted. The
appliance consists of a double-way tap having a main way

, direct through the plug, and leading to the main burner, and also
an auxiliary way round the surface of the plug leading to the
lighter or auxiliary burner. When the main way is fully opened,
by turning on the tap, and the main burner fully alight, the
auxiliary way is entirely closed, and the lighter extinguished. When
the main way is entirely closed the auxiliary way is open, allowing
sufficient gas to pass through to keep a small pin-head jet only
burning, which forms the lighter. As the plug is being turned on
to open the main way to the burner, it automatically opens the
auxihai-y way to the full extent (by means of the way connecting
the main with the auxiliary ways), whereupon the lighter
flares up and ignites the gas, which is then slightly on at the
main burner, and as the plug is turned on to the full extent, the
main way is gi-aUu-'Uy opened, and at the same time the auxiliary
way is automatically closed until when the main is full on and the
burner fully alight, the auxiliary way is shut off, and the lighter is
entirely extinguished. On the plug being again turned off the re-
verse operation takes place, and the lighter is again left with the
pin-head jet burning. This useful appliance can bo fixed to all
existing fittings, by any inexperienced person, and will fit all
makes of fittings, while the selling-price of well-finished taps and
burners is at 43. each, and even less.

AN APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING STEAM OR VAPOUR.

The ready and economic production of steam is a desideratum to
many. Mr. Johan Millen, of Queen Victoria-street, London, has
invented an apparatus which, it is claimed, produces, easily and
cheaply, steam or vapour, alone, or mixed, if desired, with hot air.
According to a modified arrangement, the steam or vapour jet is
caused to enter a hot air jacket by preference at or near the top,
and into a kind of cock or thimble or valve which admits the cold
air to the jacket, or to a passage provided on it and communicating
therewith by a row of holes. The required heat for evaporating or
vaporising the water and heating the air is produced by a burner
arranged underneath the water vessel and made to burn the vapour
of petroleum, or other hydrocarbon or spirits.

AN IMPROVED FIRE-GRATE.

Them: seems no end of inventions designed to evolve at last the
perfect fire-grate. One of the latest endeavours in this direction is
the invention of Mr. James Smith, Pine-street, Liverpool, and has
for its object to provide a fire-place and grate constructed in such a
manner that bituminous coal, or similar carbonaceous fuel, will
bum so as to produce a clear, bright fire emitting little or no smoke.
The invention consists in constructing a combined fireplace and
grate in a novel manner, so that coking and combustion of the fuel

are effected in separate parts of the grate, and the air required for
combustion is heated and admitted to the fuel as is nece.seary. The
fireplace consists of a chamber or recess partly separated from the
flue by an abutment or partition. The grate cousiBts of firebars
and sides of suitable construction, the bottom and back have each
an air opening (or several) and valves or dampers. Below the
lowest bar of the grate there is a coking-chamber, and when the
grate is fitted into its place an air-space is left below and at the
back, through which air passes past the valves or dampers through
the bottom and back of the fireplace to support combustion. The
grate is moreover provided with a movable or detachable front,
which enables the same to be readily cleaned.

ORNAMENTAL WALLS, CEILINGS, &c.

One of the happiest and most encouraging signs of the day is the
increasing attention paid to interior ornamentation. There is really
no longer reason why decorated walls, ceilings, and pavements
should belong only to the very rich, and it is quite certain that the
advance of domestic decoration among the majority must pari
passu include a corresponding advance in national culture. We
are glad, therefore, to note that Mr. John Baker Gaiusby, of Lower
Temple-street, Birmingham, has patented some notable improve-
ments in constructing ornamental walls, ceilings, pavements, and
other surfaces. The invention referred to consists of certain im-
provements in connecting pieces or plates of glass, enamel, or other
ornamental material of which the ornament is made, and of methods
of attaching the plates to the surface to be ornamented. As an
illustration, the construction of a wall ornamented by a design
composed of pieces or plates of enamel will be described. In order
to connect the several pieces, strips of brass or other ductile mate-
rial are used. Their shape in cross section is that of a T, or plain

narrow strips with pins on the underside may be used. These strips

are soldered together in lengths, so as to form a frame into which
the pieces of enamel may be inserted from the back, the head of
the X strips being in front and bearing upon the edges of the
pieces of enamel. At the back the strips may have pins, studs, or
projections, allowing the same to be fixed on the wall. The pins
may be made to enter the plaster or cement on the wall before it

has set. The frame containing the enamel plates may, however,
be made with a backing of cement, and thus be formed into solid

slabs, which are then used in the same manner as other slabs ; or a
back-plate of wood may be secured on the wall by screws or the
like, and the ornamental slab be fixed thereon.

DOOR-LOCK FURNITURE, 4c.

TuEBE is ample scope for inventive ingenuity, as we have already
observed, for improvement in door and window furniture generally,

to employ the builders' phraseology. Messrs. Jelley, Son, & Jones,
the manufacturing ironmongers of Blackfriars-road, are now intro-

ducing a useful, and, as it certainly seems, a commendable inven-

tion known as Jones & Cunningham's patent self-adjusting door-

lock furniture, which embodies a very excellent, though simple,

improvement. It can be adjusted to any thickness of door, being
provided with a tooth spindle, into which a rocking lever is pushed
and secured by a sliding rose. Another invention is Jones & Cun-
ningham's patented guarded-lever sash-fastener, which is provided
ou the hook-plate with a slide or shield for the protection of the
arm or bar of the fastening.

A NEW COFFEE-MAKING APPAEATUS.

Coffee in England is rarely what it should be, and the fault lies

mostly iu the manner of making. A well-known Professor has
recently been devoting some thought to the subject of coffee-

making, and this is, after all, more generally useful than transcen-

dental philosophy ; and as the net and satisfactory results, a new
coffee-making apparatus (the " Criterion " Cafeticre, Arndt's
patent) has been constructed, after three years of experiment. It

has been established as a fact that the exact time necessary to

filter boiling water through coffee so as to completely extract its

wholesome constituents is eight minutes, the quantity of coffee-

beans and water being always fixed in certain proportions. On
this period of filtration the makers base the sizes of their machines,
which are made with mathematical accuracy to five different

capacities, calculated to give from two to twelve cups of coffee.

In these machines, the receptacle for groimd coffee being closed at

the top by a movable gauze lid, the water is obliged to pass

tlu'ongh the immovable layer of coffee, and to extract its essence
uniformly, at the same time making up the most valuable volatile

constituents, thereby preventing the escape of the same. The
wholesale agent for the " Criterion " Cafeticre is Mr. Thomas P.

Cook, 34, Snow-hill, London.
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" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfeed Tennyson.

Only a email proportion of Lettars received can possibly he in-

lerted. Correspondents mvst not le offended, therefore, should their

letters not appear.

All Editorial commvnicalions should be addressed to the Editob 01

Knowledge; all Business commimications to the Publishebs, at the

Office, 74, Great Q-ueen-street, TT.C. If this is not attended to
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All Rimittiinces, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should he made
payable to Messbs. Wyman & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspcndenle.

No COllMrNICATIONS ABE ANSWEEED BY POST, EVEN THOrGH 8TAUPED
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EUCLID'S THEORY OF PARALLELS.

[1542]—In letter 1,495, Mr. C. L. Dodgson seems to imply that

a proposition is not truly the converse of another unless it follows
immediately from that other. This is by no means the case. The
proposition that " all animals are men '' is the converse of the pro-

position that " all men are animals ;
" yet one is true the other false.

With regard to my comparison, at p. 337, between Euclid I., 17, and
the 12th axiom, the point to be noticed is that the two propositions

are equally far from being axiomatic ; or if there is any difference

Prop. 17 is the more nearly axiomatic; for it is only a general pro-

position, whereas Axiom 12 is exact, implying as it does that no
matter how minute the deficiency of the two augles from two right
angles, the two lines will meet. The best proof that Prop. 17 is

the simpler of the two is found by comparing the results when the
method of superposition is applied. The truth of Axiom 12 is only
proved—even in mere sketch I presented—by a rather long pro-

cess ; but here is the proof for Prop. 17 :

—

Fig. 1.

Prodnce the side B C of the triangle ABC (Pig. 1) to c, so that

C c is equal to BC. Apply the triangle ABC to Cc so that BC
coincides with C c. TVe may suppose this done by sliding the whole
triangle ABC along B C c. Then obviously the line B A will fall

into such a position as C a, wholly on the right of A B. Hence the

two angles ABC, A C B together are equal to the angles a C c,

A C B together,—or fall short of two right angles by the angle

AC a.

In like manner Prop. IG may be proved,— or made obvious.

As to Mr. Dodgson's second objection, he does not show that KL
is not obviously equal to C H. This is obvious from a consideration

of the method of superposition employed. He goes on to a proof

depending on the proposition that if two triangles have the three

sides of the one equal respectively to the three sides of the other,

they are equal in all respects. But I wished to use only consi-

derations based on the effect of superposition. Of course Prop. 32
can easily be proved by a simple method of superposition. Indeed
Prop. 32 has almost as good a right as Prop. 16 or Prop. 17 to be
regarded as axiomatic. If we adopt the idea of an angle as pro-

duced by the turning df a straight line round a point, the line

moving in one plane, Prop. 32 comes out frora very simple consi-

derations, thus :

—

1. Suppose A B (Fig. 2) to represent two coincident straight lines,

and one of these to turn round the point C, moving in one plane,

to the position D C E : then B C D is the angle thus swept out.

2. It matters nothing so far as the angle between the two lines

is concerned whether the turning be round the point C or another
point as F (to position G P H), so that the amount of turning is the

Fig. 2.

same,—that is, the angle G F B (tested by superposition) equal to

the angle D C B.

Fig. 3.

3. Xow let ABC be any triangle, and let its sides be all pro-

duced both ways, as in Fig. 3, the line DACE so formed being

supposed double. Let one of these lines turn around the point A
to the position F A B G, sweeping ont the angle B A C. F A B G is

now double. Let our component of this double line turn around

the point B to the position H C B K, sweeping ont the angle A B C.

H C B K is now double. Let one of its components be turned

around the point C to the position E C A D, sweeping out the angle

B C A. Then a straight line originally coinciding with DACE
has been so turned as to measure in succession the three angles of

the triangle ABC, and is found at the end of the process to coin-

cide again with the line DACE, but so that the ends which had

been towards D and E are now towards E and D respectively.

In other words, it has made half a rotation, or has swept ont two

right angles. Hence the angles of the triangle A B C are together

equal to three right angles.

The third objection in Mr. Dodgson's letter is apparently based

on the idea that Simson's axiom, " There cannot be two parallels,

through a given point, to the same straight line," refers to

parallels as negatively defined by Euclid. It this had been the

case, Simson's axiom would be less axiomatic even than Axiom 12.

It would, in fact, be simply another form of Axiom 12, only with-

out the definite statement which at least enables the student to

grasp the meaning of the statement. My definition of parallels in-

cludes, as a consequence, the property which Euclid assigns to

parallels, and since I prove that not more than one line fulfilling the

positive property I assign to parallels can be drawn through a point,

so as to be parallel to a given line, I in effect prove that not more

than one parallel as defined by Euclid (i.e., negatively) can be

so drawn. Richabd A. Pkoctob.

New York, Xov. 27, 1884.

MATTER.

[15431—In Letter 1,534 your correspondent F. W. H. gives an

extract "from Haeckel's " Pedigree of Man," in which it is said

that " we must hold that atoms are the smallest particles of

masses, having an iinalterahle nature, separated from one another

by hvpothetical ether." On reading this passage the question wiU

naturally occur to every thoughtful person, What basis can there

be for that part of the statement which I have underlined ? What

claim has it, even if uttered by the highest authority, upon our

acceptance? The answer seems to me to be contained in some

sentences written by the late Professor Clifford in his " Ethics of

Belief." There he says :
—" He [referring to a person making a

statement similar to" the one just quoted] may quite honestly

believe that this statement is a fair inference from his experiments

but in that case his judgment is at fault." '' I have no right to
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believe this on liis authority, for it is a thing which he cannot
know without ceasing to be man." "No eminence of character and
genius can give a man authority enough to justify us in beHeving
him when he malses statements implying exact or universal know-
ledge."

Further on, in the quotation from Ilaeckel, we have :
" Every

atom has an inherent sum of force, and is, in this sense, gifted with
a soul." Though we may not question the first part of this state-

ment, is there any reason for our concluding that this " sum of

force'* is a sort of ** soul," and can be expressed in terras of con-

sciousness and will ? Very probably, as Haeckel says, without a
notion of attraction and repulsion, tlie phenomena of chemistry are

inexplicable ; but what warrant is there for making " pleasure"
and "desire" concomitants of attraction, and "displeasure" and
"loathing" concomitants of repulsion:' Is it for a moment coil'

reirable that atoms are, or can he, conscious of their oicn movement ?

To assert that two atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen, or one of

carbon and two of oxygen, c?e^^Vc to come into contact with each
other appears to me to be not much different from a rc-establish-

ment of the polytheistic ideas of our rude forefathers.

J. T. Rol'TLEDGE.

WHAT SHOULD THE EARTH CONSIST OF THEORETI-
CALLY, IF LAPLACE'S "NEBULAR THEORY" IS

CORRECT ?

[1541]—A strong argument advanced in favour of the nebular
theory of Kant, Laplace, and Herschel, is that the specific gravity
of the planets varies inversely with their distance from the sun.
The argument being that each planet possesses an average specific

gravity which is equivalent to that possessed by the outer layer of

the sun at the moment of that planet's separation from it. This
theory appears to be approximately true, but it has yet to be
shown why the earth, whose specific gravity is about 3, should be
composed of many elements whose specific gravities differ widely
from this figure. Surely the layer of the sun from which
a planet was formed, being in a molten state, would contain
elements whoso specific gravities were the same as the average
specific gravity of that layer, and, if these elements were in a
liquid condition, still this would not explain the great differences in
the specific gravities of terrestrial elements. The only way to
account for the presence of elements in the earth—like platinum
sp. gr. 22, or potassium, or lithium, at the other extreme—appears to
be to assume that the heat caused by the rupture of each planetary
ring would raise the temperature of the resulting planet to such a
point as would cause the dissociation of the contained elements,
which, on subsequent cooling, would form elements of higher
specific gravity by condensation. Giles Daubeney.

[Wb.atever weight may attach to Mr. Daubeney's inferences, his
numerical data are, to say the least, vague. To begin with, the
specific gravity of the earth, instead of being 30, is really 5'07. It

is true that that of Meri'ury is 70; but, while Saturn's is only O'CS,

the specific gravity of Uranus is 0-99, and that of Neptune 0-9G

;

which accords but indifferently with the notion of variation
"inversely with their distance" from the sun.

—

Ed.]

CURIOUS SUNSET.
[1515]—This evening, about 4 p.m., walking along the East

Cliffs towards the town, I witnessed a remarkakle and somewhat
unusual, sunset. The western sky, above the sun (which was
hidden, as also a great part of the western horizon by the ridges of
Kinkell Braes), seemed to be covered by a light-grey vapour

—

almost white, which shaded into the clear sky above without per-
ceptible edge or break, as in ordinary clouds. Through rifts in this
vapour, were clearly discerned bands of prismatic colours, as
distinct as in the rainbow, but perhaps softer in tint, also the bands
were broader. From the shape of the visible bands of colour it

seemed as if they radiated from the setting sun in the same way as
the fan.shaped pencils of light often seen on grey clouds in the
west. They were all about the same height—rather less, I should
think, than 45° above the horizon. The loose clouds floating in the
clear sky above were deep purple-black, with a coppery tinge. I
do not know if anything of the same kind has been observed in
other places, or what the cause of this phenomenon could be.

25, South-street, St. Andrews, N.B. A. Werner.

POWER OF PERCEPTION.
[1546]—To how many objects can we attend at once ? Locke,

Brown, Stewart, Reid say only one ; but this assertion has been com-
pletely reduced to absurdity by Leibnitz, Hamilton, and others.
Charles Bonnet and Bestutt-Tracey both say that six objects are

the maximum, and Hamilton agrees with them. Tucker says four.
I have just been testing the matter myself, though without arriving
at any very distinct conclusions. I found, to begin with, that I

could easily "concentrate my consciousness" on two objects—

a

matchbox and an inkpot. I added a knife, then a book, then a-

watch, and sixthly a bottle. I found that I conld be still conscious
of each and all of these objects without any noticeable mental con-
fusion. I added three new objects simultaneously, and at liret di<l

not feel that the result was affected. But as I endeavoured to

realise that, individually and collectively, nine objects wen-
lying before me, I seemed to experience a mental check,
I felt that, were those nine objects animated beings, I could not
grasp all and the phenomena of all simultaneonsly. After trying
other variations, I have come somewhat dubiously to the conclusion
that six is the nnmber nearest to correctness. If six is not right,

seven is more right than five. What do readers of Knowledo
think about it, may I ask ? Fked. W. Clewoeth.

[This is largely a matter of education. The incipient observer
with the Transit Instrument is at first terribly puzzled at having to
count the seconds ticked by the pendulum of his clock, to watch
the star as it crosses the spider lines in succession ; to estimate the
second and tenth of a second at which it is actually on each " wire,"
and to write down his results all simultaneously ; although, after
sufficient practice, he does all this automatically. See, too, the
account of the way in which the famous French conjurer, Robert
Houdin, prepared for some of his tricks, as related by Dr. Carpenter
on pp. 205 and 206 of his " Mental Phyeiology" (Fourth Edition).—
Ed.]

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
F.R C.P. To append prices, as you suggest, would be to con-

vert descriptive articles into advertisements pure and simple ;

which is wholly foreign to our purpose.—Ax Anoxyuois Coebe-
SPONDE.NT (whose letter bears the Chesterfield postmark) sends a
leaf of the English Mechanic for Dec. 19, 1873. Why, I have not
the smallest conception.-—J. B. Libby. See Knowledge for Nov.
21, p. 431, column 2. My own impression lis, though, that your
object-glass is faulty.—J. W. Alexaxder. Do yon seriously suppose
that the aether is no? matter!' 1

—

Architect. No donbt, the people
you name would understand the misapplied marks; but I am
wholly in accord with the reviewer that this does not render their

use less (scientifically) indefensible.—F. W. H. You wander too
near the confines of forbidden ground to allow of the insertion of
your letter.—SEPirAGEXAKifs. Your kindly letter is most gratify-

ing. The only paper at all answering the description of that to

which your query relates is The Inquirer, a, Unitarian organ.

—

P. J. L. Yon apparently admit Swedenborg'a assumptions.
I regard him simply as a monomaniac, suffering under hallu-

cinations; who was as much—or as little—inspired aa "General

"

Booth. Hence I can recognise no validity whatever in your
arguments.— J. T. RotrrLEDGE. To append the prices of books
would be to make reviews merely publishers' advertisements. The
work to which your question relates costs half-a-crown. In writine
matter which is to be printed, please do so upon one side of tliu

paper only.—W. S. C. Religion is a matter of fact ; theology one
of opinion. It would be utterly foreign to our purpose to pretend
for an instant here (o prescribe the limits of belief to yourself ur
anyone else. All that need be said is that scientific investigation
must be conducted strictly by the scientific methods of observation
and experiment, and that no craven fear of the consequences mtist
be suffered to daunt the earnest and sincere seeker after Truth.

—

George Lacv. I must refuse to be entrapped into a purely theo-

logical discussion. Would all the conventionalisms you yourself
employ bear an absolutely rigid interpretation ? You would pro-

bably speak of the Sun as he, the Moon as she, of " His Grace "

the Duke of Puddledock, and so on, without any serious intention
of imputing sex and personality to cither of those luminaries, or

graciousness to a man who may have figured in the Divorce Court

.

—William Johnston. Pray buy a shilling elementary book on
mechanics. Its perusal may save you from such exhibitions as yoti

make on your ninth page, and show yon how utterly impossible it

is that comets of long period can revolve round two separate suns !

Apropos of your fourteenth page, would yon be surpriced to hear
that the density of Mercury is 1'21 times that of the earth : that
of Saturn only 012 of ours ?—H. M. I'. I imagine (bnt am not
certain) that the preface is actually in type. I could not commu-
nicate the substance of vour letter to its writer in time to insure
any alteration—always supposing that he considered it necessniy-—St. J. H. Many thanks for all the trouble you have kindly

taken, but the subject has already been thrashed out in these

columns.—A. B. (Glasgow). I am very sorry to be compelled to

decline to furnish the name of the manufacturer. You surely do not
wish me to advertise what I denounced as a species of fraud.

—
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J. W. p. I always regard the barning brandy which covers the
puddinp; as " the Spirit of Christmas " myself.

—

George Willam-
fiON. (1) Tho position angle of a double star (never of a planet)
is the angle made with the meridian by a Hue joining the two stars,

the larger one of the pair being supposed to occupy the
centre of the circle round which the angles are measured
from north through east, south, and west to north again.

(2) What wo need to know is the direction in which
the sun is moving, not the absolute distance of tlie stars.

Star groups that appear to open we must be approaching, and re-

ceding from those that are closing up. (3) Each star (according
to the experiments of Zollncr with his polarisation photometer) in

the common scale of magnitudes emits 03G3 of the light of that
preceding it.—J. W. Alex.^.nder. Rather too vague to print.

—

Constant Reader. How can I possibly advise you, unless I know
what use you wish to make of your discovery ?

—

Alfred Pagan
suggests that the passage in Job xxxviii. 31 (which is translated
from the Septuagint), " Canst thou .... loose the bands of

Orion ? " should rather be, " Canst thou loose the bauds (or rings)

of Saturn ? " He founds this interpretation on the meaning of the
word Kesil (which signifies, in Arabic, inactivity, cold, or torpor),
since Saturn was called " the slow mover" by the Hindus. This is

ingenious enough ; but the interpretation of Aben Ezra strikes me
as being more feasible: "Kimah" (the Pleiades) were the har-

bingers of spring ; while Kesil, the great Toledan held, signified

the Scorpion—or rather Antares, the chief star in that constella-

tion—which heralded the advent of winter. Tliis antithesis is very
etriking and poetical.—M. E. Mavrogoreleto. Your hint shall

receive attention.

—

James Simson. The social emancipation of the
gipsies is a question of far too limited interest to justify me in

occupying space with it here. Great Queen-street doesn't exactly
swarm with that interesting (if, perhaps, scarcely rigidly honest)
race.

©ur CfKEfsf Columiu

By Mephisto.

PROBLEM No. 143.

BV H. W. SnERRAHO.

Black.

^,^^^^^ fc^^^^is

Whitk.

White to play and mate in three moves.

Is there a misprint in Problem 140 ? I find the following solu-

tion, which I presume is iiot the author's :—1. Because no nse

wha.ever is made of the W B on QKtG. 2. Because in the only

f,,:iv i:; . ,

'. " of play there is a " dual" at White's third move.

1. Kto B5

Threatening "either Kt to B6 mate." Black cannot guard this

square nor move his K. His only defences are R x P (giving the

K a .- fo) and B to KB sq. (ch).

First Defence.
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#ur asafii'sft Column.
By Five of Clubs.

THE following singular game was played recently in America.

It is hardly necessary to say that A-B only win because of

T-Z'a very bad play. A case is on record, which we may present

in our next, where Mr. Clay saved a game in a similar way. But

he only got two leads, through the enemy's trump strength, hero

three had to be obtained :

—

The Hands.
( C. 10. H. K, Q, Kn, 10, 5, 4, 2. •)

[d. Q,Kn. S. K, 9, 7. i
JS

• C. Q.
D. 10, 9, 8, 7.

S. A, 8, 3.

. H. S, 8, 7, 6, 3.

A-B.'l.
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